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WIN CHESTER 
AUTOMATIC RIFLE 

22 CALIBER MODEL 1903 

AN ENTIRELY NEW RIFLE NOW READY 
Unequalled rapidity and ease of manipulation aid accurate aim of successive shots 

Te Winchester Model 1903 is a ten-shot AUTOMATIC, hammerless, take- 

down rifle. It is adapted to a new .22 caliber rim-fire cartridge, loaded with 

smokeless powder and the Winchester Greaseless Bullet. It is graceful 

in outline, light in weight, certain in operation, simple in construction and pos- 

sesses few parts. After filling the magazine and throwing the first cartridge 

into the chamber, all that it is necessary to do to shoot the ten cartridges that 

the rifle contains is to pull the trigger for each shot. Weight, 53/ pounds. List Price, $25.00. 

Send for circular fully describing this rifle. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 

The Alaska rba WEIGHT 
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Sleeping Bag Se ee 
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NY _ ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG 

/ Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 

x known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 
Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 

‘ame 4 have written us that they would not go out again without one. 

Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

° Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Fsror Fising Tackle Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 

Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplon 
Renowned Combination Reel. nad SPe l Money Pri 

Ou , 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania. 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 

MOTEL VANCOUVER 
VANCCGVER. 6.6 
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Mount Stephen House, - - Eield Bac. - - from $3.00 upward 
Glacier House, - - - Glacier, B.C., - =? 1) 2 3) OOM am 

Hotel Sicamous, - : = Sicanious, B:C., = = 3.00 Pi 

Fraser Canon House, : - North Bend, B.C., 7 ay Sa OO maa 
Hotel Vancouver, - , > Vancouver, B.C., - = 2 OOViaae 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 
Managers, to any of the Company’s agents, or to 

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL. 



PAUGAN FALLS. 

On the Gatineau River, where there is most excellent fishing 
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Papegouche’s Ghost.” 
By CAE. FARR 

(Continued from the May issue) 

Next morning, whilst the stars still hung 

in the heavens, and the waning moon was 

sinking in the west, in the hour of heavy 

sleep, yes, even of death, for white men 

have discovered by scientific methods that 

which the Indian has discovered by experi- 

ence, namely, that in the small hours of the 

morning, vitality in man and in the beasts 

that man has subjected to his use, is at its 

lowest ebb, at such a time, a solitary In- 

dian stole his way from out of the camp in 

secrecy, and absolute silence. Not even a 

dog barked as he threaded his way through 

the lodges, from which proceeded only the 

noises of sleep. It was Geetchinodin. Up- 

on his back he carried a heavy pack, and 

over it were slung his snowshoes, whilst in 

his hand he carried his tomahawk of stone, 

keen of edge, fresh from the makers’ hands. 

Such preparations betokened a long journey, 

and so it was, for Geetchinodin was bound 

for the wigwam of his kinsman Manandah- 

wis, whose granddaughter, Kahna, was %s- 

sessed by a spirit, and this spirit had pow- 

er through her to tell many wonderful 

things, both of the past, and the future, so 

that many were afraid, and the fame there- 

of went abroad. 

For three days and for three nights, with 

hardly an hour’s rest, Geetchinodin walked 

towards the north, beyond the height »f 

*Copyrighted. 

land that divides the waters of the Ottawa 

from the rivers running into the Hudson’s 

Bay, beyond Abitibi, around which lake a 

cannibal dwelt, and where it behoved him 

to journey cautiously. At length the goal 

is reached. It was midnight, but the fire 

was burning brightly in his kinsman’s as- 

sohahgan, as he could see by the sparks 

which flew from the top, and when he lifted 

aside the curtain of birch bark, which hung 

before the doorway, he heard the hissing of 

the red hot stones that were being plunged 

into a wooden bowl, from which the sav- 

ory boiled beaver meat arose and 

filled the camp, and his nostrils. 

“‘Quay. Quay.’’ (Greeting. Greeting. ) 

cried Manandahwis as Geetchinodin stum- 

bled through the door, for he was well nigh 

spent from hunger and fatigue. ‘‘I am much 

glad to see you. We knew that you were 

coming, and have prepared plenty of feod 

for you. Sit down and eat, for you must 

be very hungry.”’ 

Geetchinodin betrayed no surprise at this 

greeting, for he was an Indian, but in his 

heart he much wondered at the words of 

Manandahwis ; nevertheless he asked no 

questions, but sat down to eat as he was 

bid, and there was no lack of viands such 

as bring comfort to a hungry Indian. There 

were boiled beaver meat, roast muskrat, 2 

odor of 
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lynx stew, baked beaver tail, and for de- 

sert they gave him blueberries, which had 
been preserved by boiling down until the 
water had been all evaporated, and then 

cooled down into a gelatinous mass, whilst 

in lieu of tea, he drank the savory neebo- 

bie, (soup, the liquid in which meat or fish 

has been boiled), and a decoction made from 

the maskeegobuck*, the primitive and pung- 

ent substitute for tea amongst the Indians. 

Thus Geetchinodin ate, and when he had 

finished, his host produced a pipe charged 

“with that precious weed, which after a 

mighty meal brings solid comfort both to 

white and red. 

For some minutes they sat smoking in 

silence, a silence that was at length brok- 

en by Manandahwis with this interroga- 

tion: 

“My son has come to hear what the Spir- 

it says concerning the dead one? ”’ 

“Yes, my father, I have indeed come fer 

that purpose. But by what means have the 

whisperings of my heart been carried to 

your ears ?”’ 

“yen by those very means by which you 

seek to unravel the mystery of thy broth- 

er’s death. Of a truth there has been much 

wojiajinigayinnaniwan ( turning round, 

cheating, roguery) in thy band, but the 

wicked may yet become entangled in their 

own net.”’ 

For some minutes the two men again re- 

lapsed into silence; then Geetchinadin rais- 

ing his eyes and looking around, asked: 

‘‘Where is thy granddaughter, the maid 

whom the spirit follows, and through whom 

—I have heard—it speaks to men ? ’ 

“She sleeps there,’’ answered Manandah- 

wis pointing to a figure lying curled up be- 

neath a large white rabbitskin blanket. 

“She sleeps much these days, for the spirit 

tires her, and sometimes I think that it 

will not be long before she leaves us to 

join the spirit in the spirit land.” 

“(Can she tell me how my brother died, 

and by whose hand ? ”’ 

“She can, at least the spirit can, through 

her. But hush. She is waking. Take no no- 

tice of her lest she take fright, your 

journey be in vain, for the spirit is like a 

and 

*Maskeegobuck, Swamp weed. 
which are velvety on their under side 
for that purpose from time immemorial. 
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This is a low-growing bush, found in 

‘These leaves serve the Indians instead of tea, and have been used by them 

There is an allied species closely resembling it, also growing in swamps, 
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woman, full of strange fancies, and at times 

full of mischief. Even I dare not speak a 

harsh or sudden word to her, for then 

would the spirit tear down the very poles 

of this my assohahgan, therefore I caution 

you, Yeergwah. (Beware.) ”’ 

While he was speaking the girl threw off 

the blanket, and rose to her feet. She was 

a slim well shapen girl of about fifteen or 

sixteen summers. Bare to the waist she 

stood, holding around her hips a_ short 

skirt of squirrels skins, which barely con- 

cealed her shapely limbs. Her eyes shone 

with an unnatural brilliancy, but she gazed 

as one who sees afar off, and to whom 

those present are invisible. Presently a 

look of ecstasy lightened up her face, and 

stretching out her arms in an attitude of 

supplication she murmured: ‘‘Oh, my Lord, 

tarry not, but come, come, come.’’ 

Sweet as the sound of an Aeolian harp, 

or the unearthly music, heard only by those 

who are in the act of crossing beyond the 

vale, was her voice, as she concentrated 

her whole soul into that entreaty. It was 

not speech. It was a song that breathed 

an agony of love. 

Geetchinodin sat amazed, and then start- 

ed to his feet in terror, for he heard, as if 

in answer to that appeal, a shriek of laugh- 

ter ringing through the pinetops that wav- 

ed abcve the camp, and at the same time 

the frail edifice shook and rocked as if about 

to fall, whilst down the sides ghostly hands 

clawed and scratched, as if they would tear 

the birchbark covering from off the poles. 

Manandahwis, seizing him by the waist, 

forced him back to his seat, saying as he 

did so: ‘‘Sit down, sit down ! If you would 

live be still.’’ 

And then those two strong men cowered 

down in the dying firelight, trembling with 

fear, while the frail girl stood up with the 

lovelight shining in her eyes, and with her 

whole countenance aglow with e2cstasy. 

Suddenly the noises ceased, 

same time the girl gasped 

while her eyes assumed 

and at the 

as if in pain, 

a stony stare. Her 

form became rigid, and she swayed as_ if 

fall. Manandahwis jumped to his 

and seizing the girl by the shoulders, 

about to 

feet 

all swamps. It has lanceolate leaves, 

but it has no velvet under its leaves and is considered poisonous 

~ 
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gently laid her down amongst the folds ot 

the rabbitskin blanket. 

“‘Me ajaiee’’ (It is done) he said. ‘‘Now 

is the time when, if we ask her questions, 

she will answer us.”’ 

Geetchinodin made a movement as if to 

do so, but Manandahwis checked him with 

a gesture. 

‘Kish, Kish.’? he said. ‘I myself will 
speak. It is my ancestor the great chief 

Chaymahka, and he will not be angry if I 

‘address him.’’ 

Then turning to the form of the uncon- 

scious girl, and making a deep obeisance, 

he addressed the spirit thus: 

“Oh Chaymahka, mighty chief, spirit of 

my ancestor, wilt thou answer the ques- 

tions that Geetchinodin would ask thee ? 

As thou knowest, he has come from afar to 

learn the truth concerning the death of his 

brother, but his heart is frozen with fear ; 

his knees tremble, and speech has escaped 

from his mouth, even as the wily Queego- 

hahgie (wolverine) escapes from the trap. 

Therefore, I, your kinsman, give utterance 

to the thoughts that fight for expression in 

the mind of Geetchinodin. Tell us this night 

who killed his brother, and the manner of 

his death.”’ 

With which Manandahwis hid his face be- 

neath his blanket, awaiting the answer. 

But before he did so he managed to whis- 

per to his friend: 

““Kishkoian’’(hold your peace) 

lives hang on a balanced stick.”’ 

Then the form of Kahna became convuls- 

ed aS one in a fit, and a voice, deep as 

thunder, filling the assohahgan, until no 

man could tell from whence it came, ans- 

wered him thus: 

““Manandahwis does well to remind Chay- 

mahka that he is his kinsman. It is no small 

thing for mortals, those who have not yet 

come out of the darkness, to ask questions 

of those who dwell in the light; yet for thy 

sake will I do even as thou desirest. Pape- 

gouche, who is with us, escaped at the 

‘hands of Wahgouche, and Kinabikokomis, his 

‘mother. They placed the fine quills of the 

porcupine in his food, well knowing that 

they would enter into his body, and mov- 

ing hither and thither, would at length 

strike his heart. *Geetchinodin is next of 

OUr 

*The Indian law on murder is very simple, but very stringent and utterly devoid of technicalities. 

duty of the next of kin to the murdered to slay at sight, if possible, 
the public bging accepted as the verdict of guilt or otherwise. 
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kin, therefore the task is his to avenge the 

death of Papegouche, but let him beware, 

for no mortal eye saw them do the deed, 

therefore lest he become accused of blood- 

guiltiness, let him meet craft with craft, 

and slay the guilty pair in secret. To do 
this he must make a long journey towards 

the rising sun, for a strange people have 

come from across the big sea, and they are 

a race of conjurers, that will in the fuil 

ness of time swallow up thy people by their 

magic. Let him borrow of their magic, and 

Wahgouche and his mother Kinabikokomis 

will become as little children in his hands. 

IT have spoken.”’ 

With which the frame of the young girl 

Was again rent with convulsions, the asso- 

hahgan rocked and shook, until the dried 

meat, the drying skins and the snowshoe 

frames which hung on the poles, were scat- 

tered in all directions. The fire died down, 

and outside, though the night had been 

calm, the wind roared through the trees 

with the fury of a blizzard, but above all 

arose the shriek of that horrible laughter, 

like the weird cry of the kook-kook-koo- 

hoo (the night owl) only far more piercing 

and more awiul. 

Then suddenly all was still. The crisp 

silence of a winter’s night fell upon the 

camp, and the bright twinkling stars shone 

down through the opening at the top into 

the darkness of the fireless interior. 

Manandahwis now jumped up, and throw- 

ing an armful of birchbark on to the few 

live coals, he blew them into a blaze, and 

then piled on the dry wood, until light and 

heat soon took the place of darkness and 

cold. The girl had fallen into a quiet sleep, 

and lay in her blanket, breathing regularly, 

whilst the two men, still trembling, warm- 

ed themselves at the fire. 

“What doth my son think of the things 

that he hath both seen and heard?’’ asked 

Manandahwis. 

“Oh, my father, they are wonderful, but 

my heart is sore for my brother. I fear al- 

so for Winiwaya, the daughter of Kikan- 

datch, for Wahgouche would take her for 

his wife. I prevailed upon her father to 

wait until three moons have come and 

gone, to give me time to learn those things 

that the spirit has told us this night, for 

It is the 
the murderer, the consensus of the opinion of 
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I love her, and my father, I have told it 

to no other man. She loves me. She loves 

me more than she loved my brother, but for 

my brother’s sake, who was dear to me, I 

hid this thing in my heart. But now that 

he is dead, there is no more need for me 

to keep silent ; even. before I left the camp 

to come here I spake with her and she lay 
in my arms. I fear lest Wahgouche should 

weecopinatch (pull, wheedle) her father, by 

persuading him that I am dead, and now 

the spirit has commanded me to take a 

long journey ; so my heart is troubled, and 

I would fain start at once, for see the 

morning moon has risen, and I have much 

to do.”’ 
But Manandahwis protested against a 

start at that hour, saying: ‘‘Rest my son. 

Rest, for I am old, and have learnt many 

things. You have indeed much to do, and a 

long journey to make, but no man gains 

much by wearing out the body, and such 

things as you have seen do not make men 

strong, therefore sleep until the dawn, and 

when you have been refreshed by sleep, then 

go your way, and the blessings of an old 

man attend you.”’ 

So Geetchinodin was induced to stay, 

and was soon sleeping in the grateful 

warmth of a huge rabbitskin blanket that 

his host had produced for his use. But while 

he slept, his spirit was awake and saw 

many things; first, Chaymahka, the great 

chief who had spoken that night, and with 

him, many spirits of the dead ; then he saw 

his brother Papegouche, and with him he 

conversed even as if he were still alive, 

discussing matters pertaining to the sun- 

light and the earth, and Papegouche spake 

to him of his impending journey, warning 

him against the dreaded Nahtaway, and ad- 

vising him to shape his course away to the 

north, for by so doing there would be less 

likelihood of his encountering these heredi- 

tary enemies of his race; moreover, he 

promised to protect Winiwaya from the ma- 

chinations of Wahgouche, as far as it lay 

in his power to do so. All these and many 

other things did Papegouche tell him, and 

when he awoke in the morning he felt re- 

freshed and light of heart, knowing that 

unseen friends would be watching over him 

whilst he journeyed, and not only over him 

but over the girl whom he loved, Winiwaya 

the beautiful, and when he told all these 

things that he had seen and heard in his 

sleep, to Manandahwis, he too was glad, 
saying that the spirits must indeed be 

pleased, for it was their custom to com- 

mune with those whom they loved, in their 
sleep, especially whilst sleeping under the 

same roof as Kahna, therefore Geetchino- 

din started on his long and dangerous jour- 
ney in excellent spirits, and thus we must 

leave him for the present, and return to 

watch the evil machinations of the wily 

Wahgouche, and the cruel Kinabikokomis. 

When Wahgouche and Kinabikokomis 

heard the decision of Kikendatch regarding 

his daughter Winiwaya, they spat upon the 

ground in their wrath, for they had risked 
much on the venture and lost. 

Kinabikokomis was even more _ furious. 

than her son, for she had been the ‘dea ex 

machina’. She had planned the whole plot. 

She had compassed the destruction of Pape- 

gouche, and instructed Wahgouche in every 

detail of the part that he had played so 

well, but she never reckoned with Geetchin- 

odin, nor had she, until now, the slightest 

suspicion that he was the real obstacle in 

the way of the matrimonial projects of her 

son, therefore her conscience smote her in 

that she had not fed him also on porcupine 

quills, but for consolation she remembered 

that there were three months in which to 

retrieve her error, and to a woman like 

Kinabikokomis such reflection brought 

great comfort, for she was unscrupulous, 

and above all she bore the reputation of be- 

ing a conjuress of no mean capacity. It was. 

said that she could conjure a whole family 

sick, and throw a Spell upon the traps of 

any Indian who had offended her so that he: 

caught nothing in them, but the toes and 

tails of the animals that they were set 

for. She could create a mink, a marten, or 

a squirrel, so that it would run about the: 

wigwam right before their very eyes, and 

lo, at her will it was only a pit of fur. The 

same with birds. She could make a_ bird 

fly around and by but a gesture it would 

fall to the ground, a bunch of feathers ; 

therefore she was held in great respect and 

fear amongst the people, and many wond- 

ered at the daring of Geetchinodin, in that 

he had defied Wahgouche, and through him: 

had defied his far more dreaded mother. 

“Ye must die. He must die,’’ she mut- 

tered. ‘If I had been a man, I would have: 

killed him where he stood:’’ 

“Or more likely have been killed,” re~ 
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torted her son. ‘It is easy for a woman 

to talk of killing, when they well know 
that men are slow to give them the death 

blow ; why, the very male dog will not 

harm the female, and be she ever so small, 

she can put to howling flight the very chiei 

of dogs; besides my mother, know that 

Geetchinodin is like unto a bear in strength 

and I—look at me—what am I? A _ poor 

weakling, but from no fault of my own. I 

owe that to my parents, and surely you 

should be the last to reproach me for being 

that which you and my father have made 

me ; rather rejoice that I had sense enough 

to save my life, and thus give myself a 

chance to match my cunning against his 

courage, or rather, his strength, for cour- 

age I do not lack ; otherwise, how would I 

have dared to risk being torn to pieces by 

the people, which surely would have _ hap- 

pened, did they even know but half the 

truth ? ”’ 

At which, Kinabikokomis, wrapping her 

head in her shawl, rocked herself to and 

fro, crooning in a low voice one of those 

lullabys with which she had used to soothe 

the infant Wahgouche to sleep, for this 

woman though cruel and merciless to oth- 

ers had concentrated all the affection of 

which she was capable, and that was not a 

little, upon this her only, son, and now his 

words had touched her, so that for a time 

she ceased* to ‘be the fierce, malignant 

thing and became the mother. Darkness 

had fallen upon the camp, and these two 

sitting at the door of their lodge, out of 

- the range of the light from the fires, round 

which were gathered groups of Indians dis- 

cussing the exciting events of the day, es- 

caped the observation of the rest, and thus 

were able to plot the death of the man, 

who, we know, was miles away, and out of 

their reach before the dawn, without the 
slightest danger of being overheard. 

In the morning it was quickly rumored 

that Geetchinodin had disappeared. No one 

had seen him go and none knew where he 

had gone. There were many who attribut- 

ed this sudden disappearance to the agency 

oi the Wendigo, and the two plotters were 

not slow to turn it to their own account ; 

even making representations’ to Kiken- 
datch, and trying to persuade him that 

Keeping his word with Geetchinodin would 
be keeping faith with a dead man, but Kik- 

endatch was firm, and refused to _ believe 

him dead 

proved. 

until his death was positively 

It was useless to attempt to kill a man 

that was not there, therefore our amiable 

friends were obliged to change their tac- 

tics, and concentrate their whole energies 

upon the task of propitiating Kikendatch, 

and Kikendatch grew fat, for Wahgouche 

kept his larder well supplied. The fattest 

deer, the heaviest fish, that he killed found 

their way to the lodge of Kikendatch. 

Morning after morning during the beaver 

Season, fine fat beaver would be found 

hanging outside his lodge, and failing that, 

some other delectable trophy of the chase, 

so that Kikendatch began to realize that 

a marriageable daughter was a valuable as- 

set, and he contemplated the large num- 

ber of Winiwayas little sisters, running a- 

bout in the abandon of young savagery, 

with considerable complacency and satisfac- 

tion, but for all that he was obdurate to 

Wahgouche’s entreaties to change his deter- 

mination regarding the disposition of the 

hand of Winiwaya, and though he grew fat, 

Wahgouche grew abnormally thin, for he 

was now hunting, not only for the support 

of himself and his mother, but for the sup- 

port of Kikendatch, and a numerous brood 

of little Kikendatches. It was the mater- 

nal anxiety of Kinabikokomis that put an 

end to this condition of affairs, and inaug- 

urated a new form of tactics. Two moons 

had passed and gone, but still no word 

came of Geetchinodin. It looked indeed as 

if a Wendigo had swallowed him up, and 

some of those who had been sceptical at 

first, now began to be almost persuaded, 

and they consequently looked with more 

favor upon Wahgouche, who was not a gen- 

eral favorite at any time. Manadahwis had 

‘been visited by a member of the band, but 

he, true to his kinsman, could not, or 

rather would not, give any information as 

to the whereabouts of the missing man, 

and now, when it was generally conceded 

that the Wendigo had claimed its second 

victim, popular speculation was rife, in 

pated breath, regarding who would be the 

third. 

It was at this stage of affairs, that one 

evening when Wahgouche had staggered in- 

to his lodge, loaded down with slaughtered 

animals destined to fill up the Kikendatch 
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family, his mother, looking at him with 

tears in her hardened old eyes, said: ‘‘You 

fool.” 

Wahgouche was too weary to retort, or 

even to ask her why, but sat warming his 

chilled hands by the fire, knowing that his 
mother seldom spoke for no purpose, nor 

had he long to wait before she unburdened 

her soul, and he learnt why she called him 

a fool, and this was what she said. 

“My son, I call you a fool because it is 

only a fool that expects to win men 

through gratitude. I, though only a wom- 

an, have learned that with men as. with 

dogs, fear will do far more than love. You 

have slaved and slaved to save the lazy 

bones of Kikendatch, and what have you 

gained by it ? Your lands have been nearly 

ruined, for the slaughter required to keep 

that brood alive would spoil the best hunt- 

ing grounds around Matachuan. You your- 

self have become like a_ stick, while he 

grows round as a pot, and I—(here she 

ground her teeth in her rage)—‘‘am becom- 

ing a laughing stock to the people—I whom 

men have feared, and counted as one dan- 

gerous to cross. But now I will take this 

matter in hand and will show them that 

they have erred in laughing at Kinabikoko- 

mis. Go you, and continue to bait the 

trap, for bait it will be, though it will 

soon be not quite so heavy a load for you 

to carry. : 

Two days alter 

place the wife of 
took 

and 

this conversation 

Kikendatch fell ill, 

Kinabikokomis, being counted far and near 

a wise medicine woman, was called in to 

prescribe for her sickness. The cure was re- 

markably rapid. Within two days she was 

restored to perfect health, and the fame 

of Kinabikokomis was noised abroad; more- 

over she became a ‘grata persona’ in the 

lodge of Kikendatch, and the wife of Kiken- 

datch fairly adored her. 

“Who is the fool now, Mother ?’’ asked 

Wahgouche with a grin, as they were sit- 

ting together in the evening. ‘You 

that woman in your power, right in 

trap, and you let her go. I would 

it with a rabbit, even if beaver 

plentiful as squirrels,’ and Wahganche 

Jaughed playfully at his mother, but 

looked pityingly at him, and answered 

“Men are the fools. They have the brains 

of rabbits. Tell me,’’ she continued, ‘Show 

had 

the 

not do 

were eS 

she 

much would Kikendatch 
his wife ? 

grieve if he lost 

He might be sorry while she 
was sick, for a sick wife is a trouble to a 

man, but when she was dead he would be 

looking about for another, and he would 
like that. A new wife to a man is like a 

new toy to a child. For a time it more 

than takes the place of the old broken one.. 

No, no, leave it to me, for I will make him: 

so humble, that he will crawl like the omu- 

gokwee (toad) that he is. 

Very soon after that one of Kikendatch’s. 

little daughters was ailing, and of course: 

Kinabikokomis was at once sent for, but 

the child grew worse, and another began. 

to show the same symptoms. Kikendatch 

became really anxious, for were they not 

valuable assets ? The matter was becoming: 

serious, and to add to his troubles, he him- 

self felt a trifle indisposed. He sought coun- 

sel from Kinabikokomis, but she shook hec 

head, and darkly hinted at unseen powers 

being offended. Another of his children be- 

gan to pine and fade away, and the whole 

family, with the exception of his wife were 

suffering from loss of appetite and general 

depression, so that the labors of Wahgou- 

che were greatly lightened, even as_ his. 

mother prophesied that they would be. At 

length his wife came to him and upbraided 

him thus: 

“You call yourself a great chief, and pre- 

tend to manage the affairs of the band, and 

yet you cannot manage your own affairs, 

for look at your children, look at yourself, 

and remember that it is all your own 4o- 

ing.”’ 

‘What have I done? ”’ asked the poor 

man helplessly, for though he was counted 

a brave warrior in the field, he, like many 

another brave man, was thoroughly hen- 

pecked at home. 

“What have you done ?’’ echoed his bet- 

ter half. ‘‘Can you not see that you have 

offended the Wendigo, who ordered you to 

give Winiwaya to Wahgouche, and you have 

refused to do so ?”? 

“But Geetchinodin —— 

‘‘He is dead’’ snapped his wife. ‘‘You do 

not suppose that if he were alive he would 

not be hanging around that girl. I know 

as even white 

) 

and his wife sniffed 

wives will sometimes do 

“te was dead,’’ he 
hesitatingly, and as if in answer to 

” 
men, 

said 

his 

were sure he 
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wish, Wahgouche rushed into the camp, cry- 

ing, ‘‘The Wendigo has killed Geetchinodin. 

The Wendigo has killed Geetchinodin.”’ 

* Immediately the people flocked around 

him, for all were anxicus to hear his tale. 

So he stood in the centre of a ring oi 

frightened anxious faces, and when he_ had 

recovered his’ breath, itor he was panting 

‘like a dog after a chase, he gave the fol- 

lowing account of his adventure:— 

“T was walking towards the west to look 

at some traps that I had made there, hop- 

ing to find something good for my father 

to eat, I was near a small lake, which is 

frozen over, when I heard a roar that 

shook the ground. It was like the roar 

of a hundred bears in the moon of the 

strawberries. (June) * At the same mom- 

ent I heard the scream of a man, and run- 

ning down to the shore of the lake, though 

I was filled with iear. | peeped through a 

small cedar tree that grew out of the 

bank, and saw the Wendigo, which was as 

tall as a pine tree, liit a man up from offi 

the ice, and start to eat him alive. At 

first I knew not the man, for his face was 

turned from me, but as he writhed in the 

Wendigo’s jaws, I saw his face, and then I 

knew that it was Geetchinodin. I stayed 

no longer, but fled, for I knew not how 

many men a Wendigo may eat at a meal.”’ 

» After he had ceased speaking, Kikendatch 

pondered awhile in deep thought ; at length 

turning to Wahgeuche he asked: 

*“*Are the clothes that he 

there ®”’ 

“No,’’ answered Wahgouche. ‘‘He Lie hin: 

clothes and all.”’ 

At this a shudder of horror ran through 

his audience, and Wahgouche himself was 

affected so much at the thought that the 

muscles of his face became convulsed, and 

the fearless Kinabikokomis trembled and 

snook as one on the verge of hysteria. 

““Stay,’’ said Wahgouche. ‘‘Now that I 

think of it, I did see his bow drop to the 

ice, and if the Wendigo did not pick it up 

it must be there still. If any one is brave 

enough to accompanv me, I will go birk 

and look for it. There was no great rush 

of volunteers, but finally two or three of- 

fered to accompany him back to the fatal 

spot. 

The rest waited for the return of these 

wore still 

*In the month of June the bears pair, and are often met travelling in single file. 

heroes with considerable impatience. At 
length they returned, with Wahgouche lead- 

ing, and bearing in his hands a bow, which 

he handed to Kikendatch in silence. Kiken- 

datch took the bow and examined it cars- 

fully ; then addressing the people generally 
he said: 

‘‘My children. This is indeed the bow of 
Geetchinodin, and what more proof can we 

desire that he is dead, and that the Wen- 

digo has eaten him, for see, here are the 

marks of his teeth upon the bow. It must 

have been very hard on Geetchinodin, but 

it is not wise to defy a Wendigo.’’ (Kiken- 

datch shivered as he said this, for he 

thought of his own tribulations, which, he 

had now no doubt, had been the result of 

his own contumacy) ‘‘therefore I say be- 

fore you all, that when the sun has thrice 

risen in the East, then shall my daughter 

Winiwaya be married to my son Wahgou- 

che. I have spoken.”’ 

And so things began to look black for our 

friend Geetchinodin, but very bright for 

Wahgouche, who lost much of the mo- 

roseness that was habitual to him, and 

busied himself about the preparations for 

the ceremony with a spirit that gladdened 

the heart of his wicked old mother ; but 

strangest of all, the Kikendatch family at 

once began to regain their health, and when 

the evening immediately preceding the day 

of the wedding had arrived, the small mem- 

bers of it, though a little thin in appear- 

ance, were running about, apparently in 

perfect health, taking an intense interest 

in all the proceedings connected with the 

coming ceremony. There had been a change 

in the weather. A thaw had set in, and 

just before dark it commenced to rain in 

torrents. The wind howled through the 

trees as if it would tear them up by the 

roots, and a murky dull evening turned in- 

to a pitch dark night. It was depressing, 

and an indefinable dread fell upon the peo- 

ple, so that the gaiety and good humor 

that had so far been very much in evidence, 

"vas replaced by gloom; even the little ones 

ceased their boisterous play, and crawled 

silently to bed, while their elders dodged 

the rain and wished for daylight. 

At midnight, when the camp was perfect- 

ly hushed,* though few were sleeping, an 

unearthly succession of yells or rather 

Sometimes as many as six or 
seven ina band. They keep up a continuous rearing and Indians give them a wide berth then. 
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screams proceeded from the spot where wended their way back to the camp, a sor- 

_ Papegouche had been ‘buried. At the same 

time a ghostly gleam illuminated the mists 

of the rain, throwing out in dark relief the 

few intervening tree trunks. Again and 

again those cries rang out, until cold shiv- 

ers ran down the spines of men, and the 

women buried their heads in the blankets, 

so that if possible they might not hear. 

At length all was still, save the roaring 

of the wind and the ceaseless patter of the 

rain, but no man dared stir, so they waited 

in apprehensive misery until the dawn ; 

‘then with fear and trembling they wended 

their way to Papegouche’s grave, nor were 

they surprised at what they saw there, for 

they had not forgotten the dreadful sight 

of two moons ago, and now again the same 

sight met their gaze, for Papegouche’s 

body had been hurled from the coffin and 

jay some few feet away from the grave, 

with his little dog at his feet. Again they 

_ buried him, and when it was done, they 

rowful and perplexed procession. } 

Kikendatch, with face drawn and grey, 

spake to them as follows: : 

“My children. I know not the will of the 

spirits, for their ways are hidden in mys- 

tery, but this I know, that no marriage 

shall take place, until the three moons have 

passed, since I gave my promise to Geetch- 

inodin.’’ Then with some dignity he added: 

“Tf the Geetchimanitou brings trouble to 
mé and mine, then must we bear it, for it 

is His will.’’ 

“It is a trick. It is a trick,’’ cried Kin- 

abikokomis, whose rage was awiul to see. 

“Trick or no trick,’’ answered her son, 

‘““Kikendatch dares not break his word now, 

for fear of the people. We must wait, for 

the time is short, and I verily believe that 

our enemy is dead.’’ 

And every man went to his lodge sorely 

troubled in his mind. 

(To be continued.) 

Fly Fishing for Black Bass. 
By WALTER GREAVES. 

As the black bass season is approaching, 

a few hints from an old fly fisherman may 

not be considered out of place. They are in- 

tended, of course, only for novices, not for 

practical anglers, who know all about fly 

fishing for black bass. 

The Rod‘--The rod for fly fishing (I am 

taking it for granted that you are casting 

from a boat) should, I think, be about 103 

feet long and about 7 or 8 ounces in 

weight, well made of the best split bam- 

boo, lancewood, hickory and lance-wood or 

greenheart, without dowels, with standing 

yvuides preferred, reel-seat below the hand, 

as in all properly balanced fly rods. If you 

buy a split bamboo get a rood one— eight 

strip if you can afford it 

afford to spend very much get one of good 

fance-wood, which is a first class wood for 

this purpose, and, with care, should last a 

life time 

The Reel.—Use only a revolving 

plate reel for fly fishing ; for black bas 

one capable of holding fifty yards of line 

If you cannot 

ror rd 

size F, is required and may be purchased 

for about $3.00 or .$4.00. Do not buy a 

cheap reel or a multiplier for fly fishing. 

A multiplier may be alf right for trolling 

or bait casting, in fact is the proper thing 

to use for that kind of fishing. In fly fish- 

ing, however, the line is always catching 1n 

the handle just at a critical moment. Any- 

one can reel up quickly enough in fly fish- 

ing with a revolving plate reel. It is a 

mistake, anyway, to try to bring in a fish 

too rapidly when fly fishing. Let him play 

for a time and you run far less chance of 

losing him, or breaking your tackle. Ac- 

cording to my idea a good reel is just as 

important as a good rod and you cannot 

have too good an article 

The Casting Iine.—Use round 

gut and make your casts from six to nine 

feet long. Two flies at most are all that 

strong, 

are required in fly fishing for bass. Have 

them about thirty inches apart. Soak your 

cast well before fishing, as bass are very 

wreat fighters and will test the 

’ 

casting 
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IN MANITOBA. 

The Prairie Province is not all grass, there being extensive woodlands in many districts. 

BY THE SWAN RIVER. 

One of the picturesque streams of northwestern Manitoba. 

II 
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line severely during their mad rushes and 

leaps. 

Flies.—Black bass will, I believe, if fish- 

ed for at the proper time of the day ana 

season and in the proper depth of water 

rise to the fly in almost any lake or 

stream. I have usually found that the 

early morning and from about four p. m. 

until sundown is the best time to take 

them. During the middle of the day, as a 

rule, I have not found them to take well, 

and when I used to fish much for them I 

generally rested at that time until about 

four o’clock. Of course much depends on 

the day. On a dark, cloudy day I have 

known bass to take at all hours, but this, 

according to my experience, is unusual. Se- 

lect a locality not too deep, say about six 

to ten feet on the average, and either cast 

or troll slowly with a long line in order 

to sink the fly a little. They cannot resist 

the fly when it passes near them, moving 

very slowly, provided you have the right 

fly. My idea is that the following list is 

about all that one would need for almost 

any good black bass water:— 

Massassaga (I put this first because I 

know it to be the best killer for bass.) 

Parmacheene Belle, Grizzly King, Profes- 

sor, Polka, Dark Montreal, Silver Doctor 

-and Lord Baltimore. 

One need not go much beyond this list, I 

think, as these patterns are all first-class 

killers. I dress them on O’Shaughnessy 

forged steel hooks, size No. 1, old scale, 

with twisted gut eyes. They cannot be too 

well made or too strongly tied, in fact 

nothing but the best material and best 

workmanship should be used, the same as 

for salmon flies. 

Lines.—A good enamelled waterproof silk 

line of fifty yards is the best to use, al- 
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sdo with it. 

v 

though I have found 

line to answer 

a well ‘braided linen 

very well for bass fishing, 

and it is of course much cheaper than the 

silk. However, when one is purchasing an 

outfit he should. not consider a few dol- 

lars. Let him get the best he ean afford ; 

it will pay him in the end and in the ad- 

ditional pleasure he will derive from using 

a good article. 

Landing Net.—Get a good deep net about 

fourteen inches in diameter, with a handle 

about four feet long, so that you can reach 

out well from the boat, if necessary. If 

waterproot my landing nets ‘by using equal 

parts of boiled linseed oil and varnish heat- 

ed. Wipe off the surplus material and hang 

up to dry well in the open air. It is worth 

the trouble, as the hooks do not then catch 

in the net. 

Fly Book.—A fly book quite good enough 

for this purpose may be had for about 

$2.00, and almost any kind of a neat tin 

box will answer for a cast box, where a 

spare cast may be put to soak between 

leaves of white flannel, etc. : 

With this outlit, which really need not 

cost more than from $20.00 to $30.00, one 

may be prepared to fish for black bass 

with satisfaction in any water, and the 

sport is certainly well worth the outlay. 

Last season I fished several bass waters 

all with poor success. The bass did not 

take the fly well in any of the waters I 

tried, and my ‘angling friends (fly fisher- 

men) all said the same. There was some-_ 

thing wrong somewhere, but what it was 

I have been unable to determine. | Per- 

haps the cold wet season had something to 

I hope we may be more fortu- 

nate during the present year. It I meet . 

with success I will let you hear from me 

on the subject. 

The Weesano. 
3y MARTIN HUNTER. 

Barring, perhaps, the Kipawa country, 

the greatest resort of the moose at the 

present day is in the Wessano section of 

the. St. Maurice. That is talking of the 

Province of Quebec. 

This feeding and breeding ground of the 

noble game lies to the west of the St. 

Maurice river, about sixty-five miles north 

of Three Rivers, and can be penetrated 

from two points leaving the main river, 

either at Grande Anse or twelve miles fur- 

ther up stream at Rat River. 
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It is now about the only part of the pro- 

vince in which the moose is not molested 

to any great extent, being too far south 

for the interior Indians to come, and too 

far from civilization for the whites to kill 

any number. 

The Wessano is an ideal feeding ground 
for these fast disappearing animals, being a 

very broken country of mountains and small 

lakes, the ridges covered with a growth of 

young and succulent maple and birch, and 

the lakes, in summer, covered with the 

much sought after water lilies. 

One of the finest heads that went to the 

Chicago exhibition came from that section 

and was killed by a caretaker of a provis- 

ion cache at his door. 

To reach this wonderful resort of the 

moose and speckled trout one takes the Ca- 

nadian Pacific Railway to Three Rivers, 

there changing cars onto the Grandes Piles 

line, a branch of the same well equipped 

system, which lands him at the terminus, 

Grandes Piles. A small river steamer makes 

connection on arrival of the train, leaving 

at once for up river. 
The scenery on the St. Maurice from 

Piles to Rat River compares well, indeed 

surpasses, many other parts of the country 

that tourists go in ecstasies about. Bold 

rocky points or headlands in some places 

would overlap, as it were, parts of the 

route, appearing as though there were no 

further progress to be made, but the little 

boat would make a graceful curve out on the 

still expanse of water before us, the points 

would fall apart and another vistage of 

beauty would unfold to our gaze. And this 

goes on for miles and miles of the river. 

From the point of Grande Anse is the 

quickest way to get into the game coun- 

try. Albeit not the easiest, inasmuch as 

one is compelled to go over twenty miles 

of none of the best bush roads. In fact the 

better way to ride over this is to walk, as 

the wagons with the camp outfit require 

nearly half a day to accomplish the dis- 

tance. The would-be hunter, if endowed 

with health and strength, has no great dil- 

ficulty to keep up with the teams, and be- 

sides it is an apprenticeship to inure him 

to exertions yet to come. 

Going further up stream and debarking at 

Rat River one takes canoes right at the 

farm for the back country, ascending the 

Rat River for some distance and then por- 

taging into the Wessano branch above the 

broken water of the lower part. 

An outing into this most delightful re- 

gion well repays the party making the trip- 

It has several other weighty considerations 

in its favor apart from the beauty of the 

country and the success that is sure to 

come to those who make the venture and 

that is the short time required to reach it 

from Montreal and the cheapness. 

The Wessano and every little stream fall- 

ing into it abound with the finest speckled 

treut. , 

To crown all there is the vast amount of 

good, physically and mentally, the trip will 

do a man who for the next fifty weeks will 

per force of occupation be cooped up in a 

city. 

Hunting Song. 
3y HELEN M. 

In the dim and distant blue 

Pales a silver star ; 

Pink, and gold, and roseate hue 

In the east afar. 

Shadows green of dusky pines 

Darkle in the streams, 

Slowly fading in dull lines 

With the first faint beams 

MERRILL. 

Hluntsman string thy golden bow 

cre the bright day breaks, 

By thy fields and forests go 

ere the red sun wakes. 

Lo! he comes in splendor gleaming, 

Through the heaven breaking, 

From his ‘brow the gold light beaming. 

Hfuntsman, earth is waking. 
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Out of Doors. 
By L. O. ARMSTRONG. 

Observers have noticed that the people of 

America are becoming less fit to stand 

physical strain and exposure. The newcom- 

ers to our shores from the old countries, 

inured to hard work and privation, are our 

hewers of wood and drawers of water. 

Labor is annually getting a larger propor- 

tionate reward than clerical work, because 

we have too many clerks. The average car- 

penter today earns more than the average 

artist or litterateur. The native Ameri- 

cans are very largeiy doing the clerical, 

artistic and literary work, which unfits 

them for physical work. 

Is there not a menace in this for the fu- 

ture? Are not we the descendants of the 

older North Americans becoming effemi- 

nate, as have done so many of the advanc- 

ed civilizations of the past? Should we 

not apply the remedy which is close at 

hand ? Open air with compulsory exercise 

will keep us from growing degenerate. 

Home physical culture will do something, 

but only a part of what ought to be done. 

We need much more outdoor life. The mili- 

tia with its annual camp drill should be 
fostered ; walking trips, canoe trips, and 

camping rips snould be encouraged in ev- 

ery way, and these should be extensively 

organized and put within the reach of as 

many people as possible. 

We are glad to be enabled today to begin 

to place before our readers many details 

regarding canoeing trips in the wilds. They 

will be written by those who have made 

the trips. 

The Mississaga River route is one of the 

latest to be made known of the swift riv- 

ers of the far northland. This canoe trip, 

which is destined to be famous in years to 

come, is taken either from Biscot Station 

(Biscotasing, as it used to be called) or 

Winnebago, both on the main line of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, one hundred and 

fifty miles north of the middle of the State 

of Michigan. These two stations are only 

about forty miles apart. Probably the 

more popular of these starting places will 

become Winnebago. There is no station at 

that point as yet (only a siding), and one 

needs to be ready to put up one’s tent as 

soon as the landing from the Trans-Conti- 
nental train is effected. 

At Winnebago the waters run north 

towards James Bay, and our canoes are 

paddled up the slow current of the Winne- 

bago River to one of its mother lakes, 

which is about five miles long and two 

wide, with beautiful high, rocky and well- 

wooded shores. The Indians call the lake 

Waquewogaming. It is well stocked with 

bass, according to the Indians. The Indians 

also said that there was plenty of moose 

and deer within easy reach; which J _ be- 

lieved, as I saw the latter, and a great 

many moose bones around every Indian 

camp, although I did not see the moose 

themselves. 

A half-mile portage over two small ridges 

and a muskeg brings us into Nebish Lake. 

This lake is very small and shallow. After 

crossing it we followed a narrow creek for 

perhaps an hour, when a portage of a mile 

in length over a well worn trail was tak- 

en. This brought us to Kabeskishing Lake. 

This lake has many high pine-clad islands 

looking in their varied coloring like green 

leaves alter the first touch 

floating upon the calm waters. Splendid 

camping places are found all around. This 

ig one of the head lakes of the Winnebegon 

River. Winnebegon Lake lies only a short 

distance to the northwest of the junction 

of the Kabeskushing River and Winnebegon 

River. This River, the Kabeskushing, is 

sometimes called the east branch of the 

Mississaga River. 

Some of these Indian names will be 

slightly changed in pronunciation, before 

the final spelling is accepted. 

Here we see innumerable signs of moose 

in the freshly cropped lily pads, but we 

are out of season, and take no care about 

frightening them, and they keep out of our 

way. 

Winnebegon Lake is very beautiful, 

though there is a little burnt land upon it. 

The Winnebegon River is over one hun- 

dred feet wide at this point. Those who 

are not in a hurry and can give three weeks 

to the trip should paddle up to the lake 

and back. 

al- 

of autumn, 
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Following down the Winnebegon the trip 
is delightful all the way. Big and small 

game is abundant. Occasionally the stream 

narrows and passes between high banks ; 

\, the scenery becomes grand, the bluffs be- 

_ come awe-inspiring and the rapids more 

and more exciting. Among the sensations 

Rtot the day that are procurable by the av- 
ta erage man, there are few better worth the 
_ money ‘ate running rapids. And this is 

- what makes the Mississaga and Winnebago 

_ Rivers more interesting to me than even 

hp _ beautiful Timagaming. 

_ The junction of the Winnibegon and Miss- 

Pee paee is very picturesque. We found here 

an abundance of high bush and cranberries 

(at the end of August) which were very 
‘a ‘refreshing and wholesome. 

ee 

ti 

i A couple of hours of easy paddling below 

* «this junction, brought us to a lake expan- 

j ‘sion, the eastern 
iy 

branch of which enabled 

‘us to make a portage and to avoid Aubrey 

a Falls, one hundred and sixty-five feet high, 

but no one should pass Aubrey Falls with- 

~ out looking at them and photographing 

them. Our party was unanimous in saying 

© that they had never seen a grander cata- 

ie ract. 

i There are a number of rapids below Aub- 

_ rey Falls. Three Island Rapids is an ex- 
_ jeellent camping-ground with plenty of wood 

jin a very picturesque spot. The Indians 

| have trails from here westward into cer- 

’ tain unsettled townships, where they tel 
_ us every lake and stream is full of ‘brook 

Be trout. I intend to return and ascertain 

this fact for myself. 

» The day that we paddled from Aubrey 

4 Falls to Three Islands Rapids and the next 

: _ day from Three Island Rapids to Squaw 

A Chute stand out as red letter days—one 

he glorious sensation after another. 1\2) 
a Squaw Chute is a bold and picturesque 

| © water- fall, from which we could see that 

{ more Indian trails went westward. These 

are the huntmg preserves of the Ojibways. 

i There are not many of them, and they are 

- willing to let the white man know about 

- them, and to act as guides. There is a 

_ house here, the first in two hundred miles, 

We and vegetables can be had. 

A little below Squaw Chute is the fam- 

ous T unnel, as the people call it locally. It 

. if is a fierce gorge three miles long, quite im- 
possible to run with any kind of craft. A 
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canoe would be smashed agaist the walls 

of the gorge as an eggshell can be crushed 

in the hand of a man. 

Near the Tunnel is a small settlement of 

well-to-do educated English speaking set- 

tlers. We hired a wagon from them to 

carry our canoes around the three-mile por- 

tage. We might very well have carried 

them around ourselves, but our time was 

now becomirg limited, and we wished to 

photograph the gorge, which we did witha 

fair amount of success, although the sun 

was getting low. 

I forgot to mention that there is a fair- 

ly heavy sea in one of the rapids before 

we reached the gorge. Heavily laden can- 

oes should have one of the crew walk a- 

round and perhaps take a little of the 

plunder with him. It is not a hard rapid 

to run, nor is it a dangerous one. 

Three Island Rapids can be located about 

halfway between Aubrey Falls and Squaw 

Chute on the map of the Mississaga Canoe 

Trip. 

For fishing and shooting I would recom- 

mend the canoe trip from north of Squaw 

Chute, (also marked on the map) to Des- 

barats. Very much _ better fishing and 

shooting, and more picturesque scenery can 

be had that way than by following the Miss- 

issaga down to its mouth; but I do not 

know much about the route itself, outside 

of what I could learn from the Indians. I 

have not made it as yet. I have been to 

one or two of the lakes and know them to 

be good fishing lakes. 

I have also been over the lower end of 

the trip, from above Squaw Chute to Des- 

barats, through Rock Lake, Gordon Lake, 

Bass or Diamond Lake, and Desbarats 

Lake to Desbarats Station, on the Canadi- 

an Pacific Railway. 

Desbarats is a delightful new little sum- 

mer resort. One hundred islands cluster 

together about a mile and a half from the 

Railway in the North Channel, as that 

part of Lake Huron is called. I know of 

no better place from which to take fishing 

excursions than Desbarats, nor a 

pleasant place for a man to leave his wile 

and family while he explores the interior. 

I cannot yet recommend this new 

trip for lazy men or invalids, because I do 

not know of any white man who has taken 

it. 

From the 

more 

canoe 

lower end of the gorge or Tun- 



nel to Slate Falls, the best water power 

on the Mississaga, are valuable copper 

mines and fine hard-wood timber, also ex- 

cellent bass fishing in the lakes, which are 

quite close to the River. 

A three-quarters of a mile portage south- 

west from Slate Falls brings us into Lake 

_ Waquekobing, a Sheet of beautifully clear 

spring-fed water ten miles in length, and 

from two to four wide. This is an ideal 

lake, in which are bass, brook trout, and 

lake trout. The brook trout are found near 

the mouths of the rivers. 

The Government has made a reserve oi 

3000 square mmles on the Mississaga Riv- 

er. This will be guarded by fire rangers and 

game wardens and will insure to the en- 

tire neighborhood good fishing and shoot- 

ing for all time to come. 

Slate Falls is a very good centre for a 

camp, aS there are lakes both east and 

weSt of the Mississaga, and the locality is 

very beautiful. 

From Slate Falls one can paddle down 

the Mississaga to Blind River Station on 

the Canadian Pacwfic Railway, or across 

Lake Waquekobing to Day Mills and drive 

five miles over a good road to Dayton Sta- 

tion, or one can drive direct to the rail- 

way on a Government road. 

It is surprising how keen our apprecia- 

tion hecomes of the dining car and sleeper 

after a canoe trip. To thoroughly enjoy 

life one must suffer occasional deprivation. 

The deprivation we had been through, en- 

joyable in itself, did certainly help us_ to 

enjoy ; the exercise we had, the glorious 

water, the scenery, the excitement of the 

rapids, the compulsory, but not unpleasant 

work, contributed a great deal more _ to- 

wards creating the perfect physical con- 

dition in which we moved and lived, and 

had our beings for months after that Miss- 

issaga canoe trip. 

Some years ago when interest began to 

grow in the country north of the Great 

Lakes, I took the Lake Timagamzr trip, go- 

ing from Montreal to Timiskaming, on 

Timiskaming Lake, by rail. Note the dif- 

ference between Timiskaming and Timaga- 

mi. They are absolutely different lakes, al- 

though only twenty miles apart. Timis- 

kaming is about one hundred miles long, 

and is narrow ; Timagami is shaped like a 

spider, with its legs crawling all over the 
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map. Timagami has one thousand miles of 

shore line, if you take in the shore line of 
the fourteen hundred islands which dot its 
surface. Lake Timagami is on an elevation 

nearly four hundred feet above Lake Timis- 

kaming. The waters of Lake Timiskaming 

are a light rusty red in color, although 

good to drink; it is not trout water. The 

waters of Lake Timagami are clear as cry- 

stal and full of bass and lake trout, with 

some good speckled trout streams running 
into it. ; 

And now to come back to the itinerary 

of that Timagami trip, as I remember if 

alter a lapse of years. We had a most en 

joyable steamboat ride up Lake Timiskam- 

ing from Timiskaming Station to Baie des 

Peres, a settlement of monks of the Oblat 

order. Here we slept and next day cross- 

ed the lake to Haileybury. There we met 

very pleasant people, who outfitted us, and 

two young !ynglishmen who kept the hotel. — 

Our dutile was drawn across the six miles 

portage, while we walked across. We did 

not find the portage hard or long, although 

some of us were afraid of the six miles as 

a Starter, and it proved to be the only long 

portage. 

I remember making the first strike with 

a phantom minnow, casting and capturing 

either a maskinonge or a dore, or wall- 

eyed pike, I have forgotten which. In one 

or two shallow lakes at the start the fish- 

‘ing$was disappointing, the catches being 

mostly pike ; but after portaging into the 

Montreal River we caught bass and wall- 

eyed prke, and in Timagami nothing but 

bass, and more of it than I had ever caught 

before—we returned hundreds of fish to the 

water. 

Then came a Series of delightful scenes 

and experiences which have not yet ‘‘gone 

glimmering through the dreams of things 

that were.’’ They come up to me again 

and again and always bring a pleasurable 

moment—our Indians, our guides, my com- 

panions, the canoes, the hills we climbed 

from which to make good views, the bass 

we caught and ate, the game we saw, and 

which we were sportsmen enough not to 

shoot out of season. The temptation to 

shoot game was almost irresistible, and I 

think that one being alone might have suc- 

cumbed, but in the company of members of 

the North American Fish and Game Asso- 

+ 
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ciation, we were enabled to brace one an- 

other up, and to conquer. 

Devil’s Mountain, Nokomis Hill, Bear Is- 

land and Joan of Arc Bay are landmarks 

that will remain in my memory for many 

years to come. 

Iam glad to say that the boys from 

some of the best colleges in the United 

States have formed the Keewaydin Canoe 

Club, with their headquarters at three dua- 

ferent points—one at Desbarats, Ont., one 

on the Mississaga River, and one on ‘ake 

Timagami. 

The magnificent chain of lakes which con- 

-nects these three far distant points, or ary 

portion of them, will make many peerless 

canoe trips. Each is a magnet of itself ; 

each one having charms of its own, which 

make a man who has only taken one of 
them exclaim and stoutly maintam that 
the trip he has taken is the finest in Am- 
erica, but when he has taken all three his 

mind is in a state of embaras de richesses, 

as the French have very neatly described 

the condition of one’s mind who has to 

make a choice between such trips. 

I obtained my information from the auth- 

orities of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

who go to a great deal of trouble in send- 

ing a thoroughly competent man over these 

hew routes as soon as they are heard of. 

He is told to make maps, if none are in ex- 

istence, and to be ready to furnish all nec- 

essary information. 

At the time of writing, May, 1904, I am 

about to start on a spring trout fishing 

canoe trip. 

On Frances Lake. 
By CHARLES CAMSELL. 

Frances Lake, in the northern part of the 

Cassiar district, is described by the few 

travellers who have been fortunate enough 

to visit its shores as one of the most beau- 

tiful and pycturesque spots in the whole of 

Canada. With its clear amber-colored wat- 

ers sparkling in the bright sunshine of a 

June day, and the snowclad mountains of 

the Too-cho range, rising to a height of 

eight thousand feet, and almost completely 

surrounding it on all sides, the memory of 

it will remain with me long after the hard- 

ships we suffered on its shores have passed 

into oblivion. And with that memory will 

always be associated the thought of the 

little dogs who practically saved us from 

starvation, and when our troubles were al- 

most over were finally devoured by wolves. 

We were a party of three—Wright, Fred 

and myself, and with our three dogs had 

come into the Frances Lake country early 

in May for the purpose of exploration. Dur- 

ing the winter we had tramped westward 

through the Rockies from the McKenzie 

River, following the course of the Liard 

river for nearly seven hundred miles, to 

the head waters of its northern branch in 

Frances Lake. Of our orginal bunch of 

dogs only three remained. The rest had 

either died or been shot to feed the oth- 

ers. 

Owing to our failure to obtain any prc- 

visions at the last outpost of the Hudson’s 

Bay Company on the Liard river, we found 

ourselves towards the end of May com- 

pletely out of food and with the exception 

of a good supply of salt and to'bacco were 

entirely dependent on what we could get 

with the rod or gun. Game was scarce, as 

it always seems to be when you need it 

most. It was no use in going back to the 

tradmg post, as Mr. Egnell, the officer in 

charge, had assured us that there was not 

the faintest hope of getting a further sup- 

ply of food until his outfit came in about 

the 20th of July. There were about seven 

weeks before us, during which we would be 

thrown entirely on our own resources, and 

on which it was not pleasant to contem- 

plate. 

Our days were spent with gun or rifle, in 

the search of game, either in the wooded 

lowlands by the lake shore, in the hope of 

getting a partridge or a few squirrels, or 

else in the mountarms to the east, where at 

rare intervals we Signs of 
sheep. 

Partridges and squirrels we did get 

Came across 

and 
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occasionally a porcupine, but never enough 

of them, and we were even compelled to 

tackle a wolf that Fred shot one night and 

which was only found after it had been iy- 

ing for several days in the hot sun of the 

nonth of June. 

As time dragged on, things began to look 

serious, and it was due to the hunting pro- 

clivities of our dogs rather than to our 

own efforts that we are alive today. 

‘There was a gradually increasing disin- 

clination to get out of camp in the morn- 

ing and rustle something for breakfast, and 

this often consisted of only the cranberrie+ 

that had been preserved under the snow 

through the long winter and could now be 

found in shady spots in the woods. Also 

we began to cast hungry eyes at the lean 

and scraggy looking dogs, that had served 

us so faithfully. They too realized the ser- 
iousness of the situation, for when they be- 

gan to get only bits of a worn out mocca- 

sin for supper, they knew there was some- 

thing wrong. Consequently when not out 

with us, Fred’s dog ‘‘Driver’’ and my own 

dog ‘‘Nugget’’, would hunt alone. 

Nugget was just a common little Indian 

mongrel, that I had bought the previous 

autumn on the MeKenzie river for the price 

of three ‘‘skins,’’ equivalent to about sev- 

enty-five cents in trade; but I valued the 

little beggar more than any dog I ever had 

before or since. In harness he was always 

willing, and never got sore feet when the 

crust was on the snow in the spring, and 

when the snow was gone altogether and his 

work was finished, he would follow me ev- 

erywhere, seemingly quite content as long 

as he got a bit of rawhide from our snow- 

shoes or a wornout moccasin for his sup- 

per. Often when I would be too weak or 

tired’ to go hunting, he would go alone, 

and soon. we would hear him barking far 

up the mountain-side, or down by the lake 

Shore. Then I knew that he had treed a 

porcupine and would watch there perhaps 

for hours till some one came and killed it. 

He knew, probably, from bitter experience 

that it was unsafe to tackle it himself. 

Many a long tramp has he given me, but I 

was never once disappointed, and he al- 

ways got his reward. 

One night shortly after I had crawled un- 

der my mosquito netting to rest, but not 

to sleep, I heard his bark far up the moun- 

‘the previous winter. 
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tain and sounding faintly in the distance. As 
it was light nearly all night at that time 
of the year in that latitude, I got out. of 

bed, shouldered my gun and started to find 

him. He took me about three miles out in- 

to the woods, where I found him doing his 

best to hold the attention of two porcu- 

pines. One was up a small spruce tree and 

the other was under the roots of another, 

about twenty feet away, and Nugget, to 

judge by the way the leaves and earth had 

been torn up and scattered between the two 

trees, had had a difficult job to keep them 

in their positions. 

It was about two o’clock in the morning, 

and he had been there for nearly two 

hours, till he was almost exhausted from 

the continued exertion of jumping from one 

to the other and his bark was gradually 

growing more strained and feeble. He earn- 

ed his meal that night. 

““Driver’’, too, though he was never of as” 

much use as Nugget in getting game (I 

may be partial in saying so), seemed to 

realize that we were unable to get suffi- 

cient food often to make one meal a day 

and did what he could to help us. We were 

camped at one time by the side of a small 

mountain stream, just where it entered the 

lake. The stream was perhaps twenty feet 

wide and about eighteen inches deep, but 

swift as a mill race. Across this we had 

thrown a small spruce tree to act as a 

bridge. One afternoon Driver went offi a- 

cross this creek by himself to forage either 

for cranberries or anything else in the 

shape of food. He had gone about two 

miles from camp when he suddenly came 

across a deserted Indian camping ground, 

where some Indians had spent a few days 

Poking around among 

the debris and dried spruce boughs he un- 

earthed the shank bone of a moose. The 

bone was picked clean and had not a par- 

ticle of flesh on it, but here, he thought, 

was something that might be of use to his 

master. The bone was quite heavy, even 

for a good strong dog, nevertheless, he 

picked it up in his mouth and carried or 

dragged it, with frequent stops for rest, 

all the way back to camp. In crossing the 

bridge at the camp, however, the tree be- 

gan to wobble, he lost his balance and was 

upset in the stream. He ‘was turned over 

and over by the current, bumped against 
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boulders and snags and was swept down 

nearly into the lake before he could make a 

landing ; but all the while he hung on to 

the bone and eventually he scrambled up 

the bank, dripping with water and laid it 

at Fred’s feet. Poor old dog! he looked 

so happy when he laid it down, and yet he 
‘presented such a pitiable sight, standing in 

front of Fred and looking from him t« the 

bone and back again, that I never liked 

him better than at that moment. His ap- 

pearance, too, was so ludicrous, dripping 

and shivering from his Grenching in the ice- 

cold water, while at the same time trying 

to wag his tail, that we could hardly keep 

from laughing. 

Shortly ‘before we thought of starting 

3 down to the Hudson’s Bay post and about 

the time that our fortunes were at their 

lowest ebb, we were discussing one after- 

- dogs for supper. 

_ to decide, as each one of us thought that 

- delivered by A. E. Hanson, D.L.S., 

agement of 

noon the advisa'bility of having one of the 
It was a difficult question 
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his own dog ought to be kept until the 

last, and that either of the other two 

would make the best eating. It was at 

length decided that Claire should be sacri- 

ficed to provide a feast for. ourselves. It 

was the dogs themselves, however, who fin- 
ally settled the question and in a way we 

least expected, by not turning up at all 

that night at camp. On investigation we 

found that they had all gone off on a moose 

track. We heard the sound of their barking 

far up the side of the mountain and grad- 

ually growing fainter and fainter; and 

shortly after the howl] of a pack of timber 

wolves, which had also got on the same 

trail. It was quite evident where our dogs 

went, and there was neither supper nor 

dogs in camp that night. We were gen- 

uinely sorry, not so much at having to go 

to bed without any supper, for we were 

getting rather used to that, as at the loss 

of the dogs that we had got to be very 

fond of. 

Forestry in New Brunswick.* 
' The following is a report in part of an 

address on ‘‘How to Preserve and Protect 

the Forest Wealth of New Brunswick,” 

at a 

meeting of the Engineers’ Society of the 

University of New Brunswick:— 

The forest conditions in New Brunswick 

today are such that immediate action 

should be taken on the part of the pro- 

vincial government. A head forester could 

be employed, from whom expert as well as 

practical information could be secured and 

relied upon. Such a man should be select- 

ed who is thoroughly conversant with the. 

conditions as they exist in our province to- 

day. Upon his knowledge and advice, com- 

bined with his assistance, the advantage- 

ous operation of our Crown lands would 

be assured. A broad policy for the man- 

our Crown lands should be 

adopted. A commission of from three to 

five men could be appointed, composed of 

able as well as practical men. Their report 

to the government should be adopted, and 
a 

the commission should also have the entire 

control and management of our lands. 

Too much cannot be said in regard to in- 

augurating a fire patrol system during the 

dry season, from April 1 to June 1, and 

for which the services of the men employ- 

ed would require a remuneration. An ini- 

tial amount of $5000 per year is little 

enough to properly protect and patrol, as 

lar as possible, our Crown forests from 

the ravages of the fire fiend. 

In Ontario the Deputy Commissioner of 

Crown Lands, Aubrey White, starting out 

in 1885, had thirty-seven men employed at 

an outlay of $7,500 per year. From that 

time down to the present and during the 

last year 234 men were employed—the cost 

of the service amounting to $34,000. On- 

tario is about seven times the area of New 

Brunswick, and therefore is more difficult 

to protect. 

Mr. White has inaugurated a _ system 

which, I contend, will heartily commend 

itself to the practical element of this pro- 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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THE CANADA LYNX. 

This is the pet of the strenuous writer aiming at thrills. In reality a very inoffensive animal. 
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ers must be men cool in temper and judg- 

ment, and there should be impressed upon 

- them the necessity for not attempting to 

harass or annoy settlers. 

The Fire Act, which cannot be made too 

severe, must be made an open book to the 

people of the province, so that it cannot 

be said: ‘I did not know the act was so 

and so.’ 

_ These rangers, who are jointly employed 

and paid for by the government and licen- 

see, must have carte blanche for calling in 

all the assistance necessary for the purpose 

of putting out fires, and also stopping 

wasteful cutting by the operators. They 

must also be men competent to report how 

much timber was damaged and the location 

of the timber, so that the licensee can 

make preparation to cut the burnt timber 

They should al- 

so be able and competent to valuate and 

put an upset price upon any piece of tim. 

ber or land at the Crown land sales. 

These rangers should be clothed with 

magisterial authority, so that when a par- 

ty is caught by them in the act of violat- 

ing the law or setting fire, he can be 

dealt with on the spot ; or in other words, 

the ranger should be appointed and care- 

fully selected from men of intelligence and 

oi practical use to both the government 

and licensee. 

Mr. White says that since 1885 circulars 

were sent out asking the licensee to make 

any suggestions or changes in regard to 
this system,-and they have yet to receive 

any objection to the system which now pre- 

vails in Ontario, and which has helped to 

make the lands of Ontario so much more 

valuable than they were a few years ago. 

The same can be said of New Brunswick. 
Our timber wealth today has increased 

five hundred per cent. above what it was 

ten years ago, and therefore we must im- 

prove our management at the same ratio. 

The subject of the practical working out 

and prohibition of the cutting of lumber in 

the woods under ten-inch in diameter is of 

vast importance. New Brunswick has a- 

bout 12,000,000 acres of forest lands. The 

export value of our spruce and pine deals is 

$11,000,000 annually. I would 
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vince. These crown timber agents or for- roughly estimate that we have about forty 
est rangers in Ontario are men appointed 

both by the government and the licensee, 
and are jointly paid by them. These as 

perc cent. spruce lands, five per cent. cedar 
Aands, fifty per cent. hardwood lands, which 
includes mixed growth (hardwood trees 
predominating). Our hardwoods are fast 
becoming a great source of revenue, and 
large quantities are being exported. 

I_am sorry to admit, but nevertheless it 

is a fact, that the neighboring state of 

Maine is ahead of us in regard to the man- 

agement of the forest conditions. The re- 

port of the forest commission in this state 

has been handed in for Several years past, 

and its contents are of a very useful char- 

acter. The forest conditions are practical- 

ly the same in New Brunswick as they are 

in Maine, and if the report is true (which 

we have no reason to doubt), that the tim- 

ber there will warrant a cutting of 637,- 

000,000 feet B.M. a year, without depleting 

the supply on a forest area of 21,000 square 

miles, our forest area of 18,000 square 

miles would warrant a cutting based upon 

the ratio of forest areas. 

Before closing I must call your attention — 

to the value set upon’ spruce growing 

lands. It is safe to estimate that a spruce 

stand of timber growing will yield five 

per cent. compound interést. A forest 

properly treated increases rather than dim- 

inishes in value. More than $250,000 is 

now annually appropriated by the Congress 

of the United States for forestry purposes, 

and I may say that there is a good open- 

ing for a school of forestry in the Univer- 

sity of New Brunswick. We must protect 

what we have got without looking towards 

reforestation. 

At the close of the address the members 

of the society joined in an animated dis- 

cussion of the subject, and remarks were 

made by William Harrison, M.A.G., and 

Professor Brydone-Jack, emphasizing the 

importance of the subject as well as its 

distinct relation to the engineering profes- 

sion. Professor Brydone-Jack showed how 

the commission could also take in hand the 

best methods for preserving the timber, ai- 

ter it was cut, for use in engineering work, 

and how they could show the effect on the 

strength of the material due to the time 

of cutting and the part of the tree from 

which the timber was cut. He also en- 

dorsed Mr. Hanson’s_ opinion, that there 

was a grand opening for establishing a 

school of forestry at the University. 
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The Dominion 

The report of the Superintendent of For- 

estry, which forms part of the Annual Re- 

port of the Department. of the Interior, 

has been issued and contains much inter2st- 

ing matter. In regard to the forested 

areas the following statement ‘by Mr. Stew- 

art contains figures that will perhaps give 

a new view to many of the wealth possess- 

ed in this respect ‘by the Dominion in its 

federal capacity as the, administrator of 

Dominion Lands:— 

“It will be seen from the census of 1891 

that an estimate is made of the area of for- 

ests and woodlands for each of the provin- 

ces and also for the Territories. That of 

Manitoba and the Territories is placed at 

722,578 square miles. Add to this 20,000 

square miles of Dominion territory in the 

railway belt in British Columbia, and we 

have 742,578 square miles as the total on 

Dominion lands. Probably about one-fifth 

of this contains merchantable timber, or 

say 150,000 square miles, or 96,000,000 

acres. After thus reducing the area, and 

remembering that in addition to the tim- 

ber suitable for lumber, a large part of it 

is covered with spruce valuable for pulp- 

wood, it can scarcely be considered an ex- 

travagant estimate to place the merchant- 

able timber, including pulpwood, at 2,000 

feet board measure per acre, or in all 192,- 

000,000,000 feet. We have thus arrived ata 

very rough approximation of the quantity 

of timber now fit for use on the lands 

owned and controlled by the Dominion. 

As all the provinces, excepting Manitoba, 

own their own timber, with the exception 

of that in the railway belt in British Co- 

lumbia above referred to, it is perhaps un- 

necessary to say that the above estimate 

should not be confounded with any esti- 

mate that might be made of the forest 

wealth of the whole Dominion. 

At the lowest, the value of such timber 

standing in the tree may be put at $1 per 

thousand feet board measure, which would 

amount to $192,000,000. This represents 

only what might be collected by the gov- 

ernment as a royalty, and forms but a 

small part of its value to the country as 

a whole. Much of the timber is growing 
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on land unsuitable for agriculture, but 

Where water power is abundant, 

the power thus at hand this country should 

be without a rival in the manufacture of 

all articles in which timber forms the chief 

ingredient. 

It may be said that a 

centage of this timber 

available, and that consequently its value 

is overestimated, but when we consider the 

great appreciation 

limits within the last ten or twenty years, 

and the scarcity of the world’s supply for 

the future, it is almost certain that the en- 

hanced value that will be obtained in the 

future for what is now inaccessible will 

more than pay compound interest on the 

present estimated value. 

The above estimate takes no account of 

the younger growth. In considering the 

potentialities of our forest areas, their cap- 

ability of affording a continuous crop should 

be kept cleariy in view. Even under the dis- 

couraging condition prevailing in our lum- 

ber regions after logging operations have 

ceased, it will be found in most cases that 

another crop, either of the original or oth- 

er varieties, is fast springing up, and in 

any calculation of the value of a timbered 

territory, which is to remain permanently 

in forest, this growing crop should be tak- 

en into account. 

Without going too 

phase of the subject, 

that if we confine our cutting of sawlogs 

to all trees albove twelve inches at the 

butt and pulpwood to say seven inches, the 
annual increment of growth fit for use 

will be not less than 140 feet board mea- 

sure to the acre, or an annual growth in- 

crement equalling 13,440,000,000 feet, which 

at the above rate of $1 per thousard 

very large per- 

minutely into this 

I am of the opinion 

stumpage would give a perpetual annual re- 

turn equal to $13,440,000. 

It may be said that in this latter caleu- 

lation no account is taken of the decreased 

forestral area that will follow from the oc- 

cupation of the land by settlers. This is 

true, but as the timber on Dominion lands 

is mostly confined: first, to the northerly 

parts of the continent and beyond the fer- 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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tile land ; second, to the easterly slope of 

the Rocky mountains; and third, to the 

_railway belt in British Columbia, it may 

be safely assumed that the liberal reduc- 

tions made for untimbered land in arriving 

at these figures will fully counterbalance 

any reduction in the area named through 

its being cleared up and applied to agricul- 

ture. 

When we consider all these facts, it must 

be apparent that from a financial stand- 

point alone the liberal expenditure of pub- 

lic money in guarding these forests from 

destruction is fully warranted. It is un- 

necessary to refer to the incalculable loss 

which Canada has already sustained by for- 

est fires, while the excellent results that 

have followed the adoption of the fire rang- 

ing system wherever it has been in force 

are universally admitted. 

The foregoing remarks refer to the fin- 

ancial aspect of the forestry question, but 

the intimate relation that forests bear to 

the water supply of a country is well- 

known. 

The history of old-world countries bears 

witness to the deplorable results that have 

followed the destruction of timber in the 

neighbourhood of their water supply. Scar- 

cely a single nation of either Europe or 

Asia but has cause to regret the results 

that have followed the denudation of tim- 

ber on their mountain sides. In many cases 

what were once fertile valleys are now bar- 

ren wastes, owing to the drying up of the 

country. There is perhaps not much differ- 

ence in the precipitation, but owing to the 

destruction of the natural reservoirs at the 

sources of supply, the once perennial 

streams are now torrents for a short time 

in the spring, and then dry for the greater 

part of the year. The wells also fail, and 

a water famine is the result. 

Important as this phase of the subject is 

to all parts, of this country, it applies with 

the greatest force to the prairie regions of 

our northwest, where the precipitation is 

so light as to require to be supplemented 

in Many cases by irrigation. It is not too 

much to say that the future of a large sec- 
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tion of our fertile prairie country, and of 
that of southern Alberta and Assinihoia in 
particular, will be sadly disappointing if by 
any means the timber covering on the east- 
ern slope of the Rocky mountains should he 
destroyed. A glance at the map will show 
a number of streams, such as the St. 
Mary’s, Oid Man, Sheep River, High Riv- 
er, the Elbow, the Bow, the Red Deer 
and others, with their numerous tributar- 
les flowing into the South Saskatchewan, 
and all dependent on the precipitation on 
that watershed for their supply, and equal- — 
ly dependent on the forest with which it 
is covered to prevent a tumultuous run-off 
in the spring and early summer. Disastrous 
as have been some of the floods along these 
streams in recent years, they will be ten- 
fold more destructive and frequent if by: 
any means the forest covering along the 
foothills should be destroyed.’’ 
The tree planting scheme shows great and 

encouraging development. We will refer to 
this more at length later, but for the pres- 
ent quote from the report of the Assistant 

' Superintendent, Mr. Norman M. Ross, on 
results of a plantation ten years old at In- 
dian Head. A plantation of one-third of an 
acre was set out in 1893, the trees 
four feet by six feet apart and the 
ber 605. The seedlings when planted were 
from two to three years old. From mea- 
surements made in 1903 it was found that 
473 posts, six to seven feet long, could he 
cut out of this plantation, the diameter of 
the posts being in all cases over two inch- 
es at the top end. Cedar posts were then 
retailing at eighteen cents each, so that 
an elm post might be valued at ten cents. 
At the above rate 1,419 posts may be ob- 
tained from one acre, making $141.90, the 
present value per acre of the plantation. 
Sixteen dollars per acre would undoubtedly 
more than cover the labor, cost of seed- 
lings and interest on money up to the pres- 
ent time. The cost of cutting the posts is 
not counted, as_ the tops suitable for fuel 
should pay for this. Thus a profit of 
$125.90 per acre after ten years could be 
obtained from such a plantation, or an ay- 
erage annual profit of $12.59. 

nhum- 

oD 

being. 
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Salmon Fishing on the Fraser. 

Notwithstanding the deserved favor in 

which British Columbia salmon is held the 
world over as a wholesome article of diet, 

comparatively few customers in the old 

Country are acquainted with the methods 

used in its capture and preservation. In- 

deed many possess only a hazy idea of the 

geographical position of British Columbia 

with its magnificent rivers and _ inlets 

where the annual fishing takes place. 
A companion and myself, having occasion 

to obtain certain data relating to Canad- 

ian fishermen and fisheries, spent a few 

weeks of the season of 1902 actually en- 

gaged in the industry as affording the read- 

iest and most reliable means of obtaining 

the desired information. Our experiences 

were both pleasant and profitable, and may 

be of interest to the general reader, besides 

serving to show how one may enjoy the 

“combined pleasures of camping out and 

yachting during a holiday in this country, 

midst scenery unsurpassed in the world for © 

variety, beauty and grandeur. 

We found Vancouver the most convenient 

point for getting into touch with matters 

relating to fishing prior to the commence- 

mencement of the season. Besides, to say 

nothing of its own beautiful surroundings, 

Vancouver affords excellent facilities for 

visiting some of the finest island and river 

scenery on the Pacific coast at moderate 

cost. While here we made the acquaintance 

of several local fishermen, and from them 

received several useful hints, which we sub- 

sequently found of the greatest service 

while on the river. I may here state that 

although we were both average fair boat- 

men, neither of us had fished with nets fe- 

fore, so were on the alert to pick up all 

the information we possibly could regarding 

the manipulation of the gear and such like. 

With the assistance of some of our fisher- 

men friends we were enabled to make sat- 

isfactory arrangements with the manager 

of a cannery on the Fraser for the use of a 

boat and net, on what is known as the 

three-lay system, whereby the fishermen 

agree to fish exclusively for the cannery 

supplying the gear, receiving a third each 

of the value of their catch in return for 

their services the remaining third, or boat’s 

share, being retained by the cannery. By 

this arrangement, which is usual on the 

Fraser, we were saved the expense of p'r- 

chasing an outfit of our own, besides as- 

suring a certain market for our fish. 

The first run of the salmon usually takes 

place about the middle of July, so having 

completed our outfit of waterproof cloth- 

ing, cooking utensils and such like, we left 

Vancouver on the 10th of that month for 

Ladner, the site of the cannery we were 

engaged to fish for. 

The first part of our journey from Van- 

couver was by electric tramway to New 

Westminster, a distance of twelve miles, 

through a section of country which is fast 

being settled by the squatter class, as 

evidenced by the number of fruit gardebs 

and neat homesteads which one sees amidst 

the charred fir and cedar stumps. On ar- 

riving at New Westminster, the principal 

city on the Fraser, we spent the hour we 

had at our disposal in strolling about the 

city, which still bears ample evidence of 

the great fire which completely. wiped it 

out in the year 1898. The inhabitants 

were left homeless and without supplies un- 

til the good people of Vancouver arrived 

with succor thus redeeming an obligation 

they were under to the citizens of New 

Westminster, who had rendered them 

ready assistance when Vancouver shared a 

similar fate in 1886. These cleansing fires 

seem to have heralded the dawn of a bright- 

er future for both cities, and Vancouver of 

today stands second to none on the Pacific 

coast for beauty of situation, stability of 

structure and commercial importance. 

The Fraser at New Westminster, as it 

winds between its precipitous and wooden 

babks, reminds one of the upper reaches of 

the Rhine, while lower down one could al- 

most imagine oneself on the Seine, between 

Rouen and Havre. promenade 

deck of the steamer we had an excellent 

view of the surrounding country. The Del- 

ta, with its fields of fast ripening grain in 

the foreground backed by the pine-clad 

coast range, standing out clear-cut against 

the cloudless eastern To the west- 

ward in the distance Vancouver Island and 

the Olymphian their snow- 

crowned the afternoon 

sun, 

From the 

sky. 

mountains, 

peaks dazzling in 
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The steamer touched at several canneries, 

on the way down stream to land stores, 

afiording us ample opportunities of wit- 

nessing the order and cleanliness observed 

in putting up the fish. Even the most 

fastedious could have no ground for com- 

plaint. Of course there are the same © un- 
avoidable odors one experiences in the fish 

markets of large cities, but otherwise the 

fish are handled as carefully and cleanly as 

they would be under the supervision of the 

chef. 

Arriving at Ladner too late to do busi- 

ness that day, we put up for the night at 

the Delta Hotel, a clean, comfortable and 

reasonable hostelry, excellently situated for 

sportsmen during the shooting season. Af- 

ter dinner we drove some distance into the 

country, a veritable garden, and yet, a 

little over a dozen years ago, chaos reigned 

where one now sees flourishing homesteads, 

fields of wavering grain and fruit-laden or- 

chards. 

Next morning we called at the Cannery 

and reported ourselves to the manager, 

who turned us over to the care of the ‘‘net 

boss,’’ the executive officer so far as 'boats 

and gear are concerned. 

In view of getting snagged, or otherwise 

temporarily disabled, it is well for the nov- 

ice to get into the good graces of the 

“‘Boss’’ or he may be astonished some 

morning by receiving the peremptory order, 

“Put that boat inside’ there,’’ which 

means the end of the season for the anx- 

ious fisherman. 

‘Well boys, have you fished before?’’ was 

the first query of the ‘‘Boss,’’ as he sur- 

veyed us up and down. ‘‘Not on the Fras- 

er,’’ -we intimated truthfully. ‘‘Where 

then?’’ was the next question. ‘In the 

Old Country,’’ we answered with equal ob- 

Servance of the truth, our thoughts going 

back to boyhood’s days and our rod) and | 

line experiences. 

A pleasant chat followed, during wiich 

the ‘‘Boss’’ discovered we hailed from the. 

same side of the Tweed as himself. 

“Well boys, here’s a bucket, there’s vour | 

boat, number 15. Bail her out and bring 

her around to the wharf for her gear,’ 

said the ‘‘Boss’’ as he hurried off to at- 

tend to some of his various dnties. 

We found number 15 among forty or fifty 

other boats inside a boom, her gunwale 

level with the water. After bailing her out 

as directed, we ‘brought her round to the 

wharf, then went to-the net loft for the 

gear, all of which, with the exception of 

the net, we found numbered the same as 

the boat, ready for putting into place. No 

nets were then served out by our cannery, 

pending a settlement between the Fisner-— 
men’s Union and the canners as to price 1o 

be paid per fish for the season. 

We had thus ample time for getting eve7y 

thing into ship-shape in our little craft, 

closely observing and profiting by the act- 

(To be continued. ) 

Where the Bird Tail river issues from the 

Riding Mountains there 1s a wide valley 

that comprises most 

the Hartney Star. 

one of the strange mounds such as exist in 

many parts of Manitoba. The mound is 

on section 13 and is 150 feet long, 30 feet 

wide and nearly 10 feet high. For what 

purpose these earthworks were made by 

the ancient mound builders is not known. 

Skulls and skeletons are sometimes disin- 

terred but not in_ sufficient numbers to 

give assurance that the mounds were erec- 

ted specially as burial places, and it may 

of a township, says 

In this valley there is 
‘ generation. 

be that, in after years, when the original 

mound builders had disappeared that the 

old works were used as graves by a later 

The old ruins of a past age 

give evidence that this country was once 

inhabited by a different race that did not 

in any way resemble the Indians, for In- 

dians would never go to the trouble of 

making artificial hills for any purpose ; 

nor is it known what could induce any 

tribe or nation to erect such structures. 

That a strange people did once occupy the 

prairies is certain, but their history is un- 

written and their name and nature is un- 

known. 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

The Kynoch Journal for March has a 

very interesting article upon expanding 

bullets. This 

company has carried out an elaborte ser- 

‘ies of experiments, and finds as a result 

that there is a vast difference in the 

_ properties of various types of small-bore 

bullets at varying velocities. For the pur- 

pose of investigating the expanding prop- 

erties of various types of bullets, they 

chose the .303 as typical of the smaller 

bore rifles, and in order to investigate the 

facts at various ranges, cartridges were 

loaded with charges giving muzzle velnci- 

ties of 2000, 1630 and 1350 feet per sec- 

ond, each representing the striking veloc:- 

ties of the standard charge, at 20 yards, 

’ 225 yards and 425 yards respectively. 

The bullets tested included the soit 1)s- 

ed solid, solid express, express split, cop- 

per tubed express, and the copper tubed 

soft nosed solid. All had hard lead core 

and envelopes about .015 inches thick. 

With a velocity of 2000 feet, all the bul- 

lets worked well. With the striking velo- 

city reduced to 1630 feet, the solid ex- 

press soft nosed solid with hard lead cores 
and thin envelopes gave good results, 

though the soft. lead cores with thin en- 

velopes did better. With striking veloci- 

ties of 1350 feet, a soft nosed tube, with 

soft lead core, and thin envelope was the 

only one to give complete satisfaction. 

The experimenters say in conclusion: ‘* It 

would, therefore, appear necessary to se- 

lect a bullet to be used according to the 

range at which the game would be killed. 

For distances beyond 200 yards the thin- 

nest possible core and_ the hollow nose 

would be the most valuable, whilst at 

short ranges the soft nosed solid, or solid 

express, would be more suitable, at any 

rate for large game.”’ 

? 

Conspicuous in a particularly good num- 

ber of Baily’s Magazine of Sports and Pas: 

times, is Mr. G. S. Lowe’s article on Fox- 

hounds. Few possess a wider knowledge of 

foxhound celebrities and pedigrees than Mr. 

Lowe, and his knowledge is employed to 

excellent purpose in this essay. ‘‘Hound- 

men’ always’ enjoy reading about the 

great English ammunition - 

giants of old time, such as Mr. Corbett’s 

Trojan, Osbaldeston’s Furrier, Lord Henry 

Bentinck’s Contest, the Berkeley Cromwell 

and the Ralleywoods ; and we have read 

Mr. Lowe’s contribution with pleasure and 

profit. A timely article on the winning 

steeplechase sires of the past season, gives 

food for thought, and among other inter- 

esting and readable papers we may men- 

tion ‘‘The Australian as a Horseman,’”’ a 

sketch of tiger trapping in Southern India. 
We are glad to find, too, a few pages in 

praise of that most intelligent of canines, 

the old English sheepdog. Mr. C. D. Rose, 

well-known in Canada, furnishes the sub- 

ject for this month’s portrait and bio- 

graphical sketch. 

+ 
Very erroneous ideas as to the accuracy 

of the .577 game rifle built by English 
firms have become general. Recent targets 

show groups of seven shots at one hundred 

yards, all in a rectangle 1.23 in. ‘by 1.41 

in. and a seven shot target at 200 yards 

shows all the ‘bullets in a space of 5 ins. 

by 51-16 ins. At 300 yards all bullets 

were inside a rectangle about 83 ins. by 

54 ins. 

v 
The Lieut.-Governor-in-Council of British 

Columbia has declared a close season for 

elk in the county of Kootenay for three 
years, beginning May 16th. 

9 
In connection with the work of the For- 

estry Branch of the Department of the In- 

terior, Mr. J. H. Haslam, of the. Haslam 

Land and Investment Company, proposes 

giving prizes aggregating one thousand dol- 

lars, to be awarded to those who have 

most successfully gone into tree planta- 

tion during the present year: : 

The forestry branch are sending out two 

million trees, and to those who obtain the 

Mr; sG7a). LeCompte of Eminence, Ky., 

will on May ist become a shooting repre- 

sentative of the Laiflin & Rand Powder 

Co. Mr. LeCompte has been known as one 

of the most prominent amateurs in this 

country, and will unquestionably make 

hosts of friends in his new capacity. 
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most successful results in the fall of 1906, 

will be awarded prizes for forest planta- 

tions, wind-breaks and hedges. The prizes 
to go to farmers in Assiniboia. 

The conditions are: The forest planta- 

tions must not be less than an acre ; wind- 

breaks must not be less than ten feet wide; 

and hedges must be trimmed with no blank 

spaces, and all must be in good cultivation, 

with the trees thrifty. 

Mr. Haslam considers that the great 

want in the settlement in Assiniboia is 

tree-planting. It not only adds to the 
beauty of the prairie, but if it becomes 

general will tend very greatly to modify 

climatic conditions, giving moisture and of- 

fering shade. 

A circular is being prepared for all those 

who wish to participate in these prizes ; 

applications for which should be made to 

the Haslam Land and Investment Co., 

either at 312 Jackson St., St. Paul, Minn- 

esota, or the Merchant’s Bank Building, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
=> 

» 

We have received a copy of the circular 

of Peter Schott, Knittelsheim, Germany, 

who deals in forest seeds and forest trees. 

The firm was established in 1784 and the 

business is still in the hands of the same 

family. Knittelsheim is situated in the cen- 

tre of the world-famed forests of the south 

of Germany, in the neighborhood of the 

cities of Speyer, Karlsruhe, Heidelburg and 

Strassburg. Oaks and beeches, uncompared 

in growth and exploitability, and Scotch 

pines, famed for their straightness of stem, 

cover the plain, while the mountains in the 

immediate neighborhood, the Vosges and 

the Alps, are crowned with silver fir and 

Norway spruce, which produce an absolute- 

Alexandria Bay, N. Y., Sept. 22, ’03. 

A. W. Bishop & Son, Racine, Wis: 

Gentlemen:—I received the Independent 

Spooling Device and Reel in good condition 

and I must say it is the finest reel I ever 

used for casting. I have fished here all my 

life and know what a good reel is. I will 

push your Even Spooling Device next sea- 

son. Find enclosed my check to cover a- 

mount of bill. 

Yours very truly, 

E. D. PATTERSON, 

(Dealer in high-grade Fishing Tackle.) 

ly frost hardy seed, owing to the exposed 

stand of the trees. Mr. Schott is a mem- 

ber of the Canadian Forestry Association. 

- 
Mr. E. J. Zavitz has been appointed to 

take charge of the forestry work at the 

Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, as 

outlined by the Minister of Agriculture. 

The main project to be undertaken at the 

present time is the establishment of & nvz- 

sery to provide a supply of tress fot farm 

woodlots and the delivery of lectures at 

Farmers’ Institutes and elsewhere, in ord- 

er to get the agriculturists interested im 

the matter and ready to cooperate by the 

time the trees are ready for distribution. 

Mr. Zavitz is a graduate of McMaster Uni- 

versity and has taken a course at the Yale 

School of Forestry. 
—_> 

- 

A meeting of the Board of Directors of 

the Canadian Forestry Association was 

held at Ottawa on the 6th May. Those 

present were Dr. Wm. Saunders, Messrs. H. 

M. Price, E. Stewart and R. H. Camp- 

bell. The treasurer reported the Associa- 

tion to be in a flourishing condition finan- 

cially. The secretary reported that the 

resolutions passed at the annual meeting 

had been transmitted to the different gov- 

ernments and the railway companies. These 

resolutions strongly supported the policy of 

forest reserves, and urged that special care 

should be given to the forests on water- 

sheds, and further called special attention 

to the danger from fire in the building of 

The annual Blue Book issued by Messrs. 

Caverhill, Learmont & Co., Montreal, is 

looked forward to by dealers in sporting 

supplies owing to the vast amount of use- 

ful information contained in it. No. 45 for 

1904 is larger than any of its predecessors. 

The goods catalogued include Winchester 

Repeating and single shot rifles, Stevens 

Favorite and Ideai models, Savage, Maus- 
er, Mannicher and Flobert rifles, as well 

as Colt, Smith and Wesson and Ivor, 

Johnson revolvers, together with a very 

full line of shot guns and general sporting 

supplies. 

In the way of ammunition, Messrs. Cav- 

erhill, Learmont & Co. carry the products 

of the Winchester, U.M.C. and Dominion 

Company. 
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the proposed transcontinental railway, and 

other railways through forested districts if 

proper care for its prevention is not taken 

‘both during the construction and opera- 

tion. A letter from E.G. Joly de Lotbin- 

iere was read stating that the Government 

of the Province of Quebec were pleased to 

know that the next annual meet*ng of the 

Forestry Association would be held in the 

City of Quebec, and would give all assist- 

ance to make it successful, as well as con- 

tinuing their already very generous aid to 

the general work of the Association. 

The establishment of an official organ de- 

voted to forestry, which had 'been reierred 

to the board by the annual meeting, was 

considered. The secretary submitted esti- 

mates as to the cost of publication, and it 

was decided that the tender of the Rolla 

L. Crain Company, Limited, of Ottawa, 

for printing the paper be accepted, the 

first issue to be in January, 1905. The 

publication will begin as a quarterly and 

will be devoted to forestry subjects main- 

ly, although other related questions of pub- 

lic interest will also receive attention. It 

will be well illustrated and will be made 
popular as well as scientific. Further ar- 

rangements and organization were left in 

the hands of the secretary. 

+ 
A most remarkable bear hunt is reported 

from-Ottawa.’ M. Pere of ‘‘Le Temps”’ 

went fishing one Sunday (naughty man) 

above Aylmer. Three little bear cubs were 

found playing by the shore, and as the mo- 

ther was not in sight, the fisherman and 

his companions secured the little bears and 

took them to Ottawa City. 

This shows what a sporting country we 

have ; people can go out with nothing more 

formidable in the way of weapons than a 

pocket flask and secure three bears in an 

afternoon. 
$ 

A guest at the Outlet Hotel, Procter, 

near Nelson, B.C., caught a 162 pound char 

on May 13. The fishing in that neighbor- 

hood is now very good. 

Cd 
Of the making of ‘books on the Klondike, 

there has been no end, but undoubtedly one 

of the best is ‘‘Three Years in the Klon- 

dike’? by Mr. Jeremiah Lynch, published by 

Edward Arnold, London. This book gives 

a better idea of the actual life led during 

the boom years of ’98-99 than anything we 

have yet. come across.’ Mr. Lynch was evi- 

dently one of the most successful. He took 

money into the Klondike, and, even better, 

he took common sense, a strong constitu- 

tion and the knowledge of mining. His 

mine on Cheechaka Hill turned out so pro- 

ductive that in the end he was working one 

hundred men night and day, or rather 

twenty-four consecutive hours, because 

there is no night in June in the Klondike, 

and gold was accumulating in the old cans 
and bags that filled the big safe under- 

neath the floor of his cabin. 

Mr. Lynch had many exciting adventures, 

and on one occasion’ was robbed of several 

thousand dollars by his French cook, ‘but 

as compared with most of his competitors 

Dr. Jaeger’s Sanitary Woollen System 

Co., Limited, have opened a new store at 

2206 St. St., Montreal, 

they carry a full assortment of their Pure 

Catherine where 

Wool and Camelhair manufactures. 

The name of ‘‘Jaeger’’ is well known 

throughout the world for high-class goods 

of absolute purity, and the value of Pure 

Wool for Sporting Wear is recognized by 

- sportsmen in all climates. 
The firm manufacture many specialities 

which will appeal to devotees of the Rod 

and Gun. In our review of their stock we 

were specially struck with the Camelhair 

Camping Rugs. Sleeping Bags made with 

two or three layers of Camelhair Fleece, 

ers, 

Knitted Caps, which can be worn as ordi- 

nary Caps or can be drawn down so as to 

cover the ears, mouth and throat, leaving 

only the eyes exposed. New Gloves for 

Shooting, Driving, and Motoring, Sweat- 

Cardigans and Spencers for extra 

warmth and protection. The stock of Pure 

Natural Wool Underwear provides for all 

climates and is kept in a large range of 

sizes. 

The Company has fitted out several Arc- 

tic and Antarctic expeditions, and Tropical 

Ixplorers and Indian Officers equally ap- 

preciate the need for Jaeger goods. The 

great African explorer, Sir H. M. Stan- 

ley, who has just passed away, was a thor- 

ough believer in ‘‘Jaeger’’ wear. 
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in the mining business, he was singularly 

fortunate. 

Like every other healthy man, he found 

the Yukon country by no means a bad 

place to live in. There were drawbacks, 

but there were also advantages, and the 

terrible happenings so graphically describ- 

ed in the daily papers were very much less 

terrible to those on the spot than they ap- 

peared to those at a distance. 

A paragraph or two from the closing 

chapter of Mr. Lynch’s book are all that 

we can find space for—unfortunately:— 

‘‘Other Klondikes will yet be found in the 

vast extent of this land, and copper, with 

other minerals, seems to be indigenous. 

JSTEVENS 
ARMS& KOLO 

Catalogue No. 51 of the J. Stevens Arms 

& Tool Co. of Chicopee Falls, Mass., has 

been issued. It contains an introduction 

and describes various weapons manufac- 

tured by this great Company, starting 

with the ‘‘Stevens-Maynard Jr.,’’ and ex- 

tending to the Ideal ‘‘Schuetzen Special,”’ 

costing $70.00. 

A new,model that should appeal partic- 

ularly to Canadian sportsmen is the No. 

0443. This model handles like a crack Eng- 

lish rifle. It had a shotgun butt, and is 

chambered for all the more desirable rim 

fire or central fire cartridges. 

There is a great deal of useful informa- 

tion in this catalogue, which will be sent 

upon request, by the J. Stevens, Arms & 

Tool Co. 

o>) o>) 

The valleys of the Yukon affluents near the 

main stream where they are wide will grow 

under the ardent Arctic sun all necessary 

vegetables, and also food for horses. Coal 

has been discovered, though not as yet of 

a very good quality. A man can now take 

his family to near Dawson, settle in one 

of the valleys and sell all his produce at 

good figures to Dawson, Tanana and other 

Yukon locations that exist and that will 

exist. The rigours of the winter have been 

‘lessened by modern innovations, and people 

who can winter in Montana and North Rus- 

sia would almost enjoy existence on the 

banks of the Yukon. For there are no bliz- 

zards ; I have never experienced even a 

slight gale. The atmosphere is always 

calm and clear except when raining.’’ 

The price of the book is 12s 6d. 
=> 

- 

Bishop Reeve of the Mackenzie River Dio- 

cese has returned with his wife and daugh- 

ter to the great wilderness of the North, 

where most of his manhood has been pass- 

ed. 

His present station would be thought 

sufficiently lonely and distant by many, 

vet it is but next door to civilization as 

compared with what it was thirty-five 

years ago. In those days the Bishop trav- 

elled by wagon from Minnesota to Fort 

Garry, and then had to look forward to 

three months in a prairie wagon before he 

reached his post. 

The nearest doctor was two thousand 

miles away. But as compared with the lot 

of the Bishop, that of the trapper was far 

hatder. The endurance and courage shown 

by some of these fur traders must ever ex- 

cite our admiration. Many of them win- 

tered hundreds of miles from the nearest 

assistance, and their self-reliance was so 

great that they never expected, nor did 

they en route receive assistance from their 

fellow man. If accident or disease over- 

took them in their lonely cabins, they ac- 

cepted their fate stoically and without 

complaint. Go where you will in the Far 

West, you will travel a beaten trail—for 

the trapper has been ahead of you. 
=> 

- 

The following explanation of the some- 

what intricate game laws of the Province 

of Quebec will be welcome by many. It 

was given in a long communication from 
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the Deputy Minister of Lands, Mines and 
Fisheries:—“I beg ‘to inform you that ar- 
ticle 1396 of hunting laws for the hunting 
of deer and moose in the counties of Otta- 
wa and Pontiac apply only to the terri- 

tory of these counties such as they were 

before the organization of the territories of 

Abbitibi, Mistassini and Ashuanipi. Con- 

sequently, for these territories which are 

in zone No. 1, the hunting of deer and 
moose is allowed from Sept. 1 to Jan. 1, 

and also in zone No. 2, if there is such 

game. As for the fishing laws, there is no 

distinction to be made. They apply to 

these territories just as well as to the re- 

mainder of the province.”’ 

a 
The United States trade returns show 

that the lumber imported into that coun- 
/ 

try from British North America during 

the calendar year 1903 amounts to 647,- 

234,000 feet valued at $9,586,838, and com- 

prised 33 per cent. of the total lumber im- 

port. The average value of this lumber 

was $14.81 in 1903, which indicates a gain 

of 29 cents when compared with the aver- 

age price for the same material in 1902. 

od 
Dr. James Hector was attached as geo- 

logist and explorer to the Palliser Expedi- 

tion sent out, from 1857 to 1860, by the 

British Government to investigate’the re- 

sources of the Great Western Territories, 

and the possibility of establishing railway 

communication between the Eastern Pro- 

vinces and the Crown Colony of British 

Columbia. 

The excellent work he performed and the 

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO., 

Montreal, Canada:— 

Gentlemen:—It will, no doubt, prove of 

great interest to your wide circle of read- 

ers to learn that our Mr. H. M. Pope tied 

the World’s record for 100 shots a few 

days ago. The splendid achievement was 

scored at the regular weekly shoot of the 

Rod & Gun Rifle Club (Lake Lookout 

Range) Springfield, Mass., April 9th. Mr. 

Pope tied the World’s record of 917 for 

100 shots off-hand, held by D. W. King of 

Denver, Colorado. The scores were shot at 

200 yards on the Standard American Tar- 

get, Mr. Pope using his Stevens-Pope 33 

caliber rifle, mounted with a Stevens tele- 

scope. Mr. Pope’s performance is regard- 

ed by marksmen as most remarkable and 

one that called for not only great. skill 

and the finest judgment, but courage and 

endurance as well. The conditions under 

which he shot grew more adverse as he 

neared the end of his long string, until the 

rain, the wind and the gathering dusk 

made it very difficult to shoot accurately ; 

and yet, the last five shots of his 100 were 

placed in the centre of the target, where 

they scored 10, the highest possible score 

to make. The 10 circle is 3 36-100ths inch- 

es in diameter and to put five consecutive 

bullets in this circle at 200 yards, off-hand, 

under those conditions was a fine achieve- 

ment. More than that, several of these 

shots were within rings inside the 19 cir- 

cle, which are used for scoring when shsot- 

ing with machine rests. The 12 circle is 

but little more than one inch in diameter, 

and yet two of the five hit this tiny mack. 

All of the 100 shots were in the bull’s eye, 

and 94 of them were within the eight ring. 

This 100 shot score completes the list, and 

Stevens and Stevens-Pope rifles now hold 

all records on all the targets used for ofi- 

hand-shooting at 200 yards, used in the 

United States for all the different numbers 

of shot usually fired in contests on these 

targets. 

Very truly, yours, 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. 

MARBLE’S SPECIAL HUNTING KNIFE.—These knives are of the same quality steel 
and temper as the Ideal knives, and were expressly designed to secure the greatest possible 
strength, together with the fewest parts obtainable in hunting knife construction. 
pronouncea by many expert woodsmen to be the acme of perfection. 

They are straight bevel ground, have bone chopper at back of point, are one-quarter inch 
Two oblong recesses are forged thick at back of blade and are of same thickness in the targ 

in both sides of tang, thus making the 
knife balance perfectly. Side plates 

They are 

are selected slabs of German stag horn 

Made in ¢-in blade only, price prepaid, $2.50 



untiring zeal and energy he displayed as 

pioneer explorer of our mountain regions, 

as well as the many hardships and priva- 

tions he then endured, are doubtless well- 

known to the readers of ROD AND GUN. 

They are set forth in the published reports 

of the Expedition containing, amongst oth- 

er matter, the full and most interesting 

daily journal of Dr. Hector’s travels. 

Shortly after the close of the Palliser 

Expedition, he migrated to New Zealand 

and assumed the ‘position of director of the 

Royal Museum at Wellington, the Capital. 

He was. subsequently knighted. In the 
summer of 1903, for the first time, Sir 

Hector accompanied by his son Douglas re- 

turned to the Canadian Rockies, with the 

object of again visiting the scenes of his 

previous explorations. While at Glacier, 

B.C., his son was taken seriously ill, and, 

three days later, on the 16th. of August, 

died in the hospital at Revelstoke. 

He was buried in the Revelstoke ceme- 

tery. Attending his funeral were Mr. Ed- 

ward Whymper, the well-known English 

Mountaineer, Dr. and Mrs. Chas. Schaffer 

and Mr. and Mrs. Gleason of Philadelphia 

and Boston, visitors for a number of years 

to the Canadian Rockies. Sir James re- 

turned to New Zealand immediately, not 

feeling equal to a continuance of his visit 

alone and while suffering from so heavy a 

grief. 

_At a subsequent meeting held in Glacier 

it: was suggested that a fund be raised for 

the purpose of erecting a suitable monu- 

ment over his son’s grave, as a tribute to 

the memory of the great explorer and 

scientist. If any of our readers desire to 

contribute their mite to this worthy pur- 

pose, we shall be pleased to receive their 

contributions and forward them to Mr. 

Arthur O. Wheeler, D.L.S., of Calgary, 

AVERAGES REPORTED. 

Junction City, Kansas, May 3rd, 4th and 

5th, Fred Gilbert, lst general average, 515 

out of 545, shooting DuPont Smokeless. 

First amateur average and 2nd general av- 

erage, C. M. Powers and Ed. Arnold, 505 

out of 545, shooting ‘‘E.C.”’ - 

. Wabash, Ind., May 4th, John S. Boa, 1st 

general average, 368 out of 400, shooting 

‘ 
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who will see that they are expended for the 

purpose designated. z 

+ 
The annual report of the Newfoundland 

Department of Fisheries for 1903 has just 

been issued. It appears that the whale 

fishery has become a very important source 

of revenue to the colony. The seal fishery 

is worth on an average about three-quar- 

ters of a million dollars, and the cod fish- 

ery, aS all the world knows, is the most 

important in the world. It is not, howev- 

er, with these commercial fisheries that 

ROD AND GUN eares to deal. Salmo sal- 

ar and Salvelinus fontinalis are more in 

our line, and it is with the most genuine 

satisfaction that we announce, on the auth- 

ority of this pamphlet, that the grand sal- 

mon streams of the island are at last re- 

ceiving a portion of that protection they 

so well merit. Since 1902 no nets have 

been allowed in the Gander River below 

Salt Island, and all other river nets have 

been removed. That these nets were terri- 

bly damaging to the rivers is shown by 

the fact that in eighty years the yield of 

the Gander was reduced from 2000 tierces 

of salmon to 33 tierces. Now the increase 

each year is steady and rapid. Salmon, 

too, are becoming heavier. <A few years 

ago a thirty pound fish was rarely taken ; 

now salmon of forty-three pounds have 

been occasionally seen in the market, and 

they have been taken on the fly weighing 

thirty-five pounds. 

It is to be hoped that the statement, 

that caribou were not. killed by the resi- 

dents to so large an extent as usual; is 

correct, because there is little doubt that 

they have been most cruelly slaughtered. 

If it be true that not more than 2500 were 

killed, the caribou will no doubt hold their 

own. About one hundred licenses were is- 

lass Second) average) Jus. Banning 

359 out of 400, shooting ‘‘Infallible’’. Third 

average, J. L. Head, 347 out of 400, 

shooting DuPont. 

Blenheim, Ontario, May 4th, F. H. Con- 

over, of Leamington, Ont., 1st general ay- 

erage, 134 out of 150. First amateur and 

second general averages, William Hollings- 

head, 130 out of 150. Second amateur and 

third general averages, W. E. Hall, 129 

out of 150. All shot DuPont Smokeless. 
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sued to non-residents, and between them 
they shot, perhaps, five hundred deer. Sev- 
enty-two licenses were sold at $50 a piece; 
the others were gratuitous to officers of 
His Majesty’s ships on the station.  Wil- 
low grouse are said to be decreasing in 
numbers at an alarming rate. 

- 
If any members of the Canadian Forestry 

Association have spare copies of the first 
annual report of the Association, the Sec- 
retary will be much pleased if they will be 

kind enough to communicate with him, as 

enquiries are being made from time to 

time for copies of this report. 
= 

° 

Mr. P. A. O’Farrell, one of the best au- 

thorities of that country, writes of the 

Boundary country as follows: 

“Take a new or old map of North Am- 

erica and pick out that spot on the right 

bank of the Columbia, where the Kettle 

river branches off to the West. Kettle riv- 

er is not a very poetic name, but if you 

have time and leisure and opportunity you 

can travel along the Kettle river from its 

junction with the Columbia to its source 
to the west and north, and during that 

journey you will be constantly in touch 

with the most beautiful sylvan and river 

scenery in all the world. For 300 miles 

along this enchanting river the sportsman 

can sit upon the river bank and angle for 

the finest mountain trout, or he can wait 

till the fleetest of deer comes to slake his 

thirst in the cooling waters of this crystal 

river, or he can hunt those rolling hills for 
grouse or game, and all the time, if he be 

a lover of nature, there will be rapture 

and delight at the sight of so much natural 

loveliness of hill and dale, of wood and 

river, of sky and mountain.”’ 

The best of it is that we know these 

things to be true. The writer has lived in 

the Boundary country and can testify from 

experience to the flavor of the trout, the 

appetizing qualities of the venison, and the 

tonic purity of the air. 

+ 
In accordance with an act passed at the 

fast session of the Provincial Legislature 

of Prince Edward Island, a Forestry Com- 

mission, consisting of Mr. Justice Fitz- 
gerald, Judge Warburton, of Charlotte- 

“town, and Rev. Dr. Walker, of Rollo Bay, 

Was appointed. This commission, who re- 

ceive no monetary compensation, but are 

allowed a reasonable sum _ for expenses, 

were to draw up a plan for the protection 

and aiforestation of such Crown Lands as 

may be suitable for timber culture and for- 

estry. In the words of the act the Com- 

missioners shall embody in their plan pro- 

visions for the classification of the lands 

now owned by the Crown and the reserva- 

tion to the province of all lands which are 

better fitted for the growing of timber 

than for agricultural purposes; the pur- 

chase of similar lands, which may have 

been abandoned by their owners, or may 

have reverted to the Crown on account of 

the non-iulfillment of the conditions. of 

sale, or for unpaid taxes; the management 

of the forests existing on such lands ; the 

replanting of forests on such lands as far 

as they may have been denuded of their 

timber ; and such other provisions as may 

be deemed necessary. The necessity of pre- 

serving the forest lands is quite obvious, 

as at present nearly all the timber used 

for building has to be imported, and many 

homesteads suffer from the want of shel- 

ter and beauty which trees afford. The soil 

of the island is so rich that farmers in the 

past have found it more profitable to clear 

and cultivate than preserve the timber. 

The Forestry , Commission’s report has 

been presented to the House. In it atten- 

tion is called to the great waste of tim- 

ber going on in the island, and indicating 

methods of re-foresting. The Commissioners 

recommend that students and teachers be 

required to acquire knowledge how to se- 

lect, plant and care for trees, and that 

schools be utilized for tree planting pur- 

poses, and that a portion of the Govern- 

ment farm be set apart for growing young 

forest trees. We expect to have the full 

text: of the report later and will give it 

due notice. 
> 

ocd 
The New Brunswick Tourist Associa- 

tion, of which Mrs. R. E. Olive, of Sts 

John, is secretary, has issued a booklet en- 

titled ‘‘Historic and Picturesque Saint 

John.’’ This little pamphlet will interest 

all those who visit New Brunswick either 

as tourists or as sportsmen. It is, not- 

withstanding its title, by no means con- 

fined to the St. John River. 

The illustrations are excellent and give 
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a good idea of the beautiful scenery of the 
province of New Brunswick. i 

There is a list of hotels, boarding houses 

and guides that should fill a long felt 

want. 

Cd 

At the annual meeting of the Rangers’ 

Fish and Game Club, held May 14 in the 

M.A_A-A. club rooms, the reports of the 

committee and treasurer were received and 

adopted, showing the club to be in a flour- 

ishing condition. The election of officers re- 

sulted as follows: Hon. president, J. W. 

Molson ; president, L. H. Boyd; vice-presi- 

dent, W. M. Kerr; hon. secretary-treasur- 

er, R. C. Irwin. Committee—G. Boyd, 

Alex. B. J. Moore, R. M. Wilson, W. S. 

Hutchinson and A. H. Hough. 
=> 

? 

In a recent number of a contemporary is 

an exceedingly interesting and timely arti- 

cle by Mr. E. Stewart, Superintendent of 

Forestry, on Soil Utilization. The aim of 

the essay is to point out that land should 

be utilized for the purpose for which it is 

best adapted, whether it be for some par- 

ticular form of farming operations rather 

than another, or whether it be for some 

other purpose altogether, such as the 

growth of timber. The special purpose of 

the writer is to emphasize the latter as- 

pect of the question, and in doing so he 

ells attention to the fact that Canada 
has a very large area of such land, much 

of which is now covered with timber of 

great commercial value, while other areas 

as a result of destructive fires are now 

either bare or growing up with young 

trees. We quote: Every acre of land should 

be utilized for the production of that va- 

riety of crop for which it is best suited. 

Owing to the fact that but a very small 

percentage of the constituent elements of 

The picturesque days of the’ buffalo hunt 

and the Indian trail, a phase of existence, 

now rapidly disappearing from life in the 

Canadian Northwest are recalled by the 

visit to Winnipeg this week of an outfit 

from the far north, which bears in its 

unique make-up the stamp of the pioneer 

days and the flavor of the wildest tales 

- 

hh 

the tree is derived from the soil, less in 

fact than one per cent., it follows that soil 

entirely unfitted to produce agricultural 

crops is frequently well adapted for the 

growth of trees. Again, no rotation of dif- 

ferent kinds of trees is necessary. The 

same soil will continue for ages to grow 

the same varieties. For this reason any 

land unfit for agriculture should be utilized 

for the growth of timber. It is very un- 

fortunate that so much land in these pro- 

vinces, which is unfit for the growth of 

for settlement. A large percentage of the 

cereals should ever have been thrown open 

land of Northern Ontario and Quebec con- 

tains a light sandy and gravelly soil, fre- 

quently broken by rocky ridges, and cover- 

ed with boulders, difficult to cultivate and 

incapable of yielding anything but. the 

scantiest return for the arduous labor ex- 

pended on it. This land was originally cov- 

ered with valuable forests of pine, hemlock, 

maple and other timber, and could have 

been so managed as to continue indefinitely 

to produce the same varieties, but the in- 

experienced immigrant, finding that it was 

open for settlement, attempted to make a 

home on it, only to find after years of toil 

little to reward him for his labor. 

Canada, owing to the fact that so much 

of its territory still remains in the hands 

of the Crown, has an opportunity which 

few countries possess of inaugurating a 

land and forest policy that will be of last- 

ing benefit to the country by utilizing ey- 

ery acre of her territory for the growth of 

such products as are best suited to the 

varied conditions, and by guiding the pion- 

eer settlers who are now making, and who 

will in the future maxe their homes in our 

unoccupied territory, to a wise use of the 

natural resources, whether contained in the 

soil-or in the timber with which a large 

portion of it is covered. 

that ever graced the pages of a Fenimore 

Cooper or a chapter in the border history 

of a Remington. Charles P. Linklater is 

the central figure in this connecting link in 

the ever-weakening chain which binds the 

cold and unsympathetic present to the 

stirring days of the past, in which the na- 

tion builders of the early west lived. He 
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is a trapper, and his appearance on the 

streets of Winnipeg in all the picturesque- 

ness of a dog train and _ buckskin suit 

causes even the busiest of the passers-by 

to pause and gaze upon this now strange 

spectacle, says a writer in the Winnipeg 

Telegram. 

Twenty-two seasons in the wilderness of 

the north have leit their indelible stain on 

the strong features of this son of the for- 

est, but in other respects the hardships 

and perils of a  hunter’s life have dealt 

lightly with him. Though now 48 years of 

age, Linklater does not exhibit any of the 

signs which in civilization indicate this 

age. Contentment in the hazardous task 

of wrestling from nature in her wildest 

forms the necessities of the life of those 

who map out their campaign among the 

lakes, waterfalls and mountains, is the 

saving grace of the pioneers, and in this 

respect the trapper, who ‘this week is the 

lion of the city, is .no exception to all 

others of his class. 

The haunts of the moose and the favor- 

ite forest homes of the lynx and the bear 

are more familiar to him than the places 

where humanity gathers to exchange 

ideas, yet he is intelligent in conversation, 

and quick in conceptions of the ways of 

city life. He was borne at Fort Churchill, 

on the Hudson’s Bay, and is descended 

from the Linklaters of Strumness, in the 

Orkney Islands. In those primitive days 

when the Hudson’s Bay Company was the 

yan of civilization in northwestern Cana- 

da, he was an apprentice under Mr. E. 

Abell, at that time an engineer for the 

company, and who was later the first in- 

spector in mechanical works for Manitoba. 

That was in 1881, and Mr. Abell was then 

located at lower Fort Garry, where the 

lathes on which the machine work was 

done were kept in one of the bastions of 

the old fort. When he had mastered the 

rudiments of mechanical engineering, he 

was sent out as a ‘‘striker’’ runner to the 

pony engine on the steamer Northcote, 

which plied up and down the Saskatche- 

wan River. After serving on this steamer 

for a year, he came back to Winnipeg, and 

earned what he could around the settle- 

ment. When the Northwest rebellion start- 

ed in 1884, he volunteerea in the 91st Reg- 
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iment under Colonel Scott, and saw all 

the active fighting of the rebellion. When 

the uprising was subdued he again came 

to Winnipeg, and opened a small store, but 

life in semi-civilization did not suit him, 

so he took to the wilds again. 

On the northern . shores of Lake Winni- 

peg he built a small shanty, and made a 

living by trading with the Indians, and 

ever since then he has lived in this shan- 

ty, making a living off the Indians and the 

wild beasts of the forests. The mineral de- 

posits of the region interest him greatly, 

as he has made a study of geology, and 

spends all his spare time among the rocks 

and mountains searching for some rich de- 

posit which will bring him wealth. The 

tales he tells would indicate that the nor- 

thern shores of Lake Winnipeg are rich with 

minerals beyond the dreams of avarice. 

“T was the first prospector to bring” 

news of the wealth to be found at the 

northerly part of the lake,’’? said the old 
trapper. ‘‘There are minerals of almost 

every description in that district. While in 

many places they are not in very great 

quantities, there are others where they can 

be found in such abundance that mining 

there would be a gigantic success. On 

Black Island there is a deposit of iron ore 

which for quantity and quality cannot he 

beaten by any place in the world. At the 

place where Split Rock Creek empties into 

the lake I made a discovery of black mang- 

anese which runs 80 per cent. to the ton. 

That place I will keep secret until I can 

interest capital enough to work it. The 
mineral is there in such quantities thata 

fortune awaits those who have the capital 

to take it out.” 

According to the trapper, the Indians 

have had a most prosperous year, and have 

secured a large number of furs, which they 

are now commencing to bring down for 

sale. He says that the most tnusual thing 

he ever sees when he is at his shanty is a 

human being, apart from those who live 

with him. In those parts it is no uncom- ; 

mon thing to go several months running 

without seeing anyone at all, and the 

sight of a ‘white man is consequently very 

welcome. Up in those parts the march of 

civilization has not begun, and everywhere 

the work of nature can be seen undisturb- 

ed by human hand. 
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This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in 
which every citizen of the Dominion has a direct interest. If you are 
not a member of the Association your membership is earnestly solicited. 

The annual fee is $1.00, and the Life Membership fee $10.00. 

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Secretary, 

R. H. CAMPBELL, 
OTTAWA, ONT. Department of the Interior. 
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At the solicitation of the Editor of the 

Trap Department of ROD AND GUN, Mr. 

Forest H. Conover (Ingin), the well-known 

representative of the DuPont Powder Co., 

has consented to give the readers of the 

paper a brief account of his career as a 

trap shooter. Mr. Conover is a welcome 

figure at the tournaments, most of which 

he attends, and is very popular with his 

brother shooters and is always able to give © 

a good account of himself. He is a_ thor- 

ough sportsman, as those of you who are 

privileged to know him can testify. Mr. 

Conover has rendered good service in the 

cause of game protection and preservation 

in the past and we hope to give our read- 

ers an article on the above subject from 

his pen in the near future. 

Twenty-Six Years of Trap-Shooting. 
sy FOREST H. CONOVER. 

It is now about twenty-six years since I 

first began my career as a trap shooter. At 

the period I speak of, the only target we 

had was the glass ball, which has long 

FOREST H. CONOVER 

since been relegated to the past. 

I continued shooting with the local gun 

clubs and will just note in passing that the 

next improvement in targets was the tar 

ball, which was thrown from a rotary 

trap. The tar-ball was soon to be suc- 

ceeded by the Ligowskey Clay Pigeon, the 

forerunner of the Blue Rock and Keystone. 

The Ligowskey Clay Pigeon was the first 

target up to this time that imitated the 

flight of a bird to any extent, and it held 

the field until the Cleveland blue rock came 

with us to stay. 

I soon began to attend the 
tournaments in the west and cultivated the 

acquaintance of the leading sportsmen 

throughout the province, and while possess- 

ing a thorough enjoyment of the sport of 

trap-shooting while contesting with the 

various clubs, I began to study the sport 

from a scientific standpoint. The mechan- 

ism of the various guns then in use and al- 

so the composition and properties of the 

various powders then in use—both black 

and nitro, proved of great interest to me. 

I became identified with the Dupont Pow- 

der Company in 1888 through Mr. W. L. 

Colville of Batavia, N.Y., at that time con- 

sidered one of the highest authorities on 

the modern explosive compounds, 

provincial ° 
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As a result of my labors among the 

Canada as a powder advo- 

cate, a notable change 

sportsmen of 

has been brought 

about in many respects, fortunately for the 

I. I, DuPont Co., of Wilmington, Del., U. 

S. A. 

Last season (1903) I had the pleasure of 

visiting the mills at Wilmington; a_ full 

description of which would fill more space 

than I have at command. 

The black powder mills, situated on the 

Brandy Wine River, which were established 

in the year 1800, stand in the same place 

today, although greatly improved and add- 

ed to and are operated to their full capa- 

city. The Smokeless Plant, situated at 

Carney’s Point, covers some two hundred 

acres. There are manufactured the sport- 

ing brands and also many other brands 

used in the navy, all of which have the 

highest reputation. 

I enjoy the pleasure of holding the 

“Three Countries Gold Medal’’, which I 

won in the competition held at Blenheim in 

1900 at blue-rock against.the best shots in 

RIDGETOWN GUN CLUB SHOOT—MAY 

20TH. 

The Ridgetown Gun Club annual tourna- 

ment was held at Ridgetown, Ont., on May 

20th. The weather was unfortunately very 

unfavorable, those facing the traps having 

to contend against a high wind and a con- 

tinuous rain. Seventeen shooters were 

present. Following is a partial result of 

shoot:— 

ist, F. H. Conover, 132 out of 150 ;-P. 

C. Wood of Detroit 131, W. McMackon, 

Highgate, 3rd; Wm. Agnew of Comber, 

4th. Owing to late arrival of scores we 

are unable to publish them in detail. 

+ 
MAPLE CITY GUN CLUB. 

TOURNAMENT. 

The annual tournament of the Maple City 

Gun Club, Chatham, Ont., will take place 

on June Ist and 2nd. This progressive club 

have arranged to hold their tournament 

during the Old Boys’ Reunion. A feature 

of the programme will be a high average, 

consisting of $15.00 first money, and $10.00 

second money, covering two days’ shoot. 

the country. I also hold the ‘Individual 

Championships of Ontario’’, a handsome 

gold medal presented by the Maple City 

Gun Club of Chatham in 1902, won on a 

clear score of 30 birds straight, at their 

annual tournament held June 5th and 6th, 

1902. I make general high averages in 2 

great number of tournaments throughout 

the country and was the highest average of 

any shooter from Canada at a big five days’ 

tournament held at Buffalo a few years 

ago. My average for the whole tourna- 

ment was 88 per cent. I also have a num- 

ber of cups and badges, which I have won 

in various contests. I have made duck 

shooting a hobby, and have followed it suc- 

cessfully from boyhood up. Making the hab- 

its and haunts of the birds a study has 

conduced greatly to my success in this 

sport. The coming summer will be a busy 

one for me, campaigning the country dur- 

ing the trap shooting season in the inter- 

ests of the DuPont Company. 

In closing I would say that I shall be 

pleased at all times to further the inter- 

ests of ROD AND GUN IN CANADA. 

Programme for the two days shoot. will 

cover 320 targets. There will also be 

three events in each of which cases $5.00 

will be added money. The Chatham Gun 

Club extend a cordial invitation to mem- 

bers of other clubs to participate in this 

tournament, which is regarded as one of 

the best events in the West. In next issue 

we will publish report of this event. 

+ 
NEW TRAPS FOR FORT GARRY. 

Winnipeg, May 23—There was a_ good 

turnout at the Fort Garry traps last even- 

ing and the new Leggett trap meets with 

favor from everyone. A set of expert 

traps, operated on the Sargent system, 

with latest electric pull device, will short- 

ly be installed and everyone will be able 

to practice and shoot extras in good light 

as much as desired. The principal scores 

last evening were as follows: 

A class.—Holiday, gold, 21; Alder, sil- 

ver, 18; Mulvey, bronze, 18; Totten 17, 

Simpson 15, Bourgouin 14, and Gates 11. 

B. class.—Belcher, gold, 12; Potter, 

bronze, 11. 
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The Dartmouth Rod and Gun Club. 
Like most good things the Dartmouth 

Rod and Gun Club started life in avery 

humble way. 

After a day of crooked shooting at Cole 

Harbour, the Mecca of Dartmouth sports- 

men, three weary and disgusted duck hunt- 

ers decided that it was about time they 

learned to hold a gun, and then and there 

was the genesis of what is now a prosper- 

ous and flourishing organization. 

Developing this idea these gentlemen 

found a number of friends who felt that 

they had something to learn about shoot- 

ing, and who entered enthusiastically into 

This was, in the Fall of 1901. At that 

time, and for some months afterwards, the 

Club had but one trap, there was no club 

house or other accommodation for shooters 

on the grounds and the membership was 

limited to twelve ; the Club’s principal as- 

set was enthusiasm, of which there 

fortunately a bountiful supply. 

was 

Since then a complete system of traps 

has been installed, a club house has been 

erected overlooking First Lake, a beautiful 

sheet of water on the outskirts of the 

town, and an outdoor rifle range has been 

CLUB HOUSE DARTMOUTH ROD AND GUN CLUB, DARTMOUTH, N.S. 

the project of forming a gun club. It was 

also learned that there was already an 

organization in Dartmouth consisting of 

four or five individuals and known as The 

Dartmouth Rod and Gun Club, although its 

numbers, and the scope of its operations 

scarcely justified the use of so ambitious a 

title. 

After some negotiations the property of 

this organization was acquired and _ the 

present club was formed, taking in the 

members, and assuming the title of the old 

concern. 

built for the use of members who prefer to 

burn their powder in that fashion. 

Although at the outset very few of the 

members had had any experience at trap 

shooting, the Club has developed a number 

of shots who would be a credit to any sim- 

ilar organization in the country, and there 

is keen competition for the various club 

trophies, the principal of which are The 

Eager Memorial Cup, which was presented 

to the Club by Mr. R. Frank Hagar, in 

memory of his father, the late M. F. Eag- 

ar, one of the charter members of the 
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Club, and is shot for annually on Thanks- 

giving Day ; the Executive’s Cup, shot for 

annually on New Year’s Day, and the Aus- 

tin-Hill Badge, presented by Messrs. H. E. 

Austin and L. F. Hill, and shot for every 

Saturday. 

Membership in the Club is now open to 

any person residing in the County of Hali- 

fax, and although members are elected by 

ballot, no decent sportsman need fear to 

run the gauntlet. {n this respect the Club 

is run on democratic principles. 

It was the intention of the founders of 

G. P. MONOHAN 
Sec.-Treas, Dartmouth Gun Club. 

Ahe Club to do something for the fishermen 

included in its membership, hence the word 

“Rod’’ in the corporate name. As yet but 

little has been done along this line, 'but ne- 

gotiations are now in progress for the ac- 

quisition of a lake which will be stocked, 

and on the 'banks of which a club house 

will be built which will serve as a resort 

for those to whom the restraints of civili- 

zation have become too irksome to be long- 

er born and who seek a temporary reliet 

from their suffering in the arms of God’s 

own country. 

+ 
BRANDON GUN CLUB. 

Brandon, May 22—The Brandon gun club 

held its weekly shoot last night, at which 

the following gentlemen won the buttons: 

Gold button, Mr. Swartz, 21; silver ‘but- 

ton, Dr. Latimer, 21; bronze button, W. G. 

Hopper, 20. 
~$ 

A SUCCESSFUL TOURNAMENT PROP- 

HESIED. 

There is every reason to believe that the 

coming annual tournament of the Dominion 

of Canada Trap Shooters and Game _ Pro- 

tective Association, to be held in Brant- 

ford on August 10th, 11th and 12th, will 
be a gigantic success. This year’s tourna- 

'ment is to be given under the auspices of 

the Brantford Gun Club, who have recent- 

ly acquired new grounds, situated just out- 

side the city limits on the line of the 

Grand Valley Radial Road. The grounds 

include nine acres, having a clear sky back- 

ground. They are perfectly level and coy- 

ered with sod. 

While last season’s tournament held und- 

er the auspices of the Stanley Gun Club 

in Toronto proved a great success, the offi- 

cers of the Brantford Gun Club naturally 

anticipate as large or larger attendance at 

this tournament being held in their city. 

‘verything possible will be done by the 

local club to provide for the comfort and 

welfare of the visiting shooters. The  pro- 

gramme for this tournament is now in 

hand. 
> 

ba 

TORONTO DOG SHOW. 

Judging from present indications, the 

1904 show of the Toronto Fair will far ex- 

ceed all others. That good all-round fan- 

cier, Mr. John G. Kent and Mr. A. W. 
Bell, who is a most energetic secretary, are 

doing their utmost to make this show most 

enticing to American breeders who, we 

trust, will support it, as it so richly de- 

serves. 

+ 

The Editor of the Trap Department is in 

receipt of a very valuable letter from For- 

est H. Conover, Canadian representative of 

the EK. I. DuPont Powder Co., of Leam- 

ington, Ont., which reads as follows:— 

Dear Sir.—Please find enclosed herewith 

Iixpress order for $2.00 for two subscrip- 

tions to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for 

one year, starting with May issue. I wish 

to congratulate you on the improvement of 

ROD AND GUN, on the appearance and al- 

so the neatness of its columns and well 

The sportsmen all over 

the country are now speaking in very high 

terms of your estimable journal. I trust 

in a short time, it will grace the homes of 

all Canadian sportsmen 

written articles 

Assuring you of my best wishes and ef- 
forts, I remain, 

Yours, very truly 

(Signed)  F. 1H. CONOVER. 
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THE MONTREAL GUN CLUB. 

On April 30th a club shoot was held des- 

pite the inclement weather, and a_ good 

day’s sport was the result. It was decided 

at a meeting held previous to the shoot 

that the club should journey to Ottawa on 

the 21st inst., to compete against the Ot- 

tawa Gun Club for the Montreal challenge 

trophy, which is emblematic of the Ontario 

and Quebec championship, and for which 

the Ottawa Club defeated the local club 

for here on Good Friday last. 

The result of the shoot was:— 

20 bird sweep—Alexander 19, Kearney 18, 

Redman and Kearney (18) defeated Ed- 

wards and Candlish (15). 

Kearney and Candlish (17) defeated Red- 

man and Edwards (17). 

Which gives each 4 win. 

- 
WINNIPEG GUN CLUB SHOOT. 

On May 6th the first semi-weekly shoot 

of the Winnipeg Gun Club for the current 

season was held at their tracks in St. 

John’s. The scores were as follows:— 

R. J. McKay, gold ‘button, 17; F. D. 

Cadham, silver button, 17, W. H. Sutten, 

bronze button, 16; H. W. Lightcap, 16; O. 

USE THE BEST. 

This moose was shot in northern British Columbia by Mr. A. W. Conner, with a Savage Rifle. 

Edwards 17, Redman 17, W. Candish 13. 

20 bird sweep—Redman 20, Alexander 19, 

Edwards 11. 

15 birds, unknown traps—Redman 15, 

Kearney 13, D. Candlish 12, Edwards 12, 

N. Candlish 11. 

Spoon shoot—Fdwards 19, Alexander 18, 

Kearney 18, Redman 18, D. Candlish 15, J. 

White 12, N. Candlish 10. 

Club Championship, 50 birds—Redman 46, 

mdwards 41, Kearney 39, D. Candlish 36, 

N. Candlish 28. 

Team Match—Edwards and Kearney (18) 

defeated Candlish and Redman (14). 

F. Lightcap, 14; C. Wellband, 13. 

These are the scores made by the regular 

members of the Club. A number of visi- 

tors participated in the shoot, Mr. C. Rut- 

ley making 15 and Mr. D. P. Miller 10. 

Oftentimes a trap shooter may have a 

gun or some other contrivance that he 

may wish to exchange or dispose of. The 

advertising pages of ROD AND GUN IN 

CANADA are open for his use. Our rate 

for one inch space, one month, is $2.00. 

Two months, $4.00. Three months, $6.00. 

Six months, $9.00. 
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INGLEWOOD GUN CLUB. 

Hamilton, May 17—The Inglewood Gun 

Club annual shoot yesterday was a success- 

ful affair. ‘Singer’? of Hamilton won the 

Grand Inglewood Handicap at 25 birds. He 

had a clean score. Following were the var- 

ious events:— 

25-bird event—R. Barrett’ 15, J. H. 

Thompson 17, T. Henry 20, Musson 16, 

Dent 20, Wm. Thornton 19, Mr. Dunk 16, 

Geo. Kidd 14, J. Kidd 19, Singular 17, 

Mr. Singer 25, J. Campbell 15, J. Burrill 

16, S. White 21, Burns 15, Dwyer 18, Bush- 

len 11. 

10-bird event—Thornton 10, Dunk 5, Mc- 

Cague 6, Brockelbank 5, Burns 7, Singer 7, 

Kidd 8, Thompson 6, Musson 5, Bushlen 6, 

Henry 7, Olive 4, Campbell 6, Watson 6, 

Barrett 9, Burrill 8, White 8, Dent 8, Sin- 

gular 7. \ 

20-bird event—John Kidd 17, J. UH. 

Thompson 16, Burns 15, Brockelbank 12, 

McCague 10, Bushlen 15, Mussen 14, Bur- 

rill 14, Geo. Kidd 12, White 15, Singular 

15, Barrett 12, Dunk 17, Thornton 16, 

Dent 16, Singer 16. 

15-bird event—Thornton 13, Brockelbank 

8, Burns 9, Bushlen 6, McCague 8, Burrill 

11, Dunk 14, Kidd 8, Singular 12, Camp- 

hell 9, Dwyer 8, Henry 14, Dent 9, White 

10, Thompson 10, Musson 10, Barrett 12, 

Kidd 10, Singer 10, Watson 9) 

+ 
TORONTO JUNCTION VS. STANLEYS. 

Quite an interesting event took place on 

the grounds of the Stanley Gun Club on 

Saturday, May 1, when the deciding match 

was shot between teams representing the 

Toronto Junction Gun Club and the Stan- 

ley Gun Club of Toronto, twelve mei: a 

side. As each team had a win to its ecred- 

it, considerable interest was taken in the 

final match, and after a spirited contest, 

was won by the Junction by 16 birds. The 

following is a summary of Saturday’s 

scores:— 

Ten targets—McGill 

8, Dey 7, Fritz 7. 

Ten targets—W. Wakefield 10, Pearsall 9, 

Burgess 7, Douglas 7, Thompson 6. 

Ten targets—Kingdon 9, Thompson 8, 

Mason 8, Turp 7, Hampton 6. 

Ten targets—McGill 10, Dunk 9 
rn 

7, Douglas 7, Martin 7. 

10, Dunk 9, Burgess 

Hirons 

Ten targets—McGill 8, Kemp 7, Hogarth 

7, Townson 7, Douglas 7. 

Ten targets—Thompson 10, 

Turp 9, Hampton 9, Wilson 7. 

Ten targets—Rock 9, Green 9, Townson 

8, Charles 8, Hirons 7. 

Sweep, 10 targets—Buck 10, P. Wake- 

field 9, Dey 9, Green 9, Turp 8, Kemp 8, 

McGill 8, Burgess 8, Mason 8, Dunk 7, 

D’Eye 7, Thompson 7, W. Wakefield 7, Hir- 

ons 7, Hogarth 6, Townson 6, P. Hogarth 

5, Kingdon 5, Hampton 5. 

Sweep, ten targets—McGill 9, Turp 9, 

Kingdon 8, P. Wakefield 8, Townson 8, 

Burgess 8, W. Wakefield 8, Buck 8, Green 

7, P. Hogarth 7, Dey’ 7, Dunk. 6} D’Eiye 6; 

W. Spanner 6, Mason 5, Thompson 5, Har- 

rison 5, Hogarth 5, Patterson 5, Wilson 4. 

Sweep, ten targets—Green 10, McGill 9, 

W. Wakefield 8, Dunk 8, Townson 7, P. 

Wakefield 6, Kingdon 6. 

Team match, 25 per man—Junction—Mc- 

till 23, Burgess 21, Thompson 24, W. 

Wakefield 21, Mason 20, Turp 22, Kemp 14, 

P. Wakefield 20, J. Townson 21, H. D’Eye, 

19, Hardy 14, Douglas 17. Total 236. 

Stanleys—Dunk 21, Hulme 23, Kingdon 

13, Hampton 22, Pearsall 17, Buck 18, Dey 

17, Martin 16, Green 21, thomas 22, Fritz 

19, Hogarth 11. Total 220. 

- 

HAMILTON GUN CLUB WON DECISIVE 

MATCH. 

Mason 9, 

The Stanley Gun Club of Toronto jour- 

neyed to Hamilton on Saturday afternoon, 

May 14th, to shoot the last of the home 

and home matches with the Hamilton Gun 

club for the inter-club championship. Each 

club had won a match in their respective 

cities, and as the final match had to be 

shot on neutral grounds the teams and 

their friends went down by special car on 

the radial railway to the Merchants’ Gun 

club traps at Dynes’ hotel on the Beach. 

There were thirteen men a side at 25 birds 

each, and number 13 again proved lucks for 

the Hamilton boys, they winning by 22 

birds. The teams and scores were: 

Hamilton—Hunter 23, Frank 238, Oliver 

23, Graham 21, Cline 21, Homing 20, Hunt 

20, Thomson 20, Bowran 20, Wilson 19, 

Groves 19, Brigger 18, Bates 18. Total 265. 

Stanleys—Thompson 21, Hulme 21, Day 

21, Dunk 20, Thomas 20, Sawden 20, Me- 
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Gill 20, Fritz 19, ‘‘Green’’ 19, Kingdon 17, 

Martin 17, Hampton 14, Buck 14. Total 

243. ; 

The Hamilton club is now negotiating 

with the Stanleys with a view to a three- 

men team match at 100 birds each. 

oa 
STANLEY SHOOT. 

Good scores were made at the Stanley 

Gun Club shoot on May 7th, held on their 

own grounds. The weather contributed to 

good shooting. The following is a summary 

of the scores: 

Event No. 1, 10 targets—Thompson 49, 

White 8, Hampton 8, Dunk 8, Mason 6. 

No. 2, 10 targets, 20 yards—Fritz 8, Hir- 

ons 7, White 6, Dunk 6, Mason 5. 

No. 3, 10 targets, 20 yards—Dey 9, Dunk 

8, Thompson 7, White 6, Mason 5. 

No. 4,° 10 targets—Buck 10, 

Hampton 9, Fritz 8, Hirons 6. 

No. 5, 10 targets—Dey 10, Thompson 9, 

Dunk 9, Hooey 8, Mason 7. 

No. 6, 10 targets—Hampton 8, White 7, 

Vey 7, Hooey 7, Mason 7. 

No. 7, 10 targets—Dunk 8, Fritz 8, White 

6, Hirons 6, Mason 5. 

No. 8, 10 targets—Hampton 8, Thompson 

8, Hooey 7, Buck 6, Mason 5. 

No. 9, 10 targets—Hampton 

son 10, Dey 9, Dunk 9, White 7. 

No. 10, 10 targets—White 10, Thompson 

10, Hirons 7, Hooey 7, Mason 6. 

+ 
HAMILTON GUN CLUB SHOOT. 

White 9, 

10, Thomp- 

The finals of the Hamilton Gun Club’s 

winter series of shoots were held on Satur- 

day afternoon, May 7th. The weather was 

perfect for shooting over the traps, and 

good scores were made. In the match for 

the Browning gun, donated by Mr. Horn- 

ing, one of the clu'b’s most enthusiastic 

shots, Bowron and Raspberry tied with 

177 out of 200, and will shoot off the tie 

at a later date. Wilson and Thomson were 

second with 169. In the match for the 

trophy donated by Percy Dynes, Frank Ov- 

erholt led with 101, and Graham and Cline 

were second with 99. The Klein and Bink- 

ley trophy, presented by this firm for the 

high average in the winter shoots, Frank 

Overholt also won, with 334, Upton close- 

ly following with 333. All of the matches 

were very closely contested, and in no 

event could the winner be determined until 

the last squad was retired. 

The shoots have been the most successful 

ever held by the club, and great interest 

has been shown throughout by members 

and their friends, while many good _ shots 

have been developed in new members. The 

club teams will keep in shape for the Ca- 

nadian championships to be held in Brant- 

ford in the summer, and expect to give a 

very good account of themselves. They are 

proud of their 16-year-old champion, Frank 

Overholt, the winner of the present series, 

and many other trophies throughout Can- 

ada. 

Gun Match, Browning— Cline 21, Frank 

20, Thomson 22, Hunter 18, Graham 18, 

Wilson 18, Raspberry 20, Bowron 20, Flet- 

cher 16, Upton 19, Bates @9, Wark 18, Ben 

It 14, R. Hunter 15. 

Dynes’ Trophy — Cline 23, Frank 23, 

Thomson 21, Hunter 23, Graham 23, Wil- 

son 22, Raspberry 19, Bowron 18, Fletcher 

20, Upton 15, Bates 16, Waterbury 10, Ben 

It 19; A. Lee 15, Coffin 13. 

Sweep, 15 birds—Thomson 11, Coffin 9, 

Dunham 10, Dean 10, Frend 8. 

Sweep, 10 birds—Cline 8, Thomson 10, 

Hunter 8, Coffin 8, Dunham 8, Dean 7, 

Frend 6, Crawford 8, Ralph 7, Jones 6. 

Sweep, 10 birds—Cline 9, Thomson 9, 

Graham 9, Wilson 9, Wark 8, Coffin 5, Dun- 

ham 8, Dean 7, Frend 5, Crawford 6, Ralph 

(Jones “3: 

Following are the leaders 

age in winter series:— 

in high aver- 

Big doings in the “Big State’ are re- 

ported for Winchester factory loaded shells. 

At the Texas state tournament, held in 

Houston on May 2 to 6, Edgar Nalle won 

the $450 diamond medal, emblematic of the 

live bird championship of the state, F. K. 

Sterritt being second. The $400 diamond 

medal, emblematic of the target champion- 

ship of Texas, was won by F. M. Furote, 

Dr. Hann being second. Needless to say, 

the above quartette of shooters used Win- 

chester factory loaded shells and Mr. Faur- 

ote also used a Winchester repeating shot- 

gun. 
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Frank 79.34, Upton 79.28, Wilson 78.04, 

Graham 77.85, Thomson 76.95, Raspberry 

76.88, Cline 75.53, Fletcher 75.00, Hunter 

72.53, Bowron 72.09. 

« 

Some rattling good shooting was done at 

the Winnipeg gun club’s traps on the even- 

ing of May 16, the old rettables showing up 

in form for the first time this season. The 

scores were: J. Lemon, gold button, 22 ; 

J. Spence, silver button, 22: R. J. Mc 

Kay. bronze, 21. He hy i@adham: 203. C. 

Wellband, 20; C. Dodd, 18; P. Johnston 

LOW Sutton, 17 Aetichteape it: 2 HH. 

Thompson, 16; O. F. Lightcap, 14. 

B. class—J. McIntyre, 13. 

Visitors—F. G. Simpson, 20; G. A. Brit- 

ton, 14. 

+ 

WESTMOUNT GUN CLUB’S ANNUAL 

HUI ON 

The biggest shoot ever given under the 

auspices of the Westmount Gun Club was 

that which took place on May 24th at the 

club’s grounds, Westmount. There was an 

unusually large attendance of sportsmen for 

the annual affair, and in addition to the 

large number of competitors, there was a 

surprisingly large attendance of spectators. 

There were shots from Sherbrooke and else- 

where in the province, and there was quite 

a gathering of guns from across the bord- 

er, Vermont being well represented. 

The scoring was good throughout the 

day. The light was good, and conditions 

generally favored the marksmen. Lewis of 

the Westmount Club, won the high average 

prize, and McDuff, of the Montreal Club, 

was second. 

Below are the results of the various com- 

petitions:— 

Team Shoot — Montreal first team 55, 

Montreal second team 50, Westmount first 

team 50, Westmount second team 47, Sher- 

brooke Gun Club 45, Champlain, N.Y., Gun 

Club 45. 

Merchandise Shoot — Craig, Sherbrooke, 

12; Candlish, Montreal, 11; Aubin, Mon- 

treal, 11; Westover, Sutton, 11; Galbraith, 

Montreal, 11; McDuff 11; Dumont, 11 ; 

Goodhue, 11; Hausen, 11; Lewis, 11; 

Eaton 11, Grindstone 11, Bray 11, Land 

riault 11, White 10, Hutchison 10, Thomp- 
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son 10, M. Candlish 10, Vanzleit 10, Woot- 

en 10, Parsons 10. 

Event No. 1, 15 targets—E. C. Eaton 15, 

Redmond 15, Landriault 14, Thompson 14, 

White 14, Lortie 14, Bray 13, McDuff-13. 

Event No. 2, 20 targets—Thompson 20, 

McDuff 19, Grindstone 19, Dumont 19, 

White 18, Hutchison 18, Holcombe 17, 

Goodhue 16. 

Event No. 3, 15 targets—McDuff 15, Grind- 

stone 15, Landriault 14, Bray 14, Westover 

13, Hutchison 13, Dumont 13, Outhet 13. 

Event No. 4, 20 targets—Lewis 19, Mc- 

Duff 19, Hutchison 19, Redmond 18, 

Thompson 18, Craig 18, Grindstone 17, 

White 17. 

Event No. 5, 15 targets—White 15, Lewis 

15, Thompson 14, McDuff 14, Bray 14, Gal- 

braith 14 Darte sls: 

Event No. 7, 15 targets—Vanzleit 14, Mc- 

Duff 14, Dumont 14, Lewis 14, Hutchison 

14, Grindstone 13, Thompson 13, Eaton 

12, Westover 12, White 12, Hamilton 12. 

Event No. 8, 20 targets—Vanzleit 18, 

Thompson 18, Grindstone 18, Redmond 18, 

Lewis 17, McDuff. 17, Westover 16, Eaton 

14. 

Event No. 9, 15 targets—Lewis 15, Du- 

mont 15, Wooton 14, Hutchison 14, Bray 

14, Redmond 14, Grindstone 14, McDuff 

13, Goodhue 13, Lanmdriault 13, Eaton 12. 

Event No. 10, 20 targets—Thompson 19, 

Grindstone 18, Lewis 18, White 18, Land- 

riault 18, Hamilton 18, Dumont 18, McDuff 

17, Goodhue 16. 

Event No. 11, 15 targets—Goodhue 14, 

Bray 14, Lewis 13, Redmond 13, MeDuff 

13, Grindstone 13, Thompson 13, Eaton 12, 

Landriault 12. 

Il’. Costen & Co., dealers in guns, fish- 

lig tackle and general sporting goods, 1696 

Notre Dame street, Montreal, beg to call 

the attention of readers of ROD AND GUN 

iN CANADA to their advertisement which 

appears in the advertising section of this 

issue of ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

Messrs. Costen & Co. are in a position to 

meet the requirements of all buyers of fish- 

ammunition. Thetr 

and the quality or 

Sportsmen passing 

Messrs. 

guns and 

reasonable 

ing tackles, 

prices are 

their goods undeniable. 

through Montreal should call upon 

T. Costen & Co, 
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all made in America by the 

Laflin & Rand Powder @o. 
if 

Powders to Stand By and Swear By. 

Either dense or bulk: and 

RTS ——~ ——— ATTA ye 

| ‘Infallible’ “E.G. and ‘Schultze’ 
) | 
) 

| 
SSS TH ae 

KOENIG'S SHELL EXTRACTOR. 
= a 

w Every shooter should 
7 |} have one—carryit ina Aa 

LY 
vest pocket, Fits any 

: / “ gauge shell. Koenig’s 
10 Cts. Postpaid. Gun Catalogue, Free. 

E.G.KOENIG, NEW JERSEY S LARGEST GUN HOUSE 
WILLIAM STREET, NEWARK, N.J. 

Send only U.S. stamps or coin. 

Th p | S t of Memory 
@ FeIMAN SYSTEM training 

Requires only a few minutes daily, and isso simple 4 
child can master it. Mr. Pelman’s books, ‘‘ Mem- 
ory training; its Laws and their Application to 
Practical Life,” and “The Natural Wayto Learna 
Language,” sent FREE by mail, postpaid. Write 
right now—before you forget it. The Pelman School 
of Memory Training, 1698 Masonic Temphe, Chicago. 

Established 1855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG. 

Hotel Bellevue Lake Timiskaming, 
In the heart of the 

moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All 
modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for 
the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H. 
LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., Quebec, Canada. 

H-T-T Published monthly, 64 pages. 
Tells all about Hunting, Trapping and 
Raw Furs. Sample copy toc. 

HUNTER-TRADER-TRAPPER, 
Box 35, Gallipolis, Ohio. 

LES SE AS PSST I 

BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT 
Illustrated Guide with Maps of the 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY ard CHARLESTON 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 
way Co., Brockville, Ont. 

FISHING. 

FOR YACHTS, STEAMSHIPSBOATS 
ww CAND CANOES 5 

MS CASKILL DOUGALL & (2% 
Standard BoataSparVarnishes, 

MONTREAL. 
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“CERES 

HAMMER, HAMMERLESS or 

EJECTOR GUNS, MILITARY MATCH, 

EXPRESS and other SPORTING RIFLES 

W. W. Greener, Gun & Rifle 
Maker, 

AND GUN IN CANADA 

” CHOKE-BORE 
For 25 Years has been the best Shooting 

Shot Gun, and is still Unsurpassed. 

Send for Illustrated Price Lists of either 
Guns or Rifles, Post free, to 

Birmingham, eng 

“Womongien Ae 

The Hudson's Bay 
Company 

Has had over 229 years 

se ad experience in providing 

for hunters 

Everything necessary can be 
supplied. Circular Letters of 
Credit issued on all the 
Company’s Inland Posts. 
Further particulars on ap- 
plication to 

HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY 
WINNIPEG 

Feather-light 
Reels 

For Trout and Bass 

Cost Little. 

All-right 
Reels == = 

For Bass, Salmon 

andLake Trolling 

Give Satisfaction 

Expert Reels 

For Trout, Bass and 

Lake Trolling. 

All Dealers sell these 

A. F. MEISSELBACH & BRO. 
Mfrs., Newark, N. J., U.S. A. 
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Go eee ae Hopkins g Allen ees Rifles 

Rebounding hammer. Always on 
safety when not cocked. 

Lever action. Take- 
down pattern. 

Shoots .22 : 
short or long rim-fire cartridge. 
22-in. barrel. Weight 4% lbs 

No. 932 same as above, but 32-caliber. No. 922 
Shoots 32 short or long rim-fire cartridge. 

PRICE $ O 
Of all Dealers or prepaid to any express ogfice in the U.S. 5 2 5 

Send for Catalogue No. 72 of Rifles, Shotguns and Revolvers 

THE HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn. 

-BRIST IL” RODS The Bristol i Steel Fishing Rod 
\ 
i 

| is universally popular on the St. Lawrence 7 
River — the fishermen buy them to use, the 
boatmen buy them to rent. 
‘The strong current and heavy fish common 

there will take all the heart out of an ordinary 
rod, but the “* Bristol” will never give up, 
and hangs just as true after a long season’s 
service as at the start. If you want a rod 
that will stan od hard Oe ate omtaes 
thems: Bristol ; ’ it will not disappoint you. 

Sold by all dealers at reduced prices. 

FREE: Catalogue “QO,” showing more than 
twenty-five styles of steel rods. 

THE HORTON MFG. CO., Bristol, Conn., U.S.A. 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, ¢ E., LLM. 
“ 

Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, Fier. a se 
} tS * S3h.5 ; ras : an vagond yy. 

Trade Marks and Copyrights. SS Le 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. The ‘‘ KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 

Address Box 264 Station G and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
: * small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Medel Shop. No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere ‘The only patented canvas 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

——_ 

Have deservedly gained a national reputation by the satisfied thousands whose words of praise have 

fast brought them into prominence and general use in the U.S. and Foreign Countries. Spoolers sold 

alone or attached to ball bearing jeweled or steel pivot bearing reels. 

That new rubber hook muzzle or shield binds hook and line securely to the rod when not in use, saving 

all sorts of annoyance, trouble, danger and profanity in an instant. Write for free catalog and price list. 

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A. 
A. W. BISHOP & SON, Patentees and Manufacturers. 
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Life-Saving Folding 
Canvas Boats 

The latest, safest, and best is what we offer 
you. A boat built on modern lines that will 
prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected 
materials used all through, and it comes to 
you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat- 
ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on 
the Market. 
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. Puncture 
proof. Galvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re- 
move. Folds the most compact of any boat made. Send qe. 
in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials. 

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co. 
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S.A. 

9 R Cane Built Steel Centre. 

C. Buil dG - , Hardy’s Rods, cre ten an eeen 
‘‘PALAKONA,”? 2228 2203, 

Building. 

MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT 
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS 
THE PRINCE OF WALES 

PatronizeD BY THE GERMAN 
Emperor, THE Kinc ano Queen 
oF Itay, Etc., Etc. 

COLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900 
ano 38 GOLD AND OTHER 
HIGHEST AWARDS 

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies, Tackle, etc., in the world. There is 

no difficulty in procuring goods from us direct, Write us; it will pay you. Remember the best is always the 
cheapest. 

HARDY BROS., Alnwick, England. 

iin GLOVER’S 
We IMPPRIAL 

DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

SC Kh Amora Ss. 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

(Regd.) 

=e To Anglers.—Send for ‘‘Hints to Anglers’ and 

Tackle 

specially suitable for Angling sent to any 
part of the World. 

5 Catalogue (300 Illustrations), Free. 

Branches—5 South St. David Street, EDINBURGH 
12 & 14 Moult Street. MANCHESTER 
LONDON: 61, PALL MALL, S.W. 

Hamilton Powder 
Company 

wanuractureo SPORTING 

GUN POWDER 

Since 1865. As aresult you have 

FREE BOOK ON 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 
On application to 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York, 
WS) Aan 

Don’t Spoil Your Gun 
by having the choke taken out Ade 

VV ee 
“THE HUMMER” Shot Spreader 
When in field or covert, and the regular cartridge fo1 
open long-distance shooting, and get the best possible 
results by so doing.. Sample Box so Spreaders, 2oct: 

Six boxes for $1.00. 

Address, DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, R I. 

“CARIBOU” made from best materials, perfectly 
puttogether. ‘*DUCKING”’ hard pressed, 

slow burning, keeps well under all condit!ons. 
*“SNAP SHOT”’ high velocity, moist residium. 
Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever 
pu inagun, It hasa positive advantage over 
soe make, the dirt is soft.--J. J.W. in London 
‘leld, 

AMERICANS SAY 
The finerEnglish orAmerican Powder and Cana- 
dian “Caribou” [am quite familiarwith. They 
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 
without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest 
and Stream, GOV'T AUCTION SALE 

CATALOGUE GUNS 
Pistols, Military Good (Illustrated), 

stamps. IF. Bannerman, 579 Broadway, N. Y. 

1sc., mailed 6¢ 

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY 
at ye {' send over some Trap? I don't mean to 
atter, but itis ahead of anything we get here.— 

A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y, ~ 3 x 
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Newhouse Traps 

The Standard for over 50 years. 

Used by all professional hunters and trappers, who 
find 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST 

Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 
Guide, telling all about wild animals and how to catch 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. 
Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. 

IN CANADA 

<p IF YOU SHOOT —_ 

an 

You should have 
acopy. Itwill tell 

) you what powder 
is best adapted to 
the different cali- 
bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles,and the pro- 

| per loads of High 
}/ and Low pressure 
powders for Rifles, 
Pistols and Shot 
Guns, with much 

other useful informa- 
} tion. 146pp. Send 3 

two-cent stamps to 

IDEAL MFG. CO. 
39 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 
ROD AND GuN. 

ELECTRIC POCKET LAMP 
Invaluable For Sportsmen. 

‘NO. 4, PRICE $1.50 

light 

cheapest. 

The latest and best  flash- 

made, as well as the 

Send for catalogue. 

ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO. 
202 Centre Street, New York. 

SALMON ANGLING 
SEASON 1904. 

10 LET: The following rivers on the North 
Shore of the River St. Lawrence. 

No. of Probable Name of River z é 
Rods No. Salmon 

Birch I 40 
Manitou I 25 
Sheldrake or Sawbill \ 40 
Thunder River (trout only) 
Magpie I 60 
Bear or Victor I 30 
Corneille 2 100 
Pishteebee I 50 
Minacoughan Quettashoo I 50 
Little Watischoo 2 60 
Napissipi I 25-40 
Agwanis 2 75 
Mingan 2 200 
Manitou, tributary of Mingan 75 

NOTE—In August and September, after the 
salmon season ts over, Grilse and Trout of large 

size are plentiful in these rivers and give excell- 
ent sport. 

These rivers can be reached by first-class 
steamer from Quebec, sailing weekly in from 
thirty-six to sixty hours. 

Further particulars on application to the 

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada, 
603 CraigiSt., Montreal. 

154 Lake Street, Chicago 

THE A 
PEDOMETER 

WILL TELL YOU carriep tike 
A WATCH: 

100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 
10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for business or pleasure, in search of health or 
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
guaranteed. Write for booklet 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CoO. 
125 CHURCH ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Seana Seg: Fes 2 
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The Ideal Beverage 
The Grand ates 
American Handicap 

Begins June 21st. 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

: 2 Ooa°0 
Are you going? _—‘ That’s good. 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. Take along 

DePORT 
Smokeless 

That’s Better. 

© O70 

ASK FOR 

Cabuuis 
a a a a a a a a a a a a a (LONDON) 

re ee ee ee er a ee ee ERR ER RR RR I eR ee ce er ee RR RR OR RRR RR Re 

a A New Idea— 
_ 

rng 

tury Cameras. 

CENTURY CAMERAS 
WITH REVOLVING BACK 

The most valuable improvement made in 
the construction of Hand Cameras in recent 
years. Ask your Dealer, or write us to-day 
for new Catalogue, describing complete line 
of 1904 Centurys—from the dainty little 
Petite to the King of all Cameras, the Cen- 
tury Grand. 

CENTURY CAMERA CO., Rochester, N.Y. 

\ eae VISAS RSS SSS SSIS SSIS IASI AID AAAAASDMAASAAAAAS ASD AAMIAASDASS AA A A Ad as 

a BRADLEY’S ANTI-RUST ROPES x 
Le 

SSSA, 
For SHOTGUNS, RIFLES and REVOLVERS. They can- 

not rust or pit if these ropes are used No more worrying to Q 

keep your firearms in perfect conditio Sent postpaid. $1.00 & 

per set for Shotguns; soc. for Rifle sc. for Revolvers. Give WY 
|| a 7 ee gauge and length of barrel Send for circular giving full 
tesco SGU, . : : f 
ROK . “aig dl : Sh t Sj h 

SEZ = r S ote’ Ll OCS tb adley gun Sight 
a Makes wing shooting easy and certai Scores greatly in- 

creased at trap and in field Attachable and detachable. 

Price, post paid, soc Send for circular 

Avpress C, L. BRADLEY, CLARKSVILL™, TENNESSEE. 

(ee PILI LI22 --APFP 
LSS SSA SSAA 
vw VA PLATO HALL LS OLD IAAI ILL GLAD LLL LDA SDA A A (A AA (DIT (A (DID A IFIP AA AAD LISI AS, 
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Westley Richards & Co., 

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers—— 
Beg to draw the attention of sportsmen to their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks. 

“IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL- 
LECT, INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE.’—From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammerless ejector gun is equipped with hand-detachable locks and 
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of these guns can be INSTANTLY removed without taking 
out asinglescrew or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with any gun. The advantage of a duplicate 
set of locks, which can be inserted in ten seconds, will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large 
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun 
to mar its appearance and finish. 

: THE ONE TRIGGER 
The action of this mechanism 

is independent ofrecoil,and is not 
a fractional one. Itis guaran- 
teed neither to double dis- 
charge nor hang when firing 
the second barrel. It is ab The Detachable Lock 
solutely free from the defects 

The Gab. ister iechanien. and the objectionable features which generally characterize other 
Note itsstrength andsimplicity systems. It has two pulls—not three. It can be fired as quickly 

or asslowly as the sportsman desires. By its perfect selective 
action a sportsman can fire right, left, left, right, or as many rights first or lefts first as may be desired 
It always acts the same, 

the WESTLEY RICHARDS “ONE-TRIGGER” GUN 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER: 
(1) You maintain the same firm, steady grip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grip 

necessary in double triggers preparatory to firing the second barrel, is fatal toa quick, double shot. It 
is difficult to explain the immense advantage of not relaxing toone who has never used a single trigger. 

(2) Your stock is the same length for both barrels, and you can be fitted absolutely. To 
say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two triggers, one nearly an inch ahead of the other, is 
about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as well as a number 7. 

(3) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves in cold weather, and manipulate OUR trigger as well 
as with your bare hands. Shooting in cold weather without warm gloves is barbarous—you might as 
well go barefooted. 

(4) You never get a double discharge, as you do in double trigger guns when the finger slips from 
the front trigger and trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds. 

(5) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as 
the gun recoils. 

(6) The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is 80 slight it is al- 
most imperceptible. This is one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism. 
Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one-sixteenth of an inch fatal to quick, snappy work. 

Order one of these guns now and BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES. 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co.’s Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham,England : 
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«odie ingame eae 

16-foot power skiff 

Double end, clinker built, to carry four. 
1 H. P. motor. Weight complete rgo lbs. 

Write for particulars 

ae 

The Canada Launch Works, timitea, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA. 

methods. 

SPORTSMEN, 
Be your own Taxidermist. 

all kinds of birds, animals, heads, etc. 

and profitable. 
Expert instructors. 

by all lead ing sportsmen and sporting magazines in the 
U.S. and Canada. 

Our new illustrated catalogue 1s now ready. 
May we send you a copy ? 

\ 

THE NORTHWESTERN SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY 

Suite 10, Com. Nat. Bank 

Save 

Your Trophies 

Learn by mail to mount 
Very fascinating 

Easily and quickly learned. Standard 
Our school is endorsed 

Write To-day. 

Omaha, Nebraska. 

R. & W. Kerr 
2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. 

Write for a 1904 catalogue. | 
Fully illustrated ; 150 
pages, mailed free. 

Angler’s Supplies 

Camping Necessaries 

Tennis, Golf 

Baseball, Cricket 

Complete Stock of 
High Grade 

Sportsmen’s Goods 

2 

Matthews Torpedo Launch 
A boat built of the highest possible grade of con- 

struction with speed lines. Cabin work a speciality. 

The best hunting launches in the country may be 

purchased from us with any power installed. 

FOR 

9 ty 

The Matthews Boat Co., Bascom, Ohio 
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A AC OT TE EO SS LS a ooma: 

EMPIRE 

i DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

AGEierie Goop ADVICE. 
Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of thetdwiy, and is no better. Eneourage 
your own industries. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited 
Manufacturers, TIONTREAL 

Sold by All Reliable Dealers. 

fee Best Oma FO Ir ¢ EL 
The Illustrated Monthly 

PHYSICAL CULTURE MAGAZINE 

AT ALL NEWS STANDS, 5 CENTS PER COPY. 50 CENTS BY THE YEAR 

An Authority on all Matters Pertaining to Health and 
Strength for Men and Women and Gentlemanly Sport. 

WOrIN C. NEPABERS, Editor. 

ASK YOUR NEWS DEALER FOR SAMPLE COPY OR WRITE 

HG@geewee t1blishitmo “Co; Si Pane xe" St. Wouis, Wie: 
2 2 a: Se EO ES 

OWING TO BUSINESS, I CANNOT USE MY 
A [FUL SPEED gasoline launch, I'll See, one of the handsomest 

boats on the Great Lakes. She isa splendid sea 
boat in Ar condition. I'll See is very fast, having 

LAUNCH FO SALE WON THE D. Y. C. MOTOR BOAT CUP IN 1903 
from twenty-two fast contestants. Her time from 
light to light in Lake St. Clair — eighteen miles— 
is I. 10. 

__ The yacht is sumptuously fitted out with every convenience. ABSOLUTELY NO EXPENSE WAS SPARED. 
She is 55 feet over all, 6 feet 6 inches beam, draws 32 inch. of water aft. Her 24 horse power Superior engine drives 
her at 16 miles per hour usual speed and the exhaust is practically noiseless. The inside of the boat is clear mah- 
ogany and quartered oak and all the fittings are brass, nickeled. ‘The outfit is complete including 5 inch card com- 
pass, adjusted to boat, copper binnacle. brass lights, cushions, cables, life preservers, canvas deck covers, etc. She 
has two sets of canopies that cover the whole boat, one for sun, and the other with side curtains for stormy weather. 
These are supported by brass framework heavily nickeled, especially made for the purpose. The boat has a fine 
chime whistle blown by two air tanks, filled by pump operated by engine. 

e y y YEW, and of the best cc i ay could ge She is.a boat you can take your family and your Niends cutin atthe same fie; s boat for W. C. WINDER, 
any need. An absolute guarantee that everything is right goes with her 

THE PRICE IS $2,000 54 Grand River Av., Detroit, Mich. 
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Oe Here's S Pthe Point About a 
"Y and E" Automatic Reel 
t The gentle pressure of your little 
lf, finger on the brake applies 

ja a a tension to the line which ‘%* 
ws’ ABSOLUTELY PREVENTS the 

Scaly Gentleman from getting 
. SLACK enough to dislodge 

your hook. Think what an . 
oe added zest this gives to Little finger 

the sport of fighting out si 
your battles with the finny tribe! 

Besides, the Automatic-Com- 3 
bination feature makes your Reel Free fF: 

Running (just like any other Reel) or Auto- FE 
matic— by the simple pressing of a slide. That 

_ saves winding a crank like fury, to reel in your line Fi 
*. after you have made a cast. BS 

a Write today for our handsome new booklet No. 105"When 
Pardons was s Mascot" — the story of the biggest Rainbow Trout ever landed. 33 

lotyoneume, LAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO., Rochester, N. Y. 
PRIEST PS ART PICA PE BEDS BOLTS ARTE ED BY PE ey OT eee EE aT ee Pe eee est iss Ss ERR es 

i BRANTFORD Readers of ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 
are requested to mention Rop AND GUN 
when writing advertisers. Intending 

: purchasers of goods advertised in our 
WIG Ss 1@, a's 12, OA |} colums are requested to patronize our 

advertisers, if possible. 

on 

The Dominion of Canada| aNGLERSGREATand SMALL 
‘ Come one, comeall, and in- 

Trap Shooting and Game vestigate the live bait fish 
hook. Hook will not snag 

2 hehe nor allow nibbling of bait on 
Protective Assaocition account of position above point of hook, When the 

fish gets this bait he can't help getting hook in his mouth 
Will hold. their too. Send goc in coin for sample hook, sizes 1/o to 6/o 

or postal for circular. THE FRANKLIN HARVEY 
COMPANY, 72 Mahlstedi Place, New Rochelle. N. Y. 

Ath Annual Tournament | ment". 

junder the auspices of the POINTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
Whelped March 26th, by King Rip 

Brantford Gun Club Rap Jr.—St. LambertWitch. For parents 
wins and prices address, 

POINTER, 
Bigger, better and greater than ever. Care Rod and Gun, 

Fs : ee 603 Craig St., Montreal. 
New grounds, the finest in Canada. 

Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
Tee ye “Ce bound volume of Rodand Gun in Canada for 1903. 

A. B. Cl rCLik iy : Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 
Secretat y. Huron Street, Toronto. 
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SPO RTING
 Boucher & Roffe 

GOODS —~#= IMPORTING TAILORS 
Cor. St. Peter and Notre Dame Streets. 

Montreal, Canada. 

TF Costen < Coa: 
1696 Notre Dame Street, Montreal 
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oe 

Our Stock includes the 

very latest and best of 

We carry a large line of London Novelties, to suit 

Fishing Tackle, Guns, 
Rifles, ammunition, Loaded 

Shells, Bristol Steel Rods, 

Marble’s Axes, Gaffs, etc., 
Winchester and Stevens 

Rifles. , 

ee ee 

the most particular. 

rete +S Mit 

weaves W A VISIT WILL 

BE APPRECIATED. 
Hip b's 

OUR MOTTO: 

Quality High, Prices Low. 

yu HAUL 

fee | C2 

Toronto Silver 
Plate Co., Limited 

Designers and Manufacturers 
of Wares in Sterling Silver 
and Electro Silver Plate. 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
No. 12 for prizes for Athletic Competition. 

ine up 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopERHAM, 
Managing Director. 
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The Garrison Shotgun Rod and Cleaner 
We took up the manufacture of 

this device only after the most exhaus- 
tive tests, which proved to our entire 
satisfaction that itis absolutely the 
best shotgun cleaner ever invented. 

The reasons are that it has great- 
This shows a wood rod. ‘The brass ones are also in three joints. er durability, cleans more rapidly 

; and perfectly, any desired pressure 
may be applied from chamber to 
choke, is complete in itself, has no 
attahments to be taken off or on 
or to become lost, the pads will last 
for years (new set costs only roc), 
you can feel every spot of lead or 
caked powGer and work them oft 
which saves looking through the 
barrel every minute, rag cannot be- 

“come stuck in barrel. These advan- 
Slight pressure .on the lever expands the cleaner which firmly holds tages make ita pleasure to cleana 

the sw aub or oiled cloth. When used bare, the brass gauze pads will gun, instead of a trial. 
remove lead or powder very rapidly. Wood Beas Plain, 750. 

highly finished, $1.00 

Brass Tube Rods, $1.25 
Nickeled, $1.50. 

PARTLY OPEN Send for one, use it thirty days. If 

Showing the three (3) cleaner pads partly expanded. Each pad is not satisfactory return and get your 

made by stringing thirty brass gauze washers on a holder and compressing = MON®Y back. 

to shape shown. Sold by dealers direct or prepaid. 
Send for 1904 catalog showing 18 new specialties. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO, “ceer lth oss 

(a — . - 
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company 

The , 
Finest 

Scenic 

and 

Fishing 

Route 

on the : ¥ Ve : : y 1 

: Cot. | i 
nent. “A MORNING'S CATCH.’ &) 

Write for illustrated guide books, to | 

THOS. HENRY, Traffic Manager, | 
Montreal, Canada. F 

———— —_ 
—— " oe | 
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SAVAGE 
[DISCRIMINATING SPORTSMEN are enthusiastic over the many novel features of the SAVAGE 

It is hammerless, shoots the short, long and longrifle cartridges 
allin the same arm, and its accuracy alone has placed it inaclass by itself. Remember that Savage Re- 
peating Rifles are made for all kinds of shooting—and also bear in mind we can give you some practical 
hints on the choice of an arm. At any rate let us send you our catalogue 

Savage Arms Co., Utica, N. Y., U.S. A. 

22 CALIBER REPEATER. 

JAEGER 
PURE WOOL 

Protects From Chill. 

JABGER GARMENTS are 
worn by sportsmen the world over. 

Under Wear 
Sweaters 
Cardigans 
Smart Shirts 
(with and without collars) 

CAMPING RUGS and 
SLEEPING BAGS 

in Camelhair Fleece, a luxury for 
the shooting or fishing camp. 

Price Lists and all information from 

DR. JAEGER’S 
Sanitary Woollen System Company, Limited 

2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal 

Correspondence solicited. 

Baker © Hamilton, San Francisco and 
Sacramento, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents. 
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SPORTING GOODS 
{ i 
it # 
i HEADQUARTERS FOR i 

4+ «Fishing Tackle i i i | 
4 Base Ball i 
iF 
t Lacrosses 

Tennis 
4 
Oo oO 

Foot Ball, etc. 

Wightman Sporting 
Goods Co., 

39 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal. 
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There are thousands of ladies 

Who enjoy shooting just as 

much as men, and this is a 

sport which is growing in 

favor every year. Our Target 
Rifles and Pistols have won 

more Championships than 

all other makes combined. 

This demonstrates the accu- 

racy and reliability of the 
“STEVENS ”—famous since 

1864 as the standard of 

merit. 

We also manufacture Shot 

Guns, which are used and 

endorsed by hunters every- 
where. 

Ask your Dealer and in- 
siston our goods’ If you 
cannot obtain them, let us 
know, and we will ship 
drect, express prepaid, 
upon receipt of price. 

Send for illustrated cata- 
J log. An indispensable book 
of ready reference for 
Sportsmen. Mailed free 

) anywhere, upon request. 

Ts there anybody who has 
NOT tried our puzzle? This 
novelty has scored a gre¢ 
amph and will be forwar 
to any address upon receipt of 
two 2-cent stamps. Address 
“Puzzle Department.” 

J. STEVENS 
ARMS & TOOL CO. 

365 MAIN ST. 

Chicopee Falls. Mass. 



$1.00 a year JULY, 1904 Single Copies, 10c. 
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WINCHESTER 
22 CALIBER MODEL 1903 

LIKE: Ftsa@rro tT REPEATS ITS E bm 

As a means of pleasure and sport, the Winchester Automatic Rifle 
is as far ahead of any other .22 Caliber as an automobile is ahead of 

the historic one horse shay. After loading this rifle, all that it is nec- 

essary to do to shoot it ten times is to pull the trigger for each shot. 

Although automatic in action, it is simple in construction and not apt 

to get out of order. For city, country or camp it is the gun of the 
day. To shoot it is to appreciate it. You can handle this rifle and 

see it shot in our demonstrating booth at the St. Louis Exposition. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louts, tn Manufacturers and Fish and Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY = NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
Dr We Moth nen ered eae 

) ‘ 

eS SS: »s. AY % 4 : \\ The Alaska 
Sleeping Bag 

WEIGHT 

FIFTEEN 

POUNDS 

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 
known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 
Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 

have written us that they would not go out again without one. 
Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

. Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Exot Fishing Take Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 

Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prise Medals, Diplon 
Renowned ‘' Combination Keel,” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania. 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 



Mount Stephen House, - - Field, B.C., - - from $3.co upward 

Glacier House, 

Hotel Sicamous, 
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- Glacier, B.C., - - 

- - = Sicamous, B.C., - 

Fraser Canon House, - - North Bend, B.C., - 

Hotel Vancouver, 

For further 

Managers, to any 
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particulars as to any of these hotels, apply 
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Down The Mississaga. 
By L. O. ARMSTRONG, 

In that most enjoyable canoe trip which 

I took down the Mississaga River last au- 

tumn I felt there. was a want of variety in 

one left the main river 

I heard then 

from the Indians of a large number of good 

the fishing unless 

and travelled east or west. 

fishing lakes and streams, but had no time 

to spend in exploration. I promised myself 

however, that I would make a return trip 

in the spring, when the call of the wild al- 

ways comes upon me with irresistible force, 

and that I would locate some of these wat- 

ers. Accordingly as soon as the snow had 

gone this spring I wrote to my old friend, 

John Dyke, at the Hudson’s Bay post,at tiuc 

mouth of the Mississaga River. I wanted 

to get some of the Indians who trade with 

him to act as guides. But John Dyke told 

me that the water was ‘on high aid that 

I could not get up the Mississaga irom the 

southern point of departure. I wished to 

go southwest from Timber berth No. 195 

on the Ontario Government’s map of the 

north shore of Lake Huron, through: a 

chain of lakes by which I could reach Des- 

barats, twenty-eight miles east of Sault 

Ste. Marie, on the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way. No one that I knew had ever been 

through this route, but I had read reports 

of explorers and ‘talked with Indians about 

these lakes, and they told me that they 

were their best fishing grounds. I did not 

wish to fly in the face of Providence, in 

the shape of John Dyke, and therefore, in- 

stead of commencing my journey at the be- 

ginning, I started at the end. Ve 
I asked a friend at Desbarats if he knew 

of a good guide he could recommend for 

this particular country. “Cariboo Jack is 

your man’’ replied my friend. The name 

Was promising, and I got a line on to 

Cariboo Jack. I had in my mind two oth- 

er young fellows to whom I meant to give 

a chance to develop into guides of a trust- 

worthy kind. One was Roddy McDonald, 

jr., and John Reid, a young Englishman, 

who has adapted himself well to the life 

of a new country, was the second. I knew 

both of them to be possessed with an_ in- 

stinctive love of the woods, to he sports-. 

men in spirit, and, as the sequel demon- 

strated, the very material out of which 

good guides are made. There was a heavy 

trip in front of us, without even a canoe 

trail on the portages. But great as our 

difficulties were at times our guides proved 

fully equal to all emergencies. We can 

very cheerfully and confidently recommend 

them. Cariboo Jack was paid at the rate 

of $2.50 and the others $1.50 each per 

day. They proved themselves fairly capa- 

ble and willing workers and in portaging 

they will soon improve. We predict a fu- 

ture for them as guides. Cariboo Jack is 

all right now, and their love of the work 

and their ready adaptability show the other 

two to be good raw material. 

We got our canoes at the Hiawatha Camp: 
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Hotel and outfitted satisfactorily at Ben- 

nett’s. The start was made from Desbar- 

ats, and we travelled in a north easterly 

direction, thinking that possibly we could 

make our way through to the Mississaga ; 

we knew that if we could not go all the 

way, we could go a good portion of it and 

“that we could do the rest by starting at 
the Mississaga and travelling south-wester- 

ly, thus reaching the point on that trip 

where we left off on this. Desbarats is a 

good starting point and a better leaving 

of point because it is at the bottom of a 

long descent from the main line of the Ca- 

nadian Pacific Railway, and owing to its 

excellent railway and water facilities. The 

celebrated Indian play of Hiawatha is an- 

nually given here and guides can be pro- 

cured by writing in advance to the Hiawa- 

tha Camp Hotel, Desbarats, Ont. Good 

guides will be scarce this year because of 

the great demand for them, and hence the 

necessity for securing them in advance. The 

virgin country north of Desbarats gives 

good fishing and shooting, and as this is 

becoming known the demand for guides in- 

creases, while the supply is small as yet. 

ITINERARY. 

That is a very pretty little river be- 

tween Desbarats 

Lake. There is only one slightly danger- 

ous stone at a sharp bend of the river. 

There are two or three clearings which is 

about as much as there ever will be, the 

amount of good Jand being limited and most 

of the country is destined to remain wild. 

Game will increase, because lumbering is 

over or nearly so. Find out if anything is 

forgotten by dining at the Rapids, where 

you can procure milk, ‘bread, etc., and if 

you find that anything has been overlook- 

ed it is easy to repair the deficiency by 

_ sending back to Desbarats, one mile and a 

quarter, on foot, and nearly two miles by 

canoe. 
An Indian Love Story. 

The first portage from Desbarats is at 

the Rapids, called by the Indiats the Red 

‘ Rose Maiden Falls. There is a pretty leg- 

end told concerning these falls, which is as 

follows:—In the days of old before the 

white men came upon the scene, this was 

at one time the fighting ground of the Ojib- 

station and Desbarats: 

ways and the Iroquois. about - 

Al- 

They were of the 

Same family but not as plucky fighters as 

the members of the parent stock of the 

Ojibways. But, despite all the fighting and 

the stoicism, love, as it has done all 

through the world’s history, held its own. 

An Ojibway maiden, like many of her 

white sisters, had two lovers, rivals for 

her hand. One lived in the same village, 

and the other was an Algonquin, who made 

periodical visits to his Ojibway cousins at 

their summer home in Desbarats. He was 

a sorcerer of some repute, but not loved by 

his fellows. The maiden’s father, tempted 

by the large dower gifts promised by the 

Northeast, 

two hundred miles away, the Ojibway 

gonquins held sway. 

Algonquin lover, used his influence, no 

slight one, with the Indians, on his be- 

half. But the Ojibway maiden herself fav- 

ored her Ojibway lover, and stolen inter- 

views round Desbarats Lake, and chance 

pilgrimages to the caves, near which good 

canoe bark was found, (and from whence 

according to the Indian belief, came the 

great flood that covered the earth) render- 

ed the courtship the sweeter. One day they 
met at the Rapids, and here the lover told 

the girl of his resolve to go on a long hunt 

to the north. He would capture black fox- 

es, silver greys, and procure so many other 

valuable furs that he would be enabled to 

offer as rich a dot as his rival. Full of 

high hopes and anticipations, the lovers 

parted, after making an engagement to 

meet at the same place in the following 

spring, when the Ojibway hoped to be able 

to lay at the feet of the father of his pe- 

trothed all the spoils of the chase. No 

sooner had the lovers parted than the sor- 

cerer appeared. The pangs of jealousy had 

been stirred within him 'by what he had 

heard of the late interview, and he pressed 

his suit with more ardor than-ever. But 

the maiden, also inspired by the feelings 

aroused by the parting with her lover, 

spurned him with such emphasis that he 

grew revengeful, threatened to betray her 

lover to his enemies, and vowed that her 

acceptance of him (the Algonquin sorcerer) 

could alone save the Ojibway. The spirit- 

ed Indian maiden retorted that he might 

be cowardly enough to try to carry out 

his threats, but he would not succeed, and 

that she would tell her father what was 
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the kind of man he favored for a son-in- 

law. This so angered the Algonquin that, 

exerting his power as a sorcerer, he turn- 

ed her into a-wild red rose tree. Many 

and vain were the searches made by the 

members of the tribe for the missing girl, 

and at length it was believed that she had 

been captured 'by the Iroquois. The Algon- 

quin carried out his threats, and by means 

of his information the Ojibway was cap- 

tured by the Iroquois and carried south- 

ward towards the great lakes. Famed as a 

warrior he was bound and led. away a 

prisoner in order that he might afford en- 

tertainment upon the return of the band to 

the squaws in the Iroquois village at their 

torture feast. But towards the spring the 

Ojibway made his escape and tirelessly 

travelled to the northwest to keep his ap- 

pointment with his beloved. He reached the 

place in time, but no one appeared to wel- 

come him. He waited, first hopefully, then 

wearily, and finally made up his mind _ to 

face the worst and to find out what had 

happened. He was about to take his de- 

parture when his feet were arrested by the 

music of the Falls, which appeared to him 

to merge in the distinct and urgent utter- 

ance of ‘‘Cut the tree, cut the tree, cut 

the tree.’’ So insistent was the voice that 

he could hear nothing else and with his 

hatchet he soon felled some pines near by. 

Nothing happened, except that the voice 

appeared more insistent and urgent than 

ever, and glancing round his quick eye fell 

on some wild rose bushes. Cutting one of 

them, to his delighted astonishment his 

true love appeared before him, and very 

soon the two were made acquainted with 

the adventures of each other. On their re- 

turn to the village they were heartily wel- 

comed, and upon the treachery of the Al- 

gonquin being made known. Indian venge- 

ance, remarkable for its swiftness and 

completeness, fell upon him and the re-uni- 

ted lovers, as in all right ending legends, 

lived happy ever afterwards. This tale, told 

round the camp fire with Indian eloquence 

and local color, is most impressive. 

Now a days the Rapids are famous as 

the spawning grounds of the mascalonge, 

dore, bass, and the universal sucker. So 

numerous are the fish that they can be 

caught with the hands, and our attempt to 

follow the local custom was, as the illus- 

tration shows, quite successful. A 

York editor, who was one of the party, 
Was quite excited to find that within a 
mile of the railway station fish can really 
be caught in this way. Those who are 
doubting Thomases about bears fishing 
with their paws would have all doubts re- 
moved by fishing here themselves with the 
same tackle. 

At the Rapids we were entertained -at 
dinner by an English journalist, who is 
trying farming on a new bush farm. From 
a round rock just above the Rapids there 

is a pretty winding view. The vista look- 
ing towards Desbarats Lake is one not to. 
be soon forgotten, as probably many read- 

ers will agree who note this view, page 63 

Our English journalist friend bade us adieu 

here, and we waved hats and paddles in 

return. 

New 

Desbarats is a bass lake and fifteen min- 

utes sharp walk from Desbarats station 

brings us to its shores. It is the first in 

the chain of lakes we were to follow. A 

paddle of about three miles from the Rap- 

ids brought us to the landing on the north 

Shore of Lake Desbarats as depicted in the 

next view. 

A Curious Couple. 

On the trail from Desbarats to Diamond 
Lake we came across a couple of woodcut- 

ters, whom we dubbed Lonely Bill and 

Profanity Jem. We were hospitably enter- 

tained at their camp. Bill has one of our 

lanterns and. we have a tin cup belonging 

to him; these camping mistakes, which 

will be rectified next time we meet. Jem 

has the most decorative and sensational 

style of conversation, with which to en- 

tertain visitors that it has been our lot 

to enjoy. He spun us many yarns round 

the camp fire and notwithstanding his 

many expletives some of them might have 

been doubted had he not been such a genu- 

ine son of the timber. He told us of a deer 

which came to him at the sound of the axe, 

and for whom he kept dainty bits. As a 

matter of fact tamed wild rabbits and 

squirrels played round us and about our 

feet all the time we were there. We saw 

partridge and deer and plenty of moose 

tracks. Jem told us how to capture a 

fawn. “Clear your voice like —— and 
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howl murder like ——. You scare the fawn 

out of its —— seven wits, so that you can 

walk up to it and catch it.’”’ Jem had a 

bear once, he told us, that was quiet, but 

a good fighter. If you held a crying child 

in vour arms it would ‘‘show its ivory and 

perhaps go for you.’’ But if you dropped 

the child or stopped its crying, old Jerry 

became a perfectly gentle bear. Jem and 

Bill are worth visiting, and their camp is 

on the road to the caves. From their camp 

these gentlemen put us on the wrong trail 

to Diamond Lake. 

Magnificent views are obtained from the 

mouths of the caves. Nothing but a_ long 

focus lens and an eight by ten plate was 

of any use to picture this view. It would 

have been more extensive had we brought 

the heavy camera up to the top of the hill, 

but this would have delayed us. 

At the foot of the bluff we turned 

made a near view of the entrance to the 

two caves. One of these caves is very deep 

and well worth exploring. This is a bear, 

deer and moose country. It is quite unin- 

habited for many square miles, and with 

the fair amount of protection the big game 

is getting today it is likely to improve. 

and 

New Lakes. 

In Bocage Lake, less than half a mile a- 

eross we found pickerel. There may be 

other fish, but they did not come to our 

lures. We crossed the lake in a north- 

easterly direction to arrive at the northern 

landing. 

From this point w2 cut a new trail. 

A quarter of a mile through beautiful 

hard wood, full of deer and moose tracks, 

and signs of other big game, brought us 

on a north-easterly course to Grey Duck 

Lake—a small lake without an island in 

which there is pike if nothing else. We 

paddle across this small Jake, whence it 

took another short half-mile walk to bring 

us into Diamond Lake, famous amongst the 

Indians for its bass in summer and its lake 

trout at all times of the year. The  nar- 

rows in Diamond Lake gave us a pretty 

view. It isn’t too easy a portage between 

Desbarats and Diamond Lakes, nor is it 

very beautiful and interesting, because of 

the caves, but if you wish, a pretty good 

nine mile drive from Desbarats brings you 

up to Diamond Lake if you do not wish to, 

paddle and portage. We had a pretty pad- 

dle on this water, and then from Diamond 

Lake we took a wagon road of three miles 

to Lonely Lake. We put our heaviest canoe, 
on a farmer’s wagon, and carrying the oth- 

er, did the three miles comfortably. A 

trail can be cut much shorter than that, 

but it isn’t a bad idea to take a wagon, 

put all the plunder in it and be ready to 

start fresh at the end. If you are hiring 

guides it is not more expensive. By chang- 

ing the canoe carriers occasionally or rest- 

ing one does not mind the portage much. 

The boy who drove us thought the journey 

was worth a dollar for his double team. 

As the roads were bad at this early spring 

time we paid him a little more—a dollar 

and a half, which is a fair price at any 

time and with any load. 

At Watson’s log house on Lonely Lake 

we got supplies—good milk, excellant pota- 

toes, and a great deal of information a- 

bout the northern country.. When we came 

back to Watson’s it was in a snowstorm, 

and we thought it a palace. Watson is the 

stalwart standing at the horses’ heads in 

the picture. He told us there was a very 

good brook trout about a mile from his 

house and a good road to it. Good roads in 

this northern country depend upon the 

point of view. 

Lonely Lake, two or three miles long 

and a couple of miles wide is famous {ior 

its trout, which have pretty well master- 

ed all other species. It is a pretty lake 

and a delightful paddle to the landing. 

From Lonely Lake northward to Iron Lake 

there is a portage of one hundred and fifty 

yards and this is an easy one. Iron Lake 

is a spider-like lake, famous for its lake 

trout and its bass. It is a splendid large 

fishing ground. We have rarely tasted bet- 

ter fish than the lakers we caught here. 

Our after breakfast smoke on the shores of 

Iron Lake is the subject of one illustra- 

tion. Fronticepiece. We got some very good 

salmon trout fishing here—and some of the 

pink and some of the white flesh variety. 

We were early for bass and we were very 

anxious to educate our guides up to a 

strict observance of the game and fishery 

laws. 

When you think you have reached the 

northern end of Tron Lake, a diligent 
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search finds a very small opening indeed in- 

to what is really a part of it, but which 

might well be called a_ separate lake. 

Ther? was an unoccupied lumber camp here. 

We portaged from this into what appeared 

to be ideal brook trout lakes. But we 

found that these too were connected with 

Iron Lake, and that the lake trout and 

bass had driven away all their smaller bre- 

thren. We lost time here. We should have 

gone to the north-eastern branch of Iron 

Lake, portaged into S Lake, and 

thence into Haversack Lake. Another carry 

would have brought us to Coffee Creek 

and Bass Lake, which are about half way 

to the Mississaga. Lost time compelled us 

most regretfully to postpone this part of 

the trip. 

This is a brief account of our four days’ 

itinerary. We had to search and cut out 

our own road. Our method of working 

proved highly effective and might well be 

copied by others in a like situation. Two 

men carried the canoes, one man went a- 

head to cut the brush, and another follow- 

ed to thoroughly blaze the path for those 

who might come aiter as well as for our 

own return journey. AS a matter of fact, 

we came back light in five hours over the 

Same route it took us nearly four days to 

traverse on the outward journey. We load- 

ed one canoe and all our stuff on a team 

at Watson’s, using our canoe for four men 
on the return journey, which was down 

stream. 

We were richly rewarded for all our 

work by verifying the Indian reports we 

had heard of good fishing lakes. We now 

know of three new excellent brook trout 

lakes and of five very good bass and lake 

trout lakes, one lake deserving more than 

ordinary recommendation, even in this vir- 

gin country. There is mascalonge in Des- 

barats Lake and also just west of Desbar- 

ats in Lake Huron. 

Our trip, while much shorter than we 

wanted to mak: it, was a success. We 

found a practicable route which has never 

been travelled either by white men or In- 
dians.. This means good fishing and shoot- 

ing. The average Indian is lazy and will 

follow the easy routes. He will net for 

fish, kill game out of season and somewhat 

spoil the fishing and shooting, and there 
are many white men who are worse; there- 

for keep off the beaten routes. The receipt 

of news by special messenger had much to 

do with our party turning back so soon ; 

‘but for the next issue of Rod and Gun I 

hope to give fuller notes of the journey, 

showing how the canoeist can leave the 

Mississaga River and go through the chain 

of lakes to Desbarats station. He will find 

an absolute contrast to what he has enjoy- 

ed on the Mississaga, a much greater Va- 

riety of fishing with less swift water and 

a little more portaging and work. The lat- 

ter, however, is through lovely primeval 

forest and comes when the canoeist is used 

to his work. We can strongly and heartily 

recommend this section of the country both 

to the hunter and the fisherman. In doing 

the Mississaga trip on no account attempt 

to go up these streams. Start at Winneba- 

go Siding and come out at Desbarats or 

Dayton via Waquekobing. From Desbarats 

many delightful short canoe trips can be 

taken—trips of from one day to a_fort- 

night. But the Mississaga, Thessalon head- 

waters and Desbarats Lake canoe trips 

need to be made from north to south, 

There are no maps of this country, because 

it is as yet unexplored. I shall be glad to 

send the canoe route maps I have made 

to any brother sportsman. These maps are 

being continually improved upon, but are 

as yet very far from being periect. 

At the Canadian Pacific Railway station 

of Desbarats, Ontario, there is a good 

country hotel, one at whose fare no fisher- 

man can kick, and where they are being ed- 

ucated up to the wants of ladies, s0 that 

a canoe trip can be made from that point 

with ease and comfort. 

The journey south or southwest for at 

least the lower half is much easier than 

the journey northward, as the fall of the 

waters is rapid towards Lake Huron. From 

Lonely Lake, if one is in a hurry, one can 

drive with duffle into Desbarats, in two or 

three hours and allow the guides to bring 

the canoes by water. 

Rules for Canoeists. 

There are a few general rules of conduct 

which it is well to remember on a canoe 

trip:— 

First—Don’t eat too much. The open air 
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exercise gives an office man an extraordina- 

ry appetite, and tempts him very much to 

eat more than is good for him. It is just 

as good in the woods to rise from the table 

a little hungry as it is in the city. 

Second—Don’t drink too much. This is 

even more important than the last. I am 

not referring to liquors at all, but to the 

cool spring waters one meets. It is, well to 

beware of drinking too much of these bev- 
erages. 

Third.—Don’t smoke too much. The man 

who is on a canoe trip has at times to 

make many and long portages, and should 

wait for his smoke until he is seated round 

the camp fire at night. To be always 

smoking interferes with work and wind 

very seriously indeed. It often means that 

the ten or fifteen minutes rest which 

should be allowed after every meal is pro- 

longed into half an hour or an hour. 

Fourth—Don’t carry unnecessary bag- 

gage. Only such baggage should be taken 

as, together with the canoes, can be car- 

ried across the portages in one trip, when 

there are no ladies if time is limited. When 

two trips have to be made on portages 

nearly half as much time again must be 

allowed for the whole trip. This increase 

will be less when the portages are few 

and short ; it will be more when the port- 

ages are long and heavy. 

Fifth.—Do all you can all the time, and 

do it willingly. When every member of the 

party is actuated by this spirit it adds 

much to the enjovment and comfort of the 

trip. 

Sixth.—When you get wet remember that 

exercise is the proper way to get warm 

and not the fire or whiskey, although both 

may be enjoyed at the proper time and in 

the proper place. Exercise keeps your feet 

warm and your head cool and when in this 

condition, if you do not argue with the Ir- 

ishman in camp, you will be amazingly 

happy. 

Seventh.—When you are looking for lakes 

find the depression first and the blue haze 

aiterwards. If it’is early in the morning 

you will almost invariably find a little 

mist over the lake. The water is generally 

warm in the morning and this causes the 

mist. This has specially reference to the 

opening up of new canoe routes. 

EKighth.—Make a good bed. When you 

think you have enough boughs cut for the 
bed, cut as many more and the sound sleep 

that will result will make you infinitely 

more fit for the hard work of the journey, 

than if you had succumbed to your indol- 

ence and been content with less boughs. 

Table of Distances. 

Desbarats village by river to Desbarats 

Rapids, two miles (short.) 

Desbarats Rapids to north shore and por- 

tage on Desbarats Lake, course northwest- 

erly, three miles. 

Desbarats Lake to Bocage 

mile, short. 2 

ACIoss shee Lake, course northeaster- 

ly, half a mile. , 
From Bocage Lake to caves (side trip ), 

half a mile. 

From Bocage Lake to Grey Duck Lake, 

quarter mile. 

Across Grey Duck Lake, quarter mile, 

(short. ) 

Grey Duck Lake to Diamond Lake, quar- 

ter mile. 

From northwest portage on Diamond 

Lake, to southeast landing at McLean's, a- 

bout three miles. 

From MchLean’s, on Diamond Lake, ta 

Watson's on Lonely Lake, by wagon road, 

three miles, good road. 

From Watson’s on Lonely Lake to Iron 

Lake portage, two miles. 

Portage from Lonely Lake to Iron Lake, 

150 yards (short). 

From portage (Iron 

the northwest arm of 

two and a half miles. 

The othaer distances we will give as soon 

as they are verified. 

It is a very pleasant little trip from 

Desbarats to Iron Lake with a great deal 

of good fishing. From the extended trip to 

the Mississaga I am not sure but that we 

Lake, one 

Lake) 

Iron 

westerly to 

Lake; about 

can get a shorter trail from S Lake 
to Bass Lake than the one that is rec- 

ommended to me and therefore I will not 

put in the route from there to the Mississ- 

aga until my next. 

A Word of Caution. 

* Aare we Anglo-Saxons degenerating ? Is 

the Englishman, the American, and the Ca- 

nadian Jess hardy than his forefathers? We 
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fear the question must be answered in the 

affirmative. When we read of the marching 

and of the fighting that the Japs are do- 

ing, we wonder whether we would be fit 

antagonists for them. If there is any 
doubt. about it let us make ourselves fit. 

Is there any better way than by canoeing 

portaging, and camping, with their infinite 

varieties of exercise? Let us make them 

national pastimes. Let every North Am- 

erican at least get some of it once a year 

and in the day of trouble, in the tim2 of 

war,which must surely come sometime, our 
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people will be better prepared for it, and 

better able to face the inevitable hardships 

than if we allowed ourselves to become 

chronically and helplessly soft and luxuri- 

ous. There is a 

dle aged and 

gives 
man who 

life and exercise just 

about the time he needs it most. He can 

come almost any distance in the far north 

without excessive fatigue, and with quite 

as much comfort as 

know oi no experience or treatment 

does as much good in as little time. 

older 

up outdoor 

that 

The Mash-kenojie. 
By C. 

I have to apologize for not having res- 

ponded to the request for information re- 

garding the distinction between a pike and 

a maskelonge, a request that was made in 

an issue of some months back. 

I am a crank on this subject, for I ~do 

not believe that there is any difference be- 

tween a pike and a maskelonge, unless it 

be, that a maskelonge is an overgrown 

pike, and knowing that a bare assertion of 

the kind will carry no .weight, I am _ pre- 

pared to prove my point, if not biological- 

ly, or rather piscatorial!y, at least philo- 

gically. 

I have, occasionally, asked enthusiastic 

fishermen, who know the whole thing, to 

define the difierence between the maska- 

longe and the pike, and have been conse- 

quently called down for ignorance, for, as 

every man told me, anybody should know 

that ; you can tell by the color of the 

scales, said one, and another would aver 

that the whole thing depended on the size, 

prohably implying thereby that the maska- 

longe was born big. I have heard others 

declare that the whol2 question could be 

decided by the length of the lower jaw, and 

others would compromise by asserting that 

it was merely a question of locality, and 

that if I had only seen the fish caught out 

of lakes or streams that I had never visit- 

ed, I would then easily be able to distin- 

guish ‘between these two distinct species, 

which argument would make me feel rather 

A PAWR 

small, for I have never been much of a roll- 

ing stone, and I would imeontinently ‘bow 

down low to such a _ globe - trotting 
autocrat. 

I heard so many different theories prom- 

ulgated, that I determined to go to what. 

I thought was likely to be the fountain 

head of information on the subject, namely 

the Indian, and lo, I received a revelation 

from Lo that afforded me food for reflect- 

ion. The Indian told me that he had 

learnt of the existence of the maskalonge 

from the white man, and though he had 

never seen one, he had heard that such fish 

were caught by the ‘sahgenash’ -in the 

French River, but he had heard of ‘mask- 

kenojie, which meant a long thin pike 

‘mask’ being the Indian word for ‘thin’; 

that there was a lake, close to Lake Pen- 

age, called  ‘Mash-kenojie  sakayigan,’ 

meaning the lake where all the pike are 

thin. About thirty-one years ago I hap- 

pened to be fishing in this very lake, which 

is called Long Lake, and, even to this 

very day, I remember that the pike that I 

caught there were very long, narrow pike, 

and I marvelled when I caught them, but 

since then I have studied the subject a lit- 

tle more closely, and I find that the lusti- 

ness of a pike, depends upon the size of 

its liver. A good healthy pike has a large 

liver, wher2as a_ thin pike, a regular 

‘Mash-kenojie’ had hardly any liver at all. 

Whether the size of the liver is more an 

message here to the mid-_ 

generally | 

is good for him. I. 
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effect than a cause, I could not say for 

certain, that is, whether a scarcity of food 

makes the pik2 thin, and consequently, its 

liver is affected, or whether the affection 

of: the liver makes the pike thin, but I 

know that there is a correlation between 

the size of the liver and the health condi- 

tion of the fish. 

Regarding the markings and colorings of 

pike, this is a question that principally de- 

pends upon its environment, for it is well 

7f 

known that Nature evolves, for the protec- 

tion of all her children, a certain amount 

of adaptability, whether in coloring, or in 

shape, to the surrounding conditions and 

hence, whether for the purpose of self-pro- 

tection, or for the purpose of more easily 

securing prey, she gives the pike a coat 

that suits it best, some of a dark green, or 

even black, and others light, and irrides- 

These are my theories upon the burn- 

ing question of pike and maskalonge. 

cent. 

Trout in the Laurentians. 
By WALTER GREAVES. 

A party of four of us left Ottawa by the 

Canadian Pacific Railway at nine o'clock 

on Sunday morning, the 22nd May, for 
Maniwaki (82 miles distant) where we ar- 

rived on time—at 12.45 p. m. OD. Millar 

met ous at the station with a powerful 

veam and a strong well-made wagon and 

drove us about a mile past his farm on 

the Joseph River, about ten miles from 

tne station, where we arrived at 4 o’clock. 

Such roads I never drove over in all my 

experiences. The black mud: was up to the 

liub most of the time and it was just as 

wiuch as the ‘horses could do to pull us 

vut of it sometimes: A brother of David 

Millar met us at the spot mentioned and 

nelped us to carry our traps in to the Lake 

about seven miles distant. We had our 

nands full by the time we got there too, 

peing soft from want of exercise and not 

accustomed to carrying. We reached our 

destination (Trout Lake) at 9 p.m., after 

twelve hours steady travelling. I was too 

tired to eat anything and went to bed aft- 

er a cup of tea. The Millars had every- 

thing in first-class shape for us, having 

taken in the tents ahead and made us good 

beds of cedar, etc. We had also two splen- 

did birch bark canoes of about fourteen 

feet in length, perfectly dry. The next 

morning we were up about five and I took 

a turn just in front of the camp and land- 

ed four small trout with the fly in a few 

minutes while they were getting breakfast 

ready. After breakfast T. and I started off 

in one canoe and D, and H. in the other. 

We fished with the fly and they used 

worms. We had some very nice sport dur- 

ing the day and landed about twenty-five 

trout each (say one hundred in all.) They 

were of a very uniform size,—say from a- 

bout one-half pound up to two pounds,—the 

majority of them ‘being nearer the latter 

weight. Beautiful trout they were, too, 

and the greatest fighters I have ever seen 

for the size. The flies that we found the 

most killing were the Parmacheene Belle, 

Grizzly King, Professor, Claret hackle,and 

Queen of the Water- I tried dozens of oth- 

er patterns, but found that the ones men- 

tioned were all that we required We _ got 

also a few trolling with a pickled minnow 
spoon and fly, when moving from place to 

place. Trout seemed to 'be plentiful all ov- 

er the lake, but we enjoyed the best fly 

fishing in a small rocky bay, casting or 

trolling around a lovely reef of rocks and 

boulders. On Monday evening just about 

sun-down we had some grand sport here 

while it lasted, that is until it got so 

dark we could not see our flies. The 24th 

was not a good day for fly fishing, being 

too windy. Between us we, however, land- 

ed seventy trout,—quite a nice catch, but 

by no means a large one for this lake. The 

black flies and mosquitoes were very trou- 

blesome and we had to use the tar oil 

frequently. We packed our 

tackle, etc., that’ night, so as to be ready 

to make an early start for 

It seemed 

when 

up most of 

home in the 

as if I had only just 

they called us at 

morning, 

dropped asleep 
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EG START. 

Leaving the Red Rose Maiden Rapids, Desbarats. 

A LOVELY SCENE. 

Two miles from Desbarats on the Desbarats-Mississaga Canoe Route. 
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ON BOCAGE LAKE. 

On the Desbarats-Mississaga Canoe Route. 

THE ROAD TO CARIBOO. 

And to the best sheep, deer and bear grounds in British Columbia. 
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3.30. After’ a rather hasty ‘toilet and 

breakfast we finished the packing up and 

made a start for the portage at 5.30. In- 

stead of carrying our traps all the way 

David brought them down the river in the 

canoe by a circuitous route of about twelve 

miles, while we walked about five. We were 

not much ahead of him in arriving at the 

farm, as he had a strong current in his 

favor. Unfortunately it poured with rain 

while on the portage. We, however, found 

a lovely fire awaiting us when we reavhed 

the farm, and it did not take long to dry 

our wet coats, etc. We also had a real 

wash, a luxury we had not risked since we 

left civilization, for fear of removing the 

tar oil from our faces. At eleven -o’clock 

we started for the Maniwaki Station, 

where we arrived at about two and after 

saying adieu to our intelligent and agreea- 

ble driver (J. Miller), we left for Ottawa 

‘by the 2.25 mixed train. Numerous anglers 

got on board at the different stations a- 

long the road, returning to the city after 

spending a few happy days with the trout. 

I question whether many of them had _ en- 

joved their outing as much as we had 

done, certainly they could not, I think, 

have had better sport. We arrived in Ot- 

{awa on time and were glad to find all 

well at home, at least I know I was. 

J am inclined to think that you can have 

as good sport trout or bass fishing anJ 

deer and partridge shooting up the Mani 

the ¢.P.R. as can be found 

Most of the 

Waki branch of 

anywhere in Canada. lakes 

near at hand, that is near tie railway, are 

—I think—leased, but there are plenty re- 

maining in which the fishing is free. 

As a summer resort the Blue Sea Lake 

is an ideal spot, and they say the bass 

fishing is very fair in places,—among the 

islands. The accommodation, I understand, 

Farmers on the shore of the lake 

will, I believe, ‘‘take you in’’ and provide 

you with boats. 

is good. 

The officials of the Railway are exceed- 

ingly courteous and oblizing (the C. P. R. 

officials always ate), and are re.dy and 

willing to give any information in their 

power in regard to sport, accommodaticn, 

etc. If one wishes to go beyond Maniwaki 

for sport he might make the Maniwaki 

ITotel (a very good. hotel, I believe) his 

starting point. I am sure he could get all 

the information necessary from the pro- 

prietor or from someone to whom he wou'd 

recommend or introduce him. You could 

also purchase all your supplies (except 

your fishing tackle) at Maniwaki. An 

outing of a week or two in this mountain 

atmosphere would brace up a person. far 

more than months at the sea side. Try it. 

A Modern Canadian Timber Limit: 

No name in the lumber industry is better 

known than that of J. R. Booth of Otta- 

wa, or has a longer or more direct con- 

nection with its history and development. 

A visit to Ottawa would. not be complete 

without seeing the Chaudiere Falls, which 

furnish such a magnificent water power 

and Mr. Booth’s immense sawmill, proba- 

bly the largest on the continent, of 70U.- 

000 feet board measure capacity per day of 

twenty hours. This mill is unique also in 

that it is kept running both summer and 

winter, the supply of logs being brought in 

by the Canada Atlantic Railway during the 

winter months from the limit on the Mad- 

awaska River, owned by Mr. Booth and 

known as the Eean Wstate Limit. A visit 

was made to this district a short time a- 

zo by two members of the Canadian For- 

estry Association, with the object of get- 

ting such information as a hurried visit 

might permit as to the condition of the 

forest and the method of management. 

Leaving Ottawa by the Canada Atlantic 

Railway, and passing through the agricul- 

tural counties of Carleton and Renfrew, at 

a distance of about one hundred miles 

from the city the country begins to change 

its character. Settlement becomes more 

scattered, the ground more rough and 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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hilly, coniferous trees appear here and From west of Madawaska, which is lo- 
there in clumps, the rampike begins to cated about the centre of the limit, a log- 
make itself a feature of- the landscape. ging road runs in a distance of about ten 
From Barry’s Bay to Aylen Lake the miles to the north, where operations are 
green of the new growth breaks the hard now being carried on. The district which is 
lines, but for the ten miles from Ayien being lumbered covers an area of about six 
Lake to Madawaska there is nothing to 
relieve the bareness of the scene. On each 

side of the track the forest of rampikes 

stretches away. blackened, barren, deso- 

late, yet bearing mute witness of the nu- 

ble forest which had oceupied the land be- 

fore the fires destroyed its beauty and its 

riches. These fires are not all caused di- 

rectly from the railway, and the manage- 

ment of the road being controlled by a lum- 

berman, great care has been exercised both 

in construction and operation to prevent 

danger from this source. But the easy ac- 

cess permitted by means of the line in- 

creases the risk from other directions, and 

fires start in proximity to the railway 

frequently though as a rule they are kept 

sufficiently in check to prevent serious loss. 

One fire can, however, do damage that a 

century cannot repair. When a fire occurs, 

the staff, not only of the lumber camps, 

but also of the railway, is called out and 

everything else is subordinated for the time 

being to the necessity for preventing the 

spread of the conflagration. A determined 

fight was required during the dry months 

of the spring of the past year to control 

the fires and to prevent the destruction of 

the village of Madawaska. 

The Egan Estate Limit, which covers an 

area of 883 square miles, is situated both 

north and south of the railway line and on 

the north touches the limits of Algonquin 

Park. Operations have been carried on by 

the present proprietor for a period of for- 

ty vears and, although the cutting has not 

been done as severely upon it as upon some 

other limits, still it has usually amounted 

to eight to million feet board 

the resources of this limit 

the cutting of a similar 

for possibly thirty years more 

What the possibilities are after that period 

has elapsed only a careful examination of 

the whole area would give the data to de- 

ten measure 

per annum, but 

will permit of 

quantity 

cide, but a description of the present stand 

and lumbering 

have a 

methods of 

that 

may present 

some facts bearing on the 

question 

miles, but the forest is as nearly pure as 

can be found anywhere in Canada of pine 

of the best Size and quality. The stand 

would in parts at least reach 20,000 feet, 

b.m., to the acre, the trees being one hun- 

dred feet and upwards in height, while the 

general diameter of the logs ranges from 

sixteen to thirty inches. An examination 

of the annual rings of several logs showed 

an age of 120 to 180 years. Scattered a- 

mong the pine, but not forming any im- 

portant part of the stand are white birch, 

balsam and hemlock, none of which have 

attained to a large size. Along the low 

grounds the black spruce is found, but no- 

where in a continuous stand and the aver- 

age diameter does not exceed eight inches, 

with a height of 60 to 70 feet. 

The compactness of the area on which op- 

erations are conducted permits of easy ac- 

cess by rail. The trees are felled by saw- 

ing. A notch is cut with an axe on the 

side to which the tree is to fall and the 

saw is used to cut in from the opposite 

side. Inch by inch the saw eats its way 

through the great trunk, the top begins to 

waver, it slowly inclines, a crack is heard 

at the stump, the men stand clear, slowly 

and majestically at first the monarch of 

the forest bows his head, but with ever in- 

creasing speed till at last it crashes swift- 

ly down, creating a miniature snowstorm, 

and bearing down the small trees in its 

path. The work of a century is brought 

suddenly to an end, but only to 'be changed 

into new forms and to complete more fully 

its sphere of usefulness. After the trees 

are felled they are cut into logs of proper 

length with the saw and those that are of 

sufficiently good size and quality may be 

made into timber, square or waney. They 

are then drawn to the rollways, to which 

roads are cut, and from which they are 

carried by sleighs to the railway. There by 

steam loaders they elevated on flat 

cars and transported to their first destina- 

tion. The logs will be sawn boards 

at the mill at Ottawa. The timber will 

be taken to Coteau and rafted by the St. 

are 

into 
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Lawrence to Quebec, where water delivery 

will be given to vessels supplying the old 

country market. The deftness and_ skill 

With which the makers of square or waney 

timber can smooth the side of a log with 

no other tool than the broadaxe, so as_ to 

equal the work of the best plane, is be- 

yond conception to one who has not seen 

the operation. So expert do they - become, 

that one of them was_ prepared to wager 

that he could smooth a log as well with 

his eyes shut as with them open. Time did 

not permit. however, of putting him to the 

test. 

The cut is practically a clean one. All 

the pine is ready for the axe and when a 

tract is cut over nothing is left but a small 

and scattered stand of birch, balsam and 

hemlock. The land is hillv, the elevations 

being considerable and in some cases quite 

abrupt. The soil is, so far as could be as- 

certained light and stony, and unfitted for 

successful agriculiure. There are a f2w 

farms located within the bounds of this 

limit south of the railway and for a few 

years, before the forest soil is exhausted, 

the returns szem to indicate that agricul- 

ture might be successfully carried on, but 

continued cropping soon demonstrates that 

permanently profitable occupation of these 

lands for farming purposes is impossible. 

At the lumber camps visited the only 

wood taken out in addition to the pine is 

the yellow birch. This is found mainly on 

the hardwood ridges cresting the hills, 

where the coniferous forests change to one 

of almost pure hardwoods, comprising yel- 

low birch, maple, elm and ironwood. Of 

these the yellow birch forms the finest and 

largest trunks, some logs reaching thirty 

inches in diameter, while the average is 

sixteen to eighteen inches. These trees are 

cut into deals for the British market, 

where, it is stated, though no doubt’ the 

allegation is a slander, they undergo a 

transformation and appear in furniture as 

cherry or even mahogany. 

To return to the question as to the fu- 

ture possibilities of this limit it may -be 
set down as distinctly settled that no such 

stand of pine as is now found will be re- 

produced. A cycle of 120 to 180 years is 

greater than can be again allowed. The 

timber must he grown at a faster rate and 

in a shorter period. But shortened as it 

may be it can hardly be much less than 

one hundred years to give lumber of pro- 

per value and get the best r2turns. This is 

why devastation by fire is so harmful and 

why the problem is one that requires early 

consideration. That the pine is reproducing 

itself naturally is certain. To what extent 

or how far the process has advanced there 

was no opportunity to ascertain, but care- 

ful and thorough studies of selected areas 

such as this limit presents should be made, 

as in no other way can the necessary data 

on which to base methods of permanent 

management be obtained. This is a matter 

that should be taken up by.the government 

and the lumbermen in co-operation so that 

both scientific and practical knowledge may 

be brought to bear upon the question. As 

the pine is a mature and even stand, the 

method of clean cutting 1s «he best and the 

only one, but a study of the process of re- 

production might suggest some modifica - 

tions that would help to this end. Accur- 

ate, definite, scientific knowledge of the 

physical, natural and economic conditions 

is what is required and this can only be 

gained by full and close investigation of 

concrete cases, and of the forest as it now 

exists and is being exploited. 

This sketch of lumbering operations 

would not be at all complete unless some 

description was given of the shanties them- 

selves. The picturesque log shanty is here 

becoming a thing of the past. Logs are too 

valuable to b2 used whole for this purpose 

any longer and the shanty buildings are 

made of boards shipped up from the mill 

at Ottawa. The buildings in which’ the 

men sleep are well-built and comfortable, 

are commodious and well ventilated and 

the double row of bunks down either 

side make very good quarters. The cook’s 

domain is in a separate building, which al- 

so forms the dining-room for the men. The 

fare supplied is of good quality and of suf- 

ficient quantity and variety to satisfy any 

reasonable, or perhaps even unreasonable 

person. The complaint of the wife of a 

shantyman who lived in Ottawa, that she 

could never supply things to please her 

husband after he came down from the 

shanty, may therefore have had some other 

animating causs than the contrariness of 

the male animal in general when he thinks 

that he has the opportunity of making a 
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show of an authority, which he does not 

really possess. 

The typical shantyman is good-natured 

and friendly ia disposition, ready to give 

help or inforination, open in character and 

with a weakness for getting his photograph 

taken, which is at times somewhat em- 

barrassing. They are a Strong, sturdy 

class of men, for whom it is to be hoped 

Canada will always have room and_ for 

whom in her perpetuated forests the health 

giving and strength-developing labor which 

ihe !umber business supplies may always 

be furnished. c 

As a pleasurable and health-giving recrea- 

tion nothing can excel a holiday in the pine 

iorests, even if it be in the depth of win- 

ter. As vou step out into the bright sun- 

shine and the crisp, clear air, the dazzling 

brilliancy of the sunlight as it plays over 

the snow, the white smoke rising sharp in- 

to the atmosphere, the encircling forest, 

looking down upon you, its sombreness bro- 

ken by the hanging snow wreaths that 

weigh down its branches, combine to form 

~a picture which has its own peculiar charm. 

You step out briskly, the fresh wind 

strikes your cheek sharply, you swing into 

a strong stride, out under the trees of the 

forest and looking up with something of 

reverence to their overtowering height, 

pressing on upward till the pine tre2s open 

their serried ranks and gradually give 

place to the birch and the beech and _ the 

maple, still, however, leaving a few great 

lon2 sentinels to guard the borders of their 

domain, till at last you reach the leafless 

hardwood forest of the wind-swept hilltop, 

and through occasional openings catch 

elimpses of the woods and hills beyond. 

The great birches stand hoary in their 

The annual report of the Department of 

Agriculture for British Columbia has. been 

received and is of the usual high standard, 

both in information and the character ol 

the illustrations. We-quote the following 

irom the summary by Mr. J. R. Anderson, 

the Deputy Minister:— 

“Much ‘been 

subject, one of paramount im- 

has devoted to this 

which is 

Lime 

gray mantles, the maples with the shaggy 

marks of age upon their trunks, the beech- 

es with their picturesque gray bark ever 

smooth as with the appearance of youth, 

all these mingle their branches tar above 

you and trace gigantic fairy patterns up- 

on the sunlit snow beneath. The snow is 

piled in fantastic wreaths and crests, the 

stumps of the departed giants with a glory 

of white covering to conceal if it may be 

their fallen estate, or to stand as a memor- 

ial of their vanished greatness. The soli- 

tude of nature is about us, full of noises 

and whisperings and mysteries. But we are 

not alone. Hark ! Chick-a-dee-dee. There 

he is, the bright little fellow in his suit of 

gray and black, hopping chéeriully about 

from limb to limb. Cold does not daunt or 

storm dismay him. The winter has no ter- 

rors for him, but through all its snow and 

frost he keeps on his happy and busy way, 

ringing out his cheery call to welcome each 

new day. Hear it again. Chick-a-dee-dee. 

It rises clear and penetrating through the 

frosty air. Thanks, my little friend, for 

vour cheery greeting, melancholy cannot 

linger under its bright influence and the 

exhilirating power of your winter woofs. 

As we retrace our steps, a squirrel, half- 

buried in the light snow, hurries across our 

path and disappears under a rollway of 

logs or into a thicket covered by the pro- 

tecting snow. No other sign of life appears, 

except it may be that, as we near the 

camp, the moose bird flits quietly from 

tree to tree, and gazes at us with curious 

eyes, inquisitive and not afraid. This is 

what. may be gained from a visit to the 

winter woods. The blood runs strong, the 

appetite is keen, the mental powers are 

clear, the whole man is braced and stimu- 

lated. 

portance, not only being a source of im- 

wealth to the Province, but as af- 

feeting its agricultural interests most  in- 

timately. Two papers have been prepared 

for the of the Canadian 

dealing with the 

subjects of the forests and their preserva 

which have been with marks 

of unqualified approbation. Forest fires, al- 

mense 

annual meetings 

Forestry Association, 

tion, received 
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though not so destructive as in some sea- 

sons, have, nevertheless, caused much loss 

in some sections. What the remedy is it 

is difficult to say. Inquiries are being in- 

stituted as to the principal causes of fires 

and the possible remedy. 

It is a matter of regret that no represen- 

tative from this province has attended the 

meetings of this Association, which seems 

to be taking such a lively and practical in- 

terest in this all-important subject. Sug- 

gestions have been made by the Society for 

certain amendments to our ‘‘Bush Fire 

Act’’ so as to make it more efficient, which 

were carried into effect, and which, it is 

hoped, will ._prove to be somewhat more ef- 

fective in preventing fires, which have been 

so productive of the enormous losses which 

the province has suffered in the past. The 

appropriation of $200 made by the Legisla- 

ture towards the support of the Canadian 

Forestry Association is most judicious, and 

will, I feel assured, prove to be money 

Prince Edward Island 

The report of the Forestry Commission 

of Prince Edward Island has been pr2sented 

by the Commissioners, Judge A. B. War- 

burton, Rev. Dr. Walker and Hon. R. R. 

Fitzgerald, and contains an interesting re- 

view of the forest conditions of the Island 

and the means suggested to improve them. 

The first part of the report gives a sum- 

marized statement of forest administration 

in the different countries of Hurope, in the 

United States and in other parts of Cana- 

da, and then points out the distinctive fea- 

tures of the problem as it affects Prince 

Edward Island. We quote from the report, 

though not in consecutive order:— 

‘““As we have already pointed out, in all 

these countries there are enormous areas of 

land owned by the State, very much of it 
virgin forest, forest which has been care- 

fully managed and preserved for decades, 

or land not now in forest, but suitable for 

forest growth. With the éxception of a 

few thousand acres of our worst lands, this 

Province may be said to have no public 

> 

J 

well spent. Specimens of our woods were 

and are being, under the authority granted, 

prepared, a full set being kept in the De- 

partment ; another set for the Agent-Gen- 

eral ; others for exchanges with the Goy- 

ernment of New South Wales, the Canadi- 

an Forestry Association, and to supply the 

requirements of Mr. Herbert Stone, Eng- 

land, made through the High Commission- 

er, the object heing the proper identifica- 

tion of commercial timbers for purposes of 

trade. Mr. Stone says: ‘It is my desire. 

whenever the size of the specimens received 

will permit, to prepare a set of described 

and authenticated specimens for the Mus- 

eum of the Birmingham University, the 

Warrington Museum and the Museum of the 

Surveyors’ Institution. In no case do I] 

desire or expect to receive any remunera- 

tion for my services, or for specimens de- 

voted to public purposes. Any information 

I may derive from the specimens received 

will at all times be at your service.’’ 

Forestry Commission. « 

or Crown lands. One or other of your 

Commissioners has personally visited some 

of the larger sections of this public land 

and with the character of most of the 

remaining sections they were already ac- 

quainted. It largely consists of white sand 

or blueberry barrens and swamp. The 

white sand and blueberry barrens would 

not be worth planting to any considerable 

extent, though as a experiment we would 

recommend the planting and seeding with 

pine or other conifers of small plots, say 

one-eighth or one-quarter of an acre each. 

in some few places in those barrens. These 

plots would require to be fenced in so as 

to protect the young trees from ecattle,ete. 

They should also have a certain amount oi 

care and attention bestowed upon them, in 

a word, a certain amount of culture. The 
experiment of planting two or three oi 

such plots in the large 1500 acre block in 

King’s County, and similar plots in the 

blocks in Queen’s and Prince Counties 

would be an experiment that would cost 

“Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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little 

worth trying. It is 

comparatively and would be well 

very possible that in 

time satisfactory results would be obtain- 

ed and it might be demonstrated that even 

these apparently hopeless looking lands are 

capable of being utilized for forestry 

poses. 

On Souris Beach in this island the pre- 
liminary work for trying the experiment ol 

establishing plantations on the sand dunes 

has already been done. There the beach is 

a long sand spit, running for about half a 

mile from East Souris to West Souris. A 

bay formed by the Souris River is on the 

inner side, while the outer faces the Gull. 

The public road is on the inner side, where 

also Souris railway station formerly stood. 

The sand formerly drove over the back, 

overrunning the road and gathering to con- 

siderable depth in and about the station. 

To prevent this, the late Hon. J. R. Mc- 

Lean a few years ago had a plain brush 

fence run along the centre of the beach. 

This caught the sand and gradually formed 

low dunes. The beach grass has now grown 

over a great part of it and is continuing 

to spread, and the road is no longer sub- 

ject to the inroads of the sand. It might 

be worth while to try the experiment of 

planting or sowing this sand beach, now 

through the preliminary or grass stage, 

with the maritime pine. In other parts of 

the island the preliminary or grass stage 

has not yet been reached. 

pur- 

To make the swamps of value would ne- 

cessitate a large expenditure for under- 

draining, an expenditure in our opinion not 

justified by any results likely to be ob- 

tained. Moreover, these swamps in all 

likelihood are at present of as great value 

and serve as useful a purpose as_ they 

would if brought under forest, inasmuch as 

they form reservoirs or storehouses from 

which springs and brooks in their neighbor 

hood derive their supply of water. 

In the early days of our Colonial exist- 

ence, with the whole Island a dense growth 

of the forest primeval, trees were looked 

enemies and the question 

most 

upon almost as 

was how to clear away and destroy 

quickly the forest growth in order to have 

cultivated fields in its stead. The process 

was overdone. It resulted in the stripped, 

bare section already referred to. The ques- 
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tion now is how to restore in part at least 

the forests so destroyed. 

That the people are not at all indifferent 

to the beauty and utility of trees is evi- 

denced by the planting of windbreaks, shel- 

ter-belts, wood-lots and hedges on some 
farms, as-.well as the planting of ornamen- 

tal trees about private residences in town 

and country, along the streets of our 

towns and villages, even along the public 

roads in many country places. Unfortu- 

nately in too many instances these plant- 

ings have ‘been without knowledge. Too of- 

ten the trees selected have been of a val- 

ueless kind, and also too often have 

been poor specimens when the trees 

themselves have been of a good kind. 

The planters did not have the _ neces- 

sary skill and knowledge to make 

good selections, or after selection the nec- 

essary knowledge of how to trim for 

planting, -how to plant and how to guide 

and care for after planting. This skill and 

knowledge are very easily acquired,but the 

want of it in many instances meant failure, 

disappointment and consequent discourage- 

ment. 

On the other hand there are not a few in- 

stances of intelligent, skillful and systema- 

tic planting and care of trees and _ forest 

growth. The greatly increased attention 

given to fruit trees during the last decade 

has made many farmers familiar with 

tree planting. In many parts this Is- 

land is tastefully laid off and furnished 

with trees, hedges, and useful forest 

stretches. 

These, however, are isolated instances. 

By far the greater part of tree planting 

and re-foresting remains to be done. 

A thick shelter around farm buildings 

and well-cared for hedges around our fields 

are almost a necessity for successful agri- 

culture. Considering the high and yearly 

increasing price of all kinds of lumber it 

pays to grow that article as well as other 

Much valuable timber might he 

grown on land now wasted. Valuable trees 

such as black walnut, not indigenous to 

the soil, might well be introduced. They 

grow well here and are of great value when 

well grown. The fact little is 
done only emphasizes the need for instruc- 

tion in forestry. The absence from our 

farms of what is known as the wood lot, 

crops. 

that so 
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growing timber for various purposes as 

well as for fire wood, proves a want of 

knowledge and up-to-date agricultural eco- 

nomy. 

In this Island a great transformation 

can be made in a few years on the farm 

by the planting of a few trees every year. 

The material is not expensive, as most of 

it can be got from the native woods. There 

is quite a variety of these available. Of 

hardwood, we have the hard and_ soft 

maple, the beech, the birch and mountain 

ash and in the conifers the spruce, balsat: 

fir, hemlock, pine and cedar, while in some 

places a juniper bush could be placed to 

advantage. The Norway spruce can be got 

very cheaply in large quantities when they 

are small. They grow more quickly than 

our native spruce. A piece of ground on 

the north side of the buildings planted 

with evergreens will break the force of the 

cold winds in winter and make the place 

warmer. Trees should not be planted too 

close to the house, as they darken it, ob- 

struct the view and cause dampness. The 

Spring is the best time for planting most 

kinds of woods, though some prefer the au- 

tumn. An expert can plant any time, but 

we would advise those who are not experts 

to stick to the spring. Our native spruce 

can be planted in mid-summer, in July or 

August, and your Commissioners in their 

OWn experience have found that a good 

time. 

The time has arrived when arboriculture 

should receive more attention. Ii the rud- 

iments of the art of planting were taught 

in our ,public schools a much desired im- 

petus would be given to it. Farmers in 

planning out the spring work might well 

allot some time to tree-planting, as part of 

the farm routine work, just the same as 

to put in other crops. It would be time 

well spent and in the end would pay. Many 

of our farmers have already established 

shelter groves or belts, wood-lots, in fact, 

and now enjoy the comforts and benefits of 

their protection in winter and summer, be- 

sides the lumber which they get from 

them. The forestry question would be 

solved if the example of such farmers were 

universally followed, and wood lots and 

shelter belts established on every farm. 

That shelter-belt, if of adequate propor- 

tions, would protect not only the farmer 
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and his household, but his live stock as 
well. It would also protect his orchard, 
an indispensable adjunct to the up-to-date 
farm of today. In this respect a splendid 
example, (to which we must call atten- 
tion), is to be found in the admirable shel- 
ter belts around the residence, farm-build- 
ings and magnificent orchard of John Rob- 
ertson of Inkerman in King’s County. He 
has no fear of a from whatever 
quarter the wind may blow, when the 
trees are in bloom or in fruit there is 
ampl2 shelter to protect them from any 
wind. 

storm 

Shelter belts must not be too small, if 
they are to be of use. If they are too 
small they will not break the wind, stop 
snow-drift or ward off the storms from the 
three dangerous quarters, namely the 
north, northeast, and northwest, but just 
big enough to gather snow-drifts around 
the buildings in winter, whereas such shel- 
ter, if only fifty yards wide, with shelter- 
ing arms projecting to embrace the farm 
buildings, residence, orchard and gardens 
and all they contain, would be both useful 
and ornamental. The shelter-belt, if con- 
ditions warrant it, might be made large 
enough for a wood-lot as well, or there 
might be several small wood-lots on the 
farm. Even this winter on the farm of 
one of the Commissioners men cut from the 
Shelter-belt in a strip across it timber for 
fence boards and posts, with a view at the 
Same time of reforesting the area cut, by 
natural seeding, a practice which experi- 
ence has proved to be commendable. The 

trees are of about thirty years’ growth, 

those on about one-quarter of the area are 

some ten years younger, but all large 

enough to make framing material for large 

barns, fencing, boards or shingles. 

As to school grounds, while land is com- 

paratively cheap, why not have them to 

consist of from one to three acres each, 

well laid off. planted with trees and af- 

fording plots for experimental work and 

for nature study by the pupils in plant 

and ilower growing, in a word, a public 

woodlot and gardens for the school  dis- 

trict with the school-house in the centre. 

This would be of immense utility to the 

neighborhood, if only as an object lesson. 

In the matter of straightening our pub- 

lic roads, defining their metes and bounds 
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and marking out the place for the roadside 

fences with standard trees, some twenty 

or thirty yards apart, the assistance of 

the Department of Public Works would ‘be 

invaluable and a~ beginning even if in a 

small way might well be made this spring. 

The road supervisors could superintend the 

work of laying off the roads and planting 

the trees. Very little instruction would 

fit them for this work and they could be 

made the basis of a systematic forestry 

organization, and organization is most im- 

portant. One day, Arbor Day, would be 

ample for planting a great number of trees 

in this way.. The school children and their 

teachers might well assist as they did in 

Charlottetown -in 1884, when Queen and 

Rocheford Squares were planted, as well 

as many trees set out in different streets. 

It would afford them a pleasant holiday 

and a very valuable Jesson at the same 

time. The members of the Fruit Growers’ 

Association, a well-organized and intelli- 

gent bedy of men, already skilled in tree- 

planting and whose members are to be 

found in all parts of the Island, could and 

doubtless would, lend most valuable as- 

sistance. 

It is remarkable that in a province of 

such extensive and general forest flora as 

this, with the maturing on the trees and 

the subsequent shedding of seeds under 

their very eyes, so few people can identily 

or collect half a dozen varieties of the 

seeds of our broad-leaf or conifer trees. 

The superiority of our native tree-seeds oOv- 

er the imported, and the fact that the lat- 

ter cost so much money, united to the 

necessary re-seeding to some extent our de- 

nuded acres, should make it imperative on 

the part of every Islander, to know the 

different varieties of tree-seeds and be able 

to collect them at the proper time. When 

we understand that the ordinary seeds of 

the pine, hemlock, spruce, larch, fir and 

cedar, will average over $4.00 per pound, 

we can easily see that to buy them would 

entail an outlay we are not at all prepared 

for: and the seeds of the broad-leaf or de- 

ciduous trees, being much larger, heavier 

and more bulky, are proportionately dear- 

er. We can. readily ‘gather seeds of the 

maple, ash, beech, ‘birch, elm and even the 

oak. Peonle could co-operate and exchange 

the seeds plentiful in one section for those 
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grown abundantly in another section of the 

Province. But it is important for good re- 

sults that the seeds be consigned to soil 

and atmospheric cenditions similar to 

those whence they sprang. 

In order to the eventual systematizing of 

the planting of trees and so carrying out 

the work of re-aiforestang, as adapted to 

the conditions in this Province, we would 

suggest that all teachers when preparing 

for their profession, should be given some 

very elementary instruction on matters 

connected with tree-planting, or perhaps we 

should say, natural history. 

Keach teacher in turn could instruct his 

pupils and they could readily plant the 

school grounds (where there are any) and 

the sides of the public roads, so that ina 

very short time, a marked improvement in 

present tree conditions would ‘be brought 

about. in fact, this would be introducing 

a very elementary, vet very useful forestry 

lesson into Our common. schools, and. it 

would be looked upon as an amusement. 

Then if an_ inspector, 

should be similar to those of the gentle- 

men who have given such valuable in- 

structions to farmers with regard to sites 

for orchards, selection of trees, etc., could 

go over the country imparting information 

to the public as to the best situation for 

wood lots, kinds of trees to be planted, 

etc., the pursuit of forestry would be 

greatly stimulated and would show good 

progress. 

whose’ duties 

We have already referred to the Fruit 

Growers’ Association. The assistance of 

members of this useful institution would be 

of immense value and we have no doubt 

would be freely given. Already in setting 

out and caring for their orchards they 

have acquired a_ practical knowledge and 

skill required in tree planting and select- 

ing. As they are to be found in nearly all 

parts of the Island they could do much 

towards re-afforesting here. We would sug- 

gest that their co-operation ‘be sought in 

any systematic effort that may be put 

forth to make tree-planting a success in 

this Province. 

What we have said as to the Fruit Grow- 

ers’ Association applies with equal force 

to the various Farmers’ Institutes through 

this Island. These institutions in their 
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own Interests would 

work. 

We further suggest that a small portion 

of the Government Farm be set apart as 

a nursery for the growing of young forest 

trees for distribution among the farmers at 

actual cost. These should be grown from 

the seed and at the age of two years be 

distributed for planting. This is what the 

Government of Ontario are now about to 

do at the Agricultural Farm at Guelph, 

and it seems to us to be a very excellent 

idea. In this way in a very few years and 

surely help in the 
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at trifling cost, many thousands of trees. 

of kinds selected for their economic or com- 

mercial value could be distributed through- 

out this Island. 

Day proclaimed by Order-in- 

Council each year, or fixed by Statute as a 
public holiday, in which schools and all 
persons interested in the work would de- 
vote a few hours to tree planting would, 
we feel assured, much good. Such a 
day is observed in other places with grati- 
fying results. 

An Arbor 

do 

Salmon Fishing on the Fraser.« 
(Continued from May Issue. ) 

We had thus ample time for getting every 

craft, 

closely observing and profiting by the act- 

thing into ship-shape in our little 

ion of the more experienced hands who 

were fitting out alongside of us. We now 

took up our permanent quarters’ in the 

boat, sleeping under a small tent and do- 

ing cooking on an improvised stove ~ made 

from empty coal oil tin. 

Several large canoes laden with Indians— 

men, women and children, arrived from the 

west coast of Vancouver Island during the 

time we were at the cannery fitting out. 

The men take part in the fishing, while the 

women work in the canneries or hawk 

about the Indian work they make during 

the winter months. 

To those who have formed their ideas of 

the Indian brave or dusky Indian maiden 

from a perusal of the works of Fennimore 

Cooper or‘ Captain Mayne Reid, a first 

meeting with the coast Indians will come 

as a disappointment. Where they expect in- 

telligence of feature and perfection of phy- 

sique, they will find lack of expression and 

squat inactivity. 

Our nets were at length served out, the 

fishermen and canners having come to an 

agreement based on a Sliding scale princi- 

ple, whereby the aggregate pack of the sea- ° 
son would define the rate to be paid per 

fish. 

Nets are distinguished by the depth in 

meshes, a mesh being about two inches 

*From Vancouver Outing, 

square. Their lengths are uniform, or near- 
ly so. Ours was what is known as a forty 
mesh, the most suitable for fishing at sea, 
or on the banks off the mouth of the river, 
where the fish keep near the surface. Sey- 
enties or eighties are better adapted for 
the deep pools in the river, where they 
swim low. Our first duty after receiving 
the net was to give it what is known asa 
blue stone dip, in a huge tub or vat, con- 
taining a solution of sulphate of copper, 
which acts as a preservative. After the net 
had lain in the vat for an hour or so, it 

was taken out and coiled carefully away in 

the after part of the boat, ready for a 

“‘drift.’’ When not in use it is covered with 

a piece of sacking to protect it from the 

sun. 

Being now fully equipped, we set sail for 

Canoe Pass camp, one of the cannery re- 

ceiving stations, near the mouth of the riv- 

er. Here we found receiving scows, net - 

racks for repairing purposes and vats for 

blue stone dips, all in readiness for the an- 

ticipated run, and under charge of the 
camp boss, a cheery little Frenchman. We- 

spent most of the day in pitching our 

tent on shore and getting acquainted with 

our camp mates, a jolly, rollicking, fun- 

loving lot, hailing from everywhere. 

In the evening at high water slack we 
ran out and tock a tentative ‘‘drift’’, -se-. 

lecting a point well clear of the other 

boats, so that no one could witness our 

initial attempt. As we expected, things 
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net would get a twist in it or foul some- 
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The 

thing in the bottom of the boat; the boom, 
or some other part of the gear would get 

in the way, and so on, as if the fates had 

willed that every obstacle should stand be- 

tween us and success. We persevered, how- 
ever, each failure giving us a new experi- 

ence, and finally succeeded in running ont 

the net to its full length, one hundred fath- 

oms with a depth of about seven feet  be- 

tween the lead and cork lines. 

After drifting for about an hour, we 

‘picked up’’, our efforts being rewarded by 

the sight of five plump silvery salmon 

flopping about in the boat. Concluding 

that we had had sufficient experience for 

one day, we got under weigh and_ sailed 

merrily home to our camp in the moon- 

light. After making the hoat snug for the 

night a fire was lit and supper prepared, 

consisting of savory salmon steaks, hot cof- 

fee, and plenty of fresh bread and butter, 

sweet-smelling hay, 

from a 

then to our beds of 

which had been commandeered 

neighboring hay-field. 

For the next few days we had varied 

success, but no really good catch had been 

made by any of the boats when the weekly 

close time arrived, putting a stop to all 

fishing for thirty-six hours. 

From 6 a.m. on Saturday until 6 p. m. 

on Sunday is the period prescribed by law 

during which no net fishing is permissible, 

in order that the salmon may have an un- 

disturbed opportunity of entering the river 

to spawn. Our time on Saturday was oc- 

cupied in repairing and dipping nets, wash- 

ing out the boats, and in the evening we 

usually took a trip up Ladner for the pur- 

pose of laying in our weekly supplies. 

Sunday we spent in idleness until late in 

the afternoon, then preparations had to be 

made for the event of the week, when thou- 

sands of boats got into position to cast 

their nets at a given signal. 

At ten minutes to six the tension became 

acute and excitement ran high. Good-nat- 

ured chaff was indulged in, and attempts 

made to create a false start. Sometimes 

the ruse proved successful and much merri- 

ment was caused by the embarrassment of 

the victim on discovering his mistake. The 

heavy boom of a gun at length announces 

that time is up, and immediately thou- 
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sands of Oars are straining, <owlocks 

squeaking, and floats click-clacking on the 

gunwales, as the fishermen put out their 

nets in haste to get first down, which in 

this case means first served. 

Soon the bobbing floats and foam-flecked 

water in the wake of the boats tell that 

the first of the season’s run has commenc- 

ed, and that many a sockeye has re- 

turned to the scene of its birth—and death. 

After drifting for half an hour the nets 

were hauled in, swarming with an irrides- 

cent mass of struggling salmon, which we 

with great difficulty extricated from the 

entanglements they had made for them- 

Selves in their efforts to escape. For the 

next few days the fish ran in great num- 

bers, but towards the end of the week 

there was a falling off, and on the follow- 

ing Sunday the catch was a very poor one, 

indicating that the main body had passed 

up stream. 

We had average luck throughout, al- 

though of course we came in for our share 

of the objectionable part of the business, 

such as getting snagged and incurring the 

displeasure of the net boss, besides losing 

valuable time. On one occasion we drifted 

into the Gulf of Georgia and got our net 

full of dog-fish and kelp. 

Again we had the misfortune to be 

caught in a gale of wind and had to ride 

out the storm to our nets, heavy surf of 

the bar preventing us running in. Our first 

impulse when the breeze sprang up was to 

run for shore, but acting on the advice giv- 

en us by an old fisherman when in Van- 

couver, we bent our anchor rope to the 

lead and.cork lines, then veered it away 

to its full length, thus enabling the little 

craft to ride out the storm in safety. 

On one occasion we crossed the interna- _ 

tional boundary line and inspected the fish 

traps at Point Roberts and came within 

an acre of Posing our whole outfits con- 

fiscated by the American customs officers, 

they having had suspicion that we were 

there for some illicit purpose. The traps 

are practically similar to those used on 

the coasts of China and the Straits Set- 

tlements, consisting of piled enclosures and 

suitable approaches whereby the salmon 

are lured to imprisonment. Immense num- 

bers are caught on the American side in 

this manner, but the method is prohibited 
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in Canadian waters, as it is considered it 

tends to injure the industry. 

When not engaged in fishing, we spent a 

good deal of our time amongst the ranch- 

ers in the vicinity of the river, several of 

whom invited us to shoot over. their 

grounds when the season opened in Sep- 

tember. In the camp we found a_ never- 

ceasing source of amusement in listening to 

the yarns and experiences of some of our 

mates. Mack, the forty-niner’s tales of the 

early days in California, and the doings of 

the Vigilance Committee, told as. they 

were in the free abandon, and amidst the 

fitting surroundings of camp _ life, were 

most entertaining. 

“Old Scotty,’’ ex-student of divinity at 

Aberdeen University, and latter on, marin- 

er and chief adviser to a South Sea _ Is- 

land king, tole us of adventures midst the 

Barrier Reefs and palm-circled lagoons of 

the Pacific, a period ‘‘when ilka King had 

his ain and could do with it what he lik- 

ed,’’ as ‘‘Scotty’’ tersely put it. 

From the camp we witnessed some very 

pretty sunset effects, marvels oi beauty 

and combination. We had also an extensive 

Conservative 

Southern lumbermen are coming to the 

bureau for advice in the conservative hand- 

ling of their timber lands, in numbers 

which tax the resources of the bureau to 

live up to its offers of co-operation. To il- 

tustrate the character of the problems 

which they bring us I shall instance the 

case of a lumberman in Alabama. He has 

125.000 acres of land, and has spent large 

sums in a Sawmill and logging equipment. 

Under ordinary ‘umbering these will be 

productive for a limited number of years 

only. He wants to know whether under 

conservative forest management they can 

be made a permanent investment. 

In order to show him that the invest- 

ment can be made permanent it has _ been 

necessary to calculate how many trees it 

is neressary for him to leave on the ground 

Li 

view oi the coast range with the white 
peak of great Mount Baker shooting sky- 
ward twelve thousand feet above sea level, 
reflecting the last rays of the setting sun, 
long aiter lower altitudes were wrapped 
in the first folds of approaching night. 
Notwithstanding the hopes held out by 

the older fishermen that there would be 
another run at full moon, the fish gradual- 
ly became scarcer, and the appearance of 

cohoes, and other species of salmon, in 

meagre catches seemed to justify the ord- 

ers we received one morning to strike 

camp and turn out boats and gear into 

the cannery. It came as a disappointment 

to many, for the season on the whole was’ 

a poor one and would give scant returns- 

to many to face the winter with. 

After turning in our boats and gear we 

went to the office and received our cheques, 

then with real regret took leave of the 

many friends we had made while on the 

river. Some day, however, we may like 

sockeye, drift back to the grand old Fra- 

ser ; but even if we do not, we still re- 

tain pleasant memories of the happy days 

we spent on its broad bosom. 

Lumbering.*+ 

after lumbering in order, to make 

to come back for future crops of timber. 

Now, it happens that the yield of small 

trees is so little that it does not pay to 

it pay 

cut trees below fourteen inches. Fortu- 

nately this leaves pretty nearly enough 

trees on the ground to give a good basis 

for another erop, so in his case it will not 

be necessary to raise the diameter to 

which the trees will be cut more than two 

or three inches in order to leave the basis 

which careful calculation shows will be 

found necessary to secure another crop, 

within twenty-five or thirty years. This 

Slight raising of the diameter limit to 

gether with simple measures to make sure 

that the small trees are not slashed -down 

or broken, are about all the modification 

of the present methods of lumbering which 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 

+Extracts from an address given by Gifford Pinchot, Forester for the United States, at the meeting of the 
National Lumberman’s Association. 
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will ‘be found necessary. And right here I 

want to emphasize the fact that it is go- 

ing to take him just about twenty-five years 

to lumber his lands, so that when the first 

lumbering!is over he will be in a position 

to cut over his lands a second time. 

So much for the quantity of the next 

crop. But the working plan goes a_ step 

farther than quantity. We are convinced 

that the rapidly growing scarcity of long- 

leaf pine timber will be felt first in the 
failure of the better grades of lumber ; 

that is, the supply of inferior and second 

growth timber will long outlast the choice 

material, and thus is introduced into the 

- problem an exceedingly important consider- 

~ ation. 

' ket. 

finer grades of lumber, 

It becomes necessary not only to 

calculate the quantity of the next crop, 

but its quality and value as well. This 

lumberman has been operating in the same 

locality ten years. He has a board mill 

and makes a_ specialty of the best grades 

of hard pine flooring for the eastern mar- 

Heretofore he has not considered the 

possibility of lumbering the same ground 

a second time, and so very naturally he 

has cut the timber as clean as possible and 

has taken the smallest trees which he 

found that it paid him to cut, but all the 

time he has been perfectly well aware that 

he was not getting any of his high grades 

of lumber from these small trees. Now, in 

order to find out just what he is getting 

from these smaller trees, and to calculate 

how long it is necessary to leave them 
standing before they will begin to yield the 

instead of the low 

grades of sap and common lumber, we have 

undertaken to find out just what his small 

trees cut out in the mill. In order to do 

this and to get results which will be a 

good average, it: has been necessary to 

take a good many trees of each diameter, 

and to mark the logs into which they were 

cut, and then to follow these logs through 

the mill to see into just what grades they 

sawed out. If this meeting had been a few 

weeks later I would have been able to tell 

you just what results we have obtained 

from thus following through the mill over 

1.000 trees of diameters between fourteen 

and twenty-five inches. I can now, how- 

ever, give a pretty good idea of what 

these results will be. The manufactured 

lumber from trees up to about fifteen inch 
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es is almost entirely sap and common lum- 

ber, while from trees of larger diameter an 

increasing amount of higher grades is ob- 

tained, and the proportion of the higher 

grades improves by rapid jumps. Thus, 

one seventeen-inch tree, about the average 

for that diameter class, was cut into 

three logs, which sawed out 285 board feet, 

of which 78 board feet were first and sec- 

ond clear, and A flat grain flooring, while 

146 feet were No. 1 common lumber and 

61 feet were No. 2 common lumber. One 

21-inch tree sawed out: 

32 hoard feet of A heart rift flooring. 

48 board feet of A sap rift flooring. 

48 board feet of A flat fiooring. 

32 board feet of 1st and 2nd clear. 

35 board feet of 3rd clear. 

305 board feet of No. 1 cemmon. 

That is, one-third of the tree made the 

better grades of flooring and 1st and 2nd 

clear. The board feet yield and the money 

value of the trees right around the diame- 

ter limit upon which we are figuring are 

important factors in determining that lim- 

it. Now, we found. that an average of 

over 100 trees for each of the following 

diameters gives these results: 

‘Product in Value of lumber 

Diameter board feet at mill. 

16-inch ...... Boe $2.90 

17-inch ...... ae 287 3.58 

18-inch” (yee 380.5 4.22 

The rate at which a tree grows more 

valuable is perhaps clearest shown by giv- 

ing the average value per thousand board 

feet of the lumber of all grades which 

trees of different diameters yield. 

The average value per thousand feet of 

all grades of lumber sawed from 16-inch 

trees was $12.45 per thousand, while the 

Jumber sawed from 18-inch trees was found 

to be worth on the average $13.07 per 

thousand. In other words, this lumberman 

by allowing his 16-inch trees to grow until 

they become 18-inch trees will increase the 

value of his manufactured 

thousand 

per cent., 

product by 62 

board feet, or about 43 

and I believe that when the yield 

cents a 

of the trees of the large diameters is work- 

ed up, we will find the increase in value 

from diameter to diameter to be consider- 

ably greater. 
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Papegouche’s Ghost.” 
By ©. C. FARR. 

(Concluded from the June Issue.) 

There are no men, or communities of 

men, that can sulk like Indians. Though a 

joyous and talkative race when in good 

humor, so accustomed are they to a life of 

silence, that when vexed, they can hold a- 

loof from one another for any length of 

time. White men will quarrel, sooner than 

not talk; Indians. simply retire within 

themselves ; shut themselves up as it were, 

and when in that state, it is almost as 

easy to start a conversation with a_ tor- 

toise as with one of them. 

After the events related in the preceding 

chapter the Indians sulked. There was a 

spirit of distrust abroad, and for some 

time the greetings exchanged between mem- 

bers of the band were of the briefest kind, 

and often lacking altogether; but in the pri- 

vacy of their lodges, their tongues wagged 

freely enough ; at least this was the case 

in the lodge of the much suffering Kiken- 

datch, for his wife rated him soundly for 

the fiasco of which he had been guilty. It 

was no use quoting her own words in 

proof of her own _ responsibility. Women, 

both red and white, never hold themselves 

responsible for anything that they say, and 

it was very unkind of Kikendatch to throw 

up in her teeth the few remarks that she 

might have made just purely to help him. 

So poor Kikendatch suffered until he heart- 

ily wished that he had not called in 

Kinabikokomis when his wife was ill, and 

he really began to think that he was a 

fool. 

Wahgouche found living with his mother 

something like what he could imagine liv- 

ing with a she bear would be, only a lit- 

tle more so. She accused him of spoiling 

the whole plot by overdoing it in his ac- 

count of the slaying of Geetchinodin by the 

Wendigo, forgetting probably that she her- 

self had planned the whole account for 

him, even to the ‘gobbling up like pigs eat 

peas and not spitting out his shoes for 

cobbles.’ 

It was probable that in all the other 

lodges the poor lords of creation suffered, 

for they dared not go forth, preferring to 

* (COPYRIGHTED) 
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brave the dangers of their homes to those 

of the bush, but as our story does not con- 

cern them, all that can be left to the 

reader’s imagination. 

A day or so betore the time appointed 

by Kikendatch for the final decision as to 

which of the two aspirants for his daugh- 

ter’s hand should win her, Manandahwis 

appeared upon the scene. He came with the 

avowed object of ascertaining if any word 

had come concerning Geetchinodin, and ex- 

pressed deep concern when he learned that 

there were no tidings of him; however, his 

arrival was hailed with delight by all, for 

he was a powerful chief, and held in high 

repute; especially was Kikendatch rejoiced 

to see him, for in him he recognized some- 

thing to lean upon, a strong man, with 

whom he could take counsel, and whose 

acknowledged wisdom might be of service 

to him in his great dilemma, therefore he 

laid before him the whole matter, omit- 

ting nothing that he knew regarding it, 

Manandahwis did not take long to consider, 

but gave his decision at once, which was 

as follows:— 

“My brother. The word of a man when 

once given should be sacred, and he int 

has a forked tongue is despised by friends 

and foes alike. You promised Geetchinod'n 

to give your daughter to no man anti 

three moons have come and gone. Keep 

your promise. Give her to no man until 

then. You promised Wahgouche that le 

should have your daughter, provided at the 

end of three moors, he still lived, there 

fore at the end of the time appointed, if 

Wahgouche is alive, he will be entitled to 

wed her, and neither man nor spirit can 

gainsay it, therefore make your prepara- 

tion for the time is drawing nigh, when 

she, according to your word, will have to 

be bestowed upon one of the two men.”’ 

At these words Kikendatch greatly re- 

joiced, and issuing forth from his lodge he 

proclaimed to the people the result of the 

deliberations of the two chiefs, which was 

to the effect that a great feast would be 

given, that the wedding ceremony would be 
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on a scale so magnificent that it would 

eclipse all previous affairs of the kind 

within the memory of man, and that no 

demonstration natural or supernatural, 

should prevent its consummation. This pro- 

clamation was hailed with delight by the 

people, and once more joy and light-heart- 

edness reigned supreme, for Indians dearly 

love a feast and have a childish regard for 

the ceremonial, be it at a wedding or a 

funeral. It would be hard to define the 

feelings of Wahgouche and his mother. At 

times they would feel elated and triumph- 

ant, but more often depressed, and appre- 

hensive, for de2p down in their souls they 
knew that they were not. worthy, and 

retribution for their crimes, 

‘but as the long looked for day drew near- 
er and nearer without a _ single sign 
from Geetchinodin, their Spirits rose, and 
Wahgouche became almost feverish in the 
activity that he displayed in furthering the 

preparations for the coming ceremony. In 

the evening before the eventful day, there 

Was a Slight suspicion of anxiety pervading 

the 'band, for they dreaded lest they should 

be again called upon to witness the grue- 

some sight that had struck terror into 

their hearts so recently, but the evening 

passed off quietly, not an abnormal sound 

breaking the whispering hush of the bush, 

though just about midnight, the notes of 

kook-kook-koo-hoo rang out clear and dis- 

tinct, causing many hearts to leap in 

breasts, and blanching the faces of not a 

few, for their nerves were unstrung by the 

untoward events the past three 

months. The sound was very close, appar- 

ently proceeding from the immediatr vicin- 

ity of Papegouche’s grave. Manandahwis 

appeared to be the only one unmoved, 

imsisted 

of 

and 

going to the grave with the 

object of investigation. Kikendatch begged 

On 

him not to do so, and finally, when he 

found him obstinate in. his determination, 

offered to accompany him, but strange to 

say, this proposition 

him far more than the uncanny sound, and 

he not only peremptorily refused the offer, 

but insisted that Kikendatch should use his 

authority in preventing others fol 

lowing him, which Kikendatech promised to 

appeared to frighten 

from 

‘do. Manandahwis retarned within the space 

of half an hour, and was able to report 

that all was quiet, that Papegouche was 
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sleeping as only the dead can sleep, and 

that he had heard the muffled swish swish 

of the wings of the bird as it flew away 

at his approach, therefore were the people 

satisfied, and slept soundly until the dawn; 

not so, however, Kinabikokomis. For the 

first time since the proclamation of the 

feast and wedding had been made she be- 

came thoroughly frightened and could not 

sleep, and while Wahgouche was lustily 

snoring She mumbled and muttered impre- 

cations as she tossed and fidgetted under 

her blanket. At length her restlessness a- 

woke Wahgouche, and he asked her why she 

could not sleep. 

“The owl, the owl. I fear that owl had 

two legs.” 

‘‘Most owls have two legs,’’ said her son 

jocularly. 

‘“‘Fool,’’ cried his: mother. ‘‘Can you not 

see that it may have been Geetchinodin.’’ 

The effect of that dread name upon Wah- 

gouche was electrical. He started bolt up- 

right in his bed, and gasped, but was so 

overcome by the thought that his deadly 

enemy might be in the neighborhood that 

he was speechless. 

“T distrust that Manandahwis,’’ she con- 

tinued. ‘I distrusted him from the first, 

and when that cry rang out I watched his 

face, as he came out of the lodge of Kiken- 

datch,and it was not the face of a man 

surprised and somewhat frightened ; why 

there was even a smile upon it, and a man 

does not smile at a noise like that, in these 

anxious days, unless he expects it. I would 

have followed him, but Kikendatch prevent- 

ed me, and if I had gone in spite of him 

I should have attracted notice, that per- 

haps might do harm, for I tell you my son 

we have many enemies.”’ 

It the turn 

{oss fidget his 

p] 

of Wahgouche to 

in blanket, for his 

words had struck terror to his 

and the first shimmer of the coming 

dawn had tinged the eastern sky before he 

again dropped into a troubled slumber. 

The dav broke bright and clear and 

' astir, for there 

was now 

and 

mother’s 

soul, 

the 

ak ras 
[ndians were early wa 

much to be done. A large circular space 

was cleared; even some of the lodges being 

removed to give more room. In the centre 

of this three high seats were erected, one 

for Waheouche, one for Kinabikokomis, and 

one for the bride, and in front of them the 
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sacred fire burned, the fire from the em- 

bers of which, is kindle, the fire on the 

tomestic hearth of the young couple. 

In spite of the sleepless night spent by 

Wahgouche, he was up betimes, and with 

the help of his mother, was cotten up in 

A complete new suit of 

deerskin, encased his 

had cost his mother 

So delicately 

gorgeous array. 

beautifully dressed 

person, a suit that 

much labor in the making. 

and carefully had it ‘veen ‘smoked’ that the, 

coloring harmonized perfectly with the 

head-dress that he wore, made out of the 

skin of a yellow fox. Down the front the 

dyed quills of the porcupine had been cun- 

ningly wrought into patterns of flowers 

and trailing vines. His moccasins also had 

been treated in the same manner, and in 

fact from the standpoint of savage finery, 

he was faultlessly attired. 

Whether by accident or design, Kinabi- 

kokomis had assimilated her appearance to 

the name that she bore. A long flowing 

robe of mottled loonskins enveloped her 

from head to foot, and upon her head rest- 

ed an entire skin, with head and neck out- 

which when. she swayed from 

side to side, as was her constant custom 

so to do, gave an eerie suggestion of a 

snake about to strike, while beneath that 

bizarre head-dress, her dark and ‘baleful 

eyes elittered with uncanny malevolence. 

And now the appointed time for the cere- 

mony had nearly arrived. Already the peo- 

ple had gathered around the circular space 

awaiting the principals, but Manandahwis 

after making a gesture enjoining silence, 

addressed the people as follows: 

“My children. There is yet one more 

thing to be done before proceeding with 

this ceremony, and to leave it undone 

would be a shame on us, and that is to 

pay a propitiatary visit to the grave of 

dead man yonder,’’ pointing to the spot 

where Papegouche lay. ‘‘We all know the 

strange and awful part that he has played 

in this matter, and it is right for us to as- 

certain, if,. at this final moment he is 

pleased with what we are about to do, 

therefore, let us, both old and young, vis- 

it that spot, and you, my brother,’’ turn- 

ing to Kikendatch, ‘‘I appeal to you to see 

that, with the exception of the bride — for 
this will of necessity be a trying day up- 

stretched, 

on her, none fail to pay this act of rever- 
ence to the dead. i have spoken.”’ 

It was evident by the shouts of the peo- 
ple that this proposition met with general 
favor, but Kinabikokomis was very wroth, 
and whispered to her son: 

“Matcheeawaygwan ? (What devilment is 
that man up to now?) I have seen enough 

of that grave. I think that the dead man 

needs Company, and he shall have it,’’ she 

hissed, ‘‘before many days.”’ 

But for all that she went; she and her 

son heading the procession. Slowly they 

wended their way, setting forth the mer- 

its of the dead in a melodious, though 

somewhat monotonous chant. Thrice they 

circled round the grave, and then returned, 

having found everything in perfect order, 

so that even the old woman was pleased, 

and thought that perhaps she had wronged 

Manandahwis, but when they again came 

in view of the camp a Sight greeted their 

eyes that filled them with wonder, and 

made Kinabikokomis grind her 

whilst the legs of Wahgouche trembled, so 
that he could hardly walk, for there, near 

the centre of the circle, with his arms 

folded across his breast, stood Geetchinod- 

in. Some thought that it was his ghost, 

and were afraid, but Manadahwis seemed 

neither frightened nor surprised, and step- 

ping forward, greeted him by name. Then 

they all knew that it was no spirit, but 

that it was Geetchinodin in the flesh, and 

excepting our wicked pair, they were all 

glad, and rejoiced creatly, for Geetchino- 

din was much beloved by the people. When 

ereetings had been exchanged, and kindly 

words spoken to the man who had been so 

long mourned as dead, Kikendatch spake 

thus. 

“My son. We surely thought that you 

were dead, and we now rejoice as over one 

who has risen from the dead. But what 

has come of your accusations against Wah- 

gouche ? He is alive and well, .and, . ac- 

cording to my promise, today he weds my 

daughter, Winiwaya. What hast thou to 

say ? Speak for the nigh when 

hou must forever hold thy peace.’’ And 

Geetchinodin answered him thus: 

“My father, I have nothing to say. Tet 

is true that you promised Wahgouche that 

he should wed your daughter, and I 

thought to prove him unworthy, but I have 

time 1S 

teeth, 
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jailed. I thought that the Geetchimanitcu 

would strike him dead, but he has not 

done so ; therefore, His will be done. Let 

the ceremony proceed. He has won and I 

have lost. I said to you: ‘Let him who 

lives have your daughter, Winiwaya, for 

his wife.’ Wahgouche lives, and I—but let 
b) 

that be, for that is yet to come.’ 

Then Wahgouche laughed aloud, and Kin- 

abikokomis chuckled in her glee; but a 

shade of disappointment fell upon the rest, 

for those were not the words of a hero, 

and their idol, if not shattered, was at 

least badly chipped ;. however, there was 

“nothing to be done but to take him at his 

word, so they installed Wahgouche upon 

the centre seat, and his mother they placed 

upon his left, leaving the seat on his right 

for the bride, whom the maidens had al- 

ready gone to fetch. As they thus sat, 

Wahgouche and Kinabikokomis, waiting for 

the bride, Geetchinodin, stepping forth 

from the circle of onlookers, stood before 

them, on the space intervening between 

the seats and the sacred fire, and looking 

sternly at them. addressed them thus, so 

that all men could hear: 

“You Wahgouche, and you Kinabikokn- 

mis, I have somewhat to say unto you. I 

‘know your evil deeds, for the spirits have 

know how my brother, 

who lives yonder, was done to death at 

your hands, and his blood calls for ven- 

geance, and yet would I have mercy, fo) 

since I last saw you, my heart has beer 

stirred with ‘strange emotions, by the 

told me. I well 

things that I have heard from a people 

wiser than we are, aye, wiser even than 

you Kinabikokomis, who have the wisdom 

of the snake; therefore, if, even now, at 

this late hour, you repent you of vour evil 

deeds, and are willing to depart to some 

other spot, where the report of your past 

cannot follow you, then will I stay my 

hand or rather the hand of the spinits 

whom you have offended, and let 

in peace. I have spoken.” 

For the space of a few moments Wahgov: 

che gazed at his rival in silence, though if 

Jooks of hate could kill, then would Geet 

chinodin have dropped down dead at his 

feet, then ,oice, he screamed 

rather than said 

“Well are 

vou on 

gaining ls 

named Geetchinodin, Big 

words are 

you 

your nothing but 

wind. I care nothing for your spirits, and 

I care less for you. I stay where I am, 

and you, if you like, can see the girl whom 

vou love lying in my arms. That is my 

answer, so begone.”’ 

And Kinabikokomis, for answer, spat in 

his face. 

“So be it’? said Geetchinodin, and taking 

a small live coal from the sacred fire, 

which burnt cheerfully behind him, he held 

it up before their faces, saying: ; 

‘““You see that tiny spark. Watch it, for 

ere that has died, you will both be dead.” 

And placing the live coal at their feet, 

he stalked away, rejoining the circle of 

awestruck spectators. Then a deathly sil- 

ence fell upon them all. Even the wind 

was hushed, and nature herself seemed to 

stand with bated breath. Suddenly the 

sound of sweet young voices singing the 

wedding song, broke the stillness of the 

air, and of men. It was the hridal proces- 

sion leaving the lodge of the bride. For a 

moment an expression of concern overshad- 

owed the countenance of Geetchinodin, but 

only for a moment, for almost at the 

same time, a report like the bursting of a 

cannon shook the ground beneath their 

feet, and the two dcomed wretches, sitting 

upon the seats, were hurled into the air, te 

fall again to the ground, two shapeless 

masses of flesh, bones, and blood. 

When the first speechless horror and fear 

had subsided, the people ran wildly about, 

shouting ‘A Wendigo ! A Wendigo ! He has 

now slain his three.’’ But Manandahwis 

called them to him, commanding silence. 

‘“‘My children,’’ he said. ‘‘Call this not 

the work of a Wendigo, but rather the 

work of the Geetchimanitou himself. He 

was wroth with them, and _ has smitten 

them. Let no man pity them, for they 

were steeped in wickedness. Let us there- 

fore bury these unclean things out of our 

sight, that we may quickly forget them ; 

besides, the bride is awaiting the bride- 

therefore let us hasten lest she be- 

come impatient.” 

So the men 

vroom 

young gatherel up the re- 

mains of the ill-fated pair, and they buried 

them deep down in the ground, placing 

heavy stones upon them, lest they should 

escape, and wander upon the face of the 

earth, doing harm to the living. Therefore 

vas Geetchinodin inarried to Winiwaya, 
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Lee-Enfield Service Rifle. 

(1.) New Lee-Enfield. 

(2.) New Lee-Enfield. 

tack Sight. 

THE NEW SERVICE RIFLE. 
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whom he loved, and he became a great 

chief, for Kikendatch,s health had been so 

shattered by the terrible events of those 

three months that he pined away and died, 

and the people unanimously elected Geetch- 

inodin in his stead. 

As for Kahna, the grand-daughter of Man- 

andahwis, the spirit left her as suddenly as 
it had come to her, and she became a 

‘bright and happy girl, marrying in due 

time, and raising a large family, some of 

the descendants from which, occasionally 

possess that power of communication with 

the spirits, that their ancestress possess- 

ed. 

During the summer following the events 

above related, a canoe manned by a strange 

people, with white skins, and with much 

hair upon their faces, came ashore at Mat- 

achuan. The Indians who first saw them 

were much frightened, but Geetchinodin 

showed no fear, and went down the river 

bank to meet them. When he did so, one 

of these strange men greeted him _ by 

name, and jumping ashore grasped him by 

the hand, saying in an unknown tongue:— 

and they wondered how it got there, 

“What cheer my hearty. Did the blooming 

stuif work the oracle,’’ or words to that 

effect, and Geetchinodin, apparently under- 

standing the strangers tongue, answered 

with a.grin: ‘Good; very good,’ at the 

Same time pointing to Winiwaya, who 

stood beside him 

“By my life,’ said the stranger, ‘‘she 

was worth the trip, but say, have you 

furs, for we would buy them ? ’ 

And the result was that 

away with their canoe loaded down with 

furs, so that it would hold no more, and 

they left behind them many curious things, 

so that the Indians marvelled, and be- 

lieved that these strange people were in- 

deed a race of conjurers. 

those men went 

Last summer, some touristS were pass- 

ing Matachuan, and going ashore to take a 

meal, one of the party picked up a piece of 

iron, which they decided could be nothing 

but the fragment of an old-fashioned bomb, 

not 

knowing the history of Papegouche’s ghost, 

or the Mystery of Matachuan. 

Our Medicine Bag. 

A copy of The Anglers’ Guide to Eastern 

Canada, edited and published by Mr. EK. T. 

D. Chambers of Quebec, has been received 

by Rod and Gun. This invaluable hand- 

book is becoming more complete each year, 

and should be included in the outfit of 

every Canadian fisherman. 

s 
In the White Mountains balsam has_ been 

observed as high as 5,500 feet and black 

spruce as high as 5,300 feet. They are 

dwarf specimens and produce hardly any 

seed, but a recent investigation has estab- 

lished that these trees in these situations 

reproduce themselves by means of sprouts 

from the roots. This is apparently the first 

time that this fact has ‘been noticed in 

connection with these species. 

+ 
In the way of bass flies, there is no 

doubt that the Massassaga fly, designed by 

correspondent, Mr. Walter 

Greaves, Ottawa, is about the best bass 

fly for use in Canadian waters that we 

have. Mr. Greaves thinks they take it for 

a green frog. This may or may not be the 

case—only the bass could satisfy us on 

this point; but it is undeniable that in cer- 

tain conditions of weather and water, the 

Massassaea takes better than the frog. 

our valued 

od 
A correspondent writes from Amyot, On- 

tario, a little station on the C.P.R. near 

White River: ‘‘There is good fishing and 

capital hunting near here. Moose, caribou 

and bear, not to mention partridge and 

duck, but I think the fishing 1s even better 

than the shooting. We have trout, dore 

and pike in Brick and neighboring lakes, 

and I have been promised 10,000 “salmon 

trout by the government. Between North 

Bay and Lake Superior we have one of the 
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greatest stretches of virgin wilderness left, 

within easy striking distance of civiliza- 

tion.’’ 

- 
The experiment of introducing the eastern 

quail, or bob-white, into the interior of 

British Columbia, has proved a splendid 

success. In March, 1899, the Ashcroft Gun 

Club imported nine dozen quail from Kan- 

sas, and turned. them down. The dry, in- 

terior climate has proved suitable, and at 

the present moment there is very good 

quail shooting in the «erghborhood of Ash- 

croft, and the birds are increasing and ex- 

tending their range with great rapidity. 

British Columbia is Singuiarly fortunate in 

its climate, which seems to suit a greater 

number of species than does any other 

climate on this continent. 

The new fishery regulations of the Pro- 

vince of Ontario contain a_ provision of 

considerable importance to sportsmen. 

Heretofore, one dozen bass have been al- 

lowed to each rod; now the total legal 

catch is limited to eight. The size limit, 

ten inches, remains the same. The aggre- 

gate weight of brook trout that may be 

taken in one day must not exceed ten 

pounds, and no ‘greater number than thir- 

ty, notwithstanding that these fish may 

weigh less than the ten pound limit. No 

pickerel less than fifteen inches long may 

‘be basketed, nor may any mascalonge be 

taken and kept of less than thirty inches 

total length. The sale or export of speck- 

led trout, black bass and mascalonge is 

prohibited for five years. 

oa 
The June number of Bailey’s Magazine of 

Sports and Pastimes has a seasonable air 

of cricket about it. Mr. P. F. Warner fur- 

nishes the subject of the portrait and_ bio- 

graphical sketch. An article on ‘‘Cricket 

teform’’ deals in a _ vigorous, practical 

vein with certain points of modern cricket. 

Mr. G. Stein writes on ‘‘The Horse 

the Rider,’’ and Mr. Carter Platts 

tributes a sympathetic article on 

and 

con- 

Game- 

A decided novelty in the way of a_ fish 

hook is the Live Bait Fish Hook, which 

is sold by the Franklin-Harvey Co., New 

Rochelle, N. Y., whose advertisement ap 

pears in this issue. 

keepers of the old school. Borderer’s paper 

on Polo Pony Breeding will appeal to lov- 

ers of the game. ‘‘Kennel Huntsmen’’ by 
Mr. G. S. Lowe, is very readable. A ‘‘Tri- 

bute’’ to the late Mr. Fred Gale by the 

Rev. Arthur Mursell, in which occurs a 

good story of Ruskin at the Oval; ‘‘A Dry 

Fly Purist’s- Advice to a Beginner’’-; 

‘Sport with Beagles’’, together with other 

papers, complete a good number. 
<— 

ba 

A correspondent asks for particulars of 

the poisonous purple tarkspur of the foot- 

hill country. The Purple Larkspur, one of 

the poisonous plants of the ranges, grows 

about a foot high, and has purplish-colored 

flowers. The poison, as in other plants of 

the same family, is located mainly in the 

root. It appears in early spring, after the 

snow is gone, and will be found in the 

foothill uplands in the greatest profusion, 

and along the brakes and hillsides of the 

plains. In many cases it will be 

the same location as 

found in 

Death Camas, and 

blooms and dies about the same time as 

this plant. The roots are tuberous, and 

may be found clustered only a short dis- 

tance below the surface. Cattle appear to 

pull them up occasionally after rains, when 

the ground is soft, and sheep sometimes 

are ‘believed to eat them to excess, where 

there is a heavy growth of the plants. 
—— 

bd 

Almost identica! in plan with the ‘‘Color 

Key to.North American Birds’’ is ‘* North 

American Birds’ Eggs’? by Chester A. 

Reed, just published by Doubleday Page & 

Company, New York. This work, of 356 

pages, illustrates the eggs of nearly every 

species of North American bird, and will 

no doubt be much appreciated by many 

readers of this magazine. A working know- 

ledge of ornithology is becoming more 

widely spread, but the number of sports- 

men who could name a clutch of eggs is 

but a fraction of those that shoot. Except 

among collectors, few know the difference 

The G. W. Cole Company, 141 Broadway, 

N.Y., will send to any one asking for the 

same a copy of ‘*What the Big Guns in the 

Gun Business Say of 3 in 1 This little 

pamphlet contains testimonials from most 

of the more important firms manufacturing 

fire arms in the United States 



between the eggs of our most abundant 

species, yet, surely, the sportsman at least 

should know these things ? Everything a- 

bout this book shows that work has not 

been spared, in fact, has been lavished up- 

on its preparation. A delightful series of 

illustrations, from photographs, show 

many nests, and in the margin are clever 

thumbnail sketches of the birds them- 

selves. 
a= 

ad 

A volume on American Yachting, by that 

veteran yachting authority, W. P. Stevens, 

has just been issued by the Macmillans, as 

one of the series constituting the American 

Sportsman’s Library. The author has set 

down a very full and complete cecord of 

yachting in the United States, and as such 

nothing but praise can be given his work, 

but there is room for y:t another volume 

of the same series, upon construction, sail 

ing, seamanship and navigation. Starting 

with early American yachts, the author 

follows the history of the ‘‘America Cup’’ 

struggles from the initial~race in 1851 to 

the defeat of the latest Shamrock. The 

various designs of Burgess, “Herreshoff, 

Watson and Fife, are discussed by Mr. 

Stevens with his usual ability, the strong 

points of each being shown, and the de- 

fects also pointed out—for, alas, the per 

fect yacht has yet to be built. For Cana- 

dians, one of the most interesting chapters 

is that dealing with the Seawanhaka Cur 

races on Lake St. Louis. Messrs. Duggan 

and Shearwood are given full credit for the 

novel ideas they have the 

successful Canadian defenders of the Cun. 

A chapter on steam yachting in America 

completes the book. The price is $2.00. 
=> 

bd 

In a letter to Rod and Gun, Mr. J. E. 

Greiner. Engineer Bridges and Buildings, 

Baltimore, Md., says: 

“T notice in the June issue of ‘‘Rod and 

Gun in Canada’’, page 33, thet you give an 

explanation of some of the game laws in 

introduced in 

The H. H: Kiffe 

famous purveyors of excellent tackle and 

gear at low prices—a combination rare 

enough as every sportsman knows. Send to 

their New York address, 523 Kroadway, 

for one of the latest catalogues, and be 

convinced. 

Co. of New York are 

if you will assist me in obtaining a 
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the Province of Quebec, in which it is stat- 

ed that restrictions in the counties of . Ot- 

tawa and Pontiac apply only to the terri- 

tory of these counties, such as they were 

before the organization of the ‘territories 

Abbitibi, Mistassini and Ashuanipi. I have 

been endeavoring to obtain maps of Que- 

bec, which will show these territories, and 

while I have succeeded in getting from the 

Crown Lands Department a very nice map 

of the exploration surveys of 1900, these 

maps do not show either the zones or the 

territories above referred to, and I have 

not been able to secure any maps which do 

show these territories. 

As I am arranging for a party of six to 

make a canoeing and hunting trip in this 

territory, I will appreciate your kindness 

\ map 

whick will show clearly where we can hunt 

during the month of September.”’ 

We must confess that we cannot reply to 

Mr. Greiner’s question, but we hope that 

somebody who has made a life long study 

of the Quebec game laws will be able to do 

so. 
= 

bd 

After a long and _ tedious close season, 

the bass fishermen at length finds himself 

let loose from restraint and able, legally, 

to capture one of the most wily fish that 

swims—if the aforesaid fishermin be suffi- 

ciently astute. Of course it mekes a great 

difierence where you happen to do your, 

fishing. Should you go to Timagaming and 

fish in Lady Evelyn Lake Obabika 

that you small- 

mouthed black with a any 

other old thing, but if you should happen 

to do your fishing in the St. Lawrence, 

and wish to catch these old 

or 1n 

or in chain, can catch 

bass spoon, or 

any oi 

Mr. Daniel Brown, of .Thornton, R. I., 

is an inventor of much originality and 

merit. He first produced the ‘“Hummer’’, 

a device for causing a full choke to spread 

and give a cylinder’s pattern, and now he 

is bringing out a hair trigger for bolt-ac- 

tioned rifles, that seems to have merit. He 

has been working for years upon the hair 

trigger, believing that fine telescope sight 

and careful chambering and boring are of 

little value without a delicate and light 

jull-off. Those irterested should write to 

him. 



socdolagers that haunt, ‘or instance, the 

eddies caused by the abutments of the Vic- 

toria bridge, you must use live bait, and 

the thing the St. Lawrence bass loves 

MOS Gly 1S! ea silver minnow’ about 

four inches in Jength, The trouble 

generally is to procure. the silver 

minnow , the rest is easy. Certain persons 

have cornered the market on live minnows, 

and have bulled the prices to figures only 

Within reach of the wealthy, yet the case 

is by no means hopeless, because anyone 

can procure one of those glass Orvis min- 

now traps, that look like an exaggerated 

demijohn, and which seduce any minnow 

that comes along into their glassy em- 

brace. 

Joking apart : This trap is worth a score 

of minnow seins and requires but little at- 

tention. We wonder that more are not 

used. 

? 
One of the Indian pupils of the McDou- 

gall Orphange at Morley was asked to 

make a collection of mountain sheep for a 

government museum. This was his reply: 

Morley, Alberta, March 11th. 

Dear Sir.—I am very glad to hear from 

you. I told you last time I wrote to you 

we have a ‘bad colds and we will try to go 

when we get better, and sent you a letter 

to you when we shart to go. The snow is 

2 foot deep here again other thing—don’t 

‘be so hurried because I know myself the 

sheep are good yet and know they be going 

to be good longer. i think the snow is 

deeper than it here up at the mountains. 

if you going to sent an order to me_ its 

too far from here to mountains were they 

sheep, I think you have to sent me more 

than $10 i don’t mine to pay on the ani- 

mals. 1 will not tell stories. i will do it 

when the snow getting little down. i know 

what was the worth of the animal the 

inare sheep lost $35—little one $10. I will 

ask you another thing you told us. Tom 

was away to take with the railroad i 

would like to know where the railroad gos, 

Messrs. Boyd & Son, of 1683 Notre Dame 

street, Montreal, have the celebrated Mas 

assaga 'bass fly for sale, with and without 

jungle-cock cheeks. As the supply is limit 

ed, intending purchasers would do 

make a selection without 

well to 

loss of time 

t 
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where ‘they going to make the railroad if 

you don’t know ask Mrs. Tom, and tell me 

please i think she know. 

yours truly, 

Moses House. 

write please the way i write because i 

dont onderstanded very well, i am tired 

writing letters for getting nothing i alway 

write for him for nothing. you know me be- 

for you see me when you come to see him. 

Libby House. 
=> 

- 
Rev. A. E. Burke, the worthy vice-presi- 

dent of the Canadian Forestry Association 

for Prince Edward Island, takes every op- 

portunity of keeping the advantages of for- 

est growth before the public. In his presi- 

dential address ‘before the Fruit Growers’ 

Association of that province, he calls at- 

tention to the matter in the following 

words:— 

““The question of protection is becoming 

more and more vital to horticulture here. 

We have discussed it in all its bearings, on 

previous occasions, and while there has 

certainly been an awakening in some quar- 

ters to the importance of preserving the 

remnant of woods we have left, and re-af- 

foresting, the apathy of the general public 

has not by any means been totally shaken 

off. To grow fruit anywhere protection is a 

first necessity. Situated in the midst of a 

great storm-swept gulf, we are the most 

exposed community engaged in horticulture 

at all; and to be successful, must as quick- 

ly as possible replace our shelter belts and 

Se 

Hardy Bros., proprietors of the London 

and North British Works, Alnwick, are the 

largest rod and tackle manufacturers in 

Ingland. Their 1901 catalogue (which they 

will forward upon receipt of « post office 

order for 1s-6d,) contains a great amount 

of information upon flies, hooks, rods, 

reels and lines. 

The Hardy rod is renowned all over the 

world as being the ne plus ultra of achieve- 

ment in that line. The Hardy wave 

taken the American built up cane rod 2nd 

have contrived a steel sinker for it, which 

makes it practically indestructible. Those 

preferring power to extreme lightness will 

undoubtedly like the Hardy rod ‘better than 

the American — rod \ll correspondence 

cheerfully answered 

3ros. 
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restore the necessary 

forest and field. 

We have reached that stage in our pro- 

vincial life, too, when the improvement and 

embellishment of our homes by means of 

trees and flowers, and their tasteful dis- 

position, should engage our earnest atten- 

tion, so that the healthfulness, fruitful- 

ness, and loveliness of our Island home 

may be more and more in evidence. Whe 

members of this Association are especially 

pledged to forward this worthy purpose 

and it is to be hoped that their example 

may everywhere illumine the people.’ 

proportion between 

— 

- 
The following statement is made by Mr. 

J. M. Macon in regard to the timber in 

the Upper Peace River District:-- 

Very little has been said about the 

ests of the Peace river country and 

this fact it may be gathered that 

to be used for any other than 

for house- logs and fence - rails is very 

scarce. There is quite enough spruce in the 

country to furnish lumber for housebuild- 

ing purposes, but it is scattered about a- 

mong the poplar, often far’ from any 

stream that would float it to a mill and it 

will either have to be hauled to saw-mills 

or small portable mills must be moved a- 

bout the country. To say, that in the up- 

per Peace River there is not more than 

1,000,000 aeres of prairie land is only 

another way of saying that what remains 

of that great area is covered with forest or 

has been so clothed within comparatively 

recent years. Unfortunately the country 

has been again and again swept by [ire, 

until east of the mountains, there is now 
no considerable area of green timber left 

for- 

from 

timber 

purposes 

8g 

and what remains is chiefly poplar. Reter- 

ence has been made ina _ few places to 

green spruce having been seen and these are 

the only places where it is to be found 

in other than the scantiest quantities, 

Careful enquiry among those who know the 

country between Dunvegan and St. John 
and between Grande Prairie and the Pine 

and Peace Passes, confirmed the reports 

that practically the whole of the forest 

has been ‘destroyed by fire. East of the 

mountains there is no white pine, though 
it is frequently stated that there is. What 

is in ignorance taken for it is jack pine, 

but even of this there 's very little. 

- 
Natural History, issued 

by Doubleday, Page & Co., the author j 

which is Mr. W. T. Hornaday, director of 

the New York Zoological Gardens, is one 

of the most fascinating works that has 

come into our hands for a very long time. 

It is a comprehensive work; a thoroughly 

well illustrated work, and, moreover, it 

comes from the pen of a writer who knows 

his subject as few other men know it. 

Nearly every beast, and fowl, and fish that 

is known to science, as ‘an inhabitant of 

the North American continent, is here 

described and all the commoner species are 

shown in the illustrations. One realizes 

what vast strides the science of natural 

history has made when one looks back to 

the books that had vo suffice but a few 

years ago. Photography has helped largely, 

and the institution of zoological gardens, 

such as the one over which Mr. Hornaday 

so ably presides, have done still more 

toward giving us a greater and more inté 

mate knowledge of the lower creation. 

The American 

Using firearms does not necessarily mean 

to hunt game, kill and destroy. Target 

practice is a sport the fascinations of 

which are rapidly becoming more apprecia- 

ted and can be enjoyed by young and oli 

of either sex. | 

There are a number of excellent bowlers, 

golfers, tennis players, etc., among the 

fair sex—in fact, the masculine province of 

outdoor sport is more and more invaded by 

the athletic young lady of the period. It is 

a gratifying sign of the times that ‘‘hit- 

ting the bull’s eye’ at target practice is 
now claiming the attention of the outdoor 

girl, and there is certainly no more bene- 

ficent sport or exercise. 

“Looking for new worlds to conquer’’ 

and the persistent efforts made by the J. 

Stevens Arms and Tool Company, Chicopee 

Falls, Mass., makers of the famous Stev- 

ens Firearms, in advocating this delightful 

recreation, are main factors for the extra- 

ordinary interest among the fair sex in 

target shooting. To be properly equipped 

means the adoption of Stevens rifles and 

pistols—these arms hold more records than 

all other makes combined, and cost no 

more. 
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The ordinary natural history, dealing as 

the animals of the whole 

world must necessarily be a mere sketch, 

but in the present instance the self im- 

posed limitation of his task has enabled 

the author to deal with his subject in an 

unusually comprehensive way. As an_ in- 

stance in point, the chapter dealing with 

the wild sheep of the continent may be 

mentioned. Mr. Hornaday has _ already 

published a monograph of the wild sheep, 

and has made an especially profound study 

of the characteristics of the various spe- 

cies. In fact, there is no living naturalist 

with a better working knowledge of these 

interesting animals, consequently, Mr. 

Hornaday has been able to give us an un- 

usually valuable contribution upon the 

wild sheep of this continent. Dalls’ white 

mountain sheep, Stones’ darker colored 

animal, Fannin’s queerly marked species, 

and the great, lordly-headed type animal 

from the country about the head of the 

North Saskatchewan, are all admirably 

described and illustrated. 

And so with many other species ; hence 

we feel justified in saying that no work on 

North American natural history is more 

worthy of a place on the shelves of the 

sportsman naturalist than the one under re- 

view. The ‘book issued from the press of 

Chas. Scribner’s Sons, New York. 

Sd 
The Bench Show committee of the Toron- 

it does with 

to Exhibition have claimed the dates of 

September 5th to 10th for their show this 

year, and it is their intention to make it 

a record-breaker as far as Canada is con- 

cerned, at any rate. Canadian Kennel Club 

rules will govern. In response to a circu- 

lar letter sent out by the chairman, Mr. 

John G. Kent, asking for suggestions from 

exhibitors as to how the show might be 

improved, a great many good ones have 

been received, and a number of them will 

be acted upon, so that some quite new fea- 

{ures may be looked for. The committee 

has been broadened out quite a ‘bit and all 

the prominent breeds have a well-known 

fancier representing them, so that no breed 

will be exploited at the expense of the 

others. A number of new classes have been 

added and the prize list augmented to the 

three hundred dollars, extent of two or 

and a novel feature will be the Green: 

Class, which is intended for new beginners. 

(No dog which has ever’ won a first, sec- 

ond or third prize, or whose owner has 

ever won a first, second or third prize 

with any dog owned by him or her at any 

recognized show, can compete.) This should 

be a very popular class with many ‘‘one- 

dog’’ owners. The committee is to be con- 

gratulated upon having the honor of in- 

troducing to the American public two very 

celebrated English judges, Mr. Desmond 

O’Connell and Mr. M. Maxwell. Mr. O’Con- 

nell is one of the oldest fanciers in Eng- 

land at the present day, a member of the 

English Kennel Club Committee, a judge 

sought aiter by the best English shows, 

and a breeder of great reputation. Mr. 

Maxwell also holds a very high place in the 

esteem of the English fancy and is sure to 

make a reputation for himself on this side 

of the water amongst those who do not 

know him by name already. Their classes 

have not yet been finally decided, but Mr. 

O'Connell will probably take Smooth, Fox 

and Welsh Terriers, while Mr. Maxwell] 

will take Wire-haired Fox Terriers and a 

number. of the breeds usually taken by an 

all-round judge. For Sporting Spaniels 

Mr. L. Farewell of Toronto has been in- 

duced to enter the ring for the first time. 

This fact will be hailed with delight ‘by 

the ‘‘cocker’’ men, as Mr. Farewell is a 

gentleman of continental repute, both as 

breeder and exhibitor, and has the eye 

that can quickly pick out the best. The 

committee feel flattered to think that he 

has honored them by consenting to judge, 

as, though asked by many show commit- 

tees on the other side to act in this capa- 

city, he has always refused. It is safe to 

say that this feature alone of the Bench 

Show will be worth travelling a long way 

to see, as, from. present indications, the 

largest entry of Cockers that the world 

ever saw will be at Toronto in 1904. The 

ever popular Mr. W. P. Fraser of ‘‘Match- 

maker’? fame, will take the Irish and Scot- 

tish Terriers, and Dr. C. Y. Ford, of 

Kingston, collies, old English sheep dogs, 

etc. To this list have yet to be added 

one or two names for some special breeds. 

A new feature will be the Collie trials for 

sheep penning, which will be an attraction 

on educational lines for the young farmer. 
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FOR THE MAN AND THE WOMAN WHO 
KNOW there's no light rifle like the MARLIN .22 

Y repeater, for either target shooting or small 

game, because it has MARLIN accuracy. If you shoot 

this means everything. The Solid Top, with its wall 

of metal always between vou and the cartridge, and the 

Side Ejector are original MARLIN features, which make 

it the safest to handle as well as the surest. 

AN WARES \ sk 

It shoots 

short, long and long-ritle cartridges without any change- 

The MARLIN 16-gauge Shotguns are the smallest 

and lightest repeating guns manufactured. A 

well-balanced gun of great accuracy. 

loads safely and well. 

new, 

Handles stiff 

Write us about any particular repeating rifle or 

shotgun needs you have. Our 1904 Catalogue— 

300 illustrations—and our Experience Book, that 

tells what MARLINS are doing the world over, free 

for three stamps to pay postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS Co., 

67 Willow St.,New Haven, Conn. 
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SAIL AND SWEEP The Pelman System training” 
Requires only a few minutes daily, and isso simple - 

Yachting Motor Boating child can master it. Mr. Pelman's books, “ Mema 

C: ino ory training; its Laws and their Application to 
anoeing Practical Life,” and ‘‘The Natural Wayto Learna 

: k ; Language,” sent FREE by -mail, postpaid. Write 

The most beautiful magazine right now—before you forget it. The Pelman School 
¢ of Memory Training, 1698 Masonic Tempbe, Chicago. 

in the world. 

One Dollar fer Year. Established 1855. 

SAIL AND SWEEP, mo) Bell & Prichard 
J. H. MARTIN yions” 

and Wri. OAK Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

Guides and Hunters of many years 2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 

experience in the Rocky Mountains. Opposite Cook's Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG » - 

GENTLE SADDLE AND PACK HORSES 

Horses to Hire by the Day or Hou FISHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT 

* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the 
perso ly accor é t % "5, Satisfact tA Dy “Vv MN, Will personaly ere Pee BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 
~ 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

climbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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Kingsville Gun Club. 

The Kingsville Gun Club was organized 

in 1896 with a membership of over fifty. 

Kingsville is in the centre of a good quail, 

duck and partridge country and there was 

consequently a lot of good material ready 

to hand for the formation of a live club. 

Trap shooting was a novelty then and at- 

tracted the members and our weekly shoots 

the first year were very well attended. 

Then as the prices of ammunition advanced 

a great many felt their pockets touched a 

have had to be obtained and the present 

situation of the club is on a beautiful spot 

overlooking Lake Erie in the midst of an 

artificial park. 

In October, 1898, the club suffered a se- 

vere blow in the accidental death of one 

of its promoters and best shots, in the 

person of William E. Miner (Ted.). The 

Miner Brothers, Jack and Ted, were the 

most active in the organization of the club 

and did more than any others to shove it 

KINGSVILLE GUS CLUWS TOURNAMENT, JUNE 30th AND JULY Ist, 1899. 

little too heavy and gradually dropped out 

of the race. <A few of the hot members 

continued to keep up their practice and the 

club is vet in) a good healthy condition, 

both financially and in shooting ability, 

The grounds were originally situated on 

the property of the Mettawas summer ho 

were within a 

with a 

owing to a change in 

grounds 

tel and 

railway 

ground. 

ownership of the 

station, perfect back 

This year 
property new 

stone’s throw of the 

- northern 

along. Not only were these boys always 

among the highest in the score, but they 

were at home at all kinds of small and 

big game hunting. Perhaps as all round 

shot gun and rifle shots, and as masters 

of woodcraft and all the details of game 

hunting and getting, they were unsurpassed 

in the Province. It was on one of their 

{rips after big game that Ted 

accidentally shot in the head by a 

rifle in the hands of a companion whom he 

Was 
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Was initiating in the mysteries of big game 

hunting. 

The club was organized in old Gold Dust 

days, this powder being introduced to the 

club by F. H. Conover, now Dupont rep- 

resentative of Leamington, but when the 

gun of our President, Dr. McKenzie, blew 

up with a dose of this stuff in it, the 

shooters stampeded to the more reliable 

nitros. 

The club have for years shot over a Ma- 

gautrap, although they keep in _ reserve 

their old expert traps. At tournaments ve 

have for some time adopted the sliding 

handicap, 16-20 yards, our club believing 

that 20 yards is about the limit for «ma- 

teur handicapping, unless one wants to 

kill the sport by discouraging the shooters. 

The present officers of the club have been 

in office since the inception of the club, 

J. F. MINER 

Captain Kingsville Gun Club. 

viz., Dr. S. A. King, hon. president; »Dr. 

McKenzie, president; J. T. Miner; Captain, 

W. A. Smith, secretary-treasurer. 

Through the kindness, first of Dr. S. A. 

King of Kingsville, who, having in his 

early days been a famous field shot in this 

locality, has always taken a kindly inter- 

est in our Club, and sscondly, of J. A. 

Auld, Esq., M.P.P., for South Essex, two 

handsome trophies, representing county 

championships, have been put up for com- 

petition. The King trophy ,was put up first 

as a target trophy and was won by Dr. 

Perdue, now of Chatham, with 54 out of 

50 singles and 10 pairs, after shooting off 

the tie with W.. A. Smith. .Afterwards in 

a challenge contest the latter won the tro- 

phy after a stiff race with 55. Having held 

the trophy for a year, Mr. Smith became 

the owner of the trophy, but put it into 

competition again as a live bird as well as 

target cup. The race was reduced to 25 

single targets, or 25 pigeons or 50  spar- 

rows. It was won by A. W. Reid, Walker- 

ville, at targets, then by J. E. Pastorius, 

Kingsville, at sparrows, then by E. C. 

Clark, Walkerville, at pigeons. In open 

competition for it at pigeons it was won 

by Thomas Reid, Esq., Walkerville, who 

has carried a chip on his shoulder ever 

since without any one venturing to knock 

it off. The Auld trophy was handsome 

gold buttons, put up as a county cham- 

pionship at targets. It was won first by 

W. A. Smith with a score of 24 ex 25, 

and afterwards by A. W. Reid, Walker- 

ville, twice, with scores of 23 and 24, he 

thus becoming the owner. 

Ido not know of any further items of 

W. A. SMITH, 

Sec.-Treas. Kingsville Gun Club 

interest in connection with our club that I, 

can give you. We have had rather more 

than our share of success in team shoots, 

but no official is available of these 

and so I will venture to speak from 

memory. 

I have before me some of the old scores 

made by the members in the early days 

and it is interesting to see how the stand- 

ard of excellence ran from 50 per cent. up 

the scale until if a shooter did not get 80 

per cent. or better at practice he felt that 

he was away off. I do not think I have 

\be2n prouder of any score I ever made than 

my first one of 50 per cent., and when, al- 

ter months of practice, I made 16 out of 

25, which, also, happened to be the high- 

est that day, I felt very ‘‘chesty.” 

POMAR. 

record 

not 
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F. H. Conover, the Canadian representa- 

tive for DuPont’s Smokeless Powder has 

asked the Editor of the Trap Department 

to advise the secretaries of the gun clubs 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

vited to compete on Tuesday, June 14th, 

for a prize in the shape of a year’s sub- 

scription to Rod & Gun in Canada, kindly 

donated by the publishers as a feature of 

the annual tournament, but received too 

late for that event. Six members entered 

tournaments and special events held by the competition. Several others were pre- 

their clubs during the present season. vented by business from being present. The 

ry race was at 25 birds and to equalize the 

AVERAGES REPORTED. shooters was a handicap by distance. All, 

however, were awarded 16 yards except W. 

throughout Canada that he will be pleased 

to receive programmes of their annual 

Ridgetown, Ont., May 20—F. H. Con- A. Smith, who shot from the 20 yard 

over, 1st general averag> 132 out of 150 mark. The prize was won by Gordon Wigle 

targets; shooting DuPont Smokeless. with the good score of 21. The following 

is the score:—Smith 20, Gordon Wigle 21, 

Wilfrid Duggan 19, W. Malott 15, Byron 

Wigle 18, Monroe Wigle 16. 

May 24.—Forest H. 

Ont., first general 

Kingsville,  Ont., 

Conover of Leamington, 

average, 138 out of 150 targets. High am- 

ateur, A. Reid of Walkerville, Ont., 138 + 

out of 150. Second general average, W. WINNIPEGS WON FIRST TEAM SHOOT 

A. Smith of Kingsville, Ont., 131 out of 

150. Third general average, F. S. Moss of The Winnipeg gun club won from their 

Leamington, Ont., 125 out of 150. All rivals, the Fort Garrys, on June 2 in the 

used DuPont Smokeless. first team shoot of the season by the cred- 

+ itable margin of 15. birds, the aggregate 

ROD AND GUN PRIZE SHOOT scores being 157 to 142. The match was 

shot at the Fort Garry traps, which are 
Members of Kingsville Gun Club were in- in splendid working order. There was a 

poet eee 

SHOOTING AT BRANTFORD 

a 
: 

The Annual Tournament 
OF THE DOMINION TRAP SHOOTERS 

AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

WILL BE HELD AT 

BRANTFORD, ONT.,, AUGUST 10th, lth, 12th 

The most.comfortable and the quickest route to Brantford is by the 

= Canadian Pacific Railway 
Ea, via HAMILTON and through the GARDEN OF CANADA 
7 

ie TWO HOURS FROM ‘TORONTO 

ae THREE HOURS FROM BUFFALO 
EZ FREQUENT TRAINS EACH WAY EVERY DAY 

Ea Robt. Kerr, Passenger ‘Traffle Manager, Montreal 

Tinceeemnconnentenenueenine nL Le 
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large crowd present, who manifested much 

interest in the contest. A heavy northeast 

wind was blowing, which made the shoot- 

ing very difficult indeed, this accounting for 

the havoc wrought with the scores of many 

of the cracks. It is a long time since some 

of them have had so many misses over the 

traps.. Following were the scores:— 

Winnipeg—Andrew 19, Lightcap 21, Cad- 

ham 11, McKay 19, Lemon 15, Wellband 

15, Spence 16, Whitla 138, Sutton 16. To- 

tal 157. 

Fort Garrys—Holiday 

Britton 5, Simpson 20, Mulvey 12, Bell 

13, Girdlestone 12, Johnson 18, Putnam 

13, Armytage 11. Total 142. 

20; Alder 18: 

od 
sl. HUBBERS KEEP TROPHY Am 

HOME. 

Ottawa, June 6.—The Montreal Challenge 

Cup remains with the St. Hubert’s Gun 

Club of Ottawa. In the match between 

teams of the Montreal and St. Hubert Gun 

Clubs, on the grounds’ of the latter, the 

former was defeated by a score of 51 to 

60. The following is the result in detail: 

Montreal Team—W. mcDuff 10, D. J. 

Kearney 8, N. Candlish 10, E. C. Eaton 

10" R: Redman miss Mowal od. 

St. Hubert’s Team—W. L. Cameron 11, 

F. A. Heney 13, J. N. Deslaurier 13, W. 

J. Heney 12, A. W. Throop 11. Total 60. 

The score made by St. Hubert’s team is 

the largest in the history of the competi- 

tion for the cup. 

The other events were:— 

15 birds, unknown angles—J. N. Deslaur- 

iers 13: C. Aubim@tow Neb. Cameron 12; 

Lyon 12, F. A. Heney 12, A. W. Throop 

11, F. Eaton 210, N: Candlish 9, Kearney 

9, W. Sianey 9, D. Candlish 7. 

10 birds, unknown 

J. Deslauriers 8, F. 

ReaD aton) ine 

Throop 7, W. J. Heney 7, G. HBardale 7, 

C. Panet 6, N. Candlish 5,- Kearney 5, D. 

Candlish 5, W. Slaney 5. 

10 birds, known angles:— W. L. Camer- 

on 10, C. Rancho: WW. Throop 9, C: 

Aubin 9, Lyon 9, J. N. Deslauriers 8, F-. 

A. Heney 8, E. L. Harwood 8, Kearney 8, 

f’. Eaton 8, W. J. Heney 7, W. Slaney 6, 

O. Dionne 6, G. Eardale 6. 

angles—C. Aubin 10, 

A. Heney 8, Lyon 8, 

We Cameron 7, A. W. 

xiil 

HAMILTON GUN CLUB SHOOT. 

Scores made on Saturday, June 18. At 

the Hamilton gun club grounds on Satur- 

day afternoon the first of the series of 

shoots for the trophy presented to the club 

by the Hunter Arms Company of Fulton, 
New York, was held. The trophy is for a 
one hundred bird race, twenty-five to be 
shot each second Saturday. The 

Saturday were as follows:— 

First Event—10 

scores on 

bird race—Hunter 8, 
“Frank”? 7, Wilson 8, Fietcher 9, Upton 
a Cline 9, Thomson 10, Crawford 6, 
Hunt 7, DuBray 6, Green 7, Horning 6, 
Bowron 4, ‘‘Ben It’’ 6, ‘Coffin’? 7, Wark 
6, Hogan 5, Dean 7, Lee 7. 

Second Event—25 bird Trophy—Hunter 
21, ‘‘Frank’’ 21, Wilson 21, Fletcher 18, 
Upton 19, Cline 14, Thomson 13, Crawford 
20, Hunt 17, DuBray 17, Green 18, Horn- 
ing 18, Bowron 11, ‘Ben It”? 14, Clifford 
16, Wark 14, Hogan 8, Dean 12, Lee 12. 
Third Event—15 bird sweep—Hunter 14, 

“Frank” 13, Wilson 11, Fletcher 11, Up- 

ton 11, Cline 13, Thomson 13, Crawford 9, 

Hunt 11, DuBray 12, Green 10, Bowron 

MP Chitordss. “Coffin? 8. Dean 6: 

+. 
ANNUAL TOURNAMENT MAPLE CITY 

GUN CIUB: 

The annual tournament of the Maple City 

Gun Club was held in Chatham, Ont., on 

June 1st and 2nd, during the Old Boys’ 

Re-union. The tournament opened on June 

1st and was concluded on the 2nd. The 

weather was not all that could be deserv- 

ed and as a consequence the attendance of 

shooters from a distance was interfered 

with. On account of the Old Boys’ Re-un- 

FOX HOUNDS 
‘Three couples imported English fox hounds, 

four couples voung hounds, all hunt in pack 

under thorough control, road or field, older 

ones very clever and true, the younger ones 

of great promise and grand voice. Two 

bitches in whelp to crack dog. Breeding, 

quality, type and performance of this pack 

unsurpassed in America, great opportunity 

to hunt club forming or wanting new blood. 

$250.00 lot, a sacrifice to close. 

ADAII BECK, [1. F. H. 
London Hunt Club, London, Canada, 
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ion many of the local shooters were unable 

to he present. 

As it was, however, the club is to be 

congratulated upon the manner in which 

they conducted their tournament to which 

the unruffled refereeing of N. P. Leach of 

Montreal and the aid tendered by F. H. 

Conover contributed in no small way. 

H. D. Bates of Ridgetown won the Daily 

News trophy. and also the high average, 

killing 304 out of a possible 325 birds. 

Canvasback from the marsh took the sec- 

ond high average prize with 294 birds. 

H. Scane of Ridgetown, D. McMackon, 

Highgate; F. H. Conover, Kingsville; J. 

J. Moore, Chatham; W. Hollingshead, Dut- 

ton; J. Oldershaw, Chatham, shot through 

the entire events, and ranked for high av- 

erage in the order mentioned. 

KINGSVILLE GUN CLUB. ANNUAL 

TOURNAMENT. 

The seventh. annual tournament of the 

Kingsville Gun Club was held on the new 

club grounds on the ‘‘Coventry’’ Kingsville 

property on Tuesday, May 24th. The day 

was a perfect one and some very good 

scores were made. The attendance was not 

as large as might have been expected ow- 

ing to the busy season among the farmers, 

but those present had an enjoyable day and 

were loud in their praises of the beautiful 

grounds on which the club now have the 

privilege of shooting. High average was 

won by A. W. Reid, Walkerville, closely 

followed by F. H. Conover, Leamington, 

representative of Dupont Smokeless Pow- 

der Co. 

The programme consisted of ten 

of fifteen targets each. An extra event at 

15 targets was shot off in which ie wv. 

Scane, Ridgetown, made a clean score. 

The score:— 

events 

nn 
—————— 

The Junior Single 

Shot 

market by the Savage Arms Company, Ut 

N.Y. It shoots Gass, 

and long rifle cartridges and, as with all 

Savage 22 Caliber 

tifle has just been placed on the 

ica the short, long i] 

Savage rifles, has some new mechanical 

T IN CANADA 

Event No. 1.—W. A. Smith, Kingsville, 

14, A. W. Reid, Walkerville, 15; Fred Moss 
of Leamington, 15; F. H. Conover, Leam- 

ington, 138, J. M. Scane, Ridgetown, 12; 

W. Malott, Kingsville, 13; W. Duggan, 

Kingsville, 14; J. T. Miner, Kingsville, 13 

Event No. 2.—W. A. Smith 10, A. W. 

Reid 15, Fred Moss 138, F. H. Conover 14, 

J. M. Scane 13, W. Malott 10, W. Duggan 

12, Dr. McKenzie 12. 

Kivent No. 3.—W. A. Smith 14, A.W. 

Reid 13, F. H. Conover 15, J. M. Scane 

11, W. Malott 13, J. T. Miner 14, Dr. Mec= 

Kenzie 12, Fred Moss 9. 

Event No. 4.—W. A. Smith 11, A. W. 

Reid 13, Fred Moss 14, F. H. Conover 14, 

J. M. Scane 10, W. Malott 11, Dr. McKen- 

ZAKS 13}. 

Event No. 5.—W. A. Smith 11, A. W. 

Reid 12, Fred. Moss 11, F. H. Conover 138, 

J. M. Scane 7, W. Malott 7, W. Duggan 

12, A. Green 13. 

Event No. 6.—W. A. Smith 14, A. W. 

Reid 13, Fred Moss 12, F. H. Conover 

13, J. M. Scane 7, W. Malott 9, W. Dug- 

aehoy slat, AN, (Gracie kate 

Event No. ‘7—W. A. Smith 14, A. W. 

Reid 14, Fred Moss 13, F. H. Conover 14, 

J. M. Scane 12, H. Malott 12, W. Duggan 

9, C. June 10, Dory Wigle 10. 

Event No. 8.—W. A. Smith 18, A. W. 

Reid 15, Fred Moss 12, F. H. Conover 12, 

J. Vie seane 122° W- Malott 10, Dri wie 

Kenzie 13, C.: June 11, Dory Wigle 14) 

Frank Stotts 11, Thomas Totten 5. 

Event No 9.—W. A. Smith 15, A. W. 

Reid 14, Fred Moss 13, F. H. Conover 13, 

J. M. Scane 13, W. Malott 12, Dr. McKen- 

Event No. 10—W. A. Smith 15, A. W. 

Reid 14, Fred Moss 18, F. H. Conover 15, 

J. M. Scane 11, W. Malott 11, W. Duggan 

zie 9, Frank Stotts 8. 

features. It is an excellent little gun to 

take into camp with you , or on your va- 

companion piece to your ‘big 

pack 
cation as a 

game rifle. It into your 

and is well worth the price for which it 

sells—namely, $4.00 The same ‘f Savage 

Quality’? all through 

goes nicely 
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10, Dr. McKenzie 11, Frank Stotts 11, 

Thomas Totten 9, Norman Beeman 10. 

The six high totals were—W. A. Smith 

131, A. W. Reid 139, Fred Moss 125, F. 

H. Conover 136, J. M. Scane 108, W. Mal- 

ott 108. 

od 
SPRINGWOOD GUN CLUB ANNUAL 

TOURNAMENT. 

About a dozen of the trap shooting cen- 

tres of the western portion of Ontario 

were represented at the big annual tourna- 

ment of the Springwood Gun Club, Lon- 

don, on June 16 and 17. The attendance 

was in every way more: satisfactory than 

on any previous occasion, the marksmen 

being representative of the best shooting 

talent of the west, while every event was 

well filled. 

The Labatt trophy, emblematic of tie 

amateur championship of the west, was t.e 

most important evert of the tournay.:2nt 

and was keenly contested for. The grounds 

on Wellington street north were in the very 

best of shape, and the visitors were loud 

in their praises upon the completeness of 

every detail. Following were the outside 

marksmen who were in attendance:—Con- 

over, Leamington; Bates, C. Scane, H. 

Scane, Ridgetown; Mitchell, Westbrook, 

Brantford; Eustis, Conway, Hollingshead, 

Dutton; Koehler, Tyrconnell; Buck, Blen- 

heim; Kimball, Komoka; Maynard, Wood- 

stock: O’Dell, St. Thomas; Bake, Port 

Stanley, -and Newson, Dexter, besides 

whom six were in attendance from Hamil- 

ton to shoot for the Labatt trophy. 

The top score for the first day wade by 

Buck, of Blenheim, Conover’s score of 99 

not counting on account of his being clas >3- 

ed as a professional, with 87 out of a pos- 

sible 100. H. Scane, Westbrook, Mitchell 

and Bates were close behind him. The pos- 

sible in events Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 6 was 15 

each. In the third and fifth events it was 

twenty. Following are the complete 

scores for the first day:— 

Event 1.—15 targets—Conover 13, Bates 

13, Mitchell 11, Eustis 10, Conway 13, 

Westbrook 14, H. Scane 14, McIutyre 7, 

C. Seane 13, Koehler 11, Buck 11, Kim- 

ball 6, Screaton 10, Maynard 11, Nichol- 

son 7, Hollingshead 8. 

Event No. 2—Conover 15, Bates 18, 

Mitchell 13, Austis 14, Conway 11, West- 

brook 14, H. Scane 10, McIntyre 8, C. 

Scane 7, Koehler 13, Buck 15, Screaton 

8, Maynard 9, Hollingshead 12, Gibson 14, 

Tillman 11, Brown 9, Gurd 9, Brock 11, 

Anderson 8. 

Event No. 3—Conover 16, Bates 18, Mit- 

chell 20, Eustis 14, Conway 14, Westbrook 

18, H. Scane 19, C. Scane 16, Koehler 12, 

Buck 19, Kimball 10, Screaton 13, Hol- 

lingshead 17, Tillman 12, Brock 11, O’Dell 

hate 

Event No. 4—Conover 13, Bates 13, Mit- 

chell 10, Eustis 12, Conway 11, West- 

brook 11, H. Scane 10, Koehler 11, Buck 

11, Kimball 9, Screaton 12, Maynard 8, 

Nicholson 4, Hollingshead 12, Gibson 10, 

Brown 8, Brock 13, Anderson 8, O’Dell 14, 

MacBeth 8, Bake 4, Newson 13. 

Event No. 5—Conover 18, Bates 17, 

Mitchell 20, Eustis 12, Conway 16, West- 

prook 17, H. Scane 15, C. Scane 15, Koeh- 

ler 13, Buck 17, Kimball 7, Screaton 11, 

Maynard 6, Hollingshead 15, Gibson 138, 

Anderson 14, O’Dell 12, Bake 13, Newson 

16, Webb 14. 

Event No. 6—Conover 15, Bates 11, Mit- 

chell 12, Eustis 13, Conway 12, Westbrook 

12, H. Scane 15, C. Scane 10, Koehler 14, 

Buck 14, Screaton 8, Nicholson 5, Hol- 

lingshead 11, Tillman 13, Brown 9, Brock 

12, Anderson 9, O’Dell 12, Newson 10, 

Webb 14. 

Second Day’s Shoot. 

The Labatt trophy was won by Mitchell, 

the crack marksman from Brantford. The 

contest formed the star event of the tourn- 

ament. It was a hotly contested match. 

Mitchell making 24 out of a possible 20. 

This feat was equalled by Conover, the 

professional from Leamington, but he was 

ineligible for the prize. Bates, the Ridge- 

town crack, H. Scane, Smith and Singer 

were all only one behind, and a number of 

others were close up, the complete scores 

in this match being os 1 llows:—Conover 

24, Westbrook 22, Bates 23, Conway D2). 

H. Scane 23, Mitchell 24, C. Scane 21, 

Thomson 20, Buck 22, Moore 22, Tillman 

19, Smith 23, Singer 23, Paulucci 16, Mc- 

Mackon 21, Screaton 19, Parker 18, J. 

Scane 21, Nicholson 10, Alberts 12, Glov- 

er 21, Bissett 21, Simcox 14, Balkwill 17, 

Reed 12. 

scores for 

Anderson 10, 

The total both days’ shoot- 
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ing were as follows:—Bates of Ridgetown, 
winning the ‘high average’ prize with a 
total of 259. The first figure is the total 
for the first day’s shooting and the second 
the total for the secona day’s, the third 
being the grand total for the whole tourn- 
ament:—Conover (trade representative) 90 

and 171, 261; Bates, 85 and 174, 259 ; 
Mitchell, 86 and 166, 252: H. Scane, 87 
and 166, 253; C. Secane, 71 and 141, 212: 

Buck, 87 and 155, 242; Westbrook, 86 and 
156, 242; Screaton, 62 and 133, 195. 

Twelve events were shot the second day, 
the seventh on the programme being the 
Labatt match. All but the latter had pos- 
sibles of 15, the possible in the Labatt be- 
ing 25. The scores for the day were as 
follows:— 

Event No. 1, 15 birds—Conover 14, West- 
brook 12, Bates 15, Conway 9, McCall 13h 

H. Scane 13, Mitchell 11, C. Scane 13, 
Thomson 10, Buck 7, Moore 10, Webb 10, 

Tillman 9, Smith 12, Singer 9, Paulucci 
11, MacMackon 14, Sereaton 1, Robinson 
11, Fraser 10. 

Event 2—Conover 13, Westbrook 14, 

Bates 14, Conway 12, McCall 13, H.Scane 

13, Mitchell 15, C. Seane 6, Thomson 11, 

Buck 13, Moore 13, Webb 12, Tillman 11, 

Smith 13, Singer 10, Paulueci 9, MacMack- 

on 14, Screaton 9, Robinson 10, Newson 

ii, Dye 9) (Brockes: 

Event 38.—Conover 13, Westbrook 13, 

Bates 13, Conway 9, McCall 9, H. Scane 

13. Mitchell 11, C. Scane 13, Thomson 14, 

Buck 13, Moore 11, Webb 14, Tillmann 11, 

Smith 12, Singer 12, Paulucci G6, MacMa..k- 

on 11, Screaton 12, Robinson 10, Tyv 12, 

Parker 14, J. Scane 9. 

Event No. 4—Conover 15, Westbrook 10, 

Bates 13, Conway 11, McCall 15, H.Scane 

15, Mitchell 14, C. Scane 12, 

Buck 12, Moore 11, Webb 10, Smith 12, 

Singer 11, MacMackon 14, Screaton 12, 

Robinson 8, Newson 11, Tye 11, J. Scane 

10, Nicholson 10, Neville 8, Alberts 15. 

Kvent 5.—Conover 14, Westbrook 14, 

Bates 15, Conway 8, McCall 10, H. Scane 

13, Mitchell 13, C. Scane 8, Thomson 11, 

Buck 14, Moore 14, Webb 11, Smith 15, 

Paulucci 6, MacMackon 12, Screaton 8, Tye 

10, J. Seane 13, Nicholson 6 

vent No. 10, Westbrook 9, 

Bates 14, Conway Scane 14, Mit 
chel] 18) C. Thomson 18, Buck 

Thomson 12, 

’ 

6.—Conover 

12, Hi 

Scane 138, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

11, Moore 9, Webb 9, Smith 12, Singer 

13, Paulueci 10, MacMackon 13, Screaton 

14, Tye 11, J. ‘Scane 1, slealey 9: 

Event 7—Labatt Match, 

Conover 24, Westbrook 22, Bates 28, Con- 

way 22, H. Scane 23, Mitchell 24, C. 

Scane 21, Thomson 20, Buck 22, Moore 22, 

Tillman 19, Smith 23, 1s’aulucci 16, Mac- 

Miackon ©2ie5Screaton® 19, Parkersais sale 

Scane 21, Nicholson 10, Alberts 12, Glov- 

er 21, Bissett 21, Simcox 14, Balkwill 17, 

Anderson 10, Reid 12. 

Event 8.—Conover 14, Westbrook 18, 

Bates 13, Conway vy, nm. Scane 13; Mit- 

chell 15, C. Scane 9, Thomson 6, Buck 138, 

Moore 12, Webb 12, Smith 13, Paulucci 

10, MacMackon 11, Screaton 12, Tye 11, 

J. Scane 11, Healey 6, Anderson 8, Gurd 

8. 

25 targets— 

<vent 9—Conover 14, Westbrook 9, 

Bates 13,, Hl Scane 11, Mitchell.13, 1G 

Scane 12, Buck 12, Moore 13, Webb 11, 

Smith 12,  Paulucci 6, MacMackon 9Q, 

Screaton 13, Tye 13, Parker 10, J. Scane 

Oe Sim COx alae 

Event 10—Conover 15, Westbrook 15, 

Bates 14, H.. Scane 13, Mitchell 14, C. 

Secane 10 Buck 14, Moore 10, Webb 8, 

Smith 11, Paulucci 8, MacMackon 18, 

Screaton 8, Tye 6, J. Scane 12, Healey 4, 

Balkwill 18, Anderson 10, Reed 7, Gurd 

iS}, 

Event 11—Conover 12, Westbrook 12, 

Bates 12, H. Scane 13, Mitchell 8) CG: 

Scane 11, Buck 12, Moore 14, Webb 10, 

Smith 14, Paulucci 4, MacMackon 18, 

Screaton 13, J. Scane’ 11, Nicholson 9, 

Simcox 9, Anderson 9, Reed 12. 

Event 12—Conover 13, Westbrook 13, 

Bates 15, H. Scane 12, Mitchell 15, C. 

Scane 13, Buck 12, Moore 14, Webb 14, 

Smith 12, Paulucci 12, MacMackon 12, 

Screaton 9, J. Scane 12, Anderson 4. 

There were good crowds in attendance 

both days, and the contests were most 

keen. The visiting marksmen were loud in 

their expressions of appreciation of the 

kindness shown them, and the efforts put 

forth for their entertainment. They echar- 

acterized the local grounds as among the 

most complete in the province. To secre- 

tary Bert Glover and his able corps of as- 

sistants is due a large measure of credit 

the successful conducting of the tourn- 

ament 

for 
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Vacation Days 

| The Kodaker has all the va- 

KODA K cation delights that others have— 

: 
And and has pictures besides. 

' y there’s pleasure in the making as 

DA S wella inthe possessing of Kodak 

pictures. 

Every step is simple now. No dark-room at any stage of 
the work and better results than ever. 

KODAKS from $5.00 to $97.00. 
_ The 1904 Catalogue is an fe 

onumemiohn Canadian Kodak Co., rimitea 
of the Kodak. Free at the TORONTO, CANADA. 
Dealers or by mazl. 
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1 ceiranednteunnts, Deine, ; 

ane KAAUCAG 
th, 

1000 pouse 
Ae Bay, N. Y. = 

Lawrence River, 
a 

Opens JUNE 18, 1904 

3 | Golf, Tennis, ‘Bowie Fishing 

and all out door amusements. 

SUPERIOR CUSINE AND_ SERVICE. 

2a Write for Booklet. rE 

O. G. STAPLES, 
Owner and Proprietor. 

jh, at pant UARp IAD 

9 ‘ very pp an knows the value of dry 

"dl u son S ay : matches. They’re always a comfort; 
sometimes they save lives 

is MARBLE’S Company fH WATERPROOF MATCHBOX 
is the only waterproof matchbox evec offered 

Has had over 229 years m =«sportsmen which is worth pocket roon 
F L : It is substantially made from brass, heavily 

se e nc iding OO nickeled, and holds enough matches to keep a 

xperie em providing 4] man in smokes and fires for several days, ky 

s . F le by deale for hunters m Price 50. cents. 22.75.07 sen 
, rom | MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO, 
iverything necessary can be DEPT. U., GLADSTONE, MICH 

supplied. Circular Letters of Our new Catalog shows eighteen new 

Credit issued on all the me «specialties for sportsmen Send for it. 
Company’s Inland Posts, 
Further particulars on ap- 
plication to 

HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY 
WINNIPEG 
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eR Hopkins & Allen Rifle No. 722 
a — a The very best ‘First Gun” for a boy. 

Cae sags ceed Solid breech-block action, Detach- 
en a5 able barrel accurately rifled. Shoots .22 short 

or long cartridge. 18-in. barrel. ea 

Weight 3% lbs’ English Walnut stock, ia 

checkered rubber butt plate. oa 

os x Case-hardened 
: frame. 

cee 3-50 
Of all Dealers or prepaid to any express office in the U.S. 

Send for Catalogue No. 72 of Rifles, Shotguns and Revolvers 

THE HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., Norwich, Conn. 

The Bristol Steel Fishing Rod 
Adds keen delight to the sport. Flexible, 
light — equal to almost any emergency ; 
full of life and backbone. Made to last — 
not foraseasononly. The ‘*Kalamazoo”’ 
Bait-casting Rod (with patent detachable 
finger hook, enabling one to ‘‘thumb”’ 
the reel properly) is a pronounced favor- 
ite. . With it a novice can cast from 75 
to 100 feet after a few trials. and an 
expert can excel his best previous record. 

Send for Catalogue **Q" giving full description of this 
Rod and twenty-five other styles. Your dealer can 
supply our Rod's at reduced prices this season. 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.£., LL. 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, mt Pibbed Longinudin= 
5 = Wy and Disgonally 

Trade Marks and Copyrights. — seine a 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. The ‘‘ KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 

Address Box 264, Station G., and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand,, 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere. The only patented canvas 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

Have deservedly gained a national reputation by the satisfied thousands whose words of praise have 

fast brought them into prominence and general use in the U.S. and Foreign Countries. Spoolers sold 

alone or attached to ball bearing jeweled or steel pivot bearing reels. 

That new rubber hook muzzle or shield binds hook and line securely to the rod when not in use, saving 

all sorts of annoyance, trouble, danger and profanity in an instant. Write for free catalog and price list. 

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A. 
y\ W. BISHOP & SON, Patentees and Manufacturers. 
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MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT 
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS 
THE PRINCE OF WALES 

Patronizep By THE GERMAN 

_ Emperor, THE King ano Queen 
oF Itacy, Etc., Etc. 

; GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900 
ano 38 GOLD AND OTHER 

’ HIGHEST AWARDS 

REG? 

TRADE MARK 

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies, 
Write us; _ no difficuity in procuring goods from us direct. 

cheapest. 

HARDY BROS., Alnwick, England. 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

Si Ch a2OGS 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 
On application to 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York 

TI. SS. TAL 

Sfp Just For Fan 
af [arge t your choke-bore with cartridges 

conti lining HUMMER spreaders and find 
how nicely the pattern will be adapted to bird or rabbit 
shooting. 50 Spreaders, mailed for 20 cts. Six 

boxes for 

Address, DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, R I. 

GOV'T 
Pistols 

stamps. 1 

30x of 

‘1.00. 

AUCTION SALE 

CATALOGUE GUNS 
(Illustrated), 15¢., mailed 6« 

9 Broadway, N. Y. 

Good: Military 

Bannerman, 57 

Life-Saving Folding 
Canvas Boats 

The latest, safest, and best is what we offer 

you. 
prove a pleasure to own and use. 
materials used all through, and it comes to 

you GUARANTEED the best. 
ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on 
the Market. 
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. 
proof. 
move. 
in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials. 

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co. 
755 Portage St., 

Hardy’ s Rods, 21s Gee: 

A boat built on modern lines that will 
Selected 

Latest pat- 

Puncture 
No bolts to re- 

Send qc. 
Galvanised tempered steel ffame. 
Folds the most compact of any beat made. 

KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S.A. 

heart Fishing Rods. 

|| EPAT ARONA,” *pe1ed 2s 
(Regd.) Building. 

To Anglers.—Send for ‘‘Hints to Anglers’ and 

Catalogue (300 Illustrations), kree. Tackje 

specially suitable for Angling sent 1o any 
part of the World. 

Tackle, etc., in the world. There is 

it will pay you. Remember the best is always the 

Branches—5 South St. David Street, EDINBURGH 
12 & 14 Moult Street. MANCHESTER 
LONDON: 61, PALL MALL S.W, 

Hamilton Powder 

Company 
MANUFACTURED SPORTING 

GUN POWDER 
Since 1865. As aresult you have 

“CARIBOU"’ made frem best materials, perfectly 
puttogether. ‘““DUCKING’’ hard pressed, 
slow burning, keeps well under cll conditlons. 

“SNAP SHOT” high velocity, moist residium. 
Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever 
put inagun, It has a positive advantage over 
1ome make, the dirt is soft.--J. J.W. in London 
Field. “hy 

AMERICANS SAY 
The finerEnglish orAmerican Powder and Cana- 
dian "Caribou" Lam quite familiar with, They 
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 
without bruised shoulder or headache —Forest 
and Stream, 

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY 
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to 
flatter, butitisaheadof anything we get here, 
A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y. 
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ee eg YOU SeO 
\ Ze 2 You should have 

acopy. Itwill tell 
you what powder 

ff 1s best adapted to 
/ the different cali- 

bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles, and the pro- 

| perloads of High 
and Low pressure 
owders for Rifles, 

pistols and Shot 
Guns, with much 

j other useful informa- 
tion. 146 pp. Send 3 
two-cent stampS to 

LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST 
Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide, telling all about wild pues and how to catch 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. 

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 396 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. Rob AND GUN. 

ELECTRIC POCKET LAMP 
Invaluable For Sportsmen. 

The latest and best  flash- 

| light made, as well as. the 

cheapest. Send for catalogue. 

NO. 4, BRICE $1.50 

ELECTRIC CONTRACT CO. 
202 Centre Street, New York. 154 Lake Street, Chicago 

——_-- --- ernk————— 

s 2 : — 

S 

SALMON ANGLING 
SEASON 1904. 

TO LET: The following rivers on the North 
Shore of the River St. Lawrence. 

No. of Probable 
Rods No. Salmon 

y €Z; 

Name of River 

Birch I 40 
Manitou I 25 
Sheldrake or Sawbill 1 40 
Thunder River (trout only) 
Magpie 60 
Bear or Victor 30 
Corneille 100 
Pishteebee 50 

Minacoughan Quettashoo 50 

J 
1 

I : oe ¢ sa 

ae «|THE AMERICAN 
1 

Agwanis 75 : 

Mingan 200 PEDOMETER 
Manitou, tributary of Mingan 7 nae E Roun : : > 1 WILL TELL YOU = carriep Like é ; “ a AW : 
NOTE—In August and September, after the ] 100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGUURT CoE 

salmon season ts over, Grilse and Trout of large | ¥4 10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEP OF WEARER 

size are plentiful in these rivers and give excell- } (4 Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
ent sport. | out ES a iles ee Case of hand- 

BOW ata E : sr ue ; ", some nickel. you play golf or hunt, walk 
These rivers can be reache a by first-class for business or pleasure. in search of health oF 

steamer from Quebec, sailing weekly in from | & Es Takes the WALKING IS, MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
i — z - by carrying a Pedometer. At your 

thirty-six to STeey hours. (4 dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
Further particulars on application to the my guaranteed. Write for booklet 

: ‘ -i THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Co. 
Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada, 125 CHURCH Ss NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

603 Craig St., Montreal. 
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Cie £ oe 
‘Infallible’ 

‘BE. @.’ and 

“Schultze’ 
Powders to stand by and swear by. 

Either dense or bulk; and 

all made in America by the 

LAFLIN & RAND 

POWIDER CO. 

PEOBOB OS 5OBOBOR SOB OB OB BOBO BOR 9 OBOE BOB OBOE COBB OR MOB OB OR BOB OS OD BOBO OD SOR | ‘ ' t | ‘ | ‘ ‘ Y 4 ‘ ’ OOO BOBO BOB OBO OBB OS HOB OBO OOO OOOO OB OBIE BOB OBO: BOB OBOR BS 

new Ber Se —— ——— rs = = a fn TE 

wees 

The Ideal Beverage 

OFOO 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

1 condition, is the ideal beverage. 

“0 OO 

And when chemists announce its purity 

f and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

ASK FOR 

(LONDON) 

Pisiinge 
TN OCHS... 

REELS and TACKLE 
SNELLED HOOKS, 
LEADERS, 
MINNOW GANGS, 
ej Oy Het 

New Catalogue (profusely illustrated ) 
of all grades Fishing Tackle, Reels, 
Fish Hooks, Silk Worm Gut, 
Flies, Artificial Baits and every 
requisite for anglers. 

ANGLERS! Send 4c. in stamps for 
large Catalogue. 

A full line on Fly Tiers’ and Rod-Makers’ Supplies 

Charles Plath & Son 
No. 62 Fulton Street 

NEW YORK CITY. 
Correspondence with dealers for trade price solicited 

22 we XXL RPP SF ® HF RX RRM MN XN MW RRMA LX X L 

A Sportsman’s Outfit is , 

not Complete without a 
‘ 

: We also have Century 

3 
« 

, 

’ 

and Premo Cameras 

. Supplies Also 

Catalogue for 

J. G. RAMSEY & CO. 
LIMITED. 

89 Bay Street, Toronto. 

a a a ee ee a ee ee ee ee 

. 

ewer eee * 
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Cor. St. Peter and Notre Dame Streets. 

IMPORTING TAILORS 

UGS => 

T. Costen & Co. 
1696 Notre Dame Street, 

oe 

We carry a large line of , 
Fishing Tackle, Guns, ¥ 
Rifles, ammunition, Loaded 
Shells, Bristol Steel Rods, 
Marble’s Axes, Gaffs, etc., 

Montreal, Canada. 

Montreal 
Our Stock includes the 

very latest and best of 

London Novelties, to suit 

the most particular. 

Winchester and Stevens | 
Rifles. \ A VISIT WILL 

ao —!> BE APPRECIATED. 

OUR MOTTO: 5 

KK 

| 

a 

Quality High, Prices Low. Dr venemennunuamancnoaunanle 

: The- 

Toronto Silver 

Designers. and Manufacturers 
Gf) Wares.in) Sterling’ Silver 
and Electro Silver Plate. 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
No. 1265 for prizes for Athletic Competition. 
Rifle Cup 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopERHaAM, 
Managing Director. 
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SS Se 
iH 

Re Small Profits—Quick Sales. Ke 
rR Up 

KK Dy | FOR TRIAL—SEND US D) 
ied e For an assorted sample dozen . : nd 

: pe 1a ee elit) 5 lesa 
30c. Regular price, 60 ae Quality B Flies KG 

For an assorted sample dozen . : F - 

60c. Regular price, 84 cone: Quality C Flies af 

for an assorted dozen . 
60c. Regular price, 84 cents. Bass Flies a 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS Dy 
Fly Rods Bate Rods 3 

“ ro feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents 9 feet, 8 ounces ‘i 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO., Rey vouch: p 

SASF SEM Ae eae Zee = © 
(DIANA SWS EAS HS S33 BSB SG 2S Sn Sn BSIS39 2S BABA Ee © BSI SS ES ES ABSSasad 

R. & W. Kerr 
2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. 

Write for a 1904 catalogue. | 
Fully illustrated ; 150 
pages, mailed free. Installed | 

sy 

Angler’s Supplies 

Launches * Ss . Ne Baseball, Cricket 

Camping Necessaries Builders of \SS' | 
High pee 

Tennis, Golf Grade é 
Cemilecesentns ae ase. ns 

From \ 

16 to. 75 

Feet’ 

-Complete Stock of 

High Grade Send 10 Cents for Catalogue. 

Matthews Boat Co. 
Sportsmen's Goods |: “giscom, owe. v. sce 
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EMPIRE 

DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A LittLE Goop ADVICE. 

Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited 
Manufacturers, TIONTREAL 

Sold by All Reliable Dealers. 

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear and Trout. 

FOR YACHTS, STEAMSHIPSBOATS 
wee <C AND CANOES 9 ADAM MOORE 

M¢ CASKILL DOUGALL &(2 peslquich Riven aaa 
Standard Boat &SparVarnishes, Double camps pra ans setrs stoves, bedding 

MONTREAL. County Line Camp, Nictau or Home Camp, 
North Camp. 

SE SC er 

Hotel Bellevue Lake Timiskaming, | Small Outlying Camps :—Red Brook Caribohole Camp, 

Foster Hole Camp, Ridge Camp, Caribou In the heart of the 

Guide, Trapper and Camp Owner on the Tobique 
and Upsalquich Rivers. 

moose country. Splendid speckled trout «fishing. All 3rook Camp, Little North Camp. 

modern conveniences. . Headquarters for outfitting for 
the celebrated Temagami canoetrip. Write W. H. P. O., SCOTCH LAKE, York Co., N.B. Canada. 
LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., Quebec, Canada. Telegraph: FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA. 

4 A New Idea— 

CENTURY CAMERAS 
WITH REVOLVING BACK 

The most valuable improvement made in 

nt, Come ras. 

the construction of Hand Cameras in recent 
years. Ask your Dealer, or write us to-day 
for new Catalogue, describing complete line 
of 1904 Centurys—from the dainty little 
Petite to the King of all Cameras, the Cen- 

tury Grand. 

CENTURY CAMERA CO., Rochester, N.Y. 
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rE. 
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company 

| | : Th a 

Finest a * 

Scene S| Niagara 

and : To 

Fishing 

Route thee 

| on the Sea. 

Conti- 

| nent. a  ) as &) 
| “A MORNING'S CATCH? | 

Write for illustrated guide books, to : 

THOS. HENRY, Traffic Manager, | 
Montreal, Canada, | 

en 
ATT BRANTFORD 

Oi 

PG Sse it 12. OS 

The Dominion of Canada 

Trap Shooting and Game 

Protective Assaocition 
| Will 

4th Annual Tournament 
jlunder the auspices of the 

Brantford Gun Club 

hold their 

Bigger, better and greater than ever. 

New grounds, the finest in Canada. 

A. B. CUTCLIFFE, 

Secreta ry og 

———_— ——| 

Readers of Rop AND GUN IN CANADA 
are requested to mention Rop AND GUN 
when writing advertisers. Intending 
purchasers of goods advertised in our 
colums are requested to patronize our 

advertisers, if possible. 

ANGLERS GREAT and SMALL 
Come one, comeall, and in- 

vestigate the live bait fish 
hook. Hook will not snag 
nor allow nibbling of bait on 

account of position above point of hook, When the 
fish pets this bait he can't help getting hook in his mouth 
too. Send 20c in coin for sample hook, sizes r/o to 6/o 

or postal for circular. THE FRANKLIN HARVEY 
COMPANY, 72 Mahlstedi Place, New Rochelle. N. Y. 
Department ‘‘F.” 

POINTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
Whelped March 26th, by King Rip 

Rap Jr.—St. LambertWitch. For parents 
wins and prices address, 

POINTER, 
Care Rod and Gun, 

603 Craig St., Montreal. 

Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
bound volume of Rod and Gunin Canada for 1903. 

Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 
Huron Street, Toronto. 
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GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS 
Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger 

gun with hand detachable locks. 

“It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect, 

ingenuity and enterprise.” From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammer- 
less ejector gun is equipped with hand- 
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger 
mechanism. The locks of these guns 
can be instantly removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks 
can be ordered with any gun. 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the 
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable 
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever. 

In every hammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking 
levers. Some of these are liable to go wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three 
weeks’ hunting trip, it makes you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to 
your jock you have a duplicate which can be inserted in ten seconds. 

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly, oil and clean them your- 
self before they rust The gunsmith is dispensed with. 

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish. 
This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique 

and modern gun.— 

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR 

A writer says: ‘‘I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.” 

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Anystock. Any barrels. 

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL 
ONE. It is guaranteed neither to double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the 
second barrel. It is ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen- 
erally characterize other systems—It is simply perfect.. Order one of these guns now and 

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the 

COMPANY’S FACTORY 
BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

0. 
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“=~ North Shore 
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¥ rE 

olt Mass. 

‘Oh LY thirty minutes from Boston. Is delightfully 

tuated on the famous Puritan Road, the oldest 

State Road in America (1629). The most elegantly 

appointed hotel on the New England coast. Spaciou 

ind beautiful public rooms, 240 sleeping-rooms, sixty 

private bath Magnificent bathing beach, fine boat 

ing and fishing Delightful carriage and auto road 

Golf, croquet, and tennis. Send for our handsome 

illustrated brochure, Address (until June 15) 

AINS.LIE (& SGeReaeewey, 

147 >UMMER STREET, BOSTON, MASS 

~~ 
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PURE WOOL|SPORTING GOODS 
Protects From Chill. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR 
JAEGER. GARMENTS are 

worn by sportsmen the world over. Fishing Tackle 

OOO BOOB OR COCO OC OOO OBO OB OBO RR OOO ODOR OOP OB OCR HOO: OS OS HO EOD ORO 

Under Wear Base Ball 
Sweaters Lacrosses # 
Cardigans | Tennis 
Smart Shirts 4 d u 
(with and without collars) i Foot Ball, AWC. i 

CAMPING RUGS and i | 
SLEEPING BAGS] !! 

in Camelhair Fleece, a luxury for : p Q 4 
the shooting or fishing camp. i Wightman Sporting ; 

' ; 
: 

Price Lists and all information from i Goods Co., i 

DR. JAEGER’S i 39 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal. : 

Sanitary Woollen System Company, Limited iH 1H 

2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal Oe ecee saree 82 © Saiesecesececsoso=s fe) 



A Foregone ¥ Conclusion 
and NO open question is the fact that you can not possibly enjoy shooting—the King of Outdoo 

Sports—unless properly equipped. There is only one wav of being sure to have the right arms. 

SECURE A WEAPON WITH A RECORD The “STEVENS” will suit your requirements in 

every particular, and has forty years of evperience and achievement back of it. 

We manufacture a complete and varied line of 

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS, 
uitable for young or old of either sex 

Leading Dealers handle our product // YOUR Sopa : . : : 

DEALER /7ices 40 sell you ‘firearms a last Oend for new TSF ? catalog, 

) STEVENS" insist on THE STEVENS wribing entire outp d mn 

There ave nothi it Bu Is) ) Rifle P / 

novelty that 7% / math anywhere up 

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., 
365 MAIN STREET, 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS... U.S.A. 
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The Columbia 

MAGAZIN 
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BiG BORMEHICH PO WERORTFLES 
Any experienced hunter will tell you that the Winchester .405 and .35 caliber 
Model 1895 Rifles are the most powerful made. The Winchester Smokeless 
powder cartridges which they shoot have heavy mushrooming bullets, making 
them particularly effective against big game. Winchester rifles and Winchester 
cartridges—each made for the other—are indispensable to all successful hunters. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish and Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
let ot: 

The Alaska 

Sleeping Bag s 
ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG 

WEIGHT 

FIFTEEN 

POUNDS 

ENR SQ See we SeSSe 

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 
known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 
Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 

have written us that they would not go out again without one. 
Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

Manufacturer 

, Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Exot’ rising tectte Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rodsin Built Cane, Green! *t. etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminu Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 27 Prise At , Diplomas 

Renowned '* Combination Keel. and Spectal Money P) 

Outits for all parts of the world, 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
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F MOTEL VANCOUVER 
VANCCUVER, 6. 

Mount Stephen House, - - Field, B.C., - : from $3.00 upward 

Glacier Hou - - - Glacier, B.C., - <p aera y= 

Hotel Sicamous, = = - Sicamous, B.C., - Sgt ReOO ap) 

Fraser Canon House, - - North Bend, B.C., - ie 6 0 anne 

Hotel Vancouver, - : - Vancouver, B.C., - res wh EOC oes 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

Managers, to any of the Company’s agents, or to 

ROBERT KERR, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAI, 
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A North Country Trouting Trip. 
By CHAS. G. CAMPBELL. 

The snow was scarcely off the ground been through the Adirondack Mountains, 

when there came to Drake and me the first 

subtile call of the forest. It grew strong- 

er as the days passed; its message we 

never could resist ; and the inevitable hap- 

pened. 

We were presently studying the alluring 

pages of railroad guide books descriptive 

of the Maine woods and Canadian forests, 

for we were going trout fishing, and if 

such an one existed within reasonable dis- 

tance from New York we were going to a 

place that was not fished out and which 

would offer something extraordinary in the 

way of sport. 

After putting the proper sprinkling of 

salt on the tales of the guide books, and 

procuring such information as’ we could 

from our sportsmen friends, we decided to 

zo to Mattawa, the old Hudson Bay post, 

at the junction of the Mattawa and Otta- 

wa Rivers, about three hundred miles 

northwest of Montreat on dhe main line of 

the Canadian Pacific Railroad. That is 

really not so far as it sounds, for it is 

only twenty-four hours’ ride from New 

York and the round trip railroad fare is 

only thirty-three dollars ; and both these 

considerations weighed with us, being only 

next in importance to the requirement of 

the real thing in the way of fishing. 

Finally one fair morning we boarded the 

Empire State Express en route to the 

North Country. As neither of us had ever 

on Lake 

we chose that route to Montreal. The 

Streams and lakes of the Adirondacks as 

we saw them from the car windows, look- 

ed beautiful and attractive, but thi 

were too much fished to suit us. 

Later in the summer a most delightf 

way to make the journey as far as 

treal would be by boat up the Hudson an 

George and lLake Champlain, 

using the railroads only to make the port- 

ages, so to speak. 

The following morning we found ourselves 

on the station platform at Mattawa with 

a number of other sportsmen, listening to 

the greeting of white and Indian and half- 

breed guides, and discussing with them 

questions of duffle and the portage. These 

men carry with them the unmistakable 

flavor of the forest. To talk with them 

was good. To look upon the swift flowing 

Ottawa as it swept down from the north, 

and on the hills which rose from its shores 

and realize that they marked the edge of 

the boundless forest, was more than good; 

and we enjoyed, as only forest lovers can, 

the realization that we were now indeed 

in the North Country for which we long 

had hungered, the happy hunting ground of 

the disciples of the rod and gun. 

We had written ahead to Timmins & 

Brother, who have a large general store 

and who make a business of outfitting 

sportsmen, telling them now long we were 
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to be in the bush and in a general way 

what we wanted. They deserve this free 

advertisement for the way they treated us. 

They had a ready for us, our tent, canoe, 

blankets, and in fact everything we took 

except our clothes and fishing tackle, all 

of which they furnished at so reasonable 

a rental that it would be foolish to take 

any part of a camping outfit from home. 

Owing to a change in plans after our ar- 

rival we concluded to take an extra canoe 

and man with us and these were also 

quickly provided. Timmins certainly und- 

erstands his business and is an all around 

good fellow. 

probably no ‘better starting 

a fishing or hunting trip, either 

in Maine or Canada, than Mattawa. It is 

comparatively easy of access. To the 

north are Lakes Timiskaming and Timaz- 

aming, than which latter there is no nore 

beautiful sheet of water in the world, and 

to the north of these a vast unexplored 

territory which has not been spoiled by 

railroad, farm or other mark of the so- 

called progress of civilization. At the south 

lies an unbroken forest two hundred miles 

or more in extent, included in which is 

the Algonquin National Park, Canada’s 

great game preserve, in which hunting 1s 

not allowed, but where some of the finest 

fishing in America, both for trout and 

bass, is to be found. In fact in every di- 

rection and within easy reach from Matta- 

wa are to be found countless lakes and 

streams teeming with trout or other game 

fish, as the case may be. 

There is 

point for 

We had intended to go about thirty 

miles south of Mattawa, to the head wat- 

ers of the Amable Du Fond River, in the 

Algonquin Park, and canoe down that 

stream to the Mattawa River, and down 

the latter river to Mattawa, where it 

joins the Ottawa River, but we ascertain- 

ed that the’ lumbermen were running logs 

on the Amable Du Fond, and that fishing 

and canoeing on that stream would be out 

of the question, so on Peter’s advice we 

decided to go to Smith Lake, about five 

miles back in the mountains from a_ point 

-fwelve or fourteen miles down the river. 

Peter told us it was about two miles from 

the river, but we found in this case, as in 
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all others, that when your woodsman tells. 

you a distance to any given point you may 

determine the actual distance by multiply- 

ing what he says by two and adding one. 

Any one who has ever travelled the wat- 

ers of the North Country in a birch bark 

canoe will know the pleasure we felt that 

Saturday afternoon at once more finding 

ourselves, paddle im hand, in that wonder- 

fully buoyant and responsive water craft. 

The water was high and the current very 

swift, and we had hardly caught the:swing 

of the paddle before Peter was standing up 

in the stern of the canoe for that quick 

survey of the rapids ahead, which enables 

the wonderful north woods Indians to pick 

out the best and safest path through the 

foaming waters. Drake and i laid aside 

our paddles, took our hearts in our mouths, 

and left ourselves to the care of Provi- 

dence and Peter. The next maqment we 

were among the wildly tossing waves. Be- 

ing in the bow, which was just the least 

bit too heavily loaded, I gathered consid- 

erable dampness unto myself during that 

quick passage, to the great enjoyment of 

my companions, but the ride was well 

worth the ducking. Probably they were 

not dangerous rapids om the guide’s 

point of view, but they seemed sufficiently 

so to us to make the trip intensely excit- 

ing and altogether fine. We had just a 

sneaking suspicion that Peter picked out a 

route which was. perhaps a little more 

strenuous than was necessary in order to 

cive us a.christening and try us out and 

size us up a little. I have noticed on such 

expeditions that until both ends of the 

canoe get acquainted there is a mutual 

curiosity at each end to know just what 

sort of a chap the other end holds. 

We struck no more rapids as exciting as 

the first ones, but the current everywhere 

was exceedingly swift and at some points 

dangerous on account ef whirlpools. We 

never enjoyed a ride more in our lives and 

all too soon we found ourselves at our first 

camping spot in an old shelter hut on the 

banks of the River about ten miles below 

Mattawa. About two hundred yards below 

where we camped, the Lower Anthony 

Creek, a ripping good trout stream, rushes 

down an old log slide or chute into the Ot- 
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tawa River. As a place for shooting the 
chute this would put Coney Island out of 
business. 

We left our second man, Oliver, a good 
natured half breed, to get things to rights 

for the night, while Drake, Peter and I 

went up the Creek to try our tackle and 

our skill upon its finny inhabitants. After 

we had gone about a half mile up stream 

we found that in order to get any farther 

We must either go back and make an al- 

most impossible climb up the other side of 

the slide, or fly over it, or walk under it, 

through a very respectable water fall. Not 

having our wings with us, we selected the 

water fall as the lesser of two evils, and 

concluded at once that we should find good 

skating?in the lakes in which that stream 

gets its start in life. The water was so 

high that the fish were not at all hungry. 

All those we caught had full stomachs, and 

must have grabbed the fly out of pure cus- 

sedness. We caught about two dozen and 

not one of them weighed less than a pound, 

while some of them weighed as much as a 

pound and three-quarters. It impressed us 

as being somewhat remarkable that in a 

catch of that number we did not see one 

small fish. We had never caught trout like 

these before, and I want to register the 

remark here, that a one-pound brook trout 

in quick water is a mighty lively proposi- 

tion and worth going a long way to get. 

We tried the stream again in the morn- 

ing with very fair success. We _ enjoyed 

immensely our breakfast of trout and 

bacon and hash browned potatoes. and ad- 

mired our dining room so much that we 

preserved it to posterity. Its walls of 

green and ceiling of blue made up to us 

for the lack of furniture and limited table 

service. 

We reached Smith creek about eleven 

o’clock. Like the Lower Anthony, and 

many other creeks along the Ottawa, it 

enters the River, through an old log chute. 

Some of these slides are several miles in 

length, and were formerly flooded by a 

series of dams constructed at various 

places along the Creek. There were three 

such dams between Smith Lake and_ the 

river and it ‘became necessary to portage 

from the river to the third dam, as will 

appear by a glance at the pictures of the 

10g 

slide and the creek. The slide is now prac- 
tically dry except from the river up to 
the first dam; and from that point on we 
found it a most desirable means of travel, 
in fact as good a plank road as any one 
could desire. 

Our Carried packs over that 
trail, with apparent ease, which it almost 
broke our backs to look at. We left one 
canoe at the river and carried the other 
one and all our duffle over the portage in 
one trip, and Drake and I did not carry 
much besides our rods and camera. Just 
imagine carrying up a ste2p mountain side 
such a load as Peter appears under in the 
picture. 

Indians 

We found another very desirable camping 
place at the third dam, a cabin formerly 
used by lumbermen. From this point on 
the stream is navigable for the canoe. We 
found a very pretty pond here, almost 
large enough to be called a lake, in which 
the fly fishing was very good. We caught 
quite a number of trout, but they were 
small compared with those we got in 
Lower Anthony and in the Lake above, 
averaging not more than half a pound in 
weight. 
We had been on the keen lookout for 

game ever since we left the Ottawa River, 
as I was extremely anxious to get 
animal pictures. While lingering over a 
rather late supper that night Peter sud- 
denly said ‘‘sh’’ and pointed across the 
creek about a hundred yards away. There 

stood a moose, not fifty feet from where 

our canoe lay overturned for the night ; we 

were all so interested that for a moment 

we forgot the camera. Just as I got the 

some 

camera the moose scented us and disap- 

peared, leaving his picture only in mem- 

ory. 

Peter entertained us that night with a 

number of his experiences in the woods ; 

stories that always have so much more 

flavor when told around the camp fire than 

at any other time. 

It seemed to me that we had hardly 

closed our eyes when I was awakened by 

a strenuous gnawing of the woodwork of 

our whilesome summer cottage. After our 

experience with the moose I was prepared 

to see almost any kind of big game, and in 

some excitement spoke to Drake who was 
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alongside of me; together we undertook 

the task of arousing Peter. After a vio- 

lent assault and battery upon him we sil- 

enced his snores and brought him to a 

realizing sense of things that are. ‘‘What 

is it? ’’? we asked. ‘‘Why, it is only a por- 

cupine,’”’ he said, ‘‘making a midnight meal 

off our shanty.’’ Peter took a revolver in 

one hand, and a candle in the other as the 

night was pitch dark, and in a moment we 

heard the crash of our light artillery, and 

Mr. Porcupine passed over the great di- 

vide. May he forever ‘‘R. I. P.’’, as ‘the 

good man said of his deceased better half. 

Once more we turned in, only to be turn- 

ed out again a _ little while later by a 

hurry call from Drake. The rain was fall- 

ing in torrents, and through a crack in the 

roof, caused by the snoring of Peter and 

Oliver, who were going it neck and _ neck, 

a very respectable, stream of water had 

hit Drake plump in the left ear, naturally 

startling him and causing him to think, he 

said, that he had fallen out of the canoe. 

It took some pretty fine engineering to 

find two spaces. six feet by three that 

were safe and dry, but we finally managed 

to locate our claims, and passed the bal- 

ance of the night without further excite- 

ment or mishap. 

The next morning we pitched our tent on 

the shore of Smith Lake, a beautiful sheet 

of water on the top of the mountain sur- 

rounded by still higher pine clad hills. 

There followed a few days of such fishing 

as neither of us had ever known before. 

Notwithstanding the high water, we had 

fine luck and caught a large number of 

trout running from a pound to two and a 

half pounds in weight. We got our biggest 

fish trolling on top of the water without 

any sinker, using a small casting spoon 

and bright tail fly. This lure was recom- 

mended by Peter and his judgment was 

vindicated before we had been ten minutes 

on the lake. There was a sudden splash 

about one hundred feet back of the canoe; 

Drake shouted ‘I’ve got him,’’ and stiffen- 

ed to his work. After doing some very 

pretty stunts where he was, master trout 

evidently concluded that the locality was 

unhealthy and started to go around us and 

up the lake. He described a circle and got 

eonsiderably ahead of the canoe and off to 
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the right of us without Drake being able 
to gain a foot of line on him. Drake at, 

length began to get him in, ‘but the reel 
worked badly and it was no small strain 

on both muscle and patience. Finally he 

followed the example of the very religious 

man the little boy told his mother about, 
and “told God all about it.’’ All things 
came to an end, however, and aiter a full 

and free expression of his confidences as 

above intimated the fish was finally land- 

ed and duly quieted with the ‘headache 
stick.’’ We fixed the reel before doing any 

more fishing, in order that the recording 

angel might not have to strike for higher 

wages. 

Peter told us he had been hunting there 

the previous fall and the party got four 

moose in three days. We spent some time 

hunting for a shot at one with the camera, 

but our efforts went unrewarded. We saw 

plenty of fresh tracks, enough to keep us 

warm in the hunt, but no moose. 

When we broke camp Saturday morning 

all four of us, with all our belongings, 

made the journey to the third dam in that 

one birch bark canoe, which was not over 

fifteen feet long and weighed not more 

than sixty pounds. It hardly seems possi~ 

ble that such a craft could carry so much, 

but a birch bark is undoubtedly the most 

buoyant boat that floats. 
When we reached the end of the portage 

at the Ottawa River we found that noble 

stream still working overtime, in fact, 

higher and swifter than ever and many 

more logs coming down. We decided to try 

to get to Klocks Mills, two miles up and 

across the river from us, and go to Matta- 

wa from there by train. We made our 

Jast camp dinner on bread, bacon and po- 

tatoes and then boarded the canoes, two 

men to each, and began our battle with 

the elements. A strong head wind added 

to our labor. Have you ever noticed how 

often it happens that when you are rowing 

or canoeing or wheeling the wind seems to 

be blowing in the opposite direction from, 

that in which you desire to go? Last 

summer, on a two weeks’ canoe trip, our 

party paddled against the wind every day 

but one. ° 

We had to go some distance above 

Klocks in order to avoid being carried be~ 
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low in crossing the river. We were three 

hours making something over two miles, 

and only made _ progress by sticking close 

to shore, paddling part of the time, pull- 

ing ourselves along by the bushes on the 

banks, and also tracking with a tow line 

wherever wading or walking was possible. 

But the task was finally aveomplished with- 

out mishap, as such tasks often are, witha 

feeling that we could not have made 

another mile to save our lives. Probably 

we could have made a dozen more miles, 

however, if it had been necessary. 

There is a good trout stream right back 

of the railroad’station at Klocks. In fact 

there are trout in every stream up there 

which has water enough to cover them. 

And we caught quite a number while wait- 

ing for our train. They were not as large 

as the trout we got in. the waters on the 

ILI 

north side of the Ottawa, but rose 

readily to the fly. They were all about 

seven or eight inches in length, and were 

actually the first small trout we had seen 

during the entire trip. 
A few hours later we bade our good 

friends, Peter and Oliver, au revoir and 

boarded the train for Montreal and home, 

promising to meet again, at the first op- 

portunity for a trip down the Amable Du 

Fond, said to be one of the most pictures- 

que and prolific trout streams in Canada. 

I was going to add a number of sugges- 

tions regarding the outfit necessary or de- 

sirable for a trip to that country, but_ 

your outfitter will be a better guide. Re- 

member Stewart Edward White’s advice, 

however, and take only what you cannot 

do without; but be sure to take your 

wife. 

more 

Breaking the Way. 
By MARY M. SCHAFFER. 

Canada has visiting her mountains this 

summer a more or _ less notable climber, 

Miss Gertrude Benham. Miss Benham has 

made her name known in the Alpine world 

by the good work she has done the last 

ten years in Switzerland, and the border 

Alps. 

Some little idea may be gained of the 

enormous work she has accomplished in 

this way, when it is realized that she has 

compassed peaks and passes 1000 feet and 

over, to the number of 132, not counting 

the times she has duplicated them. Heax- 

ing of the great beauty of our Canadian 

Alps, Miss Benham decided to come “1 vrr 

and test them for herself. Arriving in 

Canada the latter part of May she 

been playing a waiting game among the 

snowy peaks. The uncommonly heavy stow 

of last winter has kept her back from her 

work, but at last a few days of intense 

heat unbarred the door to the snowy fast- 

nesses. The well known guides, Christian 

and Hans Kaufman, at last decided that 

on June 27th they might try for Mount 
Lefroy. The weather had been all that 

has 

could be desired for days and the eager 

watcher, accompanied by the two Swiss 

guides and an American, Mr. Frost, start- 

ed for her first climb on the Canadian 

peaks. To quote her own words, “* After 

an early breakfast we started from the 

Chalet at Lake Louise, at 4.15, to explore 

the beautiful peak of Lefroy, which had 

beckoned me for days. The morning was 

simply perfect. A superb rosy glow, the 

herald of the sun, touched the fleecy 

clouds, and the snows on Mt. Victoria 

gathered to themselves the soft pink flush. 

Alas for our hopes !—the walk to the gla- 

cier was the end of fine weather, and we 

were greeted with a snow fall. With no 

spot for shelter, we dabated our advance, 

and finally decided to go on for a short 

distance. 

Up Abbott’s Pass we floundered, sinking 

constantly in the soft snow up to our~ 

knees, and with the cutting wind filled 

with icy needles, the day seemed unpropi- 

tious, to say the least. It was humiliat- 

ing to return, but Mr. Frost and I finally 

determined to put pride in our pockets, 
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and await a better day. At the head of 

the Pass we confided our conclusions to 

our guides, just as they were preparing to 

rope us. 

Hans replied: ‘‘All right, but we will 

rope to go down.’’ Which we did, when the 

two guides quietly started on up the moun- 

tain. We might decide on our own pride, 

but we had not calculated for Christian 

and Hans, so laughing and rather satisified 

to have our day’s destiny decided for 

us, we plunged ahead into the teeth of the 

storm. After a half hour’s stiff work, we 

suddenly heard a terrific crash, and looked 

to see if the mountain was coming down 

upon us—our leading guide had disappeared. 

The snow bridge on the bergscheund had 

given way, but fortunately the scheund 

was full of snow, and he was soon out 

again, , and no damage done. The weather 

failed to improve, we were constantly sur- 

rounded by mists, and pelting snow, seeing 

only fifteen or twenty feet beyond us at 

any time, and only realizing we had _ not 

reached the summit, because constant views 

of looming rocks rose before us, Lefroy 

had about twenty summits that day, mak- 

ing it a most disheartening ascent. At 

last we really reached a cairn, and noth- 

ing more rose above us, Save our own 

wind-driven, ice-covered selves. Each 

strand of my blown hair contained an ici- 

cle, which jingled musically as I shook my 

head, while the men were encased in ice, 
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on the side exposed to the worst of 

storm. 

the 

It was no place for lunch, and we 

turned back into the mists. Our steps were 

obliterated and enclosed as we were in the 

fleecy clouds we had a sensation of walk- 

ing down into nothingness. Through Ab- 

bott’s Pass and the Death Trap, the wind 

swept too savagely to permit a stop for 

lunch and we hurried on to shelter, open- 

ing our packs at six p.m., not having eat- 

en since eight in the morning. Coming off 

the Glacier, a little spot of blue greeted 

us, and clear skies escorted us the next 

three miles to the Chalet. But in spite of 

wind, and cold, and snow and all discom- 

forts, we thanked the guides for taking us. 

on. Mount Victoria proved much kinder to 

the stranger on her slopes a few days 

later. Accompanied by the same _ good 

guides, starting at about the same time, 

we had a glorious day on that beautiful 

mountain. The snow this time was in fine 

condition, there were loose rocks, ava- 

lanches, and snow crevices to avoid, and 

the route is a much longer one than Le- 

froy, though the mountain is not so high 

by a few feet. The view from the top was 

one to linger for, and I remained as long - 

as I dare. Nine p.m. saw me Safely back 

at the Chalet, and the day a perfect mem- 

ory to be stored away as one of the plea- 

santest pictures I may carry away with 

me from Canada.”’ 

The Old and the New. 
By C. C. FARR, 

(Continued from the April issue.) 

The scenery along this route, that is 

from Mattawa to the foot of the Long 

Saults, is not exactly awe-inspiring, but 

it is uniformly pretty, and there are a few 

bold headlands that break the monotony, 

amongst which I should not omit to men- 

tion ‘a Tuque’’, a peculiarly shaped hill, 

from which peculiarity it has been named. 

Ii stands out, in bold prominence, on the 

western shore of Seven League Lake, about 

two miles below the foot of the Saults. I 

shape shows from the 

full advantage, but seen 

the lake, or rather river, on the 

course followed, in days gone by by the 

ancient Voyageur, it presents the appear- 

ance of a gigantic ‘‘tuque’’, the national 

head-gear of the early French-Canadian, 

and still very much in vogue amongst their 

more humble descendants. In the Fall, 

when the leaves are tinged with the glory 

of decay, | know of no more magnificent 

am not sure if the 

Railway to the 

from 
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sight than the extraordinary coloring of 

the shores along this historic water-way. 

The mixture of coniferous and deciduous 

trees that clothes the shores, to the very 

water’s edge, without a break, affords con- 

trasts that it would be a sin to ca!l patch- 

work, for they form such a complete, har- 

monious whole, such as is rarely found in 

one continuous stretch of such a length, 

but I am not writing a guide book, and 

this begins to assume the flavour of one, 

so I will return, at a jump, to the foot of 

the Saults. 

I have not attempted to bore my readers 

with a description of the hardships en- 

dured on that first journey of mine, in 

those days of the ‘Pointer Boat’, the 

‘Canoe’ and the ‘Tump Line,’ but I can 

never forget my first experiences in the 

Saults. 

As I said before, I was hired to work, 

and not to have a soft time, so I took my 

place with the rest, and that meant plung- 

ing over the rounded, weed-covered slippery 

boulders and pebbles, that form the bot- 

tom of that long succession ol flat rapids ; 

at times over my ankles, at times up to 

my waist, in the ice-cold water of Novem- 

ber, tugging at the end of a towing line, 

which was my salvation, for many a time 

and oft, I would have been swept away by 

the rushing water, had it not been for 

that very line, which acts as the line of 

the mountain climber and means safety in 

case of a slip. I envied the Indians who 

sat serenely in stern and bow, with the 

big paddles in their hands, giving an oc- 

casional sheer with their paddles, but for 

the most part, holding their paddles in 

the water, to counteract the shoreward 

pull of us on the line; and yet, were it 

not for them, we would have been power- 

less to bring that heavily-laden boat a- 

gainst that swirling rush of waters, for of 

such is skiJled labor. 

In those days the traffic mostly followed 

the western shore, and I remember well, 

how on the morning we crossed the last 

portage, and emerged upon the lake, oppo- 

site to where now stands the magnificent 

Bellevue House, we found upon the tiny 

bay at which the portage ended four inches 

of ice, enough to bear us, and from which 

we loaded our boat, even as from a wharf. 
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Speaking of the Bellevue, reminds me of 

something. I have often wondered why 

the proprietor of that house has never org- 

anized, in the busy season, trips over the 

Long Saults, in a four fathom canoe, as a 

pastime for his guests. 

As I pass today skirting those rapids, 

which recall such reminiscences, smoothly 

gliding by the Red Pine Eddy, a spot 

where it took thousands of tons of earth 

to fill, and where, at one time, they said, 

there was no bottom ; where the slightest 

slip of rock-bed would have caused dis- 

aster ; through the cut in the rock, that 

partly hides the Crooked Rapid; up the 

Flat Rapid, and then in sight of The Head 

I cannot help remembering, with reminis- 

cent thrill of delight, my experiences in 

those rapids at a later date, experiences, 

the memory of which never fades. 

Those were my Hudson’s Bay Company 

days, when, at the end of June, or in the 

beginning of July, the traders who had 

spent the winter in gathering furs, came 

to the old Timiskaming Fort in the early 

summer, bringing their returns with them, 

for in those days the Fort was the head- 

quarters of the district. When the last 

pack had been brought in from the furthest 

outpost, when a rough estimate of the pro- 

fit or loss on each Post had been made— 

an anxiety causing ordeal, for on it de- 

pended the favour of the Great One, the 

chief factor of the district, whose smile 

meant promotion, and whose frown meant 

disgrace ; when provisions and accoutre- 

ments of each canoe had been seen to, and 

lucky the man who escaped censure for hav- 

ing forgotten some important particular of 

the outfit : when tle crews had been -Se- 

lected, and much goods given out to their 

families, or to themselves, in advance, on 

their pay, the brigade, sometimes consist- 

ing of ten four-fathom — canoes, would 

start. 

That old fort, now deserted, and shorn of 

all its former glory, would present a busy 

scene on that day. The flag, which would 

be flying from its lofty mast, without 

which no Hudson’s Bay Company’s post 

would have then been considered complete, 

would be supplemented with more humble 

flags, flying from every possible point, 

even from the centre pole of some ambi- 
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tious Indian’s camp. The shores would be 

lined with people, whose yearly excitement 

was to witness this grand departure, and 

as the Chief Factor vould take his seat 

in the largest canoe, the flag canoe of the 

fleet, the Indians upon the shore would, 

with antiquated guns, let off a ‘feu de 

joie’ while the few whites left at home 

would attempt a straggling cheer. And 

thus would the flotilla start, paddling 

abreast, with the Chief Factor’s canoe 

slightly ahead, .and then all the crews 

would burst out into one of those old 

canoe songs, so dear to the heart of the 

voyageur, and which have the power of 

lightening the monotonous labour of the 

paddle. As a rule, the setting sun, in the 

Jong summer days, would find us not far 

from the head of the Saults, and there we 

would camp for the night. At the first 

peep of dawn the cry of ‘rouse,’ ‘rouse’ and 

for the Indians ‘wanishka’ would ring 

forth, and in spite of a somewhat sleepless 

night, for the mosquitoes are the enemies 

of sleep, we wpuld tumble up, and were 

glad to drink a cup of hot tea, with, per- 

chance, a Slice of bread, and yet be barely 

ready for the shout of ‘all aboard’, which 

was a summons to be promptly obeyed, 

for our Chief Factor was a hustler, and 

could ill brook delay caused by laziness, 

especially on the part of his junior officers; 

so into the canoes we would jump, awake, 

yet lacking sleep. 

The mists of the early morning would be 

hanging over the water, so that if one 

canoe forged slightly ahead of the others, 

it would be lost to view, and, only the 

‘thud thud’ of the paddles, a sound so 

familiar and also dear to the ears of the 

Hudson’s Bay Company’s man, would de- 

note that it was still on its way. But 

the rising sun would dispel the mist, and 

by the time that the Head of the Saults 

had been reached there would be clear day- 

Jight and sunshine. If the canoes 

heavily laden, a few packs of furs weuld be 

put out on the portage, at the first rap- 

were 
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id, for it and the foot are the roughest 

spots in that nine mile run. Then, one af- 

ter the other, the canoes would glide out 

into midstream, and slowly approach the 

rapids, the bowsman standing up, some- 

times even on the gunwales, eagerly scan- 

ning the surface of the water for indica- 

tions of the best spot to negotiate the 

‘pitch’. At the very brink, with a sweep 

of his paddle, he would send here bows 

over to the spot where he deemed it best 

to run, and the steersman, keenly on the 

watch, would do the same with the stern, 

and then the canoe would gracefully dip 

down into the smoothly running water, the 

next moment to be slapped in the face by 

an ugly, curling, crested swell. Again and 

again would the canoe plunge through the 

writhing, whirling. waters, an occasional 

short, sharp word of command from the 

bowsman being the only sound save the 

roar of the rapids. Everybody would be 

on duty bent, for that seething, hissing 

water has a quieting, sobering effect upon 

men, and they say little. Then comes the 

sharp, quick turn into the eddy, the lazy 

float to the portage and the Head is run. 

The other canoes follow, all in the same 

manner, and gather in the balance of their 

respective loads. 

Then on again they dash through the re- 

maining miles of rushing water, sometimes 

shipping a swell, sometimes without ship- 

ping a drop, according to the skill or luck 

of the bowsmen, but in those days there 

were kings of the river, some of whom are 

vet alive, such as Toneninnie, Whawatty, 

Micmac, and of those who are dead I re- 

inember Big Jabatis, Big Pierre, and many 

others of lesser note. 

When comfortably seated in a large canoe 

manned by Indians, and loaded nearly to 

the gunwales with precious freight of furs, 

{he veturns of a_season’s trade of the 

Hudson’s Bay Company, I would be borne 

through those racing waters at a pace that 
would vie with that of the train, today. 

(To be continued.) 
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A HANDY 

The log slide on Smith Creek. 
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Ko-Kom. 

She was the widow of the late chief and 

‘was being cared for near the post by the 

Hudson’s Bay Company. She lived alone 

in a wig-wam across the lake with only a 

grand-daughter as a companion. — 

This little girl, who was barely ten years 

of age, administered to her grandmother’s 

every want, made the fire, got water from 

the lake, cleaned 

‘Snares near the camp. 

Poor little Lizette was a good obedient 

child and never grumbled at her lot attend- 

ing to the old woman. 

The two went to bed early and got up 

early, but they never closed the day’s 

duties without offering up prayers of 

thanks for all the mercies they had re- 

ceived from the good Ma-ni-tou. 

Old Ko-Kom was a cripple, being para- 

lyzed from her hips down, but apart from 

this was in perfect health and could do 

many things while sitting at the fireside. 

She made all her own clothes and those of 

Lizette, made the mitts and moccasins for 

their winter use, repaired nets and many 

other things ; above all she possessed a 

contented and cheerful disposition. 

She was a good, dear old Christian 

woman and many an evening some of us 

would paddle across the lake and listen 

about the camp fire to stories of her young 

days when the two great companies 

at war with each other. 

She was the only remaining link of the 

tribe connecting the past with the present. 

Her brain was so clear and her pronuncia- 

tion so plain that it was most interesting 

to sit and listen to her, and all the while 

little Lizette crouched ap near her grand- 

mother, no doubt storing up what. fell 

were 

the fish and set rabbit. 

By MARTIN HUNTER. 

from her lips, she in turn at some future 

day to repeat it to her children. 

No wonder Ko-Kom loved this’ little girl, 

She was the only child of her only son. 

Her mother had died when. Lizette was 

an infant, and the father had given her to 

his mother to bring up. 

There was no. milk in that country where 

Ko-Kom and her son were living when his 

wife died, but the,old woman managed to 

keep the infant alive with sweetened flour 

water, through a reed inserted in a bottle, 

and as Lizette grew older she fed her from 
a bark spoon with fish and rabbit broth. 

Now the old woman was repaid, for the 

girl loved her as a mother and grand- 

mother and watched for the every wish of 

the old woman. 

But one morning near Christmas time we 

failed to see the customary smoke arising 

from Ko-Kam’s wig-wam and knew some- 

thing was the matter. 

The trader’s wife, accompanied by her 

daughter, hastened across the ice on their 

snow shoes. Something had indeed hap- 

pened—Ko-Kom was dead. 

They found little Lizette kneeling, sob- 

bing alongside the old woman, whom, she 

informed the lady ‘between her sobs, she 

had found dead on arising in the morn- 

ing. 

Every last rite was reverently and will 

ingly done for the poor old woman by 

those of the post. 

The whole of those residing at the fort, 

men, women and_ children, attended the 

burial and a pine cross was erected over 

the grave back of which was this inscrip- 

tion:— : 

MARIE KE-NK-TCHIE 

K.0-KOM 

SuPPpOSED AGE—80 YEARS. 

Mr. Hewitt Bostock, of Monte Creek, B. 

C., vice-president of the Camadian Forestry 

Association for thé Province of British 

Columbia, has been appointed to the Sen- 

ate. The Association - extends its congra- 

tulations to Hon. Mr. Bostock and would 

also record its pleasure that he will thus 

be enabled to keep in close touch with the 

Dominion Association and also to influ- 

ence legislation relating to forestry inter- 

ests. 
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An Instructive Exhibit. « 

A practical demonstration of how New 

York State is attempting to restore its 

forests on the denuded, uen-agricultural 

land of the State is one of the most inter- 

at the 

St. Louis World’s Fair, and one which ai- 

esting and valuable object lessons 

fords the highest measure oi, instruction to 

visitors. The inclosed space at the north- 

east corner of the Forestry, Fish and 

Game Building is a fully appointed forest 

nursery, and demonstrates the methods 

employed by the New York Forestry Com- 

mission to supplement nature in preventing 

the total 

ply of New York. 

destruction of the timber sup- 

Evergreens and hardwood yarieties, from 

the seedling to trees four and five years 

old, flourish in the miniature forest nur- 

sery. The evergreens are cultivated for the 

timber supply, and the hardwood varieties 

for turnishing shade 

The first. step in forestry nursery is the 

planting of the sezds. A fertilized seed bed 

is used, and the seedlings are allowed to 

remain in the bed until they are two years 

old. They are then transplanted, placed 

further apart, and are allowed to grow 

two more years. The small trees are tak- 

en from the nursery and transplanted in 

land devoid of timber. The trees are placed 

from four to six feet apart. This is the 

last step toward restoring a forest. Na- 

ture is then depended upon to nourish the 

young trees and replace what the saw and 

axe of the lumberman has destroyed. 

The trees are planted crwse together in 

order that the crowding may prevent 

spreading of the foliage and compel a tall, 

straight, cylindrical growth, free from 

knots and protuberances. If necessary, af- 

ter eight or ten years the smaller trees 

may be culled from the restored forest, but 

nature adjusts these conditions. 

In twenty years a seedling transplanted 

from the forest nursery may be called a 

timber tree. It will then be eight inches 

« 

in diameter and may be used. At an age 

of forty years a diameter »f from fourteen 

to sixteen inches will be attained, and the 

tree may then be utilized for practically 

all purposes. In a hundred years a_ forest 

may be totally restored with timber that 
excels in every way the original product of 

the land. 

New York has 60,000 acres of State land 

that has been totally denuded of its forest 

The 

State has already begun the work of re- 

trees. forestry commission of the 

storing it. Within the last two years 500,- 

000 trees have been transplanted on these 

waste lands at a cost of only $2,500, less 

than half a cent a tree. The transplanted 

forest covers an area of over a_ thousand 

acres, and the commissipn is busily en-— 

gaged in replenishing the other denuded 

forest tracts, nearly all of which are in 

Catskill 

forest nurseries are maintained. 

the Adirondack and mountains. 

Two One 

of these, at Saranac Inn, in the Adiron- 

dacks, is for the production of evergreens, 

or conifers, the timber trees. The other, 

the hardwood tree nursery, is at Brown’s 

Station, in the Catskills. The trees that 

are being raised are nearly all indigenous 

to the soil of New York, but several for- 

eign variet’ that have been found ta 

flourish there are placed in the nurseries 

The forest nursery at the Forestry, Fish 

and Game Building is under the direction 

and supervision of A. Knechtel, forester to 

the Forest, Fish and Game Commission of 

New York. A number of other Eastern 

States, where the timber supply has been 

drawn upon for a century, are maintaining 

forest nurseries, with the view to pre- 

venting a total spoilation of their once 

splendid forests, but New York is the 

pioneer in the work, and the only State 

which has an exhibit at the fair showing 

the practical side of this important work. 

—New York Tribune 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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The Canadian Summer Girl. 
By KATHERINE HUGHES. 

It may be due to atmospheric conditions 

but it is certainly true that the girl of 

-Eastern Canada to a unique degree enjoys 

her summers on the same refreshing out- 

door plan that her brother does. 

Kipling in a delightful poem has voiced 

the spirit of Spring calling out the young 

man. These verses are no mere jingle of 

words to the Canadian girl. 

“Who hath smelt wood-smoke at twilight ? 

Who hath heard the birch-logs burning? 

Who is quick to read the noises of the 

night ? 

Let him follow with the others, 

young men’s feet are turning 

To the camps of proved desire and known 

delight.”’ 

for the 

Follow the others she does when the Red 

Gods call to the wholesome outdoor life 

in the canvas or log camps, in farm houses 

or at mountain and seaside resorts. 

If she lives at the Federai Capital, the 

chances are that she will spend her sum- 

mer on the Gatineau. And if she is very 

knowing she selects some remote spot, for 

the farther north one goes along this river 

the more wildly beautiful the scenery  be- 

comes. It was in a deep green canyon 

there among the hills that we came one 

day upon a camp whose name epitomized 

the spirit of the whole valley. Across 

whitened logs a'bove the cabin door an ev- 

ergreen legend ran simply:— 

SANS-SOUCI. 

Care free! — the atmosphere of the 

Gatineau, the elusive, fascinating atmos- 

phere of the green wilderness caught as 

nearly as may be and set down in prosaic 

letter form ! 

Great round-shouldered mountains were 

piled on the horizon. Brown, spray-wet 

cliffs bordered the rapids where the Gati- 

neau chafing at its sudden limitations 

churned itself into a magnificent rage. 

Pure breezes that came across a hundred 

lonely hills from the snowy halls of the 

northwind buffeted our cheeks and sent 

apple blossoms in showers to the green 

For this spot we had wandered in- 

to had years before been a lumber station, 

and some home-loving soul had planted 

sprigs of apple trees here. The deserted 

log huts make enviable camps in summer 

for men and women, who know just where 

the black bass and the trout rise, and the 

rustic legend of a last year’s camp was a 

refreshing message for us, giving a keener 

relish to the jolly evening meal that fol- 

lowed our day’s tramp. 

All day our eyes had feasted upon pic- 

{uresque Laurentian scenery. Even the 

geologist, enthusiastic in his search for 

specimens, found time between taps of the 

hammer to enthuse over the scenery with 

the man of the tin box and sweet floral 

specimens. And this spot, with hundreds 

similar, within a few hours ride of the 

Capital at Ottawa. 

The remarkable ‘beauty of the Gatineau 

and the treasures of trout and black bass 

that its bosom hides have been known for 

some years to a small circle of Ottawans, 

but secret paradises of this kind cannot 

long remain concealed by even the most 

jealous sportsmen. People have found out 

the Gatineau recently, and pretty summer 

homes have sprung up at Chelsea and 

Kingsmere, near its mouth. Gay camping 

parties each year set up canvas tents, or 

take over the deserted log cottages at re- 

mote green places along the river. Some 

of the lakes that gem this region like sap- 

phires in a woman's necklace have been 

leased to American and Canadian clubs or 

wealthy individuals. Still thousands re- 

main undisturbed by the groaning of a 

reel or the whip of a bending rod. This 

statement is not so remarkable when we 

realize the fact that there are ten  thou- 

sand lakes here within the lhmits of one 

county alone. 

The river empties itself into the Ottawa 

almost opposite the grounds of Rideau 

Hall, and perhaps the sudden spread of its 

fame has been due in part to the partiali- 

ty of the Hall’s vice-regal occupants for 

this river. Not merely because the Earl 

and Countess. of Minto are His Majesty’s 

sward. 
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representatives in Canada, but because 

they are both known as expert devotees of 

rod and rifle, and discerning folk who have 

excellent judgment in matters affecting 

outdoor sports. Last year during the re- 

markably long session at Ottawa, the 

week-end frequently found bored legislators 

with their ‘‘rods and reels and traceés’’ 

growing young again on the Gatineau. 

The existence of the Lgurentian range in 

Eastern Canada and large unpopulated dis- 

tricts constitute an unequalled blessing to 

the country when the Canadian looks about 

for his summer recreation. Nature in her 

earliest and most rugged form is there in 

prehistoric rocks and ravines. The very 

lakes and rivers would seem to gain fresh- 

ness and allurement from comparison with 

their rugged setting. 

In the clear air of the North the crim- 

son of the sunset takes on a richer hue ; 

the gold burns more vividly, and the birds 

reaching here in their annual northern pil- 

gsrimage break upon the hushed air of 

dawn and dusk with riotous melody. 

Thousands of Canadian women prefer to 

spend the summer in the country within 

ten or twenty miles of the cities in which 

they live. Then their men folk are en- 

abled to go into the city every morning to 

their offices, and out again at night to the 

unmarred green spots that give no hint of 

the industrial centre near. 

All day the women and children lead 

ideally wholesome lives out-of-doors, _ ber- 

rying, boating, or lounging about in true 

summer fashion. At night when the whip- 

poor-will pours out his liquid complaint 

the household takes its ease in the cool 

living rooms. or verandahs to the accom- 

paniment of soft music, or long hours are 

spent upon the rivers. 

Beautifully picturesque scenery, boating, 

‘fresh breezes and excellent fishing give 

these summer homes a delightful atmos- 

phere, while the | proximity to the city 

brings out gay parties of friends from time 

to time to enliven the men and women 

who prefer to study the faces of their 

friends than explore remote bits of na- 

ture, however enchanting these may be. 

There are always men and women, how- 

ever, who are not satisfied with domestic 

outings within appreciable distance of ciy- 
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ilization. The re-awakening of Nature in 

spring finds them worn out with mono- 

tonous days of social or business affairs. 

Life suddenly seems to be compounded of 

dressing and eating and pruning of one’s 

individual tastes. Spring breezes bring a 

tingle to their blood, and they study old 

and new routes to good purpose, with a 

fine eye to the size of their purses. 

They can almost feel the rods tremble in 

their hands ; they see the silver sides of 

an artful fish slip up from the shadow of 

a rock or log; they recall the steady sup- 

port of Alpenstocks on a rocky hillside. 

They feel the pulse of the water against 

their canoe on a windy day and smell the 

moving odours of the camp supper after a 

stiff paddle. 

They know the blessings to come of long 

days enveloped in the sunlit repose that 

their minds and bodies crave ; or of buoy- 

ant spirits that waken each day to new 

conquests, and vigorous bodies that wel- 

come the day’s programme with enthus- 

iasm. This is as true of the Canadian 

girl as of her brothers. Even her Ameri- 

can sisters have been touched with her 

longing for the northern hills, and this 

year a party of five girls are coming up 

from New York with silk waterproof tents 

and aluminum household kit, medicine box 

and folding stove. Their comisariat is well 

supplied with relishes and the girl-cainpers 

look forward to an ideal vacation on ‘tke 

banks of a Canadian lake. 

Sometimes the Canadian girl makes her 

goal the Saguenay—titantic, majestic Sag- 

uenay, memorable in its grand marshall- 

ing of granite hills and stately pines and 

primeval forest growth. Trinity Bay a- 

waits her there brooding eternally in my- 

sterious grandeur, and the air is balm of 

mingled hill and sea breezes. It is here 

in Lake St. John that the ouaniniche is 

king ; here only that one finds ‘‘the chos- 

en water where the ouaniniche is waiting 

and the sea-trout’s jumping crazy for the 

fly.’ At Ha! Ha! Bay are most of the 

summer hotels and cottages, but one has 

not far to go to meet an Indian mission 

and trading post, and later on the forest 

and untracked rivers. 

The fringe-of quaint old French  settle- 

ments along the shores of the St. Law- 
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rence from Quebec to Montreal lend an ad- 

ditional interest to this region when visit- 

ed on the homeward trip from the hills. 

Back in the hinterland one has met the 

red-sashed river-drivers in the early sum- 

mer, bronzed, skilful and insouciant, wed- 

ded to their dangerously fascinating occu- 

pation. And farther back one passed the 

last vestiges of civilization, touching on 

land that .no known white man or woman 

has set foot upon before. Here, too, the 

canoeists found new puzzling routes to 

tempt him, and fresh game to fill his 

larder. 

The little French villages on the shore 

but mark an easy transition from these 

woods to the city. The small white-wash- 

ed houses have trim gardens bordered with 

spruce and fir, bright-eyed grandames do 

their knitting on the high French-Canadian 

balconies ; the black-gowned cure passes 

you on the street with a glance of cour- 

teous enquiry. Not even the vivacious 

good jAumour of the plump housewife, or 

the smiling punctiliousness of her smocked 

bonhomme are more attractive than the 

simple exteriors of their homes. Like the 

straight rows of Lombardy poplars, these 

retain their primitive charm even after the 

habitant’s unworldliness has lost its 

freshness from contact with tourists. 

Or my lady’s choice of a summer sanc- 

tuary may swing to the west and single 

out Timagami—peerless Timagami, in its 

fresh beauty of island-dotted lakes and 

chutes and canyons, unspoiled for sports- 

men yet by any inrush of settlers, but in- 

vaded yearly by hundreds of American 

tourists. This is the land of big game, as 

well as fish, and more or less an exclusive 

paradise for the men of the nation. Yet 

Nova 

The first visitors to Nova Scotia from 

the continent of Europe found it clothed 

with forest to the water’s edge. The char- 

acter of the forest growth was no doubt 

very much what it is at the present day, 

though years of destructive civilization 

have wrought many changes in distribu- 

tion and conditions. The most frequently 

*Contributed b 
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even here the Canadian girl has made her 
way. 

North of this Lake Abbitibi lies—Abbiti- 

bi on the Height, which, when man or 

woman has reached an experience has been 

acquired that should satisfy the wander- 

thirst of any summer tramp. To the north 

of ,the rude Hudson’s Bay Company fort 

here rugged bluffs and flat muskegs stretch 

away dismally ; in the south civilization 

invites one’s return over hundreds of miles 

of forested hills and fertile lowlands, 

gemmed with lakes and streams. 

Between the Algonquin National Park at 

the western corner of the tourist’s land of 

desires, and the new Laurentian Park in 

the Saguenay region, a wilderness stretch- 

es alluring, silent and mysterious, warm 

with the generous largeness of the summer 

sun in the north, but tempered with fresh 

northern airs that have climbed the Height 

of Land. 

Each year brings larger bands of camp- 

ers or guests to its summer hotels; the 

qualities of its spruce and hemlock beds 

meet wide approval; the rivers’ tide 

breaks more and move to strangers pad- 

dles, and any turn in a river may bring 

you in. sight of a bending rod with a 

many-pounder at one end and a jersey-clad 

girl at the other. Tumult and turmoil in 

the blue waters—a bending rod and a tight 

line—and her dinner lies ayleaming against 

the greensward. 

This stretch of land from park to park 

embraces the high-lying Gatineau hills and 

the whole northern vailey of the Ottawa— 

in very ‘truth a region of delights, which 

the Canadian woman with rod and reel or 

paddle and camera has not been slow to 

appreciate and make her own. 

Scotia. 
occurring species along the coast where 

they are exposed to the sea winds are 

spruce and balsam fir. On the higher lands 

of the interior is a hardwoed forest com- 

posed of maple, beech, ash and birch, with 

a sprinkling of spruce and pine, except in 

the western part, where spruce, fir and 

tamarack are the prevailing trees. On the 

the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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river flats the elm 

On the light 

pines occur. 

lifts its graceful form. 

lands the red and Banksian 

White pine, once abundant, is 

now scattered and of minor importance. 

Hemlock is abundant in some sections and 

some oak is found. While much of the land 

is of good agricultural quality there are 

that 

are, either from their rocky nature, or the 

large areas, as elsewhere in Canada, 

lightness of the soil, best fitted for tim- 

ber growth. 

Though first settled by the French, Nova 

Scotia shared the fortunes of war between 

England and France, passing from one to 

the other at different times. The first 

place in possession of the British was Port 

Royal (now Annapolis) and the question 

of wood supply was one of the difficulties 

that arose in a short time. In January, 

1735, a meeting of the Council was held at 

the call of the Lieutenant-Governor to con- 

sider ‘‘the great abuses and exorbitant 

prices demanded by the French inhabitants 

for firewood by which they seemed to have 

no other view at this time than to distress 

His Majesty’s garrison’? and His Honor 

therefore desired the gentlemen of the 

board ‘‘seriously to consider their inso- 

lence and the present circumstances of His 

Majesty's garrison, which could not  pos- 

sibly subsist without wood.”’ 

When Halifax was founded in 1749 the 

country in that district was described as 

one continuous wood, no cleared spot to be 

found or heard of, while the underwood 

was thickly growing young trees ‘‘so that 

with difficulty one could make his way 

anywhere.’’ In spite of this plenitude of 

forest it was necessary to import frames 

of buildings, boards and shingles from New 

fngland. The frame of St. Paul’s church 

in Halifax, one of the old places of wor- 

ship still standing, was so imported. The 

Revolution and the establishment of the 

United States as an independent nation in- 

Government to interfere 

1789 we find the 

memorializing 

the effect that 

import boards, 

from the United 

with 

duced the British 

with this trade and = in 

Assembly of the Province 

the Lieutenant-Governor to 

“the late prohibition to 

and shingles 

\merica has been attended 

to the public and in- 

clap-boards 

States of 

rreal inconvenience 
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jury to the commercial 

Province.”’ 

The first export of timber from the Pro- 
vince was to the West Indies and the 
trade has gradually expanded in different 
directions... According to the fast census 
returns (1901) the value of the forest pro- 

ducts of Nova Scotia for the census year 
is given as $3,409,528, the estimate being 
made on the timber as it lay in the 
woods. 

No special plan of dealing with timber 

lands appears to have been adopted, al- 

though a remark in the report of the Com- 

missioner of Crown Lands for 1874 to the 

effect that it is a matter of regret that 

the leasehold tenure as to timber land was 

ever abolished, would appear to indicate 

that leases were at one time granted. 

Along the fertile valleys and marshes the 

lands were usually settled in strips, in- 

cluding a stretch of meadow or marsh, then 

the house farm and behind a piece of wood- 

land. q 

And ‘nere it may not be out of place to 

refer briefly to the famous marshes along 

the inlets of the Bay of Fundy. Grand 

Pre and the Marshes of Minas have become 

famed in literature, but a more extensive 

flat is the Tantramar Marsh (in New 

Brunswick) in the vicinity of Sackville, the 

seat of the Methodist College for the Mar- 

itime Provinces. Crossing these flats by 

the railway the traveller is struck by the 

large number of barns, and barns. only, 

scattered here and there, and enquiry re- 

veals the fact that these are among the 

most valuable farm lands to be found any- 

where. For these marshes are not marshes 

in the sense in which that word is gener- 

ally understood, but are great stretches of 

meadow land formed of mud deposited by 

the high tides of the Bay of Fundy and, 

with hardly any labor or expense to the 

owner, produce luxuriant crops of hay, run- 

ning to three tons and more per acre. This 

finds ready sale at $10 per ton, so that it 

is not at all to be wondered at that these 

lands bring $200 to $300 per acre when 

and that the fortunate holder of even 

a moderate marsh is able to live 

in ease and Hay have been 

taken from these marshes since the days 

of the French occupation without diminish- 

ing their fertilitv. The 

interests of the 

sold 

area of 

comfort Crops 

flats are dyked so 
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as to prevent the invasion of the tide as 

the salt water would change the character 

of the vegetation to 

tide rising higher than 

marshes keeps them  al- 

coarse salt grasses, 

but the incoming 

the level of the 

ways thoroughly saturated... As an expla- 

nation of their continued fertility it is 

suggested that, as transpiration from the 

surface is the only way ‘by which the 

moisture can escape, the water movement 

is always upward and the mineral consti- 

tuents are continually being brought to the 

surface instead- of being drained away. The 

depth of the deposit forming these marsh- 

es reaches eighty feet. 

Passing into the interior of the Pro- 

vince where the purely timber lands are lo- 

cated, no change was made in the land pol- 

icy and these lands, aggregating probably 

ten million acres, have passed into private 

hands in fee simple with the-exception of 

about 1,500,000 acres, half of which has 

also lately been leased. 

At the last session of the Nova Scotia 
Legislature in a debate on the administra- 

tion of forest lands the Hon. J. W. Long- 

ley, Commissioner of Crown Lands, stated 

that notwithstanding that there are in 

Nova Scotia between fifteen and twenty 

firms carrying on large businesses in lum- 

bering and all had’ obtained in the past 

large areas of timber lands, the aggregate 

of these lands did not represent anything 

like one-half of the timber lands in the 

province that are in private hands. The 

fact being that the great majority of tim- 

ber lands at the present time are in the 

hands of small holders and are used by 

them in connection with their farms. In 

the County of Annapolis on the South side 

of the Annapolis River the original grants 

extended for four and one-half miles from 

the river, but the land was not cultivated 

for more than half a mile. 

A system of leases 

established by Act 

the year 1899. 

for a 

of timber lands was 

oi the Legislature in 

The Act provided for leases 

period of not more than twenty 

years at a price of not less than forty 

cents per acre (raised during the last ses- 

sion to eighty cents), the lessee not to be 

allowed to cut timber under ten inches in 

diameter. Where cutting to five inches was 

allowed fifty cents (now $1.00) was 

lan 

charged. Leases aggregating 800,000 acres 

have been granted under this Act. 

By the same Statute authority was giv- 

en to the Governor-in-Council to obtain by 

purchase at a rate not exceeding twenty- 

five cents per acre any lands heretofore 
granted for lumbering purposes. No use 

has, however, yet been made of this auth- 
ority. 

No forest reservations have been set 

apart in Nova Scotia, but the present reg- 

ulations contain the germ of the system 

in providing a different system of admin- 

istration for timber lands. The only re- 

serves established at any time were of 

small extent and for the use of the Admir- 

alty, and these nave all, with perhaps one 
exception, since been disposed of. 

In 1883 the first Act for the prevention 

of forest fires was passed, the chief pro- 
visions of which are that no fires are to 
be started in or near woods except for 

clearing land, cooking, obtaining warmth 

or for some industrial purpose and persons 

Starting fires for clearing are to take all 

possible precautions to prevent their spread. 
Any person starting a fire in the wood be- 
tween Ist May and Ist December is re- 

quired to clear away all combustible ma- 

terial and no burning substance is to be 

thrown away carelessly. Penalties in these 

cases are from $20 to $400. County coun- 

cillors, justices of the peace, sheriffs, coro- 

ners, and other county officers were made 

responsible for extinguishing fires. 

Railway locomotives are required to have 

proper spark arresters and _ the right of 

way through woods must be cleared 

flammable material. 

of in- 

No sufficient machinery for enforcing this 

Act was provided and this has proved a 

serious defect. Losses from forest fires 

have continued and during the’ dry period 

of the spring and early summer of 

last year matters reached a climax. 

Fires occurred in every part of the Pro- 

vince due to the usual causes, settlers 

clearing land, fires left carelessly by hunt- 

ers, fisnermea and others, sparks from 

railways, etc. The area of forest burned 

over was at least 200,000 acres and the 

loss is conservatively estimated at $2,- 

000,000, while it might be placed at ever a 

higher figure, if the statements as*to the 
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destructiveness of the fires given by some 

reports were accepted without deductivn. 

Not only the previously denuded distitcts 

suffered, ‘but also good stands of green 

timber, and the fires ran over some ot the 

‘best timber lands of Cumberland County 

and Western Nova Scotia. But the present 

destruction is not the end of the matter. 

As stated in one report the prospective 

loss can scarcely be estimated as much of 

the land over which tine fire is reported to 

have travelled was burned so deeply as_ to 

destroy all the seeds that were in the soil, 

indeed in many places the soil itself was 

burned so that nothing was left to sup- 

port vegetation until a new soil has been 

Nor formed. This will take many years. 

is this all. Another report states that 

the fires destroyed to a certain ex- 

tent all kinds of game and killed large 

numbers of small trout and the prophecy is 

made that the fish and game will likely 

become a thing of the past if the fires con- 

tinue as they have ‘been in 1902 and 1903. 

A meeting of the lumbermen of Eastern 

Nova Scotia was held at Annapolis Royal 

on the 3rd December, 1903, to consider the 

situation’ and advise as to the steps that 

might be taken to prevent a recurrence of 

the experiences of that year. The opinion 

was unanimous in favour of the creation of 

ean! and recommendations 

were made to the Legislature accordingly. 

A bill, which has since become law, was 

consequently introduced into the Legisla- 

ture by the Government, which provides 

for the appointment of a Chief forest rang- 

er in any municipality to periodically trav- 

el over all woodlands in the municipality, 

whether belonging to the Crown or private 

owners or under lease from the Crown, to 

appoint, when necessary, other persons to 

act as rangers under his direction, to in- 

stitute prosecutions against offenders und- 

er the Act, to trace tie origin of forest 

fires, to post warning notices and to re- 

port fully in regard to all matters coming 

under his supervision. To provide the 

necessary revenue to cover the expenses of 

the service it is provided that a_ special 

tax of three-eighths of one cent per acre 

should be assessed on ‘holders of more than 

one thousand acres of timber areas or un- 

cultivated lands in any municipality. It 
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1s a pleasure to be able to. state that this: 

system is reported to be working out fay- 

ourably. 

An effective organization for fire preven- 

tion is the indispensable preliminary to any 

advance in forestry work or of any experi- 

ments in forest reproduction. A resolute 

enforcement of the Fire Act through the 

machinery now provided should secure this 

necessary basis for advance and therefore 

the Province of Nova Scotia may be ex- 

pected to give this further question due 

consideration. Her 10,000,000 acres of tim- 

berland, now much of it waste and unpro- 

ductive as the result of recurring fires, 

might be made a continual source of rey- 

enue and a protection to her waterways 

and agricultural interests. The problem is. 

worthy of the study of her statesmen, her . 

Jumbermen and her citizens generally. Prus- 

Sila, with a forest area of 6,000,000 acres, 

has a net revenue of $8,366,000. 

Forest reproduction is not 

The forests are reproducing 

when allowed to do so. A prominent Nova 

Scotia lumberman makes the following 

statement: ‘‘After fires are stopped forest- 

ry will be a live subject and after having 

given considerable thought and study to it 

I have no hesitation in saying that I think 

it can easily be made successful and pro- 

fitable.”’ 

Spruce is a tree that reproduces itself 

easily and is the main dependence of the 

lumber supply in Nova Scotia at present, 

and generally it would be favored by those 

in the lumber business. Other species 

should not be neglected, however, and vill 

be found profitable in mixture or in’ iv- 

cations that are specially . suitable for 

their development. 

On lands at present timbered natural re- 

production might be allowed to do the 

work, but in order to assist nature as far 

as possible a study should be made of the 
methods of re-production, the seeding, the 

conditions and rates of growth and any 

other information that may be required to 

enable the operator to understand and has- 

ten the natural process. Timber is becom- 

ing more valuable and if, as the experience 

of European nations has well established, 

the product of a forest,—the crop,—can be 

increased in quantity and value, it is but 

a chimera. 

themselves 
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the part of wisdom to take such steps as 

the conditions will permit of to embrace 

the returns from an investment in timber 

lands. 

The tracts burned over in such a way as 

to destroy the seed and any immediate 

possibility of a new growth of desirable 

species will require special treatment, 

either by planting up with the trees de- 

sired, as is done’ successfully in Germany 

and France, and also lately in the United 

States, or by the planting of groups to 

form seed distributors, or even possibly by 

broadcast seeding. It is desirable that, at 

least in regard to such denuded areas, 

which might be considered the _ special 

charge of the Government, some experi- 

mental work should be undertaken on se- 

lected locations. 

Various assertions are made as to the 

rate of growth of trees in Nova Scotia. 

Herewith is a statement as contained ina 

report by W. A. Hendry, formerly Deputy 

Commissioner of Crown Lands for Nova 

Scotia, submitted in 1884 in response to 

the request of a committee of the Imper- 

ial House of Commons appointed to en- 

quire into the forests of Canada. Ten 

trees were examined, a small number, but 

it was considered that they would proba- 

bly be a fair average. The figures are as 

follows: Red Spruce, 9 ins. diameter, 43 

annual rings; 94 ins., 54 years; 10 inches, 

58 vears; 16 inches, 43 years; 13 

inches, 44 years; 12 inches, 47 years; black 

spruce, 93 inches, 51 years; 92 inches, 54 

: o 
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years; white pine, 9% inches, 58 years; 16 

inches, 72 years. It is now becoming less 

easy to obtain sufficient timber of suitable 

size to supply the demand for lumber of 

good dimensions. The statement has been 
made that it is difficult in Western Nova 
Scotia to secure the proper proportion of 
twelve inch wide stock to fill South Amer- 
ican orders. The desirability of exact 
knowledge as to rates of growth is there- 
lore apparent. 

The large interests involved in the lum- 
ber industry, the protection of the water 
supply and agriculture, the needs of the 
rapidly increasing mining Operations, all 
constitute an imperative call to consider 
the future. Nature will work on with the 
patience of eternity to help man in his ef- 
forts. She will build up with exactness 
and faithfulness and her operations may be 
measured and weighed and calculated with 
a definiteness that places a well-developed 
system of forestry among the exact scien- 
ces. It is time that nature’s work was un- 
derstood and assisted. It is time that she 
should be allowed to re-clothe the waste 
places rather than that man should make 
them a desolation and call if, progress. 
The work of the twentieth century for 

Canada is to so deal with her forest lands 
that they may become more and more val- 
uable and at last ‘be handed down t» the 
future years as a monument to the wis- 
dom and foresight of this generation and 

a blessing to those that follow. 

Planting Forest Seeds.° 
By LHOS. CONANT. 

i had to send to Germany to get a sup- 

ply of forest tree seeds, simply because 

they were not obtainable in Canada or 

the United States. Germans are content 

to work so cheaply that they can afford 

to gather the seed and supply applicants 

at reasonable prices. It is true we have 

these seeds in the greatest abundance in 

Canada, but few persons up to this time 

have seriously thought of the advisability 

of saving seeds in the autumn for planting. 
a Oe 

It is to be ‘hoped, however, that soon 
Some of our people will turn their thoughts 
in that direction. 

In getting the seeds from Germany I 
aimed to have these from forest trees sit- 

uated inland and away from the softening 

influence of water. This precaution I took 

so that the trees might be as hardy as 

ours. In planting the seeds I had shallow 

holes made with the mattock in order to 

have the seeds shaded from the scorching 

‘ontributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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sun by the sides of the holes. Then I had 

them covered: over lightly. The covering 

in fact was only a sprinkling of earth or 

leaves. The holes were simply excavations 

that the mattock could make usually ata 

single stroke, and these I found to be quite 

sufficient. Let me add before leaving the 

subject of planting that I aimed at having 

the seeds spread about in the holes and 

not dropped in a bunch. These seeds have 

grown very nicely and I am rather proud 

of them. The day is surely coming when 

I can easily afford to be very prodigal of 

young shoots and remove them by the 

millions. 

In a few years I 

copses of trees, but 

large timber for myself. Those to come 

after will get it, but while it is growing 

it will ever be a charm to the eye and a 

beautifier to the landscape. The great 

beauty of England is that one is never out 

sof sight of the woods. The bare look of 

the West, or even of our own older Pro- 

vinces, where everything has been cut off, 

is entirely absent. 

A little personal 

undoubtedly will get 

I do not anticipate 

anecdote, if you will 
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indulge me, will illustrate as te the profit 

of tree planting. An English relative, heir 
to farms of several hundreds of acres in 

one of the central counties of England, de- 

sired to come over and visit me, and make 

also a tour in the United States and Can- 

ada as he approached his majority. Inher- 

iting the title and the lands from his de- 

ceased father, he found all the funds to be 

locked up by the terms of the will and no 

money available for his purpose just then. 

His grandfather, however, had planted 

some scattering oak trees about the home 

seat, which were gnarled and branchy and 

spreading. The mother said, ‘‘You may 

ask the gardener if he desires to spare a 

few of these trees.’? The gardener was so 

disposed. a few trees were marked, a sale 

held and £1500 realized for a few trees 

never missed and not needed, giving the 

young heir plenty of available funds to 

come over and visit me. Had not ‘the 

grandfather thoughtfully planted these 

branchy oaks this travelling money could 

not have so easily come to the young heir. 

The anecdote makes its own application to 

England and it will be just as true for 

Canada in our future for a like time. 

The Wild West hank: 

The west coast of Vancouver Island is an 

untamed spot, where time has stood still 

for more than 100 years, and where, owing 

to the topography of the country, there 

will be little or no advancement in the en- 

suing 100 years. 

Vancouver, Quadra, Gray and Captain 

Cook all sailed along this coast, and visit- 

ed the numerous little harbors that make 

indentations in the forbidding shore line. 

They warped and towed their comparative- 

ly small craft around numerous islands and 

up canals and inlets, reaching far into the 

interior of the island, and in their wake 

came the fleets of the traders, who bought 

fish and fur from the Indians. Those were 

the two great staples of more than 100 

years ago, and they are still in the lead— 

*iEe xchange. 

in fact, are the only resources on which the 

‘degenerate remnants of the once powerful 

tribe depended for a livelihood. 

Thirty-six hours’ ride by rail and steam- 

er from Portland, Ore., will land one in 

the heart of this, the wildest region to be 

found anywhere of the Mississippi 

river. 

White men are scarce along the west 

coast, about the only representatives being 

the storekeepers at the Indian villages. To 

supply the wants of these few white trad- 

ers and to carry the mail the Canadian 

Pacific despatches a small steamer every 

seven days. 

west 

MOST INTERESTING TRIP. 

For the last year the Queen City, Capt- 
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ain 'Townserd, has been covering the route, 

and a round-trip voyage on this craft is 

one of the most interesting trips that can 

be made in the same length of tinge any- 

where in the west. More than hali of the 

voyage is spent in cruising well inland on 

bays and inlets that run back from Bar- 

clay, Kyoquot, Notka, Clayoquot, Quatsi- 

no, and other ‘‘sounds’’ which lead out to 

the open sea. The steamer usually makes 

her first stop out of Victoria at San Juan 

and then at Carmanah Point and Cape 

Beale. 

The most important landing place in 

Barclay sound is the new cable station at 

Bamfield creek. This is where the Austral- 

ian cable leaves the shores of North Amer- 

ica, and there are about twenty men em- 

ployed ‘here, some of them being fortunate 

enough to have their wives with them. 

After leaving Bamfield Creek, the Queen 

City steams up the Alberni canal far in- 

land to the old town of Alberni, where the 

ships from England loaded ‘‘timber’’ fifty 

years ago. The ruins of the old mill are 

still in evidence, but it has been many a 

day since a deep water-carrier sailed up 

this beautiful inlet. 

The west coast of Vancouver Island is 

rich in historic lore, and there is much 

tragedy mixed with the history. In 

Friendly cove, Nootka sound, the North- 

west America, the first vessel built on the 

Pacific Coast, was launched by Captain 

Meares in September, 1788, the American 

ship Columbia, Capt. Grey, being in the 

harbor at the time of the launching.  Fif- 

teen years later in the same cove. almost 

the entire crew of the American ship Bos- 

ton, was massacred by the Indians. 

OF HISTORICAL INTEREST. 

At Chayoquot Sound the red devils mur- 

dered almost the entire crew of the Ton- 

quin, which had gone north from Astoria 

to trade. Then there were tragedies of the 

sea, almost without number, and in the 

early days the survivors of ships wrecked 

oan the west coast frequently met a death 

on shore worse than drowiln:. 

And over all this forbidden coast there 

rests a glamor of historic interest that 

will never be dispelled. The names of Gray 

Vancouver, Meares, Quadra, Cook, and a 
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number of others will be remembered until 

the end of time, and it was from the bleak 

west coast that they set forth to explore 

what is now known as Oregon, Washington 

and British Columbia. The names which 

these leaders of civilization in a new world 

gave to the rivers, bays, sounds and moun- 

tains (Rainer excepted) are still in use and 

always will be. For this reason alone the 

west coast will always remain a locality 

of absorbing interest to both Canadians 

and Americans in the Pacific northwest. 

“The graveyard of the north Pacific’’ is 

the sombre and expressive name that was 

bestowed on the west coast of Vancouver 

Island so many years ago that the identity 

of the man who named it has been lost. 

Time has not changed the significance of 

that name, and the harvest of death and 

destruction of property still go on. Big 

square-riggers, schooners, barquentines, 

steamers and even men-of-war have all 

found a common grave on the shores of 

this wild stretch of coast line. . 

A few of these wrecks were of sealing 

schooners which were driven ashore in a 

fog, but the greater part of them were 

vessels bound in or out of Puget Sound. 

There have been many wrecks and a con- 

siderable loss of life along that death- 

haunted region between Cape Flattery and 

Gray’s Harbor, but there are so many 

stretches of beach and little coves along 

there that dead bodies and wreckage usual- 

ly wash ashore in a condition that renders 

identification impossible. 

FEW GOOD HARBORS FOUND. 

With the exception of two or three good 

entrances the west coast of Vancouver 

Island present no such favorable front to 

the ocean. Rough, ragged rocks, sharp 

and cruel in spite of the everlasting beat 

of the surf against them, extend down to 

the water edge, and under the surface hid- 

den rocks and reefs, in many places, extend 

out for miles. On these the staunchest 

ships ever built are quickly ground to 

pieces and the unfortunate crew, seeking in 

the fog or darkness to effect a landing on 

the adjacent shores, meets with a similar 

fate. 

Occasionally a wreck dodges the rocks 

which guard the entrance to most of these 
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harbors or coves and gets in where it can 

be identified before it is pounded to pieces. 

In a great many cases, however, there is 

just enough wreckage left intact to excite 

speculation as to its identity, and not 

enough to offer a satisfactory clue to the 

vessel it came from. 

The Vancouver Island Indian seems to 

have suffered worse by contact with the 

civilization of the whites than any other 

coast tribe. The advent of the white man 

found this island populated by many thous- 

ands of healthy, well-developed Indians, but 

bad whiskey and greater evils that follow 

in its wake have caused the destruction of 

the race, and today there are _ certain 

tribes, notably along Quatsino sound, where 

the cry of the native papoose will never 

again be heard, the youngest Indian in the 

district being five or six years old. 

Large numbers of the men have been lost 

in seal hunting in recent years, and as the 

seal hunters have always been the flower 

of the tribe from a physical standpoint the 

loss to Indian posterity ‘has been 

severe. In every Indian village on the 

island are numerous vacant huts that will 

never again be tenanted by the. red man, 

and deserted villages are by no means in- 

frequently met with. 

LOSS TO BE REGRETTED. 

The destruction of the race, which is so 

largely due to the adoption of the white 

man’s vices, cannot be regarded otherwise 

than with regret. In perhaps almost any 

other part of the West this regret would 

be softened by the knowledge that the 

passing of the red man presaged the advent 

of a higher civilization. Here there is no 

recompense of the disappearance of the 

race, which even in its picturesque squalor 

added interest to a section of the country 

where nature was lavish in her gifts of 

scenery, but woefully stingy in passing out 
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resources of greater intrinsic value. When 

the last west coast Indian passes over to 
the great beyond, his place will not be 
filled By a superior order of being. The re- 

spectable white traders and missionaries 

who now lead lonely lives among them, 

having no more timber to work on, will 

return to civilization and the few remain- 

ing specimens of mankind will be the cul- 
tus squawman and their offspring, the iat- 

ter in their development retaining all of 

the evil of both white and red men and 

none of either. 

In justice to a scattering few hardwork- 

ing prospectors and mine owners now try- 

ing to discover what the west coast of 

Vancouver Island was made for, the above 

statement should perhaps be qualified. 

There are numerous mines along the west 

coast and several hundred thousand good 

American dollars have been lost forever in 

an endeavor to make producers of them. 

The Government, the Catholics and the 

Presbyterians have spent considerable 

money in schools and churches for educat- 

ing and Christianizing the west ccast Ind~ 

ians, but the results have been far from 

satisfactory. All of the religion that can 

be forced on an Indian in this country 

does not seem to diminisn his love for ly~ 

ing and stealing, and the morals of both 

sexes are shocking. The girls, born into 

the world with a handicap of environment 

and blood, are taken up by the well-mean-~ 

ing but misguided Church people and 

taught just enough to make them under- 

stand that there is a higher civilization 

and a better life than that which they are 

leading. Their intellects are not exactly 

dwarfed, but through centuries of tradition 

and breeding diverted into channels which 

run not with ours, soon enable them to un- 

derstand that an impenetrable wall of 

caste forever bars them from mingling 

closely with the better civilization of the 

outside world. 
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The Boy Crusoe. 
By MARTIN HTNTER. 

Whereas, Crusoe the man, was on an _is- 

land surrounded ‘by miles and miles _ of 

water; this Crusoe, a boy, was at the edge 

of a lake with miles and miles of the howl- 

ing wilderness about him. 

It was by the sheerest accident we came 

across him, otherwise, no doubt, he would 

eventually, have succumbed to hardships 

and loneliness. He was almost demented 

from what he had endured both physically 

and mentally, when we found him. 

I had received orders in April from the 

head officer in charge of the department to 

proceed overland from my post on the 

head waters of the St. Maurice to the post 

oi Pointe Bleue, Lake St. John, on a tour 

of inspection, and this I was requested to 

do at the earliest possible moment after 

the lakes and rivers were free of ice. 

This opening of navigation usually took 

place in that part of the country about the 

10th of May, but I was unable to secure a 

guide until a month later and even he was 

a make shift, for the man had only twice 

made the crossing years ago when he was 

yet a boy. 

But an Indian’s bump of locality is so 

well developed, that I did not hesitate to 

start with him and a young Canadian as 

steersman. 

The way we journeyed the distance is 

nearly three hundred miles. I[ have never 

seen a more difficult route to find. Some 

of the wportages would lead off from a 

water-way in the most unlooked for places*t 

My Indian was never long in deciding where 

to have the canoe pointed for the next 

portage, only once was he utterly at fault, 

and this was when we were about four 

days’ journey from home, and what we 

considered halfway over. 

It was on the biggest lake of the whole 

trip, long arms or bays, stretched in sev- 

eral directions from the centre, and after 

a long, consideration Shagunash decided 

the route must be down the bay to 
Nor’east. I ventured to say this was at 

considerable variance from the general 

the’ 

course we had been going for several days 

but could not say more. 

‘Nie kepl ou paddling down this indent and 

IT saw the guite hecan te doubt, neverthe- 

less on we paddled until we reached almost 

the very bottom of the bay. Shagunash 

jammed his paddle down in the water to 

wrench the canoe right about face, when 

George the Canadian said: 

‘‘Uegardez lee petit gargon!”’ 

We all looked, and there in the edge or 

the woods stood a bit of a boy, with a 

scared, white face. When we _ got ashore 

the little lad fell down at my feet and 

burst into hysterical crying. For a long 

while my efforts to compose him, were of 

no avail, but eventually he overcame his 

emotion and quited down. 

Then we heard part of his remarkable 

story. 

He said, in October last, his father, 

Frederick Bellmore, and he, left the tower 

St. Maurice to come into the Pierrish 

Country to hunt, and that shortly after 

they reached the lake on which we found 

him; his father had sickened and died. It 

was the most heart-rendering story I ever 

heard. 

The boy was too smaitl ard weak to 

carry his father’s body out from the 
camp and bury it, so he dug a shallow 

trench in the wig-wam, managed to fix a 

blanket around his dead parent and_ rolled 

the corpse into the grave. After filling in 

the same he cut a number of trees and coy- 

ered the place to prevent wolves and oth- 

er animals from devouring the body. 

Guided by the little Pierre, for such he 

gave us as his name, we visited this spot 

and found it as he had described. By my 

orders the men returned to the canoe for 

their axes and fell a number of other large 

trees on top of the pile to make quite sure 

of it being protected. 
This finished to our satisfaction, the boy 

next conducted us to the camp the poor 

little fellow had made with his own hands 

and where he passed all those dreary, sol- 

itary months. The place was wondertully 
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well chosen and I could not but think a 

kind and watchful providence had led — his 

steps thither after he had become an _ or- 

phan and homeless. 

It was a square fissure in the perpendic- 

ular front of a high rocky mountain, a- 
bout six feet broad, ten or twelve feet deep 

into the mountain and the height was the 

sky line on top. With infinite labor he had 

closed up the six feet broad, leaving only a 

small space for him to crawl in and _ out, 

and this egress was securely fastened up 

at night from the inside by a stout door 

with double bars and a strong prop. The 

log front was carried up to about eight 

feet on which a roof entended clear to the 

back, a hole being left for the smoke to es- 

cape. There was sufficient lignt from this 

hole to make all parts of the cave clear by 

day. 

I told little Pierre to gather any small 

light articles he valued and follow us down 

to the canoe. 

A reasonable time having passed and the 

boy not coming I returned to the cave to 

see what was keeping him. 

Looking in the small opening, I saw a 

bundle tied up on the floor and little 

Pierre kneeling in. deep prayer before a 

crucifix hanging on the wall, with his back 

towards me. He saw my shadow darken- 

ing the door, took the crucifix, kissed it 

and placed it in his bosom, saying ‘‘It 

was my father’s.”’ 

With his bundle in his hand he followed 

me to the canoe in which we all embarked 

and paddled out of the bay with as much 

haste as possible. 

Shagunash had now studied out his bear- 

ing, and this time, took us to the proper 

landing. The sun was now dipping behind 

the trees so we decided to camp there and 

take the portage in the cool of the 

ing. 

morn- 

That night, and the succeeding ones, be- 

fore we reached Lake St. John’s, little 

Pierre told ws, by the camp fire, of his 

solitary residence in ‘‘Dead Man’s Bay.” 

Fortunately there were many rabbits 

close to the cave and Pierre, having kept 

up a line of snares, he subsisted principal- 

ly on their flesh during the fall, utilizing 

the skins to line the interior of his hut, 

which made it very warm when the cold 
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nights of winter set in. Some of the skins 

he packed his blankets with to make them 

heavier and to retain the heat of his 

body. 

He had a little flour, his father’s supply, 

but this he carefully hoarded in case of be- 

ing hard pressed for food when the bitter 

cold of January and February set in. 

By the calamity of his father’s death, 

Pierre had all at once become much older 

than his years. He realized that he was 

alone, over a hundred miles from any one, 

in a trackless forest, out of which, unaided 

it was impossible for him to get. 

There is no doubt he was an exceptional- 

ly brave little fellow. Many a boy under 

such distressing circumstances would have 

run blindly into the forest, lost himself, 

and perished from exhaustion and misery. 

Not so with Pierre, as he said: ‘‘That 

first evening, after I had buried my poor 

father, I sat with my head buried in my 

hands and thought, and thought.’’ ‘‘My 

father, when he became so weak that he 

foresaw his death was close at hand, man- 

aged, between his fits of coughing, to tell 

me many things I would have to do.” ‘He 

made me promise to. be brave, and not 

give way to my sorrow. He said God 

would surely watch over me and direct 

some one my way.’’ 

I-could see the hand of Providence in 

clouding my guides intellect, and causing 

him to go down the wrong bay. 

“My late father had two traps set for 

beaver in a small lake not far from my 

hut. These had not been visited all the 

time of his illness, so the next morning 

(knowing the path well by accompanying 

him) I set out to see these traps.”’ 

“TY carried my father’s gun on my shoul- 

der aS a defense, ammunition was too 

searce to use on small game. It was well 

TI was saving of powder and shot, because 

once during the winter, as I will tell you 

later, on, my very life depended on that 

gun.’ 

“T found a beaver in each trap,. one 

large and one small. The big one and my 

gun was all I could carry at the time, so 

I had to make two trips between the lake 

and my hut.” 

“T say my hut, but it was not built yet, 
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I merely had a fire place there and slept in 

the cut rock.”’ 

“Tt took me till the snow was on _ the 

ground to finish my fort, doing a little 

each day, after visiting my snares and 

chopping my night’s wood.”’ 

“T skinned the beavers and smoke dried 

the meat for future use. This I also’. did 

with my surplus rabbits, until real cold 

weather set in and then I merely froze 

them.”’ 

‘However I did not kill rabbits in any 

great numbers until the cold really did 

come. I simply got my hedges made and 

cut down quantities of young birch, tam- 

arac and other tender wood that they are 

fond of, so “they used to come and _ feed 

there regularly and others came irom {fur- 

ere Olbs 

“The morning after the first light fall 

of snow I went up the valley to see what 

signs there were and the snow. was fairly 

beaten with tracks coming from all sect- 

lons.”’ 

““There was yet a week or ten days be- 

fore the freezing up of the lakes. I knew 

there were other beaver in the lake my 

father had his traps in, but how’ to_ set 

the traps puzzled me, as I was not strong 

enough to press down the springs.’’ ‘‘One 

spring I could manage but when I took 

off some of my weight to press down the 

other, up would go the first one. At last 

I thought out a plan. With a slip knot on 

a piece of cord. I put it over the spring 

and as I pressed down tightened the string 

until it was right down. I then tied it 

fast and pressed the other spring with all 

my weight, lifted up the pan and the trap 

was set and kept set by the one released 

spring. It was simple then to cut the oth- 

er loose with my knife.” 

“It took me near half a day to get the 

traps opened and set in the water. One 

was on the rim of the beaver lodge and 

the other at the dam.” 

“T went back proud to my camp, but 

that night while lying in my blanket I re- 

alized what a risk I had run, for supposing 

the trap had sprung and caught me by the 

hand! I promised myself I would never 

take the risk again.”’ 
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My men having now turned in, I told 

Pierre to do _ likewise and continue his 

story next night. 

The following evening after supper I got 

little Pierre over to the front of the tent, 

and he resumed his story, while I smoked 

and listened. 

“One morning I found water frozen in a 

pannican and this scared me to greater ex- 

ertion at my building and I labored at it 

for two whole days, and got the front 

built up the height I wanted it, or rather 

as high as I could put a ridge pole on, for 

I saw this was going to be the hardest 

part, and so it was, for I had first to lift 

one end a piece and block it, then do the 

same to the other end, and so on till I 

got it up to ite place.’’ 

“Bor roofing I used round poles, put 

close together. The chinks were stopped 

with moss and then earth put on top of 

this.” 

“After getting so much done, and the 

weather turned mild again, I determined to 

take a day off and visit my beaver traps, 

which I did on the following day.”’ 

“‘Although I am only a boy, yet I under- 

stood that God was good to me, for in 

each trap waS a beaver, a large and a 

small one, as in the first instance. The 

flesh of these two would support me for a 

fortnight and the skins would make me 

moccasins.”’ 

“T did not take time to open the traps, 

but cut the beaver’s feet close to the jaws, 

hung the traps on a tree and hurried to 

camp with the large one on my shoulder, 

and nad time to fetch the other before the 

short November day had closed.’’ 

“‘Wirewood I had in advance, so all I had 

to do was pull my beaver into the hut, 

barricade the door, take my supper, and 

set to work, by the light of the fire, at 

the skinning. This took me far into the 

night, to finish the two animals. The fire 

had burnt low, but I did not replenish it 

as the weather was not cald.”’ 

“T was tired from my hard day’s work, 

so offered up my prayers, rolled myself in 

the blanket, and in an _ imstant was fast 

asleep.’’ 

(To be continued.) 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

Last 

Hornaday’s American Natural History up 

month we unfortunately credited 

to two separate and distinct publishing 

firms ; Messrs. Scribner’s name- should 

only have been mentioned. 

Three miles west of Edmonton, a four- 

teen-day journey with pack train, is the 

Jasper Pass. Here once stood Jasper 

House, an old Hudson’s Bay post, and fur- 

ther west, but a few miles, the still older 

Henry House. The climate of this part of 

the Rockies is about the same as that of 

Edmonton, and from the Pass, southward 

to the Rocky Mountain Park, is one of the 

best caribou and sheep countries that we 

have. 

+ 
Dr. Judson F. Clark has been appointed 

by the Government of the Province of On- 

tario to take charge of forestry work in 

the Provinee. Dr. Clark 

Prince Edward Island and is a graduate of 

the Ontario Agricultural College. 

is a native of 

He was 

a lecturer in the Forestry College at Cor- 

nell University and has lately been on the 

staff of the Forestry Bureau of the United 

States. His reputation as a lecturer and 

scientific student of forestry stands high 

and his appointment should add considera- 

ble strength to the d2velopment of forestry 

in Ontario. We are pleased to see Cana- 

dians returning ‘to assist in the building 

up of the Dominion. 

¥ 
No camper or yachtsman should be with- 

out the The 

going reads like an advertisement but it 1s 

Mayo Diamond Torch. fore- 

not. It is, on the contrary, merely a de- 

liberate expression of opinion drawn forth 

by the superlative virtues of the aforesaid 

torch. Everybody who has camped, es- 

pecially in winter time, knows how pro- 

vokingly difficult it is to start a fire with 

wet wood and damp matches. The Mayo 

Diamond Torch is a Brobdingnagian stick 

about four long as an ordinary 

match. The head will burn for twenty sec- 
times as 

onds in a gale of wind, or in rain, or in 

snow. Unfortunately, these matches are 

not as yet procurable in Canada, but they 

are to be bought of all outfitters in the 

United States. They are ‘‘sure fire.”’ 

r 
THE “MASSASSAGA”’ BASS FLY. 

The Editor Rod & Gun in Canada:— 

Two of us spent last Saturday afternoon 

on Lake Descnenes. I used what I thought 

would be very good bass flies and my friend 

used a ‘‘Massassaga’’ anda ‘‘Parma- 

cheene Belle.’’ He landed fotr bass and 

lost three, all on the ‘‘Massassaga.’’ I did 

not rise a single fish. We cast over pre- 

cisely the same water, and I believe that 

if I had used the ‘‘Massassaga’’ I might 

have done just as well as my friend, at 

least I see’no reason why I should not 

have done, and he said the same thing. Cer- 

tainly the ‘‘Massassaga’’ is a wonderful 

bass fly. J.E.M. 

Ottawa, 22nd June, 1904. 

» 

We regret to have to record the death 

of Hon. G. W. of Montreal, 

which took place suddenly on the 20th June 

Stephens 

last, while he was on a fishing expedition. 

Mr. Stephens took a prominent part in the 

public affairs of the Province of Quebec, 

known as a liberal 

public-spirited citizen. Of late years he 

had retired from active publie life, but was 

a member of the first Forestry and Colo- 

nization Commission appointed recently by 

the Government of Quebec and submitted 

an able and well-written report, which 

contains much valuable material in, regard 

to conditions in the Province of Quebec 

and forest management elsewhere, partic- 

ularly in Norway. Hon. Mr. Stephens was 

a member of the Canadian Forestry Asso- 

ciation. 

and was always and 

~ 

British Columbia it 

appears that the season is generally dry 

and several fires have occurred which re- 

quired considerable hard work to keep in 

check. The fire ranging however 

From reports from 

staff is 
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well organized. Thorough protection has 

been provided for along the Foothills of 

the Rocky Mountains, thus. conserving that 

important watershed. The watershed has 

been divided into ten districts, each in 

charge of a ranger. Throughout the rest of 

Canada the wet weather has prevented any 

great danger from forest fires. The new 

system of fire ranging adopted in Nova 

Scotia is reported to be working out sat- 

isfactorily. Reports have been received 

through the press, however, of forest fires 

in Cape Breton, which apparently did con- 

siderable damage, and threatened the town 

of Sydney. 

> 
The protection afforded to the wild things 

within the 5000 square miles, of the Cana- 

dian National Park is beginning to have its 

reward. After having 'been exterminated 

on Mount Rundle, mountain goats have 

found their way back to their old haunts 

and only the other day three were seen on 

the precipices on the east side. They have 
also been seen recently on Mounts Sulphur 

and Cascade. 

Some young rocky mountain goats were 

caught by Indian boys of the Shuswap 

tribe and shipped to the Rocky Mountain 

Park paddock at Banff. For two days they 

were fed with a spoon on diluted condensed 
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milk, and now they have been adopted by 

some domestic ewes and are doing well. 

The 'boys by whom they were captured had 

a hard tussle, as the little fellows did not 

submit to the rope without a desperate 

struggle. 

+ 
A short time ago one of the buffalo in 

the animal enclosure at Banff, met with 

his end in a contest for leadership of the 

herd, with one of the older bulls. The 

meat of the animal was used by many in 

the village, and some found its way to the 

Indian reserve at Morley, where the Indian 

chiefs and head men partook of a regular 

old-time buffalo feed, the only difference 

being that at the feast of the other day a 

very devoted grace was said before and ai- 

ter the meal by one of the chiefs, says 

Crag and Canyon. The old Indian’s grace 
was said in Cree and was something aiter 

the following : 

“Dear Lord, we all thank you myself, 

and my brothers, for your big goodness in 

stuffing us with the strang meat of our 

bison. We thank you many times; and al- 

so we thank the old man bull for killing 

the young man bull of which we have fill- 

ed on, and made us big and strong. Please 

dear Lord, have the bulls and cows fight 

Gentlemen,—We are mailing you under 

cover electrotype of our new Ideal Rifle, 

English Model, No. 0444, which will Uwe 

ready for the market about July Ist. When 

we issue our new catalog, we anticipated 

being able to supply it the first of this 

month but have been delayed. 

It is on similar lines to our regular No. 

44% Ideal rifle with drop frame and 

sliding breech-block action but has a tem- 

ered barrel, military pattern, rubber shot 

gun butt and is especially desirable for 

STEVENS IDEAL” N°.044 

new 

field hunting purposes. In weight, tie rim 

fire will be 52 pounds, just between the 

Favorite and Ideal No. 44. Is made for 

all standard sizes of ammunition, fitted 

with bead front sights and sporting rear 

and lists at $12.00. This is fully illustrat- 

ed on page 31 of our new catalogue, and, 

as this is. an entirely new arm, believe 

your readers will be interested in having it 

brought to their attention. 

Very truly yours, 

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. 
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mahy more battles so that once more we 

will eat the buffalo before we die. 

oo 
The Secretary of the Canadian Forestry 

Association has sent out circulars to the 

members asking for lists of names of per- 

sons who might be invited to join the As- 

sociation. There has been a gratifying re- 

sponse in the number of names forwarded, 

and invitations and copies of the Annual 

Report are being sent out to these per- 

sons. It is desirable that these invita- 

tions should be followed up by the mem- 

bers of the Association urging personally 

its claims to support on tnuse whose names 

they have sent in. The success of the cam- 

paign for increased membership means much 

for the success and the extension of the 

usefulness of the Association. The inter- 

ests for which it stands are of great na- 
tional importance and have strong claims 

to public support. It is necessary, how- 

ever, that these claims should be clearly 

understood and impressed if the public are 

to be aroused to take an interest in the 

movement and a little following up of the 

printed invitation will help in securing as 

members many who might otherwise not 

give the matter careful consideration. 

- 
The Secretary of the Canadian Forestry 

Association has received a reply from the 

Department of Railways and Canals to the 

resolution urging that care should be tak- 

en for the prevention of forest fires along 

The bullet here illustrated is the culmin- 

ation of a long series of experiments by 

Dr. W. G. Hudson of New York City in 

conjunction with the Ideal Mig. Co., New 

Haven, Conn. - The latter state that it is a 

modification of the Hudson bullet No. 

308256. It is one-sixteenth of an inch 

shorter over all, the point is shaped after 

the pattern of the U. M. C. Thomas bul- 

let, the length of the bullet from under the 

band ‘‘C’’ is exactly the same as No. 308- 

256, the middle groove is filled, thus secur- 
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the line of the Transcontinental Railway, 

which was passed at the last annual meet- 

ing of the Association. The Secretary of 

the Railway Department states that the 

Department fully appreciates the great im- 

portance of every precaution being taken 

to prevent such fires in connection with 

the surveying of the route and the con- 
struction of the said Railway, and that the 

Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company 

have been written to by the Department 

with the result that they have replied to. 

the effect that the importance of the sub-- 

ject and the desirability of their taking 

such action as is indicated by the copy of 

the resolution transmitted has their full 

sympathy ; that they will be glad to do 

what they can in the direction indicated, 

and that their engineering department has 

been instructed accordingly. 

A similar reply has been received by the 

Secretary of the Association from C. M. 

Hays, the General Manager of the Grand 

Trunk Railway, in reply to a copy of the 

resolution, which was sent direct to him. 

- 
One of the longest trips yet undertaken 

through the mountains will be commenced 

in a few days by Brewster Bros., of Banff. 

The party is headed by Fred Hussey, of 

Pittsburg, and Dr. Stearns, one of the 

well-known medicine manufacturers of Phil- 

adelphia. Eighteen pack ponies have gone 

ahead loaded with provisions, in charge of 

W. Potts. They are making their way to 

ing greater weight at the base and pre- 

senting more surface which increases the 

The front band ‘‘C’’ is 

308256. The: 

The weight 

of this bullet when cast from pure lead is 

about 200 grains and with an alloy of 16: 

grip on the rifling. 

precisely the same as No. 

ideal dirt catcher is retained. 

.per cent antimony, 10 per cebt tin and 8 

per cent lead which mixture we recommend 

the bullet will be about 178 grs. which is 

nearly the same as the regular factory mid 

range bullet (180 grs.) Ed. Taylor In- 

spector of-the Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 

lately tested this bullet with 20 grs. of 

their new ‘‘Marksman’’ powder and secur- 

ed about 1600 F. S. there was no fusion. 
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the Athabasca falls where the rest of the 

_ party, will overtake them:at an early date. 

The course mapped out is no definite one, 

but the time it will take will exceed four 

months. After leaving the Kootenay 

Plains, above the head waters of the Sas- 

katchewan. the party will proceed through 

Wilcox Pass, down the Sunwapti, striking 

the Athabasca and following north to the 

Miette river, Here a permanent camp will 

be made, and during the summer the large 

rivers and surrounding country will be ex- 

plored. In the fall Mr. Hussey and the 

doctor Will make a collection of game 

heads and the fur-bearing animals of that 

part of the Rockies, and considerable time 

will be spent in drawing maps of the water 

courses and mountains for future travel. 

On Mr. MHussey’s return he will outfit 

again at Edmonton to take an extens- 

ive trip to the Barren Lands after the 
= 

? 
musk ox. 

The world owes every man a living—and 

some of them collect the debt in a decided- 

ly original way. According to the Cana- 

dian Gazette of London: 

“Ror the past six months a man, age 

about 30, height 5 feet 6 inches, complex- 

The United States Marine Corps have 

just placed an additional order with the 

Ideal Mig. Co., New Haven, Conn., for-an- 

other quantity of complete outfits with 

which to equip the various Marine Corps 

stations, each set consisting of an Ideal 

Loading Press with appurtenances, Univer- 

sal Powder Measure No. 5, Armory Mould, 

bullet Lubricator & Sizer lubrication, etc. 

all of which are to be used in reloading the 

30—40 Krag service shell with the Ideal 

bullet No. 308245 and a charge of 3 grs. 

of Laflin & Band’s ‘‘Bulls-Eye’’ powder. 

Reloaded ammunition of this description 

‘is said to be extremely accurate and very 

cheap, showing a great saving over the 

cost of new cartridges which fact the mil- 

itia of the various states as well as Uncle 

Sam are not slow to recognize, as the use 

of reloaded ammunition for all ranges up 

to and in under 500 yds. enables the men 

to shoot a great deal more for practice at 

a very much less cost. 
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ion pale, hair, eyes and moustache dark 

brown, wearing a grey suit and cap with 

flaps, has been victimising Canadians and 

Australians here, by representing to them 

that he is steward or engineer on a steam- 

ship lying at Tilbury Docks, and that by 

the request of some notable person at 

Quebec, Halifax, or elsewhere, he has 

brought them a caribou nead, and that it 

will be sent on by rail. The name of the 

person mentioned as the sender is general- 

ly familiar to those addressed, who, in an- 

ticipation of receiving such a_ valuable 

present, gladly advance the money to cov- 

er the carriage on the railway, etc. Need- 

less to say neither the man, nor the money 

is seen again, and the caribou head never 

arrives. The police are desirous of form- 

ing this man’s*acquaintance, with a view 

of stopping the annoyance both to persons 

on whom he calls and to the railway auth- 

orities, who have been very much pested by 

inquiries respecting the stag’s head, which 

they have never received for delivery.”’ 

- 
The government of the Province of On- 

tario has established regulations providing 

for the safeguarding of the forests by the 

insertion of a special clause in the agree- 

ments of all railway companies building 

railways through the newer districts of 

Ontario. The regulations consist of two 

clauses, one of which is:-— 

“It is hereby agreed that wherever the 

line of construction of said railway runs 

through lands of the Crown, which are not 

covered by timber license and tie Govern- 

ment deem it proper for the provection of 

the forest wealth adjacent to the line of 

construction to place on duty a staff of 

fire rangers for the protection of timber, 

it shall be at liberty to do so, and all 

expenses incurred thereby, whether for or 

in respect of men’s wages, or any other 

services, shall be borne and paid by said 

railway company.”’ 
The other clause is similarly worded and 

provides for the protection of timber und- 

er license. 
By this means te control of this fire 

protection is kept in the hands of the de- 

partment, and the department, with its 

experienced ranging staff, will be able to 

look closely after the work and see that 
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adequate protection is afforded. The Ca- 

nadian Pacific Railway, which is building 

a line south from Sudbury, and the James 

Bay Railway Company have heartily ac- 

quiesced in the arrangement, and it is 

expected that the results will be as suc- 

cessful as they have been along the line of 

the Timiskaming road, where an efficient 

ranging system has prevented loss by fire, 

though the line is constructed through one 

of the finest pine forest reservations in 

Canada. 
> 

- 

Mr. Austin Cary has, as reported by the 

press, been making a statement to the ef 

fect that the estimates and descriptions of 

Canadian forests, which have appeared on 

this side of the line, have been much ex- 

aggerated, as his observation is that the 

timber and the condition of the forests is 

not nearly so good as_ has ‘been asserted. 

Without any authorized report of the 

statement made or knowledge of opportun- 

ities for observation upon which it is based 

it is impossible to form a judgment as to 

how far this criticism is correct. Mr. Cary 
is a man of experience in timber matters 

and for years nas made the forest a spe- 

cial study, so that anything he may say 

on the subject is worthy of attention. 

As to the criticism of Canadian  esti- 

mates, however, it may be pointed out 

that there are estimates and estimates, 

and undoubtedly some of them are _ over- 

drawn. As a_ rule, however, those issued 

in any official way are carefully made and 

while an estimate in regard to an immense 

country like Canada must always leave 

large margins of error in the present in- 

complete state of our knowledge, there are 

still large tracts of splendid forests in the 

Dominion and the more careful estimates 

will not be found to be so very far wide 

of the mark, even though some districts 

may not come up to the expectations that 

were formed of them. It is well, however, 

to emphasize the fact that an experienced 

forester, a practical man of business, for 

such Mr. Cary is, having managed the 

pulpwood limits of the Berlin Mills Com- 

pany of Brunswick, Maine, for some years, 

should find ground for criticism of the 

and management of Canadian 

timber lands. 

condition 

€ $ 
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‘The question has been often asked, whr- 

ther it is possible to introduce any . sub- 

stance into the body of a tree or plant 

which will destroy insect or other para- 

sites, but any attempts made with that 

object have been generally and usually jus- 

tifiably discredited. The Forestry Quar- 

terly, however, gives a review of some ex- 

perimental work, which has been done by a 

Russian entomologist to determine the 

feasibility of some such mode of combat- 

ting the attacks of insects. The first point 

to be settled was the proper method to in- 

troduce the foreign substance, so that it 

might be carried throughout the whole 

body of the tree. Previous experiments in 

which crosswise, holes were cut in trees 

showed that a colored liquid introduced in- 

to such holes would rise to the top, but 

only in a distinct line in the shape of the 

cross formed by the holes and that it did 

not descend to the roots. But by cutting 

the holes under the surface of the liquid 

to be introduced it was found that it 

would pass through all the tissues of the 

tree. When the holes were cut in air the 

air filled the cut cells and, as it were, 

plugged them, although later the liquid 

was drawn upward by the transpiration 

force. The other question to be solved is 

as to the materials that may be injected 

into the tree to destroy the parasites with 

out injury to the tree. The experiments 

are not yet sufficiently advanced to deter- 3 

mine this, but it is known that plant cells 

will absorb poisonous substances and in 

weak solution no injury to the tree might 
result. It is known that some fungi Can- 

not develop in the presence of even traces 

of salts of copper, others, in the presence 

of green vitriol. The final issue of this 

experimental work will be awaited with 

much interest. 
_ 

bd 
Trout fishing in the well fished streams 

of the old country is considerably 

our Canadian 

more 

difficult than in most. of 

waters, and the reward in mere weight of 

fish is of course insignificant as compared 

rewards obtained with the by Canadian 

anglers—but, even so, it is a noble sport 

and a satisfying one. The Englishman is 

very thoroughgoing and never more in earn- 

est than when he takes his pleasure, not 
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sadly, as the witty Frenchman said, but 

carefully, deliberately and attending with 

infinite pains to the minutiae of his art. 

From the days of Walton the masters of 

the craft have hailed from the British 

Isles, and English text books are yet the 

best, though wisdom must be used in 

adapting their directions of our fishing. 

One of the latest, and a capital one, too, 

is ‘“‘Trout Fishing’ by W. Earl Hodgson, 

published by Messrs. Black, Soho Square, 

London. An admirable feature of this 

book is a colored supplement of artificial 

flies, of which the author says: ~ ‘‘Al- 

though, if I be not mistaken, the book of 

flies now presented is the first of its kind, 

pictures of flies, arranged for other  pur- 

poses, are not uncommon ; but much more 

difficulty, I am informed, has been found in 

the attempts to reproduce the colors ex- 

actly. Within recent months, happily, 

there has been much progress in the meth- 

ods of reproducing colored pictures ; and I 

am confident that the effort in this vol- 

ume will be found successful.’’ This claim 

is certainly justified, and the colored 

plates of flies will be most useful to Cana- 

dian anglers. Many of these flies are as 

useful in Quebec, Ontario and British Co- 

lumbia as in the British Isles, though 

many of our best ‘‘fancy’’ flies do not 

seem to have found favor as yet across the 

Atlantic. The price of the book is seven 

shillings and sixpence. 
> 

- 

The prospector is the advance Herald of 

civilization, and few of us realize how 

much this Canada of ours, owes to the 

plucky, enterprising men who are exploring 

the uttermost nooks and crannies of our 

western ranges. 

$ 
F. B. Hussey of Pittsburg, Penn., is al- 

ready well-known throughout the Canad- 

ian Park, having been in this part several 

times for the purpose of hunting, says the 

“Crag and Canyon”’ of Banff, Alberta:— 

He has just returned from a bear hunt with 

Jas. Brewster of this place, and C. P. 

Blue Book on Arms and Ammunition is 

the title of Caverhill, Learmont & Co.’s 

1904 book showing a full line of guns, 

rifles. and other sporting goods. 
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Price, of Golden, with a bag of four black 

bear, two grizzlies, and one cinnamon. The 
party started from Golden about a month 
ago down the Columbia River, and through 
the Big Bend Country. Wonderful sport 
was aflorded the entire trip. They saw, in 
all, some twenty-five 

cases where the bear was only wounded 
the first fire, they narrowly escaped a 
hand to hand fight with bruno. One large 
silver tip in particular proved the true 
fighting character of the grizzly of the 
Rockies. A shot from Mr. Hussey’s Ex- 
press rifle broke her front leg at which the 
bear rose on her hind legs looking for the 
cause of her pain. The boys were behind 
a sandbank about eighty yards away, and 
it was some minutes before the huge grizz- 

ly saw them, but. during those few minutes, 

trees, stumps, roots and gravel flew in all 

directions as anything in her path she tore 

to pieces in her anger and pain. It was 

not until she was within twenty yards of 
the hunters that she was brought down 

with the fifth bullet, one through her head, 

two through her shoulders and neck and 

one through her heart. She proved to be 

a tremendous brute in size but owing to a 

mange of some sort her pelt was of no use, 

Her skull, however, will be one of Mr. 

Hussey’s trophies of the Canadian Rockies. 

- 
The following extract from the report of 

the Minister of Finance of the Russian 

IXmpire on the Trans-Siberian 

which shows that the same difficulties ex-. 

ist there as in Canada is given in the 

Revue des Eaux et Forets for February. 

It is absolutely necessary to make a 
more complete. study of the taiga (swamy 

forests) and to determine the extent of 

land which may serve for the immediate 

settlement of the immigrants, or which it 

will be necessary to prepare for that pur-. 

pose, whether by the labor of the immi- 

grants themselves or at the expense of the 

state, and when that question is consider- 

ed it will be necessary to give special at- 

tention to forest economy, the present con- 

dition of which menaces Siberia with great 

future perils. Nearly everywhere the for- 

ests are either entirely destroyed or de- 

vastated by the local population so as_ to 

become valueless. The lack of supervision 

bear and in some 

Railway 
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on the one hand and on the other the in- 

crease of the price of forest products as a 

result of the building’of the railroad and 

the development of steam navigation, are 

among the causes for the exhaustion of the 

forest riches of Siberia. 

The chief scourge of the forests in Siber- 

ia are the fires due principally to care- 

lessness and each year immense stretches 

of the most beautilul pine forests are de- 

vastated by fire. In the district of Altai, 

that granary of Siberia, which has a bril- 

liant future, every year sees the burning 

of tens of thousands of acres of forests, 

the result of which is the laying bare of the 

sands. In the district of Kurgan moving 

sands have already formed and are cover- 

ing the cultivated fields. In the province 

of Tobolsk nothing more remains of the 

famous forest of Ikovo, which in the reign 

of John IV. was celebrated for its squir- 

rels, but bare sands and small scat- 

tered trees. As a consequence of this 

wholesale destruction of the forest, the cli- 

mate of Siberia is certainly changing for 

- the worse and it is probable that that is 
the cause of the drought which has existed 

for two years in Altai. 

From the preceding it is absolutely 

necessary to carry on the study of the tai- 

ga in line with the forestry organization of 

Siberia. It is necessary to distinguish be- 

tween the forests which have a protective 

character or of which the preservation is 

a matter of special moment to the “state 

and those which occupy tracts suitable te 

neing gradually transformed into agricul: 

tural lots for immigrants. 

¥ 
John Fannin is dead and Canada has lost 

the best working naturalist she has yet 

been able to claim as her own home-made 

production. He reached a ripe old age and 

was one of the most beloved and respected 

old timers of British Columbia. The Col- 

onist had this to say about him: 

British Columbia were 

more widely known than ‘‘Jack’’ Fannin. 

Crossing the plains from Eastern Canada 

in 1862, he plunged into the pioneer life of 

the province with its vicissitudes and its 

struggles with a cheery personality which 

soon won him the reputation of being one 

of the kindliest and most cheery souls in 

“Rew men in 

the community. In common with all men 
at the period when he came to British Co- 
lumbia, he followed mining with more or 
less success during ‘‘the Cariboo excite 
ment,’’ but soon found his natural bent in 

leading hunting parties in various portions 
of the province. In this he gained an ex- 
perience which served him in good stead, 

when during the regime of the late John 

Robson’s government he was appointed to 

the position of curator. This vocation 

suited him to a nicety, and to the intelli- 

gence and application which he brought to 

his task in the comparatively early days, 

British Columbia owes it that she has now 

so splendid a museum. 

As a taxidermist and 

ents were recognized all over the conti- 

nent. He was paid innumerable compli- 
ments by high authorities for the speci- 
mens ‘he had secured, and the skill and 

knowledge he had shown in their prepara- 

tion for exhibition purposes. From an un- 

pretentious nucleus of small birds, the 

museum grew under his supervision to its 

present magnificent proportions. Visiting 

historian his tal- 

representatives of New York museums and 

other noted institutions were loud in praise 

of his collection, asserting it was among 

the best of the kind they had ever seen. 

Notable amongst the types under his 

charge was the ‘‘Ovis Fanini,’’? a specie of 

goat in a class by itself, known only to 

the Yukon country in the vicinity of Daw- 

son, being given tat name because of its 

discovery and classification by Mr. Fan- 

nin. 

Deceased was born at Kemptville, Ont., 

on July 27, 1837. He was unmarried and 

has a brother and sister still living in the 

East. Accompanying him across the plains 

in 1862 were R. B. MeMicking, J. A. 

Mara, John G. T. Tunstall and 

many others now scattered over the pro- 

vince. The funeral will take place tomor- 

row.’’ 

Bowron, 

A black bass weighing 6 lbs., 8 oz., 224 

inches long and having a girth of 17 inches, 

was killed near Coboconk, Ont., by Mr. G. 

R. Symes, last month. He used a rod by 

Alleock, Laight & Westwood Company, 

Ltd., of Toronto 
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Ashdown Gun Club Annual Competition July 22 

The annual competition of the Ashdown 

Gun club took place on July 22. This event 

lias become one of unusual interest from 

the environment in which it has been 

placed. The shooting was done from a 

barge in tow of the steamer Alexandra, 

while sailing down the Red river, in the 

presence of a large crowd, who took ad- 

vantage of the occasion. 

The competition was inaugurated by a 

neat speech from Mr. J. R. Lindsay, who 

welcomed the visitors to the shoot, and 

explained the conditions under whieh it 

was to be conducted. Mr. Lindsay then 

called upon Mrs. G. A. Britton to pull the 

cord releasing the first pigeon, while Mr. 

3ritton, who is president of the club fired 

the inaugural. shot, which, by the way, 

killed the bird neatly. 
The prize, a handsome cut glass vase, 

was presented -to Mr. Lightcap by Mr. 

Lindsay, and the winner was informed that 

he had also won the proud title of cham- 

pion of the Red river, Lake Winnipeg, and 

Hudson Bay. 

A special consolation or booby prize for 

the gunner whose misses figured largest in 

the score, was provided by the club. This 

prize, a pretty little scent bottle, went to 

Mr. C. Lightly, who, out of the ten trys, 

killed one bird. 

There were 29 entries for the shoot, 

scores in detail being as follows: 

H. Soper 7, S. Tait 5, Dr. Dalgleish 4, 

P. Johnston 9, J. Turnbull 7, R. McKay 

i; H.-W aighteup AG whe vates 6, J. 

Reeves 7, S. McKinnon 7, W. Gates 5, H. 

Scott 7, R. Wright 4, D. Nimmons 8, C. 

Lightly 1, A. A. Britton 9, J. Peters 7, W. 

Cranston 5) lo) Burtch 6.7 OF ys lite tern 

NORIO Re Sin clates Gee slates. Ate emer (le) 

bell 8, R. Rutley 3, R. W. Holland 5, W. 

El Cross 8, J2 A lindsay 8) J295., Hamip-= 

ton 4, Mr. Sutton 7. 

On the home journey the boat was clear- 

ed of guns and exploded cartridges and 

dancing was engaged in, music being pro- 

vided by a string band. 

The steamer reached her dock about 10.30 

o'clock. 

- 

C. J MITCHELL 

We herewith show a cut of Mr. C. J. 

Mitchell, winner of the Labatt Trophy at 

the Springwood Gun Club tournament, held 

in London on June 16 and 17, a full re- 

port of which’appeared in our July issue. 

Mr. Mitchell also won the championship 

medal at the Stratford tournament, des- 

cribed in this issue. Mr. Mitchell is’ cer- 

tainly deserving of congratulations for the 

excellent showing he has already made this 

season. Big things are expected of him at 

the tournament at Brantford. 
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Tournament at Stratford, July 1 and 2 

The shooting tournament under the aus- 

pices of Local Union No. 97, United Gar- 

ment Workers of America, opened at Bat- 

tershall’s park, Stratford, Ont., on July 

Ist with a large attendance of shooters 

from Toronto, Toronto Junction, Brant- 

ford, London, Ailsa Craig, Ridgetown, 

Clinton, Stratford and elsewhere. From 

Toronto there were representatives from 

the National and Stanley Gun Clubs. The 

shooting was brisk, and for a windy day, 

the scores were good. 

Ten events were pulled off, including that 

for the Garment Workers’ trophy, a hand- 

some cup valued at $50, and the gold med- 

al event, which carried with it the cham- 

pionship of America. The Brantford club 

won the trophy, breaking 99 out of a pos- 

sible 125 birds. The Stanleys of Toronto 

were second with 92 and Clinton third with 

85. The teams were composed as follows: 

Brantford—Westbrook, Mitchell, Hacker, 

Barret, Graham. 

Stanleys—Dey, 

McGill. 

Clinton—Doherty, 

lon, Glover. 

The gold medal event was the most close- 

ly contested event on the card. Some 

twenty of the best shooters entered and 

at the close of the first contest, J. Mit- 

chell of Brantford and F. H. Conover of, 

‘Leamington, the popular representative of 

the Du Pont Powder Co., stood a tie at 46 

birds each out of 50. The tie was shot off, 

both men scoring 23 out of 25. In decid- 

ing the tie Mitchell won by 24 to Conovy- 

er’s 22. 
The other eight events of 20 birds each, 

money divided according to the Rose sys- 

tem, were finished as follows:— 

Green, Pop; 

Hovey, Dollie, Cante- 

Event No. 1.—20 birds—Scane, Ridge- 

town, 20; Hovey, Clinton, 18; Thompson, 

Toronto, 18; Dunk, Toronto, 18, Smith, 

Ailsa Craig, 17; Dollie, Clinton, 17; Gra- 

ham, Brantford, 16; Wakefield, Toronto 

Junction, 16; Mahler, Ailsa Craig, 16; Do- 

herty, Clinton, 16; Cantelon, Clinton, 15; 

Green, Toronto, 15. 

Event No. 2.—20 birds—Green, Toronto, 

19: Wakefield, Toronto Junction, 18; Smith 

Ailsa Craig, 18; Dollie, Clinton, 18; 

Wakefield, ° 

Thompson, Toronto, 17; Cantelon, Clinton, 

17; Seane, Ridgetown, 17; Doherty, Clin- 

ton, 17; Graham, Brantford, 16; Hovey, 

Clinton, 16; Dunk, Toronto, 15; Baetz, 

Ridgetown, 15; Glover, Clinton, 15; Nich- 

olson, Ridgetown, 15; Pop, Toronto, 15. 

Event No. 3.—20 birds—Hacker, Brant- 

ford, 19; Thompson, Toronto, 18; Hart- 

man, Clinton, 18; Dollie, Clinton, 18; 

Scane, Ridgetown, 18; Mitchell, Brantford, 

18; Hovey, Clinton, 16; Green, Toronto, 16; 

Dunk, Toronto, 15: Smith, Ailsa Craig, 15; 

Mahler, Brantford, 15; McCall, Ridgetown, 

15; Westbrook, Brantford, 15; Wakefield, 

Brantford, 14; Summerhays, Brantford, 14. 

Event No. 4. —20 birds—Scane, Ridge- 

town, 19; McCall, Ridgetown, 19; Hacker, 

Brantford, 19; Westbrook, Brantford, 19 ; 

Cantelon, Clinton, 18; Hovey, Clinton, 18; 

Dunk, Toronto, 18; Wakefield, Toronto, 

Junction, 17; Barrett, Brantford, 17; Dol- 

lie, Clinton, 17; Green, Toronto, 17; Smith, 

Ailsa, ‘Craiz, 16; Doherty; Clinton, 16; 

Glover, Clinton, 16; Thompson, Toronto, 

15; McCall, Ridgetown, 15. 

Event No. 5.—20 birds—Scane, Ridge- 

town, 19; Dunk, Loronto, 18; Green, To- 

ronto, 18; Hacker, Brantford, 18; Mitchell, 

Brantford, 18; Westbrook, Brantford, 16 ; 

McGill, Toronto, 15; Smith, Ailsa Craig, 

15; Hovey, Clinton, 15; Doherty, Clinton, 

15; Cantelon, Clinton, 14, Dollie, Clinton, 

14. ; : 

Event No. 6—20  birds—Green, Toronto, 

20; Wakefield, Toronto Junction, 19; 

Scane, Ridgetown, 19; Dunk, Toronto, 18; 

Smith. Ailsa Craig, 17; Hacker, Brant, 

ford, 17; Westbrook, Brantford, 16. 

Event No. 7—20 birds—Wakefield, To- 

ronto Junction, 17; Westbrook, Brantford, 
17; Mitchell, Brantford, 17; Dey, Toronto, 

17; Scane, Ridgetown, 16; Cantelon, Clin- 

ton, 16; Hacker, Brantford, 16. 

Event No. 8—20 birds—Mitchell, Brant- 

ford, 19; Smith, Ailsa Craig, 18; Cante- 

lon, Clinton, 18; Hacker, Brantford, 18 ; 

McGill, Toronto, 17; Westbrook, Brant- 

ford, 1¥. 

The tournament was concluded on Satur- 

day, July 2, when seven or eight interest- 

ing events were shot off. There was a 

large attendance of sportsmen—everyone a, 
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sportsman, genial fellows all—and_ the 

prizes were worth competition. This, how- 

ever, was the first tournament held in 

Stratford on such an extensive scale and 

all the arrangements were made by one 

man, Mr. J. J. B. Meyers, president of the 

local Garment Workers’ Union, who neither 

asked nor received the help, so far as prep- 

arations were concerned, of the local gun 

club, the latter organization feeling that 

the ‘‘shoot’’ was purely something which 

the Union had charge of. To say that 

everything passed offi without a hitch would 

not represent the state of affairs exactly, 

x1X 

club third. There was keen competition, 

too, for che merchandise events, it being 

necessary to shoet off several ties to de- 

cide the winners. A couple of ‘‘jack rab- 

bit’? shoots proved interesting. In these 

events each man who broke two out of 

fifteen birds was entitled to a percentage 

of the purse. There were therefore more 

entries and the sport was keener. 

Team Event—50 Birds. 

Brantford, represented 'by Messrs. West- 

brook and Mitchell; Westbrooke 38, Mit- 

enell 45°: 83. 

‘‘ The Dupont Squad which shot through the entire program of the Grand American Handicap. 
Reading from left to right, Victor Dupont, 3d; Eugene DuPcnt; Victor Dupont, Jr,; Alexis 
DuPont; Eugene E. Dupont "' 

but the tournament showed what success 

could be obtained if the gun club of which 

Mr. Meyers is a member, took charge of 

matters, say next May 24th. The work 

would then be distributed over a number 

of shoulders and the result should be ex-: 

cellent sport. 

The most coveted trophy of the second 

day was the prize presented by the city of 

Stratford. This was hung up for team 

competition, two men forming a team. The 

skilful Brantford team again carried off 

the honors. The Stanleys of Toronto were 

second, and a team from the Stratford 

Stanleys, Toronto, represented by 

Messrs. McGill and Thompson; McGill 42, 

Thompson 40; total, 82. 

Stratford, represented 

bull and Meyers; Turnbull 41, Meyers 

total 76. 

Clinton, represented by Messrs. Doherty 

and Dollie; Doherty 28, Dollie 34; total 62. 

Mixed team, represented by Messrs. Dey, 

Toronto, and Hay, Stratford; Dey 35, Hay 

31; total 66. 

by Messrs. Turn- 

a0), 6 

MacLaren Cup—20 Birds. 

This trophy was presented by A. F. Mac- 
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Laren, M.P., to be competed for by gun 

clubs resident within Perth county and is 

to remain in competition continually. As~ 

pirants may challenge the holders after a 

period of a month or two weeks, as_ will 

afterwards be decided upon by a commit- 

tee of management. Three teams competed 

on Saturday with the foilowing results: 

Team No. 1.—Turnbull and Rutherford, 

total 31 birds out of possible 40. 

Team No. 2.—Hay: and Meyers, 29 birds. 

Team No. 3.—Murphy and Fisher, 26 

birds. 

The trophy is now held ly Messrs. Turn- 

bull and Rutherford. 

Merchandise Event—30 birds. 

Some twenty men entered in this event, 

each shooting at 30 birds with the fol- 

lowing result; Mahler, Ailsa Craig, 27 ; 

Westbrook, Brantford, 27; Scane, Ridge- 

town, 27; Hacker, Brantford, 26, Conover, 

Leamington, 26; Mitchell, Brantford, 25 ; 

Thompson, Toronto, 25; smith, Adlsa 

Craig, 25; Dollie, Clinton, 25; Dey, Toron- 

to, 25; Dunk, Toronto, 25; McGill, Toron- 

to, 24; Pop, Toronto, 19; Meyers, Strat- 

ford, 19; Turnbull, Stratford, 19; Barrett, 

Guelph, 17; ;Doherty, Clinton, 17; Hay, 

Stratford, 17; Thorold, Ridgetown, 16 ; 

Grange, Toronto, 16. 

It was necessary to shoot off for the 

prizes, three standing a tie for first place. 

The result of the ‘‘shoot-ofi’’ placed tie 

competitors in this order: Westbrooke 1, 

Scane 2, Mahler 3, Hacker 4. The prizes 

were: Ist, a gold watch, presented by J. 

P. Mabee, K.C.;. 2nd, a prize by the Strat- 

ford Clothing’ Co.; 3rd, a silver pen pre- 

sented by Mr. N. F. Babb; 4th, a pair of 

cold cuff links by Mr. T. Gillespie of the 

Windsor Hotel. 

vent No. 3—15 Birds 

This was called a ‘‘jack-rabbit’’ shoot. 

In it each man breaking at least two birds 

was entitled to a percentage of the prize 

money. Fifteen birds were shot at and the 

result was as follows: Scane 14, Mitchell, 

unk, Hacker, 13 each; Conover, Mahler, 

Smith, Thompson, 12 each; Westbrooke, 

McGill, Dollie, 11 each; Meyers, Doherty, 

lay 10 each. 

Event No. 4—15 Birds 

This event was like the previous one. 

Following was the score: Dunk, 14, Meyers 

13, Mahler, Mitchell, Dollie, 12 each; Con 

over, Hacker, 11 each; Smita, McGill, 10 
each; Doherty, 9; Westbrooke, 6. 

Event No. 5—20 Birds. ‘ 

This was a regular 20-bird sheot, the 

money being divided aceording to the 

Rose system, by which each score represen- 

ted a certain percentage, and the moneys 

were divided accordingly. The result fol- 

lows: Westbrooke, Doersam, 18 each; 

Scane, Hacker 17; Mahler, Thompson, 16 

each; McGill, Doherty, Pop, 15 each; Mit- 

chell, Dollie, Dunk 14 each; Smith, Conov- 

er, Barrett, 11 each. 

Event Eo. 6—20 Birds. 

This event was of the same kind as_ the 

previous one aod was finished in this ord- 

er: Dunk, Conover, Mahler, Mitchell and 

Doherty, 18 each ; Westbrooke 17; Scane, 

McGill, 16 each Smith, Thompson, 15 

each; Dollie, Hacker, 14 each; Boersam, 

Barrett, Pop, 13 each. 

Mr. Scane of Ridgetown won the prize 

of $10 for the best average of the two 

days’ shooting, making a percentage of con- 

siderably over 80. 

Mr. Smith of Ailsa Craig won a year’s 

subscription to ‘‘Recreation’’, which was 

offered as a special prize. He broke ten 

birds out of a possible ten. 

The excellent work of Mr. Chas. Logan 

of Toronto, financier of the tournament, 

was a credit to that gentleman. He was 

at all times master of the situation and 

preserved an even temperament, which at 

times was not easy. Much credit is due 

him for the smooth running of the various 

events. He was albly assisted by’ Mr. A. 

Dey. 

The Garment Workers’ trophy, the chief 

prize of the tournament, was said by the 

competitors to have been one ef the best 

of the kind they had ever seen, and on 

every hand remarks of a complimentary na- 

ture were passed about the excellent value 

of all the other prizes. 

The referees, Messrs. Buchanan and 

Brown, did their work with fairness and 

all contestants were satisfied. 

+ 
BRANDON GUN CLUB. 

Brandon, July 16.—The regular weekly 

shoot of the Brandon gun club was_ held 

last evening. The evening was cool and 

very windy, thus hampering good shooting, 

nevertheless, very good scores were made. 
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The following are the scores for buttons: 
J. Smith, gold, 20; R. Dowling, silver, 20; 

J. Higginbotham, bronze, 19; W. Hooper 

17, R. Lane 16, Mrs. Waddell 16, M. Fare- 

well 14, W. Williamson 13. 

+ 
HYDE PARK CLUB, LONDON, ONT. 

The regular shoot of the Hyde Park Gun 

Club held on Wednesday, July 20, resulted 

as follows: 

10 bird shoot—H. Prince 3, Thos. Lewis 

5, R. S. Rockett 0, James Fowler 6, K. 

Routledge 5, J. H. Stewart 8, S. Lewis 5. 

+ 
AN ENTHUSIASTIC TRAP-SHOOTER. 

To Mr. J.J.B. Myers of Stratiord is due 

a large measure of credit for the success of 

the tournament that took place at Strat- 

ferd under tne auspices of the United Gar- 

J. J. B. MYERS 

ment Workers of America, on July 1st and 

2nd. Those who attended the tournament 

all expressed their hearty appreciation of 

Mr. Myers’ good work in connection there- 

with. We have pleasure in publishing Mr. 

Myers’ photograph. 

+ 
WINNIPEG CLUB SCORES. 

The scores at the semi-weekly shoot of 

the Winnipeg gun club held on June 29th 

were as follows: 
J. Lemon (gold) 23, H. Lightcap (silver) 

23, W. Sutton (bronze) 22, R. J. McKay 

22, J. H. Thompson 16, G. Andrew 17, C. 

Wellband 16, WV. T. Cadham 14, R. J. 

Whitla 14. 
B. class—C. Burteh (gold) 14, O. Light- 

cap (silver) 9, L. Fuller (bronze) 8. 

Visitors—D. Bain 23, Dr. Bell 15 and A. 

Britton 20. 

+ 
SPRINGWOOD CLUB MONTHLY SHOOT. 
The monthly shoot ef the Springwoed 

xxi 

Gun Club was held on July 6th afternoon. 

Two events were shot for, the silver 

spoons and the President’s buttons, both 

events being wen by Mr. B. Glover. 

In the first event, the scores were as 

follows:—Tillman 22, Redpath 14, Brock 

16, Nicholson 16, Robinson .20, Bryce 22, 

Glover 24, Parker 19, Balkwell 15, Stone 

11, Hughes 18, Reid 21, Webb 19, Nevills 

20. In the secind event, the scores were: 

Glover 23, Tillman 21, Reid 21, Parker 

19, Nicholson 18, Redpath 14. 

+ 
TORONTO JUNCTION GUN = CLUB 

SHOOT—J UNE 29. 

The sixth shoot of the summer series of 

the Toronto Junction Gun Club was held 

on the Keele street grounds on June 29. 

The weather was favorable and some good 

scores made by a representative attendance 

of members. 

Mr. Chas. Turp won the Class A Cup 

with a straight score of 25 birds, including 

nis handicap. The Class B. Cup was Cap- 

tured by W. J. Sheppard, who had a han- 

dicap of seven birds. Following are the 

scores, with handicaps, at 25 birds each : 

@. Turp (2) 25, P. Wakefield (scratch) 23, 

J. H. Thompson (scratch) 23, G. W. Mec- 

Gill (scratch) 22, D. C. Walton (3) 21, H. 

Deye (3) 20, W. R. Wakefield (4) 19, J. 

Patterson (4) 19, C. Burgess (scratch) 19, 

D. J. Taylor (3) 18, W. J. Sheppard (7) 

18. Pi. Bilis 66) 16, J. Hardy G) to 

B. Jones (1). 02. J. G. Wright (7) 12. ah 

Harper (2) 14, A. Sprowl (scratch) 14. 

FORT GARRY GUN CLUB. 

On June 30 the third shoot of the season 

between the Fort Garrys and the Winni- 

pegs was shot offi at the traps of the for- 

mer club. The birds were difficult at 

times, but the weather conditions were 

very favorable. The first two shots were 

16th Annual Dog Show 
in connection with the 

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION 
At Toronto, Canada, Sept., 5. 6, 7, 8 and 9, 1904, 

One of the best Dog Shows of the year. Largest 
classification. Best Judges. Entries close August 1sth, 
1904. Reduced fares on all railroads. 

W. K. McNaught, President. 
John G. Kent, Chairman. J. O. Orr, Mgr. & Sec. 

The World Renowned Black Watch Band 
In Attendance Daily. 
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won by Winnipegs, but the Garrys turned 

the tables last evening, winning out by 

192 to 169. There was a large number of 

spectators, and the match was a most en- 

joyable one. The teams were:— , 

Garrys—F. G. Simpson 23, W. Alder 17, 

J. Mel Holiday: 17-5 G. SAL Briton 6h =e 

Johnson 14, J. P. Turner 20, H. B. Totter 

%0,) Dr. Bell 195° 3.7 Wi Seott 238,95: CG. 

Armytage 20. Total 192. 

Winnipeg—R. - J. McKay 18, W. Sutton 

15, H. U. Lightcap 20, Geo Andrew 11, 

J. H. Thompson 12, J. Lemon 23, C. Dodd 

lge)C.- Bursh) 21) Oo 28.4 Wiehteap. 17, Re wt. 

Whitla 19. Total 169. 

a 
STANLEY CLUB SHOOT . 

A special meeting of the Stanley Gun 

Club was held on June 23rd to arrange a 

series of shoots during the summer. It was 

decided to hold a shoot each week at 25 

targets per man, handicap from 16 to 22 

vards, for which a sterling silver spoon 

would be given to the one making the high- 

est score, and to the one making a straight 

score, an extra spoon would be given. The 

first of the series was held on June 25, 

but owing to the short notice, there was a 

small attendance. The following is a sum- 

mary of scores:— 

10 targets—Thompson 8, Dunk 7, Hirons 

1 looeys 5: 

10 targets—Thompson 9, 

7, Hooey 6. 

10 targets—Dunk 9, Thompson 9, Hirons 

Mason 6, Hoaey 6. 

Spoon shoot—25 targets—Dey 25, Thomp- 

son 23, Dunk 19, Mason 19, Hirons 16. 

10 targets—Dunk 9, Thompson 8, Mason 

7, Hirons 6. 

Sweep—10 targets—gun 

—Dunk 8, Thompson 8, 

Mason 5. 

Sweep—10 targets, gun down—Thompson 

9, Dey 8, Dunk 7, Hooey 5. 

Dey 9, Dunk 

7 ) 

below the: elbow 

Dey 8, Hirons 6, 

MERCHANTS’ GUN CLUB. 

Merchants’ Gun club held an 

on Saturday afternoon, July 9, over 

the Beach, and some very 

good scores were made. Dr. Groves, T. 

Upton, H. Horning and W. P. Thomson 

tied for the high average, with 40 out of 

45. In the Merchandise shoot, Groves and 

with 19 out of 20, and 

The 

shoot 

their 

open 

traps at 

Thomson tied 
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Groves won in the shoot off. The follow- 

ing are the scores: “ 
15 birds—Groves 13, Upton 13, Horning 

14, Thomson 13, Hunt 10, Cline 9, ‘'49”’ 

14, ‘44’? 10, Hogan 12, Ben It 9, George 5, 

10 birds—Groves 8, Upton 10, Horning 

9, Thomson 8, Hunt 10, Cline 9, ‘‘49”’ 9, 

“44” 10, Hogan 8, Ben It 5, George 6, 

Hodgson 6. 

20 birds—Merchandise—Groves 19, Upton 

17, Horning 17, Thomson 19, Hunt 18, 

Cline 18, ‘'49’’ 13, ‘‘44”’ 14, Hogan 12, Ben 

It 138, George 12, Dynes, H. 15, Hodgson 

138 

+ 
MERCHANTS GUN CLUB, HAMILTON. 

At the Merchants Gun Club traps at 

Dynes’ beach on July 2, an open merchan- 

dise shoot was held, and some very good 

scores were made. The members of the 

Hamilton Gun Club were the guests of the 
club, and a large number of spectators 

were present The following were the 

scores in the various events, which were 

ten birds eacha:— 

Sloveani over Mts to SIU) Oe AS eat ps 1S) 

MHOMIPSON HOeen29 oe 9) too. 

LO PLODMOMOMeemUrenO a O.. Ob 

UG eo MOO OS) 7: 

WARVISeeOleS econ bs ih OF 

Dunhamenwewe 2, 8, 7, 0. 7 

DVMECSEieeonO, (. 8. 

Gh REO O68) 6. 9: 

Gotmpoi. 6. 5.7, 

Brigger 8, 9. 

treen 8, 6, 8, 7. 

Palmer 9. 

MclI.ean 10, 7, 9, 6. 

‘Crawford 4, 6. 
~. 

SHERBROOKE GUN CLUB. 

Dominion Day Tournament. 

One of the most successful tournaments 

in the history of the Sherbrooke gun club 

took place on Dominion Day. The weather 

was all that could be desired and each 

event came off without a hitch. The Mogar 

{raps were used for the main events. Mr. 

Cameron of the Winchester Arms Co., and 

Mr. White of the DuPont Powder Co., were 

present. Mr. Bray captured the — silver 

{able spoon, being the high prize for the 

high gun of the day, making a score of 

168 out of 180. were present 

from Ottawa, Quebec, and Derby Line. The 

Shooters 
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club is indebted to the following for prizes 

donated for the merchandise events: Sun 

Life Insurance Company, A. C. Skinner, G. 

A. Wiggett, J. S. Mitchell & Co., Kerr & 

Foss, J. Rosenbloom, O. E. Kinsead & Co, 

W. R. Webster & Co., Edwards Furniture 

Co., J. H. Codere, J. O. Duncan, Gendon 

Denault Co., L. A. Codere, Sherbrooke Ci- 

gar Co., Daily Record, Modern Bedstead 

Company, Dressault & Co., and Codere, 

Sons & Co. 

The high average expert prize was won 

by Mr. White, making 160 out of 180. 

There were twelve events, No. 1 being at 

10 targets, No. 2 at 15, No. 3 at 20, No. 

4 at 15, No. 5 at 20, No.6at15, No. 7 at 

20sNowsseat £5. No. 9 at 20, No. 10 at 

ip eNomsieaie 20) and No. 12 at 15. ~The 

scores were as follows:— 

F. A. Heney, Nos. (1) 5, (2) 12, (3) 17, 

Ciytareeayets 46.9, (7) 17, (8)- 13, (19) 

TAM erel style): 3 - 

MeDutt, Nos. (1) 8, (2) 11, (3) 19, (4) 

15. Cayman tay 15, (7) 19, (8) 13, (9) 20, 
(10) Thee Gi aioe (12). 13. 

L. H. Hamilton, Nos. (1) 7, (2) 10, (3) 

13. (4)oo ate, (7) 17, (8) 9, (10) 14; 

Chi) os alee: 

C. G. Thompson, Nos. (1) 9, (2) 15, (3)° 

Mpe(eytaeneatethe (6) 12. (7) 17, (8) 13, 
(OS) MSs Gloria Gl) 15, (12) 13. 

S. Kamstead, Nos. (1) 8, (2) 6, (3) 12, 

(4) (9 (aye tecey 10, (7) 12, (10) 12 
White, events Nos. (1) 10, (2) 13, (3) 

13 Cee eieeeco) 10, (7) 18; (8) 14, 

(10) TA eel) 14. 

T. M. Craig, Nos. (1) 9, (2) 13, (3) 16, 

(4) 13, (5) 16, (6) 13, (7) 16, (8) 14, (9) 
19, (10) 139. -(11e20, (12) 15. 
“Redman. wens. (1) 10, (2) 10, (3) 17, 

(4) V4 (ayeisechy 14, (7) 14, (8) 14, (9) 
15: (10) iseeGhi eo (12) 13. 

J. DumontesNes. (1) 9, (2) 13, (3) 17, 
(4) 13, Gyeee6 4. (7). 14, (8) 13, (9) 

16, (10) 14eq@ly 19) (12) 13. 
J. Laudriault, Nos. (1) 8, (2) 10, (3) 

17. (4) Cae (G) 14, -(7) 19, (8) 14, 
(9) 16, (10) 18, (11) 19, (12) 14. 

J. K. Boswell, Nos. (1) 6, (2) 9, (8), 16, 

(4). 11, (Gee) 12: (10) 7. 
R. O. Montambault, Nos. (1) 4, (2) 4, 

(4) 10, Ceyeiteee7) 12, (10) 11. 

E. N. Pepin, Nos. (1) 5, (2) 138, (8) 14, 

(4) 13, (Gere (6) 9, (7) 16, (16). 10, (12) 

11. 
N. Candlish, Nos. (1) 6, (2) 12, (3) 17, 

xxill 

(4) 52: (Se WE C6) 18 CA) era, a(S), 10; (9) 

16. 
P. Bishop, Nos. (1). 4, (2) 5, (4) 8. 

W. Galbraith, Nos. (1) 8, (2) 9, (3) 17, 

(A) 1406) Li, (7) 17, ClOY 13, 1¢baye ts: 
Ne G. Bray, Nos. (1) 9, (2) 15, (3) 19, 

(ANPIA, .(5)° 19, (6) 13: (7) 20-(8) Ia) 
HOP GLO): 14 OE RY NB CE ae 

J. B. Goodhue, Nos. (1) 10, (2) 11, (3) 

fea 04). 2; (5). 18: (6) 12-5 nw TO ce ees 

Gye lo (10) 18) (Ly 16 (Losers: 

‘‘Grindstone’’, Nos. (1) 9, (2) 7, (3) 15, 

(DY Nl (a) salt (Cd) alee 

H. G. Ballard, Nos. (1) 6, (4) 9, (5) 9, 

CRYO! CS) Gy CLE). 8, (12). Eas 

G. Hi Clark, Nos.(4) 12)°:(6) 12 GAG 

CLO O= Ga) se 

High average, (expert)—White (180) 160. 

High average, amateur, Bray (180) 168. 

+ 
WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB. July 14. 

The gun club had a very successful shoot 

yesterday afternoon and evening. Some of 

the highest scores of the season were 

made. The events were as follows:— 

Five bird shoot—Ratz 3, Thompson 2, 

Hartley 2. Willis 5, Walters 5. 

Five bird event—Thompson 3, Hartley 5, 

Scott 4, McIntosh 2, Ratz 1. 

10 bird event—Dr. Brind 8, Dr. Welford 

5, Dawson 6, Thompson 8, Pyne 5. 

10 bird event—Simonds 6, Walters 7, 

Ratz 6, Hartley 7, Scott 5. 

10 bird event—Dr. Welford 5, 

Dawson 8, Brind 7, Thompson 8. 

10 bird event—Simonds 2, Hartley 5, Wil- 

lis 4, Ratz 3, McIntosh 3. 

10 bird event—Pyne 5, Dr. Welford 7, Dr. 

Brind 7, Scott 5, Thompson 7. 

10 bird event—Hartley 7, Dawson 9, Wal- 

ters 6, Dr. Brind 4, Whitney 4. 

10 bird event—Pyne 8&8, Dr. Welford 16, 

Thompson 9, Simonds 4, Walters 7. 

Jatk Rabbit, 5 bird event—Dr. Welford 

3, Walters 2, Pyne 4, Simonds 2, Dawson 

3. 

10 bird event (doubles)—Dr. Welferd 8, 

Walters 8, Pyne 7, Simonds 9, Dawson 9, 

Thompson 7. 

Evening Shoot. 

10 bird event—Dawes 8, Bonnett 4, Lane 

5, McIntosh 7, Maynard 8. 

Jack Ralbbit, 5 bird event—Dr. Welford 

Bonnett 8, Lane 4, McIntosh 9, Maynard 

8, 

Pyne 4, 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. ~ 

MATTAWA, ONT. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPHG 

OU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 

trout, black bags, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. = 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; ‘and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

climbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. . 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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Hotel 

Strathcona 

There is 

No Dark Room 
pe fabtol on-the-Lake, Canada. 

in the 

his very pleasant Summer 

: 

= 
Lake Ontario : K@ DAK 

; 
: 

is now open for Guests. It is the 

most beautiful place in Canada for way of picture making. It’s 

parties to pass their summer vacation 

te _ ~ cleaner, simpler, pleasanter 

Good Fishing, Bathing and Boat- than the old way, but more 

ing. 

important than all, it gives 
ARTHUR WARD, Prop. 

better pictures. 
@*-* Cee Me ee SA ae ke es Se US Ne es ee eh Se are (o) weewrervrsersrseesersveereeuewerweeesesesee ss O 

AEOTHE 
The proof of the complete success of 

G d the Kodak Developing Machine lies in 
ran ———a_ the fact that it is now in every day com- 

merqial use and those establishments 

American Handicap which have adopted it are getting an 

improved quality of work. Machine finish- 

ed negatives are free from finger marks 

764 shooters took partin the main | § 4" other blemishes 

events. 

137 divided the purses, = KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES, 

; 2.50 to $10.00 
65 winners shot $ oh! 

CANADIAN KODAK CO. Limited, 
DuPont 

k l Teronto, Canada. 

SMO c ESS Kodak Catalague Free, at the dealers, or 

and won $2315.15. by matl. 

ri cae i et 
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When you take 
your next 

HUNTING, SHOOTING 
OR 

FISHING EXPEDITION 

You wiil require a 
First-class, Reliable 
Canoe You can 
depend upon us to 
supply you with 
one that will meet 
your requirements, 

The Peiesisarough Canoe Co., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA. 

you to obtain information Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts: 
concerning our products. | | in fact everything that floats. 

| 
| BEFORE PURCHASING, it wil! pay THE LEADING Manufacturers of 

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 

SA LIGHT 
Brey sportsman knows the value of dry 

matches. They’re always a comfort; 
sometimes they save lives. 

MARBLE’S 
WATERPROOF MATCHBOX 
is the only waterproof matchbox ever offered 
sportsmen which is worth pocket room 

It is subs Seg made from brass, heavily 
nickeled, and ho enough matches to keep a 
man in smokes cant fires for several days. 

The Hudson's Bay 
Company 

Has had over 229 years 

se ad experience in providing 

for hunters * = F le by dealers 
Price 50 cents. averse hore, or . 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO. 
DEPT. U., GLADSTONE, MICH. 

Our new Catalog shows eighteen new 
specialties Jor sports nen Send for it, 

Everything necessary can be 
supplied. Circular Letters of 
Credit issued on all the 
Company’s Inland Posts. 
Further particulars on ap- 
plication to . 

HUDSON’S BAY CCMPANY 
WINNIPEG 
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Hopkins & Allen Vacation Outfit 

Our No. 922 “Popular Junior” Lever Action Rifle, take-down pattern. Rebounding hammer 

always on safety when not cocked. Barrel readily detached from frame. Shoots 

22 short or long rim-fire cartridge, 22 in. barrel. Weight 5 lbs. 
- 

No. 39 consists of our No. 922 Rifle. Waterproof Canvas Case, Price 
6 Leather Bound, with pockets for Cleaning Rod and Cartrid ges, 

©u iti Jointed Brass Cleaning Rod with Cocobolo Handle, ae Two 
Boxes of Cartridges. Completeas illustrated above. Prepaid $6. 45 @) 
to any Express Office in the United States on receipt of price. 

Send for Catalogue No. 72, of kiftes, Shotguns, ind Revolvers. 

THE HOPKINS & ALLAN ARMS CO., NORWICH, CONN. 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.£., Lim. 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 3 Ribbed Lonoiain-s 
e : s Soe YY and Disgonally 
Trade Marks and Copyrights. aie 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. The ‘‘ KING” is simply wonderful in construction, 
z Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 

Address Box 264, Station G., and mae to the Bee ‘wooden boats, yee it folds Ds a 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere The only patented canvas 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. | DO2ton the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

\ yg 
(@ A mC 

Have deservedly gained a national reputation by the satisfied thousands whose words of praise have 

fast brought them into prominence and general use in the U.S. and Foreign Countries. Spoolers sold 

alone or attached to ball bearing jeweled or steel pivot bearing reels. 

That new rubber hook muzzle or shield binds hook and line securely to the rod when not in use, saving 

all sorts of annoyance, trouble, danger and profanity in an instant. Write for free catalog and price list 

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A. 
A. W. BISHOP & SON, Patentees and Manufacturers. 
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Life-Saving Folding 
Canvas Boats 

The latest, safest, and best is what we offer 

you. <A boat built on modern lines that will 

prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected 

materials used all through, and it comes to 

you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat- 

ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on 

the Market. 
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shooting. Puncture 

proof. Galvanised tempered steel frame. No bolts to re- 

move. Folds the most compact of any beat made. Send qe. 

in stamps for catalogue and reliable testimonials. 

LIFE SAVING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Co. 
755 Portage St., KALAMAZOO, MICH., U. S.A. 

MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT 9 Cane Built Steel Centre. 
SY Cane Built dG - 

TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS > Ha rdy Ss Rods. Cane Built and Green 

Le BRINGE DE mares WW ‘6PA LA KONA 99 Btrongest Bamboo 

Patronizep By THE GERMAN ae ’ Kars Ce ~~ 

Emperor, THE Kine AnD Queen 
me To Anglers.—Send for ‘‘Hints to Anglers’ and eI ee ees oF Itaty, Erc., Etc. 

Catalogue (300 Illustrations), kree. “Tackle 
GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900 

ano 38 COLD AND OTHER \- : 
HIGHEST AWARDS . part of the World. 

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies, Tackle, ete., in the world. ‘There is 

no difficuity in procuring goods from us direct. Write us; it will pay you. Remember the best is always tlhe 

cheapest. 

specially suitable for Angling sent to any 

HARDY BROS i Pee aa yor trampseceamt yy certs 2& I t Street. Mé ‘HESTER 

a Alnwick, England. LONDON: 61, PALL MALL S.W 

SOE OU EE * ST ET 

@ Grover’ jHamilton Powder 
DOG REMEDIES. (Company 

The result of twenty-five years’ experience 
in the treatment of 

SC ieee OG SS. RAAT UEAGTURED SPORTING 
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND BALERS IN seOUiNG ao0bE I Cavan GUN POWDER 

FREE BOOK ON 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York “CARIBOU” made from best materials, perfectly 
Te SS puttogether. “‘DUCKING”’’ hard pressed, 

slow burning, keeps well under all condit!ons. 
“SNAP SHOT” high velocity, moist residium. 

R | ust ror Fap Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 

— 

Since 1865. As a result you have 

Target your choke-bore with cartridges Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever 
containing HUMMER spreaders and find putinagun. It hasa positive advantage over 

how nicely the pattern will be adapted to bird or rabbit aun make, the dirt is soft.——J. J. W. in London ) ‘jeld. 5 shooting. Box of 50 Spreaders, mailed for 20 cts. Six 
; AMERICANS SAY boxes for $1.00. The fi Enolis! 

he finerEnglishorA merican Powder and Cana- 
Address, DANIEL BROWN, Thornton, R I. dian “Caribou” Tam quite familiar with, They 

give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 
without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest 

GOV'T AUCTION S ALE and Stream. 

CATALOGUE GUNS ee era ne eae 
an you send over some Trap? Idon't mean to 

Pistols, Military Goods (Illustrated), 1gc., mailed 6c. flatter, hut it is ahead of anything we get here,— 

stamps. F. Bannerman, 579 Broadway, N. Y. A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y. 

- 
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NEWHOUSE TRAPS IF YOU SHOOT 
————— 

Sa 

2 You should have 
acopy. htwilltell 

) you what powder 
f/ is best adapted te 
W the different cali- 

bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles,and the pro- 
per loads of High 

and Low pressure 
owders for Rifles, 
istols and Shot 

Guns, with much 
other useful informa- 
tion. 146 pp. Send 3 
two-cent stamps to 

LOBO, THER KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BEST TRAP 1S THE CHEAPEST 
Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide, telling all oo wie pee ane how tocatch \ © IDEAL MFG. CO. 
them, with stories of Lafe in the Wood. : . 

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 398 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. ROD ANDZGUN. 

ees OUT | FO RK( : EK 
The Illustrated Monthly 

PHYSICAL CULTURE MAGAZINE. 

AT ALL NEWS STANDS, 5 CENTS PER COPY. 50 CENTS BY THE YEAR 

An Authority on all Matters Pertaining to Health and 
Strength for Men and Women and Gentlemanly Sport. 

eer iIN sey MEYERS, Editor. 

ASK YOUR NEWS DEALER FOR SAMPLE COPY OR WRITE 

Piet to lishinio.(o,,.. 3. vee 

SALMON ANGLING 
SEASON 1904. 

TO LET: The following rivers on the North 
Shore of the River St. Lawrence. 

No. of Probable Name of River = 
Rods No, Salmon 

Birch I 40 
Manitou I 25 
Sheldrake or Sawbill \ 40 mine: j 
Thunder River (trout only? 5 or 
Magpie I 60 ff have you NY 
Bear or Victor I 30 i so ‘ 
Corneille 2 100 t mye 
Pishteebee I 50 ee wae ny 
Minacoughan Quettashoo I 50 . ee a> eee wine 
Little Watischoo 2 60 Tou \ 
ae! I 2540 | @ THE AMERICA 
gwanis 2 75 

Mingan 2 200 
Manitou, tributary of Mingan 1 75 PED 0 M ETER ea WILL TELL YOU carnizo uke 
NOTE—In August and September, after the 100-Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 

salmon season ts over, Grilse and Trout of large 10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 
S2Z€ are plentiful in these rivers and give excell- = Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
ent sport. (4, outnumber of miles walked. Case of hand- 

+ 4 somenickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
These rivers can be reached by Jirst-class b4 for business or pleasure, in search of health oy 

steamer from (Quebec, sailing weekly in from | '4 recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
thirty-six ¥o sixty hours: © ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. _ At your 

; E, dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 

Further particulars on application bo the yj guaranteed. Write for booklet 
. = " Co. 

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada, VEN CONN. 
603 Craig St., Montreal. Si aE El al 

RE TE 
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CRO COe 

‘Infallible’ 

‘EB. @.’ and 

‘Schultze’ 
Powders to stand by and swear by.. 

The Ideal Beverage 

OiO7O 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

O0o00 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

POO ROBO BOE OBO ORE OB OBO BOB ODOR HE ORO OOO BOB ORE HORROR ORK BOR OB OR BOBO BOO 

further. 

Hither dense or bulk; and Oe 

all made in America by the ASK FOR 

LAFLIN & RAND 9 

Wie as Miles 
ececece ectcece ececececscecece (erececece ece ese ecece:e (LONDON) 

eerie 

Grand American Handicap 

‘INFALLIBLE’ 
Won ist General Average 

Mr. J. L. BD. Morrison, of St, Paul, Minn., .976 per cent: 

‘SCHULTZE’ 
won 2nd General Average 

Mr. J. A. ‘Ri Elhott, of New yor N. Y., 973 perment 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
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SPO 3 « » PORTING}: : R : A Sportsman’s Outfit is : 

—eE- not Complete without a , 

ney . 
« » 
* » 

M * 

T. Costen & Co. 
1696 Notre Dame Street, Montreal : 

4 We also have Century . 
eae eee ee ’ ' 

‘ and Premo Cameras : 
We carry a large line of ) « Sanahns. Al 

Fishing Tackle, Guns, ; Ties Mile ae 
Rifles, ammunition, Loaded ’ Sete Re sean ¢ 
Shells, Bristol Steel Rods, ‘ * 
Marble’s Axes, Gaffs, etc., Catalogue for the asking. i 
Winchester and Stevens ¢ 

| Rifles. " cite ) [i J. G. RAMSEY & CO. : 
St LIMITED. 

y 89 Bay Street, Toronto. : 

OUR MOTTO: ( 
» Quality High, Prices Low. | +--+ -+--++ <r ee eee eee 

Saereenr oe! ae Th GS Ss ee 

Toron to Silver 
Plate Co., Limited 

Designers and Manufacturers 
of Wares in Sterling Silver 
and Electro Silver Plate. 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
for prizes for Athletic Competition. 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopERHaM, 
Managing Director. 
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Small Profits—Quick Sales 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

* Z 

— 

| 
(5c. For an assorted sample dozen Quality A Flies 

Regular price, 24 cents. 

0c. For an assorted sample dozen Quality B Flies 
Regular price, 60 cents. 

60c. For an assorted sample dozen Quality C Flies 
Regular price, 54 cents. 

60¢ LoL. an) assior ted 
» Regular price, 84 cents. dozen Bass Flies 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 

Fly Rods Bait Rods 
" 10 ee 6 ounces 60 Cents a feet, 8 Ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

THE H. HU KEBRE CO ., 
523 Broadway, New York City. 

Catalogs of any of the above goods free on application. 

R. & W. Kerr} BILL REY TO 
2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. 

Write for a 1904 catalogue. | 
Fully illustrated ; 150 
pages, mailed free. 

Angler’s Supplies 

Camping Necessaries 

Tennis, Golf 

Baseball, Cricket 

Complete Stock of 
High Grade 

Outfitter 

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb- 
ing and Exploring Parties. 

REFERENCES : 

Members of the American 
and English Alpine Clubs 
and others. 

Address - - BANFF, ALTA. 

HUNTING TERRITORY 

FOR SALE—Hunting Lodge and 
Block of Land with exclusive hunting 

rights to over 50 square miles of hunting 

territory in Province Quebec, Canada, 

fronting on the Ottawa River, and con- 

venient of access by water or rail. If 

interested, address for further particulars 

Sportsmen’s (Goods | F. P. BRONSON, Ottawa, Canada 
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EMPIRE 

i: DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A LitTLeE Goop ADVICE. 

Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more: because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. 

DOMINION CARTRIDGE CO., Limited 
Manufacturers, TIONTREAL 

Sold by All Reliable Dealers. 

Cleaner 
This cleaner solves the problem of the perfect and rapid cleaning of Smokeless Powder Rifles. The 

core of cleaner is a spring tempered Spiral wire strung with sections of soft brass gauze washers which are 
separated by smaller soft metal washers. The brass gauze brushes are a little smaller than the bore of the rifle 
they are intended to clean and in pushing the cleaner through the barrel the spring of the wire core forces the 
brushes firmly against the entire circumference of the bore of the rifle. ; 

Price 50c. Sold by dealers or by us, post paid. 
In addition to this device many other clever specialties are fully described in our rg04 catalog. Send for it now. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CcO., GLADSTONE UMICH 

tury a A New Idea— 

Sa z CENTURY CAMERAS 
; ee WITH REVOLVING BACK , 

The most valuable improvement made in 
the construction of Hand Cameras in recent 
years. Ask your Dealer, or write us to-day 
for new Catalogue, describing complete line 
of 1904 Centurys—from the dainty little 
Petite to the King of all Cameras, the Cen- 
tury Grand. 

CENTURY CAMERA CO., Rochester, N.Y. 
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Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company | 

‘ite = | 

Finest ' (& 

Scenic 1; Niagara | 

and | To 

Fishing 

Route The 

on the Sea. 

Conti- 

Rees “A MORNING'S CATCH.” &) 

Write for illustrated guide bocks, to | 

/ THOS. HENRY, Traffic Manager, | 

ae 
ae EE 

4th Annual ournamentT 
of 

The Dominion of Canada 

Trap Shooting and Game 

Protective Association 
Will be held at 

Brantford, Ontario, 
August 10, Il, and 12, ’04. 

Bowron’s No, 2 quick set traps and 
targets will be used. 

Best grounds in Canada. Grand 
Valley cars run direct to the grounds. 

Send for programme to 

A. B. CUTCLIFFE, 

Secretary. 

— 
aS oo 

Montreal, Canada. 

_— 

Hotel Belleuve Lake Timiskaming, 
In the heart of the 

moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All 
modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for 
the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H. 
LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., Quebec, Canada. 

ANGLERS GREAT and SMALL 
Come one, come all, and in- 

vestigate the live bait fish 
hook. Hook will not snag 
nor allow nibbling of bait on 

account Of position above point of hook, When the 
fish gets this bait he can’t help getting hook in his mouth 
too. Send 2oc. in coin for sample hook, sizes 1/o to 6/o 
or postal for circular. THE FRANKLIN HARVEY 
COMPANY, 72 Mahlstedi Place, New Rochelle. N. Y. 
Department '‘F.”” 

POINTER PUPS FOR’ SALE. 
Whelped March 26th, by King Rip 

Rap Jr.—St: LambertWitch. For parents 
wins and prices address, 

POINTER, 
Care Rod and Gun, 

603 Craig St., Montreal. 

Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
bound volume of Rod and Gun in Canada for 1903. 

Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 

Huron Street, Toronto. 
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Fishing and Hunting 

Complete Camping and 

Packing Outfits. 

Experienced Guides fur- 

nished to any part of the 

Mountains on short notice, 

at reasonable rates. 

Special facilities offered 

Fishing Parties. 

W. & J. Brewster, Guides and Packers 
BANFF, N.W.T. 

FOR YACHTS, STEAMSHIPS BOATS 

wc MD NOES ae 
M¢ CASKILL DOUGALL &(% 
Standard Boat aSparVarnishes, 

MONTREAL. 

IN CANADA 155 

SUMMER GOTTAGE 
1000 ISLANDS 

FOR SALE.— Two Islands (adjoining) in Canadian 
channel, opposite Poole’s Resort, Ont., 7 miles from 
Alexandria Bay, containing about 5 acres of land., 

Large cottage, 16 rooms, boat houses, ice house, 

bath house, wharves, etc Water supply to every floor, 
with drainage. House furnished complete. 

Daily mail, steamboat, telephone, electric bells and 

other conveniences. Everything in good condition 

and ready for immediate occupancy. Ice and firewood 

supplied. 
Also, if desired, stable on main shore with land, 

fishing and sail boats, etc. For further particulars 

address 

F. P. Bronson, Ottawa, Canada 

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear and Treut. 

ADAM MOORE 
Guide, Trapper and Camp Owner on the Tobique 

and Upsalquich Rivers. 

Double camps with full outfit of stoves, bedding 

and provisions. 

County Line Camp, Nictau or Home Camp, 
North Camp. 

Small Outlying Camps :—Red Brook Caribohole’Camp, 
Foster Hole Camp, Ridge Camp, Caribou 
Brook Camp, Little North Camp. 

P. 0., SCOTCH LAKE, York Co., N.B. Canada 

Telegraph: FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA. 

SAIL AND SWEEP 
Yachting Motor Boating 

Canoeing 

The most beautiful magazine 
in the world. 

Onew@eeitar Per Year. 

SAIL AND SWEEP, 
Detroit, Mich. 

J. Hi. MARTIN 
and WM. OAK 

Guides and Hunters of many years’ 
experience in the Rocky Mountains. 

GENTLE SADDLE AND PACK HORSES. 

Horses to Hire by the Day or Hour. 

Will personally accompany all parties. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

P. 0. Address: Field, B. C. 

of Memory The Pelman System Srainine 
Requires only a few minutes daily, and isso simple - 
child can master it. Mr. Pelman’s books, ‘‘ Mema 
ory training; its Laws and their Appiication to 
Practical Life,” and ‘‘The Natural Wayto Learna 
Language,” sent FREE by mail, postpaid. Write 
right now—before you forget it. The Pelman School 
of Memory Training, 1698 Masonic Temphe, Chicago. 

Fstablished 1855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG. 

FISHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the 

CHARLESTON RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 
way Co., Brockville, Ont. 



Westley Richards & Co.., 
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers—— 

Beg to draw the attention of sportsmen to their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks. 

“IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL- 
LECT, INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE.’—From a writer in the Ame.ican Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammerless ejector gun is equipped with hand-detachable locks and 
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of these guns can be INSTANTLY removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with any gun. The advantage of a duplicate 
set of locks, which can be inserted in ten seconds, will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large 
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun 
to mar its appearance and finish. 

THE ONE TRIGGER 
The action of this mechanism 

is independent ofrecoil,and is not 
a fractional one. Itis guaran- 
teed neither to double dis- 
charge nor hang when firing 
the second barrel. It is ab The Detachable Lock 

“$ gsolutely free from the defects 
The One-Trigger Mechanism. and the objectionable features which generally characterize other 

Note itsstrength and simplicity systems. It has two pulls—not three. It can be fired as quickly 
or as slowly as the sportsman desires. By its perfect selective 

action a sportsman can fire right, left, left, right, or as many rights ‘first or lefts first as may be desired 
It always acts the same, 

phe WESTLEY RICHARDS “ONE-TRIGGER” GUN 

——— ‘ mow «| 
cee Ue 

— =i 
MAUI 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER: 
(x) You maintain the same firm. steady grip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grip 

necessary in double triggers preparatory to firing the second barrel, is fatal toa quick, double shot. It 
is difficult to explain the immense advantage of not relaxing toone who has never used a single trigger. 

(2) Your stock is the same le: gth for both barrels, and you can be fitted absolutely. To 

say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two triggers, one nearly an inch ahead of the other, 1s 

about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as well as a number 7. 
(3) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves in cold weather, and manipulate OUR trigger as well 

as with your bare hands. Shooting in cold weather without warm gloves is barbarous—you might as 
well go barefooted. 

(4) You never get a double discharge, as you do in double trigger guns when the finger slips from 
the front trigger and trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds. 

(s) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as 

the gun recoils. 

(6) The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is 80 slight it is al- 

most imperceptible. This is one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism, 

Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one-sixteenth of an inch fatal to quick, snappy work. 

Order one of these guns now and BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES. 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co.’s Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham,England 



other rifle you ever saw. Its beauty of outline and finish will always be a source of 
pleasure. Besides being the best gun to stop your game, it is the safest and simplest 

to handle and is sold to you under an honest guarantee. It will not jam or stick when you 
are in a hurry for a second shot, since accuracy and reliability are two of its particularly 
strong features. WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE. 

BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sacramento, Cal., 4 SAVAGE ARMS co °9 

Pacific Coast Agents. Utica, N. Y., U. S. A 

A GLANCE at a Savage Repeating Rifle will convince you that it is different from any 
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PURE WOOL|SPORTING GOODS 
Protects From Chill. ‘4 + 
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CAMPING RUGS and i i 
a EE Oe SLEEPING BAGS | } \ 

in Camelhair Fleece, a luxury for e it 
~ é . . od . e 4% 

the shooting or fishing camp. i Wightman Sporting t 

$% ‘ : 
Price Lists and all information from ; Goods Co., i 

’ 4% 

DR. JAEGER S i 39 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal. 8 

Sanitary Woollen System Company, Limited H i 

2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal fycesrescieceeen eenvesss G ee o —— 
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STEVENS 

FEELING of perfect confidence and satisfaction is the predominating 

characteristic of a sportsman armed with the “STEVENS.” 
When the man behind this firearm sights his eye along the barrel, he knows that ‘‘ STEVENS,” 

Guaranteed for Quality and on the market since 1864, are synonymous facts. 

We manufacture a complete and varied line of 

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS, 
Ask your dealer and 7msist on our goods. If youcannot obtain the ‘‘STEVENS” 

§ ship direct, express prefazd, upon receipt of price. 
Send for illustrated catalog, an indispensable book of ready reference for Soortsm2n. Contains all recent 

notable additions to our output. Very original Rifle Puzzle will b2 forward2d upon request. 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO., 
365 MAIN STREET, 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.. U.S.A. 

let us know and we will 

\ 

. 



$1.00 a year SEPTEMBER, 1904 Single Copies, 10c. 

Cowan 

A MAGAZINE 

G. Cc r M 

OF CANADIAN SPORT 
- ANDEXPLORATION 



REPEATING RIFLES FOR HUNTING. 
Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 
That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 
present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
ment in gunmaking. Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 

ithe nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; for they 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. Use Winchester guns for 

| all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 
See our Exhibits at St. Lonis in Manufacturers and Fish aud Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - = - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

a 
The Alaska FP*BQs) 8 6 wet 

ee 4 SE SSNKAN NTO arene FIFTEEN 
e ~ . = ~ “5pm wore 1 

Sleeping Bag —sS —— ) pounps 
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ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG 

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 

known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 
Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 

have written us that they would not go out again without one. 
Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

Jewelry Parlors 

Medals, Trobbies and Clab Prizes 

are a special feature of the Parlors, but 15 per 

cent. can be saved in the regular jewelry lines. 
Small expenses the reason, 

JAS. D. BAILEY, 
25 Yonge Street, Toronto. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 

in ba | 

aa cane 

S- = - =aAl ts Bees 
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Algonquin, - : St. Andrews, N. B., - - from $3.00 upwards 

Chateau Frontenac, Ouebec, P2@., - - - Beh) Wie oo: oS 

Place Viger, = = Montreal, P. Q., - - wet “aeoo 4: 

Banff Springs, — - - Banit, Na Wwe ls - - - i SOS 3 

Lake Louise Chalet, Laggan, N. W. T., - - Sth Soha " 

For further particulars ‘as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers or to any of the company’s agents. 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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Glacier and Grizzlies 
By C. G. COWAN. 

Some time ago I was encamped with~ caribou at (different places. These animals 

two Indians and their families on the were to act as bait.. Four days after the 

Great. Divide of the Rocky Mountains, death of the caribou I was crossing a small 

three hundred miles north of the Canadian 

Pacific Railway, and at the source of two 

rivers, the Smokey and the south branch of 

the North Fork of the Fraser. The 

eventually emptied its waters into the At- 

lantic, whilst the latter took its way to 

the Pacific. Between the these two 

rivers there was a glacier of unusual size 

and appearance. For years I had heard of 

it from the Indians, tales were told of In- 

dians that had gone to visit this ‘‘ Moun- 

tain of snow and ice’’ and had failed to re- 

former 

rise of 

turn. The natives now with me spoke of 

four. grizzlies that made their home in 

this glacier; they had met them the 

previous and called them the ‘‘Glacier fam- 

lly.’”’ They had as_I afterwards found out, 

been within close range od these bears, and 

though they carried modern 

the time feared to discharge them at ani- 

mals so formidable and ‘‘canny.’’ Perhaps 

they thought of the Indian that never re- 

turned. At all events I could see_ they 

were not keen on remaining in this vicini- 

ty any longer than necessary. With me it 

was different. 1 had heard much a- 

bout thts wonderful family of grizzlies to 

leave this valley without spending a_ iew 

days in the endeavor to find them, and if 

possible ‘‘bag’’ at least one of the family. 

I commenced killmg two 

year 

weapons at 

Too 

operations by 

three 

the 

last 

year. The tracks were so fresh I could not 

leave them. They took me out of the val- 

ley, high up on the ridge and over a steep 

knoll into another flat, where a small creek 

and saw the tracks of 

One was a full-grown animal, 

mud-flat, 

bears. 

others were apparently her cubs of 

trickled through a thick cover of red  wil- 

low, filled with ptarmigan, which rose 

birr, as to fill me with a kind 

if I were in the very pres- 

With such a 

of trepidation as 

ence of the ‘“‘Glacier family.’’ A moment 

convinced me of my mistake and I return- 

ed to camp, keener than ever to become 

further acquainted with the mysterious 

Bruin family. Next day two of us visited 

tne dead caribou. A wolverine and a wok 

had eaten of the meat the night before. As 

touched it, perhaps it 

Day alter 

the 

and 

vet no bears had 

was hardly decomposed enough. 

day passed. Early and late I 

mountain sides amongst the 

Was on 

berries 

wild potato patches, hoping to forestall 

this family at their morning meal,but with 

out suecess. One thing was certain, they 

were in the neighborhood still, as their 

tracks canfronted us wherever we went. It 

was evident they ‘‘made their rounds’’ only 

at night. We decided to imitate them in 

that respect ne evening just as I was 

setting ready te visit the carcass of the 
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Indian told me he had seen 

four bears cross the bottom of the gla- 

cier. It was but a short distance from 

our tepee to where they had disappeared 

from view. We hurried to the spot, peeped 

over the sky-line and saw about a hundred 

yards below us, the old bear, the head of 

the family. I had with me a 45.90 Win- 

chester and was using soft nosed bullets 

and smokeless powder. The first shot 

struck him behind the shoulder, so he let 

us know, by tearing at the spot with his 

arm. I fired again and again, when he 

came down on the ice, roaring loudly, as 

ne fell. Here he would have lain until the 

end came, but for the slope and the slip- 

pery ice, which took him a hundred yards 

or more at a furious rate, when he fell 

at last over a perpendicular drop of sixty 

feet, where we found him stone dead. The 

skin was very light in color, and measured 

ten feet without any stretching. His upper 

teeth were all gone and his age might be 

not less than that of the glacier he died 

on. Having disturbed Mrs. Bruin, I was 

afraid she might change her home and 

cross over to the next range of mountains, 

and prepare there a new habitat for herself 

and family, but with grizzlies that frequent 

glaciers, it is not usual to change their 

quarters; they love the old place, and even 

if they do leave for a_ time, they often 

wander back, like a disturbed hare to her 

fawn, preferring as it were to be shot at, 

and it may be, wounded again, rather than 

abandon the old and fam#iar haunts. It 

was so in this case, for days later we a- 

gain ran across Mother Bruin and her cubs. 

Our nights were spent beside the dead car- 

ibou, which had now become really high 

and palatable to the grizzly. The taird 

evening after I had killed the old bear I 

was sitting within twenty-five yards of the 

bait, anxiously listening and watching for 

Sound or movement. The sun had gone 

down some time before, dulling the bril- 

liant effect, which it had given to the 

glacier before me. Except for the trickling 

caribou, my 
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of a small creek not a sound was to be 

heard. The moon rose at its full and shone 

brightly on the snow capped mountains 

which looked coldly white in the distance. 

The solitary and melancholy grandeur of 

the scenery round me was beyond descrip- 

tion. Suddenly my Indian poked me and at 

the same time I heard a gentle rustling in 

the bushes to my left front. It came on 

towards me. Could it be the remainder of 

the ‘“‘Glacier family’? ? What luck if -it 

was ! Whether it bore relation or not to 

the trophy that now lay in my tepee, it 

was a bear, and grunted freely as it ap- 

proached the carcass of the caribou. As it 

came more into the light of the moon I 

could see it was no black bear. It was a 

heavy set beast, with color like that of 

the silver tip. As it moved up to the bait, 

it’s eyes glared hungrily and it growled 

savagely at the approach of another animal 

that I could not well make out in the 

dark, but later saw it was another bear. 

Then there came from the bush one more 

hungry mouth and all three fed ravenously 

from the dead caribou. My Indian was in 

such a state of excitement, I could feel 

him trembling beside me. I also had mis- 

givings as to the ultimate issue of the 

scene before us. Here was the glacier fam- 

ily that I had remained three weeks in one 

camp, hunting day and night, to get a 

shot at. Here they were, all that was left 

of them, huddled together round the meat 

of my bait. Slowly we raised our rifles 

and almost simultaneously we fired at the 

old one. I thought she fell. We then fired 

at her young, who seemed utterly bewild- 

ered. One of them dropped, the other bolt- 

ed into the bush. Then the old she rose, 

wriggled about until I fired again, and a 

third time, this giving her her quietus. 

Immediately out of the undergrowth and 

straight into the firing line walked the 

other animal that had bolted. My Indian 

seeing him first killed him instantly with 

the one shot, which I afterwards found 

breke the jugular vein. 

PN ee ee) 
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The Boy Crusoe. 
By MARTIN HUNTER. 

(Concluded from the August Issue.) 

“T know not how long I had been asleep 

when I was awakened by the most horrid 

sound I had ever heard. All was silent for 

a few moments and I sat up on my couch 

with hair erect and cold running up and 

down my back. I was straining my ears so 

intensely for that terrible noise to be re- 

peated that I could actually ‘hear my heart 

beat. 

‘‘Under the fear I then labored with, it 

Was a relief to hear that mournful, blood- 

curdling sound repeated. I had heard a 

similar how: before from a husky dog at a 

Hudson’s Bay Post I had visited with my 

father. My father had told me then that 

the husky dogs were part wolf, so this 

must be a wolf. 

“As I thought this over, the howl was 

answered back on my beaver trap trail by 

another and another and yet others, and I 

realized that the fresh meat had drawn 

these savage brutes down on my camp, and 

I would in a few minutes be besieged by 
the band. 

“I raked the embers together, and put- 
ting on some fresh pine knots, soon had a 
cheerful blaze, which helped to make me 

braver. 
“The more I considered my situation, the 

less fear I had for my safety. Three sides 
of my hut were solid mountain, and the 
part I had built up was almost as strong. 

“IT had heard my father tell many wolf 
stories and I knew they could not climb. 
My door was stout and strongly fastened 
on the inside, so I calmly drew the charge 
of shot from my gun and rammed down a 
bullet in its place. I could hear the snarling 
of the brutes abput the wood-pile, a few 
yards from the hut. I crept over to the 
door and peered out from a small slit I 
had purposely left as a look-out. 
“The last quarter of the moon was just 

overhead and lit up the clearance. Two of 
the wolves were moving about in front, 
while I made out three others squatting on 
their haunches a little further back. 

“IT realized that unless I shot these sav- 

age beasts I would 

from the hut. 

‘Perceiving I had no time to lose, as 
once the moon got back of the mountain 
the valley would be in darkness, I pushed 
my gun carefully through the opening, 
sighted along the barrel- and waited with 
my finger on the trigger till one of the 
moving wolves passed in front of one in the 
background, and at that instant I let go. 
“One terrible howl went up and when the 

smoke cleared away I had the satisfaction 

of seeing both beasts jumping and cvolling 
about on the snow. The other wolves see- 
ing their friends acting so queerly pounced 

upon them and in a moment the whole five 

were mixed up in a tearing, fighting mob. 

“IT lost no time in reloading my gun and 

sending .in another ball. One wolf only 

drew away after the shot and with the ut- 

most speed I recharged and aiming steady 

for his beast, rolled him over dead. 

‘““By this last one’s manner he was just 

about to make off into the forest, where 

he would have been lost to me, and know- 

ing he had escaped, would gave plways 
caused me alarm. 

‘‘The four appearing quite lifeless, I load- 

ed my gun, made a fresh fire and turned in 

once more to sleep. When I awoke aftera 

refreshing repose the sun was high up and 

a most glorious morning. 

‘Yes, not one wolf had escaped. The 

whole five lay where they had fallen. I 

never be safe away 

took the skins off three and dragged the 

other two out on the ice, where they re- 

mained all winter.’’ 

Little Pierre got 

‘“Good-night”’ and 

tent. 

The next day we got to Roberval, Lake 

St. John, and being high noon, the prinei- 

pal storekeeper of the village, Mr. Mener, 

asked my outfit and self to dinner before 

proceeding to the post at Pointe Bleue. 

Mr. Mener was aman _ of about fifty- 

eight. He had come, in early life, to Lake 

St. John, to carve out a home, the whole 

of his possessions being, as he put it, ‘‘one 

up off the log, said 

retired to the men’s 
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extra shirt and an axe.’’ .. Other settlers 
followed the road he had opened and this 

was the beginning of Roberval. 

Mener, by years of hard work and shrewd 

business abilities, was now one of. the very 

foremost men in the village, had the best 

store north of Chicoutimi, and money: lent 

amongst the farmers at, maybe, a’ little 

higher rate of interest than is collectable 

by law. 

I informed him of how we came by little 

Pierre and told him it was not clear to me 

what disposal I could make of the boy, who 

was now an orphan. 

Mener reflected for a few moments, and 

while rubbing his nose with the index fin- 

ger of his left hand, suddenly clapped his 

thigh with his right and said: ““T have it. 

“You leave the boy with me. My wile 

and I nave no children. From what you 

have told me of the boy I like him, and 

further I like his looks.”’ 

“Well, if you will do that, Mr. Mener,”’ 

I said, ‘‘the boy will have a good home. 

He is quick to take notice and no doubt 

will become of great assistance to you 

about the store. ‘But how about Mrs. Men- 

er. Perhaps you will consult her before I 

speak to Pierre.”’ 

“It is not necessary,’’ he ‘replied. Moe 

fact is, we have been looking about us for 

several years, with the view of adopting a 

boy. The reason we have not taken one is 

because the boys that are suitable have 

too many relatives and we never could 

bring the boy up as we would wish. This 

boy, Pierre, however, will just fill our 

and if you will see him and let me 

why we can 
wants, 

know how he takes the offer, 

settle the affair off-hand.” 

I found little Pierre outside with the 

men, and drawing him to one side, eX- 

plained to him Mr. Mener’s offer and told 

fortunate he would be to have a 

good ‘home and assurance of plenty. I 

further explained that I could do nothing 

now that he was amongst 

him how 

more for him, 

people. 

The little fellow. had sense enougna to un- 

derstand that to be adopted by Mr. Mener 

be a good thing to happen and he 
would 

to stav and do all he 
said he was ready 

rould to make. himself useful. 

This settled satasfactorily to both par- 

ties, my men and I started for the last 

~stage of our journey, to the post at Pointe 

Bleue. There I remained, the business on 

which I was sent taking up eleven days of 

my time. 

This completed, I sent my men back ov- 

erland to the St. Maurice, while I went 

down to Chicoutimi, and took steamer 

fwom thence to Montreal. I passed a_ few 

days in that city, rewriting my report, 

and when this was handed in to the office 

I received orders to proceed to Winnipeg 

for a new appointment. 

I must retrogress this much to say, on 

my drive from Pointe Bleue to Chicoutimi, 

I called at  Mener’s’ passing and found 

Pierre happy and contented. 

My new charge was Jasper House, at the 

foot of the Rocky Mountains, and there I! 

remained for fourteen long years. 

At the end of this time I was recalled ta 

Winnipeg and ordered to proceed to Pointe 

Bleue Post. 

Proceeding from Quebec to Roberval by 

the Lake St. John Railway, we arrived 

there towards evening and as we steamed 

slowly through the town I saw from the 

cake window, a notice over the door of an 

up to date general store: 

PIERRE BELLEMORE. 

After supper, I strolled into the rotunda 

of the hotel and with some trepidation ac- 

costed the gentleman (with expansive shirt 

front and diamonds behind the desk.) 

Did he know the proprietor of the gener- 

al store on east side of railway track ? 

“Ah ! yes, very- worthy fellow for a 

French-Canadian.” 

“Old man, Mener, who is dead, adopted 

Pierre years ago. When he died left him 
everything, apart from an annuity to his 

widow. Doing well. Up-to-date and so 

forth: *’ 

With this information, I was confident 

that my boy Crusoe and Pierre Bellemore 

were one and the same. So lighting a ¢ci- 

gat, I wandered down to the store te 

inake myself known. 

Ientering, IT saw a portly, well-built) and 

vood looking man leaning against a show 

case, with thumbs in the arm holes of his 

wer 
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vest and a bread smile of satisfaction over- 

spreading his good-natured face. ° 
Immediately, on the entrance of a sup- 

posed customer, he came forward to wait 

on me. 

I simply stood and _ looked fixedly at 

him. As I had always been clean shaven 

the change in my appearance was not very 

great. 

Pierre’s eyes had a. puzzled look in them 

for a moment and then with a glad cry of 

recognition he held out his hand and said: 

““C’est possible ! que c’est vous Monsieur 

Hunter ? ” 

Lighting a candle, with trembling hands 

ke shot the bolt in the shop door, turned 
ofi the acetylene gas and preceded me up- 

stairs where he lived. He ushered me _ into 

the parlor, turned on all the gas jets there 

and called in a lowd voice: ‘‘Marie! Ma- 

rie!’ In a few moments a bright, intelli- 

gent, good-looking little woman came in, 

whom he introduced as his wife. 
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The best in the house was brought out 

for my refreshment, and it was past eleven 

o’clock ere I stood before the hotel door 

and said ‘‘good-night’’ to Pierre. 

During the couple of years I remained in 

charge of Pointe Bleue I often drove down 

from the Post and spent the evening with 

Pierre and his wife. . 
Why prolong the story, as far as human 

ken can see, Pierre is one of the substan- 

tial pillars of the growing town of Rober- 

val. 

He corresponds with me twice a year, 

upon the date on which I found him in the 

bush and upon New Year’s day. 

The former letter is always charged with 

an endless string of thanks, and the latter 

calls down all the blessings and good luck 

that any mortal could possibly desire. 

Thus I conclude my story, leaving a 

strong, sober, honest and upright man, en- 

dowed with all worldly blessings, who was 

once ‘‘The Boy Crusoe.’’ 

Forest Areas Wasted. 

The following report comes recently from 

Newfoundland: Severe forest fires raging 

in the interior at intervals for a month 

past have worked havoc with some of the 

finest forest areas we possess and_ these 

conflagrations have just culminated in the 

destruction of the lumber mill and_ settle- 

ment at Notre Dame Junction, together 

with the railway station and other build- 

ings, the whole involving a loss of about 

sixty thousand dollars. The extent 

and gravity of these fires have caused 

the greatest apprehension among 

lumber men and others interested in our 

forest areas as to what the future of our 

timber industry is to be, inasmuch as that 

ii these disasters are to continue the 
speedy extinction of that business is inev- 

itable. Newfoundland stands differently in 

this respect, from its western neighbors. 

Every fisherman the island over exercises 

the right of unrestricted access to the 

woodlands for the purpose of cutting tim- 

ber for fishery and other needs, and also 

proceeds there when he wishes for trout or 

cariqou, Camping near the streams and 

sometimes leaving camp-fires half extin- 

guished to revive and destroy immense 

areas. Local and foreign sportsmen err in 

the same way and many other causes con- 

spire to make these conflagrations more 

extensive and frequent than elsewhere. An 

experienced lumberman, who  ‘‘cruised’’ 

over wide areas of our country last sum- 

mer estimated that fifty million dollars 

worth of usable timber had been destroyed 

in our interior by forest fires, while the 

destruction wrought: this season must be 

immense. In all sections of the country 

these fires have been raging, and the lack 

of any rainfalls for nearly a month past 

has accentuated these adverse conditions, 

many settlements being threatened, and 

even St. John’s itself endangered by one 

of the most recent outbreaks, which raged 

in the suburban areas and was quite Visi- 

ble to the citizens, so close to the town 

did it work its way. 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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Diminished Flow of the Rock River.* 

This is the title of a bulletin recently is- 

the 

United States and gives the result of in- 

sued by the Bureau of Forestry of 

vestigations made on the ground in conse- 

quence of an expressed desire on the part 

of citizens of the parts of Wisconsin and 

Illinois involved that the investigation of 

this question should be undertaken by the 

Bureau of Forestry.. tne .ocal impression 

is that for some years past the Rock Riv- 

er has been decreasing in volume, or at 

least changing in the regularity of its 

flow. In summer the upper tributaries and 

smaller creeks have occasionally run dry. 

Should these changes continue, they would 

Interfere with various industrial interests 

of the region. Numerous mills ang other 

manufacturing plants in the towns along 

the river depend upon its water power. 

There are also dams and locks for slack- 

Water navigation at the principal cities. 

A canal that extends across the State of 

Illinois from the lower end of the Rock 

River to the Illinois River draws upon the 

Rock River for a part of its water sup- 

ply. Moreover, the agricultural interests of 

southeastern Wisconsin, including extensive 

cultivated and pasture lands _ situated 

among the numerous headwaters and small- 

er tributaries of the Rock River, rely to 

some extent upon these sources for sus- 

tained moisture in the soil, particularly 

during seasons of irregular or diminished 

rainfall. These various industries—manu- 

factures, transportation, and agriculture— 

are closely dependent upon a steady water 

supply, and therefore upon the forest, 

Which is an agency of the first importance 

to this end. 

The greatest 

Basin in Wisconsin is 85 

greatest breadth 65 

the basin is 

length of the Rock River 

miles and its 

The area of 

3,655 square miles, the~ sur- 

face is moderately hilly, the rise from the 

interior of the valley is gradual and usual- 
ly the hilltops are not more than 100 feet 

above the intervening valleys, with an ay- 

erage slope of about three degrees. The 

low uneven topography has led to the for- 

mation of an intricate tributary 

miles. 

system, 

with numerous sprimg-fed lakes, which un- 

der ordinary circumstances furnish excel- 

lent means for an ample water supply. 

The principal source of the water supply 

withinthe Rock River drainage basin is the 

precipitation, and the economy of its dis- 

tribution depends largely upon the char- 

acter of the surface on which it falls. The 

soil conditions vary on different parts of 

the watersheds, according to the exposure 

of the different layers of rock. On a foun- 

dation of Pre-Cambrian crystalline rock 
are overlaid sandstones and limestones of 

the Cambrian, Lower and Upper Silurian 

and Devonian series, superimposed on 

which are the drift and morainic debris of 

glacial times. The glacial drift on the 

surface allows a very free percolation of 

the water. The sandstones underneath are 

also fairly pervious, while the limestones 

and shales offer no serious obstruction. The 

geologic conditions therefore may be said 

to be very favorable to a sustained and 

ample flow of the river. 

This region at the time of its first set- 

tlement some sixty years ago was exten- 

Sively covered with forests, which, like 

those now standing, were composed chiefly 

of hardwood species, including the bur, 

black, red and white oaks, basswood, hard 

maple, hickories, elms and_ ashes. On 

swampy ground grew tamrack, white ced- 

ar, Spruce, and willow. The total area of 

the forest at that period may be estimat- 

ed conservatively at 75 per cent. Allowing 

5 per cent. for water surface, this would 

leave 20 per cent. to be divided about 

equally between prairie land and the low, 

marshy meadows bordering the creeks and 

small streams. 

Since the settlement of the region some 

marked changes in the soil cover have tak- 

en place. A large part of the forest has 

been removed and the land brought under 

cultivated. Most of the prairie lands have 

also been converted to agriculture, and 

many swamps and sloughs have been drain- 

ed and tilled. <A considerable part of the 

10 per cent. of marsh land, however, still 

remains. The proportion of land types an@ 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canad’an Forestry Association. 
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water surface is estimated as follows:— 

Forest 30. cultivated land 57, swamps and 

uncultivated meadows 8, water surface 5. 

Not only have the wooded areas dimin- 

ished, but significant changes have taken 

place in the conditions of growth. Original- 

ly the forests contained a natural under- 

growth of herbs, moss, tree seedlings, and 

shrubs, which preserved the moisture and - 

aided in the formation of a rich, receptive 

mold. Some of the forests still retain this 

natural surface growth, but many of the 

farm woods have been given over to pas- 

turage and have run to a dense matting of 

grass. 

Since 1885 the rainfall for the district 

has slightly diminished, but in attempting 

to weigh the importance of this factor it 

should he remembered that the greatest 

fall from the average of 30.4 for any con- 

secutive years was 3.3 inches. This does 

not appear to be a very serious loss con- 

sidering the conservative tendency of the 

geology of the region. 

The disturbance in the regulation of the 

water flow of the Rock River must be as- 

cribed partly to the artificial drainage of 

cultivated areas, but chiefly to the changes 

that have taken place in the soil cover 

since the time of settlement. The custom 

of laying tiles and other drains and of cut- 

ting ditches to improve the condition of 

the fields prevails throughout this region 

and has resulted in a more rapid delivery 

of the rain water into the streams. Many 

of the swamps and sloughs that formerly 

helped to feed the smaller creeks amd trib- 

utaries have likewise been drained to bring 

their rich soil under cultivation. 

The forest has an important influence on 

the distribution of water suppiy. Investi- 

gations carried on for a number of years , 

in different parts of Eurvpe have proved 

that the humidity within a forest is great- 

er than over open ground, while the tem- 

perature is lower during the summer 

months, both within the forest itself and in 

its soil. These conditions as well as the 

protection afforded by the leafy canopy a- 

gainst the rays of the sun, materially re- 

tard evaporation. [t should be remembered 

also, that the forest protects the soil from 

the drying action of the winds, which in 

open areas constantly abserb the moisture 

from the surface. As evaporation increases 

very rapidly with an increase in the velo- 

city of the wind, the opposition offered by 

the forest is a means of protection of the 

first importance. 

A very instructive study of soil evapora- 

tion within and without the forest has 

been carried on at the experiment station 

connected with the national school of 

France. The results of 33 years of obser- 

vation, recently published, are thus sum- 

marized: 

It appears, therefore, that during the 

months of November, and April, for which 

complete data are available, the instru- 

ment situated on open ground has always 

lost about twice as much water as the one 

situated within the forest. During 

the summer the difference is much more 

striking, owing to the presence of foliage, 

and varies considerably, being very decided 

aS the temperature rises. The proportion- 

ate amounts evaporated outside and within 

the forest are as 3 to 1 in May, 5 to 1 in 

June, July and August, 4 to 1 in Sep- 

tember, and 3 to 1 in October. 

In winter and early spring the forest is 

useful in preserving the snow cover, which 

furnishes a considerable part of the water 

supply of the ensuing season. This preser- 

vative influence is less in deciduous forests 

than in such as are composed of evergreen 

species; nevertheless, the trunks and 

branches of the trees and the dried foliage 

retained by oaks and several other species 

durimg a part of the winter protect the 

snow to a certain degree from the sun and 

wind. The leaf litter on the forest floor 

is also of some value, because snow that 

falls on it does not melt as readily as on 

bare soil. Scientific investigations have 

shown a decided difference in the preserva- 

tion of snow on forested as compared with 

unforested areas, resulting in a more uni- 

form and sustained flow of the streams 

where forests are present. 

To appreciate the influence of a forest in 

all its aspects, the amount of moisture re- 

quired for the growth of the forest itself 

should be taken into consideration; and 

the fact should also be noted that the 

crown cover of a forest intercepts some of 

the precipitation, which, therefore never 

reaches the soil. The loss occasioned by 
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the: intervention of ‘the crown cover, how- 

excessive, and may be offset 

that the saturated 

ever, iS ‘not 

in part by the effect 

toliage probably has in retarding evapora- 

tion from the soil, 

The other element of loss, namely, the 

amount of water consumed and transpired 

by the trees, ‘has been repeatedly investi- 

gated, but the subject is extremely com- 

ulicated. The consumption varies with the 

kimd of soil and its physicai condition, 

with the amount of the rainfall, with the 

condition of the atmosphere, and, in still 

greater measure, with the species of tree 

and character of forest. The figures re- 

sulting from these investigations conse- 

quently show very wide limits, and it still 

remains doubtful whether forests, as com- 

pared with field crops, require more water 

for their growth, or less. 

A careful examination of local conditions 

shows that there are within reach feasible 

remedies which should at least mitigate 

the irregularity of water supply from 

which the community now suffers, and 

which can. be secured without loss of pro- 

ductive power to the owners of agricultur- 

al land, but, on the contrary, with decided 

advantage to them. It is not proposed to 

turn good farm lands into woods, with the 

certain results of a net loss on the crop. 

But there is much land naturally better 

adapted for woodland than for agriculture. 

In many cases this now supports a sparse 

and inferior growth of timber, or none at 

all. A little care on the part of the owner 

would result in his having eventually a 

much more productive and valuable wood- 

jot, and would at the same time help to 

Conservation of 
the 

Experimental Farms for 1903 are given the 

In the annual report of the work of 

results of observations on the conservation 

of moisture in orchard soils made by the 

chemist, Mr. Frank T. Shutt. The object 

of the experiments was to determine the 

“conditions on 
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equalize the stream flow, and so would 

benefit the whole. region. 

In most of the wood lots of Southern 
Wisconsin and. Northern IlMinois the forest 

is in bad shape. The leaf mold has been 

washed or burned away, or dried out by 

too much sunlight ; the soil has become 

impoverished ; the trees have had their 

vigor impaired by unfavorable conditions, 

or have begun to: succumb to the attacks 
of insects and disease;; undergrowth and 

reproduction have been destroyed; the 

ground has been trampled hard by grazing 

animals; and the removal from time to 

time of the best timber, leaving its place 

to be filled up by inferior growth, has 

tended to a steady deterioration 

in the quality and make-up of the forest. 

These effects are the result of long-contin- 

ued use of the forest with too little care 

of it. In consequence the private owner 

loses by the smaller yield of timber, and 

the community loses by the impairment of 

the water-holding capacity of the soil. If 

woodland owners can be persuaded that it 

is a wise policy to restore normal forest 

their individual tracts for 

the sake of the resulting profit to them- 

selves. a marked improvement in sustained 

stream-flow for the region should follow. 

While expert advice is desirable, it is 

by no means necessary for the woodlot 

owner to consult a forester before he und- 

ertakes to improve his holding. Common 

sense and thoughtfulness in place of ne- 

glect will bring him a certain return. AS 

soon as he has once awakened to the fact 

that wood is just as much a crop as hay, 

and that intelligent care will certainly 

bring a better yvield and will increase the 

value of his property, the farmer will be 

in a fair way to become his own forester. 

Moisture in Soil.: 
moisture in the 

different 

effect on the content of 

soil which would result from 

methods of treatment. The experiment was 

of course a local one, but the results are 

on the whole of general application. They 

have a special significance fer those parts 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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BY THE ATHABASKA. 

The Cowan hunting party in camp. 

ON THE DIVIDE. 

Hunters camp in the Yellow Head Pass. 

- 
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JASPER IZAKSE: 

Mr. C. G. Cowan's pack train in the Yellow Head Pass. 

CAMPING NEAR TIMBER LINE. 

Mr. C, G. Cowan's tepee pitched near a glacier, 
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of the West where the rainfall is light,and 

emphasize clearly the advantages of cul- 

tivation of the soil, whether in the grow- 

ing of orchard or forest trees. 

The observations at Ottawa were made 

during the months of March, April, May 

and June, and the time was particularly 

work inasmuch as the 

during 1903 was 

favorable for such 

rainfall for that period 

much below the average. The precipitation 

was in March 1.96 ins., in April-1.15, in 

May 0.24, and June ist to 5th, none, a 

total of 3.35 ins., while the average for 
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five previous years for that period was 

11.30 ins. The soil samples upon which 

the determinations were made were taken 

to a depth of 14 inches and consequently 

the percentages and amounts of water giv- 

en in the following table are those present 
in the soil to that depth. The plots adjoin 

one another, the soil throughout the series 

is of a uniform character, a light, sandy 

loam, and the moisture content after the 

autumn rain of the previous season, as de- 

termined in November, 1902, when the 

winter set in, was practically identical for 

them all. ; 

CONSERVATION OF SOIL MOISTURE. 

Plot A. 
Cultivated 1g02and 1903. 

Date of Collect- 

In sod 1902 and 1903. 

Plot C. 
In sod rgo2; Cultivated 1903. 

Plot B. 

ion. 
Sirs ke Speer ee 

Dd ae ‘s > 

Per cent. : ounds per Per cent. Pounds per Per cent. I St Be 
acre. acre acre. 

1903 Tons. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Tons Lbs. 

May-14thoaseesee 12.03 261 1218 Bae 107 g82 11.85 257 337 

May 23rd: sys. 12.65 277 89 * 4-78 96 66 6.51 133 431 

June sth......-.. 7-76 | 160 1880 | 3-03 59 1552 8.91 ity Mess ee 

At the date of the first examination, this date was some half a per cent. high- 

May 14th, the analysis showed the amount 

of moisture in the soil of Plot A. to be 

12.03 per cent, about three per cent less 

than it was in the previous November. 

Much of this loss might have been pre- 

vented by earlier cultivation, the first har- 

rowing and formation of the earth mulch 

being only two days before the collection 

of the sample for analysis, viz., May 12. 

Nevertheless, the soil was quite damp, 

both to the touch and in appearance. ‘So 

far as one could judge it appeared to be 

amply supplied with moisture for the re- 

quirements of the orchard trees. 

Between May 14 and 23 the rainfall was 

scarcely more than one-tenth cf an inek. 

(.12). This probably was not sufficient at 

any time to thoroughly dampen the surface 

of the soil, for the precipitation occurred 

on four days of the interval and on no one 

of them exceeded more than a few hun- 

dredths of an inch. Practically speaking, it 
evaporated as soon as it fell, without ben- 

efiting the soil. . 

Now in spite of this adverse condition, 

this soil, by reason of 1ts mulch, was able 

to hold its own; indeed, its moisture at 

was nine days earlier. No 

doubt there had been loss by evaporation 

from the soil, but the loss had been more 

than compensated for by water brought up 

irom the subsoil by capillary action. 

Between May 23 and June 5, a period of 

thirteen days, but three one-hundredths of 

an inch (.03) of rain fell. During the lat- 

ter six days of this period there was abso- 

lutely no precipitation. Under this condi- 

tion we find the moisture-content of plot 

A considerably reduced. This soil now 

held but 7.76 per cent. water. Probably if 

it had been cultivated again in this period 

(the previous cultivation had been on 

May 12th) it would have had a higher wat- 

er content. As it was, the drying out pro- 

cess had affected the soil for more than a 

ioot. It still contained, however, over 160 

tons to a depth of 14 inches. 

Plot B. which by May 14th was covered 

with a heavy growth of grass, green and 

juxuriant, contained less than one-half of 

the moisture in A, viz., 5.32 per cent. This 

means that somewhat more than 150 tons 

per acre, to a depth of 14 inches, had been 

lost from B. by remaining in sod, lost by 

er than it 
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the growth of the grass and the capillary 

action that had been set up by allowing 

the soil to remain unstirred. The earth of 

this plot was already assuming a powdery 

condition. 

During the second period this plot con- 

tinued to lose and showed 112 tons less 

moisture per acre than at the date of the 

preceding collection. 

The final examination of this soil showed 

it to be in a condition of powder. It had 

no adhesiveness and had the appearance of 

a soil thoroughly dried by exposure 

to air. Its percentage of moisture 

had been reduced to 3.03, having lost 

48 tons per aci# since the date of the 

first collection three weeks previous. The 

grass was still alive, but showing very lit- 

tle vitality and no growth. The leaves of 

the orchard trees growing in the sod had 

begun to shrivel and fall. It was evident 

that unless rain came very shortly these 

trees would succumb. It is important to 

note that under these extreme climatic con- 

ditions the soil of Plue A. possessed 100 

tons more water per acre in the surface 

14 inches than that of Plot B., a very 

considerable amount. 

In Plot C the sod had been turned under 

on April 13, one month previous to the 

date the first observation was made. Its 

moisture content was somewhat less than 

that. of Plot A., but the difference is com- 

paratively insignificant. The results of this 

plot give satisfactory evidence of the im- 

portance of turning under the previous cov- 

er crop at an early date in districts like- 

ly to be visited by a spring or early sum- 

mer drought. By this means it is seen the 

moisture may in a very large measure be 

conserved. 

The second examination showed that the 

A Canadian 
3y CHAS. J. 

’"Twas on a bright day in early June 

that we launched our three canoes in’ the 

waters of the Scugog at Lindsay, Canada, 

equipped for a two weeks’ canoe and fish- 

ing expedition to Hollow Lake, about one 
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soil ot this plot had dried out very con- 

siderably, losing almost nalf its waters. 
This was undoubtedly due to the fact that 
the turned over sod was not immediately 

disc-harrowed and an earth mulch formed. 

The drying atmosphere and _ winds freely 
permeated the heavy sod, abstracting 

its moisture. This points to the necessity 

of immediately discing and _ cultivating 
after the ploughing under a heavy sod, in 

order that capillary action may bring up 

water from below, and that a mulch may 

be formed that will prevent or retard its 

loss through evaporation. This plot was 
not disc-harrowed until May 29. 

In the last period Plot C. contained 8.9 

per cent. of water, an increase of practic- 

ally 2.5 per cent. over that it possessed on 

May 23. This, it is considered, was owing 

to the disc-harrowing it received on May 

29, followed by cultivation. By these 

means not only was surface evaporation 

largely arrested, but capillary action was 

set up, which enabled the surface soil to 

draw upon the water content of its under- 

lying soil. 

This drought had taught a very import- 

ant lesson in orchard soil management. It 

has emphasized the very exhaustive char- 

acter of sod as regards soil moisture. It 

has furnished proof of the immense value 

of cultivation in arresting the drying out 

of soils, and lastly the necessity not only 

of early ploughing under the cover crop in 

districts where drought is likely to  pre- 

vail, but also the desirability of further 

working the soil by disc harrow and culti- 

vator in order to again set up capillary 

action with the underlying soil, as. well 

as to create an earth mulch to prevent 

surface evaporation. 

Canoe Trip. 
CAMPBELL. 

hundred and twenty-five miles to the 

north, in the Lake of Bays district. 

There were six of us; two sons of the 

forest, Zack and his husky boy Beaver, of 

the Ojibway tribe; four pale faces 

from the sky scrapers of New York. There 

and 
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astute politician and official jollier of the 

party ; ‘‘Cinders’’, agent for a patent: food 

for babies of all ages; ‘‘Gaffer’’, who slept 

with his new patent gaff guaranteed never 

to ‘‘miss ’em’’; and ‘‘Cascar’’, who work- 

ed. while others slept. 

The Indians of course were expert canoe- 

ists, and ‘‘Guv’’ likewise was no stranger 

to the paddle. The rest of us, while more 

or less familiar with the paddle in our 

boyhood days, were utter strangers to the 

canoe. By earnest application to business 

however, we learned to work our passage. 

We did no fishing of consequence until the 

late afternoon as we _ neared Fenelon 

Falls at the head of Sturgeon Lake, which 

is a capital spot for lunge. Just here Cin- 

ders hooked and engaged in battle one of 

those sturdy warriors of the water. Al- 

most simultaneously with the strike he 

leaped clear from the water, and we saw 

he was a monster. All hands dropped ey- 

erything and watched the fun, meanwhile, 

of course, yelling words of encouragement 

and advice to Cinders. To Cinders it was 

the fight of his life, and to the lunge a 

fight for his, a fact which both man and 

fish appeared fully to realize. Cinders fin- 

ally coaxed him in near to the boat, only 

to see him turn tail and run till the bunch 

of line left looked dangerously small. 

‘*Give him the butt,’’ yelled Zack, ‘‘or he 

won't stop till he gets to the other end of 

the lake.’’ Cinders promptly obeyed ord- 

ers, both rod and line doing duty in a way 

to make a fisherman’s heart glad, and be- 

fore many minutes master lunge was suffi- 

ciently played to enable him to be brought 

to the gaff. We weighed him when he went 
ashore, and he tipped the scales at nine- 

teen and one-quarter pounds. It was our 

record fish, and Cinders, as he had a right 

to be. was certainly the proudest man in 

Canada that night. We caught some good 

bass, too; but they were totally eclipsed 

by the lunge. 

After supper, and we nad gathered suffi- 
cient cedar for our beds, we built what Dr. 
Van Dyke has so beautifully called a 
“friendship fire’? around which we sat and 
SWapped experiences until, wearied with 
the exertions of the day, we turned in and 

slept as only tired men can. 
The following morning we were up and 

- lightful. 

was ‘‘Guv’’, Canadian born and bred, the 

away early, carrying our canoes over the 

locks at Fenelon Falls, and _ paddling 

smartly through Cameron Lake, in order 

to get some good bass fishing in the fine 

pool at Rosedale Locks before the sun got 

too high. We equipped Beaver with a min- 

now hook and he jerked them out so fast 

that he kept us all supplied. Cascar caught 

three bass in succession here, which aggre- 

gated ten pounds in weight. The largest 

weighed exactly four pounds. He was lur- 

ed from a deep pool at the foot of some 

rapid water, which made it difficult to reel 

him in. Again and again Cascar brought 

him up only to have him take the bit ‘in 

his teeth and run away. He was finally 

brought within reach, however, and finished 

his career and his last fight in the jaws of 

Gaffer’s automatic gaff, a martyr to 

science and man’s desire to kill. 

The fishing was so good that we tarried 

here until dinner time, after which our 

flotilla proceeded on up the river into 

Balsam Lake, at the northwesterly end of 

the group, known as the Kawartha Lakes, 

and certainly not surpassed 'by any of them 

in the beauty of its scenery or the quality 

of the fishing. There was just enough of a 

breeze to make the trip across the lake de- 

Camping time found us on the 

Gull River just below Coboconk. ‘‘There is 

a tavern in the town’’ here, and we at- 

tacked it in foree for lemon soda the _ fol- 

lowing morning. We asked the worthy gen- 

tleman who served us whether the soda 

was cold. ‘‘Wall,’’ he said, ‘I don’t) just 
> know, and I haint got no way o’ tellin.’ 

He looked surprised when we suggested ice. 

But we finally got the ice, and were there- 

by enabled to touch the necessary spot. 

During the next hour we lived the stren- 

uous life, and no mistake. For the three 

miles between Coboconk and _ Little Mud 

Turtle Lake the Gull River is not exactly 

a flowing stream, but, rather, a gliding 

one. Cinders and Guv nearly had an upset 

in what a very famous angler might have 

described 4s ‘‘their excessive strenuousity 

against the silent force of nature,’ but 

we all finally reached the peaceful waters 

of the lake above, very much out of breath 

and entirely dry. 

Between Little and Big Mud Turtle lakes 

there is another fine bass khoie, in which 
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we tried our luck with good success. Gatfi- 

er caught a four and a quarter pounder 

here. Cascar tried his trolling spoon most 

faithfully in the pool, but only had his 

Jabors for his pains. He explained his per- 

sistency with a fish story for which Guv 

very positively vouched; so ‘‘dear reader’’, 

it must be true. 

“T was fishing here a year ago for bass, ’ 

he said, ‘‘when I got what felt lik: a perch 

bite, and as I started to pull in my line 

to see whether my bait was gone I hada 

strike which left me in no doubt as to 

what was on the other end of my line. My 

boatman was rather deliberate in his move- 

ments and I told him to watch out sharp 

for orders. I played that lunge for about 

ten minutes on, my right rod and just as 

1 was telling Guv to watch the artistic 

Way in which I would bring him to the 

gatf, that monster started toward the 

boat—bent for election. I velled to the 

Oarsman to pull out lively, but by the 

time he got busy and under way my lunge 

got plenty of slack line, jumped clear out 

of water, waved his tail in a fond fare- 

well, and was gone. I reeled in and found 

a five-inch perch with my hook complete- 

ty swallowed. The lunge had never been 

hooked at all; he had just been hanging on 

by the skin of his digestive apparatus, so 

to speak. Two or three times afterwards 

either that or another lunge chased perch 

in quite close to the boat, but we never 

could get him, and we named it the Jonah 

hole. I thought my old friend might still 

be here, but there seems to be nothing do- 

ing.”’ 

That afternoon in the Norland River we 

encountered a log drive, which completely 

blocked the river. This meant either a 24- 

hour wait or a boat drive for us, on a hay 

wagon,over about three miles of rough 

road, to get around the logs. We voted no 

delay and the overland route at the end of 

which we camped for the night. 

The following day, our fourth day out, 

we made a big run, going through Moore’s 

Lake and up the river to “Minden, with 

for fishing with indifferent 

Minden we added a few things 

in trade, and wrote our less 

fortunate friends at home that this was to 

‘be our we should be 

only one stop 

success. At 

to our stock 

office ard last post 
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lost to the world until we emerged from 

the forest either there or at Dorset. 

We portaged by wagon from Minden to 

Mountain Lake, about three miles, arriving 

at the last named place just at dark with 

a thunder shower fast approaching. The 

distance from the road to the lake was a- 

bout one hundred yards, across a little 

clearing of pasture land, upon which stood 

a settler’s cabin. Of all the people we en- 

countered in that country these were the 

only ones who were not hospitable and 

generous. The mistress of this cabin was 

determined we should not cross her land. 

The Guv, with all his tact and wiles, could 

not procure her consent, and the shower 

was getting nearer and nearer. Zack pro- 

posed that we drown the woman. She in- 

Lerrupted our very serious consideration of 

this proposition by offering to allow us te 

cross upon payment of the sum of twenty- 

five cents. We had not thought to offer 

her money, never realizing that it was 

simply a hold up. She said we might also 

camp on her precious real estate for ten 

cents more. We squandered the money and 

accepted both offers. The next morning 

while selling us two quarts of milk for 

fifteen cents (most settlers up there would 

not take any pay for milk) she said:— 

‘““You’re Americans aint you? ’’ We plead- 

ed guilty. She said: ‘Do you know John 

Rockefeller, the oil man?’’ We told her 

we did not belong to his Sunday school, 

but we knew of him. ‘‘Well,’’ she said, ‘the 

is a second cousin of mine.’’ Then in that 

hour were all things made plain, and Cind- 

ers lightly hummed: 

“Mull many a flower is born to blush un- 

seen 

And waste its 

ap” 

sweetness on the desert 

The following day we covered « Mountain 

Lake and Kashawigamog Lake and reached 

the portage to Lake Boshkong, about twe 

in the afternoon. We _ had dinner before 

tackling the portage, which was about half 

a mile in length, and seemingly, a quarter 
of a mile in height. We were all over, bag 

and baggage, by four o’clock, and as a 

storm was imminent and we were all pret- 

ty tired, the motion was unanimously car- 
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ried to join the Ancient. Order of the Sons 

of Rest for the balance of the day. We 

had just time to pitch the tent and stow 

our things away under the overturned 

canoes before the shower struck us. The 

rain ceased as. suddenly as it began, in a 

burst of sunshine, and we posed for our 

phetographic artist. You will observe that 

Guv is industriously @gaged in tonsorial 

art, the effect of a little local (feminine) 

color we had observed moving about a set- 

tler’s cabin across the narrow lake. He 

cheerfully. volunteered, a little while later, 

to cross the lake and ask the fair damsel 

we had observed from camp whether she 

could spare a cnicken for our supper. Of 

course he got a chicken ; one which might 

properly be said to be in its second spring- 

hood. Gaffer carved it with an axe and 

asked Guv what part he preferred. ‘‘A lit- 

tle of the dark meat,’’ said Guv. ‘‘And 

Cinders, how about you? ’’ Cinders said 

he would have ‘‘a little of the light 

meat.’’ ‘‘Now see here,’’ said Gaffer, ‘‘you 

fellows will have to be more specific than 

that ; how am I to know whether you want 

a leg or a wing or a piece of the breast? 

Can’t you tell what blooming part of the 

animal you choose for your own? Would 

you say to your sweetheart, for instance, 

‘Won’t you come and sit on my dark meat 

and rest your head on my light meat?’ ’’ 

We all agreed that his point was well tak- 

en and gave him no turther cause for com- 

plaint. bY W 

We found Lake Béshkong to be long and 
narrow, with fairly high hills on both 

sides, and the wing wilich swept its waters 

into white caps fhat day gave us all, we 

could handle to keep on tow, let alone make 

much progress. Higwever, by steady pad- 

Gling, we finally reached its northern end 

and passed through the aarrows, whieh are 

not over fifty feet wide, into beautiful 

Lake Sanora. In the middle of Lake Sa- 

nora on a rugged little pine-clad island, we 

found Dr. .Humphrey’s ‘‘shack’’, as he 

calls it, in reality a very comfortable 

camp. That genial gentleman was at home 

and welcomed us with the hospitality for 

which he is famous in that country. 

He spends a large part of his time 

on this little island, has stocked the 

lake with salinon and lake trout, and is a 

thorouek sportsman. We learned from him 
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that our easiest way to get to Raven 

Lake, which was one of the chain on the 

route to Hollow Lake, was to go back to 

the headeof Boshkong and get a settler 

who lives there to bring the hay rack into 

play again on the overland route. 

On our way back through the narrows 

we Saw a beautiful doe, of which Gaffer 

tried to get a snap shot, but before we got 

near enough for a picture, she took fright 

and bounded into the bush. We pitched our 

camp there and caught a few of Dr. Hum- 

phrey’s salmon trout for supper. For bait 

we used live minnows on an ‘Archer Spin- 

ner,’ than which there is no better bait to 

be found. 

The folowing morning early we started 

on the four mile journey ‘through the 

woods, keeping well ahead of the wagon, 

and ever alert for a sight of deer, which 

are very plentiful through there. We saw 

many fresh tracks, but no deer. We reach- 

ed Black River about eleven o’clock, and 

instéad of turning to the right, as we 

should have done, and thus working into 

Raven Lake, we decided*to try Black Lake, 

recommended by a guest of Dr. Humphrey. 

We got there in time for dinner and found 

an abandoned lumber camp. The camp 

would be an ideal spot for deer hunters, la 

fact we saw a fine buck across the lake 

just after dinner, but we satisfied our- 

selves that there were no fish of con- 

sequence in the lake, so we started out a- 

bout four o’clock in the afternoon and by 

many portages and.carryS we managed be- 

fore daylight was gone, to get our craft 

and outfit up the rapids and around water 
falls ‘“‘to the point or place of beginning,’’ 

as the lawyers say, where we unfortunate- 

ly turned to the left in the morning. We 
were very tired and more than ‘aungry, 

and would gladly have camped then and 

there, but the black fhes made it simply 

impossible, so we launched our canoes and 

pushed on, hoping to find-a more hospita- 

ble spot, where the temptation to swear 

was less irresistible. 

As we proceeded, the river, which is 

really only a _ creek, developed into a 

swamp through which it became rather daf- 

ficult to find the channel. This wound up 

at a log dam.over which we lifted our. 

canoes only to find a lot of dammed logs. 

here are times, on every extended canoe. 
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trip, when one wishes he had an airship at- 

tachment, and this was one of those times. 

It was a night of difficulties. We eventual- 

ly got to what we bekeved to be Wren 

Lake, from which we had been told a nar- 

row winding channel led into Raven Lake. 

We spent an hour looking for the channel, 

which proved to be too shallow in two or 

three places to float us over. AS we 

were wading along, dragging the canoes, 

Gaffer lifted his eyes heavenward, and in- 

quired: ‘‘Oh why did I ever leave my ‘nappy 

home?’ ‘‘Just for fun, old man,’’ said 

Cinders, ‘‘and think what a lot of it you 

are having.’’ One more short carry, over 

another dam, put us into Raven Lake, 

which was flooded with moonlight, and 

tired aS we were, our spirits rose at the 

beauty of the scene. There was no swamp 

land here ; no land at all, in fact, that we 

could discover ; nothing but stone. We were 

finally fortunate enough at one o'clock in 

the morning to find an island of rock, 

which was flat enough to lie down on. We 

built a rearing fire, wrapped ourselves in 

our blankets, and lay down, feet toward 

the fire, with that rock for a bed and the 

heavens above for a roof, and slept the 

sleep of the just. We naturally felt a lit- 

tle rocky after that night, but a good 

breakfast and dry clothes and a bright day 

make a strong combination, and we brave- 

ly tackled the half mile portage to Gun 

Lake. 

If it is your ambition to catch big fish, 

go to Gun Lake. It is angler’s paradise. 

It is a mighty hard place to reach, as you 

have doubtless observed, but if this were 

not so it could not be a paradise in the 

very nature of things. 

Our party caught salmon trout there all 

the way from three pounds up to eighteen. 

We hesitated to go in swimming, for fear 

they would eat us alive; they were so 

ravenous. We found bushels of huckleber- 

ries, too, and they were a most welcome 

addition to our food supply. The place 

proved altogether so attractive that Gatf- 

and Cinders decided to remain 

there, while Cascar and the Indians went 

on. They started about three in the after- 

Hollow Lake about three 

journey being easier and 

They remained 

ler, Guv 

noon and reached 

later, the 

anticipated 

yours 

shorter than 
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there from. Saturcay evening until Monday 

morning, during which time they saw 

three bear and five deer, and caught about 

one hundred brook trout. It was late for 

brook trout, and most of the fish caught 

were small ones. Hollow Lake and the 

streams running into it are great trout 

waters, however, and are reached with 

comparative ease véa Huntsville and Dor- 

set. 

On Monday afternoon our party, once 

more reunited, and loaded to the teeth 

with huckleberries, started on the home- 

ward journey. 

On our way back we took in a settler’s 

picnic on Humphrey’s Island, to which the 

Doctor had given us a pressing invitation, 

and while there Guv acted as starter, 

judge and peacemaker for a ‘‘double ladies 

canoe race, open to all comers, for a prize 

of twenty-five cents.’’ There was some 

discussion in our party about double  lad- 

ies canoe races, but Cinders said that was 

all right; that ‘‘you never saw a double 

canoe; all canoes are single, but all ladies 

are not single.’?’ We asked him if he had 

ever noticed any double ones, but ‘ne waved 

us aside. 

In the early afternoon we resumed our 

homeward course. As the twilight deepen- 

ed and the stars came out and the moon 

rose over the hill tops, all reflected in the 

smooth waters of the lake over which our 

canoes glided so silently and swiftly, the 

beauty of the scene baffled description. 

Mile after mile we paddled, in unison, with 

no sound other than the rhythmic dip, dip, 

dip of the paddles, until Guv’s fine bari- 

bone voice roSe in song, in which one after 

another joined. Then indeed we made the 

welkin ring, and the sounds that were 

echoed and re-echoed acress those peaceful 

waters, must have startled the wild crea- 

tures which inhabit the hills on either side. 

We reached Coboconk Thursday evening, 

and aS we were a_ little behind our sche- 

dule, we decided to finish our journey on 

the steamer which plies daily between 

Coboconk and Lindsay, we slept on 

board the boat that 

When we reached 

and 

night 

Rosedale the following 

morning, Cascar and the Indians left us 

for one more fling for bass. He rejoined us 

that evening and told a.tale of marvellous 
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luck, which filled our souls with envy, but 

that, as Kipling says, is another story. 

We spent that last night together at 

Guv’s home in Lindsay and on the follow- 

ing day returned to the land of the free 
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and the home of the hustler, with a splen- 

did coat of tan and pleasant memories of 

a vacation trip well worth anybody’s 

while. 

The White Cedar.:: 

The Cedar is a well-known name, _ for 

besides its common use in Canada, it is 

Irequently mentioned in ancient literature. 

The Cedar of Lebanon was the principal 

wood used in the far-famed temple of King 

Solomon at Jerusalem, and it had also 

special functions in connection with the of- 

fering of sacrifices. The temple of Diana 

at Ephesus, which was one of the Seven 

Wonders of the World, was constructed of 

cedar. This wood, therefore, occupied an 

important place in ancient times and its 

use was not confined to temples, but it al- 

so found a place in the construction of 

dwellings. Another important cedar is the 

Deodar of India, described as a tall and 

beautiful tree and corresponding more 

nearly to the ideal of the elevated lan- 

guage of the old chronicles in speaking of 

the cedar than do the present representa- 

tives of the Cedar of Lebanon. By the 

Hindoos it is venerated as a sacred tree. 

The word cedar is variously derived from 

Cedron, the name of a brook in Palestine, 

from kaio, to burn, referring to the use of 

the wood in sacrifices, and from the Ara- 

bic word for power. 

In America there are two species of 

trees that are popularly known as_ white 
cedar. One is a southern species, which 

does not occur in Canada, but ranges from 

the southern part of the State of Maine 

to the Gulf of Mexico, and is known scien- 

tifically as Cupressus thyoides or Cham- 

aecyparis spheroidea. The white cedar of 

Canada is, however, a different species, the 

scientific designation of which is thuya oc- 

cidentalis. Thuya is probably derived from 

the Greek word thyon, a sacrifice, as the 

resin of the eastern variety was frequently 

used tn certain localities instead of incense 

at sacrifices. Occidentalis means western. 

An attempt was made by Michaux and oth- 

ers, but apparently without great success, 

to have the name white cedar confined to 

the southern species and to give the desig- 

nation of Arbor Vitae to the northern 

tree. This latter name means ‘‘tree of 

life’, but the reason for so designating the 

Species is not known, unless it is from 

some supposed virtue of its berries. Ger- 

arde, who had only seen the Canadian va- 

riety, said of it that of all the trees from 

that country this was ‘‘the most principal 

and best agreeing unto the nature of man, 

as an excellent cordial and of a very plea- 

sant smell.’’ He also states that it was 

sometimes called Cedrus Lycia and= that it 

is not to be confused with the ‘‘tree of 

life’? mentioned in Genesis. But then the 

distinguished author of the Herbal is not 

generally accepted as a high scientific au- 

thority. 

The White Cedar grows usually in 

swamps or on cool rocky banks where the 

roots can reach water, although some- 

times to all appearance it is growing on 

bare rock where there is no sustenance of 

any kind. The cedar swamp is a well- 

known institution in Canada. It has sup- 

plied fence posts innumerable, for which 

the lasting qualities of its wood make it 

specially suitable, and it has also furnish- 

ed most of the poles necessary to meet the 

demands of telegraph and telephone com- 

panies. The wood is reddish and somewhat 

aromatic, and is soft and light. It is 

largely used for the manufacture of 

shingles, no other wood being used for that 

purpose at the present time in the dis- 

tricts in which it is found. As a railway 

tie it resists for many years the effects of 

contact with the earth and moisture, but 

it is not hard enough to bear well the — 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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weight of the rail, or to hold a spike 

firmly and is never used on eurves where 

natural'y there is a special strain on the 

folding powers of the ties. The lightness 

induced the Indians to select it for the ribs 

and frames of their birch bark canoes and 

it is one of the materials now used itor 

the construction of wooden canoes. 

Thuya occidentalis belongs to the Order 

Coniferae, or the cone-bearing trees, but to. _ 

the division designated as Cupressinea@e in 

which the cones are reduced to small dim- 

ensions and consist of only a few scales, 

having frequently .more nearly the appear- 

ance of berries than of cones. In the Arb- 

or Vitae the staminate and fertile flowers 

appear in spring, the latter developing in- 

to the somewhat ovoid, light green, clus- 

tered cones, which finally turn brown and 

open wide their scales, letting loose the 

seed. The true leaves are small and scale- 

tike or awl-shaped on flattened branchlets, 

what are popularly called the leaves being 

in reality twigs. When bruised these twigs 

have a pleasant aromatic odor. They lend 

themselves readily to decorative purposes 

and wreaths and festoons are made from 

them for churches and houses at the 

Christnias season. The bark is gray out- 

side and cinnamon red below. It is fibrous 

and may be stripped from the trunk in 

long, thin layers. As a consequence it 

was one of the materials used by the In- 

dians to sew up. the birch jbark vessels 

which they manufactured for domestic pur- 

poses. 

Usually the white cedar does not reach a 

Jarge size in Canada, two feet being about 

the greatest diameter, but there are eiants 

that have reached close to five feet in that 

dimension. The height does not, however, 

eorrespond to that of other species of sim- 

ilar girth, as the cedar tapers from the 

base much more decidedly than most other 

species and therefore does not attain the 

same elevation. This is a character that is 

distinctly noticeable and is one reaSon why 

the white cedar was seldom manufactured 

into boards or used for building purposes. It 

is a tree of slow growth and the reproduc- 

tion of the now rapidly diminishing supply 

will demand a long period of time. 
recall 

sensations of 

The cedar swamp perhaps does not 

to most people great 

pleasure. To the farmer it 

any 

beings up the 
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memory of hard labor at getting out posts 

and fencing, to the person who may have 
to traverse it in summer a mixture of un- 

certainty as to his footing and of exasper- 

ation at the obstacles in his pathway. Sad 

memory recalls the day when the writer 

attempted the feat of passing through a 

close growth of small cedar with an ex- 

tended fishing rod. The rod had a will of 

its own and frequently chose its pathway 

without regard to the wishes of its owner; 

it flirted with every twig and attached it- 

self to every bough, while the dead bran- 

ches snapped back .in his face and the ° 

mosquito sang its pean of triumph in his 

ears. Truly the situation was an exhili- 

rating one. Heat and perspiration and 

strenuous remarks abounded. The smoke 

that ascended was not that of incense nor 

was it calculated to bring down blessings 

on the groves., Prejudices may thus he 

formed which are not easily broken. 

But the white cedar has beauties pecu- 

hiarly its own and particularly in contrast 

with other trees. The shades of green in 

the coniferous trees vary with the species 

and the Arbor Vitae is the lightest of all. 

The dark pines and the glaucous white 

spruce, the sombre hemlock, the red cedar, 

thse and others, each has its peculiar tint 

and the lighter shade of the white cedar 

relieves with a touch of brightness the 

more sombre coloring which its darker 

relatives give to the landscape, and helps 

to complete such a picture in one color as 

only Nature: itself can produce. 

Thuya occidentalis is almost unknown in 

Nova Scotia, but is plentiful in New 

Brunswick and farther west. Its northern 

limit is about James Bay and the Albany 

is found as far-west as Lake 

an outlying tract at the 

River and at 

River and it 

Winnipeg with 

mouth of the Saskatchewan 

Cedar Lake. 

The Western White Cedar, Thuya gigan- 

tea, of British Columbia, is another spec- 

ies of this genus, and although generally 

designated Red Cedar is — scientifically 

classed with the Arbor Vitae. On account 

of the sharp pointed short fronds it is im- 

possible to grasp the foliage with the nak- 

ed hand, and this renders this tree easily 

distinguished. 

It is thus described by 

This is one of the fimest 

Professor Macoun: 

trees of Western 
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Ameriea, both as regards height and dia- 

meter. On the line of the Canadian Paci- 

fic Railway it first appears as a shrub on 

the mountains about Kicking Horse Lake, 

at an altitude of 6,000 feet, going west- 

ward down the valley of the Kick- 

ing Horse, it soon becomes a_— small 

tree, but in the Columbia valley 1s rather 

scarce until about ten miles below Donald, 

where it forms large groves, and in the 

valleys of Beaver Creek and the Illecille- 

waet in the Selkirk Mountains, it reaches 

a height of over 150 feet with a diameter 

of frequently over ten feet. It occurs a- 

bundantly, and well grown in the lower 

parts of the lateral valleys of tae Colum- 

bia-Kootenay valley on the northeast side, 

south of the Kicking Horse, but does not 

descend into the last named great valley 

which has a comparatively dry climate. In 

British Columbia this tree abounds along 

the coast and lower parts of the rivers of 

the Coast Range, northward to Alaska, 
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but is unknown in the dry central plateau, 
yet it appears abundantly on the slopes of 
the Selkirk and Gold Ranges. 

On the coast the Indians manufacture 

their large canoes by hollowing out the 

trunks of these trees and such canoes 

sometimes show from 

the level of the gunwale to the bottom. 
One of its chief uses is in the manufac- 

ture of shingles and the larger proportion 
of the supply of the west comes from it. 
Naturally there is no difficulty in having 
them any width that may be required. 
Some of these shingles have already reach- 

ed the East and it may be expected that 

as the eastern supplies diminish this will 

‘pe more frequently the case and if values 

and freight rates reach anything like a 

reasonable proportion even the long rail 

haul may not prevent such a trade being 

established. The east must look to the 

«est for more of her needs in the future. 

a depth of six feet 

A Satisfactory Tent. 

= 3y N. CAUCHON. 

. Fhe following notes regarding a very ser- 

viceable form of tent may prove interest- 

ing to the readers of Rod and Gun. The 

tent in question was originally designed, 

and then made, for us2 during explorations 

in the -Rockies—where transport was by 

pack horse, when not, as was frequently 

the case, limited to man power. 

The requisites sought were lightness and 

the .greatest available amount of space. 

The writer made the first tent for use dur- 

ing the suinmer of 1894, which he spent in 

the Kicking Horse Canyon; this was of 

white, 8-oz. duck and weighed twen- 

ty-two pounds with its ropes. Subsequent- 

ly, a tent of brown duck was made, the 

change in color being deemed advisable for 

several reasons. Firstly, when using pack 

horses the tent is the last thing to go on 

the load. before the Diamond Hitch is 

thrown. It covers the load, but as the 

- pack is high and the tent ‘floppy’, you 

have, in putting it on, to giveitatoss in 

the air, so that it will drop into place well 

spread ou the load. This necessary flour- 
ish frequently gives your pack pony an ex- 
cuse for a cas2 of ‘‘nerves’’. and -your 
freight is bucked off and scattered up and 
town the ‘nillside, or along the trail as the 
case may be. The pack horse is not so lia- 
ble to see ghosts when brown duck is used 
instead of white as the material fer the 
tent. 

Secondly, the writer, being a photograph 
fiend, found that brown duck shuts out 
more light than white, and so permits the 
use of the tent for dark room purposes, 
when it would, otherwise, be impossible to 
use it. Moreover, and do not think me 
lazy in saying this, it permits one to sleep 
a little longer, and bed is often a good 

place to be in when there is no particular 

rush on. 

As regards size: my tents were made of 

five strips of canvas, a width in the 

tre on one side being removed, the door- 

way being covered by a flap two widths 

wide, with-a double row of rings_and snaps 

cen- 
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to make the overlap tight when desirable. 

Having the door at the side presents 

many advantages. In bad weather it can 

be propped up as a porch, and I eventually 

evolved wings that snapped on either side, 

joining it to the slope of the tent and cut- 

ting off wind and rain when in place. Ona 

fine cold night, with a fire in front of the 

doorway, the flap may be thrown back over 

the ridge pole and the tent itself opened 

back allowing all the heat to penetrate 

and be reflected from the back wall. It is 

eminently a sociable tent; much more so 

than the usual ‘‘A’’ pattern. It has two 

further advantages, one is that it has more 

available room for the same size than 

those of the ‘‘end door’’ species, and, con- 

sequently, that in bad weather the beds 

need not be disturbed, as they are on eith- 

er side of the aisle, which runs beneath the 

ridge pole; beds are made up with feet to 

the door and heads to the end of the tent, 

so that one can get up and go out without 

stepping on the beds. 

The writer 

with a party of four all told, and was a- 

way three months, with eight pack horses 

and saddles, about 1500 pounds of baggage, 

had a tent of this kind out 
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during a journey of 350 miles through the 

roughest ground in British Columbia, 

ground which necessitated the cutting of 

60 miles of new trail, and the tent answer- 

ed every requirement and gave the greatest 

satisfaction. One of the practical features 

of the pattern is that you may pile your 

saudles, packs, and ropes in the aisle over 

night, thereby keeping them dry, and any- 

one who knows the difference between us- 

ing dry and wet ropes for packing will ap- 

preciate this feature. With a wet rope, ho 

matter how well the Diamond Hitch may 

be thrown, the packs. will work loose of- 

ten more than once, causing great delay 

to the pack train. 

This form of tent is also very easy to put 

up by one man, even in half a gale, and in 

big timber, where there are no small poles 

. 

‘available, a rope strung between two trees 

answers as a makeshift ridge pole and sup- 

port. 

T have already given the length of the 

tent ; the ends are equalateral triangles of 

seven and a half feet side. The ridge pole 

should pass out through the ends of the 

tent by circular openings; the supports 

being outside the tent. 

A Lake in the Far West. 

By VIOLET L. ASTLEY. 

Away out in the far west in a part 

known as the National Park of Canada lies 

a lake deep down in the valley with moun- 

tains rising on either side of it to a great 

height. 

This lake is known as Lake Minnewanka 

or ‘‘Devil’s Lake’’. It measures twelve 
miles long and one mile wide in the widest 
parts and about three-quarters jn other 

parts. In places it is about three hundred 

feet deep. 

In the deepest parts this lake is of 

a very deep blue outlined with a ring of 

green and in the shallow part along the 

shore it is a dark brown. These colors can- 

not always ‘be seen so rich as at other 

times. When the sky is very black and a 

storm coming up the colors are very rich 

(the blue being deeper than the sky ever is 

in these parts) but when the sky is blue 

and the sun shining brightly the water is 

of a brownish hue. 

At the western end of Lake Minnewanka, 

situated about two hundred yards from 

the water’s edge, is a nice comfortable 

chalet to which visitors are received with 

a hearty welcome. Often in the summer 

gentlemen and sometimes ladies go to this 
beautiful spot for fishing, some go for 

their holidays, others again for their 

health, but chiefly for fishing. 
The fish caught in this lake are a_ kind 

of lake-trout or land-locked salmon, al- 

though that is about the only kind caught 

it is not the only kind there. A few years 

ago the government put some black bass 

in, but as yet none have been caught of 

this kind. 
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Very few sportsmen care for the fishing 

in this lake becaus2 the fish do not rise to 

a fly; they are trolled for. This is rather 

a slow way of fishing and does not make 

much sport in the end. 

The bait used for this mode consists of a 

spoon (not too large) and two or three 

triple hooks with a little piece of fish 

wound round them. No fine gear is neces- 

sary, in fact more fish are caught with an 

old spoon and one triple hook tied to one 

end of a coarse fishing line than with a 

fine line and two or three feet of gut, with 

highly polished spoon and hooks trailing 

after it. 

The largest fish that was ever caught in 

Lake Minnewanka weighed _ thirty-six 

pounds and the largest catch made in the 

last fifteen vears is twenty-five in six 

hours. . 

This year (1904) a fish was caught in 

this lake weighing twenty-four pounds, by 

D’Oyly Astley (aged 13.) He caught it on 

an eight ounce steel rod, with line about 

the size of thread, which gave him great 

sport. After he had it on his line about 

half an hour he found it was too big for 

him to land by himself, and that it had 

towed his boat away out into the middle 

of the lake, where it was at least 200 feet 

deep. 

There he knew he could not land it, and 

as ‘ae could not drop his rod to pull into 

shallower water, he had to call to his 

father to come and help him with it. When 

Mr. Astley got to him, he saw that it 

would be useless to try and land the fish 

in that water, as they would be sure to 

lose it, so he had to tow the boy’s boat 

and the fish in to the beach to land it 
there, where he gaffed and killed it. with- 

out any difficulty. This fish is now in the 

hands of the taxidermists in Calgary, and 

will shortly be seen in the government 

museum at Banff, Alberta. 

Some three or four years ago two Amer- 

ican enthusiasts from Fargo walked out to 

Lake Minnewanka from Banff (a distance 

of nine miles) to try the fishing. When 

they got there the proprietor of the Cha- 

oO 

let told 

season to 

them it was rather late in the 

expect much of a catch, but 

that there was no harm in trying, so they 
hired a boat and tackle and left as soon 
as they could. 

They rowed away up the Lake and out of 
sight of the Chalet, and remained so all 
day till about four o’clock in the aiter- 
noon, then they again appeared round the 
points and hurried back to land 

quick as they could. 

When they landed they said they had 

caught two fish, one a lake trout, and the 

other was a different kind of fish altogeth- 

er, in fact it was the first of its kind ever 

caught in that Jake. This new fish had 

four legs and was a fur-bearing fish. It 

turned out in the end to be a wild cat, 

which they had caught on their way home. 

The story’ they told was this. When 

they were on their way home, but still a-, 

bout three or four miles up the lake, they 

Saw an animal on the beach some distance 

off watching them. When they drew near- 

er they saw that the animal was a wild cat. 

AS soon as it saw they were coming to- 

wards it, it started to swim out to then. 

When it got to the boat, which was about 

one-hundred feet from land, it tried to 

turn it Over with its paws, so as to zt 

at the men, but they were too quick for 

the poor beast. They were up in arms in no 

{ime. One of them took an oar and hit 

him over the head three or four times. This 

of course stunned him a little. Then they 

pulled it into the boat and killed it, and 

rowed back to the Chalet as quickly as 

they could to show their prize. 

It was very late when they landed, so 

they couldn’t wait long; they just had 

some tea and bread and butter and start- 

ed to walk back to Banff, carrying their 

wonderful catch on a pole between them. 

They arrived at their hotel late that 

night and were very tired. The next morn- 

ing they showed their wild cat to all in 

the hotel, who were very much surprised 

at this new kind of fish. 

This is the only one of that kind of fish 

ever caught in this lake ! 

again as 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

serious bush fire occurred in 

the Biscotasing district in Ontario in 

July, but no report was received of the 

loss. The locality was well patrolled by 

fire rangers, who did effective work in pre- 

venting the spread of the conflagration. 

The blaze was finally put out by a heavy 

fall of rain. 

A somewhat 

+ 
The Ontario Crown Lands Department 

has been informed by the rangers in Algo- 

ma Park that the capercailzie from Nor- 

way, which were placed in the reserve last 

year, have weathered the severe winter, 

and are becoming acclimatized. One nest, 

containing seven young birds, was found. 

The capercailzie is a game bird about the 

size of a wild turkey. 

Oa 
In the vicinity of the Crow’s Nest Pass 

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

serious forest fires are reported. There had 

been no rain in that district since the end 

of May and as a result a number of fires 

were started and seem to have got beyond 

the control of the fire rangers. It is hard- 

ly likely that the loss of valuable timber 

will be prevented. 

+ 
We can make ourselves masters of the 

great forces of nature only by calling to 

our aid other forces of the same origin. 

Inert masses of masonry will never pro- 

be rurk in connec- 

National Exhibi- 

Sheep dog trials will 

tion with the Canadian 

tion bencn show to be held in Toronto 

6th, 7th and Sth. Dogs need not necessar- 

ily be pure bred. They will be used for 

actual driving; first prize $10, second prize 

$5.00 in each class, and on the last day of 

the skow the championship will be decided 

for a silver cup. Each dog will be required 

to take three sheep from the fold, past ob- 

over a bridge in less than fif- 

Obedience, activity, stead- 

and penning will be 

stacles and 

teen minutes. 

iness, wide working 

considered in awarding the points. This 1s 

the first attempt at sheep dog trials to 'be 

entry fees $1.00 for each held in Toronto 

dog 

duce the same results as the millions’ of 

living entities, such as the trees, the bush- 

es, the herbs, the mosses, the innumerable 

inferior organisms, animal and vegetable, 

of which the whole constitutes a forest. 

¢ 
Are there moose in the foothills of Al- 

berta ? The answer to this question wilt 

be found in one of our illustrations, whica 

shows a moose shot near Rocky Mountain 

House by an Indian, and now in the pos- 

session of Mr. Jesse Stewart, Innisfall, 

Alberta, who, by the bye, is’ willing to 

part with it for a consideration. The head 

is a very symmetrical one and better ‘han 

the Manitoba heads. 
* 

The ‘Queen’? Book of Travel is a hand- 

Jook of information upon travel, published 

by the great English woman’s weekly. It 

has been compiled by the travel editor, and 

he has done his work well, so far as he 

has gone—but British lands beyond the 

sea do not seem to have been included in 

his scheme, so the book has no bearing up- 

on our particular field. The publisher is 

Horace Cox, Bream’s’ Buildings, London, 

Bence Ls 

+ 
Reports from the State of Montana state 

that serious forest fires have been raging 

in several districts. Some towns and vil- 

lages were threatened and a number of 

buildings were destroyed. A fire was burn- 

ing near Dayton Creek, a heavily timbered 

section, and it was feared that the forests 

would be wiped out. The county was cov- 

ered with dense smoke and the burning 

The 

ny has 

Winchester Repeating Arms Compa- 

issued a big game hanger, that 

will challenge with any here- 

{ofore issued. It is, we understand, a_ re- 

production in color of a photograph taken 

in the Rockies. A hunter, of the frontiers- 

man type, has made a successful shot at 

comparison 

a fine bighorn ram, and is standing by it, 

with his Winchester (95 Model) showing 

with what weapon the was done. 

These hangers make capital decorations for 

the interior of a 

deed 

sanctum or den. 
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district was so extensive that the fire 

rangers could not control it. 

+ 
According to a statement compiled by 

Mr. Geo. Johnson, Dominion Statistician, 

the number of mills employed in the man- 

ufacture of wood pulp in Canada during the 

year 1903 was 39, the output of which was 

275,619 tons, an increase of 34,630 tons 

over 1902. Of this quantity, 187,871 tons 

were mechanical pulp, 84,808 sulphite and 

2,940 soda. The total value of the output 

was $5,219,892, of the amount exported 

$3,013,441, leaving $2,206,451 for home use. 

Of the export, Great Britain took $865,- 

826 worth and the United States $1,890,- 

448. 
_— 

? 

The Fish and Game Club comprising 

amongst its members the wealthiest and 

most influential men of British Columbia, 

met in extraordinary session recent- 

lye) in! “thes @Driard Hotel, Victoria, 

B. C., and unanimously passed a 

Catalogue No. 71 issued by the Winches- 

ter Repeating Arms Company of New Hav- 

en, Connecticut, U.S.A., contains a des- 

cription of many novelties. The ‘'405 Win- 

chester Smokeless’’ is illustrated and des- 

cribed on page 48. A 300 grain bullet, 

driven by sufficient nitro powder to give it 

a velocity of 2150 feet second, must, nat- 

urally, have an extremely low trajectory 

and great smashing power, and an analysis 

of its ballistics show that these results 

have been achieved. At fifty yards, the 

Aeight of the bullet is but 1.04 inches with 

the sights set for one hundred yards; and 

at 200 yards the trajectory at half range 

is but 4.86 inches. Moreover, this bullet 

and charge ‘‘holds up’’ well for the half 

range trajectory when firing at 300 yards 

is only 12.82 inches. The metal patched 

bullet will penetrate 48 dry pine boards 

Inches thick at fifteen feet from the muz- 

zle. 

The 1903 Winchester Automatic Rifle .22 

calibre is described and illustrated in this 

catalogue for the first time. We understand 

the demand for this little rifle has been 

phenomenal and that it is already a great 

favorite in Europe as well as in Canada 

and the United States. Ten shots may be 

‘ 
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resolution earnestly requesting the 

government to amend the Game Act so as 

to prohibit absolutely the sale of game of 

any kind in that province for three years. 

The club declares that unless this be done 

British Columbia will see the extinction of 

its game animals and birds, so fearful is 

the slaughter unceasingly perpetuated by 

the Indians. 

+ 
Captain A. J. Kenealy is one of the bet- 

ter known writers on yachting in the Unit- 

ed States, and, doubtless, needs no intro- 

duction to most of Rod and Gun readers, 

and they will be pleased to hear that his 

little work ‘‘Boat Sailing in Fair Weather 

and Foul’’, has just been re-issued it a 

ixth (and slightly revised) edition. 

Boat Sailing has almost become a Classic 

and a lengthy review of its contents would, 

of course, be superflous—suffice 1t to say 

that no better 50-cent investment is open 

to the Corinthian sailor than this. The 

publishers are the Outing Publishing Com- 

pany, 239 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 

fired as fast as the trigger can be pulled. 

The recoil from the exploded cartridge 

ejects the empty shell, cocks the hammer 

and throws a fresh cartridge into the 

chamber. 

Two new rifles will be ready by October 

1. They are: a single shot rifle .22 calibre, 

much the same as the favorite 1902 model, 

except that it is fired by a thumb trigger 

and is listed at $3.50; and-a .22 calibre 

resembling the 1902 model, but with a 

longer, heavier barrel. This gun is stated 

by the manufacturers to be the biggest 

value ever offered in a weapon, whose list 

price is but $6.00. 

Since this catalogue was put to press, 

the Winchester Company has brought out 

vet another rifle, a modification of model 

1895. It shoots the new rimless cartridge 

adopted by the United States government 

in connection with its new army rifle. The 

new cartridge gives a muzzle velocity of 

2300 feet second, and a muzzle energy of 

2644 feet distance. 

This new catalogue and price list bears 

ample testimony to the success and re- 

markable energy of the company whose 

weapons are found in every land. 
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We are requested by the E. I. Du Pont 

Company, Wilmington, Deleware, to pub- 

lish the following open letter to Mr. D. A. 

Plummer:— 

‘Mr. D. A. Plummer, 

Dear Sir.—We wish to acknowledge re- 

ceipt of your letter enclosing ten cents for 

a DuPont 1905 Calendar. However, you 

failed to tell us where to address you, and 

we trust you will enable us to ‘‘deliver the 

goods’’ by sending your full address. 

Yours very truly. 

BE. I. DuPont Company, 

Bureau of Advertising, 

Wilmington, Del.” 
> 

- 

In a recent issue we called attention to 

the very complete catalogue of rods, reels, 

flies and tackle issued by Hardy Brothers, 

of Alnwick, England. Unfortunately there 

were one or two errors In our notice, and 

which we desire to correct. The catalogue 

is sent free to any part of the world—not 

upon receipt of a post office order for 

1-6 (one and six pence) as was_ staied. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING 

MODEL 1895. 

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co. an- 

nounce that they have adapted their Model 

1895 rifle, which for so many years ‘has 

been recognized as one of the best big- 

game rifles on the market, to handle the 

new .30 U.S. Government cartridge. The 

Model 1895 as adapted to this cartridge is 

RIFLE 
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The types made us say that Hardy Broth- 

ers have contrived a_ steel ‘‘sinker’’, in- 

stead of a steel ‘‘centr2’’ for their  built- 

up cane rods ; moreover, neither they nor 

eny other English rod maker had to '‘bor- 
row the split cane rod from America, for 

it was in fact an English invention, 

though our United States friends were the 

first to ‘‘catch on’’ and build these rods in 

large numbers. Messrs. Hardy build rods 

of cane, with or without steel centres. His 

Majesty the King of Italy has recently per- 

mitted this eminent British firm to use 

the Royal Italian Arms, and to style 

themselves ‘‘Manufacturers to His Majes- 
ty.”’ 

+ 
Frances E. Herring is a very well known 

authoress whose previous works ‘‘Canadian 

Camp Life’? and ‘‘Among the People of 
British Columbia,’’ have been well receiv- 

ed. She now sends forth a third volume 

“In the Pathless West’? which issues from 

the press of T. Fisher Unwin, London. 

The authoress deals with those early days 

round nickel steel 24-inch barrel, which 

makes it very handy for hunting purposes. 

The new cartridge, known as the .30 U.S. 

Government Mode! 1903, is a cartridge of 

the rimless type, carrying a bullet of 220 

grains, developing a muzzle velocity of 2,- 

300 foot seconds and a muzzle energy of 

2,644 foot pounds, as against the muzzle 

velocity of 2,000 > foot seconds and the 

same as the welFHknown 

1895 for 85 end .405 caliber 

The 

practically the 

Model 

tridges. 

as. the .30 U.S 

which has been used for the last nine years 

Car- 

bore is .30 caliber, the same 

Government cartridge, 

in the Model 1895 *with such good all- 

around results, both for sporting and hunt-, 

ing purposes. The weight of this rifle is 

about 8% pounds and it is fitted with a 

muzzle energy of 1,952 foot pounds for the 

00) Us. bin y The advantage of 

this cartridge once apparent 

because of its shocking power, 

and on account of the high velocity devel- 

oped, the mushrooming quality of the soft 

point bullet is especially good, The list 

price of the Model 1895 as adapted for this 

cartridge is $30.00 

cartridge 

becomes at 

increased 
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when Colonel Moody and his Royal Engin- 

eers supported Judge Bebgie and preserved 

order among the sixty thousand red-shirted 

miners that swarmed up and down the 

Fraser in the early sixties, winning mill- 

ions of gold from Hall’s Bar, Boston Bar, 

Lightning and Willow Creek and other fam- 

ous placers. 

‘‘In the Pathless West’”’ is not a connect- 

ed narritive of events, but a series of short 

vivid sketches of Frontier life in the good 

old B. C. days. Of course, the prosperous 

province of today is a long way ahead of 

the New Caledonia that once existed, yet a 

few there must be who regret the days 

that are not, for they were jolly in their 

way and the world went very well then; 

when the gray old-timers of today were 

young, lusty fellows with the wealth of a 

new world seemingly at their feet. The 

price of this book is six shillings. 

- 
The Ontario ~Crown Lands Department 

has received a report showing the amount 

of timber cut during last winter on the 

Jands of settlers in the Timiskaming  Dis- 

trict. Among the three hundred settlers 

no less than $232,788 was divided, the pur- 

chasers ‘being J. R. Booth, the E. B. Ed- 

dy Co., and the Rideau Lumber Company. 

The detailed figures of the cut, with the 

value of the timber, are as follows:— 
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mime, tA fh hut i: Ae we 2,608,894 $26,088.94 
Speuce. fh. eben) eae: 4,089,000 32,712.00 
Tamarac, lineal ... ... 483,934 16,937.69 
Cedar, lineal ...3,641,212 91,030.19 
Pulpwood, cords 13,232 36,388.00 
Tamarac ties 202,029 24,243.48 
edary cies +e. 1 >! ete) 35,558 4,266.96 
Jack pine ties ... ...... 4,055 486.60 
Cedar posts’... ... 2... 10,572 634.32 

$232,788.18 
This shows tne assistance which the 

lumber industry gives to settlement. It 
provides a market for the settler for the 

timber required to be cut in clearing his 

land, and after it is cleared he may still 

dispose of the products to the lumber 

camps. There «re many parts of Canada 

where settlement would have been prac- 

tically impossible or where at least its 

hardships would have been greatly  in- 

creased if lumbering had not been carried 

on concurrently. 
—_ 

bd 

It is rarely that a bull moose is weigh- 

ed, and estimates as to the probable 

Weight of a moose in his prime vary start- 

lingly, even among old hunters. Many think 

that a moose hardly ever goes above five 

or six hundred pounds; others feel sure that 

moose that have fallen to their own rifles 

weighed, at least, twelve hundred pounds 

TRUE a Stevens Arms and Tool Co. of 
Chicopee Falls, Mass., write: We believe it 
will be of interest to your readers to learn 
that we have just brought out the ‘“Stev- 
ens Hand Shield’? which is intended as a 
protection against excessively hot barrels 
on Single Barrel Trap Guns. 

This Hand Shield is especially adapted to 
our Single Barre] Guns Nos. 185, 190 and 
195, with top ribs, as_ illustrated on page 
69 of our catalogue No. 51. It is made of 
black walnut, nicely scored at intervals, so 
as to afiord a good grip, and is bored 
with a taper so that it fits firmly to the 

barrel. The top of the Shield is open and 

is held securely on the barrel by friction 

against the sides of the top rib. The shield 

is very light and adds practically no 

weight to the gun. 

At present it is made only in one size, 

for our 12-gauge shot gun, and is about 

7 inches in length; with an outside diam- 

eter of 1% inches, the inside diameter tap- 

inch to 15-16 inch. The 

width at the opening at top, where fric- 

tion against the rib holds the Hand 

Shield to the barrel is 2 inch., tapering to 

11-32 inch. The price of same is $1.50. 

ering from one 
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It is satisfactory, therefore, to be able to 

give the exact weight of a big Alaska 

moose that was shot by Mr. David T. Han- 

bury, the English explorer and _ hunter, 

whose work on the Barren Lands has just 

been published. Mr. Hanbury shot a very 

large bull moose on the Kenai peninsula, 

which weighed as follows: . 

: tb. 

Hide, paunch, intestines. lungs, liver 

AN GL <DUO OCs ies eecee ce aee ee pee eee 275 

Rump fand) part) iol bach ae 180 

Necl<"and Torepant moleepacker--s ceo 215 

One forequarter (without hoof) ......... 115 

Phe ‘other 'forequaruer. “27; aera 112 

One .hindquarter (with hoof) ............ 135 

he -obher hind qMarcvers-.5 sees eee 134 

Onewside) OLeu Ss. Aes Beene Oe ee 50 

sive? Ober ‘SIA es 3. Ase Oe, Sen Meee eet eee 55 

BTISKe TI. .ck nay. ol Nace Rg | Sapa Seca ea ae 5C 

Kodmeyis'tcind) tart... Sehr isc eee ten eee ee 30 

Scalp, fat, forefeet, and extras:........ 170 

Skull sand) VamGlens. ince. cae eee eee eee 115 

Mota smumiberjoh Wbskapees cece 1636 

The animal measured 7 ft. 2 in. from the 

withers to the ground, and 11 feet, follow- 

ing the curves of the body from the nose 

to the root of the tail. The horns spread 

703 winches. This moose is said to have 

been a large one even for Alaska. 

+ 
Sportsmen of ‘All Sorts and Condi- 

Jons’’ will find a plentiful store of interest- 

ing and informative matter in the August 

number of Baily’s Magazine of Sports and 

Pastimes. The range of subjects covered is 

as usual, very wide, and it is noticeable 

that the policy of making a freer use Of 

King’s Patent Triple Bead Front Sight, 

is a contrivance for giving the choice be- 

tween a white bead, a black bead, and a 

gold bead. The King sight is changed  in- 

stantly. The heads are made of tool steel, 

the bases of machine steel, the _pins of 

stub steel, and the springs of the 

finest spring steel obtainable. The 

white ivory bead, is best for ordinary use; 

the black bead for snow or target shoot- 

ing and the gold bead gives excellent re- 

sults in timber and in a poor Isght. ~The 

price is $1.50 and the maker, D. W. King, 

ir., 1417 Lawrence street, Denver, Colora- 

do, Ui. A. 
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illustrations, to which attention was 

drawn’ last month, is adhered to. This 

feature adds very materially to the value 

of the periodical. The biographical sketch 

this month deals with the career of Mr. R. 

Hf. Rimington-Wilson, of whom a portrait 

appears as a frontispiece. He is the owner 

of the famous Yorkshire Grouse Moor, 

Broomhead, and some _ interesting details 

are given of the sport obtained thereon, 

during the season. When other English 

shootings fail, Broomhead may usually be 

relied on to afford what elsewhere would 

be deemed first-rate sport. The nature and 

The name of Jaeger is known everywhere 

as standing for Purity and-Excellence in 

the goods that bear it. To the farthest 

North with Nansen, through the dark con- 

tinent with Stanley, to the Antarctic with 

Borchgrevink, their fame has been carried, 

and on the plains of India and the icefields 

of Greenland, Jaeger goods are known and 

relied on for absolute safety, comfort and 

protection from chill, whatever the cli- 

matic changes may be. 

In Canada where the temperature varies 

from ‘Arctic cold to sub-tropical heat, it is 

absolutely necessary to wear clothing 

which is adapted to great extremes, and 

this can only be secured by wearing Pure 

Wool throughout. The body being clothed 

in Porous Annua! Fibre only, the skin is 

able to breathe and get rid of superfluous 

water and fat, which, under unsanitary 

clothing such as linen and cotton, it could 

not exhale, and the retention of which is a 

frequent of many supposed chronic 

disorders of the respiratory and digestive 

organs, rheumatism, lumbago, ete. Under 

the Jaeger Covering, the flesh becomes lit- 

erally hardened, acquiring greater specific 

weight, and the body is far better fitted 

to resist the attacks of disease. 

The great variety of goods’ shewn by Dr. 

Jaerer’s Co., 2206 St. Catharine Sti, 

Montreal, should be seen to be appreciat- 

Their illustrated catalogue (No. 1 ) 

gives some idea as to the various 

Cause 

ed. 

*however, 

lines and will be sent by them free on ap- 

plication. 

Dr. Jaeger’s treatise on ‘Health Cul- 

ture’, a handsome cloth-bound book 200 

pages can also be had for the asking. 

o 
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AFTER THE SHOWER. 

Damp but very happy. 

IN FLY TIME. 

On the portage. 

A MIXED BAG. 

“ Zack,’ ‘‘ Beaver" and ‘‘ Cascar.” 

18 ~ / 
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OUR FIRST LUNCH. 

No table but famous appetites. 

CAMP GIBRALTA. 

By Raven Lake, Ont. 

DR. HUMPHREY'S CAMP. 

By the shores of Lake Lanora. 
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situation of the ground are favorable for 

grouse, but we read that the excellent re- 

sults obtained are mainly due to skilled 

experienced management, extending over a 

long term of years.. With ‘‘The Twelfth’ 

so close upon us, an article on ‘‘Grouse 

Driving’? will be read with special inter- 

est. A charmingly written article on 

“Summer Trouting on the North Coun- 

fry Rivers’’ by Mr. W. Carter Platts will 

appeal to all, and to anglers in particular. 

Mr. G. S. Lowe furnishes an_ interesting 

account of the horses and hounds at Peter- 

borough. The. “Racing =«« Polo,’ ‘Cricket, 

Fencing, Aquatics and other sports and 

pastimes of the month. are dealt with in 

separate articles or in ‘‘Our Van.’’ These 

then are some of the features of an exce!- 

lent number. 
~~ 

e 

English shooting differs in many respects 

from Canadian, and it is not always safe 

to follow blindly the lead of the mother- 

land, but when conditions are somewhat 

Similar the results arrived at after pro- 

found study and prolonged English experi- 

ment may often be most valuable to us. 

Most winged game in the British Isles is 

now killed by guns that are in butts or 
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‘ 

rides over which the birds are driven. A 

light, handy gun, bored to give an excel- 

lent pattern on the 30-inch circle at thir- 

ty yards, a fairly heavy charge of powder, 

and a light one of shot, have been found to 

give the best results on driven game. 

The latest ‘development in powders is 

the ‘‘33-grain nitro’, so-called because 33 

grains fill a measure set to hold a neat 

3 drams of black powder. For a 12-bore 

using the 2} inch. or 22 inch. case, the 

charge is 33 grains and 1 oz., 1 1-16 oz. or 

14 oz. shot, while a 2% inch. or 3 inch. 

case should be loaded with 37 grains or 39 

grains powder * and 1 3-16 or 14 oz. shot. 

Ixperienced hands, usually select the 33 

grain—l oz. and 37 grain—l—3-16 oz. loads 

respectively. 

The latest the 

very best of the 

smokeless ‘‘Diamond’’ sporting gunpowder, 

manufactured by Messrs. Curtis & Har- 

vey. In a communication recently receiv- 

ed, the makers of this new explosive say: 

“The charge of 33 grains and 1 oz. is 

recommended as the most suitable one for 

ihis gunpowder in 12 bores, but there is.no 

risk in difference of two or 

three grains either fact for driven 

game, a charge of 35 grains and 1 oz. shot 

and undoubtedly one of 

thes: 33-grain nitros, 1s 

making a 

way. In 

This 

down single shot rifle is the biggest value 

new Winchester .22 caliber take- 

in a gun ever offered. It has a 21 inch 

heavyround barrel, adjustable rear sight, 

bead front sight, with a bright alloyed tip 

which will not tarnish, a ‘handsome high- 

ly finished Schuetzen shaped butt stock 

15+ incles long with a blued steel rifle 

butt plate. A well-shaped blued steel trig- 

ger guard affords a good grip and adds to 

the attractive appearance of the gun. The 

length of the gun over all is 373 inches, 

with a drop at comb of 13 inches and drop 

at heel of 34 inches, and its weight is a- 

bout four pounds. The action used on this 

gun 1s of the widely imitated Winchester 

bolt type, and is exceedingly simple, con- 

sisting of very few parts. When the gun is 

cocked, the action is locked against open- 

ing until the firing pin falls. This permits 

carrying the gun cocked without liability 

of the action jarring The gun is 

cocked by pulling rearward on the firing 

pin, which is made with a nurled head to 

afford a good grip. The gun will handle 

.22 short and .22 long rim fire cartridges. 

In appearance, balance, outline, and finish 

it compares - very favorably with many 

much higher priced guns. The sights are 

accurately set by shooting at a target. 

open. 
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will be found to give most splendid shoot- 

ing, the velocity being very high, the 

pressure low, and the pattern well main- 

tained. Anyone using this charge will im- 

mediately recognize its advantage, as the 

shot reaches the game with extraordinary 

rapidity, and the amount of forward aim- 

ing allowance is thus reduced to a mini- 

mum.”’ 
=> 

- 

Capt. Ed. S. Farrow, late instructor of 

Tactics at West Point, and formerly a 

commander of Indian scouts, has produced 

a couple of works that should appeal with 

particular force to the readers of this mag- 

azine. One of them, ‘‘American Small 

Arms,’’ is a perfect encyclopaedia, and is 

illustrated with upwards of five hundred 

engravings. We do not think that a more 

useful work on American rifles has ever 

been published, and it brings the work of 

the late A. C. Gould up to date. The 

theoretical side of the subject is not dealt 

MARBLE’S IMPROVED REAR SIGHT. 

After years of patient experimenting we 

now offer a rear or peep sight with some 

special details of mechanical construction, 

which we believe will be appreciated by 

every one who has or intends to use a Lbep 

sight. 

Instead of one threaded sleeve for elevat- 

ing the disk stem we use two. The 'bottom 

sleeve acts as a lock nut to prevent the 

elevating , sleeve from being accidentally 

turned, thus altering the elevation. The 

shoulders at the top of slotted stem sock- 

with very deeply. Capt. Farrow has pre- 

ferred to give greater space to the practi- 

cal and mechanical side of his subject. This 

was undoubtedly wise on his part, seeing 

that so many treatises have been written 

on the theory of explosives and projectiles. 

No matter how extensive a man’s know- 

dedge of American small arms, it is almost 

certain that he will find many rifles and 

shot guns described in this book that he 

has never heard of before, and moreover, 

they are all described intelligently and in 

plain understandable English. The publish- 

ers are the Bradford Company, New York. 

American Small Arms_ is issued only to 

subscribers, the price being $5.00. 

The second book, of which Capt. Ed. S. 

Farrow is the author, has been entitled 

“Camping on the Trail.’’ Here the experi- 

ence of the old campaigner shows up in 

every page, and we counsel our readers to 

procure a copy of this capital book if they 

cver have to go far back into the moun- 

mt are tapered downward and the bore at 

tip of sleeve is counterbored to match, so 

that the action on the stem is similar to 

a drill chuck or bit brace. Thus the stem 

is rigidly held at any elevation and any 

lost motion that might occur by continued 

wear is readily taken up. No matter how 

worn the parts may become, the disk stem 

is always held in perfect alignment. 

Another very important feature is the 

flexible hinge joint. When the sight is up’ 

in position to shoot, it may be pushed for- 

ward to the tang or rearward to the tang, 

but will return automatically and precise- 

ly to the correct position for shooting. To 

fasten the sight down, it is only necessary 

to fold it rearward to tang and push the 

locking button rearward until it engages 

with recess in bottom of standard. It will 

remain in this position until released, and 

only at the will of the user. 

Another is the screw at 

‘bottom of disc stem for adjusting sight to 

improvement 

point blank range. 

Can be used with any 

used in combination with 

front sight it is perfection itself. 

In ordering always mention make of 

Price, perpatd, 

front sight, but 

our improved 

rifle, ealiber and model 

£3.00. 

—_0E’ 
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tains. Chapters are devoted to The Horse, 

The Rifle, Medical and Surgical Hints, 

Equipage Supplies, Pack Mules and Pack- 

ing, Marching, Camping, Indian Character 

and Chinook Jargon. This jargon is really 

a most interesting thing, although its voc- 

abulary does not exceed some six hundred 

words, in fact scarcely more than twa 

hundred words are commonly employed. In 

addition, however, many Cree words, Ca- 

nadian French words, and, of course, num- 

berless English words are introduced. One 

of the chapters that will appeal with spe- 

cial force to the big game hunter and ex- 

plorer is that on cooking. It is surprising 

how little the ordinacy backwoodsmen 

knows about the culinary art. It is all very 

well to take a cookery book into the woods 

and it encourages the hope that one is go- 

ing to live famously, but when you find 

recipes that call for a whole lot of things 

that are never seen in camp, you begin to 

lose confidence in your book, and probably 

end by using it to light the fire, some day 

The Winchester Thumb Trigger Model is a 
novelty in .22 caliber rifles. It has the 
Same simple and reliable bolt action which 

made the Winchester Model 1902 such a 

popular gun and caused it to be so widely 

imitated. When the gun is cocked, the ac- 

tion is locked against opening until the fir- 

ing pin falls. This permits carrying the gun 

of the action jar- 

gun is cocked by pulling 

made 

cocked without liability 

ring open. The 

rearward on the firing pin, which is 

when the wood is damp and there is he 

birch bark to be had. The methods of cook- 

ing recommended in this book are practical 

and such as United States soldiers use 

when scouting and travelling light. ‘‘Camp- 

ing on the Trail’’ is published by the Am- 

erican Arms Publishing Company, Lippin- 

cott Bldg., Philadelphia. 

- 
It is well known that under the magni- 

ficent protection afforded them, moose, car- 

ibou and deer are increasing rapidly in 

New Brunswick. The following from the 

St. John Globe of August 9th proves be- 

yond a doubt that there will soon be ex- 

cellent moose hunting within the precincts 

of St. John city: 

“St. John people. had the opportunity of 

witnessing an unusual spectacle this morn- 

ing. This was a moose quietly stalking 

through a number of the principal streets, 

uibbling some of the bushes in King 

Square, and calmly gazing at shop ~win- 

dows and at passers-by, many of whom 

the shooter is not so apt to throw the gun 

off the object aimed at in pressing down 

the trigger as when pulling it in the old 

way. The Thumb Trigger Model is made 

with a rebounding lock. It is a take-down 

and is made with an 18-inch round barrel, 

and has a 132 inch highly finished straight 

grip stock, having a drop at comb of 14 

inches, and a drop at heel of 23 inches. It 

inches and a drop of heel of 22 inches. It 

is fitted with a checked rubber butt plate 

with a nurled head to afford a good grip. 

The Thumb Trigger Model will handle 

either .22 Short or .22 Long rim fire car- 

tridges. As its name indicates, the trig- 

ger, which is located on the upper side of 

the grip at the rear of the bolt, is operat- 

ed by pressing down with the thumb. Sim- 

plicity and quickness of action are features 

oi the thumb trigger. It is also claimed 

that it is an aid to accurate shooting, as 

attached with fancy screws. The length of 

the Thum'b Trigger Model from muzzle to 

butt is 334 inches. It is furnished with an 

open rear Sight and ‘with a Winchester pat- 

ented front sight having a bright alloyed 

tip, which will not tarnish. The sights are 

shooting at a target. 

the low price at which 

with the 

accurately set by 

Notwithstanding 

this rifle is offered, it is made 

same care as our other models. 
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were evidently much more disturbed at the 

presence of the moose than was the animal 

itself at the sight of so many strange ob- 

jects. On Monday evening a large moose 

made its appearance in Pokiok. This morn- 
ing 1 crossed to Milford and was seen by 
several persons. Later on it took its way 
down the river and about half-past six it: 
landed on the Strait Shore; passed up 
Sheriff street, down Main street and along 
Paradise Row. Needless to say it soon 
had a large crowd in its train. For some 
time it hung about Spring street and other 
thoroughfares in that vicinity, still attend- 
ed by a curious crowd. At last it tired of 
that section of the city, and Charlotte 
street merchants were. soon greatly aston- 
ished to see a full sized moose passing 

along in ‘iront of their stores. King Square 

Was itS rext stopping place, but evidently 

anxious to get away from its unusual com- 

panions the animal trotted down Sydney 
street. This was shortly after nine o’clock 
and until hali-past twelve the visitor wan- 
dered around tke lower part of the city. 
At the latter hour, tired out and dripping 

with perspiration, it sought’ rest at the 

foot of Queen street. Here a crowd soon 

gathered and some of its members ill- 

treating the creature, Mr. Patrick Mooney 

had one of his teamsters place it upon a 

cart and drive it out to the country be- 

yond Rockwood Park, where, fite from 

dogs and its human tormentors, it is 

doubtless now reflecting upon its strange 

experiences. Mr. Mooney secured several 

pictures of the animal, which was a fe- 
male, before havine it removed. 

As was to t® expected, a number of dif- 

ferent stories are now floating about. A 

moose was seen, so it is said, on Queen 

Square at an early hour this morning; one 

Was seen swimming across the harbor from 

the fast to the west side about six o’clock; 

two wandered about the streets duripg the 

night, while still another tale is that a 

appearing bull moose disported 

himself on Navy Island during the early 

morning. It is hardly probable, however, 

that than the creatures 

plored the neighborhood as closely as the 

splendid 

more one of eX- 

rumors would indicate. It is nevertheless 

a fact that two deer visited the city on 

Monday evening and early this morning, 
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and were seen in the neighborhood of Win- 

ter street by several persons. 

, 
A meeting of the Lumbermen’s Associat- 

ion of Western Nova Scotia was held at 

Bear River on the 21st and 22nd of July 

last and was attended by the leading lum- 

ber firms in Western Nova Scotia and the 

Chief Fire Rangers for the western count- 

ies. The chief matter discussed was the 

working of the Fire Ranging system as es- 

tablished by the Act of the last session of 

the ‘Legislature. 

The reports received by the Government 

from the nine Chief Rangers up to the pre- 

sent time have been of so satisfactory a 

nature that the Attorney General, Hon. J. 

W. Longley, was able to say in a very 

pleasing and able address at this meeting, 

that the rangers appointed by the Govern- 

ment were constantly reporting upon their 

duties and that they had succeeded in stay- 

ing more fires that might have been disast- 

rous than the public would ever know of, 

and the system was working splendidly in 

all the counties wheite chief rangers had 

been appointed. 

Taking one county, the outline of the re- 

port is as follows: The first part of the 

season was favorable as there were ire- 

quent rains. This, however, was followed 

in May and June by extreme dry weather, 

and when fires happen to get started in the 

woods they soon spread over a large area 

if not stopped. Up to date in this county 

twenty-five fires have been found and put 

out under direct official instruction, and 

outside of some cordwood burnt early in 

the year, the damage has been nominal. 

About thirty-five acres were burned over 

and in that about half an acre of fair tim- 

ber was partially destroyed. One fire was 

set maliciously, but the greater number of 

those started were from the carelessness 

of fishing parties. In this county last year 

15,000 acres of timber land was burnt over 

and it is believed that with the present 

system in force no conflagration 

would have occurred. 

All of 

such 

the Fire Rangers at the meeting 

agreed that the work they were doing as 

officers of the Government under the pre- 

sent Act was beneficial. The posting of 

notices and going among the settlers and 
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explaining the law regarding the setting of 

fires and the penalties entailed, has had 

the effect of preventing the numerous fires 

that spread so disastrously last year. from 

the indiscriminate burning of brush and 

meadow land. The organization is only 

now getting under way. This first 

year’s work entails extra labor and time, 

in giving information and making proper 

appointments. A plan is being generally 

adopted to divide a county into sections 

under the charge of a sub-ranger, and the 

principle of the work is to prevent, check 

and put out a fire before it gets beyond 

control. It was a very pleasing eature of 

the discussion to find that the residents of 

the districts under supervision, that is to 

say, those living in the settlements, and 

where forest and wood surround them, 

cheerfully gave their appreciation of the 

working out of this new system for pre- 

venting forest fies in Nova Scotia. 

$ 

One of the larger New York dailies pub- 

lished a newspaper article pretending to 

describe the low. price and artistic artifi- 

The 

editor of Rod and Gun sent this article to 

cial flies to be procured in Japan. 

a friend in Japan, who replies as follows: 

“‘T have duly received your favor of the 

20th ulto., »nclosing newspaper article in 

regard to the cheap and excellent artifi- 

cial flies made in Japan. 

“T have already received a similar enquiry 

on this subject, enclosing the same article, 

and I hope if you come across the writer 

you will quietly push him overboard, or 

dispose of him, so that he will not write 

any more fairy stories of this kind. 

“‘T am sorry to say there is no fly fishing 

to be had in Japan, as we know it at home 

and consequently no flies. 

“T enclose copy of a letter from a friend 

of mine in Tokyo, who is the best authori- 

ty I know on the subject, and I think his 

remarks dispose of the question so fully 

that there is nothing furteer to be said, 

and nis suggestion to send to Aberdeen or 

Glasgow is the best that can be made. 

“T am sorry that I cannot procure for 

you anything that would be of service. The 

small fly that is mentioned in the letter, 

y 

made up in imitation of ants, would be of 

no use in waters.”’ 

(Enclosure. ) 

27th June, 1904. 

“That printed matter about Japanese 
tied flies is all ‘‘rot.’’ The only hooks tied 

in Japan are in imitation of “‘ants’’, all 

the other syrecimens any of your friends 

may have seen in this country are copies of 

foreign flies. Japanese do not fly fish. One 

or two may have been taught by some res- 

ident or G. T., but as a pastime or sport, 

Japanese know nothing of using the fly. 

‘Ai’? and a small fish called ‘‘Haya’’ are 

caught by floating a string of five or six 

representations of a sort of ‘‘Ant’’, but 

this is the only attempt I ‘have ever seen 

aS a Japanese sport and I have’ been in 

Japan for over forty vears and’ am a 

“mad? fisherman. 

home 

“Nakamura’s information can entirely be 

relied on, as he is 

and has often 

minnows and 

used to import 

sell to visitors. 

a very keen fisherman, 

borrowed my ‘‘flies’? and 

spoon baits to copy. He 

‘flies’? from Glasgow to 

I have often bought from 

him, but all the flies had been imported 

with the exception of a few imitations 

made by Nakamura, which were very clum- 

sily dressed. 

“Parlett of the British -Legation, can 

give you the most reliable information a- 

bout fly fishing. I think some of the Jap- 

fishermen at Yumoto near Tsuzenji, 

make their own flies for trout fishing in 

the river, but no one that I know makes 

foreign hooks for sale. 

“You can’t buy Japanese made. flies, un- 

less you specially order them to be made 

and give samples to copy. 

“‘There is a great friend of mine at Sap- 

poro, who makes all his own salmon and 

trout flies, but only for his own use. Tell 

your friends to send to Aberdeen or Glas- 

vow for flies, etc, if they want any good 

ones.’ 

aneste: 

= 

ad 

The days of the automatic weapon are 

upon us and clear as sunlight is the con- 

viction that within the next decade auto- 

matic rifles, shot guns and pistols will 

render all other systems almost valueless. 

The King is known to have been most fay- 

orably impressed with a Danish automatic 

rifle, and no doubt his influence is being 
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used to keep back the manufacture of the much better arms has heen designed, and 
no doubt it will be manufactured ere long. 

Yet in spite of this evidently progressive 

. Oe spirit, there are some well-meaning  uer- 
ity of the British Becvines leading the sons that would prohibit the use of auto- 

world in automatic rifles. . matic weapons. Because—some gunners 
The Austrian - Hungarian Ordnance De- might kill too much game. What a neat 

partment has for some time. been testing compliment to the automatic and what a 

the Mannbebic, Luger and Roth automatic poor one to the self-respecting sportsman ! 

pistols, the Jater patterns being .38 and + 

40 caliber. The sportsman visiting Manitoba is re- 
In automatic guns we already have the stricted to fifty geese and twenty-five 

Browning, which although moderately suc- ducks a day. In the East he is per- 

cessful, still ‘‘leaves to be. desired,’’ but force contented with about that number of 

according to the reports of the American geese in a year, even down the Gulf of St. 

and British patent offices, an apparently Lawrence. 

new Lee-Enfield, which is an admirably 

wise procrastination, if there is a possibil- 
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THE MAN 
WHO KNOWS 

goes after deer and all big game with a 

¥ Marlin. He backs his own skill with 
> Marlin accuracy. 

Marlin Repeaters have original fea- 
tures shown by no other make. They 
shoot truer, stand harder service and are 

absolutely dependable. 

The Model 1893 Marlins have * Special 
Smokeless Steel’’ Barrels using powerful 
smokeless loads. The .32-40 and .38-55 
sizes are also made with the highest grade 
of soft steel barrels for black powder. 
The .30-30, .32-40 and .38-55 repeaters 

eae are the guns for deer and similar game. 

- = The Men Who Know have told a lot 
= of good Marlin stories in our Experience 

Book—Free—with our catalogue (our 
best so far) for 3 stamps postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CG. 
67 Willow St., New Haven, Conn. 

HINKING about your hunting 
expedition? How about a 

new Rifle or Shotgun? We 
have anumber of different makes 
and patterns, but willonly describe 
two of our Jeaders here—THE ITHACA 
SHOTGUN and MARLIN RIFLE. You’ll be 
proud to carry either one on your 

trip. They are sure to give 
satisfaction. 

Two Good 

leaders 

No. 4 [ITHACA SHOTCUN $88.50 
This Double Barrel Ithaca Shotgun is made in ten grades, 

hammer or hammerless, with or without automatic ejectors. : 
It is recommended by sportsmen to be the best gun manufactured at the price, 88 5O 
and is iully warranted. The list price is $100.00. Our price Sieectessce 

MARLIN MODEL i893 
Marlin Repeating Rifle with special smokeless barrels. adapted | to high pressure powder and nickel jacket 

buliets in the following range of calibres : 25-36, 30-30, 32-40, and 38-55, which meets the 1 5O 

requirements of all hunters, 26-inch, TROT TECat| eae) ORIN eS a eI NS age a a tT] 

26-inch, octagon or half octagon barrel... uw... ..------- 18.50 

A fu 

ite a ule Seco ATO N C° 
mmunitt 

Eatlugue. 28 £4 T. E LIMITED 
TORONTO, CANADA 

ll line of Firearms and Ammunition always 0! ind. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED, 
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Peele TRAP 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada 
be addressed to Editor ‘‘ The Trap,” 

All communications for this department should 
Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont 

Dominion of Canada Tournament at Brantford, Ontario 

The Fourth Annual Tournament of the 

Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooting and 

Game Protective Association was held at 

the City of Brantford, Ontario, on Aug. 

10th, 11th and 12th, under the management 

of the Brantford Gun Club. 

Perhaps no more delightful spot could 

have been selected in the whole Dominion 

for this great national event in the trap- 

F. A. HENEY, Rresident, G. 

shooting fraternity. The Association tour- 

naments have become national in charact- 

er, the membership including residents of, 

not only Eastern and Western Ontario, but 

also Manitoba and Quebec, and are attend- 

ed by the best shooting talent in the Dom- 

inion. Situated at the hub of the shooting 

world in Canada, Brantford was particu- 

larly adapted for a tournament of such 

proportions as this proved to be. 

The visiting sportsmen found that the 

Brantford boys had not been idle in the 

matter of preparation for the big affair, 

and that the arrangements were most com- 

plete. Four sets of Bowron ‘‘Quick Set ”’ 

traps, set Sergeant System, arranged in 

line, had been provided, together with a 

EASDALE, Secretary, 
Dominion of Canada Trap-Shooters and 

Game Protective Association. 

stock of 100,000 Bowron targets to keep 

them going. Tents for the accommodation 

of the different clubs and ammunition com- 

panies and representatives were ranged in 

line behind the score, flanked at one end 

by the large dining tent. The row of gaily 

colored tents gave a pretty setting to the 

grounds. The back ground was perfect, the 

grounds pleasantly situated, convenient to 

T. M. CRAIG, 
Winner High Average 

Second Day. 

the street railway and, apart from the 

wind and rain on the first day, which in- 

terfered with the scores, the conditions 

could not have been much more favorable 

for shooting. 

The system of 

the modified 

ted by. the 

handicapping used was 

sliding handicap  adop- 

Association last year 

and which seems to give the most 

satisfactory results. A handicap com- 

mittee gave each shooter his mark to 

start with each day according to his shoot- 

ing ability, based, approximately, as fol- 

lows:—a 90 per cent. shooter was placed 

at 19 yards; an 85-90 per cent. shooter at 

18 yards; and 80-85 per cent. shonter at 

17 yards, and. less than 80 per cent. at 
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scratch, 16 yards. The system proved euil- 

nently satisfactory and could hardly be 

smproved upon. Messrs. J. BE. Cantelon, D. 

McMackon, G. W. McGill, Capt. Higginson 

and Dr. Overholt performed the delicate 

duty of handicapping to the satisfaction of 

every one. 

The professional element was represented 

by J. A. R. Elliott of the Winchester 

Arms Co., F. H. Conover, Canadian rep- 

resentative the Dupont Smokeless Powder 

Company ; N. P. Leach of the Ithaca Gun 

Co., Geo. Daudt of the Philadelphia Arms 

Co., R. H. Watson of the Dominion Car- 

tridge Co., Montreal; J. H. Cameron, of 

the Winchester R. A. Co.; John S, .Cole; 

of the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., and 

A. W. DuBray of Parker Bros. 

The shooting generally was of a high or- 

der and demonstrated that as expert flying 

target shots, Canadians can rank with any 

on the continent. Their rapid advance in 

shooting ability is shown by the fact that 

awhile last year the high averages at ANO= 

-ronto were won with less than 90 per cent. 

—this year it required 93 per cent and 94 

per cent to win first place. 

The officers in immediate charge of the 

shoot were:—F. Westbrook, President; A. 

B. Cutliffe, secretary; J. T. Wallace, trea- 

surer; Geo. Cashmore, Toronto, entry 

clerk: H. D. Freeman, register clerk; Wm. 

— 

P, WAKEFIELD, 

Winner High Average First Day 
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THOS. UPTON, 

Trophy Wincer, Brantford. 

Cc. J. MITCHELL, 

Trophy Winner, Brantford. 

Crawford, score clerk; F. Frank, compiler 

of scores; referees, Geo. Briggs, Toronto ; 

John Morris, Hamilton; C. J. Page, Brant- 

ford; Jas. Heath, Brantford; squad hust- 

lers, A. Waddington, C. Todd, A. Jones ; 

pullers, H. Clark, L. Myers, A. Dey, Geo. 

Lamb. The thanks of the Association are 

due these gentlemen for the efficient man- 

ner in which they periormed their several 

THE ANNUAL MEETING. 

The annual meeting of the Association 

was held in the City Hall on the evening 

of Aug. 10th. Mr. Fred. Westbrooke, as 

president of the Association, presided. In 

the absence of Mr. Throop of Ottawa, the 

secretary-treasurer, Mr. G. Easdale, was 

appointed secretary pro tem. 

Minutes: of last meeting 

on motion adopted. 

Letters of regret at their enforced ab- 

sence were read from Mr. T. A. Duff, To- 

ronto, and Mr. A. W. Throop, Ottawa, the 

latter also resigning his position as secre- 

tary-treasurer. 

she following officers were elected for 

the ensuing year:—President, F. A. Hen- 

ey ; 1st vice-president, G. W. McGill, To- 

ronto; 2nd_ vice-president, D. McMackon, 

Highgate; G. EKasdale, Ottawa; secretary - 

treasurer; executive committee, W. A. 

Smith, Kingsville, W. E. Hall, Blenheim ; 

r. Upton, Hamilton; T. A. Duff, Toronto; 

Capt. Higginson, Ottawa; J. B. Goodhue, 

Sherbrooke, P.Q.; W. P. Thompson, Ham- 

ilton; J. W. Aitken, Chatham. 

It was decided without discussion to 

hold the next annual tournament at Otta- 

wa. A vote of thanks to the retiring of- 

ficers, donors of trophies and representa- 

tives of ammunition and gun companies for 

their presence and assistance was duly 

passed. 

were read and 
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G. McCMACKON, 

Trophy Winner, Brantford. 

DR. CUTCLIFEE, 

Trophy Winner Brantford. 

The question of tkt affiliation of Wood- 

‘stock Gun Club was referred to the execu- 

tive, as the case was covered by the rules 

of the Association. 

she question of taking a portion of- the 

accummulated funds of the Association for 

added money at the succeeding tourna- 

ments was brought up by Mr. G. W. Mc- 

Gill, who seemed to voice the feeling of the 

meeting in saying that the tournaments 

should 'be run rather for the benefit of the 

individual shooter than of the club having 

eharge of the shoot. It was finally decid- 

ed to limit the surplus of the Association 

to $200, and to apply the amount of funds 

on hand in excess of this annually as add- 

ed money at the tournaments. 

The action of the Dominion Government 

in adding 15 per cent. to the already heavy 

duty of 30 per cent. on ammunition came 

in for a very proper amount of criticism, 

the feeling being that a sport that is do- 

ing more than other to convert Canadians 

into expert shots should not be _ thus 

strangled in its infancy. 

HIGH AVERAGES. 

The professional averages were:—lst day, 

Conover, 187; Elliott, 175; Daudt, 169 ; 

2nd day, Elliott, 188; Daudt 178; Conov- 

eine LG. 3rd day, Elliott, 188; Con- 

over, 178; Daudt, 175. Three days, El- 

liott, 551; Conover, 541; Daudt, 522. 

Mr. P. Wakefield, Toronto, won amateur 

average first day, and with it a handsome 

Oronze statue presented by Westbrook & 

Hacker Brewing Co., with a score of 186 
or 93 per cent. The amateur average, sec- 

ond day, and the splendid trophy presented 

by Rod and Gun in Canada, was won by 

{. M- Craig, Sherbrooke, Que., with 187 

or 93% per cent. The amateur average 

_trophy presented by 
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third day, was tied for by F. Westbrook 

and C. Summerhays, of Brantford, and 

won by Westbrook with 49 to 48 out of - 

50 on the shoot’ off. A handsome _ silver 

F. Hubert, Belmont 

Hotel, Brantford, went to winner of third 

day's average. The average for the three 

days was won by H. D. Bates, Ridgetown, 

with a score of 551 or 91.8 per cent. Mr. 

Bates thus became the owner of the hand- 

some Beresford cup, he having a_ previous 

win to his credit for this splendid trophy. 

THE FIRST DAY. 

The principal feature of the first day’s 

programme was the two-man team race for 

the championship of Canada won last year 

at Toronto by Messrs. P. Wakefield and 

G. W. McGill. Both these gentlemen had 

been shooting a very stiff race throughout 

the day and they were looked upon as 

probable winners. However, in a field of 

such good shots it was unsafe to make any 

predictions as to the result. The two-man 

championship went to Hamilton, Messrs. 

T.Upton and M.Fletcher, winning out with 

the very excellent score of 39. The win- 

ning team was closely followed by four 

other teams, namely, Messrs. Bates and 

H. Scane, Ridgetown; Conway and Mc- 

McCall, Ridgetown; Slaney and Heney, Ot- 

tawa, and Higginson and Cameron, Otta- 

FOREST H. CONOVER, 

Canadian Representative DuPont Powder Co. 
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wa, each with a score of 38. The winning 
team received a silver cup each. Messrs. 

W. Wakefield and Walton, Toronto, receiv- 

ed a pair of statues given for lowest score 

The full score was:— 

F. Westbrooke 18, C. Hacker 19—37. 

H. D. Bates 20, H. Scane 18—38. 

Dr. Cuthiie 18, J7 TeeWallace 17- 

G. W. McGill 16, P. Wakefield 19—35. 

J. M. Conway 19, Geo. McCall 19—38. 

W. P. Thompson 17, Dr. Hunt 15—32. 

Redpath 16, Glover 18—34. 

T. Upton 19, M. Fletcher 20—39. 

D. McMackon 20, J. L. McLaren 17—37. 

Geo. Dunk 11, J. H. Thompson 14—25. 

Mallory 14, H. Cull 17—81. 

C. J. Mitchell 16, C. Summerhays 18—34 

J. Hartman 15, G. B. Smith 19—84. 

H. T. Westbrooke 18, A. McLean 15—33. 

J. J. MOORE, 

Winner Marlin Rifle and Silvcr Cup, 
Brantford, August 1904. 

J. Moore 18, W. Paulucci 15—33. 

N. G. Bray 18, T. M. Craig 18—36. 

W. Slaney 19, F. A. Heney 19—38. 

Capt. Higginson 20, W.L. Cameron 18—38 

G. E. Holmes 20, J. E. Hovey 15—35. 

W. G. Doherty 17, J. E. Cantelon 19—36. 

W. Wakefield 8, D. C. Walton 7—15. 

J.M. DesLaurier 17, W.J. Henry 17—34. 

SECOND DAY 

second day was the 

Ham- 

(ne feature of the 

eight-man team championship race. 

ilton, Brantford, Ottawa and Ridgetown 

each contributed a team and _ thé contest 

was very hot. In the result Hamiiton 

team won out with the splendid score of 

151 out of 160, over 94 per cent. Second 

money was won by Ridgetown with 145. 

Hamilton holds the trophy, a splendid cup 

Dominion Cartridge Co., 

won the 

presented by the 

for the year. She has already 

H. D. BATES. 

Winner High Average, Dominion 
Tournament, Brantford, August 1904. . 

i 
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trophy twice and another win wall give her 

absolute possession of it. The following is 

the full score:— 

Hamilton—Upton 20, Rasberry 19, Green 

£9, Thompson 19, Dr. Hunt 19, M. E. Flet- 

cher 20, J. Hunter 19, J. Cline 16—151. 

Brantford—F. Westbrooke 20, C. Sum- 

merhays 20, D. J: Lewis 17,°@) J. Maite 

chell'-17, @) Hacker’ 205.3) Vie Walllaeesibe 

Dr. Cutliffe 16, H. T. Westbrooke 16—142. 

Ridgetown—W. A. Smith 19, McLaren 18, 

Conway 16, H. Scane 19, McMackon 20, 

McCall 17, C. Scane 18, H. Bates 18.—145. 

Ottawa—Higginson 20, Heney 16, Eas- 

dale 14, Henry 17, Stanley 19, DesLaurier 

15, C. A. Thompson 16, Cameron 14.—151. 

THIRD DAY. 

The third and last day of the tourna- 

W. A. SMITH, 

Trophy Winner, Dominion Tourna- 
ment, Brantford, August 1904. 

ment was the most interesting of the meet, 

as the Mail Trophy five-man team race, 

the Grand Canadian Handicap and the In- 

dividual Championship of Canada were all 

booked for this day. In addition most of 

the ties for the trophies given in the indi- 

vidual events during the three days were 

shot off during the third day. 

The contest for possession of the splen- 

did mail trophy and the five-man team 

championship of Canada resulted in a tie 

jor first place between Hamilton and 

Brantford with 233 out of a possible 250, 

with Ridgetown but three birds behind 

with a score of 230. In the shoot-off 

Brantford won out with a score of 230 to 

226. Hubert’s, 

Ottawa, in 1902, and 

Brantford in 

The Grand Canadian Handicap was 

by Mr. F. Westbrooke of Brantford 

This cup was won by St. 

L901: 

1903. 

Ridgetown in 

won 

with 
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the good score of 49 out of 50 from the 

19-yard mark. The previous winners of the 

cup were Mr. A. W. Throop, Ottawa, in 

1902, and Mr. T. M. Craig, Sherbrooke, P 

Q., in 1908. 

The hottest contest. of the many hot 

ones during the three days shooting was 

the last one shot ofi,—the race for the In- 

dividual Championship of Canada. The re- 

sult of the first round at 50 targets left 

Mr. F. Westbrooke and Mr. C. Summer- 

hays, both of Brantford, and W. A. Smith 

of Kingsville, a tie with 49. In {the second 

round of 50 targets, Westbrooke lost his 

5th, Summerhays his 29th and Smith his 

38th bird, leaving 

with 49, a total of 98 out of 100. As it 

was growing late it was decided to shoot 

off the tie miss and out. Summerhays lost 

his 2nd target, Smith his 16th and West- 

prook ‘breaking his 16th won out. Botn 

victor and vanquished were deservedly con- 

gratulated on the splendid scores put up in 

the contest. 

FIVE-MAN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP. 

Brantford—F. Westbrook 46, C. J. Mit- 

chell 43, Dr. Cutliffe 46, C. Summerhays 

50, C. Hacker 48.—233. 

Ridgetown—H. D., Bates 47, H. Scane 

FRED WESTBROOK, 

Winner Grand Canadian Handicap Individual Championship, 
High Average Third Day. 

the three again a tie - 

>: 0: 4b. 

J A. R. ELLIOTT, 

Winchester Expert, Winner Professional Average. 

46, G. McCall 45, D. 

Smith 49.—230. 

Stanleys—G. W. McGill 44, P. Wakefield 

44, Geo. Dunk 42, J. H. Thompson 47, 

Alex. Dey 41.—218. 

Clinton—J. E. Cantelon 41, Doherty 39, 

G. E. Holmes 44, R. Graham 45, Dodds 

44.—213. 

tamilton—W. P. Thompson 46, Dr. Hunt 

44, M. Fletcher 50, T. Upton 47, J.. Hun- 

ter 46.—233. 

Ottawa—Higginson 46, Cameron 47, F. 

A. Heney 41, W. Slaney 45, G. Easdale 45. 

—224. 

Sherbrooke—C. G. Thompson 39, Dr. 
Stockwell 46, T. M. Craig 45, N. G. Bray 

44, J. B. Goodhue 39.—213. 

McMackon 43, W. A. 

GRAND CANADIAN HANDICAP. 

Thos. Upton 44, Dr.) Hunt) 43, Wea 

Thompson 47, M. Fletcher 43, Geo. Dunk 

41, P. Wakefield 45, J. WH. Thompson 44, 

G. W, McGill 47, Elliott 49, Conover 47, 

F. Westbrook 49, Cutliffe 44, Mitchell 42, 

Summerhays 49, C. Hacker 45, Cantelon 

Ste RenGraham 42... Ji. Doddsraoe Gaur 

Holmes 44, W. G. Doherty 40, T. M. Craig 

43, Dr. Stockwell 43, C. G. Thompson 39, 

N.G. Bray 42, H. D. Bates 46, H. Scane, 

44. D. McMackon 43, Daudt 39, Redpath 

43, Glover 37 

INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONSHIP. 

T. Upton 48, Elliott 50, G. W. MeGill 

45, Conover 45, F. Westbrook 49, Dr. Cut- 

lifie 48, C. J. Mitchell 40, Summerhays 49, 

C. Hacker 45, W. Slaney 45, Higginson 46, 

G. Ey. Holmes 15, HC D. Bates: 4%, EL 

Scane 48. D. McMackon 45, W. A. Smith 

19% 
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PRIZE WINNERS IN INDIVIDUAL J. Moore, Chatham, with 57 out of 60. 

EVENTS. 

First Day. 

Event No. 1.—D. C. Walton, Toronto, a 

gun cleaner for lowest score. 

Event No. 2.—Prize, Marlin rifle, presen- 

ted by Marlin Fire Arms Co., won by J. 

Event. No. 3.—Prize, silver pitcher, won 

by C. G. Thompson, Sherbrooke, Que., 

with 39 out of 40. 

Event No. 4.—Prize, Brewers and Malt- 

sters’ Cup, presented by the Brewsters & 

Maltsters Association, Toronto, won by 

Dr. Hunt, Hamilton, with a straight score. 
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Event No. 5.—Prize, gold medal, present- 

ed by Mr. John Spittal, King’s Hotel, 

Brantford, won by Thos. Upton, Hamil- 

ton, Ont., with 40 straight. 

Event No. 6.—Prize, $25.00 in gold, pre- 

sented by Eley Bros., London, England, 

won by H. D. Bates, with 40 straight. 

Event No. 7.—Prize, silver bowl and 

spoons, won by C.’Summerhayes, with 20 

straignt. 

Event No. 8.—Prize, gold medal, pre- 

sented by J. E. Cantelon, Clinton, Ont., 

won by G. W. McGill, Toronto, with 38 

out of 40. 

Event No ..—Prize, silver water ser- 

vice, donated by Brantford Gun Club, won 

by C. Hacker, Brantford, with a straight 

score. 

Event No. 10—Prize, gold watch, won 

by W. A. Smith, Kingsville, with 57 out 

of 60. 

Second Day. 

Event No. 1.—Prize, gun cleaner, for low 

score, won by F..C. Staniky. 

Kvent No. 2.—Prize, silver cup, won by 

J. J. Moore, Chatham, with 39 out of 40. 

Event No. 3.—Prize, silver tea _ service, 

won by J. Dodds, Clinton, with 57 out of 

60. 

Event No. 4.—Prize, gold medal donated 

by Thos. Upton, -Hamilton, won by H. 

Scane, Ridgetown, with 40 straight. 

Event No. 5.—Prize, double barrelled 
shot gun, donated by C. J. Mitchell, 

Brantford, won by Mr. Mitchell, with 40 

straight. 

Event No. 6.—Prize, $25.00 in gold, do- 

nated by Eley Bros., London, Eng., won 

by D. McMackon, Highgate, with 40 

straight. 

Event No. 7.—Prize, gold watch, won by 

Dr. Cutliffe, Brantford, with 40 straight. 

Event No. 8.—Prize, water set, won by 

Dr. Stockwell, Sherbrooke, Que., with 60 

straight. 

Event No. 9.—Prize, silver fruit bowl, 

won by W. L. Cameron, Ottawa, with 39 

out of 40. 

Event No. 10.—Prize, water set, won by 

W. FE. Hall, Blenheim, with 56 out of 60. 

Third Day. 

Event No. 4.—Prize, sporting picture for 

low score, won by W. B. Glover,London. 

Event No. 2.—Prize, gold watch, wor by 

Dr. Hunt, Hamilton, with a straieht score 
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Event No. 3.—Prize, ‘handsome cleck, 

won by T. M. Craig, Sherbrooke, Que., 

with 40 straight. 

Event No. 4.—Prize, silver pitcher, won 

by Dr. Cutliffe, Brantford, with a straight 

score. 

N. B.—The scores given 

made in shooting 

20 targets each. 

NOTES. 

Mr. du Bray, representing Parker Bros., 

was present during the tournament. Hand- 

some, gentlemanly and debonair, he was 

one whom it was always a pleasure’ to 

meet and talk with. It must have been 

gratifying to him to see so many of the 

trophy winners shooting the ‘‘Old Relia- 

ble’? Parker gun. 

An unfortunate incident happened during 

the first day of the shoot. Dr. Overholt of 

Hamilton made a straight score. Through 

an error of the scorer he was given two 

ciphers, making his score 18. After the 

score sheets were taken into the office, the 

executive committee were called upon to 

correct the mistake. The rules of the As- 

sociation required that any mistake in the 

score should be corrected by the shooter 

before shooting two more rounds. This had 

not been done and the committee were re- 

luctantly compelled to carry out the rules 

notwithstanding their own feelings in the 

matter. The mistake was particularly re- 

grettable in Dr. Overholt’s .case, as. the 

doctor is a man of sterling honesty anh 

one who has done more, perhaps, than any 

other to promote trap shooting in Cana- 

da. 

Messrs. J. H. Cameron of the Winchester 

Arms Co., and John S. Cole of the Union 

Metallic Cartridge Co., were two very pop- 

ular attendants at the shoot. No well reg- 

ulated tournament would 'be complete with- 

out them. 

include those 

off one or more ties at 

During the last day of the shoot some 

mecord breaking shooting was done by the 

Canadian amateurs. C. Summerhayes of 

Brantford,made a run of 105 straight. He 

and Fred Westbrook missed but 15 out of 

the last 540 shot at. W. A. Smith, runner 

up for the Individual Championship, made 

a run of 70 straight and a run of 167 out 

of 170. One squad composed of Rasberry, 

Upton, Wigginson, F. Westbrook and Sume+ 

merhayes broke 99 out of 100. 

Some of the record scores were made 

™ —. 
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_ with C. J. Mitchell’s own loads obtained 

on the grounds, showing that it is possible 

with practical knowledge and experience to 

furnish Canadians with good ‘‘home grown’ 

loads. 

“Injun’’ Conover, Canadian representa- 

tive of DuPont powder, was a conspicuous 

figure at the shoot and had the satisfaction 

of seeing the majority of tke shooters us- 

ing its favorite brand of smokeless. Of the 

77 shooters, 49 used DuPont. The winners 

of the two-man team shoot, the Hamilton 

and Brantford teams in the Mail Trophy 

contest, Fred Westbrook, winner of the 

Grand Canadian Handicap, and Individual 

Cnampionship, and Bates, winner of Gener- 

al Average, used DuPont. 

Schultze, E. C. and Infallible, next to 

DuPont, were the favorite powders and 

some of the best scores were made with 

one of these brands. 

Of guns, the Smith and Parker were 

most in evidence. The new A. H. Fox gun, 

in the hands of Mr. Daudt, was the sub- 

ject of much interest. 

Bates, w-aner of High Average, did not 

do much talking, but ‘‘sawed wood”’ pretty 

consistently during the three days and 

Made no bad breaks in his scores. His 

new Parker is a winner. He used U.M.C. 

Arrow. loads. 

N. G. Bray, Sherbrooke, Que., shot a 

Greener hammer gun and no gun on the 

ground mashed the targets better. If his 

gun was not so modern his scores were 

strictly up to date. 

Mr. Throop, the late secretary and Mr. 

Duff, the late president of the Association, 

were much missed figures at the shoot. 

Some of the best shots failed to land a 

trophy. G. B. Smith, Ayton, Ont., yuali- 

fied for a prize in five and N. G. Bray in 

seven different events, but each ia: <d to 

win on the shoot-ofi. 

A special train for the shooters irom 

Western Ontario to Ottawa next year is 

already being talked of. 

> 

ba 

We present in this issue the picture of 

Arthur W. du Bray, who represents Messrs. 

Parker Bros., gun makers of Meriden, Con- 

necticut. Mr. du Bray is of English birth 

and parentage, was educated in the north 
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of France and came to the United States 

from South America in 1870. From _ the 

year of 1875 to 1890 he was in the regu- 

lar army and served with distinction on 

uwo Indian campaigns in General Custer’s 

famous regiment, the 7th U. S. Cavalry. 

Owing to his fondness for fire-arms he 

left the army in 1890 and accepted the po- 

sition of travelling salesman and general 

agent for the firm he now represents, his 

territory including a,l of Canada, all of the 

southern, some of the middle States, so 

that his duties keep him constantly on 

the move, as he travels from the Gulf of 

Mexico in the south to far away Edmon- 

ton in Alberta, Northwest territory. Mr. 

du Bray has attended most ol the import- 

ant tournaments given during the last  fif- 

teen years, to say nothing of many others 

while in the army, and is known from one 

ARTHUR W. bu BRAY. 

end of the country to the other. He is a 

member of the Riverton Gun Club of Phil- 

adelphia, and of the Kentucky Gun Club 

of Louisville, .both famous for their well 

equipped pigeon grounds and the highest 

order of personnel, besides which he belongs 

to many of the best target shooting clubs, 

notably the Cincinnati Gun Club of Cincin- 

nati, Ohio. While in the service in the 

West, ne was elected President of the As- 

sociation of the Northwest, under the name 

of ‘‘Gauch’’. Mr. du Bray has Leena fre- 

quent contributor to the best of American 

sporting journals, and has done more ‘to 

popularize the use of small bores, by word 

of mouth, pen and deed, as game guns, 

than any one else on this continent. 

Speaking authoritatively of the tourna- 

ment just closed at Brantford, Mr. du Bray 

expresses himself as being delighted at the 

high order of shooting done, and predicts 

that Canada will soon have marksmen fit 

to pit against any strict amateurs. 
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Winnipeg Tournament. 

The big trap shooting tournament held 

at. Winnipeg, Man., annually under the 

patronage of the Dominion Exhibition at 

that city was held on the grounds of the 

Fort Garry Gun Club’on the banks of the 

Assiniboine, Norwood, on Aug. Ist and 

2nd. What the Dominion Trap Shooting 

Association’s annual tournament is to the 

East, this annual tournament is to tine 

West and this year the western shoot al- 

most rivalled in importance the great 

eastern meet. 

Tom A. Marshall, Keithsburg, Ill., and 

Rollo Heikes, Dayton, Ohio, of the U. M. 

C. Co:;_ H. €. Hirschy, of the Winchester 

Repeating Arms Co.; EB. White, Ottawa, 

MR. M. PUTNAM, Winnipeg. 

representative of the DuPont Powder ©o., 

and C. D. Golpy, Nelson, representing the 

Dominion Cartridge Co., attended the 

shoot in the interest of their respective 

companies. 

Mr. M. Putnam of the Hingston Smita 

Arms Co., had charge of the details of the 

shoot and performed his arduous duties, 

assisted by a corps of willing local en- 

thusiasts, in a manner Satisfactory to all. 

This shoot is a sort of international af- 

fair, the attendance of experf shooters 

from ‘‘over the border’’ being very large. 

Out of compliment to the visitors and ap- 

propriately in with the inter- 

national team race, the grounds were gaily 

decorated with the Union Jack and ‘* Old 

Glory.’’ 

The was two Leggett 

traps. The weather the first day was ideal 

for shooting, but on the 

connection 

shooting over 

second day a 

strong wind blew across the traps, making 

the shooting more difficult. 

The event around which the greatest in- 

terest of the first day centred was the 

contest for the challenge cup donated by . 

the Robin Hood Powder Company, and 

emblematic of the amateur championship of 

the Dominion of Canada. The veteran shot 

of Winnipeg, Mr. Frank G. Simpson, who 

has done probably more than any one to 

promote trap shooting in the West, cap- 

tured the coveted trophy and accompany- 

ing medal, with the handsome score of 47 

out of a possible 50. D. Bain of Winnipeg 

who last year won the Canadian champion- 

ship trophy at Toronto, and F. J. Bailey 

were a close second, with 46. The win of 

Mr. Simpson was a popular one. Having 

won the cup five times, three times in suc- 

cession, he is entitled to the ownership of 

it, but he generously decided to donate it 

to the association as a challenge trophy. 

The contest for the Parker gun was a 

keen one, Parker, Stair and Sprague being 

a tie with 20 straight. In the shoot off 

Mr. Parker of Minot, W. Dakota, won out 

with a second straight score of 20. 

Professional high average for the first 

day was as follows: Marshall 159, Heikes 

157, White 145, Hirschy 144. * 

Amateur high average, first day, was:— 

F. G. Simpson, Winnipeg, 155; Stair 

(Crookston) 154; Graham (Sault Ste Ma- 

rie) 153; Moire (Minot) 152; Kreger (S. 

Dakota), Parker (Minot), Wilkinson (St. 

Paul, Minn.), Sprague (Grafton) 150. 

Second Day. 

The events of the day were the interna- 

tional individual championship and _ the 

international team race. The individual 

championship was at 50 targets and was 

won last year by F. G. Simpson. This 

year Stairs and Graham tied for first 

place with 48 out of 50. In the shoot-ofi 

Graham scored 23 and Stair 22, the form- 

er thus winning the coveted trophy, a 

handsome gold medal. 

The men a International team race, 11 

side, 20 targets per man, was won ‘by 

the American visitors with a score of 195 

to 186, as follows:— 

Canadian team—R. U. Lighteap, Winni- 
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peg, 17; F. G. Simpson, Winnipeg, 17; San- 

ders, Killarney, 17; Paul Johnsen, Winni- 

peg, 17; D. H. Bain, Winnipeg, 18; M. J. 

Miller, Winnipeg, 18; Britton, Winnipeg, 17; 

Brodie, Boissevin, 16; R. J. McKay, Win- 

nipeg, 16; D. G. McKay, Indian Head, 13; 

Geo. Laing, Indian Head, 20. Total 186. 

American team—Stairs, Crookston, 17 ; 

Parker, Minot, 18; Sprague, Grafton, 19 ; 

Champlin, Minot, 19; Moore, Minot, 17 ; 

Kreger, Redfield, N.D., 16; Cavalier, Pem- 

bina, 18; Graham, Sault Ste Marie, 19; 

Wilkinson, St. Paul, 17; Hale, Grand 

Forks, 18’; Lapp, St. Vineent, 17. ° Total 

195. 
The Winchester trap gun and Stevens 

hammerless gun, donated by Hingston 

Smith Arms Co., as prizes in Event:10, 

were won by Simpson and Sprague, re- 

spectively, after shooting off a tie of 20 

straight, the former in the shoot off mak- 

ing a second straight a splendid run of 40 

straight. 

High average for poth days:—Profession- 

Geo. F. Vebber, Station <A., Detroit, 

Mich., manufacturer of hand-knit jackets 

for the sporting goods trade, whose advt. 

you will find on another page, says he 

knows of no reason why his goods should 

not sell in Canada. He has never made 

any special efiort to sell ‘nis goods on this 

side of the Detroit River, although a good 

many special orders reach him direct from 

the consumer as well as the dealers. In 

the States his jackets have superseded the 

sweater almost entirely with the shoot- 

ers. He says there is not a dealer of any 

importance who does not sell the goods 

and nearly all the large wholesalers carry 

them in st ck. He guarantees the goods 

in every way, material, fit, workmanship, 

and satisfaction to his customer. The 

goods are strictly hand-knit and are fash- 

toned to fit the form—man or woman. 

Mr. Webber is an old Toronto boy, and 

he says he has a warm spot in his heart 

for the dear old town. His family still 

reside there and he visits in Toronto very 

frequently. Nothing offers greater pleas- 

ure to him yet than a trip up the Don. 

The old swimming holes are still there, 

although greatly changed, and he says ‘he 
is not too old yet to ‘‘Chaw raw beef.’’ 
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al, Heikes, 289; Marshall, 284. Amateur — 

Sprague 281, Graham 280, Stair 279. 

The score:— 

Stair ve LEO!) 1545 140 125 e SOM 265 

Ramee. ees fo... 170 150 140 118 310 268 

Champliny 2.) 233) 170 119" 140) Lise eow 258 

Moore 170 152 140 123 310 275 

USGS) Ea ee 170 150 140 120 310 270 

Marshallese te, 00 159° 140) 125% 30) 7284 

FICIKESe ee are ye. 170 157 140 132 310 289 

White 170 145 140 125 310 270 

Graham el OM aS lL Re 2 to Ope ace) 

We Ker sl es 30 «618 : 

Hirschy 170 144 140 123 310 267 

Wilkinson 170 150 140 113 310 263 

Sprague MO MSO LAOS tS SLO Zee 

Hale ... 170 140 140 103 310 243 

Simpson 170 155 140 124 310 279 

Meldrum 170 127 140 112 310 239 

Mieka eRe ds Oe 14214 Oe 2 SOM 263 

McKay G. 170 142 140 105 310 247 

(Cana Sg hss ee 170-137 140 110 310 277 

Cihalimenrsa. see... ila) ala 

SAUNAS Peewee nO wise AO Tillie sill Oiezte 

Bauleye ee eteess Sea 03) aon 60 

Fanwood cs ana al Z0n 68 

IUMOMPSONI ms pee O00) seo Onna» 

Brodie 170 131 120 99 

Williamson . . 150 113 

Varcoe Oi Sor ao ORAS 

Lane .. Pe oO Oe mOOr Ao, 

I WEEOI s (Bho SR AO) BONG ea 

Backs Osa.” slp. Bilt er Ils i) 

Hamwellgeen sae 50" 99" +45 S56 

Welband 1D OREO ee owe. tal 

SHQGNGETE B55 Gee Lape LLBOS IW omer wip 

Lapp* .. Seg Ee aay eA AMO 

pais teat ope elk n Oe leesi7 

Miners), eeates. 170 1388 95 84 

Mishicapy =a eee LO iso Gop 85 

Orchard) ji ge 12086 

Goepel .. poe Opel G wl Opn (iz 

arrele. S ce VI208 96) 145: a6 

Lemon Be a DOS eso Digecn, 

BUihChivess esse Ue so) LO) Bos 

HIIMESHes Weer as ee Leow 96 

Routledge... 9 15 9 

Bertram 4/4... 30 

(E@Uuulitn. Bibeln Eckl nh ieee 

SumntOneee eee loa .Oo NOSE ute 

MurMet ye woes, all; 24 

(Cadhvamipes tes. a0 22! 

Scouumpreeee) o0ls les 

BS PGUOM Mas sah ae 30) + 17) 1402 til 

Jonnsone ss. 2. 60e 1H0j. GOP tae 
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AMICGEEWS scl, Sole Oi 

ES EULIN “ied Pies ole en seo) Maes cue ee eee oe 

CasSCOtt: Soy ce eet O 

CB.) Lightcap, i080 

BEL ALS rca her ee elon emial 

mM. FH) Thomp i). 154.03 

Campbell <r. ee aaalls 7 

Cavalier: 2A 8 140 118 

JEAUD CIID EO Waieey ean montis Day alieh ins TBS. oma! 

ROBUCR: 2. 355) ao) palms! east) 

Belvean-s os, ea Gor wes 

Bourgouin . .°,- 80-56 > 

COOKE wi) eh Rie Emons 

BAM WaT) Sho a). Seo ees Games One AC) 

AMMGEESONS \s . a-cuewoN Weenies melts 

ALTER CINE SCAR el ae 2 WS) a ha) 

MIGiE Tete) US OES 8 § 45 29 

NOTES. 

In addition to the prizes mentioned, Mr. 

Sprague of Grafton, N.D., won a handsome 
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cup donated by Rod and Gun in Canada 

for high average. 

Frank F. Simpson, winner of the Domin- 

ion Challenge Cup,within ayear has car- 

ried off prizes for high average in Winnipeg 

Gun Club, high average for Fort Garry 

Gun Club, Western Canada championship 

and Winnipeg championship. 

Tom A. Marshall and Rolla Heikes are 

veteran trap shooters, each with a long list 

of memorable victories to his credit. Mr. 

Marshal, has the distinction of being a 

twice winner of the Grand American Han- 

dicap at live pigeons. Both represent the 

Union Metallic Cartridge Co. 

Mr. Hirschy, Minneapolis, is an expert 

at targets, having won his spurs at the 

Grand American Handicap. He represents 

the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. 

Mr. E. G,_ White, Ottawa, is one of the 

Canadian representatives of the famous 

DuPont Smokeless Powder and can _ hold 

his own with any of the cracks. 

Essex Tournament. 

An all day tournament at targets was 

held at Essex, Ont., on July 22nd, under 

the management of Mr. Frank Stotts, the 

popular proprietor of the Aberdeen Ho- 

MR. FRANK STOTTS 

tel, at that place. Mr. Stotts has recent- 

Detroit, Mich., 

time has made the Aberdeen 

and regulated 

years 

ly removed from to essex, 

and in a short 

conducted one of the best 

hostelries in the west. He has for 

taken a very in all sports con- 

some 

active part 

with the and has made 

the traps, especially at 

nected oun 

record scores at 

live birds. Quite a number of shooters, 

therefore, turned out to spend the day 

with ‘‘Frank’’ at the traps. 

The day was a very stormy one and the 

fraps were making trouble for the manage- 

ment and the shooting was hard and puz- 

zling, and with the heavy handicap, 16-21 

“ LERPEVER WINS.” 

At the New York State Shoot at Butta- 

lo, N.Y., Ahg. 16th., 17.,.18th., and Doth, 

1904, Mr. C.:W. Hart, shooting his Let 

ever Arms Co. gun, won High Amateur 

Mr. B. Call, shooting his Ltrfever 

gun also won high amateur average at the 

Consolidated Sportsmen’s Assn. shoot at 

average. 

Grand Rapids, Mich., Aug. 24th, 25th, 

26th, ’04. If vou shoot the best its a Lef- 

ever. Send for 1904 illustrated catalogue 

describing our famous system of boring 

and containing valuable hints on loading 

and shooting. 50 cents buys Ideal Brass 

Wire Cleaner. It will not serateh the bar- 

rels. Lefever Arms Company, Syracuse, 

Ni ot he 
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yards, prevented any record scores 

made. 

First high average prize was won by the 

being 

Michigan crack, P. C. Wood, of Detroit, 

and the second average by W. A. Smith, 

Kingsville, Ont. 

A handsome silver cup donated by Mr. 

Stotts as the prize in event No. 8, was 

won py Mr. Wood, with 23 out of 25. 

F. H. Conover, the well-known and pop- 

ular DuPont representative, was present 

and shot through the programme, making 

a fine run of 56 out of his first 60, espe- 

cially when the severe handicap is consid- 

eEea: 

After the shoot the tired contestants ad- 

journed to the Aberdeen and regaled them- 

selves with fried chicken and other good 

things provided for the occasion by the 

manager. 

The following are the scores of those 

who shot through the programme. 

Targets — 151515151515 1615 15 To’l 

Wood . 18 12 11 1412 15 12 13 12—114 

Conover 1414141411151212 7—113 

Conway .. . 141011121001 8 1412—102 

SMU css oe 12 15 10 11 13 13 18 12 12—111 

@ Scane . : 1313 810° 911 Sas 8—' 93 

H. Scane . . 13 13 1112 13 10 14 12 12—110 

FE. Stotts, . 5 8 7 612 4.6 6=— 54 

Buckshot ...... 13 13— 26 

ElenOuNel ... Vien a | 

Stotts’ Cup Event—25 targets—Wood 23, 

Conway 21, Conover 16, Smith 20, C. 

Scane 20, H. Scane 20, Stotts 16, T. Tot- 

ten 11, A. Ryall 8, Buckshot 21, H.O’Neil 

12, Billings 9, Speechly 14, A. Orton 7, C. 

June 12, Wm. Millen 9, A. Billings 9. 

It will be of interest to dog fanciers in 

general to learn that H. Clay Glover of 

New York has consented to judge pointers 

and setters at the Toronto Bench Show, 

and all classes at the Sherbrooke show. 

Of late Mr. Glover has experienced unique 
success with his dog remedies. These pre- 

parations have won the heartiest praise 

from dog lovers and are now being used 

extensively in Canaha and _ the United 

States, South America, Cuba, Hawaii and 

Australia. They appear to command a 

worldwide demand. Mr. Glover has dis- 

tributed over 109,000 copies of his pamph- 

let and gives free advise to all dog owners 

desiring the same. 
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LONDON TRAPS. 

Mr. Glover is a popular attendant at lo- 

cal tournaments. At the recent tourna- 

ment of the Springwood Gun Club at Lon- 

don, Mr. Glover very efficiently performed 

MR. Bb. W. GLOVER. 

the work of secretary and entry clerk, the 

system of handling the entries being his 

own and one that proved eminently satis- 

factory to the visiting sportsmen. 

Mr. Screaton is another ‘‘hot’’? member 

of this club and a promising amateur trap 

shot. He has alivady distinguished him- 

self by winning the ‘‘Robinson Tankard’’, 

a handsome silver trophy donated for com- 

petition among members of the club’ by 

Mr. Wm. Robinson, London, Ont. ‘‘Sid’’ is 

very popular in the trap shooting circle, 

and is an all-round good fellow. 

Both the above gentlemen, we predict, 

will take their place in the front ranks of 

Canadian trap shooters. 

TROPHIES. 

When a prize is being selected by a club 

or by an individual for his club, the desire 

is to have something original—out of the 

beaten track, such is the endeavor of the 

“‘ Jewelry Parlors’’, Toronto. 

Mr. Bailey has for several years made a 

study of prizes, trophies and medals, he 

having executed some of the most import- 

ant pieces in Canada. He has just finished 

a handsome sterling silver loving cup, rep- 

resenting the:International Polo champion- 

ship. It goes to the Rochester club as first 

holders. A miniature cut of the trophy il- 

lustrates ‘‘The Parlors’’ advertisement on 

the inside cover of present issue. 

A card of inquiry will bring you partic- 

ulars and help you to choose , 
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LEAMINGTON GUN CLUB TOURNA- 

MEET. 

on Aug. 7th the Leamington Gun Clup 
heldone of the most successful tourna- 

ments held in the West this year. The 

shoot was under the management of ‘‘In- 

jun’? Conover, representative of Dupont 

Smokeless, and all the details of the shoot 

it is needless to say, were perfect. The 

personal popularity of the manager was 

largely the cause of the large attendance. 

Two sets of expert traps, set Sergeant sys- 

tem, were used and were kept busy during 

the day. Shooters were present from all 

parts of Western Ontario, as well as Mich- 

igan and Ohio. The Sandusky boys came 

over the lake on a steamer specially char- 

tered for the occasion. Harry Scane, of 

Ridgetown, Ont., won high average with 

140 out of 155; R. W. Hess, Sandusky, 

won second average, with 137, and J. 
Diest. Sandusky, third average, with 136. 

Event No. 1 was not counted in the aver- 

age. We are unable to publish the full 

scores on account of lack of space. 
=> 

e 
CLINTON GUN CLUB. 

The fourth shoot of the Clinton Gun Club 

for the Hovey Trophy on Aug. 28th, at 25 
targets, resulted as follows:—J. E. Hov- 

ey 23, N. Bluett 23, G. E. Holmes 22, J. 

I. Cantelon 20, J. Dodds 20, W. G. Doh- 
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erty 16, C. Street 14,' J. Ireland-13,, EF. 

C. Stanley 13. The shooting took place in 
a gale of wind. 

The club will hold its fourteenth annual 

live bird and target tournament on Oct. 

6th and 7th. $350 will be guaranteed in 

purses and the shoot promises to be the 

‘biggest little shoot on earth.’’ Mr. J. E. 

Cantelon will send you a programme. 

- 
OTTAWA TRAPS. 

In the team shoot between Hull and 

Maple Leaf, Ottawa, teams Aug. Ist, the 

former won with 93 to 86. The scores 

were:— 

Hull—C. Bordeur 18, P. Walters 20, H. 

Viau 17, W..J. Henry 16, W. Watters 22. 

Total 93. 

Maple Leafs—A. Larose 19, N. Lachance 

19, Divine 10, Easdate 20, Trudeau 18. To- 

tal 86. 

W. L. Cameron won the 

hat with 48 out of 50. 

+ 
General Trap Notes 

“Two Macs’’ 

E. C. Griffith won high average at New- 

port, R. 1., with 311 out of 325. 

+ 
Fred. C. Cutting, Rochester, N. Y., has 

presented Winnipeg sportsmen with a ster- 

ling silver trophy for local competition. 

Feathered game, particularly prairie 

chickens and ducks of all kinds are report- 

ed to be more plentiful in all sections of 

Manitoba and the North-West Territories 

than ever before. ‘Tae weather has been 

most favorable for breeding and many 

chickens may be seen taking care of as 

many as fifteen chicks. 

The Hingston-Smith Arms Co. of Winni- 

peg, who are particularly interested in 

Western Canada and have correspondents 

in every section, state that in some paris 

the farmers are complaining that the 

Prairie chickens are destroying large quan- 

tities of grain. 

Many parties from Fastern Canada, as 

well as from the United States, have al- 

ready organized for a trip to this Sports- 

man’s Paradise. One party from the U.S. 

route three car loads of camping 

The party will follow about the 

have en 

outfit ; 

middle of September in private cars. It 

is expected that most of this outfit will 

be like the majority of the outfits which 

were taken into the Yukon during the 

boom there, i.e., for the most part useless. 

The best outfits can be obtained from the 
Winnipeg dealers who have studied the 
various needs of sportsmen in the Great 

West, but they will get the sport they are 

after and no doubt sort up properly at 

Winnipeg, where everything may’ be had. 

Major General Sir Frederick Carrington 

is on his way from England to join Hon. 

J. N. Kirchhoffer at York Lodge, the Sen- 

ator’s shooting box on Lake Manitoba. 

This is the famous resort. where the Prince 

of Wales and party spent several days 

duck shooting. The Hingston-Smith Arms 

Co. of Winnipeg, who furnished ‘the outfit 

for the Royal Party are also supplying 

Sir Frederick and his party. 
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Jack Fanning won high average at En- 

nis, Texas, with 390 breaks out of 400 

targets shot at. He shoots Infallible pow- 

der. 
-e 

Lords Alan and William Percy, sons of 

the Duke of Cumberland, have gone to Brit- 

ish Columbia on a_ three months’ hunting 

trip aiter big game. 

Mr. Fred Gilbert has made some new 

records. At his home grounds, Spirit Lake, 

Ia., with targets thrown 55 yards, he 

broke 392 straight. He has, also, broken 

85 straight from 22 yards. He burns Du- 

pont. 

At the Indian tournament, W. R. Crosby 

won the 90 per. cent. cup from a field of 

over 50 experts, after shooting off a tie 

with Fred Gilbert, with a score of 150 to 

Gilbert’s 149. Crosby, at the end of the 

shoot,made a run of 219. 
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‘The Canadian Black Birds and No. (2 
Quick Set Traps were used at the Brant- 

ford Tournament. Mr. Bowron personally 

superintended the operating of \the traps 

and is to be congratulated on the splendid 

result obtained. Mr. Bowron’s Targets 

were used exclusively at the tournament 

The flight and breaking qualities were very 

highly spoken of by the shooters, especial- 

ly during the Mail Trophy Event where so 

much depended on a good ‘bird.”’ 

Mr. F. H. Sprague of. Grafton, N. D., 

who was the winner of amateur high aver- 

age at Winnipeg tournament, is an old and 

very welcome visitor at these tourna- 

DOES YOUR RIFLE SHOOT OK? 
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brings guarantee, cir- 
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ments, and more than one Winnipeg shoot- 

er was heard to say that if ‘‘Dad’’ Sprague 
together with his charming wife and 

daughter, had not turned up at this shoot, 

‘‘the shoot would not be right.’’ Nobody 

‘who comes to Winnipeg receives a heartier 

welcome than the Sprague family. 
ay 

A suecessful tournament was held at 

Portage la Prairie, Man., Aug. 22nd, under 

the capable management of President Weau- 

geaut, W. F.. Thompson and EF. M. McDon- 

ald. The Winnipeg team, composed of 

Lightcap, Andrew, Sutton and Lane, won 

the team race, with a score of 89 out of 

100. Portage team composed of Harwood, 

Roxborough, Bailey and McDonald, were 

second with 81. Bailey of Portage la 

Prairie won the J. & E. Brown cup and 

gold medal emblematic of the Western 

Manitoba championship with 28 out of 30, 

with Thompson (Portage) and Miles (Vir- 

den) a close second, with 27. Over fifty 

took part in the snoot. 
ian 

We publish this month the photograph of 

Mr. M. Putnam of Winnipeg, Man., mana- 

ger of the Hingston-Smith Arms Comeor 

that city. Mr. Putnam undertook at the 

request of the directors of the Dominion 

Exhibition, the management of the Winni- 

peg tournament, reported elsewhere. There 

was an average of about fifty shooters in 

each event and each day’s programme was 

eS  ————————eEe 
ee eT. 

One of the very best reels made today 

is the Bernard ‘‘Triumph’’ dry fly reel, 

made by J. Bernard & Sons, 45 Jermyn 

street, London, England. It is made very 

narrow—2-inch. betweem plates and is fit- 

ced with large drum for winding in quick- 

special metal, it) does 

and is lighter 

gun metal. 

first-class 

Jy. Being made of 

as aluminum 

than bronze or 

also famous for 

and tackle, and have been in 

not corrode 

and 

This 

fishing rods, 

this business over one hundred years. 

stronger 

firm 1S 

carried out with but little hitch or delay. 

The tournament was to have been held on 

the Exhibition grounds, but it was found , 

that the new buildings had over-crowded 

the space and there was not sufficient room 

left to shoot in safety, so the tournament 

was held on the grounds of the Fort Gar- 

ry Gun Club. 
ie 

The Hunter Gun Club of Fulton, N. Y., 

composed of Harvey McMurchy, Geo. Lew- 

is and Captain J. K. Cnapman, won the 

Dean Richmond Trophy at New York State 

shoot at Buffalo, with 66 out of 75. In the 

Audobon Handicap, Fred Gilbert, from 22 

yards and George Piercy, from 17 yards, 

tied on 46 out of 50 and took first and 

second prizes, piano and building lot,which 

they agreed to divide. Gilbert won high 

average in the open events with 459 out oi 

480. Elliott was second with 462. 

E. CC. Griffiths: won amateur high 

average with 446 out of 480. Harvey Mc- 

Murchy was high man in the State events 

with 457 out of 485. The Canadian trophy 

was captured by Thos. Upton, Hamilton, 

Ont. 
*e- 

We_ present this month a cut of the 

“Vented Rifle Muzzle’, the invention oi 

Mr. Perry E. Kent. of Utica, N.Y. The 

Vented Muzzle can be attached to any rifle 

by Mr. Kent, who has special tools for 

properly doing the work. The effect of the 

attachment, judging from the numervus 

testimonials Mr. Kent has received frot 

expert rifle shots, both civilian and mili- 

tary, is undoubtedly to greatly increase the 

efficiency and accuracy of any rifle, the im- 

provement, however, L®ing especially no- 

ticeable in old and worn rifles and with de- 

fective ammunition. Those who have tried 

the Muzzle claim that it reduces the 

‘jump’? at the muzzle, reduces the recoil, 

increases the accuracy and. penetration 
with lower trajectory and is especially val- 

uable in counteracting the effects of faulty 

ammunition. 

TT 
———_—_ —————— 
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We can 
teach you Mounting a 
how. Wild-Cat. 

LEARN TAXIDERMY BY MAIL 
Sportsmen Save Your Fine Trophies. 

Wecan teach you to mount Birds, Animals, Heads, 
etc., true to life, in your own home during your 
spare time. Easily and quickly learned. More fas- 
cinating than the camera, more profitable than any 
other recreation. 

The Shooting Season is Now Open. You will 
secure some fine specimens. Why not give thema 
place in your home, den or office? Why not make 
your gun pay its own expense, andmore? Be Your 
Own Taxidermist. Here is an opportunity you 
have long waited for. Join our School for Sports- 
men by Sportsmen and double your interest in 
sports. Endorsed by all leading magazines, and 
Sportsmen. Thousands of delighted students. Ex- 
pert instructors, standard methods, reasonable 
tuition. Our new illustrated catalog now ready. It 
will interest you. Sent Free on request, ask to-day. 

The N. W. School of Taxidermy, Inc. 
Suite 10, Com. National Bank, Omaha, Neb. 

We Mount Specimens RIGHT at RIGHT Prices. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Z CLARK’S 
They are as nutritious as they are palatable. 

Clark’s Pork and Beans are delicious and no 
camper’s outfit is complete without them. 

WM. CLARK, Manufacturer, Montreal. 

SHO SHSFSSBSO|SHS SBOE oO SBHHH505 BO 
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No matter what price you 

pay you cannot get better 

_ Canned 
, Meats 

than 

GS4D@W2I3'GS DB] 3 WIVW3B3 33332 S55 H 

Fishing and Hunting 

Complete Camping and 

Packing Outfits. 

Experienced Guides fur- 

nished to any part of the 

Mountains on short notice, 

at reasonable rates. 

Special facilities offered 

Fishing Parties. 

W.& J. Brewster, Guides and Packers 
BANFF, N.W.T. : 

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear and Trout. 

ADAM MOORE 
Guide, Trapper and Camp Owner on thé Tobique 

and Upsalquich Rivers. 

Double camps with full outfit of stoves, bedding 
and provisions. 

County Line Camp, Nictau or Home Camp, 
North Camp. 

Small Outlying Camps :—Red Brook Caribohole Camp, 
Foster Hole Camp, Ridge Camp, Caribou 
Brook Camp, Little North Camp. 

P. 0., SCOTCH LAKE, York Co., N.B. Canada 
Telegraph: FREDERICTON, N. B., CANADA. 
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Marble’s Improved Rear Sig 
Pat. Oct. 20, 1903. 

This sight is different from any other sight oj 
the market—BETTER. Not better because we sa 
so, but better because it has four newly patente 
features. 

The flexible hinge joint allows the sight to b 
pushed forward to tang or backward to tang, bu 
will force it to return instantly and precisely to the 
correct position for shooting. To fasten the sight 
down it is only necessary to fold it backward to tang 
and push the locking button backward until it e 
gages with recess in bottom of standard. 

When proper elevation has been attained by turning the 
upper sleeve, a half turn of the lower sleeve locks the uppe 
one and preyents it from being accidently turned, thus alter 
ing the elevation. 

These two sleeves, in combination with the shoulders on the slotted stem socket, 
act like a bit brace and hold the disc stem perfectly true and rigid even at the high 
est elevation, no matter how old or worn the parts may become. 

Another improvement is the screw at bottom of dise stem for adjusting sight to 
point blank range. Made forall Rifles. Price $3. 

Send for Catalog describing Marble's Improved Front Sight and other Specialties for Sportsmen. 

Marble Safety Axe Co., dept. U, Gladstone, Mich, 

Mere ven NV ita 
At New York State Shoot at Buffalo, N.Y., August 16, 17, 18, 19, 
1904, Mr. C. W. Hart, shooting his Lefever Arms Co. gun, won 

Amateur High Average 
Mr. B. Call, shooting his Lefever gun, also won High Amateur Average at Consolidated Sportsmen Association 

Shoot at Grand Rapids, Mich., August 24, 25, 26, 1904. 

If You Shoot The Best it’s a Lefever. 

Send for 1904 illustrated catalogue describing our famous system of boring and containing vaiuable hints on 

loading and shooting. 
50c. Buys Ideal Brass Wire Cleaner. It Will not Scratch the Barrel. 

Me Me = mm SYRACUSE 
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Proof of the complete success of the 

KODAK | 
DEVELOPING | 
MACHINE 

lies in the fact that it is now in every day commercial use and those 
establishments which have adopted it are getting an improved quality of 
work. Machine finished negatives are free from finger marks and other 
blemishes. 

j KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES, 
$2.50 to $10.00. 

d CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited, TORONTO, CAN. 
Kodak Catalogue Free, at the dealers or by mail. 

Et aos 
ap ge BP EEF: BOA LOM A SERIO EMEA. i an Ss ~ 

eae pre via hitb a 

RE ee eo ee ee ee oe 

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM. ACCUMULATED FUNDS—HOW THEY GROW ? 

= —— SSS The following figures give the Accumulated Funds of 
THE the 1.0.F. upon the rst day of January in the different 

years mentioned, the period covered being from 1883 to 
1904. 

W k f th [ O F The figures need no actuarial comment. 
or O "4 ° e e They tell their own story, astory of eyer increasing 

public confidence, prosperity and financial solidity. 

During the Year IS Ae tnereaeeerrernnce ee eee 
ist January, 1886, $29,802.42; lst January, 1887, $53,981.28 

_ ee J a Increase in12months................ $24,178 86 
Ist January, 1889, $117,821.96; Ist January, 1890, $188,130.36 

Paid to Widows, Orphans see $1, 638, 108, 9 Increase in12 months... .. ....$70,308 40 
ec aa F we 1 | 3 7] ist January, 1892, $408,798.20; Ist January, 1893, $580,597.85 

Paid in Sick an unera Increage\in 12 months.............. $171,799 65 
Benefits...... $192, 6 lst January, 1894, $858,857.89; Ist January, 1895, $1,187,225.11 

Increase in “Membership duxs! ia 1 4 123 Increase in 12 months.............. $328,367 22 
ing year. Bet ASO SIRES ’ Ist January, 1896, $1,560,373.46; Ist January, 1897, $2,015,484.38 

Increase in12 months............_ $455,110 92 
earn, < of f Assets : poring $1,234,237.27 Ist January, 1897, 32,015,484.38; Ist January. 1898, $2,558,832.78 

J Increase in12months....... SHA Pe $543,348 40 
Percentage Increase in Insur- Tipe 4 Q7. 4, | ist January, 1898, $2,558,832.78; Ist January, 1899, €3,186,370.36 
ance at risk during the year ee Increase in12months............ $627,537 58 

Percentage Increase in “seven 5 y 19-75 oe Ist January, 1899, $3,186,370.36; Ist January, 1900, $3,778,503.58 
during the year........ Ao Increase in 12 months.............. $592,133 22 

Death Rate per 1 000 being 14 : 1 Ist January, 1900, 35, 778,503.58; Ist January, 1901, $4,477,792. 22 
fea han in 1902404). - 6.46 Inerease in 12 months.............. $699,288 64 

Ist January, 1901, $4,477,492.22; Ist January, 1902, $5,224,854.58 
Ta Increase in 12 months.... . .. $747,062 36 

Pentinatc. and see what other Life Insur- Ist January, 1902, $5,224,854.58; Ist January, 1903, $6,219,071.17 
ance Company or Society can show a record Increase in 12months.............. $994,216 59 
such as this for 1908. Ist January, 1903, $6,219,071.17; Ist January, 1904, $7,453 308.14 

Total Accumulated Funds nearly $8,000,000 Increase in 12 months........., $1,234,236 97 

For full particulars address 

ORONHYATEKHA, M.D., J.P.,8.C.R., Temple Building, TORONTO. 

SS 2 SY 6 a SE Se 
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TRAP SHOOTING SWEATERS 

in all colors, including the 

famous KHAKI, which aids 

you to conceal your presence 

before the game. Durable, 

with big pockets and chamois 

Shoulder Pads. 

$4.25 to $6.00. 

COMFORT 
While Roughing It. 

SPOR BS 
who desire to prepare themselves properly 
for the Game Season, should send in their 

orders at once for a 

KNIT-TO-FIT TRAP-SHOOTING OUTFIT 
THE SWEATER, with Roll Collar, Big 

Pockets and Chamois Shoulder Pads. 
THE HEAVY WOOL HOOD, for chilly 

nights. 

THE CELEBRATED KNIT-TO-FIT UNION SUIT 

To keep the body warm and 
give the necessary freedom to 
arms and legs. No straps re- 
quired to keep the drawers from 
impeding the progress of your 
hunt for game. Knitted in one 
Piece. Medium weight all wool. 
IPLICERERE HO 10s eee $5.00 

SWEATERS 
Roll Collar or Wescutt style 

frome $2.50 to $5.00 

ALL KNITTED WOOL HOODS 

Colors to suit Sweaters..........-+-. ..81.25 

EXTRA HEAVY STOCKINGS 

Color to match Sweaters and Hood, 

medium weight, sizes 10, 10%, 11...-$1.00 

Extra Heavy, sizes 10, 10% and Il.... $1.25 

CLUBS OF SIX 

will get a Reasonable Reduction 

Mail Orders will receive the most prompt attention. Address 

The KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO., 
Retail Branch, 2469 St. Catherine St. MONTREAL, CANADA. 
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THE MAROHORY SANITARY MATTRESS 

ca i : 
<= 
i ne 
Vise ee: t3 cu tht Poranines E i 

i in i on
 i J 

H ) HN 990 000M 
iit yom TH 1 
an q 28 i) ft 

V SHOWING 
CONSTRUCTION 

ee Ue Healthy, Restful Sleep is natures greatest bless- 
ASD ing to tired humanity. But it is most essential that the proper 

means be provided for making your sleep healthy and comfor— 
table. 

THE MARSHALL SANITARY MATTRESS 

is the best for Comfort, and as it is Sanitary and Ventilated it is 
absolutely the best for Health. | 

It is made on nature’s own laws. It breathes air all through it 
with every movement, and its construction is such as prevents 
sogging or packing, so common in other Mattresses. 

Guaranteed for 5 Years, Lasts a Lifetime. 

Sent anywhere east of Sault Ste. Marie prepaid on receipt of 
money. Subject to 30 nights’ trial, and if not satisfactory, money fe- 
turned on receipt of mattress. 

Peper CR S:: 
4 feet’6, incheStyilemeete. oe cade ue aie ee $29.00 
A feet.wide: 2 ee at 18.00 
3: feet 6 inCheSrwe eee os ee ee oS 16.50 
3 fei wide 7. cee ee es ee 15.00 

All Mattresses 6 feet 2 inches long. 

Write for free Catalogue giving full explanation and testimonials. 

T Ree. 

Marshall Sanitary Mattress Co.. 
limited. 

TORONTO, CANADA. tm! 
Mention Rod and Gun. 
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gages 99 

: Davis Hammertess Guns 
Superior In Every Respect. 

: 2 

= 
= 
es 
= 

ea 

STRONG, BEST ON THE MARKET. 
Well made and finished throughout 

“GUN VALUE IN’ EVERY CENT YOU SPEND FOR A “DAVIS” 

Be SURE to send for our Latest Hailj-tone Catalogue. 

N. R. DAVIS & SONS, a 
ESTABLISHED 1853. Box 15, ASSONET, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S. i 

a. ~ Rifles. i 
FI 

Greener, Parker, L. C. Smith, Browning Winchester, Marlin and Stevens. 

Automatic. Winchester Pump. 

All the Latest and Best Devices of the Best Makers. 

MILITARY ANDSPECIAL REQUISITES Soke EXPERT SHOOTERS. 

MITTEE CCU CRORE TTT UEELEE CLLEGE ALGo EL VCC eee mnt 

LOADED SHELLS OUR SPECIALTY 
We Keep Eve De enon and he to Dewey, 

She vPevAMLA EYP AL ED EOTOO COUPEE Eee Hea THIEME ECOL CU on Ob Ro 

CANVASS AND LEATHER GOODS—Gun Cases, Belts, Coats, Reeatant Hats, &c. 

TENTS AND CAMPERS Rem RE PRC Knives, Hatchets, Compasses, &c. 

POO EAT eee iit TU 

Decoys | 
Hi Ti) NUTT nH CUTTS EE tit cs 

BIRDS FOR TRAP SHOOTERS, FISHING TACKLE AND REVOLVERS. 

We Exchange Guns—Send for our list of exchanged guns, there are some great bargains, 

The WARREN SPORTING GOODS COs 
10 King Street East, TORONTO, 

i= =a ESSERE SESE S SSeS 

De be bax Dax De 

UCL CULL 
AVUTVLRE CETTE convient 

SEEEE 
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Sportsman’s 
Companion 

This is one of the most useful and most 
satisfactory novelties ever offered Sportsmen 
or Travellers It consists of 5 of our thoroughly 
tested remedies, any one of which is recom- 

mended with the utmost confidence and we 

stand ready to return the money for the entire 
package if any one remedy fails to give satis- 

FOOT ELM 

SPORTSMAN’S 

FRIEND 
The Soldiers in South Africa used FOOT 

ELM with great satisfaction in their long 
marches and if you want ease and satisfaction, 
try one box. If not-satisfactory we will cheerful- 
ly return your money. 

et 

factory results. It makes new shoes comfortable. It 
prevents chaffing. It allays inflamed blistered 
feet. It cools hot, sweaty feet. It comforts 
aching, tired feet. It prevents excessive sweat- 
ing. “Tt is a ‘‘ Friend in Need” to the ambitious . 
sportsman who starts out early in the morning 
and tramps till late at night. It keeps the feet 
sound and healthy. 

Col. Otter’s Opinion. 
Messrs. Stott & Jury, Bowmanville, Ont.: 

Dear Sirs,—I have much pleasure in testifying 
to the excellent quality of your preparation for 
the feet, called ‘‘ Foot Elm.” It was largely 
used by all ranks of the 2nd Royal Canadian 
Regiment during its long marches in South 
Africa. 1899-1900, and always with the best re- 
sults. Yours very truly, 

(Signed) W. D. OTTER, Colonel, 
Late Com. Royal Can. Regt. 

es 

A package of this kind is so useful that you 
will wonder how you ever got along without it. 

EACH PACKAGE CONTAINS 

6 doses Guaranteed Diarrhea Remedy. 

4 doses Guaranteed Headache Remedy. 

6 doses Guaranteed Liver Pills. 

6 doses Guaranteed ‘‘ Breakup a Cold.” 

4 powders, Guaranteed, Foot Elm. 

All neatly packed in a box that can be carried 
in the vest pocket. Price 25 cts. 

STOTT & JURY, 
18 Powders 25c at Drug Stores, or we pa 

The Druggists. . a postage. 

STOTT & JURY, Bowmanville, Ont. 

Mention Rod and Gun and we will send 2 Corn 
Cushions Free. 

N.B.—Mention Rod and Gun and we will send 
2 Corn Cushions free and pay postage on the 
‘‘Companion.” 

We Will Give SI 05, Cash 

toany BALD HEADED man 
If we fail to grow a satisfactory crop of hair on his head in Three Months Time. 

Tell your friends about this wonderful offer. It will only be open for a very short time. 

This Extraordinary Offer is made because we have secured an Bas for the sole control of 
what is claimed to: be THE MOST MARVELOUS HAIR PRODUCER ever discovered and we 
want to test its merits quickly and thoroughly 

It has produced hair on absolutely bald heads, but we do not want it unless it will do so in at 
least go cases out of every 100. 

If it is successful we will give the first hundred persons who assist us in testing is merits, an 
opportunity to Purchase Stock in our Company at Par. 

If successful you have everything to gain. Ifit fails you have nothing to lose. 
guaranteed | harmless and pleasant to use. 

Write for particulars or send $1.00 and we will send a bottle to you, express charges prepaid. 

Stott & Jury, 
BOWMANVILLE, ONT. 

The remedy is 

—_—— 
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When you take 
your next 

HUNTING, SHOOTING 
OR 

FISHING EXPEDITION 

You will require a 
First-class, Reliable 
Canoe. You can 
depend upon us to 
supply you with 
one that will meet 
your requirements. 

cbt: 

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO, CANADA. 

you to obtain, information Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts: 
concerning our products. in fact everything that floats. g Pp | | ything 

BEFORE PURCHASING, it wil! pay THE LEADING Manufacturers of 

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 

(Op SS SS SS Se 2X XX FX X L NX FS X XX RX ®M 

The Canadian Black Birds 
ARES-THE 

The Hudson's Bay 
Company 

Has had over 229 years 

se ad experience in providing 

for hunters 
UNIVERSAL FAVORS 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED 

JOHN BOWRON, 
go Wellington St., North, 

HAMILTON, ONTARIO. 
<—eeew ee we ee ee ee ee ee ee Se Se Se 

Everything necessary can be 
supplied. Circular Letters of 
Credit issued on all the 
Company’s Inland Posts. 
Further particulars on ap- 
plication to 

HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY 
WINNIPEG 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
| 
: 
: 
: 
: 

(@) eS a eS ee eR RRR RRR RRR ER ROR RERERR_RER ER REM ER ER. 
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fae en, le 

Hopkins & Allen Vacation Outfit 

Our No. 922 “Popular Junior” Lever Action Rifle, take-down pattern. Rebounding hammer 

always on safety when not cocked. Barrel readily detached from frame. Shoots 

22 short or long rim-fire cartridge, 22 in. barrel. Weight 5 lbs. 

ral 39 consists of our No. 922 Rifle. Waterproof Canvas Case, Price 
weather Bound, with pockets for Cleaning Rod and Cartridges, 

@) u Tit: Jointed Brass Cleaning Rod with Cocobolo Handle, and ‘I'wo 
Boxes of Cartridges. “Complete as illustrated above. Prepaid 6. 45 @) 
to any Express Office in the United States on receipt of price. 

Send for Catalogue No. 72, of Rifles, Shotguns, and Revolvers. 

THE HOPKINS & ALLAN ARMS CO., NORWICH, CONN. 5 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, C.£., LL.M. CLEAR VIEW 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. Oa Search Light 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 

Trade Marks and Copyrights. 

for Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
and penetrating fog &c. 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. 

Address Box 264, Station G., Write for Catalogue. 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. 
: ; P| AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. 502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

. Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Export Fishing Tackle Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 

Renowned ‘‘ Combination Keel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels inthe world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT 
TO HIS ROYAL HICHNESS 
THE PRINCE OF WALES 

Patronizeo ay THE CeRMAN 

Emperor, THE Kina AnD Queen 
oF Itaty, Etc., Etc. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1900 
ano 38 GOLD AND OTHER 
HIGHEST AWARDS 

a 

RAM 

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies, Tackle, etc., in the world. 

Write us; it will pay you. no difficuity in procuring goods from us direct. 
cheapest. 

HARDY BROS., Alnwick, England. 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

S Leh Oo Ges . 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York 

Lt Sy uA 

16th Annual Dog Show 
in connection with the 

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION 
At Toronto, Canada, Sept., 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, 1904 

Largest 
Entries close August rsth, 

One of the best Dog Shows of the year. 
classification. Best Judges. 
1604. Reduced fares on all railroads. 

W. K. McNaught, President. 
John G, Kent, Chairman. J. O. Orr, Mgr. & Sec. 

The World Renowned Black Watch Band 

In Attendance Dally. 

Station A, Detroit, Mich. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

WEBBER’S HAND KNIT JACKETS 

Webber's Hand-Knit Jackets, originally designed particularly for 
duck shooting, are now used in place of a sweater for nearly every 
purpose being so much more convenient, They are strictly Hand- 

i] Knit—Made to Fit, and they do Fit. The Jackets are made in 
different weights and prices. , 

Write for Catalog and prices to Canadian customers. 

GEO. F. WEBBER, 
Manufacturer. 

heart Fishing Rods. 

““PALAKONA,?’’ Strongest Bamboo 
known for Rod 

Cane Built Steel Centre. 

w» Hardy’s Rods, ‘ite suit ana green 

(Regd.) Building. 

, To Anglers.—Send for ‘‘Hints to Anglers’ and 

Tackle 

specially suitable for Angling sent to any 
part of the World. 

Catalogue (300 Illustrations), Free. 

There is 
Remember the best is always the 

Branches—5 South St. David Street, EDINBURGH 
12 & 14 Moult Street. MANCHESTER 
LONDON: 61, PALL MALL, 8.W. 

Hamilton Powder 
Company 

MANUFACTURED SPO RTING 

GUN POWDER 
Since 1866. As aresult you have 

** CARIBOU ”’ made from best materials, perfectly 
puttogether. ‘“‘DUCKING’’ hard pressed, 

slow burning, keeps well under all condittons. 
““SNAP SHOT”’ high velocity, moist residium. 
Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 
Powder can be bought in Canada as good as ever 
pu inagun, It has a positive advantage over 
Nis make, the dirt is soft.--J. J.W. in London 
field. 

; AMERICANS SAY 
The finerEnglishorAmerican Powder andCana- 
dian ‘Caribou’ Lam quite familiar with, They 
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 
without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest 
and Stream. 

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY 
Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to 
flatter, but itis ahead of anything we get here.— 
A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y, 
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NEWHOUSE TRAPS IF YOU SHOOT 

Z2 You should have 
acopy. Itwill tell 
you what powder 

}/ 1s best adapted to 
) the different cali- 

bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles,and the pro- 

W  perloadsof High 
/ and Low pressure 
powders for Rifles, 
Pistols and Shot 

/ Guns, with much 
other useful informa- 
tion. 146 pp. Send 3 
two-cent stamps to 

LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST 
Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide, telling all aboel wale animals and how to catch IDEAL MFG. CO. 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. ; 
; Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 39 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. ROD AND GUN. 

eo @P2 @ OWI? DD AWB] BBawvB oQevds @eB@SBE3 2083 200260 

English Manufacture Throughout. JOHN BLANCH 

29 Gracechurch St. Londor, E. C. 

‘ Hammerless Ejector § : Hammerless 

vivo rr = ~— Guns, $105 ¢ 4 Guns, $60 

6 
¢ 
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Q 

¢ 
‘ 
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: Hotel : 
‘Strathcona 

: 
Niagara-on-the-Lake, See ey 

» 
This very pleasant Summer Re- : sort on 

sg cesta OS 

THE AMERICAN | 
PEDOMETER 

WILL TELL YOU carrieo Like 
A WATCH. 

100-Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 

10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 
Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for business or pleasure, in search of health or 
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. ully 
guaranteed. Write for booklet. 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER‘“CO. 
125 CHURCH ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

ve 

Lake Ontario 

is now open for Guests. It is the 

in, *. a 

Good Fishing, Bathing and Boat-. 

ing. 
Re eee ee 

oy 

eS alee 

« 
# 
« 

« 

, 
« 
4 
4 
« 

3 
‘ parties to pass their summer vacation 

ARTHUR WARD, Prop. ; Q 

most beautiful place in Canada 7 

12) 

Canadian Selling Agents,K. & 4. Gunther Co., Toronto. 
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AT THE The Ideal Beverage 

(Grand ome. 00 0 
9 e A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

American Handicap tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

764 shooters took partin the main 
OoaoO 

events. 
And when chemists announce its purity 

37 divided the purses, and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

65 winners shot a1O=O 

Du Po nt ASK FOR 

Smokeless Cuiuis 
and won $2315.15. 

(LONDON) 

Y amperes: Se 

573°ex 600 or 95% per cent. with 

“INFALLIBLE” 
America’s Only Dense Powder 

and the 

Grand American Handicap Winner. 

Mr. Fred Coleman, of Philadelphia, Pa., who 

says ‘‘ the load is greased lightning’’ made the 

following scores :, July 4, Clearview Gun Club, 

187 ex 200; July 12, Florists Gun Club, 96 ex 

100; Keystone Shooting League, July 26, 96 ex 

100; Aug. 4, 95 ex 100; Aug. 6, 99 ex 100. 

At the above shoots he had runs of 58, 64, 

64, 55 and 74 unfinished. 

Why Bother With Other Powders? 

URED 
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Guns « Rifles 
We carry a large line of SEE THE NEW MODELS OF 

WINCHESTER RIFLES «: WNCHETER. | Fishing Tackle, Guns, Rifles, 

‘ ones Ammunition, Loaded Shells, 

Bristol Steel Rods, Marble’s 

Axes, Gaffs, etc., Winchester 

and Stevens Rifles. 

TOU 

SEE YOUR SHELLS ARE LOADED WITH : 

HAZARD «isssy POWDER 

AMMUNITION 
OF ALL KINDS 

UU CCE VOTES eee eee VTC UTE CECE Oe ee ene ee 

= Try our Hand-Loaded Smokeless Shells, DuPont. 

Shot Cartridges. Loaded Shells. and Schultze Powders, $3.25 perhundred. 12Gauge. 

WRITE FOR PRICES. 

OUR MOTTO: 

RICE LEWIS & SON: | __ esr non ato so 
orowrintet T. Costen & Co., 

TORONTO. 
Mention this Paper. 1696 Notre Dame St, Montreal. 

(title THAT ccc eee eee UU ee HLA Established 1850. 

, The 

Toronto Silver 

Plate Co., Limited 
Designers and Manufacturers 

of Wares in Sterling Silver 

and Electro Silver Plates 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
for prizes for Athletic Competition. 

“2RNo. 12391, Cup,made suitable for any sport. 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopERHAM, 
Managing Director. 
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Small Profits—Quick Sales 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

ieee ees cre Quality A EES 

oie ee Quality Dales 

Chee ree co Quality: GIES | 

Blea ee tee oe" Bass rlles 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 

Fly Rods Bait Rods 
1o feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents 9g feet, 8 ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

THE H. H. KIFFE CO, 
523 Broadway, New York City. 

Catalogs of any of the above goods free on application. 

ee Pat. Triple Bead Front Sight 

Is the best hunting and 
target sight made, as you SPORTSMEN’S 

~ = CESS seat . can see one of the beads 
: E fase] any time, in all kinds of 

soc ( : OODS euch weather, in any light and 

Stoc TAGE. on any back-ground Gold, ivory and Black beads 
instantly changed, perfectly accurate. At your dealer 
or postpaid, $1.50. Circular free. 

WATERPROOF HUNTING COATS D. W. KING, Jr., 

HUNTING CLOTHING 1417 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colo. 

SLEEPING BAGS 

HUNTING BOOTS 

SPORTING KNIVES, ETC. SUMMER GOTTAGE 

2 1000 ISLANDS 

STEEL BOATS GUNS FOR SALE.— Two Islands (adjoining) in Canadian 
od channel, opposite Poole's Resort, Ont., 7 miles from, 

For Fishing and d Alexandria Bay, containing about 5 acres of jand. 
SI ti an y . : ‘ 2s iC > Shooting. Large cottage, 16 rooms, boat houses, ice house 

pate ie bath house, wharves, ete Water supply to every floor, 
Fishing Requisites. AMMUNITION with drainage. House furnished complete. 

Daily mail, steamboat, telephone, electric bells and 
other conveniences. Everything in good condition 
and ready for immediate occupancy. Ice and firewood 
supplied. ; 

A a ’ ’ Also, if desired, stable on main shore with land, 
fishing and sail boats, etc. For further particulars 
address 

2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. 
F. P. Bronson, Ottawa, Canada 
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EMPIRE 

“DOMINION” 
Shot Shells and Ammunition 

2 

ee 

SSISSIOS OSI OASIS SAS SSSI ASS SSSA Saaagaaoooosooosos 

SSSSSS SS SSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSESSSSSSSS SSSSESSSSSSSS SESS SSESSSSNS SSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSss 

There are no better Shells or Cartridges 

than those 

“MADE IN CANADA.” 

Give support to Home Industries when 

they deserve it. 

Dominion Cartridge Co., 
Limited, 

Manufacturers, TIONTREAL 

nn a 

[2] SSSSSSSSSSSS} 

Lo | 
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a 
Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company | 

‘“A MORNING'S CATCH.” 

Write for illustrated guide books, to 

THOS. HENRY, Traffic Manager, 

25 Years Old 
For a quarter of a century 

we have been catering 

to the Sportsmen of 

Western Canada. We 

have grown with the 

country, until today we 

have the best and largest 

ARAeAeeRnanwnnanenae eee se a a er a ae ee ee ee a oe a oe oe eed ©) 

stock of Gun Goods in 

Sane 

supplied with every re- 

quisite. ( 

“The HINGSTON SMITH ARMS cO.,: 
Winnipeg, Man. 

oz ee ere ere we wee ewe ees sees ewes O 

Montreal, Canada. 

= 2, Soot ibbed Longitudii= 
ly and a Diagonally 

ae 

The ‘‘KING” ‘is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere. The only patented canvas 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

POINTER PUPS FOR SALE. 
Whelped March 26th, by King Rip 

Rap Jr.—St. LambertWitch. For parents 
wins and prices address, 

POINTER, 
Care Rod and Gun, 

603 Craig St., Montreal. 

Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
bound volume of Rodand Gun in Canada for 1903. 
Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 
Huron Street, Toronto, 
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HUNTING TERRITORY 

FOR SALE—Hunting Lodge and 
Block of Land with exclusive hunting 

rights to over 50 square miles of hunting 

territory in Province Quebec, Canada, 

fronting on the Ottawa River, and con- 

venient of access by water or rail. If 

interested, address for further particulars 

F. P. BRONSON, Ottawa, Canada 

BILL PEYoe 
Guide and 
Outfitter 

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb: 
ing and Exploring Parties. 

REFERENCES: 

Members of the American 

and English Alpine Clubs 
and others. 

Address - - BANFF, Auta. 

ANGLERS GREAT and SMALL 
Come one, come all, and in- 

vestigate the live bait fish 
hook. Hook will not snag 
nor allow nibbling of bait on 

account of position above point of hook, When the 
fish gets this bait hecan’t help getting hook in his mouth 
too. Send 2oc. in coin for sample hook, sizes 1/o to 6/o 
or postal for circular. THE FRANKLIN HARVEY 
COMPANY, 72 Mahlstedt Place, New Rochelle. N. Y. 
Department ‘‘F.” 

Established 1855. 

Bell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG. 

FISHING. ck 8ass AND saLMON TROUT 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 
way Co., Brockville, Ont. 

J. Hi. MARTIN 
and WM. OAK 

Guides and Hunters of many years’ 
experience in the Rocky Mountains. 

GENTLE SADDLE AND PACK HORSES. 

Horses to Hire by the Day or Hour. 

Will personally accompany all parties. Satisfaction 
guaranteed, 

P. O. Address: Field, B. C. 

FOR YACHTS,ST EAMSHIPSBOATS 
sce CAND CANOES 

M¢ CASKILL DOUGALL & (9% 
Standard BoataSparVarnishes, 

MONTREAL. 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

Bernard’s “Triumph” Dry Fly Reels 
es 

3 Inch 

This reel is made from our new metal. 
It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 

does and it is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch ‘Triumph’ Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (35% in.) be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with largedrum 
for winding in quickly. 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 
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WESTLEY RICHARDS ¢ (O. 
GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS 

Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger 

gun with hand detachable locks. 

“It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect, 

ingenuity and enterprise.” From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammer- 
less ejector gun is equipped with hand- 
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger 
mechanism. - The locks of these guns 
can be instantly removed without taking , 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks 
can be ordered witb any gun. 

ao 

' Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the 
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable 
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever. 

In every hammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking 
levers. Some of these are liable togo wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three 
weeks’ hunting trip, it makes you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to 
your ,ock you have a duplicate which can be inserted in ten seconds. — 

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly, oil and clean them your- 
self before they rust. The gunsmith is dispensed with. 

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish. 
This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique 

and modern gun.— 

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR 

A writer says’: ‘‘I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.”’ 

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Any stock. Any barrels. 

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL 
ONE, It is guaranteed neither to’double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the 
second barrel. It is ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen- 
erally characterize other systems—It is simply perfect.. Order one of these guns now and 

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the 

COMPANY’S FACTORY 

BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 



_— er SAVAGE AGES 

GLANCE at a Savage Repeating Rifle will convince you that it is different from any § 
A other rifle you ever saw. Its beauty of outline and finish will always be a source of 

pleasure. Besides being the best gun to stop your game, it is the safest and simplest § 
to handle and is sold to you under an honest guarantee. It will not jam or stick when you 
are in a hurry for a second shot, since accuracy and reliability are two of its particularly 
strong features. WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOGUE H SAVAGE ARMS CO 

BAKER & HAMILTON, San Francisco and Sacramento, Cal., F me 
Pacific Coast Agents. Utica, N. Y., U. S. A 

PURE NATURAL WOOL 

SWEATERS ‘¢ s U d 

2 Cycling, Golf, ao etc. & n erwear 

. In all weights and sizes 

GLOVES oO MLEES:.. -TUQUES: 

SASHES and OVERSTOCKINGS 

for all 

Snow Sports 

TRAVELLING RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece 

SLEEPING BAGS 
and FOOT BAGS 

for Camping and Sleighing. 

Prices $1.75 to $3.50 

in White, Grey, Red, Navy 
and Camelhair shades. 

Fancy Knitted Vests and Cardigans |}°% ean tee nc eee 
in great variety. 2 DR. JAEGER’S CO., 

Limited, 
2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal 



STEVENS 

WILD GEESE OR EVEN WILD TURKEYS 
for that matter, cannot travel fast enough but that the unerring bullet of a STEVENS brings them to earth. Sportsmen know what to expect when equipped with our sterling 
make, that’s why they continue shooting STEVENS ARMS in preference toall others, 

We manufacture a complete and varied line of 

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS, 
For Sale by all Dealers. Insist on getting the STEVENS. 

Illustrated STEVENS' Catalogue—r36 Pages—mailed upon request. A Sports- 
man’s Library is incomplete without this invaluable Book of Reference. De- 
Scribes entire output, all additions, etc. 

Our RIFLE PUZZLES have scored a Bull’s-Eye. Send for this 
attractive and ingenious novelty. 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CoO., 
365, MAIN STREET, 

CHICOPEE FALLS MASS... U.S.A. 



Jibs sis 
Single Copies, 10c. 

wk oN ivi 5 | 5 

OCTOBER, 1904 
UK, 

$1.00 a year 

UNLY, 
> \ 

Part 

Libraria 

Aubrey Falls. 

A MAGAZIN 
oF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATIO 



RIFLES FOR ALL KINDS OF HUNTING 
The longer you use a Winchester the better satisfied you will be that it is 
the most effective and reliable make of hunting rifle on the market to-day. 
Winchester rifles are designed to handle all desirable types of cartridges 
and to meet the requirements of all kinds of shooting and a wide diversity 
oftastes. If you want satisfactory results, always use Winchester guns for 
all your shooting and Winchester make of ammunition for all your guns. 

See our Exhibits in Manufactures and Fish and Game Buildings at St. Louis. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - - - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The Alaska 

Sleeping Bag i; ita 
ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG 

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 
known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 

Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 
have written us that they would not go out again without one. 

Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

WEIGHT 

FIFTEEN 

POUNDS 

Jewelry Parlors 
—_— 

Medals, Trobbies and Clab Prizes 

are a special feature of the Parlors, but 15 per 

cent. can be saved in the regular jewelry lines. 
Small expenses the reason. 

JAS. D. BAILEY, 
25 Yonge Street, Toronto. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
aie go 

to ~ 

“HOTEL SICAMOUS, 
> HUSWAR LAKE 

ain} 

3 
CTEL VANCOUVER 

VANCOUVER, 6.2 

Mount Stephen House, — - = Rela BC. ; - from $3.co upward 
Glacier House, - - - Glacier, B.C., - - “2860 ‘f 

Hotel Sicamous, : = - Sicamous.) Bac. - SS) 20004 ome 

Fraser Canon House, - - North Bend, BiC., Se ame OOTIN 

Hotel Vancouver, ; = Vancouver, B.C., - Fo) BBOOH Ue: 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 
managers, or to any of the company’s agents, 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 

on 
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A Woman on the Mississaga. 
By WAHNAPITAE. 

Winnebago ! 

At this call from the conductor of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway our party of 

campers, consisting of three ladies, twenty 

three men and boys, and seven guides, a- 

lighted from the train at Winnebago, which 

is simply a name on the map, and even 

then not found on all maps, though the 

uew Rand & McNally has given it a 

place. It is northwest of Sudbury Junc- 

tion, Ontario, Canada, 130 miles. 

Our first impression of the place was one 

of surprise, as we could see nothing there 

but a beautiful clear spring by the side of 

the track. There is also a railway siding, 

around which there will some day without 

doubt grow up a town of some kind. 

After unloading numerous canoes and 

packs for the camp outfit, the train again 

started on its way to the Pacific coast. 

We all then began sorting our stuff, as six 

of us were to make a separate camp, twen- 

ty of the young men and boys having been 

up there since July Ist, before joining our 

party at Winnebago, to go down the Miss- 

issaga. : 

For a few moments the scene was rather 

a lively one, the guides and boys making 

themselves busy cutting tent poles and 

pegs, and pitching the tents, some of which 

were placed by the track, and others by 

the Winnebago river, which was but a 

short distance away. Soon the fires were 

going, the water boiling, and preparations 

for our first camp supper under way. Our 

dishes consisted of one enamelled plate, 

cup, knife, fork and spoon, while for extra 

plates we had plain tin, which were used 

for serving plates, though most things were 

served right from the hot frying pan, or 

the boiling pail. For our first supper we 

had to eat some of the bulky things in ord- 

er to lighten and lessen the size and bulk 

of the packs. 

Upon our first evening nearly the entire 

party gathered round a big camp fire, tell- 

ing stories and getting acquainted. It was 

all very jolly and we were sorry to break 

up. But knowing that there were other 

evenings before us, and also an early ris- 

ing in the morning, we finally said ‘‘Good 

night.’’ We three ladies occupied one tent, 

being most luxurious, we thought, with 

narrow mattresses of excelsior, laid on top 

of pine boughs. We had great fun prepar- 

ing for bed, our quarters being smaller 

than usual, and most things were done on 

our knees. We each had a bag containing 

our outfit, which was composed of a pair 

of heavy blankets, one of light weight, a 

rubber pouch, and an entire change of 

clothing. , 

Our camp rig was an army blue flannel 

skirt (this being good on account of the 

two deep pockets) a heavy woollen skirt, 

heavy shoes or shoe packs, such as tke In- 

dians use, with woollen socks to wear over 

the stockings, a soft felt hat, and a sweat- 

er. We had extra long coats in case of 

cold or rain. However, I should never take 

a long coat again, as it was not once re 

moved from my case and just made extra 
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and useless weight. A rubber coat, such 

as is used in automobiles, would be much 

petter, taking small space, being light, 

and completely covering the skirt, either 

during walking or canoeing. A skirt four 

or five inches from the ground is about the 

right length, being short enough to avoid 

the bushes and much wet, and long enough 

to protect one from the mosquitoes, of 

which we had very few. Knitted socks for 

night wear are essential, as one is apt to 

unroll from the blankets. With all these, 

a Turkish towel, and a flannel wrapper, the 

outfit is about complete. 

We were not long in getting to sleep and 

the first thing we knew again was in the 

morning Learing voices arousing the camp. 

To be sure it was only a little after five, but 

we were soon all up and out, aS we were 

enthusiastic about our surroundings, and 

anxious to strike camp and be off up the 

river. This we accomplished about eleven, 

each of the girls giving a helping hand or 

rather head, having a pack on her back, 

suspended from her head by the use of the 

{ump line stretched just above the fore- 

head. This carrying is of course not com- 

pulsory, but if one is able and falls into 

the spirit of the thing, one wants to help. 

Take at first a light load and add a little 

each day. Our packs being loaded, the 

camp ground being carefully looked over, 

( always a most essential and import- 

ant duty, so that nothing be left be- 

hind) ‘‘good-bye’’ is said to Division B., 

who were to follow a day later, we step 

into our canoes, and are actually off on our 

trip of 250 miles. 

One tenderfoot on boarding her canoe 

slipped from a log and fell into the water, 

filling her moccasin. This caused a little 

amusement to her companions, but filled 

her with disgust, that she should so soon 

make such a blunder. These things are, 

however, part of the experience and one 

soon becomes accustomed to them and 

takes very little notice of them. The best 

thing to do in such a case is to remove 

the moccasin, pour out the water and re- 

place it without any fuss, all the time 

looking pleasant. Shortly after leaving 

Winnebago, Joe Saugeen, one of our Indian 

guides, called our attention to an Indian 

grave on the shore. On a little knoll a 

square of about ten feet was enclosed by a 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

picket fence, in the centre of which was a 

tall wooden cross. The Indians have a 

great fear of death, burying their dead as 
soon as possible. The practical side also 

has to come into play, there being no easy 

way of carrying a body, so thatit is gen- 

erally buried wherever death claims it. 

After paddling up stream through much 

burnt district for an hour and a half we 

came to our first rapid, which is crossed 

by a rough log bridge. Here we landed for 

lunch, the guides immediately preparing 

food, the men taking a swim, while the 

girls picked blueberries, of which there 

were a great quantity. Never before did I 

think that evaporated cream with water 

would be good on berries, but we all 

thought so that noon. 

After all the 

things and started on, soon to come to two 

more rapids, around which some of the 

canoes were carried, while others were 

pulled over the rocks. From then on the 

river proved itself to be very snakelike in 

its build, twisting and turning many times, 

often so abruptly that though we could 

not see each other owing to the bush, we 

could speak across the stretch of land in 

the various ox-bows made by the river. 

This went on for an hour or more, every- 

one keeping up their hopes of getting to 

Lake Winnebago, the opening to which we 

could see far ahead of us. When we did 

reach the lake we were more than delight- 

ed with the sheet of water spread out be- 

fore us, calm as a mirror, with its high 

banks reflecting the lights and shadows 

irom the sun. We paddled about two miles 

up the lake, passing an Indian encamp- 

ment, of which we afterwards discovered 

there were several on the lake. 

Our camp that night was made in the 

thick bush, with a beautiful sandy beach 

just in front of us. While some set to 

work pitching tents and preparing camp, 

others of us went out fishing, having the 

good luck in a few minutes to catch enough 

for our supper and breakfast. These fish 

must have been decidedly hungry, as each 

one swallowed the hooks so far down its 

throat that it was difficult to extract 

them, until the jaw was pretty well cut 

to pieces, in a surgical operation. Here is 

one of the many times when the sheath 

knife worn in the belt comes into play. Do 

luncheon we portaged 

_—— 
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not go on a canoe trip without one. These 

fish are much more firm and sweeter than 

those caught in more southerly waters. 

Tley certainly did taste good to us, as did 

all our meals. By going a little off 

our course we could have got bass and 

trout, the Indians told us, but our palates 

never tired of the fish we were catching. 

It was never difficult at any meal to get 

our party together, and no one was_ shy 

about letting his or her appetite show it- 

self. 

At this camp, Division A., as the college 

men called themselves, invited Division C., 

our party of six, #® their camp fire, which 

Was about one hundred yards or so from 

us. Here we had many songs, Division A. 

having composed several, with local hits 

on members of their party, touching on 

such subjects as growing beard, big appe- 

tites, misadventures, etc. The General here 

served out his last box of cigars, and the 

action met with a response in the form of 

the song: ‘‘For it was his last cigar.’’ 

On August 17th, our second morning, Wwe 

were off at eight o’clock, this being our 

accustomed hour for breaking camp. Every 

one was fresh and ready for a long pad- 

dle, feeling no ill-effects from the work of 

the day before. It was a beautiful trip up 

the lake for two miles, everything looking 

so bright in the early sunlight. Passing a 

small island on our right, the General 

landed to blaze the canoe trail for Divis- 

ion B., which was following us. At the up- 

per end of the lake we all noticed that our 

canoes suddenly dragged through the wat- 

er, and we discovered that we weit in such 

shallow muddy water that our canoes felt 

as heavy as lead. 

The portage was in the left hand corner 

of a small inlet. Here we had to carry for 

three-quarters of a mile, over a hilly bog- 

gy portage, at the end of which we found 

quite a number of pitcher plants, from 

which the party refreshed themselves. We 

now came to a small mud lake, across 

which we paddled mud. It was rather 

shoving the canoe along, the bottom not 

being firm enough to even pole the canoe. 

This, however, lasted but a few minutes, 

and we then entered into a creek which 

seemed to ‘be but the outlet of a large 

spring running through the tall grass. It 

was a queer but picturesque sight, looking 
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backwards and forwards to see the ca- 

noes winding through the tall grass, as 

the water was at times invisible, the men 

simply paddling the grass, while the ca- 

noes passed on. From this creek we emerg- 

ed into another rather small lake, these 

two being the mother lakes of the Wenne- 

begon River. We had no difficulty in find- 

ing the entrance to, or rather the outlet 

of, another stream. 

Here our course changed and we _ began 

going down stream, heretofore having been 

paddling up stream on waters flowing down 

to Hudson Bay. I cannot be too positive, 

however, as some of the map-makers said 

we had only one short day up stream. We 

were now between 1400 and 1500 feet above 

sea level, this being of course a great 

height, considering that we were in about 

longitude 85.50 and latitude 45.40. We had 

about 800 feet to run down hill with the 

water before reaching Lake Huron. Again 

we entered a narrow stream, which was 

much overhung with bushes, so much so 

that in some places the General, who was 

still in the lead, had to chop a path 

through for us. It certainly was most pic- 

turesque to be winding our way among the 

alders, the bow paddle having to help a 

great deal, pushing the bow around the 

sharp turns. It was just such a place that 

if it were near home, a young suitor 

would like to take his sweetheart canoeing 

about the sunset hour, and the other party 

to the contract would like it too—that is 

after the first canoe, with the General in 

it,had been through and_ the hard work 

done. But even for the unattached the trip 

could be nothing but pleasant, and would 

make a lasting impression on their minds. 

Just as in life we turn the corners to find 

some obstacles facing us, which with 

thought and some exertion are soon over- 

come, leading us at last to the beautiful 

havens of accomplishment ; so we were 

now led to the beautiful Lake Kabushquas- 

hing, at which we arrived after a portage 

of one and a quarter miles. 

We here saw ‘cached’? a_ bag of flour, 

left by the Indians under a cover of bark 

until they could return from the woods for 

it. The Indians ait very conscientious 

when finding a ‘‘cache’’? and very seldom is 

one touched except by the owner. 

bread, 
After a good luncheon of bacon, 
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beans, and corn meal mush, with maple 

syrup, which was shared by both Divisions, — 

we Started on our way again, paddling but 

three miles, when we made a camp, Divis- 

ion A. on a_ rocky point jutting out into 

the lake ; and Division C. in a sheltered 

little nook just beyond them. At this 

camp the boys very gallantly cut a trail 

from one Division to another, in the even- 

ing comung to escort’ the ladies to their 

Leautiful big white-birch fire. To show our 

appreciation of their courtesy we named 

the place Mekaunce (Trail) camp. By this 

time we in Division C. were necessarily be- 

coming quite well acquainted, as intimacy 

- is inevitable with a party in camp. We 

were most fortunate in having a congenial 

party and one which took the good-natured 

side of everything. This means a great Ceal 

when added to the many pleasures of such 

a trip. These canoe trips have been org 

anized for many years by our General and 

their growing pupularity is largely due to 

the tact he displays, and the trouble he 

takes in organizing them. By his system 

the incongrous and the uncongenial cannot 

obtain. 

We were also becoming quite attached to 

our guides, selected by the General, of 

whom two were Indians, and the third a 

white man, a trapper by trade. This was 

his first trip as a guide. He proved himself 

a good man, always ready to help with 

anything, was quite polite and attentive to 

the ladies and proved most excellent im 

running the rapids, as did also the In- 

dians, of whom we _ thought a good 

deal, and in whom we learnt to place great 

confidence. Our permanent crew for each 

canoe waS now made up and the canoes 

given names, each crew being anxious to 

have at the end of the trip the least marr- 

ed and injured canoe. We had three * Old- 

towns’? from Maine, and one bark canoe. 

The former we liked immensely, and they 

proved very steady, good sea boats, easy 

to steer and paddle, and fast. 

As we were about to leave camp on 

Thursday, the 18th, the General took pho- 

tographs of both divisions in their canoes, 

making eight in all. It was an attractive 

scene, with the girls in their rough cos- 

tumes, and the boys in khaki uniform with 

handkerchiefs tied round their 

Shortly after leaving camp Wwe 
colored 

necks, 
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came to a fall of water, having to make a 
portage of half a mile, at the end of 
which we had our last luncheon with Divis- 
ion A. Our packs were getting into the 

habit of becoming very much mixed up at. 

the end of a portage, which worked con- 

fusion and took extra time to sort. It was. 

then that the Colonel of Division A. left 

a bark letter instructing Division B. not 

to hurry on, as they (Division A.) were 

having enough trouble on the portage. Dur- 

ing the afternoon we had a very pretty 

winding course down the river, passing un- 

der many ‘‘natural bridges’’ formed by 

fallen trees, the canoes having just room 

to pass under and od een the branches, 

which extended into the water. 

That night Division A. camped a bit fur- 

ther down the stream than we did—at least 

they thought they were going to do so, but ~ 

by the river making a sharp- turn (an ox- 

bow in shape) they paddled quite a dis- 

tance before they were brought up on the 

shore almost opposite to us, causing much 

amusement on all sides. We were in an op- 

en blueberry patch that night, though 

closely surrounded by trees. For the first 

time we made use of our little camp stove 

which had bravely stood the jeers of many 

of our party. It did good service for us, 

as by it we were enabled to have hot bis- 

cuits and blueberry pie. Necessity is. cer- 

tainly the mother of invention, as the lime 

juice bottle might have groaned out when 

used as a rolling pin. Great was our con- 

sternation when we sat down to supper 

and discovered that the bag of bread was 

missing. For a time long sober faces were 

noticeable around the camp, as that was a 

serious matter. Joe then decided to make 

a trip to Division A. to see if by,chance 

they had found it at the portage. What a 
cheer went up as he climbed the bank, a 

broad smile upon his face and the bag of 

bread in his arms. : 

In the evening 

Harris, the gcuide 

spent some time 

route, aS we each thought it to be, 

many were the ideas brought to light. It 

was comical to see the very various di- 

rections we had taken according to the diif- 

ferent maps and minds. 

having two callers, and 

from Division A., Wwe 

in making maps of the 

and 

On August 19th we were all up early in 

our efforts to get to the fire, which was 
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burning just between the two tents. We 

had had a very cold night, ice having form- 

ed in the water pails. 

#®xperience of the kind. We were off as us- 

ual at eight, soon passing Division A., 

who had not then broken camp. In hali 

an hour we came to a pretty steep rapid 

practically a fall. The canoes were all un- 

packed ready to carry when we found that 

Clement, the white guide, had taken the 

kark canoe through them. He was so 

pleased with himself, that quick as a flash 

he was back for one of the Oldtowns, urg- 

ing one of the girs to go with him. We 

however, all thought discretion in this in- 

stance to be the better part of valour, and 

well it was in this case, as the canoe was 

half filled with water going down. It was 

too risky a place in which to take chances 

and one has to remember all the time how 

far away one is from civilization or help 

of any kind. ‘‘Save the canoes’’ is a good 

motto all through the trip. At 10.30 we 

had another portage to make, which all 

did save Shemahgan, who ‘‘ran’’ one of the 

Oldtowns down the rapids. He was fairly 

successful, although by coming in contact 

with a rock the metal bow was sprung just 

a bit. Again caution was the higher vir- 

tue. As a contrast to this swift water we 

now came to a quiet part of the river, 

landing at a pretty mossy little spot in 

the woods for luncheon. While the guides 

were cleaning and packing the dishes the 

rest of us amused ourselves by having a 

shooting contest with the doctor’s rifle, 

our target being a small stick floating in 

the river. The temptation for the guides to 

shoot was too strong for them to resist, 

so they also came to the front, the dishes 

being allowed to wait for a few minutes. 

It was amusing to-see the expression on 

their faces when they failed to hit the 

mark, which the General and Cement had 

hit, and which the others missed, partly 
from being unused to the rifle. 

This was our only 

The aiternoon again gave uS a great va- 

riety of scerery. First we came to a log 

jam, over which we all climbed, the can- 

oes being also carried over. Next some very 

swift and rather long rapids put in an ap- 

pearance. Our guide as usual ran his canoe 

alongside the shore and then went ahead to 

see if they were safe to ‘‘run.’’ The ques- 

tion was decided in the affirmative, but 
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with no extra weight in the canoes. So 
there was another stage of unloading and 
carrying of packs. It is 1kmarkable how 
soon one becomes used to this, and takes 
it as a most matter of course part of the 
trip. We had to climb over a rather high 
cliff, from which we had an excellent view 
of the canoes going through the rapids. At 
the end, as we supposed, there was a nice 
quiet little pool, but as we walked down 
to it we saw, in a sharp bend of the river 
another water fall, over which we had no 
desire to go, so. we continued the portage 
to the foot of this second fall, where we 
again loaced and started on our way. Very 
many moose and deer tracks were seen on 
the shore, and one deer we saw swimming 
across the river. 

We camped that night on a high sand 

bank, finding there the remains of a very 
recently deserted camp. Our ‘‘Sherlock 
Holmes”’ discovered this by the warm sand 
ashes. Fresh boughs were laid for two 
tents, wood piled up ready for the fire, and 

a crane, having the poles suspended on it 
from which to hang the kettles. I asked 
Joe the name in Indian for a crane of that 

kind, and to me the answer sounded like 

“Goat kick, why not.’’ I will leave it to 

some one who knows the Ojibway language 

better than I do to put it into its correct 

spelling garb. Lighting a fire, cutting a 

few more boughs, and pitching the tents, 

which was also made tasy, the tent poles 

being ready cut, we soon were very much 

at home. What a delightful feeling it is to 

sit out in the open around the big camp 

fire, and feel that we cannot be disturbed 

by any trolley cars, trains, or other signs 

of civilization ! How much at home a fire 

makes us feel ina very few minutes ! How 

little we miss the daily papers ! Surely 

some of us are inoculated with the ‘‘call of | 

the wild’’ and are happy in getting back to 

our original way of living ! 

Aiter a delightfully ‘‘soft night’’, as the 

guides described it, August 20th found us 

breaking camp at 8.30,‘a little later ‘than 

usual. Division A. was now left away in 

the rear, so a letter on a piece of cedar 

bark was suspended from a branch over- 

hanging the river, this and birch bark be- 

ing the stationery used in the woods. The 

post office is a split stick used to hold the 

bark, and then driven into the bank. At 
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nine o'clock a small log jam presented it- 

self to us. The regular portage was on the 

right of the river, and this some of the 

party used, though it was a mean one, be- 

ing of clayish formation and very slippery. 

One member of the party was helping very 

enthusiastically with the packs and getting 

them down the bank. Jn her enthusiasm 

she picked up her own case, and using too 

much energy, threw it into the river.For- 

tunately it was immediately rescued, but 

her thoughts might easily be imagined as 

to the condition of the contents. Sie was 

“‘game’’ for anything though, and laughed 

it off as a joke on herself. The occasional 

burnt timber was a new experience, as 

since leaving Winnebago the foliage had 

been very dense. 

Great excitement was caused aiter we 

had been paddling for a while by the ar- 

rival of a bear into our everchanging river 

panorama. He was loping up the side of -a 

rough rocky cliff. Two or three shots were 

fired, which quickly brought up the other 

canoes, so that the occupants could see 

what was going on. Several of the party 

landed and scaled the rock, declaring that 

they could see the wounded bear. ‘Mr. 

Bruin’? however had no intention of being 

taken prisoner, and carried in pieces to the 

States. He very cautiously slipped behind 

a rock, and probably had much fun in tell- 

ing his associates about the party of 

‘‘sports’’ whom he had seen and fooled. He 

must have been a hungry one, if his tracks 

were any proof, and his fondness of blue 

berries was only to be equalled by that of 

our party. 

At 11.30 Joe brought us up alongside an 
insignificant little portage, at the same 

time saying ‘‘man tracks’’, showing that 

we were still in close pursuit of an, un- 

known party. Here we ‘had lunch in the 

hot sun, and here we said ‘‘good-bye’’ to 

the Winnebagon River for two days; we 

were to see it again where it emptied into 

the main Mississaga. We tramped over a 

rather difficult portage of one mile, coming 

to a series of lakes through which we were 

to travel to Lake Minnesinaqua. 

After that luncheon in the hot sun (nbev-, 

er take a meal in the hot sun) we started 

on our way across the portage to a small 

lake. Shemahgan had said it was about 

one half mile across, so we took fairly 
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heavy packs. However, that mark was 
soon passed, then the three-quarter mile 

mark, and finally we came to the end, 

reaching a pretty little lake of very clear 

water. Glad we were to get there, as we 

had had a hot walk. It is wonderful 

though how soon one forgets the difficul- 
ties of the trip in the beauties which are 

ever before the tourist and the wonder- 

ment of what is coming next. That was 

about the only hot day we had, and it was 

hot only on land. 

A ten minutes paddle brought us across 

the lake to a short porgage of three min- 

utes walk. We had now arrived at Long 

Lake, or Goshabowigamon, as the Indians 

call it. But only one of our party had 

ever been over this part of the route. 

Twenty-two years ago Joe had come up 

the lakes with Hudson Bay supples. At 

our place on Long Lake we asked him 

where the portage was. Thinking a 

moment, he answered, ‘‘there iSeee 

point of land on which atr® some 

tall pine trees with some _ shorter 

ones under them; the portage is around 

that point.’’? And sure enough, there it 

was. Not once did he lead us astray, 

which to us, unaccustomed to wood crait, 

was very wonderful. 

Goshabowigamon is seven and a hali 

miles long with two narrows, making us 

think of a pillow made to represent a per- 

son, with a string tied around it to form 

the neck and another the waist. 

About a mile from the lower narrows 

we turned to our right into a small bay, 

on the left of which we discovered the 

portage, ‘but one quarter of a mile long. 

This led us to a tiny little lake, though 

ever so pretty, especially at that time oi 

day ; it was about five o’clock. The yel- 

lowish sunlight haze cast over everything 

was such an. entirely different effect from 

what we had seen on the large lakes. We 

felt like throwing all the packs over to 

the other side, it seemed so almost use- 

less to have to pack them all. I fear, 

Ahough, had we employed this scheme, we 

would have been short of our entire out- 

fit. 
Another quarter of a mile portage and 

oh! such a glorious sight as was brought 

to our view. It is impossible to describe 

my feelings and true impressions of Wiya- 
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wiagamon (Round Lake). It silenced me 

in its grandeur rather than making me ex- 

claim, except once in a while when I could 

not repress a word of admiration. A large 

round Jake, with islands and bays, nestled 

down in a bowl of high green banked 

mountains, the blue haze of departing day, 

spread over it as a mantle, and just 

enough wind to ruffle the water a tiny bit. 

What could be more beautiful? It gave 

one the feeling of being utterly away from 

every one, and yet not a truly lonesome 

feeling. It made one feel as if she were 

as near the top of the world as one could 

be, and yet protected from tempests by the 

surrounding walls of green. 

Never shall I forget that paddle across 

the lake. Just before reaching the farther 

side our sense of utter possession was tak- 

en away from us by the discovery of an- 

other camping party—three geological sur- 

veyors, who had been out since the first of 

May. After a short call, from our canoe, 

we proceeded on our way, as it was grow- 

ing dark, and we were anxious to make a 

certain camp for Sunday. 

Going through a_ small stream of swift 

water we, in the leading canoe, had a pret- 

ty surprise in waiting for us at the end. 

Not twenty feet from us stood a deer on 

the shore. He looked at us two or three 

seconds, I think, as much -surprised aS we 

were, then dashed off into the woods and 

whistled quite a number of times. AS we 

looked back at the shore he appeared a- 

gain and looked at us. This made five dver 

that we had seen during the afternoon. 

Another half mile down stream and we 

arrived at the grand Lake Minnesinaqua, 

which means ‘‘many points looking like is- 

lands.’? About a mile down from where the 

Mississaga River flows into the lake, on 

the south side of the lake, we found a 

beautiful camp ground with a long stretch 

of sandy beach for bathing, and a large 

rock on which we all thoroughly enjoyed a 

gorgeous moonlight evening. 

It was on this lake two centurts ago 

that the Ojibway and Mohawk Indians had 
a great battle, the former completely wip- 

ing out the latter. 

Fishing in this lake is excellent, pike and 

maskinonge being found in great abund- 

ance. 

Minnesinaqua is ten miles long and a 
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wonderfully grand lake, with its high 

mountains and cliffs on every side, and 

points jutting into the water from every 

direction, forming most attractive little 

harbors. 

Four miles from the head of the lake we 

entered on Aug. 21st into the narrows, on 

one side of which there is a high cliff, but 

which is fairly easily climbed. From _ here 

one may get a magnificent view of the en- 

tire’ lake and surrounding country. 

Many, many times on _ the trip one is 

forced to feel the insignificance of oneseli 

amidst all the grandeur. It makes one 

look, as he paddles along in a canoe by one 

of these clifis, like a very small and insig- 

nificant unit indeed as we explore this new - 

and beautiful world. 

Making only a short Sunday afternoon — 

paddle, we struck another portage of one 

half mile, at the end of which we again 

made camp, when we had our first rain 

storm. The tents were hurriedly pitched, 

in order to get things under cover. The 

little water down the rushes. This very 

brella held over it, we ‘nad a very jolly 

time preparing dinner and ‘‘dining out’’ or 

rather in, as we were all invited to the 

Doctor’s tent for dinner, this being the 

only time on the entire trip when we were 

unable to eat out of doors. 

Monday, the 22nd. We wkre now on the 

Mississaga River and started the day with 

rapids, the first three of which we all run. 

The latter was a bit difficult, there being 

2ittle water down the rushes. This very 

frequently has to be portaged. The fourth 

was shot by one of the guides only, and he 

had some difficulty, having to pull into a 

rock near the end, where he emptied his 

canoe of water before continuing his way. 

The party wei all very glad of the port- 

age, as they found such quantities of trem- 

endous blue berries. No matter how heavy 

the pack one may he carrying, the tempta- 

tion to stop and pick berries is too strong 

to be resisted. 

At 10.30, just at the foot of this rapid, 

we passed the junction of the Wennebegon 

and Mississaga Rivers, the former flowing 

into the latter at the right of the rapid. 

We very shortly came to Aubrey Falls 

portage, in a bay at the left of the head 

of the Falls. It is one mile long, very 

hilly and stony, but one is able to take a 
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good rest half way over, leaving the packs 

on the trail and branching off to the right, 

where one gets a superb view of the Falls, 

165 feet high. From the roar of the water 

as one approaches it some idea of its 

zrandeur is obtained, but when the Fall is 

really in sight there is very little said at 

first until the realization of its beauty be- 

- gins to sink into our minds. It is a brok- 

en ragged fall, with quiet little pools and 

narrow streams falling between crevices of 

the rocks. The great volume pours over 

the centre rocks to end in a pool of seeth- 

ing water at the bottom. One should real- 

ly see it to know its beauties, as new fea- 

tures are forever bringing themselves to 

the fore. The resistless power of time and 

water are among the strong impressions re- 

ceived. 

Two moire rapids and much swift water 

were on our highway for the afternoon. As 

to scenery, it was very grand, the river 

running at times between high cliffs, then 

through rather an open country, where we 

could see the mountains in the distance, 

and finally into a white birch district, 

there being no evergreens on either shore. 

Our camp ‘‘Wigwas’’ (white birch) was 

ever so pretty, but being at the ‘head of a 

portage,we had some difficulty in finding 

dry wood. It is not really advisable to 

camp on a portage, as, being done so of- 

ten, the dry wood in that vicinity has been 

pretty much burned. Of course, camping 

at a portage is a saving of time in pack- 

ing and repacking. 

Tuesday, the 23rd, was a day full of ad- 

ventures, as from 8.30 until 12.00 we ran 

twenty-nine rapids, the water over the 

rocks averaging about ten inches. It was 

the most exciting morning we had had 

and all were hoping for more. 

At luncheon time, there was a display of 

clothes on the stony beach in front of us, 

some of the hold-alls with their contents 

having gotten a bit wet going through the 

rapids. One heart was made sad by the 

wetting of a nice white shirt waist, which 

was being saved with great care for a 

and clean entry into Desbarats, 

where we intended to spend a week at the 

end of the trip. All hopes of this entry 

had to be abandoned and the camp outfit, 

in all its weatherworness, made its ap- 

erand 

pearance in Desbarats. 
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As we all settled ourselves again in the 

canoes our cry was ‘‘more rapids’’, and we 

got them. We were almost satiated with 

them during the afternoon, but not quite, 

having to run twenty-eight ‘‘horse races’’, 

as the Indians call swift water, and three 

rapids. The last one, being a drop of eight 

feet in a very short distance, made it quite 

thrilling. All the canoes but Joe’s shot in 

safety. ‘‘Caution,’’ as we often called him, 

was shy about taking two ladies down, as 

canoes had been swamped in the waves at 

the bottom. After much coaxing and prom- 

ises to keep perfectly still, we ran through 

in safety, taking in but a tiny bit of wat- 
er. We all had great confidence in our 

guides by now, or we would not have at- 

tempted it. 

Camping time was with us once more, 

but Joe was anxious to push on two 

miles further, where he said we would find 

a potato patch. Tired though we were 

that sounded most attractive and on we 

pushed, arriving at Squaw Chute after a 

short portage. Two log cabins were in ey- 

idence and pansies and nasturtiums, anda 

bit to the left was the potato and cab- 

bag patch! And a real mining prospect- 

or and his cat ! We soon had the old man, 

Mr. Ripley by name, digging potatoes for 

us, and no one was shy that night about 

showing how fond they were of ‘‘new boil- 

ed potatoes.’’ Hard tack and sugar were 

also brought forth, much to our delight, as 

our supply of sugar was fast growing 

small, indezd “ladies only’’ had had sugar 

for two meals. 

Our tents were pitched just by the foot 

of the Chute and during the evening we had 

a most glorious fire on the rocks, using 

logs, fifteen fe2t or more in length. These 

logs had been jammed up on to the rocks 

during spring freshets. Mr. Ripley — spent 

the evening with us, telling many yarns, 

one being the cause for the name of the 

Fall. Many years ago a young Indian girl 

was carried over the Falls and drowned. 

She is now buried in front of the old man’s 

cabin, as is also a young Indian boy, who 

was drowned at the head of the Fall. The 

graves are covered with heavy strips of 

birch bark weighted down with stones. A- 

round the graves had made a fancy 

picket fence, but this has now fallen to 

pieces. Only traces of it may be seen now. 

been 
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WINNEBAGO SIDING. 

‘«the scene was rather lively” 

MISSISSAGA 

“We all had great confidence in our guides by now or we would 

not have attempted it.” 

to to cn 
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WENEBEGON RIVER. 

A nasty little twister. 

WENEBEGON RIVER. 

‘Lhe twister mastered, 
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On Wednesday, the 24th, we had our last 

rapid on the’ trip’ during the morning, 

which is consickred a mean and dangerous 

little one, because half way down it there 

is a sharp turn, where there is a_ strong 

current or eddy with scattered rocks, then 

continuing down over numerous rocks. In 

all, it is a drop of about twelve feet, and 

excitement is high while running it. The 

bark canoe, drawing more water than the 

Old-Towns, caused the men in it to step in- 

to the water occasionally, to ease it when 

following in our course. They would oc- 

casionally have to get out and lift it over 

the stones. This immensely amused the 

guides, especially Joe, who saw the funny 

side of all things and had a regular school- 

girl giggle, hard to stop when once start- 

ed. 

Our noon-day meal was at Tunnel Port- 

age, which is a long one of three miles. By 

walking for two miles a team is secured 

for carrying tke packs and canoes, three 

being carried over very easily in one load. 

While a guide has gone over for this (in our 

case the Genrral did it, for which we had 

cause later to be very glad), an opportun- 

ity is given to visit the Falls and inspect 

an old mining camp, with the mill, etc. 

Then the walk across the portage is start- 

ed. Members of the party may, of course, 

ride if they prefer it, but the road is 1vally 

better for walking than driving. Half way 

across a break is made to the left, taking 

a path down, down, down to a view of the 

tunnel or gorge, where the river races, 

plunges, and races on again, between great 

solid walls of rock, not more than twenty- 

five feet apart. Two miles over the port- 

age we came to a spring belonging to the 

farmer who owns the team. The spring 

Was the springing of a Surprise upon us in 

the shape of a bag of flour, two blueberry 

pies and a coffee pot full of milk put there 

by the thoughtful General. Right here let 
me give a piece of advice ; and that is, if 

ever any one drinks from the side of a coi- 

fee pot let him first make sure that the 

spout is turned up, as while one member 

was drinking it was suddenly discovered 

that the milk was going to waist through 

a blue flannel pocket. 

We camped but a short way below the 

tunnel, although we had hoped to reach 

Slate Falls two miles beyond. Seeing a 
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storm preparing to break over our heads, 

we thought it better fo take the bull by 

the horns and make camp as soon as pos- 

sible. We were in an open field, with noth- 

ing but burnt stumps around us. A farmer 

lived near by and he soon came to investi- 

gate his neighbors and see if he could be 

of any service. Great was our joy when he 

brought us a large pail of milk and one of 

cream, really, truly cream. 

Supper over, we saw that everything was 

secure for the night, the tents having guy 

ropes put on them and everything in camp 

put under shelter. The precious cream and 

milk was covered and put into the river 

well weighted down with stones. 

One member of the party proved that he 

had still some ‘‘tender-foot’’ in him. He 

thought he had found a beautiful spot for 

his tent in rather a protected little hol- 

low, and was snug when he and the two 

other men turned in. About two o’clock 

his mind was changed, for everything in 

the tent was floating in seven or wight 

inches of water; the storm having finally 

arrived in all its fury, and the water pour- 

ing down from the field into this same 

“snug little harbor.’’ ‘‘Quit wetting me, 

that’s a mean trick’’ were the words in 

his mouth with which one of the party a- 

wakened, but he soon realized the trouble, 

and there was a great scramble for the 

guides’ tent, where Joe was busily engaged 

holding on to. his tent pole. We women 

were not so badly off, as Joe had placed 

our tent on higher ground, so that as the 

wind abated we were all right and only 

wet on one side of the tent, where the 

rain first came in under the flap. Again 

everybody was good-natured and laughing, 

and all were looking forward to drying 

time in the morning. Some of our cameras 

floated around in that tent, spoiling some 

exposed films, and that was a saddening 

incident, because we had views that we 

thought a great chal of. Slate Falls was 

our next point of interest, and there we 

arrived at noon on Thursday, the 25th. 

The scenery on ‘the river had greatly 

changed befoie reaching this grand feature. 

There were a few farms scattered along 

the banks ; the high mountains had disap- 

peared in the distance and instead of deer 

and bear we saw just every day cows and 
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sheep. At Slate Falls 

glorious bit, however. 

Our first portage, from a quarthr to half 

a mile long, was very stony, and shoes 

with a firm sole are most acceptable, un- 

less o1rt’s feet have become thoroughly 

hardened. I noticed that the guides chang- 

_ ed from their moccasin. co boots. Slate 

Falls has been whll named, and the port- 

age should have the same _ prefix—the 

whole thing is slated. 

To see the Falls one has to leave the reg- 

ular trail and bear off to tke left, going 

toward the river, where the tourist is well 

repaid in seeing the water rush over the 

rocks into a large pool below, and away to 

the left he gets a glimpse of noble Waque- 

kobing Lake. Here at our feet in the falls 

the logs are jammed into crevices of the 

rock by the awful. power which has brought 

them thus far down stream, there to be 

left to be worn out and fall to pieces by 

the constant wear of the water, or hung 

up high and dry, until one wonders how 

they could have gotten so far above the 

river. 
A short paddle (200 yards) brought us 

to Red Rock Falls, lower and much more 

broken than Slate Falls, but just as grand 

in a different way. At the foot of these 

we had to bid farewell to the Mississaga 

River, one of the grandest and most inter- 

esting rivers I ever expect or can hope to 

see, for the infinite variety of its scenery, 

and the swiftness of the water, which is as 

ever changing as its scenery. 

Luncheon over, we took our packs for 

the last time and started over the portage 

to Lake Waquekobing, one short mile a- 

way. Here we took possession of a cabin, 

which has been built for a club-house, as 

thi: fishing and hunting in this section is 

most excellent. 

There was a stiff wind blowing, causing 

a big sea on the lake and blowing down 

trees in the forest, three of which we saw 

we had another 
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fall. The lake was too rough for us to at- 

tempt crossing with our laden canoes, so 

that the men stayed over night in the cab- 

in, but we girls, as usual, soyourned in our 

tent. 

How civilized we did feel as we sat eat- 

ing our dinner at a table in that camp 

with benches on which to sit, instead of 

our usual fashion of squatting on the 

ground, and using a rubber blanket as a 

table cloth. The next morning we were up 

for a four o’clock breakfast, as we had to 

get across the lakv, take a long drive, and 

catch the eight o’clock train for Desbarats 

at Dayton Station. The paddle across the 

lake was weird and most attractive, as we 

started in the moonlight, though by the 

time we had landed on the other side, two 

miles away, the sun was just ready to 

show itself above the hills. The air, just 

a bit crisp from the cold night, was de- 

lightful, and made us all anxious to keep 

on paddling. But there must be an end to 

all good things, and that was what hap- 

pened to our canoe trip. 

At Day Mills, on the southeastern side 

of Lake Waquokobing, we hired a team to 

carry the canoes and packs to the station 

at Dayton, five miles away, the girls driv- 

ing over in a buckboard, and the men walk- 

ing. As the train pulled into the station 

and we boarded it with all our stuff, and 

had to say good-bye to our guides, I ior 

one was made to _ realize one great gift 

which has been given us by the Maker and 

Builder of man—that of memory. Many 

will be the pleasant moments and hours 

spent in going over in our grateful minds 

a trip which is filied with happy memor- 

ies, with rich and deeply graven impres- 

sions ; and at a high estimate we place the 

value of the friendships made during those 

eleven days spent in God’s own country, 

where the hand of man has not yet done 

its destructive and beauty-marring work. 

A Search for a Mountain Pass. 
By C. L. THOMPSON 

In the late afternoon of Thursday, Aug- 

ust 16th, 1900, we. were camped, looking 

eastward, on the edge of a grassy pine 

covered bluff, well within the main range 
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‘of the Canadian Rockies. Across the wide 
gravel flood-bed of the glacial stream  be- 

fore us a long tree cOvered ridge rose on 

either hand to snow-covered peaks, one 

massive, suggesting an antiquated fortress, 

the other sharp like a pyramid. Higher up 

the valley—apparently closing it—three con- 

fluent glaciers * dropped from steep rock 

walls that seemed through the magnifying 

mists of a preceding evening had several 

fairly Himalayan in magnificence. North- 

ward, down the valley, could be seen the 

higher rock peaks of the outer eastern 

ranges of the Rockies. It was an after- 

noon conducive to contentment and som- 

nolence. For the moment a week of almost 
continuous showers had yielded to the 

temperate warmth of a sunny mountain 

day. 

On Tuesday of the preceding week, Frank 

McNichol, a lad from Western Ontario, 

who served as my cook and packer, had 
turned our horses’ heads northwestward on 

the old trail that leads through an ever 

widening and narrowing valley, from Lag- 

gan on the railway to Howse Pass at the 

head waters of the North Saskatchewan 

River, and to the Athabasca Pass at the 

head waters of the river of the same name. 

In the impossibility of other plans for my 

summer outing, Mr. Thomas Wilson, of 

Banff, the well-known outfitter of explor- 

ing and hunting parties, ‘nad suggested 

that I endeavor to ascertain if there were 

a pass below timber line over the main 

range between the Howse and the Atha- 

basca. The topographical survey at Otta- 

wa knew nothing regarding it, and its ex- 

istence was disputed by other authorities, 

but Wilson claimed that an Indian had 

told him there was such a pass over which 

horses could be taken provided the snow 

fall of the previous winter had not been 

heavy. Our journey had not been unevent- 

ful. I knew but the first twenty-five miles 

of the trail ; Frank knew less—a matter of 

little consequence with abundant time, 

since the valley walls held the trail in a 

narrow grasp and a distant straying was 

impossible, 'but a matter of constant 

thought to one handicapped by a limited 

holiday in a country more or less tangled 
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with burnt fallen timber. Nor did the 

short holiday alone limit us. The first 

night out an inventory of our provisions 

showed that with the exception of a large 

margin of flour, we had hardly enough 

food for eighteen days—with three fords, 

two that the horses must swim ; one dan- 

gerous from swift current over large boul- 

ders in its bed, at the forks of the North 

Saskatchewan — fords that in flood tim 

might hold us for days, or stop us entire- 

1y. For the hot sunny days of July and 

August bring floods into the mountains. 

So the contentment and somnolence of 

the late afternoon was joined to a satis- 

faction that on the morrow we would 

know definitely the secret of the pass. I 

have stated that the trackless side valley 

up which we had wandered was apparently 

blocked four miles above us by the wall of 

the continental watershed, with its three 

confluent glaciers. Two days before we 

had turned from the Athbasca trail into 

this valley, slowly pushing forward at 

first, through inexperience and fear of 

bogging our horses, far up on the hillside 

where fallen trees made our pathway a 

purgatorial labyrinth, later taking courage 

of necessity, in the very stream bed, con- 

stantly fording and refording horse belly 

deep. As the valley opened, the first view 

had been one of disappointment. At its 

head, if at all, must be the sought for 

pass, and the glacier covered rock wall of 

the watershed apparently closed all hopes; 

apparently—for while we looked a storm 

began moving over the range from the Pa- 

cific and a long row ribbon of mist floated 

slowly across the face of the closing rock 

wall through a hitherto unnoticed depres- 

sion on the right. It was at the entrance 

of the depression that we had pitched this, 

our final camp. 

Ow satisfaction was not quite complete. 

On turning up the bluff from the river - 

bed, we had found a blazed trail not more 

than ten or twelve years old, as the con- 

dition of the scars showed. Had we trav- 

elled a hundred miles from Laggan to find 

a well marked trail across an unknown 

pass ? A stroll up the valley in the long 

northern twilight after supper—not, how- 

*I erroneously supposed at the time that the peak above the central of those glaciers was Mount Lyell, and I called 

the glaciers the Lyell Glaciers 
names suggested for the peak was Mount Alexandra. 
mountains and the whole mountain scenery is well worthy to bear the name. 
Mount Alexandra and the glaciers the Alexandra Glaciers. 

Mr. Outram who called my attention to my mistake stated that among other 

The glacial phenomena hereare among the finest in the 

I have, therefore, called the peak 
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ever, along the trail—if it did not confirm 

at least did not remove the doubt. The 

valley floor and both sides for a very con- 

siderable elevation were densely covered 
with a luxuriant forest. The valley was 
drained by a very considerable mountain 
stream closely confined to its bed, which 
in the lowest half-mile was a deep, narrow 
rocky canyon, twenty fect broad, perhaps 
at most seventy feet deep, somewhat re- 
sembling the flume in the Franconia notch 
of the White Mountains, but narrower and 
with a vastly greater volume of water. At 
the head of the canyon an Opening in the 
trees gave a limited view of the upper 
slopes of the valley. The northern side 
Was a comparatively uninteresting stretch 
so far as could be seen of alp and broken 
rock; the southern, nearer at hand, was a 
pallisade of stone, somewhat resembling 
the Pallisades of the Hudson, but higher. 
This pallisade extended westward some 
miles, culminating in a sharp rocky peak. 
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Beyond this peak there was certainly a de- 

pression, but the view point prevented any 

judgment of its nature, except that it was 

probably not less than fifteen hundred feet 

above the valley bottom, and its face, if 

not a pallisade, at least steep. Over it on 

the west towered a triple crowned peak 

that I knew must be Mount Bryce. Beyond 

Bryce there was a_ depression, seemingly 

much lower than the first, and then at the 

valley head a snow-covered glacier, slowly 

but interminably rising to a distant fore 

shortened cone of snow that I correctly 

guessed to be Mount Columbia, the highest 

known peak of the Canadian Rockies. I 

pulled up my sleeping-sack that night with 

the thought that the pass probably lay be- 
tween Bryce and Columbia, closely under 

the former, probably between it and the 

terminal moraine of the Columbia glacier, 

and that the chances were balanced wht- 

there the ‘blazed trail indicated a trapper’s 

cabin in the lower valley levels, or a way 

to the very foot of the pass. 

(To be Continued. ) 

A Lady’s Canoe Trip. 
By MRS KNOX. 

One of the interesting and diverting things 

to which tourists at Desbarats are direct- 

ed is a canoe trip. There are several 

routes to choose from, all leading into 

wild forest country, by way of beautiful 

rivers and inland lakes. No one of these 

trips is prettier than the one which is 

most accessible of all, which starts at the 

village of Desbarats, or if one pleases, at 

Kensington Point. There are bark canoes 

of Indian make to be hired at Kensington 

Point, and guides to be found at Desbar- 

ats. 

Birch bark canoes are better than cedar, 

heing lighter for the portages and more 

capacious for the duffle. One birch bark 

and one cedar canoe did for a party of five 

that took the Desbarats lake trip recent- 

ly. Two small tents, a few cooking dishes, 

an axe, a gun, provisions, with as little 

bulk as possible, and a blanket roll, made 

up the duffle of this party and it was none 

too light. 

Desbarats river is a swift little stream, 

where it leaves the village and winds in 

and around among the tall reeds for sever- 

al miles. Low banks, which lead on _ to 

daisy flowered meadows, ‘border the way, 

and overhanging raspberry bushes loaded 

with ripe fruit invite one to linger. We are 

rearing the woods, and a guard of high 

cat tails threatens our approach. The ca- 

noes are thrust through by sheer force, the 

crisp resisting stalks giving way, and the 

rampart is taken. The stream grows shal- 

lower, the channel narrower. If it is a hot 

day, the one who wades in the water 

while he guides the canoe with one hand 

will not trouble to remove his shoes, for 

they will dry quickly in the warm. sun. 

Now we are at the foot of the rapids, 

and the first portage. The bright shallow 

water runs swiftly over the huge boulders 

which block our way, making cool music. 

On either side are high trees, and the spot 

is very lovely. We are tired and hungry, 

and here is a capital place for our first 

camp meal. And while we dine, we plan 

what we will not bring next time. For 

even this short portage around these pret- 
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ty rapids is an argument in favor of ‘‘go- 

ing light.” 

While we are resting and feasting and 

listening to the trickling sound of the 
water in the shadow of the great trees, 

some one told the story of the rapids, or 

as the Indians call them, the Wild Rose 

Maiden Falls. 

“Once upon a_ time,’’ the story runs, 

“there was an old chief who had become 

poor in worldly fortune. He had only a 

daughter, the beautiful O-ge-no-bo-go-quay, 

the lovely Wild Rose maiden. Two lovers 

wooed Wild Rose, one a sorceitr, rich and 

powerful, the other a handsome and _ stal- 

wart youth. The heart of Wild Rose turn- 

ed only to the youth, but the chief father 

remembered the rickt2s of the sorcerer, and 

the poverty of the youth. 

‘‘Here by the rapids the lovers met, here 

by the sound of these 

farewell. And hei they planned to meet 

again when the pink blossoms came again 

on the wild rose bush. While they talked 

together fondly, under a nearby bush, the 

old sorcerer lurked and listened, filled 

with anger and revenge. When the youth 

departed, and the maiden sat pensive and 

alone, the sorcerer approached her, and re- 

peated his offers of love. O-ge-ne-bo-go-quay 

answered him with cold disdain, whereupon 

the wicked sorcerer cast a spell upon the 

frightened Indian maiden. Her little moc- 

casioned feet sank slowly into the earth 

and in another breath a wild rose bush 

grew where O-ge-ne-bo-go-quay had been. 

The seasons came and went until a- year 

had gone, and the pink blossoms came out 

again. : 

“One day the stalwart youth came and 

sat down here beneath these trees, and 

waited for his loved one, listening to the 

waters as he waited. A long time he wait- 

ed and she did not come. And while he sat 

here lonely and listening, he heard some- 

thing say, ‘‘cut me out,’’ ‘‘cut me out.’’ 

He took his tomahawk and struck the 

boulders, and the waters’ splashed high, 

and still the voice said softly, ‘‘cut me 

out,’’ ‘‘cut me out.’’ Then the young man 
saw the rose bush, and with one blow sey- 

ered it, and out stepped O-ge-ne-bo-go-quay, 

full of ‘Aappiness and joy. Then the lovers 

were re-united.”’ 

If you will listen carefully you can still 

waters they said ~ 
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hear the water 
call. 

With new vigor we take to our canoes, 

and are again on the river. But now the 

banks are grown suddenly high and rocky. 

We gather some of the great white water 

lillies that float on the quiet water, and 

carry them in our laps as we paddle on. 

Great bushes of greenery mirror them- 

selves in the clear water, and here and 

there wild rose bushes make a spot of ten— 

der loveliness among them. 

The river winds and curves, with new 

beauty at each turn. The climax of view 

is tke glimpse of the lake caught through 

the high rocky opening of the river. The: 

irrepressible, inhospitable rock walls, and 

the bright fire weed grows on the narrow 

ledcks. 

Desbarats Lake is about four miles long 
and two miles wide, and is enclosed by 
high banks covered with dense forests of 
conifers and hardwood. There is one low 
bank, and here we pitch our tents, and! 
hurry in doing it too, for a patter of rain. 
makes a shelter welcome. Soon the sun is: 
out again, and we are out trolling. A good 
fish supper is the result. Then to bed, to. 
“a couch of new pulled hemlock, with the 
starlight on our faces.”’ 

The next day we take the trip to the 
caves of Mutche Manitou. A short paddle- 
across the lake brings us to the entrance 
of a blazed trail leading a mile and a 
half through the woods. Up a hill we go 
to a height of six hundred feet. Up and up. 
we go, and by and by our laughter ceases, 

and the quiet hush of the great woods is. 
upon us. Presently the guide points out a 
spring by the way, and we all lie down flat 

upon the ground and take a_ refreshing 
drink. The water is clear as crystal, and 

tastes of the sweet odors of the woods. 
Here in our path is a fresh deer track in 

the damp springy mud. Under a bush at 

one side the guide calls our attention to a 

porcupine, and while he insists it would 

make a good breakfast, we decide to stick 

to fish, and let the ‘‘porky’’ go free. 

We walk on for hours, we think, and to 

our query the guide replies he has been 

trying a new route, and thinks he is a lit- 

tle off. When the guide climbs a great pine 

tree to get his bearings, we conclude we 

are lost, but we are not far enough inland. 

whispering the maiden’s 
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to be frightened, and the woods are too 

full of interesting things for us to be cross, 

even if we are terribly tired and our feet 

go stumbling along. 

The caves of Mutche Manitou are one 

hundred feet high. If you stick to the 

blazed trail you will not come out on top 

of them as we did. But you will not get 

the wonderful view of lake and forest and 

silvery wandering streams that stretched 

away for miles. It was well worth the 

ard climb. 

We scrambled and slid down the steep 

rock sides, learning not to step on the 

treacherous moss for support, for it loos- 

ened its hold on the rocks easily, and was 

several degrees more slippery than the bare 

rock. 

Here we are at the mouth of the largest 

of the three caves and we must climb up 

again to reach the dark entrance. The 

caves are huge and grandly beautiful.  In- 

side, the damp, dripping walls are _ rose 

pink and opal, where the delicate green 

moss does not hide them. Our flaring 

birch bark torches gave out when we had 

gone one hundred and fifty feet, and we 

hastened back to the warmth and light of 

the outer world. We could have gone as 

much further. 

Here dwelt old Mutche Manitou, the bad 

cevil, who smote the rock with his magic 

mittens, and floods burst forth. If your 

cuide is a pagan Indian, he will quietly 

burn a bit of tobacco, to appease the 

wrath of the great Mutche Manitou, and to 

insure safety from his wiched devices. 

Diamond Lake is next in order, after 

Desbarats lake, and is reached by a long 

portage. broken at intervals by small 
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lakes, where the canoes are paddled. There 

is an unusually beautiful camp site at Dia- 

mond lake, and the fishing is excellent. 

There are bass beyond number, lake trout, 

pickerel and maskinonge. 

Connected with Diamond lake by the Nar- 

rows is Bass Lake, and beyond that is 

Cloud lake, all beautiful and all full of 

fish. The Narrows is a shallow water- 

way,once dry land and filled with the 

whitened remains of pine trees. Here the 

moose love to come, standing head deep in 

the shallow water, where they are free 

from the tormenting flies. Heit one morn- 

ing we saw a great brown 'bull moose. He 

moved slowly off with ponderous splashings 

when he saw us, and stalked majestically 

into the woods. 

That same morning we frightened a fam- 

ily of wild ducklings as we paddled along, 

and they skimmed off with surprising 

Swiitness. 

The woods about these lakes are full of 

the forest folk. Great eagles are there, 

and the noisy loons that go running across 

the placid surface of the lake, splashing 

water as they run, screaming and laugh- 

ing in horrid derision. At night, when the 

camp fires are lighted, the quiet silence of 

the night is suddenly filled with the weird 

toot-to-hoo of the horned owl. There are 

moose and deer and bear, and the sight of 

these is .reserved for the quiet camper. 

There is a dear little fat chipmunk waiting 

for you at the camp site, who will come 

out and trustingly eat the scraps you toss 
him from your dinner. If you go there, do 

not spoil his faith in humanity. 

The trip is fascinating, health giving and 

wholly delightful. 

The Llewellin Setter. 
By L. H. SMITH. 

The Llewellin setter, which has become 

so famous on this continent, was produced 

in England by the man whose name it 

bears. This breed is a cross between the 

Laverack and the Duke-Rhoebe strains of 

english setter. 

The Laveracks weit dogs bred for many 

years by Mr. Edward Laverack, and 

claimed by him to have had no outside 

cross for more than fifty years; bred in 

and in, till they presented a type of sym- 

inetry and ‘#auty to be found in no other 

breed. Mr. Llewellin improved their field 

qualities by crossing the best of them 



‘with the descendants of Duke and Rhoebe, 

who were themselves dogs of most super- 

ior field merit. This cross proved such a 

great success, showing both beauty and 

field qualities, that dogs bred this way 

proved superior to either of the strains 

from which they came. / 

By this cross, Mr. Llewellin established 

a new type, and so successful were its rep- 

vesentatives at shows and trials, that his 

own name was given them; a name by 

which they will be known as long as an 

English setter is used by sportsmen in the 

field. 

The first specimen of this breed was im- 

ported to this continent by Mr. L. H. 

Smith of Strathroy, Ontario, in 1874. 

When the superiority of this strain was 

seen by American sportsmen, other impor- 

tations followed ; the result has been that 

today, of all the English setters which run 

in our field trials and are exhi'bited at our 

bench shows, nearly every one is a straight 

or grade Llewellin. 

These dogs are of nearly all colors, but 

their peculiar, characteristic color is ‘‘Bel- 

ton’’—that is, a white ground with lemon 

ticks or black ticks, the latter showing 

through the white as blue ticks ; the form- 

er is known as Lemon Belton, and _ the 

latter as Blue Belton. The Belton colors 

Sport in 
By, wae hl: 

Sport in England is a large subject, and 

in the English sense is held to cover horse 

racing, which in that country, includes less 

of what is shady and low than elsewhere. 

But in this article sport is going to le 

considered in the Canadian sense of the 
word, and to be strictly confined to its 

amateur side. To sportsmen contrast  be- 

tween England and Canada is very great. 

To the Canadian, England looks like an 

enclosed garden, and Canada, outside the 

towns, appears to an Englishman like one 

vast trackless wilderness. Allowing for 

these contrasts there will be found a good 

deal of connection between the sports of 
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were unknown here till 

Llewellins came. 

In the early days here these dogs met 

with a great demand at good prices ; but 

not more than superior specimens. will 

bring now. Perhaps the most valuable do- 

mestic animal on the continent today is a 

Straight-bred Llewellin setter, with a good 

field trial record. Those not understanding 

such things would Le astonished to learn 

how much money would be needed to pur- 

chase a first prize Llewellin field trial 

setter. 

Many of this breed have been kept quite 

pure ; in-bred all the time on its own. 

strain, no outside blood. One might think 

they would deteriorate and become weakly, 

or that those dogs of today are inferior to 

the first importations ; but such is not the 

case. There are not so many handsome 

show dogs amongst them now as in their 

early career. This, perhaps, is because 

they have been bred for field trial quali- 

ties, and to the neglect of bench show 

beauty ; but they are healthy and rugged ; 

they have not lost size, and their field 

qualities are aS good as they ever were. 

The field trial cracks amongst them today 

are superior to the early ones. The Llew- 

ellin setter today is the king of all setters 

and bids fair to hold this record for a 

long time to come. 

the Laveracks and 

England. 
SMITH. 

the two countries, widely different as the 

conditions are and must be. 

To commence with big game. 

said that big game is practically limited 

to the northern part of Gitat Britain. 

Here in the remote Highlands it is possi- 

ble to find glens which even the Canadian 

would admit to be wild enough ; here deer 

roam at their own sweet will and undis- 

turLed, for the greater part of the year. 

It may be 

“It is only in the autumn that their peace 

is rudely broken into, and the rising of 

parliament is the general signal for a 

northern exodus, altnough the smaller 

waves have set in for some weeks before. 
Be 
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The King often goes north, if he has nota 

continental visit on hand, and the members 

of the greatest families in the land are to 

be found treading the heather. Some noble 

stags are to be seen in the Highlands, and 

every season a number fall to the sports- 

men’s guns. Deer stalking is a sport which 

even the Canadian admits to be arduous 

enough, and success requires the very best 

traits of a sportsman’s character. While 

Scotland has the undoubted supremacy in 

this class of sport, there are some good 

herds to be found in Wales, and in England 

too, one notable instance of the latter be- 

ing at Nostell Priory, the seat of Lord 

St. Oswald, where almost within sight of 

busy manufacturing towns in Yorkshire, 

the deer can be seen peaceably feeding in 

the park.. Deer hunting in England is a 

comparatively tame affair. The deer is 

carted to the meet, and the frightened an- 

imal sometimes refuses to go away and 

declines to provide sport. On the other 

hand, a spirited stag will give such good 

sport and be hunted so often that he 

comes to be looked upon as an old friend. 

He even appears to enter into the spirit 

of the performance and_ goes off across 

country with a swing and a determination 

that supplies sport for a whole day. In the 

event of an untoward accident happening 

to such an animal, the whole field mourn 

his loss as that of an old friend. Up to 

the last years of the late Queen’s reign the 

Master of the Buckhounds was a_ political 

personage, who went out of office with a 

change of government, and it was part of 

his duty to provide sport in the districts 

round Windsor with a carted deer. The 

near neighborhood of London brought down 

so many undesirables to these gatherings 

that they became notorious, and aiter 

some struggling, parliament finally abol- 

ished both the hounds and the office, the 

latter of which .had long fallen from its 

high estate. There is, however, still some 

good hunting in Wales, in various parts of 

the West of England, and particularly in 

Devonshire. Needless to say in such a 

country as England these herds of deer 

have to be carefully preserved in order to 

maintain them at all. In the winters they 

become very tame, and in severe winters 

they are often fed. 

But when people talk about hunting in 
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England, it is fox hunting that is nearly 

always meant. There is fox hunting more 

or less all over the country, and even the. 

great manufacturing towns are not exempt 

from the fever. Leicestershire is par excel- 

lence the hunting county in England, and 

the town of Melton Mowbray is its Mecca. 

From this centre the hunting radiates into 

the neighboring counties and thus spreads 

all over the country. Happy is the man 

(or woman) who can afford to occupy a 

hunting lodge in or near Melton Mowbray. 

The late Empress of Austria attended the 

meets here for se\eral years before her 

death. It is the fashion in hunting circles 

for the several districts to be called 

“countrivs.’? A Master of the Hounds is 

elected by those who subscribe to the 

Hunt, and it is the duty of this gentleman 

to provick sport. In the season the hunt- 

ing takes place on two or three days in 

each week, and it is a fine sight to see the 

huntsmen in their scarlet coats in charge 

of the hounds, the property of the hunt, 

and all the well dressed and well horsed 

throng that attends a fashionable meet. 

Proceedings used to commence with a gen- 

erous, well served breakfast at some noble- 

man’s or gentleman’s house. The opening 

meet on the glorious first of November is 

still celebrated in this way, although the 

old-fashioned hunt breakfast, which used to 

mark every meeting, is now, like so many 

other pleasant things, but a memory. The 

invitations to the Hunt breakfast are nev- 

er formal, but every member of the Hunt 

is included in the general invitation, and 

often indeed many outsiders partake of the 

host’s hospitality. A move is made when 

the Master is ready and a fox having been 

found in some nearby wood, and got away, 

the whole field are soon in full pursuit. It 

must be remembered that England is a 

country where the fields are bounded by 

hedges and ditches and wherever the fox 

goes the hunt must follow. Spills are 

many, and the field generally gets thinned 

out, until very few are left at the death, 

if indeed the fox succumbs to his enemies 

and does not manage to evade his pursuers. 

Stories are told of old foxes that have 

been hunted often, and it is even alleged 

that they enjoy the experience—though to 

outsiders this may appear very doubtful. 

The farmers whose fields are ridden over, 
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RAPIDS AHEAD. 

On the Mississaga River. 

RAPIDS PASSED. 

On the Mississaga River, 
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WENEBEGON 

“Goat Kick Why Not’ Camp. 

ON THE WENEBEGON. 

‘We came to a log jam over which we all climbed, the 

canoes being also carried over. 
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whose hedges are ‘broken down, and whose 

remaining crops are injured, are compen- 

sated from the Hunt’s funds at the end of 

the season, while in the claims put for- 

ward are often included poultry, which 

have fallen victims to the depredations of 

Master Fox. Nothing but frost stops the 

hunting, and this healthful, hardening pas- 

time is very generally and widely follow- 

ed. Every one who can procure a_ horse 

and can ride has his day with the hounds, 

though needless to say, these do not all 

subscribe to the Hunt funds. In addition to 

fox hunting, men hunt hares, and some of 

these animals give good sport. A good hun- 

ter must be a first-class rider, and this 

sport develops not only men’s muscles, but 

also their nerves, and enables them to 

think clearly in a difficulty and not get in 

4 fluster. So general indeed is hunting 

whole country that considering 

sur- 

well 

sup- 
done and how 

the sport is maintained. Of course the 

ply of game is only kept up by strict pre- 

servation, and quite an army of. men 

throughout the country find employment as 

game-keepers. 

The bird shooting stands by itself, and 

gives sport of another kind. ‘‘The Twelfth” 

is a great day in England. This mans the 

twelfth of August, and if parliament has 

not risen by that date, the government a- 

bandons all thought of controversial legis- 

lation, for the attendance of thir follow- 

ers cannot be reckorted upon in_ sufficient 

force, as that date approaches. The shoot- 

iu,, Season for grouse opens on that day, 

and people who own or can hire moors in 

Scotland or Yorkshire, or are invited by 

those in that happy position, look forward 

anxiously to the weather and scan the re- 

ports as to whether the birds are numer- 

ous and lively or not, or whether disease 

and hereditary tnemies -have played havoc 

amongst them. The sportsman who would 

shoot grouse must be a walker, and a 

good one. He ought, also, to be a decent 

shot and not endanger his friends who are 

with him on the beat. One of the myster- 

ies of the restriction in the shooting sea- 

son is to be found in the fact that quite 

early in the morning of the Twelfth grouse 

are displayed in the poulterers’ shops in 

London. How this quick work is brought 
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about can only be known .to insiders. To 

outsiders the fact is impossible if coupled 

with strict compliance with the law. On 

Sept. lst it is lawful to shoot partridges, 

and another battue ensues. Great bags are 

made by successful sportsmen on well pre- 

served tstates. On Oct. 1st pheasant 

shooting begins and neither for partridges 

nor pheasants is it necessary to go to the 

north of England or to Scotland. Both 

these birds are raised very generally all 

through the country, and in the north, 

south, east, west, and middle of England, 

the guns of the sportsmen can be heard 

waking the echoes of the woods on Sept. 

Ist. To outsiders it may appear difficult 

to distinguish between the two birds. The 

golden pheasant is not at all like the 

plump partridge, but in the excitement of 

the moment it is not always easy to see 

the difference betwken the two. In nearly 

every shooting party there is some novice 

who starts out in the morning fully deter- 

mined to keep cool, and not to lose his 

head. But with the first rise of the birds 

from amongst the stubble there is pretty 

certain to be a ‘‘squeaker’’ (as the young 

pheasants are termed) and off goes the gun 

of the tyro. .Jf he knocks the bird over 

many and dire are the threats of vengeance 

held over his devoted head, and all the 

pains and penalties of the game laws are, 

in imagination, evoked for his punishment. 

It is a mighty relief to all young sports- 

men when Oct. 1st dawns and pheasants 

may be shot. The’ partridge is a hardy 

bird and thrives in all parts of the coun- 

try. But the pheasant is more delicate, 

and if required in any numbers artificial 

rearing and feeding is resorted to. This 

makes them delicate and with-all care they 

are sometimes very scarce. The birds are 

generally ‘‘driven’’ towards the sportsmen 

by lLbraters, though they are sometimes 

shot over dogs without beaters, and the 

Jatter is the true sportsmanlike way, and 

appeals to all who do not make a ‘‘bag”’ 

the be-all and end-all of their sport. The 

great advantage of shooting of this char- 

acter is that it includes almost as many 

people as the hunting, and enables the ben- 

efit of outdoor exercise of the most health- 

ful character to be enjoyed by thousands 

who would otherwise be strangers to it. 

Without doubt the Ienglish love of hunting 



and shooting has hardened the race, and 

had much to do with the Englishman’s love 

of enterprise and adventure, which in its 

turn has led to his colonization of the 

world. 

There is a good deal of rabbit shooting 

yet, despite all the persecution of which 

this little animal has been the victim. Up 

to quite recent years tenant farmers—and 

the majority of farmers in England are 

tenant farmers—could not shoot the ground 

game on their own land, even when the 

rabbits were eating their young wheat. 

But the Ground Game Act has altered all 

that, and the farmer is now at liberty to 

shoot such game on the land he hires, and 

not at liberty to make any agreement with 

his landlord depriving himself of that 

right. It was argued at the time it was 

proposed to give this liberty that it would 

mean the extinction of the game entirely. 

But this dismal prophecy, like so many 

others of a like kind, has not proved true, 

although it is said that hares are less 

plentiful than they used to be, but rabbits 

can still be described as a pest. 

Then each particular section of the coun- 

try has its own attractions. There are for 

instance the Norfolk broads, the. Essex 

marshes, the Surrey downs, the Yorkshire 

moors, the Welsh hills, and a long and 

rugged sea coast, presenting every variety 

imaginable—long stretches of cliff, crag, 

and rock, with bold headlands, and snug 

little bays, beloved of smugglers in the old 

days ; inlets of the sea, estauries, sluggish 

rivers, marshes, and even broadening lakes, 

like the Broads, which are a speciality of 

their own county and can be found nowhere 

else. There is a good deal of gull shooting 

round the coast, mainly by those who pos- 

sess a gun of some kind and are not con- 

tent-to do without killing something. 

These people are referred to contemptuous- 

ly as ‘“‘Cockney sportsmen,’’ and while the 

derm ‘‘Cockney”’ originally applied only to 

Londoners, it is now so widened as to in- 

clude all those townsmen who do not know 

how to behave themselves when let loose 

in the country. As sportsmen they kill ev- 

erything within sight, exercise no discrim- 

ination, and know no mercy. There are 

too many of these in England to be agree- 

able to the real sportsman, but they are 

an infliction from which no country is free, 
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though they may be a little more trouble- 

some in the old country, by reason of the 

density of the population, and the impos- 

sibility in many sections of the country of 

getting very far from one great town 

without coming near another. Indeed in the 

North, and also in the middle of England, 

the congestion is such that the stranger 

cannot tell when he leaves one town for 

another, and so closely do they run into 

each other that only experts in local boun- 

daries can tell the distinctions. In severe 

weather there is wild duck shooting, but 

these birds are scarce and a good deal of 

patience and some hardening to the severi- 

ties of the weather is needed for success in 

this sport. 

Fishing is 

though the 

stil and 

Englishman is content with 

what the Canadian would think little of, 

the fact remains that on the whole the 

fishing is improving with the scientific 

methods of breeding and restocking which 

are now followed. This has no application 

to the manufacturing districts. Here the 

pollution of the streams and rivers has 

been carried so far that fish life is an im- 

possibility in them. Of late years the pub- 

lic conscience has been so far aroused that 

what are called Rivers Boards have been 

appointed in South Lancashire and West 

Yorkshire. They found an appalling state 

of things prevailing, but notwithstanding 

the appointment of inspectors, and the giv- 

ing of scientific advice for the treatment 

of refuse, very little improvement is to be 

seen by outsiders, and certainly fish are 

not likely in this generation to be again’ 
found in such rivers as the Aire, the Ir- 

well, and the Medlock. But outside the 

manufacturing area a good deal has been 

done to improve the fishing and to cleanse 

and prevent pollution in the streams. Fish- 

ery Boards, whose duties are very different 

from the Rivers Boards mentioned - above, 

are elected and engage in the work of re- 

stocking and preserving the fisheries. Good 

salmon rivers still are the Dee, the Wye, 

the Derwent, the Ouse, and many of the 
Scotch rivers and Lochs. But the major- 

ity have to be content with lesser fish, and 

widely followed, 

the patient angler is satisfied with much 

less than would please his Canadian con- 

frere. There is, nevertheless, good sport 

to be obtained all over the country. The 
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“Sport in England’, 

_ said of the 
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large towns of the north have made gigan- 

tic reservoirs in order to supply their in- 

habitants with water, and Manchester and 

Liverpool have gone so far as to adapt 

natural lakes for this purpose. Manchester, 

which set the example in this respect, 

went to Thirlmere in Westmoreland, and 

Liverpool went to Wales. Birmingham has 

now followed suit, and for a long time the 

London authorities have talked of doing 

the same thing. The advocates, of latter 

day utilitarianism argue that they ‘nave 

made improvements upon nature, and that 

these lakes, while enlarged and deepened, 

are really made more beautiful than be- 

fore. Other corporations have gone to the 

Yorkshire and Derbyshire hills for their 

gathering grounds and impounded the wat- 

ers in great artificial lakes. The import- 

ance of these works to the fishermen is 

that the corporations allow local angling 

societies to stock these reservoirs with 

fish, and the members are then entitled to 

fish in what are really big lakes at certain 

seasons of the year for a nominal annual 

jee. The fish purify the water, while the 

public purse gains, and the delights of the 

pastime that Isaac Walton loved are thus 

opened to a very wide circle of lovers of 

fishing. It is a little pathetic to see in the 
neighborhood of the great towns many men 

and boys fishing in the dirty waters of the 

canals which pass through these places. 

This shows how universal is the love of the 

pastime. But with all the drawbacks men- 

tioned, there are still many beautiful 

streams left in England, and fishing is one 

of the delights of the amateur sportsman. 

Although the heading of this sketch is 

it would not be com- 

plete without some reference to Ireland. 

Political agitation and agrarian crime 

have done much to prevent the average 

English sportsman from ‘‘discovering’’ Ire- 

land. He has gone further afield and at 

times fared much worse. All that has been 

delights of sport in England 

and Scotland applies to Ireland with ten- 

fold force. The hunting is more exciting 

and of an altogether more reckless char- 

acter, and with more than a spice of that 

personal danger which appeals to sports- 

men. The scenery is wilder and grander, 

and the land more bare. The lakes are 

more beautiful, the fishing better, the riv- 
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ers less polluted, and the shooting, partic- 
ularly in the West, is altogether of a su- 
perior character. Of late years efforts 
have been made, with a considerable a- 
mount of success to divert some portion of 
the great stream of traffic from England 
to the continent to Ireland The railway 
companies have co-operated in this effort. 
Cleaner hotels and better accommodation 

have done much to attract a good class of 

tourists. But what has perhaps done 

more than anything else, the  sun- 

shine of Royal favour has_ shone up- 

on unhappy Ireland, and in the 

wake of Royalty have followed many who 

otherwise would have remained at home or 

gone elsewhere. Even in the dark days oi 

the Land League, when boycotting held its 

sway, the sporting instincts of the Irish- 

men found vent, and the agitators discov- 

ered that in some instances they would 

strain the loyalty of their followers to 

the breaking point if they ventured, to pro- 

hibit the meets, and stop the sport of 

thousands. Reckless steps, like the whole- 

Sale poisoning of fish, were indeed taken, 

but the people speedily discovered that 

measures of this kind worked to their own 
injury, and soon stopped them. Now all 

this is of the past. The English, the Ca- 

nadian, and the American tourists are wel- 

comed to the country and made free of the 

best. There is a generous rollicking na- 

ture about the Irishman which makes him 
liked tverywhere, but in no instance does 

he display this better part of his nature 

so freely aS when at home. 

The Briton, indeed, is at his best, whe- 

ther English, Scot, Irish, or Welsh, in dis- 

playing what he can show of his native 
land and its characteristics, and sportsmen 
from this side if they can visit their fel- 
lows across the sea will find themselves 
heartily welcomed as members of a frater- 
nity that knows no country, and recogniz- 
bs no international boundary line. The true 
sportsman will find variety and pleasure 
in Great Britain, and although the coun- 
try cannot compare with Canada for size 
and for abundance of game, yet the Cana- 
dian who visits the old country, without 

too strong prejudices in favor of his own 

land, will readily admit that while Eng- 

land has charms of its own, they may be 

emphasized in the matter of sport, and its 
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sportsmen are not to be outdone even by 

Canadians in the warmth of the welcome 

they extend to every 

Mr. F. B. Hissey of Pittsburg, Pa., an 

‘old bear hunter in British Columbia, has 

had some great successes this year. Going 

out with James Brewster, of Banff, and C. 

P. Price, of Golden, he managed in a 

month’s hunting to secure four black bears, 

two grizzlies and one cinnamon. The party 

sighted no less than twenty-five bears, and 

had one or two adventures which were 

quite exciting while they lasted. In sever- 

al cases the bear was only wounded with 

the first fire, and a hand to hand fight 

with Mr. Bruin was narrowly averted. One 

Silver tip gave a good deal of trouble and 

showed the fighting qualities of the Rocky 

grizzly to perfection. A shot from Mr. 

Hussey’s Express rifle, fired at a distance 

colonial, and the 
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manner in which they at once make him 

free of their amateur sports. 

of eighty yards, broke her front leg. The 

hunters were behind a rock and the bear 

did not immediately sight them. But rising ~ 

on her hind legs, she looked for the cause 

of her pain, and trees, stumps and gravel 

were thrown in all directions. At length 

seeing her foes she made towards them, 

and not until she was within twenty yards 

of them, and five bullets had been put into 

her, did she drop. One of these bullets 

went through her head, two through her 

shoulders and neck, and one through her 

heart. It was a pity that owing to a 

mange the pelt was not any good. But the 

head will be mounted, and will remind Mr. 

Hussey and his friends all his life of this 

Rocky Mountain adventure. 

Boredom and One of Its Antidotes. 

By L. O. ARMSTRONG. 

Energetic, self reliant, inventive, living 

in a fast developing and _ ever-changing 

country, the American, and even. the Cana- 
dian, is sometimes bored—generally because 

of the monotony of his work. Relief ‘has 

been found of late years in exploring the 

haunts of nature. The child finds infinite 

amusement in what the elders think trif- 

ling things, yet those elders should, and 

often do, envy the child’s capacity for a- 

musement. A good deal of wrong headed 

amusement is pursued in the effort to drive 

off boredom—strong drink, tobacco, and 

cards, are excessively indulged in by the 

women of the present generation. . Another 

class of women take their strong drink 

stimulants in tea, and coffee. Some men 

take to horse racing, stock gambling, and 

lower grades of sport. But the right 

thinking turn to Mother Nature, and she 

cures them of boredom. The love of coun- 

try life is largely on the increase, and the 

taste for mechanics is growing. The _ best 

cure of all is to be found in the woods and 

waters, in which the artificial life is cast 

ofi,for a natural one. The incessant toil, 

the anxious thought, and the strenuous life 

of the dwellers in large cities can find real 

relief there. The woods also give relief in 

other directions. It is the present fashion 

to crowd the holidays into one short per- 

iod of Summer. But the 

lightful in mid-winter. They have great 

charm in May, and are perhaps at their 

best in September and October. It was 

the fashion fifty years ago and in the last 

century to think the country an absolutely 

uninteresting wilderness, only fit for men 

and women of no mind, and a place to be 

shunned by the intellectual. Now, as Lady 

Frances Balfour well says in a recent con- 

tribution to the London ‘tMorning Leacer’’ 

—‘‘The modern taste is to belaud the coun- 

try, for unfortunately the amusements 

which are the products of cities are not 

restful, because they contain no change for 

woods are de-— 
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the eye, nor change of thought.’’ This dis- 

like of field and forest will wear away fast 

have learnt of the de- now. Many people 

ligts of the lives of the aboriginal Indi- 

ans, and live in tents, and move from 

place to place as their own sweet. wills 

frompt them. They love the poetical mo- 

tion of the canoe. They love the work of 

paddling and portaging. They go into the 

woods in a soft and weak condition with 

appetites palled and muscles shaken. They 

come out fit for their share in the work of 

the world, and with a little trouble and 

care this wholesome state of being can be 

kept up until the opportunity comes for 

the next outing in the woods. Those who 

are wise will maintain at home by means 

of a judicious use of physical culture the 

good they have gained from their outdoor 

experience. A good deal can be done in 

this way without boring one’s friends by 

too much physical culture. A reasonable 

amount of walking, a little attention to 

muscular development, some study of na- 

ture, its fauna and its flora, (in which as- 

sistance can be found in many inexpensive 

publications) will, give healthy occupation 

to both mind and body. We should in ad- 

dition cultivate hygiene in our food without 

becoming faddists. A sure and immediate 

result is a certain amount of strenuosity 

which develops itself within us. When to 

this incentive to physical well-being can be 

added the feeling that the nation demands 

of us, that we should be at our best both 

physically. and mentally, a much higher am- 

bition takes possession of our souls. We 

feel more enjoyment of our ordinary avo- 

cations in life, whatever they may be. Our 

slp is sounder, and our tempers are in- 

finitely better. New realms of pleasure 

brighten our horizon. These feelings are 

infectious. Where perhaps one could be in- 

duced to go into the woods a few years a- 

zo, ten are now clamouring to be of the 

party. In short life has new joys. Those 

‘who go through this experience are not 

only adding to the length of their days, 

but also to the intensely enjoyable relaxa- 

tions of their lives. One strongly accentua- 

ted benefit that the writer has received 

from his holidays in the woods is the great 

benefit that has resulted to his eyesight. 

He is fifty-two years of ag, and has 

worn glasses to read and write for some 
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ten years. After two or three days in the 

woods, paddling during the day, carrying a 

small pack of from 25 to 100 pounds over 

portages, stopping both paddling and car- 

rying when feeling tired, such is the relief 

to overstrained nerves obtained that for 

ordinary reading and letter writing the use 

of the glasses can be dispensed with in a 

way that would be quite impossible while 

in the city and at ordinary avocations. 

Another immediate benefit received from 

the exercise of all the muscles, which is in- 

volved in a canoe trip, has been to enable 

the writer to do certain little gymnastic 

feats of boyhood days, which for at least 

twenty years he had found quite impossible 

of performance. 

For all who feel bored in mid-winter an 

effective means of dissipating the wretched 

feeling, and gaining much in return, is to 

indulge in a snow shoe tramp in Northern 

Canada. About the best place for such an 

exper-ence the writer has found is on the 

north shores of Lake Huron. The reason 

for this is that the country is hilly and 

sheltered, and yet there are flats between 

the hills which make the work not too 

hard for beginners, while the hills afford 

shelter from the winds. Another advan- 

tage in that northern country, and a great 

one, is that the snow and the air are sin- 

gularly dry throughout the winter. On the 

south shores of the great lakes there are 

heavy falls of wet snow, which make walk- 

ing and camping disagreeable. The writer 

remembers taking a trip in mid-winter to 

cure an attack of black-larynxgitis, ac- 

quired during a stormy, blustering stay in 

Chicago. The doctor wished the patient to 

go to bed for a week, and to take inhalers 

for the throat. The advice was only par- 

tially taken and that part carried out in 

the Indian fashion. The writer boiled bal- 

sam gum in the woods, and held his head 

over the steam, covering his throat care- 

fully all the time with a blanket. No doubt 

the treatment was beneficial, but it was 

the tramping all day in the open air, and 

sleeping in an open shelter, with a big 

wood fire at feet, that worked the 

cure absolutely inside of a week. 

one’s 

To those who wish to try this health 

cure a little advice as to the proper food 

for the woods will not come amiss. Don’t 

be persuaded to take rations and health 
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foods or condensed soups. They are all van- 

ities. Take good breakfast bacon, and the 
fish and game you can procure. Shoot the 

partridges in the woods. Fish through the 

ice in winter. Take some whole-meal bread, 

of the kind that is better on the fourth 

day afier it is made than the first, and is 

good for ten days, and have it wrapped in 

waxed-oiled or tissue paper, which almost 

hermatically seals it. You will find that 

these foods while light, easily digested, 

and slightly laxative, will give you all the 

strength that you need. Evaporated or 
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dried apricots are very good and easy to 

carry, but cook only enough for a meal, as , 

the acid in them is liable to affect the tin 

vessel in which you are almost compelled 

to carry them. Add to this bill of fare any 

little things that can be packed with ease 

and do not materially add to the bulk or 

weight and see that everything that can 

spill is done up in cotton. 

In conclusion we would emphasize our 

statement that air and duly apportioned 

exercise will cure almost all ills, and will 

kill the demon ennui. 

The Old and the New. 
By C. C. FARR. 

(Continued from the August Issue.) 

I am writing of the days that are not, 

of the past, and of the old, days that 

brought their cares, which are forgotten, 

and only the memory of that which was 

pleasant remains, for such is life. We lin- 

ger lovingly upon the few bright spots of a 

toilsome, strenuous struggle. 

The opening of the car door, by the con- 

ductor, who explains that the grade is too 

Heavy to admit of the whole train being 

taken up at once, admits an icy breeze, 

which reminds me that this is winter, and 

the new, hence we do not run on to Tim- 

iskaming Station, but follow the branch 

leading to Kippewa Station, through the 

valley of the Gordon Creek. 

This valley has a history ; one almost 

legendary ; the other, more recent, but 

still not of the immediate past. 

In the prehistoric days, when the Iro- 

quois hunted the Ojibewais, even as_ the 

Ojibewais hunted the lower animals, this 

valley saved the lives of many Indians, 

whose scalps, otherwise, would have decor- 

ated the belts of their inveterate foes, the 

Troquois. 

When hard pressed by the pursuing 

canoes of the enemy, and certain death 

would have been the _ result of cap- 

ture, the Ojibwais would head for this way 

of safety, which leads straight to the intri- 

cacies of the mazes of Kippewa Lake, 

where even habitues can lose themselves, 

_ the succession 

for a while, so tortuous are the windings 

of this extraordinary lake. 

As those who have seen it know, it is an 

octopus in water. The ramifications of its 

bays, and tributary lakes are endlessly con- 

fusing, and calculated to baffle the hot- 

test pursuit, on the part of those who are 

not familiar with the topography. In some 

cases, when the more venturesome lacus- 

trine pirates would be carried away by 

their greed and love of slaughter, for the 

primary object of these excursions were 

scalps and furs, they would fall into the 

pit that they had digged for others, being 

lured through some narrow, rock-bound in- 

let, the shores of which would be lined 

with the men whose scalps they were hunt- 

ing, ready prepared. with bow and arrows, 

with stones, and all the primitive weapons 

of the age, watching for the chance to pour 

a murderous and unexpected ‘fire’ from 

their point of vantage. Tradition tells of 

many such encounters, in which the biters 

were bit, and unexpected retaliation over- 

took the confident pursuers. Of such his- 

torical importance, in the distant past, is 

of small lakes and creeks 

now known as the Gordon Creek, the In- 

dian name for which is ‘‘Kabastayguan’’, 

(the place where the water goes ashore), 

meaning that when the water was high on 

Lake Kippewa, the water would cross the 

barrier dividing this valley from the Kip- 
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pewa, and flow down to the outlet, which 

joins Lake Timiskaming, thirty-two miles 

further north. It was on _ this account 

that the idea struck some of the lumber- 

men of the Kippewa that this would be a 

more economic and quicker way of bring- 

ing timber from off the Kippewa lake than 

by the natural route, and results have 

proved that their ideas were correct. 

I happened to have been present when the 

water was first {urned on through the cut 

that had been made across the low rocky 

barrier, separating in low water the two 

systems, and the result was somewhat 

awe-inspiring. The slides that had been 

constructed in the bed of the small creek 

were smashed to pieces. In some cases, eS- 

pecially in that portion that intervenes be- . 

tween the site of Lumsden’s mill and the 

Ottawa River, the water, when obstructed 

by portions of the broken slides, shot up 

over twenty feet in the air, and the roar 

of waters was deafening. Boulders of hun- 

dreds of pounds in weight were rolled a- 

long the bed of the creek, as if they were 

made of wood, but the rumbling of their 

- passage betokened that they were compos- 

ed of something more solid. It took some 

years to bring this creek to its present 

state of perfection, for Nature resented the 

innovation, having intended the channel for 

a far smaller body of water. To-day it is 

perfect, and an illustration of the ingenui- 

ty of man. 

But I have been growing very hungry 

while all these thoughts have been surging 

through my brain, and am becoming con- 

vinced that one cannot live on reminisen- 

ces, no matter how classic they may be. 

The conductor has disappeared, and I, in- 

stinctively, feel that he is filling the ach- 

ing void, while I await his sweet pleasure 

to bring the remaining portion of the train 

up the grade, and by so doing bring me 

nearer to my dinner. 

Now comes an illustration of the new, 

for an energetic looking little man, evi- 

dently divining my condition of semi-star- 

vation, produces from various bags come- 

stibles, which he sets before me, with the 

remark that he. hopes I will pardon 

the liberty. No man ever received more full 

or swifter pardon than I accorded to this 

good Samaritan, for I was an hungered, and 

I fell upon the good things that he pro- 

fact that in days 

duced in a manner that emphasized the 

lines of care, already written upon the face 

of his good little wife. He was an intend- 

ing settler, on his way to Timiskaming, 

and he nad come thus early in the season 

in order to be in time. I thought that he 

was in time for much tribulation, for Kip- 

pewa station was fully eighty miles from 

his destination, and it was the railway 

terminus. The rest of the journey had to 

be performed by sleigh, over the frozen 

surface of Kippewa, with all its tradition- 

ary ‘‘slush’’, and through bush roads that 

would be hard to follow, except for the ill- 

defined sleigh track, kept partly open by 

the tri-weekly passage of His Majesty’s 

mail. He had with ‘him his: flocks and 

herds, even to his wife, and I admired his 

courage, for it is by such men that the 

bush is transformed into agricultural 

Edens. 

The toot of the engine proclaims that we 

have not been entirely forgotten, and in a 
few minutes we are climbing up the gorge 
of the ‘‘Kabastayguan’’. The snow is very 

much in evidence, and were it not for the 

gone by, I knew nearly 

every. foot of this water-course, there 

would have been very little to interest me. 

As it is, I recognize spots where men were 

drowned in the early days of the inception 

of this scheme, and it used to amuse me 

when I would hear that such and such 

lumber firm had been very unlucky, they 

had lost so many men on the drive. I of- 

ten used to wonder how about the men 

that were drowned, were they not unlucky 

also? A shriek of the whistle announces 

that we are at Kippewa, and there is a 

general hunt for impedimenta. 

By this time, such is the appetite pro- 

ducing nature of the atmosphere, I am 

ready for another good meal, and I think 

that I must, in my thoughts, have malign- 

ed the conductor, for I see him make a 

meal that would have been an impossibili- 

iy, if he had eaten when I was awaiting 

the engine to haul me up that steep grade. 

It is pleasant to be travelling in such a 

country, for everybody seems so friendly. 

The officials of the railway, from top to 

bottom, fairly vie with each other in doing 

little kindnesses, and a civil question al- 

ways receives a civil answer, which is 

somewhat rare on railroads. 
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DESBARATS ISLANDS. 

The end of the Mississaga canoe trip at Desbarats. 

MUTCHE MANITOU MOUNTAIN. 

Looking at the Caves from Bocage Lake, Desbarats. 
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WHITE CEDAR. 

Thuva Occidentalts. 
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IT am relieved to find the mail-carrier a- 

waiting the arrival of the train, and _hbet- 

ter still, he has been expecting me, so my 

passage is secure, no mean thing in a coun- 

try of chances, such as this is. 

The sky is threatening, and aiter due 

consultation, 

late, to defer our start until the morning. 
we decide, as the train is 
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This gives a chance to look around me, and 

make some comparisons between the old 

and the new. Many changes are in evidence 

since I first stood upon these shores, and 

as my space is limited, it would le well 

for me to leave these matters until the 

next issue, which, if long experience 

counts, should be interesting. 

(To be Continued. ) 

Forest Fires in British Columbia.’ 

Some forest fires have occurred during 

the present summer in all parts of Cana- 

da, but they have on the whole ‘been kept 

well in check except in British Columbia. 

The wealth of the forests of British Co- 

lumbia is immense, the size and quality of 

ihe timber is unsurpassed ; on the Pacific 

Coast are found to day some of the great- 

est areas of virgin timber in any part of 

the world, and to them Eastern Canada 

and the farthest East is beginning to look 

as the most promising source of future 

supplies. The settlement and development 

of the western prairies, increasing at a 

phenomenal rate, is opening up a new mar- 

ket which will steadily and inevitably en- 

hance the value of every tree standing in 

the forest. Every tree cut down and util- 

ized in the ordinary processes of the lum- 

ber industry means business to the  pro- 

vince, employment to the people, revenue 

to the government. Every tree burned 

means practically a dead loss with no 

hope of its repair in the present genera- 

tion. The work of a century is destroyed 

in a few minutes and without any adequate 

purpose or end to justify the destruction. 

Reports from almost all directions in 

British Columbia give notice of fires, but 

the most destructive so far are on Van- 

couver Island, and in the East and West 

Kootenay districts. In the vicinity of Nel- 

son great damage has been done to mining 

and other property. One fire in East 

Kootenay is thus described by a local pap- 

er:— 

“The fire started at Skookum Chuck and 

is growing larger every day. It has spread 

over a large area and is now travelling 

south at the rate of a mile every day. It 

has a width of from twelve to fifteen miles 

and has now reached a point about eighteen 

miles south of where it started. A large 

amount of fine timler has been destroyed. 

No one apparently is officially interested 

enough to stop this fire, which has already 

burned over an area twelve miles wide and 

eighteen miles in length. The area burned 

is estimated at 216 miles.’’ 3 

The causes of fires are various, but the 

part which natural forces, such as light- 

ning, play in their outbreak is compara- 

tively small. As a rule the action of man 

comes in as the chief cause contributing to 

the starting of forest fires. Carelessness 

on the part of hunters, prospectors and 

others, is frequently the occasion from 

which develop serious conflagrations. The 

disregard sometimes shown by prospectors 

for the interests of the lumber industry is 

such that if those engaged in that business 

were to have the power, and were to simi- 

larly use it, of injuring mining, it would 

raise such a storm of protest that the act 

would not soon be repeated. Fires break 

out with great frequency along the lines of 

railways. Probably there is some careless- 

ness in regard to the equipment of locomo- 

tives. We have received a communication 

from a correspondent calling attention to 

the large number of fires starting along the 

railways and particularly during the pres- 

mnt season in the Crow’s Nest Pass, and 

urging the importance of the companies be- 

ing required to use all preventive mea- 

sures. It is of the utmost urgency that lo- 

*Contiibuted by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 

¢ 
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comotives should be properly equipped, but 

even the best equipment possible will not 

prevent the escape of some sparks from en- 

gines using solid fuel, whether coal or 

wood, and protection is not complete with- 

out some plan of patrol or provision for 

extinguishing incipient fires. In this re- 

spect the railway companies may be fairly 

asked to take action and to impress upon 

their employees that preventive measures 

are necessary and should be taken immedi- 

ately whenever the necessity arises. 

A government system of fire ranging is 

an absolute necessity in all circumstances, 

and we endorse strongly the position tak- 

en by the British Columbia Lumberman in 

regard to the matter, as stated in the fol- 

lowing paragraphs:— 

“‘There should be a Provincial Fire War- 

cen appointed for the Province, paid by the 

department—at a salary made worth his 

while in accepting the position—who shall 

be authorized by law to hold investiga- 

tions and secure convictions, and who shall 

be furnished with deputies representing ev- 

ery fire district of the Province during the 

season when such are required, and whose 

sole duty shall be that of enforcing the 

provisions of the Bush Fire Act. He must 

The Red 

Though it may be asserted that the Red 

Cedar is more handled by people generally 

in Canada than is the wood of any other 

tree, vet it Is one that is usually 

little known. It is not of common occur- 

rence in the Dominion and the opportuni- 

ties of becoming acquainted with it in the 

living state are not widespread, but every 

schoolboy and school girl requires it, no 

office is completely furnished without it, it 

is the vade mecum of the newspaper re- 

porter, and the dependence of the man who 

has taken to heart Captain Cuttle’s advice 

on the collection of information: ‘‘When 

found, make a note of.’’ The mystery in 

regard to it is easily solved when we learn 

that another name for this tree is the pen-_ 

cil cedar, and that at least 500,000 cubic 

feet of red cedar wood, the product of at 
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be a man of strong personality, free from 

prejudice one way or another, and must be 

allowed a free hand in the discharge of his 
duties. His office might be a sinecure some 

years, but in a season like the present he 

could have saved his salary to the Pro- 

vince for many years to come in avoiding 

much of the enormous damage which has 

already been done. 
“Tt has been clearly demonstrated this 

season that the Bush Fire Act as it pres- 

ently stands is of no force or effect, and 

though the Act in itself is fairly sound, 

until its provisions can be enforced it is 

worse than none at all. The first duty of 

the Government then is to see to its en- 

forcement, and for that to be done a_ re- 

sponsible staff of officers must be ap- 

pointed, who will see that the provisions 

are Carried out in every detail. There need 

not be a large staff of these, but a few, 

who were energetic would answer the pur- 

pose. They would be able to secure con- 

victions, as their whole time for a_ period 

would be given up to the task, and aiter 

there were a few wholesome sentences ac- 

ministered to the careless or the criminal, 

the number of forest fires would soon ma- 

terially decrease.”’ 

Cedar.” 

Jeast 125,000 trees, are used annually in 

the manufacture of lead pencils in the 

United States. For this purpose a wood 

of great softness and firm, even grain is 

required, and these qualities are found 

most satisfactorily combined in the red 

cedar. ‘ 

There is a southern species of red cedar, 

known as;Florida Cedar (Juniperus Barba- 

densis), but its range does not extend far 

north of the State whose name it bears. 

The Red Cedar of Canada (Juniperus Vir- 

giniana) is found from the Southern States 

northward to the Province of Ontario, 

where its northern limit appears to be on 

a line from Ottawa to Parry Sound. In 

the State of Tennessee it is found abund- 

antly, and there it reaches its best devel- 

opment. A diameter of as much as five 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Asscciation. 

« deh 
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feet has been known of good sound tim- 

ber. In Alabama trees of two feet and 

more in diameter are frequent, with a 

height of from ninety to one-hundred feet, 

two-thirds of which is clear of branches. 

Many of these trees have become unsound 

at the base and have fallen to the ground, 

but the wood of such trees is considered to 

be softer than when standing, and is pre- 

ferred for pencil making. In Canada this 

tree is of smaller size and is found grow- 

ing scattered along rocky banks. It is 

most abundant in the Bay of Quinte dis- 

trict, and was evidently more so in early 

days, for in 1800 a vessel, the ‘‘Prince Ed- 

ward,’’ of sufficient capacity to hold ‘700 

barrels of flour below the hatches, was 

built near Kingston. of this wood. ‘ft 1s 

still used for naval construction, but more 

largely for telegraph poles, ties and other 

purposes, where a wood of lasting qualities 

is required. In-Canada, however, it has 
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practically ceased to become a commercial 

commodity. The wood is red, compact, of 

a soft, even grain, and is very durable. 

The foliage of the Red Cedar is a much 

darker green than that of the White Cedar, 

and the branchlets of the twigs are not so 

broad or flattened. The ikaves are small 

and scale-like. so inconspicuous’ indeed 

that they are frequently overlooked as such 

by the common observer. The cones are 

represented by small Lerries, which contain 

one or two angular grooved seeds. They 

are dark purple in color when mature, but 

are covered by a white bloom, which shows 

out very distinctly in contrast to the dark 

foliage. As an ornamental tree, the red 

cedar fills a very useful place, especially in 

earlier years, when its pyramidal form is 

very regular and shapely. In later years 

it becomes rather irregular and broken, 

and loses some of the freshness of its foli- 

age. 

Our Medicine Ba g. 

Hotels in a new country may be anything 

from a sod shanty to an ambitious summer 

resort hotel. People going out fishing and 

shooting would do well to inquire from the 

railroad management as to the character of 

the so-called hotels in different localities. 

+? 
The government of the Province of Que- 

‘bec is moving in the direction of providing 

increased protection to the forests from 

fire by considerably enlarging the staff of 

fire rangers. The staff has certainly in the 

past been much too small for the vast area 

under its charge and any move to make the 

protection of the forests more effective 

should receive the hearty support of the 

public. 

+ 
We commend to the perusal of those of 

our readers who would like an exciting 

canoe trip with fishing, and a good moose, 

deer, and bear hunting ground, the article 

entit’ed ‘‘A Woman on the Mississaga.’’ 

This is par excellence the ladies’ canoe 

trip, for those of the fair sex who are not 

content with paddling about summer re- 

sorts through meadows and by farm 

houses, but who feel within them the ‘‘call 

of the wild.’’ 

a 
The Canadian Pacific Railway Tourist 

Department reports among other depar- 

tuizs in August that of Dr. Clifford 

Brookes, a member of the Badminton Club, 

London, England, on a tour in the Rockies; 

and Sir H. W. A. Riply, Bart., and his 

brother, a couple of young cavalry officers, 

going into the wilds of New Ontario on a 

fishing expedition. While American  tour- 

ists have invaded Canada in consicrrable 

numbers, we have had fewer English visi- 

tors than we would like to have. The Bad- 

minton Club is one of the most aristocra- 

tic and exclusive of the swell London 

clubs, and all its members are enthusiastic 

amateur sportsmen. 

¢ 
New England Ferns and Their Common 

Allies is a guide to all the ferns of New 
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England and some of their allies— club- 

mosses, horsetails, etce., etc. It contains 

brief and untechnical descriptions of over 

sixty species or varieties of ferns with 

eleven of the allies, and points out more 

distinguishing marks of difference: between 

species resembling each other than are 

found in any other work. The illustrations 

of which there are nearly fifty, are from 

direct prints of specimens on photographic 

paper, and are absolutely accurate. It is 

leleved that “they will prove more helpiul 

to beginners than any series of fern  pic- 

tures that has heretofore appeared. The 

book is provided with an index and a glos- 

sary, and also tables listing the species 

fruiting in each month of the season, and 

showing what species may be looked for in 

each particular kind of soil and environ- 

ment. The publishers are Houghton, Miif- 

lin & Co., and the price is $1.25. 
> 

e 
Northern New Brunswick must be a par- 

adise for sportsmen, if one of the Yankee 

papers is to be believed. This is how tL 

Worcester (Mass.) Telegram descrilbes the 

recent experiences of a party of its citizens 

in New Brunswick, and as a descriptive 

piece of writing it is a distinctly fascinat- 

ing picture:— 

“Big bull moose swimming the sparkling 

Richibucto river, within plain sight of the 

sleepy little sawmill town of Rexton ; 12- 

pound salmon trout flashing their golden 

scales in the sunshine and turning up their 

white bellies at the bottom of many dark 

and deep pools ; oysters and clams so plen- 

tiful that the natives do not consider tliem 

ood enough to eat; fishing or shooting 
every month of the year, and big game and 

small game of all sorts so plentiful that 

no one would go across the road to see a 

caribou or pay 25 cents for a venison din- 

ner.”’ 
* 

How to achieve success, continues to 

make reading in the daily papers. For- 

tunately for true sportsmen success is 

not measured 'by the quantity of game they 

Slaughter, or the number of fish they 

catch. In either case too much simply 

means waste and spoils the harvest for 

those who come after. 

Heavy reading is not in much favor with 

sportsmen and perhaps the success articles 
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are not very carefully studied by them. Af- 

ter all it is not possible to lay down any 

hard and fast rules to success. Those who 

accomplish this object are fortunate not 

merely in the chances coming their way, 

but in having the gifts of courage and cte- 

termination which enable them to take 

advantage of the chances when they pre- 

sent themselves. If the philosophy of 

Shakespeare Ll correct, and we all have at 

least one chance of fortune, there are many 

who do not p-lrceive when the tide runs in 

their favor, and consequently do not take 

it at the flood. 

- 
The Rev. C. F- Yates, of Golden, B: @., 

who takes a great deal of interest in the 

welfare of sportsmen, and who is himself 

in the highest sense of the term a sports- 

man, writes to ‘‘Rod and Gun’’:— ‘“* One 

quite large party, who camped near Car- 

bonate and crossed the summit of the Sel- ° 

kirks going down the Beaver Valley to 

Glacier, enjoyed the trip exceedingly, so I 

am told, and quite unexpectedly (for they 

were not on a bear hunt, a number of lad- 

ies being in the party) shot a grizzly on 

the way.’’ Mr. Yates also encloses a let- 

ter from Mr. J. W. Schultz, of Gaviota, 

Santa. Barbara Co., California, stating 

that he wishes to change his hunting 

grounds to the Golden, B. C., country, as 

he has not the heart to disappoint the peo- 

ple, which he is obliged to do in asking 

them to come to his old hunting grounds. 

There is good country round Golden, which 

can be easily reached by steamer or rail 

without much packing, and Mr. Yates is 

always ready to tell bona fide sportsmen 

about it. 

¥ 

Writing in 1900, Mr. Abbott Kinney, of 

Los Angeles, California, gives the follow- 

ing comparison of the alteration of water 

flow caused by the burning of the water- 

sheds: 

The watershed fires affect the first tier 

of mountain springs disastrously. The re- 

duction in permanent water flow from 

these springs by such fires is from one- 

quarter to three quarters of the regular 

supply. Comparing the flow from the Deer 

Creek Springs, with watershed unburned, 

with springs on each side of it, on burned 

districts for the past two years of light 
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rains, we find a_ slight shrinkage in the 

Deer Creek supply and a frightful shrink- 

age in the springs from the burned water- 

sheds. The exact figures are: Burned wat- 

ershed, Cucamonga Canyon—ordinary {flow 

210 miner’s inches ; after fire, reduced to 

29 inches. Burnt over and second growth 

again burned on Alder Canyon—former flow 

6 inches; after fire, absolutely nothing. 

Deer Creek Canyon, unburned—ordinary 

flow, 48 inches; in present dry year, 40 

inches. 

- 
The following is an extract from a recent 

letter from a correspondent in Graven- 

hurst, Ontario:— 

“A continuous residence in Muskoka of 

forty-three years—where I settled as a 

very young man—has convinced me that 

the future of Ontario depends very muvch on 

the judicious use of the timber resources of 

the great Laurentian country lying at the 

back of the older Ontario ; where so much 

could te done at small cost in the preser- 

vation of country unfitted by nature for or- 

dinary cultivation, but which is the home 

of the White Pine, and where the second 

growth timber is making a most vigorous 

and encouraging growth over rocky lands 

which have been fire swept in some cases 

two or three times, but which only needs 

protection—in the first place from fire and 

in the second from the injudicious and un- 

scrupulous lumberman who cuts everything 

of value. 

“The indiscriminate granting of lands to 

professed settlers, who strip the hemlock 

bark and logs off and leave the refuse to 

’ spread the forest fires, should be looked to 

by the province as soon as possible.” 

+ 
I fave read a number of savage criticisms 

about English shooting and the very large 

bags of game that are made in that coun- 

try. I have seen these criticisms in refer- 

ence to the records of shooting of two or 

three thousands of birds by one party. I 

am thoroughly Canadian and thoroughly 

democratic, but nevertheless these tory 

Englishmen do not ckserve the name of 

game hogs, which has_ been so frequently 

applied to them. The birds that they shoot 

are of their own raising, they shoot them 

on. their own land, and therefore the public 

is not robbed of any of its rights, as they 

would be in the States or Canada, where 

the fishing and shooting is more or less 

free to all. Then the Englishman shoots on 

the wing, and in this respect he is a good 

deal more of a sportsman than many oi 

our people, who go into the woods and 

shoot the partridges on their roosts. The 

writer once raised a great many hundred 

chickens and instead of having them killed 

in the ordinary way, by wringing their 

necks or bleeding them, he kept his hand in 

by blowing their heads off with a gun. I 

can imagine someone who might have 

caught him at it, attacking him very 

fiercely for this action. But it was a suc- 

cessful arrangement, and much more plea- 

sant for the chickens than being chased 

round first of all before being caught, and 

then having their heads sawn off with pos- 

sibly a dull knife; or having their heads 

wrung off, after one or two excruciatingly 

cruel swings in the air. The gun did the 

business quickly and effectively. 

a 
There must be good fishing in B. C., to. 

judge from a recent issue of the Nelson 

Times, in which the following items ap- 

peared:— 

“The fishing was good on Sunday and 

some large strings were brought in by lo- 

cal fishermen. Joseph Bradshaw and H. 

Bush caught fifty-seven on Sunday between 

the city and Granite bridge. The largest 

fish weighing three pounds. 

“Les McBeath fished in Cottonwood lake 

and brought home fifty-three fine brook 

trout. ; 
‘““N. M. Cummins and five others went to 

Kokanee creek and the result of the com- 

bined endeavors was three hundred beauti- 

ful mountain trout. 

“Clarence Zelazney, of the staff of the 

Hume hotel, was among the successful fish- 

ermen on Sunday. His catch was over Sev- 

enty, many of them of very good size. 

‘“‘E. Rinker, of the steamer Kokanee, re- 

ports the daily catching of leviathans, at. 

Kaslo, salmon weighing from 30 to 40 

pounds, are not uncommon, but the landing 

of such prizes requires unlimited patience, 

as well as skill and experience. 

‘‘hY, E. Phair is perhaps the best local 

authority on the habits and haunts of fish 

near Nelson. Mr. Phair is not seeking 

fame as a fisherman, but those wishing a 
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day’s sport and feel that they can’t afford 

to waste time exploring, would do well to 

~ consult him as to locality and bait.’’ 

+ 
We have received a map from the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company with all their posts in 

Canada marked upon it. It is a ‘most in- 

teresting map, for on it is outlined some 

of the finest canoe and hunting trips on 

earth. This map is difficult to reproduce, 

but we will be glad to give information to 

anybody making enquiries on the subject. 

The information furnished by the Hudson’s 

Bay Co., together with what we have our- 

selves secured by experience and otherwise 

make us feel a little confident in our abili- 

ty to lay out canoe trips for those who 

know what enjoyment is to be obtained 

from this form of recreation. To illustrate 

the information given in the map we might 

say that the distance from Athbasca Land- 

ing to Peel’s River (Fort McPherson) is 

1854 miles and the distance is covered by 

steamer, canoe, boat, road and Red-river 

cart. The freight is 133 cents per lb. down 

and 214 cents per pound up for 1854 miles. 

This is not too much for such a distance. 

It is two thousand miles in a northwester- 

ly direction from Edmonton, the norther- 

most station of the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way to Ft. McPherson. Meals are charged 

at forty .cents. each. Lesser rates are 

charged to other points, the trip to Peli- 

can Rapids being $5.00 per head, with 

three-quarter of a cent per pound for 

ireight, 150 pounds being allowed free. 

There are many other points that we would 

like to give, but space does not permit. We 

hope in some future number to return to 

the subject. 
=> 

bd 

The map on page 237 shows how to get 

to the fishing and shooting north of Des- 

barats, 28 miles east of Sault Ste Marie. 

Really good fishing can be had all through 

the season. 

On a canoe trip no fish should be wasted. 

The surplus which is too badly hurt to be 

returned to the water should be cleaned, 

salted slightly, and cured as supplies, for 

the next day, when it will be found to be 

better flavoured than on the first day. 

Moose, deer, and bear are plentiful in the 

country north of Desbarats. The fish and 

game are easily reached by driving north 

fifteen miles on a fairly good road to Bass 
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Lake.» The liverymen at Desbarats have 

wagons specially constructed to carry can- 

oes. Bass Lake is a fine place to camp. 

You can get good milk, butter, eggs, bread 

and potatoes half a mile away from the 

camp. Bass, speckled trout, and salmon 

trout can be caught close by, and north of 

Bass Lake, and southwest therefrom, along 

the canoe trip trail marked on the map, 

there is very good shooting. This is the 

first season that the country has been 

made known to the _ public, so that it is 

not shot out; indeed, it has never been 

shot over by sportsmen at all. Some of 

the carries are a little long, but they are 

through a good hunting country in prime- 

val forest. The canoe route brings you 

back to the starting point at Desbarats. 

The trip can be made in three days, but 

three weeks can be spent pleasantly upon 

it. There is a nice little canoe trip of one 

day from Desbarats northward. 

At Desbarats there is a good store at 

which to outfit, and a fairly comfortable 

country hotel. Write Cariboo Jack Mc- 

Leod, Rydal Bank, Ont., or John Reid, 

Desbarats, Ont. i 
=> 

bd 

The creature without nerves exists, but 

the well nerved enjoy life at its very best. 

How can our nerves be made and kept 

well ? : 

Almost anyone will tell you today, and 

rightly, that open air is the one great 

remedial agency for badly strung nerves. 

How can our nervous ones take the pre- 

scription ? 

I prescribe to the nervous of the kind 

that have the use of arms and legs, and 

who have hearts and lungs still capable of 

some action, and who yet think themselves 

ill ; who are despondent, are absolutely in- 

disposed to physical and mental exercise, 

and care little about their food; life and 

action in the open air. 

So often and so successfully have I help- 

ed in improving such people into healthful, 

happy, energetic, hungry souls, that T can- 

not refrain from telling my fellows the 

secret of it all. It is ‘‘enjoyment’’ of open 

air. I emphasize and reiterate the word en- 

joyment. Open air without enjoyment is 

good, but to an infinitely less degree than 

when every moment of its breathing is 

made pleasureable. 
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Dividing the Money. 

The system of dividing the money at the 

recent Chicago Trap Shooters’ Tournament 

was something new in trap shooting cir- 

cles. The Chicago Club adopted a class 

system, but instead of making four or 

more classes and dividing a certain per 

centage of the purse among those in each 

class, the whole money was divided equally 

among those in the three highest places. 

For instance in a 15-target event, those 

who scored 15, 14 or 13 shared equally, so 

that a 13 score got as much as a 15. The 

object of the system was to give the aver- 

age Shooter a better chance to get a fair 

share of the money. Mr. E. B. Shogren, 

the secretary, in explaining the system, 

says: ‘‘We all know that a strictly per 

centage system shoot is wholly in favor of 

the expért amateur. The shooter who can 

do no better than 80 to 85 per cent. must 

‘break two or three straights in a day’s 

programme to enable him to draw back his 

full entrance. If he lands in the 13 or 14 

hole, and no better, he feels he has shot 

his limit, and when he receives his day’s 

winnings he finds he is about a ten dollar 

bill shy. Now, it is just this very propo- 

sition that the real amateur is up against 

every time he attends a shoot, and he has 

just about come to the conclusion he is a- 

bout tired of donating a share of his money 

{to two or three expert amateurs, who take 

~ in all the shoots and are always in good 

form. One may say, handicap the good 

shot. Even if you put him at 19 or 20 

yards he seldom fails to draw out the big 
end of the purse. The good shots are few ; 

the medium shots are ten times as great. I 

firmly believe that if tne 80 to 85 per cent. 

shooter is given a chance to win, just as 

much as the shooter who averages 90 per 

cent. and over, there will be many more of 

the 80 per cent. class of shooters in at- 

tendance at all tournaments. 

Take a day’s programme, consisting of 

all 15-target events, and make three mon- 

eys. For example: say that thirty shoot- 

ers are entered in one event, at $1.50 each; 

the purse, less the targets, will be $356.00. 

Twelve shooters are in the money. The fol- 

lowing will represent the difference be- 

tween a per centage division of 50, 30 and 

20, as compared with the equal division 

svstem, where all three places receive like 

amounts of money. Example: 

Percentage division, 50, 30 

cent. 

and 20 per 

Two shooters break 15, each will receive 

$9.00. 

Four shooters break 14, each will receive 

$2.70. 

Six shooters break 13, each will receive 

$1.20. 
Equal division, three moneys:— 

Two shooters break 15, each will receive 

$3.00. 

Four shooters 

ceive $3.00. 

Six shooters break 13, each will 

$3:00:”? 
The idea, however, is not original with 

Mr. Shogren or the Chicago Association. 

Capt. Money in his’ excellent work on 

pigeon shooting suggested this system, and 

his reasons are best given in his own 

words. He says: ‘‘At the present moment 

the chief difficulty with inanimate target 

shooting to be solved seems to be to find 

out some way of preventing the 'best shots 

from carrying off all the money, both at 

break 14, each will re- ’ 

receive 
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club shoots and at tournaments, without 

so badly handicapping them as to make 

It should be 

experts have had 

them stay away altogether. 

remembered that these 

their day of beginning and have seen oth- 

ers better than themselves carry off all the 

valuable prizes; by dint of hard practice 

and studying out. of the matter they have 

succeeded in winning their way into the 

the front rank of shooters ; it, therefore, 

would be eminently unfair to shut them out 

from a fighting chance of winning. Many 

plans have been tried, but I know of none 

so far that has proved successful. It is 

undoubtedly true that at the present day 

the poorer shooters do not have a suffici- 

ently fair show. I think that the best so- 

lution of this difficulty would be to give 

all the men who can shoot well enough to 

find a position, an equal division of the 

money ; this, of course, applies to class 

shooting only, where there are three, four, 

or five moneys, according to the number 

of entries. The great benefit of this ar- 

-rangement lies in its once and for all do- 

ing away with any such thing as dropping 

for places. But there is more in it than 

that. No matter how poor a shooter a man 

is, he can at times shoot ‘better than at 

others, and, if he can shoot at all, would 

occasionally find himself winning as much 

money as the best shot on the ground and 

would be so pleased with that performance 

that he would be encouraged to persevere 

and try again and again. On the other 

hand, the expert shooter, who would never 

fail to get a place in every event, would 

get a steady return from his shooting, 

The Pastime Gun 

The Pastime Gun Club of Stratford was 

formally organized in 1894. Previous to 

that time two local clubs had existed and 

matches were carried on occasionally be- 

tween them, but shoots were held in a des- 

ultory manner only, and devotees of the 

art felt handicapped on that account. Ten 

years ago, however, the ‘‘Pastimes’’ and 

the ‘‘Classic Cities’’, for that was the 
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though not able as at present to make a 
living out of it, at the expense of the 

poorer shots. 

To encourage the experts to attend, a 

certain number of events might be shot, 

when the prizes would go to a more limit- 
ed number, according to the number of en- 

tries. In all events, whether at live birds 

or inanimate targets, I would make it an 

invariable rule that in case of a tie be- 

tween two, three or four, according to the 

number of shooters, division of the money 

should be compulsory.”’ : 

At the recent Dominion Tournament at 

Brantford, there was some dissatisfaction 

expressed at the resilt of the system of 

dividing the money. The Rose system was 

the one used. There were five moneys and 

owing to the equalizing effect of the han- 

dicap almost every shooter, in some events 

at least, got a place in the money. The re- 

sult was that no one got very much and 

none were satisfied. It would, apparently, 

have been better to have had four instead 

of five moneys under such circumstances. 

In my experience, the average shooter will 

not go far to attend any tournament un- 

less he sees, by a perusal of the pro- 

gramme, that there is a chance to win 

something worth while, if he only gets up 

the proper amount of speed. He will take 

his chance of losing readily if there is, al- 

so a prospect of winning. None but the 

callow member is attracted by the _ pros- 

pect, only, of ‘‘getting your money back.’’ 

The Chicago club’s system has a good 

deal to recommend it and combined ‘with 

average prizes ought to work out very sat- 

isfactorily. 

Club of Stratford. 

name of the other club, were amalgamated 

under the name of ‘‘The Pastime Gun Club 

of Stratford,’’ a constitution was drawn 

up and officers elected, the first officers be- 

ing as follows: Hon. Pres., Hon. Thomas 

Ballantyne, M.P.P.; President, J. G. Hess, 

ex-M.P.P.; Vice-President, Wm. Boles; sec- 

retary-treasurer, J. S. Square; Captain, 

A. H. King; Directors, J. H. Mock, Wm. 
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Gillard, Ald. Thos. Savage. All the char- 

ter officers are still members except Mr. 

Mock, who passed away several years ago. 

From the amalgamation of the two clubs 

regular shoots have been held with the re- 

sult that many excellent shots have devel- 

oped, amongst whom the genial captain, 

K. C. Turnbull, is probably conceded the 

best. He shoots his 85 and 90 per cent. 

the season through. Secretary Boles is 

another reliable man, and is also Vice- 

President D. D. Hay, jr. Past president 

J. G. Hess, though nearing the three-score 

and ten mark, is as enthusiastic as of yore, 

and almost as expert as ever. Others who 

might be mentioned are: Wm. Gillard, 

Frank Nash, Ald. Thos. Savage, J. J. B. 

Meyers, Peter Stewart,.S. Jackson, Mr. 

Thorold, John Rutherford. Last season the 

club offered two gold medals, one for jun- 

iors and the other for seniors, the best av- 

erages being won by D. D. Hay in the sen- 

ior class and Peter Stewart in the junior 

class. 

The officers elected for 1894 were:—Hon. 

President, John Brown, M.P.P.; President, 

Ald. Savage ; Vice.-president, D. D. Hay, 

jr.; Captain, K. C. Turnbull; Secretary- 
treasurer, Wm. Boles; Directors, Thomas 

McCurdy, P. Stewart, S. Jackson.” 

During the past season considerable im- 

petus was put into the club as a result of 

the tournament held under the auspices of 
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the Local Garment Workers’ Union, the 

ruling spirit in which was J. J. B. Mey- 

ers, under whose efficient management the 

shoot proved so successful. The tourna- 

ment occupied July lst and 2nd, and the 

prize carried offi by the Pastimes was the 

MacLaren Trophy, a splendid cup donated 

by A. F. MacLaren, M. P. This cup is to 

remain in competition continually, and dur- 

ing the present season shoots were held 

weekly, which resulted in the cup being 

held by almost all of the members for at 

least a week. On Labor Day, when the 

competition for the cup closed it was won 

for the season by A. W. Fisher. On the 

final score Mr. Fisher and Mr. Gillard 

stood a tie, but the latter had not shot 

sufficient times during the season to quali- 

fy in the finals. 

Through the efficient work of secretaries, 

past and present, an accurate tally of all 

the shoots of the club in the past ten years 

has been preserved, and these scores show 

many interesting matches in which teams 

from Carlingford, Clinton, Mitchell, Avon- 

ton, and other surrounding towns and vil- 

lages have taken part. 

The season just closed has brought out » 

considerable new blood, and a number of 

promising shooters have already developed. 

The MacLaren Cup competition next sea- 

son should bring out many more and make 

better shooters of many of the older mem- 

bers. 

Portage La Prairie. 

The twentieth annual tournament of the 

Portage la Prairie Gun Club was held on 

Monday, August 22, 35 shooters being in 

attendance from all parts of Manitoba. The 

weather was very fine and with the excep- 

tion of a very bright sun, was an ideal day 

for shooting. 

The event of the day, the Western cham- 

pionship, was won by Mr. F. J. Bailey of 

Portage la Prairie, by breaking 28 out of 

30. This is twice Mr. Bailey has held this 

cup, having won it in 1903. 

The team shoot waS won by the Fort 

Garry club of Winnipeg, with the score of 

89 out of 100. . 

The social side of this club’s tournament 

has always ‘been greatly enjoyed, but this 

year under the capable management of 

Madames Wesgant and Thomson, assisted 

by several of the young ladies of the town, 

surpassed anything heretofore. In the af- 

ternoon they served tea and coffee and. 

light refreshments, in one of the big tents 

erected on the grounds. 

Mr. W. H. Thomson was field captain, 

and did his arduous duties with much cre- 
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dit to himself and his club, while ‘* Mine 

Host’? Kennedy, had charge of the refresh- 

ments. 

Scores:— 

Targets—15 20 15 30 20 20 15. S. B. 

Anderson’ .. .. 8 13 10 dif ovemt be SUI Busy. 2705) 

Bain 5. Leds da > 876 aie eel dames: 
Lightcap . ..14 17 12 L617 12 Ib 89 

Nonnsonj oid, dl O 18 18 Se FD 

Briton... 7S 2 LO AS ARS OS mea 

Holiday .. .10 12 11 ASS 90 60 

Meni Sanyars 5) seal 7 12 11 10°) 37 

iiiechibly soe... (9 O72 6 Otis 90 44 

IB eliermniii «sO alien emake 90 51 

Bourgain . ..13 5 12 WO) 90 48 

homsons, 016 V4 lee aile 8 ol braletel so, 93 

Weagant’. 23/9 - 8: 8.16 11210 eos 135) 71 

Macdonald ..13 13 18 18 17 Psy 9 135. 96 

Woolhouse G 6 10 6 19 11 10 11 135 73 

Wainewright 13 10 1a So OG 

Wovie: 218s. o3. La, ah ome by any 120 90 

BAU CV ce hess 2 LS 15 tel SeeO Get eso Ll 

Roxburgh . .12 13 10 eyed ODS 774 

Schwartz ... 9 TU) TU) 6) alist Ly Mayer 

Woolhouse P 7 ARM eel Opell) 74. 

Sutton’. .)..14 13) 12 HOM UG mlAre05)--86 

Harwood ~ ..12 Ta RN Lb INS) 9D) a aya 

McKinnon . . 84 6 ya 105° 34 

Virden (Man.) 

The fifth annual meeting of the Virden 

Gun Club was held on the 

19th. 

peg, Rapid City, Moosimin, and Portage la 

the 

club grounds, 

Aug. Indian Head, Brandon, Winni- 

Prairie were well represented among 

Visiting sportsmen. 

The weather was fine. The club grounds 

are nicely situated with fine club house 

and fairly good back ground. The shooting 

was over a Leggett trap. 

The officers who had charge of the shoot 

were: C. W. Wainwright, Patron and Field 

Captain; Mrs. Wainwright, Patroness; W. 

J. Gyles, President; W. A. Bridgett, Vice- 

President; N. T. Miller, secretary-treasur- 

er; G. A. Woolhouse, P. F. Woolhouse, and 

HI. Hoover, managing committee, and W. 

W. Joslyn, referee. Rev. Robertson and H. 

R. Beaubier, assisted ‘by T. M. Hynman, 
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Witmer... .. 9 18 10 19 14 10.10 135 +85 

Miller .. 2 DA 13 27 Tab 9 soo 

O Welly 7 Pa) Le eel 0 eelal seen 

McCowan . . 8 aE 8) KC 100 55 

LATO Ch tha een eamey peat, 12 14 90 49 

Dowhng . . .11 13 22 14 14 100 74 

Sieceleaercn. iL3ee 13 5) B38} 

CORE nes heey 10 20 15 16 90 61 

Thomson . il 9) 2°35, 220 

Team Shoot. 

Fort Garry Gun Clubs, Winnipeg—W. H. 

Lightcap 23, G. Andrew 21, W. H. Sutton 

22; R. Lane 23. Total 89. 

Portage Gun Club, Team A—P. J. Har- 

wood 21, W. N. Roxburgh 22, F. J. Bailey 

20, S.M. Macdonald 18. Total 81. 

Winnipeg Gun Club, Team A—A. Britton 

17 Di Ee Bains SS Els ss Ouse eG mete 

Johnson 21. Total 74. 

Virden Gun Club—C. W. Wainewright 18, 

P. Woolhouse 16, G. A. Woolnouse 18, N. 

Miller 21. Total 73. 

Winnipeg Gun Club, Team B—J. W. Holi- 

day 18, W. Schwartz 20, H. Belireau 17, 

N. BH. hiightly 16: Total 71- 

Portage Gun Club, Team B — W. H. 

Thompson 18, Dr. Weagant 23, Wm. Cox 

15, J. McCowan 12. Total 68. 

Tournament. 

cashier of a local bank, looked after the of- 

fice and did their work well. 

The Hingston-Smith Arms Co. was _ rep- 

resented by Mr. C. M. Scott, while Mr. C. 

A. Britton looked after the interest of the 

Ashdown Hardware Co. 

Mr. Frank Simpson, three times winner 

of the Dominion Championship, was_ pres- 

ent, but did not shoot. 

Mrs. Houlding shot in a couple of events, 

one on the regular programme, and did 

very well. She shoots very quickly and her 

shooting always drew the attention of the 

crowd. 

The following is the score:— 
Isd day 2nd day Srd day 
8 3 8 B 8 B 

BS QUE Vere erneeu.D toU 133 oon Ds Oe hes 4 

Brivuony tee LOS 65 17 160 115 

Williamson . .95 82 135 98 230 180 

Harwood OD 79 125Re oon 220 170 
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Houlding .. ... a 72 100 =68 195 140 

Harvey ...+..7.95,' 65 120 §=683 215 148 

Meldrum. ....95 73 120 3983 215 156 

MaGiKaiy: <2. TS tT (ADs til 165 128 

LUNUICU CIR ee iidata sd DON 35 PASE 3LAL 75 46 

PIEO Ube sas. kee 95 82 65 47 160 129 

Weagant .. .... 95 69 ey Seal) ILO S78) 

Wainewright, C. W. — 
955-72 13 81 230) 153 

Dowling) 2—.5 3:95: 77 12 91 220 168 

Woolhouse, G. H.— 

95 65 1Shgee ao 230 150 

Wainewright, C. F.— 
135 24 230 © 57 

90 46 

95 33 

MeNiven 95) 62 

Some Claybird 

The artificial bird was probably shot for 

the first time in Canada at the Woodbine, 

Toronto, early in the August of 1880. Mr. 

J. L. Rawbone had presented the Toronto 

Gun Club with a thousand Ligowsky clay 

pigeons (value then $20). The shoot was 

under the management of W. McDowall, as- 

sisted by the late Capt. Andrews, the life 

Saving hero. About twenty-five members, 

including the genial president, Robert Wil- 

son, participated in this new kind of trap- 

shooting. The scores ranged from two to 

ten out of twelve birds shot at. The man- 

ager, who had previously shot glass balls, 

won the first prize with ten; the second 

prize being won with six. The clay pigeon 

ran for three years and was succeeded 'by 

the Peoria blackbird, which in about the 

Same period gave way to the present blue- 

rock. The flying target was nota howling 

success at the first by any means. In fact 

most of the old shooters swore there was 

no sport in it at all, and held it in about 

the same degree of contempt that horse- 

men had for the bike, when the craze was 

at its height. However its good we don’t all 

think alike, for while no sportsman would 

think of comparing the target to game 

shooting, there is a heap of fun in smash- 

ing saucers, that is if you can smash ’em, 

and it’s usually the other fellow that does 

not care to shoot at those things—he pre- 

fers something with feathers. The McDow- 

108 4 
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Nein ae ee 9 OmbS 135 108 230) 171 

MiibvOne tae eg oil aioe etal 230 164 

Efarrison ..4):..95) 62 95, BNOZ 

Neff.. ..95 66 95 66 

Gaullliman..) 24295" 617 Wy yl 

Woolhouse P. 95 64 135594: 230 258 

Bridgett = ..-:.10' 5 15 9 25 «14 

Caokers 43: Oo 10 55 

Sutherland . .70 47 4 19 110) 66 

Vanecoess, 2.625) 18 tayo aa l(t 40 28 

Campbell .. .25 0 25 0 

Crew's) :: spd) i) 25 6 

Sages, anc2be1 13 PAS te iB; 

Sebwanhoz swarcor v6 125 100 150 116 

Mrs. Houlding. 10 5 10 i 

Reminiscences. 

all-Oulcott tournament at Eglinton in the 

wintkr of ’82 was really the first match of 

importance in Toronto. It was for mer- 

chandise prizes and had an entry list of 

forty-five. The first prize was a handsome 

shot gun, and was won by that sterling all 

round shot, Jack Townson. In the follow- 

ing June a second big shoot was given by 

Messrs. McDowall and Ambrose, at the 

Don flats, Toronto. It lasted three days 

and was full of interest. The leading 

event was at fifteen clay pigeons, unknown 

angles, with the gun down. T. Ambrose of 

Cincinnati made a_ straight and captured 

first and W. McDowall, with 14, took sec- 

ond prize. The veteran, John Wilson, was 

referee, and acted as he does today, with 

the utmost impartiality. 

The local clubs, the Torontos and Owls, 

did not go in very strong for the new 

shooting, and it was not until the Stanley 

Gun Club was formed in ’87 by a dozen or 

so enthusiasts, amongst whom were Char- 

lie Riggs, Alex. Wyness, Fred Emond, Tom 

Sawdon, Billy McDowall and others, that 

target shooting really commenced to boom. 

The club was named in honor of the two 

Stanleys, Governor-General Lord Stanley 

and the great African explorer, who was 

then at the zenith of his fame. The club 

started weekly shoots at McDowall’s 

grounds, one week for President Riggs’ 

gold watch, and the next for a_ breech- 

loader, each prize to be won three times. 
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Tne rise was eighteen yards and the win- 

ner went back three yards at each win. Mr. 

Riggs won his own prize, and put it up a- 

gain, it and the gun being won after near- 

ly a year’s competition by Fred Emond 

and Tom Sawdon respectively. 

It was shortly after this that the Mail 

Printing Co., through the good offices of 

Mr. C. C. Norris, (then one of Toronto’s 

best shots) offered the handsome Mail tro- 

phy for the team championship of Canada. 

This splendid cup has been the leading at- 
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traction at all big shoots and contributed 
considerably towards the formation and 
Subsequent success of the Dominion of Can- 

ada Trapshooting and Game Protective As- 

sociation. At the grand tournament given 

by this association last August at the 

Woodbine, instead of fifteen shooters, we 

find one-hundred and fifty, and instead of 

1,000 clay pigeons, over 50,000 blue rocks 

shot at. It looks as if the clay dub was 

here to stay. 

W. McDOWALL. 

Goderich Tournament. 
The third annual tournament of Goderich 

(Ont.) Gun Club was held on the club 

grounds on Sept. 5th and 6th. There was 

a fair attendance, Clinton, Hamilton, Rip- 

ley and Kincardine being represented. 

Great interest centred in the contest for 

the Robin Hood Challenge Trophy at 100 

THOS. UPTON 

Winner of Robinhood Challenge Trophy, Goderich. 

targets. There were four entries for this. 

The scores being T. Upton, Hamilton, 94; 

C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 92; Hovey, Clin- 

ton, 91; Cantelon, Clinton, 87. Hovey won 

it last year with 91. The winning score is 

the highest that has. been made in the con- 

tests so far. The score:— 

First Day. 

WEST LORNE TOURNAMENT. 

The third annual shoot of the Erie Gun 

Club was held at West Lorne, Ont., Sept. 

Targets — 1015 1020151015 2010 TT’. 

Cantelon . - 8612) 913 Jo 48> SoBe eed 

Hovey is. 91059-1710. 9.1116) 398 

Graham . = 913 4919435 7841 GREG eG 

Ross .. See enat? HMMs toa lil 6 

Watson .. Ae ORS) 29 10 8 

Irwin .: 28 7576 LOT 7 Ae seis 

Bishop . 8 9° T1613) Set SE esieae 

Pretty .. » tf AD 715 TO 1012 SAS ORS 

McDermott .. 6 5 15S. 3 6 

Wip toners: 918 1410 14 15 10 

Roughvie .. .. 8 13 51214 9 

Second Day. 

Targets—20 15 10 15 20 10 15 T’l. 

ETOWEVe recat ie ee 9 11) 74 T OeteereS 

Wipton wets... eestor 18 15 10 138" 9) 992 

Cantelon 21712 9151410 8 85 

Mitchells ses Se.8. ate 1715999 12 176 eee 

Pretty... 0.05 ..5.., 4.141210) 8418 Galas 

TAWA) Sieh ee a aol eee 14 7 6 

BISHOP ch. were. pokes 13.412 8 121G5 Got ers 

ROSS 6 ARS SES Eee 9 8 

WiaiiSOmie se) ames 14 8 

AUS OFT cM em uns a! 13 810 8 12 

Brown Ve eee 12:10 7 lie $2 

TUOUGE VIE "Ae tes scours: 10 9 

IWOnTIS’ 7 a22.PeL.c erate 8 

Upton and Mitchell won the two-man 

team event, with 30 straight. 

5th and 6th. Mr. J. M. Conway, West 

Lorne, one of the best amateur shots in 

the west, and F. H. Conover, the well- 

known and popular Dupont representative, 
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were in charge of the shoot. The weather 

was fine and seemed favorable for good 

scores, but for some reason the averages 

were not high. The shooting was over ex- 

pert traps, Sergeant system. The attend- 

ance was not large, only fifteen shooters 

taking part. This condition, however, has 

not been unusual this year, the average 

attendance at the different local shoots be- 

ing small. The handicap was 16 to 20 

yards. 

The total programme called for 245 tar- 

gets. Conover won professional average 

with 213. Amateur average was P. C. 

Wood 208, Harry Scane 201, Charlie Scane 

186. 

a} 
WOODSTOCK GUN CLUB. 

Woodstock, Sept. 17—The much talked of 

and often postponed shooting match be- 

tween the Rice Bay Club and the Altadore 

Club came off yesterday at the Gun Club 

grounds and resulted in favor of the Alta- 

dores. There were six events shot off, 

but the big match attracted the crowd. 

The birds were thrown fully sixty yards, 

and with a stiff wind, the shooting was 

made most difficult. The scores were as fol- 

lows, at 25 birds:— 

Altadore Club—Dawson 17, Virtue 16, 

Thompson 16. Total 49. 

Rice Bay Club—Pyne 15, Welford 14, 

Mills 19. Total 39. 

Sweeps at Ten Birds. 

Name. Targets—10 10 10 10 10 

‘WANE IE (25 aie Os Mere i PL ASRS OOP Os Saleem O 

NOM SOM co. si 32% des 5 HORT Same n 

VG bia et athe Seta ae Bi, hist le BO 

IESteiin Ggueen sist os se 5) Scere 2 

RRS Olli rol secon tels (eA akokeece. 7 Ga 5 

[ESV a eoecune rs Reema Pea SoaOvres 

IVEMNIS Egos este eco sae 405) Sens fea OY LIE fai 

ReCaC lat ees Ae Secs ecpiccse cesses 3 

COUT GOS ae a ee ene 6 

MVETOVGOSD s2...2. .c-25. scene 4 

HAMILTON GUN CLUB. 

Hamilton, Sept. 10.—The annual meeting 

of the Hamilton Gun club was held at 

Lambert’s hall last evening, with a large 

attendance. The annual report was presen- 

ted and showed a handsome surplus, the 

tournament held by tke club having been a 

great financial success. The year has been 

the most successful in the club’s history 

xlvii 

from a shooting standpoint, its members 

having won many trophies in the various 

shoots held throughout the country. -Pres- 

ident Upton won the high Canadian aver- 

age at Buffalo and the Goderich shoot, and 

with Vice-President Fletcher won the two- — 
man championship of Canada. Dr. Hunt 

won the Ely gold prize at this shoot. W. 

P. Thomson won the Illinois handicap at 

Chicago, and the Grand Arthur handicap 

shoot, and J. J. Cline won the Grand 

Inglewood handicap. The club again won 

the cham’jonship of Canada at Brantford, 

with its eight-men team. Taken as a whole 

the club has proven ‘beyond doubt that it 

has in its midst the best amateur shoot- 

ers in America, and in the shoots of the 

past year have even surpassed the shoot- 

ing of some of the best professionals. At 

the Brantford shoot they put in a squad of 

five men, who scored 99 out of a possible 

100, the first bird having been missed. This 

is a record. The officers elected for the en- 

suing year were: T. Upton, president; M. 

E. Fletcher, vice-president; J. Hunter, sec- 

retary - treasurer; H. Graham, assistant- 

secretary ; G. Crawfard, field captain; J. 

J. Cline, Dr. Groves, W. P. Thomson, exe- 

cutive committee; A. R. Dunham and W. P. 

Thomson, auditors. It has been decided to 

again hold the annual live bird tournament 
on Jan. 17, 18, 19 and 20. This is the 

premier live bird shoot of Canada- The club 

decided to hold a series of fortnighly 

shoots until the hunting season opens, the 

first shoot to take place on Saturday, Sep- 

tember 24. 

oa 
LONDON TRAPS. 

The Springwood Gun Clun held a club 
tournament on Labor Day morning, five 

events being on the programme. The at- 

tendance was good, as also were the 

scores. 

The principal interest was centred in 

event 4, which was a 20-target race for the 

L. C. Smith gold medal, value $15, and 

six other prizes in silver. In this event 

Parker scored 18, 17 plus 1; Temple scored 

18, 16 plus 2; J. Brown scored 18, 14, 
plus, 4)-0.. Brown | scored ls les pluse2: 

And these four divided fourth, fifth, sixth 

and seventh prizes without shooting off the 

tie. 

Messrs. Webb scored 19, 18 plus 1; MacBeth 
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19, 17 plus 2, and Glover 19, 19 plus 0. In’ Balkwil]l ... ... 413 51617 80 55 

shooting off tie tie Glover scored 17, Webb Glover .. ...... 719 619181717 120 103 

15, and MacBeth 14, Glover winning the Remington .. .513 51214 80 49 

cold medal, MacBeth first prize and Webb MacBeth.... .. 615 81715 14 10075 

second prize. ERB OWMer ns... WOO me ONES 80. 38 

The medal has to be defended three times J. Brown .. ... 516 31617 80 57 

before becoming the winner’s property. S. Bryce .. Saseoh ic) ae! 7 ale! 80 37 

Screaton immediately challenged for it, Finch... ... .... eral 2h i) 60 26 

and in the shoot-off scored 14 and Glover Temple .. .. ... 711 41615 80 53 

172 Glover thus, retams itsand has-tor de- — “ioe ..)... 3.) 2.25) 6 aa 40 21 

fend it twice more. Whittaker .. ... 413 0 40 17 

In event number five, which‘was for sil- Day............ 10 20 10 

ver spoons:—In class AA Glover won, score - 

18; in class A, Nevills won, score 18; in TORONTO TRAPS. 

class B, J. Brown won, score 17; in class We are pleased to note the entrance to 

C, Remington won, score 14. the arena of shooting of the Riverdale Gun 

The scores follow:— Club of Toronto. This young and energetic 

Event—1 2 3 4 5.Tie TieS. B. association has’ been organized with the 

Name. 10 20 10 20 20 20 20 following officers: W. Best, President; C. 

Screaton 1-1... 16 om owlebeks 14 100 73 Argue, Secretary 1nd J. Miller, Treasurer. 

Parker’ si. 1.00.3, Qos all6 80 63 Other members are: J. Jennings, E. Flint, 

NOVAS ee ae A eile 80’ 44. F.. Powell! W.° Jones, RK. Callender: 

Webb... 2. os) 10.14 4°18 16°15 100 77 Morgan, J. Matthews, A. Tomlin, D. Mc- 

Brocks it vat LO ala Sait et 80. ‘57. Intosh; ©. Rayner,...H.- Pashby, (327 ame: 

LO OOOO OOOO OOo” 
— 

ARE “YOU A TRAP-SHOOTER? y 
IF SO, YOU SHOULD BE A SUBSCRIBER TO 

y ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, the only publication in America with a ”) 
U special department devoted to the interests of Canadian Trap-Shooting. | 
1} Rod and Gun in Canada is the Official Organ of Canadian Gun Clubs. We h) 
U invite you to co-operate with us in keeping the Trap Department up-to-date 4 I 
M4 and interesting. The subscription price to Rod and Gun in Canada is AN 
y only One Dollar Per Annum. Send us your dollar bill within the next ten f 

Y days and we will send you Rod and Gun in Canada from November 1904 } | 

VY, to January 1906. Below Find Order Form. h) 

Y “DO IT NOW.” A 
CESS. SSSYQREDSSTS SSDS SSSI i SESSSSSHSESHSESSHKSESHKSS 4 
A he “~~ ern orm" <- rer - 3S rr eer wmv Oona 

LRA, Saeed (O10 Lt eet ©) <1 MN =) 2) 0 ct Re eee Eee ete RR PEN Se 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA (Subscription Department). 
414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ontario. 

Enclosed find One Dollar to pay for Rod and Gun in Canada from November 
1904 to January 1906, in accordance with offer contained in your advertisement. 

A AALESSS Fans Sho SETTER OLE Ie etesisosc'ls) ¢, 50 svs.'c wo tore!eiccep telatel Su AARC LPORCRSURT ELE ENS 

(Private Address Preferred) 
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T. Hoe, W. Johnston, J. Avann, W. Mar- 

tin, W. Spidall, E. McCormack, A. Warren, 
E. Eliott, C. Curtis. 

The club will hold shoots on Wednesdays 

and Saturdays of each week. The present 

=> 

WOODSTOCK TRAPS. 

The Woodstock Gun Club held one of the 

most enjoyable shoots of the season at 

their grounds on Aug. 11th. The principal 

event was a 20-bird race, for which three 

prizes were donated,—lst, a year’s sub- 

scription to Rod & Gun in Canada; 2nd, 

3-dozen street car tickets to the grounds; 

3rd, a box of shells. 

The scores were:— 
Targets—10 20 10 10 Tl 

prs 

Cr A. PynGeeeaee, cto 4 13 5 22 

Dr Wellordeearey bee Ox OS Gi 2 24 

J: 2). Thompson... Sb esp bo 

Je<d'.” DawSOnpeen yoke AP ATGnet les Oita 

IME Vigtites, “yin. eet eee 6, Site ees Ae oll 

EY Ae Wililistiewaae il). eee ee ets 12 

Sar DaweSs eben oolateeeee (oy ela} 4 25 

ior eM aryancr Gene scene cece 9 10 4 23 

OH.» Zirhorsimey. -soee 4 4 
Douglas Thompson .., ... 4 14 18 

Dee Brin Uses. coors 210 12 

SS... BOddiy. temeeres sce ees GLO Go 19 

Davis: -::. Fees: cnn? 10 By. wll) 

an Walters: *. pees > cones 11 4 15 

Ree Meadows» ones: con 10 Te Ae 

OPER ANICE hich ee eee 7 7 

LRP es Boe i i 22 or ke : 3 3 

J. J. Dawson won Ist prize, with 18 ; J. 

E. Thompson 2nd prize, with 15, and M. 

Virtue and D. Thompson tied for 3rd prize 

with 14. 

+ 
WINNIPEG TRAPS. 

At the Winnipeg traps, Aug. 9th, Mr. H. 

U. Lightcap made the first straight score 

(25) of the season, winning the gold med- 

al. The other scores were: R. J. Whitla 

21 (silver medal), O. F. Lightcap (bronze 

Donohue 16, F. C. Cutting (Rochester, N. 

DOES YOUR RIFLE SHOOT OK? 
Surprising Results are 
secured by using this 
new Improvement! It 0A 0 

@ Improve the accuracy 
0 Ofofyour rifle. Astamp 

brings guarantee, cir- 
culars, terms, etc. A 

trial will convince you! 

\ 

xhix 

medal\e 2teo Ds i: Thompson CL aera Os 

Y.) 23, E. E. Lightcap 13. 

The scores Aug. 11th were: H. A. Light- 

cap (gold) 24; R. J. Whitla (silver) 13, 

W. Sutton (bronze) 20, J. H. Thompson 

17, J. McIntyre 8, E. Lightcap 16. 

Ashdown Gun Club scores August 9th 

were:—W. Gates 21, G. S. Wilson 20, S. 

Tait 20, R. Wright 20, F. Yates 20, H. 

Soper 19, C. Sinclair 15, L. Burtch 14, J. 

Turnbull 18, and S. McKinnon 9, Bour- 

gouin 22, H. Bellivean 17, C. H. Oughtred 

17, and N. Lightly 16. 
— 

- 
BRANDON, MAN., TOURNAMENT. 

The annual trap shooting tournament of 

the Brandon gun club was held on the ub 

grounds, Aug. 10th, and proved to be tie 

most enjoyable and successful yet held in 

the history of the Wheat City trap shoot- 

ing. A large number of clubs from outside 

points were represented, including Killar- 

ney, Fort. Garrys, ,Winnipegs, Portage la 

Prairie, Virden, Yorkton, and others and 

every event was keenly contested. The 

Fort Garrys finished with chief ‘nonors, 

their team, composed of Messrs. Bain, 

Johnson, Britton and Turner, winning the 

Brandon challenge cup, open to teams com- 

posed of four members of any club in the 

province, and the high average for the day 

was won by Paul Johnson. Brandon fin- 

ished second in the team shoot, and R. J. 

McKay, of the Winnipegs, won second aver- 

age. A strong gusty wind blew across the 

field, making the shooting at times very 

difficult, and playing havoc with many of 

the scores. Even the ‘‘old stand-byes’’ 

found it no easy task to uphold their rep- 

utations, and termed it a ‘‘ring-tailed 

snorter.’’? It was a great day for the L. 

C. Smith guns, which composed the major- 

ity of those present, and \in all events they 

proved to be veritable ‘‘mug-hunters’’ win- 

ning over two-thirds of all prizes. Much 

praise is due to Mr. Bob Lane of Brandon 

for his energetic services as Manager of the 

tournament, and for the arrangement 

and successful carrying out of the  pro- 

gramme. Owing to the lack of hotel ac- 

commodation the Brandon boys are to be 

thanked for the generous hospitality in ac- 

commodating the outside shooters, and in 

giving one of the most enjoyable shoots 

held in many seasons. The scores in full 

are held over for lack of. space. 
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SPORTSMEN’S GUN 

ONT. 

The Ayton Gun Club was organized in 

1901 with 14 members. Owing to some 

dissension in the Club it was re-organized 

in 1902, with Peter Doersam, President ; 

G. B. Smith, Secretary, and C. Boetz, rei- 

eree, and the club is in good condition to- 

day. Messrs. Smith, Hartman, Doersam 

and Boetz, considering the time they have 

been trap-shooting, have done some good 

CLUB, AYTON, 

work. Mr. Boetz met with an unfortunate 

accident, partly losing the sight of iis 

right eve, which has compelled him to 

shoot from the left shoulder, but is shoot- 

ing well considering the change he had to 

make. 

Mr. Hartman, to the regret of the whole 

club. has removed to Winnipeg, where he 

will keep up his trap shooting with the lo- 

G. B. SMITH 

cal club. He joined the club in 1904 and 

although he had -never shot a gun before 

soon got to shoot from 8&5 to 88 per cent. 

Mr. Doersam has acquired a high percent- 

age, with little practice; does fine work at 

the trap and very often lands the medal 

from the rest of the boys. He attends tour- 

naments frequently. Mr. G. B. Smith has 

turned out a fine shot. Although he has 

been a field shot since he was 12 years old 

has improved greatly since he commenced 

trap shooting. He does some fine work, 

both in the field and at the trap. Has al- 

Ways been a thorough sport and through 

him the club was organized. He is a push- 

er and through him three other gun clubs 

have been started, namely, at Neustadt, 

Chiford and Walkerton. 

Mr. Smith thinks that our Canadian gov- 

ernment, instead of advancing the duty on 

guns and ammunition, should grant a bon- 

us to the Dominion shoot to help make it 

a success. He says: ‘‘They are spending 

money to introduce riflemen, which is very 

good of them, but let it be understood that 

men who are posted on trap shooting and 

were never trained to the rifle, will pick 

up a rifle and do equally as well as those 

trained to a rifle, therefore, I say to our 

Government, do something for our trap 

shooters as well. When I came to this 

town all our members could handle either 

rifle or shot gun and while they joined trap 

work, they can today pick up a rifle and 

shoot with any trained rifleman.”’ 

Ayton Gun Club is. an affiliated member 

of the Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting 

Association and several of its members,— 

Messrs. Smith, Doersam, Hartman and 

Boetz,—attended the recent shoot at 

Brantford and made some good scores. Mr. 

Smith did especially good work, breaking 

329 out of 360, with his new Ithaca gun, 

which he had never shot before. 
> 

? 

STRATFORD TRAPS. 

The Pastime Gun Club. of Stratford, 

Ont., have just ended their season’s shoot- 

ing and have had a very successful year. 

The club have averaged ten shooters each 

week. Mr. Fisher has carried off the hon- 

ors for the season, in Winning the McLar- . 
en Cup for this year. Mr. Hess has, also, 

held the cup. The following are the sea- 

son’s scores at 25 targets:— 

July 12—Jackson 14, Boles 17, Hess 15, 

Savage 16, Rogers 14, Murdock 16, Myers 

Wi. 
July 19—Jackson 12, Fisher 13, Bell 16, 

Rogers 12, Murdock 15, Myers 20, Sav- 

age 12, Hess .13, Boles. 19, Chippi 12, 

Clegg 11. 

July 26—Rutherford 16, Brown 14, Jack- 

son 14, Rogers 12, Hess 13, Murdock 11, 

Savage 12, Chippi 11, Orde 10, Myers 20, 

Bell 20, Jones 12, Boles 17. 

Aug. 5.—Myers 20, Hess 17, Bell 20, 

Boles 17, Murdock 12, Savage 16, Jones 

18, Murphy 15, Jackson 17, Fisher 16. 

Aug. 12th—Bell 20, Savage 15, Boles 17, 

Hay 16, Monteith 11, Hess 14, Jones 13, 

McCurdy 16, Fisher 19, Myers 12. 

Aug . 20th—Hay 20, Hess 14, Murdock 

11, Murphy 17, Jackson 16, Myers 15, 

Stewart 11, Fisher 14, Boles 23, Bell 21, 

Savage 17, Jones 13, Murphy 12, Jackson 

14, Thorld 15, Meyers 18, Clapp 14, Atch- 

eson 18, O’Brien 14. 

Aug. 30th—Murphy 15, Savage 18, Bell 
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21, Jackson 15, Gillard 13, 

Stewart 14, Murdock 16. 

Sept. 5th—Fisher 20, Gillard 20, Boles 

17, Hay 17, Bell 19, Jones 16, Murdock 14, 

Murphy 17, Jackson 16, Savage 17, Hess 

15, Rutherford 17, Thorld 18, Rogers. 
> 

? 

GEO. H. BRIGGS OF TORONTO. 

Sportsmen in 

Orton 10, 

all parts of the country 

will readily recognize Mr. George H. 

Briggs, a man of many sports and a 

hustler in any branch with which he identi- 

fies himself. He is passionately fond of the 

gun, and iS an expert in the punt, afield 

or at the traps. He has been at the head 

of most of the large shooting tournaments 

for the past twenty years, and although 

not now taking such an active part, no 

big shoot today is complete without the 

GEO. H. BRIGGS 

smiling and good natured George as a par- 

ticipant or referee. He occupied the presi- 

dent’s chair of the Toronto Gun Club for 

several years, and also the same position 

in the Stanley Gun Club, of which he is 

still a member. He was a referee at the 

recent Dominion shoot, Brantford, and, as 

usual, gave general satisfaction. 
> 

e 

TRAP AND FIELD NOTES. 

Mr. Thomas Jenkins, of the well-known 

firm of Jenkins & Hardy, Toronto, is en- 

joying a shooting trip to Manitoba. 

= 

Duck shooting in Quebec this year opened 

on Sept. 1st, instead of the 15th of Sept. 

as formerly. Hunters report ducks plenti- 

ful at many points in the Gatineau dis- 

trict. 
= 

J. L. D. Morrison, St. Paul, Minn., who 

has demonstrated his ability at the traps, 

is the newest addition to the ranks of pro- 

fessionals, having been engaged by the U. 

M,C. Co, 

=> 

Duck and chicken shooting in Western 

Canada is now in full swing. More than the 

usual number of chickens and ducks are re- 

ported, and residents of Manitoba and Ter- 

ritories are having a royal time with the 

oun. 

= 

The trap shooting fever is spreading in 

the Northwest Territories. Weyburn hasa 

good club, with Mr. Griffin of the Union 

Bank, secretary. Regina, also, has a tive 

club, with Mr. Mitton, manager of the 

Bank of Commerce, secretary. 

= 

Fred Gilbert in eleven successive days’ 

trap shooting, commencing Aug. 20th, shot 

at 1,885 targets and broke 1,819, an aver- 

age of 964 per cent. During that time he 

shot in five different States, on eleven dif- 

ferent grounds, and with eleven different 

aggregations of shooters. 

= 

The Ontario Government has passed an 

Order-in-Council prohibiting quail shooting 

in that province until Nov. ist, 1905. The 

quail crop in Western Ontario owing to 

several successive bad breeding summers 

and severe winters, has become very short 

and the action of the Government will be 

appreciated by all true sportsmen. 

= 

Halbrite, N.W.T., with a population of 

150, has about 25 sportsmen. They have a 

live gun club and shoot almost every even- 

ing during the summer. Dr. Bowman, 

Lowe, Sibbald, Hess and Stewart, are the 

leaders at the trap and are all business 

men who can afford to shoot. Messrs. 

Bowman, Lowe, Hess, Hill and Stewart 

got 312 ducks on the first day’s shooting. 

=> 

Harry Scane, Ridgetown, Ont., attended 

the Consolidated Tournament at Grand 

Rapids, Mich., and shot some. Out. of the 

three days shooting at 200 targets each 

day, he brove 176, 174 and 173, a total of 

523, and won third average out of a field 

of crack shots. W. R. Cosby, Winchester 

representative, was king bee of the tourna- 

ment, winning high average each day, and 
for the three days scoring 580 out of 600. 
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It has been my good fortune for many 

years to cure myself and others of many of 

the ills that flesh is heir to by means of 

canoe trips, snow shoe trips, 

walking tours, sun baths on the plains and 

western deserts, long Sailing cruises, long 

irives, and steamer journeys. Of all these, 

the best and easiest are canoe trips in 

summer and snow shoe tramps in winter— 

camping out every night in both cases, and 

for both amusements we must take to the 

woods. Most people grow to be, and to 

know themselves to be, fairly well in a 

very few days of this kind of life, but ob- 

stinate cases have taken a month or more 

before pronouncing themselves cured. The 

only medicine is work, and that is compul- 

sory. It is wisely administered, sometimes 

in allopathic doses, but generally in home- 

opathic at the start. It is rarely unplea- 

Sant to take as prepared. It consists in 

walking, paddling, knapsack carrying, and 

Swimming in summer; with a regimen of 

snow shoeing, ski, tobaggons, skates, chop- 

ping, and possibly a little driving in win- 

ter. The patients are subject to discipline 

—even the old. 

summer 

‘T-can treat a much larger. number of pa- 

tients than those now under my charge, as 

my establishment is some three thousand 

miles long and three hundred wide; it- is 

situate in the great balsamiferous north- 

land, being mostly in the forest primeval. 
=> 

- a 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Thompson Seton visited 

the Hiawatha Indian play on August 15th. 

They spent several days theré and were 

very much interested in the Indian handi- 

craft and in the Indian development that 

is going on at Desbarats. Mr. Seton drew 

some original designs for the Indians bas- 

ed upon Indian ideas. He made himself a 

very great favorite with the Indians dur- 

ing his stay. From Desbarats he went to 

Winnipeg, where he lectured to large audi- 

ences. After an extended trip through 
Manitoba, he has just returned to Winni- 

peg, and the ‘‘Free Press’’ of that city 

says: 

“The visit, Mr. Seton told a representa- 

tive, was made with the purpose of inves- 

tigating the zoology of the Lake Winnipe- 

gosis region. A great many observations 

were made, a good deal of information col- 

lected, and several 

sorts secured. 

The whole region Mr. Seton thinks a 
splendid one, the timber being especially 
fine. Elm trees. were found as much as sev- 
en feet in circumference, which would 'be 
equal to a diameter of a little more than 
two feet. Not only is this timber valua- 
ble in itself ; it shows the soil to be cap- 
able of the very best results in crop pro- 
duction. 

‘“‘And the game,’’ Mr. Seton Sait, eer cas 
even more plentiful than in the old days, 
thanks to excellent game laws. The people 
of Manitoba,’”’ he added, ‘do not realize 
how fine a game region their province is. 
It is one of the very richest, and that be- 
cause it is in many ways a central point. 
It is midway between east and west, mid- 
way between north and south. It gives a 
home to the prairie animals, and to the 
forest animals as well. The mountains 
have not so abundant an animal life sim- 
ply because they have nothing like such an 
ample supply of food.” 

At Winnipegosis, Mr. Seton had a -<sur- 
prise in store for him in finding that a 
genuine raccoon pelt had recently been 
brought in ‘by the Indians from a point so 
far north as Waterhen river, the farthest 
north ‘‘coon’’ .on record. The Indians had 
no idea what manner of animal they had 
secured. 

“It is a common idea,’’ Mr. Seton said, 
‘“‘that there are many varieties of snakes in 
Manitoba, as black snakes are said to be 
found here and there.’’ As a matter of fact 

he has found only two varieties, both 

harmless, the green snake and the com- 

mon garter snake. 
“T was so much pleased with the coun- 

try,’’ Mr. Seton said, ‘‘that I determined 
to return next year in company with some 

scientific friends. We will, if we can se- 

cure a schooner, and if we cannot, will 

build a houseboat.”’ 

Asked with regard to the book he has in 

course of preparation upon the natural 

history of Manitoba, Mr. Seton said that 

the first volume covering the quadrupeds 

and fishes would be ready within a year. 

This will be profusely illustrated by Mr. 

Seton’s own inimitable drawings. He has 

been accumulating material in this connec- 

tion for the past two years.”’ 

Specimens of various 

A 
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Man Who Knows 
goes duck hunting with a MARLIN re- 
peating shotgun. He finds MARLIN 
accuracy and MARLIN buoyancy and 
ease of handling of considerable help 
when they fly fast. 

\g The unique MARLIN breech-bolt, that 
fee shuts out rain and water and keeps 
= the shells dry, is another thing to 

consider, along with the solid top 
and side ejector. 

Mf *) The MARLIN 12-gauge is 
he My made for both black and smoke: 
Va sc/V less powders, and to take heavy 
y~ =60=sloads easily. It has ¥% less parts 
than any other repeating gan and handles 
very fast. A famous gun fov hard usage 

and all weathers. 

The 

> 

There’s a lot of invaluable gun infomation in our 
catalogue (300 illustrations). It’s fize for 3 stamps 
postage with our Experience Book, which tells 
many vivid tales of MARLIN pi, wees. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS Co, 

No. 67 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. 

pose Lajos 

CONTENTS 

October, 1904 

A Woman on the Mississaga., By Wahnapitae . : oy] 
A Search for a Mountain Pass. By C. lL. Thompson . ; 228 
A Lady’s Canoe Trip. By Mrs. Knox. ; , , 3 230 
The Llewellin Setter. By L. H. Smith : : : : 232 

Boredom, and One of its Antidotes. By L. O. Armstrong. 241 
The Old and The New. By C.C. Farr. 2 ; 243 
Forest Fires in British Columbia. : ; ee ; 247 
The Red Cedar. ; : : : 4 ‘ ; 3 248 
Our Medicine Bag ; : 4 : : : : pe OFS) 
The Trap ; : : : ; : . ( f xli to lii 

Communications on all topics pertaining to fishing, shooting, canceing, the kennel and amateur 

photography, will be welcomed and published, if suitable All communications must be accompanied 

by the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, however. 

The Official Organ of the Canadian Forestry Association. 

Rop AND GUN IN CANADA does not assume any responsibily or, or necessarily endorse, any views 

expressed by contributors to its columns. 

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING C9, Montreal and Toronto 
Price, 10 cents a Number. $1.00 a year. h 

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT, SUBSCRIPTION and ADVERTISING DEPT’S, 

603 Craig St.. Montreal, P.Q. 414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont. | 

Sport in England. By A. H. Smith. : 233 ; 

_— 
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No matter what price vou @ 

pay you cannot get better 

_ Canned 
Meats 

b 

they are es nutrisious as they are palatable. 

Clark’s Pork and Beans are delicious and no 

camper’s, outfit 1s complete without them. 

D> @ S @ @ @ GS @ @WBWBBWGBV3323 9S \| See WM. CLARK, Manufacturer, Montreal. @ 

HHO FfHBESBHESOSSESH SHOT SF ESV SSEOE 6 

Have deservedly gained a nations! reputation by the satished thousands whose words of praise have 

fast brought them into prominence ard general use in the U.S. and Foreign Countries. Spoolers sold 

lone or attached to b df bearing jeweled or steel pivot bearing reels. 

‘(hat new rubber heok muzzle or shield binds hook and line securely to the rod when not in use, saving 

all sorts of annoyance, trouble, danger and profanity in an instant. Write for free catalog and price list. 

RACINE, WIS., U.S. A. 
A. W. BISHOP & SON. Patentees and Manufacturers. 

The Lenox fiote!l 
IN BUFFALO 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

a TS 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 

Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50. per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

George Duchscherer, Proprietor, 
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SO MANY HUNTERS ASKED MR. MARBLE 

to make a Jointed Rifle Rod—and to make it better 
than any on the market—that he has invented and 
we are making a Three-Section Brass Rod, with 
two Steel Joints, a Swivel at end of rod, and a 
Cocobola Handle. The .22 caliber rods are made 
as large as possible and are very strong. For cali- 
bers above .25 the rods are 4 in. indiameter. Sold 

by dealers or direct, prepaid. Choice of Jagged or 
Slotted Detachable Ends. 

They are made with solid brass sections for 
$1.00, or with seamless brass tube sections 
for $1.25. 

Showing swivel connecting tip aud brass tube section (Patent pending. } 

Send for free Catalog describing S87 special- ee Hie 
tees for sportsmen. WeU SEAS 

See our exhibit in the Fish and Game 
Building, Worlds Fair. 

Showing steel joint connecting solid brass sections. (Patent pending.) 

Marble Safety Axe Co., dept. u, Gladstone, Mich. 

Letewer NV ities 
At New York State Shoot at Buffalo, N.Y., August 16, 17,18, 19, 
1904, Mr. C. W. Hart, shooting his Lefever Arms Co. gun, won 

Amateur High Average 
Mr. B. Call, shooting his Lefever gun, also won High Amateur Average at Consolidated Sportsmen Association 

Shoot at Grand Rapids, Mich., August 24, 25, 26, 1904. 

If You Shoot The Best it’s a Lefever. 

Send for rgoq illustrated catalogue describing our famous system of boring and containing vaiuable hints cn 
loading and shooting. 

50c. Buys Ideal Brass Wire Cleaner. It Will not Scratch the Barrel. 

SYRACUSE efever Arms C0,°= nasa ai 
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No. 4, List $100.00. 
If you don’t know what gun to buy order an Ithaca and a gun of any other make, compare them, and 

if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. N.B.—The Ithaca Sticks. 

Send for Art Calalog and Special Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N-Y. 

$2.50 to $10.00. 

CANADIAN KODAK CO., 

Limited, 

Toronto, Can. 
Kodak Cat@ogues, free at any dealers or by mail 

This is a most satisfactory resuk forthe 
month. 

At the end of October the Supreme Exesutive 
anticipates that the accumulated funds will be very 
nearly the round $8,000,000.00. Members of the 
I. O. F. may in confidence recommend the Order 
to their friends since it is gathewing a financial 
strength such as no other Society has. 

: ad iT 1 i i t DOE Ship e Se a: 

_ Nearly Eight Millions of Dollars= |? The Convenience of the 

: The Accumulated Funds in the Treasury : P= || KODAK 
‘Independent Order Developing 

| of Foresters | Machine 
: on the 1st of August, 1904, stands : 

: Oh. + - GA To ee ee would make it worth while even if 
: Bee the rst ce Se ee e.ionuniaees it didn’t make better pictures than 
= 5 ae ones the dark-room way—but it does. 
a Showing an increase for the = 
= month of September of.......... $ 93,530 47 

UEC C 

Sti aii ON UU EC LTR EP a Stele a eel 
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abies MA SANITARY MATTRESS 

my 

il i 0 

WU 
Hi 
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NG meen i] nM 

eu 
OPEN SHOWING 

TSK eee ys) 

wh 
JOMFORTABLE, Healthy, Restful Sleep is natures greatest bless- 

3} ing to tired humanity. But it is most essential that the proper 
means be provided for making your sleep healthy and comfor— 

able. 

THE MARSHALL SANITARY MATTRESS 

is the best for Comfort, and as it is Sanitary and Ventilated itis 
absolutely the best for Health. 

It is made on nature’s pve laws, It breathes air all through it 
with .every movement, and its construction is such as prevents 
sogging or packing, so common in other Mattresses. 

Guaranteed for 5 Years, Lasts a Lifetime. 

Sent anywhere east of Sault Ste. Marie prepaid on receipt of 
monev. Subject to 30 nights’ trial, and if not satisfactory, money re- 
turned on receipt of mattress. 

A FOOT ONGC S MVNO cn. kn LR ae ie ee See et 
A faa: \iglemeee ee . i och Le eee ee 18.00 
a fESk Gimeno mmen eG. . Sark en cee ard eles 16.50 
SZ POCT HW 1G es abs oki sb ce ay kr RUS 15.00 

All Mattresses 6 feet 2 inches long. 

Write for free Catalogue giving full explanation and testimonials. 

The ee. 

Marshall Sanitary Mattress Co., 
Limited, 

TORONTO, CANADA. 
FACTORIES: Toronto, Canada. Chicago. U. 8. A. London, Eng. 

Mention Rod and Cun. 
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EASY TO WEAR) 
HUNTING BOOTS 

| ; 
are the first essential in every Sportsman’s 

outfit. ‘The Witch-Elk line of Sporting 

and Hunting Boots are acknowledged to 

be the BEST for comfort, durability and 

style. Ask your dealer about them, or 

write us for free catalogue. 

Limited, 

DETROIT, MICH. 
) 

Manufacturers of Hunting Boots for Ladies and Gentle- 

and Foot Ball Shoes. 

men (all heights), Foot Ball, Base Ball, Bowling, 

——= = AEs ey 

WITCHELL SONS & CO., 

B.cycle, Golf, Yenuis, Yachting. Gymnasium, 
Sprinting, Jumping, Vaulting, Hockey, Skating 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c £., LLM. ALEX. JOHNSTON, 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. Practica! Gun Maker, 

Registered Attorney U.S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 494 Eastern Avenue, Toronto Sie WW 

Trade Marks and Copyrights. 

Military and Naval inventions a Specialty. | Choke Boring, Re-Stocking, Browning 
Address Box 264, Station G., and Repairing Fine Guns a Specialty. 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. JOBBING OF ALL KINDS ATTENDED TO. 

° Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, tson'Fistiss take Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rodsin Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 

Ebonite, and Wood, ete. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 

Renowned ‘‘ Combination Keel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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WEBBER’S HAND KNIT JACKETS 

Webber's Hand-Knit Jackets, originally designed particularly for 
» duck shooting, are now used in place of a sweater for nearly every 
i) purpose being so much more convenient. They are strictly Hand- 

Knit—Made “to Fit, and they do Fit. The Jackets are made in 
different weights and prices. 

Write for Catalog and prices to Canadian customers. 

GEO. F. WEBBER, 
Station A, Detroit, Mich. Manufacturer. 

MAKERS BY APPOINTMENT 
TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS 
THE PRINCE OF WALES 

(Patronizeo sy THE CeRMAN 

Emperor, THE Kine ano Queen 
or Itacy, Etc., Etc. 

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1906 
ano 38 GOLD AND OTHER 
HIGHEST AWARDS 

We are the manufacturers of the highest class Fishing Rods, Reels, Flies, Vackle, etc., in the worla. ‘There is 

no difficulty in procuring goods from us direct. Write us; it will pay you. Remember the best is always the 

cheapest. 

B My 0 S J ye pease ree 
12 & Street. MANCHESTE 

HAR OY “3 Alnwick, England. LONDON: 6L, PALL MALL, S.W. 

MP ES wan [Hamilton Powder 
DOG REMEDIES.|Company 

The result of twenty-five years’ experience 
in the treatment of 

SlCk BDOsGis:. BRKIEXeTURED SPORTING 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 

SFORTING GOODS IN CANSDS GUN POWDER 
FREE BOOK ON 

_ Hardy’ s Rods. &: yt Stel Conte 
heart Fishing Rods. 

‘sPALA KONA, 93 Strongest Bamboo 
Known for Rod 

(Regd.) Building. 

aus. To Anglers.—Send for ‘‘Hints to Anglers’ and 

. Catalogue (300 Illustrations), Free. Tackle 

specially suitable for Angling sent to any 
part of the World. 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED Since 1865. As a result you have 
On application to 

H. CLAY-GLOVER, VS., 1278, Broadway, New York * CARIBOU” made from best materials, perfectly 
. U.S. A. puttogether. ‘‘DUCKING’’ hard pressed, 

slow burning, keeps well under all conditions. 
““SNAP SHOT’’ high velocity, moist residium. 
Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 
Powder can be bonght in Canada as goodasever 
pe inagun, Jt hasa positive advantage over 

HOTEL ALBE Ae rome make, the dirt is soft.--J. J.W. in london 
Field. 

; , AMERICANS SAY 

‘One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University The finerEnglish or Americ: an Powder and Cana- 

Place and {Ith Street, New York, N.Y. dian “Caribou’’ Tam quite familiar with. They 
give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 

A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest 
one dollar per day upwards L.ocation central yet and Stream. 

quiet. Appointments and peptice pe tine ; CANADIANS ABROAD SAY 

L. FRIENKIEL, Proprietor. Can you send over some Trap? I don't mean to 
flatter, but it is ahead of anything we get here,— 
A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y. 
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NEWHOUSE TRAPS 

LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BES TRAP 1S THE,CHEAPEST 
Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide, telling all about wild animals and how to catch 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. 

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. 
I 

acopy. Itwill tell 
, you what powder 
Y 1s best adapted to 

/ the different cali- 
bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles, and the pro- 
perloads of High 

H and Low pressure 

owders for Rifles, 
it Pistols and Shot 
I} Guns, _with much 
/; other useful informa- 
Hf tion. 146 pp. Send 3 

Hj two-cent stamps to 

390 8t., NEW HAVEN, OONN., and mention 
ROD AND GUN. 
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Nitro Proof. 
OOS BSE £2333 ene S| 

English |;Manufacture Throughout. JOHN BLANCH 

& SON 
29 Gracechurch $t. London, E. C. 

Hammerless Ejector § ( 
Guns, $105 . ‘ : Guns, $60 

O2 @ @W3BW3323 233 2 @BZID OOO 2D 3@FBI2IA3E 32333932 

Hammerless 

G@2QDWSHO3345f5 32 

RAR SAAR SS Se SESS Se RRR AAA 

A Sportsman’s Outfit is 

not Complete without a 

We also have Century 

and Premo Cameras 

Supplies Also. 

Catalogue tor the asking. 

LIMITED. 
89 Bay Street, Toronto. 

RAAAARAARARRRARALRHLHRALAMA*H*NLHHLCAK AKC AER AKCRMK KA AMR MMR ML © we ww wv : | : | : : 

KODAK 

J. G. RAMSEY & CO. 

a sr a a a re ee ae ee eee a ee ee ee 

A 

PEDOMETER 
WILL TELL YOU  carntep Like 

WATCH. 
100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 
10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

Numbers on dial represent m#es. Hand points 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for Voiine the WALKING in search of health or 
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
guaranteed. Write for booklet 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Co. 
125 CHURCH ST 
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Ae The Ideal Beverage 

Grand am. : ein 
® ® A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

American Handicap tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

764 shooters took partin the main | 
Ooa°0 

events. : 

And when chemists announce its purity 

137 divided «the purses, h and judges its merits, one needs look no 

§ further. 

65 winners shot 

Dapont 

Smokeless 
and won $2315.15. 

ASK FOR 

(LONDON) 

573 ex 600 or 95% per cent. with 

NFALLIBLE” 
America’s Only Dense Powder 

and the 

Grand American Handicap Winner. 

Mr. Fred Coleman, of Philadelphia, Pa., who 
says ‘‘the load is greased lightning ’’ made the 
following scores : July 4, Clearview Gun Club, 
187 ex 200; July 12, Florists Gun Club, 96 ex 
100; Keystone Shooting League, July 26, 96 ex 
100; Aug. 4, 95 ex 100; Aug. 6, 99 ex 100. 

At the above shoots he had runs of 58, 64, 

64, 55 and 74 unfinished. 

Why Bother With Other Powders? 

Tacchini ma 
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TMT CTS 
JUePOTUDORE) COTTE Hilit TCO COE OE 

Guns » Rifles 
SEE THE NEW MODELS OF 

SAVAGE SAVAGE = 
WINCHESTER RIFLES WINCHESTER - 

He 

TTTITERI CULL LE LLU EE CO eet COE Cen 
TOA 

MARLIN MARLIN 

een SEE YOUR SHELLS ARE LOADED WITH 

HAZARD (tity POWDER. 

AMMUNITION 

ares 

TA 

HE above i lustration represents two well-known 
OF ALI. KINDS 

public performers dressrd in Garments the 

VOU RCC ETE 

3 exact fac-simile of those produced by us with 

Shot Cartridges. Loaded Shells. Z such success last season. ‘Ihis firm has gé ained < 

= 2 Splendid reputation fr High-Ciass Work in ever 

"RITE FOR PR ze = 2 class of Fur Garments. Not only do they excel ir 

Wee FOR ESIES 3 3 2 designing and manufacturing, but in values They 

= Zare enabled, on account ef their location, to offer 

| 2 = decided advantages. 

= = Americans and Canadiins can effect a consider- 

we = } Zable saving by placing their naar with 

sae | WM. E. ORR & CO. 
Mention this Paper. E = 93 Yonge St. Toronto. 
Te TE PPTL CEUTT TNS TTMO UT UT OOD ETAT REPRO ca ZW. E. ORR. EDWIN W. SMITH. 

= TELL Co ee TUT RLILEEL 

a TO 
Toron to S ilver 

Plate Co., Limited 
Designers and Manufacturers 
Goeevares) in Sterling’ Silver 

ands electro! Silver. Plate. 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
for prizes for Athletic Competition. 

i 

“2aNo. 1270 Chess Trophy 

re 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopERHAM, 
Managing Director. 

UIE UT ater 

CUCU OEE a 

Tn 

Hui hee 
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ELD. LATS 

Se el es 

“DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A. Littue Goon ’Apvicr : 

Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no. better. Encourage 

your own industries. 

BN 2S Se 

OP Wa) Ee TT 

Dominion Cartridge Co.. Limited. 
Manufacturers, TIONTREAL 

SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS. : 

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear and Trout. H B Lake Timiskaming, 
otel Bellenvée vy siecee: 

ADAM MOORE moose country. Splendid speckled trout fishing. All 
J 2 ; renienc : ‘ ; outfitting for 

Guide, Trapper and Camp Owner on the Tobique He pets Sac teeta eos het ote W. H. 
and Upsalquich Rivers. Ria Oe Ogee bs " ; LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., Quebec, Canada. 

Double camps with full outht of stoves, bedding 

and provisions. WEEP 

County Line Camp, Nictau or Home Camp, SA IL a ND S 
North Camp. achti - ing 

Small Outlying Camps :—Red Brook Caribohole Camp, Yachting Motot Boating 
Foster Hole Camp, kidge Camp, Caribou ey 
3rook Camp, Little North Camp. Canoeing 

The most beautiful magazine 
in the world. 

One Dollar Her “Weare 
SAIL AND SWEEP, 

Detroit, Mich. 

P. O., SCOTCH LAKE, York Co. N.B. Canada 
Yelegraph: FREDERICTON, N. ., CANADA. 

ES FS 

HOTEL VICTORIA 

| 

Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St, 
NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan ~ 

The ‘* KING" is simply wonderful in construction. Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 

Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model te the best woojen boats, yet it foldsin a GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 

small package to che k as baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
and perfectly safe anywhere ‘lhe only patented canvas § bound volume of Rod and Gun in Canada for 1903. 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 

667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. Huron Street, Toronto. 
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JACKET $ 3 . ( ( 

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close fitting, 
but not binding, comfortable and convenient. Designed 
especially for duck shooters, trap shooters, etc., but suita- 
ble for all outdoor purposes. Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Made only in two colors—dead grass and Oxford 
gray. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogs. 

Thesis he eter ce CO, 

523 Broadway, N. Y. 

Oe PURE NATURAL WOOL 
"| SWEATERS for [E 
@ 4 Coe Golf, se inp : U) i ra e rwe a r 

in all weights and _ sizes 

GLOVES, MITTS, ~ SUQUERS, 

SASHES and OVERSTOCKINGS 

FOR ALL 

Snow Sports 

TRAVELLING RUGS | 

mr 

& = Camelhair Fleece 

SLEEPING BAGS 
“and FOOT BAGS 

for Camping and Sleighing. 

Prices $1.75 to $3.50 

in White, Grey, Red, Navy 
and Camelhair shades. 

Our Ilinstrated Prize List No. 1, Free en application to 

|) DR. JAEGERS’S CO., Limited, 
eee) 

2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal. 

Fancy Knitted Vests and Cardigans 

in great variety. 
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J. H. MARTIN 

and WM. OAK 
Guides and Hunters of many years’ 
experience in the Rocky Mountains. 

GENTLE SADDLE AND PACK HORSES. 

Horses to Hire by the Day or Hour. 

Will personally accompany all parties. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

P. @ Address: Field, B. C. 

BILL BEY © 
Guide and 
Outiitter 

For Hunting, Fishing, Mountain Climb- 
ing and Exploring Parties. 

REFERENCES : 

Members of the American 

and English Alpine Clubs 
and others. 

address - ’ BANFF, Ara. 

ANGLERS GREAT and SMALL 
ER Come one, comeall, and in- 

{9° vestigate the live bait fish 
= 3 hook. Hook will not snag 

wo 
nor allow nibbling of bait on 

account of position above point of hook, When the 

fish gets this bait he can't help getting hook in his mouth 
too. Send 20c in coin for sample hook, sizes 1/o to 6/o 
or postal for circular. THE FRANKLIN HARVEY 
COMPANY, 72 Mahlstedi Place, New Rochelle. N. Y. 
Department ‘‘F.” 

Established (855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
FAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

2 LVDOGATE CIRCUS, 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG. 

FISHING. stack sass ano saumon TrouT 
* [lustrated Guide with Maps of the 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARILESTON 

LAKES, free. Apply’ to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 
G. P A. Brockville. Westport & North Western Rail 

wav Cuo,, Br Ont. ockvitle, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

SALMON ANGLING 
SEASON 1904. : 

TO LET: The following rivers on the North 
Shore of the River St. Lawrence. 

Digits: S RodooNe: Seine 
Birch 1 40 
Manitou I 25 
Sheldrake or Sawbill i 40 
Thunder River (trout onty) 
May pie j 60 
Bear or Victor i 30 
Corneille 2 100 
Pishteebee f 50 
Minacoughan Quettashoo I 50 
Little Watischoo i 2 60 
Napissip! I 25 40 
Agwanis 2 75 

Mingan 2 200 
Manitou, tributary of Mingan 1 75 

NOTE—In August and September, after the 
salnion season ts over, Grilse and Trout of large 

stze are plentiful in these rivers and give excell- 
ent sport 

These rivers can be reached by first-class 
steamer from Quebec, satling weekly in from 
thirty-stx to sixty hours. 

Further particulars on application to the 

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada, 
603 Craig St., Montreal. 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

Bernard’s “Triumph” Dry Fly Reels 

3 Inch 2 3-4 Inch 

19 / 6 

This reel is made from our new metal. 

It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 
does and it’ is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch ‘‘Triumph’ Weighs about 5'% oz. 
3 Ineh Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (5% in. )be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with large drum 
for winding in quickly. 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackl 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

OTTAWA VALLEY 

MATTAWA, ONT. 

KIPAWA, P..Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

‘ 

WINNIPHG 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose. deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose. deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 

trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout,. black bass, duck, moose, — 

caribou and deer. 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

* wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

OW APPELLE 

BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

climbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. 3ear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivaiied fieid. 
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Ge ee a ae a 

Westley Richards & Co., 
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers 

Beg to draw the attention of.sportsmen to their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks. 

“IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL- 
LECT, INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE.’’—From a writer in the Ame.ican Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammerless ejector gun is equipped with hand-detachable locks and 
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of these guns can be INSTANTLY removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with any gun. The advantage of a duplicate 
set of locks, which can be inserted in ten seconds, will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large 
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun 
to mar its appearance and finish. 

THE ONE TRIGGER 
The action of this mechanism 

is independent ofrecoil,and is not 
a fractional one. Itis guaran- 
teed neither to double dis- 
charge nor hang when firing 

So the second barrel. It is ab The Detachable Lock 
Co eae b a solutely free from the defects 
The One-Trigger Mechanism. and the objectionable features which generally characterize other 

Note its strength andsimplicity systems. It has two pulls—not three. It can be fired as quickly 
or as slowly as the sportsman desires. By its perfect selective 

action a sportsman can fire right, left, left, right, or as many rights first or lefts first as may be desired 
It always acts the same, 

phe WESTLEY RICHARDS “ONE-TRIGGER” GUN 

TR 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER: 
(x) You maintain the same firm, steady grip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grip 

necessary in double triggers preparatory to firing the second barrel, is fatal toa quick, double shot. It 
is difficult to explain the immense advantage of not relaxing toone who has never used a single trigger. 

(2) Your stock is the same le: gth for both barrels, and you can be fitted absolutely. To 

say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two triggers, one nearly an inch ahead of the other, is 

about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as well as a number 7. 
(3) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves in cold weather, and manipulate OUR trigger as well 

as with your bare hands, Shooting in cold weather without warm gloves is barbarous—-you might as 

well go barefooted. 

(4) You never get a double discharge, as you do in double trigger guns when the finger slips from 

the front trigger and trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds. 
(s) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as 

the gun recoils. 
(6) The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is 60 slight it is al- 

most imperceptible. This is one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism. 
Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one-sixteenth of an inch fatal to quick, snappy work. 

Order one of these guns now and BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES. 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co.’s Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham,England 
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DE A RTA SYST SE ET A SESE NE Cal SE GME UR 

When you take 
your next 

HUNTING, SHOOTING 
OR 

FISHING EXPEDITION 

You will require a 
First-class, Reliable 
Canoe. You can 
depend upon us to 
supply you with 
one that will meet 
your requirements. 

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited 
| PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA. 

| BEFORE PURCHASING, it wil! pay THE LEADING Manufacturers of 
you to obtain information Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts: 

| concerning our products. in fact everything that floats. 

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 

Ee 

ae Pat. Triple Bead Front Sight 

Is the best hunung and 

target sight made, as you 
can see one of the beads 

|] SPORTSMEN’S 
a é any time, in all kinds of Complete ( OOoDS Hig weather, in any light and Stock. Grade. on any back-ground Gold, Ivory and Black beads 

instantly changed, perfectly accurate. At your dealer 
or postpaid, $1.50. Circular free. 

WATERPROOF HUNTING COATS Da W.AKING, Jr, 

HUNTING CLOLHING 1417 Lawrence Street, Denvcr, Colo. 

SLEEPING BAGS 

HUNTING poors Fishing and Hunting 
SPORTING KNIVES, ETC. Pee a 

ae Complete Camping and 
STEEL BOATS GUNS Packing Outfits. 

Experienced Guides fur- For Fishing and and 

ene nished to any part of the 
Fishing Requisites. AMMUNITION Mountains on short notice, 

at reasonable rates. 

Special facilities offered 

R. & W. KERR, Fishing Parties. 

2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL.F] W.& J. Brewster, Guides and Packers 
— BANFF, N.W.T. 
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“EMPIRE” 
Smokeless Sporting Powder 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NOQBELSEAPLOSIVES CO. 
Limited 

Try Shot Shells loaded with EMPIRE 

POWDER in comparison with other 

Brands. 

Note the Superior Pattern, Penetration, Ignition 

and the Light Recoil. . 

Join the happy majority who have discovered 

these facts and are using the above Powder. 

Dominion Shot Shells Loaded with this Powder 

can be obtained from all Reliable Dealers. 

Bulk Powder can be purchased from 

HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY 

or from the Trade. 
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“TTUNTING wild and 
dangerous game 

by the light of the camp 
fire is attractive. The 
actual experience of 
the trail is rough and 
hard.” Under such 
conditions you nev? a 
rifle built to stand hard 
usage, one that will 
reach your game at 
long range if necessa- 
ry and strike with 
deadly effect. We 
have four excellent 
sizes for such work. 
Write to-day for cata- 
logue. 

Savage Arms Co. 
Utica, N. Y., U. S. A. 

BAKER & HAMILTON, 
PACIFIC COAST AGTS. 
San Francisco and Sacra- 

mento, California. 

JAEGER 
PURE WOOL 

Protects From Chill. 

ly JAEGER GARMENTS are 
worn by sportsmen the world over, 

The Hudson’s Bay Under Wear 

Compan Chevibens 
pany Smart Shirts 

Has had over 229 years with and without collars) 

se a ee ae in providing CAMPING RUGS and 

or hunters SLEEPING BAGS 
Everything necessary can be in Camelhair Fleece, a luxury for 

supplied. Circular Letters of the shooting or fisl As Y 
Credit issued on all the andere ee 
Company’s Inland Posts. 
Further particulars on ap- £ 
plication to on vida ones lee 

é 

HUDSCN’S BAY CONIPANY DR. JAEGER 5 
Sanitary Woollen System Company, Limited, 

2206 St. Catharine St., Montreal 
WINNIPEG 



The Essential ‘Know How” in the manufacture of STIEVENS ARMS—borne of almost a half- 
| century of consist-ntly successful achievement—accounts for their perennial popularity. Sportsmen 
| know what to expect when shooting our sterling make; that’s why they continue using STEVENS 

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS, 
in preference to all others. 

Ask your dealer for our products. If your dealer tries to sell you firearms good as the “STEVENS “—insist on the STEVENS ! 
Send four cents in stamps to cover postage on new illustrated STEVENS Catalos Contains 186 pages and deseribes entire output, 

Our clever RIFLE PUZZLE will be mailed FREE for the asking. 

| J. STEVENS ARMS &> FOOL *E0), 
| MAIN STREET, 

CHICOPEE” PALS MASS... U.S.A. 
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By the AthabaskKa. 

A MAGAZINE 
oF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATION 
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REPEATING RIFLES FOR HUNTING. 
Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 
That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re-| 
present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
ment in gunmaking. Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 
the nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; for they 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. Use Winchester guns for 
all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish and Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., = - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

WEIGHT 

FIFTEEN 

POUNDS Sleeping Bag 
ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG 

Outside section is made of closely woven Khaki Duck, centre section 
of patent, double-banked Eider Down, the warmest and lightest material 
known to commerce. The inner section is an all-wool Kersey. 

Many of the best-known sportsmen in the United States and Canada 
have written us that they would not go out again without one. 

Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., Limited, Manufacturers 
WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL Also for sale by Woods, Limited, Ottawa 

SS SS SQ MESES 

Jewelry Parlors 

Medals, Trobpbies and Club Prizes 

are a special feature of the Parlors, but 15 per 
cent. can be saved in the regular jewelry lines. 
Small expenses the reason. 

JAS. D. BAILEY, 
<5 Yonge Street, Toronto. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
ahi 

Z 7158 
. . e te 

THE Gis ee 

TH ALGONQUIN 
BuDREWS. 

ape \) | PLACE ViGERr i uate SEAiRe 
al 

Algonquin, - - ot. Andrews, N. B., - - from $3.00 upwards 

Chateau Frontenac, OucbecsE 20. - - - =. ©3500 - 

Place Viger, E = Montreal, P. Q., = : SR 3 (OO as 

Banff Springs, - - Bani aN WwW. T.; - - - at 3.00 rs 

Lake Louise Chalet, Laggan, N. W. T., - - ssh. 2:60 4 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers or to any of the company’s agents. 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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Canadian Edition 

ROD AND GUN 
IN CANADA *¥ # 

VOL. VI. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, NOVEMBER, 1904 No. 6 

With The Indian. 
By C. G. COWAN, 

To the sportsman, the man fond of free- 

dom and Nature, fond of the wilderness 

and the solitudes of the mountains, I know 

of no country to be compared with the 

northern region of the Rockies. For many 

years it has been my good luck to spend at 

least some part of the twelve months, 

north of that wonderful institution, the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, trapping and 

hunting with the Indians. The particular 

trip I am about to give an account of oc- 

curred some years ago, and took me to the 

head waters of the Saskatchewan, Atha- 

basca and Frazer rivers. I purchased my 

provisions at Edmonton, one of the most 

thriving and ‘beautifully situated towns in 

North-Western Canada. It was a simple 

outfit, and only consisted of the bare nec- 

essaries of life for twelve months. Thirteen 

pack horses carried it all. I had two half- 

breeds, Alexis and Alfred, and an Indian, 

called Jack, to accompany me. It was in 

the early spring we left behind us_ the 

lights of civilization ; the warm winds and 

hot suns were doing their utmost to rid 

the ground of the snow. Our journey to 

the mountains occupied the best part of 

fourteen days. The road was a narrow 

pack trail, through forests of pine, over 

netted masses of fallen timber; across 

swiftly running rivers, and through almost 

bottomless muskegs. On arrival at the 

mountains we found our horses fagged and 

unable to go further without rest and feed, 

so, we selected a good valley, made perm- 

anent camp, and remained here for several 

weeks. We were now at the entrance to 

the Yellow Head Pass, and sheep and goat 

were plentiful, so there was no scarcity of 

fresh meat. White fish were, also, in 

abundance in waters close by, and every 

day we remained here our horses showed 

signs of improvement. One day, whilst 

hunting with Jack, I met a half-breed Iro- 

quois, and after some conversation with 

him, agreed to visit his camp nextaday. I 

found him living with his wife and family 

in one lodge, his brother with his wife was 

in a tepee close by, and two other lodges 

of Indians completed the camp. The whole 

party were known as Rocky Mountain In- 

dians and lived entirely by hunting. They 

objected to white men ‘hunting in this sec- 

tion of the mountains, but thanks to the 

officer in charge of the H. B. Co. store, 

where I bought my provisions, I received a 

good introduction to this little band, and 

they did all they could for me. To make a 

long story short, I joined them at once, 

and instead of wandering about in moun- 

tains quite unknown to me I was guided by 

one of the most civil and courteous half- 

breeds to the best hunting fields in the 
Rockies. 

We were now a party ‘of sixteen, men, 

women and children. The head man and 

guide was John, a most congenial compan- 

ion to travel with. His brother Alex, who 

I regret to say was afterwards killed by a 

white man in a dispute about beaver skins, 
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was also a_ useful friend to me, and with 

these two men, their families, and their 

followers, I travelled to the head waters 

of the Saskatchewan, Athabasca and Fra- 

zer rivers. I had brought with me a cross- 

cut saw and other tools necessary to build 

a comfortable log cabin, and whilst the 

horses were resting and gaining flesh, we 

put up substantial winter quarters, located 

in a place convenient to wood and water, 

in the centre of a good game country, and 

close to where there was plenty of trap- 

ping. This completed, we gathered to- 

gether one night outside the cabin and held 

a great ‘‘tea dance,’’ (there was also a 

little Hudson’s Bay rum.) © The Indians 

and half-breeds came from the adjoining 

valleys, and on that night I became known 

to all in the Yellow Head Pass. To my 

own lot I suggested we should visit the 

country around the head waters of the 

Saskatchewan, and after caching in the 

cabin such things as we did not require, 

we started. As I looked back on the train 

of pack animals,—the men, women and chil- 

dren that followed us,—for John was lead- 

ing, I thought to myself a happier lot nev- 

er started on journey before. Even the 

dogs, and we had plenty of them, wagged 

their tails freely as they moved off in rear. 

From the Athabasca to the Saskatche- 

wan we found a rough trail. We travelled 

up Rock Creek, killing mountain sheep and 

goat every day as we moved on. John, 

Alex and myself would take the side of the 

Mountains, just above timber limit, on 

foot, whilst the remainder of the party, 

with the horses, kept at the bottom of the 

valley until they heard us shoot; then 

Alexis and Jack would ‘bring two or three 

of the ponies to where the shooting oc- 

curred, and, if we had made a kill, the 

meat would be loaded, and all would re- 

turn to the trail, where the women usually 

had a comfortable camp already establish- 

ed. In this way we went on for eight or 

ten days, until our arrival at Saskatche- 

wan river. Here we remained several 

weeks, hunting elk, sheep and bears, in one 

of the most beautiful countries it has ever 

been my lot to travel in. The meat of the 

animals we killed was carefully cut up, 

spread on poles, and properly dried and 

cured for winter use. There was a Salt lick 

close to our camp, visited daily by num- 
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bers of sheep, yet the big rams seldom if 

ever came to lick. One day, about sunrise, 

I counted no less than seventy-two wend- 

ing their way in Single file, down to the 

salt. Out of this lot we killed seventeen, 

which doubtless the reader may think un- 

sportsmanlike, but remember the number 

we had to feed, the distance we were from 

any means of purchasing food, and the long 

winter before us! Our stay on the Sas- 

katchewan did not last as long as I ex- 

pected. My party had seen the fresh moc- 
casin tracks of other Indians, and were 

afraid there might be trouble if they were 

caught hunting in grounds not their own, 

as every little band of Indians had their 

own portion of the valleys and mountains - 

to hunt in, and they consider it a great 

breach of etiquette to hunt in other fields, 

without first acquainting the Indians who 

had the prior right. (Making trails, etc., 

gave them this right.) I agreed to a cer- 

tain extent with my party, so we retired, 

leaving this magnificent field of sport, with 

every horse heavily loaded with dried meat 

and trophies. We arrived at the Athabas- 

ca a week later, deposited our loads in the 

cabin, and started within a few days on 

our next trip, which took us onto the 

summit of the Rockies, near the head wat- 

ers of the Frazer river. Here we were in 

a country teeming with caribou, and after 

each day’s slaughter, I can call it nothing 

else, aS we had to kill freely in order that 

we might obtain sufficient meat for win- 

ter use, the Tom Toms of my companions 

would strike up and weird and melancholy 

tunes would reach my tepee until late in 

the night. 

It was now getting on in the season, 

snow had already fallen to some depth, so 

we hastened back to the Athbasca river 

and made ready for winter. The thermom- 

eter registers daily below zero and the 

charm and pleasures of tent life have gone, 

but there are yet fascinations for me. To 

know this country perfectly and to have 

an accurate knowledge of the animal life 

in it, one must have the experience of a 

winter. It is only at this season one be- 

gins to realize what the natives can en- 

dure ; what cold, what fatigue, and _ suf- 

ferings, what hunger and deprivations. On 

one occasion I had travelled some forty 

miles to a mountain where sheep ranged in 
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the winter, with a view to procure even a 

little fresh meat. I had Jack and _ three 

ponies with me. The snow lay deep on the 

ground, which made travelling very slow, 

yet I was able to cut off a portion of the 

journey by crossing a lake, which was 

frozen to such a thickness as to bear my 

cayuses. Darkness coming on we ‘had to 

camp en route, so we made for some pine 

trees, where smoke was issuing from an 

Indian wigwam, off saddled’ and turned 

loose the ponies. Entering the tepee I 

found a Squaw frying the entrails of a 

mountain sheep, and pouring off the grease 

into an empty tin. Another, much young- 

er and beautiful to look at, with long jet 

black hair hanging loosely down her back, 

was scaling a white fish. Two youngsters, 

half clad and smeared from head to foot 

with the scales of the fish, hid themselves 

behind the women. The men of the lodge 

were out and had been off for three days 

visiting their traps. They returned that 

night, loaded with fur-bearing animals, and 

one of them told me they had not eaten, 

excepting a porcupine they killed, for four- 

teen hours, and here in their camp was 

nothing but a few fish and some black tea, 

yet they had still before them five months 

of a nearly Arctic winter. We got some 

flour and bacon in from my packs, and be- 

fore they turned in for the night, we all 

had a good meal. They had laid two skins 

near the fire and wished me to camp in 

the lodge. I:*did, and was soon asleep, but 

not for long, aS some one woke me, by 

adding more logs to the fire. Then we all 

seemed to rise as if by instinct, tea was 

made and drank, we had a smoke, and lay 

down again. Then the dogs wormed in one 

after the other and we all fell asleep. 

Leaving a little flour and bacon, and tak- 

ing away a beautiful marten skin, I left 

the lodge and its hospita/ble occupants, and 

moved to the sheep mountain, where we 

encamped until we _ had 

meat to load the horses. We took the 

same trail on our way back and met with 

* an experience on the lake that I shall find 

it hard ever to forget. We were about half 

Way across, when a blizzard came up from 

the northeast, a blizzard such as I had 

never encountered before. The atmosphere 

was filled with drifting snow, making it 
impossible to see a yard ahead of us ; the 

secured enough’ 
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wind struck the lake with such force as to 

blow the snow under us, and the 

lake became a sheet of black glare ice, the 
horses could no longer travel, and were ly- 
ing down, bleeding freely from _ their 
mouths, which were cut and lacerated from 
the many falls on the ice. The increasing 
cold was unbearable, we unloaded the. 
horses and piled the loads in the air, then 
we dragged the horses by the tails and 

Slid them into position, making a wall 

high enough to create some shelter. The 

saddle blankets we put over the horses, 

our own ‘bedding we wrapped round  our- 

selves, and lay down on the ice, back to 

back, with the horses. Night came on and 

with it a drowsy feeling, and a dreadful 

longing for sleep, our hands and feet were 

freezing, and I could see clearly if we re- 

mained here, one long sleep would be the 

last end. The gusts of cold wind, sleet 

and snow drifted furiously over the lake, 

as Jack and myself, leaving the horses to 
their fate, made for the shore. Jack took 

the lead, carrying with him a portion of 

the frozen meat. We reached the timber, 

but not before both of us were slightly 

frozen, and it wasn’t until our fire, which 

we had kindled with great difficulty, began 

to throw out heat that we knew ‘how badly 

we were to suffer. The wind abated about 

midnight, but the snow kept falling stead- 
ily all night, and at daylight we found the 

horses had gone ashore on the opposite 

side of the lake. Bringing them back, we 

loaded them with the meat and on the ev- 

ening of the same day arrived at the cabin. 

It was now nine months since I had left 

civilization, and although I sometimes felt 
lonely, and at times, for a moment, doubt- 

ed if the near neighborhood of my own race 

was not a'bsolutely essential, I gained 

much satisfaction in the feeling that I was 

alone: the only white man in the valley, 

that the mountains and the game on them, 
the rivers and the lakes and the fish in 

them, were mine; that the snow shoe 

trails I had ‘‘broken’’ all through the 

mountains bore no footprints but my own, 

my Indian and the wild animals that the 
medicine on our shoes lured to destruction. 

What man, under like circumstances, could 

help gaining a perfect knowledge of the 

country, and the animal-life in it ? One day 

I left camp alone to follow one of my old 

from 
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trails some few miles, then to break a new 

road, through the deep snow down to a 

small creek. I had turned off my old trail 

and was busy preparing a place to set a 

marten dead-fall, when I had a presenti- 

ment someone was watching me. I looked 

back on the trail, thinking Jack might 

have followed me, but there was no one in 

sight. Yet ! I could feel there were eyes up- 

on me. Dropping down on my knees I con- 

tinued the making of the trap, only for a 

second, and I was on my feet again, look- 

ing anxiously around me, and I believe I 

felt like calling out. For the moment my 

thoughts darkened. Had I fallen a prey to 

the awful superstitions of the race J lived 

amongst. No! there before me, moving 

slowly from behind a fallen tree, was a 

huge timber wolf. It pleased me to see 

something, but when I recollected my only 

weapon of defence was a small hatchet, it 

would have pleased me more if the whole 

thing had been imagination. I watched him 

closely, with his tail gently wagging and 

his eyes rivetted on me, he moved a few 

yards nearer, stopped, sat up and looked 

at me. What a target, had I my rifle! 

For want of something better to do I com- 

menced chopping at a sapling beside me, 

which I pushed when ready to fall, so that 

it would drop across the wolf. As the tree 

fell, he jumped to one side, showing freely 

those beautiful teeth. Then he howled un- 

til the howl echoed and re-echoed through 

the forest. Slipping my feet quietly into my 

snowshoes, I. started towards the cabin, 

iookine round at every second. Presently 

his mate joins ‘him, and they both follow 

on my trail. It was an exciting walk and 

lasted until ! arrived within a few hundred 

yards of the cabin, when the wolves sud- 

denly turned from the trail and beat a 

hasty retreat into the thick undergrowth. 

It is now the end of February, perhaps 

the best month for trapping, at all events 

we are getting plenty of fur every day. 

Our supplies are beginning to run short, all 

the dried meat we put up in the summer 

is finished, besides the fresh meat of twen- 

ty-eight caribou, that two wolves had driv- 

en off their range on the summit of the 

mountains, where the snow is blown off, 

into the deep snow on the side where the 

animals could no longer travel, and were 

about to be killed by the wolves when an 
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Indian spotted them, and collecting his 

forces, surrounded and killed every caribou. 

The trapping was 

keenly. As I write 
a pastime I enjoyed 

now, I can hear the 

familiar sound of my snowshoes, going 

through the great forests of fir trees, 

where that strange stillness of Nature al- 

Ways prevails, where that rasping caw of 

the raven, or the weird yelp of the coyote, 

brings one to a standstill for the moment. 

On one occasion, whilst visiting my traps, 

I came upon the carcass of a full grown 

deer, which had evidently been pounced 

upon, dragged to the ground, and killed by 

a lynx, at all events these were the only 

tracks in evidence. I built a minature fence 

of willows round the carcass, leaving three 

small openings, putting a_ trap in each. 

Next day I found the lynx in one of the 

traps. The following day I got a wolver- 

ine, and on the evening of the third found 

to my astonishment a beautiful specimen 

of a golden eagle, which I released, to fly 

back to its mate and its ‘‘Bald Mountain”’ 

home. 

The snow was still deep on the ground, 

yet it was soft enough for the horses to 

travel, consequently we rounded them up 

from the valleys they ‘nad pawed in all 

winter. Some were fat, others too weak 

and thin for the trip so many hundreds 
miles back to civilization. The fat ones 

we made ready, loaded with skins and tro- 

phies and after a farewell shake with my 

good mountain friends, our hoémeward jour- 

ney commenced. We had little or no food 

when we left the cabin, however three days 

travel brought us to a salt lick, where we 

killed two mountain sheep, the meat of 

which we partly dried, and lived on for 

many days. As we journeyed the ice in the 

rivers and creeks began to break up, the 

snow melting filled to the banks the small- 

est water courses, all of which we had 

bridged by felling three big trees across, 

and placing pine boughs on top. The horses 

took fright going over, crowded each other 

and one unfortunate pony, pack and all, 

was pitched off into the rushing water 

some distance below. Alexis, ever good with 
a rope, lasooed the pack the first throw, 

and in three minutes from the time of the 

accident, all was well, and we were again 

on the move. We had finished the sheep 

meat, and as rabbits were scarce, we were 
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compelled to kill a horse. Our victim was 

-“Buck,’’ an animal fairly fat and useless in 

a muskeg, .therefore more deserving of 

death than any of the others. On its flesh 

we dragged out an_ existence for eleven 

is 
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days, when we met a party of prospectors, 

from whom we traded a sufficient quantity 

of flour to satisfy our wants, until our 

trip came to an end, and the comforts of 

civilization commenced. 

Indoor Rifle Shooting. 
By STEPHEN P. M. TASKER. 

Now that the cold weather is approach- 

ing and one is planning for diversion dur- 

ing the winter evenings indoors, there ap- 

pears to me nothing so amusing and en- 

tertaining as small bore rifle shooting, 

and this can be done and a range fitted up 

in almost any garret or cellar about as fol- 

lows: 

In the first place, as 25 yards is the 

standard distance fer 22-caliber and indoor 

shooting, we shall try to get that dis- 

tance exactly, or if this is not possible 

with the location in question, measure offi 

124 yards and the regulation target can be 

reduced one-half, as by this method you 

can accurately compare your scores with 

those made by the best amateurs and pro- 

fessionals as they appear each week in the 

shooting and fishing- magazines. For in- 

stance. The German ring target being 

used almost exclusively, we will reduce it 

one-half and instead of having a 2-inch 

bull at 25 yards, with one-quarter spaces, 

we will have a 1-inch ring with one- 

eighth inch spaces, and ignoring the diame- 

ter of the bullet (which theoretically should 

be also reduced one-half), a score made at 

124 yards of say 240 would be exactly the 

same as if made at 25 yards, and we can 

compare these with what others are doing. 

It is a much better way to shoot at a 

standard target and keep a score for every 

one than to shoot at any old mark, as you 

can keep no line on your shooting and you 

will not know at the end of a season if you 

have improved or not. It is a good plan 

to average every 100 shots and you will 

then notice your improvement, besides you 

can change the sights, etc., and note the 

different effects on your scores, but on 

this point give every change a good long 

trial, say 1,000 shots, before you try some- 

thing else. Finally, and’ as soon as 

possible, settle on what you think you 

would like best, and what you made the 

best average shooting with, and stick to 

it for good. 

Going back to the target, you can get 

these 25-yard 42x54 paper German ring 

targets with a 2-inch bull’s eye at almost 

any gun store for $3.00 a thousand, but if 

you have not this distance have a die made 

for a new target for a couple of dollars 

and you can get them that way cheaper 

than by buying from a store. I think my 

die with 10,000 targets cost $10.00, and, of 

course, for the next lot they will be con- 

siderably cheaper, not having the die to 

pay for. These targets, as shown, have a 

l-inch bull’s-eye, are 4x4, which is large 

enough to catch all your shots, or pretty 

nearly when you first start to shoot, and 

in a little while you will be surprised to 

see how you can keep in and around the 

‘pull’s-eye. Five shot scores are enough on 

one target and a possible would be 125, the 

smallest circle (4-inch) being 25, and de- 

creasing one for every one-eighth of an 

inch, regardless of the diameter of the 

bull’s-eye ; when you make scores of 120 

with a possible of 125, you are doing very 

well. Some of the best shots can do a 

hundred at the rate of over 124 out of a 

possible 125, but this is practice, and don’t 

be surprised—if you are a beginner—if you 

don’t do anything better than 100 or less. 

So much for the target question. 

There is nothing that I know of more ex- 

citing than trying to make each target bet- 

ter than the last, or to equal or excel 

some rival. It is an amusement, both man- 

ly, beneficial to body and mind, very rea- 

sonable, cartridges only costing from 22 to 

27.5 cents a hundred, depending upon the 

make. But I wish to say right here if you 

have a good rifle—and good rifles are so 
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cheap—do not use the B.B, or conical bul- 

lets, as they will cut your rifle out in a 

short time, and if you wish to keep the 

noise down, as you probably will indoors, 

do not use the black powder cartridge, or 

for that matter the semi-smokeless, but 

stick to the Winchester or U.M.C., grease- 
less, smokeless kind. They are clean, make 

but a little report when shot, and your 

room is as clean after firing a couple hun- 

dred shots as before you started. These 

can be bought in lots of 1,000 for $2.75. 

You will want a good light at the target, 

and if there is a gaS main near, a branch 

can be run right to your target for a dol- 

lar or so, and have a three joint fixture 

added that you can get the correct  posi- 

tion for a reflector. An ordinary gas jet 

with a dollar reflector is good, but better 

still have a Wellsbach burner and one of 

their special reflectors installed. These are 

about $2.50. If you or your friends are 

shooting poorly, you can move the light 

accordingly, and you will have a light that 

is almost perfect for the purpose, throwing 

a strong white light directly on the target 

and not being visible from the rear. For 

the shooting position you will need ro 

light and a very small one at the side cr 

back. Better dispense with it if you can 

see to work your gun, as the target will 

appear all the sharper; it is easier on 

your eyes. Probably. the most important 

detail outside of the rifle itself is the back 

ground to the target proper. 

Sketch 1. You will have to have some- 

thing like the following: If you want it 

made as cheaply as possible, have a flat 

iron plate about a foot square and a quar- 

ter of an inch thick with two holes drilled 

on each vertical side about one inch from 

the edge, and one or two holes in the top 

to support it. Do this with wire as string 

will chafe and break. On each side screw 

a piece of hard wood about 2x2 inch., and 

on this nail a piece of pine board one inch 

thick, on which you can thumb-tack your 

targets. The bullets will go through the 

board and flatten out on the plate, drop- 

ping to the floor, where a box or piece of 

paper can be placed to catch the splinters. 

If you put the board directly on the iron 

the bullets in a very little while will split 

end break the board up, but when there is 

a space they simply perforate a little hole 
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and do no further damage. Of course in a 

little while the side pieces will be chewed 
up, as it were, by the splinters of lead and 

will require renewing. These act for two 

purposes. First: Keeping the board off the 

iron, and second, preventing the particles 

of lead from going off at right angles to 

the shooting. A better plan yet than this, 

but costing a little more, is made as fol- 

lows: 

Sketch 2. Instead of using the ‘nard wood 

side bars have the plate flanged, as shown. 

With this arrangement it will be but a 

minute or two to put on a new board and 

will more than pay for the labor and an- 

noyance to have the plate made in this 

manner. Either of these target plates can 

'be cut, flanged and drilled for a ‘very lit- 

tle at almost any machine or boiler shop. 

Mine cost $2.50. 

Whilst you are ordering the wooden 
boards order a dozen or two from the saw 

mill, or buy a board of 37-inch cheap lum- 

ber, planed or unplaned, and saw the whole 

lot up. At the start of your shoot you 

will probably want to place your single 

target in the center of the frame, but after 

you become more proficent you will place 

four on the board, and as almost every 

shot goes in or near the bull’s-eye, four 

holes will be cut in the board and the re- 

mainder will last for a long time, for ex- 

cepting the stray or bad shots, the thumb 

tacks will make the only holes. 

And now last but not least, the rifle. I 

was going to say any rifle will do. There 

are SO many good ones on the market, and 

they are so cheap that it matters little 

which you get, as long as it is an Ameri- 

can arm and not a Flobert You cannot 

go wrong in getting a Winchester, Marlin, 

Savage, Stevens or Remington, but which- 

ever you do get have it bored and rifled 

especially for the 22 short cartridge. This 

is a point overlooked by most people, as 

they think a gun will shoot any and all, 

equally good, but this is not the case. 

While it looks well to say your rifle wil! 

shoot the short, long, extra long, long 

rifle, etc., there is nothing in it, and un- 

less you stick to one you cannot shoot well 

with any. For your purpose, the short is 

the 'best and stick to it. The long and ex- 

tra long are no good and the long-rifle 

makes too much noise, and is no more ac- 
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curate excepting at long range. The short 

is capable of almost perfect accuracy at 25 

yards, and is a good killer for small game 

when you take your little gun to the 

woods in the fall, as you should when after 

large game. Then use the hollow point 

cartridge. It keeps the camp supplied with 

grouse, rabbit, ete., and does not alarm 

everything as the other 22’s do. It is an 

incentive to practice in off seasons with 

the little fellows and sort of keeps the 

hunting fever down until you can get away 

with the larger and more powerful arms. 

Generally speaking, the heavier the rifle 

the steadier you can hold, besides a heavy 

rifle makes less noise, but on the weight 

question your own strength will settle it. 

Personally I can shoot a _ six-pound rifle 

better than I can a ten-pounder, but each 

one will find a weight which will suit him 

best. 

If you have never shot, buy a little $5.00 

rifle and start in, and in a little while you 

will want something better, or if you know 

something about this game, start in and 

get a first class outfit, say a single shot, 

seven to twelve pound rifle, set trigger, 

Swiss or Scheutzen butt plate, and spe- 

cially fitted with a palm rest, if you can 

shoot ‘better that way. 

If you have a_ rifle that you think any- 

thing of, no matter how cheap (and you 

can get a fine accurate little rifle for 

$3.75), take care of it. No matter how 

late or tired you are, immediately after 

shooting take it apart and clean it thor- 

oughly inside and out, but especially in- 

side, as smokeless powder residue is ruin- 

ous to a rifle if allowed to stand a couple 

of hours. Run rag after rag well soaked in 
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any of the good cleaners through the bar- 

rel until it is thoroughly clean. Always 

clean with a brass rod from the breech 

end. A very small wear on the grooves at 

the muzzle caused by the cleaning rod will 

be ruinous to good shooting. 

Then as to sighting, no matter what 

priced rifle you buy, have it fitted with Ly- 

man Sights, which will cost about $4.00 

and more than double the value of your 

arm, besides making it so much easier for 

your eyes and greatly improving your 

scores. If you want to go one step further 

have a low power (say about 4) telescope 

fitted, costing about $10.00, instead of the 

Lyman or open sights. This addition 

makes rifle shooting even more fascinating, 

besides making the target and game very 

distinct. It does away with the strain on 

ones eyes in focusing, and adds a little to 

the weight of the rifle, thereby making 

steadier holding for most people. Although 

a telescope enlarges the target it also 

greatly magnifies the tremor when aiming, 

and the old fashioned view that a man so 
sighted had lots of advantage is going 

away. 

In most all matches they are allowed 

without being handicapped, as some shoot 

better with them and some without. Any- 

how they are especially helpful for near or 

defective vision, so this apparent defect 

should keep no one from taking up small 

bore rifle shooting. You will be a more 

valuable citizen ‘by familiarizing yourself 

and becoming proficient in the use of fire 

arms, besides it tends to influence one’s 

habits in his desire to keep himself in the 

best possible condition for friendly rivalry 

or to excel his own records. 

The Common Juniper. * 

Any person who is at all observant must 

have noticed in dry, rocky or sandy pas- 

tures, or in open glades, clumps of a low 

spreading evergreen shrub, set down in un- 

certain and irregular order, but with a 

characteristic and independent individuali- 

ty. With its low-set, compact form and its 

outthrust branches it seems to challenge 

any intrusion upon its right to occupy its 

chosen space of ground with a defiance as 

sturdy as the ‘‘Nemo me impune lacessit’’ 

of the emblem of bonny Scotland. And he 

who accepts the challenge will find that it 

is not altogether an empty one, for the 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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common Juniper, which we have been des- 

cribing, will enforce its defence with its 

sharp, forward-pointing leaves, which make 

it difficult to grasp the branches of this 

shrub with the hand, and can make them- 

selves felt even through the clothing. Jun- 

iperus communis is found in two forms, a 

somewhat erect one, which is the type, and 

a low spreading variety distinguished by 

the name alpina. 

The leaves are arranged in whorls of 

three, pointing forward or upward. They 
are awl-Shaped and prickly-pointed. The 

lower side of the leaf is green and looking 

from directly above the spreading branches 

the whole shrub has a green appearance. A 

view from the end of the branches, how- 

ever, gives an impression of whiteness and 

Dogs That | 
By M. 

When the editor of Rod and Gun asked 

me to write something about dogs, I felt 

that he was rather out of his latitude, as 

it is now many years since I was actively 

in the dog circle, put like all old fellows, 

as age creeps on, I suppose I become rem- 

iniscent and will write about things of the 

past, which may prove slightly interesting 

to the present and show that even in the 

long by-gone days dogs had their place and 

were quite as good as those which the 

present age is producing and mind you not 

so much stress was laid on pedigree then 

as ability. On this point I well remember 

a very prominent Irish terrier man in Ire- 

land, after looking over his kennel, I was 

much taken with one of his dogs, which to 

me appeared by far the best of the lot. I 

asked him for the pedigree ; his reply was: 

“We carries it on his back.’’ So that 

many of the dogs of the present age may 

trace their pedigree to such. .But I am 

getting away from my text—‘‘Dogs that 

I have known.’’ Well the first dog that I 

knew of, for I never saw him, he was kill- 

ed many years before I was born, but his 

memory was very dear to the family, and 

as well as I can recollect, his name was 

Ilughie. He belonged to my father; who 

. the female or 

we see that the upper surface of the leaves 

are a glaucous white. The flowers are un- 

usually dioecious, that is, the male or 

staminate flowers are on one plant and 

pistillate flowers, from 

which the cones are formed, on another. 

The cones are small and berry-like and of 
a purple color when mature, but are cov- 

ered with a glaucous white bloom, which 

makes them a conspicuous feature against 

the green foliage. They are more regular- 

ly spherical than the cones of the Red Ced- 

ar and are marked at the top with a three- 

fold division, indicating the three seeds in- 

to which they separate. The odor of the 

berries is aromatic and pleasant. From 

them is distilled the oil of juniper, which 

is made use of in medical practice. 

Have Known. 
iB: 

was at the early part of the last century 

a Manchester merchant, who did his own 

travelling with his own gig and ‘horse, 

with ‘‘Hughie’’ as an accompaniment. The 

stories told of what that horse and dog 

did filled my earliest recollections, but to 

particularize some of them is rather hard 

to place on paper. When my father came 

to Ireland the dog was with him, at the 

same time he had large interests both in 

Manchester and Glasgow, Scotland, and he 

had to make frequent visits to each city, 

the dog ‘‘Hughie’’ generally going with 

him. On one occasion he did not take 

‘Hughie’, but had him tied up ; but Hugh- 

ie was not to be balked of his trip to 

Glasgow. So next day, getting away from 

his confinement, he made for the docks, 

and took the next ship for Glasgow. On 

his arrival there he tried to find father at 

my sister’s, but he was told that the Gov- 

ernor (as every'body called him) had gone 

home. He went straight back to the ves- 

sel and came home to Ireland without a 

slip. [ have been told that Hughie knew 

every day in the week. Sundays, of course, 

je always went to church, and if none of 

the family went, the sexton used to open 

the door of the high pew where the family 
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COWAN PARTY ON AEG ROA TI, 
Fording the Pembina River, 100 miles west of Edmonton. 

ROUGH TRAVEL. 
Cowan party fording the North Saskatchewan River near its source, 
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AN UNUSUAL HEAD. 

One of the largest Mountain Goat Heads on record. 

THROWING THE DIAMOND HITCH. 

The start of the Cowan party from Edmonton, 
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worshipped to admit him. He would curl 

himself up till after the sermon, then he 

would sit up and give a satisfied yawn, 
and the sexton would open the door of the 

pew and he would go home. Tuesday was 

market day at our nearest town and 

Hughie would betake himself to a place on 

the bridge about a quarter of a mile from 

home on the road to that town, to wait 

till father came along. Friday was market 

day at a town the opposite direction. 

Hughie would be waiting till the Governor 

came there, and many other stories were 

told me. His end was tragic. He was killed 

by the first train that ran over the first 

railroad in Ireland, the Ulster rail road, 

which has since merged into the Great 

Northern R. R. So much for dogs that I 

have not known. 

The first dog that I did know was a 

Landseer Newfoundland, white and _ black, 

called ‘‘Mary.’’ She was kept as a watch 

dog, always tied up, and very affectionate 

to those she knew, but desperately vicious 

if strangers came about her. The only pe- 

culiar events in her life were connected 

with deaths in our family. The night my 

sister died Mary slipped her collar and 

came up to my sister’s room, and laid un- 

der her bed. The same _ thing happened 

when my father died six years later; she 

slipped her collar and went straight to his 

room and we dared not remove ‘er till all 

was over; She was never loose all the years 

between these events. How could she know 

that the Angel of Death was hovering over 

the house ; this is one of those things that 

no one can explain, they happen. What tel- 

apathy could have caused this watch dog 

to know things that were to happen is be- 

yond us. 

The very first dog I ever owned was a 

little rough broken-haired Scotch terrier, 

“Dandy’’ we called him. I was a very small 

boy when I brought him home in my poc- 

ket and kept him shut up in an empty oat 

bin for several weeks lest my father should 

find out I had got another dog on the 

place, but Dandy became one of the family 

and on one occasion saved my father’s life. 

My father was a very old man at this time 

and very nearly blind, but Dandy used to 

accompany him on his walks about the 

place, and on one occasion my father fell 

into an open ditch and could not get out. 
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Dandy was with him and whem he saw the 

trouble he came right up to the house, got 

mother by the dress and pulled her towards 

where father was lying. She would not go 

at first, but Dandy was insistent and she 

finally followed him and found the Govern- 

or lying at the bottom of the ditch and un- 

able to help himself. I don’t remember any 

other facts about Dandy, but he was a 

good little dog. 

My next venture was a big smooth-coat- 

ed Irish terrier,called ‘‘Rock,’’ the best dog 

on water rats and rabbits I ever knew ; he 

seemed to know exactly the spot that a 

rat would rise in the water, and would be 

there. Many a happy evening I spent with 

Rock after the river rats. As for rabbits 

bolted by ferrets, he never let one of them 

pass him. He was most agreeable with the 

ferrets, although they would nip him some- 

times. 

These were the days of my childhood, and 

it Was many years before I could again 

take them up as companions and as- 

sistants. School and college were not 

times when I could follow out my love of 

dogs, but as soon as_ I was well over the 

preparatory stages and launched out with 

a profession and a living to make, dogs 

were my hobby and I think I have seen and 

owned about as many as most of the pres- 

ent generation. 

My first venture was in a son of McDon- 

agh’s English setter, ‘‘Ranger,’’ who was a 

good field dog and gave me many gvod 

days amongst the quail and _ partridge. 

Next I became an ardent supporter of Gor- 

don setters, and with a bitch I imported 

from Ireland, ‘‘Moll IIJ.’’ (Duke Leah) I 

raised some good field dogs ; the best of 

them was from a cross with Moore’s 

‘“Grouse.’’? He was decidedly the best heavy 

weight Gordon setter ever in America. I 

also owned Maplebeck’s ‘‘Blossom’’, who 

was nearer the style of the Malcolm Gor- 

dons than any imported Gordon. “Blos- 

som’’ left me Champion ‘‘Argus’’, than 

whom a better shooting dog I never own- 

ed for style, nose and bird sense, and I 

imagine there are some of ‘‘Argus’s’’ des- 

cendants in this country, who are as good 

bird dogs as their owners wish. 

Next to Gordon setters I became inter- 

ested in Cocker Spaniels. I imported 
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‘“‘Black Bess’’, who at her first litter ‘by 

Bob III., gave five first prize winners and 

some champions; she was a good little 
dog, and always won, except once, when 

shown, but was retired when the long and 

low cockers were brought to the front. 
Next in succession was ‘‘Lass of Breda,’’ a 

bitch that was never beaten. ‘‘Bene’’, a pup 

of Black Bess won champion honors on the 

bench; the two were very much alike, but 

Black Bess was much heavier feathered, 

and I may be allowed to tell a tale about 

these two bitches when on the show cir- 

cuit ; they are both dead and I think the 

judge is retired, so no harm can be done. 

‘‘Black Bess’’ and ‘‘Bene’’ were entered 

at a show in Cleveland, when ‘‘Black 

Bess’’ was turned down as being out of 

shape and too old, ‘‘Bene’’ was in the pup- 

py class and won. ‘The next week there 

was a show at Cincinnati, where both 

bitches were entered under the same judge. 

The man who had charge of them was very 

much disappointed at Cleveland about 

“Black Bess’’, so at Cincinnati he put 

‘“‘Bene’’ in ‘‘Black Bess’ ’’ kennel, and hav- 

ing clipped ‘‘Black Bess’’ in the meantime, 

he showed her as ‘‘Bene’’ and the result 

was that both won firsts, the old bitch as 

a pup, and the pup as a full grown dog. 

I did not know of this for a long time af- 

ter, but it shows how a judge may he 

worked by a clever dog handler. 

Among the Cockers that I can remember 

as making a name before the long and low 

craze came in was Otis Fellow’s ‘‘Dandy”’, 

and he was a good one, and a son of ‘‘Nel- 

lie’, a bitch I owned, who also gave me a 

prize winner in ‘‘Darkie,’’ also straight and 
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short. About the time ‘‘Darkie’’ won, the 

craze for the long and low Cockers came 

in, and in disgust I quit Cockers and took 

up Irish terriers. The first that I imported 

was ‘‘Norah’’ (Spring-Nettle), a fine bitch 

and as a prize winner I never had a bet- 

ter, but as a companion she was all that 

any one could wish—kind, affectionate and 

loveable—and at the same time able to 

take care of herself. Next came a rather 

smooth-haired son of Gailic, called ‘‘Rock’’ 

whose chief object in life was to fight; he 

left me some good pups, but his end was 

tragic. I could not keep him, as he was in 

trouble always. A friend wanted a dog to 

be with his horse and ‘‘Rock’’ was very 

good with horses, but he did not like the 

groom, who went after him with a hay 

fork. ‘‘Rock’’ got the groom by the cheek 

and in that position he was found and kill- 

ed by a policeman’s revolver. 

Next I owned ‘‘Garry Owen’’, who was 

one of the old sort, not all jaw, but with 

a good coat and a splendid set of legs and 

feet ; he had the proper Irish Terrier char- 

acter, ready to fight or be agreeable, and 

the very best of companions. Old age set- 

tiled him and I was very sorry. After this 

Dr. W. H. Drummond gave me a bitch by 

Commissariat, ‘‘Tartar-Gotter,’’ which won 

me some prizes, and now I have only one 

of her daughters, a good little terrier. 
Thus far I have written of dogs that I 

have owned or belonged to the family, and 

yet I am far from through with dogs that 

I have known, but if the editor will per- 

mit, as a continuation in our next, I 

would like to say something of the dogs 

I have known during the last thirty years. 

(To be continued. ) 

Angling Notes. 
By WALTER GREAVES. 

In boat fishing for trout I generally use 

a light rod of 104 feet, an enamelled line 

and a fine, but strong, cast of 9 feet, to 

which I usually attach three flies, the 

stretcher being a size larger than the drop- 

pers, so as to facilitate casting. In lake 

fishing one need afraid of not be using 

large flies, as hooks No. 3 are not a bit 

too large at times. I consider flies dress- 

ed on hooks from No. 3 down to No. 7, a- 

bout right, as a general thing. Sometimes 

I use them as large as No. 1, and as small 

as No. 8 or 9. The Pennell-eyed hooks are 

excellent, for many reasons. In the first 
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place, you can carry such a large assort- 

ment without the troublesome snells_ al- 

ways getting twisted or broken at the 

head, and in the second, you can change in 

an instant onto gut that is already soaked 

and ready for use. In making your own 

flies there is the additional advantage of 
not having to tie on gut or gut eyes. The 

flies also wear much ‘better. Anyone ac- 

customed to using these hooks for trout 

flies will not, I think, return to the ones 

without eyes. All that they need is a 
fair trial. The knot, if properly tied, is so 

satisfactory that it can be done and un- 

done in an instant, and it is very easily 

learned. It must, however, ‘be tied prop- 

erly, so as to tie itself, so to speak, the 

loop running over the eye of the hook when 

tension is applied to the gut,—it is simply 

a running noose, in fact. I have used 

these hooks also for salmon flies and found 

them very satisfactory ; the same for 

black bass. As a rule, however, I prefer 

the forged O’Shaughnessy for salmon flies 

(double hooks). The Dublin Limerick 

hooks are also very good for this purpose, 

but they must be A No. 1 quality. On the 

Pennell hooks I notice that I seldom lose a 

fish. If I do, I generally feel or know that 

it is caused through carelessness on my 

part. If the fish is well hooked and prop- 

erly handled, you will not easily lose him 

off a Pennell hook. That is my experience 

and the experience of several of my angling 

friends,—some of them very good fly-fish- 

ermen. 

I have lately made a trout rod of red 

cedar, 101-3 feet long (without dowels), 

that is the butt and middle joint are red 

cedar and the tip is lance-wood. So far, 

I have not put it to a severe test and 
cannot, therefore, say whether it will 

stand well. It certainly casts beautifully, 

and I am inclined to think it will prove 

an excellent rod. Care must, of course, be 

exercised in its use or it would no doubt 
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snap, aS red cedar is a brittle wood. It 

would not be a safe rod to place in the 

hands of a person not accustomed to a 

light rod. I will perhaps let you hear more 

about it some day. 

I was much disappointed with the fish- 

ing this season. It so happened that the 

bass did not take well in any of the wat- 

ers I fished, at least when and where I hap- 

pened to fish. The opinion expressed by 

local anglers was that the water was too 

high. I cannot quite understand why that 

should have prevented the fish taking. My 

opinion is that the fish were not there and 

that the cause of this was the unlawful 

netting and taking of bass out of season. 

I know the latter was done to a very 

large extent in some of the waters where ~ 

I fished with poor success (no wonder). It 

seems a great pity that people cannot be 

made to observe the close seasons for fish- 

ing, and also to fish in a legitimate man- 

ner. If this were done, the fish would mul- 

tiply at an enormous rate in some waters 

and would afford excellent sport to fisher- 

men with the rod and _ line throughout 

nearly the whole Dominion, for there are 

sufficient waters, if properly protected, to 

furnish sport to all comers and to meet 

all reasonable demands. If something is 

not done before long many of our best 

waters will, however, be entirely depleted. 

Restocking is very well, but what is the 

use of restocking these inland lakes if the 
fish are taken out during the close season 

or netted at any time? It is simply a 

waste of money, I think. Until the ‘‘ na- 

lives’’can be made to understand that it 

is to their interest and advantage to see 

that the Lakes are properly protected, I 

am afraid little can be done in some lo- 

calities, as it is impossible to keep a 

watch on these so-called ‘‘guardians’’ and 

their friends, many of whom look upon it 

as their right to take fish at any time and 

in any manner, to salt down for winter 

use. 

New Brunswick.” 
The Province of New Brunswick ‘nas been 

brought prominently before the public re- 

cently in a special way by the celebration 

on the 24th of June of the present year of 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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the three hundredth anniversary of the 

visit of one of the great pioneers of France 

in the New World, De Monts, to the har- 

bor of St. John. On the anniversary of 

the ‘feast of St. John De Monts landed at 

the mouth of the river to which the name 

of the feast day has been given and thus 

brought it into the light of ‘naistory. Dur- 

ing the French regime, however, no sus- 

tained effort was made to colonize the 

province and the history of its development 

begins with the advent in 1783 of the Unit- 

ed Empire Loyalists, whose devotion to 

their king and country led them to forsake 

their homes in the United States after the 

American Revolution, and begin anew the 

task of subduing the primeval forest to civ- 

ilization and of developing among their 

hard-won clearances and under new skies a 

loyal community, in which the deep long- 

ing of the patriotic heart might find sat- 

isfaction and peace. Snch devotion to an 

ideal is the index of a spirit of strength 

and endurance, which is no mean basis up- 

on which to lay the foundation of a coun- 

try. 

When the Loyalists landed at St. John 

the province was practically an unbroken 

forest of pine, spruce, fir and hardwood 

trees. The means of access to the interior 

were by the waterways, principal among 

which is the River St. John. With its 

source in the State of Maine, and forming 

for part of its course the international 

boundary, the greater and more important 

section of its channel lies wholly within 

New Brunswick. It has formed a great 

avenue for the lumber trade of all the dis- 

trict reached by its tributaries and still 

brings down large numbers of logs from 

the State of Maine every year to the mills 

at St. John City, in 

coming from the 

side of the line. 

addition to those 

forests on the Canadian 

The area of the Province is 27,500 square 

miles, or 17,500,000 acres, and of this 

probably at least seven million acres would 

be better suited for timber production than 

for agriculture. Along the southern bor- 

der on the Bay of Fundy is-a ridge of gran- 

ite and crystalline rocks more or less in- 

terrupted, and which is cut through by the 

St. John which 

they are dammed 

rivers, but by 

into lake-like ex- 

and other 

back 
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pansions. Immediately to the north like a 

great wedge driven in from the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence, lies a triangular tract of car- 

boniferous sandstone, with its apex reach- 

ing beyond the St. John River in York 

county, and including the capital at Fred- 

ericton, and its base stretching from West- 

moreland county north to the Bay of Cha- 

leur. Situated along the north-western 

side of this triangle is a belt of slate and 

limestone, with tracts of granite, which 

rises to a general height of about 500 feet 

and forms the principal watershed of the 

province, throwing off the Tobique and 

other smaller streams to join the St. John 

on the west, the Mirimachi, the Nepisiguit 

and their tributaries to the east, and the 

Restigouche to the north. This is the 

great lumbering district of New Bruns- 

wick, and down these rivers are floated the 

logs, consisting largely of spruce, which 

are the annual contribution of the forest 

to the wealth of the province. Here is also 

the haunt of the moose, that has made 

the hunting grounds of New Brunswick 

famous, and the streams that form the hid- 

ing places for salmon, that delight the 

heart of many a happy fisherman. Along 

the northern St. John valley nestles the 

county of Madawaska, with its happy Aca- 

dian population and its fertile fields of 

intervale land. 

White and red pine in early days formed 

no inconsiderable part of the forests of the 

province, but the quantity, especially of 

white pine, has so seriously diminished 

that they do not now bulk prominently in 

the product. Spruce is the principal wood 

of commerce and is exported largely to the - 

British market. By most eastern opera- 

tors it is looked upon with more favor 

than pine. There are three species of 

spruce, the white, the black, and the 

sometimes uncertain variant red. Hem- 

lock, balsam fir and white cedar are the 

other coniferous trees, but they do not oc- 

cur in any large areas of continuous stand. 

The deciduous trees include red and yellow 

birch, and also two species of the white 

(Betula alba var. populifolia and B. papy- 

rifera), hard and soft maple, white, red 

and black ash, beech, American elm, and in 

the southern part of the province butter- 

nut and basswood. Red and yellow birch 
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are the hardwoods of greatest commercial 

value, but white birch is also in good de- 

mand for spool wood. 

The lands were at first administered by 

the Imperial authorities and in 1824 the 

following instructions were given by His 

Majesty’s command to be observed by 

Thos. Baillie, Surveyor-General:— 

Whereas we have been graciously pleased 

to give instructions unto our right trusty 

and right entirely well-beloved cousin and 

counsellor, George, Ear! of Dalhousie; Cap- 

tain General and Governor-in-Chief in and 

for our Province of New Brunswick in Am- 

erica, for the regulation of his conduct in 

granting lands to our loyal refugees, who 

have taken refuge in that Province, and 

others who may become settlers therein, 

and amongst other things to signify our 

will and pleasure that no grant whatever 

be made of lands within our said Province 

until our Surveyor-General of the Woods, 

or his Deputy lawfully appointed shall 

have viewed and marked out such districts 

within our said Province as reservations 

to us, our Heirs and Successors, as shall 

be found to contain any considerable 

growth of masting, or other timber fitting 

for the use of our Royal Navy ; and that 

our Surveyor-General of Lands in our said 

Province shali not certify any plots of 

lands ordered and surveyed for any person 

or persons whatsoever, in order that 

grants may be made out for the same until 

it shall appear unto him by a certificate 

under the hand of our Surveyor-General of 

the Woods, or his Deputy, that the land so 

to be granted is not part of or included 

within any district marked out as a reser- 

vation for Us, our Heirs and Successors, as 

aforesaid for the purpose before mentioned. 

Further instructions to the Surveyor- 

General in the same year were as follows: 

It is therefore our will and pleasure that 

and you are hereby authorised and empow- 

ered to give license in writing to any of 

our subjects in our Province of New Bruns- 

wick, to cut down such white pine and oth- 

er trees growing upon the waste land 

which you shall judge to be not proper for 

the use of our Royal Navy. 

Certainly the Surveyor-General of the 

Woods had a large undertaking on his hands 

{o examine the whole province and mark 

out the lands to be reserved for timber, 

and consequently the instructions were not 

carried out. These instructions were in ac- 

cord with the usual practice of the Imper- 

ial authorities in dealing with the timber 
of the North American colonies. Provision 

jor the requirements of the navy, and par- 

ticularly of white pine for masting, was a 

matter of supreme importance in the days 

of the wooden ship and when, as at the 

present day, the navy was the first great 

line of defence of the Empire 

Previous to 1827 lands in New Brunswick 

were disposed of on payment of certain 

fees, but in that year instructions were 

given that sales should be by public auc- 

tion, and of not more than 1,200 acres to 

any one person, provided the land did not 

contain any considerable quantity of valu- 

able timber. 

It is not necessary to follow all the 

changes of the land administration, but 

tracing particularly the development of the 

regulations for timber lands, we find that 

in 1829 it was ordered that no license for 

cutting timker was to be granted except 

after proper survey of the land and precau- 

tion was to be taken against waste in the 

destruction of the timber. 

In 1831 the receipts from timber on 

Crown Lands were £10,820. From the evi- 

dence given before a committee of the Leg- 

islative Assembly in 1833, it appears that 

the procedure in connection with the issue 

of licenses was that on the Ist of April 

and from that date to the 1st May in each 

year applications for timber berths, ac- 

companied in each case by a fee of 45s, 

were received from all persons indiscrimi- 

nately. On the 1st of May the applicants 

were advised whether their applications 

could be complied with. If there were two 

or more applicants for one piece of land, 

one of them was given three months with- 

in which to pay the tonnage, and the other 

applications were returned. The dues were 

one shilling per ton for white pine and 1s 

3d for red pine. The survey fee was a 

special tax of 3d per ton to cover the ex- 

pense of survey of the limit. 

A mill reserve might also be obtained by 

anyone who erected a mill, of timber lands 

in the vicinity thereof, but in 1833 in- 

structions were given that such reserves 
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should only be disposed of by public auc- 

tion. 

In 1831 a reservation for ten years was 

granted to Jos. Cunard of that part of the 

Nepisiguit River above the Falls on condi- 

tion that he should make every efiort to 

improve the navigation at the Falls, and 

should take out a license to cut one thou- 

sand tons of timber per annum. This. re- 

serve raised strong opposition, and as 

there were other Serious complaints a- 

gainst the administration of the timber 

lands, a committee of the Legislative As- 

sembly was appointed in 1833 to make 

full enquiry. After taking evidence from a 

large number of persons, the committee re- 

ported: 

That the existing monopolies of timber 

and extensive mill reserves have a most 

injurious effect on the commerce and trade 

of the country, destroying competition, 

preventing the introduction of capital and 

retarding the settlement of the province. 

That the additional charge within two 

or three years past of three pence per ton 

on timber in lieu of survey fees for laying 
out the berths operates as a heavy burden, 

which is greatly aggravated by the surveys 

being seldom performed. 

Partly as a result of this agitation the 
Imperial Government in 1837 surrendered 

to the Provincial Government the control 

and income of the Crown Lands and rey- 

enue within the province. New regulations 

were adopted, which provided for five year 

licenses, the dues to be 2s. for white pine 

and 2s 6d for red pine. The average cut 

for the three years ending 1837 was 116,- 

600 tons timber, 16,829,000 feet lumber, 

and the dues were £16,416. The average 

export of pine and birch timber was 249,- 

$26 tons, of masts and spars, 6,119, and of 

deals 73,250,423 feet, the export being con- 

siderably larger than the cut on Crown 

Lands. 

The chief market for the forest products 

of New Brunswick was in Great Britain, 

in which market colonial timber was given 

a special preference from 1787, when a 

duty of 6s 8d per load of fifty cubic feet 

was placed on foreign timber, increased by 

1819 to £3. 5s. per load. Owing to the 

agitation pointing towards free trade 

which was taking place in Britain, the 

Legislative Assembly in 1831 passed an 
address to His Majesty and the Imperial 

House of Commons, urging that the pro- 

tective duties against Baltic timber should 

not be abolished, as it would result in the 

ruin of the trade of the province, on which 

practically all its interests depended, and 

that timber being the only export of the 

province, it would be impossible to pay for 

manufactures from the Old Country, and 

that trade would also be destroyed. Ad. 

dresses in a similar vein were sent on sub- 

sequent occasions, but in spite of all ef- 

forts the duties were finally completely 

abolished in 1866. 

The collection of revenue from timber by 

dues on the cut on the limits was con- 

tinued till 1844, but in that year an Act, 

which had previously been before the As- 

sembly on several occasions in some form, 

was passed, providing that an export duty 

should be collected on all timber going out 

of the province, thus obtaining a revenue 

from timber cut on private lands, as well 

as from that cut on Crown Lands. 

In 1867 New Brunswick entered the Can- 

adian Confederation, and according to the 

last report of the Surveyor-General, previ- 

ous to the change in status, the receipts 

from timber were $80,882.68, the amount 

of $56,415.58 being provided by the export 

dues. Under the Confederation agreement 

the export duty was abolished, a special al- 

lowance of $150,000 annually being made 

to the Province from the Dominion trea- 

sury on account of the relinquishment of 

this source of revenue. 

Mileage was then the only source of rev- 

enue from timber berths, but in 1874 dues 

on the cut of lumber were provided for and 

licenses were made renewable for two 

years. In 1883 licenses renewable for ten 

years were granted, and in 1892, before 

their expiry, a commission was appointed 

to enquire into the lumber trade. It was 

then decided that licenses should be granted 

renewable from year to year for twenty 

five years, or to the 1st August, 1918. The 

policy of the Government is to retain pos- 

session of the timber lands, and they are 

disposed of under license by public auction, 

the upset price in all cases now being $20 

per square mile, and the annual charge for 

renewal $8.00. The dues on pine and 

—— 
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spruce logs are $1.25 per thousand feet, 

having been increased from $1.00 during the 

present year, it being considered that the 

improved condition of the lumber industry 

justified the increase. In order to prevent 

speculative holding of timber ‘berths, ten 

thousand feet of lumber must be cut each 

year or the dues paid on this quantity. No 

spruce or pine trees are allowed to be cut 

which will not make a log at least eighteen 

feet in length and ten inches at the small 

end. The revenue for timber for the year 

1903 was $169,528. 

New Brunswick, in common with the re- 

mainder of Canada, has been cursed with 

forest fires, and frequent mention is made 

of them in the reports of the Commission- 

ers of Crown Lands. 

In 1825 occurred one of the greatest fires 

known in history, generally designated as 

the Mirimachi fire. During the summer 

there had been very little rain, and in the 

fall the whole country was dry and parch- 

ed. Fires were burning everywhere in the 

forest, the smoke rose in all directions, ob- 

scuring the horizon and darkening the sky. 

An ominous tint was over the whole at- 

mosphere and the air was close and op- 

pressive. The 7th October was a day of 

perfect calm, but in the evening a_ brisk 

gale sprang up, fanning the flames and 

Sweeping them ‘before it. AS one writer 

describes it: At eight o’clock the wind in- 

creased to a swift hurricane from the west 

and soon afterwards a loud and appalling 

roar was heard, with explosions and a 

crackling like that of discharges of mus- 

ketry. The air was filled with pieces of 

burning wood and cinders, which were driv- 

en along by the gale, igniting everything 

upon which they fell. The roaring grew 

- louder and sheets of flame seemed to pierce 

the sky. The people ran hither and thither, 

some gave up in despair, some took refuge - 

in the river, domestic and wild animals 

mingled in the general rush for safety. In 

the space of a single hour the fire swept 

over the district north of the river, de- 

stroying everything in its path. The sweep 

of the fire in northern New Brunswick ex- 

tended for one hundred miles and covered 

an area of 6,000 square miles. 

Some indication of the rate of growth of 

trees in New Brunswick is found in the 
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measurements of trees in this burned tract 

as made by a member of the Geological 

Survey staff about the year 1890, or sixty- 

five years after the fire. Poplar (Populus 

tremuloides) was found with a girth of 

fifty-one inches above the roots; white 

spruce (Picea alba), fifty-four inches; black 

spruce (Picea nigra), forty-eight inches ; 

fir (Abies balsamea), forty inches; red 

pine (Pinus resinosa), fifty-two inches ; 

paper birch (Betula papyrifera), forty-four 

inches ; sugar maple (Acer saccharinum), 

thirty-five inches ‘ hackmatack (Larix am- 

ericana), thirty-one inches. 

In 1885 the first Act for the Preser- 

vation of the Forests from Fire was pass- 

ed. This Act follows the general line of 

such statutes in Canada. Fires are not al- 

lowed to be started between the Ist May 

and 1st December, except for clearing land, 

cooking or other necessary purposes, and 

then every possible precaution must be 

taken both in the selection of the location 

and in the extinguishment of the fires. The 

penalty for violation of these requirements 

is a fine of twenty to two hundred dollars. 

Railway locomotives must have spark ar- 

restors and other proper means of pre- 
venting the escape of fire, and section men 

must keep careful watch to extinguish and 

prevent the spread of fires from the rail- 

way. In 1897 statutory authority for the 

appointment of fire rangers was obtained. 

While the legal enactments are probably 

sufficient for the purpose for which they 

are intended, they are, however, but par- 

tially effective, as is shown by the fact 

that it is estimated that during the year 

1903, 200,000,000 feet of timber were de- 

stroyed by fire in the Province of New 

Brunswick, although in many places no es- 

timate was made, and that forest fires 

caused the destruction of one village and 

of many buildings and other private prop- 

erty elsewhere. Lumbermen try to protect 
their limits by putting on fire rangers and 

the government also appoint wardens. Pub- 

lic opinion is, however, little interested 

and carelessness is more the rule than the 

exception. This is clearly exemplified by 

the statement of a gentleman who was in 

close touch with the matter of which he 

spoke that after the 24th May, a public 

holiday, the numerous fires left by heedless 
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picnicers and hunters gave a most exasper- 

ating amount of labor and trouble to the 

owners of timber where these visitors had 

passed. In the depth of the forest the dan- 

ger is small. Destruction stalks around 

the borders where an advanced civilization 

brings its enlightened and _ enlightening 

methods into action. 

The past ‘history of New Brunswick has 

been closely bound up with the lumber 

trade, lumber was her great initial export, 

and has remained the staple to the present 

day, the forests have yielded the materials 

irom which her homes have been built, and 

the settlement of her fertile valleys went 

hand in hand with, and was in large mea- 

sure dependent upon the development of 

the lumber industry, the forests have been 

an unfailing source of income to the state 

and have furnished employment to many, 

and brought affluence to some. In the lum- 

ber camps, along the rivers and in tke 

mills are developed a _ strong and sturdy 

population with the physical basis for a 

virile race. 
From the 7,000,000 acres of forest land, 

at the reasonable average of 100 superficial 

feet per acre there might be drawn an annu- 

al crop of 700,000,000 ft., the dues on which 

at the present rate of $1.25 per thousand 

would be $850,000, a splendid revenue for 

the province. This is a practical possibili- 

dy, it is no vague ideal, it is based upon 

calculations made from the results of for- 

est management, where it is carried on 

scientifically, and where the annual acre 

product may reach five or six times the 

quantity quoted. Such a position cannot be 

reached without long and strenuous agita- 

tion and Jabor, but the practicability of 

such a result should surely appeal strongly 

to the imagination and to the common 

sense of all thinking people. And the lands 

which may be devoted to this purpose, and 

from which this revenue may be drawn, are 

lands that are almost totally useless for 

other purposes. 

The forests form a great recreation ground 

for the people. They are the home of the 

game animals, and they regulate the supply 

Brunswick is famed for both hunting and 

fishing, and at the museum of the provin- 
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cial capital may be seen specimens of her 

productions in this respect. Fredericton is 

beautifully situated on the River St. John, 

and some good genius must have whispered 

to its founders of the possibilities of trees 
in a scheme of decoration, for these have 

been preserved and the tall, graceful elm is 

a striking feature of the landscape. One of 

the most interesting of the many interest- 

ing exhibits in the museum are two photo- 

graphs of salmon, obtained by patient and 

continuous watching, one showing a_ Sal- 

mon in the middle of the leap up a water 

fall, and the other showing where the leap 

has been unsuccessful, and the fish is drop- 

ping back in failure. 

Most unique of all, however, is a copy in 

the library of the Legislative Assembly of 

the original edition of Audubon’s Birds of 

North America. The great naturalist, af- 

ter years of study and. preparation, and 

inany disappointments, set himself to the 

task of showing in their natural coloring 

and surroundings the birds with which his 

long study in the woods had made him 

familiar, and which his training as an ar- 

tist had fitted him to portray. The work 

was projected on a magnificent scale, the 

birds were all to be shown of natural size, 

and for this nothing but a large folio leaf 

would suffice. The drawings were made by 

the author, and each plate was colored by 

his own hand. The task was too stupen- 

dous and the expense too great. Only four 

copies were completed of this large edition, 

but one of the copies was secured by the 

Government of New Brunswick. The draw- 

ing and coloring are marvellously true and 

faithful to nature, and the colors are un- 

dimmed by the years that have passed 

since they were laid upon the sheets. They 

remain as a monument to the greatest nat- 

uralist of America, and their testimony to 

the great industry and ability of their 

creator is no less striking than the beauty 

and artistic skill with which the design 

was carried out. The opportunity of seeing 

such a monumental work would more than 

repay a visit to the charming capital of 

New Brunswick, even if its natural beau- 

ties were much less attractive than they 

are. 

DYN 
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TWO GOOD HEADS. 

The mountain sheep heads from the Canadian Rockies are the finest of all. 

HALF-BREED HUNTERS. 

From a photograph taken by Mr. C. G. Cowan in the Rockies. 
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A BAG OF MOUNTAIN GAME. 

It is well to undergo some hardships for such trophies. 

GERMAN RING TARGET. 

Showing all divisions. 
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A Search For A Mountain Pass. 
By C. L. THOMPSON. 

(Concluded from October Issue. ) 

We overslept the next morning, and it 

was nearly nine before the immediate nec- 

essities of camp life were completed. There 

seemed, however, no cause for anxiety over 

the delay. The morning was warm and 

sunny and a night in the open with a good 

fire, extra sweater and stockings, is not 

an unmixed evil. We left the camp by the 

blazed trail, that stared depressingly at us 

for a little less than a mile. The last scar 

was as deep and conspicuous as the first, 

but circle as we might the axe marks went 

no further. We walked rapidly as fast as 

one might through a forest thickening with 

a growth of young pine—hurrying the fast- 

er, aS a damp wind was beginning to blow 

down the valley and the upper peaks were 

already mist swept. Unexpectedly at about 

one o’clock, we came upon our first open 

view on the edge of a gravel pit, where 

two tributary streams fell in twin water 

falls to join the main stream above this 

junction distinctly glacial. As we dropped 

into the gravel pit, it began raining— 

another of the storms that made infamous 

the weather of the Canadian Rockies that 

summer. Fortunately the clouds were not 

low and a glance made all plain. The ice 

and snow from Columbia swept across the 

col towards Bryce and it was not there, 

but in the depression between Pallisade 

Peak and Bryce that the pass, if it exist- 

ed, lay. The depression was fully as high 

as I had expected, but scattered trees 
fringed the sky line, and the slope though 

toilsome, did not seem difficult. I studied 

my watch. If the storm continued, it 

would be invisibly dark in the lower for- 

est by nine. If we could reach the water- 

shed by three, we might have half an hour 

on the further side (allowing the return 

down hill to save us that much time) and 

yet sleep in camp. If we failed in this, it 

meant a sleepless night, turning intermina- 

bly before a fire in steaming clothes. The 

shortness of our remaining time made the 

excitement of this race against time pre- 

ferable, but it seemed hardly fair to force 

it involuntarily upon Frank. I explained 

the situation briefly, adding we could re- 

turn and by an early start make it certain 

on the morrow. Frank unhesitatingly re- 

plied: ‘‘If it is there we will get it today.”’ 

Across the stream on the lower slopes to 

the Pass, the character of the forest com- 

pletely changed. Spruce, not pine, was 

dominant ; a tangle of rotting trunks and 

branches, half buried in a moist vegetable 

mold into which the foot sank heavily. 

Suddenly, about eight hundred feet above 

the stream we broke across the edge of a 

basin-like ridge, and looked desparingly 

down on a beautiful blue lake, that lay /li- 

rectly across our path. On the shore we 

found a well worn animal trail, the hair of 

goat, the recent track of bear, a certain 

promise of a pass and the easiest line of 

approach. That line led us to the farthest 

corner of the lake basin directly under 

Bryce, to a ladder of fallen stones that 

served our purpose well. It was a quarter 

of three when we stepped from the top of 

this stone ladder to a succession of low, 

rocky ridges or ledges, running transverse- 

ly from Mt. Bryce. Between the ridges 

were damp, mossy depressions, and gently 

trickling rills, pretty certain signs of a 

height of land. We began to run. On the 

third ridge our vision changed like the sud- 

den lifting of a fog. 

A great trough-like valley lay below us, 

carpeted everywhere with sombre _ ever- 

green, save where a wandering line of grey 

streaked with silver marked the draining 

stream twisting through its gravel flood- 

bed. A blanket of cloud hung five hundred 

feet above us, below the air was Clear and 

we could see as though a grey tunnel, miles 

distant, the black rock feet of an unknown 

mountain range that apparently closed the 

valley. Bryce towered above us wrapped 

in a mist that occasionally fell from the 

shoulders, never from the head. From un- 

seen heights a dirty glacier dropped earth- 

ward, then twisting suddenly westward, 

ended in a depressingly muddy moraine at 

our feet. Across the width of the Pass, di- 

rectly beneath the hidden Pallisade Peak, 
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than where we stood, a 

second blue tree-girt lake lay just within 

the Atlantic drainage: Looking backward, 

the clouds covered the summits of the low 

peaks that made the farther side of our 

camp valley, humbling them to the level of 

a mountain plateau. For all we knew, we 

were miles from human contact, in a drip- 

ping mountain fastness, where none save 

Indians and possibly a forgotten white 

hunter had ever stood. The mysterious en- 

and much lower 

folding of the storm clouds added to the 

loneliness of the scene. 

It was three o’clock, curiously enough 

the very last moment that could give us a 

hope for a return to camp. Scattered flakes 

of snow were beginning to drift eastward, 

and the drawing of the wind through the 

pass chilled us, no longer exercising thor- 

oughly. We ran down the Pacific slope to 

the shelter of some dwarfed spruce, and 

there ate ravenously. 

At half-past three we turned to go. A 

race through dripping woods, balancing on 

slippery logs, stumbling, splashing, rolling 

through boulder-strewn streams, a_ race 
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until we stumbled at 

complete darkness into 

that was not won 

half-past nine in 

camp. 

I might tell you how on the next day we 

explored the Alexandra glaciers to the foot 

of thin ice falls, of our homeward journey, 

how we picked our way through a groaning 

patch of burnt timber, while a suddenly 

arising thunder storm sent the standing 

trunks swaying and crashing around us ; of 

how the bell mare, whom Frank was rid- 

ing, bucked at the Saskatchewan Forks, 

sending him flying into the stream ; of how 

we finally swam the ford, riding so low in 

the water that only the horses nostrils 

and the riders head and shoulders swam 

above it; of the wonderful summer snow 

storm on the twenty-fourth of August, the 

last full day out; of an all-day tramp 

through it to a supper of damp biscuit and 

condensed milk, the last save dry flour of 

our provisions, and of our sound sleep that 

night in wet blankets, on the damp floor 

of a deserted miner’s cabin, but an account 

of all this would make my story too long 

in the telling. 

Planting of White Pine.” 

The Bureau of Forestry of the United 

States has recently issued a bulletin on 

“The Planting of White Pine in New Eng- 

land’’ prepared by Harold B. Kempton, 

which contains much information of inter- 

est in regard to this tree, which holds 

such a prominent place in the Canadian 

lumber industry. 

Between the years 1820 and 1880 was a 

period of enthusiastic white pine planting 

in New England. Men were then able to 

foresee the time when the marketable 

white pine would be gone and the rise in 

prices would make the planted timber of 

economic importance. Those owning lands 

covered by shifting sand began to realize 

that their property might be put to more 

profitable use in forest production. Large 

plantations were made by private owners 

and some few by corporations. At the end 

of this period there were said to be in 

Massachusetts alone forest plantations of 

white pine to the extent of over 10,000 

acres. About 1880 the interest began to 

decline, largely because it was found pos- 

Sible to bring lumber from the immense 

supply in the region of the Great Lakes at 

a lower transportation rate than had been 

expected, and until the past few years lit- 

tle other planting was done. 

The methods used during the first period 

varied greatly in different places, for lit- 

tle was known about practical forest 

planting. The initial outlay was frequent- 

ly so great that when the interest on the 

investment is considered the planting prov- 

ed to 'be very unprofitable. In most cases 

it was done by men of considerable wealth, 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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who desired to establish a forest as quick- 

ly as possible. They, therefore, bought 

trees which had been several times trans- 

planted and which were 8 to 20 inches 

high. Such trees usually cost not less than 

$10 per thousand. Counting about 2,000 

trees to the acre, which was the average 

number used, the outlay for seedlings a- 

lone is $20 per acre. Compound interest at 5 

per cent. during the period of growth brings 

this single item of expense to not less than 

$80 per acre for mature trees. Adding to 

this taxes and other expenses, the com- 

mercial impracticability of such planting is 

readily seen. 

In some instances the first outlay was 

small, and it is these plantations which 

now prove that white pine can be planted 

in New England at a profit. 

Special examination was made of several 

of these old plantations. Some of them 

were on pure drifting sand, and others on 

sandy loam of a mixed character. These 

plantations show satisfactory results when 

the objects for which they were planted, 

which were not in all cases timber pro- 

duction, are considered. The general  re- 

sults of the investigation show the follow- 

ing conclusions:— 

While seedlings grown in a nursery may 

be profitably used, those grown in the for- 

est, when properly treated, grow success- 

fully. Experience elsewhere shows that it 

is not necessary to leave a portion of sod 

adhering to each seedling. If the earth be 

carefully shaken off, and the roots puddled 

in a mixture of rich earth and water to 

prevent drying, as good results are obtain- 

ed and at much less expense. Ina few 

cases successiul seeding has been practised. 

The seed was sometimes sown broadcast, 

and sometimes in prepared spots. It has 

frequently proved successful where prac- 

tised on rather bare areas, or on pastures 

under conditions which favor natural re- 

production. On the other hand many fail- 

ures have resulted from experiments in 

broadcast sowing of white pine seed. In all 

recorded cases it has been unsuccessful on 

cut-over lands having a heavy sprout 

growth. 

Close planting, that is, 4x4 feet, is prac- 

ticable whenever thinning can be done 

within twenty years. but unless the de- 
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mand for small timber is great, it is not 

advisable to plant so closely, for the first 

thinning cannot be made except at an ex- 

pense that it is unwise to incur. Planting 

at 4x4 feet causes a decrease in growth be- 

tween the fifteenth and thirtieth year. 

Shortly after that time the best trees be- 

come dominant and resume a rapid growth, 

while a large percentage become suppressed 

and die. Closely planted trees, however, 

produce the straightest and cleanest boles 

and hence timber of the finest quality. 

A moderate width, 6x6 feet, yields the 

best results where early thinning cannot 

be practised. Wide spacing, 8x8 feet, 

should never be adopted unless the object 

'bpe protection, for the result is usually a 

low, dense, bushy tree, of little or no tim- 

ber value. 

In early pianting a great variety of mix- 

tures were used. Some of these proved 

successiul, but others were not suited to 

the growth of white pine. The pure white 

plantation has usually made a satisfactory 

growth, but its use, when nursery stock 

has to be bought, involves a greater out- 

lay than is necessary. <A less expensive 

tree may be used in mixture with it, and if 

properly chosen will not diminish the pro- 

ducts of the plantation. Red and scarlet 

oak have been used with success, but white 

oak is of too slow growth. Scotch pine 

makes a useful mixture, but is as expensive 

as the white pine. Norway spruce grows 

satisfactorily on account of its early. ma- 

turity and the quality of its wood. Red 

pine is not a good neighbor for white pine, 

for in most cases it grows more rapidly 

than the latter and, when planted in equal 

quantity with it, shades it too heavily 

with its broad spreading crown. There is 

also another difficulty that the white pine 

is more tolerant of shade than the red, and 

consequently shades out the side branches 

of the latter, forming a clear bole, while 

the branches of the white pine continue, so 

that the tree is almost valueless for tim- 

ber. The dead branches of the red pine de- 

cay and fall, while those of the white pine 

adhere tenaciously to the trees. 

For economic forest planting there is 
probably no other tree which can be used 

in mixture with white pine to greater ad- 

vantage than the sugar maple. Its shade 
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enduring quality, its relative growth, and 

the readiness with which it may be obtain- 

ed are all in its favour. The main disad- 

vantage in planting pure white pine forests 

is the large initial outlay. Sugar maple 

seedlings may be obtained for one-half what 
pine costs, and the mixture makes it neces- 

sary to plant only just enough pines to 

form the future stand. For the first twelve 

years the annual height growth of the two 

species is about equal. Then the maple be- 

gins to spread out, while the pine continues 

to grow rapidly until, by the time it is 

twenty years old, it has secured a substan- 

tial lead. Meanwhile the thick and spread- 

ing crown of the maple has killed out the 

lower branches of the pine. It has now 

fulfilled its part and may be removed if 

use can be made of it. If not, it will grad- 

ually be killed by the rapidly advancing 

growth of the pine, which will by this 

time form a complete forest cover. 

In case planting is decided on and the 

planter wishes to grow his own plants 

from seed, white pine seed may be pur- 

chased at a cost of $1.50 per lb. when the 

seed is plentiful, or at $3.00 or $4.00 per 

lb. during the period between good seed 

years. ‘‘Seed years’’ occur once in four to 

seven years. Seed-bearing cones are found 

usually in small numbers on scattered 

trees in the interval between seed years. 

Since white pine seed requires two years 

for development, it is possible to predict a 

seed year twelve months previous to the 

time for collection. The cones of white 

pine, which average about six inches in 

iength, bear from 50 to 75 seeds each. 

There are about 28,800 seeds to the pound. 

The percentage of germination of fresh seed 

is 70 to 90, and if the seed is sown care- 

fully in drills on suitable soil and cared 

for in the proper manner, fifty per cent 

may be expected to produce seedlings 

which will live to the transplanting stage. 

If, however, seed be sown broadcast on 

soil not properly cared for, a frequent re- 

sult is not more than 2,000 to 5,000 seed- 

lings to the pound. At that rate it would 

pay the planter better to buy two or three 

year old seedlings from a nursery, or col- 

lect them from the forest. 

The best soil for seeding is a deep, por- 

ous, sandy loam. In such a light soil there 
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is less danger of damping off from excess- 

ive moisture or of heaving from frost ac- 

tion. The land should be ploughed moder- 

ately deep and harrowed until thoroughly 

pulverized. The beds may preferably he 

four feet in width, and the rows of seed- 

lings 6 to 12 inches apart. Under favora- 

ble conditions germination takes place in 

from ten to fifteen days. Growth for the 

first year is slow and the young plants are 

very tender. They, therefore, require 

shade and care. Movable frames of lath, 

giving half a shade, should be placed over 

the beds at a height of almost twelve inch- 

es. 

Either hilly, level, gently undulating land 

or low, moderately dry land is suitable for 

white pine planting, provided the ground 

covered be not too dense. Low land, which 

is wet or marshy, is entirely unsuited for 

planting ; on such land the roots decay and 

the trees fall before they are big enough to 

use. Cleared Jand is best adapted for pine 

plantations. Land with scattering brush 

growth may generally be used without any 

cutting. Land where the brush growth is 

dense should be partially cleared before 

planting is attempted. Cut-over lands, 

where the tendency to sprout is slight and 

where natural reproduction is of inferior 

species, may frequently be planted to ad- 

vantage in whole or in part, such planting 

depending on the present stand of valuable 

seedlings or sprouts and the density of the 

shade. Burnt land usually shows a tenden- 

cy to support rapid-growing, worthless 

species. Planting may frequently be prac- 

ticed the season after a fire, or on land 

where the growth is not very dense. 

Fall planting is Sometimes advisable in 

the north, but spring planting is usually 

best. Trees planted in the fall are sub- 

jected to the heavy frosts of winter, and 

unless the soil is particularly well adapted 

to hold them the plants are likely to be 

heaved out. 

Correct pruning is of great value. It 

changes inferior to first-class timber. It 

should be done about ten years after the 

trees have been planted, before the limbs 

have died. The trees will then average 

from ten to twenty feet in height. They 

should be trimmed as high as can readily 

be reached with a hand axe. Pruning should 

“pis 
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be done in July or August, when there is 

just enough secretion of pitch to cover the 

wounds, preventing the access of air and 

The cut should be made 

close to the stem to insure a thorough cov- 

excluding fungi. 

ering of pitch and the more rapid healing 

of the wound. The healing over and com- 

plete disappearance of the wound is then 

very rapid. In most cases it will be prac- 

tically completed in two or three years. 

An estimate is made of the return from 

such a plantation on the following basis. 

Taking the value of the land per acre at 

$4.00, all the expense incident to planting 

at $4.84, and taxes at two per cent. for 

forty years $3.20, and allowing compound 
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interest thereon for the whole period at 

four per cent, the total is $50.99 per acre. 

At the age mentioned the trees would be 

from eight to twelve inches in diameter, 

and although not of sufficient size for tim- 

ber, would sell for ‘box boards, for which 

they are worth from $3.00 to $5.00 per 

cord on the stump. Reckoning forty cords 

to the acre and the price at $4.00, this 

would give a return of $160 per acre, be- 

ing the exact figure received for such © 

plantation a few years ago. This would 

leave a net profit of $109.01, or a net an- 

nual rental of $1.15 per acre, paid at the 

expiration of forty years, in addition to 

four per cent compound interest in the 

money invested. 

The Growth of Tree Roots.” 

The Forestry Research Station of Swit- 

zerland has published its Seventh Annual 

Report, and according to a statement in 

the Revue des Eaux et Forets, gives some 

most interesting results of a series of in- 

vestigations of the laws under which the 

subterranean portions of trees are develop- 

ed. The observations have been carried on 

for three years on young plants aged from 

one to six years and belonging, among oth- 

ers, to the following species, namely, sil- 

ver fir, white and Scotch pine, beech, oak, 

birch and maple. Two methods of making 

the observations were employed. ’ 

The first was to take up young plants 

periodically, and at short intervals, from 

the soil of the nursery, which had been 

softened by watering, and to examine their 

roots. 

The extremities of the rootlets in the 

coniferous trees are colored with a deep 

tint when they have ceased to increase in 

length. If elongated filaments of a clear 

color are found a rapid growth may be 

concluded ; if the filaments are short, the 

increase is slow ; if they are wanting, veg- 

etation is suspended. However, the newly- 

formed extremities become colored only at 

the end of a time, sometimes fairly long. 

eight to twenty days is necessary for the 

color to appear in resinous trees, and for 

deciduous trees it varies from three to six 

weeks. In summer the rootlets color more 

quickly than in autumn or winter. 

The second method -was to place the 

plants in glass-covered boxes, sunk in the 

soil in such a way that the roots could be 

kept under observation. 

‘The results established by the investiga- 

tions are as follows:— 

The development and production of roots 

are not continuous during all the year. 

They are interrupted by periods of repose, 

which, in addition, do not correspond ex- 

actly to those when the aerial parts are at 

rest. 

Among the resinous trees vegetation of 

the roots is entirely suspended from Nov- 

ember to March or April.’ Among the deci- 

duous trees on the contrary this vegeta- 

tion does not undergo any complete inter- 

ruption in winter, since the roots were 

seen to develop even in the middle of that 

season when the temperature became mild. 

The month of February and the beginning 

of March are the least favorable seasons 

for the growth of roots. 

The deterrent effect on vegetation in 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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winter is a consequence of the lowering of 

the temperature of the soil. Its complete 

suspension among the coniferous trees dur- 

ing the winter is without doubt a fact of 

adaptation to more rigorous climates and 

has become a hereditary quality. 

If the times of reawakening of the aerial 

and subterranean organs in spring are com- 

pared, it is established that in general the 

roots develop first. The beginning of their 

growth may precede by several weeks the 

opening of the first buds,but sometimes this 

period is reduced to only a few days. The 

larch seems to be an exception to this rule: 

Mr. Engler established a delay of more 

than a month with that species of the 

roots over the aerial growth. The same 

fact has been observed for the alder. This 

phenomenon of the precedence of the roots 

is the more remarkable that the soil has 

in early spring, as is known, a tempera- 

ture lower than the air. It may then be 

accepted as proved that the roots of most 

of the species are developed at tempera- 

tures lower than those which are necessary 

to the vegetation of the aerial shoots. The 

difference appears very small, however, for 

the four species of pine observed (Scotch, 

mountain, white and Austrian). For the 

coniferous trees in general the minimum 

temperature necessary for the growth of 

the roots is from 5 to 6 degrees centi- 

grade; for the sycamore, maple and the 

heech, it is only 2 to 3 degrees. 

Besides the winter rest the growth of 

the roots undergoes another interruption 

due to the dryness of the soil during the 

This interruption may last three 

according as its beginning 

is more or less early. It occurs at the end 

of the summer, that is to say, in August 

and September, a time at which the water 

content of the soil reaches its minimum at 

Adlisherg. Aceording to the meteorologi- 

cal character of the summer, the period of 

summer rest may last a longer or shorter 

time and be advanced or retarded. 

summer. 

to eight weeks, 

To the summer rest succeeds in October 

a new period of activity, more intense and 

more prolonged among the deciduous than 

among the coniferous trees. 

™% is at the beginning of summer that the 

rapidly. Mr. Engler 

up to 21 milli- 

roots develop most 

has measured increases 

re We My ~~ : 29 i. , ; j 
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metres (about four-fifths of an inch) a day 
with a plant of oak; the mean maximum 

for all the plants of that species observed 

being eleven millimetres, and occurring in 

the first days of July. For the oak the 

maximum occurs at the end of June, or the 

beginning of July; the growth is then 9 

millimetres a day ; for the fir and Scotch 

pine 6 millimetres. 

new observations throw 

light on the question as to the most favor- 

urd 

These entirely 

able time for planting the coniferous 

deciduous trees. The French foresters had 

noted and the rule had been formulated 

that it was better to plant deciduous trees 

in the autumn and coniferous trees in the 

spring. 

According to Mr. Engler, it is the cus- 
tom in Mediterranean countries to plant in 

the autumn, as it appears that the Romans 

used to do. From the experiments carried 

out by the Austrian station of forestry re- 

search it appears to be clearly settled 

that the spruce and the pine should be 

planted in the spring, while the deciduous 

trees may also just as well be planted in 

autumn. These diverse facts of experience 

are explained, Mr. Engler says, with much 

reason if one considers that the essential 

conditions for the success of a plantation 

are the following: 

Immediately after being placed in the 

earth, the roots should enter upon:a period 

of active growth in order to produce quick- 

ly organs of absorption capable of provid- 

ing for the expenditure of water caused by 

evaporation from the aerial parts. 

Ou the other hand, it is necessary that 

the plantation should be made at a time 

when transpiration is reduced to a mini- 

mum. 

These conditions are best filled in spring 

when vegetation commences to revive. Ina 

country where the summer is dry and the 

fall mild and humid, and especially when 

there is reason to expect a dry spring, it 

is on the contrary the autumn which is the 

most favorable season. 

If the deciduous trees stand well plant- 

ing in autumn, it is because they lose very 

little water by evaporating in winter, and 

that their form hairs before the ar- 

rival of the great 

While the 

roots 

cold. 

result of these observations 



cannot be transferred to Canada without 

modification, still they throw some inter- 

esting light on the influences that afiect 

the growth of trees, and may serve to 
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show the direction in which we may look 

for an explanation of the facts observed in 

regard to the best time for the setting out 

of plantations. 

How to Collect Plants.:: 
By W. T. 

While Nature Study does not necessarily 

involve the accumulation of natural history 

specimens for the purpose of forming a her- 

barium, a collection of insects or of bird 

skins, the making of a collection is un- 

doubtedly of great value both as a means 
of bringing the student into closer contact 

and more intimate acquaintance with na- 

tural objects, and of inducing a continued 

and well directed study of them. If one 

decides to make a collection, it is of the 

greatest importance that he begin in the 

right way. It frequently happens that 

young people, and adults as well, in their 

enthusiasm, begin collections; but, through 

ignorance of the best methods of collecting 

and preserving their specimens, these are 

improperly made, or, through not knowing 

the way to preserve them, are soon de- 

stroyed by insects, and the collector’s en- 

thusiasm is dampened. It is then difficult 

to get him to start again. 

It was felt by the Council of the Ottawa 

Field Naturalists’ Club that very useful 

work would be accomplished by giving a 

demonstration of the best methods of col- 

lecting and preserving natural history spe- 

cimens so that anyone who wished to be- 

gin a collection might do so in the right 

way. Accordingly, a special meeting of the 

Club was held on April 26th, 1904, and de- 

monstrations were given by experts in var- 

ious branches of science. Mr. A. G. King- 

ston described his methods of observing 

and identifying birds with a field glass. Dr. 

Jas. Fletcher spoke on the advantages of 

the study of Entomology. Dr. H. M. Ami 

discussed the collecting and preserving of 

geological specimens. Demonstrations were 

given of the mounting of plants by Miss 

Macoun ; of insects, by Mr. A. Gibson and 

MACOUN. 

Mr. W. Metcalfe ; inflating caterpillars, by 

Mr. C. H. Young; preparing geological 

specimens, Mr. Geo. Burland. 

In addition to the addresses and demon- 

strations already referred to, Prof. J. Ma- 

coun told how to collect, mount, and pre- 

serve botanical specimens, and, in order 

that as many as possible may get the in- 

formation thus given 'by him, the most im- 

portant points with regard to collecting 

and preserving, are made the subject of 

this Nature Study article, and it is hoped 

that the other addresses which were given 

will be published also. 

Prof. Macoun said that it was necessary, 

first of all, to have the desire to make a 

collection of plants before beginning the 

work. Unless the student had the desire, 

little benefit would be derived from it. A 

good herbarium was a proof that there had 

been a desire. In collecting plants, it is 

not very important what they are carried 

in while out in the field, providing they do 

not wilt before pressing. The lack of a tin 

case should not deter one from getting spe- 

cimens, as a basket answers the purpose 

very well; but the best practice is to put 

the plants when collected into the plant 

press at once. A trowel or a strong knife 

are convenient for digging up the plants ; 

but these again are not really indispensa- 

ble, as strong fingers will dig up almost 

any Specimen. A good plant press is made 

with two boards, each made of three pieces 

of wood nailed together. Each piece is 

very thin, but great strength is obtained 

by having the middle piece with the grain 

crosswise. Joined in this way the boards 

will stand all the pressure they will get 

without breaking. The best dimensions for 

a plant press are 12x18 inches. When tak- 

“Reprinted by permission, from the Ottawa Naturalist, July, 1904. 
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en to the field, the boards may be kept in 

place by means of a stout shawl strap, by 

which also sufficient pressure can be given. 

If possible, there should be two extra 

boards at home made of ordinary inch 

wood, between which the plants may be 

put the day after they are collected, and 

pressed by means of a_ strong strap or 

some heavy weight. When one is going on 

a collecting trip, enough papers should be 

put in the press for all the specimens that 

are likely to be obtained ; but, the lighter 

the press, the better. Newspapers cut to 

about the size of the press or a little 

smaller and of a single thickness of paper 

are very convenient for putting the plants 

on, and filter paper or blotting paper for 

covering the specimen and to absorb the 

moisture. 

When one is making a collection, it is 

well to try and obtain a typical and per- 

fect plant of the species, as, once an infer- 

ior specimen is dried and mounted, one is 
not likely to get‘ a better one, and perfect 
specimens add very much to the attractive- 
ness and value of a herbarium. It is some- 
times puzzling to the beginner to know 
what is a good specimen, as a sheet will 
apparently only take a plant of a certain 
size. If the plant is a small one, the whole 
of it should be taken, the roots being care- 
fully separated from the soil so as to in- 
jure them as little as possible. If flowers 
and fruit can be obtained on the same spe- 
cimen, so much the better ; but usually it 
is necessary to collect a plant when it is 
in full flower, and then when the fruit is 
nearly or quite full grown. In order to get 
the whole of a large plant on a sheet, it 
may be bent either once or twice, in order 
to do it. It is much better to do this 
than to lose the roots or root leaves, the 
latter especially being sometimes necessary 
in identifying specimens. If the stem or 

root of a plant is thick, it may be cut 

down its centre, leaving one side intact. 

Specimens of trees dnd shrubs may be 

made of branches a little smaller than the 

sheet, the important point being to get the 

whole of the flower cluster, if possible, 

and one or more well developed leaves. 

When a plant is laid on the piece of news- 

paper in the press, the temptation is to 

spread the leaves out carefully to prevent 
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their creasing. This is a great mistake 

and many a fine specimen has been spoiled 

in this way. Some plants will stand such 

treatment, but many will not. As a rule, 

the most satisfactory way to do, is to lay 

the plant on the newspaper, placing the 

leaves or flowers so that the specimen will 

look fairly symmetrical, and then without 

trying to take out all the creases in the 

leaves, put on the filter paper or blotting 

paper and press. the specimen with the 

hand or between the boards, if there is on- 

ly one plant to put in. The next. day, 

when the plant has wilted, some of the 

creases can be readily smoothed out; but, 

after the plant is pressed, these are not 

noticed nearly as much as when fresh; and, 

indeed, they sometimes look better, as 

when the under side of the leaves show 

here and there, it makes a pleasing con- 

trast, and it is important also at times to 

show the under side of the leaf as well as 

the upper side. Some of the more delicate 

ferns may be dried with advantage between 

two pieces of newspaper, the drier being 

put on top of the newspaper. This avoids 

disturbing the specimen when changing the 

driers, as the upper. piece of newspaper 

need not be removed until the plant is dry. 

The specimen when once laid on the news- 

paper should not be removed from it until 

it is dry. When a plant is wilted and not 

dry, it is very difficult and sometimes im- 

possible to replace the specimen without 

injuring them. An exception may be made 

with very succulent plants or fleshy plants, 

when both upper and lower papers should 

_be changed to get rid of the moisture as 

soon as possible, and sometimes it is nec- 

essary to dip the plant in boiling water in 

order to kill it. Some plants retain their 

color fairly well, even if improperly dried, 

but the majoritv lose their original color 

unless they are dried quickly and properly. 

Plants should be dried as rapidly as possi- 

ble after the first day, and in order to do 

this the driers should be changed at least 

once a day, and, if possible, twice at first. 

After the first day or two, when the excess 

of moisture has been removed, the hotter 

the driers are, the better the results will 

be, and, in order to have the driers quite 

hot, they should be heated on or at the 

stove and put on the specimens at once. 
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RED CEDAR. 

Juniperus communis. 
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Ii it is not convenient to heat the papers 

in this way, they may be dried outside and 

not especially heated. As some plants dry 

much quicker than others, the best results 

will be obtained if a thin piece of wood is 

kept between the plants which are in dif- 

ferent stages of drying, as, if this is not 

done, a plant which would dry very quick- 

ly is kept moist by others of a more suc- 

culent nature. Some plants will dry in 

two or three days, and some take nearly 

two weeks. One can easily tell by the 

touch when they are dry. 

Many a collection of plants has been ruin- 

ed by insects after it has been made, and 
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the enthusiasm of the collector may die 

with the loss of his specimens. The pois- 

oning of plants after they have been dried 

should never be neglected, and the sooner 

it is done, the better. One of the best 

formulas for this purpose is: Corrosive 

Sublimate 14 drachms; carbolic acid, 1% 

drachms; alcohol, 12 ounces. A small\brush 

is used to apply the poison, which should 

be painted over all the plant that is ex- 

posed, the flowers especially getting a full 

share, as the insects will frequently de- 

stroy the flowers when they will not in- 

jure another part. Alcohol is used instead 

of water, as it evaporates without leaving 

a stain on the paper. 

(To be Continued.) 

Our Medicine Bag. 

Dr. Sterns, an American sportsman, and 

his party, have been most successful on the 

Athabaska. A large collection of trophies 

that fell to their rifles has been brought 

to Banff. , 
=> 

bd 

Sportsmen should not forget that owing 

to the bad breeding season last spring and 

the hard winter, the Ontario government 

has wisely prohibited the shooting of quail 

until! November 1st, 1905. 
= 

¥ 
Two Semenos sportsmen, Messrs. McNeil 

and Mutter, made a bag of twenty brace of 

pheasants upon the opening day for that 

game in British Columbia, namely Oct. 1st. 

This is the record bag so. far recorded 

from Vancouver Island, to the best of our 

belief. 

+ 
Dr. Mayo Robertson of London, one of 

the leading English surgeons, who attend- 

ed the medical convention in Vancouver a 

short time ago, spent two weeks 

near Alberni on a hunting trip and secured 

two splendid elk heads, a panther and sev- 

eral deer. 

- 
The King Edward Hotel at Banfi was 

saved from burning the other night by a 

faithful dog. It seems that ‘‘Carlo’”’ began 

to howl so loudly about two o’clock in the 

morning, that the stablemen had to go 

out to chastise him ; when they found that 

the Chinese cook had thrown some live 

ashes against the side of the building, 

which was beginning to 'purn merrily. Yet 

some people think a dog has no sense. 
> 

- 

Since the announcement of the extension 

to November 20th of the open season for 

moose and red deer in Ontario, north and 

west of French River, Lake Nipissing and 

Mattawa River, requests for extensions in 

other parts of the Province have been num- 

erous. The Ontario Act, however, only 

gives authority by order in Council for ex- 

tension in the territory named. Other ex- 

tensions can only be made 'by the Legisla- 

ture. 

+ 
We hear very good accounts of a trail 

leading from Emerald Lake, British Co- 

lumbia, to the Beavertail and its tribu- 

tary, the Kitwetnok. It is said on head 

waters of the latter system there are large 

pasture meadows, where big game abounds, 

and numercus lakelets, well stocked with 

trout. This trail, if followed, leads to the 

head waters of the Blaeberry, or through 

Houses’s Pass to the head waters of the 

North Saskatchewan. 

- 
One of our contributors writing from 
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Minnedosa, Manitoba, says: ‘‘The crop of 

chickens Is very good in this district, but 

they are hard to find sometimes. I have 

made some very nice mixed bags—not too 

large, as the weather is very hot, and we 

did not want to waste.’’ If all shooters in 

the Northwest were as full of the . proper 

spirit as ‘‘Niven’’, we should not hear so 

much about the scarcity of game in some of 

the more thickly settled portions. 

- 
Somebody has been seeing large numbers 

of passenger pigeons in Southern Manito- 

ba—but we are very much afraid that an 

examination of any of these birds 'by a com- 

petent naturalist will show that they are 

not passenger pigeons. The passenger 

pigeon is undoubtedly gone with ‘the Dodo 

and the Great Auk, and nevermore shall 

we see this magnificent bird flashing past 

us, with the sun reflected from the beauti- 

ful bronzed feathers of the head and neck 

as from a golden armour. 

+ 
\ Montreal sportsman, whose chief vic 

tim is the erratic snipe, walked off the 

gang plank of the Longueil boat the other 

night humming the following lines: 

“When your heels hit hard, and your head 

feels queer, 

‘“‘And your thoughts rise up like froth on 

beer ; 

‘‘When your knees 

voice is strong, 

*‘And you laugh and laugh at some old 

fool song— 
“You're drunk, my boy—you’re drunk.”’ 

We think he was right. 

od 
To skin game heads, cut neck skin from 

shoulders, cut up back of neck to a_ point 

between horns, then right and left to base 

of each horn, peel skin carefully around 

horns, cut through ear roots, pull skin 

over face, being careful not to cut eyes 

and the tear duct or pocket below eye, 

nostrils and lips; leave inner skin of lips 

and nostrils; shave off all flesh adhering to 

skin, salt well and dry, flesh side out; a- 

void folds or wrinkles in skin while dry- 

ing ; clean skull and keep the jawbone. 

are weak, and your 

~ 

The road which being built 

from Sudbury to Toronto, will open out 

new is now 
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the best territory for fishing and shooting 

of any of the new roads now being built 

in Northern Canada. The country is dot- 
ted with lakes and river expansions from 

ten to fifty miles in length, containing bass, 

trout, and maskinonge. All who take ad- 

vantage of the opening of this new country 

should help in protecting the game from 

the commercial pirate, and out-of-season 

poacher. We shall feel extremely thankful 

for any information that will stop the de- 

vastation of these virgin lakes by netting 

or dynamite. 

+ 
Hunters and guides from the north of 

Quebec, and the north of Ontario report an 

increasing number of wolves. Some of them 

say that the deer runs are covered with 

what looks like dog tracks, but which are 

in reality wolves’ tracks. In view of the 

fact that deer form a great attraction for 

money-spending tourists, should not the 

Government put a good bounty upon 

wolves, so that the increasing number of 

moneyed men who come into’ the north 

hunting may not be decreased. When one 

realizes that the State of Maine enjoys an 

annual revenue from summer residents and 

tourists of five millions of dollars, and 

that we have ten times the territory of the 

State of Maine, surely it is a good econo- 

mical government that will legislate in the 

Rod and Gun in Canada, 

Montreal, Quebec:— 

Gentlemen.—We have completed arrange- 

ments for the manufacture of a two trigger 

gun, hammerless, fitted with our patent 

hand detachable locks, non-ejector, and spe- 

cial steel barrels for either game or trap 

shooting. These guns could be retailed in 

Canada at about $125, and considering they 

will be first rate weapons, fitted with the 

latest detachable locks, they should be 

very popular in the Dominion amongst men 

who are looking for a thoroughly sound 

gun of English manufacture. Interchange- 

able locks can be fitted at an extra cost of 

55 shillings per gun. 

Yours faithfully, 

Westley Richards Co, Ltd. 

Bournbrook, 

Birmingham, Eng 
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direction of protecting the deer, both from 

the poacher and the wolf. 

a 
A correspondent, R. L. M., of New York 

City, sends a very kind criticism of Rod 

and Gun. After paying it some pretty 

compliments, he is good enough to point 

out a few of its defects. Realizing that R. 

L. M. is animated by nothing but the kind- 

a 

est feelings towards the magazine, we read 

what he has written with a great deal of 

interest and heartily agree with most of 

his conclusions. Several of the changes he 

suggests have been under consideration for 

some months, and we _ think that before 

Jong he will be better pleased than ever 

with Rod and Gun, but this magazine will 

not follow the lead of certain competitors 

Rod and Gun Pub. Co., 

Gentlemen.—We believe your readers in 

general are becoming more and more inter- 

ested in telescopes, as the demand for tele- 

scope sights has more than quadrupled dur- 

ing the last two years, and we think this 

is largely due to the popular prices we 

have placed on high grade goods. Our line 

today is the most complete offered by any 

maker of telescopes, and we are just plac- 

ing on the market the Stevens ‘‘Little Off- 

Hand.’’ The tube is only one-half inch in 

diameter, and 123 inches long, with pro- 

portionately small detachable mountings, 

which can be instantly removed from the 

get glass, it will be found useful for hunt- 

ing purposes as well. The power is four 

diameters, and the price, including mount- 

ings and rib, $25.00, without rib $20.00. 

We have also brought out a telescope 

with Aperture and Pin Head. This is a 

decided innovation in telescope making. 

Heretofore rifle telescopes have been fitted 

with cross-hairs, and while it is generally - 

conceded to be the best form of s*ght, there 

are some who think they cannot use them, 

and to accommodate this class of shoot- 

ers, we have designed a telescope with ap- 

erture and pin head. They are made in ex- 

act proportion to the ordinary sights, and 

in one size only. The telescope is designed 

rifle and replaced without disturbing its 
adjustment. Has narrow, steel rib Sliding 
in groove in forward mount, with fine 
screw adjustment for both windage and ele- 
vation. The field is not quite so large as 

the ordinary telescope, but as this is de- 

signed for target work exclusively, the 

matter of field is not important. As _ re- 

gards brilliancy and definition, it is equal 

to large ’scopes of the same power. Is a 

most convenient little glass, as it does not 

necessitate an extra case for the rifle. The 

rifle can be carried in the regular case and 

the glass instantly removed and carried in 

the pocket. Although intended for a tar- 

especially for these sights, and they - can- 

not be applied to telescopes of other make. 

They are furnished with detachable mounts; 

power, five diameters; price, $18.00. 

All Stevens Telescopes can be fitted to 

rifles of any standard make. We are send- 

ing you under separate cover electrotype, 

illustrating the Stevens ‘‘Little Ofi-Hand’’ 

and telescope with Aperture Pin-Head, 

and the latter will be the most interesting 

of anything that you have ever published 

in regard to telescopes to subscribers that 

are interested therein. 

Yours very truly, 

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. 
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and start a ‘‘correspondence department,”’ 

in which it would be necessary to write 

letters under a nom de guerre, in order to 

provoke a discussion. Whatever appears in 

Rod and Gun is what it purports to be, 

and we think that any measure of success 

that has been achieved has been largely 
owing to the honesty of the course pur- 

sued. 

oo 
We have a letter from Warren Station, 

Ontario, in answer’ to inquiries, Say- 

ing that starting from that station, 

which is 43 miles west of North Bay, Nee- 

pawassing Lake, 18 miles long and dotted 

with islands, abounds with fish, and the 

country round it is famous for its game. 

The Indians say that moose, deer, and 

bear are plentiful, and that it is a good 

canoe trip from Warren. One can get a 

very good canoe trip by leaving Sturgeon 

Falls for the West Bay of Lake Nipissing, 

going by steamer across that great Lake, 

which is some 70 miles long, canoeing up 

the west Bay of Lake Nipissing, and con- 

necting lakes, to the Neepawassing Lake, 

paddling from that lake down to Veuve riv- 

er, to what was the old’ Veuve River sta- 

tion, now Warren. There are fair hotels at 

Warren, and the same may be even more 

truly said of Sturgeon Falls. Sturgeon Falls 

is also avery good outfitting place. From 

Noy. Ist to 15th, which is the open season 

for moose and deer, it is a very good ter- 

ritory. 
~~ 

e 
“Our Big Game,’’ is the companion vol- 

ume to the one published a year ago upon 

the winged game of the United States, by 

Mr. Dwight M. Huntingdon. 

That work received an unusually favora- 

ble reception at the hands of the sports- 

men of this continent, and, no doubt, the 

present volume will meet with a ready 

sale. Like everything else that comes from 

the press of Charles Scribner’s Sons, the 

book is admirably printed and the illustra- 

tions are aS good as can 'be. The descrip- 

tion of our bears, deer and other game is 

strictly in accordance with the best auth- 

ities, so Mr. Huntingdon’s work is really a 

first-rate manual of the big game of North 

America. 

We have read the book with a great deal 

of pleasure, yet we do not think it is quite 
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equal to Mr. Huntingdon’s first work; he 
not seemingly have had the same experi- 

ence in big game shooting that he has had 

in wing shooting. Especially is this no- 
ticeable in his descriptions of our more 

strictly Canadian game, such as moose, 

caribou and bear. AS we have said, the 

publishers are Charles Scribner’s Sons; and 

the price is $2.00. 

¥ 
A sportsman living at Ridout, the next 

station west of Winnebago, Ont., writes 

that the trout at Nemegos, two stations 

west of Ridout, are speckled trout of large 
size. They are taken in the river running 

into the Lake at the Station and weigh 

from one to four pounds. 

The trail to Pishkinogama, north of Rid- 

out, is by water, with a few portages. 

The river is within a hundred yards of 

the station, and is very high now, which 

will make it easy paddling, though there 
may be danger of the water being too high 

for the portages. Our informant says:— 

‘“T cannot give you more information of the 

trail to the south from Ridout, as I have 

not seen any Indians for some time. The 

Indians are all on the hunt now. The Hud- 

son Bay post at Pishkinogama is closed, 

which is a good thing for the hunting. 

The trail to Lake Wakamagaming, south 

of Winnebago, is probably better from 

Winnebago. I will wait and _ see the 
Indians and find out what they advise as 

to the best way to Pishkinogama, and al- 

so if it can be reached from Winnebago. 

The Ridout River runs west on the south 

side of the track instead of east. There is 

a lake at Kinogama, the station next west 

of Ridout, which is full of pike, and it isa 

very good place also for deer. There area 

few good places for deer near here. They 

can be reached by taking the hand car in 

the morning with the section men.’’ This 

is intelligent information, and full of in- 

terest. 

+ 
The most notable paper in an excellent 

number of Baily’s Magazine of Sports and 

Pastimes is that on the ‘‘Agnes Family of 

Racehorses.’’ The author is well up in his 

Stud Book and in turf history, and he 

makes an exceedingly interesting and sug- 

sestive story of the family which owed its 

being to the mighty Priam and whose ma- 
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ternal ancestor was the £14 Annette, with 

her daughter Agnes. A review of this line 
involves notice of such horses as Orville, 

Agnes’s daughter, Lily Agnes, and of 

course Ormonde ; some portraits illustrate 

this article. A description of the way to 

obtain trout fishing in Norway, includes 

some good reproductions of photographs, 

and should be found helpful as well as_ en- 

tertaining. ““@.T.T.B.? writes with know- 

ledge and discernment on a timely subject, 

“The right way to beat a Grouse Moor.”’ 

Mr. Augustus Grimble contributes a capi- 

tal paper on ‘‘The Salmon and Trout Riv- 

ers of England and Wales.’’ An appreciative 

review of Mr. T. A. Cook’s new ‘‘History 

of English Racing’’ with illustrations 

therefrom, occupies a few pages, and Cap- 

tain Miller reviews ‘‘Irish Polo’’. He is in- 

clined to think that Irishmen on the aver- 

age ride much better than Englishmen, 

but they don’t keep their ponies long 

enough to be really well mounted. Mr. 

Watkins Williams writes on the ‘‘Migra- 

tion of British Game Birds.’’ General Sir 

John French, the most brilliant of cavalry 

leaders, furnishes the subject of the usual 

portrait and biography. 

od 
Rod and Gun has received the following 

letter:— 

Dear Sir.—I thought I would drop you a 

few lines and let you know how I got a- 

long with the Austrian Princes. 

We got nine goat and some deer. They 

were actually with us about fifteen days. 

We had a try for some moose, but the wea- 

ther was very bad while we were down in 

the moose country, and although we saw 

some we were unable to get any. 

We saw some black bear at the foot of a 

slide, when we were stalking some goat 

one day, but we did not go after them as 

we thought our chances were better for 

goat than they were for the bear. 

The Princes were very much pleased with 

their trip, and asked me to write them 

and give them a full report of all the par- 

ties that were at present in the mountains 

under our care. 

They also said that they would try and 

come out again and send all the parties 

they knew that hunted in America to this 

district, as it was the finest scenery in 
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America according to their ‘thinking, and 

had the best chances of game. 

In about a week I again leave here with 

the Earl of Suffolk and Fred Hussey’s bro- 

ther. They will be here about a month or 

six weeks. This will be our last party 

very likely, and then we will be ready to 

go east at your call. 

Excuse bad type writing, as I am only 

an amateur at this kind of work, 

Yours very truly, 

James Brewster. 

Banff, N. W. T. 

Little, Brown & Company, Boston, have 

published a book by Francis M. Ware, call- 

ed ‘‘First-Hand Bits of Stable Lore.’’ Mr. 

Ware is the manager of the American 

Horse Exchange in New York, and has 

been recognized for years as one of the 

foremost American horsemen. 

This is an eminently practical work and 

the outcome of a_ life’s experience among 

horses. Mr. Ware goes straight and hard 

to the point, and he has packed away an 

immense amount of information, advice, 

and suggestion in a volume that is, with- 

al, extremely interesting. It is a pleasure 

to read a book by a man who knows his 

subject so thoroughly and writes with such 

humor and point. It treats nearly every- 

thing,—from buying a horse to the manage- 

ment of a pack of hounds,—but its burden 

throughout is on the thousand and one de- 

tails connected with the management of 

the individual horse by the individual rid- 

er or driver. The contents consists of the 

following: I. Horse Buying and Horse Try- 

ing. II. As to ‘‘Soundness.”? III.Stabling 

and Stables. IV. Stable Management. V. 

Condition and Conditioning. VI.S ehe 

‘‘Green’’ or Unacclimated Horse and his 

Care. VII. The Horse’s Education. VIII. 

Mouths and Manners. IX. The Foot and 

its Treatment. X. The Appointment Fad. 

XI. The Saddle - Horse. XII. The Hunt- 

er and his Education. XIII. The Steeple- 

chaser and his Schooling. XIV. Riding for 

Women and Children. XV. Four-in-Hand 

Driving. XVI. Coaching and its Accom- 

paniments. XVII. Management of a Pack 

of Hounds. XVIII. Showing Horses. 

The price is $2.00 nett. 

¥ 
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I spent three weeks in Belleville during 

the month of August, and while there fish- 

ed a good deal on the Bay of Quinte for 

black bass, writes our correspondent, Mr. 

Walter Greaves, I used the fly nearly all the 

time, but occasionally trolled with a 

spoon, a thing I, however, would not have 

done if bass had been fairly plentiful. The 

fact is that black bass have become very 

Scarce in recent years in the Bay of 

Quinte, at least’ in that portion lying near 

Belleville. I heard of some good catches 

Leing made near Northport, and at the 

head of the Bay, near Trenton and Nigger 

Island, but I did not visit those localities. 

My best catch was made in the mouth of 

the river, where I landed nine black bass 

One evening, all on my ‘‘Massassaga’’ fly. 

They were, however, small fish, with the 

exception of one of about 23 pounds. 

What a pity it is that owing to the net- 
ting,—at least I presume that is the 

cause, from what I heard,—the fishing is 

so poor in this beautiful sheet of water. I 

remember the time when my brother and I 

used to go down to ‘‘Massassaga’’ Point, 

‘or Ox Point, and, with the fly, catch a 

dozen or more beautiful black bass in a 

very short time. If the parties at fault 

could only be mace to understand what an 

advantage it would be to the locality if the 

fishing were brought up to its former ex- 

cellence (and this could be very easily 

done) surely they would stop this netting 

for the sake of what might be made out of 

the American and other sportsmen who 

would visit the locality in considerable 

numbers. 

up before it is too late. For one, I cer- 

tainly will not visit the Bay of Quinte a- 

that 

most 

It may be interesting to remember 

are just now the 

Prices rule 

our Canadian furs 

fashionable of all known furs. 

higher in consequence, but when made up 

by expert furriers their beauty is such 

that they amply repay any reasonable out- 

lay.: Messrs. W. EH. Orr & Co., Toronto, 

are showing the newest and prettiest de- 

signs in all ,Canadian, as well as in all 

European and Asiatic furs, and correspond- 

ence with them, or.a call at their show 

rooms, will repay the intending purchaser. 

I hope the matter will be taken - 
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gain for fishing, with matters in their 

present shape. 

od 
All Western papers. deal 

with the protection of game. 

more or less 

At Calgary 

there is a decided movement in favor of 

putting some restriction upon the killing of 

game, which it is claimed, is ‘being indulg- 

cd in too freely. No doubt more game has 

been killed, both in and out of season, 

than was good for the stock, yet we can- 

not help thinking that much of this outery 

is prompted by selfishness. In all the lit- 

tle Western towns there are storekeepers 

and clerks who like a day with the gun, 

but are not able to go very far a-field, in 

consequence of the limited time at their 

disposal. They find, of course, that the 
game is decreasing and without going into 

the why or the wherefore very deeply, they 

jump at the conclusion that some change 

should be made in the game laws. Alas, 

all the tinkering of the game laws in the 

world, will not prevent the gradual de- 

crease of game as civilization advances, un- 

less we follow the European plan and 

fence in large estates, restocking them 

from season to season. This is entirely 

opposed to the free and easy ideas natural 

to a new country, where sport has hereto- 

fore been free as the air to all. 

Further west, even in the City of Van- 

couver, sportsmen are clamoring for more 

protection, but the British Columbian 

sportsman is, as a rule, the shrewdest of 

his class, and there the legislation deman- 

ded is so eminently in accordance with 

reason that we trust it will eventually be- 

come law. The sale of blue grouse, willow 

grouse, pheasants and quail is sought to 

be prohibited, and this seems the most ef- 

fective way of limiting the game killed out 

of season, which is almost invariably shot 

or snared by market hunters, for the sake 

of the few dollars they can obtain from 

the hotels, restaurants, and game dealers. 

According to the Victoria Times, a game 

license should be enforced, as it is stated 

there is no efficient machinery for enfore- 

ing the law, and that it is only just that 

the sportsman should provide that machin- 

rap about the protection of game, and ob- 

ery, seeing that most people do not care a 

ject to putting their hands inte their poe- 
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kets even to save it from extermination. It 

will be rather interesting to know. what 

sort of reception this proposition meets 

with down on the Coast. 

; + 
“Stalking Sketches’’ by Capt. Hart Dav- 

is, is the latest contribution to the litera- 

ture of English sport. When a Briton 

speaks of stalking, he generally means 

stalking in Scotland, where the sport is 

undeniable, even though it be somewhat ar- 

tificial. Capt. Hart Davis is a famous 

stalker, and a good writer. His book, 

which is illustrated from his own sketches, 

is one that should find a resting place on 

the shelves of every man who is fond of 

what we call, still hunting. 

Of course, tracking wild deer in the 

North American forest is a very different 

matter to stalking an animal, whose ap- 

pearance and previous history is  well- 

known, by the aid of a professional stalk- 

er, who carries your rifle and when the 

right moment comes, takes it from its 

case, hands it to you and bids you shoot. 

We Canadians have to do a little more for 

ourselves, and naturally we do not envy 

the Britisher his Scotch stalking, seeing 

that we have something a good deal better 

over here. But it must not be thought 
that Scotch sport is anything but delight- 

ful. The writer once asked Dr. Rainsford, 

now of New York, but then of Toronto, 

where he had had the best deer shooting, 

thinking, that as he had crossed the Rock- 

ies in the old days before the Railway, and 

lived with the Indians for months, he 

would name some point in British Colum- 

bia, but to our surprise the reply came: 

“In Scotland.’’ 

It will surprise many Canadians to learn 

that a red deer stag sometimes weighs 310 

pounds clean. This makes him as heavy or 

heavier than the biggest Ottawa deer. It 

is a very good ‘buck that will weigh 325 

pounds as_ he falls, although larger ani- 

mals have, of course, been frequently shot. 

Capt. Hart Davis gives some useful ad- 

vice as to the outfit necessary to a stalk- 

er in Scotland, and part of this advice will 

apply in Canada. He is very much in fav- 

or of a single barrel rifle, to carry the 

’ 256 Mannlicher cartridge, but is very much 

opposed to a repeater. 

We have no doubt that Capt. H. Davis is 

perfectly correct so far as Scotch shooting 

is concerned, but for our forest work, 

where we have to jump a deer and take 

Snap shots at him, the repeater is a much 

more serviceable weapon. 

British Columbia sportsmen, who stalk 

big game in the mountains, will find 

Captain Hart Davis’ experience of con- 

siderable value, because the stalking on the 

mountain uplands of that Province is very 

much akin to Scottish sport. 

The book is published by Horace Cox, 

Bream’s Buildings, London, E.C. 
=> 

* 
The successful breeding, exhibiting and 

management of dogs are arts, and fine arts 

at that. Moreover those who are profici- 

ent are by no means numerous, and the 

masters are conspicuously rare. Practice, 

experience, reading and a natural aptitude 

are needed to make a perfect breeder, hand- 

ler or exhibitor. Yet much, very much, 
may be learned by a careful study of such 

a work as ‘‘Kennel Secrets,’’ a new edition 

of which has just issued from the press of 

Little. Brown and Company, Boston. 

‘“Ashmont’’ has acquired the confidence 

of thousands of dog owners, by the excel- 

lent advice given in the first edition of 
this book, as well as in a companion vol- 

ume, ‘‘Kennel Diseases,’’ and they will no 

doubt welcome the present greatly enlarg- 

ed volume. 

Part I. treats of Management, and dis- 

cusses foods, kennels, exercise, grooming 

and insect pests. 

Part II. is devoted to exhibiting, one of 

the branches of dog management about 

which there is much needless mystery, and 

the reader is told how to order the neces- 

sary preparatory work, how to feed and 

condition, and is given some excellent ad- 

vice as to handling a dog in the ring and 

on the bench. 

Part III. is for the breeder; the man 

who is not content to merely buy, but 

must join the select band of fanciers who 

are ever Striving to improve the breeds 

they have taken in hand. Kennel Secrets 

is abundantly illustrated by half tone por- 

traits of many prize winners, which should 

educate the eye of the young dog owmer, so 

that he will acquire an intimate knowledge 

of the correct conformation of the different 

breeds. 
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in the camp 

eee: |S the cook’s best friend 

He can depend upon BOVRIL at all times, and under all 

circumstances. 

A cup of hot BOVRIL is grateful and comforting 

to the sportsman when fatigued or chilled through after a hard 

day’s hunting. 

BOVERIL is an absolute necessity in the camp. 

Don’t fail to take a good supply of it with you. 
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Clinton (Ont.) 

The Clinton Gun Club tournament sche- 

duled for Oct. 6th and 7th at both live 

birds and targets was a big success. The 

weather first day was ideal. There was a 

stiff westerly breeze, which put vim into 

the flight of the birds, and many remarka- 

ble kills were made. Shooters were pres- 

ent from Detroit, Leamington, Fingal, St. 

Thomas, Ridgetown, Hamilton, Port 

Frank, Exeter, Crediton and Seaforth, 

Kincardine and Blyth. High average for 

Clinton was made by J. E. Cantelon, R. 

Coffee; St. Thomas, and G. E. Holmes, 

of Clinton each missing a total of four in 

the programme. The scores were as _ fol- 

lows:— 

First event, ten live birds—P. C. Wood 

(30 yards) 7; M. E. Fletcher (29 yards) 

8; C. W. Scane (30 yards) 9; J. Dodds (28 

yards) 8; R. Coffee (30 yards) 8; P. Kerr 

(28 yards) 8) Che barlipa(2i sy ards) moms) 

Johnston (30 yards) 5; Geo. McCall (29 

yards) 9; F. J. Mills (28 yards) 10; J..E. 

Cantelon (29 yards) 9; Dr. E. Holmes (28 

yards) 8; R. G. Graham (26 yards) 6. 

Second event, 15 birds, $100 guaranteed— 

P. C. Wood (30 yards) 11; M. E. Fletcher 

(30 yards) 13; C. W. Scane (29 yards) 9 ; 

H. Scane (30 yards) 12; J. Dodds (29 

yards) 10; H. Coffee (31 ‘yards) 138; F. 

Kerr (20 yards) 11; Harelip (26 yards) 12; 

J. Johnston (29 yards) 14; Geo. McCall 

(30 yards) 9; J. E. Cantelon (30 yards) 

14; Dr. E. Holmes (29 yards) 14; F. Mil- 

ler (29 yards) 11; R. Graham (26 yards) 

12. 

Third event, five live birds, gun below 

the elbow until bird was on the wing; use 

of one barrel only; all 26 yards—Wood 

Fletcher 4, C. W. Scane 3, H. Scane 4, J. 

Doddsea-; By. Cofiee 55 haa Kern ie blarelip 

Tournament. 

2, McCall 4, Cantelon 3, Holmes 4, John- 

ston 1, Miller 3. 

The miss and out events were won by 

Rletcher; EH: Scane,, Rt 

scores of five straight. 

The following were the scores in the tar- 

get events :—Wood shot at 200, broke 171 ; 

Coffee, Kerr, on 

Cantelon, 200—171 ; Graham, 200—168 ; 

H. Scane, 200—167 ; Glover, 200—160 ; 

Doherty, 200—158 ; Conover, 200—157 ; 

Dodds, 200—155 ; Hovey, 180—150 . Bis- 

hop, 180—136 ; McCall, 160—125 ; W. Ross, 

160—121 ; Fletcher, 140—116 ; Ingram, 

120—87 ; Givley, 120—78 ; C. Scane, 100— 

80 ; R. Ross, 60—45 ; Coffey, 40—25 ; 

Holmes, 20—17 ; Mills, 20—12 ; Hartlieb, 

20—11. 

NOTES. 

High average was made the first day by 
J. FE. Cantelon, G.. E. Holmes and R. (Coi-- 

fee. On the second day the first event was 

ten live birds, which was won by J. E. 

Cantelon and J. E. Hovey with straight 

scores. High average in target events was 

won by J. E. Cantelon and P. C. Wood of 

Detroit, high average for both days being 

won by the former, with a score of 197, 

II. Seane second with 192. 

An extra live bird event was shot in 

which J. E. Hovey from 28 yards and J. 

FE. Cantelon from 30 yards made straight 

scores. 
10 events at 20 targets were shot in 

which P. C. Wood of Detroit and J. E. 

Cantelon tied for high average, second 

place being won by R. Graham. 

G. E. Holmes and J. E. Cantelon 

won $21.65 in the second event, in 

the club guaranteed $100. 

P. C. Wood of Detroit did not snoot live 

each 

which 
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birds in his usual form, but tied for high 

average in targets. 

Cc. J. Mitchell of Brantford, who was 

unavoidably absent through sickness, al- 

ways attends the Clinton shoots. 

The usual way for a referee to call the 

result of the shooting is ‘‘dead’’ and 

‘lost’’?, but when a live bird escaped Con- 

-over would say ‘“‘gone to the tall timber”, 

which was very consoling to the shooter. 

Outsiders as well as home boys were 

pleased to see ‘Shorty’? win high aver- 

age. 

Straight scores were made in programme 

events by H. Scane and C. W. Scane of 

Ridgetown, F. J. Miller of Port Frank, R. 

Coffee of St. Thomas, J. E. Hovey and J. 

E. Cantelon of Clinton, H. Scane getting 

the only straight in target events. R. (tra- 

ham and J. FE. Hovey tied for second av- 

erage second day. 

The total scores -of the leaders on the 

second day were: P. C. Wood 171, J. E. 

Cantelon 171, J. E. Hovey 168, R. Gra- 

ham 168, H. Scane 167. Straight scores 
were made by H. Scane and C. W. Scane, 

Ridgetown, F. J. Miller of Port Frank and 

R. Cofiee. 

The shoot was under the management of 

the secretary of the local club, Mr. J. E. 

Cantelon, who was assisted by J. S. Cole 
of Detroit, F. H. Conover of Leamington, 

and J. Ireland, vice-president of the local 

club. 

Forest Conover, Dupont representative, 

refereed the live bird events to the satis- 

faction of all. 

London (Ont.) Trap. 

The Springwood Gun Club held a very 

successful shoot Sept. 28th, it being a 

team event, five men to each team, 25 

birds each man, the teams being captained 

by W. A. Brock and B. W. Glover. Brock’s 

team were the winners by two birds. On 

Wednesday previous a team shoot was held, 

captained by the same men, and on_ that 

occasion Glover’s team won by two birds, 

so that this shoot made a tie on the two 

shoots, the first score being:—Brock 92, 

Glover 94. Second score—Brock 91, total 

183: Glover 89, total 183. 

After the team shoot A. Webb challenged 

B. W. Glover for the L. C. Smith gold 

medal, which was won at the club shoot on 

Labor Day, the conditions being that it 

must be defended three times. Glover had 

already defended it once against S. M. 

Screaton, and was again successful in de- 

feating Webb, Webb’s score being 16 and 

Glover’s a straight score of 20. The med- 

al has to be defended once more before be- 

ing the property of the winner, 

The scores follow:— 

Team shoot, five men, 25 birds each— 

Brock 14, Brown 20, Arnott 22, Day 12, 

Fortner 13. Total 81. Glover 22, Black- 

burn 20, Wilson 7, Whittaker 16, Bowman 

14. Total 79. 

Ten-bird event:— 

ROCKS esectee tee, tee Led Pas dad 1 ae 

IEEOWMi: eee ane 0 Dak 4c 10-0> 2 ONO) = 85 

VW SY0y 0 cay Sea 0. Oe Le Ps 0 

Webb. 25 lO Oa eat ie) ela 

May he malo NS: P.151:00104 1 aes 
Blackburn <. Sc 10) 1-0-1" de O00 S85 

Medal shoot, 20 birds— 

Webb... ... ...... 00111111011111011111—16 

GIOVET: Pc 0 conkae ee 11111111111111111111—20 

Extra event:— 

GHOVED alc 1s eces 11111111111111111111—20 

On Wednesday, Oct. 2nd, the tie between 

the Brock and Glover teams was shot off, 

resulting in a victory for the latter. Glov- 

er having four men to Brock’s five: 
25 birds each man:— 

Glover... 0110111011111110111111110—20 

Anderson 1111000110101111101001111—17 

Gurd .. .. . 1100111101110001001010001—13 

Reid .. .. . 0101110011011100101010011—14 

Oba celecs sicaedl \haevees Laas saan meee aaa 64 

Brock 0001001010000001001110111—10 ~ 

Brown .. .. 1000000101110110100111011—13 

KU ee 0010010010111011100010011—12 

1111110111010101111101001—18 

1010011001110000110000001—10 
Fortner 

Rinch’.. 
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The total scores in the three shoots are: 

Brock 17, 14, 10; Brown 17, 20,13; Hugh- 

es 14, Balkwill 17, Whittaker 12, Day 15, 

12, 12; Arnott 22, Fortner 13, 18; Finch 

10. Total 236. 

Glover 23, 22, 20; Gibson 22, Reid 17, 14; 

Bowman 15, 14; Wilson 9, 7; Blackburn 20, 

Whittaker 16, Gurd 13, Anderson 17, 

Adams 8. Total 237. 

LIVE PIGEON SHOOT. 

match was held at the 

Springwood Gun Club grounds on Satur- 

day, Sept. 24th. The birds were an ex- 

cellent lot of good hard flyers, and some 

sood sport was had. The scores:— 

A live pigeon 

BRO OKSi72. coach hatch eee 212121 1—7 

GlOVED ate 3. oe ee 1211 22 2—7 

323 Ks EA aR Ui ices eee 200000 1—2 

MEVEY: . Xi205 058 isan Soren 01011 2 0—4 

RIC OIEY. >. hi.) asec ee 002010 —2 

S. M. SCREATON 
Winner Robinson Tankard 

Mr. C. B. Wiggins, an amateur, shooting 

irom the 19-yard mark at the tournament 

held at Litchfield, Ill., Sept. 6, 7, under 

the auspices of the Central Illinois Trap 

Shooters’ Association, established a new 

world’s record from the 19-yard mark, 

making a run oi 125 straight, shooting a 

Lefever gun. He also won high average 

over both expert and amateur for the en- 

tire tournament, breaking 334 out of 350 

targets. At the tournament held last week 

at Staunton, Ill., from 18-yard mark, Mr. 

Wiggins broke 176 out of 180 targets, 

breaking the last 92 straight, winning high 

average for the entire tournament over am- 

ateur and professional. Mr. Wiggins al- 

ways shoots his Lefever ejector gun. 

ANNUAL TORONTO JUNCTION 

GUN, CEUSB, SHOGF. 

The annual shoot of the Toronto Junc- 

tion Gun Club was held on the Willoughby 

avenue grounds. The weather was very 

disagreeable and wet, but there was a 

larger turn-out than ever before. There 

were 36 entries. In 

nual banquet was 

the evening the an- 

held at the Peacock 

Hotel, with the president, David Walton, 

presiding. After the president’s address, 

the toast of the King was duly honored. 

The toast to Canada was duly responded 

to by Mr. T. A. Duff. The Gun Club was 

spoken to by G. E. McGill. Sister Clubs 

was responded to by J. H. Thomson of 

Stanley Club and R. H. Shaw of Ré@sedale. 

Speeches were also given by A. J. Ander- 

son, Carl Zeidler, J. P., and J. Paterson, 

while for the press, J. B. Spurr, E. B. 

Wright and S. Marr responded. Songs were 

given by G. P. Wakefield, E. R. Rogers 

and Mr. Townsend, and a clarionet solo 

was rendered by J. B. Spurr. The presi- 

dent then distributed the prizes, which 

were very handsome. The large silver 

trophy for the first prize winner in the 

Below are the places visited and the 

scores in detail made by Mr. Fred Gilbert 

during his New England trip:— 

Aug. 22—Pittsfield, Mass, 148 out of 150 

—with 23-25 from 22 yard mark. 

Aug. 23—96 out of 100. 

Aug. 24—Henniker, N.H.—165 out of 175. 

Aug. 25—Auburn, Me.—193 out of 200. 

Aug. 27—Portland, Me.—188 out of 200— 

(25 straight from 21 yds.) 

Aug. 29—Lawrence, Mass.—194 out of 

200—(ast 90 straight.) 

Aug. 30—S. ramingham, Mass.—135 out 

of 135. 

Aug. 31—Newport, R. I.—196 out of 200. 

Sept. 1.—Danbury, Conn—122 out of 125. 

—(Runs of 121.) 

Sept. 3.—Norwich, Conn.—198 out of 200. 

—(and 67 unfinished.) 

Sept. 5.—Springfield, Mass.—184 out of 

200. 
Total—1819 out of 1885. 

The above shows an average of 963 per 

cent. made during a period of 15 days at 11 

tournaments or exhibition shoots in five 

different States. 
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summer series went to P. Wakefield, while 
the first prize of the day was won by T. 

A. Duff. In addition to the prizes in the 

summer series and at live birds, there was 

a merchandise shoot at blue’ rocks for 

prizes given by merchants of the town. 

The results were as follows : 
Class A, at 15 live pigeons—T. A. Dufi, 

14 ;.C; Burgess, 14 ; H. A. Shaw, 13; E. 

W. McGill, 13 ; H. Playter, 13 ; J. Town- 

send, 12 ; P. Wakefield, 12 ; J. William- 

son, 12 ; Carl Zeidler, J. P., 10; James 

Hardy, 10 ; C. Kemp, 9 ; Geo: McDonald, 

10. 

Class B, at 15 live pigeons—J. Douglas, 

THOMAS A. DUFF 

Winner First Prize of Day at Annual Toronto 
Junetion Gan Clab Shoot 

Geo. Mason, 13; A. Clayton, 12 ; 

De Walton, 9 J: “EE 

Wakefield, 8 ; H. D’Eye, 

14 ; 

Charles Turp, 12 ; 

Thompson, 8 ; W. 

7; A. Neindorf, 6. 

Class C, at 15 live pigeons—A. Sproule, 

1 cD ud. Maydor,-11 ei sblamner, 10 ; ae 

Wright, 9 ; W. J. Shepherd, 9 ; A. Hicks, 

feeps) Dilisg? 30) Bi Re Rogers, 7. we 

Monk, 5; J. Bennett, 4 ; Dr. Mason, 4 

J. Paterson, 4 ; Dr. Hackett, 3. 

Summer series, class A—A. P. Wakefield, 

LE W. McGill; 2. J; Te iiomson, 3 

D. J. Taylor, 4 ; W. Wakefield, 5. 

’ 

Class B—P. Ellis, J. P., 1; W. J. Shep- 
herd, 2; A. Sproule, 3 ; T. B. Johnson, 4. 

Merchandise shoot—E. W. McGill, T. A. 

Duff, C. Turp, D.. J: Taylor, C. Kemp;- W: 
R. Wakefield. 

Toronto, Ont. COR. 

= 

CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY. 

The Robin Hood Powder Co.’s valuable 

trophy, which became the personal proper- 

ty of Mr. Frank G. Simpson of Winnipeg, 
Man., by his third successive win of the 

amateur trap shooting championship at the 

annual Winnipeg tournaments, has been re- 

donated by Mr. Simpson for perpetual com- 

petition among Dominion amateur target 
shots. The trophy is valued at $200.00 

and is a prize worth shooting for. 

The contests will be open to any Canadi- 

an amateur trap shot, without restriction 

as to club membership or affiliation and 

and will be annually at Winnipeg. 

= 

Trap Notes 

Hamilton (Ont.) Live Bird tournament is 

fixed for Jan. 17—20, 1905. 

At the Pennsylvania League tournament 

at Pittsburg, Pa., Kelsey broke 332 out of 

350; Atkinson 326, Fleming 314, Calhoun 

327, Irwin 321, Davis 321, Squier 326, 

West 311, A. G. King 311. 

Crawfordsville (Ind.) fall shoot was well 

attended. The programme for both days 

called for 450 targets. The best scores 

were: Crosby 439, Burnside 435, Flynn 

491, Rienl 418, Brown 408, Voris 391, 

Stillwell 384, Heffley 382, Keck 380, Sny- 
der 330. 

Mr. Henry Anderson and Mr. B. Arnold, 

both amateurs, shooting their Lefever ejec- 

tor guns won Ist, and 2nd, averages over 

both professionals and amateurs, at Black- 

well, Okla., October 26th and 27th. Mr. 

Anderson won first, high average, and Mr. 

Arnold won 2nd. Send for a 1905 Le- 

fever catalogue that contains photographic 

reproductions of each grade of their fam- 

ous guns. One of these catalogues for the 

asking. 

LEFEVER ARMS CoO., 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
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Canadian Forestry 

Association 
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WILLIAM LITTLE, EsQ., Westmount, Montreal. 

PRESIDENT: 

AUBREY WHITE, Esq., Assistant Commissioner of Crown Lands, Toronto, Ont. 

VICE-PRESIDENT: 

E. G. JOLY DE LOTBINIERE, Quebec, P. Q. 

PROVINCIAL VICE-PRESIDENTS: 

OntTARIO.—Hon. E. J. Davis, Esg., Peterborough. ASssINIBOIA.—His Honor A. E. FORGET, Lieut- 

QuUEBEC.—Hon. S. N. PARENT, Quebec. Governor, Regina. 
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SECRETARY : 

R. H. CAMPBELL, Esq., Ottawa, Ont. 

TREASURER: 

NORMAN M. Ross,Esq., Ottawa, Ont. 

HE objects of the CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION are: 

The preservation of the forests for their influence on climate, 
fertility and water supply ; the exploration of the public domain 

and the reservation for timber production of lands unsuited for agriculture ; 
the promotion of judicious methods in dealing with forests and wood- 
lands ; re-afforestation where advisable ; tree planting on the plains and 
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RoD AND GUN is the official organ of the Association, which supplies 
the articles relating to Forestry published therein. 

This Association is engaged in a work of national importance in 
which every citizen of the Dominion has.a direct interest. If you are 
not a member of the Association your membership is earnestly solicited. 

The annual fee is $1.00, and the Life Membership fee $10.00. 

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Secretary, 

R. H. CAMPBELL, 
OTTAWA, ONT. Department of the Interior 

OO —— 3 J 
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lena TO WEAR | 

HUNTINGBOOTS 

SSS pee \ 

are the first essential in every Sportsman’s 

outfit. The Witch-Elk line of Sporting 

and Hunting Boots are acknowledged to 

be the BEST for comfort, durability and 

style. Ask your dealer about them, or 

write us for free catalogue. 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.., LL.M. ALEX. JOHNSTON, 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. Practical Gun Maker, 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 494 Eastern Avenue, foronto 

Trade-Marks and Copyrights. 

ra eee 

WITCHELL SONS & CO., 
Limited, 

—— DETROIT, MICH. 

Manufacturers of Hunting Boots for Ladies and Gentle- 
men (all heights), Foot Ball, Base Ball, Bowling, 
Bicycle, Golf, Tennis, Yachting, Gymnasium, 
Sprinting, Jumping, Vaulting, Hockey, Skating 
and Foot Ball Shoes. 

——— 

rc 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. | Choke Boring, Re-Stocking, Browning 

Address Box 264, Station G., and Repairing Fine Guns a Specialty. 

Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. JOBBING OF ALL KINDS ATTENDED TO. 

° Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Exot’ Fisning Tackle Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prise Medals, Diplomas 
Renowned ‘' Combination Keel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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FUR STYLES | 
For The Coming 

se 3 Pisb00 Longin Winter Are aids Ip 
eee 2/2 oy and d Diagonally = 

The ‘* KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
small package to chetk as baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere. The only patented canvas 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 

Let us have the 

pleasure of show- 

ing you what they 

are like before you 

buy elsewhere. 

SCUTTLE CECE CECE Te Oe 

Hany I HHT ! 

Sy UEECU TOE CUTE TUVELEELT LEE THEE 

667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. z 
OuR DESIGNS 

HOTEL VICTORIA| «°° best, and we can 

Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St, guarantee you per- : 
NEW YORK CITY. fect satisfaction z 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. in every respect. = 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan ¥ = 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room = 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. : te ee 

HOTEL ALBERT Wm. E. Orr & Co. | 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University = 

Place and lith Street, New York, N.Y. 93 Yonge Street = 
A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from “ : , = 

one dollar per day upwards. Location central yet Phone Main 4505, Over Shea’s Theatre 3 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. = 

Ez FREN KE Je Proprietor. CU ET CCU ee ben 

aoe memeia tl My 12, 

Toronto Silver 

Plate Co., Limited 
Designers and Manufacturers 
of Wares in. Sterling Silver 

and Electro Silver Plate. 

Making a specialty of Designs suitable 
for prizes for Athletic Competition. 

SkNo. 127 Chess Trophy. 

FACTORIES AND SALESROOMS, 

King St., West, Toronto, Canada. 

E. C. GoopErRuHaM, 
Managing Director. 

yj 
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No. 4, List $100.00. 

If you don't ion what gun to buy order an Ithaca and a gun of any other make, compare them, and 

if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. N.B.—The Ithaca Sticks. 

Send for Art Calalog and Special Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N-Y. 
TARE NEE ATER LSM 0 RE SERIES ST EELS 

Avevvennne ce UU UUUUTUUSUCOECUUUATOONEANOUU TONE UE PT] = 

* Nearly Eight Millions of Dollars - he Ideal Beverage 

: The Accumulated Funds in the Treasury G7 0°0 

2 of the E 
: : A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

I d d O d = | tues of malt and hops, ani in sparkling 
z x eas 

n cpen ent f cr 2 | condition, is the ideal beverage. 

Pee? NO MtCOLesichs 14 000 
: Pr oer Redan And when chemists announce its purity 

mia oc Baro: gh ac A $ 7,815,556 02 and judges its merits, one needs look no 

5 On the 1st of September they further. 

IP SLATIGU AL vy <tr chet fans (lets SUS $ 7,909,086 49 = 

O25 0.0 
Showing an increase for the = 

month of September of.........- $ 93,530 47 

ASK FOR 

Calais 
(LONDON) 

This is a most satisfactory result forthe 

month. 

SS 

= At the end of October the Supreme Executive 

= anticipates that the accumulated funds will be very 

=ne arly the round $8,000,000.00. Members of the 

=]. O. KF. may in confidence recommend the Order 

=to their friends since it is gathering a financial 

= strength such as no other Society has. 
TULL 

ue 

TTT MITEL UL LELLEL LO ELLE MTEL ELEC CULO 
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WEBBER’S HAND KNIT JACKETS 

Webber's Hand-Knit Jackets, originally designed particularly fo 
duck shooting, are now used in place of a sweater for nearly every 
purpose being so much more convenient. They are strictly Hand- 
Knit—Made to Fit and they do Fit. The ‘Jackets are made in 
different weights and prices. 

Write for Catalog and prices to Canadian customers. 

GEO. F. WEBBER, 
Station A, Detroit, Mich. ; Manufacturer. 

BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. Manufacturers to H. 

, R. H. The Prince of 
Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in the Angling World. 

says: “It ought never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 
The Field remecy we have achieved as rod makers. They have left all competitors hopelessly behind.” 

uP The World's renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the “Grand Prix 
International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, making a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA’ (Regd.) Cane Built Rods. 
t Grand Tournameni, Crystal Palace, July 22nd and 23rd, 1904, ‘‘ HARDY” 

Tt =-One Firm Beats RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. 

All Others. Hardy’s ‘‘SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world 
CATALOGUE FREE! Over 300 illustrations of Roda, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Baggs, Books, &c., Free. 

Manufacturers of Rods. Reels, Lines, 
HARDY BROS ALNWICK, ENGLAN D é&c., for all kinds of Pishing in 

mee all parts of the World 
Retail Branches :—LONDON, 61, Pall Mall, S.W.; EDINBOROUGH, 5, S. St. David StZeet; MANCHESTER, 12 and 14, Moule Streat. 

> sLover’s [Hamilton Powder 
DOG REMEDIES. |Company 

The result of twenty-five years’ experience 
in the treatment of 

SiC Hh D'O.GaS- MAKUEKGHineD SPORTING 
FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 

SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. GUN POWDER 
FREE BOOK ON 

DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 
On application to Since 1865. As a result you have 

H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York, 
ie St AS ** CARIBOU ”’ made from best materials, perfectly 

puttogether. ‘‘DUCKING’’ hard _ pressed, 

CLEAR VIEW slow burning, keeps well under all condit!ons. 
““SNAP SHOT”’ high velocity, moist residium. ¥ 

Acetylene Search Light Cheap. The powder for every day use. 

ENGLISHMEN SAY 
Powder can be bought in Canada as good asever S 

for mall Yachts, Launches and putinagun. It hasa positive advantage over 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates home make, the dirt is soft.--J. J.W. in London 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. Field. ae 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for AMERICANS SAY 
night boating; making landings; de- The finerEnglish orA merican Powder and Cana- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys dian Caribou’ I ani quite familiar with. They 
and penetrating fog &e. give so little recoil that one may shoot all day 

without bruised shoulder or headache.—Forest 
and Stream. 

CANADIANS ABROAD SAY 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., bolle hatitiaeneadoruaetinewsgecnare = 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. A. W. W., Batavia, N.Y. : 

i Write for Catalogue. 
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BSP 2PEB LB SAS2 OP 2B 

EMPIRE 

“DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A LittLeE Goop ADVICE: 

Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited. 
Manufacturers, MONTREAL 

E 
2 

B 

: SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS. 

lia atatatinn aiqiqg~uagqmiGn j@iaiq@iote iia amin aniaatntz 

target sight made, as you 
can see one of the beads. 

instantly changed, perfectly accurate. At your dealer 
or postpaid, $1.50. Circular free. 

i King’s Pat. Triple Bead Front Sight 
9 ~ 

SPORTSMEN’S 
— any time, in all kinds of 

WATERPROOF HUNTING COATS D. W. KING, Jr., 

Is the best hunting and 

Complete ( OODS High rr TET _ weather, in any light and 
Stock. Grade. on any back-ground Gold, Ivory and Black beads 

1417 Lawrence Street, Denver, Colo. 
HUNTING CLOTHING 

SLEEPING BAGS Fishing and Hunting 
HUNTING BOOTS 

SPORTING KNIVES, ETC. = e ; 
SPORT IG NIV Ee, ia Complete Camping and 

Packing Outfits. 

STEEL BOATS GUNS Experienced Guides fur- 

Sean ae and and nished to any part of the 

Fishing Requisites. AMMUNITION Mountains on short notice, 

at reasonable rates. 

Special facilities offered 

R & W KERR 
Fishing Parties. 

W.& J. Brewster, Guides and Packers 
BANFF, N.W.T. 

2226-2230 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL. 
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SPM LLL RLU EO ROTM CCU bl Camm Cy 

=m PUCUYCETUDERD EOE EDEEE TECTED SUSU TPEEPEE OPER SCUUUECTTEETEEEEEERET ETE EDEEEEEE PENA HULPDENT DERE 

You are doubtless acquainted with many sportsmen 
interested in Canadian fishing and hunting, who 
would gladly subscribe to Rod and Gun in Canada 
if brought to their attention. Subscribers for Rod 
and Gun are easily obtained. We are offering 
you useful and valuable premiums to sportsmen 
securing new subscriptions to our magazine. All 
articles offered exactly as represented. Subscrip- 
tion price to Rod and Gun in Canada is only 
$1.00 per annum. Send for particulars to 

i TMNT UT TTL 

Prien i TLE 

veteane 

Subscription Department. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toronto 

mentioning premium or premiums you would prefer working for. 

SOP Tena 
Suit CUTTER ECU PTET UNECE TED ETLE OE 

MULE TUCO eee eee eee eee UU 

573, ex 600 or 95% per cent. with 

“INFALLIBLE” 
America’s Only Dense Powder 

and the 

Grand American Handicap Winner. 

Mr. Fred Coleman, of Philadelphia, Pa., who 
says ‘‘ the load is greased lightning’’ made the 
following scores: July q, Clearvi iew Gun Club, 
187 ex 200; July 12, Florists Gun Club, 96 ex 
100; Keystone Shooting League, July 26, 96 ex 
100; Aug. 4, 95 ex I00 ; Aug. 6, 99 ex I00. 

At the above shoots he had runs of 58, 64, 
64, 55 and 74 unfinished. 

Why Bother With Other Powders? 

a 
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“EMPIRE” 
Smokeless Sporting Powder 

MANUFACTURED BY 

NOBELS EXPLOSIVES CoO., 
Limited. 

Try Shot Shells loaded with EMPIRE 

POWDER in comparison with other 

Brands. 

Note the Superior Pattern, Penetration, Ignition 

and the Light Recoil. 

Join the happy majority who have discovered 

these facts and are using the above Powder. 

Dominion Shot Shells Loaded with this Powder 

can be obtained from all Reliable Dealers. 

3ulk Powder can be purchased from the 

HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY 

or from the Trade. 

—$—$—_—$———_—— TT 

AAAS DADO ISIIOOS SSO OOOO ISOS 
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WESTLEY RICHARDS & (0. 
GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS 

Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger 

gun with hand detachable locks. 

“It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect, 

ingenuity and enterprise.” From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammer- 
less ejector gun is equipped with hand- 
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger 
mechanism. The locks of these guns 
can be instantly removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks © 
can be ordered with any gun. 

oD 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the 
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable 
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever. 

In every hammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking 
levers. Some of these are liable to go wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three 
weeks’ hunting trip, it makes you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to 
your jock you have a duplicate which can be inserted in ten seconds. 

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly, oil and clean them your- 
self before theyrust The gunsmith is dispensed with. 

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish. 
This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique 

and modern gun.— 

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR 

A writer says: ‘‘I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.” 

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Anystock. Any barrels. 

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL 
ONE, It is guaranteed neither to double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the 
second barrel. It is ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen- 
erally characterize other systems—It is simply perfect.. Order one of these guns now and 

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the 

COMPANY’S FACTORY 

BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

319 

| 
| 
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EPEV Ef 
Establishes a 

New World’s Record 
In the hands of an amateur. Mr. C. B. Wiggins, standing at the 19 

yard mark shooting his Lefever ejector gun, made a run of 125 straight, at 
the Tournament at Litchfield, Ill., September 6 and 7, under the auspices 
of the Central Illinois Trap Shooters Association. At Staunton, Illinois, 
from the 18 yard mark, Mr. Wiggins broke 176 out of 180 targets, making 
an unfinished run of the last 92 straight. If you want a gun in which you 
can place perfect reliance, whether you stand at 16 yards or are heavily 
handicaped, buy a Lefever. Send for 1904 Illustrated Catalog. 

50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels. 

Lelever AIMS C0. ores <=<Ss 
SYRACUSE, N. ¥., U.S. : ae 

tt, 
ce 
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You don’t have to shoot 

DuPONT 2s 
SMOKELESS 
to get a DuPont Calendar. 

Both make friends always. 

To prevent supplying the nation and to reach 
gunners send us the kind of powder you shoot, 10 
cents in coin or stamps and your name and full 
address. 

2rvgsinay 
NUL pla 

Bureau of Advertising, 
Room 122. Wilmington, Del. ty ~ 

Aa ae es 
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JACKET $ 3 c i \ 

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close fitting, 
but not binding, comfortable and convenient. Designed 
especially for duck shooters, trap shooters, etc., but suita- 
ble for all outdoor purposes. Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford 
Gray and Scarlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogs. 

THE Hay; KIFFE CO; 

523 Broadway, N. Y. 

The Hudson's! Bay (8 ey. 
1-16 inch ee. Ivory, German 
3-32 inch Z YZ Silver, or 

Com an p 1-8 inch ~ Pope's Island 
—=> : Go!ld. 

This is the only sight constructed so that you can 
hold over and still see the exact spot aimed at. You can 

Has had over 229 years ss do accurate shooting up to several hundred yards by 
simply holding bottom of bead at center of target or 

“fe experience in providing | MMM centerorbead oceven ttn teeny, directly under 
for hunters Be: cues healt anoe SEE 

ordering. PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00. 

Everything necessary can be ‘5 Spaeareciats Se 
supplied. Circular Letters of ©] See our exhibit in Fish and Game Bldg, 
Credit issued on all the f Ww ; : Es 1 : 
Company’s Inland Posts. Bs aba ad 
Further particulars on ap- 
plication: to~ <(c-7iaee 

HUDSON’S BAY CCMPANY 
WINNIPEG 



TRAP SHOOTING SWEATERS 

in all colors, including the 
famous KHAKI, which aids 
you to conceal your presence 
before -the game. Durable, 
with ‘big pockets and chamois 
Shoulder Pads. 

$4.25 to $6.00. 

22 ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

COMFOR 
While Roughing It. 

3S FP ORS Ss Miia 
who desire to prepare themselves properly 
for the Game Season, should send in their 

orders at once for a 

KNIT-TO-FIT TRAP-SHOOTING OUTFIT 
THE SWEATER, with Roll Collar, Big 

Pockets and Chamois Shoulder Pads. 
THE HEAVY WOOL HOOD, for chilly 

nights. 

THE CELEBRATED KNIT-TO-FIT UNION SUIT 

To keep the body warm and 
give the necessary freedom to 
arms and legs. No straps re- 
quired to keep the drawers from 
impeding the progress of your 
hunt for game. Knitted in one 
Piece. Medium weight all wool. 
PriCGe sie ereos ous ae, eee $5.00 

SWEATERS 

Roll Collar or Wescutt style 
from its ene $2.50 to $5.00 

ALL KNITTED WOOL HOODS 

olOrs - COSUIL: GRVECATETS ts. tale ee aaa Me 25 

EXTRA HEAVY STOCKINGS 

Color to match Sweaters and Hood, 

medium weight, sizes 10, 10%, 11....81.00 

Extra Heavy, sizes 10, 10% and 11.... $1.25 

CLUBS OF SIX 

will get a Reasonable Reduction 

Mail Orders will receive the most prompt attention. Address 

The KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO., 
Retail Branch, 2469 St. Catherine St., MONTREAL, CANADA. 
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TRAPS | =D) 

LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST 
© Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 
Guide, telling all about wild animals and how to catch 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. 
Tllustrated Catalogue mailed free. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. 

2 = 

Nitro Proof. 
0 
¢ 

GSO? 3OBS3333 7 

DOES YOUR RIFLE SHOOT OK? 
Surprising Results are 

brings guarantee, cir- 
culars, terms, etc. A 

trial will convince you! 

Upon receipt of TWO DOLLARS we will send a 
bound volume of Rodand Gunin Canada for 1903. 
Order now. Address, Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 
Huron Street, Toronto. 

Established 1855. 

Pell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON, ENG. 

FISHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 
G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 
way Co., Brockville,.Ont. 

2QSOQV5 5B 58528 0B50 02 DS Wome B32 8225 

. Hammerless Ejector 
Guns, $105 

@> 2 Aa ® @ @DPBPBBWB WBS 0330303803399 338332 32> 
Henne nn a nce aan el 

Cc 

IN CANADA 32 

IF YOU SHOOT 
You should have 

acopy. Itwill tell 
} you what powder 
fj is best adapted to 

WH the different cali- 
bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles,and the pro- 
per loads of High 

and Low pressure 
owders for Rifles, 

Pistols and Shot 
Guns, with much 

}/ other useful informa- 
ly tion. 146 pp. Send 3 
I} 
}} 

two-cent stamps to 

= 2 IDEAL MFG. CO. 

390 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 
ROD AND GUN. 

N 

i 
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English Manufacture Throughout. JOHN BLANCH 

Z & SON 
29 Gracechurch §t. London, E. C. 

¢ ¢ Hammerless 
¢ : Guns, $60 

Sea SSB 323 ] 5S 32 

7 have You 

THE AMERICAN 
PEDOMETER 

WILL TELL YOU carriep Like : A WATCH. 
100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 
10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for business or pleasure, in search of health or 
recreation-the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
guaranteed. Write for booklet. 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Go. 
125 CHURCH ST., NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

4 

anadian Selling Agents,E. & A. Gunther Co., Toronto. 
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Hotel Belleuve “umes 
Splendid speckled trout fishing. All 

modern conveniences. Headquarters for outfitting for 

the celebrated Temagami canoe trip. Write W. H. 

LEAVITT, Lumsden Mills, P.O., Quebec, Canada. 

moose country. 

REPEATING RIF F: ¥ U. 8. ARMY 42 ING RIFLE spencer, PO,90 
cree - 50 caliber, hun fire. 7-shot rifle 

carbine, NEW, 800 yardsrange. Automaticejector. Ball 
U or Blank cartridges, $1 GW per 100. 

WINCHESTER HIGH-POWEK LEE NAV’ RIFLE $ 
Ne rere meee errata, 

time on U.S. ' a - o 3 
\ Battleships in Spanish war. 5 shots, 

po smoke, Automatic ejector. Serviceable order. Smokeless 
Powder Ball cartridges 6n clips, $1.50 per 100. 

2. 

Used a short —- 

6mm. caliber, Penetration 4 inch iron, Range 2 miles, 

SHARPSHUUOTERS’ BREECH-LOADING RIFLE 

Pepe aT a a 
Ez wan? nice Te 

nat a ry)  50caliber, Centre fire, Automatic ejector, 1,000 yards range. 

pono Safety hammer. Used by N. Y. State Militia. “Serviceable 
with Bayonet and Sling. Ball or Blank cartridges $1.50 per 100. 

BPENOLK 
$ H 5 

MODEL 90 DAMASCUS 
Used short time by U. S. Army. 30-inch cylinder : 
bore barrel, 6 shots in3 seconds. Serviceable order. 

NEW MAUVSER 7 MM. MILITARY RIFLE, $13.95 
, U. S. GOVEKNMENT SPRINGFIELD 

SSS SSS 

~ Caliber 50. Model 66 Breech Loading Center fire Rifle. Au 
tomatic ejector. Serviceable. Ball or Blank cartridges, $1 50 per 100 

GREATEST STOCK IN THE WORLD 
of Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Swords, 
Saddles, Cannons, Harness, Uniforms, 
etc, EVERYTHING IN THE MILITARY 

Governments and Dealers supplied. 
Any of the above guns boxed and delivered 
to express in N. Y. City on receipt of the 
amount. One Free Gun or Revolver 
With Order for Ten. 

Double 
Acting. 

Army 6-inch 5-shot \\ 
Revolver. Shoots 
caliber 45 S. & W cartridges 
Hair-trigger attachment. NEW’ 

We can 
teach you Mounting a 
how. Wild-Cat, 

Sportsmen Save Your Fine Trophies. 

We can teach you to mount Birds, Animals, 

Heads, etc., true to life, in your own home during 

your spare time Easily and quickly learned. More 
fascinating than the camera, more profitable than 

any other recreation. 

The Shooting Season is Now Open. You will 
secure some fine specimens. Why not give them a 
place in your home, den or office ? Why not make 
your gun pay its own expense, and more ? Be Your 
Own Taxidermist. Here is an opportunity you 
have long waited for. Join our School for Sport- 
men by Sportsmen and double your interest in 
sports. Endorsed by all leading magazines, and 
sportsmen. ‘Thousands of delighted students. x- 
pert instructors, standard methods, reasonable 

tuition. Our new illustrated catalog now ready. It 
will interest you. Sent Free on request, ask to-day. 

The N. W. School of Taxidermy, Inc. 

Suite Bank, Omaha, Neb. 

We Mount Specimens RIGHT at RIGHT Prices. 

10, Com. National 
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THE 20" CENTURY 

GUN OIL 
ie is the only perfect 

sin One gun oil you_can 
buy. Cleans out the barrels. Espe- 
cially good when smokeless powder 
is used. Oils the mechanisms, 
polishes the stock, and positively 
prevents rust on the metal im any 
climate and any kind of weather. 
Use before and‘after shooting. 

aG. W. Cole,Co., 129 Washing- 
ton Life Bldg., New York City 

WAYNE HOTEL 
AND PAVILION 

DETROIT, - MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river :: —:: 

to $3. 

$2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, - 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

Bernard’s “Triumph” Dry Fly Reels 

European Plan, $1 

American Plan, 

Proprietor. 

% aN \ 
Ny, Manes 

To | RA 3 Inch 
So 

SNA 

This reel is made from our new metal. 
It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 

does and it is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch ‘‘Triumph”’ Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 1 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (56 in. )be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with large drum 

for winding in quickly, 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 

ng | 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

OTTAWA VALLEY 

MATTAWA, ONT. 
KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

; 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. : 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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Ghe Man Who Knows 
never lets anything come between him and 
the game but aMARLIN. He finds MARLIN 
accuracy a pretty good thing to depend on. 

MARLIN repeaters are made to get the game. 
They take heavy loads and stand hard service. 
They never fail. 

The MARLINS with the ‘Special Smokeless Steel’’ 
barrels—using powerful, smokeless loads—are 
the rifles for big game. From the light .30-30— 
to the heavy .45-70—every calibre has proved 
its wonderful accuracy and value a thousand 
times. 

Hundreds of vivid tales of MARLIN \ 
prowess are told by ‘‘ The Men Who Know’”’ 
in our Experience Book. It’s worth reading. 
Sent with our catalogue for 3 stamps postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO. 
No. 67 WILLOW STREET 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The KODAK system abolishes most 
of the opportunities for. making mis- 
takes. No dark-room, better pictures 

KODAKS $5.00 to $97.00 KODAK DEVELOPINC MACHINES $2.50 to $10.00. 

Catalogue free at the dealers, or by mail CANADIAN KODAK CO. Limited, 
from Toronto, the Canadian home of the 

% ‘ ris TORONTO, CANADA. 

The Lenox Hotel 
IN BUFFALO 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 

_Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

George Duchscherer, Proprietor. 
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“TTUNTING wild and 
dangerous game 

by the light of the camp 
fire is attractive. The 
actual experience of 
the trail is rough and 
hard.” Under such 
conditions you need a 
rifle built to stand hard 
usage, one that will 
reach your game at 
long range if necessa- 
ry and strike with 
deadly effect. We 
have four excellent 
sizes for such work. 
Write to-day for cata- 
logue. 

Savage Arms Co. 
Utica, N. Y., U. S. A. 

BAKER & HAMILTON, 
PACIFIC COAST AGTS. 
San Francisco and Sacra: 
mento, California. 

UNDERWEA 
in all weights and_ sizes 

CLOVES, MITTS, *TuOMES 
SASHES and OVERSTOCKINGS 

FOR ALL 

SNOW SPORTS 

TRAVELLING RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece 
SLEEPING BAGS and FOOT BAGS 

for Camping and Sleeping. 
Our Illustrated Catalogue No. 1, containing samples 

Teer pare olen en eee Oe eee ee 

DR. JAEGER’S wWeoltkt SYSTEM fPwireo 
2206 St. Catharine Street, Montreal 



The wide-spread popularity of 

STEVENS RIFLES, PiSTOLS 

AND SHOTGUNS 

emphasizes the degree of perfection 

embodied in our sterling make, 

You will find arms branded “STEVENS” 

at all Rifle Ranges and wherever there is 

hunting. 

The exacting requirements of 

innumerable hosts of hunters — 

= marksmen — sportsmen the world 

over, have been invariably met 

by the celebrated 

STEVENS FIREARMS 

“It’s a Stevens ” is equivelent to saying GUARANTEED for QUALITY and 
famous for all essential firearm properties. 

Mllustrated Catalog of 136 pages mailed 
Ish vour Deal a IEE Mas Goods, for {cents fv cover postage. /t ts replete 

and insist upon securing the with information about shooting ‘and 
: SB Vede Wee aD INES) ammunition, hunting, target shooting, etc. 

There ARE NO SUBSTITUTES. Handsome cover design by A. B. Frost. 

2 eneneeneePeneereeeePOeRARRPH PRLS MARL LPF LL RR RLNPM FL NMR SP PRRMRP RASS @ 

W ho -Hiasn’t: Solved Wur Rifle Puzzle, ? 

IT IS AN INGENIOUS AND INTERESTING NOVELTY, AND WE WILL BE & 
PLEASED TO FORWARD IT TO ANY ADDRESS, UPON REQUEST. > 

~RReeeeeey, a a a a a sa 2 a a a a a a a a a 2 2 ee a ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Y - our attractive exhibit in Manufacturers’ Building at the St. Louis Exposition. 

J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO., 
365 Main STREET, 

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASS. 
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= = Onde The Ideal Beverage 
Independent Order 
z : 000 

E of Foresters z A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

= F = | tues of malt and hops, and in sparklin 
= The World’s Strongest Fraternal = = y re ore I & 
i = | condition, is the ideal beverage. 
: Insurance Society. : 
: z o000 

: $8.100,000 ACCUMULATED FUNDS : And when chemists announce its purity 

= = | and judges its merits, one needs look no 
= No Premiums collected from members overt z Furtl 

= 70 of from Permanently Disabled Members. : ee 

= = Oizo 
= In addition to Mortuary Benefits the 1.O.F. = 

= provides Sick Benefits, Funeral Benefits, Old = 

= Age Benefits, Fraternal and Social Benefits. E ASK FOR 

of z Address : = 

= Hon. Dr. Oronhyatekha, S.C. R. | 
i Temple Building, Toronto. : 

(LONDON) 
eS) STEEN CEE ee 5 r 

bE SU LAA a Se feeae ete na epoca 

DRINK ONLY 

Mitchell’s Scotch 
Whiskey 

and save a 

“MORNING HEAD”. 

Ge Doone renee MNO 
PANAMA DEAE ACT Coat 
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EASY TO WEAR 

HUNTING BOOTS 
are the first essential in every Sportsman’s 

outfit. The Witch-Elk line of Sporting 

and Hunting Boots are acknowledged to 

be the BEST for comfort, durability and 

style. Ask your dealer about them, or 

write us for free catalogue. 

| WITCHELL SONS & CO. 
Limited, 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Manufacturers of Hunting Boots for Ladies and Gentle- 
men (all heights), Foot Ball, Base Ball, Bowling, 
Bicycle, Golf, Tennis, Yachting, Gymnasium, 
Sprinting, Jumping, Vaulting, Hockey, Skating 
and Foot Ball Shoes. 

XK = oo ea 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.c.,tum. | Eastern Gun Works 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

U.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 

Trade Marks and Copyrights. 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. 

Address Box 264, Station G., 
Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. 

David Slater, 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World 

Renowned ‘‘ Combination Keel,” 

Wholesale, Retail and 
Export Fishing Tackle 

We have just received from England 
a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 
high grade guns. Our work is done by 
an expert and guaranteed. 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. 

ALEX. JOHNSTON, 

494 Eastern Avenue, foronto 

Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 

Salmon 

Aluminum, Gun Metal, 

Awarded 21 Prise Medals, Diplomas 
and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. 

Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Catalogue Gratis. 
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: For The Coming : 
#sbed to =a : Winter Are Now Ip 

5B My and diagonally. = Z 

The “ KING” is simply wonderful in construction. jf = ; i 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength § = Let us have the = 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a f= pleasure of show- = 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, = ing you what they = 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable EL carecliikoobeterenrau = 
and perfectly safe anywhere. The only patented canvas | = _ eae : Z 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., z uy elsewhere. = 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. : OuLeerene : 

VICTORIA = are the latest and = 

HO TEL = best, and we can g 

Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., \ {2 guarantee you per- = 

NEW YORK CITY. 2 fect satisfaction : 
Accommodation for 500 Guests. = im every respect. = 

150 Rooms with Bath European Plan | = = 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room = = 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. | ; : 

HOTEL ALBERT Wm. E. Orr & Co. | 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University } = = 

Place and lith Street, New York, N.Y. = 93 Yonge Street z 
A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from # = : ; = 

one dollar per day upwards. Location central yet | = *Phone Main 4505, Over Shea’s Theatre 2 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. = = 

L. FRENKE Ibe, Proprietor. BULLET LLL ERR LOELO LO E OO TO UMTTMEET  TTTe UMM 

No. 4, List $100.00. 
If you don’t know what gun to buy order an Ithaca and a gun of any other make, compare them, and 

if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. N.B.—The Ithaca Sticks. 

Send for Art Calalog and Special Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N-Y. 
CAL Sa 7ST IE 0 ee a 
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The Marshall Sanitary! Mattress 

‘ i Z i S 

i ~ im mn WU SEEELE | i Wh) I | ) im ; Wh i hh Ht me SELLE: i : 4 ean aie HERBS 11g ‘ si iu Hi i 
Li T = CONS oS am 

“Can’t Cet Hard | Not Hard. to Get.” 

The best for Comfort, and as it is Sanitary and Ventilated it is 
abs \lutely the best for Health. | 

It is made on nature’s own laws. It breathes air all through it 
with every movement, and its construction is Such as prevents 
Sagging or packing, so common in other Mattresses. 

Guaranteed for 5 Years, Lasts a Lifetime. 

Sent anywhere east of Sault Ste. Marie prepaid on receipt of 
money. Subject to 30 nights trial, and if not satisfactory, money re- 
turned on-receipt of mattress. 

PR ES 

4 feet. 6 ANCES Wide ac sents. tlmis ose eee $25.00 
A feeEAvide hh. oe ee. ee ee 22.00 
3 feet uGsiNnChes - Wider ee aire ee nae 21.00 
FUTCCLTWAGC wie 0 ota ones SRE. oka se pene 19,59 

All mattresses 6 feet 2 inches long. 

Write for free Catalogue giving full explanation and testimonials. 

The 

Marshall Sanitary Mattress Co., 
Limited. 

TORONTO, CANADA. 
FACTORIES: Toronto, Canada. Chicago, U. S. A. London, Eng. 

Mention Rod and Gun. 
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2 MAKE “A CONSUMMATION DEVOUTLY TO BE WISHED.” © 
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iS) Dominion Shells loaded with this Powder are a luxury. @) 
) The recoil isso very light, due to the gradual and uniform 3) 
) combustion, that sportsmen doubt the strength until @ 
© _ its killing power is noted. @ 
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Drawn for Eastman Kodak Co., Courtesy Collier's 
Weekly. Copyright 1904, Collier's Weekhy. 

A Christmas Morning 

Where there’s a child, there should the Kodak 
be. As ameans of keeping green the Christmas 
memories, oras a gift, it’s a holiday delight. 

Kodaks from $5.00 to $97.00 Brownie Cameries (they work like 
Kodaks ) $1, $2, $5. Kodak Developing Machines, $2.50 to $10.00. 

a Re CANADIAN KODAK CO., LIMITED 
dealers or by mail. Toronto, Cana da. 

— 
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WEBBER’S HAND KNIT JACKETS 

Webber's Hand-Knit Jackets, originally designed particularly for 
duck shooting, are now used in place of a sweater for nearly every 
purpose being so much more convenient. They are strictly Hand- 
Knit—Made to Fit and they do Fit. The Jackets are made in 
different weights and prices. 

? 
7 

Write for Catalog and prices to Canadian customers. 

GEO. F. WEBBER, 
Station A, Detroit, Mich. Manufacturer. 

BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. | Manutacturers to 3. 
“SES SL SS a R, ie The Prince of 

” Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in the Angling World. 

7 ht never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 
The Field — temo ak achieved as rod makers. They have left alle ompetitors hopelessly behind.” 

, The World’s renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the ‘‘Grand Prix”’ 

International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, aes a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA’ (Regd.) Cane Built Rods 
Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, July 22nd and 23rd, 1904, ‘‘ HARDY” 

peer One Firm Beats RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. 

All Others. Hardy’s “SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world 

CATALOGUE FREE! Over 300 illustrations of Roda, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Baggs, Books, &c., Free. 

Manufacturers of Rods, Reels, Lines, 
HARDY BROS.. ALNWICK, ENGLAND é&c., for all kinds of Fishing in 

aul parts «f the World. 
Retail Branches :—LONDON, 61, Pall Mall, 8.W.; EDINBOROUGH, 5, 8. St. David St set; MANCHESTER, 12 and 14, Moule Streat. 

taal": SPORTSMEN 
DOG REMEDIES. 

The result of twenty-five years’ experience 
in the treatment of 

ad Ol Oral Gao @ KOM SS y 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York 

U.S. A. 

CLEAR VIEW 
Acetylene Search Light 

for Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 

REEL READY FOR USE. WEIGHT 14 OZ. 

Allow | me to introduce to your notice ‘‘ THE ANGLERS’ 
FRIEND,” an entirely new and simple device for drying your 
FISH LINE. I made one for my own UE, also one for a friend 
and the demand at once became so great that I could not 
afford to give the em away, SO applied for a patent and am now 
manufacturing ‘‘ THE ANG LERS’ FRIEND at asmall cost. 
My aim has been to invent something very simple, durable, 
Strong, neat and tasty, and economical. 

“THE ANGLERS' FRIEND” saves your lines;saves your 
patience ; saves your money,—lands your big fish and makes 
you happy. I use nice seasoned oak for the base, filled in three 

ve ing obstructions: locatin l colors, green, dark and light, varnished and polished. The 
2 SSC 18 : on 4 § b Oy metal parts are all nicely nickle plated, is packed in a neat _ fm and penetrating fog &e, box, three by ten inches and 1 1-2 inches high and weighs four- 

im, teen ounces. Just fits your fishing tackle box. Aluminum reel 
can be furnished at small extra cost. Price of “‘ANGLERS 
FRIEND” is $2.00, 

Send for circular and further particulars to 

Sag Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

C. A. LAUGHTON, LitcHFIELD, MINN. 
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Smokeless Sporting Powder 
MANUFACTURED BY 

NOBELS EXPLOSIVES CO.. 
Limited. 

—— ——_—. 

SS a rr es rr ee 

Try Shot Shells loaded with EMPIRE 

POWDER in comparison with other 

Brands. 

Note the Superior Pattern, Penetration, Ignition 

and the Light Recoil. 

Join the |happy majority who have discovered 

these facts and are using the above Powder. 

AA. 

Dominion Shot Shells Loaded with this Powder 

can be obtained from all Reliable Dealers. 

Bulk Powder can be purchased from the 

HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY 

or from the Trade. 

SSSSSASSAISS HSS DIOISO SOS SOS SNOONSS 
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[Westley Richards & Co., 
Gun and Rifle Manufacturers 

Beg to draw the attention of sportsmen to their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks. 

“IT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL- 
LECT, INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE.”—From a writer in the Ame.ican Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammerless ejector gun is equipped with hand-detachable locks and 
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of these guns can be INSTANTLY removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with any gun. The advantage of a duplicate 
set of locks, which can be inserted in ten seconds, will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large 
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun 
to mar its appearance and finish. 

THE ONE TRIGGER 
The action of this mechanism 

is independent ofrecoil,and is not 
a fractional one. Itis guaran- 
teed neither to double dis- 
charge nor hang when firing 
the second barrel. It is ab The Detachable Lock 

— ——4 —_ solutely free from the defects 
The One-Trigger Mechanism. and the objectionable features which generally characterize other 

Note itsstrength andsimplicity systems. It has two pulls—not three. It can be fired as quickly 
or as slowly as the sportsman desires. By its perfect selective 

action a sportsman can fire right, left, left, right, or as many rights first or lefts first as may be desired 
It always acts the same, 

phe WESTLEY RICHARDS “ONE-TRIGGER” GUN 

<q. e 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER: 
(1) You maintain the same firm, steady grip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grip 

necessary in double triggers preparatory to firing the second barrel, is fatal toa quick, double shot. It 
is difficult to explain the immense advantage of not relaxing toone who has never used a single trigger. 

(2) Your stock is the same le: gth for both barrels, and you can be fitted absolutely. To 
say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two triggers, one nearly an inch ahead of the other, is 
about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as well as a number 7. 

(3) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves in cold weather, and manipulate OUR trigger as well 
as with your bare hands. Shooting in cold weather without warm gloves is barbarous—you might as 
well go barefooted. 

(4) You never get a double discharge, as you do in double trigger guns when the finger slips from 
the front trigger and trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds. 

(5) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as 
the gun recoils. 

(6) The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is so slight it is al- 
most imperceptible. This is one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism. 
Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one-sixteenth of an inch fatal to quick, snappy work. 

Order one of these guns now and BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES. 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co.’s Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham,England 
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LEFEVER “= 
New 

j 

= Forman _——  cpmeemeeneed [a 2 Tf 

In the hands of an amateur. Mr. C.B. Wiggins standing at 19 yards shooting his Lefever Ejector 
Gun, made a run of 125 straight at the tournament at Litchfield, Illinois, Sept. 6th and 7th, under the 
auspices of the Central Illinois Trap Shooters’ Association. At Staunton, Illinois, from the 18 yard 
mark, Mr Wiggins broke 176 out of 180 making an unfinished run of the last 92 straight. If you want 
a gun in which you can place perfect reliance, whether you stand at 16 yards or are heavily handicapped, 
buy a Lefever. SEND FOR A ig05 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels. 

Lefever Arms CO. are 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. U.S.A 
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AREFUL ASTING ORK UNS YIMITED 

TORONTO, ONTARIO. 

Largest Builders of Motor Boats in CANADA. 

ay) 

ccamiaenednt TETAS 

Standard 2¢ foot Launch. 

MOTOR SKIFFS FOR HUNTING AND FISHING, 

WE ARE PREPARED TO QUOTE ON MOTOR. BOATS OF ANY SIZE OR POWER DESIRED. 
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SHOOTING 

JACKET ‘ 

Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close fitting, 
but not binding, comfortable and convenient. Designed 
especially for duck shooters, trap shooters, etc., but suita- 
ble for all outdoor purposes. Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford 
Gray and Scarlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogs. 

THE He HeoORIFFE CO, 

523 Broadway, N. Y. 

lin Sa . ue 8 °o 

CORPO p ATED av.\e! 

MARBLE’S 

The Hudson's Bay a IMPROVED 
{ om an se gh for rifles, meets instant ap- 

proval from sportsmen who know 

the value of time in sighting a gun. 

It eliminates guess-work in “holding above” 

Has had over 229 years the mark, enabling the hunter to shoot at any 

se ad experience in providing range with point-blank accuracy without 
for hunt stopping to adjust the rear sight. 

unters Having no stem to confuse aim, if enables 

the hunter to center on his mark instantly in 

Everything necessary can be any light or weather. 
supplied. Circular Letters of Made in three sizes with 1-16, 3-32 or 1-Sineh 
Credit issued on all the = ivory or P. I. gold bead. 
Company’s Inland Posts. P: Price, $1.00 with any bead, from dealers 
Further particulars on ap- m™ everywhere, or direct from the makers. 
plication tO7. 2778 Sore , Send for handsome catalogue. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE GO., 
HUDSCN’S BAY CCNIPANY : DEPT U> Gladstone, Mich., U. S. A. 

WINNIPEG 
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7 REGISTERED & PATENTED 

SWEATERS 
TUQUES, HOCKEY GAPS, 
SASHES, MITTS, HOSE, 

HOODS 
are recognized standard, 

made to order. 

WARRANTED PURE 
LINEN, ALL WOOL 

: . UNSHRINKABLE. 
Ix nit-to- bibs SILK, SILKOLENE, 

COTTON and all SUIT- 
COMBINATIONS ABLE MIXTURE 

the most perfect 

underwear. 

Wescuts 
are Sweaters which “Ns ‘ 

ean be worn closed or open. 

Racing “Pights | 
and 

aA\thletic Jerseys 

The KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO., 
Factory, 613 Laganchehere St. Retail Store, 2469 St. Catharine St. Montreal. 

\\\ 
\\\\ys Wye \h\,\¥ 
‘) 

i) ANG i) 
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NEWHOUSE TRAPS ~ IF YOU SHOOT 
acopy. Itwill tell 

) you what powder 
fj 1s best adapted to 

the different cali- 
bres, also the twist 
of all the various 
rifles,ard the pro- 

| perloads of High 
/ and -LOw pressure 
Hf powders for Rifles, 
/ Pistols and Shot 

Guns, with much 
Hy other useful informa- 
W tion. 146pp. Send 3 

Wj two-cent stampS to 

LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAPEST 
Send 25c. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ : = =./ 

Guide, telling all about wild animals and how to catch =T=S=— IDEAL MFG. CO. 
them, with stories of Life in the Wood. E 

Illustrated Catalogue mailed free. 390 St., NEW HAVEN, CONN., and mention 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD, Niagara Falls, Ont. Rop anD.GUN. 

6SBDI 33332 3ARU3BW3W330FF OWI 32 32IW2EF2FE F283 93ER2 

& SON 
29 Gracechurch St. London, E. C. 

§ Hammerless Ejector § : Hammerless 
¢ Guns, $105 ¢ ¢ Guns, $60 

> @ @ @ @23B333232 23 322 0323230 23030322322 2a 2 a> 

Nitro Proof. 

S3333E3322 2 $SDWEHE5H23352033% 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOLD 
HUNTING & 

CLOTHES 

Made to your measure. Send 
for free Illustrated Catalogue. 

THE UPTHEGROVE 
SPORTING GOODS CO., 

Dept. §S., 28 Monroe St. 
See that “Patent Fold.” 

Established 1855. 

ell d& Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 4 PEDOMETER 

2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, a WILL TELL YOU CSE KE 
Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) _ LONDON, ENG. |] 100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 

4 10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

F| S + | N G BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT J; 3 Nwmbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the J7; out nwmber of miles walked. Case of hand- % 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON fia Fan 6 nickel. If you play golf oF Leg walk =) 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER Supt. and i or Owsiness Or pleasure, in search of health or 

: se 7 7 3 )) recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOU INTER- [4 Gee: A. Brockule? Westport & North Western Rail- ie ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. Eee ee 

way Co., Brockville, Ont. ;q dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully % 
Fa guaranteed. Write for booklet. i 
» THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Go. if 

In three sizes ; put on or off alone in one second ; no tying string zi a CHURCH with co!d fingers ; positive muzzle or money refunded. 50e. DE SEES Bene s 

NAUGATUCK MUZZLE CO., 119 Main St., Naugatuck Ct. [ Canadian Selling Agents,E. & A. Gunther Co., Toronto. 

FERRET MUZZLES 
T., NEW HAV 
RR Fo. 

EN, CONN. 
eS mas eee 
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Is a Gun Cabinet a 
Necessity to a Sportsman ? 
<i USE Gye 

Nearly one thousand owners 

of Hudson Gun Cabinets in the 

U.§,, Canada and Foreign Coun- 

tries would answer in the aftirma- 

tive. better 

send for catalogue and investigate 

our goods. We are the largest 

manufacturers in the World of 

Gun Cabinets, and have a com- 

plete line to suit all classes of 

Our 

Before you decide, 

sportsmen. Cabinets are 

well-made artistic pieces of turni 

ture, with plenty 

ammunition, and equip 

ment, all under lock and key 

ready for a trip at a moment's 

You need one now, 

Write at once 

Catalogue while 

advertisement 

of room for 

guns, 

notice. or 

will some day. 

for Illustrated 

you have this 

before you: you may not see it 
again. 

Our NO.10 GUN CABINET 

The most popular Cabinet 
on the market. 

Any reliable Sporting Goods 

Dealer in Canada can get you one 

of these Cabinets. Inquire for 

them. 
Price, $15.00 f. o. b, 
here. Well crated. Acard with your name and 

address will bring the Catalogue 

G. S. HUDSON & SON, 
MILL ST., ELLISBURG, N. Y U. 5S. A. 

We can 
teach you Mounting a 

5 s how. Wild-Cat, 

Sportsmen Save Your Fine Trophies. 

We can teach you to mount Birds, Animals, 

Heads, etc., true to life, in your own home during 
your spare time Easily and quickly learned. More 
fascinating than the camera, more profitable than 

any other recreation. 

The Shooting Season is Now Open. You will 
secure some fine specimens. | Why not give them a 
place in your home, den or office ? Why not make 
your gun pay its own expense, and more? Be Your 
Own Taxidermist. Here is an opportunity you 
have long waited for. Join our School for Sport- 
men by Sportsmen and double your interest in 

Endorsed by all leading magazines, and sports. 

sportsmen. ‘Thousands of delighted students. T&x- 

pert instructors, standard methods, reasonable 

tuition. Our new illustrated catalog now ready. It 

will interest you. Sent Free on request, ask to-day, 

The N. W. School of Taxidermy, Inc. 

Suite Bank, Omaha, Neb. 

We Mount Specimens RIGHT at RIGHT Prices. 

10, Com. National 
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lubricates the mechanism, prevents rust 
on the metal parts and cleans and 
polishes the stock. For cleaning out 
the residue of burnt powder, especially 
smokeless powder, it is unequaled. 
Free samples to those who have not tried it. 

G. W. COLE CO. 
129 Washington Life Bldg. 

New York City 

WAYNE HOTEL 
AND PAVILION 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river +: :: 

European Plan’, “$1 to $3: 

Plan, $2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

Bernard’s ‘‘Triumph’’ Dry Fly Reels 

American 

Proprietor. 

2 3-4 Inch 

19 / 6 

This reel is made from our new metal. 
It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 

does and it is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch “Triumph” Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (5@ in. )be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with largedrum 
for winding in quickly. 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. Deer, black bass, and trout. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. — Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

Sportsmen will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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- FOR SMOKERS’ THROAT. © The New Vermifuge and ate 
=e : ) = = Conditioner for Dogs = 
= = : 3 of == 3 = ° 

a 1 CHAMBER’S | 
Spice 2 niGie 255 : “" “CASTRIQUE Ta. 
: - : : Does not distress the = : 

ae - = animal. No starving =: 
a3 2 ee required. Produces =P 
2: = healthy skin and 2: 
Sue E nn glossy coat. Enables SoS 
=e 1 | Sa you to rear the most == 
= = H) t = = : =e 

=e PASTILLES| a = delicate puppy or Sie 

a (EVANS))2 0 e 
25 FOR VOSALISIS|} = = SEND FOR COPIES OF 2: 
2 5 AND PUBHG SEAKERS |G = = TESTIMONIALS aye 

2” REMEaWoomrmsiiegen ov PRIGE 50c. AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE | 
= — EVANS’ ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES- = {EVANS_AND SONS, LIMITED, = - 
= = FROM ALL DRUGGISTS 2 = = =z = 2 EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED : - MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK = 
= = Montreal, Toronto and New York. z 2 ‘Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. 8. = = 

= EMOTE TUN TU TENUOU MRE OUCLCCE TEL UCLR LLM Note nuns STi ATU TT ETAT RUATTRTTAATT TM MTHTRTUTTT UR OR = 

SMM RTO CTE MMU OM 

Whi Plu Alon FULL BALL-BEARINGE”. I S I ee REELS 

y g g flea _ TAKE- DOWN 
Something new 

—Unique — Won- 
derful. Spin sixty 
seconds. Take- 
Down simple, 
positive, conven- 
lent. ‘Two. sizes, 
60 yd..and 80 yd. 

PRICES, $6.50 $7.00 

Delivered prepaid to any address. 

AMERICA CO 
672 RACE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 

The Lenox Hotel 
IN BUFFALO 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

On $8 a Week 
when you can earn $40 just._as easy. You can 

become a Show-Card Writer, Advertisement 

Writer, Newspaper Illustrator, Mechanical 
Draughtsman, Architectural Draughtsman, Sur- 

vyeyor, Stenographer or Book-keeper. If you can 

reid and write and will study in your spare time 

as we direct, we guarantee to qualify you fora 

good-paying position. We have successful stu- 

dentsin your neighborhood to whom we can refer 
you. The rise of many of them read like romance. 

Write for ‘1001 Stories of Success,” stating what 

you want to become. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRES, SCHOOLS, 

Box1342Scranton, Pa. 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 

Fire-proof throughout. Huropean 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward, Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense, 

George Duchscherer, Proprietor. 
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TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS COMPANY 
131 Yonge Street, Toronto | 

Veul , Seah 
\ 

Nt NON XS i iD f y 

QQ 
TRUNK é 

=i AND 

-\LeaTHER Goons ©: 
131 YONGE ST 

puso a el fe 
MAIN "3730. 

eM 
OUR SPECIALTY: 

SPORTSMAN’S GOODS TO ORDER. 

Please NMfention «R, d and Gun.” 

FOR FOREIGN TRAVEL 
Cane Truuks, light, strong, stylish. 
Gabin- Vigunks, 36x%21x1324. Weight, 21 Ibs. 
Ladies visiting—the very thing for side trips. 
25 Years fitting out for travelin all lands, 

and by all methods — you may safely rely 
upon our experience. 

FOR HOME TRAVEL 

Unbreakable Trunks in all sizes. 
Solid Cases and Bags( which resist the smasher ) 
Leather novelties of all kinds. 

Suit Cases, Hand Bags, Toilet 
Pockets, Flasks, &c. 

Safety Cases, 

SOLE LEATHER TRUNKS 
“Darling,” away ahead the best Gent’s Trunk. 
Hand made Sole Leather Trunks in all sizes. 

Repairs Prompt. Write us when in need 
good stylish baggage. 

of 

TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS COMPANY 
Phone Main 3730. 

Ce 

a — — o— | 
WITH YOU 

Supplies 

Developing 

Printing 

KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES 
give better results, more 
convenient, and no dark 

SSIS SA SHA AIS SASS AIA AD AA A AM SSS: room required. 

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING 

WM. F. J. HART, 
James Street, Montreal, Quebec 

(Opposite G. T. R. Depot) 
561 St. 

Sto 

131 Yonge Street, Toronto. 

“SUPPLIES OF KODAK QUALITY ” 

Do you not think a 

Koda 
should be among your 
selections as a Christ- 
mas present? 
We can do your develop- 
and printing also. 

J.G.Ramsey & Go. 

% Limited 
eee SSS S AAAS ST 

0. 59 BAY STREET. 
Ask for the booklet .Y 

PPLE OLLIE IL ELELILPLE CL. aa 

N99 PIT II LL ILIL LLY ILL ILL DIS AA A AL IIS ISLS, 

¥ “Kodak in Winter’ | a) TORONTO : 

Secs he ae ISSLLLLIA TD 
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THE 

QUALITY 

Be Sf STYLE 
VALUE 

SIZE 4in. x 5in. PRICES $ 8.00 to $45.00. 

*< bans (int ‘* $12 00 to $150.00. 

TRADE WINNERS 

—s MONEY MAKERS 

THE 

MOST COMPLETE 
Stock of Supplies 

in Canada 

Papers Chemicals 

' Films Etc., Ete. 

Ee A 31-4in. x41-4in. $17.50,| THE 
4 in. x 5 in. $20.00. ) DUPLEX 

| , fates w w Mounts 

a 

FOR ROLL FILMS OR PLATES TWO CAMERAS FOR PRICE OF ONE | 

THE CANADIAN CAMERA CO., Limited 
42-44-46 King St. t., Toronto 

Factory: 7-13 Bolton Avenue 

The only Manufacturers in Dominion. 

WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS 
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UNDERWEAR “wo 
in all weights and _ sizes 

GLOVES, MILTIS, LUOUBS Ka 
SASHES, OVERSTOCKINGS and 

SWEATERS FoR ALL 

SNOW SPORTS : 
TRAVELLING RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece (a 

SLEEPING BAGS and FOOT BAGS yw 
for Camping and Sleeping. Cee. 

Our Lllustrated Catalogue No. 1, containing samples 
Jaeger pure woollen underwear materials, Free weeeS=== 

< = 

on application to 
Se 

DR. JAEGER’S SAMIARY SYSTEM €cPwrrany 
2206 St. Catharine Street, Montreal 

5 
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CANADA Post C 
got MO 

Come the thousands of letters from all quarters of the globe, requesting the famous 136-page 
illustrated STEVENS BOOK. This Manuai contains numerous suggestions for appropriate, pleasing 
Xmas gifts in the Firearm line and exhaustively describes our complete output of 

RIFLES, PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS. 
Mailed to any address upon receipt of four cents in stamps to pay postage. 

S oT E V E N S A R M S are Sold by all Dealers. 

BE SURE TO SPECIFY OUR MAKE 

When writing for BOOK, ask for the FREE RIFLE PUZZLE. 

j J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. oe 
365 MAIN STREET. 

CHICOPEE FALLS MASS... U.S.A. ’ 

Bein IRE VOR SI ES FRESE SE Fe i Rs > oiktee ut nt = 
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Single Copies, 10c. DECEMBER, 1904 $1.00 a year 

Bluff LaKe, Ont. 

A MAGAZINE 
OF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATION 
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REPEATING #HIFLES FOR HUNTING 
Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 
That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 
present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
ment in gunmaking. Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 
the nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; for they 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. Use Winchester guns for 

j all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 
| See our Exhibits at St. Lonis in Manufacturers and Fish and Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER SESS UNS ARMS CO., - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The Alaska Sleeping Bag| FT ROPHILS 
For 

——— Se 

Curling, 
Shooting 

Hockey 

and every 
branch of WEIGHT FIFTEEN POUNDS 

ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS Sport. 

THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG wate 

es ; : ‘ for 

Outside section is made of closely SKETCHES. 

woven Khaki Duck, centre section of net 
As well 

patent, double-banked Eider Down, the 

warmest and lightest material known to 
as a full 

Jewelry 

Line 

Carried 

at prices 

commerce. The inner section is an all- 

wool Kersey. Many of the best-known 

sportsmen in the United States and 

Canada have written us that they would 15 per 
. . + 

6) 

not go out again without one. 47 
Cent 

Write for particulars and prices. lower 

than the 

regular 
shops. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., 

Limited, Manufacturers 
Jewelry Parlors ° 

Also for sale by Woods, WINNIPEG AND Jas. D. Bailey, 75 Yonge St 
Limited, Otlawa MONTREAL Toronto 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 

= =a (| 
: 4USWAP LAKE 

| 

Mount Stephen House, — - - geld) B.C. ; - - from $3.00 upward 

Glacier House, - - - Glacier, B.C.., - Sel aa eee meee 

Hotel Sicamous, - - - Sicamous, B.C., = te ee gO" Fis 
Fraser Canon House, - “ North Bend, B.C., 2 oh BOO re Las 

Hotel Vancouver, . ° . Vancouver, B.C., - Foe ROOD e Sur 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers, or to any of the company’s agents, 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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The French River Trip. 
Ry L. O. ARMSTRONG 

I have keen for many years a reider of of fish and plenty of game. But ke dis- 

the ‘‘Relations of the Jesuits,’’? and of Sam- missed the French River and its attrac- 

uel de Champlain’s story of his canoe trips 

in Canada in 1612, 1615, and later I have 

travelled over the ground covered by two 

of these trips, following his itinerary close- 

ly. At the end of each trip I have felt as 

though I knew Sam, and that he was just 

such another as I am, only more so and 

better. For instance Sam had two guides 

to every bark canoe. There were four mus- 

keteers with him, and each had his canoe. 

Champlain says that on the portages he 

carried three guns, three paddles, and taga- 

telles. I see that in 1615 the Indian car- 

ried his canoe just as he does to-day. There 

were three paddles to each cance. Two 

paddles were tied lengthwise along the 

thwarts in order that the canoe might 

rest easily upon the carrier’s shoulders, 

and the third paddle was carried with the 

rest of the impedimenta. The musketee:s 

with Champlain would take the heavy bag- 

gage as they were privates, and he, as the 

officer of the party, shouldered the baga- 

telles. 

But his point of view and mine differ in 

the matter of his appreciation of the 

French River. He travelled from the Oi- 

tawa River via the Mattawan River and a 

little creek near North Bay, which was for 

150 years the connection between the wa- 

ters of the River Ottawa, Lake Nipissing, 

the French River, and the great routes to 

the West. He admits that they had plenty 

tions in a _ few lines, saying that he had 

not found ten acres of good land along its 
entire course, and compared, with great 

advantage to the latter, the fertile hard- 
wood country of Ontario to the south east, 
where the Indians grew pumpkins, corn and 
beans, and where they harvested great 
crops of wild grapes. Had Champlain left 
his canoe and walked inland, he would have 
found more than he saw on the French 
River. But the thrifty French colonizer 
did not leave his canoe on the river bank, 
and could see nothing in the pine covered 
rocks, or in the exquisitely colored blufis, 

and islands with their multitudinous tints: 

so full of harmony, delicacy and beauty, 

and consequently so impossible of adequate 

reproduction by the photographer. 

That is where I differ, as a sportsman 

and a lover of the beautiful, with Cham- 

plain. These rich farm lands of Ontario 

make only good prosaic farms. There is 

now little or no suspicion of game or good 

fishing about them. Their population is re- 

spectable to the point of dullness. To the 

lover of nature the cultivated Ontario. 

country is only a second rate attraction, 

although nature has not yet been marred’ 

there to the same degree as_ in other 

places which once were beautiful. 

On Oct. 17th, 1904, I had another oppor- 

tunity of visiting the French River, and 

that opportunity I eagerly embraced. I 
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was, commissioned by a number of friends 

to find the ideal fishing ground, witb rel 

deer and moose, and partridge and duck as 

a corollary. I thought I knew where to 

find it. Upon the date mentioned I left 

the Soo train as it is called (the express 

that runs from Boston to Minneapolis, via 

Montreal, over the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way, through Northern Ontario) at Wana- 

pitei, about eleven in the morning, and 

went to the Queen’s Hotel, kept by Sky 

Jack McDonald—a name given to him be- 

cause he is a dealer in spirituous things. 

Three of our party and two guides had a 

dollar’s worth of dinner each for which we 

paid twenty-five cents. This promised well 

for a start. We had good soup, a part- 

ridge apiece, three or four kinds of vege- 

tables, delicious celery, and cranberry ple. 

Everything was clean and the dinner was 

well-cooked, and we wondered as we ate, 

but we ate it all nevertheless. Strange to 

say we bought some good cigars in the 

same hostelry. 

We had two cedar canvas covered canoes 

17 feet in length, 32 inches beam, and 12 

inches deep. This style of craft was new 

toour guides, and when they saw 1,000 

pounds or more of haggage, including a 

heavy photographic outfit, three well-fed 

men, and two guides for two canoes, they 

shook their heads and doubted. But when 

everything was packed in the two canoes, 

and the passengers seated on high cane seats 

their height out of the water satisfied 

them. When they had paddled a few miles 

and had that amount of experience. they 

were loud in .their praises of the craft. 

Both guides declared that they had never 

paddled any canoes so steady, so fast, and 

yet so light. 

A two miles’ paddle brought us to the 

first portage of the Wanapitei, a short 

carry of 150 yards. But as a dam was be- 

ing built just below the first portage, we 

had a second portage a quarter of a mile 

in length, and about a quarter of a mile 

further on. Here little tugs and rowing 

cralt loading material for the con- 

struction branch of the Canadian 

Pacific Railway through this territory. We 

found that we could race any of-+these craft 

by means of short cuts at the bends, and 

for a short The raft punt is an 

exaggerated dory, and an equally good sea 

were 

of a 

distance. 
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boat. We passed a hospital made of tents, 

for the victims of dynamite, which is fair- 

ly patronized. 

A couple of miles below this we had a 

very nice camp in a Silver birch bush. The 

silver birch is the next best thing to dry 

pine for an all night fire. It forms good 

material for tent poles, and for crotches 

both for tent and fire, and witha little dry 

wood to start it makes a magnificent hed 

of red coals, that both for cooking and 

heating purposes proves it to ke an inval- 

uable wood. We made a moonlight pxpos- 

ure of our camp, which apart from the 

pleasantly suggestive details, shows how 

far the moon travelled during the exposure, 

the short broad line in the sky hkeiag the 

moon. 

Our ‘head guide, Joe Racicot, turned out. 

to be a _ treasure. He knows the Wana- 

pitei River from its source to its mouth, 

and is a good guide to the Togomassing 

Kokogaming and Lake Wanapitei country, 

north of where we were and west of Tima- 

gami, where there is moose and trout in 

abundance. 

I will be as minute as possible as to dates 

and portages, because I know this is a 

trip which will be Jargely patronized by 

others and my recital may prove useful. 

On Oct. 18th we left Waite Fish Camp, 

and our white birch fire at 7:30 in the 

morning, first putting out the fire. 

During the day I met an Indian who told 

me that wolves were rather abundant. The 

Government, however, is taking steps to 

exterminate these pests, and I think from 

the arrangements made that they will le 

successful. 

A paddle of two miles broug’at us to the 

mouth of Elbow Creek, which has become 

a very respectable wide river, through the 

construction of a dam just below where it 

runs into the Wanapitei River. Just here 

the embankment of the Canadian Pacific 

tailway is built to the edge of the river. 

We turned to the east and went up Elbow 

Lake. Late as it was we had no difficulty 

in catching enough bass and wall eyed pike 

our wants, and we could see 

that this lake is a good fishing ground. The 

railroad Elbow Lake, and 

is being blasted out of solid rock. None 

of the is wasted, but is into 

or dore_ for 

close to passes 

rock put 
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trucks and drawn to the hollows, where it 

is used to make a very solid roadted. 

Four or five miles from the mouth we 

were to have found a team to take us 

across an eight mile portage to Lovell’s 

Lake, and other lakes on the route. But 

when we reached Foley’s Supply Camp, 

there was no team to be had. The roads 

were execrable, and to face an eight miles 

portage with two canoes, 1,000 pounds of 

baggage, and two guides was not at all an 

enjoyable prospect. 

The trip round by the Wanapitei River, 

our guide told us, was not at all a diffi- 

cult one to make, and by that means we 

could get over to the French River. We 

were very éasily convinced. We came hack 

to the mouth of Elbow, and continued on 

down the Wanapitei in our canoes. It was 

an easy portage to Red Pine Camp, and 

from thence a two miles’ paddle brought 

us to another camp, where our head guide’s 

friend, Jim, a prince of good fellows, 

whom we found loaded for bear, would in- 

sist upon our accepting the camp’s hos- 

pitality for the night. But a stable full 

of fever-stricken horses, quite close to the 

camp, and one huge dead horse, whose odor 

was spread over the scene for half a ile, 

decided us upon refusing this very sincere 

offer. We found two magnificent heads of 

moose rotting here. The men who had 

killed the animals wanted to sell the hiea‘ls 

to us, and they told us that any number of 

such trophies could be had in the neighbor- 

hood. Evidently it is a good moose coun- 

try in need of Government supervision. 

We paddled for another mile or two and 

camped on a delightful spot, a little point 

formed by Paddy Meyer's Creek, running 

into the Wanapitei at this point. We were 

told that the dead moose came from up 

this creek, and that there were many of 

them. 

At the sources of this creek there are a 

series ‘of lakes—Horse Shoe Lake, Burnt 
Lake, and Miller’s Lake, where there is 

good hunting and excellent fishing. The 

waters of some of these ‘lakes run into 

White Oak Creek, and from White Oak 

Creek into the Wanapitei. We paddled up 

White Oak Creek for a mile or two, and 

found it a very beautiful river, with state 
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ly oaks on both sides. There are good flats 

of land here for settlement. eee 

Today, Oct. 19th, we paddled 16 or 18 

miles to a very pretty camp. The water 

of the Wanapitei is deliciously cool, pure 

and sweet. It is slightly amber in color, 

although very clear. 

Our outfit we found from experience to 

be as nearly perfect as it coutd well have 

been. I had prepared ior myself some oil 
hags for carrying packs, made of seamless 

cotton bags, about three and a half feet 

long and two wide. To these I had firmly 

attached with copper rivets. well fitted 

shoulder straps, with strips of hickory run- 

ning up and down the bag. When full the 

top of the bag projects above your head 

‘pehind, and forms an admirable holder for 

another pack thrown across it, which 

you can carry on the shoulders and neck. In 

this way the weight of the second pack is 

on your neck and shoulders, and does not 

seem to add much to the weight on the 

strap. These bags, oiled with common Iin- 

seed oil, are absolutely waterproof as we 

were glad to find out later on. I carried 

a very warm sleeping bag, and three pairs 

of blankets in one pack, and about forty 

pounds of miscellaneous stuff in another, 

laid horizontally across the neck, and held 

by the perpendicular bag, which was strap- . 

ped to the shoulders. This is an inexpen- 

sive, very lght, strong, useful carrying 

bag. I had with me two bags that I think 

cost me ten dollars apiece in New York— 

one was an Adirondack camp basket, and 

the other a brown canvas, each covered 

with, and held together by many straps. 

These did not prove waterproof in all sit- 

uations. We all agreed that for work in 

the woods the new invention was infinitely 

superior, and these seamless bags have a 

carrying capacity at least forty per cent. 

greater than the ten dollar bags, and are 

only half the weight. 

We regretted very much that we could 

not get a good photograph of our camp at 

the outlet of Paddy Meyer’s Creek. It 

was a really beautiful spot, and our camp 

was an ideal home of a night. This was 

so, first in the ‘‘Goat-kick-why-not,’’ as 

the Indians call the poles and crotches that 

held all our five pans for cooking; second, 

in the beautiful fire, situated between the 

two tents, our own and the guides’, which 

\ 
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heat into the inrermo-t corner 

of each tent, and made a tout exsembe 

‘that was about correct. We camped too 

late that night, and in the morning there 

was too much mist to allow us to make a 

good picture. 

On Oct. 20th, a two miles’ yaddle 

brought us to Ragged Chute, where there 

is a very massive and solid-looking old 

bridge over the Falls. This will prove a 

death trap to some ore, if allowed to re- 

main as it is, for while it lcoks Ce eiving- 

ly strong, it is really falling to pieces 

through decay. It is a good place to por- 

tage around. Two miles farther on we 

reached Bear Chute with an easy carry, 

and some small rapids that are easily run, 

landed us at McCarty’s or the Devil’s Own 

Portage. Here there are some tacky 

rapids that are not advisable to run at lew 

water. There is a half mile portage around 

these rapids, which if another man says is 

a mile portage I will contradict him vety 

softly. It would be called a mile by any 

one but an optimist. 

At this point we found a nickel mine 

man, who appeared rather discouraged over 

his venture. But he was surrounded by 

so many rich nickel mines, which are being 

worked at a profit, that he said ke fet 

like going on a little more. 

We reached the foot of all tke Devil’s 

Own Rapids at 11:25, in the morning, and 

found a splendid place, with plenty of dry 

wood, for dinner. Leaving at 12:40, we 

paddled ten or twelve miles to the Crook- 

ed Chute, where we stopped a little while, 

and made a couple of photographs, which 

for a late autumn day are not bed, and 

give one an idea of the attractiveness of 

this water. 

On the Wanapitei there is a good deal cf 

burnt timber, but it is being covered with 

a second growth of green timber which is 

not unattractive, and will be very ‘beauti- 

ful in the near future. 
At 3:30 we found an axe on a portage, 

and we lost it on the next. Our pleasure 

and our pain was, therefore, about bal- 

anced, and the profit and loss entry unnec- 

essary. 
Some very pretty portages followed, and 

our next camp was at Island Chute, or 

one mile above it. This proved to be an 

excellent camping ground, though wood 

threw the 
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was a little bit scarce. We did nct suffer, 

but found quite enough fuel to leep us 

warm without burning tent po’es or crotch- 

ets. 

Joe Racicot informed us «at ths point 

that he liked our ‘‘bakings’’ very much. We 

found out afterwards that it wes our smok- 

ed and green bacon which pleased his gas- 

tronomic tastes. Joe is fifty-four years 

old, and one morning he discovered three 

or four grey hairs on his head. He an- 

nounced his discovery, end added, ‘‘I dun- 

no wot giv me dose.’’ I told him I knew 

a few other men of his age who had the 

same symptoms and were not alarmed. 

The portage around Island Chute was a 

pretty place with a little swift water and 

a strong eddy, which made a portage round 

the rapids advisable. A Jight canoe might 
have run it, but it would not have been 

safe with heavily laden canoes. 

There is a magnificent demonstration here 

of the grinding work of the glaciers. I 

never saw this action of the glacier more 

thoroughly demonstrated. For miles one 

side of the river is rough and broken, the 

-other is smooth and polished. 

The eddy would be a little difficult here 

at high water, but it was all right when 

we went through. We had good weather 

up to this point. The moon was so dry 
that the hunter’s horn was not given any 

chance to hold on for even a second. 

At Sturgeon Falls, after a short portage 

with a steep climb, we left the Wanapitei 

where it falls into the French River sys- 

tem. There is good fishing here. We dined 

off bass of as gamey and firm akind as I 

have ever eaten. 

After making an unsuccessful attempt to 

go along our way by the northern branch 

of the French River, and having been stop- 

ped by miles of logs, we came back to the 

more southern channel. 

AS we were going leisurely along, admir- 

ing our surroundings, we saw a boat ahead 

of us. This was manned by two Indians— 

an old man in the stern, who was pad- 

dling vigorously, end a young, Stout fellow, 

in the bow, who was rowing. Our guides 

had been tellirg us about the number of 

moose that are killed simply for the hides, 

and I felt, pretty certain that these Indians 

had been breaking the !aw. The stern 

chase proved, as usual, a long one. But 
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A SHELTERED BAY. 
Bluff Lake, French river district. 
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On the fair Wanapitae. 
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we were pretty well seasoned paddlers by 

this time, and we finally overhauled them. 

We asked them to stop and said that we 

wished to speak to them. But the answer 

came, in broken English, that they were 

too busy, that they were in a hurry to 

reach home, and could not stop. Nothing 

remained but to draw alongside when we 

found, as we expected, about 1,000 pounds 

of moose meat in the boat. We followed 

them to their home, where we found more 

moose meat in plenty, and about four or 

five heads, which were spoiling. , One was 

the head of a cow moose, which a Squaw, 

in absolute ignorance of the law, was 

mounting in her rough way. We explained 

to these Indians the illegality of the whole 

proceeding, and also the wastefulness of it. 

We tried to show them how much it was 

to their interests to obey the laws in order 

that moose might continue to abound. Then 

good Indian hunters would find plenty of 

employment as guides at $3.00 per day, 

and, in addition, the gentlemen so employ- 

ing them would give them the greater part 

of the meat so long as they brought home 

the trophy. Then the Indians unbent, and 

the eldest said: ‘‘Nishishin chemaun sagan- 

ish,’’ which being interpreted means, 

“Mighty good canoe of the Englishman’’— 

a compliment to our overhauling powers. 

We were told that moose and deer abound- 

ed, and that these Indians could kill as 

many as they wanted. They hed one very 

fine set of antlers. The elder Indian told 

us that he had shot the animal through 

the nose, and then through the heart. When 

we arrived we found that one of the 

squaws had cut off the nose, and a good 

deal of the skin of the head, thus spoiling 

it altogether. 

We made some good photographs of this 

Indian camp, and of the moose heads and 

meat hanging up smoking. The types are 

very good types of the Ojibway Indians. 

These Indians are exceedingly fond of thei 

children, and the one spoilt child can 

be seen in the picture, with his absurd 

little shop coat and pale face. His clothes 

are too good to allow him to run about. 

The other little chaps who were allowed to 

roll around in the dirt and have a good 

time, were a remarkably healthy looking 

lot. 

Islands innumerable we saw in the French 
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River and Georgian Bay at this point, 

many very suitable for building upon. One 

can get a _ ridge twenty or thirty feet in 

height alongside of a gravelly beach, with 

a little good land about it, and a natural 

and easy slope up to the building spot. 

There is plenty of shelter for boats and 

canoes, and there is often enough ground 

for a small garden, where vegetables could 

be sown in sufficient quantities to supply 

the family in the summer months and dur- 

ing vacation time. 

That evening we camped on a pretty is- 

land close to the Indian camp, and found 

it a very convenient place. It will prove 

a desirable residential spot at some fut- 
ure time. 

All this water, ever since we left Satur- 

geon Chute, proved good fishing ground for 

bass, maskinonge, and dore. We hooked | 

one fish which we thought might have been 

lake trout, because while he was not as 

game as maskinonge, he appeared to ke as 

firm, and may have been a maskinonge. He 

was about four feet in length and was hold- 

ing our enormous spoon bait in his mouth 

but was not hooked. 

We had a delightful paddle from this is- 

land home, with a strong wind on our back, 

and went past many islands and suitable 

points on the way to ‘the mouth of the 

Pickerel, which is another of the mouths 

of the French. But we found it blocked 

with logs. It was really the main mouth | 

of the French that we found, and the Pic- 

kerel River here falls into the same water 

only a few yards away to tke south. We 

missed it by looking for it further north. 

We then determined to paddle down to 

French River village (or Coponaning, as 

the Indians call it) for information and 

not to lose too much time. Here we found 

a tug and a scow loading to go up the 

French River to where the Canadian Pacific 

Railway crossés both branches of the 

Irench. We came and made fat along- 

side the tug, determined to start with her 

in the morning, so as to get the benefit of 

the information the pilot could give. This 

proved to be a wise move. By the infor- 

mation obtained from him we were enabled 

to lay out a route that demonstrated fully 

to us an almost illimitable region for fish- 

ing and shooting—a region which it would 

take many years (even if the old careless 
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way obtained of allowing fishing and shoot- 

ing to be destroyed wholesale) to exhaust. 

But with the modern regard for the law, 

ernments and local municipalities are now 

which is growing, and the interest the gov- 

taking in this matter, the entire country 

on the shores of Georgian Bay and Lake 
Huron, from Parry Sound to Little Cur- 

rent and beyond, and up the many branches 

and extensions of the French River and 

Lake Nipissing, will furnish sammer homes 

for thousands of people, who are looking 

for just such places, with good fishing and 

shooting for all time to come. There will 

be excellent railway accommodation by ex- 

press ‘trains into the very heart of this 

country in another year. 

We spent all day of Oct. 22nd in explor- 

ing these many channels of wondrous 

beauty, and lakes with matchless gettings, 

catching all the fish we needed, although 

we travelled fast, picking cranberries, and 

supplementing our supplies with all the 

birds and game we required, and which it 

was legal to shoot. 

Maps of the territory through which we 

passed were made by us, and previously 

able to supply copies of the same to any 

able to supply copies of the same to any 

inquiring sportsman or canoeist next sea- 

son. 

It was on Oct. 23rd that we took the 

tug Imperial, Captain Ganley, and went 

with him about one-third of tlre way up 

the French to Cantlin Island, where there 

is an Indian reserve, on the west side of 

the island. We passed many most desir 

able locations, including Bear Bluff, Twin 
Islands, and also ascertained from the Cap- 

tain the names of a considerable num|er of 

the other -islands. Some of the traditions 

attached to the various islands and points 

were also related to us. We made zn in- 

ward decision to return to this country in 

the winter, when everything will te frozen 

over, in order to survey some of these is- 

lands, and obtain them from the Govern- 

ment, for bona fide summer residents, and 

10 do what we could to prevent specula- 

tion in the islands. 

This country is about 150 miles from 

Toronto. The Canadian Pacific Railway is 

building a first class road, at great cost, 

which will touch at points along Lakes 

Simcoe and Muskoka, Parry Sound, Byng 
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Inlet, and twice cross the French River on 
its way to Sudbury. The man from Buffalo 

will be able to leave his home after dinner, 

and catch his own fish for breakfast next 

morning on the French River. In May 

and June they have high water in the 

French, but at the end of June the water 

falls, and when the leaves are hard—that is 

full grown—mosquitoes are done. It is not 

a bad country for mosquitoes at any time. 

The neighborhood of Squaw Rock, where 

there are plenty of islands, furnishes ex- 

cellent fishing. There is room here for an 

almost indefinite number of summer hom>s. 

This is the bass fishing centre of America, 

both for the quality of the fish, and the 

great area of the fishing water. No doubt 

speckled trout lakes will ke found on the 

higher levels of the French River by fol- 

lowing up many of the little streams that 

run into that river. Everywhere the water 

is clear and good to drink. 

On Monday, Oct. 24th, we came down tre 

river 18 miles, past many beautiful islands, 

and turned to the east into the main 

French River as far as° the crossing of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway. The surround- 

ingS are very grand, and as impressive as 

the Saguenay. The French is quite as good 

in every respect, and more ‘‘canoeable,”’ if 

I may be allowed to coin a word, and 

finely sheltered from the wind. We were 

never weather bound, although it was late 

in the season, and there was much wind. 

We dined on the future town site at the 

crossing of the French River. 

At this place we came across a very in- 

teresting party of Swedes, who were at 

work on the railway. These men proved, 

upon acquaintance, to be intelligent and 

well educated. They were apparently thor- 

oughly reliable, for although the boss was 

away they were putting in their time as 

faithfully as though the eye of the foreman 

was upon them. We photographed the party 

and a long log ‘ijouse they were bwlding, 

and in which they were putting some char- 

acteristic Swedish ideas, whith were net 

only serviceable, but were also extremely 

picturesque and suitable to the conditions 

under which they were living and working. 

As there was no sawmill in the neighbor- 

hood they had no sawn lumber. Our re- 

spect and consideration for the Swedes as 

a people was increased by this interview. 
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We invested fifteen cents with them in 

the purchase of a big dish of potatces, and 

this investment, we all agreed, was the 

best we made on the entire trip. With our 

bacon and some big bass taken in the 

French River that morning, we dined lux- 

urlously. 

Inquiries had heen diligently pursued as 

to whether there were serious difficulties in 

the way of our canoeing down the north- 

ern branch of the French River, and we 

heard alarming stories about the Recollet 

Falls, just a short distance below where 

the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

crosses the river. But many years of 

canoeing and travelling have taught me to 
largely discount alarming reports. I usual- 
ly get information from as many people 
as I possibly can and strike an average. 
The cook at the Swedes’ camp told us that 
it was all right and would shorten our 
journey very much indeed. 

What we wanted to do was to take the 
northernmost branch of the French River 
and get back to French River village. We 
had followed the Pickerel River going up, 
and we knew that the main French was 
blocked at the mouth with logs. But this 
northern branch we knew very little about. 
When we came to the Recollet Falls we 
found that, at least at that stage of the 
water, there was no difficulty whatever in 
portaging round the worst, and ‘running’? 
the other half. We did this with much 
pleasure and success, and then looked for a 

‘branch running to the northwest, which 
would take us out on the most northerly 
branch as marked on the map. The Recol- 
let Falls, or as they are sometimes called, 
the Grand Recollet Falls, have a drop of 
seven feet, and cannot, of course, te run 
by a canoe. Below them is another dan- 
ger in the shape of a considerable eddy, 
which might Possibly swallow a canoe 
at very high water. We shot down this 
eddy from the foot of the fall in comfort 
and safety, an 1 with much enjoyment, and 
we also found the fish here in perhaps a 
little-more abundance than elsewhere, 
Having passed three islands in the river 

we entered a little stream called Contants 
River, running from the north, and here 
the only mishap of the whole trip happened 
to us. We ran the canoe on a dark green, 
mossy rock, which was quite invisible to 
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us, and standing up to push it off the rock, 

the moss gave way, and the canoe tohog- 

ganed sideways, upsetting the bow man. JJe 

was quick to catch the rim of the canoe, 

and only got wet a little above the knees. 

But in throwing himself from the canoe to 

the shore, he filled the canoe with water, 

and our packs went floating down the 

stream. it was then that we realized the 

inestimable advantage of having our 

things packed in watertight bags. Nothing 

inside those packs got wet. But the patent 

bags and the Adirondack basket and other 

expensive portions of the: outfit were not 

waterproof at all, the water pouring in at 

the coverings. We found a sheltered rock 

and speedily made a fire, by means of 

which we dried everything that was wet, 

and stayed here in comparative comiort 

while one of the wildest storms of the sea- 

son passed over our heads. Later on we 

read in the newspapers of the havoc “aus- 

ed by that storm and found it hard to 

realize that the same storm passed over us 

in the open. Contants Creek was found to 

be a great place for moose. 

Next morning all dry, well 

fed, wepaddled down stream and 

continued westward to Contants Creek. 

Two miles further on we came to the forks 

and to the northwesterly channel, which 

we should have taken. This is a leauti- 
ful channel in which there are lovely is- 

lands. Continuing up this channel we came 

to a short half mile portage, at the end of 

which is a lum'ber camp, which had ~ been 

deserted. On the Ontario Government map 

this is marked as a through channel, but 

the Dominion Government Geological Sur- 

vey map gives it correctly; and this map is 

by all means, and in every respect the best 

map to take. 

rested, and 

well 

When we reached Bluff Lake, through an- 

other very pretty bay, we found a heavy 

sea running. There are many islands in 

this lake, and we were able to go from is- 

land to island, taking all the shelter we 

could get, with our loaded canoes without 

taking any water. We camped on one of 

the islands, at the foot of a  perpendicu- 

lar rock which we built our fire. 

Such a good fire did we make that it threw 

out heat for twenty feet, and made us as 

comfortable as though we were in a steam 

heated house. 

against 

There are about one hundred 
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islands in Bluff Lake, and it is a very de- 

sirable camping place and summer resort 
region. 

French River village was reached about 

four o’clock in the afternoon, and we felt 

then in much better trim than when we 

started. There is a tug and scow service 

for the railway builders from the falls a 

mile above French River village. Our 

canoes raced together for the last mile or 

sO aS we came in, and we enlivened the 

labourers on tugs and barges with all the 

canoe songs that we knew. At French Riv- 

er village we found a comfortable hotel, 

giving a good service at one dollar per day. 

The village is one of the quaintest that we 

have visited for some years. There are no 

toads, but narrow rocky ridges form the 

sidewalks in part, and in part they are 

made of rough, hewn logs stretched and 

floating across the bays. These bridges re- 

minded me of that famous one from the 

mainland of Ireland to an island remark- 

able for its reputation of being able to feed 

twelve sheep but starving thirteen. The 

point of resemblance is that tenderfeet dis- 

like this kind of sidewalk very much in- 

deed. The logs are squared but half of 

them are on the slant in the water. AL 

together one would prefer asnphalt or pav- 

ing stone, particularly when, as we found 

it, some snow and ice make the foothold 

most precarious. But we started boldly to 

make the crossing, and we succeeded in do- 

ing so in safety. 

The steamer service is somewhat uncer- 

tain at French River village. We waited 

one day for a steamer, and had just made 

up our minds to a detention of a day or 
two further, when we heard the whistle of 

the Manitou, and had just time to get our- 

selves and our belongings on board when 
it started across Georgian Bay, direct to 
Owen Sound, where it connected—very 

closely, indeed, but still we connected—with 
the train for Toronto, and thus brought 
to an end a delightful trip late as was the 
season. 

The results of the trip are many and 
substantial. We found splendid fishing 
grounds, and beautiful locations for sum- 

mer camps. In addition co Lake Nipissing, 

and the many extensions of that lake, and 

the myriad branches and bays of the French 

River (which is really not a river ‘but a 
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lake, with very large islands in it and 

many smaller ones) there is that vast 

stretch of island dotted Georgian Bay, from 
Byng Inlet to Desbarats, near Sault Ste. 

Marie—200 miles of coastline or more, and 

15,000 islands. Amid these islands there 

is excellent bass fishing, and along the in- 

land passages which can be taken by canoes 

from Byng Inlet to French River Village, 

and further, there is very good bass fish- 

ing. Again all through the great archipel- 

ago between Killarney village and Algoma 

Mills there is much better than good bass 

fishing. Too strong superlatives cannot be 

used about this fishing. Hitherto this 

country has been a little difficult of access, 

but it can now be reached by Canadian 

Pacific Railway to Algoma Mills for the 

people of Chicago and the middle west via 

the Soo; and it will very soon be access- 

able via Byng Inlet by express trains of 

the same railway on the air line now 

building from Toronto, Bufialo, New York, 

etc. 

The many 

chances’ for For 

from Sudbury southwest to the centre of 

the archipelago about Little Current and 

McGregor’s Bay; down the Wanapitei from 
Wanapitei Station to the French River; 

from Warren station up the Veuve River to 

Nepewasing Lake, over ten miles long, dot- 

ted with islands; from Cache Bay, Stur- 

geon Falls, or North Bay, across Lake Nip- 

issing, down the French River; and then in 

all directions from Lake Nipissing and the 

French River are bays and rivers. I have 

not yet found a lake in that country that 

is not well supplied with fish. The streams 

where they are very swift, are sometimes 

denuded of plant life and fish by the action 

of the ice in the spring, but wherever 

there is still water in the same stream or 

in eddies fish are to be found in great 

abundance. The average size of the bass, 

dore, and maskinonge in the French itiver 

is greater than anywhere else I have fish- 

ed. 

Great as are the attractions to sports- 

men in Search of moose, deer, partridges, 

etc.; surpassingly good as is the fishing ev- 

erywhere; it is as an ideal a country for per- 

manent summer homes that the district is 

most attractive. A legal friend who ac- 

companied me, proved to be an excellent 

country affords unequalled 

canoe trips. instance 
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camper and canoeist. He had come with 

the intention of staying three weeks, if 

necessary in order to find a suitable place 

for himself and his friends to erect a per- 

manent summer camp. He wished to find a 

place large enough to establish a ‘hundred 

cottage locations in the midst of sylvan 
wildness and beauty, and in a country 

which could also give good fishing and 

shooting. At the end of the week my 

friend claimed that he had seen enough. In- 

stead of aplace which would accommodate 

one hundred such families as he was com- 

missioned to arrange for, he had found 

room for thousands, and was abundantly. 

satisfied. But I urged him to stay a day 

or two longer and see other portions of 

the territory which I wished that both he 

and I should see. At the end of that time 

we had explored about one-half or a little 

less, of the territory, paddling at the rate 

of nearly thirty miles a day along chan- 

nels and bays that so a'bound here, and he 

was satisfied to have the remainder point~ 

ed out to him on the map. 

In the spring the water of the French 
River fluctuates with the extent of the 
thaws, and the needs of the lumbermen to 
open and close the dams. But when the 
spring rush is over, the water remains at 
a Steady level, and the country being free 
from large swamps, is also fairly free from 
mosquitoes. While the islands in the French 
River are very suitable for summer homes, 
the vastness of the area—afiording perhaps 
600 miles of coastline on mainland and is- 
lands—prevent any possibility of crowding 
for a very long: time to come. 

A very encouraging feature in connection 

with the fishing and shooting in this vir- 

gin country is that it is to be opened up, 
and will receive the first summer residents 

at a time when the Provincial Government 
and the public have been educated up to 
the point of realizing the importance and 

necessity of protecting the fish and yvame. 

Such summer settlements as were 

ten, fifteen, twenty, 

starved 

or twenty-five years 

benefit of this wholesome 

public opinion, and the fishing 

and shooting of the neighborhood were de- 

stroyed by 

ago had not the 

change in 

people who never thought of 

the mischief they were doing, and of the 

permanent harm they were wreaking on the 
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district concerned. But in the case of the 

French River the fishing and shooting, and 

the wildness—irresistible charms to the 

jaded town-dweller—will remain, because 

the Government, the railway companies, 

and above all the general public, will join 

in preserving these valuable assets for all 
time. The banks of the river, the is-.. 
Jands, and the shores of the lake are gen- 
erally unfitted for cultivation. The agri- 

culturist will come but he will be a mile 

or two back from the river where his farm 
will afford supplies necessary for the com- 
forts and conveniences of the summer resi- 
dents, and at moderate prices. 

The Ontario Government has just es- 

tablished a Department of Forestry and’ 

Parks which will take special care of such 

territory in the interests of the people; 

and those who buy land from the Govern-- 

ment may rely upon faithful and intelligent 

protection of their interests. This system 

will be found to work better than that 

where the land was leased at so much per 

Square mile and had to be protected by the 
Owners or lessees. 

The enthusiasm of the comparative few 

who have visited the French River during 

the past season is so great that I have no 

doubt the number of visitors will be greatly 

increased next year. But there need be no 

fear of the, possibility of this discommod- 

ing anyone. The area issovast as to 

preclude the very idea of such a possibility. 

I shall be very glad to give ‘‘pointers,”’ 

gained in the course of my long experience 

as to outfit and» equipment of the most 

useful and complete and least inexpensive 

kind; also notes of localities, and the best 

means of getting there with the least loss 

of time. Had we had the maps of the Geo- 

logical Survey on starting we might have 

saved much time which was lost through 

following the inexact or rather incomplete 

Ontario Government maps. 

For the next season there are three pos: 

sible roads to get in, probably the best be- 

ing via Sturgeon Falls, and steamer to 

the sources of the Sturgeon River, 

and thence by canoe, from Wanapitei, down 

the Wanapitei River, which is a very pleas- 

ant route; or by steamer to French River 

village from Owen Sound or Sault Ste. 

Marie, from which point several steamers 

run to French River village, and from 
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French River village there are tugs and 

scows run by the Ganley Bros., who are 

very fine and obliging fellows. We were 

very comfortably quartered on ‘board one 

of their tugs. 

The Pickerel River in its lower part is 

really one of the branches of the French. 

It is a beautiful river with very many 

sites for camps, and like the French River, 
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is really not a river but a lake in which | 

the greatest part of the water is covered 

with islands. 

On this trip we were too late for blue- 

berries, but we found many cranberries, 

and they formed a very pleasant and wel- 

come addition to our bill of fare. 

We lived well, worked well, and were 

even like Kipling’s Waterman, ‘‘busting”’ 

happy all through. 

The Old and The New. 
By C. C. FARR 

Continued from the October Issue. 

When we leit off 

were at Kipawa station on the Canadian 

in my last letter we 

Pacific Railway, a place almost unknown, 

except to Indians, until the arrival of the 

steel. I knew that bay well because it was 

there that a man lived, when I was in the 

fur trade, who brought me for sale a 

muskrat skin, to which had been sewn a 
mink tail. At that time a mink was 

worth from $4.00 to $6.00 and they were 

worth looking after. I looked at the thing 

and laughed. 

Said he, ‘‘What is the matter?’’ 

“‘Well,”’ I said, ‘‘this is a muskrat sewn 

to a mink tail.’’ 

“Tt cannot be,’’ he said, ‘‘for I bought 

it from an Indian, and you, being a Hud- 

son’s Bay Co. man, ought to know that 

Indians are so honest naturally, that they 

never cheat.’’ 

This was a poser, seeing how industrious- 

ly the white man has cheated’the Indian, 

from time immemorial, and consequently, 

all the explanation that I could give was, 

that probably the Indian had learnt how 

to cheat from the white man, for, in sup- 

port of my contention, this very man had 

bought valuable skins from them for the 

price of a few glasses of diluted high wines. 

This branch of the Kipawa is practically 

a bay, different from the main lake, being 

connected with it by a narrow ‘‘Narrows,”’ 

and hence its Indian name which is ‘‘Pa- 

kaygomah,’’ meaning a different lake, ‘‘Pa- 

kahn’’ signifying ‘‘different.”’ 

This branch of the Kipawa (to return to 

recent history) has played an important 

part in the history of the lake, that is the 

more recent history for, it was through 

here, from the O’baushene (‘the lake with 

the narrows’) that the great drive, in the 

winter, used to pass, in the halcyon days 

of the Kipawa, when hay was worth, in 

the barn, eighty dollars a ton, and sold re- 

tail at over a hundred dollars a ton. When 

a man with twenty acres of hay land need 

only to watch his hay grow, and have about 

{wo thousand dollars to spend at the end 

of the season, in whatever manner suited 

him best—and it suited the majority to 

spend it in whiskey, which gave an awful 

lot of food for the fishes, for the majority 

of land-holders, in this particular part of 

the lake, were drowned. 

Every point of this Pakayoma is fraught 

with history, history of the wild life of 

the backwoods, ranging between the six- 

ties and the seventies. In days gone by 

there was good trout fishing in this bay, 

and Kipawa trout were reckoned amongst 

the very best, even as Kipawa pike are to- 

day, but I have heard that the daming 

of the waters has killed the trout, or what 

is more likely, has made them change 

their spawning grounds, and, in that case, 

there will be. vet, good fishing of the kind 

on Kipawa. 
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Early in the morning the fiend, in the 

shape of Mr. Kelly, who is the best man 

that I know to entrust oneself with in 

winter, roused me out of bed while I was 

dreaming of the Windsor, the St. Lawrence, 

of Montreal, and the King Edward, of Tor- 

onto, but he bade me take it easy as there 
was plenty of time before breakfast. I 

took it so easy that I nearly missed my 

breakfast, but was in time for the stage. 

It was not yet decently daylight, so that 

I could ‘hardly recognize the old land- 

marks, though, on the left, I recognized a 

point where I was wind-bound for two 

days, on my wedding trip, and though a 

piece of wedding cake practically saved us 

from starvation, I have never had a quarrel 

with those two days, but that is recent 

history being only twenty-six years ago. 

As the dull daylight of a winter’s morn- 

ing began to make things visible, I recog- 

nized many spots, that were historical. 

Hirst. ewas: the. *‘crossing’e that, had 

drowned so many of the old ‘‘habitues,’’ 

good canoesmen, but made unsteady by the 

all-pervading ‘‘forty-rod.”’ 

I recognized the spot where a man had 

burnt. himself up for jealousy, a simple 

soul, such as one would hardly have given 

credit to, for having a sentiment that has 

immortalized, through Shakespeare’s gen- 

jus, the dusky Moor; and yet there have 

been Othellos of the bush. 

I remembered, with a smile, the account 

that I heard of the inquest, a very prim- 

itive one, without a coroner, but compos- 

ed of a jury, whose instructions were to 

decide whetber the remains of the poor sui- 

cide were his own, or those of a moose, 

for, in those days, moose were plentiful, 

and no well regulated house was without a 

quarter of this quadruped. 

ear | AS we sped through the ‘‘narrows,’’ ihe 

place grew more familiar still, for I had 

spent nine years of my life at Hunters 

Lodge, the old Hudson’s Bay Company’s 

Fort, and it was there that I should have 

branched off to the right, into the long, 

narrow bay, which led direct to the old, 

dismantled post, a spot I have not seen for 

over twenty years but about which many 

memories cling. 

When } 

Sway, 

there Indians held the 

a white man was a rarity. I 

was first 

and 
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could not help thinking about dogs, for it 

was there that I gave the Indians a lesson 

on dog. 

A poor, decrepit, toothless bull-dog had 

strayed from out the confines of civiliza- 

tion, and had adopted me. Poor thing, he 

was but a shadow of his former self. I took 

pity on him, and adopted him. A mongrel 

Indian cur, half dog and half wolf, tried is- 

sues with him, but the poor bull without 

teeth, could do nothing with a thing that 
he could have killed in a few minutes, if 

only he had the teeth. I remonstrated 

with the Indian who owned the cur, and 

told him that such fighting was unfair—as 

I have said before, those were days when 

the Indian reigned supreme on Kipawa -te 

simply jeered at me, and told me that 

the white man’s dog was no good. I had 

no dog of parts to prove that he lied, so 

I was obliged to bide my time, but the 

time came, and with it vengeance, as the 

sequel will show. A friend of mine hap- 

pened to come along that winter and he 

had with him a magnificent mastifi. I 

have an eye for a good dog, and when I 

saw his canine companion, I was an hun- 

gered, and I asked him if he would not 

leave the beast with me. Much to my de- 

_light he told me that he would be glad to 
give me the dog, because the beast wanted 

to kill everything in the dog line that he 

met, and that I would have to muzzle him 

if I wanted to keep him. I made 

up my mind very quickly how much 

muzzling I would do, and I took the 

dog for better or worse. In the spring 

my Indian friend, the owner of the cur that 

had bullied the poor old bull-dog, came 

ashore with his furs, as was then the cus- 

tom for Indians to do, and with him his 

dog, bristling with importance and rage, 

fully expecting to chew up the poor old 

bull-dog, which had, in the meantime died 

of honorable old age. I did not mention 

dog to the voung buck, for I wanted to get 

hold of his furs, before his dog was killed. 

Business before pleasure is an essentiality, 

especially when one is working for a com- 

pany, so I persuaded my mastiff to stay in 

the office, while I negotiated the furs. 

After that was done and the man 

with others of the band had gone 

to his camp, I took a casual stroll to the 

camps, with my dog. About twenty dogs 
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came yelping at us, a temporary inconven- 

ience that was soon settled by ‘‘Captain 

John’’—for thus 

a few shakes that sent them off 

But the 

for my old friend the cur heard the howls, 

and came out with a bound, while his own- 

er, with a smile on his face, thinking that 

I had the same old bull-dog, also came out 

to see the fun. If anybody ever saw a 

change come over an Indian’s countenance, 

I did that day. Captain John grabbed the 

brute by the throat and wanted to kill 

him, right there and then. The Indian beg- 

ged me to take him off, but I told him 

that he need not be afraid, for the white 

he was called—who gave 

the curs 

howling. fun was yet to come, 
do B 

man’s dog was no good, but he cried ouf 

the more, saying that his dog was a good 

dog for beaver, and if he were killed his 

hunt would be short. This was ‘argumen- 

tum ad hominem’ and I had to take a hand 

in it, which I did, but the other dog never 

recovered, and the Indian allowed that the 

white man’s dog was good. 

Strange to say, Captain John turned out 

to be a splendid hunting dog. He would 

kill skunks, and tree partridges 'better than 

the best spaniel, but above all he was 

death on lynx, and my wife was able to 

buy a splendid shawl out of the proceeds 

of the skins of the skunks that he killed, 

and of the lynx that he treed, and which I 

was thus enabled to shoot. 

(To be Continued.) 

The sudden and unexpected death of Ur. 

W. H. Muldrew, Dean of the Macdonald Jn- 

stitute, Guelph, Ontario, which occurred cn 

the 7th of October after an illness of only 

a day or two, is a great loss to the In- 

stitute and to the cause of nature study 

generally in Canada. Dr. Muldrew had for 

many years given Special attention to nat- 

ural history and at the High School at 

Gravenhurst, where he was previously en- 

gaged, had established an arboretum .n- 

cluding specimens of most of the Canadian 

trees and shrubs. He also published a work 

entitled ‘‘Sylvan Ontario,’’ a most useful 

little handhook giving a description of the 

trees and shrubs of that province illustrat- 

ed by drawings by the author. As in this 

book the leaves are taken as the first bas- 

is of classification it is of great assistance 
in supplementing those more ambitious 

works which cover a larger field and usual- 

ly depend upon the floral characteristics 

for the identification of species, a feature 

which is not always present at the time 

when botanic research is possible for ‘the 

ordinary student. 

When through the munificence of Sir Wil- 

liam Macdonald it was made possible to 

establish an Institute for nature study in 

connection with the Ontario Agricultural 

College, Dr. Muldrew was chosen to organ- 

ize and superintend the school. The splen- 

did building of the Institute was just com- 

pleted and the staff organized. The classes 

were well filled and the work was develop- 

ing with the best prospects of success. In 

a day, however, the busy brain that or- 

ganized and the strong hand that wrought 

out were separated from their work for- 

ever, and the great silence fell. Why a 

young man, strong and vigorous, with a 

career of usefulness and honor opening be- 

fore him, should thus be taken away is 

one of the mysteries of life for which the 

present gives no adequate solution. 

Dr. Muldrew was a member of the Can- 

adian Forestry Association and took an 

active interest in its success. At the an- 

nual meeting held in Ottawa in 1901 he 

submitted a paper on ‘‘Forest Botany in 

Schools,’’ which is an important contribu- 

tion to the discussion of this phase of the 

education problem. This paper showed a 

large grasp of the subject and will he 

found to contain much useful and sugges- 

tive material. 

The deepest sympathy of the members of 

the Association will go out to the family 

who have suffered this great loss, and es- 

pecially from those who have had opportun- 

ity of associating personally with Dr. Mul- 

drew and of experiencing his kindly and 

cheerful help. 
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Bear Shooting in Alaska. 
By C. G. COWAN. 

Far away from the beaten tracks of civ- 

ilization amongst the frozen heights of 

Alaska, and at the end of a beautiful bay, 

an Indian Kolka and myself were encamped. 

On either side of the bay large mud flats, 

covered with a tender growth of young 

grass, extended back to the forest, which 

clothed the country until near the summit 

of the mountains. In the spring these 

flats are the main feeding grounds of the 

bears, and as night approaches the animals 

emerge from the cover of the woods, and 

feed without fear in the open. One _ fine 

evening, after the sun had dropped behind 

the icy peaks, Kolka and I could see at a 

distance feeding on the flat an enormous 

beast. different from anything I had ever 

seen before, in size it was like a full grown 

moose, in walk, as if a bear. Taking our 

rifles we moved out over the flat on hands 

and knees, covered with last fall’s withered 

grasses, until we arrived at a barren beach 

lying between us and the bear. Here, we 

could but wait and follow the movements 

ef bruin, movements that were ever bring- 

ing him closer. Nearer and nearer he came 

swinging on unsuspiciously towards us, 

When at forty yards or so he suddenly 

stopped and dug from the beach a clam. I 

brought my glasses to bear upon him and 

could see his enormous size, his great can- 

ine teeth, the excessive length of his claws 

and his long, light brown, wavy hair flut- 

tering in the breeze, even his little eves 

could I see as they shone fiercely through 

the hair that covered them At this 

moment the wind changed, passing over 

our heads and carrying with it the scent of 

danger, the scent of man, that scent no 

wild animal however formidable, can inhale 

without perturbation. It reached the nos- 

trils of this mammoth beast, and threw 

him into a frenzy of mingled rage and fear, 

making him rise on his hind feet and up- 

consciously expose his most vital parts to 

my bullet, which, when it struck him, felled 

him to the ground with a roar that sent 

the wild fowl piping and screaming into 

the air, that made for the moment my 

heart bound and filled my native with sup- 

erstitious terror. It echoed and re-echoed 

over the bay until it was at length lost in 

the depths of the forest. Again and again 

I fired, and yet after each shot the bear 

rose intrepidly, struggling and moaning 

and fighting for its life. Painfully and 

sorely wounded 1t made a final and desper- 

ate attempt to reach the cover of the for- 

est, but my Winchester ever at work pre- 

vented this, and as the fifth and last bul- 

let struck him, he sank to the earth groan- 

ing piteously. Then the screaming gulls 

rising and falling overhead dropped quietly 

to the beach, and a stillness settled over 

the flat in great contrast to the uproar 

awhile ago. For a time we lay as motion- 

less as the ‘bear, then we rose from our 

concealment and approached him, and while 

the animal was yet. warm, stripped him of 

his skin. 

In the bay there were plenty of seal, 

elder ducks and other wild fowl. Herrings 

came with the incoming tides in great 

shoals, chased by the white whale to the 

shallow waters amongst the rocks, where 

it was an easy matter for us to scoop out, 

by means of a hand net, all we required. On 

this diet we lived for days, until one 

morning at dawn we left the salt water 

and wandered inland and up the side of a 

high mountain until we reached its summit 

where we could see below us the foaming 

waters of a great river, rushing madly be- 

tween high and rocky banks, forming, as it 

were, two abrupt walls on either side,,and 

flowing through a valley of the densest 

green timber, with an undergrowth rich in 

willows. We descended the mountain to 

near tae river, and by its banks moved for 

a mile or more, when we came upon a well 

beaten trail—the trail of the moose. This 

we followed until evening, when we 

emerged from the forest into an open val- 

ley, dotted with clumps of conifers, in the 

centre of one of which we found a snug 

sleeping place, protected from every wind. 

The following day we were up and out 

from under our bush cover at dawn, and 

before the sun had reached the middle of 

the heavens we had killed a two-year-old 

moose, loaded the best part of its meat on 

our backs and returned to our camp on the 
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bay. We had now enough meat to do us 

for some time, and throughout the day 

kept the flat as still as it was possible, 

discharging no firearms, chopping no wood, 

and making no unnecessary noises. In this 

way we went on, ever keeping watch at 

night over the flat, amidst perfect silence. 

A silence that remained unbroken for, I be- 

licve, three nights when the reports of our 

rifles again rang out, disturbing all living 

: 

creatures. The animals of the forest ran, 

the birds flew, the wild fowl sereeched as 

they rose, fluttering, from the beach, and 

the seal shot their heads under the water 

with a splash. But between us and the 

forest, the pale face of the silvery moon 

shone brightly on two motionless animals, 

two brown bears, a mother and her year- 

ling cub. They had died hard and in dying 

added to my collection two beautiful skins. 

The Tamarack.* 
The Tamarack, Hackmatack or American 

Larch (Larix americana) is found common- 

ly in the swamps and low lands of eastern 

Canada and its name is a familiar one. 

Tamarack gum made it known to the boys 

who did not learn about it in the more 

prosiac way of cutting it up for cordwood. 

This tree has one characteristic that marks 

it out from all other coniferous trees in 

Canada, that is, the leaves are deciduous. 

In the autumn they fade to a dull yellow. 

and gradually drop off, leaving the branches 

bare throughout the winter. In the spring- 

time the light green foliage pushes its soft 

needles out in tufts of delicate verdure 

Scattered along the stem these fascicles of 
numerous short leaves, not more than an 

inch in length, give a soft and peculiar ap- 

pearance to the foliage which is easily 

recognizable. In contrast are the fruiting 

cones, half to three-fourths of an inch in 

length, brilliantly purple or crimson, and 

turning upwards from the branches. Brown- 

ing with age, the cones fairly open their 

scales and allow the seeds to scatter dur- 

‘ing the winter though they themselves 

usually persist for another year. 

The tamarack is as a rule a slender tree 

but the wood is hard and close grained. It 

is durable and one of the most important 

uses of it has been as railway ties, for 

which it is well adapted both by its dur- 

ability and the firmness with which it 

holds the spikes by which the rails are 
fastened. It is also employed in ship- 

building, particularly for knees of vessels. 

Throughout the greater part of Canada 

the tamarack was destroyed in 1885 and 

subsequent years by the lareh sawfly. It 

was first moticed in Canada in 1882 and in 

a few years nad spread through all the 

northern forests, devouring the' leaves of 

the tamarack and causing the death of the 

trees. This insect destroyer has, however, 

apparently been brought under control, 

probably by some parasite, and young trees 

are beginning to take the place of the old 

forests which were destroyed. The dead 

trees are being destroyed by ‘borers and 

over a great part of the northern districts 

the railways must have recourse to the 

jackpine for a supply of ties. 

The species of tamarack described is 

found in Eastern Canada to the Rocky 

Mountains. In British Columbia it is re- 

placed by two other species. Larix occi- 

dentalis or Western Tamarack is most 

abundant in the Columbia-Kootenay Valley 
and occurs sparingly elsewhere. The dis- 

tinguishing characteristics are the triang- 

ular leaves and large cones with the bracts 

projecting beyond the scales. It grows to 

a great size, sometimes five or six feet 

through, with a thick bark, separated into 

oblong sections. From the bark exudes a 

gummy secretion of sweetish taste, which 

is eaten by the Indians. 

Larix lyallii, or Mountain Larch, is the 

other British Columbia species and, as 

stated by Macoun, forms the last belt of 

timber on all peaks of the Rocky Moun- 

tains above 7,000 feet from Cascade Moun- 

tain, Bow River Valley, westward on the 

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

The leaves are four-sided, and the bracts 

of the cones protrude beyond the _ scales 

as in L. occidentalis. The twigs are tom- 

entose or covered with a woolly substance. 

*Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestry Association. 
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Birds of Prey of Alberta. 
By HENRY GEORGE, M. R. Gs: 

I have taken as my _ subject, 

“The Birds of Prey of Alberta.’”” These 

are called raptores (or snatchers), \ because 

they seize hold of their prey or food by 

their feet, armed with powerful claws or 

talons, with which they tear to pieces the 

flesh on which they live. The raptores 

are divided into three classes; vultures, 

hawks, owls. 

The vultures, unlike the birds in the 

other two groups, have not the courage to 

attack living prey, preferring carrion and 

animals in the throes of death unable to 

make a stand for their lives. 

The hawks and owls, on the other hand, 

‘bravely attack prey larger than themselves, 

and are often ugly customers to tackle 

when wounded or unable to escape. 

The chief characteristics of the raptores 

are their fierce, wild eyes, their strength, 

and power of flight, and their strong and 

hooked beaks and talons. Most of them 

are very handsome birds and inspire respect 

and admiration. One curious point about 

them is that the female bird, as a rule, 

is larger than the male. I am sorry to say 

that, as the country gets settled up, these 

useful birds seem to disappear and become 

scarce. 
The vultures in Alberta are represented 

by one species only; the turkey vulture, or 

buzzard (Cathartes aura). 

The hawks are divided into three groups: 

(1) The accipitrines, or kites, buzzards, 

hawks, goshawks, eagles, etc.; (2) the fal- 

cons, proper; (3) the pandioninae, or Os- 

preys. 

The accipitrines are represented in Alber- 

ta by the following birds: The marsh hawk, 

the sharp-shinned hawk, the American gos- 

hawk, the red-tailed hawk, the western 
red-tailed hawk, the Swainson’s hawk, the 

American rough-legged buzzard, the  fer- 

ruginous rough-legged buzzard, the golden 

eagle, the bald eagle. 

The falcons proper are represented in Al- 

berta 'by the following birds: The peregrine 

the pigeon hawk, the Richardson‘s merlin. 

In the third class of hawks we have the 

American osprey, or fish hawk. 

The third group of raptores are the owls. 

In this class are: The American long-eared 

owl, the American short-eared owl, the 

great grey owl, the Arctic American saw- 

whet owl (or Richardson’s owl), the Rocky 

Mountain screech owl, the great horned 

owl, the western horned owl, the Arctic 

horned owl, the snowy owl, the American 

hawk owl, the burrowing owl, the pigmy 

owl. 

This paper is specially prepared for the 

purpose of pointing out to the farmers and 

sportsmen those hawks and owls which 

should be destroyed, and those which should 

be entirely or partially protected. 

I find that the number of rapacious birds 

that do nothing but harm, and which should 

be destroyed, are very few. In Alberta 

there are only five. They are: The Ameri- 

can goshawk, the sharp-shinned hawk, the 

peregrine falcon, the American osprey, the 

American hawk owl. 

There are two kinds whica do nothing but 

good, and accordingly should be preserved. 

They are the American rough-legged buz- 

zard and the ferruginous rough-legged buz- 

zard. : 

Of the rest those that seem to do a lot 

of good in-ridding the farmer of noxious 

vermin and insects are the marsh hawk, the 

red-tailed, Swanson’s and sparrow hawks, 

the long-eared and short-eared owls, and 

Richardson’s owl. 

The remainder seem to do quite as much 

good as harm, viz.: The two eagles, the 

pigeon hawk, the great horned, the western 

horned, Arctic horned and snowy owls. The 

Turkey vulture is wholly beneficial. 

To take up the five rapacious birds that 

positively do harm, both to the farmer’s 

poultry and-the sportsman’s game, I may 

repeat that there are four hawks and one 

owl. 

I take it that all these birds are fotund 
chiefly, if not entirely, in the bushy and 

wooded parts of Alberta, and not on the 

prairie. 

The first one, the American goshawk, is 

one of the few hawks that remain all win- 

ter with us. It is a handsome bird, the 

head being nearly all black, the feathers 

bluish on the back, wings and breast, and 
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the legs are grey with black specks and 

bars. It is often called the blue hawk, 

from its coloring. It is one of the boldest 

of the nawks, and will often pick and take 

away game shot by sportsmen before they 

have a chance to retrieve it. When raiding 

the poultry yard it is often driven away 

from its prey with difficulty by the indig- 

mant farmer’s wife. It is death to prairie 

chickens and ruffled grouse, and it is the 

only bird that ever attacked me when tak- 

ing its eggs. The male and female adults 

are similarly coloured, but the young birds 

are brown. 

The American goshawk nests in poplar 

woods, generally in the deeper parts and 

away from habitations. The nest is bulky 

and untidy, and only lined with bark, etc. 

The eggs are light blue, often fading to 

dirty white, frequently nest stained, but 

not spotted. 

The sharp-shinned hawk has only come 

under my personal observation during the 

last two summers. Until then I was scep- 

tical as to its presence in these parts. This 

is a small hawk, but just as bold and 

bloodthirsty and savage as its larger breth- 

ren. It is about ten inches long, bluish 

grey above, tail crossed by several black 

‘bars, the legs and feet yellow. Its chief 

prey are the young poultry, young grouse, 

and any birds of smaller size, useful or 

not. I see that Dr. Fisher says that it has 

only one redeeming feature, that of killing 

great numbers of pestilent English spar- 

rows. It would be worth preserving for 

that alone. It is a handsome bird and very 

pugnacious for its size, often attacking 

birds much larger. If it once starts on a 

poultry. yard it will return, again and a- 

gain, until all the young chickens are tak- 

en, or itself fallen a victim to the farm- 

er’s gun. Their eggs are pretty, being blu- 

ish white splashed with different shades of 

brown. 

The peregrine, or duck hawk, is to my 

mind, one of the handsomest of hawks. It 

is marked something like a goshawk, only 
black instead of blue, the breast feathers 

being white, barred) with numerous black 

Jines from throat to vent. It is rare here, 

and I have only seen one set of eggs which 

were taken by John Sharples, on Sheep 

Creek, in 1890. The name duck hawk is de- 

rived from the fact that wild ducks are its 
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favorite prey. It is often called ‘‘bullet 

hawk,’’? from the rapidity with which it 

pounces upon its prey. The eggs, like 

most of the blue falcons’ are red all over, 

just as if painted. This bird annoys the 

duck hunters far more than the farmers, 

but it is plentiful enough to be taken into 

account as friend or foe. 

The American osprey is the last of the 

injurious hawks. I myself am not satis- 

fied in placing this among our foes, but 1] 

suppose if it were not so placed the lovers 

of the gentle art, followers of Isaac Wal}- 

ton, would cry aloud at the enormity of 

letting off their special foe, when the duck 

hunter’s bete noir is put on the black list, 

for the chief food of this bird is fish. But 

what a handsome bird, with its crested 

head ! It seems a shame to kill any of 

them. The bird delights in a home to rear 

its young, and, if undisturbed, will nest for 

years in the same place. It has one rather 

nasty trick, that is of compelling pelicans 

to drop their fish and appropriating the™ 

same themselves. The bald eagle in turn 

plays the same trick on these birds. 

The only owl that I have condemn- 

ed as wholly injurious is the American 

fhawk owl. This is one of the few day owls, 

and I have watched it chasing prairie chic- 

kens in winter, the poor chickens scream- 

ing with fright, and their relentless but 

Silent pursuer making great time aiter 

them. The owl has a long tail, is black 

and white and barred all over. The hawk 

owl is more in evidence in winter time, 

and plays great havoc among the grouse 

and rabbits. Its nesting place is rarely 

found. The eggs are not remarkable, ke- 

ing like all owl eggs—pearly white and al- 

most as round as a marble. 

Now, none of these birds affect farmers 

very much, except in winter when food is 

scarce, or at breeding time, when there are 

several mouths to fill. 
A word or two about the rough-legged 

buzzard, as these are the farmer’s friends, 

and do nothing but good. Their chief food 

is gophers and mice. They are large like 

hawks, and their chief characteristic is 

that their legs are feathered right down to 

the base of the toes. Like the eagles, 

they nest all along the Bow River, and lay 

usually four eggs, of a large size, which 

are handsomely coloured with brown and 
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lilac. 

winter, but they generally keep south of 

the snow line on account of their food sup- 

ply. 

This is only a short sketch to show that 

though a bird may be a hawk or an owl 

and a taker of lives yet it may, and does, 

Occasionally they are seen in the - 
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do a great work in the economy of nature, 

and should not be ruthlessly destroyed, as 

it is in older countries. We have still the 

chance of preserving birds that have been 

exterminated in other countries, where now 

some of them would he welcome again 

even if they do a little damage. 

Our Forestry Exhibit. 
By REV. PATHER BURKE: 

Canada has certainly entered the lists as 

one of the greatest wood-producing coun- 

tries of the world, and her exhibit at St. 

Louis, which we had the good fortune to 

examine minutely on the occasion of our 

recent visit, will do‘much to maintain her 
prominence as such before the nations. The 

magnitude and richness of her forests are 

attracting general attention. From _ the 

common spectator interested only in what 

appeals to his senses, from the lumberman, 

from the scientist, from everybody, come 

expressions of admiration for her wood 

products. True she has not fully realized 

the richness of her treasure and the jeal- 

ous manner in which it should be guarded: 

true she is far behind in scientific forestry; 

but many of her holders of timber limits 

have themselves discovered that it pays to 

handle their acres economically and the 

Federal and Provincial authorities within 

their respective jurisdictions are at last 

seeing that the torch be not wantonly ap- 

plied to what is now regarded as a great 

national asset. The ‘trend of affairs points 
then, to still greater concern in these af- 

fairs in the immediate future from _ all 

points of view in the conservation of the 

national wood area for national purposes , 

its restoration where impaired; the encour- 

agement of private afforestation, and such 

a change in’ the fiscal policy as must se- 

cure to the coihtry the prosperity which 

attaches to the turning spindles in the pro- 

duction of finished articles. 

It was a pleasure to walk through the 

great wood exhibits of the world gathered 

together in the Palace of Forestry, Fish 

and Game, and compare with them our own 

woods as shown there and in the special 

Forestry Annex in the rear of the great 

Canadian Pavilion. All our heavy woods, 

logs, planks, boards, etc., are in this an- 

nex and it is always filled with spectators. 

Mr. Armstrong, of the Exhibition Branch 

of the Department of Agriculture, is in 

charge. He acted in a like position at the 

National Japanese Exposition last year 

and has thoroughly learned his business. It 

is a pleasure to attest to his great know- 

ledge of our forestry resources, his uniform 

courtesy and his unfailing devotion to 

duty. 

In the Palace of Forestry, Fish and 

Game there is a general domestic exhibit 

from Washington which runs all through 
the features of forestry, and special ex- 

hibits from over twenty states. Foreign 

countries to the number of over twenty-six 

occupy space and show, not only the rough 

timber but full lines of finished woods for 

cabinet purposes, building purposes, con- 

struction timber, luniper, staves, dye 

woods, barks, cork, resinous substances, 

basket wood and baskets, wooden ware, 

wood wool, wood alcohol, charcoal, raw 

potash, ete. All the appliances and pro- 

cesses used in forestry are here to be seen 

irom the collection of the tree seeds to the 

latest product of the most up-to-date saw- 

mill. Franee sends a large and varied col- 

lection. Germany shows a complete line 

of her forest products and competes with 

America in outside nursery work. Great 

Britain shows all the woods of her home 

and colonial forests, the Indian section be- 

ing remarkably rich and extensive; even 

Siam has a magnificent show. Here Can- 
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ada’s collective exhibit of forestry and its 

products attracts much attention. It is 

constructed out of 3,000 specimens of na- 

tive woods and is by far the prettiest crea- 

tion in the great Palace. 

The United States Bureau of Forestry 

has a splendidly equipped department in 

the west end of this palace. Its chief fea- 

ture is revealed in the immense transpar- 

encies illustrating forest trees, natural and 

planted trees, timber forests, forest topo- 

graphy, typical methods of lumbering, and 

the destruction of forests by fire and in- 

sects. This exhibit also shows the char- 

acter and extent of government forestry 

work, timber testing, preservation of con- 

struction timber by artificial means, forest 

management and turpentine orcharding. In- 

deed the contents of this marvellous build- 

ing give one the best idea of the magnitude 

and wonderous evolution of the forestic in- 

terest. There you see the tiny seed and 

the giant tree; the tooth-pick from Portu- 

gal and the huge log of yellow pine, 3 feet 

6 inches at butt, 2 feet 6 inches at top, 

144 feet long, from California. The won- 

derful woods from the Philippines are full 

of interest, too. 

‘In the ‘Annex: Canada shows. in great 

quantities tree sections, logs, wood carv- 

ings, wood for cabinet work and huilding 

purposes, lumber, shingles, staves, pulp 

wood and canoes made from cedar and 

birch. Sections of the immense cedars and 

Douglas firs of British Columbia, equal 

anything exhibited at St. Louis. Photo- 

graphic views of her great forests are hung 

up in prominent places. As much if not 

more by her forestry exhibit as by her 

minerals and agriculture, does she impress 

the world with her greatness. And it must 

be admitted that no disposition is now 

evinced to belittle her anywhere. 

Among the woods prominent in Canada’ Ss 

exhibit we noticed basswood, hard and soft 

maple (bird’s eye in infinite variety), black 

cherry, white and black ash, white, rock 

and slippery elm, sycamore, hickory, red 

and white birch, white and red oak, chest- 

nut, beech, aspen, balsam, poplar, walnut, 

butternut, white and red cedar, white and 

red pine, black and white spruce, hemlock, 
Douglas balsam and white fir and larch. 

A New Switzerland. 
By PROF. 

It was not until 1888 that we, whose 

love for mountaineering had been nurtured 

by seven years of climbing among the for- 

est-skirted peaks of the White Mountains, 

and upon the soaring rock peaks of Colo- 

rado, began to hear of the Selkirks end 

Canadian Rockies. In 1890 two of my 

young Swiss friends climbed Sir Donald. 

regarded then as a feat of no mean order— 

a climb not repeated for nine years, though 

now made frequently every season. That 

was the year of my first visit to this wen- 

derful region. The next came in 1894, and 

since then but a single year has _ passed 

that has not found me there with near 

iriends, seeking fresh peaks to climb and in- 

cidentally exploring new or little known 

valleys. The story of our doings and our 

pleasures has seen the light on the pages 

of Appalachia, until that magazine has 

Beier, 1) AN 

gained recognition as perhaps the chief 1e+ 

pository of detailed information touching 

the geography and topography of the Can- 

adian Alps. 

Naturally no insignificant list of peaks is 

that of our first ascents; they comprise the 

highest and doubtless the most difficult of 

those whose bases are within a few days’ 

access of the railway. Of those above 1J,- 

000 feet my personal list of ‘‘firsts’’ in- 

cludes Victoria, Lefroy, Hector, and Good- 

sir in the Rockies, and Dawson, the high- 

est thus far measured, of the Selkirk 

range. Lesser than these, though still above: 

i0,000 feet, are several more that it has 

been my privilege to set foot upon first 

since their creation. So rich was the field 

that until recently a peak already conquer- 

ed had little of allurement. Thus it was not 

until the present season that I cared to 
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climb the superb Mt. Temple (11,627ft.), 

convenient of approach, and, next to Mt. 

Goodsir (11,671 ft.), the highest peak vis- 

ible from the line of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway. This and another peak in close 

proximity (of peculiar personal interest, 

since the Geographic Board of Canada has 

done. me the great honor to attach my 

name to it) and my third traversing of the 

. glorious Abbot Pass comprise my brief list 

of alpine climbs for the season of 1904. 

By a_ peculiar combination of circum- 

stances I lost the privilege of making the 

first ascent of that peak in a certain sense 

my own. Dux femina facti. The privilege 

of building the cairn upon its summit fell 

to an Englishwoman who is belting the 

world in her quest for summits. With a 

hundred and thirty peaks of Switzerland 

and Tyrol to her credit, she is now making 

up her jewels in the Canadian Alps »re- 

vious to a raid on those of New Zealand. 

July 20 was the date of her ascent. That 

of Rabbi Fleischer and myself fell on Aug- 

ust 5, the seventh anniversary of the ascent 

of Mt. Victoria. It was the Rabbi's bap- 

no discredit when I say that, fearing it 

might prove rather extreme unction, he ad- 

justed by mail in advance certain affairs 

with his Boston attorney. It 

natural feeling, this, in approaching the un- 

known. Even the long experienced climber 

has strange waking dreams the night te- 

fore a perfectly new ascent is undertaken, 

though he knows in his heart of hearts 

that with two excellent Swiss guides—ex- 

perts in crag and snow climbing—he is 

practically as safe as, say, at home during 

‘a thunder storm. 

The approach to the mountain is one of 

the most exquisite of those deep blue alpine 

lakes, in the number and beauty of which 

‘Switzerland is quite outclassed by this 

xegion—Moraine Lake. So great is its 

charm that a pony trail ten miles long has 

been constructed to make it accessible from 
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the hotel at Lake lLouise—the famous 

“@halet.’? Its environment is most im- 

pressive, yet almost forbidding. It rests 

in a lofty amphitheatre, in what was first 

called ‘Desolation Valley,’’ but now is 

known as the ‘Valley of the Ten Peaks.” 

On one side soars the vast mass of Mt. 

Temple as high above its sapphire ripples 
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as Mt. Washington above the distant surf 

of the Maine coast. On the other steeply 

from its very waters spring the initial 

members of the wild serrated range that 

gives the new name to the valley. An early 

explorer gave to these peaks the names of 

the first ten numerals in the Indian dialect 

of the country—an impossible nomenclature, 

as it has proved. No one can remember 

them, and so ‘‘Sagowa’’ has become ‘‘Del- 
taform,’’ and my own patronymic sup- 

plants ‘‘Heejee,’’ the first in order of the 

series and, with its 10,637 feet of altitude, 

the third of the ten in order of height. 

Our illustration finely sets forth its very 

characteristic form, quite unlike that of all 

its fellows. For the most part they leap 

up in sudden craggy peaks along a great 

wall of rock which here forms the ridge 

pole of the continent. Mt. Fay is another 

massive ridge rising, as if to form a second 

terrace, from a great arena filled to the 

depth of hundreds of feet with a crevassed 

glacier. Its feeding neve sweeps at a pre- 

cipitous angle up this frowning ridge, and 

seems to curl backward like a_ breaking 

wave in a ponderous overhanging cornice 

that precludes safe approach upon this 

side. 

And this is, in part, why the ascent was 

one of the longest, as well as most arduous 

of all that I have hitherto made—fifteen 
hours from our camp by the lakeside and 

return, from half past three in the morning 

until evening at half past six. A direct 

ascent by the steep ice-fall which descends 

by a gorge well down towards the border 

of the lake may doubtless be made under 

favoring conditions, though danger from 
avalanches must always be more or less 

imminent. This fact, and the long detour 

made necessary by the interposition of a 

brawling torrent, led us to take a well- 

known safer way in scaling the first great 

wall of the Divide—the left hand of the two 
snow couloirs between peaks Three and 

Four. In our illustration, only the snow 

at its foot is visible, but its right hand 

fellow is seen in its entire length on the 

right hand of the centre of the picture— 

the irregularly shaped snow mass (really 

ice) slanting upward toward the snowy 

peak Two. The lower rock peak Three cc- 

cupies the middle of the view, and Mt. Pay 

is the higher mass on its left. The foot of 
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-the white ice in the couloir is vontinued in 

a dirty valley glacier strewn wtih debcis 

that impinges upon the forest—the dark 

portion of the toreground—and is interest- 

ing as being one of the few glaciers out- 

side of polar regions known to be at pres- 

ent advancing. This evergreen forest comes 

down to the lake, not seen in our view, at 

an elevation approximately that of Mt. 

Washington. The valley of the Bow River, 

through which the railway passes, is in 

this neighborhood some 5,000 feet above 

the sea. 

To the top of the couloir we made ovr 

way, chiefly on the ice, with frequent step- 

cutting, but with one diversion for variety 

to the crags. It was a parlous looking 

place, and as we noted it on our return by 

the ice below we asked ourselves how many 

persons inexperienced in such climbing 

would consider a passage over such a 

frowning donjon 2S in ahy way possible 

without wings. Then over snow fields and 

a brief rocky ridge between Three and Two 

then skirting over the latter’s snowy side— 

avoiding in one place a mass of rock dis- 

charged at us as if in fury from the out- 

crop near its summit—and we found our- 

selves at the col, or depression, between 

Two and the great snow-faced ridge still 

left for us to surmount and even now tow- 

ering some thousand feet above us. For 

the first time we saw what lay behind our 

peak. 

This was to me a moment of intense in- 

terest. No photograph of the many in my 

possession had been taken from a_ point 

clearly showing the relation of this peak 

to the watershed of the continent. Was it 

or was it not on the Divide? Did the melt- 

ing snows upon its hither side flow to 

Hudson’s Bay and those on the reverse 

side seek the Pacific, or did all go to one 

and the self-same sea? To determine this, 

and in general the line of the watershed 

for a few uncertain miles, was one of the 

chief objects of my ascent. Instantly al] 

became clear. From the col now attained, 

the mountain fell away steeply many hun- 

dreds of feet to a very extensive snow field 

tributary to the Vermillion River, a feeder 

to the great Columbia. The accidented 

ridge, now high now low, that hemmed it 

in swept in increasing sweils up to the 

farthest height «> our peak, which ttiere 
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fore through all its length enjoys the ‘lis- 

tinction of being a mountain of the Great 
Divide. A photographic record was im- 

mediately secured with our kodaks,  to- 

gether with a picture of the strangely beau- 

tiful systems of flowing, concentric curves, 

or furrows, covering the entire surface of 

the great snow-field beneath us—no doubt 

in the initial process of their formation 

the effect of wind currents. 

But the summit was still hours distant. 

Probably we should have reached it sooner, 

though less sensationally, had we made our 

way downward to the level snows and 

skirted on these to a point from which a 

steep climb would have brought us at once 

to the farthest and highest summit. But 

our two excellent guides, Hasler and Michel 

are true sportsmen in their way, and pre- 

ferred to try conclusions with the stilb 

only partially visible rear of our mountain 

—in technical phrase to conquer it by @ 

series of ‘‘traverses.’’ Never, I am Sure, 

have I had so much of this form of climb- 

ing in a single tour. Now up, now down, 

now pausing for a conference as to feasibil- 

ity, now waiting for the unfailing, Hasler 

to test the crucial bit; past steep snow 

couloirs, looked down upon by the weird- 

est of crags rising like gaunt giants a 

sheer hundred feet out of those snows; so 

it went until at noon we had reached the 

crest of our peak and could pause for our 

mid-day meal. 

For the toil of the ascent was now past. 

It remained only to pass over the ponder- 

ous dome of snow that crowns the midway 

portion of the great ridge, and then beyond 

it by an easy slope to gain its rocky cul- 

mination. A vast panorama is here un- 

folded, the most impressive feature of 

which is the seemingly perpendicular drop 

of about 5,000 feet on its northern side to 

the lakelets of Consolation Valley. The 

whole secret of this portion of the water- 

shed, vaguely and inaccurately plotted even 

in the government maps, was ours in a 

bird’s-eye view. 

In returning we made the immediate de- 

scent to that great snow field on the 

easterly side, and for a couple of hours 

toiled across it in the intense heat of an 

August sun, circumnavigating, as it were, 

peak Two, and connecting with our route 

of the morning at the top of the great 
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couloir by which we had come up. The 

heat of the day had rendered the condition 

for passing it less favora'ble, particularly 

as regards the discharge of loosened stones, 

the one insidious and incalculable risk in 

alpine climbing. Where scattered fragments 

on the steep snow showed such batteries 

probable, we moved with speed and side- 

long upward glances; but soon we were be- 

low the point of imminent risk, and ere 

Mr. Thomas Southworth and Dr. Hudson 

Kf. Clark have recently been making an ex- 

amination of the Timagami Reserve, par- 

ticularly that part of it which has rezent- 

ly been included. This newer part does not 

contain such a good stand of timber as 

the original reservation having suffered 

seriously from past fires. It, however, pre- 

sents many problems of great interest to 

the forester in regard to the reproduction 

of the forest, and the young growth of 

pine, spruce and Banksian pine will be of 

much value in the future if properly pro- 

tected. The land is mainly of the same 

character as the rest of the reserve, that 

is, rocky soil, little of which is of any 

value for agricultural purposes. 

Dr, Clark has also looked over Rondeau 

long cast aside for good the rope that for 

hours had bound us together. A grand 

glissade, by which we made a descent of 

several hundred feet in one exciting minute, 

and a climb, unroped, down several steep 

ledges bathed by cascades, where the guid- 

es, themselves, did not scorn each other‘s 

aid, were the closing features of a day in- 

volving every variety of climbing usually 

met with in alpine tours of the first order, 
7 

Park in Southern Ontario with the object 

of working out a plan of management for 

the wood covering the 5,000 acres which 

are comprised in the park. The tract con- 

sists of land which has been built up by 

the action of the water of the lake and 1s 

heaped up in ridges which are now covered 

with a forest characteristic of the district. 

The hardwoods include walnut, liriodendron, 

white oak, etc., with pine as the chief rep- 

resentative of the conifers. The chief puc- 

pose of the reservation is as a park and 

game preserve, but the management of a 

characteristic Western Ontario hardwood 

forest is a problem of much interest which 

will present nany features differing froin ~ 

the more largely coniferous forests of the 

northern districcs. 

Bank Protection.: 

In connection with the floods which have 

occurred during the past season on the 

Kansas River the United States Bureau of 

Forestry makes the following suggestion 

for the protection of caving river banks. 

The most successful method of protecting 

a soft, alluvial river bank is to make it 

sloping of perpendicular, and toa 

keep it covered with vegetation. The wil- 

low is admirably adapted to holding allu- 

vial soil in place. It is far more service- 

instead 

able for this purpose than walls of mason- 

ry, and the facility with which it produces 

itself, by seed, suckers, sprouts, and cut- 

tings, both natural and artificial, makes 

its use very simple and inexpensive. 

The great difficulty with planting any 

sort of tree on perpendicular banks is that 

the caving of the soil is so rapid that the 

planted tree has no opportunity to get a 

start before it is undermined and_precip- 

itated into the river. A plan which has 

been carried out and which is considered 

an excellent one for such cases is as fol- 

lows: 

“Green willow poles 18 to 20 feet long 

are secured in the spring, just after the 

ice goes out of the stream. These voles 

“Contributed by the Officers of the Canadian Forestiy Association 

Pune 
tY i 
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are laid on the ground near the bank two 

feet apart, with their butts all pointing 

toward the river. Woyen fence wire is 

then stretched along over the poles and 

stapled fast to each one. Sections of wire 

about 100 feet long can be handled to the 

best advantage. After the wire has keen 

securely fastened to the poies, they are all 

pushed over the bank together, so that the 

butts of the poles will fall and sink into 

the soft mud at the water’s edge. As the 

bank caves off some of the falling soil will 

lodge on the wire, partially burying and 

weighting down the poles, which will con- 

Automobile 
By MORRIS M. WHITTAKER, B. A., 

The last two Seasons have seen the suc- 

cessful launching of a new sport and one 

which promises to have a great future, 

when once its pleasures are understood by 

those in a position to enjoy them—but be- 

fore going into it in detail it would be 
well to trace its origin and define what is 

meant by an autoboat. Power launches 

may properly be said to have been develop- 

ed in the States about the same time that 

* automobiles were ‘beginning to be used ex- 

tensively in Europe. “Each was _ propelled 

by a motor deriving its power from the 

rapid combustion of air and hydro-carbon 

vapor. In the States, in boats, weight has 

no objection, and consequently the develop- 

ment of the motor left this factor in the 

background, and the heavy, slow moving, 

cheaply constructed, two-cycle motor came 

to be almost universally used. In Europe, 

however, in the automobile, where every 

pound devoted to engine weight meant less 

carrying capacity in passengers, engineers 

strove to perfect the motive power and 

the light, flexible, high speed, four-cycle 

motor became the recognized standard. 

As was natural, when power boats first 

became popular on the continent, the 

motor that proved so successful in the 

automobile was transferred with very few 

changes to the boat, and the French term, 

sequently take root and grow. ‘The wire 

will serve to hold the mass of willows to- 

gether until they have become firmly root- 

ed. The ends of the woven wire should be 

made fast to wire cables running back over 

the bank some distance and fastened to 

posts set firmly in the ground. The cav- 

ing and erosion of the bank will soon 

round off its top corners, and the growing 

willows at the water’s edge will catch the 

soil as it rolls down the declivity, causing 

a bank to form of just the right slope to 

resist erosion most effectually.” 

Boats. 
NZ A: 

“canot,’’ with the prefix automobile was 

applied to the product. After being used 

successfully several years in France, the 

automobile-canot crossed the channel, fol- 

lowing the lead of the automobile, then 

commencing to be popular in England, and 

the French term ‘‘automobile,’’ and ‘‘auto- 

mobile-canot’’ were Anglicised into ‘‘motor 

ecar’’ and ‘‘motor boat,’’ and covered in 

each case the ‘nighly developed ideas of 

French constructors. Thence, the terms 

have crossed the Atlantic and come to us 

today aS new, when as a matter of fact, 

we have been working on the same ideas, 

but developing them in a different way. So 

it will be seen that the term, auto boat, 

covers in general a boat propelled by a 

light, high speed, four-cycle. automobile 

motor, placed in a light hull, and as easily 

' managed and controlled and as reliable as 

the modern automobile. 

As each year ‘nas seen improvements in 

mechanical detail in the automobile until 

now those who can afford the luxury of a 

high-powered car have very little to com- 

plain of in the way of unreliability or dis- 

comfort; so in the auto boat, perfection of 

detail has done away with most of the un- 

certainty of operation common to the 

cheaper, slower moving power launch. The 

reader must not, however, jump to the 

“Member American Society of Naval Architects and Member American Society of Naval Engineers. 
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conclusion that England and the States 

have ‘been doing nothing while these im- 

provements were being made. Each was 

developing its own idea in its own groove, 

so to speak, and it was not till they 

awoke to the results that were being ob- 

tained in France that they really ‘tackled 

the problem in earnest, and today, while 

they are behind, they are beginning to be 

a serious competitor with France both in 

automobiles and auto boats. 

In many ways the power launch of today 

may be compared to the runabout, and the 

auto boat to the large touring car, in that 

the former is low powered and the latter 

high powered. Today launches may oe had 

from $150 up, and hence are within the 

reach of the masses. The runabout costs 

from $425 up and it is also within the 

reach of those of moderate means. Auto- 

boats, however, and powerful touring cars 

are costly and will ever be the luxuries of 

the well-to-do. Democracy is the keynote 

of the launch, and exclusiveness that of 

the auto boat. The launch will accomo- 

date from five to twenty-five; the auto boat 

is built for three or four to six or eight, 

according. to its size and speed. 

Another distinction between the launch 

and autoboat, and perhaps its greatest, is 

the matter of speeds obtained. The ordin- 

ary launch jogs along at five to eight miles 

per hour and the auto boat tears by at 

speeds varying from fifteen to thirty miles 

per hour, depending’ on the depth of the 

owner’s pocketbook, for *his is, in the end 

the measure of speed, and yet the line of 

demarcation between them is rather hard 

to locate. In general, it may be said, 

however, that no power boat whose speed 

falls below twice the square root of the 

water line length can be considered an auto 

boat. As for example, water line Jengih is 

36 feet, then twice the square root of 36 

equals 12 miles. 

It is also a difficult matter for the aver- 

age man to realize the power required to 

obtain high speeds upon the water, espec- 

ially when compared with power necessary 

to obtain speed on land. For instance, 90 

H. P. on the water has produced a_ speed 

of just over 30 miles an hour, while the 

same power in a racing car gave a_ speed 

of nearly 93 miles per hour. On land one 

has a comparatively simple problem, hav- 

ing air resistance only to deal with, while 

_illustration will make this clear. 
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a boat has water resistance in addition, 

and as the speed increases, the ratio of 

resistance grows very rapidly. A simple 

It is very 

easy to move a leadpencil through the 

water, but notice the different result when 

a bullet travelling at high speed, strikes 

the water—The resistance is great enough 

to alter the course of the bullet and make 

it recochet. 

The modern auto boat calls out the high- 

est talent of the country for its production 

—not only of its engineers but its naval 

architects, and demands an harmonious 
blending of their work, as if either makes 

a mistake the result is failure. 

So much for the boat and its production, 

but why is it taking such a hold on the 

sport loving people of all countries—be- 

cause it has an exhilaration peculiar 19 

itself, aside from the spirit of competition 

where it is extensively used. Suppose for 

instance, you had an invitation to ride in 

a really fast auto boat. You go down to 

the water front on a bright, clear morning, 

in summer, when there is just sufficient 

wind to top the little waves with white. 

Your host shows you a little thirty-foot 

boat rocking gently at its moorings—its 

highly varnished sides reflecting the rays of 

the sun and its brass work gleaming. It 

iooks so small and frail that you begin to 

wish you had not accepted the invitation, 

and when the boat is brought to the land- 

ing stage, and its cover removed and you 

see its big engine and different governing 

levers, and your host advises you to get 

into the oilskins he ‘nolds out to you, you 

begin to think of your life and accident in- 

surance. You are game, however, and step 

aboard expecting that little cockle shell 

will tip over, but you are surprised to find 

how stiff it is. You look at the little 

frames, thin planking, the light seats, and 

all the evidences of weight cutting, in hull 

and engine, and your momentary feeling of 

confidence disappears. Meanwhile your host 

is busy with strange wheels, levers, cocks, 

and handles, and when he final’y looks 

around and asks you if you are ready, you 

take a last despairing look around for 

something to grab in case of necessity. He 

has probably had guests just like you be- 

fore and smiles inwardly at your blank 

Jook as he turns the starting handle.  In- 

Stantly there is a response, and the motor 
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starts easily and gently, 

itself under the cover, which has been re- 

placed when your host is assured that 

everything is in order. He tells you to 

make yourself comfortable, and, after 

throwing off the mooring lines, sits down 

in the driver’s seat and grasps the steer- 

ing wheel, with one foot he lets in the 

clutch gently and the little boat moves 

slowly into the bay or river. ‘‘Well, this 

isn’t so bad,’’ you think, but now your 

host begins to let her out, and as_ the 

speed increases and the spray commences 

to fly, you begin to wonder how long she 

will hold together. Finally he turns with 

the remark, ‘‘She is going full speed— 

watch the shore.’’ You are too busy hang- 

ing on and wondering what would happen 

if anything went wrong, to take much jn- 

terest, but gradually your confidence re- 

turns and you begin to take notice. Im- 

pressions begin to form back in your sub- 

consciousness and the feeling of vague 

dread of something is replaced by interest 
in things about you. You notice the wall 

of water rising gracefully from each side 

of the bow, and hear the rhythmic thr >} of 

the motor and then the idea of flying works 

its way into your head, and the smooth- 

ness with which she travels and the white 

wings of spray from the bow, strengthen 

the illusion. Finally you gather courage to 

look about you and you see objects flitting 

by on shore, and now and then you pass 

some slow moving craft till at last you be-_ 

gin to feel a fierce joy in it all. The 

occasional dash of spray in your face and 

the rush of air that sings a song in your 

ears, makes your pulses throb in unison 

with the motor. You watch your host’s 

back and begin to appreciate why he has 

an auto boat. Suddenly he points forward 

and purrs to- 
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and you see another auto boat ahead of 

you, going your way. You are overhauling 

her. Then your interest in the motor is 

doubled. Will it continue to run as beauti- 

fully as it has been doing? ~ Will you 

catch that other fellow? You are now 9a 

the qui vive and as you get nearer and 

nearer, your intensity of emotion increases 

till finally you have him safely behind, and 

making a big turn, start for home still at 

top speed. Your ideas are somewhat set- 

tled by this time, and you begin to feel 

an interest in the brain that conceived and 

the hands that executed the idea of the 

automobile boat. By the time you are back 

at the dock and tied up, if you have sport- 

ing instincts, you are a confirmed auto- 

boatist and long to own one that will be 

just a little faster than your host’s. 

This is the bright side of motor boating, 

and the occasional mishaps decrease with 

experience and are forgotten, leaving only 

pleasant memories when the winter winds 

are blowing and the little boat is safely 

stored away, awaiting the return of warm 

breezes and summer skies. 

Auto boating has another side and one 

which in the future may play an import- 

ant part in the world’s history. The high 

speeds now obtainable with these light 

craft have attracted the attention of naval 

authorities the world over and its legiti- 

mate use in war times for scouting along 

the coasts, carrying messages between the 

fleets, and shore, and even in torpedo at- 

tacks in large numbers, is being appreciat- 

ed. As it is now possible to successfully 

build internal combustion motors in large 

powers there is an increasing probability 

of their installation in torpedo boats, and 

indeed a new era in quick water transport- 

ation seems to be dawning. 

An Invasion of The Camp. 
By KATHERINE HUGHES. 

Up in the Gatineau hill-country the birds 
and the beasts and a few summer tramps 

used to know a quaint little hunter, a pro- 

duct of London’s slums made over into a 
Canadian. 

We never understood the turn of fortune 

that had brought the mannikin’s father 

away from the dazzle of Whitechapel Road, 

the coster’s waggons and odor of roasted 

fish, to that beautiful but lonely Gatineau 

Valley. But whatever the cause of his emi- 

gration he has not learned to love the open 

and prefers to seek odd jobs about the 

houses and camps of the summer visitors. 
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With Tommy, the boy, it is quite differ- 
ent. All the hunting instincts of some 
poaching ancestor have developed in him 
year by year. Not even Burrougns or Qob- 
erts loves the woods more. Sometimes 
Tommy has acted in the capacity of guide 
-—-memorably, for us one day it Indian 
Summer, when he led us to the deerhunt- 
ers’ camp, where our men had gone a week 
earlier. The camp was on the shore of a 
small lake between du Commissaire and 
Penichagan lakes in the picturesque country 
between the Gatineau and du Lievre. 

It was not so many miles away, as the 
crow flies, from Gracefield Station, which 
in its turn is not so many hours away by 
rail from Ottawa’s towers and boulevards. 
Yet the place seemed a primevally wild 
as though no regiments of lumbermen had 
passed through it ‘‘a-choppin’ of the pine.’”’ 
working, feeding and swearing with animal 
vigor. 

When we reached the last portage of our 
trip that day and dropped our canoes into 
a mountain-lake we noticed Tommy prick 
up his ears like a fine setter and stiffen for 
an instant into statue-like rigidity. 
Mellow; faint, coming across the water, 

and over the veiled hills we heard the echo 
of the dogs giving tongue. It was thrilling 
inusic to the boy’s senses. 
“The hunt! The dogs!” he whispered, 

aquiver with excitement. 
If there had been desire of speed before, 

it was redoubled then, for the emotion of 
the chase had cémmunicated itself to us. 
Our fingers on the paddles tingled. The 
blades cut athwart the water with de- 
cision, every stroke bringing us nearer the 
knowledge of how the hunters had fared. 
This was before the hunting-with-a-kodak 
epoch. Sympathy had never been aroused 
by touching narratives and a personal feel- 
ing for each limpid-eyed deer. 

Buck-fever in a hunter was plain buck- 
lever to us, a something in the nerves to 

be determinedly laughed down as woman- 

ish weakness. So there was little feeling 

for the innocent quarry of the dogs; there 

was only for each a longing to hear that 

one especial hunter had been for at least 
one brief moment in life, perfectly happy, 

hearing himself like a conqueror. No re- 

sret for the bereft herd; but a savage de- 

sire that the others should not be able ia 
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smile pityingly on one man’s reluctant con- 
fession that he was empty-handed. 
Our canoes shot forward in the sleepy 

water as tie stern music of the hounds’ 
cry came mellowed through the haze. It 
was past nooy. and the hills and lakes of 
the broad Gatineau Valley lay steeped in 
somnolent sunshine. Tommy directed us 
into a tiny bay, where we found an excel- 
lent landing-place, with an upturned canoe 
lying near. This was the first sign of the 
hunting party. 
Presently the tokens and signs began +o 

multiply along the path that wound up 

from the lakeside. At one turn the scat- 

tered feathers and bones of a partridge or 
hawk thrown to the hounds, at another 

an axe, a drinking cup, a hunting shirt, 
limply pendant from a branch, and at 

length, when the path came out upon an 

unsuspected clearing—there was the camp 

itself. The tents were pitched on three sid- 

es of a big fireplace where blackened stubs 

of logs and embers lay between the stones. 

Plank benches and nearby stumps were 

strewn with bowls and plates in a truly 

masculine fashion. They had not been 

washed, and they were literally crusted 
with the white grease from grillades. 

This fact the various pairs of fem- 

inine eyes seized upon even while their 

owners were enthusing about the for- 

est’s ripe beauty and the _ cheerful 

promise of the big fireplace. They 

looked and realized again that the 

average man would almost prefer hunger to 

dish-washing. A rustle and clank of steel 

in the end tent discovered Ring, the leader 

of the dogs, He greeted us with delight, 

and stretched his head out appealingly but 

made no efiort to rise. 

This was surprising conduct in boister- 

ous Ring, until we learned that he should 

be accorded all the petting and privileges 

of an invalid. These he received in full 

measure as he put his poor, inflamed paws 

in our hands. They were dry and burning, 

in need of a new dressing. Sympathetic 

Tommy hunted up the proper lotion in the 

supply camp, and the hound was made com- 

lortable. We knew just how he had raced 

over the hills day after day keen on the 

deer’s trail. Young and ardent he had reck- 

ed nothing of each fresh cut, and even now 

was chafing Perhaps some 

anxiety to be free lent a deepened glow to 

to be out, 
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the fine lambent eyes that spoke his thanks. 

Scraps of tempting game about showed 

that Ring was not hungry, but with all 

the manners of a well-bred dog he nibbled 

daintily at a piece of fried liver brought to 

him. 

The unwashed dishes were not the only 

tokens of male residents in the camp. 

There was no woodpile such as a fore- 

thoughted female timorous of future rains, 

would have provided. 

The dishes, the pail of cold water, the 

yawning fireplace were all suggestive. 

The visitors tarned instinctively to the 

duty nearest them, just as though no cen- 

turies separated them from the days and 

customs of our ‘‘anthropomorphic, flint- 

hurling ancestors.”’ 

The afternoon was 

early autumn dusk, the hunters were sure 

to return tired; obedient to the century-old 

instincts the party started up the moun- 

tain to gather fuel. Five crisp bits of 

outer birch bark, tawny sheets of the inner 

bark, ends of fallen trees, and choice chips 

of pine chopped from the stumps—who does 

not know the possibilities in these for a 

glorious camp-fire? In the distance, the 

baying of the hounds arose again, came 

nearer and nearer, filled the still woods 

with lingering melody, faded out, came 

again and at length passed far to the south, 

dying out in lingering melody. 

Near the camp, _ bright-eyed, thievish 

Squirrels scampered off in dread of the 

giant robbers energetically beating the 

woods for choicer bits. Scared partridge 

flew up with resounding whirr, late birds 

carolled encouragement. When at last the 

woodpile had grown to most generous pro- 

portions a fire was lit and presently the 

water bubbled and sang over it. The pile 

of dishes was attacked, not without speak- 

ing side-glances over the condition of the 

dish-towels; and for one evening the camp- 

ers were freed from the bane of camp life. 

it was Tommy who appeared on the 

scene then with a shrill call of delight, 

and, ‘beckoning mysteriously, dived back 

again into a tree shaded path. To the 

women racing after him, he showed his find 

with elfish exultation. It was a deer kil- 

led a day or so before and hung up con- 

veniently in the camp larder. 

Exhilarated with the strenuous fun of 

wood-gathering we chattered about the fire, 

wearing on io ‘the 
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until suddenly one of the hunting party 

came suddenly out of the ring of trees, his 

soft moccasins making no telltale sound. 

It was a grudging, brotherly greeting he 

gave one of us, and the easier courtesy of 

smiling comment to the others. But it 

was to the same one that he presently 

turned, anticipating a question that he 

wanted to have over. 

His very manner had already made it un- 

necessary. He was calm almost to dejec- 

tion. It is not so a victorious hunter car- 

ries himself when visitors come to camp. 

So he framed question and answer himselt, 

mindful of the brave hints at the home 

table. 

“T did not get a deer,’’—the tones were 

slightly flat—a touch of disappointment in 

the slow, good smile, a movement of the 

long fingers along the rifle barrel—‘‘yet,”’ 

he added in crescendo. It is so a real lover 

of the woods and the hunt took his failure. 

And the only sympathy worth offering in 

such a case is a nod of fellowship, an in- 

timation that there is no real failure but 

{o give up trying. 

His glance fell on the wood pile. No 

sense of deferred hope could repress the Ce- 

light of finding that before him. It had 

heen his turn to gather the night’s fire- 
wood, so he kept guard all day on the run- 

way nearest to the camp that he might 

come in early. With thoughtful appreciation 

the hunter visited the woodpile, but even 

his sense of gratitude could not repress the 

touch of masculine superiority that bobbed 

up when he found some sticks of cedar 

piled up close to the fireplace. 

Who but a woman would not know that 

cedar, with its flying ashes, is a demen of 

provocation to the outdoor cook—an_alto- 

gether undesirable flavour for the tea ? One 

by one the hunters slipped quietly out of 

the encircling woods, the stillness of the 

watch still on them, and joined the gay 

eroup about the. fire. Two had dogs in 

the leash: another, coming up the path 

from the lake, carried the body of a deer, 

and it is doubtful which had the heartier 

welcome—the tireless dogs or the lucky 

man to whose watch the deer was driven. 

A November nightfall is sudden and deep. 

It closed upon the camp precipitately leay- 

ing weird depths of gloom about the firelit 

space. The logs burned with a heartening 
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glow; the rolls of birch bark crackled glee- 

fully; the pots and kettles sang; the air 

was rich with the moving odors of wood 
smoke. 

The people seated about the fire felt 

themselves drawn towards it, and stories 

of the week in camp passed around in a 

deliciously lazy fashion. 

Stories of the deer and the dogs, of the 

tempting small game, of big bluffs at king- 

pedro in the camp at night, when the fire 

and torch-light danced so over a man’s 
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face that even a tell-tale one kept its sec- 

rets. 

Then supper was ready, a delectable al 

fresco with 

flavours, gathered from the crisp night air 

meal, sweet mysterious 

Quinte Bass Fishing. 
By WALTER GREAVES. 

I spent three weeks in Belleville during 

the month of August and while there fished 

a good deal on the Bay of Quinte for 

black bass. I used the fly nearly all the 

time, but occasionally trolled with a spoon, 

a thing I, however, would not have done 

if bass had been fairly plentiful. The fact 

is that black bass have become very scarce 

in recent years in the Bay of Quinte, at 

least in that portion lying near Belleville, 

I heard of some good catches being made 

near Northport and at the head of the 

Bay, near Trenton and Nigger Island, but I 

did not visit these localities. My best 

catch was made in the mouth of the river, 

where I landed nine bass in one evening, 

all on my ‘‘Massassaga’’ fly. They were, 

however, small fish, with the exception of 

one of about 23 pounds. 

What a pity it is that owing to the 

A Deer Hunt 
By M 

It was when the West was young. Hav- 

ing lost a not inconsiderable fortune and 

my health in the bargain, I was advised 

by my physician to quit southern inert city 

West, 

which had not at that time become the Mec- 

life and strike out for the Canadian 

and blazing fire. Venison steak 

fried to a turn in grillades, canned peas, 

potatoes and campers’ green tea, while 

across the smoke wreaths, the hunters' 

faces beamed in the firelight. It was a 

hunters’ feast for mind and palate. 

netting, at least I presume that is the 

cause, from what I heard, the fishing is so 

poor in this beautiful sheet of water. I re- 

member the time when my brother and 1 

used to go down to ‘‘Massassaga’’ Point 

or Ox Point, and, with, the fly, catch a 

dozen or more beautiful black bass in a 

very Short time. If the parties at fault 

could only be made to understand what an 

advantage it would be to the locality if 

the fishing were brought up to its former 

excellence (and this could be very easily 

done) surely. they would stop this netting 

for the sake of what might be made out of 

the American and other sportsmen who 

would visit the locality in considerable 

numbers. I hope the matter will be taken 

up before it is too late. For one, I cer- 

tainly will not visit the Bay of Quinte 

again, for the fishing, with matters in 

their present shape. 

in Manitoba. 
MARKWELL., 

ca of the ‘‘Younger Son.’’ There was no Ca- 

nadian Pacific Railway in those days, and 

aman going west had to ‘‘hoof it’’ to the 

prairie land; so, overland I started from 

Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, tak- 

ing an Indian trail for the long march 

westward. 
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It was up and away by grey dawn—rifle 

a-shoulder and ammunition bag swinging by 

my side; picking off a stray and surprised 

partridge; bowling over a disdainful squir- 

rel, and ever and always an alert eye for 

the warks of bear. The loneliness was op 

pressive, the only break between Duluth 

and Prince Arthur’s Landing, being the 

chance meeting of an Indian dog team (the 

mail carrier being since made an M. P.) 

and a stray Cree Indian, who rather pat- 

ronized me; for he examined my .nuzzle- 

loading rifle critically, proudly displaying 

his own modern Sharp, and grunting, 

‘no good,’’ ‘‘se-et-che,’’ as he passed cn. 

He, however, informed me that ‘‘plenty 

much deer’’ were ‘‘over there, far,’’ ‘‘we- 

ed-e was-saa;’’ so, filled with the hope of a 

pair of proud antlers to carry back home 

as trophy of the chase, I went on with a 

light heart. 

In those days every man was a game law 
unto himself; the prairie grouse—which far 

excels our own English woods’ bird in 

taste—taking no notice of the hunter, who 

might easily, far too easily for honest 

sport, bowl ’em over like ninepins. I shall 

never forget the first meal I made off the 

prairie grouse; encamped for the night by a 

small lakelet, or ‘‘sloo,’’ as they are called; 

the camp-fire blazing and throwing a red 

glare upon the green wall surrounding me, 

a tripod of poplar straddling the flame ; 

and in the hot ashes, red coals surround- 

ing and lining a deep hole in the ground, 

the grouse, disembowelled and well washed 

out, but still in its feathered frock—stifled 

in its own juices, without sauce or jelly 

accompaniment—I tell you the taste was 

something to remember and to talk about 

yet ! It was, indeed, a feast for the 

gods, and so I journeyed on for days and 

nights and days again, until I found my- 

self, in brown October, out of the woods, 

stalking the open plains. 

I had at last reached Manitoba and was 

near what is now called Portage la 

Prairie, and, having been rather extrava- 

gant, was pretty short of ammunition. I, 

however, expected to reach one of the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company trading posts shortly, 

and would replenish my good leather pouch. 

The last charge was in my rifle and the 

last fragment of food supply eaten when I 

found myself at nightfall beside a splendid 
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lake, and not fifty yards off, all uncon- 

scious of man’s presence, a splendid young 

deer. Plainly it had come down to drink. 

I levelled my rifle, took careful aim, and 

fired. To my utter astonishment a second 

shot rang out immediately, and ere I 

reached, by a bounding run, the side of my 

prize, which had fallen where it stood, to 

my tremendous surprise, a great, burly, 

savage-looking fellow, shaggy of hair, and 

dressed like an Indian, in blanket, rose, 

apparently from the earth and laid his arm 

with an air of proprietorship upon my 

deer ! 

“Fullo!’’ said I. 

“Fi’mgh!’’ grunted my friend. 

‘““A good shot—and my very 

ridge!’’ said I, unwisely. 

‘‘Good,’’? said the newcomer, ‘‘took him 

in the head.’’ 

Ves?" sald th aimed= sure, bute £ 

wanted to save the head—see what a fine 

antler,’’ and I made a motion to touch the 

quivering animal at my feet. 

“Tt is my deer,’’ said the man, frown- 

ing. 

“No! It is mine.’ I returned. 
There we oth faced each other. I saw a 

look of anger sweep over his swarthy face, 

and, realizing how helpless I was—in a 

strange country without food, shelter or 

ammunition, I well knew I should make 

not lose, a friend. So, turning to the man, 

sullenly standing apart and eyeing the 

game betwixt us, I added quite pleasantly: 

‘‘We’ll divide our spoil—you take the meat 

and hide; I’ll be satisfied to call the head 

mine.”’ 
He did not answer, but, stooping, sud- 

denly, he lifted the deer quite easily to 

his shoulder, and, without uttering, ‘‘by 

your leave,’’ strode through the trees. 

There was nothing to do but follow him, 

so I trailed after, finding myself, light of 

foot as I was, keeping at his heels with 

difficulty. He stepped like a _ cat, the 

crashing of the branches, as they parted at 

his touch and swung back again, (often 

striking me in the face), as without one 

word he marched on. By this time it was 

dark night, and there wasn’t a sound save 

the whirr-rr of some winged night bird 

sweeping by. Presently a single flame 

shone out and disappeared at once. Then 

a dark shadow loomed up, so close it ap- 

peared, so suddenly we came upon it, that 

last cart- 
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before I knew it, the flame had once more 

lit up the darkness and, as suddenly as if 

swallowed by the earth, my guide had dis- 

appeared. Then I came bump up against a 

wooden door, and the next moment stood 

within a rough log shack, and was facing 

my stolid rival hunter and an equally stol- 

id-faced woman—his squaw wife, I sup- 

posed. The deer lay on the uneven board 

floor, and the man was saying something 

in the Indian language to the woman. 

Neither took any notice of me. I therefore 

sat down. The husband laid away his pow- 

der horn and ‘hung up his rifle. Then he 

sat down and began to smoke. There were 

no seats of any sort, but several skins or 

peltries lay in heaps; on one of these he 

sat—I did the same, keeping opposite to 

my unwilling host, who neither seemed to 

see me or to note my presence. The wo- 

man disappeared into an inner room, or 

through a rough, board door leading some- 

where—the fire, an open hearth, glowed 
hospitably and warm to me, a tired and 

hungry, aS well as disappointed hunter! 

I thadsome choice tobacco and offered 

some to my Silent companion. He became 

quite friendly then, lifting his chin tn an 

interrogative . way and Saying ‘‘what 

place?”’ 

I answered, ‘‘very far away—very sick— 

come new country to find deer—go back 

again.’’ I pointed to the deer as I spoke 

and at once saw his face lower. He re- 

sumed his taciturn silence, calling aloud to 

his wife, who at once returned to the 

room and set about preparing some sort of 

a soup or stew by placing upon a tripod of 

iron, a vessel which bubbled and sent out 

a fine savoury smell. Hunger drove me to 

extremes. 

‘‘Can I have supper?’’ 7 asked. 

Neither one answered me. 

“T can pay,’’ said I, unguardedly, ‘‘See!’’ 

and I took out several pieces of gold upon 

which the firelight played merrily.  In- 

stantly I saw my host’s face brighten, but 

the face of the woman was more dark and 

forbidding than ever. I tried to say that 

if they gave me supper and bed I would 

pay well; and that I wanted ammunition. 

The man nodded several times, issuing or- 

ders (by the tone) I judged, and the wo- 

man, very slowly and without interest, 

produced two jugs and laid the steaming 

mess from the pot on the hearth before us. 
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This, with some hard, round cakes, called 

bannocks, made a fine supper. Hunger’s 

sauce requires no sweetening. I think that 

was one of the best meals I ever had. 

Memo.—I had eaten nothing since break- 

fast. 

When the meal was finished I laid down 

half a sovereign, and said: ‘‘Bed—sleep— 

very tired.’’ He nodded and left the room, 

going to the inner apartment, where I 

judged his wife still was, and presently 

she came back, glancing sullenly in my di- 

rection. She stooped, took up a bundle of 

the skins, carried them to the inner room, 

whence, presently, she returned, placing at 

my feet, a small pannikin filled with grease, 

upon which a twisted rag floated, one fray- 

ed end lying upon the edge, and the whole 

thing smelling horribly of stale grease. She 

lifted a glowing ember in her fingers, ap- 

pearing to be oblivious to pain, and deftly 

lighted the frayed end of rag. Then she 

pointed to the inner foom and forthwith 

turned her back upon me. 

I arose, took up the flickering light, and 

went towards the apartment indicated by 

her. Within was a windowless square, 

walled by rough timbers. An earth floor, 

a pile of skins, which I saw was to be my 
couch for the night, and a shelf whereat 

stood my uncongenial host of the evening. 

He was mixing something in a tin pannikin, 

and a pungent odor of herbs was heavy on 

the air. 

“H’m’p!?? a grunt hospitable in intent it 
was I knew 'by the tone, but the man did 

not look me in the eye. He shuffled about, 

mixing the villianous compound, whatever- 

it was, and then his wife entered, bearing 

a kettle of boiling water. Two small tin 

mugs were produced, and while I removed 

my heavy shoes and threw off my coat pre- 

paratory to turning in, the two conferred 

in low whispers. Presently the man offer- 

ed me one of the steaming mugs. I hes- 

itated, but considering his intention a 

friendly one, and also considering the value 

of the pair of fine antlers, desiring not to 

seem churlish or ungrateful, I drained the 
dish. A quick, sly glance from the hateful 
eye of the Indian woman first struck me ; 

next, the quick movement of the husband 

as ‘he left the room. He had filled two 
mugs, had given me one to drain, and the 

other stood, still full and foully smelling 

of bad gin or worse whiskey, upon the 
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snelf. I was alone in the clutches of Hea- 

ven knew whom. Facing worse dangers 

than those of the wild forests’ depth. A 

wild beast might be met with and fought 
in the open—the struggle of the strong- 

est—but here, in human habitation ic be 

trapped like a bear! 

The small light in the ill-smelling grease ~ 
cast gloomy shadows about the dark cor- 

ners of my chamber. Great, sprawling 

beetles came out from their dark nests. 

Slimy, crawling creatures, sounding a hor- 

rid ‘zp, zp, zp,’’ came forth, and I found 

my brain forming conjectures more horrid 

still. 

Was my life safe in 

strange people ? 

Should I remain ? Should I boldly ven- 

ture to go? Go where? And then I found 
myself staggering—was it natural fatigue, 

or was it—Heavens ! was the potion drug- 

ged? Cold chills passed down my spine, 

and hot flushes swept over my face. And 

then a fearful, drowzy langour overcame 

my limbs, as I fell upon the couch of 

skins, and, watching the weird shadows 

dancing on the lowering walls, slept ! 

Then Thought, like a demon, took pos- 

session of my brain, and, once more I was 

staring, wide awake! Again I drowsed, 

and, notwithstanding, the fact that my-.lids 

nung heavy. and sleep overcame me, the 

disturbed thought conquered. Then I 

heard the door of the room shut, and, in 

an instant I was on my feet. I moved to- 

wards the chink of light in the crack of 

the door and looked into the outer room, 

my heart thumping with terror. : 

In the middle of the room the Indian wife 

stood, sharpening a big knife on a whet- 

stone held in her hand. Before the fire, the 

husband stood; in his hand was my rifle, 

and I saw he was in the act of loading it. 

A cold sweat broke out on my brow. I 

had handled my money very incautiously— 

what if——? Then the overpowering de- 

sire to sleep came upon me, and I stagger- 

ed to my couch of skins once more. Then 

again I slept, and again terrified thought 

mastered sleep. I began to recount the 

evening’s doings. The husband resented my 

claim to the deer. The wife was angered 

at having to prepare my supper. I had 

displayed my gold. I was an utter strang- 

er in a Strange land and if I disappeared, 

I would never be missed. The lake was 

the ands of these 

_ mind began; 
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deep—and handy, and—suddenly I heard a 

noise. In a moment I was on my feet, 

The next my anxious eye was at the chink 

in the door. The room outside had alter- 

ed in appearance; in the middle of the room 

hung the disputed deer, skinned and disern- 

boweled. Before the fire sat husband and 
wife, their heads close together in anxious 
consultation. My rifle stood leaning 
against the wall, and two sharp knives, 

most murderous-looking ones they were, 

Jay upon the ground; one  blood-marked, 

both shining in the blaze. My head swam 
with excited thoughts. I had been 

drugged ! 

“They are going to murder me,’’ I said 
to myself. 
They would 

down, and then 

wait until sleep held me 

? I drowsed in spite of 

my terror. I must not sleep! There was 

no escape possible. No window, no exit 

Save by the way I had come and there was 

my own rifle, the two knives and the man 

and the woman still awalke and watching ! 

T must not sleep! Then cunning arose to 

ineet the occasion. I remembered something 

one of the college professors had once said, 

that poison ‘‘might be worked out of the 

system by means of physical action’’—in 

other words by sweating it out! Again I 

felt, sleep overtaking me and I began to 

exercise. Then the fight between body and 

I stood upon my skin couch 

and worked my arms like a windmill wntil 

I fell from sheer exhaustion. Then, p.scs- 

trate and weary I almost sank into slum- 

ber ! Then thought would sting me _ inte 

wakefulness, and wakefulness into action, 

and again I began the exercises, as laid 

down by Delsarte, and little intended for 

so extreme a purpose. The feeling of fat- 

igue grew, the body succumbed, and several 

times I found myself prone upon the couck 

and my own snores sounding in my ears. 

Terrified into action, again I was on my 

feet and cleaving the air with my hands— 

leaping and dancing as one possessed—lift~- 

ing my head and letting it fall again, mak- 

ing mind overcome matter, and finding 

after a time, that my head became clearer, 

my ‘body more active, my mind less _ dis- 

tressed, but never for a moment relaxing 

my active motions of arms, body and legs. 
The sweat simply poured from me as I 

worked. This I must have kept up for 

some hours, for a deep silence reigned, and 
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the fire-glow had died down to a mere flick- 

ering and inconstant glow. I knew it was 

almost dawn by the long vigil, the exhaust- 

ed embers on the hearth, and that par- 

ticularly grey cast of light which lay over 

the outer apartment upon which I was now 

peering. Not a sound or move was made. 

I was wide-awake and actively consider- 

ing how to get out without suspicion. My 

door might be fast, and breaking the 

fastening would only precipitate danger, 

and while I waited to decide, decision 

came. 

A creaking board gave warning of a foot- 

step at hand. My eye sought the crack 

again. In the dim glow of the dying fire I 

saw the figure of the man; he was standing 

midway ‘betwixt the fireplace and the door 

of the hut. I could not see his features 

plainly, but I knew it was my host of the 

night. His face was turned towards me, 

and, after pausing a moment, as if listen- 

ing, he stepped onward. Every nerve in 

my body was alert It would be a fight 

for life I knew, and my one idea was to 

keep perfectly quiet, allow him to enter 

the room, and then, leaping out, secure my 

rifle and defend myself to the death. I had 

formed this resolution in an instant, and I 

stood behind the door, ready to act. The 

time seemed endless, waiting there, but 

soon another creaking sound gave proof of 

the man’s nearer approach. I stooped to 

peer through the crack once more, and to 

my horror. found my own eye staring at 
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close range—as close as the inch board 

would admit—into the staring eye of the 

man now outside the door. Up to that in- 

stant I had no thought of doing so, but 

some sudden impulse caused me to open my 

mouth and cry, ‘‘W-a-o-u-g-h!’’ such a cry 

as —— well, as I never have heard before 

or since. It was a bellow .of fear, rage, 

anything you like to call it, but its effect 

was instantaneous ! 

With one bound the figure went flying 

across the room and dashed through the 

outer door of the hut, and after him, as if 

pursued by forty-seven hounds in full cry, 

went the Indian wife. Through the open door 

a streak of grey dawn came in; to me it 

was the loveliest sight I ever looked upon. 

I went forward and looked out but could 

see no Sign of my host or his wife. The 

way was open, and I decided to take it; 

so picking up the fine pair of antlers—lying 

on the hut floor—I took my gun, stepped 

out into God’s glorious morniig aud swung 

down the trail. 

I have the antlers still and I have often 
crossed the prairies since that long ago 

day; but I always buy my ticket on the 

Canadian Pacific Railway now when I 

travel, and instead of seeking shelter in- 

formally and uninvited, as on that particu- . 

lar occasion, I take my choice of the many 

pretty Canadian Pacific Railway chalets 

along the-line, and find that much better 

and more satisfactory than my experience 

as a deer hunter out west in the early 

days. 

The Train Dogs. 
By E. PAULINE JOHNSON. 

(Tekahionwake) 

Out of the night and the north, 

Savage of breed and of bone, 

Shaggy and swift comes the yelping band, 

Freighters of fur from the voiceless 

land, 

That sleeps in the Arctic zone. 

Laden with skins from the north, 

Beaver, and bear, and racoon, 

Martin and mink from the polar belts, 

Otter and ermine and sable pelts. 

The spoils of the Hunters’ Moon. 

Out of the night and the north, 

Sinewy, fearless and fleet, 

Urging the pack through 

snow, 

The Indian driver, calling low. 

Follows with moccasined feet. 

the pathless 

Ships of the night and the north, 

Freighters on prairies and plains, 

Carrying cargoes from field and flood, 

They scent the trail through their wild, 

red blood, 

wolfish blood in their The veins. 
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Caribou Corralled. 
By MARTIN HUNTER. 

One of the greatest abattre I ever took 

part in happened many years ago on the 

head waters of the Gatineau River, and as 

“Rod and Gun’ is collecting hunting ex- 

periences for their Christmas number, ihis 

may probably find a place. 

I do not look back to the event with ary 

degree of pride, for the killing of that herd 

of deer was rank slaughter, but the blood 

of my Indian companions was up and the 

word was ‘kill, kill.’ 

The Indian chief of that section had told 

me at his New Year’s visit that he had 

seen tracks of a very large herd of deer, 

but as the snow was yet shallow, he would 

not molest them until circumstances were 

more favorable for a successful hunt. 

I got him to promise that I should be 

one of his party, and he was to notify me 

a day or two in advance so I could come 

up from the post, sleep at his camp and 

start with the hunters the following day. 

Days and weeks passed without bringing 

the desired call and I had begun to think 

either they had started for caribou them- 

selves, or, the deer had left that part of 

the country. 

One evening along in March I found a 

youth waiting for me in the kitchen and he 

said his father, the chief, nad sent him to 

guide me to their camp. As the wig-wam 

was fifteen miles away I kept him at the 

post and we left together the next morn- 

ing. 

The boy was an intelligent young fellow, 

and, going along, told me how his father 

had, from time to time, during the winter, 

spied out from the edge of the deer’s rav- 

age, their whereabouts and doings, and 

thereby at the present moment could tell 

almost the exact feeding grounds of the 

bunch. 

It was the first time that I had ever 

been in an Algonquin winter camp, and I 

was surprised to see how clean and com- 

fortable it was. The encampment of this 

particular band consisted of three birch- 

bark wig-wams. The chief and his unmar- 

ried family occupied the largest of the 

three, and each of his sons-in-law lived in 

the other twa. 

Inside, to the height of three feet, the 
camp. was padded all round with a thick 
lining of cedar branches. This not only 
kept out cold irom the thin outer covering 
of bark, but it also reflected the heat of 
the fire, which burnt brightly in the mid- 
dle of the lodge. 

The chief took me under-his special care 
and I was given the ‘‘coin des estrangers”’ 
and a supper fit for a king, baked white- 
fish, stewed rabbit, roast partridge and 
gallette balked in the ashes. Bread cooked 
in this way has to be eaten to be apprec- 
lated. 

While we lolled back with our feet to the 
fire and smoked, the old chief unfolded his 
plans for the morrow, and with a _ rude 
drawing on a piece of bark, drew the out- 
line of the lake upon and around the shore 
of which, he expected to find the 

taking their siesta at high noon. 

Our party was to consist of his two soas- 
in-law, his two boys, one a youth of fifteen 
and the other twelve, himself and the 

writer. It was only the chief and myself 

who possessed double-barrelled guns, the 

two married men and the youths having 
single ones. In those days we had no 
breech-loaders, but even with muzzle-load- 

ing guns, one, by constant practice, be- 
came expert in loading and firing. 
The guns were the standard 28 gauge Hud- 

son’s Bay, and carried a round ball up toa 

couple of hundred yards with almost the 

accuracy of a rifle. 

As we were to be stirring before daylight, 

our second pipe was taken, each rolled in 

his blanket. I fell asleep watching the em- 

bers of the almost burnt out fire and spec- 

ulating on what would be my luck next day. 

The next thing I knew was feeling my blan- 

ket being vigorously pulled and the 

old chief in a most stentorious 

voice calling, ‘‘Onish-kan,’’ ‘‘Onish-kan,’’ 

and varying this by ‘‘Leve,’’ ‘‘Leve.’’ 

Breakfast was soon disposed of, and the 

band of hunters fell in, single file, behind 

the old chief, the boy bringing up the rear, 

with the kettle, frying-pan and provisions 

for a couple of meals. 

A sharp, brisk walk of 

deer 

three or four 
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miles, partly on the large lake, and partly 

through the forest, brought us to the vicin- 

ity of the deer, so the old man said, and 

from there we followed with the utmost 

care. 

Ahead of us, and quite visible from where 

we were then walking could be seen a de- 

pression in the surrounding hills, and the 

old man said down in that valley was a 

small lake, and if we _ were fortunate 

enough to find the deer there, ‘‘Hvery thing 

would be good.”’ 

All at once the chief stopped short in his 

tracks and with his finger on his lips to 

enjoin silence, he pointed down the moun- 

tain, and there lay the lake like a patch of 

snow at the base of thick woods that en- 

compassed it on every side. 

After our eyes got accustomed to the 

sight we could distinguish several deer on 

the ice, some lying down and others stand- 

ing in a dreamy way chewing the cud of 

contentment. A council of war was then 

held, or, in other words, the chief unfolded 

his plans, and to each was alloted a cer- 

tain position, with injunctions that under 

no consideration was any one to leave his 

place until summoned by the chief himself. 

This summons was to be given by the old 

man standing out on the lake with his 

gun held crossways above his head, and a 

call as the night owl, three separate times. 

Three-quarters of an ‘a0ur Was the time 

fixed for each one to get to his alloted 

place and the boy, who was provided with 

a watch, told at the expiration of that 

time to give the deer the wind from the 

north end of the lake. 

One son-in-law went to the east side, the 

other to the west, the youth to the head 

of the lake with his younger brother. The 

old chief took up a position at the narrow 

discharge and placed me about a gun shot 

down the creek. 

He told me when the deer came stam- 

peding down the ice, he would let the first 

bunch pass by and I could attend to them. 

When this was thoroughly understood — by 

us all we separated to take up our posi- 

tions and await the coming of the deer. 

My place was not difficult to get to as I 

was under cover of the trees right up to 

the edge of the creek, but the old man had 

his work cut out, as, for the last hundred 

yards he had to fairly burrow through the 
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soft snow to the two solitary trees at the 

point of discharge. 

It appeared to me avery short time from 

the time we all separated on the mountain 

till I saw the boy come out from the 

woods at the head of the lake. 

In a moment after his appearance the 

deer got the tainted air and down the ice 

they came. My heart beat two hundred 

revolutions to the minute as I saw them 

coming head on for the old man. But the 

chief was cool and collected. He let the 

first bunch of four that entered the creek 

ice pass on, and then he rose up suddenly 

and poured the contents of his gun into 

the thick of the herd. 

I had just time to take in this much 

when the four were down abreast of me, 

and the bullets of my gun brought down 

the first two. This so surprised those that 

followed that they wheeled about in their 

tracks and made for the open lake. In the 

meantime my old chief had reloaded, and 

as they passed he brought down one. 

Those first six shots gave us six deer as 

the old man had killed two with one bul- 

let the first time he fired. 

The main body of the herd made for a 

slight valley on the east side. There they 
were met by another hunter, again turning 

they ran across the lake only to be met 

by other shots. 

Again, in their fright, they came over 

the lake. From their speed it was evident 

they intended to force a passage through 

at any cost. 

The old man bravely showed himself right 

in their path when they were within a few 

yards. This caused them to stop so sud- 

denly that they bunched for a moment, 

and the chief let go both barrels from the 

hip. It was not necessary to aim as they 

were so thick. 

One, however, was so persistent that he 

got past, so close to the old hunter that 

he punched the caribou in the face with the 

butt of his gun. 

But he did not reckon on another ‘‘chiel”’ 

further on the creek. I was prepared 

for any that got through the blockade and 

bowled him over so unceremoniously that 

he made a complete turn over and remain- 

ed on his badk with his four feet in the 

air. 

As the to point, deer made from point 
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they became fewer in numbers, for one vu! 

our party was at the only they 

could leave the lake. 

places 

Finally the slaughter was over and they 

were all down but one. 

buck, bad 

This, an immense 

come to a standstill in the 

middle of the small lake, his fellows lying 

about in all directions, and there he stood, 

as if defying us to come and take him. 

The Indians began to approach him ircm 

the four quarters of the lake and I follow- 

ed the chief from our end, but in my sec- 

ret thoughts I wished heartily that the 

poor fellow would escape. It was useless 

to ask the grace of sparing his life from 

the Indians, for their nature is to kill and 

kill. However, he did get clear to the out- 

let, from there to the valley and freedom. 

v 

Then began the counting of our bag which 
totalled forty-eight, and only that big buck 

lived to escape. 

The lake upon which we found them was 

about half a mile long by a quarter of a 

mile wide. After the massacre there re- 

mained hardly a square yard of ice that 

was free from blood: Blood, blood every- 

where. This sight and the smell of the 

meat, as the Indians set to skinning, turn- 

ed me so ill that I nearly fainted: My 

steadfast old chief, however, saw the state 

I was in and gave me a hot drink, not of 

“fire water,’’ but of the harmless, though 

effective, Pain-Killer. 

We reached the camp.after midnight, a 

thoroughly tired lot. Next day I returned 

leisurely to the post and sent my Imen 

back with sleds for some of the meat. 

My First Trout. 
By HELEN M. MERRILL. 

It was a fine day in July or August, 

probably July, since they were still pick- 

ing strawberries in a field through which 

we passed on our way to Trout Creek. Al- 

though it was ten or twelve years ago, I 

very distinctly remember our stopping at 

intervals along the edge of the field to help 

ourselves to a strawberry or two, and how 

much more delicious they tasted with the 

warmth of the sunshine in them, than or- 

dinarily as served at the table—not that I 

wish to encourage field-lifting, nor yet to 

verify that time-worn saying that stolen 

fruit is sweetest—several of the pickers 

were at work within a stone’s throw of 

us. 
These field people, by the way, are al- 

ways more or less interesting. There were 

about twenty in the party, mostly young 

women, two men having had the good for- 

tune to be included. The picture presented 

was an attractive one. The women were 

in calico garments of all colors—vivid 

shades of red, green, blue, and yellow. Nor 

was one color confined to a Single person. 

Their apparel had been chosen indiscrimi- 

nately. An entire costume, for instance, 

consisting of a bright pink waist, green 

skirt, red apron, and pink sunbonnet. Near- 

ly all of them wore old-fashioned sun-bon- 

nets. The fabrics were cheap, to be sure, 

on inspection, and the colors common, but 

the sun, the master-blender, poured down 

his transparent gold in floods, and trans- 

formed the field-people and their environ- 

ment into a picture of perfect beauty. 

But this is not trout fishing. 

Only a common log fence separated us 

now from the mysterious strip of forest 

and stream which was our destination. In 

a moment we were over, and the change 
was as complete as if we had suddenly 

been transported to a wilderness in some 

pioneer land. On we went, cautiously, 

wondering almost with bated breath. Pres- 

ently a small clearing in the forest ap- 

peared. There lay the little corduroy 

bridge, neatly fashioned of cedar saplings. 

Crossing this my brother presently disap- 

peared among the cedars on the other side 

of the stream, and soon returned with two 

very slim saplings for fishing rods. Sitting 

down on a stump conveniently near he be- 

gan cutting off the branches, handing me 

the first one that I might keep the mos- 

quitoes off him with it. This 1 endeavor- 
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Presently, however, he asked me 

to brush a little faster. Being naturally 

obedient, I did so. But after a couple of 

minutes’ vigorous brandishing of my _ per- 

fumed weapon, which I am afraid came 

rather too frequently in contact with his 

head or thereabouts, he advised. me that I 

had better let them (the mosquitoes) come 

awhile. 

Again I obeyed. 

By and by, after the lines had been at- 

tached to the rods, and the flies examined, 

we separated, he going upstream, I down. 

The creek is so narrow in places one could 

easily leap across it. At intervals it 

forms broader brown pools ; while here and 

there a log, green with moss, spans it, or 

lies in or under the water. Near one of 

these I cast my fly. After a little while 

I moved farther down stream and_ tried 

another spot. Eventually I tried many. 

ed to do. 

The forest scenery along the creek was 

beautiful beyond words, and at last I came 

into a bit of old hemlock woods, full of 

brown and green shadows, and silence, and 

dead trees, in places impenetrable, a_ per- 

fect bit of primeval forest. And then I 

wondered if the day’s outing would end in 

scenery. As yet I had not had even a 

bite. 

Slowly I retraced my way up stream, 

trying my luck at intervals. Arriving at 

the bridge, I sat down on it, Japanese 

fashion, to protect my ankles from the 

mosquitoes, which were very persistent. 

Of that particular species of bite I had 

caught many. Calling to my brother, I 

Inspector ©. H. West, of the Northwest 

Mounted Police, who has ‘nad charge of the 

Arthabaska division for some years, with 

headquarters at Lesser Slave Lake, was in 

Montreal recently, and while discussing the 

situation in those northern latitudes, gave 

some interesting facts concerning the pos- 

sibilities of that country. 

Inspector West will leave for his 

shortly, and it will probably take him ten 

or twelve days from Edmonton, a distance 

of three hundred miles. 

When he first went into the country they 

had to camp out every night, while there 

post 
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learned that he had had hali-a-dozen bites, 

which encouraged me, and again I cast my 

fly, this time close to a green log hard by 

the little bridge. 

Flash— 

Splash— 

At the very instant the speckled beauty 

leaped to my fly, I involuntarily snatched 

it up, startled by the sudden motion of the 

fish, so that he slipped back into his 

prown-bedded element in a twinkling. I 

have only the recollection of a small shin- 

ing object poised for a fraction of a sec- 

ond in the air, and a shimmering descent. 

This happened half-a-dozen times. 

Nor is this catching trout. Neither did 

we secure one that day. 

It is some consolation, however, to know 

{hat we were not alone unsuccessful when 

whipping this creek. And now I must end 

with, not a fish story, but a story about 

fishing. 

One day three men came to Trout Creek, 

entering the wood at a more western 

point, having driven there through a_ long 

country lane. On separating to go fishing 

hey agreed to return at a certain hour to 

the carriage. Two of them arrived at the 

appointed hour, and were not long in dis- 

covering an old piece of timber standing 

against the phaeton, and in the splintered 

end of it, a note:— 

No fish, 

No bites, 

No: fun, 

November — 

John Thaw— 

Gone home. 

are at the present time comfortable log 

houses all along the route, where food can 

be obtained for men and horses, as well as 

fairly good sleeping accommodation. 

Great changes have taken place through- 

out that country during the last few years, 

and he believes there will be still greater 

improvements in the near future. 

He states that the Hudson’s Bay Company 

has now a modern flour mill in operation 

at Fort Vermillion, three hundred miles 

further north, or six hundred miles north 

of Edmonton, and that great things are 

expected therefrom. Benefits are already 
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being felt, as Mr. Frank Wilson, who is in 

charge of the Hudson’s Bay post at the 

Fort, has shipped no less than 1,000 sacks 

of flour down-to Arthabaska Landing. The 

market can handle a good deal more flour 

than the country can yet produce, but the 

settlers believe that the time is not far 

distant when the district will 'be able to 

produce sufficient wheat for its own con- 

sumption. 

Inspector West is of the opinion that 

wheat can be raised as successfully as in 

the Edmonton district. For instance, he 

came up the Peace River a year ago last 

August, and the wheat growers were about 

to begin cutting, that being on August 

20th. The farther north you get, he ex- 

plained, the longer the days become, and 

the grain ripening is exceedingly rapid. He 

says that the Hudson’s Bay Company pays 

$1.50 a bushel for wheat, and he cited the 

case of a man named Brick, the son of an 

Anglican missionary, who raised 1,500 

bushels of wheat, and had refused the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company’s offer of $1.50 per 

bushel. This wheat was raised at the 

Peace River Crossing, and Inspector West 

is of the opinion that it will become a 

good wheat raising country. All along the 

Peace River there are large flats, and 

wherever the country is open fine gardens 

exist. He has never, indeed, seen better 

vegetables than those grown in the great 

lone land. 
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Ten years ago flour was sold at $10 a 

sack. Now it is reduced to six dollars. 

The inhabitants are English, Scotch and 

French, half-breeds, and the inspector says 

they are not hustlers, and he thinks white 

men could do a great deal better. In fact, 

a good many intruders have already come 

in. Among others, several Norwegian fam- 

ilies, and they seem to be doing well. 

The Anglican and Catholic missionaries, 

he says, are doing good work amongst the 

Indians. It is difficult, however, to make 

much progress with the old Indians. They 

are baptized, of course, but the Pagan in- 

stinct appears to remain with them. —In- 

spector West declared that the action of 

the Government in stopping the importa- 

tion of Florida water, ginger, and essen- 

ces, has been of great benefit to the coun- 

try, as they are now only to be obtained 

by permit. 

The Hudson’s Bay Company have now 

important competition in the Northwest in 

Messrs. Revillion Bros., having houses in 

New York, Paris and Moscow, and as they 

are fur manufacturers, their ability to pur- 

chase direct from the Indians is most ad- 

vantageous. 

The Inspector reports that the Hudson’s 

Bay Company is constructing a new stern 

wheel steamer on the Peace River. This 

boat will be 125 feet long and all her ma- 

chinery is being taken up in sleighs from 

Edmonton. 

Our Medicine Bag. 

Four licenses have been granted in On- 

tario to woman hunters this season. 
=> 

bd 

No particulars have been received as_ to 

the number of moose shot in the Kipawa 

district this fall up to the time of going 

to press, but we hear on good authority 

that several have fallen. 
=> 

- 

The “Canada Gazette,’’ of October 22nd, 

proclaims a close season for musk ox in 

the North West Territories from August 

31st to May 31st every year. We trust 

that it will be found possible to enforce 

this enactment. 
=> 

- 

Last month (page 302) we illustrated the 

Red Cedar, the Latin names for which are 

‘‘Juniperus virginiana,’ not ‘Juniperus 
communis,’’ which is the scientific name of 

the common juniper. 
> 

bd 

There are photographs and photographs— 

and the best are never made with a_ poor 

camera. For instance, the excellent illus- 

tration we publish in the present issue en- 

titled, “‘Ofi to the Fields,’’ was taken with 
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an outfit supplied by the Canadian Camera 

Company, of Toronto, and its excellence is 

a proof that it pays to use the best. 

+ 
An English exchange says that Miss Flor- 

ence Lewis, the best lady rifle shot in Eng- 

land, is about to make her home in the 

Dominion. No woman has made such scor- 

es as Miss Lewis made this summer at Bis- 

ley, since Miss .Leal, of Guernsey, shot 

there during the early nineties. At the five 

hundred and six hundred yard ranges, she 

can generally score twenty-eight points at 

least, out of a possible thirty-five. 
<> 

y 

The Rifleman’s Handbook, by J. G. Ew- 

ing, is published by the Laflin & Pand 

Powder Co., New York. This booklet of 

three score pages contains all that is es- 

sential for an American military rifleman 

to know about the .30 calibre magazine 

rifle adopted for the U. S. Militia, com- 

monly known as the Krag. The publishers 

say that ‘‘this book has been compiled ex- 

pressly for the enlisted man, who is desir- 

ous of becoming a rifle shot,’’ and we 

think they may be congratulated upon the 

handbook they have turned out. 
> 

bd 

According to the last annual report of 

the Dominion Express Company, 1238 deer, 

and 57 caribou were carried during the 

hunting season of 1903. Most of these were 

shot in the Province of Quebec. Gracefield 

contributed 168 deer, Kazabazua, 167; La 

belle, 197; Megantic, 374; Papineauville, 

317; Kipawa, 8 and Timiskaming, 7. The 

caribou came from three places, Megantic, 

2; Kipawa, 23 and Timiskaming, 32. No 

record appears to have been kept of the 

number of moose. These undoubtedly were 

shot mainly in the Kipawa region, and ow- 

ing to their bulk were not brought out in 

the carcass, the heads accompanying the 

sportsmen as baggage. 
<> 

- 

It is not so very long since the poacher 

The G. W. Cole Company, manufacturers 

of the renowned ‘‘Three in One Oil,’’ have 

just issued 1,500,000 copies of a new ‘‘Three 

in One’? descriptive pamphlet. They will 

send a free copy of this book and a gener- 

ous sample of the oil to anyone who will 

write for it, and who will Rod 

and Gun in Canada. 

mention 
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and the out-of-season hunter did as he 

chose in the Northwest Territories, with- 

out fear of God or man, but the times have 

changed, as some of the before mentioned 

gentry are finding to their cost. 

As an instance: Major Belcher, N. W. M. 

P., at Morinville, fined a half-breed $25 for 

trying to ship prairie chicken out of the 

Territories without permission from the 

Minister of Agriculture. There were 128 

chicken wrapped up in muskrat skins, and 

packed in boxes, addressed to a dealer in 

Montreal. They did not attract attention 

until they reached North Bay, where the 

Game Warden became suspicious, and after 

an investigation had satisfied him of the 

correctness of his suspicions he wired the 

Northwest Government, 

+ 
Mr. E. Stewart, Dominion Superin- 

tendent of Forestry, has returned to Ot- 

tawa from his inspection trip through the 

West. The interest in tree-planting by the 

settlers is showing encouraging cevelop- 

ment, and the operations of the Forestry 

Branch are Steadily extending. At the nur- 

sery at Indian Head the supply of nursery 

stock is more than three million plants, 

so there is ample provision for the rapidly 

increasing demand. The forests of Mani- 

toba and the Northwest Territories have 

uot suffered to any great extent from fire 

during the past season, but in British Col- 

umbia fires have been numerous. The loss 

to that province will be very heavy and 

also to the adjoining states of Washington 

and Oregon. 

Mr. Stewart took the opportunity also of 

visiting some of the timber reserves in the 

Western States in order to gain an ac- 

quaintance with the methods of adminis- 

tration followed by the Forestry Bureau 

of the United States. 
- 

In Baily’s Magazine Mr. G. S. Lowe’s 

contribution on ‘*‘Tom Parr and his Times’”’ 

The Hunter Arms Co., of Fulton, N. Y., 

have purchased the American right for the 

use of the Westley Richards single trigger 

action for shot guns and is now prepared 

to put the action upon any of its guns. 

The Company is also now putting on the 

market the Smith gun with this single 

trigger action. 

ee 
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is very entertaining, and Captain Miller in 

course of a review of the past season’s 

polo has something to say concerning the 

lack of horsemanship among players to 

which he attributes want of skill in the 

game. An appreciative memoir of the late 

Colonel John Anstruther Thomson is pre- 

faced by a photograph which possesses 

peculiar interest. It was taken as we 

learn from the memoir, at a meet of the 

Dartmoor Flounds in April last, and is the 

last portrait that was ever taken of Col. 

Anstruther Thomson in the hunting field. 

It shows him on an immensely powerful 

weight carrier, with Mrs. Thomson -and 

their youngest daughter; and regarding the 

upright seat and alert look of the late M. 

F. H. it is difficult to believe that this is 

the portrait of a man of eighty-six. Earl 

Fitzwilliam, Master of two packs of fox 

hounds, polo. player, turfite and shooting 

man, furnishes Baily with a worthy sub- 

ject for the usual portrait and biographical 

sketch. 
=< 

? 

The General Superintendent of Forests, 

of the Province of Quebec, Mr. Norman Mc- 

Quaig, has, according to the Ottawa Citi- 

zen, stated that the hunting seasons of 

Ontario and Quebec should be made uni- 

form. One cannot read such a statement 

without a shiver, as it seems to forhod? 

further tinkering with the unfortunate 

game laws. The ink is hardly dry with 

which they are printed before they are 

changed. In the older countries they man- 

age these things much better; there, from 

generation to generation, the opening and 
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closing dates remain unchanged. Here, 

there is every excuse for a man breaking 

the laws through inadvertence, as these are 

changed so frequently. The Quebec law is 

by no means perfect, but it is better than 

the Ontario law, which is highly imperfect. 

Our idea is that, from one end of the Do- 

minion to the other, big game should be in 

season from September 1st to January lst, 

but that the bag should be restricted to 

one, or at most, two, males of each spec- 

ies. Does and fawns should be_protected 

at all times.. In the meantime -while our 

worthy legislators are doing their annual 

tinkering, the hardy backwoodsman is kil- 

ling without regard to season or sex. 
<< 

ba 
It is difficult at this late day to plan 

anything strictly out of the common and 

original, especially in a book dealing. with 

sport. Dr. Henry Yorke, author of ‘‘Days 

with our Upland Game Birds,’’ and ‘‘Days 

with our Waterfowl,’’ has, however, tackled 

‘Our Ducks,’’ from a novel standpoint. His 

descriptions of the different birds sought by 

the wild fowl shooter are clear, concise, 

and bear evidence of having been written 
by a man who knows what it is to squint 

along the rib of a double barrel. The most 

novel parts of the book, however, are un- 

doubtedly chapters eleven to _ nineteen, - 

wherein the author deals with the foods, 

habits, enemies and flights of the different 

birds that go to make up the wildfowl 

hosts of North America. By an ingenious 

system of lettering he gives accurate in- 

formation of the food of each species; then 

he enumerates the different grasses and the 

NORTH AND SOUTH. 

The name of Jaeger is known everywhere 

as standing for, purity and excellence in 

the goods that bear it. 

absolutely 

In Canada it is 

necessary to wear clothing 

which is adapted to great extremes, and 

this can only be secured by wearing pure 

wool throughout. The body being clothed 

in porous animal fibre only, the skin is 

able to breathe and get rid of superflous 

water and fat, which, under unsanitary 

clothing such as linen and cotton, it wou!d 

not exhale, and the retention of which is a 

frequent cause of many supposed chronic 

disorders of the respiratory and digestive 

organs, rheumatism. lumbago, etc. Under 

the Jaeger covering, the flesh becomes lit- 

erally hardened, acquiring greater specific 

weight, and the body is far better fitted to 

resist the attacks of disease. . 

The greater variety of goods shown ty 

Dr. Jaeger’s Company, 2206 St. Catherine 

St., Montreal, should be seen to be apprec- 

iated. Their illustrated catalogue (No. 1), 

however, gives some idea as to the various 

tines and will be sent by them free on ap- 

plication. 

Dr. Jaeger’s treatise on ‘‘Health Cul- 

ture,’’ a handsome cloth-bound book of 200 

pages can also be had for the asking. 
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aquatic plants that constitute the cover in 

which the different birds are usually found; 

he also, by means of letters, again, append- 

ed to the birds’ names, shows their breed 

ing ranges, and, to make his book the more 

complete, he gives a full list of the enemies 

against which ducks have to contend. This 

little manual is issued by the American 

Field Publishing Co., Chicago, and the 

price is $1.50. 
> 

- 

Mr. George White-Fraser, of the Dommn- 

ion Meteorological Department has recent- 

ly returned from the Stikine. He was en- 

gaged upon the International Boundary in 

the Coast range, between the right bank 

of the Stikine and the Atlin country. He 

found game extraordinarily abundant; to 

use his own expression, ‘‘bears were almost 

as thick as 'blackberries,’’ and mountain 

goat were often seen. More than one mem- 

ber of the party had an exciting adventure 

with a grizzly. The country through which 

the Stikine flows is a wonderful game re- 

gion, and it seems to be fully as good as 

it was when the writer of this paragraph 

was there five years ago. 

A noted German sportsman, Baron Von 

Plessen, who first visited British Columbia 

on the advice of the Editor of this mag- 

azine, has been’ shooting this autumn 

about eighty miles from Telegraph, the 

The Glen Tana Kennels are the cham- 

pion kennels of the Pacific Coast. Mr. T. 

S. Griffith, of Spokane, Washington, is the 

proprietor. He writes : 

“We make a specialty of breeding the 

best working strains for sheepmen and sell 

at reasonable prices. Our collies give sat- 

isfaction to flockmasters everywhere. 

“Our show collies made a clean sweep of 

the Pacific Coast shows, winning sixty- 

eight first prizes, eighteen seconds, three 

thirds and special cups for best collie bitch 

and best collie dog in seven shows. AJSo 

making our great .brood bitch, Bo-Peep, a 

champion. 

‘“‘We have five imported stud dogs. 

“Tf you have a bitch to breed send ker 

to us and breed to the best. 

“Terms, $15.00 to $25.00. 

“We offer fifteen high-class brood bitches 

at bargain prices to make room for young 

stock.”’ 
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head of navigation on the Stikine. He en- 

joyed most excellent sport, shooting bear, 

sheep, goat, caribou, moose and deer. The 

sheep are Ovis Stonei, specimens of which 

are as yet rare in the museums of the 

world, and the Provincial collection at 

Victoria, of which Mr. F. Kermode is now 

curator, having succeeded to the position 

left vacant by the late Mr. John Fannin, 

is to be congratulated on having through 

the courtesy of Baron Von Plessen secured 

a fine ram of this little known northern 
species. 

> * 

bd 
The foltowing interesting letter has been 

received by Rod and Gun: 

As the hunting season for moose and red 

deer is about over I thought an account of 

the sport in this section might interest 

some of your readers. On Lake Timiskam- 

ing a large number of hunters have tried 

their luck and have, as a rule, been very 

successful. Some very fine heads have been 

shipped from this section, the largest ha'v- 

ing a spread of 60 inches. In the White 

River and Abitibi country several good 

heads have been secured, and quite a few 

caribou have been killed, also a number of 

bear, one of which was a very large one, 

and was killed by a gentleman from Indian- 

apolis, Ind. This place is reached by a 

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway 

from Mattawa, and, without doubt, is the 

best country. for moose in Canada. Easy of 

access, first class guides, make the trip a 

very enjoyable one which only needs to be 

known to become very popular. The bears 

At Toronto Junction Gun Club, Mr. 

Thos. Duff won live bird championship. 

Messrs. G. W. McGill, C. Turp, and Thos. 

Dyoff, all tied with straight scores in the 

target events. They all shot Lefever ejec- 

tor guns. Mr. McGill was one of the tvo 

men who last year won the two man cham- 

pionship of Canada, Both champions shot 

Lefever guns. Mr. P. Wakefield, shooting 

his Lefever gun, won silver trophy for the 

high gun in a series of shoots extending 

over three years. Send for Lefever Arms 

Co., new 1905 illustrated catalogue de- 

famous system of boreing 

valuable hints on loading 

and shooting. Don’t experiment, buy a Le- 

fever. Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 

their 

and containing 

scribing 
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have gone in for the winter, and the moose 

have left the ponds and beaver marshes for 

the hardwood ridges and are getting ready 

to yard up for the winter. Killing out of 

season, I am glad to say, is not prevalent 

in this section, and the law is fairly well 

observed. The most of the lands on the 

Quebec side are under lease but Ontario is 
open to all and contains thousands of 

square miles of the best hunting territory. 

W. H. LEAVITT. 

Bellevue House, Timiskaming. 
— 
- 

In England they generally speak of break- 

ing a dog; in the States of training one, 

and as the American dogs are undoubtedly 

more perfect in their work than English 

pointers and setters, owing to the increase 

of driving in the British Isles, and the con- 

sequent decrease of opportunities for teach- 

ing the pointing dog, we like the American 

term the better. The whole American sys- 

tem of training the hunting dog for the 

‘eld and for field trials, is admirably de- 

scribed in a recent book by Mr. B. Waters, 

from the Forest and Stream press, New 

York. We fancy that some of the old school 

of dog breakers will hardly understand the 

system that Mr. Waters advocates, but it 

is undeniable that the old fashioned dog 

breaker never turned out the perfect ani- 

mals that compete in the field trials of to- 

day. Mr. Waters recommends that the 

puppy be allowed to romp and chase to his 

heart’s content, excepting that he would 

have him checked when he pays too much 

attention to chickens or sheep, and until 

the puppy is ten months or a year old, he 

would have him taught little excepting such 

simple commands as ‘‘heel,’’ ‘‘hold up,’’ 

“‘toho;’’-“‘come-in,”” and ““¢go ons?* OHS 

great reliance is evidently the spiked -col- 

lar, but while there can be no doubt as to 

the value of this occasionally rather severe 

implement, from our own experience we 

should say that the best way to teach a 

dog to come in at a gallop and right up 

to his handler, is our own somewhat prim- 

itive but effective method. During the pup- 

py-hood stage we carry a small tin kox 

filled with chopped pieces of liver, or some 

such delicacy, and call the dog in frequent- 

ly, rewarding him each time with a frag- 

ment from the box. Jt is astonishing how 
rapidly a puppy will learn to come in and 

claim his reward. No doubt, however, in 

On 

the case of very headstrong dogs a spiked 

collar is valuable. A check cord attached 

to an ordinary collar is quite severe enough 

however, in our judgment, for a dog that 

is at all nervous or easily cowed, and 

many of the very best field dogs must be 

included in this category, Mr. Waters is 

of the opinion that meat is the natural 

food of the dog, and he is right. Dogs were 

not intended by nature to live upon mush, 

and the sooner this is realized by dog 

owners, the better. We cordially recom- 

mend this book to those who are looking 

for instructions in the art of ‘‘Training 

the Hunting Dog.”’ 

In this country and in the United States, 

more especially in the United States, the 

laws regulating the transportation of ex- 

plosives are most stringent. The official 

attitude seems to be one of distrust, and 

at the same time one that shows a by no 

means profound knowledge of the action of 

powder when exploded in cartridges. Prac- 

tically, the same precautions are insisted 

upon in the case of a few tiny, .22 calibre 

cartridges, as are required in the shipment 

of dynamite, nitro-glycerine, and gunpow- 

der in bulk. The classification of such dif- 

ferent explosives under the same heading 

is, however, unwise and _ undoubtedly 

throws a burden upon the shipper that he 

should not be called upon to bear. 

During the present year U. S. Senator 

Elkins introduced a bill, which gave rise to 

an investigation by the officials of the 

Chicago Fire Department, as to the danger 

——— 
a 

Anglers everywhere have agreed thit one 

of the most fruitful causes of lost fish, is 

the occasional rotten spot which comes 

even to the best line after reasonable tse. 

Tne only sensible way to avoid this dis- 

tressing result is to take the lines off the 

reel after each fishing trip and thoroughly 

dry them, bu’ the difficulty in finding suit- 

able methods of drying the line has inter- 

fered with this important practice. But 

C. A. Laughton, of Litchfield, Minn., an 

old veteran sportsman, has invented a line- 

dryer, known as ‘‘The Angler’s Friend,’’ a 

very ingenious and practical deviee, which 

overcomes all this difficulty and would 

make a Christmas present that any sports- 

man would appreciate. 
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to firemen through the storing of chemi- 

cals, explosives and combustibles of all 

kinds in city buildings. It was thought 

that the firemen would not venture to go 
into a burning’ building where such 

things were stored. To demonstrate that 

this fear was not justified, the leading am- 

munition makers of- the country made a 

public test in Chicago, at which the offic- 

ials of the Fire Department, Fire Insur- 

ance, Underwriters and others were pres- 

ent. A quantity of metallic cartridges 

and shotgun shelis were burned in a fierce 

fire. The cartridges exploded one by one, 

as the flames reached them, but there was 

no general explosion, nor were any bullets 

or shot thrown out with violence. The ex- 

perts conducting the trial remained within 

twenty feet of the fire without being injur- 

ed. 

Further tests have beeu made by the Win- 

chester Repeating Arms Co., which show 

that transportation companies run no more 

risk in transporting loaded cartridges than 

they would in carrying any ordinary, unex- 

plosive freight. Cases of ammunition” were 

dropped fifteen feet, so that they flew into 

pieces; trip hammers struck them blows 

that destroyed the woodwork and _ short- 

ened the cartridges fully half an inch; and, 

finally, a gas blowpipe was allowed to play 

upon a case of shells loaded with smokeless 
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powder, until it was consumed and yet no 

damage was done to any of the bystanders, 

notwithstanding that the official conduct- 

ing the test: stood with one hand resting 

upon the case of cartridges. 

od 
The present issue of Rod and Gun in Can- 

ada will be the last as the official organ 

of the Canadian Forestry Association. Af- 

ter a pleasant connection of four years it 

has been decided, mutually, to discontinue 

the official partnership, though the Cana- 

dian Forestry Association will ever have 

the esteem and cordial co-operation of this 

magazine, and we are assured that our 

kindly feelings are reciprocated by the of- 

ficers and members of the Association. 

All sportsmen are, in a sense, foresters ; 

they know that the fate of many species of 

game depends upon the shelter, or absence 

of the great woodlands covering such enor- 

mous areas in the Dominion, and they, 

naturally, take a lively interest in the pro- 

tection of these forests, but few have a de- 

sire to go into the technical side of for- 

estry, nor to make a life study of it. Con- 

sequently many of the papers we have pub- 

lished as the official organ of the Forestry 

Association, were of little if any interest 

to the bulk of our readers. The growth of 

the circulation of Rod and Gun has been so 

great that it was decided that the 

We call the attention of our readers to 

the Iver Johnson Revolver Grip, herewith 

illustrated, a very recent invention that 

has met with spontaneous favor and a de- 

mand which keeps: the immense Iver John- 

son armories on the jump to satisfy the 

immediate requirements of the trade, 

Heretofore, to obtain a strong grip on a 

been to design revolver, it has necessary 

the weapon with a long sweep of the 

handle with its disadvantages of weight and 

cumbersomeness. .The Iver Johnson Re- 

volver Grip is not only light, but detacha- 

ble and'its use, therefore, is optional with 

the user. There are occasions where cir- 

cumstances demand unusual accuracy and 

when one’s life almost depends on an un- 

failing and absolute. grip on his revolver. 

Having in mind this contingency, and also 

the ‘very common occurrence of a revolver 

being knocked from the hands of the hold- 

er, or being wrenched from the hands by 

@yjSuperior strength, at the very moment it 

is most required for defence, the inventor 

conceived the idea of the Iver Johnson Re- 

volver ‘Grip. 

The manufacturers, the Iver Johnson’s 

Arms & Cycle Works of Fitchburg, Mass., 

will be pleased to furnish further particu- 

lars to any one who may be sufficiently in- 

terested to address them on the subject. 
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wishes of the majority could no longer be 

subordinated to the tastes of the minority. 

The Canadian Forestry Association, on its 

side, wished, and quite naturally, for an 

organ in which more space might be devot- 

ed to the abstruse calculations and to the 

detailed descriptions of the latest experi- 

ments in forestry, subjects for which no 

room could be found in a magazine whose 

aim and object is to give just the informa- 

tion that the big game hunter, the wing 

shot, the fisherman, and the explorer ask 

for. So the time has come for a separation. 

Next year Rod and Gun will be able to 

give more space to subjects that are strict- 

ly within its purview. 
> 

? 
Mr. F. C. Selous, who made his reputa- 

tion as a big game hunter in South Africa, 
and has since visited every continent in 

search of big game and excitement, was 

interviewed the other day in Winnipeg on 

his way back to England. He said : 
“T am going home for the winter,’ said 

the famous sportsman to the Free Press. 

“There is still chance for much sport in 

Canada, but there was no possibility of 

remaining longer in the North unless I was 

to remain there until next season. I linger- 

ed as long as it was possible in the north- 

ern woods, but at last was compelled to 

come away. I went up a number of tribu- 

taries of the Yukon for many miles, chief- 

ly with Indian guides, partly to see the 

country, of which so much has been said, 

and partly on hunting expeditions. It is 

said that there is a possibility of the dim- 

inution of the gold supply of the Yukon, 

but it seems impossible that there will 
soon be any diminution of the game. The 

country will always be attractive to the 

adventurous traveller and the hunter, and 

will always possess a great fascination for 

sportsmen. One feels as far from the 

haunts of man on the upper Yukon as in 

any portion of the world. The silence of 

the primeval forest still exists unbroken 

by any human sound. The game is suffic- 

iently plentiful so that there is no object 

in shooting it, except what may be neces- 

sary for food. 

“T think of going home to England for 

the winter, and I sometimes fancy I have 

done my last hunting. All I wish to do 

now is to go quietly home and_rest. I saw 

very little of the northwestern part of Can- 
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ada except the Yukon, 'but I saw enough to 

show me how very large the Dominion is, 

and I am glad to learn that it is in a con- 

dition of so great prosperity.”’ 
—— 

- 

Editor ‘‘Rod and Gun’? -— 

The Canadian Camp, the principal sports- 

men’s club in America, composed of prom- 

inent sportsmen in Canada and the States, 

meets twice each year to enjoy feasting on 

game of their own killing and to hear the 

stories of the hunt. 

Their second semi-annua! dinner was held 

at St. Denis Hotel, New York City, on 

Nov. 16th, and was largely attended. So 

interesting was this occasion that the 

speeches lasted well into the morning. 

The menu was attractive and the dinner 

was deliciously prepared and satisfactorily 

served. The principal game was_ black 

bear from the Adirondacks, wild swan 

from Florida, wild goose from Canada, 

English pheasant from New Jersey, red- 

head duck from Maine, opossum from Con- 

necticut, rail birds from Maryland and 

hare from Wyoming. The bear was roast- 

ed whole. 

Last winter they served alligator at the 

annual dinner and next February more sur- 

prises are promised. 

The Camp has some six hundred mem- 

bers, who are scattered all over the United 

States and Canada. 

Only members attend the semi-annual din- 

ners, but at the annual dinner, which is 

held during the Sportsmen’s Show in New 

York, those who have not met the require- 

ments for membership (having camped in 

Canada) are invited. 

It is a fine sight to see from two to 

three hundred of these good fellows enjoy- 

ing a dinner together. We all know how 

enjoyable. a camp.dinner in the woods is 

with six or ten, but to think of hundreds 

of this class of men and women sitting 

around one table piled high with trophies 

of the hunt, makes our mouths water and 

our hearts quicken with the thoughts of life 

in the woods. 

One of the claims of this Camp is that it 

requires no law to govern its members and 

there are no initiation fees or dues. You 

naturally enough ask the question: ‘‘How 

in the world do vou.run the Club ?’’ The 

president can best answer this. 

OC Cae 
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Quatsino Sound is situated in the north- 

ern part of Vancouver Island, and at the 

present moment is one of the best places 

to outfit for the elk of that district. It is 

reached by the C. P. R. steamer ‘*Tees,’? 

as well as all other steamers belonging to 

the same Company, running to northern 

ports. A post office has recently been es- 

tablished there, and there is a fairly com- 

fortable hotel at Hardie Bay. 

Quatsino Sound has many resources not 

yet developed in the way of fish, minerals, 

and forest wealt’. A factory is located on 

the Sound where clams are canned aiter 

being ground. They are used for soups and 

aS such are in great demand in a number 

of big Eastern cities. Salmon and herring 

are found in great quantities, as are also 

haddock and cod. 

During the autumn and. winter big flocks 

of wild geese and ducks frequent the marsh- 

es. As illustrating the plentifulness of this 

Mr. Best states that he shot one from his 

tent door. Rainbow trout is abundant, 

and can be found on Marble creek and Vic- 

toria and Alice lakes. One of these, caught 

by Mr. Best, was 28 inches long, and prov- 

ed of very fine flavor. Catching them ai- 

fords the best of sport. 

Near Winter Harbor there are a great 

many bears, also mink. Evidences of 

beaver, too, were found, some of the 

streams being dammed. Deer are _ very 

abundant and afiord about the only fresh 

meat that the farmers get. Elk are also 

found in Quatsino in the spring and win- 

ter. A fine one was secured by Mr. Best 

while engaged in examining some timber 

limits. For a time he was able to supply 

the whole settlement with elk meat. Many 

of the animals are killed for their teeth 

alone. A party of hunters from Boston, 

Mass., who visited Quatsino during the 

past season found three carcasses in the 

forest which had been killed for the teeth 

only. To prevent this thing from occurring 

and for the protection of the elk the Pro- 

vincial Government should pass a law pro- 

hibiting indiscriminate slaughter. One In- 

dian at Quatsino Sound boasted of having 

killed five for the teeth, and if this contin- 

ues the animals will become extinct in a 

short time. ° 

s 

The great, lone, northern land consti- 
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tuting the Mackenzie and Yukon territories 

contains game in great quantities, as will 

be found by those who have the hardihood 

and persistence to seek it. According to 

the Dawson City World, one need not go 

so very far, aS distances go in the Yukon, 

from the metropolis of Canada’s northern 

territory, in order to find big game _ in 

abundance. It seems that the first wild 

game to reach the Daws6dn City market. 

was hrought in on the night of October 

20th, from the head of Sixty-mile, the con- 

signment consisting of twenty-five moun- 

tain sheep and two caribou. The party 

came down the river in a small boat, run- 

ning in the ice most of the distance ‘be- 

tween Ogilvie and the city. 

“We left town September 3rd,’’ said one 

of the sportsmen, ‘‘and after striking the 

Sixty-mile poled up the latter stream 

about 200 miles, until we reached the heart 

of the Alaska range. It took us fifteen 

days to get to the hunting grounds, the re- 

turn being made much quicker, and it was 

fortunate for us we left when we did, as 

the ice chased us pretty lively on the way 

down. Another day or two and we might 

have been frozen, with no possible way 

of getting our meat out, having no dogs 

or sleds, and not being prepared for a win- 

ter trip. 

“Game in the section where we hunted, 

is quite plentiful, but it is hard to get, 

and, once killed, is harder to get out. The 

mountain ranges are very precipitous in 

nlaces and some of the peaks appear to be 

covered with perpetual snow. The sheep 

run in large bands and generally choose 

their feeding grounds in places least ac- 

cessible to human beings. Some of their 

most beaten trails are along the edges of 

clifis, barely wide enough to afford a foot- 

ing, with a yawning chasm perhaps a thous- 

and feet deep. on one side and a blank wall 

on the other. 

‘We brought no heads in with us, ex- 

cepting one caribou. The sheep heads we 

did not bother with, as there were none 

sufficrently large to make them of any spec- 

ial value. That is a tremendously wild, 

rugged country, full of lofty peaks, deep 

ravines and solitude so dense it could be 

cut with a knife.’’ 
s 

An Anglo-Indian fisherman, Col. Geo. 
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Ranking, has written to. the Fishing Gaz-, 
ette, giving a useful formula for comput- 
ing the weight of a fish after measuring. 

We have used a good many’ of these form- 

wlas but found they were by no means un- 

failingly accurate. Next season we hope to 

experiment with Col. Ranking’s formula. 

His letter is as follows : 

“In your issue of Aug. 20, at page 133, 

third column, there occurs a paragrapi’ rel- 

ative to the capture of a monster trout in 

New Zealand, weight, 53tb., length, 3ft. 

113in., girth, 29in., and your (I presume) 

remark is that ‘Assuming that the length 

and weight were accurately taken, this fish 

is considerably heavier—say, some fifteen 

per cent.—than a well-conditioned salmon 

of same length. The weight by our table of 

salmon lengths, etc., is 46tb.’ As a mat- 

ter of curiosity I calculated out the weight 

of this fish in accordance with the formula 

well known to mahseer fishers in India, 

with the following result :— ; 

“The formula runs, as you perhaps 

well aware— 

are 

( L) y 2 
(e oa) x G 

4060 = W. (in pounds) 

Where L is the length from snout to tail 

(a line joining the extremities of the tail 

fin is the point to which the length is 

taken), and G is the biggest girth, both in 

inches. 

‘“‘Applying this to the trout in question 

we have— 

(475 + 15°8) x 841 
1000 = Weight 

G373°X 841) 2 
ELOOO SEEN 58) VBL) lb. 

“On page 146, again, in ‘Dragnet’s’ ‘Jot- 

tings,’ last paragraph, it is stated: that a 

salmon 58Ib. in weight, 4ft. 4in. in length, 

and 2ft. 5in. in girth, was caught at Rock- 

hall. 

“Again applying the above formula we 

get 

one 

(52 + 173) x 841 
1000 =57°8 lb. 

as the weight of the fish. 

From these two instances it would ap- 

pear that the formula given applies per- 

fectly to salmon and trout, as indeed one 

would expect from such perfectly symet- 

rical fish.’’ 

Col. Ranking thinks that for pike the 

formula should be 

(L+ 2) xe 
4000. = Weightin lbs. _ 

The editor of the Fishing Gazette asked 

an English mathematician to try and sim- 

,plify the formula for salmon and trout and 

in consequence received the following: 

“To find the approximate weight of sal- 

mon or trout in pounds avoirdupois, mul- 

tiply the length by the square of the girth 

(both in inches) and divide the product by 

ORR : 

To make this quite clear I will take the 

53tb. New Zealand trout and work out the 

weight from the given length, 473in., and 

girth, 29in. To get the square of the’ 

girth we multiply 29 by itself:— 

29 
29 

“261 
58 

841 Inches, which multiplied by the 
47 length of the fish, viz., 47} in., 

and the product dividei by 750 
pol gives the answer. 

4 
420 

750 39947 inches /53"b. + 
3750 N 

It will be seen the result works out less 

than four ounces over 53tb., or by Jack- 

son’s arithmetic and mentally :— 

Sih < (29)? 47a x 12 nearly 
750 

=53 1b. + as before. 

OOOO eee 

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co. has 

brought out a rifle cleaning rod, of twist- 

ibers. They have also added a line of Goy- 

ernment cleaners in .22, 225.) oOo, cand 

ed copper wire, with a brass wire tip, in- 

stead of bristles, in .22, .32, and .38 cal- 

44 calibers, and will furnish to order spe- 

cial sizes up to .50 caliber. 
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Lost in the North Woods. 

in La Minerve 

The 

We were hunting deer 

Oct. 1904. 

menu was discussed: 

Township in following 

Buchanan’s black and 

White 

Soup au pois, au natural. 

Corby’s . Purity or 

Trout chowder with cabbbage. 

Deer brains, with fixings a la Burns. Rye 

on the side. 

Stuffed roast venison a la Bruneau, Sauce 

a la souvenir 

Partridge splits, fresh from the coals. 

Olives, Tomatoes, Potatoes, Pickles. 

Baked apples avec sirop d’arable. 

Doughnuts and cookies a la Clara. 

Apple pie, with cream or sirop d’arable, a 

votre gout. 

No speeches—too full for utterance. 

After resting from our arduous labors, 

conversation Was resumed when the ques- 

tion was asked by some one, ‘‘What is the 

best thing to take with you in case of 

getting lost.’’ Some one said, ‘‘Plenty of 

ammunition.’’ Another said, ‘‘A com- 

pass,’’ another, ‘‘A guide.”’ 

When it came to my turn I Said: ‘‘The 

very best thing you can take is plenty of 

matches—and a_pocketful of ‘Pharaoh’ 

cigars,’’ to which I added for advice, 

“Should you get lost, don’t wander round, 

don’t get excited, and don’t lose your 

head. Go to the highest nearby point, and 

if from there you can’t locate yourself, 

then make a fire, find _a_pirch tree with 

loose bark, set fire to it so the flames will 

run to the top, gather your evergreen 

boughs and build a shack and stay there 

until your companions look you up. 

While waiting, if after dark, fire a shot 

occasionally, and console yourself with a 

‘Pharaoh’ cigar. 

The next day three of our party, with a 

guide and a horse, went back between Lac 

des Isles and Lac L’Ecuyerre to bring out 

two deer we had killed the day before. The 

whole bunch of us were to rendezvous at 

5 p. m. on Lac L’Ecuyerre, where a boat 

would meet the above three and bring 

them across to a shack, where we were all 

to sleep that night so as to hunt on the 

west side early the next morning. 

After they got one deer up the mountain 

behind Staples’ Clearing, Burns told Boul- 

ton and his fifteen-year-old boy to go 

straight over the other mountain, on the 

line I had formed the day before. Follow it 

down to the old wood road on the edge of 

the mountain and wait for them there, as 

they would make a detour with the horse. 

Boulton followed directions all right but 

unfortunately crossed the old wood road, 

kept right on down till he struck Lac 

L’Ecuyerre wood road in the swail, and 

got lost. Burns and the guide hunted for 

them the rest of the afternoon. 

Our guide reached the rendezvous a little 

late, just dusk, fired a shot, which was an- 

swered by a shot. He went into the 

woods and called but getting no answer, 

fired another, which was answered, out 

apparently fr6m some distance, which led 

him to think that the other boys had 

struck the Archambault Road and gone 

back to camp. It was then so dark that 

he could not proceed further into the 

woods. 

The rest of us put in a miserable night 

in the damp shack, made our hunt the next 

day and returned to camp about 5 p. m., 

when we learned that Boulton and Son 

were lost. 

Burns and the guide came in shortly af- 

ter, having spent the whole day unsuccess- 

fully looking for them. We sent out an- 

other guide with Jackson to build a bonfire 

on the mountain behind Staples, and an- 

other on the mountain south of there and 

keep them ‘burning all night. 

Supplied them with plenty of ammunition 

to shoot off oceasionally, 

The next day Lefebvre went out to 

search for them and at Dubois learned that 
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they had’ heard 

night before, but the men being absent, 

Mrs. Dubois was afraid to leave the house. 

She had blown her horn and received faint 

answers from a certain direction, which Le- 

febvre followed, and eventually found Boul- 

ton and son in a_ pretty exhausted condi- 

tion. 

It appears that after they had followed 

the wrong wood road into the swail, they 

realized that they were astray and tried to 

hooting ‘and calling” the ’ 

ZO 

of evergreen boughs ‘and got things ~ more 

comfortable for the second night. Boulton, 

Sr., blazed trails and tried to find his way 

out, but was afraid to leave the boy alone 

very long. His hands were much blistered 

and cracked from the fire and cold, eyes 

very red from the smoke and nearly fam- 

ished from hunger. 

After they had something to eat Mr. Boul- 

ton said: ‘‘Well, Mr. Payne, what do you 

suppose I had for supper last night?”’ 

PPUARY, 

retrace their steps, but got badly mixed. 

They then followed my directions but could 

not locate themselves from the mountain. 

They built a fire and the first night got 

soaked with rain and sleet. The next day 

they kept the fire up and built a shelter 

‘‘T suppose you shot a partridge,’’ I said, Py J g 
‘hut it must have been pretty poor eating 

without salt.” 

‘“‘No sir,’’ he said, ‘‘All I had for supper 

was a ‘Pharaoh’ cigar, and I never enjoyed 

a cigar so much before in my life.’’ 

SPECIE OFFER 
EIGHTEEN MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Good until January 3ist, 1905 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is a magazine that un- 
doubtedly proves itself a welcome visitor from month to month, being 
the only publication in America devoted exclusively to Hunting, Fish- 
ing and Trap-Shooting in Canada. 

Subscription price to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is 
One Dollar per annum, BUT AS AN INDUCEMENT FOR YOU To SUBSCRIBE 
BEFORE JANUARY 3IST, I905, WE WILL SEND YOU OUR MAGAZINE FROM JAN- 

1905, TO JULY, 1906 (EIGHTEEN MONTHS) FOR ONE DOLLAR. 
This is an offer that no live sportsman should ignore. 

Don’t wait until tomorrow before sending in your 
order. Between now and tomorrow many things 
may occur that will make you forget the offer, 
which is good only until January 31st, 1905. 

If you are already asubscriber show this to’a sportsman friend of yours 

Address :—Subscription Department, 

ROD ANM® GUN “IN” CANADA, 
414 Huron Street, Toronto 
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The 
Epicure 

is thoroughly satisfied when he discovers 
the delicious bovril flavor in his soups 
and made dishes. 4 

BOVRIL 
makes the most tasteless stews, soups and gravies appetizing, 
palatable and nourishing. Fish, game, poultry and meats of 
all kinds are much improved when the sauce served with 
them is flavored WITH BOVRIL. 

Invigorating and Strengthening 
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LYMAN’S sg 

skein atin oe “THE HYGIENE 
SIGHTS KOLA COMPANY 

84 CHURCH ST., TOKONTO. 

Nov 6: 

An excellent combina- 
tion of sights fora hunting 
rie is here illustrated. 
Send for our new com- 
plete catalogue of 96 
pages, illustrating our full 
line of sights for target 
and hunting rifles. EK J. COBEAN, MANAGER 

Announces to the general public 
The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation, that their money will be refunded 

: if not cured after using. Kola 
Middlefield, Connecticut. U.S.A. Celery and Pepsin Tonic Wine 

tor inaigestion and dyspepsia, con- 
= ie stipation, insomnia, or nervous 

sandcral eM TTT Philuaahnneete troubles, being a positive cure for 

the above diseases ; it purifies the 
blood and restores you to perfect 

health. By its u.e it enables the 

system to ward off fevers and 
bilious headaches. 

It contains no alcohol .or drugs, 

and will leave no bad after effects. 

It is a true tonic, and atrial bottle 

will convince the most skeptical 
person of its merit. Write for 
pamphlets. For sale by all leading 
druggists. 

The following dates 

have been claimed by 

The Hamilton Gun Club 

For holding its 

Fifetenth Annual Live 
BIRD and TARGET TOURNAMENT 

Jan. 17, 18, 19, 20, 1905 

DUTT TEETER CECE cco 

G. MILLS McCLURG, Justice of the Peace and Commissioner 
in the High Court of Justice for Middlesex County. 

Melbourne, Ont., Apg. 18, 1904 
The Hygiene Kola Company, Toronto, Ont. 

Gentlemen,—Four bottles of your ‘* Kola Tonic Wine ” ot 
Kola, Celery and Pepsin has completely cured me of my 
stomach ailments from which I suffered some eight years, and 
which a number of leading physicians failed to eure. I consider 

it my duty to send you this testimonial (unsolicited) and you 
have my permission to publish the same for the benefit of a 
suffering public. Gratefully yours, G. MILLS McCLURG. 

Mayor Hill Cured of Dyspepsia. 
Mayor's Office, Richwood, Ohio 

Programs may be had on application to 

T. Birdsall, 54 James St. N. 
The Hygiene Kola Company. 

Hamilton, after Nov. Ist. Dear Sirs,—! was prevailed by a friend to try Kola, Celery 
and Pepsin Tonic Wine for Dv spepsia anu Nervousness, after 
having tried everything [ could he ar or read about for 18 

Herculean efforts are being made to make 

this the best yet and ample provisions 

will be made for the comfort 

of all the shooters. 

months, and the use of four bottles ante acure. I can now 
eat and sleep as well us usual. 

M. W. HILL, Mayor, Richwood, Ohio 

THE HYGIENE KOLA COMPANY, TORONTO 

Pn ee: SUINCHN UT UTT TUTTE ETUC ee ee ee SOUT MDM OMT HTT TT ToT TMM MM UT 5 
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Rambler Surrey, lype One, 1905 Me del 

2 cylinders, 16 actual horse power, $1350 
Other models $750,$850,$2000,$3000 

he throttle setcel ee regu- 

lates the speed is immediate 

a) beneath the steering wheel so 

@ESEA Lat both can be controlled swith 
8S] one hand. The 4omuing of the spark 

bein entirely automatic, once the 
machine is 1n motion, all is resolwed 
into pleasure. Send for The Rambler 
Magazine”’and other printed matter 

Thomas b. Jeffexy & Company 
Automobile & Supply Company, Toronto, 
Ontario, Eastern Automobile Company, 
Montreal,Quebec, Ketchum & Company, 
Ottarwa, Ontario. 
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Hammer the Hammer 

without the slightest fear of discharge, if 

span “Iver Johnson. - You fake; no 

risk even if it is loaded with ball cartridges. 

Try wt at your peril with any other 

revolver irrespective of 

—— * 
AD 
Ger 

its price. 

The only revolvers 
which cannot possibly 

be discharged by accident 
are the 

REVOLVERS 
Throw one loaded against a stone wall—on the floor, snap the hammer with your thumb—it 
cannot “go off’? BECAUSE the hammer never touches the firing pin under any circum- 
stances. This is the exclusive patent of the “Iver Johnson.” 

Press the trigger and it raises a lever between firing pin and hammer which the hammer 
strikes, and it zever fails to fire when you intend it should. 

No Argument is Required as to the Need of a Revolver 
in the house, at the office, when traveling. Your only fear is of accidental discharge, 
which is now entirely overcome to the satisfaction of every reasoning pers» 

Iver Johnson Revolvers are for sale by dealers the world 
over, but if for any reason your dealer refuses to 

supply you, we will send direct. There is no 
real substitute ; don’t accept a make-believe. 

PLEASE SEND FOR ILLUS- 

TRATED CATALOGUE, IT TELLS 

THE WHOLE STORY OF SIZES, 

STYLES, CALIBRES AND PRICES 

Iver Johnson’s Arms & Cycle Works 
FITCHBURG, MASS. 

Iver Johnson 
Safety Automatic 

Iver Johnson 
Safety Automatic 

Hammerless 

$6 00 

Pearl Stocks 

$1.25 extra 

Hammer 

$500 

Extra Length Bbls. 

50c. per inch 
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eee EEE, 

Guns! Rifles! Revolvers! 
Repairing in allits branches—Restocking, Rebrowning. Rebluing 
Dent Raising, Light Making, etc. The largest and most modern 
Repair Works in Canada. Having purchased the E. J. Cashmore 
Plant, late of Church Street, Toronto, we can do work on shortest 

notice. 

FACTORY AND HAND-LOADED SHELLS 

Special prices in quantity and to Clubs. We carry a com- 
plete stock of Sporting Goods. XMAS GOOD BOYS— 
a nice 22 calibre Savage, Winchester or Marlin Rifle. 
MOTHER’S GIRI~— apair of Bokers’ Star or Acme Skates. 
ATHELETES—Boxing Gloves, Striking Bags, Fencing 
Foils. Suggestions worth remembering. 

Tbe Warren Sporting Goods Co., 
FACTORY, World Office Lane. STORE, 10 East King St., Toronto. 

"Deporte entero je SIA pIAt pA PIAL pAT pI p PALI pA SL 

SOU 00 eee 2 OO 2 2 2 2 3 2 223 E22 

BOTH SHOT 

The WIGHTMAN 
Shorting Goods Co. 

39 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal 

DuPONT 
SMOKELESS 

QFE OO DOo|OQ_o|QOo_obbBsS oO ow moo ua nnton, CUTLTIUULTTUULTITET TOLUENE TE CHE 

° ° : 

PON a DuPONT R N : 

§ SMOKELESS ; GOODS 
ly (THE CHAMPION’S POWDER) ¢ z 

6 . ¢ : 
4 116 Straight Breaks ae Boxing Gloves i 

BY MR. FRED GILBERT : tere = 

: OF SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA, . : Striking Bags : 

h at New London, Ia., October 18, 19, 20 ” = Hockey Goods i 

’ ” Snow Shoes : 

‘ First Amateur Average . Toboggans : 

4 WON BY MR. RUSSEL KLEIN, ”) Moceasins 
’ OF SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA Q Ete., Ete. 

6 0 
0 ¢ 
d ¢ 
d + 
¢ ¢ 
d . 

1@) 
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\ The King of Coffees } 
“Seal Brand”’ is the pick 

of the plantation. Only the 

large, perfect berries, from the 

finest coffee districts, are im- 

ported. 
In 1 and 2 pound tins--sealed to preserve the 

perfect quality. 

“Seal Brand” Coffee 

HUNTING, SHOOTING 
OR 

FISHING EXPEDITION 

You will require a 
First-class, Reliable 
Canoe. You can 
depend upon us to 
supply you with 
one that will meet 
your requirements. 

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA. 

BEFORE PURCHASING, it wil! pay THE LEADING Manufacturers of 
you to obtain information Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts: 
concerning our products. | | in fact everything that floats. 

When you take 
your next 

| 

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 
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FIKST GENERAL AVERAGE 
At New London, lowa, October 18, 19 and 20 

WON BY MR. W. KR. CROSBY, 

SHOOTING E)C.” SMOKELESS 
WITH ONE RUN OF 100 STRAIGHT. 

MR. WM. VEACH, OF FALLS CITY, NEB. WON 

2nn AMATENR AVEKAGE 
SHOOTING “SCHULTZE”. | 

aaa t Pat. Triple Bead Front Sight 

Is the best hunting and 

target sight made, as you 

can see one of the beads 

any time, ina ll kinds of 

weather, in any light and 

Ivory and B lack beads 
At your dealer 

Gold, 

accurate. 

Circular free. 

on any back-ground 
instantly changed, perfectly 
or postpaid, $1.50. 

D. W. KING, Jr., 
P.O. Box 399. Denvcr, Colo. 

———————— al 

O 2° Fe & PF RL RL RR PF 22 R RRP RP SP PF FT RR MR ==! ®) 

« « 

‘ GLEN TANA COLLIES ;: 
* * 

4 Won this year, 1904, Eighty First Prizes, « 

‘ besides Cup for Best Collie Dog and Bitch 4 
A in Eight Shows. a 

‘ Brood Bitches for Sale, $25.00 to $35.00 each. 

# Puppies from $10.00 up to $25.00. « 

« Stud Dogs $50.00 to $500.00 each. « 

4 ; « 
« Send us your Brood Bitches to breed. , 

* GLEN TANA COLLIE KENNELS, « 
5 Thos. Griffith, Proprietor. 7 

« P.O. Box No. 1907. Spokane, Washington. * 
. * 

( O ae ee ee a A a ee ee) 

GOODS 

TOUTE 

CAME? 
CANVAS 

Tents, Dunnage Bags, Ground 
Cloths, Waterproof Horse 

and Wagon Covers. 
LLU ECE ee 

Dealers in Launches, Canoes, Skiffs, 
Oars, Paddles, Hunting Boats, 
Dinghys and Sail Boats. Yacht 
Hardware and Boat Fittings. The 
“King” Folding Canvas Boat. 

The«Sonne’ Awning, 

Tent & Tarpaulin Co. 
775 CRAIG ST., MONTREAL 

Phones: Main 726 and 727. 

wn TOLLE LL ad 
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SPORTING 
GOODS — 

WE CARRY A LARGE LINE OF 

Snowshoes 

Moccasins 

Toboggans 
Chest Exercisers Skates 

Punching Bags 
Boxing Gloves 

GUNS 

RIFLES 

AMMUNITION 

LOADED SHELLS 

REVOLVERS 

Our Motto:—QUALITY HIGH—PRICES LOW. 

T.COSTEN & CO. 
1696 Notre Dame Street, Montreal, Que. 

ESTABLISHED 1859. 

Hotel Belleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New York. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent 
and transient 
guests, 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.”’ Can offer few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 

One Room, with bath.................. $2.50 per day 
Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and $7 perday § 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. : 
Write for our magazine, “The Hotel Re'le- 

claire World.” 

MILTON ROBLEE, Propriecic:. 

ze CE EERE 

e— HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?---- THEN YOU WANT 

= Amateur 
Trainer} 

A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough 
guide ia the art of training, handling and the cor 
recting of faultsofthedog subservient to the gun &# 
afield. Acknowledged by authoritiesand amateurs ce. 
alike the most practical book on training ever® 
published. The author is a practical traiuer of # 

Ej Over 30 years’ exnerience whose system is up to™ 
s date andstands unequaled, the accepiedstandard & 

my: os 

A — BY -~> 

ED. F. HABERLEIN. 

: f 
= (Ny 

Scat postpaid on receipt 
: ${.CO; finely cloth bound 

AND GOLD EMBOSSED, $1.50. ADDRESS:— 
Subseription Department, ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont. 

Sportsmen and Toarists 

CAMP COOXING OUTFITS 

See 

Tica. 1 A iC q ) 

The whole Set Packs in Largest Pot. 

Made of Aluminum, No Rust. 
No Poison, Light, Durable, 
Compact. 

Set for Six Persons, weighs only about 6 lbs. 
Set for Four Perons, weighs only about 5 lbs. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS. 

Manufactured by 

CANADIAN ALUMINUM WORKS Limited. 
Office, 

Montreal. 
Factory and Foundry, 

Chambly Canton. 
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“"RENE™ 
“RENE” is the only brand of cigars we 

manufacture, made in one style, one size and 

one quality, packed in one style of box (50), 

We sell same at one cash price only. It 

is the only cigar factory of its kind on the 

American continent making a specialty of one 

high-class cigar only. 

It is made to suit gentlemen of good taste. 

The word ‘“‘RENE”’ is stamped on each 

cigar ; none others are genuine. Sold every- 

where, Manufactured and guaranteed. by 

wT. 
arti Se OBE SDE So VENETO LIED ES Se SBS hte FEST Me eae eS ENR: CHL, 

ne 
ph 

SEA. 
cs 

SOMERSET 

BOSTON ALFRED 8S. AMER 
9 Manager 

There is no hotel quite like the SOMERSET — fastidiously 
\ appointed with every known requisite for comfort, safety, 

and enjoyment. Delightfully located in Boston's exclusive, 
s residential Back Bay section, accessible to railway sta- 

tions, places of amusement, shopping centers (10 minutes 
by electrics), yet free from the noise and disagreeable fea- 
tures of city hotellife. “A dinner at the Somerset,” while 
passing through Boston, will be found most enjoyable, Our 
beautiful illustrated booklet will be mailed free on request. 
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Hints for Beginners at the Traps. 
Along the line of sports there is probably 

no recreation as pleasant and gratifying 

as trap-shooting. The opportunity is be- 

fore you every month in the year to be 

accepted. Many pages have been written 

and devoted to the subject of this health- 

giving pastime and still new developments 

F. H. CONOVER, DuPont Representative. 

are apparent. The devices for this means 

of sport in the way of inanimate birds are 

legion. The old glass ball, showing a large 

surface, thrown, on the advent of the choke 

gun was in vogue in the beginning. The 

modern system of thin, fast-flying targets 
made of composition, testing both the 

qualities of the best cholkke guns and skilled 
experts, is quite another problem. Two im- 

portant factors are necessary for the de- 

sireable accomplishment of a successful 

conquest. A well made arm of the modern 

design, finished perfectly in the boring ad- 

mitting of a close and uniform pattern al- 

ways performing alike, taking care that 

the measurements of the gun are such that 

conforms with the build of the person that 

is to use it, giving quick, perfect align- 

ment on the target or object, being of the 

first importance. The importance of bal- 

ance must not be overlooked as this plays 

an important part in quick and accurate 

shooting. 

Trap-shooting necessitates that the am- 

munition be of highest merit, giving a per- 

fect velocity to the pellets that are to 

mark the record of the contestant. Primer 

force, a sensitive and faultless smokeless 

powder, combined with sufficient gas check 

ein a well made shell are two essential re- 

quirements. Very many new beginners 

adopt the loads of those more expert than 

themseives before learning the rudiments 

of shooting—the heavy modern loads have 

a tendency to annoy the beginner, irritate 

the shoulder, and cause flinching (the lat- 

ter a bad fault and in time may recover). 

The three dram load with one and one- 

eighth ounces chilled shot will be found am- 

ple at first and as progression is made, 

the standard load of 33 drams and 1% 

ounces chilled shot in a 2% inch shell, may 

be used, using the best of judgment at the 

moment of pressing the trigger. The target 

or bird may vary from the regular flight, 

and thus comes the judgment of the shoot- 

er. In any event the lateral motion of 

the gun should be maintained that the 

charge meet the bird at the desired point. 

The gun should be held firmly and well- 

bedded to the shoulder before firing, over- 
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coming to a great extent flinching. In 

double rise shooting, after the firing of the 

first barrel, care should be taken to pre- 

pare instantly for the second shot, provid- 

ed it should be needed. Many shooters err 

in waiting results and lose time on the 

second barrel. The situation of suitable 

locations is considerable to high scores in 

shooting. Unobstructed backgrounds are 

preferable. Objects located near the bird 

at any time before shooting, attract the 

eye of the contestant and result in slow, 

uncertain shooting. 

The phenomenal shooting at the late Do- 

minion Trap Shooters’ Tournament held 

at Brantford, in August, 1904, was partly 

due to an unobstructed background, fault- 

Jess in location and perfect in arrangement, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

manipulated by a staff of efficient trap ex- 

perts. 

The past season has been quite a success- 

ful one in the history of trap-shooting con- 

ducive to high scores, while the attend- 

ance was possibly somewhat less than last 

season, it brought out a large number of 

amateurs, new faces, to meet the old war 

horses, so that their scores at the traps 

may in 1905 blend with the experts. 

Tne writer is of the opinion that if the 

trap-shooters of Ontario, as well as all of 

Canada, would exchange their views re- 

garding trap-shooting, through the medium 

of the popular journal, ‘‘Rod and Gun,”’’ it 

would be beneficial in many ways both to, 

its editor and also its readers. 

EE. H. CONOVER? 

Toronto Junction Gun Club. 

In the year 1884 a 

and formed the 

Club. The Club 

ship of about 

few gentlemen met 

Toronto Junction Gun 

started with a member- 

fifteen andhas_ steadily 

PHIL, WAKEFIELD, 

grown until today it is one of the foremost 

gun clubs in Canada, having a membership 

of sixty, which is the limit, and a number 

of applicants waiting for a vacancy. The 

first president was Mr. Dan Blea, an ar- 

dent sportsman and one of the best shots 

that Canada ever produced. The first tar- 

gets that were used by the club was the 

glass ball, thrown from a. rotary trap, 

then came the Ligowsky clay pigeon, and 

later, the Peoria blackbird, and Canada 

blackbird. © The club had shooting grounds 

for a number of years near the center of 

the town, but as the population of the 

town increased, the ground was required 

for building purposes, and is today built up 

with fine residences. 

The present ‘grounds are situated at the 

southern limit of the town, and are easy 

of access, but as the town is growing fast 

in that direction the members are trying 

to secure grounds outside the town lim- 

its. 

The 

throughout 

club holds shoots semi-weekly 

the 

April until October, and handsome 

prizes are given to the members making 

the highest aggregate scores, The shoots 

during the last summer were well attended 

as, besides the prizes given by the club, 

there were very handsome cups pre- 

to the club for competition. The 

annual pigeon shoot is held early in Octo- 

ber, and generally brings out a large num- 

oun 

summer mohths, lasting 

from 

two 

sented 
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ber of members, who-are divided into three 

classes and handsome prizes given to each 

class. The shoot this year was held on 

Oct. 12th, and although it rained heavily 

most of the day, there was an attendance 

of thirty-six members. At the Annual 

Tournament of the Dominion of Canada 
Trapshooters and Game Protective Assoc- 

iation last year, Messrs. McGill and Wake- 

field, representing the club, won the two 

man team Championship of Canada, a feat 

lviv 

of which the club is justly proud, and 

again this year P. Wakefield at Brantford 

won the trophy for the highest average for 

the first day, with the score of 186 out of 

200, which shows that the club has mem- 

bers who can hoid their own in any com- 

pany. 

It is the intention of the club, if they se- 

cure suitable grounds to build a substan- 

tial club house and to hold a tournament 

each year. 

Prominent Canadian Trap Shooters. 

We present this month a portrait of Mr. 

Harry Scane, of Ridgetown, Ont., who is, 

and has been for years, one of the most 

prominent trap shooters in Western On- 

tario. 

Mr. Scane resides near Ridgetown, Ont., 

where he is the fortunate owner of one of 

the finest farms in the West. 

“Harry,’’? though still a young man, has 

a shooting career extending over several 

years. As early as June, 1891, he was one 

of a three-man team, who won a team race 

HARRY SCANE, Ridszetown, Out. 

at Windsor, Ont., and with it a handsome 

Silver pi¥cher, valued at $75.00, Harry’s 

score being 25 straight. 

In June, 1892, he was one of a five-man 

team, who went to Toronto and carried off 

the laurels, Harry being one of the high 

men. 

At Ridgetown, in June, 1892, he won a 

handsome silver pitcher, emblematic of the 

championship of Canada. 

In August, 1892, at’ Hamilton, Ont., he 

was one of the five-man team from Ridge- 

town that captured the Mail Trophy, em- 

blematic of the five-man championship of 

Canada. He also captured the Hazard Pow- 
der Co. Trophy at the same tournament. 

At Hamilton live bird tournament in Jan- 

uary last, he demonstrated his ability to 

shoot live birds as well as targets by be- 

ing one of the high guns in the Grand Can- 

adian Handicap. 

At the Dominion of Canada Tournament 

at_ Brantford, in August, last, Mr. Scane 

was well up in the average, shooting 

throughout the program during the three 

days over 90 per cent. He won the gold 

medal, donated by Thos. Upton, with 40 

Straight. He also qualified with straight 

scores in several other events but lost on 

the shoot off. After this shoot he went 

over to Grand Rapids, Mich., and won high 

average the third day and third average for 

the three days, among some of the _ best 

shooters in the States, professional and 

amateur. 

At Leamington, Ont., he carried off high 

average at one of the largest and most 

representative gatherings of shooters in 

Western Ontario this year.. There he shot 

a ninety per cent. race with handicap 16- 

20 yards, winning out over such shooters 

as ‘‘Pouty’’? Wood, Detroit, and C. W. Hart 

who afterwards won high amateur average 

at New. York State shoot. 

He attends most of the shoots of any 

importance in Western Ontario and is al- 

ways to be found pretty close to high aver- 

age each time. In fact, no well regulated 

shoot is complete without the Scanes, both 

Harry and his brother, Charlie, being true 

sportsmen and fine representatives of a 

fine sport. 
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Dartmouth (N. S.) Traps. 

The Dartmouth Rod and Gun Club held a 

very successful shoot at their grounds on 

Thanksgiving Day. The principal event 

the Eager Memorial 

This was a 25-target event in which 

there were ten competitors, and proved 

most exciting. R. A. Johnson, E. Walsh, 

L. F. Hill and H. Greene tied for first 

place and in the shoot off H. Greene won. 

The Eager Cup is a perpetual trophy and 

is shot for every Thanksgiving Day, the 

winner holding it for one year. This is the 

third year it has been shot for. In 1902 

it was won by L. F. Hill and in 1903 by 

A.Edwards. The second prize—a handsome 

gun case presented to the club by Col. 

Kgan, was won by E. Walsh. 

The shooting was somewhat below the 

average, principally on account of the high 

wind, which prevented the shooters from 

making anything like their usual scores. In 

spite of this slight drawback, the shoot 

was a most successful one, and the Gun 

Club is to be congratulated on the _ fact 

that each shoot they have surpasses all 

previous ones. 

After the cup competition the members 

and their guests disposed of a couple of 

fine Thanfksgiving turkeys and other delica- 

cies. In this event the low score men had 

their revenge and it was hard to decide 

would get the wish bones, as the competi- 

tors were so evenly matched. After all 

present had smoked the pipe of peace and 

the competitors explained how they missed 

was the contest for 

Cup. 

Quebec Gun Club. 

On the 10th Oct., 1890, a meeting was 

called to organize a Gun Club, and the 

following committee were elected from 

tnose present: — 

President—C. L. Hale. 

Vice-president—L. OP Gregory, (now 

IIon. President of the club), C. W. Mathot. 

Secretary—Capt. F. L. Lessard (now 

Col. Lessard, Cavalry School, Toronto.) 

Treasurer—Q,. B. C. Richardson 

the left quartering, right quartering or 

straight-away targets, the rifle shooting 

was taken up and four turkeys were shot, 

and as a result, Thanksgiving Day was re- 

peated in the homes of Col. T. J. Egan, 

James Egan, R. A. Johnson of Halifax and 

R. F. Eager of Dartmouth. The next big 

shoot will be on New Year’s Day. 

The club is run on strictly business prin- 

ciples, and as a result the club house and 

all the paraphernalia in their possession has 

heen paid for and they have a respectable 

bank account. The membership was origi- 

nally limited to twelve. This has been 

changed and the membership is now unlim- 

ited. Members occasionally leave the town, 

but seldom leave the club, and at present 

the club numbers amongst its members res- 

idents of Boston, Toronto, Montreal and 

various parts of Nova Scotia, and the let- 

ters received by the secretary from time 

to time from those members show that 

they take the same lively interest in the 

affairs of the club that they would if they 

were residents of the town and in a posi- 

tion to enjoy all the privileges. The Dart- 

mouth Club is now affiliated with the Dom- 

inion of Canada Trap Shooting and Game 
Protective - Association, which includes 

nearly every gun club in Canada, so that 

members who might be travelling in the 

Upper Provinces at any time would be able 

to take part in shoots that might be held 

by any of the affiliated clubs. The mem- 

bers are always pleased to see visitors at 

their grounds. 

* 

Field Captain—O. C. 

C. Military No. 7.) 

Committee—Capt. A. de Lotbinier Pan- 

et (present President of the Gun Club.), 

Capt. C. B. Gaineau, E. Bureau, Capt. 

Geo. Garneau, Percy Boswell. 

Shooting 

the Dominion 

March, 1899. 

The club badge was a 

with gilt letters, Q. G@. C 

Pelletier (now D.O. 

was under the rules. olf 

\lliance, 

done 

Gun published 

scarlet ribbon 
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A silver medal, presented by the Presi- 

ident, C. L. Hale, Esq., in 1891, was com- 

peted for monthly and was finally won by 

Capt. A de L. Panet. A progressive cup 

was also competed for every second week. 

The grounds were situated in rear of the 

drill shed on the ‘‘Cove Fields’? within the 

city limits. 

The Club was 

Parliament and was 

till the fall of 1892. 

ty-six original members. 

Bird’? traps and ‘‘Peoria’’ targets 

used. 

incorporated by act of 

in active operation 

In all there were fif- 

Old single ‘‘Black 

were 

On January 7th, 1903, 

called to reorganize the Club. - Arrange- 

a meeting was 

ments were made with the Quebec Railway 

Light and Power Company for grounds at 

Kent House, Montmorency Falls. Kent 

House was originally the summer residence 

of the Duke of Kent when in Canada, now 

an up-to-date hotel under the management 

of Mr. J. M. Baker, the energetic field 

captain of the Gun Club. The Club grounds 

overlook the St. Lawrence and are reached 

by electric cars and elevator, making a- 

bout a twenty minute run from the city. 

A comfortable club house is built on the 

grounds and a ‘‘Legett’’ trap installed last 

Pense, N.W.T., has a good gun club, with 

fifty, 

largely of farmers for miles around. Jr. 

a membership of over composed 

Ramsay is a leader there in all kinds of 

sports, and loves a day’s sport in the field 

On the 23rd of August 

this club gave a shoot of a novel kind. It 

was a mixed shoot of game, rifle and tar- 

gets. Sides were chosen, with Dr. Ram- 

say and B. F. Baxter as captains. The 

shoot was for a _ supper, the losing side 

paying all expenses. The shoot was from 

5 a.m. to 10 a.m. Each shooter was lim- 

ited to 25 ducks, and’ each duck counted 

25 points, hawk 100 points, owl 75, black- 

bird and snipe 15 each, gophers 5 points. 

The rifle shooting was at 25 and 50 yards, 

a possible score of 300, and 10 blue rocks, 

or at the traps. 

each target broken counted 50 points. Dick 

House, who never shot at a target, broke 

S out of 10, and made the highest total 

spring, before which date the old style sin- 

vle traps were used. 

Th club membership is now over one 

hundred. Four quarterly shoots are held on 

dates fixed by the committee. Several 

trophies are competed for, including the 

‘‘Hale medal,’’ and the ‘‘Fay Cup,’’ and a 

handicap ‘‘silver spoon competition’’ has 

been going on weekly for some months 

past. 

Next spring the Club have decided on 

fixing on a date for an annual tournament 

when it is hoped to see a large attend- 

ance of outside sportsmen present. 

The Club is affiliated with the Dominion 

of Canada Trap and Game Protective As- 

sociation, under whose rules it shoots. 

Following is the list of officers for pres- 

ent year: 

Patron—Sir 

Governor.) 

Hon. President—Capt. A. 

lepuoei, (5 Sy (Cr 

Ist Vice.-President—C. A. Evans. 

2nd Vice President—L. H. Hamilton. 

Sec.-Treas.— C. C. A. Boswell. 

Field Captain—J. M. Baker. 

Committee—F. M. Duggan, Chas. Fre- 

mont, J. N. Boswell, R. O. Montambaute, 

KF. H. Wood. 

Louis Jette (Lieutenant- 

de Lotbiniere 

score with 2,205 points. The 

hoth teams were as follows:— 

Dr. Ramsay’s team—Hd. Bradley 990, T. 

Searle 925, Dr. Ramsay 770, F. Defoe 715, 

Tt He Barkley. 6h0n J) Eunds 205. he. 

Gross 340, J. G. Brooks 1,209, Dick House 

2,025, Ed. Brooks 1,450, W. J. Reid 355. 

Total—9,637. 

B. F. Baxter’s team—John Dunn 625, 

John Wood 550, Hugh Keys 805, T. Wilk- 

inson 1,400, Hugh Hanna 1,005, B. F. 

Baxter 1,205, Chas. Brooks 1,195, Ed. 

Counts 285. Total 7,070. 

This club expects to put in a new trap in 

the spring and will join Don. McKay’s N. 

W. League. 

scores of 

-— 

- 

At Dubois (Pa.) tournament, J.A.R. El- 

liott, with Winchester gun and Shells and 

new Schultz, won high average, -with 363 

out of 375. W. H. Heer was second with 

361 and ©. D. Fulford third, with 359. 
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Thomas Upton Has High Average. 
The Hamilton Gun Club held a very suc- 

cessful shoot on Thanksgiving Day. T. Up- 

ton captured the high average, while Wal- 

ter Thompson received the booby mug. M. 

E. Fletcher captured the club live bird 
championship and the Klein & Binkley tro- 

THOS. UPTON. 

phy. Dr. Hunt and J. Hunter were tie for 

the second average and divided the tro- 

phies. The scores:— 

The first, second and fourth events were 

at targets, the third and fifth at live birds. 

20 10 10 20 10 

LD ete alo AUD ch haere ee tee 7 ALOE SG) alan ey 

Ottawa 
The popular St. Hubert’s Gun Club, Ot- 

tawa, have commenced their regular week- 

'y shoot. The following are the weekly 

scores, Noy. 5th and 12th. :— 

Nov. 5th Nov. 12th 

Targets 20) 20% LOF 20 "20s aOF 

Bie Witte: 2. oe 19 18 10 15 20° 9 
Birt Be SEAENOY: Site. er nays 19.27 9) i eS 
WeniSlameyt ine) ss seees, V6? 14 9) 5) AUG eo 

ee Browne kee. LOO WSS" a oe 

Ge Wasdale tc..ee Lae oe (8 7 Salcreato 

PerAVV DO faadewcaetderctere. MONe BIND 

B.D: SHiope: sktianti dorallp ps Oe 

i oy Elorwooad’.... 10 1] 6 ali > LOL So 

J. Hi. Ferguson eh La aes 

W. McMahon de AR en) GRR as 

A. W. Throop fo Bed. ove LGR Re 

J. M. Roberts —_ sole | bliss pilves aes 

Em R. MeNeill “i de dae 

The Thanksgiving Day shoot, for turkeys, 

held by the St. Hubert Gun Club, on their 

J. uniter a ae ieee GIN omg eben TAP IMG) 0 a¢c) 

W. ' Thompson @ fs 0. 13: 89 <7 “GT aG 

Ts Up UOD aac eae 205. Ss ft GHG 

NY Ue Died MRO CEA ee St- 6) aliajaana 

|. Horne hee i ot) a, 

J. Crooksis ae fo AO: “16 

A... Dynami st 222s 6 oS 

Bairnerdh, 3 ees ek ees 6 6 She 

Wimt ivalspbennye seee-nre. Op eaomels 

Hy Gag cheers ney hee eee ny 3 

Ji; LSOWihOlGaesee eee re eee Be ne, 

Tes CG eee eee By she dis: 

T. (COREG years ae ree 4 

Gye Clee i aa ree 14 Se 333 

J, CMC eee erase 8 

Fu iVEaesialilee ee ee if oe | 

Di AEGGHT AE yen ee cee 8 

LS ee deritih dete rit oP ARAL 6 
Dir Se Wis Ones eran i) 8 

AVUSTCLEUTME EY oy Ses ede conoce 13 

Ba GE Stace hoes ees een c 

Binditercen um here. acc mee il 

Traps. 
Westboro grounds, was a great success, a 

large entry being made and a most sat- 

isfactory day’s sport being enjoyed. 

The following are the scores of the events 

shot, each being at twenty targets. 

Events 1 2 Oe 

Wh Cameroniee. crea V9: 17! Sas 

G. Basdale #26... Bike es cee LS U8) WSs Ay 

A; Ws Droge. «ete eee 18. 27 «LB! hg 

}).. Ge VWIIIGG faz .<s eae aise eee 17% 19, Wy hs 

ET. .. Mia een datecstescn- rene terie 18s JS ee Sale 

BH,  Mieraalitig aremecteveraee ce cect comeee LG AV ee he! 

B);. As. VETGiG Yesren nauateresisse een 16-149 17 26 

W.. =) San Cy veto ererretercs ce 16 18 14 17 

Ti i@iy Boilies erases cance: . LO. Lt, Topas 

CY. Jix, Bo otbhiieasaccteadeh he iotewenes cet ala ee es 

J D8, -Bro wins: ssccdtccan cee: rerio Do nae Le 

J. M. Roberts jvatedivs, LUBk wUlale Ie aeaag 

I. N. Deslaurier 2 1h 12° ea 

Wired REONE UG Sctucee wohO" D4 Sin 

G. B: Greene, Jr . via gS ee 

G. White ee EY: 9) UD 

A. Barn a 3) LG aa 
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PREMIUMS 
For 

SPORTSMEN 

A 4x 5 CENTURY CAMERA, MODEL 21 

Including a Double Plate Holder and 

Sole Leather Carrying Case. Listed 

at $16, for Twelve Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT, 

Listed at $38, for 30 Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to-ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A CLIVE ILLUMINATED CLOCK, 

Manufactured by the Electric Con- 

tract Co., New York, valued at $4.50, 

for 6 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A BRISTOL STEEL FISHING ROD, 

Listed at $3.50, with Polished Maple 

Handle, for 4 Yearly Subscribers to 

ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A PERFECT GUN CLEANER, 

Ualued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

A HOOK SHIELD, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

A LIGHTNING FISH SCALER, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber.to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

A SPLENDID JEWEL BEARING 

FISHING REEL, 

With Patent Independent Winding De- 

vice attached, valued at $6, for 9 

Yearly Subscribers to ROD AND 

GUN in Canada. 

A BERLINER GRAMOPHONE, 

Listed at $17, for 25 Yearly Sub- 
scribers to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

A. GUN CABINET, 

Listed at $12, for 15 Yearly Sub- 

scribers to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

We are also offering, Whitley Exercisers, 

Punching Bags, Guns, Revolvers, etc., etc., 

as premiums for sportsmen getting us up 

clubs of subscribers. Sample copies of 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for canvass- 

ing purposes sent upon application. 

Address : Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toonto. 
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A Christmas Gift 
If you contemplate sending a Christmas 

present to any friend who is interested in 

hunting, fishing or trap-shooting why not 

give him a year’s subscription to 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

and earn his heartfelt thanks? Send 

us ONE DoLLAR, and his name will be 

entered on list from January 1905 to July 

1906 (eighteen months) and a letter will be 

sent him stating that the magazine is being 

sent during 1905 with your compliments. 

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO. 

Montreal and Toronto. 

603 CRAIG ST., 414 HURON ST- 

MONTREAL, CANADA. TORONTO, ONT. 

OF INTEREST TO OUR READERS 
DEAR READER : 

There are thousands of sportsmen throughout Canada and the United States 
who would find Rop AND GUN IN CANADA of interest and value. Probably you 
are acquainted with several who would like to subscribe. If so, will you please 
write their names at foot of this page. and return to us. We will then send them a 
sample copy with your compliments. Wedonot ask you to do ‘“‘something for 
nothing.’’ Providing we obtain two new subscribeas from your list, we will send 
you our paper for one year FREE OF CHARGE. If we receive four new subscribers 
from your list, we will place you on our lists for two years. ‘Tear this page out 
and return to. 

Subscription Department, 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

4i4 Huron Street, 
TORONTO, 

CANADA. 

Name NO: Or tei cea eee eens «> Address. ......c0.35 eee ee 

Name NG.).24.7 So. Seeceoe eins ee ecenenaes: > Address. .005.¢-n0 0095 deer ee eee 

Mame Nol! ace cits: Gee. eevee: « Addres$x.¢ sc 0s ouch oe 8 

Nanie (Noy duke) nonin ohroce nr ener - Arddréss <0. 20 on, 0 a 

Naite NOS 6 oti. 5 ky eee ae eee”. Address: ic. hast he eee ee ee 
Please write your name and address below. 

er 

~~ 



$1.00 a year JANUARY, 1905 10c. jingle Copies, 
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A MAGAZINE 

in Salt 

OF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATION 



[REPEATING RIFLES FOR HUNTING. 
| Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 

That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 
i present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
ment in gunmaking. Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 

fthe nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; for they 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. Use Winchester guns for 
all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish aud Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

The Alaska Sleeping Bag| FT ROPTIIES 
For 

Curling, 
Shooting 

Hockey 
and every 

branch of WEIGHT FIFTEEN POUNDS 

ADOPTED BY THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT AS Sport. 

THE ONLY SATISFACTORY SLEEPING BAG ae 

Outside section is made of closely SKETCHES. 

woven Khaki Duck, centre section of Nene 

patent, double-banked Eider Down, the ae 

Q st and lightest material known to i warmest d lig < Jewelry 

commerce. The inner section is an all- Line 

wool Kersey. Many of the best-known Carried 

sportsmen in the United States and at prices 

Canada have written us that they would ¥ ae 
: l 5 ps l 

CEN 

lower 

than the 

regular 

not go out again without one. 

Write for particulars and prices. 

The Alaska Feather and Down Co., 
ane J 3 - S Ss, 

Limited, Manufacturers —_ eel | HOPS 
~ Jewelry Parlors 

Also for sale by Woods, We Jas. D. Baile 75 Yonge St Limited, Otlawa MONTREAL y Toronto, .. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 

oftod 
sosemass gm * A 

eo. Place VIGE is 
SZ bikie 

Algonquin, = = St. Andrews, N. B., = - from $3.00 upwards 

Chateau Frontenac, Ouebec eRe O.; : - - 5t 3500 a 

PjJace Viger, - - Montreal, P. Q., - - i IEOO = 

Baw Sprogs.e . - - Banik, Nowe T., - - - > 2200) x 

Lake Louise Chalet, accanwon, Wl. : - OO 3 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

inanagers or to any of the company’s agents. 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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Canadian Edition 

ROD AND GUN 
IN CANADA *© ¥ 

VOL. VI. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JANUARY, 1905 No. 7 

“In the Indian Country.” 
By G. 

On a warm afternoon in July, we stepped 

from the Pacific Express, upon the station 

platform at Bisco. 

A group of French river drivers and half 

breeds leaned against the station, smoking, 

and watched’the unloading of our baggage. 

From the steps of the Hudson’s Bay Co. 

store across the track, a dozen Indians re- 

garded us silently, as we passed on our 

way to the one hotel of which Bisco 

boasts. This hotel or rather boarding 

house, is built of hewn logs, and is some- 

what crude in its appointments. AS we en- 

tered, Napoleon Moujoir, the French pro- 

prietor, was busily engaged, shaving him- 

self in the dining room. 

That evening, and the early part of the 

following day were spent buying supplies 

and securing an outfit. Pork, flour and tea 

were our principal provisions; rice, raisins 

and some dried peaches were luxuries. 

All these supplies were finally gathered 

in a pile on the floor of the Company’s 

store, together with our blankets and other 

apparently indispensable articles, and a for- 

midable looking pile it was. Old Aleck the 

head guide eyed it silently for a few mom- 

ents, and at last in answer to our inquir- 

ing glances, said, ‘‘Too much.’’ 

Then began a weeding out process, extra 

rods, fishing tackle and articles, which an 

hour before it seemed we could not do 

without, were discarded as useless ; for ev- 

ery pound counts, on the long portage. 

At last the packs were made up, the 

tump-lines. tied, and we were ready. 

Our party consisted of Messrs. Hayes, 

M. RICHARDS. 

Metzger, Russi and Dr. Miles:—the guides, 

Aleck, Spaniel, a full blooded Ojibway In- 

dian, Pete Marcoux, a sturdy little French 

trapper, Alec Longevin, a giant half breed, 

standing six feet, five inches, in his moc- 

casins, and myself. 

We had four canoes, three fifteen 

birch barks, and one ‘‘Peterboro.”’ 

Hayes, by the way, was the only one of 

the party, excepting the guides, who had 

ever been in a canoe before. What this 

means, only a canoeist can understand. 

On Wednesday morning, July 27, we left 

Bisco bound for the Hudson’s’ Bay 

Company post, Fort Matagami, one hun- 

dred and twenty miles to the Northeast. 

Kor ten miles we paddled on ‘‘Bisco 

Lake,’’ threading our way through winding 

channels, between rocky islands, and past 

Indian camps where the children fled at 

our approach, and the men watched us un- 

til we passed from view behind the next 

point, 

At noon we reached our first portage, 

where we had dinner. While washing dish- 

es, on the shore, a large pike, evidently 

attracted by the strange proceeding, swam: 

up into the shallow water, within a few 

feet of us. The Doctor shot it through the 

head with his revolver. 

After dinner we made the portage, but a 

few hundred feet, to a small nameless 

lake, about three quarters of a mile across. 

Another portage awaited us on the oppo- 
site shore, and this time it was a mile ; 

here the tenderfeet had their first real ex- 

perience, in packing by means of a tump- 

line. 

foot 
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It’s strange how difficult it is to adjust 

that simple leather strap, with its broad 

band passing over the head. One’s sure to 

tie it too long or too short, and on _ the 

steep rocky trail, the pack has a way of 

slipping to one side and twisting the neck. 

About half way over the portage we were 

eaught in a heavy shower, but by sitting 

under the overturned canoes we managed 

to keep dry. After the rain we continued 

over the trail and had gone but a_ short 

distance when we met an Indian returning 

to ‘Bisco’? with-a deer he had just killed. 
From him we secured enough meat for sup- 

per. 

We soon reached the end of the portage 

en the banlk of the Spanish River, which 

at that point was about 75 or 100 feet 

wide. The scenery is delightful, but the 

water is of a dirty brown color, as is most 

of the water in the North. 

Loading the canoes we proceeded down 

the river; it soon began to rain, but we 

continued paddling, until, late in the af- 

ternoon, we reached the first rapid. Here 

we went into camp. We were wet to the 

skin. the ground was wet, the trees were 

dripping and every blow of the axe, brought 

down a fresh shower. But it is never too 

wet to build a fire in the bush, and with 

a blazing camp-fire, broiled venison and a 

soothing pipe, we soon forgot the rain. 

We began the following day with a 200- 

yard portage, and after that came six 

more ; the last and longest was three-quar- 

ters of a mile over a Steep ridge to the 

junction of the Spanish River and a branch 

that flowed in from the North. Here we 

trolled for a short time, landing several 

large pike. Russi who was in my canoe 

hooked one. When the excitement was 

over, the fish was fast to a snag in the 

bottom and the canoe was half full of 

water. 

After this little incident, we started 

North on the branch of the Spanish River, 

which enlarged into lake after lake, the 

pine covered shores often rising to a height 

of two hundred feet. 

Off on the rocks we heard a bear cub 

crying—we were entering the wilderness. 

On one of the lakes we passed a big five 

fathom bark canoe. Painted on the bow 

were the letters H.B.C. It was the Com- 

pany’s brigade from Fort Matagami. Go- 
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ing with the wind, a large four point 

blanket raised as a sail, the Indian pad- 

dlers lay back against the thwarts, smok- 

ing. AS we came within speaking distance, 

—‘‘Bo-jou’’, ‘‘Bo-jouw’? came across the 

water, then,—‘‘On-in-di-ah-si-in’’, ‘‘Where 

are you going ?’”’ -‘‘Matagami’’, responded 

Aleck,—and we left them. 

That night in camp, I learned by experi- 

ence what I had been told long before by 

an Indian, that is, ‘‘Never try to dry your ~ 

moccasins by the. fire.’’ I burnt mine and 

had to wear a pair of tennis shoes to Fort 
Matagami. 

The next day we continued up the Span- 

ish River, or rather through a series of 

twelve lakes, which form the river. These 

lakes average perhaps two miles in length 

by five hundred yards in width and are 

connected by swift narrow streams, where 

the water swirls and paddles bend. About 

ten o’clock we reached Phillips’ House, a 

little two room cabin, once occupied by an 

old trapper. It is fast falling to pieces. A 

half-tanned moose hide, a pair of brolken 

snow-shoes, and the pegs where the rifle 

once hung were all that remained to tell 

the story of the past. 

Leaving Phillips’ House, we finally came 

to the source of the Spanish River, at the 

Height of Land. There are two lakes on 

the Height of Land Plateau, the water in 

both, unlike the Spanish River, is very 

clear and deep. A portage of a quarter of 

a mile brought us to the first lake, which 

is about one mile across. On coming down 

the trail to the second lake, we were just 

in time to see a large bull moose. He was 

walking out of the water, on the shore of 

a little bay about four hundred - yards 

away. After seeing us, he trotted a short 

distance through the marsh grass, and then 

disappeared among the tall spruce and tam- 

arac which grew almost to the water’s 

edge. Crossing the lake where we _ had 

seen the moose, we came to a two mile 

portage and decided to camp, as it was 

late. 

While Pete attended to the supper, the 

two Indians and myself went over the 

trail, each carrying his canoe. As we 

neared the farther end of the portage we 

noticed here and there a small sapling 

stuck upright in the earth; at the upper 

end of each dangled a little noose of thin 

strong cod-line, and on the ground beneath 
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wound the narrow runway of wapoos, the 

rabbit. These snares are found near ev- 

ery Indian camp in the north, for the rab- 

bit always stands between the Indian and 

Starvation. 

While we were resting on the portage, 

young Aleck and I bent down a couple of 

the saplings, and trimmed the snares, thus 

assuring ourselves of a change from ‘‘sow- 

belly’? the next day. 

At the end of the trail, on the shore of 

a small lake, stood the bare tepee poles of 

a deserted camp. Near the charred re- 

mains of the camp fire, a cleft stick was 

planted firmly in the ground and in _ the 

cleft was a piece of birch bark, on which 

were scrawled these symbols:— 

Bena IES 

ee ek. Gea BAN Die 

eratey ube 

Aleck read quickly in Indian and 

translated slowly into English: 

Sam Chicken, I am writing to you 

We saw your snares 

We ate two rabbits 

We fixed them again 

We saw six snares 

We trimmed two new snares 

Sam Chicken we thank you for the snares. 

then 

My name is 

Jos. Moore. 

Courtesy is not entirely lacking in the 

North. 
That night it was cold, and in the morn- 

ing a drizzling rain was falling. At noon 

it ceased, and then for two miles we 

strained at the pack-straps over a_ trail 

worn smooth and deep by the moccasined 

feet of the Indians and Voyageurs who 

serve the Company. 

The lake at the end of the portage, the 

waters of which flow indirectly into the 

Moose River, has an unpronouncable In- 

dian name, which in English means, Little 

Sucker Lake. Metzger, whose back still 

ached from the weight of a hundred pound 

pack, thought the name painfully suggest- 

ive. 

From the lake we ran a very narrow and 

shallow rapid into a second lake which 

proved to be but the first of a chain of 

thirteen lakes, the last and largest being 

Lake Muskegogama. Several miles down 
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a river, which has its source in Muskego- 

gama Lake, and we came to a portage. 

Two miles over a good trail winding 

through a grove of Jack Pines brought us 

to Minnie-sin-a-qua Lake. 

It was early morning, as we made our 

way between rugged clifis and pine clad 

shores ; the steady swish of our paddles was 

the only sound that broke the silence of 

the wilderness. It was one of the times 

when words seemed out of place,—we all 

understood and we were silent. 

From the Northern end of Minnie-sin-a- 

qua Lake flows the Matagami River. Down 

this we started, but -had not gone far, 

when on the shore ahead we noticed a thin 

blue column of smoke curling upward 

through the still air, from the centre of a 

clump of spruce. We landed and found a 

family of Indians encamped ; they had kill- 

ed a moose the day before and everyone 

was feasting, even the emaciated dogs, for 

once, seemed satisfied. Before the two 

small tents a hardwood fire was burning, 

and from the platform of poles above the 

strips of moose meat hung, drying. A lit- 

tle bargaining on the part of young Aleck 

secured for us a hind quarter of the moose, 

in exchange for which we gave a cup of 

sugar and two small pans of flour. While 

we were at the camp a thirty foot bark 

canoe, loaded with supplies for Fort Mata- 

gami, passed close to the shore. It was 

manned by four half breeds, and the big 

canoe with its brilliantly sashed voyageurs 

made a striking picture as they paddled off 

into the North, singing an old French 

boating song. Farther down the river 

there was a rapid, with a mile portage a- 

round it, where we came up with the big 

canoe and its picturesque crew. To see 

these men carry a 250 pound pack by means 

of a tump-line over a narrow rocky trail 

is one thing,—to imitate them is another. 

We learned afterward that they make the 

trip from the Fort to the railroad, and re- 

turn, a distance of 200 miles, in seven 

days. They bring back a load of two thou- 

sand five hundred pounds, beside the canoe, 

which weighs about two hundred more. This 

load they carry over portages aggregating 

fourteen miles. For this service the Com- 

pany pays them $10. each,—and they are 

happy. 

Late one afternoon we rounded a point in 
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Matagami Lake. Away on the opposite 

shore the setting sun shone on a little 

group of white buildings, and high above 

the largest floated the red flag of the Com- 

pany. The little clearing beside the Fort 

was dotted with tents and tepees. There 

the Indians were encamped with their .chil- 

dren and their dogs. They had been there 

since spring, when they brought in their 

furs and paid their last year’s debt to the 

Company. There they would remain until 

the trapping season came again. In _ the 

meantime they ate, slept, and ran a 

“debt’’? with the Company. 

That night we camped on a high bluff, 

overlooking the lake, where a hundred years 

ago stood the old Fort Matagami. The 

present Fort is located on the opposite 

shore on a site known as ‘ The Battle- 

field.’’ In the old days when the ‘‘North- 

west Company”’ had a trading post at Mat- 

agami Lake, this was the scene of the 

bloody conflicts between the Voyageurs and 

Indians of the rival companies. 

The following day we spent at the Fort, 

taking photographs and buying supplies. 

Salt pork is twenty cents a pound at Mat- 

agami, and is pure fat; flour costs’ $12. a 

barrel, prices of other articles are in pro- 

portion. 

During the day we witnessed a chase in 

which seventy-two of the seventy-three 

half-starved huskie dogs at the Indian 

Camp participated. The seventy-third dog 

was running away with a bone. In the ev- 

‘ening a brigade arrived with supplies, and 

that night there was to be a dance in the 

Company’s kitchen. 
We were there early. The kitchen was 

built of logs; tallow candles placed here 

and there, on shelves and beams, shed a 

flickering light around the smoke-blackened 

room. Although it was in August, there 
was a blazing fire in a stove in one corner, 

a second corner was occupied by a box 

containing a litter of huskie pups. 

After a while the dancers began to ar- 

rive. Indian girls, their heads covered 

with bright shawls and wearing dresses of 

gaudy calico; the men with colo1ed hand- 

lkkerchiefs knotted at the throat, beaded 

moccasins of moose hide, and long bril- 

liant sashes, the fringed ends of which 

dangled to their knees. 

A half breed sat by the stove, producing 
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strange and awful sounds from a fiddle, 

while the excited dancers yelled and pound-~ 

ed the floor with their moccasined feet. As 

soon as one set became exhausted others 

took their place. Now and then an old 

Squaw, with a baby at her back, would en- 

ter quietly and sit down in a corner on 

the floor. We went back to camp at 3 a. m, 

and at daybreak we could still hear the 

yells across the lake. 

From Fort Matagami we were going to 

Flying Post. Old Aleck had been over the 

route fifteen or twenty years before. We 

asked the Indians at the Fort about it. 

‘‘No one ever goes that way’’, they said,— 

later we learned why. Then we asked Mil- 

lar, who has been Factor at Matagami for 

twenty-six years. Millar shook his head, 

“Tt’s a hard trip’’, he said,—and Millar 

knows. 

In order to reach Flying Post, we had to 

retrace our course to Minnie-sin-a-qua 

Lake. In going up the river we were oblig- 

ed to pole up two rapids, which we had 

run, coming down. At the first rapid Pete 

and the Doctor got their canoe across the 

current, it filled rapidly and they had to 

jump, the water being only waist deep. 

The bread, salt and tobacco were submerg- 

ed and were not improved thereby. The sec- 

ond rapid is larger than the first, and 

flows into a deep black pool. Last spring 

a Government Fire-Ranger tried to run 

down, his canoe struck a rock and over- 

turned. Now there is a little wooden cross 

on the shore and the rapid has a name, 

They call it, ‘‘Dead Man’s Chute’’. 

From Minnie-sin-a-qua Lake we paddled 
to the Northwest, following the course of 

a small creek, which had its source in a 

little pond, almost overgrown with marsh 
grass. This was really the beginning of 

the road to Flying Post. Hitherto we had 

travelled a route used by the Company’s 

canoes and the portages had been compar- 

atively smooth and well defined. Now we 

were following a course traversed but sel- 

dom by a solitary Indian. The trails, when 

there were any, between lakes, were over- 

grown with bushes and blocked by fallen 

trees, the mosquitoes tormented us incess- 

antly. 

Leaving the creek we crossed two small 

lakes. Twice we had to resort to the 

tump-lines, the last time for a mile, over 
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ridges of rock and through ‘‘muskegs’’ 

Where we sank knee deep in the soft moss. 

Bent under the weight of our packs, we 

could see but a few yards ahead. Once, 

hearing a crashing in the bushes, we loolk- 
ed up in time to see a moose disappearing 

in the underbrush that lined the trail. 

Moose signs were everywhere, and now 

and then we would pass a rotten log, torn 

apart, and still showing the claw marks of 

a bear. 

One afternoon after passing through two 

lakes we were paddling quietly along a 

shallow creek, when suddenly rounding a 

bend in the stream, we saw two hundred 

yards ahead, knee deep in water, two 

moose, one a large cow, the other a year- 

ling calf. For a moment they stood, calm- 

ly regarding us, then, as the canoes ap- 

proached, they turned and walked slowly 

into the forest. 

After making two short portages on this 

stream, we reached Macaming, or Beaver 

Lake, a beautiful body of water, perhaps 

fifteen miles in length and a mile across at 

its widest point. At the mouth of a deep 

bay, rising abruptly from the water to a 

height of almost one hundred and fifty 

feet, is a circular island of solid rock. 

From a distance this island resembles an 

immense Beaver House, from which fact 

the lake receives its name. From Beaver 

Lake we travelled up a narrow and shal- 

low creek, almost filled with driftwood. 

For three miles we poled up this stream. 

Often we had to wade, one of us at each 

end of a canoe, over a bottom of slippery 

round stones, which bruised our feet 

through the soft moccasins. 

All along the creek in the soft muddy 

banks, were tracks of moose, bear, mink 

and otter. From the source of the creek 

we portaged to Kop-a-kai-og-a-mog Lake. 

As we came down to the shore we noticed 

two red deer, feeding among the lily pads, 

on the opposite shore of the bay. Al- 

though it was closed season, we were in 

need of meat, for it was a long way to 

Flying Post—That night we camped early, 

and dressed the deer, a fine two» hundred 

pound buck. 

All the next day we paddled in a cold 

drizzling rain, passing through Trout Lake 

and nine smaller lakes. The scenery for 

the most part was magnificent, but we 
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were too wet and cold to appreciate it. 

During the day we made eleven portages 

and at night camped on the shore of a 
diminutive lake with a three-quarter of a 

mile trail ahead of us for the next day. 

The following afternoon, after crossing two 

small lakes, and packing for two miles 

over trails, on which, judging by tracks, 

moose were the most frequent travellers, 

we launched our canoes on Kenogaming 

Lake. This lake of many islands and wind- 

ing channels, is eight miles long, and is © 

but sixteen miles, by land, from Flying 

Post. In the winter the dog sleighs from 

the Post cross the ice on Kenogaming 

Lake, on the way to Fort Matagami. 

From Kenogaming Lake we followed a 

small creek into Lake Aquesqua. This creek 

is very shallow, and just as we were en- 

tering the lake we ran on a submerged 

snag which penetrated the bark of the 

canoe. Water entered rapidly through the 

hole, and we were obliged to go ashore, 

build a fire and repair the canoe with 

spruce gum, which we always carried for 

the purpose. 

A portage of half a mile brought us from 

Lake Aquesqua to Opishingquaqua Lake, a 
long narrow sheet of water, with low 

Spruce covered shores, indented here and 

there by little bays, where the wild rice 

and water lilies flourished. On the upper 

end of the lake we came upon a camp of 

Indians who were busy drying the meat of 

two moose, which they had killed. From 

Opishingquaqua Lake we paddled up what 

in Civilization would be called a ditch. In 

the North it is called a creek. We called it 

various other things. It was narrow, shal- 

low, overgrown with marsh grass, and so 

winding that it was almost impossible to 
make the sharp turns with the canoes. 

This, however, was but the beginning of 

our troubles. Leaving this creek we por- 

taged through a marsh, to the Weasel Riv- 

er. The Weasel River looks nice and 

straight on the map, but a stream with a 

more tortuous course cannot be imagined. 

Twisting and turning through one of those 

almost limitless muskegs of the Northland, 

it finally finds its way into the Ground 

Hog River. 

We had gone but a short distance when 

our way was blocked by a veritable abatis 

of dead trees, which had fallen into the 
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river. Progress was impossible, and worst 

of all, we did not know just where we 

were. Old Aleck himself seemed at a loss, 

he would only say, ‘‘The country has 

changed since I was here.’’ No one doubt- 

ed that, and we all felt sure that it had 

changed for the worse. At last we found 
a semblance of a trail, and after following 

it for two miles, came to a stream almost 

as bad as the one we had just left. About 

every thirty yards it was necessary to use 

the axe to clear a passage for the canoes 

through the fallen trees. I will not dwell 

on this part of the trip. Making portages 

through mud and ‘‘muskegs’’, for three 

days we continued on.the Weasel River and 

throughout those three days it rained al- 

most continuously. The mosquitoes were 

aS numerous as the leaves of the trees, and 

the fly grease we used seemed but to whet 

their appetite. 

On the afternoon of the third day, as we 

were crossing a small marshy lake, we 

heard two shots, in quick succession. In a 

little bay we met an Indian, who with his 
wife, three dogs, a cat and all his camp 

outfit, was travelling to the Post, in a 

twelve foot bark canoe. He was armed 

with one of the Company’s old muzzle 

loading trade guns, which had just failed 

to kill a muskrat at a range of fifty feet. 

Muskrat flesh, by the way, is considered 
quite a delicacy by the Indians, who al- 
ways carry a few small traps, which they 

set at night along the shore of streams 

where the little animal abounds. 

That night the Indian made his camp be- 

side ours, and early next day we reached 

a three mile portage. For four hours we 

struggled along that trail, over ridges, 

through mud holes and thickets, and a- 

round fallen trees, till at 

the Ground Hog River. At that point the 

stream is about two hundred feet wide and 

quite deep. The waters teem with pike 

and pickerel, but there are no bass. 

Then came two days of paddling up the 

Swift water and portaging around the 

_Manhy rapids of the Ground Hog. The even- 

ing of the second day found us camped near 

the outlet of Koukatouch Lake, within 

two miles of the That night it 

rained, and aS we sat mending our clothes 

preparatory to our visit to the Post, the 

patter of the rain on the roof of the tent 

last we reached 

Post. 
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hada very cheerful sound, so different from 
those dismal nights on the Weasel River. 

The following morning, after an hour’s 

paddling, we reached the head of Koulka- 

touch Lake, and in a deep bay, sheltered 

from the winds of winter, stood the Flying 

Post. Three or four long low log buildings, 

the tall flagstaff, the camps of a few In- 

dians, who still lingered from their trap- 

ping grounds—that was all. Aleck McLeod, 

the Factor, has been at Koukatouch Lake 

twelve years, and he gave us a cordial wel- 

come—for visitors are rare. 

Of all the things at Flying Post the in- 

terior of the store is the most interesting. 

There every article helps tell the story of 

the long trail, its hardships, its priva- 

tions and its joys. From the ceiling hang 

smoke tanned moccasins of moose hide, 

huskie boots of sealskin, brought down 

from Moose Factory, the long snowshoes 

filled with caribou hide, and steel traps of 

every size. On pegs along the wall are the 

44 calibre Winchesters, the favorite rifle of 

the Indians, which here sell for $35. Piled 

in a corner on the floor are the heavy 

white four point blankets, on the shelves, 

boxes of plug tobacco, bright calicoes and 

sashes—and above all there floats a pecu- 

liar aroma, Suggestive of the woods, the 

trail, and smouldering camp fires. 

Leaving Flying Post, we paddled up the 

river to Matagaming Lake. On the way 

we passed a rapid, where, two years ago 

McLeod’s daughter lost her life, when the 

canoe struck a submerged rock and cap- 

sized. Such things are soon forgotten; it 

is but the price the conquerors of the 

North must pay for their victory. 

From Matagaming Lake, a fourteen mile 

stretch of water, backed in the distance by 

a long blue range of hills, we reached 

Sahkatawichtah Lake. That night if was 

very cold. Shortly after we were rolled in 

our blankets, we heard a noise outside a- 

mong the kettles, and upon investigating 

found a woodchuck trying to get into the 

box in which we carried our bread. Young 

Aleck threw a stick at him, and he fled— 

directly into a large campfire, emerging all 

ablaze, from the opposite side, amid roars 

of laughter from the Indians. 

The following 

seven lakes, 

peesway. 

day we passed through 

the largest being Lake Opee- 

On the map these lakes are all 
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connected by pretty little creeks. Here 

and there where a creek was lacking, the 

imagination of the draughtsman evidently 

supplied the defect. As a matter of fact, 

some of the lakes are connected by creeks— 

about five feet wide—which twist and turn 

through acres of tall marsh grass, where 

paddling becomes a farce. 

There is only one way to proceed along 

these streams that is, by slow and labori- 

ous poling. We made our last camp on 

Dismal Lake. The country for miles around 

has been swept by forest fires. As far as 

the eye could reach lay bare ridges of rock, 

strewn with the charred trunks of trees,— 

a mute reminder of man’s carelessness. 

It was a Dismal Lake imdeed, and a dis- 

mal camp. In spite of all this, that night, 

as we filled our pipes and sat round the 
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camp fire, scenting wood smoke for the 

last time, listening to the low musical 

voices of the Indians, the little hardships 

of the trip were all forgotten. Once more 

the wild spirit of the North stole over us, 

and with it came that indescribable long- 

ing for the forest and the trail, that ev- 

ery woodsman knows. 

The next day, August 15, after a twenty 

mile paddle, we reached Bisco. We 

had travelled between three and four hun- 

dred miles and had made seventy-two por- 

tages. 

Now it was all a thing of the past. Sik 

ently we landed at the little wharf; once 

more we tied the tump-lines and started 

for the Company’s store, on this—our last 

portage. 

Manitoban Duck Shooting. 
By A. R. DOUGLAS. 

Far up in the northern portions of the 

prairie province is to be found a region un- 

surpassed for game and here especially will 

the sportsman in search of the aquatic spe- 

cies of the feathered tribe be amply repaid 

for a visit to that section of the country. 

Natural feeding grounds abound where 

thousands of ducks and geese congregate 

annually prior to their migration towards 

southern climes. 

F. K. H. I had the good fortune to spend 

a few days on the shores of Lake Dauphin 

during the duck season and the pleasant 

experiences of that trip will ever remain 

fresh in my memory. After a drive of ten 

miles to the mouth of the Wilson river, 

through mud unequalled in its tenacity, we 

embark on the good ship ‘‘Cuttysark’’ and 

set sail for the northern corner of the Lake, 

arriving at our destination late in the ev- 

ening. Here our host has erected a com- 

fortable log cabin on a high and dry por- 

tion of land not far from the vast marsh- 

lands bordering portions of the Lake shore. 

A few ducks having been shot during the 

trip up, we proceeded to roast them, and 

“not long after this was done, little remain- 

ed save an inert mass of bones, our appe- 

tites having already reached alarming pro- 

portions. 

Through the kindness of — 

The following day just before sunrise we 

set off in the direction of the big marsh 

and after hastily constructing rude blinds 

of reeds wait impatiently for the morning 

flight ; at last a small dark speck is dis- 

cerned on the horizon gradually becoming 

more distinct and almost before we are a- 

ware of the fact, with a whirr of wings, a 

flock of mallards pass rapidly overhead |; 

two loud reports break the stillness of the 

morn and simultaneously two mallards, 

describing a series of circles, strike the 

water with tremendous force. 

And now the flight has begun in earnest, 

hundreds of ducks of all varieties, from the 

handsome mallard to the rapid flying teal 

pass overhead on their way to the feeding 

grounds, while high above can be heard 

the ‘‘honk’’ of geese. Under such conditions 

as these a large bag can be obtained in a 

short space of time, but the true nimrod 

ceases to shoot when a reasonable number 

of birds have been secured ; if not then 

content with the morning’s bag let him re- 

turn for the evening flight and he will a- 

gain have an opportunity of warming the 

barrels of his gun. On a cold October 

night what is more delightful than to sit 
around a cheery camp fire, over which the 
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ducks are roasted in such a manner, as to 

tempt the appetite of the most fastidious. 

A few yarns after the evening meal, when 

the pipes are lighted completes a day of 

keen enjoyment, and as the last glowing 

embers of the camp fire begin to wane we 

seek our comfortable bunks and soon all 

are fast asleep, that restful state of mind 

and body which only those who live an 

Indian New 
By MARTIN 

I cannot but think that the reception of 

the Indians at a Hudson’s Bay Post ( and 

the day is observed pretty much in the 

same way at all their establishments from 

Labrador to the Pacific) would be interest- 

ing to the readers of ‘‘Rod and Gun.”’ 

My opportunity of witnessing the gather- 

‘ing of the Bersimis Indians on this, their 

greatest day of the 365 was part chance 
and part owing to the kindness of the Hud- 

son’s Bay Factor at Bersimis, in asking me 

over to spend the day and see the natives. 

I had been sent down by the St. Law- 

rence Lumber Co. to their establishments 

on the west side of the river Bersimis to 

do the final closing up of their business 

there and the Indian reserve being just a- 

cross on the east side nothing was more 

natural than I should malke the acquaint- 

ance of the Factor in charge of the Post. 

The Indians began the day at 7.30 by at- 

tending their beautiful little church in a 

body to offer up thankful prayers for hav- 

ing been spared to the opening of another 

new year. This church and mission was 

established by the Rev. Pere Arneaud for- 

ty-seven years ago, and he still resides 

amongst the red children of the forest. 

Father Arneaud is one of those loveable 

old men that one cannot fail to respect and 

honour for his kind ways and his life long 

work to christianize the Indians. 

Besides Father Arneaud there is another 

old priest that deserves equal notice hav- 

ing come on the coast along with his su- 

perior and laboured with him ever since. 

He resembles in appearance what we would 

Hire’’ in ‘‘Joan 

than a priest, 

7) 
picture to ourselves ‘‘La 

of Arc’’ looked iike, rather 
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active outdoor life can fully appreciate. 

Thus we lived in perfect contentment, not 

merely finding satisfaction in the slaughter 

of game, but enjoying every phase of life 

in the realm of nature undisturbed, and 

loath indeed we were to break up camp 

and return to the artificiality of every- 
day life in the city. 

Year Calls. 
HUNTER. 

but, notwithstanding his rough exterior, he 

is a sincere old man and does good work 

amongst the Indians. He is what we 

would call a muscular minister of the 

gospel, and when necessity arises he cuffs 

the young ones and cudgels the older ones 

into good behaviour. 

After the religious service is over the 

Indians troop over to the Presbyter where 
men, Women and children receive a kindly 

greeting from the fathers. At last one of 

the Factor’s younger boys comes bouncing 

in saying ‘‘The Indians are coming.’’ This 

tiding does not cause the same consterna- 

tion it did a hundred years ago ata fron- 

tier settlement. 

All the available chairs in the house had 

been brought into and lined three sides of 

the large dining room, at the other end 

where the massive table had been shoved 

out of the way were trays of mixed bis- 

cuits, apples, and candies. These were for 

the women and children ; there were other 

trays of tobacco, clay pipes, and matches 

for the men. 

They came in by the badk door and when 

the dining room was full to overflowing 

the remainder squatted about the kitchen 

floor to the number of, I suppose, a hun- 

dred or more. The Factor with his family 

and your humble servant stood just inside 

of the dining-room door. The men shook 

hands as also the women but the latter, 

cach and every one, held up her face to be 

kissed. Where they were good looking and 

passably clean this was not a hardship. 

But (there is always a but) the good look- 

ing ones were sadly in the minority. 

When I saw one of the unsavoury ones 
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A QUEER DWELLING 
This house was built in Assiniboia of cordwood, every stick being brought by train. 

MINTAGNAIS GROUP 
‘Mere Tough,” her three daughters, grand-daughter, and infant girl—four generations. 
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WILDERNESS TRAVEL 

Fording the Smoky River, N. W. T., with a 

A HUNTER’S CAMP 
Lodges on the Smoky River. 

pack train. 
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‘coming I would simply rub cheeks and kiss 

the atmosphere. After all were seated, 

that the apartment would hold, the re- 

freshments were handed round by the ser- 

vant and the Factor’s little daughter. The 

men each filled and lit his pipe, puffed a- 

way in silence, except for an occasional 

-grunt of satisfaction, for several minutes, 

when the Factor arose. When the Factor 

arose it was an event of labor and deter- 

mination, because he weighed two hun- 

dred and seventy pounds. This weight does 

not get out of a chair with alacrity. 

If he was slow in his bodily movements, 

his tongue was flexible to a degree. Dur- 

ing the speech or harangue he gave the In- 

dians I think he must have averaged one 

hundred and fifty words a minute. 

There was nothing peculiar about the 

men, except that I noticed quite a number 

of very old ones, one especially, who was 

helped into the room supported on either 

side by a great-great-grand-son, was the 

oldest person on the reserve. Authentic 

records held by the priest placed this man 

at ninety-Six years of age. 

I had no trouble to believe his reputed 

age, for his face had a thick veneer of ojd 

mortality all over it. Some little extra 

gifts were given this old man, which he 

received one by one with a fervent Ke-nis- 

ka-mi-ting (thank vou) and deposited in a 

large bandana kerchief which he had _ evi- 

dently brought for the purpose. 

The women, however, deserve more than 

a pasSing word of description. Like their 

Parisian sisters, in fact all the daughters 

of Eve, they appeared to like finery. The 

prevailing material of their dresses was 

coburg and the colours most to their 

hearts were light blue, cardinal and purple. 

‘ach and every one wore a bright tartan 

‘shawl which was, in all cases, the most 

opposite colour to the dress. There was 

only one exception to this glaring display 

of brightness and she was dressed in black 

from head to foot. I learnt she had just 

lost her husband by the universal com- 

plaint that carries off ninety per cent of 

the Indians, consumption. 

I must however qualify my former 

statement where I said the widow was in 

black from head to foot, because she had 

on the customary ‘‘Capine’’ or headgear 

that the Montagnais women have worn for 

over a hundred years. 
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I will take a paragraph to describe this 

cap. There are six pieces of superfine 

cloth used in.the making, each being about 

a foot long, three inches broad at the base 

and tapering off to a perfect point. Three 

of these pieces are black and three scarlet. 

These are joined with piping cord, the cord 

being of sky blue silk, and when complete 

make a perfect tuque. The cap is generally 

lined with some soft material and around 

the bottom are eight or ten rows of silk 

Russia braid each one eighth of an inch 

broad. The cap is worn with the upper 

part drooped over the forehead and, to 

some, is very becoming. 

Such a cap the widow had on. It made 

quite a contrast to the deep mourning of 

the rest of her dress. 

Their hair is parted evenly in two por- 

tions from the nape of the neck, up and 

over to the brow. These are brought up 

into a tight knot or fold over each ear and 

is bound tightly with black Llama braid. 

This part of the toilet is done about once 

a week I am told, the hair being drawn 

so closely all over the head that there 

is no possibility of its being deranged. 

The first instalment in the dining room 

seeing there was nothing more to expect 

began to fidget. The Factor arose and ex- 

tended his hand and they were shown out 

through the front door. 

I do not know how many times the din- 

ing room was filled and emptied because 

after the second batch I retired to the lib- 

rary with the eldest son of the house. 

About noon our curiosity was aroused by 

hearing peels of boyish laughter from the 

kitchen. 

When we got there _we found Mrs. Mc- 

Donald had cornered up about a dozen boys 

from eight to fourteen years of age. These 

were scrambling for apples and the excite- 

ment increased by alternate handfuls of 

mixed candy. 

The greatest fun, both for the boys and 

onlookers was having them duck for ap- 

ples. One persistent little fellow whose 

mouth appeared to open from ear to ear 

carried off the greatest number of apples, 

till I suggested substituting larger ones. 

Other small batches dropped in from 

time to time while we were in the kitchen 

but these got their greetings and presents 

there and did not stay long. 
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In the evening the Indians had a dance, 

single reels and breakdowns, finishing off 

with the dance of their forefathers, the 

“Drum Dance’’. One old fellow played the 

Tom-Tom and the dancers going round ina 
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circle the grunts emitted keeping time to 

their stamping, and the thumps on_ the 

drum were varied every now and again by 

howls of ecstasy from their united voices. 

How to Mount Plants.” 
By W. T. MACOUN, 

(Continued from the November issue. ) 

There is considerable art in the mounting 

of plants, and much individual taste may 

be shown. Plants should not, however, be 

mounted with the main purpose of making 

Where 

possible, flower, fruit and root should be 

shown on the one sheet of paper, but nev- 

er more than one species ; and, if the flow- 

er only is obtained the first year, space 

should, if possible, be left for the fruiting 

plant. Another important point to be tak- 

en into consideration, is the way the plants 

will he when piled together. If the roots 

are always put at the bottom of the sheets, 

the pile will not be level, but by placing 

the specimens now on one side and then on 

the other, or by mounting the specimens 

in various places on the sheet and, when 

the plant is large, having the roots some- 

times come at the top of the sheet, the 

pile may be kept level, which will make the 

collection much easier to handle. The 

standard size of mounting paper is 113x163 

inches ; but a more economical use of pap- 

er may be made by having it 11x16 inches, 

as, at this size, one large sheet of paper 

will just make four sheets of mounting pap- 

er. There are many grades of white pap- 

er, and, if the collector can afford it, it is 

wise to get it good, the kind known as 

Bristol-board being very satisfactory. With 

experience, plants can be mounted quickly 

and neatly ; but, when beginning this work, 

the greatest care should be 

otherwise one is liable to daub the paper 

get the specimens firmly 

and Le Page’s liquid 

satisfactory for mounting, 

but both of these preparations should be 

diluted with 

mount most plants, place the specimen cn 

them look attractive on the paper. 

taken, as 

with glue or not 

fastened. Chase’s 

elueé are very 

a 
vinegar before using. lo 

blotting paper, under side up, then hold 

the specimen with one hand, and with the 

other glue the stem, leaves and flowers or 

fruit ; then, pick the specimen up, turn it 

over and place 1t on the mounting sheet in 

the position it is to go ; now take three or 

four newspapers, and with them press the 

specimen down with a gliding movement of 

the hand. If one is expert and can mount 

rapidly, three or four specimens may be 

mounted and then placed under a _ light 

weight, it being very important to have 

the weight as large or larger than the 

sheet, so that the specimen will be pressed 

evenly ; but, if one is only beginning to 

mount, it is wise to put each specimen as 

mounted under the weight. A large book 

placed on a sheet of heavy paste-board 

malkes a very good weight. Plants which 

are not .easy to handle, such as_ delicate 

ferns, may be laid on a clean sheet of blot- 

ting paper under side up and the glue ap- 

plied as before; but, instead of lifting the 

specimen, take the mounting paper and lay 

it on top of the specimen and _ then 

press it. In order to make specimens 

with large stems more secure, strips 

of thin gummed paper about  one- 

eighth of an inch in width are used to hold 

the plant. This paper may either be 

bought prepared or be gummed by covering 

it with mucilage, which is let dry and the 

paper then cut into strips as needed. The 

gummed paper is usually made as wide as 

the mounting sheet, as some collectors 

hold down the grasses and carices with 

long strips of gummed paper, rather than 

attempting to glue them. Many collectors, 

however, use only small strips of gummed 

paper only an inch or an inch and a_ half 

in length, 

ach should be neatly mounted sheet 

* Reprinted by Permission From the Ottawa Naturalist, August, 1904. 
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labelled with a white paper label about 

2x4 inches, and on it should be writ- 

ten the name of the species, the date of 

the collecting, the collector’s name, the 

habitat and place where the plant was 

found growing, and the date. The label is 

glued to the sheet at the lower right hand 

corner, but only attached lightly at the 

outer end so that it can be readily re- 

inoved if necessary. If labels are not used, 

the required data should be neatly written 

on the sheet. When collecting each speci- 

men, it is important to write the name of 

the plant, if known, the place where it 

was collected and the date, on a piece of 

paper which is kept with the specimen un- 

til the regular label is written. It is not 

a good practice to trust to the memory, 

as after a Season’s collecting one cannot 

remember all the particulars. Plants of 

each genus are kept together in what is 

known as a genus cover, which is a folded 

sheet of strong paper, a little larger than 

the mounting sheets (12x164 inches); and, 

for the outside of the genus covers, genus 

labels may be obtained on which is writ- 

ten the naimne of the order and genus to 

which the plants belong. The label is at- 

tached to the lower left hand corner. 

The genera should be arranged in botan- 

‘cal sequence in a cabinet, which should be 

kept closed to prevent injury from dust 

and insects. 

No herbarium is complete without a list 

of the specimens contained in it, and a 

check list of Canadian plants or of the 

plants of Ontario will be found of great 

use in marking the species which have 

been collected and at a glance seeing those 

which are still to be procured. A check 

list of Canadian plants has been published 

by Mr. .tames M. Macoun, Ottawa, and of 

the plants of Ontario, by Mr. W. Scott, 

Normal School, Toronto. 

PRACTICAL RESULTS FROM 

STUDY OF PLANTS. 

DEVS 

It may be asked, what practical benefit 

can be derived from the study of plants ? 

This is a very pertinent question; for, in 

this age of keen competition it is as well, 

if possible to obtain something that will 

be of use to us in life, even from what may 

appear at first sight merely a delightful 
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pastime. When Prof. John Macoun explor- 

ed Manitoba and the North West Territor-. 

ies in the seventies and travelled for hun- 

dreds of miles without seeing a white man 

nor a cultivated field, he was as certain 

that this great territory would eventually 

produce millions of bushels of wheat as it 

is now certaip that they have teen  pro- 

duced, and, when he was laughed at for 

his enthusiasm, he said, “You will see 

that I am right.’”’ Why was he so cer- 

tain ? Because of his knowledge of plants. 

He knew what wild species of plants grew 

in sandy soil, loamy soil, clay soil and 

gravelly soil; what kind would not thrive- 

where the soil was alkaline and which kinds 

would. He was also able to tell whether 

the soil was wet or dry by the plants 

which grew upon it. He also knew what 

plants required a certain amount of heat 

to mature seeds. Thus he was able to 

draw his conclusions as to what propor-. 

tion of the country would produce wheat 

and what would not. If a plant were found 

which took as long as wheat to mature, 

required as good soil to grow in, and as 

great heat to make it develop, it was 

quite safe to conclude that the soil and 

climate were suitable for wheat. This 

same knowledge of plants has been used 

more recently by Mr. Jas. M. Macoun in 

exploring the Peace River District. How 

great a Service it would be to the farmer 

if he were familiar with the habits of 

plants and kiew more of the commoner 

species ! The knowledge would be of the 

greatest value to him in the purchase of 

land; for he would be able -to tell at a 

glance whether a soil was poor or not,or 

whether it needed drainage. A knowledge 

of the root growth of weeds would make 

the eradication of them much easier for 

him; for he would better understand what 

svstem of culture was necessary. Few 

farmers know that every kind of weed has 

a seed which is quite distinct from every 

other kind. If he knew at sight the seeds 

of the worst weeds, it would be of the 

greatest possible service to him in helping 

him to Ikeep his farm clear of them. While 

those practical applications of the study of 

plants are especially valuable to the farm- 

er, they are useful to the market gardener 

and townsman as well; but there are other 

ways in which the latter may gain know-. 
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ledge which will be useful to him. There 

are many species of fungi which are very 

useful as food; but the intense ignorance 

which prevails, makes them of compara- 

tively little value except to a few. ‘The 

study of fungi would soon lead to a know- 

ledge of the edible kinds and to a larger 

consumption of this nutritious and whole- 

some food. To the amateur gardener the 

study of plants and their habits affords an 

inexhaustible field. He learns the time of 

blooming of the different species and varie- 

ties, the kinds which require wet soil and 

those that do not, the height to which 
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each one grows; and he gets an endless a- 

mount of knowledge of plants which is of 

the greatest value to him in his gardening 

operations. There are many other practi- 

cal applications which might be mentioned; 

but there is not room for them here and, 

in addition to all this, there remains the 

great fact that the more knowledge we 

have, the better is life worth living, and 

the knowledge which can be obtained in 

such a delightful manner as by studying 

plants and their habits, is sure to have no 

other than beneficial results. 

(To be continued.) 

The Old and the New. 
By C. C. FARR. 

(Continued from the December Issue.) 

While I was ruminating on the past, the 

present blew right into my teeth in the 

shape of an ordinary Kipawa blizzard, from 

the north. The scooping out of the basin of 

the Kipawa is a result of the peculiar ac- 

tion of the ice a few hundred thousand 

years ago—the exact time is a chronologi- 

cal question we may safely leave to the 

geologist. It was scooped out in such a 

fasnion that a few points of the compass 

were ignored, and if a wind is blowing 

from the north, the wind is north in any 

bay, narrows, or stretch of water that has 

the slightest trend in that direction, and 

of course, ‘vice versa’. For the hollow 

that forms the lake acts as a funnel, and 

the exact direction of the wind is modified 

by the configuration of the shore-line. 

Hence, we suffered, for we were travelling 

north, and all that we could do, was tu 

pull up our fur collars and anticipate the 

coinfort that awaited us at the end of our 

day’s journey. 

In spite of the howling storm, I could 

not help noticing places that were fami- 

fiar. First the Roche Corbeau, the Raven 

rock, or as the Indians call it, ‘Kah-kah- 

kee-wah-bik.’ This is one of the land- 

marks of this part of the Kipawa, and 

associated with it are tragedies, both 

human and equine. Here me. have. been 

drowned, for it is a dangerous place to pass 

in a had wind. Indians know the place 

and have some weird tales converning It, 

for among these rocks, dwell the ‘Peecud- 

jeesie’, ‘The little people’. These are the 

Fairies, and there is an interesting history 

attached to this lore that cannot be given 

here, but, I might say, in passing, that 

they, the Fairies, are worthy of considera- 

tion. A wise Indian does not ignore their 

existence, and placates them, on every 

possible. opportunity. 

I have seen here many noble horses 

drowned, for the ice is treacherous, and 

though strong today, tomorrow is but a 

shell. One of the most pitiful things to 

see in this northern land of ours is a team 

‘in the ice’. The poor beasts seem to know 

their probable fate, and will, sometimes, 

fairly cry out, in their agony of the fear 

of death. 

The man who knows, when his team falls 

through with a sickening crash, rushes to 

the traces and unhooks them, first, and 

orders the other man to go to their heads 

and loosen the snaps of the lines, more- 

over, if possible, disengage them from the 

neckyoke. Once that is all done, there is 

a hope for the poor beasts, and a little as- 

sistance, that is by pulling at the head, 

acting as it were as a fulcrum, will enable a 

smart horse to get out, but great care has 

always to be taken to see that the head 

of the horse does not sink beneath the 
water, for in such a case a horse will in- 
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hale water into his lungs, and that means 

death, even if, subsequently, he is pulled 

out. The horse that is first pulled out, if 

properly handled, will be able to pull out 

its mate, and thus two lives are saved in- 

stead of one ; but I hate this subject, for I 

have Seen too much of it. 

There is one thing connected with this 

particular spot, which though belonging 

more to the present than the past, can 

never be forgotten. 

I was travelling up one night about 

twelve o’clock, fifteen years ago, I think, 

and just as I reached the ‘Kah-kah-kee- 

wah-bik’ the whole sky was suffused with 
pink. I wondered what it was blushing a- 

bout, for I am somewhat of an observer of 

meteorological phenomena, but my wonder 

soon turned to awe, for the suffusion be- 

came an illumination, and the heavens 

shone with a glory that I had never seen 

before, and have never Seen Since. Wave 

after wave of glorious colour spread out 

over our heads, so that though I pride my- 

self in being the personification of the 

prosaic, in my inmost soul I wondered if 

there were not something in it portentous, 

for superstition is one of the commonest 

attributes of humanity. For, in that place 

at that hour the display was weird be- 
yond description, and though it shortly 

faded and gradually vanished, I thanked the 

chance that had enabled me to see, under 

such conditions, something that it is not 

often given to mortals to see. 

Our course took us north from there,: so 

that I was fain to content myself allowing 

my memories to wander through those nar- 

rows, and on up the lake towards Hunter’s 

Lodge, that familiar route, by which I so 

often travelled many years ago. I just 

caught a glimpse of Dog-bone Island, that 

tiny island with a history. I have a recol- 

lection of having related that history some- 

where many years ago. It is an Indian le- 

gend, and has its pathetic side. ‘An e moos 

okun isie’, if I remember aright, is the 
Indian name of the isle, being composed of 

‘anemoos’ ‘dog’, ‘okun’ ‘bone’ and ‘menisie’ 

‘island’. 

The legend dates back to the days when 

the Ojibways were harried by their here- 

ditary enemies the Iroquois, and, as I 

have before said, took to this labyrinthine 

lake, playing games of ‘hide and seek’ in 
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which the penalty of being found was often 

death, or failing that, a loss of all their 

valuable assets, their furs, their trinkets, 

their spears and arrows, and sometimes, 

their wives and daughters, for those were 

strenuous days for this poor persecuted 

tribe. 

One night, a band of Ojibways, fleeing 

from their pursuers, had doubled through 

the narrows of the ‘Kah-kah-kee-wah-bik’ 

trusting that their enemies would head 

down towards the outlet of the Kipawa 

River (the place which I hoped to reach by 

hard driving in the afternoon), or that, 

baffled, they would give up the chase and 

turn back. Vain hope, as the sequel will 

show. It was a foggy summer’s night, and 

not a breath of wind stirred the surface of 

the lake, and moreover, there was no 

moon, so that it is needless to say that it 

was as dark as Erebus. 

These people knew every inch of the 

ground, and as they were weary, it was 

decided to make their camp upon this is- 

land. 

They had all landed, and were making 

noiseless preparations to snatch a _ few 

hours’ rest, when one of their number, 

either by chance or design, strolled to the 

foot of the island. On such a night sound 

travels afar, the fog acting rather as a 

conductor of sound than a muffler. Sudden- 

ly the sound of a paddle caught his ear, an 

ear attuned to keenness, by ages of here- 

dity and dire necessity. He rushed back 

to his companions and imparted the dread 

news. [very smouldering vestige of fire 

was at once extinguished, for they deter- 

mined to trust to darkness instead of 

flight. When, lo, the awful thought struck 

them—the dogs! They were sure to bark, 

and thus, as the Iroquois passed the is- 

land, betray their presence. There was no 

hesitation, for the case was desperate, and 

thus the fiat went forth that the dogs 

must all silently and swiftly be slain, in 

such a manner that would allow not the 

slightest whimper to escape them. An In- 

dian is rather fond of his dogs, soit must 

have been a task accomplished with a 

heavy heart, but there was no alternative 

and the deed was done, so that the enemy 

passed in the darkness, and the band was 

saved, but at the cost of the lives of their 

faithful little four-footed companions, and 

friends. 
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The bodies were gathered up into a pile, 

and there remained until nothing was _ left 

of them but a pile of whitened bones, and 

hence the island received its name, a last- 

ing memorial of a tragedy enacted in the 

dim and distant past. 

As my mind travelled further southward 

I could not help thinking of the many hard 

trips that I had taken down that long 

stretch, on water, on ice and even on land, 

when .the ice was so _ bad, that no man 

could travel on it, and how glad I used to 

be, when on a homeward -journey, after 

days of weary paddling or walking, I would 

reach the ‘Equay Menisie’, ‘‘The Woman’s 

Island’. Some times I would count my 

Steps from there home, in order to try to 

make the distance shorter, and to' take my 

mind off my hunger and weariness. 

The reason why this island received its 

name is also from the past, but of slightly 

more recent date. It was here that the 

Indians of Grand Lac used to leave their 

wives, when making their yearly trips 

down to Moose Factory, with the large 

canoes ; for in those days all business of 

the Hudson’s Bay Company was done at 

Moose Factory, the North West Company 

having possession of the southern portions 

of the Ottawa River, and even when the 

Companies amalgamated, for some time the 

Hudson’s Bay Company followed their old 

route. 

This ‘Equay Menisie’ has a legend attach- 

ed to it, which is but fragmentary, that 

is, it has only been spoken of in my pres- 

ence in a vague manner, but as far as I 

can gather it was an exciting one, for it is 

practically the scene of the last raid made 

by the predatory Iroquois on the Kipawa. 

I think that it must antedate the union of 

the two rival fur companies, for had such 

a thing occurred since, it would have been 

historical. 

As far as I could learn, the Indian wom- 

en were gathered together here, in daily 

expectation of the return of their husbands, 

brothers, and sweet-hearts, when the fam- 

iliar ‘thud’ of the paddles was heard. Evy- 

erybody was on the alert, for it was a long 

journey that the men had taken, and, na- 

turally. in spite of the phlegmatic nature 

of the Indian, hearts began to beat more 

rapidly at the prospect of meeting the 

loved ones. Fires were stirred up, so as to 
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afford a beacon to the home-comers, and in 

this case, even the dogs took share in the 

turmoil. 

Nearer and nearer drew the sound, and 

the women began to crowd around the 

landing place. Suddenly a shriek rent the 

air, and the dread cry of ‘Nahtaway, Nah- 

taway’ reverberated through the island. 

It was a canoe manned by the Iroquois 

that arrived, and only defenceless women 

were there to drive off the invaders, who, 

knowing that the men were away, had 

taken this mean advantage of the oppor- 

tunity. Women ran, shrieking through the 

underbrush, pursued by warriors of the 

hated tribe. Little girls and boys hid 

themselves beneath logs and in rock crevi- 

ces, even aS a young brood of partridges 

will do, for the instinct of self-preserva- 

tion, stimulated by fear, is very strong in 

the young. 

Altogether it looked very black for that 

band of women, and salvation seemed afar 

off, but salvation came in the shape of a 

young woman of ready wit. She saw that 

by a combined effort there was a chance to 

overpower by force of numbers, for there 

were not men enough in that one canoe to 

pursue all the women encamped upon the 

island ; so she rallied some of those who 

had simply tried to hide and keep out of 

the way, and then the pursuers became the 

pursued. Sticks, stones, hatchets, and even 

cooking utensils were brought into play, 

and master Iroquois found himself encom- 

passed by a horde of infuriated demons oi 

the female gender, and that is the worst 

kind of demon, as they quickly discovered. 

Fortunately for them, so intent were the 

women in combining for the attack, that 

they omitted to stave in the canoe, so 

that the Iroquois, with bleeding heads and 

generally dilapidated anatomies, succeeded 

in regaining their canoe, and paddled a- 

way for dear life, cursing women, and no 

doubt mentally resolving that, in future, 

they would try to lead more respectable 

lives. 

This island was the place where, in case 

of head wind, one had to stay and wait for 

a change of wind, or a calm. Also 

when the ice was going out, it was 

here one had to stay until the 

lake was clear. I remember, years a- 

go, waiting for the ice to move at this 

very place. My wife was with me, there- 
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fore I could not take the chances that I 

would have done, had I been alone. We 

simply had to wait, and when you are 

waiting or ice, you think that the wind 

never changes, for a change of wind means 

disaster to the ice, and a free channel for 

yourself. If I remember aright, it took 

three days to change the wind, and before 

the expiration of three days, my wife 

wanted to go back; but I have always 

hated to go back, and I won my point, a 

point for which I had to pay, in a man- 

ner that only those who are married know. 

I tried to make the way pleasant by trot- 

ting out my Indian lore, but I failed and 

wished that the blooming wind would 

turn. Finally it did and then the- excite- 

ment of a few hal-breadth escapes, restor- 

ed the harmony that should exist between 

man and wife. 

But we were travelling north, and we are 

now mentally travelling south. To the left 

of us is the Turtle Portage, ‘Kah-meek-in- 

ah-kee-on-i-gum’. A very long word to ex- 

press a Short portage, and we will leave 

the ramifications of that route for some 

iuture time, and now we are nearing Hunt- 

er’s Lodge, but before we get there, anoth- 

er place arrests my attention. It is a tiny 

bay, on the left. It was there that I 

caught the big pike, and Kipawa pike are 

no piccaninnies. I was as usual fishing 

with my wife in a very small canoe, and 

though the little canoe was full of small 

fish, comparatively, I thought that I 

would have just one try in that little bay 

before going home. It was deep, though 

not large, and land locked except for a 

passage that one could almost jump over, 

through which I paddled with shortened 

line, letting out more line when I reach- 

ed the wider and deeper portions. I was 

about to haul in my line in disgust, as I 

neared the end of the bay, when my troll 

caught on something that I thought wasa 

log. I was about to throw over my wind- 

ing stick, as is my custom so to do if 

caught on log or bottom, when I felt a 

perceptible ‘give’, so I pulled as much as 

the line would stand, which fetched the ca- 

noe back. The trend of the line was down 

deep, so that I might still have thought 
that I had hooked a log, only there was 

that steady lateral swing that betokens a 

fish, and I knew that I had hooked a big 

-veritable monster, 
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one. But it was a long time before the fish 

gave me a chance to see it. Finally it 

made a Swirl near the surface, so I knew 

that it had seen me, for immediately it 

dashed away, so that I was obliged to give 

it more line. It towed the little canoe a- 

long, as if it was accustomed to towing 

canoes. 

I was in dread lest it should get the line 

entangled by making for some of the tops 

of trees that had fallen into the water, but 

it acted in a most gentlemanly way, in 

that respect and religiously—if there is any 

religion in a fish—held to deep water. 

Round after round we sailed, but at length 

the fish began to tire, and then I caught 

the first sight of it. It appeared to me a 

and I dreaded the pos- 
sibility of losing it, for there are few fish- 

ermen who have not experienced that 

agony of soul which comes to, a man when 

an especially fine fish is brought to the 

surface, and then by the breaking of a 

hook or line, or by the former becoming de- 

tached the latter becomes limp and with- 

out strain, while the fish, in sight, but 

out of reach, swims slowly away—so pro- 

vokingly slowly that one feels inclined to 

jump in and grab it. 

I well knew that it would be a case of 

upset to bring that great floundering fish 

into the canoe, and in any case I had no 

gaff, so I looked but looked in vain for a 

sandy bay where I could tow it shore. I 

knew then that my only chance was the 

paddle, and I took that chance. I brought 

the fish along side, now thoroughly tamed, 

and with the top of its head just peeping 

out of the water. I raised the paddle tak- 

ing my time, and holding my breath, took 

good aim, and struck that broad head with 

the edge of the paddle, and the fish lay 

quivering upon its side, on the top of the 

water. I promptly slipped my fingers into 

its eye-sockets, and slid it into the canoe. 

Then I paddled for shore, without waiting 

to take out the hooks, jumped out, and 

seizing the fish again, threw it safe on 

shore, where it could kick and be hanged ; 

and it did kick, but a few blows with a 

stick gave it the necessary quietus. 

The weight was a little disappointing, 

for I could hardly stretch it to nineteen 

pounds, though, as a matter of fact, a 

Kipawa pike of nineteen pounds will put up 
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a fight equal to a twenty-five pounder from 

other places. These Kipawa pike are cer- 

tainly extraordinary in this respect, in 

their lustiness, and besides, they are such 

a firm fish in the eating, more like bass, 

which is probably the result of the pure, 

deep water, and absence of muddy flats ; 

for it is a rock-bound lake, and the water 

is wonderfully clear, seeing that it is not 

in a limestone region. 

And now my mind travels to the familiar 

narrows, on which the old post stood, where 

I spent nine years in learning the art of 

Indian trade. It is still beyond the point, 

and invisible, but I can see it, in my 
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mind’s eye as it was, when I knew it. It 

was full of life then, Indian life. There- 

were many fine buildings, all ‘ post— 

ed’ buildings, that is, made after the fash- 

ion of most Hudson’s Bay Company build-- 

ings, which is this way. Logs of about. 

eight feet in length are ‘sided’ and tenonn— 

ed at the ends. Then a frame of squared 

posts is set up, and slotted to receive the- 

tenonned ends of the logs, which are all: 

slipped in from the top, and that is one- 

reason why they are cut so short, that and’ 

the fact that the logs have to be carried 

out of the bush to the building site, on 

men’s shoulders. 

(To be continued. ) 

A Bear Hunt. 
By JAMES BREWSTER. 

“Well everything is ready for the trail’’ 

I remarked to Mr. H., who with his hands 

in his pockets had been leaning leisurely up 

against a friendly poplar tree, watching 

the operation of catching, saddling and 

packing about nine head of Indian ponies 

with enough provisions to last us, a party 

of three, during a four weeks’ cruise in the 

mountains. 

‘All right,’’ he says, ‘‘I am ready,’’ and 

walking over to the horse that had been 

prepared for him climbs on. I pick up the 

rope that is connected to the halter of the 

bell mare, struggle onto my own horse and 

‘lead out’. 

Looking back, I see the cook persuading 

the pack-horses along with a large club, 

while Mr. H. rides quietly along, puffing a- 

way at his pipe and keeping well in the 

rear, for fear he might get in the way of 

the pack horses which were not very anxi- 

ous to leave. We soon get clear of the cor- 

rals and pass up through the main street 

of the village of Banff. A few well kept 

curs come rushing out and bark. This at- 

tracts the attention of the inhabitants, 

who immediately swarm to their windows 

and doors and watch the procession go by, 

not because it is an unusual sight to see a 

pack-train go through the town, but be- 

cause they haven’t’much else to do. 

Once through the town we cross the 

Bow river bridge, and then turn west fol- 

jowing the well-made road by the cave and. 

basin. The smiling good humored Scotch- 

man, who is caretaker of this famous wat-. 

ering place, gives our parting salute. 
On crossing Sundance Creek we leave all 

traces of civilization, and soon enter a. 

thick mat of fallen and standing timber, 

anything but delightful to travel in. After 

jumping logs and pushing through short 

strips of muskeg for a couple of hours, we 

reach Healy Creek, which owing to the 

earliness of the season is very much swol- 

len, but after some little difficulty we 

manage to reach the other side in safety. 

We followed up the stream for about four 

miles and struck an old camp ground, 

where we decided to stop for the night, 

having covered about 15 miles. The horses. 

were unpacked, their loads piled up neatly 

and covered with pack covers in case ot 
rain, Saddles were taken off and the cay- 

uses turned out for the night to feed. The 
cook now turns his attention to feed. The 

fire and preparing supper. Before Mr. H. 

and I have the tents pitched and the beds 

made, the pots are simmering merrily over 

the fire and the fumes from the frying bac- 

on make us realize just how hungry we 

really are. 

From the time the pack train stops after 

a hard day’s travel until supper is served 
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is the cranky period of the party. Every- 

body is hungry and tired and willing to 

fight on very slight provocation, but af- 

ter they get up against the ‘‘grub pile’’ for 

a few minutes, conversation begins to 

loosen up, bear, mountain sheep and fish 

stories start to float around, and as the 

bannock, bacon and strong tea disappear 

some really good yarns ooze out. Before 

the after supper pipe is finished, the tour- 

ist thinks (if he has not been there before) 

that he has really got men along with him 

that would tackle any grizzly with a com- 

mon pocket-knife or ride a bighorn over a 

hundred foot cliff, if for nothing more than 

to illustrate to the tourist that the moun- 

tain sheep does not use his horns to land 

upon. 

Of course our first evening in camp was 

spent in the usual way, ‘‘stuffing the tour- 

ist’’ (or trying to), and as the evening 

grew into night and our yarns grew poorer 

and poorer, the victim began to yawn,—a 

pretty good hint he had soaked up about 

as many lies as he could stand for one 

evening. So we all adjourned to bed and 

slept as only those who travel in the 

beautiful cool, clear air of the Rocky 

Mountains can sleep. 

First streaks of the morning light found 

the camp alive and full of activity, prepar- 

ing breakfast and rounding up horses, pull- 

ing down tents, and folding them and the 
sleeping blankets. 

In less than an hour and a half after the 

first sign of life in the camp weare all 

packed up, and the pack train is winding 

its way through some heavy timber on a 

narrow pack trail towards the high sum- 

mit of the Simpson Pass. 

Three hours tedious climb over fallen 

timber and sharp rocks brought us to the 

top of the summit, an open, but hilly ridge 

that separates the waters of this great 

continent. The small streams that rush 

down the east side eventually find their 

way to the Atlantic and those on the west 
to the Pacific. 

The scenery from this point is superb, 

small lakes of various colors are scattered 

about among the hills and a few scrubby 

mountain larch mark the almost extreme 

limits of vegetation. 

Off to the west huge mountains rear their 
snow and ice crested peaks, while on eith- 
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er side deep ravines have been cut to the 

valleys below. We halted here for a few 

minutes to give our horses a breathing spell 

and io admire the beautiful surroundings. 

Then we proceeded along the ridge about a 

mile until we struck a narrow, steep draw 

which led to the valley below. Following 

down the gulch, we arrived at. the bank of 

the Simpson river and a good camping 

eround, just as the sun sank behind the 

mountain peaks in the west. 

The next day by noon we had reached the 

head waters of the Simpson river. Passing 

over a small summit we enter what is 

known as ‘‘Hell Gate Pass’’, a small nar- 

row valley full of all manner of broken 

rock and large boulders, and after about 

three miles of rough trail we emerge 

into another rolling strip of country very 

similar to the Simpson summit. Here and 

there small lakes are scattered among the 

hills, clumps of stunted spruce and moun- 

tain larch appear at intervals, while the 

whole surface is covered with short, 

fuzzy grass found on nearly all sum- 

mits where there is any vegetation at 

all. As a background. to this beautiful 

sight Mount Assiniboine appears, rearing 

its proud head high above the surrounding 

peaks. 

This famous mountain baffled the per- 

severing attempts of many a noted moun- 

taineer for years, until Rev. James Out- 

ram succeeded in conquering it in 1901. 

Several days were spent by the party at 

the foot of this proud monster photograph- 

ing, hunting and resting. 

Shortly after our arrival at Assiniboine 
the lack of fresh meat began to tell on the 

party, so it was decided that Mr. H. and 

I should go out and see what we could 

kill,the only game in the immediate vicin- 

ity being grizzly bear and mountain goat. 

We decided on hunting the latter. Early in 

the morning armed with our rifles and a 

light lunch we set out for some low moun- 

tains about five miles to the north-east of 

us, where we had located a large bunch of 

goat through the glasses. 

Before leaving the camp we were careful 

to secure our dog to a small tree with a 

good stout cord. I knew that he was a 

good bear dog, but was not sure about his 

goat abilities, so we decided to leave him 

at camp for fear that he might spoil a 
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good opportunity after a hard climb. We 

had not gone more than about two miles, 

when we heard some furious barking a 

short distance behind us. I knew that it 

must be our dog, and hurrying back found 

that he had cornered a good sized grizzly 

bear. We crept up to within about 75 

yards of the scene, Mr. H. took careful 

aim and fired, striking the bear in the 

shoulder. The pain made him furious and 

he immediately dashed after the dog, but 

he had not gone far when Mr. H. gave him 

another volley, this time breaking his 

back. He struggled about for some time, 

but soon lad to give up. We advanced very 

cautiously until we were very sure that he 

was quite dead, and when everything look- 

ed favorable we went in and skinned him 

and then returned to camp, aS it was too 

late to continue our!goat hunt. 

The next day we leave Assiniboine and 

follow down Bryant Creek. Just _ before 

noon I sighted a small bunch of goat on 

the mountain to the left of us, and as the 

bear meat that we had killed the day be- 

fore was too tough to eat we decided to 
go out and try our luck at goat once more. 

Stopping the pack-train we unloaded the 

horses and turned them loose; then we 

left the cook to fix up the camp, while we 

went after fresh meat. We left camp about 

11 a.m., and returned again at three, car- 

rying the carcasses of two fine goat. A 

few days later as we were travelling down 

Bryant Creek, we saw a very large bull 

elk, but as we had plenty of fresh meat 

and were not on a hunting trip we did not 

shoot him, but procured some very good 

photographs. 

Bryant Creek flows into the Spray riv- 

er. About four miles below the mouth of 
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Bryant Creek there are some very pretty 

falls on the Spray river, in which trout 

are in great numbers. Here we camped for 

a few days and fished. During the time we 

were here I caught a trout that measured 

48 inches in length. I had a hard time to 

land him as he fought desperately to get 

away, and I only had a tepee pole. for a 

fishing rod. 

Leaving the Spray Falls we followed 

down the river a couple of miles further, 

then crossed over the river and proceeded 

up a small creek about a mile to what are 

known as the Spray Lakes. The fishing 

here can not be equalled in America in my 

estimation. The readers of this article 

probably will not believe me when I tell 

them that one time I was passing by these 

lakes and was very short of ‘‘grub’’, so I 

decided to stop and catch some fish. In 

an hour and a quarter I caught as much as 

a pack horse could carry, which would be 

about 200 pounds. This may sound like a 
game hog’s story, but I think anyone else 

in my position would have done the same 

thing. The fish in this lake range in weight 

all the way from one pound to 40 pounds. 

At this point we Stayed for a couple of 

days,then broke camp and pulled into Can- 

more, a Small mining village on the Cana- 

dian Pacific Railway, about 15 miles east 

of Banff. There is a more direct way to 

the Spray Lakes from Banff now, as the 

rovernment have cut a trail up the Spray 

river to the old White Man’s trail. By this 

route it is not more than about 12 miles 

from the Canadian Pacific Railway hotel 

to the Lakes. In my next article I will give 

a.description of the country to the south 

of Banff, which for scenery and sport I 

think will not be easily beaten. 

Winter Sports in Canada. 
By STRAW HAT. 

There are many men who consider them- 

selves wise, .and who would be very much 

surprised to be classified amongst the ig- 

norant. For instance such are those who 

compare unfavourably the winter climate 
of Canada with that of the middle States 

of America, or even the more “northerly of 

the Southern States. As a matter of fact 

the Canadian winter climate is infinitely 

superior for many reasons, of which I 

would like to name two:— 

First, in its possibilities of enjoyment. 

Secondly, in its healthfulness. 

Let us compare the every day life of the 
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New Yorker with that of the Canadian. If 

we take the New Yorker with four thou- 

sand dollars a year to live upon, he is 

compelled to live in the suburbs some- 

where, or in a flat, or its equivalent. If he 

lives in:the suburbs, and his business is in 

the city, he rises in the morning between 

half past six and seven, breakfasts hurried- 

ly, leaves home between seven and eight 

o’clock, has an hour’s ride on trains, and 

after half an hour spent over connections 

and street car rides, he arrives at his of- 

fice. He spends the morning in his heated 

office, has a rush luncheon in a crowded 

heated, and probably badly ventilated 

juncheon room. The afternoon is spent like 

the morning. At six o’clock he leaves his 

office, and has a_ ride in a crowded 

car, changing to a heated and crowded 

train, and arrives home at half past seven 

or eight o’clock to a late dinner. After 

dinner perhaps he has time enough for a 

game of cards or a little music. But he 

has not much time for this as he has again 

to rise early the next morning. During the 

whole of that day he has perhaps had not 

more than one hour of fresh open air ex- 

perience. The dweller in the small towns 

may have a little more walking and a lit- 

tle less rush. But compared with either of 

these the life of the Canadian in the small- 

er towns is much preferable. He rises at 

hali past seven in the morning, takes his 

bath, reads his newspaper, breakfasts, and 

very frequently walks to his office. Many 

take the heated and pernicious street car 

even in Canada. The Canadian takes an 

hour or more for luncheon. He leaves his 

office at six o’clock and sits down to din- 

ner between six thirty and seven. After 

dinner if he is wise, and many of the Cana- 

dians are wise in this respect, he takes 

his snowshoes, his skis, or his toboggan, and 

has a two hours’ tramp or slide, covering 

the ground so imperceptibly that he gets 

over five or six miles without knowing it, 

so great is his enjoyment of the exercise 

in which he is indulging. Next morning 

after a very sound sleep, he awakes with 

an amazingly good appetite. All Saturday 

afternoons are spent in this way, and on 

Sunday several miles are covered whatever 

the weather may be. It is a rare thing 

from the end of November to April to have 

a rainy day—very often there is not more 

than one day and sometimes none during 
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that time when 

where he will. 

Here comes 

the Canadian cannot go 

in the second part of the 

argument. The result is that the average 

Canadian is stronger and healthier than 
the average American to the south of us. 
About fifty per cent of the nurses in the 
hospitals in the United States are Cana- 
dian girls, taken because of their hea!th- 
fulness and stamina, and not for patriotic 

reasons. This is a remarkable proof of 

the healthfulness of the Canadian winter 
for those who use it aright. The Canadian 
winter sports are many in number—snow 
shoeing, skiing, skating, curling, ice boat- 
ing, tobogganning, the many forms of driv- 
ing, and the travelling snow-shoe dog train 
and toboggan camp life. These not only 
afford infinite enjoyment but add greatly 
to the healthfulness of the Canadian, and 
they afford a most interesting and exhila-. 
rating programme of winter life. They are 

all open air entertainments, and it follows 

necessarily that they are healthful. All of 

them give exercise tending to the develop- 
ment of the muscles. They afford indeed 
the most pleasant and effective method of 
practising physical culture. All these ex- 

ercises except driving demand from their — 
votaries that they wear comparatively 
light clothing and make the muscular ac- 
tion brisk and continuous. As there is no 

over heating and the air breathed is the 

purest in the world, the result is generally 

to be seen in the building up of stamina 

and the development of muscle to an ex- 

traordinary degree. Long snow _ shoe 

tramps by parties who carry light tents 

and have their provisions hauled by dogs 

on toboggans are very popular and possi- 

ble to a degree that surprises the outsider. 

It makes certain journeys possible in win- 

ter that are not so in summer except in 

parts that are accessible by canoe. All 

swamps, rivers, and lakes, are passable in 

winter. There are no insects, and there is 

no malaria. It is quite common to find 

a man who can travel sixty miles per day 

following dogs for several days in succes- 

sion on snow shoes, which is a better rec- 

ord than that made in Japan, because 

while there are often no roads here, there 

they are very good. Here on a snow shoe 

tramp a man, to a very large extent, beats 

out his own road, through more or less 

soft snow. 
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The Canadian Pacific Railway is so con- 

vinced of the truth of these statements 

that they are systematising the promo- 

tion of these winter sports. Camps are to 

be established at various points, and ev- 

erything necessary for the enjoyment of 

these sports will be placed at the disposi- 

tion of the public. Experienced men and 

vuides will give lessons in the few sports 

—such as skating, curling and skiing— in 

which some practice is necessary. But most 

of these games can be learned in a very 

few minutes. -The forest will be preserved 

in certain accessible localities along the 

iine of the railway so that people may en- 

joy the real thing in the woods, and not 

under artificial conditions. 

It used to be that Canadian invalids 

were sent south, and particularly was this 

the case with consumptives, in the hope of 

relief for their maladies. But this no long- 

er obtains. The invalids who are able to 

do so are made to join in aS many winter 

sports as they can, and consumptives are 

kept out of doors as much as possible. This 

is the case all day long, and they sleep 

at nights with their windows wide open. 

Such courses of treatment have resulted in 

ereat benefit to consumptives. The south 

may help some of the weak and delicate, 

but it is enervating and in the great ma- 
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jority of cases there is nothing bracing for 

the patient, nothing to increase stamina 

and develop muscle. 

There are still many in Canada who do 

not know of the marvellous benefits of an 

open air life. There are many who dress 

so absurdly that they cannot enjoy being 

out of doors. Our forefathers were hardy 

and robust to a degree. But they dressed 

right—i.e., warmly when necessary. In 

those days they wore hats by means of 

which they could cover a large portion of 

the face, and the ears if necessary; and 

coats that were made with collars that 

could be turned up, and thus form a real 

protection against the occasional biting 

winds. Now our people wear billy cock 

hats perched on the top of their heads, and 

seem to try to see how little clothing they 

can wear. They freeze ears and noses with- 

out reason or against the dictates of rea- 

son, either on account of the vanity of 

fashion or to flatter the self-conceit that. 

they are hardy to an astonishing and ex- 

traordinary degree. 

Those who know how to enjoy it and 

who have had experience of more souther- 

ly climates than the Canadian, infinitely 

prefer the Canadian winter from Xmas _ to 

March to any other. 

The Kawartha Lakes. 
By L. O. A 

The sportsmen of Toronto and district, 

and those from the United States for 

imany hundred of miles south west, south, 

and south east from Buffalo, have for years 

been looking for a short and quick route to 

Bobcaygeon. The reason is obvious from a 

first glance at the map. The beautiful Ka- 

wartha Lakes, situated in the counties of 

Victoria and Peterborough, have Bobcay- 

eeon for their exact centre. From this 

point east and west run several comforta- 

ble steamers, some of them electrically 

lighted. These ply to the mouths of many 

rivers, up which are good canoe routes to 

smaller inland lakes, and also afford many 

other delightful excursions. The Kawartha 

Lakes together form a very large body of 

water, and the well enforced laws of On- 

tario have preserved the fishing so that it 

is to-day almost as good as ever it was. 

These lakes are, comparatively speaking, 

but little known to the summer tourists. 

The chain is composed of Lakes Koshka- 

boyamog, Clear, Stoney, Buckhorn, Chem- 

ong, Pigeon, Bold, Sturgeon, Cameron, and 

Balsam, making a yacht route of seventy — 
miles. A very beautiful combination of 

scenery is enjoyed here, as some parts are 

wild, bold, and picturesque to a degree ; 

while others have the quiet beauty of 

smooth grassy lawns and old trees, well 

underbrushed. A few summer cottages are 

dotted along the shores, but not two per 

cent of the land is taken up. 

At the centre—Bobcaygeon—is the best 

fishing, and every lake mentioned can be 
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reached from there by steamer. Here also 

arrangements Can be made for canoes and 

guides, and by correspondence beforehand 

with the hardware stores camp outfits of 

every kind can be provided. A large lum- 

bering firm at Bobcaygeon has_ recently 

gone out of business. Though they have 

done very little lumbering for some time, 

their stoppage has had the effect of de- 

priving a number of experienced men of em- 

ployment, and these men, owing to their 

work and their knowledge of the woods 

make very good guides.:In some parts it is 

jong since the deer have been disturbed, 

and the hunting therefore, as well as_ the 

fishing, is very good. 

Bobcaygeon is situated on an island in 

the short river between Sturgeon and Pig- 

eon Lakes. Steamers run to and from 

Bridgenorth, 20 miles ; Buckhorn, 17 miles; 

and Fenelon Falls, 15 miles. It will be 

the central point of distribution for pass- 

engers and freight for all points on the 

northern lakes, and to the lakes of this 

chain. The hotel and boarding house ac- 

commodation is very good indeed for peo- 

ple, who are content with plain fare at rea- 

sonable rates. There are natural parks 

which are to be developed next season, and 

the accommodation will be very much add- 

ed to. It is proposed to erect a Camp vil- 

lage. Bobcaygeon is essentially a camp- 

ing proposition. It is the best objective 

point both for the settler and the sports- 

man as it contains within itself all that 

they may need. The'conveniences, and even 

some of the luxuries of life are there. It 

possesses many of the advantages of civili- 

zation while being yet in the wild. 

The Lindsay branch of the Canadian Pa- 

cific Railway, on which Bobcaygeon is a 

station, is built on an_ elevated plateau, 

giving absolute immunity from hay fever, 

and giving very delightful climatic condi- 

tions, including the best of drainage, the 

soil being dry and porous. The town is 

now only a little over three hours from 

Toronto, and the journey is through one of 

the most interesting portions of the beau- 

tiful Province of Ontario. There are two 

trains daily each way, and special privil- 

eges are given to fishermen and sportsmen, 

in the season, from May till November. On 

leaving the main line at Burketon one is 

struck with the great change in the air be- 

tween that point and Toronto. Insensibly 
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the traveller has climbed to an elevation 

where the air is extraordinarily clear and 

bracing. 

Quite near is Lake Scugog, where many 

record fish have been taken, and where a 

good bass river can be followed all the way 

to Lindsay. All along the line, at every 

station, the traveller finds himself within 

easy distance of good fishing, and all the 

land is available for summer homes. There 

are several points from which the Scugog 

River can be easily reached. Up to the 

present the line is so new that there has 

not been an influx of summer visitors. 

Emily Creek, an outlet of Emily Lake, 

gives canoe connections to Sturgeon Lake. 

Through the north are rivers like the Miss- 

issaga, the Nogey, and many others, which 

can be reached from Bobcaygeon in quick 

time, and where hunting and fishing can be 

obtained. 

These facts, taken in conjunction with 

the modest prices asked for land as com- 

pared with other parts of Ontario, a great 

deal further away, and where many times 

the fishing is not so good, ought to make it 

a very desirable place indeed. The cost of 

living in Bobcaygeon is very considerably 

less than it is in the cities. The canoeing, 

boating, yachting, hunting, and fishing are 

unsurpassed. The rivers, sheltered bays, 

and even the open stretches are not sub- 

ject to heavy squalls. This renders Bob- 

caygeon as far as the water attractions 

are concerned second to none. 

The churches. are well represented, hav- 

ing comfortable edifices and good congre- 

gations. Now that Bobcaygeon is so acces- 

sible, its growth and development as a 

summer resort in the near future is cer- 

tain, and summer places that can now be 

had for a trifle will in a few years be 

worth a good deal of money. 

Then out from the town are many at- 

tractions. There are well macadamised 

roads leading to pretty lakes and charm- 

ing views most suitable for summer out- 

ings. Some of these roads would suit au- 

tomobiles very well. Bobcaygeon is one of 

the places where there is always a great 

deal of out door occupation, and from this 

standpoint alone it is bound to grow and 

become very popular indeed. 

Sturgeon Point is a delightful steamboat 

journey from Bobcaygeon. It forms a na- 

tural park of oak, maple, and pine, and in 
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a most interesting country. There is a 

very large area of country wooded, with ja 

sandy beach, and a dry soil, most suitable 

for summer cottages and camps. In fact 

there are several hundreds of miles of 

coast line. 
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It is an old Indian highway and there 

are portages into many of the interior 

lakes and along the river, making it most 

enjoyable territory for the canoeist and 

camper. 

Shooting in the Rocky Mountains. 
By C. G. COWAN 

In the Rocky Mountains, between the 

Peace River and the head waters of the 

Smoky river, there lies a wide and beauti- 

ful valley, drained by the Wapiti river. 

Here on this wild outskirt of the Domin- 

ion, some four hundred miles north of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway, an old Indian, 

his boy and myself pitched our Tepee, glad 

to be isolated from all human interests, 

and free to hunt the valleys and mountains, 

until such time as the winter drove us in- 

to warmer quarters. 

It was now the month of September, the 

leaves on the poplars had already turned a 

pale yellow, and the velvet had been rub- 

bed from the horns of the Moose. Moantain 

sheep, goat and bears besides quantities of 

smaller mammals fed peaceably in their own 

particular ranges. This was indeed a veri- 

table hunting ground, and although rew 
to me, Simon, the old Indian, had trapped 

many a beaver by the waters of the Wapi- 

ti, and in the fall of each year, came here 

with his 44 Winchester, his lodge, and fam- 

ily in quest of their winter’s meat ; in fact 

it was only on such occasions, the animals 

were ever disturbed by human being, conse- 

quently they were far from being wild and 

offered magnificent sport. My first day out 
from camp was after sheep, we had seen 

them the day before, as we crossed over 

the summit coming from the Smoky river. 

There was a band of about fifty, feeding 

low down on the south side of a well timb- 

ered mountain. The three of us left camp 

early, on ponies. The road was no other 

than an old caribou trail, it straggled on- 

ward towards our quarry, now through a 

dense undergrowth of willows, again, along 

the dry bed of 

but more often 

pines, which it in so narrowly, 

there for our horses. to 

Squeeze between the trees. 

some recent water-course, 

through a dark forest of 

hemmed 

was scarce room 

On penetrating through just such a place 

as this we emerged suddenly into the open, 

in full view of doubtless, the same band of 

sheep aS we had seen’ yesterday, though 

they had moved considerably, and were 

now feeding above the timber line. The 

ewes, ever on the watch, had evidently 

failed to notice us, so, we slid back into 

the timber, and took a circuitous route, un- 

til we arrived at a. safe spot to leave our 

horses. Then we stalked on until within fir- 

ing range of two old rams, perhaps, the 

only two good heads in the band, at any 

rate from my _ position I could not see 

more. I fired at the one nearest me, it 

bounded into the air, vitally struck, stag- 

gered and fell, the other made off, over a 

knoll, allowing no time for a shot. We re- 

turned to camp with my trophy, and found 

the horns to measure 163 inches in circum- 

ference at the base. 

The next day we rose early, eating our 

breakfast, with the stars still shining, and 

after Johnny, Simon’s boy, had brought 

the ponies into camp, we were off on a two 

days’ trip down the river, towards the 

Grand Prairie country. This was to be a 

moose hunt and promised to be successful, 
if all, Simon, had said, was correct. We had 

jogged along all day through clinging und- 

erbrush over fallen timber, and across 

many muskegs. When we arrived in the 

Moose country, Simon led the way, and 

kept pointing out fresh tracks of moose, 

until we halted our tired animals, on the 

banks of a small creek. 

The Rockies and their foothills, we had 

left behind us, and, there, presented to 

view, was, an immense tract of level land, 

covered with standing dead timber, and a 

luxuriant undergrowth of willows” and 

young poplars. This was our hunting 

ground for the morrow, and it was on the 

edge of this, under the green boughs of one 
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or two fir trees, that we lay down to rest 

and sleep. The wind rose through the 
the night, and the forest of dead pines, 

shrieked, as each blast rushed through it ; 

the green boughs of the living fir trees 

tossed and swayed above our heads, and 

one aged tree leaning against another, un- 

comfortably near us, groaned so dolefully 

as to make sleep impossible. It was a 

night I shall not forget, especially as it 

was followed by a grand day. Simon and 

the boy were up early. Coffee and bacon 

cooked and our meal over, the old man 

cried ‘‘make ready for we are to kill a 

moose before the sun sets!’ I believed 

him, and for the occasion put a bran new 

pair of moccasins on my feet, strapped my 

belt and knife to my waist, placed a few 

cartridges in the pocket of my overalls, and 

without coat or waistcoat followed Simon, 

out into the dead timber. On and on we 

travelled, viewing keenly all tracks and 

droppings, until Simon suddenly turned, 

and excitedly whispered ‘‘peyatik, peyatik, 

no far, bull moose stop.’’ Meaning, “‘be 

eareful, be careful no far, bull moose 

stop.’’ Keeping my eyes. well open and 

treading lightly on the rotten twigs, I 

stuck close to Simon. 

In this way we moved slowly on. In my 

enthusiasm I was expecting every moment 

to see the King of the Cervidae tribe crash 

forward through the fallen timber, but the 

old man knew better than this, for he 

whispered again and said ‘‘Him lie down.’’ 

Systematically, Simon followed the moose 

for hours, leaving the track at intervals, 

until one time he left it for good ; then he 

turned again, and said ‘‘Him lie there’’, 

pointing over a small hill not two hundred 

yards off. Cautiously I moved forward to- 

wards the knoll, and was peeping over, 

when the animal rose, and stood for a 

moment gazing at me a fatal moment, 

for I had time’ to shoot; (and) at 

the report of my rifle the moose fell, in a 

heap ; struggled, rose, and fell again. Fir- 

ing another shot to hasten his end, I ap- 

proached him and found he was an old 

bull, but unfortunately, carried a pair of 

poor horns. Yet, we took the scalp off, in 

fact the whole skin, as Simon wanted moc- 

caSins for winter use, and here was the lea- 

ther to make them. We returned to our 

horses, brought them back to the dead ani- 

mal, and camped for another night a- 
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mongst the weird sounds of the dead wmn- 

ber. 

In the morning we loaded our horses 

with some meat and my trophy, and t1e- 

turned to the Wapiti. Here, I may men- 

tion, although this river is called after 

perhaps, the most noble of all American 

animals, there is not a Wapiti within two 

hundred miles of it. Before we left for our 

moose hunt, we had set two traps for 

beaver in a dam, near by the river, and on 

visiting these, we found they held a large 

beaver, and a baby one, the latter we 

turned loose, after hearing her human cry; 

the former was skinned, cooked and eaten. 

The following morning Simon expressed 

a wish I should try for bears. ‘‘He knew 

where there were lots of grizzly and black 

bear too’’, and in consequence of this as- 

sertion, off we started on foot, asthe old 

man with a wave of his hand and pointing 

to a mountain close by, said, ‘‘The bears 

were there.’’ He was right for we had 

only moved as far as the mountain, when 

the fresh rooting of a grizzly appeared. It 

had been done that morning. Before us, 

was a patch of ground some four or five 

yards square, all rooted over, on top. of 

the upturned soil were the fresh tracks of 

a full grown bear, but on the top of these, 

there was yet another track, as if there 

might be cubs, and until the sun was drop- 

ping over the horizon, we hunted the sides 

of this mountain for the animals that 

made those tracks, but without success. 

Berries of all kinds grew in abundance, 

roots and other vegetation, palatable to 

bears covered the ground we traversed, yet, 

the animals that lTved amidst all this lux- 

ury failed to shew themselves, so, we re- 

turned to our camp, and took one more 

beaver from our traps, before we slept. 

On the morning of the next day, and be- 

fore it was yet light, we, were again on 

the Bear mountain, sitting in a position 

which commanded a favorable view of the 

likely places. Here we remained for some 

hours, when Simon exclaimed ‘‘me see 

em.’’ Using my glasses and looking in the 

direction the old man indicated I saw a 

she grizzly and two cubs. They were ata 

great distance, but were feeding toward us, 

and bears often feed along at a good pace, 
SO, we Sat on, aS we were, with the glass- 

es glued on the animals whom, we occa- 

sionally lost sight of, for the moment, as 
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they passed through the many small patch- 

es of bush, that dotted the mountain side 

throughout. Suddenly, they veered round, 

and entered a small covering of alders from 

which they did not emerge until the mid- 

dle of the afternoon. In the meantime, and 

whilst they were having their mid-day 

sleep, we crept stealthily on towards their 

den, and at last got into position about 

forty yards above it. Now it mattered 

little how they advanced for their evening 

meal ; escape, without our seeing them was 

impossible. 

It was as I said before, the middle of the 

afternoon when Mother Bruin left her den, 

and moved slowly from under the alders, 

into the open. She, was in full view, and 

stood broadside on. Raising my rifle I 

aimed, behind her shoulder, and pressed the 

trigger, with a dull roar, she went to the 

ground, but was up in a second and making 

for cover, I, again fired and she dropped in- 

stantly, as I afterwards found with a brok- 

en back. The cubs were now on the scene 

but we gave them, no time to lament their 

dying mother. Skinning the three animals, 

we returned to camp, and that evening, 

whilst staking out the skins to dry, Sim- 

on, pointed to another bear, far up on the 

mountain side near where the others died. 

With my glasses I could see, it, was of a 

colour like the dead. Perhaps it was the 

father of the cubs, and was abroad search- 

ing for them. 

On waking up, on the morning of my 

seventh day in this vicinity, I found Simon 

anxious I should try my luck after Moun- 

tain Goat, and certainly it was tempting, 

as every mountain top within view, had its 

little white specks detted about on it, all 

of which my glasses, showed to be goat. 

Having already shot one or two good spe- 

cimens of this animal on my way into the 

country, I didnot care to kill more, and 

thought it would be infinitely preferable 

to have a day amongst the beaver. 

We had with us some No. 4 traps, which 

are those usually set for this animal, tak- 

ing two each, and our rifles, we started 

out into the forest, a forest, quite un- 

known to me, yet, revealing so many forms 

of Nature, identical, with those in other 

parts where I had found beaver so plenti- 

ful. Noiselessly, we skirted the edge of the 

woods, passing alongside of what seemed 

{to me an unending chain of sloughs, con- 
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nected one with the other, by a sluggish 

flow of water, hidden from the eye by long 

standing grasses, through which a_ perfect 

net work of beaver paths wended their 

way. ‘Each. sleugh had its little island 

home, its solid beaver house, all apparent- 

ly occupied. I noticed one, in particular, 

which had on its roof, gathered together 

no less than seven of these melancholy 

creatures, as if, to have some _ quiet 

play. Watching them for some time 

with my glasses I could see they were 

bent on ducking one old beaver, and at 

last after many attempts succeeded in 

shoving him off a log into the water. There 

was a great splash for all had taken to 

the water after him, diving, coming up, 

and splashing about for some time, when 

all returned to the logs again. 

We left them undisturbed and proceeded 

to set our trap; a work that requires 

great experience, as the senses of the bea- 

ver are very keen, and enable him to de- 
tect the presence of the hunter by the 

slightest traces. Our traps we set with- 

out bait, and under the water, where the 

paths of the animal left the bank. On our 

return next day we found two beaver trap- 

ped, one while engaged carrying winter 

provisions from the woods to its house, 

for, there, beside the trap and the animal, 

lay a poplar sapling freshly cut by the bea- 

ver. I was‘not sorry when I found we had 

only secured two, for at this season the 

fur is not at its best, and I had come here 

more to observe than to kill this animal. 

It is now October, and we push back to- 

wards the Smoky river. The trail seems 

even wilder, and is certainly more strewn 

with natural obstacles, than when we last 

travelled it ; yet, the ponies overcame all, 

and we arrive the evening of the second 

day on a flat, in the Canyon of the Smoky 

river. It is the only level bit of ground 

suitable for camping on, for miles around, 

and it is now dotted over with Indian 

wigwams.Mine was added to the lot, and 

here I remained for a day and two nights, 

shut in from view on either side purposely 

to please Simon. For he had told me a 

ereat Tea dance was to be held on the 

Smoky river before the Indians returned to 

winter quarters, and asked me to join in. I 

promised him I would, and now gave a 

supply of tea towards it. 

Po'_s were driven in the ground and the 
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<anvas from various lodges spread careiul- 

ly round, making one huge Tepee out of 

all, inside of which, fires burned down the 

centre, with all sizes of kettles containing 

the strongest black tea simmering over 

them. Cups in abundance, lay scattered by 

the fire, and each person that wanted to 

drink, approached without ceremony and 

did so. The ground at the end of the Te- 

pee, (the place of honour), and opposite, 

from where you enter at the door, was 

covered with white goat skins, on which 

the beaters of the tom toms sat. The 

women lined one side of the tent, whilst 

the men took their position on the other, 

and seldom throughout the night did they 

mingle one with the other. All were beau- 

tifully dressed in their accustomed dancing 

finery, the Bucks wearing their gorgeously 

embroidered skin jackets, showy shaps and 

coloured belts, whilst beaded moccasins 

covered their feet and a generous supply 
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of red and yellow ochre their taces. The 

drums beat loudly and all within drank 

freely of the strong black tea until an ex- 

citement bordering on drunkenness over- 

took the young bucks. So the tea dance, 

went on, all through the night no one 

dancing, but everyone mournfully shaking 

themselves, to the weird and melancholy 

tune of the tom toms. 

The next day there was a change in the 

weather. It was cold, bitterly cold. Heavy 

winds from the north blew steadily all 

day. Under the shelter of our tepee and 

away from the fire, the frost was hard in 

the ground. Great flocks of geese passing 

overhead ‘honked’ their cry of migration, 

whilst the whole wilderness its lakes, riv- 

ers and trees, and even its animals were 

undergoing a complete change. Snow is on 

the ground, winter has come. I must leave 

the mountains, for I have yet far to go, 

before I reach the railway. 

Wolves Must Be Destroyed. 
By L. O. A. 

The writer on a recent trip down a most 

attractive river in Ontario saw a band of 

wolves on each side of that river. They are 

undoubtedly increasing in Ontario, although 

not so numerously as in Quebec, because 

whereas Ontario offers a bonus of $15.00 

per head Quebec offers only $5.00. The ef- 

fect naturally is to drive wolves from On- 

tario into Quebec. I enclose a copy of a 

letter written by Mr. E. H. Bronson, to 

Mr. N. E. Cormier, Provincial Game Ward- 

en, at Aylmer, Que., and to Mr. Bronson’s 

I would add my own earnest appeal to the 

Quebec Government to make their bounty 

at least as high as that in Ontario. The 

effect of building the Grand Trunk Pacific 

through the far north will be to drive 

these wolves south, and settlers, railway 

men and travellers should all be incited to 

destroy them. The cleverness of wolves in 

avoiding traps, etc. is very great and is 

increasing, and $5.00 is utterly insufficient 

to pay for a man’s time to go and trap 

wolves. The following is the letter refer- 

red to:— 

“T came down last night, and it may not 

pe amiss to say to you what you have 

perhaps already learned from other sour- 

ces, that our experience this year is to the 

effect that the number of wolves in the 

hunting territory is greatly increased since 

last year. Some of them were seen by 

some of our watchers and their tracks 

were ‘very evident in a number of places on 

our territory. As you know unless some- 

thing can be done to check these animals 

the results will be disastrous to the hunt- 

ing interests, so much so as to ultimately 

compel some of the clubs to abandon their 

licenses, thus largely decreasing the reven- 

ue of the Government from that source as 

well as curtailing the expenditure in the 

country by hunters from abroad, which is 

a considerable item. 
I feel that with your experience I need 

not attempt to furnish arguments towards 

the desirability of suppressing these wolves, 

but I would suggest that it might be well, 

if you think well of it, in making your re- 

ports from time to time to the Govern- 

ment, to mention this fact and press upon 

them the great necessity of re-enacting a 

liberal bounty for the destruction of these 

animals, as this would seem to be the 

only means by which they can be sup- 

pressed.”’ 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

Mr. W. T. McCulloch, an official of the 

New York Central Railway, took a hunt- 

ing trip down the Mississaga River. His 

head guide says: ‘‘I had a fine trip with 

Mr. McCulloch’s party, and they got game 

and could have got a car load of moose. 

Mr.McCulloch and I saw eight all told and 

the other canoes came across a lot more.’’ 

We are informed that Chief Game Ward- 

en Tinsley, of Ontario, has reported - that 

the Canadian Express Company carried 2,- 

522 deer, weighing 285,847 lbs. Last year 

the Company carried 2,950 deer, but it is 

only fair to say that last year was an ex- 

ceptional year, having never been equal- 

led. 

+ 
Although the game protection of the 

Province of Quebec is far from ideal there 

is no doubt that things are not quite as 

bad as they used to be. One day last De- 

cember Mr. D. G. O’Grady, a special offi- 

cer connected with the Customs Preven- 

tion Service Branch, seized four barrels of 

partridges, three shipped to a man at 

Stottsville, which is a port of exit to the 

United States. It is no doubt these ship- 

ments of game were intended for the 

United States. The exertions of the spe- 

cial officers have obtained proof that the 

legal exports of game have been made on 

rather a large scale. Grouse have _ been 

shipped as hams, and a rich harvest has 

no doubt been reaped by those engaged in 

this illicit traffic. Let us hope that each 

of the law breakers will be caught and 

punished to the full extent of the law. 

Se. Oo 

Sportsmen and others wishing to pre- 

serve their trophies now have an oppor- 

tunity to learn taxidermy for themselves. 

The Northwestern School of Taxidermy, oi 

Omaha, Neb., teaches this interesting art 

with complete success by mail. The school 

has thousands of students in Canada and 

the United States, and they speak very 

highly of the results attained by taking 

the course of lessons. Address. the school 

for their new catalogue which is sent free. 

This announcement should be of interest to 

every true sportsman 

The third and concluding part of Pro- 
fessor John Macoun’s catalogue of Canadi- 

an birds has just been issued by the Geo- 

logical Survey Department. Though called 

a catalogue it is much more than that, as 
the very full notes on the breeding habits 
and distribution of Canadian birds consti- 

tute the greater part of the work. The 

first part of this catalogue was issued in 

1900, the second part last year, and these, 

with the third just published, form a_ vol- 

ume of 733 pages, exclusive of a very com- 

plete index. The material for this. great 

work has come from a variety of sources, 

as in addition to his own observations, 

covering a period of twenty-five years, Pro- 

fessor Macoun has availed himself of all 

published lists, and ornithologists all over 

Canada have contributed notes and_ rec- 

ords. No similar work has ever been pub- 

lished in America before. The present pub- 

lication, therefore, will be a great boon to 

Canadian ornithologists, and the fact that 

it has been appreciated by naturalists of 

the United States is shown in the many 

testimonials that the author has received. 

The book enables the ornithologist to see 

at a glance ‘how much is known of the hab- 

its and distribution of any species. 

* . 

Although the white man is netting the 

sockeye by the million, if he should suc- 

ceed in preventing the fearful waste com- 

mitted by the Indian in Northern British 

Columbia, he will have gone far toward a- 

toning for his own ravages. It seems as 

if the Government is in earnest in its en- 

deavors to prevent some of the reckless 

slaughter that has characterized Indian 

methods in the past. In a report submit- 

We are advised by Mr. J. G. Ewing,man- 

ager of the Bureau of Advertising, of the 

EH. I. DuPont Company, Wilmington, Dele- 

ware, that the demand for the 1905 calen- 

dars has been so unexpectedly large that 

the supply is exhausted. 

The may be said of the Laflin & 

Rand Powder Company’s calendar, which 

is also issued by the E. I, DuPont Com- 

pany. The shooting public evidently appre- 

clates a good thing. 

same 
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ted to the Department of Marine and Fish- 

eries by Mr. John T. Williams, Fisheries 

Inspector for the Dominion Government in 

Northern British Columbia waters, it is 

shown that last fall Fishery Inspector Hel- 

gesen, in company with another officer, de- 

stroyed no less than six barricades and one 

dam, which had been thrown across north- 

ern streams to prevent the sockeyes reach- 

ing their spawning grounds. The Indians 

have been barricading the rivers for years 

and years without molestation, and the 

wonder is that the sockeye is not memor- 

ialized in the national museum as a plas- 

ter cast form of an extinct migatory fish 

once plentiful on this coast. 

No less than 2,000,000 sockeyes, most of 

them females full of spawn, were killed in 

the Indian traps this year. That number of 

fish, if canned, would make about 142,857 

cases, or 44,188 cases more than the total 

Skeena River pack of all classes of fish in 

1903. The pack in that year was but 98,- 

669 cases. The fish killed by the Indians 

this year would fill three large sailing ves- 

sels. If rated at a value cf $7 per case, 

which is a fair estimate, the fish taken by 

the Indians would be worth no less than 

$1,000,000 in round numbers. 

Officer Helgesen, who destroyed the Bab- 

ine River dams, was threatened by the 

The Knit-to-Fit Company started in Mon- 

treal, in 1900, on a very small and modest 

scale. At that time all high grade under- 

wear or sweaters were imported. Howey- 

er, the superior qualities and improve- 

ments embodied in the Knit-to-Fit goods, 

which are protected by letters patent, in 

Canada, United States and England, ap- 

pealed strongly to the buyers of most of 

the leading stores. Once the goods were 

introduced and brought before the consum- 

ers of high grade underwear and sweaters, 

the demand increased at a rapid rate, and 

out of the small factory with half a doz- 

en employees, an establishment has grown, 

employing over 80 skilled operators, and 

the sale of their goods reaches through the 

Dominion, from Ocean to Ocean—more, for 

this fall a large export trade was estab- 

lished with some of the leading stores in 

England ; and a permanent sales agent has 

been sent over with headquarters in Lon- 

don, England. For sportsmen, Knit-to-Fit 

Combination Suits and Sweaters are ideal 

~ Wear. 

owner that unless the Government recom- 

pensed him to the extent of $600 the dams 

would be erected next year, if the Indian 

died in the attempt. 
— 

e 
The Christmas number of the ‘‘Rod and 

Gun,’’ a bright, readable magazine devoted 

to Canadian sport and exploration, should 

be gf particular interest. Get the Christ- 

mas number of this excellent magazine 

(R. & G.) and read for yourself. I assure 

you everything fornd within its pages will 

delight you.—Hester Hope in Times-Jour- 

nal, Ft. William, Ont. 

+ 
In the United States House of Represen- 

tatives, Mr. Shiras introduced a bill on 

December 5, that seems to us to be the 

most practical piece of game protective 

legislation yet proposed on this continent. 

It was worded as follows:— 

“Whereas experience has shown that 

laws passed by the States and Territories 

of the United States to protect game 

birds within their respective limits have 

proved insufficient to protect those kinds 

and classes of said birds which are migra- 

tory in their habits and which nest and 

hatch their young in States other than 

those in which they pass the usual hunt- 

ing season, and in some cases breed _ be- 

yond the boundaries of the United States; 

and 

“Whereas such local laws are also inap- 

plicable and insufficient to protect such 

game birds as, in their migrations, are 

found in the public waters of the United 

The Rambler automobiles are made by 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Kenosha, 

Wisconsin. The head of that concern was 

formerly of Gormully and Jeffery Manu- 

facturing Company, who won an enviable 

reputation through the reliability and pop- 

ularity of the Rambler bicycle. Mr. Jef- 

fery’s experiences of over thirty years aS a 

practical mechanic are, of course, of great 

value in his present connection. 

The sales of Rambler automobiles in 

1904 exceeded all expectations. Many hun- 

dred prospective buyers who wanted Ram- 

blers were obliged to purchase other makes 

or wait until the season was nearly over ; 

this in spite of the fact that the factory 

had been enlarged and the facilities 

greatly increased. 

In 1904 the factory consisted of three 

buildings, one of which, doubling the form- 
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States, outside the limits and jurisdiction 

of the several States and Territories; and 

“Whereas the absence of uniform and ef- 

fective laws and regulations in such cases 

has resulted in the wholesale destruction 

and the threatened extermination of many 

valuable species of said game birds, which 

can not be practically restored or restock- 

ed under State laws applicable in the case 

of game birds having their permanent hab- 
itat within the respective States and Ter- 

ritories: Therefore, 

“‘Be it enacted by the Senate and House 

of Representatives of the United States of 

America in Congress assembled, That all 

wild geese, wild swans, brant, wild ducks, 

snipe, plover, woodcock, rail, wild pigeons, 

and all other migratory game birds which 

in their northern and southern migrations 

pass through or do not remain permanent- 

er plant, had just been completed. 

Two new buildings which are just being 

opened and a large addition to the foun- 

dry, and floor space equal to a city block. 

This makes a total floor space area equal 

to four city blocks. It will be understood, 

of course, that this does not include the 

testing track. Although it is an almost 

unparalleled plant, it will not be more 

than adequate to meet the probable de- 

mand for Rambler automobiles. With this 

enlargement of the space there naturally 

follows an increase in equipment. 

A large part of one of the new buildings 

will be used as a blacksmith shop devoted 

largely to the manufacture of forgings, 

which form so important a part of Ram- 

bler construction. To operate the mach- 

inery in this building alone, a new three 

hundred power engine and boilers have 

been installed. The other new building, 

having a floor space of more than thirty 

thousand feet, will be devoted exclusively 

to testing. This should cause some 

thought of the care exercised in having 

Ramblers absolutely right in every de- 

tail before they are 

of the consumer. 

It has always 

placed 

been a note-worthy fact 

that there is greater value in a Rambler 

automobile for the list price than is given 

in any competing machine, and the possi- 

bility of this is. found in this 

immense factory and its equipment. New 

condition 

in the hands 
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ly the entire year within the borders of 

any State or Territory, shall hereafter be 

deemed to be within the custody and pro- 

tection of the Government of the United 

States and shall not be destroyed or tak- 

en contrary to regulations hereinafter pro- 

vided for. 

“Sec.2. That the Department of Agricul- 

ture is hereby authorized to-adopt suita- 

ble regulations to give effect to the prev- 

ious section by prescribing and fixing clos- 

ed seasons, having due regard to the zones 

of temperature, breeding habits and 

times and line of migratory flight, thereby 

enabling the Department to select and des- 

ignate suitable districts for different por- 

tions of the country within which said 

closed seasons it shall not be lawiul to 

shoot or by auy device kill or seize and 

capture migratory birds within the protec- 

machines lessening the cost of production 

are being continually installed, and, in 

making this last expansion, many more 

have been added making it possible’ to 

give still greater value in the 1905 models 

than has been offered heretofore. 

Ramblers are essentially road ma- 

chines, built for every-day use, running a- 

bout town or for touring. It has, there- 

fore, been a considerable surprise to the 

general public to note the success that , 

has attended its few efforts at racing. 

At Del Monte, California, on August 26th 

and 27th last, during the most notable au- 

tomobile race meet of the season in the 

West, a Rambler machine was driven on 

a circular mile track a single mile in 
1:08 3-5 and five miles in 5:54 3-5. In do- 

ing this it defeated cars selling up to 

$2500 and of a much higher rated horse 

power. 
During a less prominent event at Rock- 

ford, Illinois, an equally noteworthy per. 

formance was made when in a contest a- 

gainst time, a Rambler made a _ mile un- 

der unfavorable conditions in 1:17 3-5, de- 

feating a four-cylinder racing machine of 

double its rated power and selling at near- 

ly three times its list price. This latter 

machine after three attempts made its 

fastest mile in 1:19. Both of the Ram- 

blers were from regular stock, the only 

change that was made for racing being the 

equipment of larger sprockets. 
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tion of this law, and by declaring penalties 

by fine or imprisonment, or both, for vio- 

lations of such regulations. 

“Sec. 3. That the Department of Agricul- 

ture, after the preparation of said regula- 

tions, shall cause the same to be made 

public and shall allow a period of three 

months in which said regulations may be 

examined and considered before final adop- 

tion, permitting, when deemed proper 

public hearings thereon, and after final a- 

doption to cause same to be engrossed and 

submitted to the President of the United 

States for approval: Provided, however, 

That nothing herein contained shall be 

deemed to afiect or interfere with the lo- 

cal laws of the States and Territories for 

the protection of game localized within 

their borders, nor to prevent the States 

and Territories from enacting laws and 

regulations to promote and render efficient 

the regulations of the Department of Agri- 

culture provided under this statute.”’ 
— 
bd 

The report of the’ 5th Annual Meeting of 

the Canadian Forestry Association, held 

_ in Toronto, in March 1904, reached Rod 

and Gun a few days ago. It is well print- 

ed and well illustrated and contains a 

great amount of information upon live ques- 

tions connected with the art and science of 

forestry. Readers of Rod and Gun will be 

particularly interested in pages 15 to 21. 

- 
A correspondent writes: Years ago I 

heard that Caribou Lake, about four miles 

north from Desbarats, was a very good 
fishing lake for bass, maskinonge and pike 

—not too much pike—and had forgotten a- 

bout it. I was recommended to go to some 

other lakes a long way beyond for trout 

and bass and happened to pass it by ; and 

IT made up my mind that I would take an- 
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other trip to Caribou Lake because it was 
so near the railway station of Desbarats 
and there was a good road leading to it. 
[ went back to it and made the acquaint- 
ance of the Lake and of at least three very 
interesting people who live near it. One 
is Mr. T. W. Suddaby, who has a very 

pretty location with fine hard-wood points 
on the Lake. He is the nearest to the 
station and knows the holes pretty well 
where the bass and maskinonge are to be 
found. Another is Mr. Shuttleworth, a lit- 

tle further on, who is a famous moose hun- 

ter, and the country near is a good moose 

country. The third is an Englishman by 

the name of Salter—a type of the English- 
man who succeeds in spite of many difficul- 

ties. Suddaby and Shuttleworth are the 

most easily accessible. This is a good ter- 

ritory for fishing and shooting for Chicago 
people. 

I have heard of another new territory in 

the Lake Timiskaming country that would 

be convenient for New Yorkers and Boston- 

jans. It is not far from the Lumsden Ho- 

tel at Timiskaming, Que., and is a phen- 

ominally good brook-trout and moose coun- 

try. 

I shall in some future issue give you de- 

tails of these two places that will be of 

interest to a great many people who are 

looking for this kind of fishing and shoot- 
ing. 

> 

Sd 
We have never seen a handsomer calen- 

dar than the one issued by the E. I. Du- 

Pont Company of Wilmington, Deleware. 

The artist, Mr. E. H. Osthaus, has depict- 

ed a water spaniel retrieving a dead mal- 

lard, and has succeeded so well that we 

think this lithograph would have a sale for 

framing purposes if put out without the 

calendar by its owners. 

The above cut illustrates the ‘‘Special 

Junior Rifle’? lately put on the market by 

the Savage Arms Company. It is the reg- 

ular junior rifle equipped with a semi-fan- 

cy American walnut’ stock, checked by 

hand and fitted with an Ivory Bead front 

sight. It is a handsome gun. The retail 

price is $6.00. 
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“My Sporting Holidays’? by Sir Henry 

Seton-Kerr, is a pleasant, chatty collection 

of sporting experiences in Norway, Scot- 

land and Wyoming. The author’s descrip- 

tion of Wyoming does not, alas, fit today. 

Hor where are the great bands of Wapiti, 

and the ‘‘slathers’’ of bear that inhabited 

that favored land in the early eighties ? 
Ask the skin hunter and the meat butcher, 

for they alone can answer of their own 

knowledge. Of Canadian sport the author 

saw but little, and it is, perhaps, as a rec- 

ord of Norwegian shooting and salmon fish- 

ing adventures that the book will be most 

widely read. This distinguished sportsman 

yet prefers a black-powder .500 express for 

big game and a .400 bore weapon of the 

same character for deer, though he con- 

fesses that were he beginning over again 

today he would select a double .375 or 

.400 nitro double, for forest work at least. 

The publisher is Mr. Edward Arnold, and 

the English price $3.00. 

+ 
Another volume has been added to the 

American Sportsmans’ Library, edited by 

Caspar Whitney. The latest volume deals 

with photography for the sportsman-nat- 

uralist, and Mr. L. W. Brownell is respon- 

sible for most of its contents. 

It would be useless to expect anything 
strikingly original upon the art of open-air 

photography, so many volumnious and 

painstaking writers having described their 

triumphs, failures and investigations in 

print, but it may be said, without fear of 

contradiction that a very useful resume of 

present knowledge and practice will be 

found in the volume under consideration. A 

Kola, Celery and Pepsin Tonic Wine 

is now prescribed by hundreds of the lead- 

ing physicians to their patients. The com- 

bination of Kola, Celery and Pepsin is 

pronounced to be the greatest tonic known. 

Kola makes you strong, Celery strengthens 

the nerves, and Pepsin aids digestion. It 

contains the pure extract of the wonderful 

Kola nut and celery and pepsin. Kola in 

itself is very invigorating, and Pepsin com- 

bined acts as a powerful tonic where the 

digestive organs are defective. The Celery, 

which is the second in importance in the 

great remedy, is pronounced by Dr. J. G. 
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endorsement of the ‘‘Reflex’’ 
camera is given, and no doubt that in- 

strument is best for purely naturalistic 

work, though the hunter of big game will 

usually have to be satisfied with a more 

portable if less efficient camera. 

Messrs. Morang & Co., Toronto, are the 

Canadian agents of the publishers. The 

MacMillan Company of London and New 

York. The price of the work is $2.00. 

¥ 
A band of elk was seen near the head of 

Cowichan Lake, B. C. It is evident these 

animals are by no means so scarce on the 

Island as has been supposed, but owing to 

the dense forest growth, they are only seen 

by very persevering hunters. 
> 

¥ 
There is most excellent hunting to be had 

within a very few miles of some of our 

western Canadian cities, one of the most 

fortunate in this respect being Vancouver. 

As an instance in point: Messrs. Fred Mad- 

ison and Charles Holland in two days’ 

hunting last month shot four mountain 

goat on the slopes of Mount Crown. As the 

snow was three feet deep, at an altitude of 

3,500 feet, the hunters had considerable 

difficulty in bringing their game out. One 

of the Vancouver papers had a fantastic 

account, by the bye, of an imaginary at- 

tack made upon one of these hunters by a 

goat. The animal was described by the re- 

porter as having charged with the ferocity 

very strong 

Richardson, Professor of Hygiene in the 

University of Pennsylvania, that nothing 

better is known for the nerves and Rheu- 

matism. Kola, Celery and Pepsin Tonic 

Wine is a sure and positive cure for Dys- 

pepsia, Constipation, and Nervousness, and 

can be highly recommended for Asthma, 

Liver Complaint, Hay Fever, Insomnia and 

Rheumatism. Its use purifies the blood 

and enables the system to ward off fevers 

and bilious headaches; it contains no 

drugs, not intoxicating, and leaves no bad 

after effects. People grow skeptical reading 

so many fake cure-all advertisements, but 

Kola Celery and Pepsin is a genuine tonic 

that can be truly recommended. Sold all 

over the Dominion, and manufactured only 

by The Hygiene Kola Company, 84 Church 

Street, Toronto, sole proprietors. Phone 

Main 3560. 
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of a wild bull, which will seem irresista- 

bly funny to those who know the patient, 

meek, long-suffering, white goat. 

+ 

A press despatch from New Brunswick 

says: ‘‘The season for hunting big game has 
now closed. It has been the most success- 

ful in the history of the province. There 

was a greater number of sportsmen, 

larger and better games secured and 

the receipts for the licenses considerably 

augmented. Many sportsmen from the East- 

ern States and not a few from the West 

and several from England have hunted in 

New Brunswick forests the past season 

and but very few have failed to secure fine 

specimens of the big animals, while many 

have captured all three, notwithstanding 

that more game is killed each succeeding 

year than in the previous season. Game is 

on the increase. This is due to the very 

stringent restrictions under which hunting 

is permitted. In 1902 the total receipts at 

the Crown Lands Department for hunting 
licenses was $10,355; in 1903, $16,150; 1904 

receipts will total $20,000.” 

“Honest Goods at Honest Prices’’ is the 

motto of the Iver Johnston Arms & Cycle 

Works—a motto that is well deserved evi- 

dently, as this Company’s products are 

most populaft. As a New Year’s gift 

to friends and patrons, the Company is 

sending out a most useful ash tray in 

burnished copper, something that we are 

sure will be fully appreciated by the recip- 

ients. 

The art of bait casting for black bass 

and other game fishes, now being so wide- 

ly adopted in the States, is growing so 

rapidly throughout the Dominion that 

Chas. Starke & Co. of Toronto have pur- 

chased a large stock of the Celebrated 

‘“Dowagiac’’ Artificial Casting Minnows 

and have been appointed exclusive distrib- 
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Maine moose heads must be very small 

when they brag about a 47 inch spread. We 

Canadians think a head has to be over 60 

inches to be worth talking about. Of course 

a 47 inch head is a good head, but it would 

be very, very far from being a record head 

in any Canadian province. 

+ 
Sportsmen who have been hunting in the 

Kipawa district are now returning. The 

sport has been very good and the hunters 

report that a large amount of luck has at- 

tended them. Many moose have fallen to 

the rifle—some of them approximating 64 

inches spread. The caribou has also pro. 

vided excellent sport, which, considering 

its wandering and uncertain habits, is sat- 

isfactory. The caribou at one time disap- 

peared for some years, but since its subse- 

quent materialization has multiplied con- 

siderably. 

utors of these new goods in the Dominion. 

The ‘‘Dowagiac’’ Minnows are very beau- 

tiful in design and color and the work- 

manship is perhaps the finest ever seen on 

an article of fishing tackle. They are said 

to be wonderfully attractive to game 

fishes of all species, being adapted to both 

casting and trolling. 

The Stevens Arms & Tool Company. of 

Chicopee Falls, Mass., is quite famous for 

the originality and good taste of its ad- 

vertising, and the New Year’s gift that the 

Company is now sending out to its numer- 

ous friends and supporters is quite up 

to the level of the artistic presents of the 

past. A handsome aluminum frame sur- 

rounds a legend in three colors that states: 

“Stevens Firearms Give Universal Satis- 

faction.’’ An excellent reproduction of the 
famous Stevens rifle Favorite model also 

appears. No doubt this very handsome 

hanger will be appreciated by the thou- 
sands of riflemen who swear by Stevens 

weapons. 
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Is the most necessary art- 
icle in the Camp Commissariat. 

It is always ready and is 
appreciated by everyone in 
camp. 

It relieves fatigue and re- 
freshes and invigorates the 
system, ensuring against sudden 

chills and colds. 

WHEN GOING CAMPING 
DON’T FORGET BOVRIL 

CONTENTS 

January, 1905 ; 

‘In the Indian Country.’’ By G. M. Richards . : AII 
Manitoban Duck Shooting. By A. R. Douglas. : 417 
Indian New Year Calls. By Martin Hunter . 418 
How to Mount Plants. By W.T. Macoun . , : 22 
The Old and the New. By C. C. Farr (continued ) 24 
A Bear Hunt. By James Brewster { J ; : 428 

Winter Sports in Canada. By Straw Hat + 432 
The Kawartha Lakes. By LL. O. A. 434 
Shooting in the Rocky Mountains. By C. G. Cowan . 436 
Wolves Must Be Destroyed. By L.O. A... ‘ : 441 
Our Medicine Bag : ; 442 
The Trap i ’ ; . xlv to xlviii 

Communications on all topics pertaining to fishing, shooting, canceing, the kennel and amateur 
photography, will be welcomed and published, if suitable All communications must be accompanied 

by the name of the writer, not necessarily for publication, however. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA does not assume any responsibily or, for necessarily endorse, any views 
expressed by contributors to its columns. ‘ 

ROD AND GUN PUBLISHING CO, Montreal and Toronto 

Price, 10 cents a Number. $1.00 a year. 

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT, SUBSCRIPTION and ADVERTISING DEPT’S, 
603 Craig St., Montreal, P.Q. 414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont. 
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ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada All communications for this department should 
be addressed to Editor ‘‘The Trap,” Rod and Gun in Canada, 414 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont. 

Ottawa Traps. 

The following is the result of the weekly 

shoot of the St. Hubert Gun Club, Dec. 

ord:— 

First Event, 30 birds—E. G. White 30, 

W. L. Cameron 28, F. Mirrith 28, W. Mc- 

Mahon 27, W. J. Johnston 26, C. Brodeur 

26, C. J. Booth 25, G. Esdale24, A. W. 

Throop 24, ,\F. A. Heney 23, H. Viau 23, I. 

N. Deslauriers 22, J. Mitchell 22, H. G. 

Pattee 21, G. R. Whitman 17, Capt. Hig- 

ginson 16. 

Second event, 20 birds—E. G. White 20, 

W. J. Johnston 19, F. A. Henye 18, Capt. 

Higginson 17, H. Viau 17,.A. W. Throop 

§t. Thomas, 

St. Thomas Gun Club had one of the 

most successful shooting tournaments in its 

history Nov. 29 and 30 and Dec. Ist. The 
weather during the entire three days was 

most favorable and good scores were a re- 

sult. A feature of the shoot was. the 

good work of A. McRitchie, Ridgetown, 

who shot through the entire programme, 

the first day without a miss. The princi- 

pal event was the Grand Canadian Handi- 

cap, 20 live birds, $300 guaranteed, gold 

watch presented by Mr. Thos. Donley, St. 

Thomas, to the winner. This was won by 

J. Hartley, Woodstock, with a_ straight 

score. The following are the scores:—J. 

Hartley 20, R. D. Emslie 19, John Stroud 

16, '\C. AL Pyne (18. «dis eMeliarenie too Be 

Galbraith 18, Cantelon 18, Geo. McCall 

i. i Scanet/— a) onleyali- es Marlaiiuna 1G. 

C. A. Pyne 16, Dr. Wilson 16, Thos. Up- 

ton 16. A. King 15, C. Scane 15, Shaw 13, 

17, W. McMahon 16, G. Esdale 16, I. N. 

Deslauriers 16, H. Pattee 15, C. J. Booth 

15, F. Merritt 15, J. Mitchell 14, C. Bro- 

deur 13, W. L.. Cameron 12, G. R. Whit- 

man 10. 

Ee. G. White won the special spoon ofier- 

ed by the club for a straight score of fifty 

kills, also the brace. of ducks offered by W. 

J.Johnston for the biggest run in the first 

event. Mr. White very generously put the 

ducks back into competition in the second 

event, and they were won by F. A. Heney, 

with a straight score of twelve birds, Mr. 

Johnston not competing. 

Ont., Traps. 

McMackon 13, three withdrew. 

International MHandicap, 20 live birds — 

$300 guaranteed—R. Coffey 20, J. Stroud 

19, T.. Upton 19, Dr. Wilson 19, A.. Me- 

Ritchie 19, A. King: 18,,C. .Scane 18,9. 

Scane 18, F. Galbraith 18, Broderick 18, 

James Crooks 16. 

The other events were:— 

Ten live birds—McColl 10, Emslie 10, A. 

Simpson 10, Cantelon 10, Upton 9, Wilson 

9 C. Scane 9, King 9, Broderick 8, H. 

Scane 8, Galbraith 8, McLaren 7, Brown 7, 

D. MeMackon 7, Donley 7, Shaw 6, Hartley 

6. 

Six live birds—Emslie 6, McMackon 6, 

Shaw 6, McCall 6, Wilson 6, R. Coffey 6, 

H. Scane 6, McRitchie 6, Brown 5, Cante- 

lon 5, J. Coffey 4, McLaren 3, A. King 3, 

Donley 3, Upton 3, C. Scane 2, Galbraith 

2. 

Seven live birds—T. Upton 7, J. Crooks 
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7, G. McCall 7, J. E. Cantelon 7, H. Mar- 

latt 7. A. McRitchie: 7, A. Scane 7... "Ss: 

Jones 7, R. Coffey 7, Dr. Wilson 6, C. 

Seane 6, R. Emslie 6, D. Miller 6, Brod- 

erick 5, Parker 5; Hartley 5, A. King 

withdrew. ; 
Ten live birds—Hartley 10, McRitchie 10, 

King 9, McCall 9, C. Scane 9, Cantelon 9, 

Jones 9, J. Coffey 9, Stroud 9, Miller 8, 

B. Cofiey 8, Marlatt 8, Upton 7, Crooks 7, 
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Wilson 7, Scane 7, 

Emslie 6. 

Fifteen live birds, $150 guaranteed—R. 

Coffey 15, McRitchie 15, Strong 15, Stroud 

15, King 14, McCall 14, J. Coffey 14, Up- 

ton 13, Wilson 13, H. Scane 13, Emslie 

13, Cantelon 12, Marlatt 12, Jones 12, 

Donley 12, Crooks 11, C. Scane 11, Brod- 

erick 11, D. Miller withdrew. 

Broderick 7, Parker 6, 

Hamilton Traps. 

Saturday afternoon, Dec. 3rd, was the 

occasion of the annual shoot and dinner of 

the Hamilton Gun Club. Teams were chos- 

en by President Upton and Vice-President 

Fletcher, the latter winning by a score of 

124 to 121. The teams were composed of 

thirteen men a side and the match was at 

fifteen birds each. 

The winter shoots were also inaugurated 

in classes A and B. 

In A class Fletcher and Thomson led 

with a tie at 18 out of a possible 20, for 

the trophy presented by the Hunter Arms 

company, and in B class Dr. Johnson led 

with 18 out of 25 for:the Ithaca gun. 

The weather was ideal for the sport and 

there was a large attendance. 

After the shoot the members repaired to 

the Jockey Club inn for their annual din- 

ner, and a jolly few hours were spent. The 

programme consisted of songs and speeches 

trom nearly every one present, and the 

shoot and dinner were voted the most suc- 

cessful in the club’s history. There are 

many new faces in the ranks, as compared 

with past years and the secretary’s report 

showed the club’s finances to be in splen- 

did condition. 

The scores:— 

A. CLASS—20 BIRDS. 

MG es Wiletther’ 40.8 iterdcevcsso paces ieceeaeer es 18 

Wiles UMORIDSON" nscevrsneh das vatias qd snc eee 18 

Ae Clinbicsahcvesccccs * scoehihts StnGeh crest Note 17 

Te CLUE ries ecco eedabivasvcpugntubew arms Comet annem 16 

UCD crs lat ase tinnek« dee tans hoi MaN TT Casts tee neee 16 

NL} RABPDEILY c2ss20 -ve¥NG tie ses peasieerence wenenhs 16 

ESCM Us erase Bie ob ne faves y, atVOM wavareeersatuwlses Ca meeuy 16 

J. Hunter 

J SOLO OK Si). se 2 eee snc = ee ees oe 16 

“SGGROOM YIN oe ie tesee occ eae ee ee 16 

Dr.) -WilSOn, Sacer etek les eee oe ee 16 

Be Smithy ec eee eee cf ee ee ee 15 

Co 'BTIB BER, <2 28s: se cayed-nc sence pee 15 

J SCUIMCT ears hes. See een teen ee 14 

Be Graham 7 het cca ccteee cee Ue 14 

A. Bates: i. ceeee sa lt ye eet ee 13 

J SBOWT Ola ec-keece tees ora ee 10 

B. CLASS—25 BIRDS. 

Dr FHOHNSONG Ss: 25.0.3 oo. e ee ee eee 18 

Géorre: Dean? A nei i xcoctoe ee eset KY) 

Benne eh Os, crete eee 17 

RG; Ripley... 82. eins 16 
A: ARs Duma Sse scsac a soe as cate ee eee 16 

J. Merriman cis.c ste.ce -eteccen see eee ee 15 

Gis SCra WIOndljesssticeer does OE kc eee 15 

As Tu@eit srzkn,s est fo ccatt steteel dec leer eee 14 

F:: Waldes i iit tessa Oa eect eee seers 9 

C. "TRONTSOM by. 6 oars eee cea 8 

P. Friends cqcecs.c. Thee secs eee eee 7 

TEAM SHOOT—15 BIRDS. 

President, 

TRHOMSOMN:: <..evs.8s. deren eveghe. tae peseeeteets CURE 13 

PUN A use hokess , Receke pcpb cr dancotetnee Neen 13 

COOKS iki. sasccec Veossh ek RU onde a ee 13 

Ws “WilsOniicgss cei ieee ct cee 13 

GILGEN oiow ies mccyian sites cebick gens snteraae tunteee eatnene 12 

BrigeQees sc) piso: so ibchccvenseean Bites tan eer mnemeE 11 

G, (CTGNG:  Siretrcneaeae stele oa ee teaaces tear 11 

CWP TOD, ... cis coedines MERRICK AM antl Cente Pens te oat sree Tea 10 

OHS: .\v,. cats cesar eteweseay backs conte ier ckceeeaenn 9 

QB WWLOEGW crisee suceccuet) Moulonpn Cen evareate ccney een 7 

FUASD DOLLY... .durccnats~ eyveh bee Remy ethcen aaea ne 6 

WG is iseiccgscs. Geli ei tivc phe eeue, Ook eye nn 3 

121 
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Vice-President. 

EVOIUES Mase secae vies \ acescchcced Geri e  e 12 

Je Ohne: ses. TERR eee ea ener rie 12 

PEL CH GI asecoicene. oe ee eee 12 

WAITING ere aces ctieeee focetoo cov ecke eee ee iil 

ESmmr mayb hie Se8 Seecce Oc ase ees oes jal 

(CHET) DONT SEER, Seem oot Frode eS 113 

MUERTOS. 28s chee cade ce Ri ee ae ee 11 

xlvil 

EY nav 5... Sots tee cate eee cee oe, EE se 10 

2H) Bye aaa) We ieee ee. Ue ve ee. re ed ee 10 

UEP LEV 2S ha rene ia tee pee eg ea cos 9 

ES OMMEOD  ecncch cee eee ee ee 8 

ID YEE (Ue ee eet ers = i anal een aaa 4 

CBE OMISON:!. (3.5.52 hot eek ee 3 

124 

Quebec Gun Club Tournament. 

A large number of members of the Que- 

bec Gun Club attended the third quarterly 

meeting of this club Dec. 8th at the Kent 

House Grounds, and among those present 

were Mr. J. U. Gregory, Hon. President of 

the Club and Mr. E. G. White, represent- 

ing the DuPont, Taflin & Rand Powder 

Co., of Wilmington, Deleware, whose ap- 

pearance at the. tournament was greatly 

appreciated by the President and members 

of the Club. There were seven events on 

the programme, besides two extra events 

and the result of the day’s shooting was 

as follows:— 

Events—1 2 34 5 6 7 8 97T"1. 

Targets —10 20 15 5 25 20 15 155 160 

BE. G. White ...8 1512419 1512114 100 

Capt. A. del, Panet— 

736) 2 8e3rl se Smears al 

Hama ton: *4).¢¢:.... 610103191410131 86 

Montambault: . .51210314 8 7 it i 7 

Wesrivieres. «2 =... 4°°9 27 ls) ta: 5 

Hremont =. ..2 ::: 4 9 941610 8 

Jee Oswell) .. 3h19 eo) VelGelOR2 Raid bS 

Burroughs’... 23-2 215 42 i 

AGUA ey czenia) rest 3 3 

aieaAMCe> 200 355 ae: 1 1 By 1 

Revie, Dupcanit ss. LO) 3.2 tbr Saab 

EDING 22) sce es eA eo ZO GMO R24 

WiOOGEs 25, 58 teat 4 

WWawkins: ... 2.5 2. 2 Dineo 

Stevenson ... ...... Deno 

During the day a large number of citizens 
witnessed the matches and appeared to be 
quite interested in the different events: Not 

a hitch occurred in the day’s programme 
and this was particularly due to the effici- 

ent services rendered by Mr. P. D. Gauvin, 

who as acting secretary, performed his du- 

ties to the satisfaction of all the competi- 

tors. 

- The grounds are certainly the prettiest 

situated of any in Canada and fully equip- 

ped up to date having one of the Leggett 

Traps as well as a set of five expert traps. 

The background is perfect. Just behind’ the 
club house is the Holt, Renfrew & Co‘, col- 

lection of big game, moose, elk, buffalo 

and deer, besides a colony of beavers. 

High average prize an oil painting pre- 

sented by the Hon. President of the Club, 

was won by Mr. Hamilton. Second average 

prize, a Silver spoon, was won by Mr. 

Montambault. Mr. Pepin won the first 

prize in Event 6,—the privileges of the 

Snow-+Lake Fish«&~ Game Club for 

weeks, and the right 

Second prize,—the privilege of this_ club 

with one guest for two weeks, went to 

Mr. Hamilton, and the third prize, a two 

weeks’privilege of same club to winner, 

was won by Mr. Desriviers. Other special 

prizes were given which made the tourna- 

ment a very interesting One. 

two 

to take two guests. 

Dene 
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PREMIUMS 
For 

SPORTSMEN 
A 4x5 CENTURY CAMERA, MODEL 21 A LIGHTNING FISH SCALER, 

Including a Double Plate Holder and Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

Sole Leather Carrying Case. Listed scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 
at $16, for Twenty Yearly Subscrib- ada. 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 
; VAN HORNE CIGARS. 

A KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT Send us Five New Subscriptions and 

Listed at $38; for 30 Yearly Subscrib- ice ae nae your a DOr OE ee 
ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. celebrated Wan” Hore, Oo ae 

factured by Harris, Harkness & Co., 

A CLIVE ILLUMINATED CLOCK of Montreal—or upon receipt of Three 

Mesniactined oy mane Pichinic Gane Subscriptions we will send you a box 
tract Co., New York, valued at $4.50, of 25 of these Excellent Cigars. 

for 6 Yearly Subscribers to ROD «a SpLENDID JEWEL BEARING 

Bde” ae tee With Patent Independent Winding De- 

A BRISTOL STEEL FISHING ROD, vice attached, valued at $6, for 9 
Manufactured by Horton Mig. Co., Yearly Subscribers to ROD AND 

Bristol, Conn. Listed at $3.50, with GUN in Canada. 
Polished Maple Handle, for 4 Yearly ; 

Subscribers to ROD AND GUN in A BERLINER GRAMOPHONE, 

Canada. Listed at $17, for: 25 Yearly Sub- 

scribers to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER, ada. 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- : 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Canada. A GUN CABINET, 
Listed at $12, for 15 Yearly Sub- 

A PERFECT GUN CLEANER, scribers to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

Ualued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- ada. 
scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. We are also offering, Whitley Exercisers, 

Punching Bags, Guns, Revolvers, etc., etc., 

A HOOK SHIELD, as premiums for sportsmen getting us up 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- clubs of subscribers. Sample copies of 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for canvass- 

ada. ing purposes sent upon application. 

Address : Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toronto. 
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POM’ 

Rambler Surrey, lype One, 1905 Model 
2 cylinders, 16 actual horse power, $1350 
Other models $750,$850,$2000,$3000 

| he throttle wheel which regu- 
lates the speed is immediate 

the steering wheel SO 

that both can be controlled with 

SS] one hand. The 4oming of the spark 
being entirely automatic, once the 
machine is in motion, is resolwed 
into pleasure. Send for The Rambler 
Magazine”and other printed matter 

Heese Ly ee ees 
Automobile & Supply Company, Toronto, 
Ontario, Eastern Automobile Company, 
Montreal, Quebec, Ketchum & Company, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
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EVERY BAIT—CASTER 
AND THOSE WHO 

TROLL FOR 

Black Bass 
And All Game Fishes Zp 

G Should send at once for our’ 
free book of ‘‘Dowagiac’ 

Hooks Cannot Interloek Baits. 
We offer this season man 

THE NEW “DOWAGIAC” MINNOW newly perfected and sarees 
ful floating and sinking lures 

in a multitude of colors, sizes, weights, etc,, and at all prices. If ‘‘Dowagiac’’ Baits do not prove better than 
represented, and more successful than any other baits, you return the bait and we return your money. Write 
for free illust ated book of baits and a few hints on bait casting. 

JAMES HEDDON @ SON, Mfrs., Dowagiac, Mich, U.S.A. 
CHARLES STARKE & CO., Toronto, Can., exclusive Canadian distributors. 

og REGISTERED & PATENTED 

Perfect in make, perfeet in fit. 

“OUR SPECIALTIES 
High Grade Combinations 

Pure Linen, Pure Wool, 
Pure Silk, Pure Cotton, 

and any combination of these. Every person 
can select the material most suited to his wants. 

High Grade Sweaters, 
WESCUTS)* TOQUES SSAct 

HOSE, vitals 
Knit-to-Fit Combination Suits follow every bend of the 

human body as if they were another skin, allowing perfect 
freedom to every movement. 

The KNIT-TO-FIT M’F’G. CO. 
613 LAGAUCHETIERE ST, MONTREAL 

RETAIL BRANCH, 2469 St. Catherine Street. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOLD 
HUNTING & FISHING 

CLOTHES 

Made to your measure. Send 
for free Illustrated Catalogue. 

THE UPTHEGROVE 
SPORTING GOODS CO., 

Dept. §8., 28 Monroe St. 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

FISHING. ietth.co'Guice with Maps of the 
RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON 

LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 

G. P A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 

way Co., Brockville, Ont. 
See that “Patent Fold.” 
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K HAMILTON Most s the Eas 

or makin mistakes are 
POWDER CO. : . 

removed by the 

KODAK 
SYSTEM 

KODAKS, $5.00 to $97.00 

Offers for critical comparison 7 

against imported brands, and at % 

, twenty per cent. lower prices on 4 

: equal grades. 

“SNAP SHOT” 
“DUCKING”’ 
“CARIBOU” 

HELPS FOR THE KODAKER 

If willing to put up with the 

' smoke, no nitro powder gives as 

HIGH or aS UNIFORM velocity in 

game shooting as the best black. 

( 

Ti |< Home, Portraipnre,- 

y Book of the by F M Steadman, $ .25 

£1,000 Ko- “Amatuer Portraiture” 
dak Exnhi- by Flashlight. 

< 
< 

bition con- by W. S. Ritch, .10 
taining 70 
alae Bes Kodak Catalogues free 

- SS ures, — by (All Dealers) 

Write No. 4 Hospital Street, } Gre ee CANADIAN KODAK CO 

Montreal, or apply at any local 4 25 cents, sabe : 
4 Limited, 
a a ae an TOTONCOS Canada. 

"BNGNAIGSGSS 

@ Soe O33 39 2323 3AE2 0 > 2 2 2B @ @ BD OBBW33E23E3930 

IN THE HANDS OF BOTH EXPERTS AND AMATEURS 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. GUNS 
—Are— 

Winning 

@SBOSB LB B35 2825 |S 

‘Tournaments in 

= | United States and 

Canada 

No Guns built will out-shoot or out-wear them- 
50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels. 

Live Anis ae 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. U.S.A TSM ay 

We will be pleased to mail our 1905 Catalogue and to answer inquiries. Write us. 

St —— 

eA TCT St 
con Oe Hie 

CeSBWOBW33BH3333IWI33B33E003 E9393 ®GSSBEfDSDSHSDHOOGQS BEVLSOESDSLH|DHDA SHAS RAVE SB SBS BEF SH FDDADSBDAADYD 
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) ¢ 

4 é 
é ¢ 
’ é 

\ “ig . P. $200.00. 

‘ 18 FOOT DORY | | . P. $235 00. ‘ 

( CANADA LAUNCH WORKS Limited, } 
é TORONTO, CANADA. é 

; ¢ 
¢ LARGEST BUILDERS OF MOTOR BOATS IN CANADA é 

ents sree 
022323 33B3]BBI]VV]]IVIVFO imiittd ita nes 

: ¢ . Wm. E. Orr. Edwin W. Smith. ¢ 

99 

4 ae Cx & “Schultze ¢ ly ¢ 

) ola  WM-E.ORR CO. M 
$ POW D E R S ¢ : Furriers to the Hunter : 

é Are making wins ¢ ¢ 93 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont. . 

; and records daily ¢ é ( 
a ———— a eo - 

4 See what W. R. Crosby has been doing ¢ ly Mr. tHanter ¢ 

6 and don't forget ¢ 6 @ 

If you are thinking o 

‘ That “SCHULTZE” won the PRELIM- . . 2 Fur Cont a Fur ied 
oat let us SUpply you. 

4 INARY and “E. C.” won the | 4 ek ? 
4 CONSOLATION ¢ | @ How asour your 4 
3 @ 4 KAW SKINS ? ¢ 

4 at the ¢ 4 at tS have them. We ¢ 

need hem in our business 
éd ¢ ? and will give you their full | ¢ 

4 Grand American Handicap [9 “'"" M) 
ly ¢ é Try us once. 4) 

¢ LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. . 4 Di i tiow. ¢ 

a ae ee SB55525 2850 Te 
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WEBBER’S HAND KNIT JACKETS 

-Webber’s Hand-Knit Jackets, originally designed particularly for 

duck shooting, are now used in place of a sweater for nearly every 

purpose being so much more convenient. They are strictly Hand- 

Knit—Made to Fit and they do Fit. The Jackets are made in 

different weights and prices. 

Write for Catalog and prices to Canadian customers. 

GEO. F. WEBBER, 

Station A, Detroit, Mich. Manufacturer. 

BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. Manufacturers to H. 

. SS - R. H. The Prince of 

: Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 

tines Authorities in the Angling World. 

& = % says: “It ought never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 

£ The Field 5 

DIE 
remecy we have achieved as rv yd makers. They haveteft allcompetitors hopelessly behind.” 

The World’s renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the ‘Grand Prix’’ 

International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, making agrand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA” (Regd.) Cane Built Rods 
() H Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, July 22nd and 23rd, 1904, ** HARDY’ 

ne Fi rm Bears RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. I I \ = 
z All O thers Hardy’s “SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world 

CATALOGUE FREE! Over 300 illustrations of Roda, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Baggs, Books, &c., Free. 

Manufacturers of Rods. Reels, Lines, 

HARDY BROS. ALNWICK, ENGLAND "2" ii hits f 
® ar ali parts f the World. 

Retail Branches :—LONDON, 61, Pall Mall, S.W.: EDINBOROUGH, 5, S. St. David St et; MANCHESTER, 12 and 14, Moule Street. 

CGS CLEA LTT TITS REE ETS IE RET 

More 

DuPont Smokeless 
Was shot at the Grand American Handicap in 1904 than all other smokeless 

powders combined. Why? 

More 

DuPont Smokeless 
Is shot in America every year than all other smokeless powders combined. 

Why? Because it always gives satisfaction. 

THEREFORE THE NAME AND FAME OF 

DuPont Smokeless 
IS KNOWN EVERYWHERE. 
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WESTLEY RICHARDS § (0: 
GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS 

Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger 

gun with hand detachable locks. 

“It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect, 

ingenuity and enterprise.” From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammer- 
less ejector gun is equipped with hand- 
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger 
mechanism. The locks of these guns 
can be instantly removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks 
can be ordered with any gun. 

P24 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

Fig. 2. | Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the 
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable 
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever. 

In every ha ammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking 
levers. Some of these are liable togo wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three 
weeks’ hunting trip, it makes you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to 
your jock you have a duplicate which can be inserted in ten seconds. 

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly, 011 and clean them your- 
self before they rust The gunsmith is dispensed with. 

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish. 
This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique 

and modern gun. 

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR 

A writer says: ‘‘I have fired 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed." 

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Any stock. Any barrels. 

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL 
ONE. It is guaranteed neither to double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the 
second barrel. It is ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen- 
erally characterize other systems—It is simply perfect.. Order one of these guns now and 

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the 

COMPANY’S FACTORY 

( BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. 
ll eile eal 

- = = 4 4 = =~ . - , % Ye U _e - Pant we % 

eee ee eee ee en a en aa. aN eee 

5 ee 

| 
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JACKET 
Guaranteed all wool, seamless, elastic, close fitting, 

but not binding, comfortable and convenient. Designed 

especially for duck shooters, trap shooters, etc., but suita- 

ble for all outdoor purposes. Must be seen to be appre- 
ciated. Made only in three colors—Dead Grass, Oxford 
Gray and Sc:rlet. 

Send us your address for one of our Gun Catalogs. 

THES se eile KRIFFE. -CO-:; 

523 Broadway, N. Y. 

Out Door Life Lectures 
Canoeing, Camping, Fishing, Shooting, 
Snow Shoeing, Skiing, Tobogganing, 

and other Winter Sports. 

Mr. L. O. Armstrong, of Montreal, qualified by thirty years’ experience 
of life in the woods, on the prairies, and in the Rockies, gives illustrated 

lectures on the above subjects to Clubs, Schools, aud Societies of all kinds. 

_ “It is an appeal, as eloquent as intelligent, to all Americans to prac- 
tice that pleasantest kind of physical culture, viz., the canoe, camp and 
woodcrafts, with all their connected pleasures.”’ 

“Romantic and thrilling. The Lecturer was a thorough master. He 

had a theme, a message to carry to the audience and it came with all the 
freshness and invigorating qualities of the breeze from the ocean in the 
sultry heat of a great city. As entertaining and fascinating an illustrated 

lecture as has been heard at Chautauqua in several seasons.’’ The 
Chautauqua, N. Y., Assembly Herald. 
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The Ideal Beverage. 

ey (e) (9) 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

O0oa°0 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

a ©) © 

ASK FOR 

(LONDON? 

en 

Hotel Betleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New York. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent | 
and transient 
guests. 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.’”? Can otier few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 
One Room, with bath...............+. $2.50 per day 
Parlor, Be droom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Be .drooms, with bath, $5 and $7 perd;: ay 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. 

Write for our magazine, “The Hotel Pelle- 
claire World 

MIL TON ROBLEE, Proprietor. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Take a 

) NODAL 
WITH YOU 

HY Supplies 

Developing 

Printing 

KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES 
give better results, more 
convenient, and no dark 

room required. 

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING 

WM. F. J. HART, 
561 St. James Street, Montreal, Quebec 

(Opposite G. T. R. Depot) 

MARBLE’S 
‘Revolver 
Rod @ 

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSAS 
SSS Ss 

VS ACO. 

. = 
Sum 

This handy little tool has our patented steel] swivel 
and a hollow nickeled handle For 7's"; or 5%” and 
under; choice of ends, $1.00 postpaid, 

Marble’s Rifle Cleaner 
(Garrison Patent ) 

The brass guaze washers on the SPIRAL spring 
steel wire follow the twist and rapidly remove every bit 
of burned smokeless powder or lead. Guaranteed not 
to harm any rifle and will last a man a lifetime. Price 
50 cents postpaid. State caliber. Send for catalogue 
of extra quality specialties. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., 
DEPT. U. GLADSTONE, MICH. 
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} ae MICHS 
/ 

Riskeg ton tidin= 
NES, Wy ‘ond ‘diagonally - 

The ‘‘KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
small package to che kas baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

HOTEL VICTORIA 
Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 

HOTEL ALBERT 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University 

Place and Iith Street, New York, N.Y. 
A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from 

one dollar per day upwards Location central yet 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. 

Le PRENESEE, Proprietor. 

The only patented canvas. 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

|1DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

S 1 € re awyO Gs: 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H. CLAY GLOVER, ee 1278, Broadway, New York 

SSA: 

CLEAR VIEW 
ec Wiens Search Light 

for Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
nd penetrating fog &c. 

Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

No. 4, List $106.00. 

If you don’t know what gun to buy order an Ithaca and a gun of any other make, 
if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. 

Send for Art Calalog 

compare them, and 
N.B.—The Ithaca Sticks. 

and Spectal Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N.Y. 
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EASY TO WEAR 
| HUNTING BOOTS 

outfit. The Witch-Elk line of Sporting 

and Hunting Boots are acknowledged to 

be the BEST for comfort, durability and 

style. Ask your dealer about them, or 

write us for free catalogue. 

WITCHELL SONS & CO., 
Limited, 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Manufacturers of Hunting Boots for Ladies and Gentle- 
men (all heights), Foot Ball, Base Ball, Bowling, 
Beycle, Golf, Tennis, 
Sprinting, Jumping, 
and Foot Ball Shoes. 

Yachting. Gymnasium, 
Vaulting, Hockey, Skating By | 
i 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.£., LLM. | EASTERN GUN WORKS 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. 
Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. 

Ue 
Trade Marks and Copyrights. 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. 

Address Box 264, Station G., 
Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. 

and Foreign Patents, Caveats, 

We have ee received from England 
a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 
high grade guns. Our work is done by 
an expert and guaranteed. 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. 

ALEX. JOHNSTON, 

494 Eastern Avenue, Toronto 

° Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, Exon tise mat: Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World 
Renowned ‘' Combination Keel." 

Awarded 21 Prise Medals, Diplomas 

and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, 

Largest manvfacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. 

Australia, New Zealand Tasmania 

Catalogue Gratis. 

and 
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LYMAN’S 
= The following dates = 

PATENT RIFLE AND SHOTGUN = have been claimed by E 

SIGHTS The Hamilton Gun Club 
=f ( : For holding its : 

._ iF : Fifteenth Annual Live z 

i = _ BIRD and TARGET TOURNAMENT 
~ = Se. ao a ae a OE Jan. 17, 18, 19, 20, 1905 

{ No. 6. : ; : 

ohn excelent combina: |= programs may be had on application to 
| rifle is ~ here aWhstraseds 5 T. Birdsall, 54 James St., N. = 

erie for ot ee oe = Hamilton, after Nov. 1st. = 
plete catalogue of g = a 

pages; Vee oui = Herculean efforts are being made to make = 
No. 1. ses eee me ae = this the best yet and ample provisions = 

Tee = will be made for the comfort : 

The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation, | 2 Speirs asta : 

Middlefield, Connecticut. U.S.A. = ITNT EE Natit PULTE EE EE a He 

ma 

When you take 
your next 

HUNTING, SHOOTING 
OR 

FISHING EXPEDITION 

You will require a 
First-class, Reliable 
Canoe. You can 
depend upon us to : 
supply you with 
one that will meet 
your requirements. 

The Peterborough Canoe Co., Limited 
a 

i PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA. =| 

BEFORE ee it will pay [THE LEADING Manufacturers of | LEADING Manufacturers of 
you to obtain information Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, Yachts: 
concerning our products. Pte cre ere a cae in fact everything that floats. 

SEND FOR OUR INTERESTING CATALOGUE. 
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Rate she ale ole ats ete abe efe ale afe ate ofr abe ale als ale ofr abe ae 

Horne: 
Is acknowledged 

by connoisseurs to 
be ‘the -hicitest 
grade roc. cigar in = 
Canada. 

ifs ahs ops aps ofs ops of 

Se 
HARRIS, = 

HARNESS & CO, == 
MAKERS, MONTREAL. a 

dfs ape os ahs che abe aps ahs cps ahs ahs ops afs of aps ofs ops os at fe she she ae afe ef oft afe ofe ofe ofe ofe ofe 

p 2S 

BO S ALFRED S. AMER 
Ld Manager 

There is no hotel quite like the SOMERSET — fastidiously 
appointed with every known requisite for comfort, safety, 
and enjoyment. Delightfully located in Boston's exclusive, 
residential Back Bay section, accessible to railway sta- 
tions, places of amusement, shopping centers (10 minutes 
by electrics), yet free from the noise and disagreeable fea- 
tures of city hotellife. ‘A dinner at the Somerset,” while 
passing through Boston, will be found most enjoyable. Our 
beautiful illustrated booklet will be mailed free on request, 
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0000 er UCC eee ooo eee eee ee Wie 
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cant COCO TUTE ee it A gue COT Eee Ee i 

FOR SMOKERS’ THROAT. - The New Voruifnes ref 
Conditioner for Dogs 

CHAMBER’S 
““CASTRIQUE”’ 

Does not distress the 

animal. No starving 

required. Produces 

healthy skin and 

glossy coat. Enables 

you to rear the most 

delicate puppy or 

kitten. 

TOUCH 

Swi 

CUTE Oe 

TUCO COE ee 

VOCE oe ee 

i 

CT MOO 

TUM RCT eh | nnTsePTIC GI 
| ROR We 

lt 

nn 

Winn 

LL 

TOUTE 

pase LL ES 

(EVANS) 
SR OR ES a 

PUPSULUELD CETTE EUV 0000 0 OE EEE eee 
TUTE Ee eee 

TUTE 

FOR VOCALISTS |; SEND FOR COPIES OF 
[AD IeBte STEAD ES TESTIMONIALS 

mit PRICE 50c. AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE 
EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED : 

MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK = 

2 

tioarscuess, Voice Failures, Cats urrh and 
Bronchitis yield to the one hifallible Specific 

EVANS’ ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES = 
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS 

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 
Montreal, Toronto and New York. 
COT 

SPITE EEL 

Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. S. 

Annie CHOTA QUOGUTCLCUAT TANTS Cee TH TATE all DECC CCE Eee eee ee ease STU CHEE Tee l COL 

QU Ee eee BUUUMILMUL MU ttt 

=—- SUC UE 

COCO OC cee Oa COC U ' 

Electricity | Amer ica Reels 
Tak e-Down 

is your Sue Bearing 

Opportunity Pivot Bearing 
There is no profession open to the average nerd tO e5 Models. BALL-BEARING., hard- 
young man that has a greater assured future ened steel click mechanism. JEWEL-BEARING, 
than Electricity. It is uncrowded and pays spiral gears. ALUMINUM and GERMAN ‘SILVER 
very high salaries. We can qualify you for a micrometer 
position as Electrician, Electric Railway, Elec- Lut I drag. LEVEL-WINDER, Ball- Bearing, 
tric Lighting or Dynamo Station ~uperintend- omatic throw-out. AMERICA-MEEK, hand-made 
ent, Wireman, ete. Write for free Electrical best grade. Any size, any bearing All reels mRAKE 
Booklet, stating which position or positions in- J DOWN. Write for prices. 
terest you. 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, _ ; 

Box 1342 Scranton, Pa. America Co. 
; 672 RACE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 
Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense 

George Duchscherer,Proprietor. 
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pliable; draw razor plade / LONDON, ENG 

then strop. The razor cuts 

: Razor Saver for Every my 

generous trial bottle sezt 
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t till Yy 
ata fea oa ts | 45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

4 between thumb and finger \ 
moistened with *‘3in One”; 

5 ti d clean; 30 8 S 5 times as easy and cleany 3 Bernard’s Ture Dry Fly Reels 

Shaver” which gives the 
scientific reasons, and a : 

Sree. saad ey: ea taay ee 3 Inch 
Washington Life B Bldg, 

179 New Yorks ! 21 | - 

LA 

WAYNE HOTEL This reel is ae from our new metal. 

AND PAVILION It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 
does and it is lighter and stronger than 

DETROIT, - MICHIGAN. bronze or gun metal. 

3 Ingh “Triumph” Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river —:: It is also made very narrow (5% in. )be- 
European Plan, gr to $3. tween plates, and is fitted with largedrum 
American Plan, $2.50 to $4.50. for winding in quickly. 

JAMES R. HAYES, - Proprietor. WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 

We can 
Mounting a,” ©) @ ; ] Meeeee teach you 
Wild-Cat. 45 3 mo bel BOS 

Leet | : 
LEARN TAXIDERMY 
Sportsmen Save Your Fine Trophies. 

We can teach you to mount Birds, Animals, 
Heads, etc., true to life, in your own home during 
your spare time. Easily and quickly learned. More 
fascinating than the camera, more profitable than 

THE AMERICAN |||. # The Shooting Season is Now Open. You will 
b secure some fine specimens. | Why not give them a 

M E y ER f place in your home, den or office? Why not make 
your gun pay its own expense, and more ? Be Your 

WILL TELL YOU CARRIED LIKE (% Own Taxidermist. Here is an opportunity you 
100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGUITARER EO 4 have long waited for. Join our School for Sport- 
10 Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER [- men by Sportsmen and double your interest in 

Numbers on dia! represent miles. Hand points } Sports. Endorsed by all leading magazines, and 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- & sportsmen. ‘Thousands of delighted students. Ex- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk @ pert instructors, standard methods, reasonable 
for business or pleasure. in search of he auth or & tuition. Our new illustrated catalog now ready. It 

recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- {i will interest you. Sent Free on request, ask to-day. 
ESTING Oy, ar yng a Pedometer. At your 
aeater or Wy mar on rece ipt of 7” ice. Full | . 

guaranteed. Write for booklet vy The N. W. School of Taxidermy, Inc. 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO. Suite 10, Com. National Bank, Omaha, Neb. 
ae Me ie AED. pul HAVEN, CONN. 

: 3 We Mount Specimens RIGHT at RIGHT Prices. 

Canadian Selling Agents,K. & A. Gunther Co., Toronto. 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 

BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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NEWHOUSE TRAPS 

Established 1855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 
LOBO, THE KING WOLF OF CORRUMPAW, CAUGHT IN FOUR TRAPS. 2 LU DGATE CIRCUS, 

THE BEST TRAP IS THE CHEAIEST 
Send 25e. in stamps for the Illustrated Trappers’ 

Guide, telling all about wild anim: Isand how to catch 
them, with stories of life in the Wood. 
Iustrated Catalt gue mailed free. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont. 
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You can’t 

And No Discharge 

Bang the hammer of a loaded Iver Johnson against the table; 

throw the revolver around as carelessly as you would a hand- 

kerchief; handle it a roughly as you may, and there can be 

positively no discharge—don’t do this with any other make of 

fire it 

unless you 

pull the 
revolver if you value your life. IVERJOTINSON a 

REVOLVERS - 
are the only revolvers absolutely safe from acci- 

+ dental discharge—as safe in the home as the 

kitchen stove. The reason lies in the fact that - 

the hammer zever touches the firing pin,andthe \ 

firing pin never comes in contact with the car- 

tridge except when the trigger is pulled a// the 

way back. 
OUR BOOKLET, ‘‘SHOTS.,” mailed free with our descriptive catalog rue, proves these 

claims and describes Iver Johnsons with complete illustrations. May we send it to you? 

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC 
Price: Hammer, $5.00; Hammerless, $6.0C 

Tver Johnsons are sold by dealers the world over, or direct from us if your acaler won't supply you. 

IVER JOHNSON’S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS, FITCHBURG, MASS. 

AE 
UNDERWEAR 

in all weights and sizes 

GLOVES. Mil tS Shwe s: 
SASHES, OVERSTOCKINGS and 

SWEATERS FOR ALL 

SNOW SPORTS 

ELRAVELEING RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece 

SLEEPING BAGS and FOOT BAGS ~~ 
for Camping and Sleeping. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue No. 1, containing samples 
Jaeger pure woollen underwear matertals, Free SS anit wae 
on application to SSS 

3 SANITARY COMPANY DR. JAEGER’S wooltt’ SYSTEM trmireo 
2206 St. Catharine Street, Montreal 
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The tried and trusty STEVENS speak of outdoor life—the joys of shooting — getting near to 
nature. A STEVIENS is the most logical arm for SHOOTERS and cannot be improved upon. 
Isverybody knows what our famous RIFLES, PISTOLS and SHOTGUNS have accomplished in the past 
half century—STEVIENS ARMS will always render a splendid account of themselves as long as we 
make them. Ask your dealer and insist on the STEVENS. If you cannot obtain them, we will 

ship direct, upon receipt of price. ; 

Our 140-page illustrated STEVENS BOOK embodies a most complete and varied number of models—and is an invaluable 

humual of ready reference for all who are interested in shooting. Mailed for four cents in stamps to cover postage 
OUR RIFLE PUZZLE is an excellent novelty. Will be sent to anyone upon request. SEND FOR IT 

J SstE WEIN Ss AR Misha lOO Leon 

365 MAIN STREET, 

OOO FALLS, MASS.,U.S.A 
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single Copies, 10c. FEBRUARY, 1905 $1.00 a year 

Back in Town. 

A MAGAZINE 
OF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATION 



—== re FOR HUNTING. 
f# Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 

# That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 
ff present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 

if ment in gunmaking. Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 
4 the nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; for they 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. Use Winchester guns for 
all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish aud Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., - - - NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

TROPHIES 
For 

Curling, 
Shooting 

Hockey 

and every 

branch of The Kodak Developing Nachine in Detail. ‘ 

THE KODAK DEVELOPING BON: 
WRITE 

MACHINE IS UNDOUBTEDLY A for 
SKETCHES. 

BONANZA TO THE KODAKER Neer 

HAVE YOU ONE? IF NOT, WE as a full 

WILL SEND YOU Jewelry 
Line 

\ Style A Kodak Developing Machine, for uss ae 
with No. O, No. 1 ana No. 1 A Folding Poc ket Kodak, Carried 

No. 1 Panoram Kodak and No. 2 Brownie cartridges; , oe eek 

including a handsomely finished wooden carrying at pl ICeS 
case, with leather handle, Sold at $6 15 per 

FOR ELEVEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS TO Cent. 

‘ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.”’ lower 

ora Style l& Machine for use with Kodak and Brownie than the 

cartridges of all sizes, up to and including 4x: regular 

sold at $7.50. 
she ps. 

FOR FOURTEEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS Jewelry Parlors 

TO “ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” Jas. D. Bailey, 75 Yonge St., 
Toronto 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
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Fraser Canon House, - - North Bend, B.C., = i. 3:00 a 

Hotel Vancouver, : : - Vancouver, B.C., - “OF 53:0, ae 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers, or to any of the company’s agents, 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAI. 
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VOL. VI. MONTREAL AND TORONTO, FEBRUARY, 1905 

A Canadian Winter Resort. 
By L. O. ARMSTRONG. 

‘““‘To the deuce with medicines and Doc- 

tors!’ said the Montreal man with a 

larynx and other ailments which had 

made themselves felt. ‘‘I believe,’’ he con- 

tined, ‘‘that these things take ten times 

longer to cure in a steam heated house 

than they would in the open air of the 

woods and with the necessary exercise of 

out door life.’’ 

Weeks before he had made an engagement 

to start on that very afternoon on a camp- 

ing expedition to Mount Orford, and the 
reason for his discontent can be very easi- 

ly understood. But in addition to this he 

had weighty personal experience of the ben- 

eficial influence of out door medicine and 

‘accordingly, against the advice of doctors, 

nurses, and many prudent friends, he kept 

his engagement, and took charge of a par- 

ty of campers who left Windsor Station at 

4.30 p.m. on the 28th of December, 1904. 

He however knew the wisdom of taking 

due precautions, and in particular of dress- 

ing reasonably and seasonably. The coldest 

winter in Canada is very agreeable if peo- 

ple will only dress correctly for it. In 

Canada we do not dress well for winter ; 

our frequent visits to the Republic to the 

south of us, and the many visitors who 

come from there have something to do 
with our very insufficient: mode of dressing. 

Before communications were so good be- 

tween the two countries, and before the 

advent of the heated electric car, steam 

heated houses, and other luxuries of doubt- 

ful value, we had fewer complaints about. 

the weather. We were all seasoned then ; 

now we are in danger of becoming hot 

house plants of the weediest and most fra- 

gile kind, because our hot houses have lit- 
tle or mo sun. 

The laryngitis man finds that he must 

talk in the first person now.: It was in no 

spirit of bravado but as a sensible precau- 

tion and to prove to those who told me 

that a winter trip to the Camp at Mount 

Orford, in the condition in which I then 

was, would kill me, I paid particular at-. 

tention to the elementary principles of 

dress. There are a few of these principles 

that should be borne in mind in any case., 

Beginning with the head, a cloth cap with 

flaps that fasten over the top of the cap 

in mild weather, and that can be snapped 

together under the chin in cold weather, 

will absolutely prevent any ears being fro- 

zen, and make all the difference between: 

enjoyment and misery in a walk out on a 

cold windy day. Such a cap is not as ugly 

as. most felt hats, and is especially useful 

in the woods. It has become fashionable to 

wear a hard or soft felt hat, which offers. 

no protection whatever to the ears from 

wind and frost, and is not more healthful,, 
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or even as_ healthful, as the cloth cap, 

which affords a good deal of ventilation as 

well as warmth. Now won’t some patriot- 

ic Canadian Alfred D’Orsay help to make 

the cloth cap fashionable ? What an oppor- 

tunity there is for some one to do good ! 

Another item of great value is an over- 

coat with a high collar which protects the 

neck, keeps out the snow, and coyers the 

face im a severe head wind, more particu- 

larly if a smaller piece’of cloth buttoned 

across is used to hold the fronts of the high 

collar together. The collar is the most im- 

portant part of the overcoat. Then, the 

overcoat for comfort should be ulster shap- 

ed for driving and street use, and pilot 

coat shape for the woods. It should have 

a pocket on each _ side into. which one 

can put one’s hands in a severe cold spell. 

_It should be made of soft pliable material, 

and not of frieze or other stiff cloth and 

it should be worn loose. Alfred D’Orsay 

here is another opportunity ! Think how 

many ears you will keep from freezing. 

‘Don’t let your tailor make your overcoat 

too heavy. 

Then as to the feet. Warm shoes, in 

roomy overshoes, allowing room for an ex- 

tra sole inside of the overshoe, are essen- 

tials in snowy weather. Cold is taken in- 

to the system through the soles of the 

feet more easily than anywhere else. The 

writer has worn a pair of heavy soled yel- 

low leather lace boots during several win- 

ters without overshoes or rubbers. He has 

them made roomy and wears a_ horsehair 

sole inside. With these and rubber soles 

and heels on the outside no cold or damp 

can get through the leather sole. Yellow 

leather is warmer in winter and cooler in 

summes than black. When one may have 

to spend one month of the cold weather in 

each of the cities of New York, Philadel- 

phia, Chicago, Montreal and Winnipeg, 

these shoes will answer for them all. For 

snow shoeing and camping out in excessive- 

ly cold weather a pair of buckskin mocca- 

sins with room for three pairs of socks, of 

heavy wool and home knitted, is necessary. 

There is no foot gear that has ever been 

invented which is at once so light and so 

warm. Oil tanned leather moccassins of 

the same size should be carried in case of 

a thaw. 

The above outfit is not heavy and makes 

walking in cold weather a pleasure. The 
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wearer is ready to meet any storm or bliz- 

zvard that may come upon him anywhere. 

For driving one should have a big over- 
coat large enough to put a, small thin ex- 

tra coat inside of it. This double over- 

coating enables a man to stand the weath- 

er almost or quite as well as though he 

had a fur coat, and one is less likely to 

take cold when the extra coat has to be 

dropped than when the fur coat is left off. 

For camping five fingered gloves are of no 

use. A mitten with one space for the 

thumb and the four fingers together in the 

other space is needed. I have found the 

best mitten to use is a double mit, a lea- 

ther one outside and a woolen one inside. 

The man who uses thoughtfulness and 

judgment about his dress in Canada _ will 

find it the best climate on this or any oth- 

er continent in which to spend the whole 

year. 

Having taken all these matters into con- 

sideration and made _ preparations in ac- 

cordance therewith, I felt justified in hur- 

rying out to the woods and snowshoes in 

preference to steam heat and nursing my- 

self. The locality chosen for our winter 

camp was at Mount Orford, in the Pro- 

vince of Quebec, about 29 miles north of 

the Vermont boundary line, and about eight 

miles from Lake Memphremagog. There is 

a height of. land there where the Mississ- 

quoi River has its source, and where it 

runs into Lake Champlain. The Yamaska 

River also starts close by and runs into 

the St. Lawrence, near Sorel on the St. 

Lawrence, and other small streams run in- 

to the St. Francis River. The altitude of 

Mount Orford is 2950 feet, and it is hab- 

itable all the way up. There are 33 lakes 

visible from its summit, including one near 

the top of the mountain. Many trout 

streams take their rise in springs on Mount 

Orford. Orford Lake is about five miles 

long, with bays and islands forming its in- 

teresting outlines. It contains large togue 

or lake trout, and deer is plentiful in the 

entire forest. A branch of the Orford 

Mountain Railway runs right alongside the 

Camp so that one steps from the train al- 

most into the dining room. This railway 

runs through the forest primeval and there 

is no habitation on the branch but the 

Camp. There is more than a thousand 

square miles of forest here, which can be 

easily protected ; and lakes in which there 
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is fair fishing and which can be stocked 

very easily and inexpensively from the 

hatchery, near by at Magog: 

The resident or visitor can choose his ele- 

vation and live anywhere from 950 to 2950 

feet above the sea—from 1,000 to 1,500 feet 

is about the right elevation in that lati- 

tude, where so many conditions prevail to 

furnish a perfect set of surroundings. Lake 

Orford (sometimes wrongly called Bonnal- 

lie) is a gem which is not marred by a 

single piece of swamp in its setting of 

sand, loam, trees and rocks. The soil is 

not too rocky and here and there good 

gardens could be made in the woods. The 

intention is to keep it in the woods, and 

not to allow any clearing or cutting of 

small timber, but to cut only ripe trees 

whose age would otherwise only bring a- 

bout decay. In mid-winter the snow cov- 

ers the ground to a depth of from three to 

five feet or more at the foot of Mount Or- 

ford. 

‘Government 

Our winter sports party consisted of four 

ladies and seven’ gentlemen. The ladies 

were all young, pretty and _ unselfish 

and the men’s ages ranged from 25 

to 53 — mostly sportsmen, athletes, 

and artists. We were all agreed that a 
holiday is as necessary in the winter as in 

the summer, and that the north is more 

satisfactory for a holiday than the south 

at any time of the year, except perhaps in 

the Spring and Fall, when for a short time 

rains and thaws make part of a month as 

disagreeable as in more southern climes, 

where it rains and thaws most of the win- 

ter, and where during all that time the 

weather has all, or nearly all, the disa- 

greeable features of the northern Spring 

and Fall. 

We leit the car just about eight feet 

from the verandah, and twenty-five from 

the dining room of the comfortable five- 

roomed camp at eight p.m. on Wednesday 

in Christmas week, Dec. 28th, 1904. Pos- 

sibly some close observers may like to 

compare the weather they were enjoying 

during those days, the 28th, 29th, 30th, 

and 3lst of December, 1904, and the Ist 

and 2nd of January, 1905, with what we 

had. We were 300 miles north of Boston, 

about 400 miles or less from New York as 

the duck flies, and eighty miles south east 

from Montreal. 
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Travelling from Montreal on the Canadi- 
an Pacific Railway, we changed cars to the 
Orford Mountain Railway train at 7.30 p. 
m. at Eastman, reaching camp by train at 
8 p.m. ‘Snowing and mild. The Christmas 
trains were very heavily laden with pass- 
engers and express matter, or we should 
have made a little better time. Eventually 
we will make the trip in a little over two 
hours from Montreal, a little less than ten 
hours from Boston, and about twelve hours 
from New York. Orford’s attractiveness in 
summer we had fully realised ; we now 
wished to demonstrate its possible fea- 
tures aS a winter resort. 
On that Wednesday night a nice clean, 

old fashioned New England supper awaited 
our arrival. We had very excellent bread. 
butter, potatoes, beeisteak, tea and jam. 
Even the geniality of a well selected par- 
ty, and the smiling face of the discreet 
matron who chaperoned the party could 
not improve the quality of the viands. We 
spent the evening in getting snow shoes 
and Strings, skis, moccassins, woollen 
socks, and mittens into good order and 
readiness, enlivening the work with story 
and repartee. The various National, State 
and Provincial origins of the mem- 
bers of the party enabled its mem- 
bers to enjoy many new stories and poirets 
of view. We had one member born in Eng- 
Jand, one in Barbadoes, one in New Hamp- 
shire, five in Quebec, one in Massachus- 
sets, one in Virginia, and one in Ontario. 
Barbadoes did not know the Massachussets 
Stories, and some Quebec yarns were new 
to the Virginian. The Manitoban stories 
were secular rather than religious. Ineclud- 
ed in our company we had all kinds of 
minds except dull ones. We had all tra‘v- 
elled more or less ; our raw edges and ang- 
ularities were all worn smooth to some ex- 
tent by contact with that big grindstone 
the world. It was therefore, egotistical as 
the words may seem, a gathering well qual- 
ified to judge as to the wisdom of institut- 
ing annual winter as well as summer sports 
at Mount Orford. 
A sound night’s sleep in clean and com- 

fortable beds, and a good fire in a big old- 
fashioned double-oven French’ Canadian 
stove made getting up for breakfast at 8.15 
a.m. a pleasant enough operation. The wat- 
er, from springs, was good to drink and 
pleasant to wash in. 

¢ 
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We started on our first snow shoe tramp 

at 9 a.m. Three of our party had _ never 
» worn snow shoes, but in about fifteen min- 

utes they behaved as if they were to the 
manor born, and we walked with a strong 
cold wind on our backs three miles down 

the bottom of a bay in the lake. It was 

comparatively warm and sheltered around 

the camp when we left so that most of us 

had taken off overcoats and were tramping 

in sweaters. It was cold when one turned 
to face the wind on the lake, so that it 

was decided to cut across the point, 

through the woods back to the camp. This 

we did with great comfort and a little 

hard work for the leaders, who had to 

break the road. We found old lumber roads 

most of the way, and arrived home at a- 

bout 12.45 p.m. just giving us time to 

wash, dress, and rest for an early dinner. 

Weather five below zero and twenty miles 

of wind. We had done six miles and were 

proud of ourselves and greatly exhilarated 

with the exercise. At one p.m. the man 

with the ailments had driven -off all 

feverishness and invalidism, and aftera 

consultation with himself he decided 

that the ailments were very much _bet- 

ter. One of the ladies, who had brought a 

bad cold to camp, was decidedly improved 

by her first experience in the open, and 

so far everybody voted the woods a_ suc- 

cess medicinally. 

The Camp was built on posts without 

foundations, and the floors would have 

been cold had we not taken the precaution 

to have the Camp well banked with snow, 

and the floor covered with moose, cariboo, 

and deer skins. As a result of these prep- 

arations for our .visit we found ourselves 

in very Comfortable quarters. If you asked 

me how to build a summer and winter 

camp I would say that'a big stone chim- 
ney should first be built with a stone or 

cedar log foundation, and the camp should 

be built around the chimney. 

In the afternoon we put up our tepee, 

and this work was accomplished in the ab- 

sence of our experienced tepee builder. Un- 

der the circumstances we did not do as 

well as we might and should have done. 

But we did quite enough to realise that a 

tepee is an hygienic and very comfortable 

kind of tent, when well put up and man- 

aged. Never make a fire in a tepee with 

big logs or it will smoke. 

One of the young ladies, the smallest 
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lady in the bevy of large women, but mus- 
cular withal and splendidly fitted for the 

camp through much out door life and sport, 

cut down a tree and was photographed in 

the act. All through her stay she proved 

as efficient in whatever she undertook as 

in her tree cutting performance, and that 

is saying a good deal, for her workmanlike 

ability in this respect might well have been 
envied by many of the male sex. Weather 
mild, sunny, and calm—a perfect day. 

A visit to a lumber camp filled up the 

following morning. The lumberman of the 

present day lives very much more comfort- 

ably than did his predecessors of some 

years ago. His food is decidedly better 

than that of the average working man at 

home. But there are regulations in force 

in some lumber camps that are certainly 

wrong. In this particular case at Orford I 

do not think the pernicious habit obtains 

of which I would speak. In some of the 

large lumber camps in Ontario, and in the 

States, they have a rule imposing absolute 

silence on the men during meal hours. Not 

a word is spoken at such times, with the 

result of course that food is bolted and di- 

gestion is permanently injured. I am told 

that this rule is made for the sake of the 

cook, to’ensure his hearing the calls of the 

men requiring second helpings and other 

things. This reason has always seemed to 

me insufficient for this barbarous and un- 

healthy custom. In many respects this vis- 

it to the lumber camp proved to be one of 

deep interest. 

In the afternoon a Special car on the 

railway took us to Bolton Springs, some 

twelve or fifteen miles distant where 

there is a famous sulphur water which has 

been very favourably known in the neigh- 

bourhood for many years. Upon our ar- 

rival we found the hotel people so busy in 

preparation for their annual New Year’s 

ball that no-one had time to go and show 

us the spring, that bubbles out of a rock. 

As we had no one qualified to act as guide 

we were compelled to return without see- 

ing the object of our visit. We had an 

outing just the same, and returned home 

with amazingly good appetites to our 8.30 

p.m. dinner-supper. We had learned to a- 

void hotels on the day of the annual ball. 

Past question every experience is valuable 
to us. Our evening’s entertainment con- 
sisted of charades which were very suc- 

cessful, and quite novel in their way—ex- 
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hibiting many national and racial pecu- 

jiarities, ‘‘all unbeknownst’’ to the actors. 

So far our experience of a winter camp 
in the woods proved highly delightful, and 

we unanimously voted the idea an enjoya- 

ble novelty. We were favoured with a 

comfortable camp, and an exceedingly able 

and pleasant matron to supervise the kit- 

chen. Mrs. Lamb, of Mount Orford, is a 

type of the best kind of the Quebec Eng- 

lish-speaking-Canadian farmer’s wife—neat, 
‘ clean, educated, naturally intelligent, a 

good cook, and pleasantly tempered. 

has the gift of making everything go 

smoothly. May her kind never grow less ! 

Her assistant, a man cook, was so efficient 

that we never heard of him. He did his 

work quietly and well, and no grumble ever 

reached us. 

An ‘early breakfast was the order of the 

day on Saturday morning as our intention 
was to climb Mount Orford, some 2,000 

feet from where we were, involving a walk 

of three miles each way. As we)started 

out the weather turned milder, but our an- 

ticipations were that in the higher alti- 

tudes we should find dry snow, not unplea- 

sant for snow shoeing. On our way we 

met some lumber teams that had come out 

to break the road before starting log haul- 

ing. This work was being done over the 

road that we were to;,travel—the easy part 

of course. As it was we were glad to lend 

our assistance by weighing down the sleighs 

sufficiently to enable them to do their work 

better than would otherwise have been the 

case—at least that was how one lazy man 

put it to himself. On arrival at the foot 

of the steeper place we found that logs 

were being hauled down the mountain in a 

very picturesque and exciting way. We 

photographed the scene because we thought 

it very much out of the common. The hill 

is as steep in places as the peaked roof of 

.a Gothic building, and no one would ever 

dream of going up and down in a Carriage 

or on!horseback. But by means of chains 
under the runners, which dragged away at 

snow, roots, and stones and the strong 

backing power of the sharp shod horses, 

‘specially trained for the work, the huge 

load of logs were brought down in safety. 

Many horses and some drivers are however 

‘killed at this work. 

The climb proved an arduous one, and 
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we slipped back one-third of every step, so 
that we had fully one and a third the dis- 
tance to go, and our progress was neces- 
Sarily slower than we intended. The man 
from Barbadoes felt his heart a little, and 
the girl from the level city found wind and 
muscles to he rather severely ,taxed. Ney- 
ertheless we had a most enjoyable climb 
When we had reached Within 250 feet of the 
summit,one of our party, wishing to save 
another fellow from being struck made an 
attempt to catch an axe, which was flying 
through the air, by the blade, and with 
lamentable results. Unfortunately the 
blade caught the index finger of his right 
hand, and cut it clean through. The vic- 
tim, being a professional writer, has found 
the accident a most serious matter. The 
hand was quickly bound up, but he has” 
had to spend eight or nine days in hospi- 
tal, and will have a longer holiday than he 
wished. The finger was Saved, and one 
more lesson has been learned in the hard 
school of experience. No, it was not the 
man with the larynx to whom this hap- 
pened, and therefore M. D.’s and nurses are 
deprived of the pleasure of being able to 
say “I told you so!’ As the accident had 
a somewhat depressing effect upon the par- 
ty, and the evening was Wearing on, the 
programme was changed, and we all re- 
turned to see our friend safe on the train 
for Montreal and the hospital. This having 
been accomplished, and the snow on the 
lower levels being found just right for snow- 
balling, we banished our feelings of gloom 
by becoming boys and girls again, and for 
an hour and a half the battle raged. We 
continued in the firing line until all the 
throwing muscles were so tired by the un- 
usual exercise, that we had perforce to 
stop, and the fight was declared a draw. 
We had succeeded in wetting ourselves pret- 

ty thoroughly, and in creating several in- 
flamed and weeping eyes,—namely the eyes 

that had received the snowballs most suc- 

cessiully. That evening was memorable for 

our extraordinarily good appetites. We had 

cooked a meal and made tea. on the moun- 

tain top, but the finger tragedy occurred in 

the midst of our preparations, and spoilt 

the appetites we had gained by our exer- 

tions. Our poor trencher work at mid-day 

however was compensated for at night. 

That evening we sat round the big old 
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Irench-Canadian stove that we had all 
learned to Jove, and with song and story, 
Sleight of hand tricks, and athletic per- 
iormances, saw the Old Year out, and the 
New Year in. Auld Lang Syne, the Punch 
of the Scotch Ancients, the Open Door, and 
nutual expressions of good will and con- 
gratulations upon being where we were 
ushered in the New Year at Mount Orford, 
and I do not think that Orford ever will 
be as quiet again as it has been in the past, 
mostly owing to-this little camping party. 
During the day we laid out the site of 

the largest toboggan slide in the world, 
and already in imagination and anticipa- 
tion had enjoyed the sensations attendant 
upon the inauguration thereof. 

One of the afternoons was characterised 
by a very successful attempt to dance the 
Lancers on snow shoes, and notwithstand- 
ing the very short experience of some of 
the snow shoers, this was accomplished in 

a graceful manner and without a fall. The 

music will however have to be a little 

slower for some; of the parts. ) 

Sunday was spent in a dignified and 

orthodox manner. We had good natured 

discussions on religious topics. In the aif- 

ternoon we walked on the Lake, and locat- 

ed a site for a Russian toboggan slide 

which consists of two hills facing one an- 

other. You slide down one hill, across the 

lake, walk up the other, and then slide 

back again. This will be done on improved 

bob-sleigh coasters. 

New Year's day dinner was one to be re- 

membered. Good as it was however the 

best part was the appetites that we were 

enabled to bring to its discussion. Every- 

one was well now. Bronchitis and colds 

had ‘vanished and Christmas had _ pass- 

ed off leaving no ill ,effects behind. 

The whole of the party had _ be- 

come muscular to a degree. No  won- 

der that we all without a dissenting voice, 

proclaimed Mount Orford and winter sports 

to be the best medicine that has ever been 

prescribed. 

How false, pernicious, hypocondriac, and 

absurd sounded the poem that I had cut 

out from a States newspaper, and read to 

my scornful audience that night in Camp. 

It is not to be wondered at that it is 

I subjoin it as an epitome of 

everything that seemed untrue to the audi- 

ence that heard it, and was entirely 

anonymous. 

con 
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trary to their camping experience:— 

IT’S WINTER. 

The winds blow cold, the winds are shrill 

There’s ice upon the creek and rill— 

(Lets see, it’s time to take a pill), 

It’s winter. 

> 

The trees are bare, the fields are brown, 

The skies are dark, and darkly frown— 

(It’s time to gulp a powder down), 

It’s winter. 

The trees before the breezes bow, 

There are no leaves upon the bough— 

(1t’s fime to take a capsule now), 

It’s winter. 

The birds have sought a warmer clime, 

And skating Bow is in its prime— 

(I think it must be quinine time), 

It’s winter. 

The zepbhyrs blow, the breezes nip, 

Along the hills the snow mounds slip— 

(I’m full of drugs, I’ve got the grip), 

It’s winter. 

Our irrepressible rhymster took a_ piece 

of charcoal from the old stove, and after 

a moment of cogitation wrote on a 

piece of birch bark an assured antidote, 

which we all thought worthy of reproduc- 

tion as an interesting memento of what 

inay yet prove an important occasion, and 

useful in proclaiming and extending the 

new gospel of open air and winter med- 

icine.* 

Our'time was up, we submitted to the in- 

evitable, and very reluctantly indeed, we 

returned to our homes from this home in 

the woods. I think that everyone felt 

much the better for the outing. ‘Walking 

has the best value as gymnastics for the 

mind. You shall never break down in a 

speech’? said Sydney Smith, ‘‘on the day 

when you have walked twelve miles.’ 

‘Walking’? said Rousseau, “has something 

which animates and vivifies my ideas,’’ and 

Plato said of exercise that ‘it would al- 

most cure a guilty conscience.’’ And yet 

none of knew the extraordinary 

charm of walking on snow-shoes in the Ca- 

nadian woods in mid-winter. We, of the 

Orford band did, we had experienced its 

fascination. We had all enjoyed its strange 

these 
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exhiliration, and were all agreed that a 

great future awaits the locality, and 

the development of winter sports 
therein. If our present int?ntions material- 

ise there will be furnished skating, curling, 

and hockey rinks, toboggan slides, all man- 

ner of driving vehicles from the Lapland- 

er’s reindeer sleigh to the latest Russian 

and Canadian luxuries in sleds ; snow shoe- 

ing, ski-ing, and all other winter sports 

that ever have been or will be invented. 

Good deer hunting territory exists in the 

neighborhood, and it is proposed’to make a 

game park of 50,000 acres, to stovk the 

many Jakes and trout brooks on the prop- 

erty anew wherever they may zeed it, and 

to thoroughly protect the fish and game. 

The altitude of the property, the immense 

forest, the accessibility to the large cities 

of the east, and the full provision that will 

be made for healthy recreation all the year 

round under perfect conditions, will at- 

tract people from far and near, and make 

Mount Orford favourably known to a_ very 

wide circle. 

In Mooseland. 
By C. C, FARR. 

“T believe that I have shot every kind of 

animal] except a moose.”’ 

I once heard those words used by an Eng- 

lishman who was essentially a sportsman, 

and I wondered. He had hunted the lion in 

Africa, the tiger in India, the elephant and 

Sambur deer in Ceylon, the /kangaroo in 

Australia, and even the buffalo on the 

western plains of Canada, but he had nevy- 

er shot a moose, the monarch of the North 

American forest, and of all the regions 

that he had travelled in search of game, 

the home of the moose is the most acces- 

sible. 

Though practically ranging from the coast 

of the Atlantic to the foot of the Rocky 

Mountains, today the Ottawa River, and 

its tributaries have the honour of being the 

locality most favored by the moose, which 

is a strange fact in the light of history, 

for fifty years ago it Was an unknown an- 

imal to the Indians of the Upper Ottawa. 

Nor is it long since the Irdian, who is sup- 

posed to have shot the first moose in these 

regions, took his departure for the happy 

hunting grounds. Of course, a previously 

unknown beast of such proportions must 

have been rather an alarming object to 

meet at first, but today, the Indian feels 

about the same alarm as a cat does when 

it meets a mouse, in fact it has become a 

staple of food, and in that respect has, a 

good deal, taken the place of the beaver. 

The origin ‘of the word ‘‘moose’’ must be 

connected with the Ojibeway ‘‘bemosi’’ to 

walk, and he does walk. His legs are made 

for it. 

Those who have a taste for sport, leisure 

to indulge in it, and the ambition to kill 

a moose, can not do better than to make 

a trip to the Upper Ottawa. In erder to 

realize what he is likely to find, I will ac- 

company the hunter or tourist on an ima- 

ginary trip to these interesting regions. 

The first thing necessary is a_ ticket to 

Mattawa, an important station on the main 

line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. A pic- 

turesque little town it is nestling among 

the Laurentian hills, that confine the Ot- 

tawa river to its course, and built upon 

the point of confluence of the river Matta- 

wa with the main stream. The name too 1s 

historically associated with the deeds of 

Champlain, for it was by this route that 

the famous explorer, passing th)rough Lake 

Nipissing reached the great lakes to the 

west. 

It is at this 

branch of the 

joins the main line. 

point that the Timiskaming 

Canadian Pacific Railway 

The branch ,is about 

forty miles in length, and bridges as it 

were, the succession of rapids and swift 

waters intervening between the main line 

of the Canadian Pacific and that wonderful 

sheet of water, known as Timiskaming 

Lake,—a lake of seventy-five miles length 

and varying in breadth from half a mile 

to six—where, until a few years ago, the 
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Indian toamed in ‘undisputed possession 
and a white’ man’ was the curiosity— and 

which owing to imperfect geographical 

‘knowledge was looked upon as the source 

of the Ottawa river; and, moreover, utter- 

ly unfitted, both’ in soil and climate, for 

agriculture. All these fallacies have been 

exploded, and today no place in Canada 

promises fairer agricultural prospects than 

this once unenvied and unknown region. 

Of course, such a spot could not fail to 

be full of Indian legends and associations, 

some of them dating far back from the 

mists of the past; legends, that could 

only have originated amongst a people liv- 

ing the nomadic life peculiar to the abori- 

gines of these northern wilds, or connected 

with the more recent experiences of the 

Acadian voyageurs, who, in days gone by, 

carried in canoes from Montreal to the far 

distant trading stations, articles for bar- 

ter, and who have left their impress upon 

the country in such a large measure by 

their nomanclature of the various points on 

their routes. 

From Mattawa, the railway closely follows 

the river. To the right the high Laurentian 

hills overshadow us, to the left the broad 

Ottawa flows, now, peacefully, sparkling in 
the sunshine, anon a foaming rapid through 

whose turbulent waters the canoes of the 
Hudson’s Bay Company a few years ago 

ascended and descended guided by the un- 

erring skill of the Indian pilots, many of 

whom are living yet, and who to this day 

retain their reputations as the best ‘‘bows- 

men’’ of their time. 

A note of explanation is necessary here. 

In the navigation of swift water, by ca- 

noes, the man in the bow is practically the 

steersman. On him depends the safety of 

the rest, and with his single bladed pad- 

dle he forces the bow of the canoe away 
from the sunken rocks, the presence of 

which is betrayed by the broken surface of 

the water, into the safe and proper chan- 

nel between. His every movement is watch- 

ed by the steersman who simply follows in 

his wake. 
The first of these rapids is the ‘‘ Cave.’’ 

(The French pronunciation is still retain- 

ed) which takes its name from the peculiar 

action of the water upon the rocks. It has, 

by the assistance of pebbles scooped out 

symmetrical hollows, varying in size from 

a large pail to a large beer vat—a pecu- 

.Sitting or 
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liarity noticed by the French voyageurs, 

and hence its name. This is a dangerous 

and treacherous spot. Many a good canoes- 

man and raftsman has met his doom here, 

and there is nothing particularly striking 

or beautiful about it. 

The next rapid is “Les Erables’’*— 

“The Maples’—a wild looking spot in high 
water: We are only nine miles from Mat- 

tawa here, and yet I remember, only a 

few years ago, being camped here one night 

while taking up a load of flour. We had 

piled the flour ready for loading next morn- 

ing. On going to it we found it scattered 

about in all directions. A bear had been 

busy whilst we were sleeping. ‘‘The Moun- 

tain’’ is the next rapid. It also is a dan- 

gerous spot, there being many whirlpools 

below it. It, too, numbers many victims, 

both red and white. 

Two miles above it on the opposite 

shore is the ‘‘Kokomis’’ rock (old woman). 

It stands out of the water, and when the 

river is low, is very like an old woman 

kneeling, with a rabbit skin 

hood upon her head. It was the custom 

for every voyageur, French and Indian, to 

throw this old lady something good, a 

piece of tobacco or anything that the don- 

or prized, that is if he wished for fair 

winds and weather during the rest of his 

journey. Many a plug of tobacco have I 

seen offered to the old creature, but it is 

needless to say that in spite of it, we took 

the weather as we found it. 

And now ‘‘Seven League Lake’’ presents 

its pretty but somewhat monotonous 

shores. The name, except on the ‘‘Lucus a 

non lucendo’’ principle is a misnomer, for 

the lake is only sixteen miles in length. 

Along it, the train winds in and out, 

faithfully following each indentation of the 
shore, sometimes a mere cutting through 

the boulder-encumbered gravel, at others a 

ledge, hewn out of the perpendicular face 

of the rock. The most noticeable of these 

escarpments is the ‘‘Devil’s Garden,’’ 

upon the ledges of which grew, and for the 

matter of that still grows, a species of 

wild onion, or leek. I have been told that 

wild carrots also grow here, but have nev- 

er seen them. How they got here, and if 

here, why not elsewhere, I leave for bot- 

anists to decide ; suffice it to say that the 

voyageurs of old gathered these wild vege- 

tables as a relish for their simple meals, 
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and, no doubt, like myself, wondering how 

they got here, gave to the place the some- 

what appropriate name of ‘‘The Devil’s 

Garden,’’ and the place has become a land- 

mark for future generations. On the On- 

tario shore ‘‘La Tuque’’, a pine-clad hill, 

shaped like the woollen cap peculiar to the 

Irench-Canadian, rears its head. The train 

now winds with a sweeping curve into the 
sandy bay which once was the spot where 

supplies destined for Lake Kipawa and the 

surrounding districts were landed, where 

also canoes and boats carrying the same 

were taken out of the water and “‘portag- 

ed’? to the Obawsheen, the first lake of a 

system leading to the Kipawa. 

There have been wild times at this spot, 

in the days when first the lumbermen at- 

tacked the pine in the Kipawa country. In 

that very sand lies a man who was killed 

in a free fight that arose out of a trifle. I 

was Sent for, and had the body exhumed, 

for a kind of coroner’s post-mortem. It 

did not present a pleasant appearance, and 

we covered it up again. The man who kill- 

ed him was never captured. 

We are now at the end of Seven League 

Lake, and the train is speeding across the 

sandy levels through which the river runs, 

and the succession of rapids which is 

known as the ‘‘Longue Sault.”’ 

At the head of all these, at a distance of 

about forty miles from Mattawa. is Lake 

Timiskaming. But before treating of this 

wonderful lake, it would be more in order 

to first pay a visit to Kipawa, a lake fam- 

ous for its moose and beautiful scenery. 

There is of course a_ station here, named 

Timiskaming. Here also a magnificent ho- 

tel was built, by the late Mr. Lumsden, 

proprietor of one of the steamer lines that 

ply on Lake Timiskaming. 

This is not, however, the terminus of the 

railroad, for from this point it trends 

north and east through the valley of Gor- 

don Creek until it reaches Kipawa Lake. 

This Gordon Creek has a history which is 

intimately associated with the aboriginal 

past. The lumbermen have turned the wat- 

ers of Lake Kipawa into it, and by so do- 

ing have considerably lessened the distance 

that they have to drive their logs; but 

they were not the first to discover this 

short cut and make use of it. The In- 

dians knew of it, and when pursued by 

their inveterate enemies the Iroquois, used 
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to baffle their pursuers by turning into it 

and escaping to the Kipawa. They called 

it ‘‘Kah-bah-stey-guan’’, ‘‘the water going 

ashore,’’ for at high water the Kipawa 

would flow into it. 

The reason why it was so convenient for 

these fugitive Indians, was that, once Kipa- 

wa Lake was reached, the rest: was com- 

paratively easy. ‘‘Kipawa’’ in Indian  sig- 

nifies, ‘‘A narrow waterway between high 

rocks’’ and it is a_ succession or rather 

labyrinth of lakes and bays connected by 

such passages, hence it was no difficult 

matter for the Ojibeways when pursued to 

baffle their pursuers by means of the tor- 

tuous and concealed waterways ; indeed I 

know of no lake where a man can lose his 

way more quickly or hopelessly than on this 

very Kipawa. And there are legends or 

traditions existing to this day how many a 

band of Iroquois or ‘‘Nataway’’ as they 

call them, was lured to its destruction 

into some one of these narrow gorges. 

Such was the Gordon Creek, a refuge and 

means of escape for the persecuted, and 

when the lumberman to save time and 

money floats his logs through this stream, 

little he recks of the time when the abori- 

gines made use of the same stream to save 

their very lives. 

But the train has now arrived at the 

terminus and at the wharf there lies a 

steamer ready to convey the passengers 

through the mazy labyrinths of this beau- 

tiful lake. Railroads and steamers appear 

strange to one who has known these wat- 

ers when a bark canoe propelled by In- 

dians was the only means of locomotion. 

For some miles we are simply ploughing 

our way through a beautiful sheet of wat- 

er clear and deep. Salmon trout swim be- 

neath those depths, but one requires an in- 

timate knowledge of the locality before 

one can hope to catch them. Pike and pick- 

erel abound. Kipawa pike are famous for 

their size and flavour. White fish are also 

plentiful, but they are only taken in the 

fall and then by nets. A well-cooked Kip- 

awa whitefish to my mind, excels all oth- 

er fresh water fish. 

We are now across the ‘‘Pakaygama’’ as 

this bay is called, for it is only a_ bay, 

though it in itself is large enough to be 
called a lake and bear a name of its own. 

We steam through a narrows and again 

the lake stretches out before us, a_ net- 
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work of bays, islands and peninsulas, a 

perfect picture: of sylvan and _ lacustrine 

beauty. 

The movements of a steamer are arbi- 

trary and it is therefore impossible for us 

to explore all the interesting ramifications 
of this wondrous sheet of water. This can 

be done only by canoe, and such a_ trip 

would take a month. 

Judging by the extent of water stretch- 

ing northwest, that would be our course, 

but it is not~so. A sharp bend to the 

south east takes us through another nar- 

rows known as the Kah,Kah,Ke,Wabik, or 

Roche Corbeau, anglice, Raven Rock. Close 

before us lies an insignificant island long 

and flat, with a few stunted cedars and 

pines covering its rocky surface. This is, 

One-moos-o-kun-i-sing, Dogbone Island, , a 

name that bears with it a tragic signifi- 

cation. The story goes that years long 

since, a band of Indians were encamped for 

the night upon this island It was a obill 

summer’s night, and in those troublous 

times they were ever on the watch for 

their hated foes, the Iroquois. They heard 

the first faint sound of paddles which they 

knew could only be the signal of the com- 

ing of the foe. Instantly the smouldering 

remains of their camp fires were ¢xtin- 

guished and every preparation made to 

insure that their presence should not tie be- 

trayed ; but the dogs ! surely they would 

give the alarm. There was nothing icft 

them but to sacrifice the dogs and the 

order passed ‘quickly from mouth to mouth 

to that effect. It was done. The poor 

faithful creatures were promptly strangied, 

and the enemy’s canoes passed the en- 

campment without suspecting the proximi- 

ty of their quarry ; and so they escaped, 

but the carcases of the poor beasts rotted 

where they lay, and the bones remained for 

many years a monument of a necessary, 

but cruel sacrifice. 

Next before us lies Eq-uay-men-e-se, or 

Woman’s Island, so called from the fact 

that it was here, that the Tete a-bulls olf 

(rand Lac wsed to leave their wives while 

their yearly trip to Moose Fac- 

tory with furs and back again with goods 

making 

for the next season’s trade. We now turn 

again sharp to the left or northeast, and 

arrive at the end of a narrow bay. This 

‘Kk a-meek-in-nak-e-on-l- 

\ narrow strip of 

is known as. the 

gan’ or Turtle portage. 
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rock used to separate the Kipawa_ proper 

from the system of one of its tributaries, 

known as the North River. A lock has 

been constructed here and our steamer can 

now pass where the Indians used to carry 
their canoes. 

Through this lock, we again emerge upon 

a large stretch of water. The scenery here 

is less imposing but the delightful free- 

dom, the pure air, the sparkling waters 

give a sense of enjoyment and exhilaration 

that nothing else can give. There is no 

reaction about it. It is the land of the 

health imparting ozone. 
Again passing through a narrows or short 

stretch of river, called ‘‘Ob-ah-be-cay-gu-a- 

nan.’’ We once more cross a lake, and 

reach Hunters’ Point or, Ob-ush-Koot-ay- 

an. 

(Note the ‘‘ob’’ in all words where there 

is implied a ‘‘narrows.’’) 

Three miles further on navigation in this 

direction ceases, but we are now in the 

home of the moose; and canoes and Indian 

guides may be procured here for the pur- 

pose of hunting that noble animal. The 

fishing is also excellent and a few weeks 

can -be spent in these wilds that will one 

day be looked back upon as a pleasant, 

and, if the hunt is successful, a memorable 

episode in a man’s life. 

It is a -delightful trip through here to 

Grand Lac, and perhaps returning by way 

of the Dumoine river might make it still 

more so as the whole route would be new. 

Another route to the Ottawa river is by 

way of ‘‘Nawt-ah-baw-ning’’ Lake, ‘‘Tast- 

ing something that is cooking with a 

spoon,’’ which leads into Lake Expanse. 

This also makes a pleasant trip for those 

love the wild unconventional life of 

the woods. 

We will now retrace our steps back with 

the steamer through the Turtle Portage, 

and instead of heading, when we come out 

of the narrow bay, back to Gordon Creelk 

we will continue on our south east course, 

A short distance brings us to the old Hud- 

son’s Bay Co. fort. The Indians call it, 

Ob-itch-u-ah-nang, (mark the Ob.) from the 

This post has been 

who 

narrows close to it. 

deserted and has been shorn of all its 

glory. 

Many a bale of fur has reached the 

London markets from this spot, and those 

were halcyon days for the Indian, I have 
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seen good hunters come in here, with their 

canoes loaded with furs, ; have seen them 

sit in stately dignity in their canoes, while 

the hired servants of the company, white 

men, carried their bales of furs from canoe 

to storehouse. And such an Indian would 

be the proud master of the hour. The trad- 

er himself would unbend, and greet this 

hunter as he landed, that is if his hunt 

Was very good. Jf only middling, then all 

the trader could be expected to do would 

be to greet him effusively at %he door, but 

if the hunt had been bad, then the Indian 

would carry his own attenuated packs into 

the store himself, and endeavor to attract 

the tardy attention of the Master by timid 

coughing. 

At these Posts, fur was the passport to 

respectability. The conversation of all em- 

ployees reeked of fur and the very build- 

ings smelt of it. 

In the spring, when the Indians assem- 

bled after the hunt was over, they pitched 

their camps upon the cleared spot around 

the store, and the choice of spots was as- 

signed chiefly in accordance with their 

rank as hunters. 

Here they would remain until the brigade 

of canoes, loaded with the returns of trade, 

would start down stream for Fort Timis- 

kaming, there to be joined by other bri- 

gades from other posts, until as many as 

ten or twelve four fathom canoes loaded to 

the gunwales with their precious freight 

would sail smoothly down the mighty Ot- 

tawa, ‘‘en route’’ for the nearest outpost 

of civilization. 

But to return to our journey -of explora- 

tion. Passing through this narrows, from 

whence Hunters Lodge takes its Indian 

hame, we again emerge upon a large lake. 

Next spot of interest is the Obutinang 

(narrows of course). This used to be and 

probably still is a grand spot for hunting. 

There is hardly a point or bay around here 

that is not associated with some hunting 

feat. In that bay to the left I once saw 

seven moose walking along the shore in 

Indian file. They looked at me very coolly. 

They evidently knew that I had no rifle 
that day, as I was after ducks. 

By the by this used to be a grand place 

for ducks, and‘ithere is nothing that I so 
much delight in as turning out of my camp 

on a misty summer’s morning paddling 

with stealth into the little grassy bays, 
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where you will see the big black ducks, 

looming up through the mist, twice their 

size almost and nicely within range. 

I love the taste and even the smell of a 

tender young duck, stewed on the camp 

fire. I prefer it to fish, which after a time 

becomes too monotonous. Stewed — blue- 

berries, raspberries or cranberries are bet- 

ter outside than in: a house, and the 

Strange thing is, when you try to show the 

mistress of your house, how a duck, fish, 

blueberries or anything else should be cook- 

ed to make it taste really nice, you gener- 

ally make a lamentable failure. Your  fe- 

male relations wont eat'these things and 

you can hardly eat them yourself. The 

fact 1S, you miss amongst your ingredi- 

ents, the ozone, the scent of the pine, and 

the wild health-giving conditions of a no- 

madic life. 

Still‘the steamer continues to force its 

way, through narrows, between islands, a- 

cross long stretches of open water, never 

the same, yet unchanging in the wildness of 

the aspect, and at length again you are at 

the utmost limit of steamboat navigation. 

From here if you wish to proceed further 

you must,use canoes. You can travel for 

miles, to the shores of the Arctic Ocean 

if you wish, for the Indians have their 

trails, or rather waterways, that are not 

hard to find, and one has always a chance 

of meeting an aboriginal who can put one 

straight. The beauty of the bush is that you 

are never lost, as long as you have your 

camping outfit with you. Make no arbitra- 

ry distances to be reached in such a time, 

or the pleasure of the bush life is turned 

into a toil. Moose are plentiful here and if 

you are not too noisy, you may come up- 

on one without the services of a guide, 

though the guide is ‘best. The moose is a 

wary animal, but if the hunter knows 

something of his habits, and takes advan- 

tage of him, while fighting the flies that 

pester him, or by blowing a call during the 

rutting season, he can be pretty sure of a 

shot. But above all observe silence ; you 

never know when you are going to come 

upon him unawares. It is the taciturn In- 

dian in his silently gliding canoe that has 

as a rule far more success than the loqua- 

cious white man. The Indian, however, is 

disappearing from various reasons. It 

seems but a short time ago that the elec- 

tion of a chief was a matter of importance 
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in this very country, and many a bear 
feast have I attended in this connection; 
but now a few families only represent the 
aborigines, amongst whom, one even yet 
meets some old link with the past, as_ fos- 
silized relic of cannibalism, conjuring and 
polygamany. But hocus-pocus we are back 
to Gordon Creek, comfortably ensconced in 
the Lumsden Hotel, awaiting the depar- 
ture of the magnificent steamer which plies 
on Lake Timiskaming. 

From her upper deck we can view all the 
different spots of interest as we pass. She 
is a fast boat, so there will not be time to 
be too prosy. ‘‘The Meteor’’ is her name 
and she is a comfortable boat. She will 
malke connection with the C. P. R. and her 

daily run will be one hundred and _ fifty 
miles. As we steam away from the wharf 

we at once notice a change in the scenery 

from that which we have been accustomed 
to on the Kipawa. It all seems to be on 

a larger scale, though for a few miles the 

lake is narrow, but when one has_ passed 
the Opimicon Narrows, which by the way 
is a splendid spot for fishing, the lake be- 

comes much wider and the scenery simply 

grand. The shores are abrupt and precipit- 
ous, rising to the height of several hun- 

dred feet, and the Lake stretches away to 

such distances that the hills where the two 

shore lines meet are blue with haze. 

On our left is the Opimicon farm, once 

an important trading station in oppositior 

to the Hudson’s Bay Company. How fierce 

was the rivalry between that Company and 

all other traders. They,the Company,fought 

for their monopoly with a persistency that 

cannot fail to excite admiration, though I 

do not think that it could have been bene- 

ficial to the development and interests of 

the country. Opposition to them was ana- 

thema. A more hospitable set of men nev- 

er breathed, but with them the unforgiva- 

ble sin was to do no good to anyone whose 

interests might conflict with theirs in the 

fur trade. No stratagem was considered too 

mean for the purpose of crippling the un- 

fortunate opposition and ‘‘Epee-wi-day’’, 

Opposition trader, became a term of re- 

proach amongst the Indians. I remember 

once, while overhauling some old journals 

or diaries written by a man in charge of 

one of the outposts, long since dead, com- 

ing across the following sentiments which 

so aptly illustrate this abhorrence of all 
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who dared to trespass on these domains of 

the great trading company. He speaks of 

the accidental drowning of one of these 

men. He had evidently been a little soft- 

ened by the tragic nature of the unfortu- 

nate man’s death, but he could only see in 

it the punitive hand of Providence, though 
he still hoped that God would take a mer- 

ciful view of the case in the next world, 

and not punish the offender as he deserved. 

Such doctrines were instilled into the 

minds of the young Indians at an early 
age, who if possessing a formula of Creed « 

would have professed as follows, ‘‘I be- 

lieve in the ‘‘Hudson’s Bay Company, the 

Keetche At-a-way-we-nin-i, who clothes us 

and feeds us, also in the Keetche Manitoo, 

etc.’’? Indeed, in some back districts, this 

very loyalty is taught to this day at the 

mother’s knee. 

But all this has passed away so far as 

the spot that we are looking at is con- 

cerned. It is now, a lumbering company’s 

depot and the home of its enemies, The Old 

Hudson’s Bay Company Fort, is a semi- 

ruinous summer rendezvous for tourists. 

There is excellent trout fishing in the 

river that flows through this clearance, and 

in fact in every little stream in the neigh- 
bourhood. Bass, pike and pickerel are plen- 

tiful in the narrows and along the shores, 

while moose and red deer abound in the 

surrounding forests. Altogether it is a de- 

lightful spot. There are sand bays for 

bathing, rocks covered with blueberries, 

the one wild fruit, of which children can 

eat, and yet suffer no evil consequences, 

and a sheltered bay secure from storm. 

But our steamer is forging ahead, the 

shores grow more abrupt and the scenery 

still more grand. 

At the foot of one of those high cliffs, 

two reindeer were once found, dead, lying 

at the foot of the rocks on the ice, by the 

Indian who was accompanying me on a 

trip. The poor brutes must have been pur- 

sued by wolVes or else became too ven- 

turesome. In the crevices of these rocks 

the ‘‘Pe-kod-jee-sie,’’ ‘“‘The little people,’’ 

are supposed to dwell. They are the equiv- 

alent for our fairies, and like them, exer- 

cised their powers for good or ill. On the 

western shore is a small clearance, but the 

scene of a big tragedy. This is compara- 

{ively modern history and yet is weird 
enough for an antediluvian myth. The old 
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story was enacted here, love, jealousy and 

death. She was called the Jersey Lily of 

Timiskaming. He was a poor, harmless 

soul who had accidentally married her. The 

gay Lothario was a_half-witted recluse. 

The husband worked on one of the steam- 

ers to supply the other two with the nec- 

essaries of life. But instead of sending 

home what he earned, he would come with 

it himself. This became embarrassing and 

had to be stopped. The recluse killed foxes 

by means of poison, the effect of which up- 

on the foxes he explained to the Lily. She 

Straightway mixed her Louis a dose, but 

he, half suspecting, hesitated to drink it. 

To encourage him, she sipped a teaspoonful, 

thinking so small a quantity could do her 

no harm. He drank off the rest,,.and with- 

in half an hour both were dead. The re- 

cluse died last winter. They were buried 

all together on the little farm and it will 

make a nice little jumble for the Day of 

Judgment. 

Some miles further up there is a large 

bay. This is called the ‘‘grand campment”’ 

for here was the only spot for many a mile 

along this rocky shore, where the weary 

voyageur could pitch his camp in comfort. 

On the eastern shore just above it is the 

Indian Portage, the spot where the old In- 

dian trail from Kipawa came out upon 

Timiskaming Lake. Many a bale of fur 

has been carried over here and many a four 

fathom canoe. 

Still onward rushes the steamer, each 

bend in the lake opening out a vista as 

long as or ionger than the last. 

To the right the Kipawa river, the na- 

tural outlet of the Kipawa Lake rushes 

down into the lake a foaming torrent. 

This is a dangerous spot in winter for 

those who travel on the ice. The action 

of the broken water weakens and rots the 

ice. All teamsters dread this spot. Here 

too the lake is very deep, I think about 

six hundred feet. The meaning of the In- 
dian word, Timiskaming, is ‘‘deep wat- 

er.’’ Strange that this lake never gives up 

its dead. I never heard of a single body 

ever having been recovered and even in my 

time it has numbered its victims by the 

dozen. 

Six miles further on is the mouth of the 

Montreal River, Indian, ‘‘Mat-ah-hitch-u- 

an’’, ‘‘The coming out of running waters.”’ 

The root ‘‘mat’’ or ‘‘met’’ always signifies 
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“coming out’’, joining of a smaller with a 
larger, and the affix ‘“tchuan’’ implies run- 
ning water, as in ‘‘Matachuan’’ Obitch-u- 
an, “‘Saskatchuan’’, ete. 

This is an interesting spot and well 
worth visiting if time permits. The can- 
yon through which the Montreal River 
plunges, ‘“‘The Notch’ as it is called, is 
one of those natural curiosities that well 
repay the trouble of looking at. A narrow 
cleft in the rock, twelve feet in width, 
through which the accumulated drainage of 
a System of two hundred miles in length 
rushes to join the Ottawa. 

Well may the lumberman dread it and 
the Indian ascribe it to the supernatural. 
It was through this narrow cleft made by 
the Keetche Manitoo, when he went a 
trenching, that the King of the beavers 
stole, and there he sits a mile below wait- 
ing for his mate, who was not so fortu- 
nate and we know him as the Beaver 
Mountain. 

This is the spot by which Lake Timagam- 
ing can be reached, and though the way by 
Haileybury is easier and better, yet it is 
a pleasant trip through the little river, 
that runs out of Rabbit Lake, with its 
rapids and lively bass, and empties into 
Timiskaming here, but like the Hell of 
the ancients, it is easier to descend than 
to ascend. 

Five miles further, on the western shore, 
is the Roche McLean. There is nothing re- 
markable' about the appearance of this 
spot, and it would have been a point 
without a name were it not for the tra- 
gedy associated with it by tradition, which 
says that here a clerk in the employ of 
the Northwest Company died in the dis- 
charge of his duty, whilst defending the 
property of his employers from the lndi- 

ans. He was in charge of a consignment of 

rum. The Indians commenced to broach it 

and he, protesting, was tomahawked. There 
is something touching in this little act of 
heroism, performed in the heart of the 

bush, away from all his kin, void of glory, 

and probably unreported, the only monu- 
ment or memorial of which is this insigni- 
ficant point bearing the name of the hero, 
with a tradition attached known only toa 

few. Another five miles up, on the eastern 

shore is a bay where the ‘‘Moos-wabik’’, 
the moose rock stands out of the water. It 
is only from some particular points and in 
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low water that the resemblance to a moose 

holds good. I cannot think that this name 

dates from away back, for the moose was 

not known to these Indians very many 

years ago. 

To the west, a long point runs :out into 

the Lake, ‘‘Pointe La Barbe’’ is its name 

from the fact that here the travel-stained 

hirsute voyageur, used to land in order to 

trim his beard or shave, and generally 

spruce himself up preparatory to landing at 

Wort Timiskaming, now about three 

miles distant. Rounding the point of a 

small island the old Hudson’s Bay Compa- 

ny Fort, first appears in all its pictures- 

que beauty. And no doubt it is a beauti- 

ful spot, a high shouldered point running 

out to meet another point of like nature 

and thus forming a narrows, through 

which the mighty Ottawa swiftly flows, 

the ‘‘Ob-a-tch-u-a-nang’’ of the Indians. Be- 

yond it the lake lies in an unbroken 

stretch ef twenty miles, the farthest shore 

scarcely visible. 

How evident is here the work of the gla- 

cial flood that scoured these northern 

lands about half a million years ago, 

(more or less), the markings or scratch- 

ings of which are so plainly to be seen up- 

on the surface of every exposed rock or 

bald-headed mountain in the country. Here 

was a moraine of no mean proportions and 

at one time the water must have plunged 

over it in a cascade as evidenced by the 

enormous depth of the basin below. 

Back of the buildings, on the shoulder of 

the point, the dark growth of evergreens, 

flecked with the lighter shades of poplar, 

birch and maple, form a grand setting for 

the handiwork of man, the buildings, the 

green pastures and the winding road _ that 

slants from the point, bushward and up- 

ward. 

This is the beau ideal of a summer re- 

sort, with its beautifully curved shore line 

of fine gravel and sand, the curve of which 

is so true that looking down at it froma 

height in the bay, one can not see the op- 

ening through which the water pours, but 

it has the appearance of a bay with a 

gracefully sweeping curve. It never has 

been, and probably never’ will be, deter- 

mined, the exact date of the founding of 

this Fort. Written records extend a little 

over one hundred years back, and in them 

the place is alluded to as an old establish- 
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ed Fort. The first buildings were erected 
more in the bay, as evidenced by the re. 
mains of old chimneys, now covered with 
the accumulated soil of many years. In 
the year seventeen hundred and ninety-five 
the fort was evidently where it now stands. 
Not half a dozen years ago, the old 

store, sixty feet by thirty, stood, a wea- 
ther-beaten witness of the solidity of the 
work our ancestors did. in those days. An 
allusion to the building of this store is 
found in one of the records, dated at the 
end of the eighteenth century. 

The spirit of vandalism that prompted 

the pulling down of this extraordinary 

building seems to me a fit of temporary 

aberration. It was solidly built, and the 

timbers and boards thereof were as sound 

as a bell. The latter were sawn by a mill 

erected at the mouth of the Montreal Riv- 

er, by the Northwest Company, all traces 

of which have disappeared, and on one of 

the clapboards outside was painted in red 

the figures 1811, figures that stood out as 

if embossed owing to the preservative 

properties of the paint, and the gradual 

wearing away of the unprotected wood. 

When I first landed here, many years a- 

go, there were two scalps hanging in the 

upper story; where they are gone I know 

not, even the building itself has vanished. 

Here could be seen the cage-like com- 
partment with barred wicket, through 

which the trader: transacted his business 

with the uncivilized savages, and where he 

could take shelter in case of a racket rais- 

ed by rum, which was an ordinary commo- 

dity of trade in those days. A stockade, 

long since removed, surrounded the whole, 

and no doubt our trading forefathers often 

prepared themselves for an attack. The old 

records in shape of diaries are disappoint- 

ing, no allusion is made in them to the cur- 

rent events of civilization, and there is an 

every day, ‘‘give us our daily bread’’ tone 

about them that is prosaic in the extreme. 

The event of the month seemed to be a 

baking of bread, and the event of the day, 

the number of fish and rabbits caught in 

the nets and snares respectively. There is 

time ago, a stove which 

was said to have been brought there prior 

to the taking of Quebec. It is an odd look- 

ing piece of furniture, heavy 

and warranted to smoke. - 

There was also a sword of ancient manu- 

or was a Short 

enormously 
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facture and innumerable zinc or pewter 

badges, or brooches varying in size from a 

saucer to a tin plate. These with other in- 

Signia, such as a top hat, and a scarlet 

coat with brass buttons were worn by the 

chiefs. I have seen during my time the old 

chief of the Kipawa Indians, the man who 

built the Rob Roy canoe, wearing such 

things, and mighty proud of them too. At 

the back of the buildings and nestling a- 

gainst the hill is a small enclosure, sur- 

rounded by iron railings of a very modern 

appearance. This is the old burial ground 

“for the protestant employees of the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company. Many a good servant 

lies here. The railings were put up or ra- 

ther paid for, by a man named Garson. He 

had served the company for nearly fifty 

years, and having saved a little money 

thought he would like to beautify the spot 

where he should sleep his last sleep. Such 

is the irony of fate. Garson les buried in 

Montreal, probably without railings a- 

round him. 

Higher up, above the Protestant grave- 

vard, is the old Indian and Roman Catho- 

lic burial ground. Many Indians, are buried 

here, and a few white men; prominent or I 

might say chief amongst these latter is 

the grave of Father Lavalochere, who was 

practically the founder of this mission. He 

was an ©. M. I., and: worked all his life 

amongst these Indians and he died amongst 

them and is buried amongst them. The 

large capitals R. I. P. inscribed on his 

grave are 

case, for he deserved rest. 

At the foot of this hill to the: west, there 

stood until recently the first church built 

on Timiskaming, but when the O. M. I. 

missionaries established themselves perm- 

anently on the other side of the river, this 

church fell into disuse and was pulled 

down. 

Now the mission house on the other shore 

has been deserted, and is a dilapidated 

looking old building, but the situation is 

all that could be desired, and one regrets 

that the exigencies of the times demanded 

its removal to another site. The decay of 

these two spots jhas a depressing effect up- 

on one who has seen them in their glory. 

Twenty-eight years ago,in seventy-six,there 

was a photograph taken of the Fort, and 

by it one can see that there was no small 

stir of its kind in those days. It was on 

peculiarly appropriate in his, 
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the occasion of the first visit of the Bis- 

hop of the Diocese to this then distant 
mission, the journey having been made by 
steamboat from Pembroke to Mattawa and 

from thence by birch bark canoes. The old 

store and the old church both show prom- 
inently in this picture. There is no doubt 

that this spot must become a favorite 

summer resort, for it has many advantag- 

eS: 

Within one mile of it there is a lovely 
little clear water lake, full of bass, and on 

the Ontario or western shore, there are 

many small streams full of speckled trout, 

while in the narrows the fishing seems 
perennial and of the very best. 

The small grass-grown patches of cleared 

land and the old roads on both sides offer 

splendid opportunities for partridge shoot- 

ing, while westward, in the primeval for- 

est the moose, the caribou, and the bear 

roam as plentifully as they did twenty 

years ago. 

But now our boat steams through these 

Narrows and turning gradually eastward 

brings up at the dock in Baie des Peres, 

the present site of the O. M. I. mission. 

Here everything is modern. It has no In- 

dian name and never had except the gener- 

al ““Wee-qua-do,’* “‘Bay.’’ ° It is through 

here that most of the supplies for the lum- 

bering camps on the Upper Ottawa are 

carried. It is also the centre of the new 

colonization movement on the Quebec side 

of Timiskaming Lake. It is here that 

the Oblate Fathers when they abandoned 

the old site opposite the Fort, pitched 

their tents, tents that have developed in- 

to remarkably fine buildings, a church, a 

convent and hospital combined and a mis- 

sion house, all veneered with brick and of 

no mean proportions. There is some excel- 

lent trout fishing on a stream some ten or 

twelve miles from here, known as the Lit- 

tle Otter, to which a good buggy road 

leads. 

Starting again from the wharf at Baie 

des Peres, our steamer heads west, and 

rounding ‘‘Wine Point,’’ or as the Indians 

call it, ‘‘Ke-ushk, quay-be-my-ah-shie’’, 

Drunken Point, steams northwest. Wine 

Point was so called from the custom of 

the Indians to get drunk here. The Hud- 

son’s Bay Company recognized the incon- 

venience of having a band of intoxicated 

Indians in. the immediate vicinity of its 
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buildings, so when it sold liquor, it insist- 

ed on it being drunk ‘‘off the premises.” 

This point is about three miles from the 

Fort, a mere nothing to a sober Indian, 

but if a man were drunk, it was more than 

likely that he would be drowned in the at- 

tempt to cross, a fact that often saved 

much trouble and annoyance. 

Beyond Wine Point, on the west the Hur- 

onian rocks rise high and rugged. On the 

east lies ‘‘Moosomenitik’’, Moose Island, 

now known as -‘‘Brown’s Island’’, owing to 

the fact of Mr. Brown of Philadelphia hav- 

ing built thereon a summer residence. The 

house is constructed of cedar logs with the 

bark on, and beautifully finished inside. Jt 

is altogether a unique building of its ind. 

After passing this island the lake again 

widens. To our left Frog Rock towers up 

over three hundred feet, a grand piece of 

scenery, and with it there is associated a 

legend, to the effect that a rash young 

brave would eat the enchanted frog. lhree 

times he ate the same frog and the third 

time he perished miserably as it was meet 

and right for him so to do. 

To the right is Burnt Island where litho- 
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graphic stone is found and where the 
shores are strewn with most interesting 
fossils of the Silurian period; and again 

behind that, in a large bay, is the Timis- 

kaming Galena Mine. The ore is plenti- 
ful, but so far success has not attended the 

efforts of its promoters, probably owing 

to the difficulties of transport, and the 

low price of silver. (Jesuit map showing 
it.) The next point of interest is the ‘‘Is- 

land of the icy hearted Dog,’’ a small is- 

land on the western shore, a weird uncan- 

ny occurrence of modern times, though but 

a fitting sequel to a legend of the incer- , 

tain past. The dog in question bit the 

son of a chief and was promptly slain. It 
was subsequently dissected by some pigs. 

They pronounced the carcase fit for iood, 

but left the heart. Investigation proved 

that the heart was a lump of Solid ice. 

This must be true, for it occurred in sum- 

mer time, and had there not been 3o0me- 

thing supernatural about it, the Summer 

sun would have melted the heart of the 

dog. 

(To be Continued.) 

Prairie Grouse-Shooting.* 
ayy Jy dels 

The building of the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way opened a new world to the sportsman 

of England and of Canada. We in the rich 

agricultural» parts of Southern Ontario, 

where the bush and cover was fast disap- 

pearing, and the game with it, were feeling 

the want of a new shooting country ; and 

with the first locomotive that crossed our 

Northwest prairies we had a Great Sports- 

men’s Land opened to us. Along the length 

of that great Canadian Highway the lordly 

moose and the lesser deer family, myriads 

of wild fowl and grouse malke up a_ great 

list of game animals and birds. 

The bird I shall devote a few pages to is 

the Sharp-Tailed Grouse. We have many 

species of the great Grouse family, and one 

of its members brings many pleasant re- 

collections to my memory; the Rufled 

(rouse. He is, or was, the king of our 

woods ; I say was, because he of all birds 

SMITH. 

can least stand the effects of the settler’s 

axe. With the first tree the early pioneer 

fells to make a small clearing for his log 

house, the death-knell of this lightning fly- 

er is sounded. In the southern part of On- 

tario, where I live, and where this grand 

game bird was once so plentiful, and, in 

the early days, so stupid, he has become al- 

most extinct. I associate him with the 

woods and the Indian’s wigwam, the smoke 

from which I almost imagine I can now 

smell. A bag of this splendid bird on an 

Indian summer day is truly something to 

remember for life; but it is not fair to 

compare one species of grouse with anoth- 

er ; all of which I know are good. 

The sharp-tailed Grouse (Pedicates phas- 

ianellus) of the Canadian Northwest prair- 

ies is a splendid representative of the large 

Grouse family; he is a big, thick-set, heavy 

bird. He is lighter in color than the ruf- 

*The Illustrations are from photographs taken by Mr. Smith, 
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““Cut down a tree and was photographed in the act. 
” 
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SHARP-TAIL GROUSE. 

The ‘chicken’ of Manitoba and the Northwest Territories. 

“CANADIAN WINTER RESORT. ' 

‘‘Some drivers are however killed at this work.” 
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fed grouse ; his back is a pretty chocolate 

with black feather-bars, his under parts 

are pure white, each feather with an ar- 

row-head of black. He goes in covies the 

earlier part of the season, ibut later on 

packs in large flocks till the spring-time, 
when the birds separate again for mating 

and nesting. 

Many parts of the Manitoba and north- 

western prairies are rolling and studded 

with bluffs; this makes a prettier land- 

scape than a monotonous level prairie, and 

a much better shooting country. A_ bluff 
is a patch of small, light, bush composed 

of poplar and low scrub, and may be any- 

thing in size from a few yards to several 

acres in extent. The birds, when flushed 

on the open prairie, or the stubble, fly 

straight to a bluff; then one gun, with 

dog, going inside, and the other two (if 

there be three guns, which are not too 
many) walking on either side of the out- 

side, the birds are caught as they fly out 

of the cover. The inside gun, if his dog 

be steady, sees his work; and, always 

making sure where his companions are, of- 

ten bags his bird before it leaves the bluff. 

This habit of taking to cover gives a plea- 

sant variety to the shooting, which no 

other grouse that I know gives. 
It is but a few years since our Northwest 

was settled, and wheat was grown there. 

The grouse knew nothing of cereals, and 

had to depend entirely upon the seeds sand 

berries which were indigenous to the prai- 

rie. The change of surroundings soon 

brought about a change in the habits of 

these birds. They were not long in culti- 

vating a taste for the grain, wheat for 
preference, which was being grown; and 

mornings and evenings the stubbles are the 

most likely places to find them. If the 

season for wheat has been good, and the 

straw be long, and_ stubble left long 

enough to afford good cover, a brace of 

well-trained dogs get fine opportunities for 

doing work which gladdens the heart of the 

sportsman who knows what good dog-work 

is. It is not altogether the size of the 

bag, by which the sportsman’s pleasure is 

measured ; there are many other things 

which contribute, and not at all the least 

is the spectacle of the dogs going at a 

slashing pace, crossing and recrossing the 

stubble and prairie, and stopping as though 

struck by lightning and assuming a cata- 
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leptic state, making a picture which is only 

to be seen in a dog pointing his game. 

The shooting wagon is an important ad- 

junct to the outfit of the prairie sports- 

man. This should be a team and a roomy 

democrat wagon, with plenty of loose hay 

in the bottom for the comfort of the dogs 

and for warmth for your own feet in the 

early cool morning drives out and evenings ~ 

home. Next to the rig is your driver. Our 

experience in this individual has been very 

extensive ; there are good shooting-wagon 

drivers, and there are shooting-wagon driv- 

ers that are no good. If you can light up- 

on a boy who would rather follow a man 

all day who has a gun than do anything 

else, that’s the chap you want to fasten on 

to. A good smart boy, who knows every- 

body in town and out of town, one who is 

never passed by a rig on the road without 

being hailed ‘‘Hello, Billy, out hunting ? ’’ 

He knows the whole country, can drive you 

anywhere, and is never lost; you leave the 

rig, and give him instructions as to which 

way you intend working, and you may rest 

assured that when your bag gets heavy, 

and you want the wagon to unload your 

birds into it, you will find it just where 

you expected it., Each trip you make to it. 

he has some news to tell you; some one 

has been along and told him of where there 
are lots of birds ; or he has marked birds 

down, and directs you to a yard where 

they are. He makes friends with the dogs, 

and those left in the wagon for spells of 

rest are as safe as though you were there 

yourself. When the day’s shoot is over and 
everything packed away, and you are snug- 

ged in the wagon, shooters and dogs, and 

start for home, you do not know toa few 

the size of your bag; but Billy can tell 

you ; he is not quick at school, maybe, but. 

he can and does keep accurate account of 

the game bag, and tells you correctly what 

it is. Such a boy we had on our last two 

trips ; he was always on time in the morn- 

ing, never lost us, and neWer caused us to 

walk a yard more than was necessary by 

any mistake he made. He always kept 

track of the guns, knew where we were alk 

the time, and when we wanted the rig, we 

always could locate it. I have a picture of 

him in my mind’s eye, helping to!carry our 

bag. He was loaded down with birds, and 

there was a big jack-rabbit hanging from 
his shoulder and trailing on the ground; I 
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would give a good deal for a negative of 

the ‘picture he made. ‘‘Dockin’’ we learned 

was not very energetic at school, but he 
was one of the best boys that ever drove 
our wagon on our many annual trips to the 

prairies. shea 

Very few men care to drive the shooting 

wagon. Waiting for hours on the road or 

prairie for the guns soon becomes monoto- 

nous to them, and in a day or two they 

generally throw up the job.; An adult who 
makes a good driver of a shooting-wagon 
must be one fond of the hunt himself ; he 

must like dogs, and take an interest in 

their work—a kind of man not by any 
means easy to get. The Boy is the Man 

for this job, if you can light on the right 

kind of Boy. : 

The Pinnated Grouse has_ been making 

his way up North into our Northwest, and 

in a day’s shoot several may help to fill 

the bag. This bird does not take to the 

bluffs as does the sharp-tail, but remains 

in the open; you lose the variety which you 

get with the sharp-tail in the bluffs ; but 

like all the family, the Pinnated is a fine 

bird. 

Alaskan 
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Since the Canadian Pacific Railway was 

built, few seasons have passed that we have 
missed a grouse shoot in our great North- 
west, and we are still in hopes of many 

repetitions. The bracing September atmos- 
phere is most invigorating and health-giv- 
ing, and after three or four weeks one feels 
as lithe as an Indian, and years younger. 

A trip to our prairies in September is 

something that our Eastern sportsmen 

should not miss. 

The birds in. Manitoba and the North- 
west are being very well protected. Twen- 

ty-five is the limit per diem for one gun ; 

and sale and exportation are prohibited. In 

Manitoba a license of twenty-five dollars 

for the whole season is charged to outsid- 

ers, and no smaller fee is exacted from one 

who wishes to shoot only for a few days. 

This, we think, is a little unreasonable, 

and should be altered. It defeats its own 

object, as many shoot without a license, 

considering it unfair and unreasonable. We 

are of the opinion that if the Province is- 

sued ten-day or two-week licenses, much 

more revenue would be collected from this 

source. 

Moose. . 
3y C. G. COWAN.,, 

It was a dull morning in September, a 

drizzling rain fell from the heavy clouds of 

an Alaskan sky. An Indian and myself en- 

camped on a mountain side, under the shel- 

ter of a conifer bush, at an elevation, a- 

midst snow and ice were intently listening, 

in the grey stillness of daybreak, to the 

banging and clashing of moose horns. Be- 

low us, we could see in a deep ravine a 

cow moose and her yearling calf moving 

slowly through a dense growth of willows, 

the former, retreating guiltily, as it were, 
from the active scene she had brought a- 

bout, from the desperate fight of two 
bulls, leaving them to settle in their own 

way, with their only weapons, their horns 

and front feet, as to which was to rule for 

the future, which was to own that shel- 

tered spot, that deep ravine, and the ani- 

mal they had both, in turn found there. 

The bulls were unevenly matched, the 

weaker, no doubt had lived for days in com- 

pany with the cow and calf, and had come 

to like them, and being as it were in pos- 

session of the field was loathe to move in- 

to new grounds, and preferred fighting des- 

perately to retain its mate and home. 

Thrashing and clashing its great antlers a- 
gainst those of its opponent, striking it 

rapidly and forcibly with its front feet and 

going it desperately on either side until the 

stronger animal, unable to endure the pres- 

sure longer, became infuriated, driving its 

horns madly against its adversary, carry- 

ing it and dashing it with great force a- 
gainst a dead tree, which tottered and fell, 

Startling and giving for the moment, 

breathing time to the two animals. In a 
second they clashed into each other again, 

bellowing loudly, goring with their horns 
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and striking with their feet until the weak- 

er showed signs of yielding, encouraging, 

thereby, the other to deal a final and ter- 

rible onslaught, which paralyzed its oppon- 

ent completely, pressing it to the ground 

and trampling it into utter exhaustion. 

The stronger animal then wheeled from its 

victim and became lost to the eye in the 

thickness of the alders. Then the Indian 

(Kolka) and myself, who had been watching 

this interesting fight, heightened as it were 

by the wildness and beauty of the scenery 

round us, and by the invigorating effect of 

the mountain air, slid noiselessly down the 

snow until we reached the deeper gloom of 

the forest. Through this we wended our 

way silently, over ground, carpeted deep in 

green moss, arriving at last on the edge 

of the ravine, where we had first seen the 

moose. Here, we sat down to watch and 

presently beheld below us, amidst the und- 

ergrowth ablaze with the gorgeous hues of 

Autumn, the cow and calf and the victori- 

ous bull all standing peacefully together, a 

proof, the newcomer had not fought in vain. 

As we approached nearer the animals, a 

twig cracked loudly beneath my foot. In- 

stantly, we dropped to the ground. The 

bull wheeling, charged towards us, chal- 

lenging as it came on, doubtless believing 

its old enemy had again risen and was pre- 

pared to renew the fight. Its maddening 

rush was as formidable as ever, but was 

checked suddenly by a bullet from my rifle, 

which entered a vital part, and brought the 

ungainly beast to the ground. Then I re- 

turned up the mountain side to the conifer 

bush, where I had slept the night before, 

gathered togethered our blankets and such 

things as we had left there, and carried 

them back to the main camp. Later on, in 

the day, Kolka straggled in, heavily load- 

ed with the horns and scalp of the moose, 

and before we could get them properly 
cleaned and attended to, night closed  sil- 

ently over our camp, and we retired with- 

in the tepee, cooked and ate our evening 

meal, and rolled ourselves in our blankets, 

listening the while to a great horned owl, 

calling aloud' to its mate, and to its 

mate’s weird answer, penetrating through 

the stillness of the dark trees. The fol- 

lowing day, as_ the first flush of dawn il- 
luminated the sky in the east, we were up, 

and ere the smoke was allowed to issue 

from our wigwam we had viewed, from a 

the skyline of a hill near-by, neither 
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favorable point, the open country round 

the camp. Two young bulls were crossing 

car- 

ried horns sufficiently spread, to make 

them objects worthy of desire, so we re- 

turned to camp, had our morning meal, 

and then wandered out to an adjacent val- 

ley, where we found after much hunting, 

standing in a_ slough, partly covered by 

water and nibbling carelessly at the long 

grasses, a moose of extraordinary size, big- 

ger, far, than those that roam the forests. 

of Maine, or the wild outskirts of Ontario, 

or even the luxuriant valleys of Cassiar, as 

it held its great head under water preserv- 

ing itself from the cloud of black flies that 

hovered over it, we crawled silently to the 

margin of the pond, and there waited be- 

hind a fallen tree, watching the animal be- 

fore us, the largest moose I had ever 

seen. As I continued to gaze and admire 

the noble creature, it sank quietly into the 
slough, until at last nothing could be seen 

but its massive antlers, spreading six feet 

or more over the still water. Above in the 

air, a bald-headed eagle, wheeling and fall- 

ing, its head hanging down, its. broad 

wings all astretch, as it swung gracefully 

on its downward flight, until it pitched 

clumsily on a dead pine overhanging the 
pond, breaking a top limb, which fell to 

the water. Trivial as the noise was, it 

awakened the moose to a keen sense of 

danger, and he rose quickly, wheeled in the 

water and made for the nearest cover. As 

he did so, I fired three shots, all taking 

effect, and fatally wounded the enormous 

beast, collapsed at the edge of the 

pond, where he died almost instantly. On 

examining him I found one shot had enter- 

ed near the shoulder and evidently pene- 

trated a vital organ. Another had gone 

through the back under the spine, and the 

third had madé a: nasty incision in the 

stomach. It was late in the evening before 

we had finished skinning him, and as we 

trudged towards the camp with our loads, 

there came from the east a stiff breeze, al- 

most a gale, sweeping the whole valley. 

The tops of the pines rustled and shivered 

and swayed backward and forward. Over- 

head heavy clouds hung in threatening at- 

titudes, and long before we had reached our 

camp, they burst, drenching us to the skin. 

Arriving in camp we 'built a great log fire, 

under the pines, and were soon dry and 
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warm. Forgetting all about the rain and 

the long pack, I settled down on a skin 

before the blazing fire, smoking and listen- 

ing to Kolka’s interesting incidents of wil- 

derness life. It was to be my last night in 

Alaska and I looked long at the lonely 

grandeur of the scenery round me, scenery 

depressing, yet fascinating. The clouds 

had vanished from the heavens and the 

moon stood clear, and at its full, staring at 

a world of mountains crowned in snow and 
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ice. Beneath her gaze were those dreadful 

heights, with their awful solitudes, those 

wild rocky canyons and _ the jagged icy 

peaks, glittering the full length of the sky- 

line, until suddenly a grey cloud driven be- 

fore the moon, shuts out the dazzling 

brightness, and the strange stillness and 

mystery of an Arctic night descends, re- 

minding us it is bed time, in the Moose 

country. 

A Weird Bear Story. 
By KATHERINE HUGHES. 

Apropos of the agitation in Quebec for 

more effective game-preservation and leg- 
islation similar to its sister-province, here 

is a story that grew out of Ontario’s strict 

game laws and which found its way into 

papers on both sides of the ocean. 
* * * * 

It was over a cup of coffee at the Guard’s 

Club one morning that a certain young 
British officer first heard this ‘‘weird Cana- 

dian yarn of Henckiewicz and his bear.’’ A 

couple of years later when he came out to 

be an aide at Rideau Hall he met Henckie- 
wicz and heard the story verbatim. 

That morning in London it was delight- 

fully comfortable in the breakfast room of 

the Club. A big fire glowed on the hearth 

at one end, while the lights were every- 

where reflected from snowy linen and lus- 

trous silver. Outside the sun was strug- 

gling through a heavy blue mist and the 

cold gray exteriors along the Mall gave no 

hint of the luxurious comfort that lay 

within. 
This particular despatch in the Post— 

copied from a New York paper and honor- 

ed with a neat little English headline of 

its own—was one likely to catch the eye 

of an adventure-loving English man. For 

the colder your Englishman seems to _ be 

the more thrilling the tale he craves. Lud- 

wig Henckiewicz, a settler in the ‘‘Cana- 

dian wilds’’, the item said, had gone out 

one day to bait his wolverine traps. He 

carried only a short hunting-knife in his 

belt ‘and a bag of bait. When less than a 

mile from his home a bear loomed up in 

his pathway resenting Ludwig’s approach. 

The two drew near each other; the man 

struck out with his knife at the beast, 

missed him and leaped to one side in time 

to throw himself on the bear’s back. The 

startled animal set off at a swinging trot 

while the man on his back repeatedly stab- 

bed him with his knife until the bear sank 

exhausted in the snow. Ludwig went on 

to bait his traps, for there is a bounty on 

wolverines’ heads, and then returned home 

with his bear-trophy. 

He lived at an isolated point in the set- 

tlement, but several settlers had seen 

the marks of the struggle and the trail of 

blood along the crusted snow, verifying 

Ludwig’s tale. It made conversation for 

awhile at the Club that moraing between 

speculation on the growing restlessness in 

the Transvaal and some tall stories of Sib- 

erian bear-hunts. Its veracity was ques- 

tioned by a man who knew the Canadian 

bear was not given to roaming about in 

early February. Then it was speedily for- 

gotten. 

- A year later the young officer was ap- 

pointed to the staff of the new Governor- 

General. Rather glad of the appointment, 

too, for London’s round was ‘beginning to 

pall on him for the moment, and experien- 

ced folk told him he would know how to 

appreciate it again by staying a few years 

in the colony. It was during his second 

summer in Canada that he set out for a 

trip to the hunters’ paradise in the Timis- 

kaming and Timagaming districts. 

The party had planned to go on to Ab- 
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itibi, but Timagaming caught them with its 
allurements of woods and water, and they 

went no farther. It was close to Timagam- 

ing they came upon Ludwig, who turned 

up at their camp one night with some cur- 

iosity as to who they were. And sitting 

about the camp-fire the aide heard, like 

some tale out of a dream, that remarkable 

bear-story told by the hero of the occasion 

himself. 

Pictures of the Club and the men and old 

gray London flashed upon him for an_ in- 

stant. True—the Serpentine is a toy-pool 

beside the island-studded lake shining be- 

fore him in the moonlight, but—near it 

lies the Row with its kaleidoscope of peo- 

ple in his world; beyond is stately Bel- 

gravia and the’ Mall—and whew! all the 

fascinations of old London. 

But Ludwig was telling his story in his 

own inimitable way. In fairly good Eng- 

lish with a faint German accent, with a 

roguish twinkle in his small brown eyes, 

with now a pathetic droop of his mouth 

that belied his speech or again lips curled 

in real enjoyment. Ludwig’s face will al- 

ways remain young, though he is an old- 

established pioneer now, and has picked 

upon two likely quarter-sections for his 

sons on the Timiskaming. 

The trapper told of leaving his horse 

that day when the winter’s small chores 
were done, of the brisk tramp over the 

crusted fields, of his meeting with the bear 

close to the Brule. This was a surly big 

fellow with low-hanging snout and shaggy 

fur, and a most ominous growl to welcome 

Ludwig. Nothing favorable could be ex- 

pected of such a customer for any well-be- 

haved Bruin would know that in the cold- 

est February weather Canada had known 

for a decade he should be at home in a log 

hibernating. 

But Bruin had no _ idea of going home 

tamely. He had fed on nothing worth 

while in this scraggy Brule land, and Lud- 

wig, jolly little Ludwig, must have seem- 

ed a tempting morsel. He objected to Lud- 

wig passing on to his trap and planted 

himself squarely in the frozen snowshoe 

trail that led to it. 

Ludwig warmed to the story-telling as 

he reached this point, informing them as 

he has most of us at some time or other 

that he is the descendant of a long line of 

hunters in Germany’s Black Forest, and he 
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was not going to lower his colours to a 
mere bear, an unwieldy mass of fat and fur. 

His eyes gleamed while he told of yanking 

the hunting-knife out of his belt, calling to 

the bear to ‘‘Come on!’’ The bear drew 

back, not in fear but in stubborn anger, 

and Ludwig’s first thrust missed its aim, 

only to find that the beast was rising 

ready to fall upon him and crush him with 

his heavy paws. 

‘And, Crackey !’’ said Ludwig fervidly, 

‘that was not just the thing a man will 

sit down under. I picked up my legs and 

flew like a scared partridge over his left 

ear and the paw he was raising, and _ be- 

fore he could turn on me I was on his 

back. 

“It was good-day for Brother Bear then. 

I had my knife in my hand and he soon 

felt it. It made him mad and he ran. I 

held on to his long hair and stabbed him, 

and stabbed him. We didn’t reach the end 

of the clearing before he rolled over catch- 

ing my foot under him. 

“T was whooping glad I got clear—and 

that’s all,’? Ludwig ended with some em- 

barrassment as though ashamed of the 

enthusiasm he had worked himself into. 

‘Did it happen anywhere near here? ”’ 

the aide asked then, when no more was 

forthcoming. 

“No; it was not in these parts. I’m only 

here looking after my boy’s first crops this 

summer. That happened down on my place 

in Nipissing. They say they have fine game 

up here, but our deer and partridge will 

match their finest. They’re tamer though.”’ 

Ludwig’s eyes twinkled as he went on, 

“They come out into our barnyards some- 

times in winter.’’ 

“What do you do with them?” asked 

the New York man. ‘‘A stag’s meat would 

provide pretty good venison then.’’ 

Ludwig’s eyes twinkled at a fine rate. 

“You see,’’ he said, removing his hat 

and rumpling his hair shamefacedly—‘‘You 

see the laws in Ontario are mighty strict 

against touching them after November.”’ 

““So you sprinkle salt ‘back on the hills 

and chase them away again,’’ said the aide 

upon whom light was beginning to ‘break. 

‘““Maybe—maybe. Or sometimes—we chase 

our wits together and make a new _bear- 

story.” 
Ludwig’s whole face twinkled with know- 

ing mirth then. 
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In the 
By A. L. 

Oct. 3rd.— 

We are in the woods, the autumn woods. 

Whether we shall get any game or not isa 

question. We shall likely have a good time 

anyway and that is what we are out for. 

The spell of the woods is already upon me. 

The birds, the trees, the green growing 

things all have their effect. Other things 

are going to be forgotten—for three days 

at least. 

Our shack is pleasantly situated: in among 

the evergreens and with the woods coming 

close up on every side., As I write a chick- 

a-dee is making things lively in the trees 

outside. It brings the woods and its wild 

things very close, this cheery companion- 

ship; and it makes me all the more eager 

to get out with my gun. But it can’t be 

today for already the afternoon is drawing 

to a close and supper has to be got ready. 

Wes is already at work unpacking grub, 

etc., so I suppose I must go to work too. 

Supper is over and the dishes have been 

washed. Wes and I have just been looking 

to our guns and getting all in readiness 

for the following day’s hunt after par- 

tridge. Wes has a double gun and is inclin- 

ed to laugh at my single barrel. But I let 

him laugh because I know that when my 

gun is pointed right a dead bird follows. 

And in my experience double shots are 

hardly ever made except when after ducks; 

and ducks are not our particular game this 

trip. So what is the use of carrying a 

heavy gun when a light one will serve ? 

But it’s bed-time now and the kindling 

hasn’t been cut. 

Oct. 4th, P. M.— 

Have had a splendid day. Not so much 

because of the amount of game bagged— 

that’s nothing to boast of—but because we 

have been in the woods and for a time, of 

the woods. The killing isn’t everything. To 

me the roaring rise of a partridge is al- 

most (I won’t say altogether because I am 

a lover of the gun) as pleasurable as_ the 

bringing of one to bag. To be walking 

quietly. through the woods, eyes on the a- 

lert, gun at the ready; to suddenly 

the little chirp partridge on 

hear 

of a the 
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Woods. 
PHELPS. 

ground ; the next minute to see the leaves 

rise up as if a whirlwind had caught them; 

to catch a fleeting glimpse of something 

brown and to hear the whir-r-r. It isn’t 

all in the killing, not by any means. 

To be walking along knee-deep in the 

fern, every nerve on the alert; to pause, 

you know not why, opposite a little clump, 

of evergreen placed like an island in the 

brake ; to suddenly hear a rustle; then a 

brown flash and in two jumps to see your 

rabbit disappear. It may be discouraging 

but. still it’s enjoyable. Every minute 

in the woods is to me a joy even though 

game is not bagged. 

We have spent our first day,in the woods 

thus—often hearing sometimes seeing, but 

not often killing. Nevertheless we have 

had a splendid time, a day to be remem- 

'bered. 

Oct. 5th.— 

I said last night that it wasn’t. all in the 

killing and neither is it. But there is quite 

a bit. Wes and I are inclined to think so 

anyway as .we look upon the result of our 

day’s sport. Three partridge and two 

rabbits |! Man, what feasts in store ! We’ll 

eat the food of kings, and of our own cook- 

ing too. 

We have had great sport to-day. You 

know, all ye lovers ‘of the gun, what an 

autumn day can be like. The glory of it, 

the freedom of it, the joy of it. An au- 

tumn day, the wild woods, and a gun. 

What can man want more? And to sit at 

the end of it as Wes and I have been Sit- 

ting, cosy and warm with the fire-light 

playing on our faces and telling stories of 

other outings. But none we agree can 

equal this one. 

Oct. 6th.— 

We are just leaving, not because we want 

to, but because we have to. The woods 

calls us, but we can’t stay. Our outing is 

over, for the present at least. Some other 

time though we will come to hear again 

the whirr of the partridge and the rustle 

of the rabbits leap. And we are assured 

of a good time. 
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In the Selkirks. 
By REV. CY. YATES: 

A sullen splash—as the speckled trout 

Darts up for his evening meal ; 

A swither and swirl of wings o’erhead 
Mark the path of the blue-winged teal. 

Where the willows 

strewn turf, 

And the tints of Autumn lie, 

A cock grouse croons to his whilom mate 

An evening lullaby. 

spring from the fern- 

And down where the cabbage-lillies bring 

Relief to a bankrupt bog, 

The mallard calls to a truant brood 

With a voice of the demigogue. 

A. glebe,—where the of wanton 

stream 
Play chimes on the patient rocks, 

A black-faced caribou wets his nose 

And splashes his fevered hocks. 

fingers 

The Caledon 

That glist thro’ the 

fir 

Marks the swarth of a mountain pass; 

Yon glacial giant’ and Luna use 

The lake for a looking-glass. 

ranks of cone-topped 

On the debris left where the mountain 

snow 

Tobogganed with laughing June, 

A lone cayote sits on his haunch 

And howls at the man in the moon. | 

And a tired trapper and trapper’s dog, 

As sons of the hills know how, 

Curl close on a bed of eiderdown 

Fresh cut from the cedar’s bough. 

And the dying camp-fire’s embers show 

The tint of the stars above ; 

And the night wind sings the old, old 

hymn 

Of Omnipresent Love. 

Golden, B. C. 

Mountain Club. 
By a Member, 

This club is situated in what many peo- 

ple declare to be the most picturesque part 

of Ontario not even excepting the lovely 

North country. There are hills that may 

very properly be called mountains, that 

stretch away in purple haze so that one 

might easily imagine themselves in the far- 

famed Trosachs of Scotland. But beautiful 

as this spot is naturally, its chief charm 

is the trout fishing—the long Cool reaches 

of shaded stream, such as is dear to a 

fisherman’s heart—the ponds of beautifully 

clear spring water—the mountain streams 

which bring back stories of William Black, 

all abound with the speckled beauties of 

all sizes. The true fisherman sees an ene- 

my in civilization—the civilization which 

means the towns with noisy pavements, 

electric lights and all the streams and 
ponds within easy distance ‘‘fished “out.”’ 

So that when a number. oi Canadian 

sportsmen decided to have a fishing place 

of their own it was necessary to go far a- 

way from railway centres and busy towns. 

Few of us realize that this beautiful pro- 

vince of ours is singularly well supplied 

with splendid fishing grounds. Few, in- 

deed of our: citizens have any idea what 

fishing means in the great places far a- 

way from smoke and shops. Such a place 

is the Caledon Mountain Trout Club situa- 
ted near the Forks of the river Credit, 

with its wonderful system of lakelets, 

streams and cascades. To sportsmen these 

ponds and streams ,have an: attraction : 

wholly lacking in the larger aspects of na-*\)- 

well knows that there are: 

more tempting treasures in the mountain «.\' 

ture, for he 

streams than are to ‘be found in the larger - 

lakes of this country. The Club have over :!%:::~ 
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five miles of stream preserved as well as 

the numerous ponds at the Club house and 

at Hillsburg (12 miles distant) and there- 

fore can be {kept free from the ubiquitous 
excursionist. The objects of the Club are 

to provide pleasant pastime on a social 

basis and to engage in the scientific propa- 

gation and sale of trout. The latter object 

should be of interest to all Canadians whe- 

ther they are fishermen or not, for the na- 

tional importance of our fisheries ought to 

be apparent to anyone who has taken a 

glance at the map of Canada. Careless of 

our immense resources, we have already 
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sire and the only rule to be seen which is 

hard to comply with is composed of the 

omnious words ‘‘the Annex will be closed 

daily at 1 a.m. except on Sunday -vhen 

it will close at 12.’ It is altogether like- 

ly that the enterprise will become a fully 

equipped Country Club, for it has every fa- 

cility for carrying out the objects of such 

institutions and Toronto and Hamilton 

sportsmen have long felt the need of such 

an ideal retreat. Our friends from ‘‘across 

the line’ have often made us ashamed of 

our slowness to appreciate our beautiful 

lakes and streams and as might pe ex- 

The Caledon Mountain Club, 

allowed the wanton destruction of fish in 

tmhany of our waters and as yet have paid 

little attention to ‘‘scientifie fish culture.’’ 

Situated as this Club is within an hour 

and a half’s journey from either Hamilton 

or Toronto, what better place can be 

found for the busy man who needs a day 

or two of rest and sport. The Toronto 

and Hamilton members certainly have no 

excuse for not ‘‘going fishing’’ and for the 

‘‘week the member can find no more 

refreshing spot. The Club house has every 

that the ‘‘epicure’’ can de- 

end’’ 

comfort even 

pected several of the shareholders hail 

from New York, Pittsburg, Buffalo, Cleve- 

land, Detroit and other American cities. 

The Caledon Mountain Trout Club has 

been most fortunate in its management 

from the first. The directors are all men 

of sterling business ability as well as be- 

ing true sportsmen, so that it is little 

wonder that the enterprise has been so 

successful. It is now. well past the initial 

stage and bids fair to become in the near 

future aS pronounced a success aS anyone 

could wish for. 
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Se ee ee eee 

A PRAIRIE BARNYARD. 
Nothing is wasted in mere decoration; architecture severely plain and full of purpose. 

“THE SHOOTING WAGGON. ” 
No hard work about ‘‘ Chicken” Shooting under such conditions. 
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Bird Study.” 
By W. A. DENT. 

In connection with the widespread awak- 

ening of interest in Nature Study, some 

attention has been and is being directed to 
Birds and their habits. Birds are among 

the most conspicuous, attractive, and easi- 

ly observed objects in Nature, and, when 

attention is once drawn to them the stu- 

dent is led into other avenues of Nature 

Study which will be found pleasant and 

profitable to pursue. A fairly comprehen- 

sive and accurate knowledge of most of our 

common birds is more readily obtained 

than would at first sight appear possible, 

and many good books are now to be had 

which render identification comparatively 

easy. Of these Chapman’s ‘Bird Life,” 

with coloured plates and Chapman’s 

“Handbook of Birds of Eastern North Am- 

erica,’’ are probably as good as any. 

These books are useful in identifying birds, 

and perhaps also as a guide to their stu- 

dy ; but, to be of any value educationally, 

our further knowledge must come from a 

study of the, living birds in their haunts 

and homes. ; 

While children probably do not conscious- 

ly love, nature, they have a curiosity to 

know more of the living things they see 

about them, and there can be no doubt that 

if children were taught more of the things 

they wish to know and fewer dead _ unin- 

teresting facts, better educational results 

would be secured. 

A bird which is likely to be more or less 

familiar to children, particularly in rural 

schools, is the Bobolink, and a study of 

its life history will be found most capti- 

vating and instructive. The beauty of his 

plumage and the contrast with the duller 

dress of the female, his rollicking joyous 

song, his skill in concealing his nest, his 

extensive migrations, in the course of 

which he visits many countries, can be 

woven into many interesting lessons. The 

Meadow Lark is an expert decoy, and the 

sight of a bird endeavouring to decoy an 

enemy from its young never fails to azozse 

the most intense interest. 

It is unnecessary, however, to leave bird 

study to those living in the country; for, 

in the town in which I am now writing, 

Many very interesting birds regularly make 

*Reprinted by permission from the Ottawa Naturalist. 

their homes. 

I might mention the 

catcher, Least Flycatcher, Black and 

White Creeper, Canadian Warbler, Ru- 

by - throat Hummingbird, Black-billed 

Cuckoo, Catbird, Screech Owl, Cedar 

Waxwing, Maryland Yellow - Throat. 

In addition to these, many marsh and 

shore birds, such as Grebes, Gallinules, 

Bitterns, Coote, Plovers, Sandpipers, and 

even Ducks and Loons, regularly nest and 

Omitting the commoner ones, 

Great Crested Fly- 

and in spite of legal and illegal shooting 
seem to maintain their numbers fairly 

well. In addition to these there are, of 

course, many migrants, including Warblers, 

Thrushes, etc., which visit the shade trees 

and orchards during the spring and fall 

migrations. Indeed the number and beauty 

of these migrants is generally a revelation 

to those whose attention is directed to 

them for the first time. For the purpose 

of studying nesting and food habits, how- 

ever, the ever-present English Sparrow will 

afford a convenient example and may be 

compared and contrasted with the Robin. 

Every child knows a good deal about these 

birds in a more or less vague and indefi- 

nite way, and methods; will readily sug- 

gest themselves to the teacher to make 

this vague knowledge definite and to culti- 

vate a habit of accurate observation. 

One of the important practical results 

which will follow the introduction of the 

study of birds into the schools, will be a 

more general recognition of their great 

economic value. To those who know and 

love birds and all nature, this is, it is 

true, by no means the greatest considera- 

tion ; nevertheless, it is undeniably one 

which appeals strongly to the popular 

mind. 

One of the first questions which an ap- 

peal for the more general protection of 

birds will provoke, is almost certain to be: 

‘Well: what good are they anyway ?”’ If 

we Can suppress an expression of pity for 

the benighted condition of the questioner, 

we can produce an array of facts generally 

sufficient to convince the most sceptical, 

that the vast majority of birds are well 

deserving of our great efforts to encour- 

age and protect them. A familiar example 
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is the Meadow Lark. As far as known, the 

food of this bird consists entirely of in- 

sects, including many such as wireworms, 

cutworms and grasshoppers, which are dis- 

tinctly injurious to growing crops, 

The Meadow Lark occasionally winters in 
the province (though, for what reason, it 

is hard to imagine) and from an examina- 

tion of the stomach contents of several 

specimens taken in the winter, it has been 

found that, even under stress of weather, 

they had not resorted to vegetable diet, 

but had succeeded in unearthing various 

grubs and ‘beetles. The Meadow Lark is 

thus in everyway a decidedly beneficial 

bird in the agricultural districts where it 

makes its summer home; yet, in spite of 

this and of the beauty of its plumage and 

of its clear ringing whistle, it not only re- 

ceives no protection at the hands of the 

farmer whom it befriends, but, in many 

cases, either the birds themselves or their 

eggs or young are wantonly destroyed. A 

very slight knowledge of the habits of the 

birds would do a great deal towards _pre- 

venting their destruction. 

In connection with the recognition of the 

economic value of birds, a little study will 

do a great deal towards clearing up many 

false ideas concerning hawks and owls, 

which are usually subject to the most re- 

lentless persecution. A little study will 

show that while some hawks, like the 

Goshawk and Sharp-shinned Hawk, and 

some owls, like the Great Horned Owl and 

the Snowy Owl, are injurious ; neverthe- 

less, the great majority of them are, not 

only not injurious, but even decidedly ben- 

eficial. A careful observation of the hab- 

its of the living bird by competent ob 

servers andan examination of the contents 

of thousands of stomachs afford the only 

satisfactory test of its economic value. In 

the case of hawks and owls, these methods 

have been carefully applied and go to show 

that most of them are of great economic 

value. 

The value of these birds lies in the de- 

struction by them of very large numbers of 

mice, rats, squirrels, gophers, and other 

destructive vermin. A good illustration of 

the value of such an owl as the Long-eared 

Owl, is afforded by an examination of the 

pellets which collect beneath the roosting 

As nearly every one knows, an owl 

swallows its prey whole, and the indigesti- 

places. 
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ble portions, such as fur and bones, become 

matted into pellets and are disgorged 

through the mouth. In the case of a roost 

occupied by a Long-eared Owl for some 

weeks during November and December, 

1902, about one hundred and fifty pellets 

were found. These pellets were about the 

size of a small mouse and contained on the 

average about two skulls each, with other 

bones and fur. The number of skulls shows 

that during that time the owl had de- 

stroyed about three hundred mice, 

It is probable that nearly all owls and 

hawks will take birds if they can get them; 

but, that they habitually do so, is suffici- 
ently disproved by the above mentioned 

methods of observation. Another good re- 

sult which would follow a more general 

study of birds, would be a lessening of 

the wanton destruction of their nests and 

eggs. The habit of egg collecting was 

formerly very prevalent and is still suffici- 

ently common to be a serious factor in the 

destruction of birds. It is unfortunate 

that many of our most valuable insectivor- 

ous and song birds are those which, from 

their habit of nesting near towns and in 

accessible places, are particularly liable to 

this form of persecution. The eggs of Blue- 

birds, Yellow War'blers, Goldfinches, Cat- 

birds, Phoebes, Kingbirds,, Woodpeckers, 

Swallows, and in fact of all those birds 

which are most valuable and worthy of 

protection, still find their way in large 

numbers to the pockets and other recepta- 

cles of the ubiquitous small boy. It should 

be the duty of every teacher to do what 

he can to prevent this. It is not sufficient 

alone to point out that it is against the 

law and punishable by fine or imprison- 

ment, because, in order to make such a 

law effective, it is mecessary to create a 

popular sentiment in its favor. Probably 

the most effective way to create such a 

sentiment is to call attention to the eco- 

nomic value of birds. 

Aside from these very practical consider- 

ations, however, the study of birds has an 

educational value which is probably not ex- 

ceeded by that of any other department of 

Nature Study. It should be borne in mind 

that the object of such studies is not the 

acquisition of technical knowledge; but, as 

Dr. Fletcher has pointed out, ‘to train the 

mind’? and to aid the learner to become 

‘‘self-dependent.’’ That is indeed a valua- 
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ble system of education which, while ac- 

complishing these important ends in the 

best possible way, also brings the student 

into close, even intimate, contact with his 

natural surroundings. If we ‘‘in the love of 
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Nature hold communion with her visible 

forms,’’ we have an unfailing source of in- 

terest and recreation which is of priceless 

value to those possessing it. 

Our Medicine Bag. 

Although a few English sportsmen have, 

in recent years, found their way to Cana- 

da, the field is comparatively unknown to 

the great mass of English sportsmen, who 

have to be content with conditions far less 

favorable to the pastime they so dearly 

love, than can be found in any portion of 

the wide Dominion. Consequently, the pub- 
lication of a series of articles, descriptive 

of Canada as a field for English sportsmen, 

in an important English daily paper, is an 

incident quite worthy of notice, and one 

which seems to have stirred up a consider- 

able amount of interest. The paper in 

question is the ‘‘Western Daily Press,’’ the 

most enterprising and the best paper pub- 

lished in the City of Bristol, which is the 

commercial capital of the West of Eng- 

land and a considerable seaport. It has a 

large circulation throughout the Western 

counties and South Wales, a district rich 

in residential estates, the owners of which 

would find their horizon much widened by 

a visit to Canada. This could be combined 

with an indulgence in sport such as would 

open their eyes to Canadian possibilities, 

and give this country a greater share in 

the stream of English tourists who now 

practically cover the world in their search 

for excitement and experience. The writer 

dealt largely with the West of Canada, but 

subsequent correspondence in the same pap- 

er has done justice to the claims of other 

portions of the Dominion. In particular is 

attention drawn to the wonderful country 

through which the Canadian Pacific new 

line runs from Toronto to Sudbury. ‘‘An 

earthly paradise’ is an hackneyed form of 

expression, but no other words will fitly 

describe this country which from a sports- 

men’s point of view can only be left to 

the imagination. If English sportsmen will 

try this country for. themselves, and -as 

pioneers tell of their experience, they will 

soon convince their fellow countrymen that 

all this is not mere exaggeration, but sol- 

id fact, as they can easily in these days of 

swift and comfortable travel, satisfy them- 

selves. 

Our attention has been called to an ar- 

ticle in the London ‘‘Standard’’ to the ef- 

fect that the attention of English sports- 

men js being strongly directed to Canada 

for its sporting possibilities. The ‘‘Stand- 

ard’’ is a great power in English public 

life by reason of its thorough reliability 

on all matters on which articles are ad-— 
mitted to its columns, and consequently an 

article in such a_ paper is of far greater 

value ‘than in a score of others less im- 

portant. The writer in the ‘‘Standard’’ is 

very enthusiastic about the splendid sport 

to be obtained in the Canadian Northwest, 

and his words will no doubt carry “weight 

with English sportsmen. He states that he 

“has shot in North and South America, in 

South Africa, in India, Australia, 

New —Zealand, China, and the  is- 

lands of the Malay Archipelago,’ and 

with all this experience he is ‘‘prepared to 

assert that from West of Winnipeg to the 

Rockies there is no more enjoyable land 

for the sportsmen.’’ After fully describing 

the varieties of game to be there found, he 

Says that though this may seem like a 

fairy tale it is the ‘‘plain unvarnished 

truth.”’ He gives particulars as to short 

and long trips and. their cost, and pre- 

sents such an ideal picture of things in 

the west as should) cause a flood in the 

tourist traffic next season. 
=> 

bd 

An American Sportsman’s Weekly, usual- 

ly thoroughly well informed, made a 

strange mistake in one of its editorial ut- 

terances of a few weeks ago. It was deal- 

ing with the report issued by the British 

Army Council, of Decem'ber 7th, which sta- 
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ted that the new rifle had a figure of 

merit of 1.21 as against 1.29 for the 
French rifle, 1.62 for the German rifle, 

1.72 for the present British Service rifle 

and 2.04 for the Italian rifle. The writer 

proceeded to draw the conclusion that this 

shooting would arouse a storm of protest 

from English marksmen, and it is there- 

fore apparent that he did not understand 

how this figure of merit is obtained. We 

fail to see why, a showing such as this 

should arouse anything in the way of a 

protest, excepting from the men who may 

possibly 'be shot: at by British troops dur- 

ing the next big European war. The new 

British rifle is, according to this showing, 

the most accurate in the world, and the 

mean deviation at 1000 yards is little 

more than half that of the Italian Service 

weapon. If the new United States rifle 

does as well it should be a matter of con- 

gratulation to our cousins to the south- 

ward. 

The figure of merit of a group of shots 

is, according to the British musketry reg- 

ulatfjons, the average distance of the shots 

from the point of mean impact; the latter 

is the centre of the group, and is at the 

intersection of the lines of mean vertical 

and mean horizontal positions. 

+ 
The North American Fish and Game Pro- 

tective Association will meet at St. John, 

N.B., on February 1st. This is to be the 

Fifth Annual meeting. 
—> 

bd 

Prince and Princess Colleredo Mansfield, 

of Austria, accompanied by the Countess 

d’Etchehoyen, of France, aunt of the 

Countess, have visited and traversed the 

Dominion. The Prince made a hunting trip 

in British Columbia, and while the Prince 

was thus engaged, the Princess and her 

aunt visited the Pacific Coast cities. The 

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co., of 

Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, write:— 

The Little Krag Telescope is especially 

designed for the ‘‘Little Krag’’ single shot 

rifle, but can be fitted to other rifles espe- 

cially the magazine rifles that eject the 

shells from the top. 

It is mounted forward of the receiver, 

and has several inches eye-relief. 

This glass will be found to be very 
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Prince is deeply interested in forestry and 

forest preservation, a subject to which 

both the Federal and Provincial Govern- 

ments might with profit to the country, 

give a good deal more attention. What 

has been done at Stanley Park, Vancou- 

ver, met with the approbation of the 

Prince. He described the park ‘‘as a mag- 

nificent piece of forest—the best I have 

seen since I have left my native land, 

where,’’ he added proudly, ‘‘the cultivation 

of forestry has reached almost its highest 

development.’’ The journey across. the 

continent proved so interesting to the par- 

ty that they reached Vancouver a month 

later than they had intended, having de- 

layed their journey at several points in or- 

der to gratify their curiosity and interest 

in the many new things they saw to at- 

tract their attention. 
. 

The reckless slaughter of deer in the Pro- 

vince of Quebec continues to furnish sports- 

men with an endless topic of discussion, 

and the necessity for improving and en- 

forcing the game laws is apparent on ev- 

ery hand. Amongst other reforms the a- 

doption of the ‘‘two tag’’ system from On- 
tario is advocated. This system has re 

ceived the endorsation of a convention of 

the North American Fish and Game As- 

sociation, and has also the approval of the 

Quebec Game Association. The views of 

such experts should have weight with the 

Quebec Government, who ought to devote a 

part of next session to the conservation 

and preservation of a great national as-. 

set which they are now allowing to be 

wasted and lost. 

+ 
The following petition has been presented 

to the Ontario Government: 

We, the undersigned sportsmen of Wood- 

stock, knowing that, owing to the decrease 

strong, and with the relief it has, givesa 

very large field with a bright illumination, 

and mountings are similar to those used 

on the Favorite, and will interchange with 

regular sights. It lists at but $10.00. 

We have often been requested to ouilda 

Telescope Mount that can be easily put on 

and taken off the rifle. This we have done 

in the new Ideal Detachable Mount, and 

are able to place on the market a verfect 
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in our forests and swamps and to severe 

winters, rendered more severe by the ab- 

sence of covers, our quail have diminished 

in numbers, and that they will undoulbted- 

ly be exterminated unless means are taken 

to increase their’ numbers, petition the 

Government to take their preservation un- 

der consideration, and beg to advise that a 

considerable sum of money from the fund 

accumulated 'by the Game Commission be 

spent in purchasing and turning out live 

quail each spring. 

We beg to direct your attention to the 

following facts:— 

That the quail is one of our best game 

birds ; 

That it is the only game bird to be found 

now by the ordinary sportsman in many 

sections of the country ; 

That, from its insertivorous habits, it is 

one of the most useful birds to the farmer’; 

The private sportsmen and clubs of 

sportsmen have for many years spent con- 

siderable sums of money in importing live 

quail. 

That money has been spent by the Gov- 

ernment in importing capercailzie; and 

would advise, should the Government ac- 

cede to this petition, that when the birds 

are turned out, say during the last week 

in April, notice should be given to the 

farmers about, that quail are insertivorous 

birds, and, therefore, worthy of their pro- 

tection and care. 

od 
Baily’s Magazine of 

times for January is 

There is a very amusing account of the 

“Old Soldier Servants,’? who are un- 

known to officers in this generation of 

short service ; the old-time batman was a 

genuine curiosity in his way and combined 

many excellent points with some qualities 

of doubtful value. There are some _ very 

entertaining anecdotes in this essay, and 

Sports and Pas- 

a capital number. 

Rifle Telescope Mounting, that is simple, 
and easily detached. The dove-tail blocks 

are screwed firmly on the top of the bar- 

rel ; one for the rear mount and one for 

the forward mount, and are held in place 

by thumb screws. The mounts and scope 

come off together, and with the short scope 

can be placed in an ordinary grip, and the 
rifle put in its case. The blocks are left on 

we shall welcome the future instalment in- 

dicated by ‘‘Part I.’’ The paper on Major 

Richardson’s War Dogs, or Ambulance 
Dogs, might have been longer, without ov- 

ertaxing the reader’s patience, for the sub- 

ject has genuine interest and importance. 

Major Richardson we learn is trying to 

obtain the sensible and tractable dogs, am- 

bulance work requires, by crossing a pure 

Scots collie with the produce of a retriev- 

er and an Airedale. 

» 
According to a correspondent of the 

Sherbrooke Daily Record a great many 

deer have been snared near Lake Megantic. 

This report should be investigated by the 

proper authorities, and if found to ‘be true 

should be taken as proof that somebody is 

badly to blame. We are supposed to have 

game wardens, and a game warden who 

will permit any considerable amount of 

deer snaring; is a fraud and a delusion. 
Snaring is much easier to prevent than 

mere shooting. 

+ 
The annual Report of the Department of 

Indian Affairs, shows that although the 

rate of;| mortality among the Red Men of 

Canada is very high, there is an increase 

of one hundred and twenty-one in the In- 

dian population of the country. The total 

number in the Dominion, given by Pro- 
vinces, is as follows:— 

1902. 1903. 

ON ATION Gee cor sole eee 20,983 21,091 

On eHeC her mares earns 10,842 11,064 

NowanmgScotial sc. ecsessee 2,067 1,931 

New Brunswick ...... ...... 1,644 1,691 

Prince Edward Island... 316 301 

British, Columbia ... ...... 25,500 25,581 

IP 9 70] 1 ae 6,754 6,821 

NOR OMWESE 22... Rb ieee 17,922 17,641 

ARG aS Galen i aree ae 1,239 1,231 

Outside Treaty limits... 20,845 20,845 

MOCASiew neuen sc 108,112 108,233 

the rifle, and do not interfere with the use 

of the ordinary sights. They are made for 

all styles of rifles, and will meet, we _ be- 

lieve, a popular demand. After sighting 

the scope can be taken off and put on re- 

peatedly with perfect accuracy, and in a 

few seconds. Screw holes in the dove-tail 

slot coincide with the old Ideal Mounts. 
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There were two thousand three hundred 

and eleven Indian births and two thousand 

one hundred and forty-three deaths in the 

last tweive months. 

The present rate of mortality will ex- 

terminate one or two of the bands at no 

very distant date. Tuberculosis and infan- 

tile diseases continue to unduly inflate the 

The Laflin & Rand Powder Co. has nev- 

er been content to let ‘‘well enough’’ a- 

lone. Because a certain powder has given 

universal satisfaction in the past is no 

reason why a better powder should not be 

placed on the market. 

“Em. C. No. 1’’ and ‘‘New E.C.’’ were ex- 

cellent powders. ‘‘New E.C. (Improved)”’ 

is a better powder than either of them or 

than both of them combined. All their 

good characteristics have been preserved, 

added to and improved. In fact, judging 

from exhaustive tests the Laflin & Rand 
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death-roll. The Department is pleased at 

the material progress; that the Red Men 

are making, but regrets that the spirit of 

citizenship is still lacking. They are loyal 

to the dominant race, but their spirit is 

rather that of alliance than of amalgama- 

tion. 

- 

Powder Co. believe that no better—if as 

zood—bulk powder can be made: The reg- 

ularity of ‘‘New E.C. (Improved)’’ is 

something wonderful; there is no residue 

or unburned grains ; while the velocity is 

high the pattern is absolutely regular; ow- 

ing to its hardness of grain it is not af- 

fected by ordinary variations of pressure 

when wads are seated ; it positively will 

not pit the gun barrel. These are strong 

claims, but they can be borne out by try- 

ing the new-powder ‘‘New E.C. (Improv- 

ed)’’. 
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PARR ELTY, TYPE Toro ae 
Wan unusualls- beautiful, comfort 

Kable, powerful vehicle for touring, 

4) The big, luxuriously upholstered 

al seats easily accommodate the awve- 

X St coves, rage family while an extratire and 

personal luggage may be stowed under the 

seats. The canopy top, water-proof side cur 

tains, plate-glass swinging front make it 
possible to travel in all kinds of weather 

20 O ©; complete with lamps, +ools, ete. 

Full information on request. Other mod. 

els $750, $850, $1550, $ 5000. 

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY 
Vlatn Office and Factory; Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Automobile & Supply Company, Toronto, 
Ontario, Eastern Automobile Company, 
Montreal, Quebec, Ketchum & Company, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
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Be Bie 6 a wae 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada All communications for this department should 
be addressed to Editor ‘‘ The Trap,” Rod and Gun in Canada, 41/4 Huron Street, Toronto, Ont. 

We present to our readers this month a 

sketch of Mr. C. J. Mitchell, Brantford, 

Ont. Mr. Mitchell is a prominent business 

man in Brantford, and, as is natural in 

one of his tastes, deals in ammunition and 

sporting goods. No important meet of Ca- 

nadian trap shooters is complete without 

the familiar figure of ‘‘Charlie Mitchell” 

and his good shooting is always a subject 

of comment by spectators and contestants. 

As a trap shooter, whether at live birds 

or targets, Mr. Mitchell is in the very 

front rank in Canada and with the possi- 

ble exception of a few others, stands with- 

out a peer. He is a quick shot, hits or 

misses his targets at the same distance 

from the trap, (although the misses do 

not figure very prominently) and does no 

sloppy work, his ‘targets being well cen- 

tred and ground to powder. He shoots a 

good load and it is none the worse because 

he loads it himself. The writer did the 

best shooting of his life with the Mitchell 

loads at Brantford last August and can 

vouch for their excellence. Mr. Mitchell al- 

so shoots a good gun,—a fine sample of 

Fort Garry Gun 

The Fort Garry Gun Club, which now 

ranks among the foremost trap shooting 

clubs in Canada, was first inaugurated in 

March, 1893, by a few ardent lovers of the 

gun who took this means of whiling away 

many a pleasant summer’s evening and hol- 

iday in the off season and in keeping to- 

gether in active sport the little nucleus of 

sportsmen which has now grown to be a 

large club comprising about sixty mem- 

bers. 

‘Uncle Dan’’ Lefever’s product. He says 

old ‘‘Uncle Dan’’ is good enough for him. 

Some idea of Mr. Mitchell’s success at 

the traps may be obtained from the fol- 

lowing summary of his wins:— 
Won L. C. Smith $100.00 gun at Domin- 

ion Tournament at Hamilton, Ont., Aug. 

1902. 
One of 10-man team, winners of Eby 

Cup at Hamilton, Aug. 1902. 

One of 5-man team, winners of Mail Tro- 

phy at Toronto, 1903. 

Once winner of Robin Hood Trophy at 

Goderich, Ont., 1903. 

Winner of Western Ontario Championship 

Trophy, June, 1904, at London, Ont. 

One of two-man championship team at 

Stratford, July 1st, 1904. 
One of five-man championship team at 

Stratford, July 1st, 1904. 

Winner of championship medal of Canada 

at Stratford, July Ist, 1904. 

Winner of Ithaca gun at Brantford, Aug. 

1904, with 40 straight. 

One of 5-man team, winners of Mail Tro- 

phy at Brantford, 1904. 

Club, Winnipeg. 

The present grounds are situated on the 

bank of the Red River south of 

the city and command an ideal 

and unbroken view of open _ prairie 

country over which to shoot. Some few 

years ago a pretty little club house was 

erected fitted with lockers, etc., for the 

convenience of shooters and furnished with 

an upper balcony from which spectators 

can watch the shooting at the traps. 

Beginning with the first of May the club 
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holds bi-weekly shootsi up to the end of 

August, after which time’ most of the 

shooters turn their attention to the ducks 

and ‘‘chicken.’’ Prizes are annually given 

to those making highest aggregate and 

consecutive scores and several champion- 

ship trophies are shot for annually at the 

club tournaments. 

It is the intention of the club to .hold 

a live bird shoot on New Year’s day an- 

nually in conjunction with its sister club 

the Winnipegs, and to make it an annual 

event representative of the Live Bird 

Championship of Manitoba. 

A marked improvement has been made in 

the club shooting in latter years and when- 

ever a visit is made to other climes the 
Garrys have shown that they can hold 

their own their own in any amateur com- 

pany. Shooters from other points are al- 

ways made welcome at the traps and whe- 

ther in the clay or feathered season of the 

year our invitation is ‘‘bring along the 

gun and enjoy yourself.’ 

J. P. Turner, Hon. Sec.-Treas. 

Toronto Traps. 

The National Gun Club held their annual 

election of officers Christmas evening, the 

following being elected:—President, H. G. 

Stubbs ; vice.-pres., C. Harrison; treasur- 

er, .J. Williams; Secretary, H. Ouston, 

Field Secretary, J. Ross; executive com- 

The Stanley’s 

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley 

Gun Club took place on their grounds on 

Saturday, Dec. 31st. The day was fine and 

mild, with a strong southwest wind. There 

was a good attendance and the scores on 

the whole were good. In the Spoon event 

Mr. Hovey and Mr. Herbert tied at 22. In 

the shoot-off Mr. Herbert won. Scores. 

10 targets—Rock 9, Hulme 9, Dunk 8, 

Downs 5, George 4. 
10 targets—Rock 9, Morshead 7, Dunk 6, 

Herbert 4, George 4. 

10 targets—Dey 7, 

Ingham 6, McGill 6. 

10 targets—Thompson 9, Rock 6, Martin 

6, Buck 6, Fritz 4. 

10 targets—McGill 9, Ingham 7, 

5, Dunk 5, Morshead 5. 

10 targets—McGill 8, Lucas 8, Hovey 6, 

Downs 5, Fleet 4. 

Hirons 7, Downs 7, 

Hulme 

mittee, J. Lawson, J. Vivian, F. Mat- 

thews, C. Mougenee, W. Taylor; Auditors, 

R. Watson, J. Lawson, J. Habberly; Ref- 

eree, C. Mougenee. 

The installation of officers took place on 

Jan. 10th. 

Saturday Shoot. 

10 targets—McGill 8, Ingham 7, Thomp- 

son 6, Rock 6, Mason 4. 

10 targets—Ingham 9, Fritz 8, McGill 7, 

Hovey 7, Thompson 6. 

10 targets—Fleet 8, 

Martin 6, Wilson 5. 

Spoon contest, '25 targets—McGill (19 

yards) 20, Thompson (20 yards) 21, Dunk 

(19 yards) 14, Hirons (16 yards) 13, Ing- 

ham (16 yards) 21, Rock (18 yards) 17, 

Morshead (18 yards) 15, Herbert (17 

yards) 22, Hulme (20 yds.) 19, Martin (16 

yards) 25, Downs (16 yards) 16, Hovey 

(16 yards 22, Dey (20 yards) 19, Lucas (18 
yards) 16, Buck (18 yards) 16, Fritz (18 

yards) 19. 

25 targets—McGill 22, 

18, Hovey 15. 

15 targets—McGill 13, Rock 11, Buck 9, 

Ingham 9, Downs 9. 

Downs 8, Thomas 6, 

Rock 18, Herbert 

Essex, Ont., Live Bird Shoot. 

A shooting match at live birds was held 

on the Fair Grounds on Dec. 15th, under 

the managemen% of F. Stotts, Essex. In 

event 1, Jas. McLaren of Highgate and L. 

Youngblood of Sandwich, tied for ‘first 

place with seven birds each and D. Mc- 
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Macken, of Highgate, and F. Stotts tied 

for second place with five birds each. In 

event No. 2, L. Youngblood won first 

money with 10 straight, D. Mc- 

Macken and F. Stotts tied for second place 
with seven each. In event No. 3, J. Mc- 

Laren and F. Stotts tied for first place 

with seven each and L. Youngblood second 

with six. In No 4 event, Chas. Billing 

shot 5 out of seven to 3 out of 7 by Z. 

Watson. In Na 5 event, F. Stotts won 

first and L. Youngblood second. In No. 

6 event, F. Stotts won first with Young- 

blood and McMacken tied for second. In 

No 7 event, McLaren and Youngblood tied 

fot first and in No 7 event, McLaren won 

first money. 

London, Ont., Traps. 

The Springwood gun club held a _ very 

their 

Four 

‘shoot at 

grounds on Richmond street north. 

successful Christmas 

events were shot off, resulting as follows: 

Event No. 1, 15 targets—Brock 12, Par- 

ker 11, Glover 14, Burns 1, C. Bowman 7, 

Lyon 15, G. Bowman 4, Breekon 13, Webb 

12, Brice 10, Screaton 10, Day 9, Hughes 

10, Balkwill 9, Stone 6, Nicholson 7, Avey 

4, 

Event No. 2, 

8, Nicholson 4, 

10 targets—Webb 8, Lyon 

Anderson 9, Glover 9, 

Brock 4, Balkwill 5, 

Ue 

Event No. 3, 10 targets—D. Bowman 2, 

McArthur 5, Bryce 7, Day 8, Webb 4, J. 

G. Bowman 7, Screaton 7, Stone 2, Hugh- 

es 8, Breekon 7, Balkwill 7, Parker 7, An- 

derson 4, Glover 8, Lyon 8, Winnett 3, 

Burns 2, Brock 8, Nicholson 5. 

Event No. 4, 15 targets—Webb 12, Glov- 

er 11, Screaton 9, Burns 3, Bryce 6, Scar- 

brook 3, Lyon 11, Brock 10, Anderson 13, 

G. Bowman 7, Stone 10, Parker 9, Breek- 

on 10, Godfrey 5, Day 11. 

Breekon 9, Screaton 

Montreal Traps. 

Following are the results of the different 

events held on the ground of the Montreal 

Gun Club:— 

Event No. 1, 15 birds—Ewing 14, Land- 

riault 13, Redman 13, Kearney 10, Alex- 

ander 8, N. Candlish 6. 

Event No. 2, 15 birds—Kearney 15, Land- 

riault 13, Alexander 12, Ewing 12, Redman 

11, N. Candlish 10. 

Event No. 3, 20 birds—Dumont 19, Red- 

man 18, Kearney 17, Landriault 17, Ewing 

15, Alexander 15, Hogan 13, N. Candlish 

12. 

Event No. 4, 25 birds—Dumont 24, 

ing 23, Redman 22, Landriault 22, 

ander 19, Kearney 18, Hogan 15. 

Ew- 

Alex- 

Ottawa 

The results of the New Year’s Day shoot 

of the St. Hubert Gun club are as _fol- 

lows:— 

Merchandise—Ist Event;- 20 Birds— 

1.—C. Brodeur, shooting sweater ..... , 18 

Event No. 5, 15 birds—Redman 14, Ew- 

ing 13, Alexander 12, Dumont 12, Kearney 

10, Landriault 10, Hogan 9, Milton 9. 

Event No. 6, 20 birds, spoon shoot— 

Kearney 19, Redman 18, Dumont 17, Ew- 

ing 15, Landriault 15, Milton 14, Alex- 

ander 12. 

Event No. 7, 15 birds—Dumont 14, Land- 

riault 13, Redman 13, Kearney, 12, Ewing 

10, Milton 8. 

Event No. 8, 

Kearney 17, Dumont 17, Redman 16, 

ing 15, Hogan 14. 

Event No. 9, 15 birds—Redman 14, 

Kearney 13, Ewing 13, Landriault 13, Du- 

mont 8. 

20 birds—Landriault 18, 

Ew- 

Traps. 
2.—G. Easdale, hunting axe ............... 18 

3:-—W. Slaney, bag shot.........00 2o..0c2..2. 16 

AP—atDestaurier. box Shells =-42.-4-— 16 

2nd Event, 20 Birds— 

1.—Zeb. Ketchum, gun case............... 19 
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2.—G. Easdale, silver flask.................. 18 4.—W. J. Henry, drinking ‘cup..-..--...: 16 

3.—W. Slaney, ear drum...... ..........-.-- 17 Only six men compieted the entire list of 

Ai2=W eye deenry nite soy. sacar 17 +eight matches and their totals were—W. 

5 —W,, Io. (Cameron?: match boxcrecaces. 16 Slaney, 125; W. L. Cameron, 117; A. W. 

3rd Event, 20 Birds— Throop, 125; C. Brodeur, 129; G. Easdale, 

1.—W. Slaney, Compass ............:::.0eeee 18 $130; andalaNsaDeslammicr sO: 

9.—C. Brodeur. hunting (kine es.-<--2:- iy George Easdale won the leather vest of- 

3.—A. L. Throop, pound powdet......... 16 fered by the club. 

Hamilton, Ont., Tournament. 

The fifteenth annual tournament of the oned on in a mid-winter shoot in Canada. 

Hamilton Gun Club was held at Hamilton, There was a good attendance and the ay- 

Ont., Jan. 17, 18, 19 and 20. This annual erage of the shooting was high. 

tournament is the most important affair The big event of the shoot, _the Grand 

in live bird shooting at the traps in Cana- 

THOS. UPTON 
President Hamilton Gun Club 1. A R. ELLIOTT 

da and has come to be looked forward to Winner Professional High Avera ge 
with great interest by Canadian devotees Canadian Handicap, was won by Alex. S. 

of the gun. This year the Club was bless- Tolsman, of Detroit, Mich., with a perfect 

ed with fine weather during the entire score, and with it a purse of $100. 

shoot, a feature that cannot often be reck- The following are the scores: 

FIRST DAY. 

Event, No. 1, 10 birds, $100 guarantee, Rose system, $5 entrance, birds extra: 

HW. Scane, Ridgetown ...... 0 2c... ccccseeeeeteeeeeeee ee Lo D1 2 Oe a ae 

Da. Wilson, Hamilton .........0 ccccceeeeereeeeeee tees aaNet 1 29° 9° 1 9°o° oa 

J. E. Cantelon, Clinton ..........f... ceeeeeeeeneeee L2i161,2 2 20. Dee 

M. E. Mayhew, Utica, N.Y. ..:csseeeree or Hea? 19°. 19°09" 9-0) Gaee 

H. Marlatt, Simcoe... ci ccceetsssaeereseees ons 1.2) 1910) 2 82" oer 

H. H. Horning, Hamilton .........:csceceeseereeeees b 1 x 924. 4) > oe ee eo 

H. Waters, Detroit... ...... ccccsceseseeeeensereesee teens 2 9 2. 9°30" 0a eee 

T. Upton, Hamilton ......:::.:6 ccsessescereneeceeenreees 2 9:9 0 a ee 

D. Coffey, St. Thomas .........:ccccsecsersreeresserre setts om 2 2 2. 2) 2,0) } 092 “2h ie 

J. Alexander, Toront0o...... ccccccccseteeesereneeeeeeeerereee ne 12939 0 39 2-390 > on 

Brown, Sarmiad.......cecc. cesses ceeeee ceeteenesteeneepeessesees ves 01232 1.0 2 32902 eee 

Broderick, Niagara Falls, N. Y.-...-::eesssse , 222 23.2 0 2.3 O23 

H. R. Day, Belleville...... ...c.. sesseeeceeeeeereeseess kas 09 2°92 2 2°0) Pee eae 

Ly Lid) Oo. - 30) eee 
J. Crooks, Hamilton......... . as ase Poet Reais ] 
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Grand Canadian Handicap; $500 guaranteed; $100 to high gun; 19 birds, $28.50, 18 

birds $22.80, 17 birds $17.10;entrance $15;handicap, 26 to 33 yards. Entrance $15.00, 

including birds. 

A. S. Talsma, Detroit 12221 12222—20 
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THOS. A. DUFF 
Winner 3rd Amateur Average 

No. 2, miss-and-out—Dr. Wilson, Hamil- 

ton, and Mayhew, Utica, divided the purse. 

No. 3, miss-and-out—H. A. Horning,Ham- 

ilton, and Mayhew, Utica, divided the 

purse. 

No. 4, miss-and-out—T. Rock, Toronto, ’ 
and H. Graham, Hamilton, divided. 

No. 5, miss-and-out—Jas. Crooks, Ham- 

ilton, and Mayhew, Utica, divided. 

No. 6, miss-and-out—T. Rock, Toronto, 

and Mayhew, divided. 

All the visiting gun men were loud in 

their praises of the Hamilton Gun Club of- 

ficers and the management of the tourna- 

ment. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Messrs. Geo. W. Burkholder and Harry 
Graham, who looked after the score sheets 

and clerical work generally, are deserving 
of much credit. They did their work well. 

Thomas Upton is President of the Ham- 

ilton Gun Club; M. E. Fletcher is Vice- 

President; Harry Graham, Secretary, and 

J. Hunter, Treasurer. 

NOTES. 

Professional average out of 480 targets 
shot at: Elliott, 435; Fanning, 410; Conoy- 

er, 399; White, 389. 
* * * 

Amateur average out of 480 targets shot 

at:—H. Scane, Ridgetown, 432; P. Wake- 

field, Toronto, 403; Thos. A. Duff, Toron- 

to, 367. 

* * * 

Elliott and Fanning shot from 19 to 22 

yards, Conover and White 18 to 21 yards. 

All others shot at targets from 16 to 19, 

17 to 20 and 18 to 21 yards. 

* * * 

The Bowron traps were used and threw 

a hard, fast bird. 

*) Re 

Mr. A. Smythe, Hamilton, was official 

referee at live birds and Mr. G. Depew, 

Hamilton, official scorer and their work 

was unquestionable. 
* * * 

Mr. E. V. Spencer, the veteran trap ex- 

pert of Hamilton, was official target ref- 

eree. 
* * * 

Mr. Geo. Burkholder took the live bird 

entries and proved his efficiency by having 

a faultless statement. 
Sor SO ae 

Out of 70 shooters, 40 used Dupont Pow- 

der, the popular brand. 
* * * 

Fanning and Conover with one trigger 

Smith guns were in evidence. 
yee. 

M. I. Fletcher can shoot. 
TAL. tue. 

So can Harry Scane. 
x, * 

E.G, 

smokes TT, 

White shoots ‘‘Du’’ smokeless and 

& B. reckless. 
a + * 

John S. Cole’s greetings are just as plea- 

sant as the U. M. C. results. 
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Tom Duif is no’ tender-foot with side- 

tracks, but is always found among the big 

braves. 
* “Sax 

J. HW. Cameron don’t shoot but ‘‘Win’s- 

chesters’’ all the time. 
a ee 

“Ninety 

lost. 

and nine’? (99) but one got 

Injun kept busy all the time. 

x * 

So did Harry Graham. 
* * * 

‘‘Maxwell’’ did well. 

The Brantford Braves. were few in number; 

St. Thomas and Ridgetown were good ; 

The Ottawa’s were up for blood ; 

And so were those from the Humber. 

We'll. meet again in August at Ottawa. 

General Trap Notes. 

MONTREAL TRAPS. 
The following is,a summary of recent 

shoots on the Montreal Gun Club grounds. 

Mr. Landriault is the winner of the spoon. 

Scores Jan. 2nd.— 

Event, No. 1—Spoon Shoot—25 birds— 

Landriault, 19; Kearney, 18; McDuff, 18; 

Ewing, 17; Edwards, 16; Alexander, 14 ; 

Kenyon, 13; White, 10; Murray, 5. 

Event 2—Team Shoot—25 birds:— 

Landriault 22, McDuff 22, Edwards 21, 

Kenyon 17, White 13. Total 95. 

Ewing 23, Redman 22, Alexander 22, 

Kearney 19, N. Candlish 18. Total 104. 

Event No. 3—15 bird sweep—Edwards, 

15; Landriault, 14; Kearney, 13; Ewing, 

12; Redman, 10. 

Jan. 7th Scores : 

Event No. 1—Club Championship, 25 

birds—Landriault 24, Redman 22, Kearney 

20, Parsons 20, N. Candlish 20, Ewing 19, 

Alexander 18, Mitcheson 12. 

Event No. 2—Spoon shoot, 25 birds— 

Mitcheson} 24, Redman 23, Parsons 21, 

Candlish N. 19, Landriault 19, Ewing 13, 

Kearney 13. In this event Mitcheson was 

handicapped. 

Jan. 14th Scores : 

EWvent No. 1—Spoon shoot, 25 birds.— 

Kearney 22, Landriault 20, Lewis 20, Red- 

man 19, Candlish, N. 17, Parsons 16, Brown 

14, Mitcheson 14, Rainville 13. 

Event No. 2, 25 bird sweep.—Landriault 

21, Redman 20, Kearney 19, Ewing 19, 

Mitcheson 17, Rainville 16, Parsons 16. 
Event No. 3—10 bird sweep—Kearney 9, 

Landriault 8, Redman 8, Parsons 8, Rain- 

ville 4, Mitcheson 4, Brown 4. 

The weather this day was 8 below zero 

and windy. 

OTTAWA TRAPS. 

At a well attended meeting of the St. 
Hubert Gun Club last night, the following ~ 

officers were elected : 

President—F. A. Heney. 

First Vice-president—W. J. Johnstone. 

Second Vice-president—C. J. Booth. 

Secretary—G. Easdale. 

Treasurer—W. H. Hayes. 

Field Captain—I. N. Deslaurier. 

Committee—A. W. Throop, J. L. Cul- 
bert, W. L. Cameron, E. L. Horwood, W. 

Slaney. 

Auditors—L. A. Desrosier and E. J. 

Brown. 

The treasurer’s report showed a credit 

yalance of $28.54, whereas carried from 

1903 was a debit of $28.47,showing a net 

gain of $57.02, with seven thousand birds 

on hand. 

The field captain’s report showed that 

23,889 birds were thrown during the year, 

of which 16,861 were broken. 

The annual spring tournament of the 

club will be held Easter Monday, April 

24th. Programe to be issued later. 

August 16, 17 and 18 were decided on 

as the dates for annual tournament of Do- 

minion of Canada Trap Shooting and 

Game Protective association, which is to 

be held under the auspices.of the St. Hu- 

bert Gun club. Sub-committees were struck 

to report to the general committee at each 

meeting. The committees appointed were: 

Programme and ad. committee—F. A. 

Heney, A. W. Throop, G. Easdale, L. A. 

Desrosier. 

Grounds 

Hayes, I. N. Deslaurier 

ston. 

committee—Messrs. Wit ee 

and W. J. John- 
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Prize committee—C. J. Booth, S. Mc- 

Clenaghan, E. L. Horwood, E. J. White, 

G. Easdale, L. A. Desrosier, T. C. Boville 

and Capt. Higginson. 

* * * 

TORONTO TRAPS. 

One of the best attended shoots held in 

Toronto for some time took place on the 

grounds of the Stanley Gun Club, Satur- 

day, Jan. 21st, the drawing card being the 

presence of the American experts. J. A. 

R. Elliot gave an exhibition at 100 tar- 

gets, breaking 94. The. Stanleys also shot 

their first match in the City Trap Shoot- 

ers’ League, against the Nationals, and de- 

feated the latter by 78 targets. 

10 targets—Elliot 10, Williams 10, Mors- 

head 9, Tippett 8, Rock 8, White 8, 

Thompson 8, Grainger 7, Downs 5, Wat- 

son 2. 

10 targets—Elliot 10, Ingham 9, Williams 

8, Downs 8, Charles 7, White 6, Herbert 

6, Rock 6, Buck 5, Stubbs 4. 

10 targets—Elliot: 9, Thompson 9, Ing- 

ham 9, Herbert 7, McGill 7, Rock 7, Hir- 
ons 7, Downs 5, Martin 5, Stubbs 4. 

10 targets—Elliot 10, McGill 10, Lucas 

9, White 8, Cuthbertson 8, Hogarth 8, 

Ross 8, W. Spanner 7, Downs 7, Herbert 4. 

10 targets—Rock 10, McGill 9, Vivian 9, 

Green 9,' Morshead 9, Ingham 7, Hampton 

7, Mathews 6, Wallace 5, Jifkins 4. 

10 targets—Lewis 9, Dunk 8, McGill 8, 

O. Spanner 7, Herbert 7, MHarrison 7, 

Thompson 7, W. Spanner 6, Wilson’ 6 

Hirons 6 

10 targets—Grainger 10, Thomas 9, Ross 

9, McGill 8, Downs 8, Williams 6, Rey- 

nolds 5, G. Harrison 3, Carmody 3, Arkon- 

dale 2. 

’ 

15 targets—McGill 13, Rock 12, Hamp- 

ton 11, Dawns 6, Ingham 6. : 

Team shoot, 25 targets :— 

Nationals.—C. Harrison 24, Grainger 23, 

Williams 17, W. Spanner 19, H. Harrison 

18, Cuthbertson 16, Mongenell 21, Jifkins 

11, Mathews 19, Stubbs 14, Lawson 4, 

Turner 8, Carmody 15, Vivian 17, Wallace 

12, Ross 14, Watson 5, O. Spanner 10, 

Hahberly 9, Taylor 13, McDowell 18. 

Total 306. 

Stanleys.—McGill 23, Farmer 21, Thomp- 

son 22, Rock 22, Green 19, Downs 14, 

Herbert 20, Hogarth 15, Fritz 16, Ingham 

17, Day 20, Dunk 22, Martin 14, Morshead 

15, Lucas 20, Lownson 15, Lewis 16, 

Charles 20, Buck 19, Wilson 15, Thomas 

19. Total 384. 

Stanley Gun Club will hold their annual 

Tournament on the Club grounds, Toronto, 

May 17, 18 and 19. Alex. Dey, 178 Mill 

street, Toronto, secretary. 

* * * 

PARKDALE WON BY DEFAULT. 

A league match was shot off on Jan. 

21, between the Balmy Beach and Park- 

dale Rod and Gun Clubs. As the Balmy 

Beach Club could not have 15 men to 

Parkdale’s 10, the match goes to Parkdale 

by default. The score is as follows : 

Balmy Beach—S. Peaisail 17 Ross 16, 

Casci 16, Adams 17, Hunter 14, J. A. 

Shaw 19, Smith 14, Hambly 15, Draper 12, 

Booth 21, Pearce 10, Tim Aych_11, J. G. 

Shaw 13 ; total 195. 

Parkdale—T. Thomas 17, Alex. Wolfe 

12, F. Patterson 18, Maywood 15, Mont- 

gsomery 11, Sanderson 11, B. Bongard 20, 

Kent 11, Ted Carlisle 14, H. Birch 17, J. 
Whitlaw 16 ; total, 162. 
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IVERJOHNSON 
REVOLVERS 

a os a 2 

ACCIDENTAL my gt Jf 
= S50" 

DISCHARGE 

IMPOSSIBLE 

PRICES : 
Iver Johnson 

Hammer Revolvers 
eae: far ania at THIS iS THE SAFETY POINT $5 00 

all Hardware j —the Safety Lever that makes 
or Sporting accidental discharge impossible, Hammerless, 
Goods houses and disposes of this last argument $600 

: against owning a revolver. 
The safety principle: The firing pin is entirely separate from the hammer and cannot be struck 

without the aid of the Safety Lever; the Safety Lever is put into operation only bv deliberately 
pulling the trigger. That’s why you can ‘‘Hammer the Hammer”? of an Iver JOHNSON or throw 
the arm around anywhere—any way—it can’t possibly go off. 

Learn aboutit by sending for our bright little booklet ‘‘ Shots’’ sent to you free together with our handsome catalogue. 

Iver Johnson’s Arms and Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass.‘ New York Office, 99 Chambers Street. 

of] 2 2] =] 2D @] @&S ]WWFSBWOASSB -BWPeVW|]Ve? wc ep.eqesetwVoeu 

( . P. $200.00. 18 POM DORY | EF noe 
CANADA LAUNCH WORKS Limited, 

TORONTO, CANADA. 

Manufacturers under license from Lake Shore Engine Works of 

NEW SUPERIOR MARINE MOTORS 
2 cycle 2-8 H. P. 4 cycle 6-40 H. P. 

Sole Builders of Complete Motor Boats in Canada 
=> @] BS] GBVWVSBWSWFE WQS SB @WFTF]WSIBSIBT’Q°‘IPE3BBSVVWEOVW ]VWVBWVW]WS OBB]BBOBFBDBWSBOWBWVOWOWVSBHOVWS]WSVBWSVBOSB Os. 2. @ 2 @ 8 22828 08 8 0828 228282823 8282280 
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The Improved M 
manufactured. —= — 

alcolm Rifle Telescope Sights 1905 are acknowledged to »%e superior to all others 

We can furnish them in any power from 3 up and from 14 to 34 inches in length. The medium length tube 

is especially recommended (from 18 to 24 inches.) If our customers will advise for what purposes the Telescope 
is mostly desired we wiil use our best endeavors to furnish the best power and length Tube best adapted for 

purposes stated. 

fe Established in 1857 THE MALCOLM RIFLE  - Syracuse, N. Y. 

F. T. Cornish, Mgr. TELESCOPE MFG. CO. ise 

OUR SPECIALTIES 
High Grade Combinations 

Pure Linen, Pure Wool, 
Pure Silk, Pure Cotton, 

and any combination of these. Every person 
can select the material most suited to.his wants. 

High Grade Sweaters, 
WESCUTS;: TOQUES,.” SASHES, 

HOSE>cSMIIEES 
Knit-to-Fit Combination Suits follow every bend of the 

human body as if they were another skin, allowing perfect 
freedom to every movement. 

The KNIT.TO-FIT M’F’G. CO. 
613 LAGAUCHETIERE ST., MONTREAL 

RETAIL BRANCH, 2469 St. Catherine Street. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOLD 
HUNTING & FISHING 

FISH | N G BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT CLOTHES 

* Illustrated Guide with Maps of the Made to your measure. Send 

BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON for free Illustrated Catalogue. RIDEAU, 

LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 

G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 
THE UPTHEGROVE 

SPORTING GOODS CO., 

te ; ie “2 Dept. S., 28 Monroe St. 
Seo that Patent Fold.” 

VALPARAISO, IND. 
way Co., Brockville, Ont. 
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HAMILTON 
POWDER CO. 

Offers for critical comparison 

against imported brands, and at 

twenty per cent. lower prices on 

equal grades. 

“SNAP SHOT” 
“DUCKING” ‘ 
“CARIBOU” 

If willing to put up with the 

4 

Book of the 

£1,000 

Exhibition 
Containing reproductions of 

over 60 pictures from the 
recent London Competition. 

By Mail or at the Kodak Dealers 

25 Cents 

The illustrations mark the marvellous pro- 
gress of the Kodak in pictorial work. The 
modest little book which contains them shows 
the loving touch of the master printer. 

smoke, no nitro powder gives as 

' HIGH Or as UNIFORM velocity in 

game shooting as the best black. 

Ask for free 

circular} the CANADIAN KODAK CO. 
19955 Kodak ak 

Competition. Limited, 

Prizes, $2,000, Toronto, Canada. 

Write No. 4 Hospital Street, 
(| Montreal, or apply at any local 4 

= office. K 

es aan tat aN NAIA 

CDWBBH3O893933B]2I2I 3B3AAT3. 0]V33 BI B33 OH2I333230 

IN THE HANDS OF BOTH EXPERTS AND AMATEURS 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. GUNS 
—Are— 

Winning 

Signal 

Victories 
At all the prominent 

Tournaments in 

= United States and 
Canada 

No Guns built will out-shoot or tit: -wear them- 
50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels. 

Lefever Arms 
SYRACUSE, N.Y. U. S.A. 

We will be pleased to mail our 1905 Catalogue and to answer inquiries. Write us. 

Qe? > 

nn in Lae mu wit 

Oe SS 2 @ 33 O33.3O3333323 2 ISBEBEESf HBfDSDEBDWSEESDHESHSDB]SBOHBSS So SESE ESEBPEESEEPSEPDA*E GEESE SFSHSBEDESBSDBDVVED 
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Manufacturers to H. BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. 
. R. H. The Prinve of 
Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in the Angling Wold. 

The Field Sane 20 eg ei re Ss coe The ualeads aaee ita HONE eae 

The World’s renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the “Grand Prix” 

——< y 

Inter HRewel Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, ioe a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA” (Regd.) Cane Built Rods. 
Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, July 22nd and 23rd, 1904, 

One Fi rm Bears RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the ane 

Hardy’s ‘‘SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world 
Free. 

All Others 
CATALOGUE FREE! Over 300 illustrations of Roda, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Baggs, Books, &e., 

Man ee es s of Rods Reels, Lines, 
for all kinds oe Fishing in HARDY BROS. ALNWICK, ENGLAND" "79 tbat 

EDINBOROUGH, 5, S. St. David St 2et; Retail Branches:—LONDON, 61, Pall Mall, S.W. 

WHEN YOU REQUIRE 

Snow Shoes Guns 
Toboggans Rifles 
Moccasins Revolvers 
Hockey Goods Ammunition 

Etc. Skis 
THINK OF 

KETCHUM & CO. 
OTTAWA ONT. 

The largest Sporting Goods House in Canada, Manu- 
facturers of the celebrated Ottawa Skis 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO. 
LIMITED. 

Peterborough, Canada 

] G10 MopeL | 
“GEM” 

RIGID MODEL 

When you take your holidays you 
| will want a Canoe, Skiff, Dingby 
Launch or something that floats, 

;and is first-class and reliable. We 
can supply you. Write us now and 
have them ready in time. 

PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO. 
LIMITED. 

Peterborough, Ont., Canada 

MAKES — 
EASY AND SAFE 

for a shave with the suffices fc “GEM” Two minutes 
can't cut yourself and no fear of a POOR shave. It 
haves clean and close every time—never tails. The 

(fine English Silver Razor Steel) is the see 
shave 
GEM" blade 
ret of our succes 

‘GEM”’ RAZOR COMPL ETE $2. 00 
: f a Es 

“a A) Sold everywhere or sent anywhere prepaid upon receipt baat 
4 of price. Write for our intere Cie ae oklet. : ; 

ak Gem Cutlery ae 44 Reade St, New York / 

- o 
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LYMAN’S 

PATENT RIFLE AND SHOTGUN 

SIGHTS 

THE AMERICAN | 
PEDOMETER | 

WILL TELL YOU CARRIED LIKE 
ATCH.- 

100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 
1) Mile Pedometer $100 STEPOF WEARER 

rifle is here illustrated Numbers on dia! represent miles. Hand points 
Send for our new com E out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
plete catalogue of 96 |. | pone nickel If you. play golf onan, eile 
ages, illustrating our full | ={ for business or pleasure in search of health or & 
line of sights for target ||| 7ecreation the WALKING I$ MADE DOUBLY INTER- /1 

ee fae ‘A 5 ; ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
and hunting rifles. 4 dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully & 

_) guaranteed. Write for booklet & 

L| THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CO. | 
The Lyman Gun Sight Corporation, |@ 61 MALLEY BUILDINC, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

No 6. 

An excellent combina- 
tion of sights fora hunting 

Middlefield, Connecticut. U.S.A. Canadian sellin Agents,E & 4. Gunther Co., Toronto 

SPEGIAE OFFER 
EIGHTEEN MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Good until March {tst, 1905 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is a magazine that undoubtedly proves 
itself a welcome visitor from month to month, being the only publication in America 
devoted exclusively to Hunting, Fishing and Trap-Shooting in Canada. 

Supscription price to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is One Dollar per 
annum, but as an inducement for you to subscribe before March, 1905, we will send you our 

Magazine from March, i905, to September, 1906, (eighteen months) for One Dollar, 

This is an offer that no live sportsman should ignore. 

Don't wait until tomorrow before sending in your order. Between now and 
tomorrow many things may occur that will make you forget the offer, 
which is good only until March, 1905. 

If you already a subscriber show this to a sportman friend of yours. 

Address:—Subscription Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 414 Huron Street, Toronto 
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Small Profits -—Quick Sales. 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

[Hesweeee scents Quality A Flies 

306. Regular price, coven. Quality2B Flies 
GOc. kesiiar price, sycens Quality € Flies 
60c For an assorted dozen 

Regular price, 84 cents. Bass Flies 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 
Fly Rods Bait Rods 

10 feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents g feet, 8 ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

ie oF. H. AlTFRE ee! 
523 Broadway, New York City. 

Catalogues of any of the above goods free on application. 

Out Door Life Lectures 
Canoeing, Camping, Fishing, Shooting, 
Snow Shoeing, Skiing, Tobogganing, 

and other Winter Sports. 

Mr. L. O. Armstrong, of Montreal, qualified by thirty years’ experience 
of life in the woods, on the prairies, and in the Rockies, gives illustrated 
lectures on the above subjects to Clubs, Schools, and Societies of all kinds. 

“Tt is an appeal, as eloquent as intelligent, to all Americans to prac- 
tice that pleasantest kind of physical culture, viz., the canoe, camp and 
woodcrafts, with all their connected pleasures.’’ 

‘Romantic and thrilling. The Lecturer was a thorough master. He 
had a theme, a message to carry to the audience and it came with all the 
freshness and invigorating qualities of the breeze from the ocean in the 
sultry heat of a yreat city. As entertaining and fascinating an illustrated 

lecture as has been heard at Chautauqua in several seasons.’’ ‘The 
Chautauqua, N. Y., Assembly Herald. 

REE RSTRAREORRERCMRS RR 
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The Ideal Beverage 

(20) (9) 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

oao 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

OFOO 

ASK FOR 

¢ ; 15 

(LONDON) 

Hotel Belleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New York. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent 
and transieut 
guests. 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.”” Can otter few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 

One Room, with bath.................. $2.50 per day 
Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and $7 per day 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. 
Write for our magazine, ‘The Hotel P=‘le- 

claire World.” 

MILTON ROBLEE, Propric<o-. 

y 

ij Yims An, Waly tf 
77 PHN \\\1)) 

SELL 4} | 

| 
} 

ele ; 
ty) Developing 

Printing 

KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES 
give better results, more 
convenient, and no dark 

room required. 

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING 

WM. F. J. HART, 
561 St. James Street, Montreal, Quebec 

(Opposite G. T. R. Depot) 

MARBLE’S 
Revolver 
Rod @ 

AY 

This handy little tool has our patented steel swivel 
and a hollow nickeled handle. For 7”, or 5%” and 
under; choice of ends, $1.00 postpaid. 

Marble’s Rifle Cleaner 
(Garrison Patent ) 

The brass guaze washers on the SPIRAL spring 
steel wire follow the twist and rapidly remove every bit 
of burned smokeless powder or lead. Guaranteed not 
to harm any rifle and will last a man a-lifetime. Price 
50 cents postpaid. State caliber. Send for catalogue 
of extra quality specialties. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CQ., 
DEPT. U. GLADSTONE, MICH. 
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i Ribbed Longitudin= 
& iy and Disgonaly. 

Seen pment are pais ED 

The ‘‘KING”’ is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it folds'in a 
small package to che k as baggage or carrv by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere ‘The orfly patented canvas 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St.. Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

HOTEL VICTORIA 
‘Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 

HOTEL ALBERT 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University 

Place and Ith Street, New York, N.Y. 
A moderate priced hotel of 309 rooms ranging from 

one dollar per day upwards Location central yet 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. 

L. FRENKEL, Proprietor. 

IN CANADA 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

OG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

S VCR aoe Ss: 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York. 

U.S. A. 

CLEAR VIEW 
Acetylene Search Light 

for Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
and penetrating fog &c. 

Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

No. 4, List $100.00. 
If you don't know what gun to buy order an Ithaca and a gun of any other make, compare them, and 

if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. N.B.—-The Ithaca Sticks. 

Send for Art Calalog and Special Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N.Y. 
SO ne NE 
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"piaieaphic = 
EASY TO WEAR 
| HUNTINGBOOTS 

are the first essential in every Sportsman’s 

outfit. The Witch-Elk line of Sporting 

and Hunting Boots are acknowledged to 

be the BEST for comfort, durability and 

style. Ask your dealer about them, or 

write us for free catalogue. 

! WITCHELL SONS & CO., 
Limited, 

DETROIT, MICH. 

Manufacturers of Hunting Boots for Ladies and Gentle 
men (all heights), Foot Ball, Base Ball, Bowling, 
Beycle, Golf, Tenms, Yachting. Gymnasium, 
Sprinting, Jumping, Vaulting, Heckey, Skating 
and Foot Ball Shoes. ! 

XM ee et —~——— 

SSS SS SSS OSS SSS —S —— SSS 

Orlan Clyde Cullen, c.£.,LLM. | EASTERN GUN WORKS 
Counsellor at Law U.S. Supreme Court. : ‘ 

Registered Attorney U. S. Patent Office. We have just received from England 

U.S et oe a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 

.S. and Foreign Patents, Caveats, | high grade guns. Our work is done by 
‘Trade Marks and Copyrights. an expert and guaranteed. 

Military and Naval Inventions a Specialty. WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. 

Address Box 264, Station G., 
Washington, D,C , Gun Shop and Model Shop. ; ALEX. JOHNSTON, 

Warren White, Sulphur Springs, Totten, P.O., Virginia. 494 Eastern Avenue, foronto 

° Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, tsor'Fisnise tate Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 

Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 

Renowned ‘‘ Combination Keel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manvfacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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a she she afe afe afr fe oft ofe afe afe afer afr ofe ofe ate of afr ofe ae 

Is acknowledged 
by connoisseurs to 
be the highest 
grade roc. cigar in 

. a 

tes 

HARRIS,  # 
HARKNESS &CO., += 
MAKERS, MONTREAL. > 

Ops oF ops of ope ahs ops ahs ahs ohs Ofs Ps fe af ahs ahs fe dfs KV 

The Greatest Event 
IN: 19024 

THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 
Was won with 

‘NAL Lime 
During this Meeting ‘“INFALLIBLE”’ also won 

High General Average while 

(SCH LT 
won the 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAPS 
and 

eke. 
CONSOLATION HANDICAP 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
OO TL TA ae TS EG ae TTT 

she she oft afe ofr ofr afe ate obe age ebe ate ols 
x 
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ADVERTISING 

UN IN CANADA 

Reels 

515 

America 

BRAIXS Take-Down 
Bali-Bearing 

ig aD t pea Pivot- Bearing 
menand women trained foradvertising 
work. Advertisement writers receive 
good salaries. You can begin at $25 
weekly. The I. C. S. course in Ad- 
vertising is the best and will fit you 
for a first-class position. 

Send for Advertising Booklet 

International Correspon. 
Schools, Box 1342 

Scranton, Pa. 

BALL-BEARING, ‘hard- 
| ened steel click mechanism. JEWEL-BEARING, 

spiral gears. ALUMINUM and GERMAN SILVER, 
micrometer drag. LEVEL-WINDER, Ball-Bearing, 
automatic throw-out. AMERICA-MEEK, hand-made 
best grade. Any size, any bearing. All reels TAKE- 
DOWN. Write for prices. 

America Co. 
672 RACE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Improved 1905 Models. 

SET AMT ETE eee eee eee eee eee 
= 

ECC COC ec 1 MET SUE eee 

The New Vermifuge and 
Conditioner for Dogs 

CHAMBER’S 
““CASTRIQUE”’ 

Does not distress the 

animal. No starving 

required. Produces 

healthy skin and 

FOR SMOKERS’ THROAT 
TEC tieie 

nnn 

TET On ee | 

CUCU en 

SUCICATATCCCUCECTEat 

l= 

UOTE Pm 
ali Eun glossy coat. Enables 

= ae you to rear the most 
[| |easraLLes = 3 delicate puppy or 

J | (VANS) : z kitten. 

FOR VOCALISTS|| = = SEND FOR COPIES OF 
zt a AND PUBUG SHEAMERS | f 2 = TESTIMONIALS 

—= 2s PRIGE 50c, AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE 
EVANS’ ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES= = EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 

FROM ALL DRUGGISTS = = 

EVANS AND. SONS. “LIMITED saver? ee ee 
= Montreal, Toronto and New Yi = z Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. S. 

= SSyevevucvyv4oyyvsevnceeeuuuuevgsvesnegUunveeneee44sceredoveaenoeneeeeerornengenrnnya(4cd4448 MSSEERUYCsenepeyy: seven St Mt MTT smu smilie E 

- aa MLL DHOOUOUEO00 000 eee HAH rea eaaeenesuaaa ese eoean ney HAG UU EEUUUO LOSES NUOUUEDEREURUUUE EEN ypapeetea est eneeet STIBITTTTANTTUNBUITTTTTTITIGIDITA REAR 

IN. BUFFALO 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

High-Grade, 
Fire-proof 

Modern Construction, 
throughout. European 

plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

George Duchscherer,Proprietor. 
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Can You Shave? 
Rub a little ‘3 in One’”’ 

on your razor strop till 
leather becomes soft and 

+ then strop. The razor cuts 
~ 5 times as easy and clean; 

holds the edge longer..‘‘A 
Every : Di Razor Saver for 

=” * Shaver” which gives the 
~ scientific reasons, and a 
y> generous trial bottle sent 

. free. Write to-day. 
G. W. COLE CO. 
129 Washington Life Bldg, 

New York. ’ 

WAYNE HOTEL 
AND PAVILION 

DETROIT, : MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Onlv first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river :: —:: 

European Lami msie toss, 

American Plan, $2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, - Proprietor’ 

We can 
teach you 
how. 

Mounting a 
Wild-Cat, 

We can teach you to 
Heads, etc., true to life, in your own home during 

mount Birds, Animals, 

your spare time Easily and quickly learned. More 
fascinating than the camera, more profitable than 
any other recreation. 

The Shooting Season is Now Open. You will 
secure some fine specimens. | Why not give thrma 
place in your home, den or office ? Why not make 
vour gun pay its own expense, and more? Be Your 

Own Taxidermist. Here is an opportunity vou 
have long wait-d for. Join our School for Sport- 

men by Sportsmen and double your interest in 
sports. Endorsed by all leading magazines, and 

sportsmen. Thousands of delighted students. Ex- 

pert instructors, standard methods, reasonable 
tuition. Our new illustrated catalog now ready. It 

will interest you. Sent Free on request, ask to-day. 

The N. W. School of Taxidermy, Inc. 

Suite Bank, Omaha, Neb. 

We Mount Specimens RIGHT at RIGHT Prices 

10, Com. National 

GUN IN CANADA 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

2 3-4 Inch 

19 / 6 

This reel is made from our new metal. 
It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 

does and it is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch:‘‘Triumph’’ Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (5% in. )be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with largedrum 
for winding in quickly. 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 

=0 

DuPont Smokeless ¢ 

Again the Champion 

DuPont Smokeless 

Won the Professional and Am- 

¢ 
¢ 
¢ 
. 
¢ 
r 

ateur Championships for 1904 

| 
¢ ( 

Mr, Fred Gilbert, High Professional 

Mr. John W. Garrett, High Amateur 

Why Don’t you shoot 

DuPont Smokeless? 

OSB 2329 3 23BZOB3 3 3B3B 33 ASE 35 SBOE HESfHHE]HH HO SDS 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. Deer, black bass, and trout. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. 

TIMISKAMING 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike and dore. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. . 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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THERE IS MONEY 
IN TRAPPING FUR 

If you are properly equipped Established I 855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 
The Newhouse Trap 2 LUDGATE cIRCUS 
Is necessary. It costs more and earns more than | Opposite Cook’s Tourists’ Office) LONDON ENG 

any other. < z 

Absolutely Guaranteed. Illustrated catalogue on 
application. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont. 
~ ——— ee —_ Ce centennial 

SS @ 222322322323 222 ©3333 333 HE3 8393932 
| 
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6 

& SON 
29 Gracechurch St. London, E. C. . 

¢ 
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§ 
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¢ Hammerless Ejector { ¢ Hammerless 
Pe a ¢ Guns, $105 ‘ Guns, $60 
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“DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A Litttet Goop ADVICE: 
Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited 
Manufacturers, MONTREAL 
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oS, 

SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS 
») ) 
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Premiums for Sportsmen 
A 4x 5 CENTURY CAMERA, 

Manufactured by Century Camera Co., 
Rochester, N. Y. Model 21. In- 

cluding a Double Plate Holder and 

Sole Leather Carrying Case. Listed 

at $16, for Twenty Yearly Subscrib-° 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A CLIVE ILLUMINATED CLOCK, 
Manufactured by the Electric Con- 
tract Co., New York, valued at $4.50, 

for 6 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A SPLENDID JEWEL BEARING 

FISHING REEL, 

Mfrd. 'by A. W. Bishop «& Son, 

Racine, Wis. With Patent tndepend- 

ent Hinding Device attached, valued 

at $6, for 9 Yearly Subscribers to 

ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BRISTOL STEEL FISHING ROD, 

Manufactured by Horton Mfg. Co., 

Bristol, Conn. Listed at $3.50, with 

Polished Maple Handle, for 4 Yearly 
Subscribers to ROD AND GUN in 

Canada. You are invited to send to 

the Horton Mfg. Co. for their latest 

catalogue describing their various 

Celebrated Bristol Fishing Rods. If 

you find described any special one 

(higher or lower priced than the one 

mentioned here) that you would like 

to own, please advise and we will 

gladly advise number of subscribers 

necessary to _ secure in order to ob- 

tain desired ROD. 

YOUR CHPICE OF 

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER, 

A PERFECT GUN CLEANER, 

A HOOK SHIELD, 

A LIGHTNING FISH SCALER, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 

ada. 

A MARSHALL SANITARY MATTRESS, 
Manufactured by the marshall Sani- 

tary Matress Co., Limited, Toronto, 

size 4 feet 6 inches wide, will be sent 

upon receipt of forty new subscrib- 

ers. This mattress is sold at $25 ; 

or a attress, 4 feet wide, valued at 

$23, will be sent upon receipt of 
thirty-eight new subscribers ; or a 

Mattress 3 feet 6 inches wide, valued 

at $21, sent upon receipt of thirty- 

five new subscribers ; or a Mattress 

3 feet wide, valued at $19.50, sent 

upon receipt of thirty-two new  sub- 

scribers. All mattresses 6} feet 2 

inches long. 

VAN HORNE CIGARS. 

Send us Five New Subscriptions and 

we will send you a Box of 50 of the 

celebrated Van Horne Cigars, manu- 

factured by Harris, Harkness & Co., 

of Montreal—or upon receipt of Three 

Subscriptions we will send you a box 

of 25 of these Excellent Cigars. 

A KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT, 
Mird. ‘by King Folding Canvas 
Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Lis- 

ed at $38, for 30 Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BERLINER GRAMOPHONE, 
Manufactured by Berliner Gramo- 

phone Co., Montreal. Listed at $17, 
for 25 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A GUN CABINET, 
Mird. by G. S. Hudson & Son, 

Ellisburg, N. Y. Listed at $12, for 

15 Yearly subscribers to ROD AND 

GUN in Canada. 

We are also offering, Whitley Exercisers, 

Punching Bags, Guns, Revolvers, etc., etc., 

as premiums for sportsmen getting us up 

clubs of subscribers. Sample copies of 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for canvass- 

ing purposes sent upon application. 

Address : Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toronto. 
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Le 
Westley Richards & 6o., 

Gun and Rifle Manufacturers 
Beg to draw the attention of sportsmen to their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks 

“TT STANDS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF; THE HIGHEST EXPONENT OF INTEL- 
LECT, INGENUITY AND ENTERPRISE.’—From a writer in the Ame-ican Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammerless ejector gun is equipped with hand-detachable locks and 
reliable one-trigger mechanism. The locks of thes se guns can be INSTANTLY removed without taking 
out a single screw Or pin. Duplicate locks can be ordered with any gun. The advantage ofa duplicate 
set of locks, which can be insertedin ten seconds. will be appreciated by sportsmen attending large 
tournaments or starting on hunting expeditions. There are no screw or pin heads on the side of the gun 
to mar its appearance and finish. 

THE ONE TRIGGER 
The action of this mechanism 

is independent ofrecoil,and is not 
afractionalone. Itis guaran- 
teed neither to double dis- 
charge nor hang when firing 
the second barrel. It is ab The Detachable Lock 
solutely free from the defects 
and the objectionable features which generally characterize other The One-Trigger Mechanism. 

Note its strength andsimplicity systems. It has two pulls—not three. It can be fired as quickly 
or asslowly as the sportsman desires. By its perfect selective 

action a sportsman can fire right, left, left, ight, or as many rights 
It always acts the same, 

phe WESTLEY RICHARDS “ONE-TRIGGER” GUN 

first or lefts first as may be desired 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

SOME ADVANTAGES OF OUR ONE TRIGGER: 
1) You maintain the same firm. steady erip for both barrels. The relaxation of the grip 

necessary in double triggers preparatory tofiring the second barrel, is fatal toa quick, double shot. It 

is difficult to explain the immense advantage of not relaxing toone who has never used a single trigger. 

(2) Your stock is thesame le: gth for both barrels, and you can be fitted absolutely. To 

say you can be perfectly fitted where there are two tn RES, one nearly an inch ahead of the other, is 

about as reasonable as to say a number 8 hat fits you just as we ll as a number 7. 

(2) You can use heavy, fur-lined gloves jn cold weatlior, and manipulate OUR trigger as well 

as with your bare hands. Shooting in cold w eather without warm gloves is barbarous—you might as 

well go barefooted. : 
(4) You never get a double discharge, ss you do in double trigger guns when the finger slips from 

the front trigger and trikes the rear one as the gun rebounds. 

<) The fingers are never cut or bruised by contact with the trigger guard or front trigger as 
’ 

in recoils. 
The amount of release necessary before pulling to fire the second barrel is o slight it is al- 

most imperceptible. Thisis one of the most important and desirable features of our mechanism. 

Many sportsmen find any release in excess of one- sixteenth of an inch fatal to quick, snappy work. 

Order one of these guns now and BE FIPTEEN YEARS AHEAD OP THE TIMES. 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the Co.’s Factory, Bournbrook, Birmingham,England 



UNDERWEAR 
in all weights and sizes 

GLOVES, MITTS, TUQUES, 
SASHES, OVERSTOCKINGS and 

SWEATERS For ALL 

SNOW SPORTS 

TRAVELLING RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece oH aa 
tn Se SLEEPING BAGS and FUOT BAGS ~ 3 SB a i= 3 

for Camping and Sleeping. te P gl 

OMPANY 
IMITED DR. JAEGER’S #MIAN SYSTEM €?s 

Montreal 2206 St. Catharine Street, 

PS ee ee SE 



The wide-spread popularity of STEVENS RIFLES, PISTOLS and SHOTGUNS, 
emphasizes the degree of perfection embodied in our sterling make You will find arms 
branded ‘STEVENS’ at all Rifle ranges and wherever there is Hunting. 

“EES: Ay STEVENS: 
Is equivalent to saying GUARANTEED FOR QUALITY and famous for all essential firearm 
properties. 

OUR LINE 

Rifles, from $3.00 to $150 
Pistols, from 2.50 to 50 
Shotguns, from 7.50 to 35 

Don't fail to send for illustrated cat- 
alog. Itisa book of ready reference, 
and appeals to everyone interested in 

let us know and will ship direct upon || the grand sport of shooting. Mailed for 
receipt of price. | four cents in stamps to pay postage. 

Ask your dealer and insist on the | 

| | Stevens. If you cannot obtain then, 

| 
| 

} 

Hit the Mark with our Rifle puzzle ! This clever novelty will be mailed free upon request 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. 
‘365 MAIN STREET. 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. U.S.A. 



Single Copies, 10c. MARCH, 1905 $1.00 a year 
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Mount Robson 
Yellow Head Pass, British Columbia. 

A MAGAZINE 
OF CANADIAN SPORT 
‘AND EXPLORATION 



REPEATING RIFLES FOR HUNTING. 
Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 

That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 
present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
ment in gunmaking. 
the nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; 
are made in all calibers, styles and weights. 
all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish aud Game Buildings. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CoO., 

18 ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

Want a Canoe ? 
Send us Sixty-two 
Subscribers to 

Rod and Gun in Canada 

and we will have the Peterboro Canoe 

Co., of Peterboro, Ontario, send you a 

16-foot Varnished Canoe, 

listed at $37. The models of the Peter- 

boro Canoe Co.are known for their beauty 

and grace; for light work; for speed, ete. 

This is certainly a Premium worth work 
For further particulars address 

Jasswood 

ing for 

Premium Department, 

AND GUN IN CANADA 

114 Huron St., Toronto 

RD) 

Examine carefully our Premium Department 

Whatever your preferences may be, some one of | 
for they 

Use Winchester guns for 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

TROPHIES 
For 

Curling, 
Shooting 
Hockey 
and every 

branch of 

Sport. 

WRITE 
for 

SKETCHES. 

As well 

as a full 
Jewelry 
Line 

Carried 

at prices 

15 per 

Cent 

lower 

than the 

regular 
shops. 

Jas. D. Bailey, Jewelry Parlors 
75 Yonge St., 

Toronto 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
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Algonquin, - - St. Andrews, N. B. 

Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, P:O., 

Piace Viger, ~ 7 - Montreal P- ©:, 

Banff Springs, — - - Banff, N. W. T., 

Lake Louise Chalet, 

SI w — 

er LAKE LOUISE 
atin 

Laggan, N. W. T., 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers or to any of the company’s agents. 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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Bear in the Big Bend of the Columbia River. 
By F. B. HUSSEY. 

It was on the morning of the eighteenth 

of May that Mr. James I. Brewster of 

Banff, one of the firm of Brewster Bros., 

the well known guides, and I leit 

Banff for a bear hunt that we had planned 

last summer. We went West as far as 

Golden, where we busied ourselves buying 

supplies and getting the hundred and one 

things necessary for a successful trip. Here 
too we met C. P. Price, more commonly 

known as ‘‘Kid’’, the veteran hunter 

and trapper, who was to be one of the par- 

ty, and next day went on to Beaver where 

we were to leave the rail-road. The sixty 

mile trip down the river was uneventful 

but not uninteresting, as neither Jim nor I 

had made the trip by water before, altho’ 

we had been thro’ by pack train. At the 
end of the run we found a good camping 

place and established a permanent camp. 

All this of course took time, and it was 

not until half past nine of the morning of 

the twenty-sixth that we started with our 

packs on our backs to look around the 

heads of the side streams, and to see if by 

any possible chance we could find bear. The 
day previous Jim and I! had taken a load 

of grub to the first summit, so we followed 

our tracks as far as our cache where we 

had lunch—all of us being rather glad of an 

excuse to sit down and rest; adding this 

to our packs we started down a slide to- 

ward a small river. The slide turned out 

to be steep and very brushy, in fact quite 

a credit to even British Columbia, and in 

the end our ‘‘climb down’’ degenerated in- 

to almost a ‘‘fall down.’’ However in the 

course of time we reached the river which 

we crossed on one of the snow bridges, 

and after going up stream for another 

quarter of a mile decided to camp which 

we did about 5.30, having a grand total of 
about four miles to our credit.: After sup- 

per Kid and I went up theriver for half 

a mile to see what we could see. All we 
could discover was tracks, so came back - 

about dark to beds made on piles of rocks 

of assorted sizes, but before they had time 

to wear holes we were as sound asleep as 

though we were lying in the softest of 
beds. 

The following is a copy of the diary 

which I kept during the trip:— 

May. 27th.—Wonder of wonders!! We 

got up at the crack of dawn, had _ break- 

fast and hit the trail at five o’elock., This 
indiscretion must be blamed on ‘‘Kid’’ as 

Jim and I were never known to do such a 

thing before. At any rate after scrambling 

through brush and snow for about a mile 

and a half we struck some gravel flats, 

and going up' them for another two miles 

decided as the country looked good to 
make a semi-permanent camp. We had 

another meal then—nine o’clock—and leav- 
ing Kid to fix up camp, Jim and I went 

on up the flats. It was now that we be 

gan our wading education which was to 

continue during the rest of our stay. The 
exercise was a hundred yards over the 
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rocks and snow, then across the river, and 

repeat. After we had gone about five 
miles Jim of the eagle eye saw a black 

bear on one of. the slides.. We sneaked a- 

cross the flats for about two hundred 

yards and prepared for the slaughter. Un- 

fortunately the slaughter did not come ofi 

as planned as I missed two. shots 

and the bear hurried off to tell his 

friends what duffers we were. After 

this. sad experience Jim and I con- 

tinued up the flat for another two miles 

to the glacier at the end. We then turned 

back and headed for home, keeping, it is 

needless to say, on the lookout for game. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

again, and had gone perhaps half a mile 

when we saw a third, this time a grizzly 

near the top of another slide. After about 

half an hour’s climbing we _ reached the 

place where‘he should have heen, but was 

not, so looked at the view for awhile and 

started back. That we were not the only 

ones enjoying the view we soon discovered, 

aS we had not gone more than a couple of 

hundred vards down the hill when we saw 

the bear sitting up, gently fanning himself 

with his paws, and letting his eyes 

wander about over the country. He 

was hardly more than a _ couple of 

hundred yards from us, and I made 

THE 

Evidently the bear I had missed had in- 

spired a desire for adventure in another of 

his. kind, for there was another bear on the 

same slide. We worked our way up until 

within good range of him, and I got ready 
to redeem myself, took good aim and fired, 

but instead of the bear dropping dead he 

started down the slide toward us, half 

running, half rolling. I fired again, as did 

Jim, but with a cheerful and satisfied 

smile he departed into the woods, leaving 

behind him two very mournful and dis- 

gusted people. However, as looking at 

the tracks did us no good we started on 

SHINGLE 

Bear in the 

FLATS. 

siz Bend.” 

up my mind that he was ours, so 

took good aim and fired. The bear doubled 

up like a jaek-knife and started rolling 

down the hill backwards so quickly that 
there was no chance for a second shot. 
When the brush stopped moving. I patted 
myself on the back, as he was a_ big one 

and we went down to get him. We were 
still more cheered by the sight of blood 

where he had gone down the hill. However 

as the prophet saith, ‘pride goeth before 

a fall,’? and although we looked every- 

where for that bear, no bear was to be 

found, and we turned our faces homeward 
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disgusted. It was almost dark and it 

started to rain so we headed for camp on 

the double quick. On arrival there Kid an- 

nounced that there was a caribou on the 

other side of the flats. Having visions of 

fresh meat to help out our scanty grub 

pile we started in pursuit and soon found 

and dispatched it. While we were engaged 

in skinning it a black bear which evident!y 

had a well-trained nose came up to with- 

in a hundred and fifty yards. There was 

not much daylight left, but with good luck 

to help us we managed to score our first 

_ bear, but were obliged to return to camp 

without skinning it. 
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after lunch we all started up the ilat even 
to the dog, which Kid‘took to help him in 

his hunt. We dropped Kid and the dog at 

the big slide while Jim and I went on to 

see if by ‘any chance there were any bear 

about that we had not scared out of the 

valley by yesterday’s shooting. We walked 

and looked, and looked and walked with no 

result except that I discovered that when 
walking on rocks if you keep your eyes on 

the mountain tops you are apt to stub your 

toes. We picked up Kid at the foot of the 

big slide a little after six, who reported 

that while he had found no bear he had 

found a place that scared the dog which 

OUR FIRST BLACK BEAR. 

‘* Bear in the Big Bend.” 

May 28th.—After due consideration Jim 

and I decided that yesterday’s misses were 

due to too early rising, so being in the 
majority later hours were decided upon. In 

pursuance of this policy we did not have 

breakfast this morning until ten o’clock, 

after which Kid and Jim went across the 

flats to bring in the bear we had shot and 

we occupied ourselves until lunch time in 

skinning it. Last night after talking things 

over Kid decided that Jim and I were 

pretty poor trackers and said as much, 

adding that he would go up and find the 

bear which we had wounded, for us. So 

sounded interesting and we thought it 
might bear further investigation. About 

this time I was beginning to feel cold and 

hungry and I hada glorious thought, 

therefore I suggested that two go up: to 

Jook about on the slides some more, while 

the third go back’ to camp to get supper 

ready. Of course the other insisted that I 

go and get supper and as this was whatI 
wanted I did not .make too strenuous ob- 

jection and started down with the dog 

while the other two went back on to the 

slide. Much to my disgust when I got to 

camp I found that there was no wood cut 
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and that the dishes had to be washed as 

we had left in a hurry after lunch. How- 

ever I went to work and about ‘the time I 

was ready to begin cooking the others 

came in. They had found ,no traces of the 

wounded bear, but had seen another, a big 

silver tip which I might have shot had -I 

stayed. I have determined to have no 

more ‘‘glorious thoughts.”’ 

May 29th.—After breakfast, which cere 

mony was held about’ the same hour as 

yesterday, Kid started for the ‘‘village’’ or 

in other words our permanent camp _ to 

bring up some supplies while Jim and I 

exerted ourselves to the extent of washing 

dishes, making bannock and smoking our 

pipes. We had lunch about two and made 

ready to go up the flat. As we were a- 

bout ready to start Jim saw a black bear 

on the slide opposite camp and with 

hearts! beating high with hope, knives 

whetted, and rifles cleaned for the occa- 

sion we went after him. Possibly he had 

watched the preparations for by the time 

we got to the slide he had gone nor had he 

left any message as to which direction he 

had taken. There was nothing left for us 

to do then but to go back to our original 

plan and go up the flats which we did. 

We had a very pleasant. stroll by the riv- 

er and enjoyed the scenery, but saw no 

bear until we started home about seven 

o’clock, when Jim who was in the lead 

saw one on the flat about a mile from us. 

We looked at him through the glass and 

could see that it was a large grizzly. The 

wind at that time was blowing from us to 

him, but we hardly thought he could smell 

us from that distance, so stood still to 

see where he. was going and to decide ona 

plan of campaign. He did not leave us 

long in doubt however, as we had not 

stood still for more than a minute, when 

up went his nose, then up went his heels 

and we saw him disappearing in a cloud of 

gravel and snow as though he had just 

been sent for from some one in deep dis- 

tress. In sorrow we saw him disappear in- 

to the brush and again took up our weary 

way. The day seemed to be one of sudden 

entrances and exits, for hardly had we 

gone another mile when two more bears 

were seen down the flats at about that 

distance travelling, in the same direction 

that we were. Discouraged not at all by 
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our other experiences we _ started after 

them on the run. It was hard going 

through the river and the snow, but when 
we had covered a mile it encouraged us to 

see that we had gained considerably and 

at the end of the second mile we found 
ourselves abreast of them and about three 

hundred yards distant. We were surprised 

to see that there was a grizzly in the lead 

and a black bear following, which led us to 

believe that they were snow-blind. About 

this time they either heard or smelt us and 

turning made for the timber on the south 

side of the ‘valley. I took the grizzly and 

Jim the black and we opened fire. It was 

then the effects of our run began to show, as 

our rifles wobbled about like a ship in a 

heavy sea, and I discovered that my front 

sight had sprouted feathers sometime dur- 

ing the preceding half hour., Though we 

made plenty of noise and gave them a 

pretty bad scare in the end we had the 
pleasure of seeing them fade from view in 
the shades of the primeval forest. As this 

had become the established order of things 

we were not much cast down so after fol- 
lowing the tracks until dark, which was 

not long in coming, we went back to camp 

with a good appetite for supper. 

May 30th.—This morning after breakfast 

we rested from our labors of yesterday 

and discussed pro and con the question as 

to whether or not we were hoodooed. We 
finally decided that we were and so we 

set about seeking a remedy. After a great 
consumption of brain tissue we came to 
the conclusion that it needed the bear or 

part of a bear to break it, and went out 

to the carcass of the one we had shot. A- 

round this I walked three times and after 

swearing once feebly and,twice forcibly we 

declared the hoodoo broken. After such un- 

wonted exertion we again felt hungry, so 

had lunch and according to custom took 

our way up the flat about four o’clock to 

see of what avail our incantations would 

prove. We had only gone half a mile or so 
from camp when we _ saw a good sized 

black bear on one of the slides and imme- 

diately started in pursuit. As it happened 

before by the time we got there no bear 

was to be seen and we moved on. I was 

meditating on some new way of breaking 

the hoodoo, and at the same time trying 

to keep the ‘brush out of my eyes, when 
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another bear, also black, hove in sight on 

the next slide. After some twenty min- 

utes spent in playing ‘‘now you see him, 

now you don’t’? we got a good sight of 
him in an opening, headed up the slide, and 

about three hundred yards away I fired 
twice, shooting over him both times with 

the result that he started on the run down 

and across the hill. While I was reloading 

Jim took a couple of shots which served 

to keep him going. Our third shots fired 
almost together struck him just as he had 

assumed a graceful attitude while crossing 

a log and down he went. It was about 

four hundred yards from where he first 

stood to where he fell and on the way ov- 

er there was some discussion as to who 
had hit him. All argument was ended 

however when we reached him and found 

that we had both hit him, the bullets 

striking within four inches of each other. 

After skinning him we went back to camp 

with the feelings. in our hearts that the 

hoodoo had been broken for all time. 

May 3lst. — The morning rest having 

proved so beneficial yesterday we decided 

to make it so far as possible a, habit, and 

in accordance with this decision, baked, 

smoked and loafed all morning. About 1.30 

Kid came in with some more. grub, so 
we celebrated by having lunch, which was 

served in a style fitting the return of the 

prodigal, after which Jim and I started 

according to custom up the flats. Luck was 

with us, aS we saw a large cinnamon on 

one of the upper Slides, which we shot 

without difficulty as we got within close 

range. After skinning it we returned to 

camp without seeing anything else. 

June ist.—Engrossed in following the 

adventures of ‘‘The Three Musketeers’’ the 

morning passed very pleasantly, and after 

doing justice to lunch about four o’clock 

I had filled my pipe and settled down to 

enjoy it, when Jim discovered a black bear 

on the slide opposite camp. Some discus- 

sion arose then as to whether or no ‘‘Lit- 

tle Clarence,’’ for so we named him on 

sight, would wait for us to finish our 
pipes. We were afraid that he wouldn’t so 

with many sighs we put them aside and 

took up our guns. There was a little lake 

at the foot of the slides and a marsh be- 
tween that and the river. Our plan was 

to cross this marsh under the cover of 
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some small trees and shoot across the 
lake. The manoeuvre was executed in a 

masterly fashion, and we reached the edge 

of the lake without being discovered by the 
bear, which was’ in some thick brush 

lunching off the carcass of the caribou we 

had killed the first day. It was too thick 

to get a good shot at him so we sat down 

to wait until such time as he should see 
fit to move out into the open. After about 

ten minutes waiting we began to get impa- 

tient as the water was up to our waists 

and rather cold, but as we were talking 
over the advisability of stirring him up 

and taking chances he moved out, giving 

me a nice shot at about one hundred and 

twenty-five yards. I fired and he started 
on the run, so fired again but missed him. 

He did not go far, however, not more than 

fifty yards, as the first shot was fatal. Af- 

ter signalling to Kid to come and help 

us Skin we finished our _ interrupted 

smoke. When Kid arrived on the scene we 

went to work and skinned the bear care- 

fully, which took up so much time that 

thinking it hardly worth while to go up 

the flats that evening we returned to 

camp. 

this 

morning, so feeling rather energetic my- 

self, Kid and I started out to do a little 
exploring and to find out if possible where 

the bear went when he left the valley. We 

went up to the foot of the glacier and 

made up our minds to go up over it and 

see what was on the other side. We were 

strengthened in this decision by finding a 

grizzly track that pointed in that  direc- 

tion. We went up the west side until we 

could see the end of the valley and found 

the glacier to be about eight or ten miles 

long heading on some very high moun- 

tains. There was no outlet to the valley 

other than the one through which we en- 

tered it. Although there were a few slides 

on either side I had by this time a sneak- 

ing idea in my own mind that there were 

no bear there. I communicated the same 

to Kid, but he thought differently, so bow- 

ing to the weight of superior knowledge 

we continued. We _ crossed the glacier, 

which at this point was about a mile wide 

and sat on a little hump of stones for a 

while, while I ate my lunch, after which 

we started back on the east side. It was 

June 2nd.—Jim was not very well 
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not long before we began to get into dif 
ficulties, so recrossed and came down into 

the valley on the same side that we had 

gone up. We put in a couple of hours on 

the flats, watching the slides, but without 

result and got back to camp about dark, 

convinced that we had at least found out 

where the bears were not. 

June 3rd.—Kid, chief of the commissary 

department, started this morning on his 

second trip to the lower camp for the sake 

of replenishing the larder, while Jim and 

I went through the usual routine. of morn- 
ing in camp. It was after lunch about 

three o’clock when we decided to take the 

glasses and the dog and walk over to the 
river to see if by any chance we could find 

a bear feeding off the caribou. Rifles were 

considered unnecessary. We had gone a- 

bout half way when we saw a spot on the 

slide that neither of us so far as we 

could remember had a speaking acquaint- 

ance with, and which we soon made out to 

be a bear on its way down. Back we went 

to camp on the double quick, got our rifles 

and waited to make sure just what the 

bear was going to do. It was easy to; see 

through the glass that it was a silver tip 

and his intentions seemed to be to feed 

off the carcass. When we had made sure 

of its intentions we sallied forth to do or 

die and after crossing the river at the up- 

per ford and fighting our way through the 

brush we came to the marsh which I have 

already mentioned. Here again we display- 

ed sagacity and keenness of perception 

most remarkable for men of our years. 

The crossing of the swamp and the ap- 

proach on the bear were most decidedly 

artistic efforts and I am constrained to 

say that it is my own belief that not the 

finest stage-Indian that ever scouted 

through the wings could have done bet- 

ter. Finally we found ourselves on one 

Side of the lake about twenty feet from the 

water, that is open water ; there was plen- 

ty of the other kind where we were and I 

was sitting in it while the bear was on the 

_ opposite side at the water’s edge feeding 

on the carcass which was afloat, the dis- 

tance between us being about a hundred 

and thirty yards. I waited until a good 

chance offered and fired. What was our 

surprise when instead of jumping up and 

trying to run the bear merely raised its 
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head and looked at us in a disdainful way 
and dived head first into the lake. A few 
bubbles came up and all was again quiet. 

He did not come up. We went around as 

quickly as possible to the scene of the tra- 

gedy,but no signs of the bear could we see 
except that the water usually clear was 

now Clouded by the dirt stirred up from 

the bottom. Thinking we could fish him 
out if we could find him, Jim procured a 

long pole and started to prod around on 

the bottom. We found that the bottom 

sloped away very abruptly and that the 

water was aS much as_ ten feet deep a 

short distance from shore. After some time 
spent in poking about we struck something 
that felt soft, and as we thought it might 

be the bear, after some fruitless fishing 

and much discussion, I decided to try a 

swim for it. Accordingly I stepped in— 

and how suddenly and deeply I regretted 
that proposal of mine! The water was.so 

cold that my toes stood straight up and 

my knees squeaked like rusty hinges. How- 

ever I pushed off and swam out to what 

we had struck with the pole. I knew. that 

I was supposed to go down and see if the 

bear was there, but I could not see how it 

was to be done, as the water was so cold 

that, I could not hold my breath for more 

than ten seconds at a time. I made one 

attempt without result, and went ashore 

to warm up. On the second try I did man- 

age to put my feet on the bear, but came 

out and dressed without doing more. Jim 
then went back to camp for an axe and on 

his return we built a raft, that is Jim 

built a raft, while I assisted by giving him 
my Valuable advice. It was almost dark © 

when our ‘‘million dollar steam yacht’’ 

was completed, and so after tying it up to 

a bush ‘beside the bear’s resting place we 

went back to camp to supper and passed 

the evening trying to think of some way 

by which the bear might ‘be raised. 

June 4th.—Night brought us no new ideas 

in regard to implements for raising bears 

from the bottoms of lakes, so after break- 

fast we went back to see if we could draw 

any inspiration from looking at the scene 

of yesterday’s encounter. The water had 

cleated during the‘night and I found that 
by kneeling off the raft and shading my 
eyes with my hat I could dimly make out 

an outline of a bear on the bottom. We 
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then cut another long pole and tried to 

pry him up, but found that instead o! the 

bear moving, the raft moved so that we 
were obliged to abandon that idea. We 

then cut a long pole with a fork at the 

end and after sticking it through a _ run- 

ning noose tried to catch one of the paws. 

This method also had to be abandoned as 

the- only result achieved was to stir up 

the mud again. We seemed to be stuck 

and I was afraid that that bear too would 

have to be numbered with the lost. There“ 

was however one more way, a way which 

I hesitated to take, but it was the last re- 

sort. So after screwing up my courage to 

the proper pitch I prepared to go in a- 

gain. This time I took the rope with the 

moose on the end and got on to the raft. 

Jim pushed it out until it was over the 

bear. I stood and thought about it for 

awhile and finally dived. The water was 

cold on top, but the further down I went 

the colder it got, and I had to go to the 

bottom. I got there in the end and put 

the noose over one paw, tightened it, let 

go and almost bounced on to the raft. We 

pulled him up and while I was dressing 

Jim towed him across the lake and hauled 

him out in the sun to dry. The bear him- 

self was as hard and stiff as I and felt 

as though he might have been'frozen fora 
month, and I do not wonder after feeling 

the temperature of the water that  sur- 

rounded him. We went back to camp then 

and found that Kid had just returned 

and was hungry, so we took lunch and aif- 

terwards we all went back to skin the 

bear, the dog as usual going along to sup- 

ervise the operation. This done Kid took 

the skin back to camp, while Jim and I 

took a stroll up the valley. We found 

nothing to get excited over, so we return- 

ed to camp, where supper was waiting for 

us. 
June 5th.—Last night forgetting that to- 

day would be Sunday and therefore a day 

of rest, we all had ideas, Jim and I that 

we would explore the gulch just beyond 

the big slide and Kid. that he would take 

the skin of the silver tip down to the 

permanent camp and there stretch it. In 

accordance with these ideas, Kid, the day- 

light fiend, hauled us out of bed and made . 

us eat breakfast albout 5.30, a fact which 

was in itself a sini considering the day. 
Then as though this were not enough, he... 

: water. 
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added insult to injury by deciding after 

all not to go to the lake. After breakfast 

we stretched the skin on a frame at the 

back of the camp, and as it began to rain 

Jim and I also abandoned. our exploring 

idea, and we all settled down to rest a- 

musing ourselves meanwhile by following 

the adventures of the ‘‘Three Musketeers.” 
As we could not all read the same book 

at the same time, we took turns, the two 

unoccupied ones lying around, lying to each 

other and-killing time as best they might. 

Had lunch about one. o’clock and at two 

Jim and I decided to take chances on the 

weather and headed.up the. valley. We had 

gone perhaps a third of:a mile from. camp 

and were. just crossing the.river when we 

saw a good sized grizzly crossing the flat 

about one hundred and fifty or two hun- 

dred yards’ from. us. We.jumped in. behind 

a little cut bank by the river.and waited 

while she, it turned out to be a she, cross- 

ed above us. When she came out I fired, 
hitting too low and only breaking one of 

her front legs. Then the fun began, she 
stopped and faced around trying to locate 
where the shot came from. I fired again 
and knocked her down, but not to stay. 

She made up her mind ‘that the trouble 
came from our direction and as her blood 
was “up she started over to investigate the 
cause. Meanwhile I was reloading and 
both Jim and I were staying pretty close 

under the bank. I fired again and missed, 

but by this time she had changed her mind 

about our direction and seeming to be 

very much disappointed at not finding any- 

thing to fight hit the trail, all the time 

keeping up a can-can that indicated to a 

certain extent what she would do if she 
could only find us. When she gaive me her 

broad side I hit her, but too far back and 

as she was climbing out of the river I hit 
her again, this time behind the shoulder and 
she rolled back into the water and started 

down. Jim ran.down below and wading 

in caught her by the ear on the fly, so to 

speak, and dragged her into the shallow 

. Thinking that the river would car- 
ty her down nearer camp: and so save us 

the trouble, he pushed her in again and we 

followed down the bank’ until he thought 
he saw_a suitable place’ to land her. It 

23 certainly, looked’ all right so he stepped in 
and . immediately’ Started down stream a- 

- oe: 
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head of the bear, keeping his balance, but 

only touching the high places. He got 

to shore finally and a little farther down 

made a second effort which was crowned 

with better success, and he rolled her out 

on a little island. I crossed and we looked 

her over ; without exception she was the 

hardest looking case I had ever seen, as 

she looked as though an ‘‘owl anda wren, 

two larks and a hen’’ had all made their 

nests in her, hair, where she had any. The 

hide was absolutely worthless. We went 

back to camp for more cartridges and re- 

turned with Kid to see what could be done 

with the bear. We found that the only 

things worth saving were the skull and 

toe-nails, so secured. them and as it was 

then raining went back to camp and pass- 

ed the rest of the day as we had begun it, 

resting. 

June 6th.—As the day did not look very 

promising in the morning we kept to our’ 

blankets until late, not having breakfast 
until after eleven o’clock. About 1.30, 

taking a lunch with us, Jim and I started 
up the valley with the intention of having 

another try at exploring the gulch... Kid, 
the weather prophet, had said that it was 

not going to rain any more, but by the time 

that we had come opposite the big slide 

we thought differently and the event proved 

us to be right, as about ten minutes lat- 

er ‘‘the rains descended and _ the floods 

came’’ so we hauled our sheets taut and 

laid our course S. by E. 3 E. for the tall 

timbers. We dropped anchor under a ‘big 

tree and soon had a fire going by the aid 

of which we dried out to some extent and 

later ate our lunch. It stopped raining 

for a few minutes about four o’clock and 

we again went out to theflat to look a- 

round. We started towards camp, but had 

not gone far when Jim saw a bear up in 

the neck of the big slide about eight hun- 

dred feet above the valley and the chase 

was on. It looked for awhile as though we 

were not even going to have a chance to 

scare the bear, as we tried again and a- 

gain in vain to find a place to ford the 

river,which was very high and was rolling 

like the Mississippi. We finally found a 

crossing about three-quarters of a mite 

farther up, headed back te the slide and 

started to climb. The brush was soaking 

and it started to rain again about this 
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time, so that the going was more than 4 

little slippery. However after a half hour’s 

climbing, crawling, falling and sliding we 

reached the top of the slide proper and lo- 

cated our game about five or six hundred 

yards above us in the neck. Up again we 

went at'an angle of about forty-five de 

grees, but the bear evidently expected 

something and started at about the same 

time, climbing when we climbed, and stop- 

ping when we stopped. After a few hun- 

dred yards of this we decided that it was 

not doing us much good to climb, so_ set- 

tled down .behind a stump and cleared for 

action. About this time we saw a second 

bear with the first, which was standing at 

the edge of the brush, about five hundred 

yards from us, enjoying the view. The 

bombardment opened and lasted for about 

five minutes or until we had fired almost 

all our cartridges, but the bear like the 
Australian rats ‘known to fame ‘‘from this 

high and lofty eminence looked down with 

supreme contempt upon the enemy pursu- 

ing.’’ At the close of-the engagement they 

strolled off into the brush and we climbed 
up where they had been to see if by any 

chance there were any dead upon the field. 

This was not the case, so after talking it 

over we decided that we had not wanted 

to kill them anyway as they were only 

yearling grizzlies and if left alone for a 

few years -might grow’ into something 

worth while. After we had convinced our- 

selves of this we coasted down to the flat 
again and got back to camp about dark, 

wet and hungry, as always. 

June 7th.—We had thought of returning 

to the lake today, but when we woke up 

the first time we found it snowing, so re- 

turned to the land of dreams. On the sec- 

ond awakening it was raining and so we 

gave up finally the idea of the trip, turn- 

ed over, heaved sighs of different fervency 

and with clear consciences again dosed off. 

It was noon before we felt ‘‘slept out’’, so 

had breakfast and lunch at the same time, 

and as the wa@ather still looked unpropiti- 

ous we settled down to loaf. Our amuse- 

ment consisted, as before, in following by 

turns, the adventures of ‘‘The Three Musk- 

eteers’’ and playing with the dog. Of 
course the unoccupied, ones kept a pretty 

close watch on the slides opposite camp, 

but no bear took it into his head to show 

» © 
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himself. It cleared up in the evening and 

we decided to pull down the valley the 

next day. 

June 8th.—We had a pretty early break- 

fast, packed up and hit the back trail at 

twenty minutes to nine, keeping on the 

flat to the end, instead of fighting the 

brush a good part of the way as we did 

on the way up. When we left the flat we 

found the brush pretty thick as most of 

the snow in the woods had gone and while 
the Devil’s Clubs took a few falls out of 

us, altogether we made pretty good going 

of it, making our first camp in an hour 

and forty minutes. After a short rest and 

a smoke we started on. Kid, on his form- 

er trips had discovered a' fine new way, so 

he said, by which; we kept the left hand 

side of the river all the way, so in our 

simple; and child-like way we said that we 
would follow wherever he might see fit to 

lead. The first thing we struck was a 

steep point covered with bush, where it 

was impossible to go without the aid of 

both hands and almost impossible to go 

at all, as the brush was so thick that you 

could seldom see more than five feet in 

any direction, and very often could not 

find any place to put your feet unless you 

put them on each other. At first I 

thought I was having a hard time, but 

soon forgot myself in the amazement 

caused by watching Jim who was _ behind 

me, swinging from branch to branch with 

the nest of pots in his mouth, in a way 

that would have brought envy to the heart 
of any trapeze artist. The next half mile 

was pretty fair going, fair going, that is 

for British Columbia. It was on this 

stretch that Kid, wishing, no doubt to en- 

courage me, stepped on a Devil’s' Club a- 

bout ten feet long and four inches in dia- 

meter, and used such judgment that when 

he stepped off it sprang back and caught 

me exactly on the nose. Feeling much 

cheered we negotiated the next point with 

comparative ease, and shortly afterward 

attacked what Kid termed the last hill. 
It began to rain about this time, which 

made the climbing slippery, but thinking 

it would soon be all down hill, no one 

thought of taking a breathing spell. On 

we went through brush ard tree tops, over 

slippery rocks and logs for about an hour. 

Of course in this sort of climbing’ if one 
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makes a sudden slip and is obliged to 
grab anything for support he always picks 

out a Devil’s Club, and the more the  sup- 

port is needed the larger and pricklier the 
Devil’s Club grabbed. As Kid said, it was 
the last hill, in fact it had to be, as when 

we got through with it there was nothing 

any higher that we could see—at least in 

the neighborhood. We coasted down to the 

river again and from there into camp found 

good travelling. The village was reached at 

SS ps mM. and after, having; some- 

thing to eat fixed up camp in anticipation 

of a day’s loaf ,to follow. 

June 9th.—After breakfast Jim was efec- 

ted cook by a majority of one, and Kid 

and I, after I had armed myself with a 

six-Shooter, started across the river to 

prospect and gather the teeth of a bear 

the Indians had killed. The animal in 

question had evidently been long defun:t 

and his odor was something to dream a- 

bout, so we did not tarry longer than 

was absolutely necessary for the dental 

operation. The afternoon was spent in 

loafing physically and working mentally 

aS we wrote up our diaries and read. Just 

after supper Jack Evans appeared and an- 

nounced his intention of going up river, 

which is another ypiece of luck, as he will 

be of great help. 

June 10th.—We went to bed last night 

with the intention of starting up river to- 

day, but this morning found that it was 

blowing too hard to cross the lake, so one 

more block was added to Hell’s pavement, 

if the old proverb is to be believed. The 

day was spent in the same manner as yes- 

terday afternoon. Hope to be able to go 

up river, tomorrow. 

June 11th.—Early this morning the wind 

was still high from the North, but about 

half past eight it began to fall and we 

began to pack up. Got away about 11.30, 

and with the four of us' working, or pre- 
tending to, headed up the lake and toward 

the island on which Lee and Dave, the 

Siwashes, were camped. As we drew near 

the island we saw them leaving, but a 

shot brought them tack <nd we all went 
ashore to have a confab. Jack got hungry 

again ‘about this time, and as it was after 

twelve, we had lunch 'before going on. Six 

‘hours of steady paddling and poling took 

us to an island some five miles below the 
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double eddy and we camped, feeling that 

we had done a pretty good day’s work in 
spite of our late start. 

June 12th.—As there was stiff water a- 

head it was thought best to lighten the 

boat, so after breakfast Jim and I were 

put across the river to hoof it. When we 

got across we found a good deal of water 

in the boat, which had not been there 

when we had gotten in, so of course 

thought there was a leak and the cussing 
began. Kid and Jack took her back to 

the island, hauled her out and made a 

careful examination, but without it result- 

ing in the discovery of any'‘hole, so they 

put her back in the water and tried her a- 

gain. This time Jack found the trouble. 

Kid’s trousers were tucked into his shoe 

tops and in wading into the river to push 

off the boat, the bags filled with water 

which of course emptied when he stepped 

in. Needless to say the leak was_ soon 

stopped and;after loading up we all start- 

ed up stream. Jim and I waited for the 

others where the trail hits the river just 

below the double eddy and then we had 

lunch. Luncheon over we started. Two 

hours brought us all to the landing and 

after unloading and hauling up the boat, 

we made some packs and hit the trail a- 

cross the portage. For several hours prev- 

iously we had been engaged with the skir- 

mish line of the mosquito army and now 

we found ourselves opposed by the main 

body. The fight was waged with great 

fury, the casualities of the enemy being 

many in number. Finally we broke their 

center and fought our way as far as_ the 

upper landing, where we found they were 

so heavily entrenched that we retired in 

good order on our former position. When 

we got back to camp the programme was 

supper, an early bed and as much sleep as 

the mosquitoes would allow. 

June 13th.—Jack, the early riser, hauled 

us out of bed several hours too soon and 

after breakfast we packed up the remain- 

der of our stuff and the enemy still hold- 
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ing their position, again we took up the 
fight, this time with greater success, as 
we carried their position at the up- 

per landing. We made a cache at 

the cabin on the west side of the 
river and then with fear and trembling 
loaded the Peterborough. Jack was sure 

it would not hold the four of us besides 
all the stuff, but we proved him wrong, al- 

though by a small margin, as we only had 
about two inches freeboard. Inches 2nough, 
however, and we paddled as far as Bush 

River before Jack got hungry again and 

we had to stop for lunch. The afternoon 

was spent in just paddling, but with such 

good results that camping time found us 

at eight-mile island, fourteen miles on, our 
Way. 

June 14th.—Jim was sick this morning, 

at least I think he must have been, as he 

caused such a disturbance in camp at 3.30 

that he woke us all up and not content 

with that made us get up and have break- 

fast, after which we again took our pad- 

dles and got under way. Paddling, pol- 

ing and lining, we had made albout six 

miles by nine o’clock and were beginning 
to feel as though we had again reached 
civilization when we had a_ surprise. 

Swinging out to round a sweeper we found 

a bear quietly standing in the river 

watching — us. There was an immediate 

scramble for guns and cartridges, Kid hold- 
ing the canoe still ,with the aid ofa 

brush. The bear disappeared but when 

things had quieted down a little, 

a2 minute or so later, sizing us 

up as harmless he again came out and 

started across the river. This gave me a 

chance and I shot him through the head. 

With some difficulty we dragged him out 

of ,the water and into the brush, and with 

all four of us working, in twenty minutes 

we had him skinned and were ready to 

start again. 

At noon we reached Beaver in time to 

catch the train for Banff. The bear hunt 

Was Over. 
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Canoeing in Canada. 
An Explorer's Experiences. 

Mr. C. M. Wood, of the Kinsey Manufac- 

turing Company, Dayton, Ohio, supplies 

the following interesting notes on his hol- 

idays‘in Canada last year:— 

I believe an ideal trip would be to go 

Irom the ‘‘Soo’’ to Michipicoten by steam- 

boat, and thence by canoe from Michipico- 

ten to Missanabie. It is a beautiful. trip 

-and some of the best trout fishing in Can- 

ada is to be had in its course, particularly 

at a place called Stony Portage between 

Manitiwich and Dog Lake. A party who 

comes from Oil City, Penna., U.S.A., goes 

to the portage every year and he says the 

trout fishing is exceptional. I did not try 

it myself, because the spirit of unrest was 

upon me, and fishing and hunting with me 

are only incidentals in a way. If one cares 

to see something of the northern country 

he can do so by canoeing fifty miles up to 

the head of the Moose River to Bruns- 

wick Post. My guide had been through to 

Moose Factory, and said that the country 

through which we passed from Missanabie 

to Brunswick Post was very.similar to 

that through to Moose Factory. Then re- 
turning to Missanabie take the Canadian 
Pacific Railway to Biscoe or Winnebago 

and take the Mississagua trip. I took the 

first part of that trip, but instead of go- 

ing to Winnebago I went to Chapleau, 

where I procured another guide, and we 

three, in a_ sixteen foot Peterborough, 

with the gunwales not more than an inch 

out of water, started for the ‘‘Soo.’’ Un- 

fortunately a severe cold with pains in my 

chest held me up for a‘day or two during 

which it snowed, although it was the mid- 
dle of September. The thermometer regis- 

tered at seven o’clock in the morning 23 

degrees, or 9 degrees below the freezing 
point. 

The streams between Chapleau and the 

Montreal River are all small and shallow, 

and the men were in the water much of 

the time, sliding the canoe over gravel 

beds. This resulted in puncturing the ca- 
noe in several places and scraping the bot- 

tom to a pulp. I have not my notes with 
me, but according to\my recollection we 

did not have a single sunny day, and I 

8 

think it rained every Way during the trip 

except the last. One other party had gone 

through from Chapleau to Lake Superior 

by way of Montreal River, ‘but according 

to Professor Wilmont, the geologist for 

the Lake Superior Power Co., he was the 

first white man to take the trip from the 

Montreal River down. According to that I 

must have been the second. 

After leaving the Montreal River we 

sometimes found traces of a trail, but 

most of the time we had nothing to fol- 

low, and our only guidance was the map 

and directions. In one instance the map 

was misleading, and we lost ourselves 

east of the course, but we were directed 

properly by the meridian which is cut out 

its full length, making a vista about fif- 

teen feet wide, with mile posts at regular 
intervals. I was anxious to get into the 

country further south where I expected to 

pitch my camp. Consequently I, did not 

prospect for game, although the portages 

and barks of the creeks showed evidences 

of plenty of game, both red deer and 

moose. Several times we saw fresh wolf 

tracks. Trout :jumped freely in the streams 

south of the Montreal River, but although 

I trowled several times I did not see any 

evidence of pike or bass. I did see two 

moose and three deer. 

The timber north of Trout Lake is main- 

ly spruce, jack-pine, and some tamarac, all 

of it about fifty to sixty feet in height. 

Only in one spot did we see white pine, 

and there the birch trees were large, and 

there were plenty of signs to show the In- © 

dians came here for materials for their ca- 

noes. The ground was for the most part 

swampy, and the trails as a rule rough 

and untravelled. We ran into one creek 

where the ‘beavers were at work. 

In travelling from one point to another, 

the distance between which, as the crow 

flies, is about two ‘miles, we spent nearly 

the whole of one afternoon going by Canoe. 

The water, was shallow, and the rapids fol- 

lowed so quickly upon each other that it 

was exasperating. No sooner would we 

empty the boat and make the portage than 

we would see another or hear its roar. In 
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all we made ninety-five portages, and this 

does not include the numbers of times I 

left the canoe and walked around the rap- 

ids or shallow places while the Indians 
waded and pulled the canoe with them, 
nor does it count the times we cleared the 
streams of fallen timber. Every camp was 

made upon wet ground with no exception. 

Even though it was the last of September 

black flies were most annoying. The course 

seemed to be unusually free from life. We 

Saw Several large owls, and occasionally a 

whiskey jack, and a few white-throated 

sparrows. Once I heard a song of such ex- 
quisite beauty, so many variations and 

such clearness, that I searched the spot 

diligently to see if I could possibly identi- 

fy the singer. I got the merest glimpse of 

a small bird which seemed to me to be 

yellow with something in appearance and 

size of a canary. I might have been mis- 

taken, however, and perhaps you will know 

better whether or not it was a_ white- 

throated sparrow. If the condition of the 

ground would have permitted it I think I 

should have made a more careful examina- 

tion. I have never heard anything like it 

in the woods before. 

You will probably judge from this that 

the trip does not offer many attractions 

to the ordinary canoeist. For one howey- 

er who enjoys travelling through unexplor- 

ed country it has its attractions. I made 

a map of the country, which though not 

thoroughly accurate is sufficiently so to 

guide any one correctly. 

I read your account of your trip down 

the French River. I took part of the trip 

myself three years ago. I also read with 

much interest Miss Brewer’s account of the 

trip down the Mississagua. I was back as 

far as Clear Lake with Jack Houston of 

Thessalon, and it came near ‘being the last 

of both of us. Owing to Houston’s illness 
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we struck the rocks twice in the rapids be- 
low Squaw Chute, about the country north 
of Desbarats. You say you have been 

through Patton Lake, Bass Lake, etc. I 
camped on Island Lake for almost a week. 

We went through Patton and Chapman 
Lakes to Stuart Lake, where we spent the 

night and returned the next day. We found 
Stuart Lake to be more satisfactory than 

the others, as it is further off and more 

free from civilization. There were plenty 
of deer tracks, and at one place on the 

edge of the Lake, we saw large moose 

tracks, which had been made that morn- 

ing. I also caught two fine black bass 
weighing three and three and a half 

pounds, and one or: two pike, and a friend 

with me caught one black bass with a fly 
in a stream. These were all small mouth- 

ed bass. In Bass Lake we had some very 

good fly fishing for bass. In Island Lake 
small brook trout fishing was good, show- 
ing that they are there, although we did 
not fish much for them. The portage from 

Bass Lake to Island Lake, you will rec- 

ollect, is a little rough and wet at the 

Bass Lake end. From Island Lake into 
Stuart Lake the portages are all of them 
short and good. I also saw partridges on 

Stuart Lake. There may be ponds and 

small lakes around Stuart Lake, but the 

map does not show them. Of course we 

did not do’ any exploring in so short a 

time. 

I am sorry I did not know anything of 

your efforts to start an All-the-year-round 

resort at Mount Orford, as I have just 

planned to leave for Florida. My prefer- 

ence however would be to go into the 

north woods where it is cold and dry. In 

fact I am one of those individuals who 
would like to be in your north woods all 

the time. 

In Mooseland. 
Byes GC, FARR. 

(Continued from February Issue.) | 

To the North lie those famous tracts of 

alluvial clay that are attracting so much 

attention, and which promise to become as 

a field for colonization second only to the 

‘great Northwest. 

Here, too, = on 

Haileybaury, _ which 

the western shore, is 

like the old Hail- 
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eybury in England is MHaileybury on 

the Hill. A prettier spot could not be 

found, and the view from it is unparallel- 

led. Away to the north is the beautiful 

point where Wabikeesik used to dwell, the 

Indian from whom it and the adjacent Bay 

takes its name. Beyond, again Northeast, 
is the White Rocks point, a limestone cliff 

where the Geetchie Manitou played that 

cruel trick upon the famishing. Indians, in 

giving them half baked gritty cakes in- 
stead of pure bread. You can see the cakes 

piled in layers up the face of the cliff, un- 

less the searchers for lithographic stone 

have displaced them. 

Beyond this point the view extends fully 

fifteen miles, to the head of the Lake, 

where; the Ottawa _ river after plunging 

down a succession of rapids for fifteen 

miles is lost in Lake-Timiskaming and 

where the White River, turbid with the 

clay, gathered on its course through miles 

and miles of alluvial soil mingles its mud- 

dy waters with the purer stream. 

To our right we pass the Chief’s Island, 

the scene of atragedy of a kind which 
though not often chronicled or handed 

down by tradition, must have been of fre- 

quent occurrence in prehistoric days, name- 

ly the deadly rivalry of two contestants 

for the honour of chieftainship culminating 
in the sacrifice of the weaker or less wily 

of the two. 

At the head of the lake is an Indian Re- 

serve, and here can be found the remnants 

of a band, once powerful now reduced to 

comparatively few. But there are many 

half-breeds, and they make _ excellent 

guides. 

This also has been the scene of many 

conflicts between the native Indians and 

the marauding Iroquois, as arrow, spear 

heads, bones, and all sorts of Indian rel- 

ics, dug out of the earth, testify. This 

was the great highway to Moose Factory, 

or James Bay, and a very interesting trip 
it makes to day for those who have leisure 

to make it. 

Those who love sport can not do better 

than get off the steamer at Haileybury on 

the Hill. There is an excellent hotel here, 

built expressly for tourists and hunters 

for Haileybury is the key to the finest 

hunting and fishing grounds in Canada, 

that famous chain of laxes and rivers 
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known as the Montreal River and Timis- 

kaming Lalke system. 

Moose, caribou and red deer are here in 

abundance, as evidenced by the frequent 

tracks, while less than half a day’s jour- 
ney brings one into the wild and primeval 

forest, where Indians and Hudson’s Bay 

Company’s employees alone, of men, are 

met, a perfect solitude, broken only by the 

plaintive cry of the loon, the whirr of the 

Startled duck or the trumpeting of the am- 

orous moose. Here the fishing is of a_ kind 
unsurpassed, the only fault being that the 

fish are too easily caught. I will allow that 

it is convenient to be able just to throw out 

your troll behind your canoe, and in half 

an hour catch all’the bass that a party of 

five or six can eat in a day, but trolling to 
my mind is murder, and an unfair advan- 

tage against the fish. Here it is. A sharp 

tug ; then haul in by main strength. The 

bass makes an heroic resistance. He jumps 

out of the water, dives down again, runs 

under the canoe, when at close quarters, 

but all in vain ; he has got to come. There 

was no skill required in hooking him, and 

less in landing him.. Here is another side. 

It is a lovely summer’s morning. Your 
camp is pitched where fish abound. You 

hear a splash. ‘“There’s a bass on the 

feed,’’ and you run for your rod. You take 

a Small green frog. (It is well to have a 

supply of these on hand)., You pass your 

hook through his throat, and out behind 
the skull. Frogs don’t feel. Then jump in- 
to your canoe and paddle towards the spot 

from whence the sound came, usually a 

Shallow sand or clay ledge rising suddenly 

from green depths. You hear another 

splash and stealthily paddling towards it, 

you see the graceful dark green beauty lei- 

surely swimming for the deep water, for 

the two have seen you. Make no abrupt 

movement, fish and game alike suspect a- 

brupt movements, but throw your frog 

gently and insinuatingly in front of him. 

He sees it, but it sinks to the bottom be- 

fore he gets it. Draw it gently back, and 

throw it again a few feet before him. This 

time he makes a rush. The water is so 

clear that you can see the frog disappear 

down his throat. Then the fun begins. You 

strike gently, but firmly, but I speak to 

men who are accustomed to this thing and 

they will understand. The first effect of 
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the hook makes you feel his weight. He 
simply accelerates his pace and heads for 

deep water. He is conscious of his 

strength, and laughS at the frail thing 
that holds him, but see! he is’ losing his 
temper, for he takes a succession of plung- 

es, down, down, down, until the point of 

your rod touches the water. Suddenly re- 

alizing that the matter has become seri- 

ous, he makes a rush from the depths, and 

jumping into the air, shakes himself sav- 

agely. If the hook stands this, you are 

pretty sure of- your fish, though he can 

tow your light canoe a considerable dis- 

tance on a calm day, and if you have for- 

gottten your landing net, as you probably 

have, the contest, will be,a long one. But 

it is likely that in the end you will carry 

back to the camp a fish of which you can 

be proud, and of size sufficient to serve for 

breakfast for all hands. 

But I have digressed. We had just ar- 

rived at Haileybury, the ‘‘Mat-tah-bah- 

nack’’ of the Indians, the place ‘‘where 

you come out at with your sleigh’’ from 

“Met’’ or ‘‘Mat’’? ‘‘come out at’’ and 

‘‘Otah-bah-nack’’ ‘‘Toboggan’’. This is the 

spot where for generations, the Indians 

have passed, to and fro, on their journey- 

ings from their hunting grounds to the 

great trading centre of Timiskaming, and 

through it, you also must pass, if you 
wish to’ try your luck among those lakes, 

and streams, that may justly be called the 

hunters. 

Besides the moose, caribou,and red deer, 

bears are fairly plentiful. Beaver, fisher, 

mink, marten, lynx, otter and muskrat 

constitute the smaller fur-bearing animals. 

Of course all these creatures are not 
found on the high road, calmly waiting to 

be shot. One does occasionally meet with 

a moose swimming across a lake, or in the 
late summer, a bear may occasionally be 

seen gorging himself with blue berries on 

some rocky eminence, but as a rule one 

has to hunt up these animals in out of the 

way places. The Indians know their hab- 

its and where to find them, therefore it 

is best to procure an Indian guide, and if 

there happens to be a party of more than 

one it is best for each hunter to have his 

own guide and his own canoe, so that he 
can, at will, wander off the beaten track. 

One of the most successful methods of 
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killing moose, is by locating some seques- 

tered water lily covered pool, where the 

animal comes to rid himself of the annoy- 
_ing ‘‘mess-es-Sack’’, Bulldog fly, by plung- 

ing into the water, or to crop the leaves 

of the water lilies. To lie in wait for him 

there, or if there is a waterway to steal 

upon him in the silently gliding canoe. 

It is a magnificent sight to see four or 

five of these stately creatures wading 
through the shallow water. I remember 

once seeing seven of them thus engaged. I 

had no rifle and even if I had I would not 
have fired a shot, for:moose meat was just 

then so plentiful that Indians fairly begged 
one to buy it at two cents a pound. Cari- 

bou are to my mind harder to approach 

than moose, and hence difficult to kill. I 

know one Indian, who was a very success- 

ful hunter of caribou, at all times of the 

year. His method was to ascertain the 

sleeping place of the animal, then, as it 

is the custom of the caribou to start off 

to feed about seven in the morning and re- 

turn abcut ten, he would ensconce himself 

within range of the spot after the break- 

fast hour of the beast, and await its re- 

turn. He was certainly a very successful 

hunter, so I suppose there is something in 

it.. Of course Indians have so many oppor- 

tunities of studying the habits of animals 

that they must of necessity have the ad- 

vantage over the white man in this re- 

spect, who only leaves his ordinary busi- 

ness avocations for a short time in the 

year for a trip into the bush, and who 
cannot be expected to know as much of a 

subject as an Indian, who studies it his 

whole life time. 

Bear hunting is quite an art,’ and omit- 

ting chance encounters, which are rare, 

there are about two or three methods a- 

lone employed by Indians. In spring, trap- 

ping by steel traps or by deadfall is the 

best. Bears: have their regular paths, on 

which they travel season after season. 

Bait in the shape of stale fish or moose 

meat is used and the earlier in the sea- 

son that the trap is set, or the deadfall 

made, the better. It is always best, if 

possible, to set them before a rain. 

Sometimes, when a bear is known to have 

laid a lot of suckers by, for future con- 

sumption (a bear likes his fish very stale) 

the hunter will watch the place at night 
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and often bags his bear. I remember once, 

watching a bear engaged at his fishing. 
The suckers run up small creeks at a Cer- 

tain time in spring, to spawn, and every 

little rapid is then full of jtthem., I saw 

Mr.Bruin scooping them up with his paw 

and pitching them ashore. He never eat 

one. They were too fresh. I was too 

fresh also, for I missed my hear. 

In winter, they are often killed by tke 
Indians, who find their dens by the aid of 

their dogs. It is counted a clever dog that 

can find a bear’s den, for the bear is a 

clever animal. As a rule, an Indian,when 

he kills a bear, will shake hands with him, 

and ‘‘speak him fair.’’ Such courtesy bodes 

good for future hunts, and the Indizn 

thanks the dead bear for giving him so 
much good meat. A wise Indian never de- 

stroys or loses a bear’s skull, he hangs it on 

a tree. It. is considered respectful and the 

right thing to do, just as it is right to 

throw the bones of a beaver into the wat- 

er, if plenty of. beaver are to be expected, 

and on no account may a beaver be fried. 

In August and September bears are usu- 

ally hunted in the following manner. First 

find a blue berry patch (usually a high, 

nearly treeless rocky hill) where there are 

evident signs of a bear having made it his 
feeding ground. His supper time is about 

an hour before sunset, and if you go to 

some spot from which such a place is vis- 

ible, it is more than likely that you will 

see, about that time, a black figure mov- 

ing about over the bare knolls ; and if so, 

it is a question of stalk, sometimes suc- 
cessful, often unsuccessful, so much de- 

pends on the direction of the wind, and 

the noiselessness of the approach. 

Bears are not really fierce’ except during 

the pairing season in June, or when wound- 
ed, or in a trap. Indians are oceasionally 
torn by them, if too careless, and in some 

cases killed. I remember one time, when 

an Abitibi Indian lost his life not so very 

long ago. He had stalked a bear in the 

manner described above. He shot the 

beast, and thinking that it was nearly 

dead, instead of reloading, he dropped his 

gun and closed in with his tomahawk. The 

bear knocked the tomahawk out of his 

hand, and the two fought, bare-handed. The 

man was dreadfully torn, but finally the 

bear, probably from the effects of the bul- 

let, dropped dead, and the Indian after 

slaking his thirst with water from a stag- 
nant moss-grown pool, managed to crawl 

to his canoe, where his son awaited him. ~ 

He died after getting home, but he blamed 

the water for it more than the bear. It 

would be useless for me to describe each 

particular route through this tangled net- 

work of lakes and rivers, lying between 

Timiskaming and Temagamingue, and 

northward to James’ Bay, suffice to Say, 

that, it is indeed a hunter’s Paradise, the 

fisherman’s Elysium, and that accustomed 

as I am to a life in the bush, I enjoy a 

few days amongst the game and the bass 

there as I can enjoy myself in no other 

spot on this earth. 

Forest Protection and Its Bearings Upon Fish and 
Game_ Preservation. 

At the annual meeting of the North Am- 
erican Fish & Game Protective Associa- 
tion the following paper on this important 

subject was contributed and read by Dr. 

J. T. Finnie of Montreal:— 

The subject of my paper is one which 

should appeal not only to the sportsman, 

who spends his week, or two, of holiday 

in the woods; not alone to the settler 

who is struggling to make a new home 

for himself and family, but to every well- 

wisher of his country, no matter under 

what flag he may be. Much has been laid 
against the hunter, who, in too many cas- 

es, is one whose only thought is where to 

go to secure most for the money and the 
time at his disposal, living really for 

what he can secure for himself, and with 

no thought for those who come after him. 

If there is one duty more important than 

another, in the present condition of the 

game preserves of this country, it is, to 

see that they are so protected, not alone 

from the hand of the ‘‘game hog’’, who is, 
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on every side so much in evidence as_ to 

cause us much alarm,—but there is a much 

more serious phase that is pressing itself 

upon those, who are anxiously guarding 

our fish and game interests, and that is 

the destruction by fire of our forests, that 

is annually taking place throughout the 

length and breadth of our land. From Nova 

Scotia to British Columbia, and no doubt 

the same applies to many of the States 

of the Union to the South of us, immense 

areas are destroyed by fire, that, in most 

cases, are entirely preventible. Much of 

the damage has been caused by leaving 

camp without taking the precaution to 

quench the fire; the thoughtless smoker who 

may throw away a ‘‘butt’’ of a cigar still 

aglow, the rakings of a pipe, a match 

thrown among the dry material, which is 

so plentiful in the woods, particularly in 

the Spring and Fall—all have helped to 

swell the amount of damage to our wood- 

lands, which-I fear neither time nor mon- 

ey can replace, at best not for a hundred 

years. Vast numbers of our game, both 

great and small, have been destroyed, and 

the cover for those that are left has been 

reduced, just by the area that fire has re- 

moved. 

There is no denying the fact, that the 

individual with a gun, who goes into the 

woods to shoot, is rapidly increasing in 

number, and unless something is done to 

instruct such, upon the great danger of 

fire, we cannot look for anything like a 

complete stoppage of these periodical con- 

flagrations. That the protection of our 

forests is now becoming a live question 

with our Provincial and State Govern- 

ments, is evident on every side; printed in- 

structions are being plentifully distributed 

in many parts of the Dominion, which are 

acknowledged to be doing much good; fire- 

wardens are also recognized as being in- 

dispensable throughout our timber coun- 

try ; and the Province of Ontario has been 

particularly active in, this respect. With- 

out adequate protection to our woods, our 

game will rapidly disappear, so also will 

our beautiful fish from our inland waters, 

as without our bush lands we would have 

arid soil, diminished streams, and deplet- 

ed lakes, all would naturally follow, as a 

sequel, to the soil, denuded of its trees. 

Then by all means let this Association 
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press upon the different Governments, ap- 

pertaining to the Provinces and States, 

the need of urging upon all,:who seek our 
woods the great danger from fire. 

It has done more damage to our forests, 

by ten times over, than the woodman’s 

axe, has decimated our herds of game— 

and to the country the financial loss runs 

up into hundreds of millions of dollars. 

Nature has been most’ lavish in her gifts ~ 

to us, of forest and stream, lakes and riv- 

ers, and it is ‘our duty to see that they 

are Safe-guarded from the hand of the van- 

dal, whether it be in the form of the care- 

less hunter, the fire fiend, or the reckless 

settler. The area of forest land that js 

annually destroyed by fire, is something 

that the ordinary citizen does not Con- 

template or grasp. Its value to the coun- 

try, is beyond calculation—to name it in 

millions is simply to express it in the 

most modest way. By _ returns published 

last year, the damage done by fire in the 

various Provinces of the Dominion in 1903 

was as follows:— 

Nova Scotia.—Area burned, 300,000 

acres; direct loss estimated at $2,000,000; 

the prospective loss beyond calculation. 

The official report also states that the 
fish and game will likely become a_ thing 

of the past, if the fires continue as they 

have done in the years 1902 and 1903. 

New Brunswick—In 1903 the estimated 
loss by fire 180,000,000 feet of timber; one 

village destroyed, besides large losses in 

private property—not forgetting that the 

productiveness of the soil for forest pur- 

poses is put beyond the possibility of re- 

pair for a century at least. 

Ontario—Over one hundred fires occurred 
in 1903, but not of an extensive charact- 

er, and what with hundreds of fire rangers 

throughout the Province, and also an ar- 
rangement with the Railway Commission- 
ers, in case of'fire along the line of con- 

struction, of any railroad—it is agreed to 
employ all the railway men in suppressing 

the fire, and half the expense will be paid 

by such Commission. 

Ontario paid in 

protection. 

Quebec—In the same year 200 square 

miles of territory were devastated by fire, 

and the Province spent $17,000 in forest 

protection. The department is fully alive 

1903 $31,000 for fire 
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ONE OF OUR AIREDALE TERRIERS. 

3ear in the Big Bend.” 

NEAR MOUTH OF BOBCAYGEON RIVER. 

Pigeon Lake, Bobcaygeon, Ont. 
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to the need of watchfulness and prompt- 

ness in subduing any outbreak, as this as- 

Set of the Province is the most valuable 

that it possesses. 

With regards to the 

the same report comes 

but on a smaller scale. 

Now gentlemen, in giving you the fore- 
going figures it is self evident that if in 

one year damage to that extent has been 

done, and if the same thing were to go on 
year by year, it would not take long hbe- 

fore all the cover for our game would be 

gone forever, and as a consequ2nce, the 

inland waters would no longer give us the 

fish in abundance, which they have here- 

tofore been doing. 

Let us fully realise the bearing that for- 

est protection has to game preservasiun, 

and ever remember how grave a matter it 

is, when wandering in the woods, to care- 

lessly leave a spark of fire, in any form, 

and lose no opportunity to fully impress 

the same upon all whose business or plea- 

sure should bring them to sojourn in our 

bush land. 

The efforts being made towards 1e-afores- 

Western Provinces 

in of destruction, 

— 
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tation deserve all the encouragement possi- 

ble, and we trust the work will go on 

under proper scientific supervision, and to 

some extent, in time, the result will help, 
in.some measure, to compensate for the 
wanton destruction which has been going 
on, for so long, in the Eastern Provinces. 

The day has now come, when, what is left 
is being guarded to a greater or less ex- 
tent, and areas of the Western Country are 
also being . planted with millions of young 

trees, which another generation will ap- 

preciate and of which they will reap the 
benefit. 

To those who are engaged in this good 
work, let us give all the encouragement 
possible. The full results cannot be actual- 

ly seen by those who are carrying it out, 

but they certainly can he inferred, and 
mean a great deal to the country at 
large—not alone perpetuating a valuable 
asset, but preserving to us the present cli- 
matic conditions, our water ways, and 
supplying a constant source of pleasure to 
the lover of nature. By all means go on 
with the good work ! 

How Best to Form Public Opinion as to the Need 
of Fish and Game Protective Laws. 

By L. O. ARMSTRONG, Montreal. 

This paper was read at the annual meet- 

ing of the North American Fish and Game 

Protective Association, held at St. John, 

N. B., in February, 1905:— 
At the last annual dinner of the Quebec 

Fish and Game -Protective Association a 

paper was read in which the Provincial 

Government was deservedly censured for 

its inaction in the matter of the protec- 

tion of. fish and game in the Province of 

Quebec. As I heard the paper the realiza- 

tion came home to me very strongly of 

the duty resting upon all good sportsmen 

and patriots of educating public opinion 

upon the policy which we, as a Protective 

Association, advocate. So long as his 

constituents are indifferent, the average 

representative of the public does .not con- 

cern himself about such matters at all. 

When no request to vote for these laws is 
profiered by those who send him to Con- 

gress or Parliament he is not likely to 

take up such matters of his own accord. 

The voter therefore is the man we must 

get at. How can that best be done? We 

may be able to do it successfully by work- 

ing hard on these lines vizi— We must 

educate him by letters to the local 

papers, supplemented by talks in school- 

houses and other centres in the dis- 

tricts where the poaching and indiscrimi- 

nate slaughter of fish and game is most 
generally practised. The idea is prevalent 

on both sides of the line that protective 

laws are made entirely in the interests of 

the rich, and that they press hard on the 

poor man. The labour organizations have 

come out strongly against all preserves 
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There 

may be some argument against preserves 

but fish and game protection is not injur- 

ious to the poor man. We know the con- 

trary to be the case, and what we want 

is to educate the settler and the poor map 

up to the same view. Once we can geti the 

people to understand this we shall be able 
to accomplish great things. I think that 

the difierent Provincial and State Govern- 

ments should be memorialized to appoint 

some qualified person, in every way fitted 

for the work, to lecture for six nights in 

the week in the different schools of the 

district to be converted, and in this way 

to create a healthy public opinion upon the 

subject. I feel certain that most, if not 

all, the railways would agree to give such 

a man free transportation, that the trus- 

tees of the several schools would agree to 

grant the free use of their schools, and 

that the results would be to, popularize the 

policy of the protection of fish and game; 

and to make many.men as eager to pro- 
mote it as they are now indifferent or op- 

posed to it. We might get the people’s rep- 

resentatives to ‘vote for this appointment. 

If the voter can be shown that it is di- 

rectly to his personal interest to make his 

section of the country as attractive to 

outsiders as possible, and particularly to 

retain and protect the popular features of 
fishing and shooting, he is likely to change 

his present view to one more in accord 

with that held by the members of this As- 

sociation. The voter should be shown that 

every acre of water ought to be and can 

be made as profitable as every acre of land, 

and to bring this about all that is needed 

are good protective laws, and their strict 

enforcement. Re-stocking will be necessary 
in certain cases. But where the fish and 

game are still plentiful they can be easily 

protected by the good behaviour of the set- 

tlers and other local inhabitants. Netting 

and other illegal means of fishing will 

soon be stopped if once it is made clear 

to the settler that his neighbour, who re- 

sorts to illegal means of shooting and fish- 

ing, is really robbing him and those a- 

round him. He is not only spoiling the 

fishing and shooting for outsiders, but also 

held by clubs or private. individuals. 

for himself and his neighbours as well. 

There would be fishing and_ shoot- 

ing for every one, and _ plenty for 
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all, if each individual would be satisfied 

with his share of rod and line fishing, and 

if he were contented to see the laws neces- 
sary for the continued existence of both 

fish and game maintained in full force. The 

settler should be told that all the rod and 

line fishing that may be done by settlers 

and visitors in season will not injure the 

fishing. But he should have it pointed out 
to him that when a neighbor brings home 

a wagon load of fish, say brook trout, a 

Sleigh load of deer, or six or seven moose, 

such a man has taken not merely his own 

share, but also the shares of several of 

his neighbours, and has _ injured those 
neighbours by taking for his own use 

what really belonged to them as well. Once 
let him be thoroughly convinced on this 

point, and he will then lend his help to 

pen up all such ‘‘fish and game hogs.’’ 
Penned up they should be; imprisoned and 

not fined. It is this point that we want 

to drive home to the mind and heart of 

the individual settler, and the result will 

be such an awakening of public opinion 

that members of Legislatures, as well as 

the spoliators will have to change their 

tactics. A lecturer who would do such 

missionary work as I have _ suggested 

should be in a position to show how many 

millions of dollars are annually spent in 

the State of Maine (for instamce) by rea- 

son of its position as a great fish and 

game country. Other localities might eas- 

ily share in the large profits made by 

that State if only they protected their fish 

and game. 

I should like to see branches of this As- 

sociation formed in as many centres as 

possible and supplied with literature on 

the subject. We might get the Orders of 
Foresters, the Elks, the Woodmen, the 

Redmen, and other Orders that have fea- 

tures seemingly in sympathy with our 

ideals to render us assistance in our cru- 

Sade. 

But the greatest and strongest lever to 

use with the voter is to show him that we 

are considering his interest in the matter, 
and that he has in only too many instan- 

ces been going against his own interests in 

his mistaken sympathy for the game-law- 

breaker whom he has wrongly considered 

as a victim. I have myself, as an ama- 

feur, done a little of this missionary 
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work, and my success has been such as to 

assure me that if it were done on a con- 

siderable scale a great change in public op- 

inion would speedily take place. I have 

found the backwoods settler quite amena- 

ble to reason on this matter, and very 

ready to see that the movement is in his 

own interest when it is carefully pointed 
out to him. 

A DIGRESSION ABOUT GUIDES. 

The Provincial and State authorities 

should everywhere be asked to make a list 

of men qualified to act as guides. The lec- 

turer or writer who may be engaged to 

educate public opinion as to the necessity 

of fish and game protection should also 

impress upon the men selected as guides 

the importance of the fact that when their 

time is engaged and paid for by others 

that the said time belongs to those who 

so engage and pay for it. Many of these 

are gentlemen and ladies who are helpless, 

or nearly so, in the woods, and have to 

place great dependence upon their guides. 

It is the duty of these men, and they 
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should be so taught, to attend to all the 

wants of their patrons, to carry all the 
packs and canoes over the portages, to 
put up. the tents, to make nice beds of 

brush, and to have the food well prepared 

and served before attending to their own 

wants. These guides should also be shown 
that in this way they can take what is 

really a holiday to them, that they can be 

‘poys again in the woods for a week or 

two, and get paid for it. They can also 

have the further advantage of obtaining 

generally the largest share of the meat and 

fish secured by visitors who are often sat- . 

isfied with having their own immediate 
wants supplied, and securing trophies of 

the hunt. 

I hope this little paper will be followed 

by a debate and that one result may bea 

concentrated effort to get at the voter and 
secure his support by the quickest and 
most efiective way. If we gain the elec- 

tors the Legislatures will follow, and we 

shall secure not only good protective laws, 

but what is of even greater importance, 

the good will and zeal of the settlers in 

their enforcement. 

From Timagami to Wanapitei —A Useful Log. 
By G. W. CREELMAN. 

Never did a more enthusiastic group of 

voyageurs start on a journey through the 

forest than the members of the Keewaydin 

Canoe Club last August, when twenty 

members of the Club left the camp head- 

quarters on  UDevil’s Island, Timagami 

Lake, Ontario, Canada, for Wanapitei. We 

had plans to go to Wanapitei in canoe, a 

distance of 110 miles, and thence by train 

to the Winnebago Siding. There we anti- 

cipated that we were to start upon that 

famous canoe trip on the Mississagua river 

Feeling ran high on that Monday morn- 

ing, Aug. 8th, 1904, on account of the 
great and glorious prospect ahead, and 

because we were to take two trips not 

often taken. Then, too, we read our good 

fortune in the eyes of our less fortunate 

companions who were to he left behind. 

We were a happy and jolly company for 

we knew each other for good workers and 
enthusiastic campers. We felt sure that. 

the spirit. of the expedition would be of 

the best. For had we not all been off on 

trips before together, up the Menjamicos- 

ippi—the trout stream—and did we not all 
have a magnificent time? But that, as 

Mr. Kipling says, is another story. 

Our comrades started out with us to 

help us along over the first portages into 

Obabika Lake. From Devil’s Island we 

paddled westward for about four miles and 

made the portage into the end of the north 

west arm of Timagami. Then through Ob- 
abika Bay we paddled to the portage into 
Obabika. These portages are all excellent 

and evidently much used. Here at the end 

of the portage we.lunched together and af- 
ter the dishes were washed we bade good- 
bye to our club mates, giving each a hear- 
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ty hand-shake. We also had to say good- 

bye to our very excellent Indian guides, 

Michele Cat, Charlie Moore and Big Paul. 

These Indians in the course of our stay 

among them from year to year have be- 

come more than guides to us. I suppose I 

have few firmer or more faithful friends 
than old Big Paul. He is a type of old 

woods. Indian fast. disappearing. He has 

lived all his life hunting and trapping for 

the Hudson’s Bay Company’s post on Bear 

Island, and I believe he never went as a 

guide until we found him out. He is a 

born teacher, anxious to teach us his na- 

tive Ojibway and all the. forest secrets at 

once. 

If we were sorry to leave these guides 

behind, we rejoiced in like manner at the 

splendid men we had with us, Francois Le 

Clair and Big Joe Levigne of Mattawa. 

Joe is said to be seventy years of age, 

‘but no one believes it. He has the good 
sense and good humor of ‘Big Paul and he 

dearly loves a joke. Frank has been the 

Keewaydin head guide for three years now 

and we have his promise to be with us a- 

gain. He is self-reliant, able, and a genu- 

ine leader. He can do anything in the 

woods and to see him with his canoe in a 

piece of rough water is a thing to remem- 

ber. 

The afternoon of that first day we spent 

on Obabika Lake. It is a lake of rare 

beauty and peculiar lonesomeness. Its 

magnificent vistas, bold, rocky shores and 

again its long stretches of beautiful white 

sandy beaches make it a rare lake. I have 
in days gone by spent more than one day 

camping leisurely on this wonderful lake 
with my friend, Big Paul, but its loneli- 

ness and remoteness never left me. 

Late in the afternoon of that day we leit 

Obabika and made a portage into Round 

Lake. This is a good portage, but has bad 

rocks in a couple of places:' This night we 

camped on the terraced shore of’ Round 

Lake onthe left'hand side. That evening 

some of us fished! Timagami, ‘Evelyn 
Anima, Nipissing, have been long famous 

for bass. Obabika has been described as 

the best bass lake in the world. They are 

all good lakes for bass. But little Round 

Lake has them all beaten. I shall not re- 

late our success here, for I wish you to 

follow me further in my ramblings. I ima- 
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gined I had discovered a great fishing spot, 

but later on I found out that Big Paul 
knew all about it. I venture he never told 
any white men but us. 

The next morning we were up bright and 

early, but it took us so long to fry both 

fish and rice cakes that we got a late 

start. We had some little trouble in find- 

ing the outlet of Round Lake, for it is in- 

geniously concealed in a mass of water 

reeds. The portage into the Obabika riv- 

er is short and easy. Next came two more 

log jam portages. The first was short and 

pleasant. The next’ was longer—about half 

a mile. But it had not been cut out fora 
long time and had several bad jams init. — 

The Goose Falls portage into the Sturgeon 

river is another fairly stiff piece of work, 

although the trail is very good. At the 
end of the, portage is an ideal camping 

ground within sound of the rushing waters 

of the falls. On this beautiful Jevel ppace- 

ful retreat we camped, and from the big 
pool we captured an enormous pickerel. 

The next day was rainy. We were all so 

much enraptured with our fun and so eag- 

er to be up and doing, that it required all 

of Frank’s wisdom to persuade us to stay 
in camp. But even this day had its inter- 
ests and its excitements for the Adjutant, 

going hunting, actually shot at a bear ! 
The next day we were eager to travel 

and we went down the Sturgeon for near- 

ly 20 miles before dinner. The signs of 

game were aS many as the signs of cattle 
in a cow pasture. Great deep ‘‘runways’”’ 

everywhere showed where all sorts of wild 

creatures came down to drink. - Directly 

after dinner we came to the headquarters 

of the Pulp Co. on the Sturgeon and here 

we bought some provisions from the em- 
ployees of the company. At this point we 

said farewell to the Sturgeon and crossed 

over to Lalke: Maskinonge-Wogaming by a 
series of small lakes and portages. There 
were four lakes or ponds and five portages 

—only one long and ‘that one was in good 

condition. That night we camped on a 
small lake, whose name we failed to catch. 

It wasn’t really very much of a lake, but 

the water was good and Frank found usa 

very fair camping place. 

Next morning a rather stiff portage 

brought us into Maskinonge-Wogaming 

Lake. Here we enjoyed a leisurely paddle 
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up the lake for six or eight miles. Few 

people visit this lake, yet it has its de- 

voted admirers for all that. It seemed to 

me to be a lazy-hazy sort of a lake. Per- 

haps the day made me feel autumnal, at 

all events I am sure the dying trees on the 
shore made me feel that way. Some lum- 

ber company has put in a dam, and rais- 

ing the, water about six feet, has killed 

the trees near the shore. So this poor 

old lake has a_ fringed shore line, like a 

dignified, quiet old gentleman whose beard 

has developed the effects produced by the 

full “lace curtain’’ stage. 

At the upper part of this lake we met 

stern and serious work. The water in the 

little stream was low and in many places 

the little rapids so troublesome that we 

simply had to get out and wade and pull 
the canoes along up after us. This after- 

noon we made five portages, all short — 

some of them mere ‘‘lift-overs.’’ The third 

portage was the bad one, bad because it 

was jammed full of big rocks and sharp 

boulders.. These little troubles, however, 

did not: hurt us any. We were out for just 
that sort of thing and we needed it to 

complete our round of experiences. That 

night we camped near a new lumber com- 

pany’s plant. They were very nice to us, 

selling us some of the last of their salt 

pork and giving a detachment of us five 

o’clock tea on a log. It was genial and 

sociable. 

That night it rained seme after the 

tents were up. But it did not hurt any- 

thing. It is only about once a season that 

the. rain in the woods really hurts. 

The next day we felt it necessary that 

some of the party should reach Wanapitei 

to meet Bill Harris, ‘‘the famous Mississ- 

agua guide.’’ The Colonel, the Adjutant, 

and the Lieutenant’ undertook this task. 

Frank Le Clair gave such instruction as 

he could for he had been over a part ol 

the route before, and the trio set out with 

a small map and compass. 

That‘day was a great day—a day that 

will linger long in our memories, full to 

the brim. with: every-kind of excitement, 

travel and pleasure: After no» little. diffi- 

culty we found our way down on to the 

main body of Lake Matagamishing. At 

every two hours the voyageurs changed 

places in the boat, took a drink of “water 
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This 

the two hours vigorous 

and examined the map, all around. 

was followed by 

paddling. On the second shift the little 

party reached Wanapitei Lake over two 

easy portages at about half past nine 

o’clock. At the head of Wanapitei we en- 

countered some lumbermen who were head- 

ing, not driving, a fine bunch of logs into 

the little outlet artificially cut into the 

adjoining pond. The foreman of this lum- 

bering gang was one of the most genial 

and natural swearers I have ever met. But 

there was little harm and no malice in 

it. We asked him about the distance to 

Wanapitei and the rapids down the river. 

He said that it was a good twenty- 

five’ miles of the —— hardest kind of go- 

ing. He said also that unless we were the 

— — — best kind of paddlers we could 

never make it. Neither could we expect to 

shoot the rapids to any great extent. 

Then he went into great detail about the 

river, warning us of the treacherous falls 

at the bottom of Moose Rapids. Keenly ex- 

cited by these unknown perils we set off a- 

cross Wanapitei Lake, hugging the islands 

of the Eastern Shore to avoid a _ nasty 

wind: This lake is a gem, but rather too 

large to be always safe for a canoe. The 

day we passed over it, we shipped’ some 

water in spite of our best efforts. From 

11.30 until 12.30 we lunched and rested 

anil were up and at it again without much 

loss of time. So far we had found our 

map easy to read, but from the time we 

found the outlet into the Wanapitei River 

(which we did inside of an hour after 

lunch) we could make very little of our 

map. From the Island Portage to Wana- 

pitei we ‘could not recognize any Single 

thing and there were all sorts of falls and 

rapids on the map. 

After portaging around the dam we en- 

countered some troublesome shallows. Af- 

ter a few miles of these shallows we came 

to Island Portage, a portage across an is- 

land around the Island Rapids. This is a 

long, steep and, at high water, an impas- 

sable rapid. We decided to run it, and we 

managed to negotiate it with fair success. 

A log across the current in the middle of 

the rapid drove us ashore and we finally 

managed to skirt it with very great ef- 

fort. A rock at the very bottom gave us 

the most exciting moment of the summer. 
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Before we could turn to the side we were 

dashing headlong into this big sharp boul- 

der. 

managed toe escape it. The other canoes 

in the Club had an amusing time at this 

rapid the next day, but at such low water 

no one could be hurt in it. One youngster 

lost a‘nice repeating shot gun and one 

crew got their boat badly smashed. 

From this time on the fun came thick 

and fast.‘ During the afternoon we port- 

aged around four falls and ran several rap- 

ids of more or less difficulty. None of these 

rapids are dangerous. The worst that 

could possibly happen would be a hole in 

the boat, but that is excitement enough 

for most of us. The portages are all short 

and excellent in every way. They are big 

enough to drive a span of horses over 

them. 

To run down a river for the first time 

is a pleasurable exercise, and one to he 

recommended to the person who has tired 

of other human interests. One is driven on 

and on to see more and more. Then - one 

can never tell whether the noise around 

the bend is »a nice exciting rapid to run or 

a nasty dirty little falls to portage. On 

these camping trips man seems very close 

to nature, battling with slender, but suf- 

ficient,weapons with old nature’s wind and 

wave. Hunger, too, must be appeased and 

To this day none of us know how we - 
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shelter provided. Men in the cities never re- 
alize this simple, elemental struggle ana its 
keen human interest. I always feel that if 

everything and everybody went back on me 

and failed me, .I could at all events ‘‘go 
back to the woods’’ cheerfully and live 

there for a while. Doubtless, I am very 
much mistaken in this notion. Yet it is 

to me very interesting. 

During this memoralle afternoon at dii- 
ferent times we saw three deer. One was 

a big red buck with large horns still in 

the velvet. He was as large as a small 

moose. How slender, how graceful, how 

calm and dignified he looked as he stood 

watching us come up to him. We clapped 

our hands, fired a revolver and did every- 

thing we could to frighten him. After he 
had satisfied his curiosity he leisurely dis- 

appeared into the forest. 

At about four o’clock we had our third 

meal of the day at an old logging camp. 

After bread, tea, bacon and cheese we 

were ready to make Wanapitei if possible. 

Presently we began to see signs of the 

old logging railroad, then we heard the 

whistle of the C. P. R. Just at dusk we 

did reach Wanapitei and three tired camp- 

ers had a _ little supper, cooked in the 

dark, and lay down’ upon the hard earth 

to sleep—and that is the joy of it! 

Down the Sturgeon River. 
By a Member of the Band who followed Mr. Creelman from Timagami. 

Four days from Devil’s Island three ca- 

noes sped round a bend in the swift Stur- 

geon River. From the water twenty 

yards ahead sprang two cow’ moose. A 

third stuck in the muddy bottom, and 

pawed valiantly, if unsuccessfully, at the 

steep sand bank, venting her disgust in a 

series of the most human grunts I ever 

heard a ‘‘dumb’’ beast utter. The canoes 

neared rapidly. ‘‘Polly’’? dug up a kodak 

and was desperately endeavouring to get 

the cow into the finder, when Old Paul 

swung the boat around giving her a trem- 

endous slap with his paddle. Exit the 

moose, hastily. Tut laughed so hard he al- 

most upset his canoe, while Old Paul 

shook like a jelly fish, and had his pipe 

not been firmly wedged in a gap leit by a 

departed tooth it would have gone over- 

‘Doard, sure. 

That evening we put up our tents on a 

sandy beach, made our bed of cedar boughs, 

for want of better, and cooked supper. I 

cannot truthfully say I enjoyed that meal 

—it was too gritty. The-«beans consisted 

mainly of sand; the oatmeal was _ very 

rich with it; while with the marmalade 

the stuff had mixed into a sticky mortar. 

We had left Devil’s Island in Lake Tima- 

gami, paddled through Obabika and Round 
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Lakes, and had come to our present camp- 

ime, place by way of the Obabika Riiver. 

From the rocky lake covered country we 

had emerged into a level, all too sandy 

section, where the pines were few, and the 

hard wood trees numerous. The forests 

here looked like those of the Middle 

States, lacking the sombre color common 

to most Northland woods. 
After supper Tut and I took a gun and 

paddled up stream for some ducks. There 

were plenty of moose, deer, and _ bear 

tracks, but the ducks had all gone to 

their reed ponds for the night. The num- 

ber of tracks along the banks was remark- 
able. Many places looked like cattle paths. 

and one could walk for miles along the 

stream treading in the footprint of some 

animal every step. AS we werg coming 
back there was a splash around a bend just 

ahead. When we reached the place there 

was a ‘big bull moose standing knee deep 

in the water. As the canoe bore down he 

rushed squattering into the bushes, kick- 

ing sand ‘all over us. 

Upon gaining camp we found the other 

fellows smothering in smoke-filled tents, 

and peevishly cussing the ‘‘Skeeters.’’ Nev- 

ertheless, after the insects were smoked 

out, we slept in peace, for with sand| shov- 

eled over the ground edge of the tent, and 

a tight flap, one may bid defiance to the 

most enterprising mosquito on the river. 

By evening of the next day we reached 

Goose Falls. It is a charming place; the 

river pours down a rocky ledge forty feet 

high into a circular land locked pool. The 

water is stained brown by the logs, and 
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this somewhat spoils the effect. There we 

found the hind feet of a deer among the 
remains of a camp. Fire Rangers must 

have passed this way. Being Game Ward- 

ens they are the only persons who can 

safely’ kill deer out of season. We begged 

Doc Fisher to take a bath to day. He re- 

fused, but upset his canoe next morning. 

Fisher was our colored cook and was all 

right. 

Half a day’s paddle down stream brought 

us to a rather hard portage. Starting 

from a poor landing place, the trail led 

up a Steep bluff to a broad table land. The 

trees had been burnt off half a century 

‘before, and the stumps, rotting out, had 

left the ground covered with a tangle of 
low bushes. Here and there the growth 

was trampled and broken, showing where 

a bear had come after blueberries. Half 
way across the carry I met Old Paul, 

who remarked with a genial, berry-stained 

grin, ‘“‘Mino gijigad nishishin portage.’’ 

‘“‘Sure-maacha  anishinabi,’? I answered. 

Then my tump strap slipped, and when 

my pack landed the string ‘broke, spilling 

half its contents on the path. As troubles 

never come ‘singly, Sam passed just then 

and dropped the ‘bacon for me to carry. 

My load now amounted to about half a 

ton. But at the end of the portage Doc. 

and ‘‘Polly’’ were cooking up a dinner fit 

for a walking delegate. Then a long cool 
smoke in the shade of a choke-cherry bush, 

and a good swim after that. Well, if you 

haven’t tried it, you can’t appreciate it. 

RICHARD DOUGLAS, 

Keewaydin Camps, 1904. 

The Delights of the Mississagua. 
{A GUIDE'S DESCRIPTION, 

Mr. John J. Huston, of Thessalon, Ont., 

sends the following description of the 

Mississagua country and its attractions. It 

is evident from his description that his 

feelings have been deeply stirred by his 

experiences:— 

Whoever avails himself or herself.of a 

trip down, the Mississagua will without 

doubt feel well repaid by the, sights they 

will witness at every bend of the river. 

They will see nearly all along mighty 

peaks rising in the distance, with timbered 

hill sides closer to them, and these ever 

changing as the river rolls on. This ever 

varying scenery adds to the pleasure of 

those who glide down this beautiful river 

with its swift waters and numerous rap- 

ids, either in a sheet of birch ‘bark, or in 

a canoe made of strips of cedar covered 

with canvas. To stick to the river alone, 
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however,, gives ‘ one’ only glimpses of 

the outskirts as it were of this fine coun- 

try. There are many tributary streams, 

all of which have something to offer in the 

way of fishing and hunting, and scenic sur- 

roundings, that have not yet been visited 

by any canoeist. 

Most of these streams contain clear wat- 

er and come tumbling down into the 

mighty river over smaller rapids than 

those of the Mississagua. If they are fol- 

lowed up it will be found that they usual- 

ly lead into a lake, or chains of lakes, 

which are often accessible to the River by 

means of Indian trails. ‘One or more of 

each of these chains of lakes will be found 

to be stocked with trout, the remainder 

with bass and red pike. 

Although I never spend any time fishing 

for sport, I usually have done some fish- 

ing on all the many trips I have made 

exploring and prospecting for minerals in 

that section, and often I have had to de- 

pend entirely upon the fish in these lakes 

and streams for my meat supply. The In- 

dians have told me that other lakes _ fur- 

ther back, that I have not been able to 

visit, are well stocked with trout. 

About twelve miles above ‘Squaw Chute 

a stream comes into the River from the 

East, and some distance further up a trail 

leaves the River and leads to a beautiful 

lake which, from the clearness of its wait- 

er is called Clear Water Lake, or Wauk- 

ematogoming. It is about six miles long 

by five wide, and abundantly supplied with 

trout and pike.’ The pike in this clear, 

cool water are quite different from what 

are found in the river or Upper Lalkes. 
They are very lively when hooked, and of- 

fer aS much sport as a black bass. Their 

meat is firm and sweet, pink in color,and 

excellent to taste. The trail to Clear 

Water Lake is fairly good, but many of 

the other connections are difficult to fol- 

low. Clear Water can be reached from 

Thessalon by wagon road and trail, as can 

also the Little Thessalon and Lake Petro- 

lia. A considerable stretch of water on 

the Little Thessalon is fit for canoeing. I 

have never caught speckled trout in Clear 

Don 

Water Lake, yet they may be there, but 

there are plenty of other trout, and the 

very finest. There are other lakes and 

streams in the vicinity of Clear Water, 

which are well stocked with trout and 

other fish. This applies equally to Snow- 

shoe Creek and its source of small lakes. 

Trout are also found to the West of the 

River in Otter Township, where every lake 

and stream contains the red beauties. 

Another lake, very similar in, appearance 

to Clear Water, which has its outlet into 

the west branch, is somewhat promising, 

as I have caught speckled trout by drag- 

ging a hook behind a canoe. 

A trail leaves the river just below the 

first Falls above Squaw Chute and leads 
to the main Thessalon River, in the upper 

waters of which there is excellent trout 

fishing. No doubt some of the best trout 

fishing or at least the easiest reached at 

present is to be found in the upper waters 

of the East or White River branch of the 

Mississagua, as nearly ‘all the streams and 
small lakes that outlet to it are abundant- 

ly supplied with those speckled beauties. 

The headwaters of this river are accessi-- 

ble to the Mississagua by trail from either 

Minnesinaqua or Clear Water Lakes or one 

can paddle up from Slate Falls. 

About five miles below Squaw Chute a 

trail leads to the head of the Little Thes- 

salon, which not very long ago was the 

greatest trout stream and beaver haunt 
in this country. Each season several 

strings of from one to three pounds trout 

are taken from Lake Petrolia, and in the 

stream below I have seen four men catch 

four hundred trout in less than two hours, 

in about half a mile of the stream. Many 

good strings of trout are yet taken from 

there every season and fresh beaver cut- 

tings are still to be seen along the banks. 
I have never yet been to Stewart Lake. 

The trail that I mentioned as leading to 

the main Thessalon is the only connection 

of which I know. Stewart Lake is north 

of Desbarats and is reached from there 

by walgon road and canoe. It is one of a 

fine bunch of Lakes. There you find bass 

and speckled trout in the same lake. 

ee 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

We had the pleasure of meeting again in 

New York, those veteran sportsmen, Dr. 

Robt. T. Morris and Mr. Dan Beard. To 

meet them is as pleasant as to read their 

books. Have you read Hopkin’s Pond ? 

oa 
The Canadian Camp have selected the 

Timagami, French River and Mississagua— 

Desbarats regionas their happy hunting 

grounds. Most of their five hundred mem- 

bers; will be seen next summer in what 

they call the hunting grounds of America. 

* 
We are continually asked for distances to 

Hudson’s Bay. The distance from Missana- 

bie Station on the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way west of Sudbury, to New Brunswick 

Post is fifty miles, from New Brunswick 

Post to Moose Factory 250 miles, Moose 
Factory is on the Moose River quite close 

to James Bay. Returning via Abbittibi, 

the difference in distance is not great. Per- 

sonally we prefer going via Abbittibi and 

returning via Missanabi. 
=> 

- 
We are glad to notice that an honorar- 

ium of one hundred dollars was voted to 

Mr. E.T.D. Chambers, the Secretary-Trea- 
surer of the North American Fish and 

Game Protection Association at their an- 

nual meeting at St. John, N.B. Several of 

the members’ testified to the excellent 

work done by Mr. Chambers in the inter- 

ests of sport, and to that testimony ‘‘Rod 

and Gun’’ cheerfully adds its quota. Mr. 

Chambers has proved himself a pleasant 

and informing writer on sporting topics, a 

good all round sportsman, and a most zeal- 

ous official. 

About twenty canoe trips in the district 

of Northern Ontario are described in 

“Camping and Canoeing,’’ a book written 

‘by a canoeist, who has taken every trip 

he describes and who writes a most useful 

and entertaining manual. Michie & Co., 

Toronto, Canada, who make campers’ sup- 

plies a specialty, have the book for sale at 

50 cents per’ copy and have also inaugurat- 

ed a system of charts by which they can 

supply a description of a ‘trip sufficiently 

“Rod and Gun’’ will give a free notice 

of one line to every guide in good stand- 

ing. It will also keep a black list of 

guides against whom well founded com- 
plaints have been made. No guide will 'be 

placed in this list, however, until he has 
had an opportunity of stating his side of 

the matter,* because we are quite well a- 

ware that there are unreasonable sports- 

men and tourists, as well as cross-grained 

guides. 

+ 
Mr. F. Coburn, the well-known ornitho- 

logist of Birmingham, England, has made 

an expedition to British Columbia, for the 

purpose of adding to his ornithological 
collection, which is said to be the most 

complete in the world, and is the result 

of fifteen years’ work. Mr. Coburn, who 

has a series of groups depicting the life 

and history of every species of bird which 

has visited Great Britain, thus sums up 

the fruits of his expedition:— 

“During this period I have procured and 

preserved the very large number of 635 

specimens, chiefly birds. These represent 

about 150 species, of which 36 are a- 

mongst the most rare of British birds, and 

114 British Columbian forms. Of the Brit- 

ish birds I have secured about 21 complete 

life histories, and of the other section 22, 
giving the great total of 43 life histories. 

Several of the British Columbian forms 

will be new to the entire province, hav- 

ing escaped the notice of all previous ob- 

servers. Amongst the British birds I have 

two phases of plumage hitherto unknown 

to science.’’ 

Mr. Coburn speaks in the highest terms 

of the assistance he received from the of- 

ficials of the British Columbia Govern- 

ment, and all the settlers with whom he 

came in contact. 

. 

comprehensive for a novice to pilot his 

way unguided. These charts are all pri- 
vately prepared and each trip revised by 

men who have been over the ground and 

Michie & Co. supply blue-print copies at 

a small charge. 
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The Chief Game Warden of Quebec re- 

ports that during the hunting season of 

1904 over a thousand red deer and sixty- 

two moose were killed in the northern 

part of the district comprising Pontiac and 

Ottawa counties. The district does not 

include Timagami, French River, Mississ- 

aga, Desbarats, or other portions of the 

New Ontario sections from which no re- 

port has been made. The Chief Game 

Warden also reports an increase in the 

number of wolves. The Quebec Govern- 

ment ought certainly to increase its boun- 

ty on wolf scalps; it should be made 

equal at least to that given by the On- 

tario Government. 

+ 
We are glad to see that the Game Pro- 

tective Associations are spreading. Nel- 

son, B.C., has an active Assocation which 

is petitioning the Provincial Government 

for amendments of the present game laws. 

Complaints are going in to the Govern- 

ment officials that the Indians of British 

Columbia are wiping out the sock eye Sal- 

mon. This is done’ before spawning time 

and in a wholesale manner. The Indians 

are up in arms about it, but the firm man- 

agement of the Government will make 

them obey the law, and also compensate 

them for anv damage they may receive for 

the curtailing of what may be considered 
as their rights and privileges. 

¥ 
Mr. Francis Kermode, curator of the 

Provincial Museum, Victoria, B. C., is the 

zealous naturalist, who has been distin- 

guished by the discovery of a new species 

of bear. It is a creamy white skinned lit- 

tle animal—not the polar bear or any re- 

jation of his—and is found twenty-three 

hundred miles further south than any pol- 

ar bear has ever been found. His _ present 

habitat is the region drained by the Naas 

and Skeena Rivers in northern British Co- 

lumbia. Mr. Kermode deserves the high 

The Malcolm Manufacturing Company of 

Syracuse, New York, are sending out a 

handsome little pamphlet, describing the 

perfected Malcolm Rifle Telescope. All in- 

terested in telescopes for target practice, 

will do well to write for a copy of this 

most useful little publication. It contains 

a great deal of information, not only a- 

Yo 

honor that has been conferred upon him 

by naming the bear alter him. 

Canada still has great stretches of coun- 

try entirely unexplored whose animal life 

is not known. How many and how large 

these are that man knows who attempts 

to make maps of new canoe trips, as_ the 

writer has done. 

* 
The ‘‘Western Daily Press’’ of Bristol, 

(England) has been publishing a series of 

articles on ‘‘Canada for English Sports- 

men.’’ The following extracts from one 

of them shows how highly the sporting 

possibilities of Canada have commended 

themselves: to this correspondent:— 

“There is no finer game country in Cen- 

tral Canada than north of Ottawa. No 

comparison can be made between Scotland 

or Norway and Canada for true sport. The 

chief attractions in Canada are moose, 

deer, and bear, but for those who do not 

care for these, winged game will be found 

everywhere. What is called partridge here 

is not the English partridge; it is larger, 

heavier, plumper, and preferable in every 

way. The best variety of what is called 

partridge is really the Canadian ruffled 

grouse. Another variety, a handsomer 

bird, but not so good to eat, is the spruce 

partridge. 
By the courtesy of Mr. George H. Ham, 

chief of the press department, Canadian 

Pacific Railway, I have received the com- 

pany’s compilations relating to sport. One 

of the most striking of the series is the 

‘‘Sportsmen’s Map,’’? showing where game 

and fish abound in the Dominion of Cana- 

da and adjacent American States, the por- 

tion belonging to Uncle Sam comprising a 

comparatively narrow strip along the Ca- 

nadian frontier.’’ 
cana 
? 

There have been changes effected in the 

Manitoban Game Acts this session. The 

hunting season for deer of all kinds has 

been shortened from one month to fifteen 

days—that is from December 1st to Decem- 

bout the Malcolm Telescopes, but about 

the use of the telescope in general, which 
cannot fail to be of interest to riflemen. 

This Company manufactures four kinds of 

telescopes, varying in cost from eight to 

twenty-four dollars. 
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ber 15th, which is now the open season. 

All persons, whether resident or non-resi- 

dent, now require a permit to shoot deer. 

This permit has to be returned at the end 

of the open season accompanied by an af- 

fidavit declaring the numbers and the sex- 

es of the:animals shot.: The season for 

muskrat hunting has also been shortened, 

and it now extends from January Ist to 

May 8th. The duck shooting season has 

been curtailed as well. September 25th is 

now the opening day for both duck and 

prairie chicken shooting in Manitoba. Sec- 
tion 11 of the Game Act allowing deer and 

other animals to be taken and kept for 

domestication is repealed. No non-resident 

can now get a permit for exporting more 

than one hundred geese and swans, and 

fifty ducks, while grouse, prairie chickens 

and partridge are entirely prohibited from 

exportation. While there is no country 
that has a larger number of first rate 

sportsmen than the United States, it has 

also unfortunately a class of so called 

sportsmen, who would be more correctly 

termed ‘‘butchers.’’ Against the inroads 

of these people the Province has been com- 

pelled to raise the fees from $25 to $100 

for non-residents. The necessity for such 

an act is exceedingly regrettable. 

¥ 
The annual report of the New Brunswick 

Tourist Association has just been issued, 

and is ‘a very complete document of its 

kind. New Brunswick offers many attract- 

ions to the tourist, and with the steady 

and comprehensive work of this Associa- 

tion these are bound to become known to 

an ever widening field. Despite all the ef- 

forts ‘of the Association however, the pro- 

gress made last year was but small, and 

this fact is attributed to three reasons— 

the cold and’ backward summer, the St. 

Louis Fair, and the Presidential election 

in the States. The work of the Associa- 

tion is spread over a very wide field, and 

We have received the advance sheets of 

an interesting publication called ‘‘The Kee- 

waydin Club’s Camps and Trips.’’ 

The booklet 

plication to 

A. S. Gregg Clarke, Director, 

Asheville, North Carolina. 

will ke sent free upon ap- 
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advertising with them is conducted as a 

fine art. Their advertising matter is all 

good, and is valued accordingly. We quite 

agree with the Committee that to spend 

money in this manner is far more effective 

than ‘to fritter it away in cheap produc- 

tions that are speedily thrown away and 

forgotten. The general effect of the work 

of the Association is well illustrated by 

the following comparison of license fees 

paid to the Government which figures are 

well worthy of reproduction in ‘‘Rod and 
Gun’’:— 

BOGS, MOT ee bce alee $ 102.00 
1897 .0o a eRe ge $ 182.00 
1898) 55 1G em 1824.00 
1899, TAPERE COs Aer 4731.00 
1900; Se sie | ee eee 6485.00 
LOO ieee Ces eae eee 8442.00 
LODE See OEE G ioe 10,855.00 
AGOS2 Sh iia. setae 16,155.00 
11904), 02 aa eee a 16,216.53 

+ 

One more case of wonderful cure is to be 

placed to the credit of the Canadian 

woods, and the open air prescription has 

been again completely justified by results. 

Mr. King, who is one of-the insurance: 
magnates of Indianapolis, has been in fail- 

ing health for some years. Doctors and 

patent breakfast foods did their best or 

their worst, and he was reduced to such a 

state that he could scarcely carry a gun. 

At this stage of his illness he read about 
the rejuvenating powers of the northern 

woods, and dubious though he was as_ to 

the applicability of the cure to his case, 

he came north. Fortunately for him he 

became known to those who had personal- 

ly tried and benefited bv the same cure. 

and although his case seemed desperate, 

they had faith in their prescription, and 

urged it upon him. Still doubting, he con- 

sented to try, and accordingly having pro- 

vided himself with a guide and an outfit he 

started for the woods. His advisers them- 

selves had ‘but little faith that he would 

carry the experiment through. Six weeks 

later the invalid appeared before them a 

new man. Instead of a weak, debilitated 

nervous man, they beheld a healthy vigor- 

ous sportsman, whose very handshake tes- 

tified to the beneficient change the open air 
life in the woods had wrovght in him, He 

had now discarded patent breakfast foods 
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and three meals a day, for solid fare and 

four substantial meals. He expressed deep 

gratitude to his advisers for their advice, 

and his thankfulness for having had the 
courage to carry it out. He had not only 

been able to eat, but what was still bet- 

ter, to enjoy, the plain fare of the woods. 

He caught his own fish, and his enthus- 

iasm as he recounted his catches of bass 

and trout, dressed, cooked, and ready to 

be eaten in twenty minutes after being 

taken out of the water, was infectious, 

and set his hearers longing to be them- 

selves partaking of that luscious fare. Mr. 

King also proudly exhibited his trophies, 

which for a sick man, made a capital dis- 

play. These included a moose head, with 

an antler spread of fifty-four inches, a 

couple of moose hams (to give his friends . 

at home a taste of the food that in his op- 

inion beat all patent breakfast foods), the 

skins of a black bear and a red deer. The 

district Mr. King visited was the north of 

Lake Timiskaming, and in speaking of his 

experiences there, he declared it to be a 

veritable ‘‘sportsmen’s paradise’ and said 

that all sportsmen who followed his ex- 

ample must be grateful to the Canadian 
Pacific Railway for opening up such a dis- 

trict to them. 

+ 
At the Sportsman’s Snow in New York, 

I had occasion to watch the ways ui the 

carpenters. They would not work at all 

on Saturday afternoon, but were anxious 

to come on at night or on Sunday morn- 

ing at $1 per hour. One large employer 

said, I want to work all night Saturday, 

but the afternoon off means the saloon 

and the men are no use to me on Satur- 

day night. I will employ the sober ones 

on Sunday morning. I must say that the 
men I employed were smart and sober and 

I rather sympathised with the half navli- 

day idea in spite of its abuse by many. 

I met Mr. L. O. Armstrong of the Can- 
adian Pacific, Mr. Smith, representing the 

New Brunswick government; Mr. Cham- 

bers who is there on behalf of Quebec, 

Mr. Charlton of the Grand Trunk, Mr. 

Creighton of the Intercolonial, and Mr. 

Chafiee of the Richelieu and Ontario Com- 
pany. 

My patriotism was gratified to see that 

Canada was_ seven-eights of the Sports- 

CRI 

man’s Show. Now let us hope that Can- 

adians, whether they be of the governing 

class or'the governed, will do their ut- 

most to preserve our laws about protect- 

ing fish and game and forest. 
In the Canadian exhibit, I saw such 

leading men as Dr. R. T. Morris, I. W. 
Addicks, Dan Bears and many other lead- 
ers in finance and sport. 

Wm. and James Brewster, the Banfi 
guides, who won the competition in throw- 
in the diamond hitch three years ago, 
are doing a great deal for British Colum- 
bia. They are quiet gentlemanly fellows 
and have won many friends among society 
men in New York. Some of these are 
capitalists, who have invested money in 
the Brewster enterprise, and who can fur- 
nish what the Canadian ‘Rockies have 
wanted badly for a long time, viz:—Men, 
horses, canoes and outfits for parties of 
all kinds and of any number. 

It would be well if Rod and Gun publish- 
ed a very complete list of Canadian 
guides, in every province from the Atlan- 
tic to the Pacific. I find that a great 
many Americans not only ‘take the mag- 

azine, but read it. 

a 
We publish the following letter from Mr. 

Shudham S. Hill, who holds the, position 

of Fleet Paymaster in the Royal Navy, 

and who writes strongly on the question 

of fishing clubs. There is an argument on 

the other side, and our columns will be 

open to whoever will present it in a fair 

and sportsmanlike way. This is the let- 
ter:— 

2 Fabrique Street, Quebec, 

Jan. 12, ’05. 
To the Editor of Rod and Gun in Canada: 

Sir,—I have always been fond of sport 

of all kinds, more especially fishing and 

shooting. I therefore wish to lay before 

you what I consider the most iniquitous 

laws by which a few to the detriment of 

thousands are debarred from the privilege 

of fishing and shooting over the greater 

part of opened country in this Province, 

by clubs. 

Population of Province............... 1,648,898 

Say one in twenty of popula- 

tion would fish and shoot to be 

charged $1.00  license...... ...... $ 82,449 
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Say 5,000 wish to salmon fish $5 

MRC STIS 68h eee ee tes. eee ec oeeee esas 25,000 

3,000 aliens, $30:00 ‘license ............ 90,000 

$197,449 

Present income to Government, 

minus $8,000 to the guardians , 37,212 

Increase to Government... ... ...... $160,237 

By this arrangement a right and only 

justice would be conferred ypon 82,449 tax- 

payers and a gain to Government of $160,- 

237, and allowing a sixth ($26,706) of this 

to pay guardians, keep boats and roads in 

repair a net profit of $133,531 over and 

above all expenses. 

Almost the whole of the surveyed lands 

of the Province excepting the Park are 

leased to some 373 -clubs and fisheries of 

an average of six members; in all 2,238 

persons, to the exclusion and injustice of 

the rights of 1,648,898, the present popula- 

tion of the Province. 

Who are these 2,238 that monopolize 

nearly all the lakes and rivers? Nearly 

half are aliens. 

In some clubs a territory of many square 

miles, including some dozen of lakes and 

rivers is leased for some $50 to some six 

members. In the same reserve there is am- 

ple fishing and shooting for hundreds for 

the few days yearly that they have time 

for sport. 

Many of the clubs have erected expensive 

houses and made passes to the several 

lakes. These would not be in any way in- 

terfered with until the lease expired, then 

the Government could remunerate the 

clubs for their outlay. 

At the expiration of leases the Govern- 

ment could improve and enlarge these club 

houses, leaving them in charge of guardians 

and charging a small fee per day to those 

who would occupy them and use the boats. 

These rents would pay the guardians. 

These guardians ought to be trustworthy 

and well paid, and ‘live there summer and 

winter. 

If sportsmen did not wish to go to the 

expense of making use of the club house, 

they could bring their own tents or fit up 

a shelter as they might require, but all to 

pay for the use of the ‘boats. 

By these means I feel certain a better 

return from all lakes and rivers would be 
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the case, for one and all would see that 

his neighbour fished and shot legally. 

Many of the lakes are swarming with 

cannibal fish such as lunge, and these ought 
to be exterminated if possible. 

' Lunge from six pounds to twenty pounds 

are hardly ever caught by ordinary means. 

These live entirely on trout and other 
small fish. 

One of these fish is responsible for the 
loss of thousands of trout that would take 
the fly. 

Nets of a mesh that would take nothing 

below a six pound fish might be used by 
the guardians for the capture of such ver- 

min as the lunge. 

Fish passes or ladders are not in many 

of the dams, consequently salmon that 

would go up to good spawning beds are 

now prevented and of course not increas- 

ing, which they would do if access over or 

through these dams was given them ac- 

cording to law. 

I am told the United States sportsmen 

spend a large sum at these clubs, which 

benefits the Province—so they may spend 

a few thousands, but my plan would give 
twenty times the income, for I feel sure 

by having the before mentioned rules car- 

ried out, not one sportsman would stop 

coming, but it would bring an increased 
number when they knew they were not re- 

stricted to one place for their sport as is 

now the case. 

Some from the States to whom I have 
spoken told me they did not care a straw 

about the fish they would catch, but they 

liked to get into the wilds of the country 

for a change. 
My plan would answer this. 

At present they are restricted to certain 

parts and those parts only, for hardly can 

any one go a quarter of a mile or so, but 
he is told,.‘‘you are on such and such 

club ground.’’ 

Again, who are these clubmen? Men with 
money, so that a poor man like myself 

cannot join. 

Many Canadians, members of clubs, to 

whom I have told these proposals, said 

they ‘would gladly see them carried out, 

as clubs entailed heavy expenses, but un- 
less they belonged to one or other club, 

they would have no fishing or shooting. 

Sorne of the clubs are established as a 
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speculation, as the 

ments will show:— 

FISHING RIGHTS FOR SALE. 

The unexpired lease of one of the best sea 

trout rivers (the Escuminac) in the Pro- 

vince of Quebec. Easily accessible. Terms 
low. For particulars inquire of J. W. Bar- 

ney, Southboro, Mass. 

following advertise- 

FOR LEASE—ONE OF THE BEST 

Salmon rivers in Canada. Will accomo- 

date four rods. Address I. W. Adams,93 

Commercial St., Boston, Mass. 

Such being the case, why are the rights 

of every citizen to fish and shoot so bart- 

ered away ? 

From time immemorial from the foot of 

Montmorency Falls to the River St. Law- 

rence has been fished by the public ( I my- 

self have fished there for 20 years.) Now 

all is stopped by the Quebec Light; and 

Power Co., who have no more right to 

Bb 

stop it than they have to stop a_ person 

walking the public roads, but such is the 

power of money over justice and right. 

Trout under 53 inches in length ought 

not to be caught. I have seen several 

pounds of trout taken. from four inches to 

five inches in length, certainly not for eat- 

ing, but to brag of numbers caught. 

The foregoing I laid before the Minister 

of Marine and Fisheries last year, when I 

was informed ‘‘The Department is not pre- 

pared to take any steps at present in the 

Way you suggest.’’ 

I would call the attention of all voters 

at elections, when’ they will have it in 

their power, to have these unjust laws 

cancelled by insisting upon the members 

promising to do so. Then would one and 

all be able to have some fishing and 

shooting and the Province be many thou- 

sands of dollars to the good over the 

present income. 

We have just received the new Marlin 

Catalog for 1905 containing full details of 

Marlin repeating rifles, 22 to 45 calibre, 

and Marlin repeating shotguns, 12 and 16 

gauge. It also has a section on ammuni- 

tion, giving proper loads of ‘black and 

smokeless powders and telling what bul- 
lets may be used in the various sizes. A 

third section has chapters devoted to 

“Care oi: Rifle,’ ‘‘Sighting Rifles,’’ ‘‘Re- 

loading Ammunition,’’ ‘‘Low Pressure Pow 

ders,’’ ‘‘High Power Powders,’’ ‘‘How to 

Lubricate Bullets,’’ Accuracy, Velocity, 

Trajectory and Penetration,’’ ‘‘The Choice 

of a_ Rifle’ and many other similar 

topics. 

The cover is in colors, showing two 
hunters sitting on a log resting and wait- 

ing for the savory meal looking over'the 
camp-fire, their guns and dog close at 

hand, while one, graphical!y relates to the 
other the story of ‘‘A Great Shot.”’ 

You can get a copy of this 128-page 
book with hundreds of illustrations, by 
mentioning this paper and sending three 

stamps for postage to The Marlin Fire 

Arms Co., New Haven, Conn. 
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Good Work Done. 
The sportsmen of ‘the good old city of 

Quebec have long enjoyed an enviable re- 

-putation. The following’ account of the 
annual meeting of their Fish and Game 

Protective Association, will, we are sure, 

be read with interest. Among the names 

of the members are some who are the wor- 

thy descendants of those who in their gen- 

eration were sportsmen. By its deeds the 

Quebec Fish and Game _ Association has 

earned a high place in the honor roll of 

its sister associations. | 

The general annual meeting of the Sports- 

men’s Fish and Game Protective Associa- 

tion was held in the Masonic Hall for gen- 

eral business and the election of officers 

for the coming year. 

MR. CARE NER ANID kG: 

Mr. C. A. Pentland, Vice-President, 

presided and the following gentlemen were 

present:—Messrs. E. J. Hale, T. H. Nor- 

ris, J. K. Boswell, A. W. Boswell, E. T: 

Nesbitt, John S. Thom, R. Sampson, 

Frank Carrel, F. H. Andrews, Dr. Wells, 

and E. T. D. Chambers, Secretary-Treas- 

urer. 

The Secretary read his annual report, 

which showed that last year had been the 

busiest in the history of the Association. 

A large number of convictions against 

violators of the fish and game laws were 

obtained. With the desire to avoid any 
suspicion of persecution some of the con- 

victed parties had been let off with costs 

where these were high, though in the case 

of more flagrant offenders many fines of 
from $50 to $100 had been imposed and in 

some cases imprisonment had followed. In 

the Lake St. John district few complaints 

had been heard during the past year as a 

consequence of the good work done there in 

previous years by the officials of the as- 

sociation. Illegal moose hunters on the 

south shore, especially in the River du 

Loup, Temiscouata and Squatteck terri- 

tories had fared badly during the past 

twelve months at the hands of the Assoc- 

iation, Several lengthy and interesting de- 

tails of which, with names of the convict- 

ed parties, being furnished. Two. serious 

cases of poaching on club limits in these 

districts had been worked up by the As- 

sociation officials and one American club 

was so gratified with the result of the As- 

sociation’s work, that all its members join- 

ed it in a body, while another had writ- 

ten a letter of thanks to the Secretary 

and sent a reward of ‘$100 to the officer 

engaged in the case. 

Mr. Chambers laid before the meeting an 

original letter which has come into his 

possession from an illicit dealer acting for 

a Montreal firm addressed to country deal- 

ers offering 55 cents per couple for part- 

ridges and asking that each recipient of 

said letter should endeavor to engage a 

hundred hunters to assist in filling the or- 

der. The letter furnishing interesting de- 
tails of thef manner in which‘ the birds 

were tobe shipped in order to avoid de- 

tection, and produced somewhat of a_ sen- 

sation among those present at the meet- 

ing 

Reference was made to the enormous 
seizures of these partridges, made during 

the months of October, November and De- 

cember last, full details of which were 

furnished, as well as a list of the charit- 

able institutions among which they were 

divided. 

The thanks of the Association were de- 

clared to be due to the Hon. S: N. Parent 
for his continuance of the’ annual grant of 

s400 to the funds of the Association, and 

allusion was made to the interference  en- 
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countered in protective work at the hands 

of certain politicians. 

The report was most favorably discussed 

by those present and the opinion was un- 

animously expressed that efforts should be 
made to haver it published in both lan- 

guages and circulated as widely'as pos- 

sible in the country districts. 

It was unanimously resolved that the at- 

tention of the Government be directed to 

the large number of non-resident sports- 

men visiting the Province who are said to 

evade the payment of the statutory license 
fee. 

The financial statement showed a balance 

in hand of about $550. 

The officers elected were as follows: 

President—Edson Fitch. 

Vice-President—Chas. A. Pentland, K.C. 

Secretary-Treasurer—E. T. D. Chambers. 

Committee of Management—Vescy Bos- 

well, T. H. Norris, Frank Carrel, J. S. 

Thom, Chas. Lanctot, E. T. Nesbitt, Ed- 

mond Joly de Latbiniore and A. Laurie. 

Auditor—T. H.' Norris. 

THe ‘DRA 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada. All communications for this department should 
be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor ‘The Trap,” Kingsville, Ont. 

Prominent Canadian Shooters. 

THOMAS ALEXANDER DUFF. 

The subject of this sketch was born at 

London, Ontario, May Ist., 1869. Mr. 

Duff, who was always fond of outdoor 

sports such as skating, baseball, footbal) 
and shooting, commenced shooting when 
10 years of age and at 14 was an excel- 

lent glass ball shot and a good field shot. 

In 1887 he removed to Toronto where 

he studied law with the well known legal 

firm of Blake, Lash & Cassels, was admit- 

ted to the bar and remained with them 

seven years. ; 
He did no shooting from 1885 until 1899 

when he took up the sport again and join- 

ed the Toronto Rod & Gun Club. He won 

the club championship in 1900 and 1901 

and has, also, won annual pigeon shoots 

of Stanley Gun Club and Toronto June- 

tion Gun Clubs. 

He was one of the founders of the Dom- 

inion of Canada Trap Shooting and Game 

Protective Association and was its first 

Vice-President. At the inaugural shoot in 

Ottawa in 1901, he tied with Mr. Fred 

Westbrook for high average and gave an 

exhibition with his repeater,—breaking 24 
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straight, letting six out of the magautrap 

as rapidly as they could be pulled. 

He was elected President of the Associa- 
tion at its annual meeting in Ottawa in 

1901 and resigned the office in 1903. 

During his regime the association progres- 

sed and held splendid tournaments in Ham- 

ilton in 1902 and Toronto in 1903, this 

latter having 151 competitors and being 

the second largest amateur tournament ev- 

er held in America. Both were held under 

Mr. Dufi’s management and at both he 
stood high up in. the averages notwith- 

standing the worry and work of the duties 

“as manager. 

It was a matter of general regret that 

he was not at the Association shoot at 
Brantford, last August, on account of his 

absence: in British Columbia. 

Mr. Dufi has now assumed the manage- 

ment of the Stanley Gun Club Tourna- 
ment to be held in Toronto, May 17, 18 

and 19, which will no doubt 'be a great 

success and promises to be one of the lar- 

Ixil 

gest trap events in Canada for 
1905. 
Mr. Dufi has few superiors as a field 

shot, having shot from Quebec to B. C., 

his especial forte being partridges and 
quail. He is, also, an enthusiastic fisher- 

man and is very fond of a dog and is the 

owner of several valuable pointers and set- 

ters of fashionable breeding. At the Inter- 
national Field Trials at Ruthven, Ont., 

in 1904, he entered two dogs in the derby 

and won Ist. and 4th. 

Mr. Dufi is the best type of sportsman, 

following the shooting game for the pure 
love of the sport. He makes a splendid 

presiding officer, being a ready and fluent 

speaker and of a_ genial nature that, ap- 
parently, nothing can ruffle. 

We might mention, also, that he is a 

great and personal friend of Mr. ‘‘B. P. 

Rock’’ and where you see the latter gentle- 

man making top-notch scores and leading 

the field against all favorites you can be 

sure that Mr. Duff is in his immediate 
vicinity. 

shooting 

Toronto Traps. 

PIKE CO’S. TOURNAMENT. 

The shooting tournament of the D. Pike 
Co., L’t’d, was held at Woodbine Park, 

Toronto, Feb. 22nd, 23rd, and 24th. 

The weather was comparatively mild for’ 

February and some very good scores were 

made. 

Prominent among the out-of-town cracks 

were T. Upton, M. E. Fletcher and W. 

Rasberry, Hamilton, E. G. White, Ottawa 

and F. H. Conover, Leamington. 
Messrs White and Conover were pres- 

ent in the interest of Dupont Powder Co. 

The regular target events were varied 

by a miss and out live pigeon event each 

day. The first day’s pigeon event had 16 

entries and was divided by Phillips, Crew, 

Jennings, Coulter and Kemp. That of the 
second day with 14 entries was divided 

between Phillips, Rose and Cromwell. 

That of the last day was won by W. Mc- 

Dowall, who out winded all his competit- 

ors, demonstrating that his skill with the 
scatter gun has not waned. 

In the target events Mr. G. W. McGill, 

Toronto Junction, broke the record with 

98 out of 100 shot at during the second 
day. This is not the first evidence of Mr. 

McGill’s skill at the traps but shows that 

he is keeping up his good work. 
I. G. White, Dupont representative, shot 

through the whole three days breaking 

263 out of 285 or 92.3 per cent. 

T. A. Duff (T. Rock) was high amateur 

first two days with 244 out of 285. 

First Day. 

First event, 10 targets, entry (includ- 

ing birds) 70c—T. Rock 8, E. G. White 10 

X. X. 8, W. Rasberry 10, H. Williams 9. 

Second event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 

Rock 14, White 14, X. X. 12, Phillips 14, 

Roberts 11, Williams 10, Rasberry 11, 

Fletcher 13 

Third event, 20 targets, entry $2.40— 

Rock 18, White 18, X. X. 14, Phillips 18, 

Fletcher 16, Rasberry 16, McGill 18, Gran- 

ger 11, Roberts 12. 
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Fourth event 15 targets, entry $1.30— 

Rock 13, White 15, Phillips 15,Patterson 

15, McGill 14, Coulter 8, Rasberry 14, 

Hick 7, Best 12, Jennings 11, Crew 12. 

Fifth event, 20 targets, entry $2.40— 

Rock 13, White 16, Phillips 17, McGill 16, 
Callender 15, Rasberry 18, Fletcher 14, 

Crew 14, Lewis 16, Hicks 16, Davies 12, 

Chapman 15, Upton 19, Rose 16, Vivian 

16. 
Sixth event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 

Rock 15, White 15, X. X. 13, Phillips 14, 

Davies 6, Mathews 12, Williams 13, Rose 

8, Vivian 13, ° Upton 12, McGill 15, Ras- 

berry 13, Hick 8, Thompson 8, Fletcher 
11, Patterson 9, Roberts 11, Lewis 11, 

Chapman 10, Granger 10, Crew 12, J. J. 

Coulter 11, Kahn 10. 
Seventh event, 20 targets, entry $2.40— 

Rock 19, White 19, Upton 17, Rasberry 16, 

McGill 19, Phillips 18, X. X. 18, Hick 12, 

Thompson 13, Lewis 16, Crew 16, Roberts 

18, D. Pike 14. 
Highth event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 

Rock 10, White 14, X. X. 11, Phillips 15, 

Best 10, McGill 15, Hick 138, Jennings 9, 

Miller 7, Williams 11, William McDowall 

"11, Sheard 8, Almack 9, Fletcher’ 12, 

Chapman 11, D. Chapman 11, D. Pike 11, 

C. Lavender 9. 

Second Day. 

Event 1, 10 targets, entry (including 

birds), 70c— T. Rock 9, Conover 9, X. X. 

6, E.G. White 10, Williams 6, McGaw 3, 

Kahn 9, Moore 6, C. Turp 6. 

Event 2, 15 targets, entry $1.30— T. 

Rock (18, Conover: 1s) ee axa E.G. 

White 13. McGaw 6, Turp 15, Williams 11, 

Kahn 10. 

Event 38, 20 targets, entry $2.40—T. 

Rock 16, E. G. White 19, X. X. 14, Con- 

over 16, Thompson 19, Turp 16, Williams 

17, Kahn 15; 

Event 4, 15 targets, entry $1.30—T. 

Rock 4, E. G. White 14, X. X. 9, Con- 

over 13, McGill 15, Williams 9, Turp 15, 

Thompson 13,Kahn 8, Tompkins 9, Wm. 

McDowall 12, Beatty 12, Vivian 13. 

Event 5, 20 targets entry, $2.40 T. 

Rock 15, E.G. White 19, X. X. 15, Con- 

over 19, G. McGill 19, Beatty 17, Turp 

18, Thompson 20, Phillips 18, Vivian 17, 

Williams 15, Roberts 16, Hick 19. 

Event 6, 25 targets, entry $3—T. Rock 
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23, E. G. White 25, X. X. 23, Conover 24, 

G. McGill 25, Thompson 22, Turp 22, 

Phillips 23, Beatty 22, Hick 18. 
Event 7, 15 targets, entry $1.30— T. 

Rock 15, E. G. White 14, X. X. 9, Con- 
over 15, G. McGill 15, Vivian 14, Williams 

12, Hick 10, Thompson 138, Roberts 14; 

Turp 11, Rose 14, Cromwell 10, Phillips 

153. 

Eivent®8, 20 targets, entry $2.40—T. 

Rock 18, E. G. White 19, X.X. 12, Con- 

over 19, G. McGill 19, Hick 15, Vivian 15, 

Williams 16, Phillips 20, Roberts 16, Turp 

17, 

Event 9, 15 targets, entry $1.30—T. 

Rock 11)°R."G; White 155 xX" xeiSecon- 

over 14, G. McGill 15, Kahn 10, Thomp- 

son 14, C. Chapman 10, Hicks 9, Vivian 

8, Williams 11, Roberts. 12, Turp 23} 

Granger 10. 

Third Day. 

Invent one, ten targets, entry (includ- 

ing birds), 70c—Rock 10, E. G. White 9; 

xX. X. 9; F. H. Conover 8; Van, 9; Mig 

hews, 8; Dunk, 8; Morgan, 9; Jordan, 4; 

Vivian, 8; Williams, ; Kohn, 8; Hulm, 10. 

Second event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 
Rock, 14; E. G. White, 15; XK. Xie 

F. H: Conover, 14; Dunk, 11; Vangaae 

Vivian, 11; Mathews, 14; Jordan, 9; Mor- 

gan, 12; Hulme, 14; Williams, 11. 

Third event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 

E. G. White; 13; X,-X. .11;\F. Ais 

over, 12; Van, ‘9; Dunk, 10; Kahn, 9; Viv- 

ian, 7; Wm. McDowall, 12. 

Fourth event, 15 targets, entry $1.30— 
White, 12;; X. X. 12; F. H. Conoverngiiay 

Cass, 7; Kahn, 8; Wm. McDowall, 12. 

STANLEY CLUB WEEKLY SHOOT, 

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley 
Gun Club took place on their grounds on 

Saturday, Feb. 25th. The day being mild 
with a light southerly wind, was all that 

could ‘be desired for good shooting. In 

the spoon contest, which is a 25-bird ev- 

ent, handicap by extra birds, there were 

17 entries, and it was won by Mr. Wilson 

with six extra, totaling 23. 
Spoon contest, 25 targets, handicap:— 
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Hdcp Score. 

Wun See Aas 4a Scratch 20 

LLLoN YAMS cesta 4 8 Ses WR eer 5 13 

ANOUK Saisie ie Ss ee Scratch 115) 

PAO antalil Manresa Mee sk oo ali esioteced 4 16 

ISIIEHS 6 a eceene) Sadeh IRIE er ea a il 20 

LE TELVCI(S » eant an ie Scratch’ 22 

OPNOME Tie lees! bow saci a 5 ail 

EPANIP OM) “esc. :c52 | esc. cse eee e : 2 16 

5 EIFLODICUS, (gaa ra Ee 2 18 

LAN? 25 eee eee Scratch 21 

PTB qQeAie ee eae ean S 2. 3 22 

RVEMTAR Ica: Sale tens staat, contre 6 22 

VIN TUG Cc ati ai ee en ene RAR Cre INT 6 23 

POPPER DINAN, 2.080 i.cs0) soneotusce Rata ke 4 21 

1c \CLTGNT 018 ne i TE 5 22 
MAMOMET ip Fa 55-8 0 Nos tined nosed Tasca 4 16 

In the other practice events Hulme broke 

51 ex 55; Rock 48 ex 70; 26 ex '30; Fritz 
32 ex 40; 38 ex 50; Dunk 22 ex 25; Ing- 

ham 24 ex 35; Day 28 ex 35; West 14 ex 

30; Lewis 24 ex 30; Hogarth 30 ex 40; 

Hampton 14 ex 20; Wilson 19 ex 25; Mar- 

tin 15 ex 20; G. Martin 4 ex; 10; W. Mar- 

tin 4 ex 10; X. X. 40 ex 60; Townson 5 

ex 10; Chapman f4 ex 15. 

JUNCTION CLUB SHOOT. 

The Toronto Junction Gun Club held a 
shoot on the King Street grounds, Feb. 

9th, and in spite of the unfavorable 

weather some good scores were made. The 

following are the scores:— 

Shoot No. 1, at 15 sparrows, 20 yards 

rise—Philip Wakefield, 12; C. Burgess, 12; 

GC; furp, 12; D. J. Taylors °*hs Wo Wake- 

field, 11; W. J. Sheppard, 10; J. Smillie, 

10: D. C. Walton, 8; D. F.. Hicks, 7; Peter 

Bilis, 7; J: Giles, 6. 

Shoot No. 2 at 5 sparrows—Philip Wake- 

melds: 'C. Burgess, 155 (Ce Durpsisse Wee Jp 

Sheppard, 5; W. Wakefield, 4; J. Smillie, 

aD. kh. Hicks; 3; Peter Ellis, 3: Je Giles: 

3. 

CENTRAL GUN AND ROD CLUB SHOOT 

Central Gun and Rod Club held their 

weekly shoot on their grounds at Ontario 

House, Kingston Road, on Saturday, Feb. 

18th. The scores:— 

Ixiv 

At 10 targets.—Bell, 5; Larkins, 5; Wil- 

Beatty, 8; Sparrow, 4; Joslin, 4; Tansley, 

6; Lawson, 3; Woods, 5. 

At 10 targets—Colby, 4; W. McKeand, 6; 

Crew, 6; Goddard, 7; Bunker, 9; Boles, 5; 

Beatty, 8; Sparrow, 4; Joslin, 4; Tansley, 

6. 

20 targets, spoon  shoot—Bunker, 16; 

Beatty, 16; Colby, 4; W. McKeand, 12; 

Crew, 11; Goddard, 14; Boles, 9; Sparrow, 

2;Bell, 11; Dawson, 5: 

Tie between Bunker and Beatty was shot 

off, miss and out—Bunker 7, Beatty 8. 

STANLEY GUN CLUB’S COMING 

TOURNAMENT. 

A’ meeting of the Management Committee 
of The Stanley Gun Club of Toronto (in- 
corporated) was held Jan. 31st to consider 
the plans for the annual tournament in 
Toronto on May 17, 18 and 19. Those 
present were: Thomas A. Duff, (Chair- 
man), Ald. Robt. Fleming, J. H. Thomp- 
son, (President), and Alex. Dey, (Secre- 
tary). It was decided to have ten 20 tar- 
get events each day, making 600 targets 
in all; and to guarantee $1250 in cash. It 
Was agreed to give a valuable prize each 
day for high average, and a grand prize to 
the competitor who makes high average 
for the entire tournament. The committee 
also decided to present a ‘diamond medal 
to the professional shot standing first in 
his class. The competition will be manag- 

ed on the handicap system and open to the 
World—professionals and manufacturers’ 
agents to shoot for targets only. The 

Rules’ governing the shooting are those of 

The Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting 

and Game Protective Association. 
No expense will be spared to make this 

tournament a success, and with the liberal 

cash guarantee and other inducements of- 

fered, the Club feels that Toronto will see 

in May next a tournament that will eclipse 
the one held in August, 1903, which was 

the second largest strictly amateur tour- 

nament ever held in America. 

Competitors will be able to remain in 

Toronto, and on May 20th see the race at 

the Woodbine for the King’s Plate—the 

oldest continuously run racing stake of the 
Continent. 
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HAMILTON V. STANLEYS. 

The Hamilton Gun Club were the guests 

of the Stanley Gun Club, Toronto, on 

Saturday, Jan. 28th, when the return 

match between the two clubs was shot. 

Hamilton won the first match by 17 birds, 

and again defeated the Stanleys by 38 

birds, 17 men a side. The shooting on the 

whole was of the gilt-edge variety. Ham- 

ilton’s percentage for 17 men being 83.76, 

that of the Stanleys 74.82. The following 

is the result of the match. 

Team match, 25 targets— 

HAMILTON. 

Waterbury, 20; Fletcher, 24; Marshall, 

18; Singer, 23; Raspberry, 21; Brigger, 19; 

Horning, 22; Smyth, 18; Hunt, 22; Bates, 

19; Doc. Green, 22; W, P. Thompson, 22, 

Graham, 22; Wilson, 23: Upton, 24; Hun- 

ter, 20; G. Cline, 17. Total 356. 

STANLEYS. 

McGill, 24; J. K. Thompson, 22; Farmer, 

13; J. Townson, 17; Ingham, 19, ‘Dunk, 21; 

Thomas, 20; Hirons, 19, Hogarth, 16; 

Wakefield, 21: Buck, 20; Herbert, 13; Lu- 

cas, 21; Rock, 20; Dey, 20; Hulm, 19; 

Greene, 13. Total 318. 

STANLEY GUN CLUB WON. 

The Stanley and Parkdale Gun Clubs met 

for the first time in the City Blue Rock 

League, on the latter’s grounds, Saturday, 

Feb. 4th, at 25 targets per man. The 

weather was ideal for shooting. The Stan- 

leys shot 16 men and Parkdale 18. The 

score is as follows:— 

STANLEYS 

Thompson, 23; Downs, 13; Farmer, 19; 

Fritz, 22; Martin, 18; Townson, 18; Dey, 

22; Hogarth, 15, Sowdon, jr., 15; Wilson, 

14; Herberts, 16; Rock, 25; Buck, 23; 

Hulme, 22; Ingham, 15; Sowdon, sr., 21. 

Total 301. 
PARKDALES. 

Maywood, 15; Carlile, 17; Sanderson, 17; 
. ’ ’ ’ 

’ 

Bain, 18; Birch, 20; Marsh, 19; F. Hidks, 

15; F. Patterson, 20; Daley, 13; T. Patter- 

son, 13; Montgomery, 14; Dempster, 10; 

Kent, 20; Bonguard, 18; Ried, 12; H. Prid- 

ham, 7; Stewardson, 11; Weller, 9. Total, 

263. 

RIVERDALE GUN CLUB. 

The first meeting of the National and 

Riverdale Gun Clubs took place on the lat- 

ter’s grounds, Saturday, Feb 4th, the 

Nationals shooting 15 men against 10 men 
of the Riverdales; 25 targets allowed each 

man. The individual scores were as fol- 

lows:— 
RIVERDALES. 

Hirons, 21; J. Hare, 21; W. Best, 20; F. 

Powell, 19; J. Jennings, 16; T. Warr, 14; 

A. Edkins, 12; C. Argue, 15; W. Mollon, 

15; F. Hooey, 17. Total 170. Average 17. 

NATIONALS. 

C. Harrison, 18; R. Waternorth, 23; J. 

Granger, 22; F. Matthews, 14; O. Spanner, 

18; W. Spanner, 17; G... Viviany;aies. 

Williams, 17; Jifkins, 10; Reynolds, 8; J. 

Ross, 17; Taylor, 6; Wallace, 19; Stubbs, 

11; H. Harrison, 15. Total 229. Average 

15. 

CENTRAL CLUB’S SCORES. 

The Central Gun 

their weekly shoot 

and Rod Club held 

on their grounds at 

Ontario House, Kingston road, Saturday, 

Feb. 25. Results:— 

10 targets—Bunker 8, Beatty 7, McDer- 

mott 7, Bell 7, J. Crew 7,W. McKeand 6, 
Tansley 6, Goddard 5, Dawson 5,Jackson 

4, J. McKeand 38. 

10 targets—Goddard 9, Bunker 8, Bell 8, 

W. McKeand 7, Beatty 7, Dawson 5, Mc- 

Dermott 5, J. McKeand 4, Webb 3. 

10 targets—Bunker 10, Tomkins 9, W. 

McKeand 7, Beatty 6, Dawson 5, Jackson 
5, McDermott 4. 

20 targets, spoon shoot—Bunker 17, J. 

Crew 17, Bell 15, Goddard 15, Beatty 15, 

Tansley 14, J. McKeand 13, W. McKeand 
10, McDermott 9, Dawson 8, Webb 8 

Tie between Bunker and Crew was shot 

miss and out. Bunker won. 
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Sherbrooke, Feb. 24, 05.—The Annual 

meeting of the Sherbrooke Gun Club was 

held on Feb. 18 and the following officers 

elected for the year. 

President—J. B. Goodhue. 

Vice-president—C. Hilson. 

Captain—G. M. Howard. 

Directors—N. G. Bray, C. 

son, T. M. Craig. 

Secretary—C. H. Foss. 

G. Thomp- 

Ixvji 

The date of the Annual Tournament was 

set for July Ist. It is expected that 
shooting will commence by the first Sat- 
urday in March and a successful season is 

anticipated. 

The spoon competitions which proved so 

interesting last year will be continued and 

in addition a club trophy is to be arrang- 

ed for. 

C. H. Foss, Secretary. 

Montreal Traps. 

The scores of the Montreal Gun Club on 

Jan. 28th, were as follows, Event No. 1 

being the Spoon Shoot and the rest sweep- 

stakes: 

Events i eye eee Se. 

Targets Psy 4a)» 18) AUS) 

Wir @adlish: 23-2 e.. Slvale eee ZO) ee eee 

PAVE UE tive Gaara ecto t Ans. 5 ewetec eee es PAN) fe) les! 

UMNO acct vat .soccan)scx- 2th “Seseee 20 23 8 13 

LST; (CAC NDS) (ees ee tele ereeery a 1G Bee ay oe Se 

PRIOR AMOCD so2c5-! 2dp. stocessacs pene kb Ges ele 

RpUMUVMN Ohi 22. Ss. 5 cdak.. vecené neh estou HE Sibi tf SAY 

W. Candlish in No. 1 was allowed 7 ex- 

tra birds. All others scratch. 

MONTREAL GUN CLUB WEEKLY 

Scores, Sat. Feb. 1lth., at 25 birds. 

Spoon Shoot. 

Ewing, 20; Redman, 19; Nearney, 18; 

Murdoch, 18; Landriault, 18; Dumont, 11 

Scores, Sat. Feb. 1Ith, at 25 birds. 

President’s Prize; event 2, was Spoon ev- 

ent, the other events were sweeps: 

Targets Py PAB) ANC) a) ae) 

Wandriault):.) s3.cce eee Spec Lo 

SVAN eis os sa ees PA PAD 3), 9 aI) 

Nee analish (,.352:..0ecs3 as ie ONS ee ee Oey 

RSE OME Yh G2 a.8 Jae ess eee Li. 20 cee 69 

[Dua cGy al, tyeets erate et tenet som) Sy Ah a 

a o =F =) © =] ay So bo _ oO o co 

VN v2: 220) 10 (2) hak eames BMT ar? Seige omal Ore, 7 

LUGS 1070; ese B ane am AE OR AR: Base 14 12 

IBTOSSCAUL . chic: eee — 19 

ie White: 22k: Catia 16 

In shooting off tie for President’s Prize 

Landriault beat Ewing. 

.day target tournament, 

MONTREAL GUN CLUB. 

The following is the result of "the shoot- 
ing held on the grounds of the Montreal 
Gun Club on Saturday, Feb. 25th. 

Spoon shoot at 25 targets:—Mitcheson, 

25; W. Candlish, 25; Rainville, 25; Alex- 

ander, 24 ; Ewing, 24 ; Landriault, 23 ; 

Redman, 22; McDuff 21; Parsons, 18; Du- 

mont, 18; N. Candlish, 17; Kearney, 16; 

Brosseau, 11 ; Lemieux. In this’ event 
Mitcheson, W. Candlish and Rainville were 
allowed 7 extra birds each. 

25 bird sweep:—Rainville, 25; Ewing, 23; 
Redman, 22 ; McDuff, 22 ; Landriault, 21; 
Parsons, 20; Mitcheson, 19; N. Candlish, 
18; Dumont, 18; Brosseau, 16; Lemieux, 15. 
In this event Mr. Rainville was allowed 
3 extra birds. 

25 bird sweep:—Redman, 23; Dumont, 
21; McDuff, 19; Ewing, 18; Kearney, 18; 
Landriault, 13; Lemieux, 12. 

MONTREAL GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT 

May 25, 26, and 27. 

The Montreal Gun Club will hold a three- 
May 25th, 26th 

and 27th. The advance proofs of the pro- 
gram show that the Club will offer some 
exceedingly attractive features. The Sweep 
events call for 585 targets with a total 
entrance, $51.00. In addition there will be 
a merchandise event at 12 targets, en- 
trance 50 cts., re-entries 25 cts., and a 
miss and out event, entrance 50 cts., re- 
entries 25 cts., Kearney system, eAch day, 
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during the tournament and ten prizes in 

kind with a minimum value of $50.00 will 

be given in each event each day, making a 

total of $300 in prizes in these events dis- 

tributed during the tournament. Another 

prominent feature, each day, will be a 5- 

man team event, at 20 targets, entrance 

$5.00, divided two moneys for’ first five 

entries, with some additional money for 

every other three entries. Teams must be 

composed of bona fide members of one 

club. The sweep events will be divided 

partly Rose system and partly High Guns. 

The Gun Club will give $100.00 in gold to 
be divided as follows:—$10.00 gold piece in 

Merchandise Event, also a miss and out 

event, each day, a total of $60.00 for the 

three days; $5.00 gold piece for high aver- 

age in sweep events, each day, and $10.00 

gold piece for high average for the three 
days, and $5.00 gold piece each day, for 

best individual score in team event. All 
shooters are welcome, nobody barred, ex- 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

cept the man with black powder; but no 

one will be allowed to shoot for birds only 

under any circumstances. Professionals 

are barred from the $25.00 given for high 
averages. 

The Westmount Gun Club of Montreal 

will hold their Tournament as usual on the 

24th of May, so that Montreal offers four 

days of continuous shooting. The Gun 

Club guarantees a distribution of $1500.00 

in prize money. 

Nearly all the gun clubs in the Province 

of Quebec and the States of Vermont and 

New York have already stated ‘by letter 

that they shall be well represented. 

The Tournament will be held in the 

grounds of the Club adjacent to Montreal 

Water Works. 

D. J. Kearney, 412 St. Paul St., Mont- 

real, Canada, is the secretary and will 

cheerfully give any further information. 

Programs will be ready shortly. 

St. Hubert’s Gun Glub, Ottawa. 

The St. Hubert Gun Club held a success- 

ful shoot “Saturday afternoon, Feb. 25th. 
W. J. Johnston. at a distance of 18 yards 

winning the President’s trophy confined to 

Class A. shooters, and C. J. Booth, from 

16 yards, captured the Vice-President’s 

Shield for Class B. shooters. The scores: 

CLASS A. 

Ist. 2nd. 

Evt. Evt. T1 

WwW. J. Johnston. (is yds) -223 co. 24 22—46 

W. L. Cameron (18 yds ...... ... 22 22—44 

EG.) White (18 yds) <4..c) es: 20 21—41 

Je Mi Roberts) (Gicmydsieees nee 22 22—44 

G:. Wsdale’-(8) yds)... ee) cS ee 

An. WeodbhrOo'pi (dtStayidis))n sarcoma 20 20—40 

H.. Vieutsetaydsjres.cn os ee . 17 20—37 

WeSlaney (Cis yids); Sie oe .. 21 15—36 

BY AS Eleney. ClStay Gs) ee 15 20—35 

CLASS B 

C..:J.4 Boobhr (iG: yds)ijo.t.c. Lee 20 23—43 

G. (Gravesend s) nics ... 20 ~23—43 

I. N. Deslauriers (16 yds) ...... 18 20—38 

J. Hi. Herguson (16 syds)) 3.023% 17 14—31 

E. R. MeNerll, (LG) yds) geese: 12 14—26 

Waterloo Traps. 

The Waterloo gun club held the first 

shoot of the ,season at <A. Hergptt’s. 

There were two events. The first was at 

{en pirds and the scores were; E. F. Sea- 

gram 8;.A. Hergott 6; G. Kuntz 5; G. A. 

Bruce 5;*J. H. Seagram 4. , 

Second event, 9 birds; EK. F. 

G. A. Bruce 9; G. 

J. H. Seagram 7. 

The club has reorganized and will have 

regular shoots during the year. 

Seagram 9; 

Kuntz 8 A. Herrgott 7; 
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Canadians 

Many prominent Canadian trap shoot- 

ers attended the big target and live bird 

Shoot at Detroit, Feb. 15, 16 and 17. 

Among these were Harry Scane, Ridge- 

town; F. H. Conover, Leamington; Geo. 

McColl, Fingal; D. Macmackon, High- 

gate; J.: FE. Cantelon, Clinton; R. Coffee, 

St. Thomas; L. Youngblood, Sandwich, 

The first day was devoted to targets 

the program calling for 200. A. S. Tols- 

ma, of Detroit, won high aNerage with 

176. Gilbert and Pontie Wood, De 

troit, tied for second place with 

173 and Spencer and Fisher tied 

for third place with 172. Of the Canadians 

Scane broke 163; Macmackon, 161; McColl 

158 and Conover 157. ‘‘Shorty’’ broke 

68 out of 100. 

In the live bird events, second day, Can- 

telon, McColl and Youngblood killed 6 

straight in event 1. In event 2 at 9 birds 

Cofiee went straight, winning $24.35. In 

event 3 at 10 live birds, Scane and Mac- 

Mackon killed all and won $21.09 each. 

Name and Hdep. 

King (30) 

Bennett (2) 

Crosby (33) 

Gilbert (33) 

Spencer (32) 

Gill (26) 

Phellis (29) 

Budd (32) 

Marshall (31) 

Tolsma (31) 

Mayhew (30) 

Scane (30) 

Smith (27) 

Fisher (28) 

Taylor (29) 

J. Marks (29) 

Chapman (30) 

Coffee (29) 

Cox (28) 

J. Es Reidy (29) 

L. H. Reid (29) 

Sparks (27) 

Clark (28) 

McColl 

Jarvis 

Peewee en eeee weeeeseorees seseeeeee 

se cecceccees covccsseceestesessece css 060 sesece 

Dace eee e eens seseeseeesesese eesseesesees see se08 

Peewee ene nate tees senses ees cee eee C8etteeen ® 

Stee cee tee e ence n ee cae seeeessesees sess 

Sete e eens Fete ere ee weer eseerarsses Beeeee seeees 

Cece wee ee eens caceee seseeceesessesscesess eos esee 

Cece e es saweecescces 20 seeesssseees 

meee teen eee e eee eee ee seeeee seeees Feeeeeeetoene 

Beene teen een e ere ee eeseseeesess s88eensene 

Cece eres ecees Coster eeseeeens cesses geseesettasce 

Pee eee eee meee ees see eerenesss seseseeee Beeeereseeeesesea 

Shee e ete t ees weeeeeresese erseee vessete 
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at Detroit. 

The weather during the three days was 
very cold with high winds and the scores 
under such circumstances were extremely 
creditable. 

In the International event for the Gil 
man and Barnes trophy, 25 live birds, 
$25.00 entrance, Scane killed 23 and Cot- 
fee 22. The trophy was won by R. R. 
Bennett, Pittsburg, Pa. with 24. Tolsma 
the winner of the trophy last year, killed 
his first.) 022 and then lost his last 
three ‘birds. The winner, with the trophy 
got $128.25. The 23’s got $83.90 and the 
22’s, $11.85. 
Speaking of Mr. Scane’s shooting, the 

Detroit Free Press says, ‘‘Scane, the Can- 
adian expert seemed the only exception to 
rule, killing 23 birds of the 25 shot at, 
the majority of them with the first barrel. 
He ‘centred’ almost every bird in fine 
style and handled his gun with a grace 
born of long experience.’’ 
We append the scores in the big event:— 

Scores. Totals 

=e) See 12:11121202111222202222022 29 
See see 1101112111222221221222122 24 
Seen he cae 2221222222201222202212222 23 
So Coen eee 2222212022222222022220222 22 
a Ses Neen Pio 2202222011222222202222202 21 
sat he ee 0211221220120211121210121 2) 
pe 22112202220212 2222202212 22 
Pee eee hast. 12121012201212010102 Ww 
+S ee 2222222202202202202222202 21 
APSO PSE 2212222222222222222220000 22 
REM acca oe: 2121112222020222201211221 22 
i Cae eae 0202111222221212211222913 23 
Ac Out deems 2222222022220222222022222 22 

‘aby Ap A oemcaaees 022222202222220022292 Ww 
nO RSet ee 2211112102211010212222012 21 
Sh gad a ea 2222222222210221022021220 21 
aS oh ae en 2222222220222222220222221 23 
yp Bae i re ea 2222121001211211111022229 29 
SIS Ne hy eo 0021102221 Ww 
5c) sa Be Anas Dee 2012111221021211112212012 929 
Se a Es 2221020121101120220110212 18 
ek oh Oe re 2221200100212201111011000 16 
Bae eh en 2221102212022222102121120 21 
a4 bE S18) EMG aes 012011121120112 Ww 
be te oie ED ae 1212221221022022120121102 21 
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Hamilton Gun Club Scores. 

The regular shoot of the club took 

place at the grounds on Saturday, Feb. 

25th. The weather conditions were per- 

fect and some good scores were made in 

both classes. 

In class A, for the Klein & Binkley dia- 
mond trophy, Hunter broke 25, Hunt and 

Oliver missed only one each. 

In class B, for the Whitmore trophy, 

Marshall and Haby tied with 23 out of 25, 

Marshall winning in the shoot-off. 

The scores: 

CLASS A. 

Hunter, 25; Hunt, 24; Oliver, 24; Upton, 

23; Wilson, 23; Bates, 23; Frank, 23; Bow- 

ron, 23; Fletcher, 20; Brigger, 19; Cline, 

19; Greene, 19; Crooks, 18; A. Smyth, 18; 

Rasberry, 15. 

CLASS B., HANDICAP 

Marshall, 28; Haley, 23; ‘‘Ben It’’, 22; 

Wilkins, 21; Maxwell, 20; Dunham, 20; 

Moncrieff, 20; Wark, 19; Lee, 19; Johnston, 

19; Dean, 19; Waterbury, 18; Merriman, 

is. Snitth, 17; Kipley, ws: 

Stray 

American Handicap Target 

held this year near 

enough the Canadian border to attract 

some of our gun experts. Indianapolis, 

Ind., June 27, 28, 29 and 30 are the place 

and the date. 

The Grand 

tournament will be 

With three days shooting at Toronto, 

May 17, 18 and 19 and four days at Mont- 

real, Maly 24, 25, 26 and 27, ‘the trap 

shooting season in Canada will open with 

a rush. 

specimen of fool legislation 

shooting matches for 
The latest 

is a bill prohibiting 

MARSHALL WON ITHACA GUN. 

In the final match ‘for the Ithaca Gun, 

put up for competition in B. class by the 

Hamilton Gun Club, Harry Marshall won 

with a score of 96. A. R. Dunham and J. 

Merriman second with 94, C. Waterbury 

and C. Smith third with 92, the former 

in each case winning in the shoot-ofi The 

series was 100 birds, : four shoots at 25. 

Mr. Marshall was heartily congratulated 

on his splendid score, and his win seemed 

to be very popular. The event was very 

closely contested, nine men finishing with 

over 90. 

Klein & Binkley have offered another 

championship trophy consisting of a hand- 

some diamond medal, which is to denote 

the club championship, all contestants to 

shoot from the 16-yard mark. The race is 

at 150 birds, 25 at each of six regular 

shoots. At the first match the following 
scores were made: 

Dr. Wilson, 23; George' Cline, 22; A. 
Smyth, 22; Fletcher, 20; Rasberry, 20; 

Dr. Greene, 20; Thomson, 20; Frank, 20; 

Brigger, 19; B. Smyth, 19; A: Bates, 18; 

Bowron, 17; Waterbury, 17; Marshall, 16; 

Hunter, 12. ° 

Pellets. 

prizes of value, a bill for which has act- 

ually passed the South Carolina House. 

If this bilk ‘passes, shooting ‘‘for birds on- 

ly’? will be the only style of trap shoot- 

ing permissable. 

The coming tournament of the Montreal 

Gun Club, on May 25-27, already referred 

to by us, should have a large attendance. 

A division of $1500.00 is guaranteed by 

the club. Professionals will be allowed to 

shoot for targets only. There will be a 

sliding handicap 16 to 20 yards. Domin- 

ion of Canada Trap Shooting Association 

rules to govern, 
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IVERJOHNSON 
REVOLVERS 

ACCIDENTAL 

DISCHARGE 

IMPOSSIBLE 

PRICES : 

Iver Johnson 
Revolvers Hammer, meeerolvere, THIS 1S THE SAFETY POINT $5.00 

all Hardware —the Safety Lever that makes i. 

or Sporting accidental discharge impossible, Hammerless, 

Sea RBS and disposes of this last argument $600 
against owning a revolver. 

The safety principle: The firing pin is entirely separate from the hammer and cannot be struck 

without the aid of the Safety Lever; the Safety Lever is put into operation only by deliberately 

pulling the trigger. That’s why you can ‘‘Hammer the Hammer” of an IvER JOHNSON or throw 

the arm around anywhere—any way—it can’t possibly go off. 

Learn aboutit by sending for our bright little booklet ‘‘ Shots’’ sent to you free together with our handsome catalogue. 

Iver Johnson’s Arms and Cycle Works, Fitchburg, Mass. New York Office, 99 Chambers Street. 

——— a a nS 

18 FOOT DORY{ 222 2% 
CANADA LAUNCH WORKS Limited, 

; 

: 
| 

( 
; 
( 
, 
; 
) 

OBVBVWBWFVSSIVAS*ISISIFESsESVSsISSSSe8BFB 

TORONTO, CANADA. ‘ 

Manufacturers under license from Lake Shore Eiipine Works of 

NEW SUPERIOR MARINE MOTORS ¢ 
2 cycle 2-8 H. P. 4 cycle 6-40 H. P. ¢ 

Sole Builders of Complete Motor Boats in Canada § 
=> QS DSSS VOWS VWBESVWSASVWIESSTSsESWASSSSSSesesB6 
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Reha Aye 

Spiral wire shows shape of cleaner core (Garrison Pat.) 

Cleaner 
The core of the cleaner is a spring tempered SPIRAL wire strung with sections of soft brass gause washers, 

separated by smaller brass washers, except in the small calibers. The brushes area little smaller than the bore 
of rifle or revolver. This allows the spring to force but one side of each brush against the bore. Thus they follow 
the twist, reach into every angle of the entire rifling and RAPIDLY remove all lead, copper, rust or powder residue. 
Exceedingly durable. Sold by dealers or direct, soc. Mention caliber. Strongly jointed rod, ¢r. All our 
specialties described in catalog U. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO., Gladstone, Mich. 

ag REGISTERED & PATENTED 

Perfect in make, perfeet in fit. 

OUR SPECIALTIES 
High Grade Combinations 

Pure Linen, Pure Wool, 
Pure Silk, Pure Cotton, 

and any combination of these. Every person 
can select the material most suited to his wants. 

High Grade Sweaters, 
WESCUTS;: FOQUES. SSASHES; 

HOSE,- MITTS 
Knit-to-Fit Combination Suits follow every bend of the 

human body as if they were another skin, allowing perfect 
freedom to every movement. 

The KNIT-TO-FIT M’F’G. CO. 
613 LAGAUCHETIERE ST., MONTREAL 

RETAIL BRANCH, 2469 St. Catherine Street. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOL® 
HUNTING & FISHING 

FI SHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT CLOTHES 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps: of the Made to your mengure, Send 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON for free Illustrated Catalogue. 

THE UPTHEGROVE 
SPORTING GOODS CO., 

Dept. §., 28 Monroe St. 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and 

G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 

way Co., Brockville, Ont. 
See that “Patent Fold.” 
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Ghe Man Who Knows 
never lets anything come between him and 
the game but aMARLIN. He finds MARLIN 
accuracy a pretty good thing to depend on. 

MARLIN repeaters are made to get the game. 
They take heavy loads and stand hard service. 
They never fail. 

The MARLINS with the ‘‘Special Smokeless Steel”’ 
barrels—using powerful, smokeless loads—are 
the rifles for big game. From the light .30-30— 
to the heavy .45-70—every calibre has proved 
its wonderful accuracy and value a thousand 
times. 

Hundreds. of vivid tales of MARLIN 
prowess are told by ‘‘The Men Who Know’’ 
in our Experience Book. It’s worth reading. 
Sent with our catalogue for 3 stamps postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO. 
No.67 WILLOW STREET 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Decide this season to 

Camp and Fish in Canada 
The Beautiful Lakes district of Ontario invites 

you, and we attend to your every want, 
at Michie’s. 

We provide the Supplies, Provisions, Utensils, Angleworms, Etc. 

We rent you tents, help you select a route, supply a map or chart, 

and meet you at the Toronto Depot with the entire outfit all ready to 

accompany you. 
Our 7oth year in business as Grocers, etc., at our present ad- 

dress, 7 King Street West, so we know the requirements thoroughly. 

MICHIE & CO., 
Toronto, Canada 

A complete little Campers Manual—r2o pages, RILTESED ALCO, Berets aralasaie soc lostc, © o¥s oictycalevate oc-WWele) oleke ven stonanctaien 10c 

Camping and Canoeing in Canada—rs0 pages, 42 half-tone illustrations, cloth cover ; tells about 24 

different routes........... Peat lala =i isan =) ie wwe cial dic ao Weigle vine Foie > <.aleiese the opal a clan ial 

Map of the Northern Lakes, Ontario, 4oxg2)paper, COlOTEd 95ers rc). cx Aerie - icicle vclewiele -foleisje mane ale 
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Re, 

SU RREY, TYPE 
horse powir, $ 1350 

With top , water-proof 8 id e curtains,etc, $1 5O extra 

~Whis vehicle can be operated 
S ith eedom from repairs 
OO thot the pleasure of touring in it is 
S not marred by expense and waste of 
ZJtime. @ working parts are casi 

inspected by removing the inge oor 
and seat falls,without crawling under the 
mochine. (Other models $750, $850, $ 2000 
and $3000. @ Full information on request. 

THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY. 
Plain Office and Factor); Kenosha Wisconsin. 

Acutomobile & ‘ upply Company, Toronto, 

Ontario, Kastern Axatomohbile¢ Company 

Montreal, Quebec , Ketchum & Company; 
Ottawa > Ontario. 
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HAMILTON 
POWDER CO. 

Offers for critical comparison 

against imported brands, and at 

twenty per cent. lower prices on 

equal grades. 

“SNAP SHOT” 
“DUCKING” 
“CARIBOU” 

If willing to put up with the 

Write No. 4 Hospital Street, 
or apply at any local 

office. 

no nitro powder gives as ? 

HIGH or as UNIFORM velocity in 

+ game shooting as the best black. 

reas “UI 

tat tart Matatatatantas tas 

NEPERA 
SOLUTION 
A Universal Developer 

For Velox, (except glosssy) Dekko, 

Bromide Paper and Lantern Slides 

and in connection with Nepera 

Capsules a perfect developer for 

Film or Plates. 

At all Dealers, 25 Cents. 

Canadian Kodak Co., 
— LIMITED 

Toronto, - Canada. 

SOREN NNN NER ERE SES ESCM EO SSNS 

SD OD O32]B3BP>B]IIWI3B322 0DWBP @ > 2 2 YS HPF 32 

IN THE HANDS OF BOTH EXPERTS AND AMATEURS 

LEFEVER ARMS CO. GUNS 
—Are- 

Winnina 

Signal 

Victo.ies 

At all the prominent 

Tournaments in 

United States and 

Canada 

No Guns built will out-shoot or out-wear them- 
50c Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. 

Lefever Arms 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S.A. 

We will be pleased to mail our 1905 Catalogue and to answer inquirits. 

Guaranteed not to serotch the barrels. 

es 

ic m
aa 

diy ies 

Write us. 
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BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. manufacturers to H. 
tee R. H. The Prince of 
' Wales and His Majesty the King ot Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in-the Angling World. 
The Field says: “It ought never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 

remecy we have achieved as rod makers. They have left all competitors hopelessly behind.” 

sy The World’s renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the “‘Grand Prix” 
International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, making a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's ~PALAKONA’ (Regd.) Cane Built Rods. 
H Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, July 22nd and 23rd, 1904, ‘‘ HARDY ’ 

One Firm Bears RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. 
All Others ‘ Hardy’s “SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world 

CATALOGUE FREE! Over 300 illustrations of Roda, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Baggs, Books, &e., Free. 

Manufacturers of Rods. Reels, Lines> 
HARDY BROS ALNWICK ENGLAN 0) éc., for all kinds of Fishing in 

“4 ’ 4 ; all parts « f the World 
Retail Branches :~LONDON, 61, Pall Mall, 8.W.; EDINBOROUGH, 5, 8. St. David St »et; MANCHES'ER, 12 and 14, Moule Street. 

WHEN YOU REQUIRE 

Snow Shoes Guns 
Toboggans Rifles 
Moccasins Revolvers 
Hockey Goods Ammunition 
Skis Etc. 

THINK OF 

KETCHUM & CO. 
OTTAWA ONT. 

The largest Sporting Goods House in Canada. Manu- 
facturers of the celebrated Ottawa Skis 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

? TRE 

Toronto Silver Plate Co.. 
Limited —~ 

Designers and Manufacturers of wares in 
Sterling Silver and Electro Silver Plate 

Making a 

Specialty 

of Designs 

suitable 

“GEM” For Prizes 
RIGIO MODEL 

for 

.THATS FIN Athletic 

Compe- 

MAKES SHAVING etnies: 

EASY AND SAFE 
Two minutes suffices fora shave with the "GEM" | iH HHTHIINIHT 
he t ah content mod oT fan Of s BOOE shave, It | HN I 
shaves Clean and close every we ever tails we | 

, OEM blade fin Enewli i Stivar Raaor Steel) is the see- NO 1353 

fetOt Our BUCO ES ; | PEWTER LOVING CUP 
™ "GEM" RAZOR COMPLETE $2.00 

oy a every Mts a ri entanyw oe prope ny Sot eipt 

fa of price rite for our diteresting FREE boule 

K Gem Cutlery Co., 34 Reade St New York FACTORIES and SALESROOM> 
EUR UAG Ha EME King Street, West, Toronto, Canada 

= 
E. G. GOODERHAM, Managing Directer. 
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Hurrah 
ee for ES 

Toronto 
May 17, 18, 19, 1905 

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT 

STANLEY.GUN CLUB 
(Incorporated) 

Ba S| et eee gee? “7 

THE AMERICAN 
PEDOMETER 

WILL TELL YOU  canrteo Like 
109 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGIMEAS COE 
10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 
Numbers on dia! represent miles. Hand points 

h, outnumber of miles walked. Case of hand- 
-some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for business or pleasure. in search of health or 
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. ully 
quaranteed. Write for booklet 

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD 

Cash Value of Events Guaranteed. 

Ten 20 Target events on 17th and 18th, Eight 20 
Target events on the 1gth, and fhe Stanley Cup at so 
Targets for which, in addition to Cash prizes, a splendid 
Sterling Silver Cup will be presented to winner. 
Two valuable prizes each day for high amateur aver- 

ages. 2 i 
Two grand prizes for high amateur averages for 

Tournament. 
Magnificent Diamond Medal for Professional high 

average. 

PROGRAMS READY APRIL 15th. 

THOS. A. DUFF, ALEX. DEY, THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER CoO. 
Chairman Com’te., Secretary Com'te., 611 MALLEY BUILDING, NEW HAVEN, CONN, 

14 Close Ave., Toronto, 178 Mill St., Toronto, Bs A aa ea renee, Sys 

Canada. Canada. Canadian Selling Agents,E & 4. Gunther Co , T oront 

SPERTAE OFFER 
EIGHTEEN MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Good until April ist, 1905 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is a magazine that undoubtedly proves 
itself a welcome visitor from month to month, being the only publication in America 
devoted exclusively to Hunting, Fishing and T'rap-Shooting in Canada. 

Subscription price to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is One Dollar per 
annum, but as an inducement for you to subscribe before Apri!, 1905, we will send you our 

Magazine from April, i905, to October, 1906, (eighteen months) for One Dollar, 
This is an offer that no live sportsman should ignore. 

Don't wait until tomorrow before sending in your order. Between now and 
tomorrow many things may occur that will make you forget the offer, 
which is good only until April 1905. 

If you already a subscriber show this to a sportman friend of yours. 

Address:—Subscription Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 414 Huron Street, Toronto 
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Small Profits -—Quick Sales. 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

(50. Reguarprice, aces Quality A Flies 

SOG kegaar price, cocens QUALITY <Be- RIBS 

GOG. ezutar price, seen. Quality C Flies 

BOG. Reguiar price, sy cen.” Bass Flies 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 
Fly Rods Bait Rods 
ro feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents 6 feet, 8 ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

hae H:H. KiFREL Co. 

523 Broadway, New York Ci'y. 

Catalogues of any of the above goods free on application. 

— 
Out Door Life Lectures 

Canoeing, Camping, Fishing, Shooting, 
Snow Shoeing, Skiing, Tobogganing, 

and other Winter Sports. 

Mr. L. O. Armstrong, of Montreal, qualified by thirty years’ experience 
of life in the woods, on the prairies, and in the Rockies, gives illustrated 
lectures on the above subjects to Clubs, Schools, and Societies of all kinds. 

“Tt is an appeal, as eloquent as intelligent, to all Americans to prac- 
tice that pleasantest kind of physical culture, viz., the canoe, camp and 
woodcrafts, with all their connected pleasures.’’ 

‘Romantic and thrilling. The Lecturer was a thorough master. He 
had a theme, a message to carry to the audience and it came with all the 
freshness and invigorating qualities of the breeze from the ocean in the 
sultry heat of a zyreat city. ‘As entertaining and fascinating an illustrated 
lecture as has been heard at Chautauqua in several seasons.’’ ‘The 
Chautauqua, N. Y., Assembly Herald. 
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The Ideal Beverage 

07 O),0 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

OAa0 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

000 

ASK FOR 

%, J 
(LONDON) 

Hote! Belleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New Yoru. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent 
and transient 
guests. 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.”’ Can otter few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 
One Room, with bath.................. $2.50 per day 
Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and $7 per day 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. 
Write for our magazine, “The Hotel Belle- 

claire World.” 

MILTON ROBLEE, Proprietor. 
SEEN es AE 

569 

ff if Take a 

ex KODAK 
; Le | WITH YOU 

aoe Supplies 

d Developing 
y W Printing 

KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINES 
give better results, more 
convenient, and no dark 

room required. 

CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING 

" WM. F. J. HART, 
561 St. James Street, Montreal, Quebec 

(Opposite G. T. R. Depot) 

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED! 

IP YOU) WIEL SER Y 

-IA PAN ES tee 
BRAND 

WRITING INKS, MUCILAGE, 

CARBON PAPER TYPEWRITER RIBBONS 

PRODUCTS OF THE HIGHEST 

MODERN SKILL AND EXPERIENCE 

. 

You will never use any other 

They’re Perfect 
MADE IN CANADA 

The COLONIAL INK CO., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH, CANADA. 



Ribbed Longitudin= 
WNy ond Diagonally —. \ 

The ‘* KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yet it foldsin a 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere ‘The only patented canvas 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667 N. St., Kalamazoo. Mich., U.S.A. 

HOTEL VICTORIA 
Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for soo Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 
eee 

HOTEL ALBERT 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University 

Place and lith Street, New York, N.Y. 
A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from 

one dollar per day upwards. Location central yet 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. } 

L. FRENKEL, Proprietor. 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

S CORSE OAs rs): 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H. CLAY GLOVER, VS., 1278, Broadway, New York. 

CLEAR VIEW 
Acetylene Search Light 

fh 
for Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
and penetrating fog &c. 

Sey Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

No. 4, List $100.00. 
If you don’t know what gun to buy order an Ithacaand a gun of any other make, compare them, and 

if the Ithaca is not the best by all odds, return it. N.B.—-The Ithaca Sticks. 

Send for Art Calalog and Special Prices on 16 Grades. 

GUNS $17.75 to $300 

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N.Y. 
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Pee Tha ery » **Dowagiac 
CASTING AND TROLLING BAITS 

“‘Dowagiac’’ Patents. 
1—Hooks attached so as not to mar the body of the bait nor to tangle into each other. 
2—Al! trebles instantly detachable 

Note especially the glistening white belly and the beautiful rainbow finish of the back. 

It takes several years to learn to make a casting minnow right and we have 
arrived at the ‘‘know how”’ stage of the art « The manufacturers of ‘‘Dowagiac”’ baits are 
practical bait casters of long experience among nearly all the species of game fish in North Ameri- 

icty of sizes, can waters. Every detail of a casting bait has been carefully wrought into the finished product. 

styles and Colors. Ask you dealer to show you the “Dowagiac”’ bait or send direct to us for fully descriptive 
circular with pointers on practical bait custing. 

JAMES HEDDON & SON, = = : Dowagiac, Mich. 

wn ~I a 

CAUGHT THIRTY BASS. 
Warsaw, Ind., Oct. 14, 1904. 

T caught a bass in Yellow. Creek 
Lake weighing seven and one- ¥ 
half pounds and a total of } 

a thirty bass.all beauties, 4 
with the ‘* Dowagiac”’ 
Minnow. Lama‘Dow 
agiac” friend every 
day in the week. 

Resp. yours, f 

CHARLES S1 ARK & CO, Toronto, Ontario, exclusive Canadian distributors. 

fi ieee LLL LEE, 

A Good Aim 
at all times is to deal in only the best a, 

in your line that you can procure, 

which we live up to. Our aim is to 

please our patrons and provide them 

with the best line of 

SPORTING GOODS 

" 
Pe : 

FS 
Sa Se 

Y } 
ry 4 \ AS \ . 

Ws \ \ S Dealers, write for our Spring Cata- 

— pie logue and Discount Sheets. 

We are agents for many lines, including Lally Lacrosse Goods, 

Goldsmith Baseball Goods, Steven’s and Marlin Fire Arms, and many 

other lines of interest. We are manufacturers of the Stark line of 

Tennis Rackets, and sole Canadian agents for the Dowagiac Minnows. 

Sportsmen, send us ‘your name for descriptive literature 

of GUNS, RIFLES OR DOWAGIAC MINNOWS. 

@ CHARLES STARK & Co., Loran 
Z SIS 

Write for woo DS ii Vi iy rpD Woods Celebrated 
EIDER DOWN Catalogue and SLEEPING 

Particulars. oO t t aw a, Cc ana d a. ROBES and BAGS 

Largest Wholesale Manufacturers 
Lumbermen’s and Contractors’ Subblies 

INCLUDING Tents, Awnings, Flags, Tarpaulins, Kitbags, Mailbags and 
anything to order. Clothing, Moccasins, Underwear, Oyeralls, Shirts, 

Hosiery, Blankets, Axes and Smallwares. 

Outfitting Survey Parties, North Pole Explorers oo25%2eiise a Specialty. posed to weather 

aS 4 
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ee ee 

Is acknowledged 
by connoisseurs to 
be the highest 
grade toc. cigar in 
Canada. 

HARRIS, 
HARKNESS & CO., 
MAKERS, MONTREAL. 

fs ops Ops ops eps ops ops ops Ops Ops ofS ops afe ahs af aps fe ahs RK 

The Greatest Event 
IN 1904 

THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 
Was won with 

age ALTE Be Tesi 
During this Meeting ‘““INFALLIBLE”’ also won 

High General Average while 

need LOA 
won the 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAPS 
and 

f| RR Oe 
CONSOLATION HANDICAP 

fs of hs obs dfs aps afs as afs afe af aps af 

= 
= 
+ 
+ 
= 
3 
= 
> 
= 
= 
= 
x 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
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America 
Reels 
Take-Down 

Bali-Bearing 

Pivot-Bearing 

Improved 1905 Models. BALL-BEARING, hard- 
ened steel click mechanism. JEWEL-BEARING 
spiral gears. ALUMINUM and GERMAN SILVER 
micrometer drag. LEVEL-WINDER, Ball-Bearing, 
automatic throw-out. AMERICA-MEEK, hand-made 

best grade. Any size, any bearing. All reels TAKE 
DOWN. Write for prices. 

America Co. 
672 RACE ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 

ADVERTISING 

BRAINS 

Earn up to $16,000 a Year 
There is a great demand for 

nd e ; 

International Correspon. 
Schools. Box 1342 

Scranton, Pa. 

i TOLLE erat PENNA LL UDERENEEMD AA AELDs ote EAE MN ne ec mah 2 Mtrene rie 

l 

: The New Vermifuge and 
Conditioner for Dogs 

CHAMBER’S 
““CASTRIQUE”? 

Does not distress the 

animal. No starving 

required. Produces 

healthy skin and 

glossy coat. Enables 

you to rear the most 

delicate puppy or 

kitten. 

= 

= 

FOR SMOKERS’ THROAT 

SEND FOR COPIES OF 

TESTIMONIALS 

PRICE 50c. AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE 

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 

MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK 
pele Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. S 

Hoarseness, Voice Failures, Catarrh and 
Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific 

EVANS’ ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES 
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS 

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 
COUT CUE Te HUTT UT LTN WHEL 

TERETE MTTTTTCTTITITTITTTT TTT TITTLE LTTE EM ETT 

TC MUELLER LUAU LLU CUCL OAUTH COH NTN TTY MT TT TT Va 
Montreal, Toronto and New Yo 

W000 eee STL SCL ¢ E a ar 0 ins {UAUEA Uv eevenensPereeereert scr eeete) tree annonnsensst 

UTS TTT TTT UTE EUI CUE EEMI ETO ATENEO LLL LH ELIE ET EITM T UL LO TTT TT TNT TNT TTT HUTTE VETTEL LTTE TATU LRLL ULLAL EMMOTT LEE ETAETHEUR TESTA ELAR LECTED UCVNOUESD AGAgUEPELEEOCEEL AVY EDOCERST SUL (OPEN 11 MOCLSENE eSePNORT ND rennet evesEeseTtY ! TT VOMLOLES SUAEOSTOLI OD LOPUNCUA NNN OAD, anenopeRNENY Fe 

The Lenox Hotel 
IN BUFFALO 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 
Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

George Duchscherer,Proprietor. 
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If you are an American 
over 18 years of age and 
able to read and write, we 
can qualify you for a good 
government position. The 
costislow. Write at once 
for Civil Service Booklet. 
State age. 

Internat’! Corres. Schools 
Box 1342 C Seranton, Pa. 

Qualify 
You For 
The Civil 
Service 

A Perfect Fountain Pen 
FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Guaranteed Perfect 

Sent postpaid to and 
address upon receipt 
of One Dollar. 

Akron Fountain Pen Co. 
Akron, Ohio 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. 

Can You Shave? 
Rub a little “‘3in One’”’ 

on your razor strop till 
leather becomes soft and | mM 
pliable; draw razor blade } 

4m between thumb and finger 
¢ moistened with **3in One’’; J 

then strop. The razor cuts 
~ 5 times as easy and clean; 

holds the edge longer. *‘A 
Every : Da Razor Saver for 

=” * Shaver” which gives the 
scientific reasons, and a 

y> generous trial bottle sent 
mm. free. Write to-day. 

G. W. COLE CO, 
129 Washington Life Bldg, 

New York. 

WAYNE HOTEL 

AND PAVILION | 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city ever- 
looking the Detroit river ::  :: 

European Plan, $1 to $3. 

American Plan, $2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, Proprietor, >. 

GUN IN CANADA 

J. BERNARD & SON 
45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

Bernard’s ‘Triumph’ Dry Fly Reels 
J 

This reel is made from our new metal. 
It does not rust or corrode as aluminium 
does and it is lighter and stronger than 
bronze or gun metal. 

3 Inch ‘Triumph’ Weighs about 5% oz. 
3 Inch Bronze Weighs about 10 oz. 

It is also made very narrow (5% in. )be- 
tween plates, and is fitted with largedrum 
for winding in quickly. 

WRITE FOR 1904 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, 

Makers of First Class Fishing Rods, Reels, Tackle 

Do @ OD 2 2@ ‘3 @ ea 2@OovV2 2D Oo 

DuPont Smokeless 
Again the Champion 

DuPont Smokeless 

Won the Professional and Am- 
ateur Championships for 1904 

Mr. Fred Gilbert, High Professional 

Mr. John W. Garrett, High Amateur 

Why Don’t you shoot 

DuPont Smokeless? 

S]ha232 33 2209332323323 23 3E SE5250 
OSS{SFT EPG FS SS SF F* Veo HH HHH Ets 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC 

LABELLE, P. Q. 

Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. 

RIPAWA, P.O: 

TIMISKAMING . 

TIMAGAMING 

DESBARATS, ONT. 

NEPIGON 

WINNIPEG 

QU’ APPELLE 
BANFF SPRINGS 

GLACIER HOTEL 

SICAMOUS 

VANCOUVER 

Sportsmen 

Deer, black bass, and trout. 

Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike, dore, moose, 
and brook trout. 

Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 

caribou and deer. 

Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 
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THERE IS MONEY 
IN TRAPPING FUR 

If you are properly equipped Established & 855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

3 Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 
The Newhouse Trap 2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Is necessary. It costs more and earns more than (Opposite Cook’s Tourists Office) LONDON, ENG. 

any other. 

Absolutely Guaranteed. Illustrated catalogue on 
application. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont. 
Sr re er en ee ee ec ee a ee eee EEE 

ODDQD 22D @3B3B32B2A2D2>PD Oo P22D33B3BI]35H383 2330 

English Manufacture Throughout. JO H N B LA N Jc H | : & SON 
29 Gracechurch St. London, E. C. 

Yo}  § Hammerless Ejector § § Hammerless 
Rae ¢ Guns, $105 ¢ . Guns, $60 

~®> 2 <2 <3 “2 “2 2 3 “3 “3 3 3°33 2 032232 2 2 22 2 2 <2 2 2 2 2 

& 

0S 22a3B232 232 3 
a a i el le 
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“DOMINION” 
Ammunition 

A LittTLeE Goop ADVICE: SS SS SS ASDA SS AS ASSAD 

ee ge at at 

Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. 

) 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited 
Manufacturers, MONTREAL 

SS) ay —-~ 

Le 

Cr 
SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS 

DP QGLALOLLLAL ALAA AAD AAAS AAD ALAA A SLAY LAA SAS ALI LL ASL LS L2 SAGA, TF 
TL \, % 
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A Day of Good Sport 
See ND. A 

Night of Good Rest 

An a Marshall + colamdl Mattress 

Drs: ] i ) 

OPEN SHOWING 
B= CONSTRUCTION 

Are Nature’s Own Best Means for restoring Natural, Healthy, 
Vigorous Conditions of body and mind. 

The Fresh Air Does It! 

Good Fresh Air is the Greatest Germ Killer and Healthiest Ren- 
novator there is. The Marshall Sanitary Mattress Breathes it all the time, 
by means of ventilators. The interior is an air chamber supported by 
springs. 

You Take No Chance ' 

In buying as the Mattress is guaranteed for five years, and sold 
Subject to thirty days trial. If not satisfactory your money will be 
returned. 

It Positively Is the Most Comfortable 
Cannot Sag, or lose its resiliency—supports every part of the 

body. Has thousands of delighted users. A perefect Boon to Invalids. 

Write for Catalogue and Testimonials 

° Shipped same day 
feet 6 id 18.00 
3 Folens pita: “soo The Marshall Sanitary money is received 

Bg SUI o gh Ea 21 00 Charges prepaid. Subject 
4 
4 
% OR 23.00 Mattress Co. ’ Limited. to 30 days Free trial and 

Gees 25.00 
money returned if not 

All 6 feet 2 inches long 261 KING St. W., satisfactory. Guaranteed 
soc. per inch for extra TORONTO, CANADA. for five years 
length or width. 

GENT OS — EE ee a A a 
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Ce i te 

WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO. 
GUN AND RIFLE MANUFACTURERS 

Beg to draw attention to all sportsmen of their patent reliable one-trigger 
gun with hand detachable locks. 

‘It stands in a class by itself. The highest exponent of intellect, 
ingenuity and enterprise.” From a writer in the American Field. 

The latest Westley Richards hammer- 
less ejector gun is equipped with hand- 
detachable locks, and reliable one-trigger 
mechanism. The locks of these guns 
can be instantly removed without taking 
out a single screw or pin. Duplicate locks 
can be ordered with any gun. 

oa 

Note the absence of SCREW or pin- 

heads on the side of the gun. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

Fig. t shows the simple manner in which the lock is detached or replaced. Fig. 2 shows the 
bottom cover plate with spring catch at end to secure it in position. Fig. 3 shows the detachable 
lock, containing hammer, mainspring spring, sear, sear spring and cocking lever. 

{n every hammerless gun there are hammers, mainsprings, sears, sear springs, and cocking 
levers. Some of these are liable togo wrong. When attending a tournament, or starting on a three 
weeks’ hunting trip, it makes you mighty comfortable and easy to know that in case of a mishap to 
your ,ock you have a duplicate which can be inserted in ten seconds. 

If your gun gets wet or damp, you can remove the locks instantly, oil and clean them your- 
self before they rust The gunsmith is dispensed with. 

There are no pin or screw heads on the side of the gun to mar its appearance and finish. 
This hand-detachable lock in conjunction with our reliable one trigger makes a most unique 

and modern gun 

ONE JUST FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE ORDINARY HAMMERLESS EJECTOR 

A writer says: ‘‘I have fred 7,000 cartridges out of it this season and it has never failed.” 

Prices from $235 up. Any weight. Any stock. Any barrels. 

Remember our one-trigger mechanism is independent of recoil, and is NOT A FRICTIONAL 
ONE, It is guaranteed neither to double discharge nor hang when pulling to fire the 
second barrel. [tis ABSOLUTELY free from the defects and objectionable features which gen- 
erally characterize other systems—It is simply perfect.. Order one of these guns now and 

BE FIFTEEN YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES 

Write for special pamphlet and prices direct to the 

COMPANY’S FACTORY 

BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. BOURNBROOK, 
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CANOES Manufactured by the Peterborough Canoe Co., 
Peterborough, Ontario, are acknowledged by 

expert canoists to be the best. 

OUR MODELS ARE KNOWN FOR 
THEIR GRACE AND BEAUTY 

10 Ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

THE MATERIAL used ‘is Best Obtainable, including Mahogany, Spanish Cedar, Black Walnut, 
Butternut, Cherry, Pine, Spruce, Basswood, Cedar, Maple, Oak, Elm and Ash. 

..-SEND FOR ONE OF OUR LATEST CATALOGUES... 
Wherein you can secure more comprehensive information regarding our Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, 

Yachts—in fact everything that floats. 

—ADDRESS— 

The PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH ONT., CANADA. 

Tourists Hunters |EASTERN GUN WORKS 
ALE ENTION ! We have just received from England 

a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 
I have not killed lions with ‘*Teddy’’, high grade guns. Our work is done by 
on the Little Missouri, nor grizzlies d d 
with a.22, but [ supply the most re- an expert and guaranteed. 
liabl ides and hunt in the Ca- aie Bochiac” ot ot WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 

SPECIALTIES: Fishing, Bear and Caribou Hunting. ee See 
TERMS REASONABLE. 

ALEX. JOHNSTON 
BT. E. CAMPBELL, , 

ae C.P.R. Guide, Field, B. c. | 494 Eastern Avenue, foronto 

: Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, excor Fishing Take Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manofactorer 

Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 
and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 
Renowned ‘‘ Combination Reel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
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Premiums for Sportsmen 
A 4x 5 CENTURY CAMERA, 

Manufactured by Century Camera Co., 

Rochester, N. Y. Model 21. _ In- 

cluding a Double Plate Holder and 

Sole Leather Carrying Case. Listed 

at $16, for Twenty Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A CLIVE ILLUMINATED CLOCK, 
Manufactured by the Electric Con- 

tract Co., New York, valued at $4.50, 

for 6 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A SPLENDID JEWEL BEARING 

FISHING REEL, 

Mird. ‘by A. W. Bishop & Son, 

Racine, Wis. With Patent tndepend- 

ent Hinding Device attached, valued 

at $6, for 9 Yearly Subscribers to 

ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BRISTOL STEEL FISHING ROD, 

Manufactured by Horton Mfg. Co., 

Bristol, Conn. Listed at $3.50, with 

Polished Maple Handle, for 4 Yearly 

Subscribers to ROD AND GUN in 

Canada. You are invited to send to 

the Horton Mfg. Co. for their latest 

catalogue describing their various 

Celebrated Bristol Fishing Rods. If 

you find described any special one 

(higher or lower priced than the one 

mentioned here) that you would like 

to own, please advise and we will 

gladly advise number of subscribers 

necessary to secure in order to ob- 

tain desired ROD. 

YOUR CHPICE OF 

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER, 

A PERFECT GUN CLEANER, 

A HOOK SHIELD, 

A LIGHTNING FISH SCALER, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 

scriber to ROD AND GUN in Carn- 

ada. 

A MARSHALL SANITARY MATTRESS, 

Manufactured by the marshall Sani- 

tary Matress Co., Limited, Toronto, 

size 4 feet 6 inches wide, will be sent 

upon receipt of forty new subscrib- 

ers. This mattress is sold at $25 ; 

or a_ attress, 4 feet wide, valued at 

$23, will be sent upon receipt of 
thirty-eight new subscribers ; or a 
Mattress 3 feet 6 inches wide, valued 

at $21, sent upon receipt of thirty- 
five new subscribers ; or a Mattress 

3 feet wide, valued at $19.50, sent 

upon receipt of thirty-two new sub- 

scribers. All mattresses 6 feet 2 

inches long. 

VAN HORNE CIGARS. 

Send us Five New Subseriptions and 

we will send you a Box of 50 of the 

celebrated Van Horne Cigars, manu- 

factured by Harris, Harkness & Co., 

of Montreal—or upon receipt of Three 

Subscriptions we will send you a box 

of 25 of these Excellent Cigars. 

A KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT, 

Mird. ‘by King Folding Canvas 

Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Lis- 

ed at $38, for 30 Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BERLINER GRAMOPHONE, 
Manufactured by Berliner Gramo- 

phone Co., Montreal. Listed at $17, 

for 25 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A GUN CABINET, 
Mird. by G.S. Hudson & Son, 

Ellisburg, N. Y. Listed at $12, for 

15 Yearly subscribers to ROD ANG 

GUN in Canada. 

We are also offering, Whitley Exercisers, 

Punching Bags, Guns, Revolvers, etc., etc., 

as premiums for sportsmen getting us up 

clubs of subscribers. Sample copies of 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for canvass- 

ing purposes sent upon application. 

Address : Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA. 
414 Huron Street, Toronto. 
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* DIAMONDS 
WIN HEARTS 

4 ae 

one’s heart. 

reflects some man’s enduring regard and affection. 

EY are Cupid’s chief ally when he angles for a fair 

On a woman’s finger, a sparkling solitaire bespeaks and 

AT ST.LOUIS 
EXPOSITION 

Worn by a man, a Dia- 

mond bespeaks prosperity; in fact helps to gain it, and renders literally true 

the saying—‘‘ To be successful, look successful.” 

1 You Can Wear Or Give A Diamond 
+ Is to write for our beautifully 

Your First Step illustrated 1905 Catalogue, 
every page of which is laden with reproductions of the latest 
and most artistic Diamond pieces, watches and jewels. Your 
first impression will be of a bewildering variety of the finest 
goods at most reasonable and attractive prices. 

. Some one particu- Making A Selection iariiecs Min we 
believe, attract your special attention, and we hope create a 
desire to see and examine it closely. If so, you have only to 
designate it to us,and it will be our immediate pleasure to 
send it to you on approval. We do this without expect- 
ing you to assume the slightest obligation to buy, and 
without incurring a penny of expense for we prepay 

everything. 

= If your ) Decide for Yourself acct 
f ion pleases youinevery way; if you believe 

it to be splendid value for the price asked, 
¢ pay one-fifth and it is yours to wear, or to 

place upon a loved one’s finger. The bal- 
ance you may send to us in eight equal 
monthly payments. The entire trans- 

action may be as comfidentialas you 
wish, and if you prefer, may be a 
strictly personal matter of busi- 
ness between ourselves. 

The quality - Guarantee srantthing 
sent you is absolutely guaran- 

teed. No Diamond 
leaves our establish- 
ment without a sign- 
ed certificate of value 

and quality. The 
signature at- 
tached is the 
one of greatest 
responsibility 
in the Dia- 
mond and 

Jewelry trade. 

ke 
AAG 

Money Back Offer 3? 22%, es: 
very largely the extension of credit courtesies to distant 
buyers, we of course sell for cash as well, andit is in con- 
nection with cash business, that we make the refund offer 
foitlowing: Pay cash for a Diamond and we will give you 
a written agreement, to permit you to return the Diamond 
to us at any time within a year, and upon its return, to 
pay you in cash, all you paid us—less ten per cent, the 
reasonable cost of transacting business. You might, for 
instance, under this offer, wear a fifty dollar Diamond for 
a year, then return it to us and get 845, making the cost 
of wearing the Diamond for a whole year, less than ten 
cents per week. : 

Advantages Offered 77°? ,27° °&% 
tages offered by our house that are clearly beyond the 
reach of small concerns. We are for instance, the largest 
retailers of Diamonds in the world, and the only Diamond 
Cutters in the world offering their product at retail. 
These facts are very significent of the price advantages 
which we can offer. The quality of our goods is attested 
by the Highest Award made in the Diamond and Jewelry 
section at the Saint Louis Exposition; while our respon- 
sibility is attested by the highest commercial rating 
(by far the highest) enjoyed by any house in our line 
of business. 

7 is open to any Our Credit Offer is,07,t0 any 
ing capacity and honest intentions in the United 
States. The account of the small salaried em- 
ployee for anything within reasonable require- 
ments, is just as welcome on our books, as is that 
of his or her well-to-do employer. The Loftis 
System is universal in its scope and application. 
It is open to every honest man and woman. 

Please write today for Catalogue 
and Souvenir Booklet. 

Loftis Bros. & Co. 
DIAMONDS—WATCHES—JEWELRY 

Dept. C. 465, 92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, Ill, 
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has stood the test for 
quarter of a century. 

nearly a 

We make the largest line in 
the world—it includes all sorts of 
Ringed Hooks, Baits, Spoons, Flies, 
Snell Hooks, Lines, Leaders, Reels, 
and a number of patented special- 
ties that ANGLERS NEED. If you 
wish the most killing artificial bait, 
spoon, fly or spinner, insist on 

having 

PFLUEGER’S LUMINOUS 

If unable to secure our goods from your dealer let us know, and 

we will send you some interesting information. 

The Enterprise Mfg., Co., AKRON, OHIO 
U. S.A. 

The Kodak Developing Machine in Detail. 

THE KODAK DEVELOPING 

MACHINE IS UNDOUBTEDLY A 

BONANZA TO THE KODAKER 

HAVE YOU ONE? IF NOT, WE 
WILL SEND YOU 

A StyleA Kodak Developing Machine, for use 

with No. O, No. rana No. 1 A Folding Pocket Kodak, 

No. 1 Panoram Kodak and No. 2 Brownie cartridges; 

including a handsomely finished wooden carrying 

case, with leather handle, Sold at $6. 

FOR ELEVEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS TO 

“ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.’ 

ora Style E Machine for use with Kodak and Lrownie 

cartridges of all sizes, up to and including 4x 5, 

sold at $7.50. 

FOR FOURTEEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS 
TO ‘‘ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” 

OF INTEREST TO ANGLERS 
is the new revised edition of 

AMERICAN FISHES 

BY G. BROWN GOODE, LL.D., LATE U. S. COMMISSIONER 

OF FISHERIES 

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of 
North America, with special reference to habits and 
methods of capture. Several chapters of additional 
material have been added, including a complete classifi- 
cation of all North American fishes. The numerous 
illustrations include six full-page colored plates, anda 
fine half-tone portrait of Dr. Goode. Revised and edited 
by Professor Theodore N. Gill, of the Smithonian 

Institution, REGULAR PRICE $3.50 
We, the’ publishers of ROD AND GUN IN 

CANADA will send a copy of this book absolutely tree 
upon receipt of FOUR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS to 
the only publication in America devoted exclusively to 
the interests of hunting, fishing, and trap-shooting in 

Canada, viz: 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Send: us your own and three other subscriptions 
and this valuable ana excellent book is yours. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONE DOLLAR PER ANNUM 

SEND 10C. FOR SAMPLE COPY 

LO OL 

Addre Subscription Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

414 Huron Street, Toronto. 



UNDERW EAR 
in all weights and sizes 

GEOVES,., MITDS. 20OuES 
SASHES, OVERSTOCKINGS and 

SWEATERS FOR ALL 

SNOW SPORTS 

FRAVEELING. RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece 

SLEEPING BAGS and FOOT BAGS ~~<; 
for Camping and Sleeping. 

Our [llustrated Catalogue No. 1, containing samples oe 
Jaeger pure wW volle n underwear materials, Free a ate 
on application 5 2 

SANITARY COMPANY DR. JAEGER’S Wooltén SYSTEM LIMITED 
2206 St. Catharine Street, Montreal 

(ERS 28 RS 
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IT'S A HA B IT when using STIEVENS ARMS—hitting Bull's-Eyes te bringing 

Oe = famous line of RIFLES, PISTOLS and SHOTGUNS. How 

down your game. All requisite firearm virtues are embodied in our 
can you 

help hitting the mark when shooting a STEVENS ? 
\sk your dealer and insist on our produets. If you 

cannot 
receipt of price 

: 

“TPT CAN BE DONE!’—that new and attractive puzzle of ours 

J. 

| | Send 4 cents postage for new 10 page illustrated 
obtain the STEVENS, we ship airect, upon | | STEVENS book; describes entire output, all ad 

| ditions ; hintson shooting, ammunition. ete 
Handsome cover design by A. B. Frost 

. but will keep you guessing 
until you solve it Try your lick these evenings It's free Send for it 

STEVENS ARMS &4 T0601, GO. 
365 MAIN STREET, 

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U. S. A. 

ee : 
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The Ojibway Indian’s Winter Camp. 
Bluff Lake, French River. 

MAGAZINE 
OF CANADIAN SPORT 
AND EXPLORATION 



ment in gunmaking. 
the nine different Winchester models will surely suit you; 

are made in all calibers, styles and weights. 

all kinds of shooting and Winchester cartridges for all kinds of guns. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., 

REPEATING RIFLE S FOR HUNTING. 
Shoot a Winchester once and you will shoot a Winchester always: 

| That’s because Winchester rifles after a test of over thirty years re- 

present today in accuracy, reliability and quality, the highest develop- 
Whatever your preferences may be, some one of 

Use Winchester guns for 

See our Exhibits at St. Louis in Manufacturers and Fish aud Game Buildings. 

18 ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

Want a Canoe ? 
Send us Sixty-two 

Subscribers to 

Rod and Gun in Canada 

and we will have the Peterboro Canoe 

Co., of Peterboro, Ontario, send you a 

16-foot Varnished Basswood Canoe, 

listed at $37. The models of the Peter- 

boro Canoe Co.are known for their beauty 

and grace; for light work; for speed, etc. 

This is certainly a Premium worth work 

ing for. For further particulars address 

Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

114 Huron St., Toronto 

Examine carefully our Premium Department 

- NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

for they 

TRODHIES 

Jas. 

For 

Curling, 
Shooting 
Hockey 
and every 

branch of 

Sport. 

WRITE 
for 

SKETCHES. 

As well 

as a full 

Jewelry 
Line 
Carried 

at prices 
15 per 

CEnit: 

lower 

than the 

regular 
shops. 

D. Bailey 
Jewelry Parlors 

9 75 Yonge St 
Toronto. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
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Mount Stephen House, - - ield,*B;C., = 

Glacier, B.C., . 

Sicamous, B.C., 

North Bend, B.C., 

Vancouver, B.C., 

Glacier House, - = = 

Hotel Sicamous, = E s 

Fraser Canon House, - - 

Hotel Vancouver, = i > 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, 

managers, or to any of the company’s agents, 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 

—_—_ 
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Timagami, Mississagua, French River and _ that 
Sort of 

Every indication shows that the popu- 

larity of canoe trips, which reached such 

a height last season, will increase to 

a surprising extent during the _ sea- 

son we are now entering upon. 

Great is the number of those who are 

showing a hunger and a thirst for the 

thrilling excitements of exploring the un- 
known. This phenomenal condition 

though remarkable, is easy enough of ex- 

planation. The marvellous growth of the 

American cities, the destruction of every- 

thing that is natural, and its replace- 

ment by the artificial, the pressure of popu- 

lation in the Eastern and even in the Mid- 

dle States, have reduced the wild regions 
south of the boundary line to such an ex- 

tent that the lovers of the wild find it in- 

creasingly difficult, if not impossible, to 

gratify their tastes for life in the woods 

and wilds and turn longing eyes to the 

north. Canada has room enough in her il- 

limitable stretches of forest, with lakes 

streams, and mountains, extending practi- 

cally from ocean to ocean, for all who 

may come. In addition to her other 

attractions, Canada can give space enough 

to make playgrounds for the world. These 

possibilities and probabilities are being per- 

ceived by both Government and people. 

The Ontario Government is now show- 

ing the wisdom which is perhaps suggest- 

ed to them by the experience of the’ Unit- 

ed States, and endeavoring honestly to 
preserve the forests, fish and game. One 

great Forest Preserve, that of Timagami, 

Thing. 

Ont., consists of no less than 5,900 square 

miles and another one, on the Mississaguai 

contains 3000 square miles. Both are in the 

forest primeval, both have myriads of 

lakes and streams, are full of hills and 

valleys and both abound in game and fish. 

In the middle of the Timagami Reserve 

is peerless Lake Timagami, with its 1,400 

islands, ane a thousand miles of coast 

line. Through the midst of the other re- 

serve rushes that most perfect of canoe- 

ing rivers, the Mississagua, with count- 

less streams fed by virgin lakes running 

into it, affording an almost endless field 
for exploration. At each of these resetves 

are to be found excellent guides 

in the shape of Algonquin-Ojibway 

Indians, who will give sportsmen and tour- 

ists the best of fishing and shooting, and 

in many cases prove most interesting com- 

panions. 

Some eight or’ ten! years) jaro 

wrote an account of a trip 

through Lake Timagami. At _ that 

time the country was little known. Last 
year I wrote an account of a canoe trip 

down the Mississagua, where the country 

was even less known. I am very pleased 

to say that partly as a result of these 

stories, canoe trips are now being organ- 

ised in a way that will enable the best 

classes of people to enjoy them. When I 

say ‘‘best classes’? I mean those who will 

protect the fish and game, and by their 

sportsman-like behavior add a charm 

if that be possible, to that far 

northern country. The Keeway- 
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din Canoe Club is one of these organiza- 
tions, and its leaders lay themselves out 

specially to cater fcr young men and boys. 

For ten years the head of the club has had 

experience in conducting parties of young 

men through the woods in the State of 

Maine. For three years past he has been 

in Canada where he proposes to ¢€onfine his 

energies in the future. The club has. a 

staff composed of teachers from represen- 

tative schools in the States, and these are 

in every instance experienced campers 

and explorers. In addition well known 

guides selected from Indians'from the Hud- 

son’s Bay Posts, are engaged. There are 

two Camp headquarters, one of which will 

be on Lake Timagami, and cne at Desbar- 

ats on Lake Huron; there will also be 

smaller posts. Patrons are taken into the 

woods for one month or longer as they 

please. As a rule the time will be spent 

one-half in canoe trips, and about one- 

half in the permanent summer Camps. 

These summer camps are permanent only 

in a sense, for during the time the camp- 

ers are there short trips are taken, and 

the surrounding country and its canoeing, 

fishing, and shooting thoroughly exploited. 

The fishing there is especially good. The 

long canoe trips include a circuit trip 

throughout the Timagami region, a trip 

over the Height of Land to the Indian’s 

home on Lake~ Abittibi, and the waters 

flowing therefrom right to the Arctic 

Ocean, through Hudson’s Bay. The best 

of all the trips, perhaps, is that down the 

beautiful Mississagua to Lake Huron. 

There will also be big game hunting trips 

at the end of the season into Quebec for 

moose, deer and caribou. The staff con- 

tracts to provide everything necessary at 

an inclusive rate, or those who prefer to 

do so may bring their own things. This 

is not the ordinary boys’ camp, but is the 

real thing, and to those who go in this 

way into the depths of the Canadian 

woods it means roughing it in the centre 

of the greatest fish and game country in 

America, where the most beautiful that 

Nature has to show man is to be found. 

The camps are managed by men who have 

made a special study for years of this 

subject, and are now so expert at it as to 

insure the maximum of enjoyment and ben- 

efit in their program. The Director of this 

Camp is Mr. A. S. Gregg Clarke, of Ashe- 

ville school, Asheville, N. C. While canoe- 

ing, fishing and hunting are the prominent 

features of camp life, manual training, 

forestry, and wood craft are also taught, 

and the practical side of life in the woods 

is not forgotten. After an experience of 

this character a boy is familiarised with 

camp life, made self reliant, and is able 

to take care of himself both in the woods 

and out of them. Much of this training 

proves useful to him in after life what- 

_ever his future may happen to be. 

In my original trip through Timagami 

I followed a route that I think might 

well be taken with advantage by those 
who may take the trip this year. First 

I would remind those who have forgotten 

or who may not know it, that there are 

two great lakes—one called Timiskaming, 

and the other is Timagami. If you want 
to find out where these lakes are take the 

newest map of the Province of Ontario, 

Canada. If you have no other the folder 

of the Canadian Pacific Railway will an- 

swer the purpose. On the first map of the 

two find Sault Ste. Marie at: the east 

end of Lake Superior, and draw a straight 

line on the folder from Sault Ste. Marie 

to the mouth of the Saguenay River on 

the Gulf of St Lawrence. Then find Bufi- 

alo, N. Y. and draw another straight line 

at right angles to the first. The second 

line will run aq little east of north. The 

two lines will meet near Bear Island, 

a Hudson’s Bay post in the centre of Lake 
Timagami. This ideal lake is shaped like 

a chrysanthemum, whose pistil is Bear Is- 

land, and whose petals, extending in every 

direction, enable us (on a lake which is 

not over fifty miles across in any direct- 

ion) to- travel several hundreds of miles 

without visiting the same spot twice. 
And this gigantic chrysanthemum would 

be the most beautifully variegated specimen 

conceivable—its background a blue of Med- 

iterranean hue, every petal fringed with 

the loveliest greens of pine, balsam, young 

poplar, silver birch, tamarac, spruce and 

maple. (And so it happens that in all this 

lake one cannot often get farther than a 
half mile from land.) How delightfully this 

colossal flower changes with the seasons 

as the greens of summer alter to the pink 

and gold of Autumn, which are found 

both on the fringe and on _ the 
thousands of beautiful spots scat- 

~ aie 
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tered on the petals, which (spots 

are the countless densely wooded islands, 

whose infinite variety sets off the glorious 
expanse of blue. Even in winter, when I 

have traversed it on snowshoes, and 

the lake becomes a great white expanse, 

the islands look like green leaves scattered 

in profusion over its bosom, and it is still 

lovely. 

To reach it you must take the Canadian 
Pacific Railway to Timiskaming Station, 

Quebec, on Timiskaming Lake, which is 

the boundary line between the provinces 

of Quebec and Ontario. From _ here one 

can take canoe for either province. At 

Timiskaming Station is a, surprisingly 

good hotel. One can either bring one’s 

own canoe, or arrange previously with the 

Hudson’s Bay Company’s cfficers, who will 

supply the necessary canoes, Indian guides, 

supplies etc. Luxuries may be bought in 

the most convenient Canadian town, which 

for New Englanders would be Montreal; 

for Western New York and Pennsylvania, 

Torontc, and for Michigan and south that 

of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. 

There are several comfortable steamers 

that will take men from Timiskaming to 

Haileybury and other ports on the upper 

part of the lake. Timagami is far above 

the average in its beauty, its fish, and its 

big game, moose, deer and bear. With its 

1,345 (to be accurate) beautifully wooded 

islands, with natural spring beds of one 

foot deep of moss and lichens, with its wa- 

ters densely populated with trout, bass and 

dore, Timagami has made almost everyone 

of the tourists who have visited the lake ex- 

press themselves in language, which to the 

stranger must seem exaggerated. 

The fishing throughout my trip was the 

best I have ever had. Brook trout in the 

small streams and three Ikinds of magnifi- 

cent lake trout abounded. Our party of 

ten sat down to dinner at which a fifty- 

five pound trout was served. I reluctantly 

admit however that one of the Indians 

caught him and not the writer. 

The Bureau of Information of ‘‘Rod & 

Gun’’ furnishes .many details of what is 

necessary in the matter of a trip to Tima- 

gami, so that the way may 'be made clear. 

A new road has been built which will take 

people down from Haileybury south to the 

Montreal River, or to Anima-Nipissing 
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Lake, or to the north east arm of Tima- 

gami, and these are the three ways of get- 

ting into Timagami. On the Anima-Nip- 

issing route the fishing and shooting 

are good. The Montreal River route takes 

us through the lovely Lady Evelyn Lake. 

This lake is an exquisite gem in a perfect 

setting. Not to have seen it is to have 
missed one of the most attractive portions 

of the jaunt. By the Anima-Nipissing 

route we reach Lake Timagami at Sandy 

Inlet, and just here let me advise you. to 

send to the Director cf the Geological 

Survey at Ottawa for the Govern- 

ment map of Lake Timagami. It is infini- 

tely the best although almost as good a 
map is given by the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way in their pamplet on Lake Timagami. 

Now just imagine yourself leaving this 

new railway, which is called the Tima- 

gami and Northern Ontario Ry. You ask 

to be dropped off at the nearest point to 

Anima-Nipissing Lake. There is rather a 

hard portage to begin with, but that 

quickly breaks you into your work. Then 

you will find beautiful islands on this lake 
which is eighteen miles long, by three 

miles wide. As you look round you ima- 

gine that you are the first white man 

there. Not the slightest sign appears of 

anyone having been there before, and you 

feel as if you owned the land. As a mat- 

ter of fact the first families of Amer- 

ica have been camping there for 

possibly two or three . thou- 

sands of years. Anima-Nipissing is part 

of the paradise of the Ojibways. For the 

present, however, your feeling of owner- 

ship is complete, and you think that if 

anyone came and camped near you without 

asking your permission you would consid- 

er it an intrusion. Here you can get ducks 

and partridge, deer and moose; here you 

can catch as many black bass, averaging 

three and a half pounds, as you want, and 

by trolling from fifty to seventy feet deep 

you catch lake trout. 

While camping on Net Lake we happened 

to express disappointment that so far we 

had not‘had any’ brook trout. When we 

got up next morning we saw 50 trout, 

averaging one and a half pounds, laying on 

a long boom. One of our Indians who had 

heard our expression of disappointment, 

had got up early, made a little fishing ex- 
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pedition of his own, to some near-by lake 

and brought us the catch. 

Mr. W. M. Fuller, at the Canadian Camp 

Fire Dinner at New York last winter 

spoke in this manner about the fishing in 

that lake. He got a variety of fish 
and one evening he took five fsh 

whose aggregate weight was 75 pounds. 

He said that one stopped only when 

‘one’s arms got tired of hauling them 

in. He spoke of his dinner with a stew 

chat contained duck, partridge, rabbit, lake 

trout, ‘venison, potatoes, and dough balls. 

That shows the quality of the sport. No 

wonder after that dinner Mr. Fuller sat 

and smoked, and asked himself the ques- 

tion, ‘‘Isn’t this simply Paradise?’’ His 

dog Don speedily learned that a moose is 

a very fast swimmer. Mr. Fuller saw a 

dozen moose during his camp on the lake 

and they sometimes came to within twen- 

ty feet before making a break for the 

shore. By taking a little more time he 

thought he could convince everyone that a 

single trip to the Canadian packwoods, 

such as he had had, would come as a re- 

yelation, whatever their experiences else- 

where had been. This was Mr. Fuller’s 

irst experience of Anima-Nipissing. I 

know of other places, and I can assure 

aim and all my readers, that there are 

other places in Canada equally good and 

equally interesting. 

It is an exceedingly beautiful trip south 

west from Anima-Nipissing to McLane 

Lake, with one long portage to Carrying 

fake, and another one into Sandy Inlet, 

which is part of Lake Timagami. We 

yass two beautifully clear lakes quite 

‘lose to Timagami in which there is appar- 

sntly no fish. But the lakes are deep and 
:pring-fed, so that I use the word ‘‘ap- 

parently’? because I feel that I must be 

nistaken, and that some thorough test 

will demonstrate that there are fish in 

these lakes. I met a most interesting man 

who had built his house there, at Sandy 

inlet. He is a missionary, Father Para- 

jis by name, an artist and an entertainer 

of no mean calibre. The Keewaydin Canoe 

Club proposes to make a station of his 

house, and from there one short paddle 

will take you to  Devil’s Island, and De- 

vil’s Mountain, where is the club's main 

‘amp. This mountain, and Mutche Mani- 
tou Mountain, a few miles north of Des- 

barats, are two points of great theologi- 

cal interest to the Indians. ; 

The beauty of Timagami Lake and its 

islands are phenomenal. Perhaps the most 

interesting part is about Devil’s Island 

with the adjacent Devil’s Mountain and 

Granny Island. The Indians firmly believe 
that Granny’s Island is haunted, and ev- 

en the local Hudson’s Bay officer advised 

me not to sleep upon it. It has a stone 

which resembles a squaw, and this natur- 

al statue is the special diabolical incarn- 

ation. All the Indians appease her Majes- 

ty when they are forced to pass by with 

tobacca, pipes, etc. Time forbade my be- 

coming more intimate with the squaw-pos- 

sessed island: I hope to visit it again how- 

ever. The Indians call her Kokomis, 

which being interpreted means Mrs. Devil. 

At Bear Island we are at Indian head- 

quarters. Upon my first trip to Tima- 

gami I went on foot, and had the hardest 

walk of my life. On my second trip I left 

Bear Island, and went down the Tima- 

gami and Sturgeon Rivers to Verner Sta- 
tion on the C. P. R. by bark canoe. 

That was another hard trip, and we had 

many difficult pcrtages. Before reaching 

land for a portage the bow Indian would 
tell the steersman what to do about it, 

and when it was a case of the tourists 

getting out the instructions in Indian, lit- 

erally translated, were ‘“‘Only the beef 

goes out this time,’’ and the crestfallen 

sportsmen meekly got out. 
For tourists who desire to go down the 

Timagami and Sturgeon Rivers to Stur- 
geon Falls,. I have only’ this piece 

piece of warning to give namely, that 
the trip isn’t easy. But even then 

I feel that those who take the harder 

trip, provided that they are not ill, will 

have their reward, and find it no .small 

one. Those whoconserve some of the God- 

given enjoyment of nature in her most 

beautiful forms and moods, will not fail 
to admit that the writer is justified in 

his enthusiasm when Lake Timagami is 

his subject. 

I took this trip early in May. On Aug- 

ust 15th, after a very hard summer’s 

work, which nearly undid all the benefit I 

experienced from my May outing, I was sit- 

ting in my office almost cverpowered by 

that twentieth century tired feeling, when 

a friend came in and said, ‘‘I want you to 

—_— 
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take me somewhere fishing. Where is that 
lake with the long name you went to in 

May?” 

“Oh, Timagami,’’ I said. ‘‘Nothing in 

the world would please me better, my dear 

fellow, but it is impossible.”’ 

‘“‘Rubbish!’’? he replied. ‘‘Why is it im- 

possible?”’ 

“Because,’’ I said, ‘‘I have a mountain 

of work before me to demolish, and each 

day is’ only half long enough for its 

work.’’ Here my friend broke in with 

that very inelegant word, ‘‘Rats!” 

‘‘Rats!’’ he replied, ‘‘don’t you know 

that Daniel Webster said, ‘When I have 

so much to do that I do not know where 

to begin I go a-fishing.’ ”’ 
“Look here,’’ I answered, ‘‘Daniel Web- 

ster could afford to do many things that 

I cannot. Have you heard what he did in 

the hay field?’’ 

‘‘No,’’ answered my friend. 

“Daniel was a young man of the kind 
who can take care of themselves. He nev- 

er spavined a wood-horse before breakfast. 

His father knew Daniel, junior. On thas 

day Daniel’s excuse was that he had a 

scythe that hung badly on the snath. His 

father came over to put it right, but 

did not succeed very well, and said to his 

son, ‘Oh, hang it any way you like.’ 

‘All right,’ said Daniel, and he hung it 

on the limb of a_ tree and left it there. 

Men of genius can do this sort of thing, 

in stories at least, and seem to profit by 

it, but when I do it, I always suffer a pen- 

alty of some sort.”’ 

However I was temporising, and as is 

generally the case with one who dallies 

with temptation I allowed myself to be 

convinced that I would do more work ina 

week after afortnight’s holiday of change 
and rest, than I could:do in .a month feel- 

ing as I did then. 

My Indian guide had told me in May 

that in Timagami in August the bass 

would figuratively speaking, jump inito 

any boat in which one of its occupants 

chanced to be wearing a red tie. I had 

treasured this figure of speech in my mind 

and been sorely tempted by it, but as of- 

ten had succeeded in resisting the tempta- 

tion, being helped by the knowledge that 

if I went I should have to go alone, and 

whenever I am enjoying superlatively fine 

scenery, and good fishing or shooting I do 
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crave companionship in the enjoyment. 

Now, here was an opportunity to go 

with some of the most congenial people in 

the world—two presidents of Fishing 

Clubs, keen sportsmen, a newspaper friend, 

a clerical friend, who was also an artist. 

a railway official, and a professional pho- 

tographer, upon whom, unlike the amateur 

we could pour out the vials of our wrath 

if his views were not fairly good. We had 

also with us a good type of the Yankee 

boy of fourteen, the svn of one of our 

club presidents, whom we brought in or- 

der to enjoy his enthusiasm in a redund- 

ant way, should we be lacking therein our- 

selves. On the wrong side of forty, one’s 

youthful enthusiasms begin to disappear, 

and I elect to enjoy it over again through 

those who have a full supply. 

From New York, Buffalo or Boston to 

Timiskaming Lake means . twenty-four 

hours in the train, with an hour’s stop- 

over at Mattawa on the Ottawa River, 

the cars being comfortable and the scenery 

good all the way. At Timiskaming Sta- 

tion we left the surprisingly comfortable 

hotel to take a small steamer to Hailey- 

bury, at the upper end of the lake. Al- 

most too short seemed the journey. I can- 

not remember whether it was thirty, for- 

ty, or seventy miles. We arrived there 

Sunday morning and found a well-to-do 

settlement, there being among the settl- 

ers some highly cultivated people from 

England. Out of respect to their thorough 

church-going habits, out of awe of the par- 

son, and because we were strongly attract- 

ed by the people, with whom wespent a 

most enjoyable day socially, we determin- 

ed to wait until Monday morning at Hail- 

eybury. All hands went to service. We 
were moved to the extent of putting our 

hands into our pockets to help the con- 

struction of a church. We managed to 

smash the Sabbath day, nevertheless, by 

hiring our eight guides, consisting of eight 

Indians, with four canoes. One of our In- 

dians turned out after being washed to 

have been born in Bond Street, London, 

but he proved a good Indian, notwith- 

standing that fact. 
We left Haileybury on Monday, the twen- 

ty-second day of August, A. D., 1898. Al- 

though we had made many firm and almost 

religious resolutions to leave at 5.30 (we 

were to get up at five o’clock, be dressed 
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in ten minutes and leave after a full twen- 

ty minutes of breakfast), the serving out 

of packs to the men, and thorough distrib- 

ution and loading up of our luggage, took 

all the time up to 7.30 o’clock, at which 

hour we started. The first stage of the 

journey was a tramp of six miles, our Yan- 

kee boy of fourteen insisting upon carry- 

ing a rifle for four miles, when he reluct- 

antly gave it up to the writer. At half 

past ten the party reached the Fire Rang- 

er’s cabin at Sharp Lake, every one being 

in a greater or lesser state of perspiration 

although the day was cool and pleasant. 

Our luggage was carried in a wagon. 
The Indians each carried a canoe over 

those six miles with apparently as much 

ease aS we did our rifles and fishing-rods.° 

I may mention that we here opened up 

our outfit of provisions, and found it to 

be excellent, good in quality, sufficient in 

quantity, and easily carried. 

Although Lake Timagami was our des- 

tination, and we had decided not to loiter 

on our journey, I determined to have a lit- 

tle fishing in Lake Sharp, which is about 

two miles long, as I specially wanted to 

try an artificial minnow that I had bought 
from an old fisherman in Little Saint An- 

toine Street, Montreal, over whose dour 

is the legend, ‘‘God save the Queen, and 

all honest fishermen.’’ He told me that 

he had begun to make flies and artificial 

minnows at twelve years of age, 2nd had 

made them for seventy-two years, also 

that this was the best minnow he had ev- 

er inade. I took him to be an octogenar- 

ian fraud, but when I landed the first fish, 

a fine pickerel, upon my first cast of the 

minnow, I mentally apologized to my old 

friend. The lead was easily kept with 

that minnow over the most tempting flies 

and most taking spoons, with which the 

excellent fishermen from Syracuse and Ro- 

chester so skilfully whipped the lake. Lake 

Sharp gave our party plenty of fish, but 

nothing but pickerel (or as the Canadian 

calls it, dore) and pike. We arrived at the 

foot of Lake Sharp at 1.30, and made a 

short portage and an easy one into Lake 

Ajickigaming, which was at 2.20. 

The next lake was small and took us only 

about half an hour to cross. Here we 

found more pickerel and dore. After a 

short portage we found the Montreal Ri- 

ver, which is a fine stream. Leaving for 

our trip up this. river at five minutes to 

four o’clock, we reached the foot of the 

first rapid at 4.40 p. m. Here we caught 

plenty of very. gamey bass, and the faint 

shadow of disappointment that had settled 

over the countenances of our fishermen dis- 

appeared. Up to this we had caught plen- 

ty of fish, but few bass. ‘‘Now this will 

do,’’ said Syracuse. ‘‘All_ right,’’ said 

Cleveland, and everybody else felt that 

fishing, canoes, Indians, grub, and temper- 

ature were right indeed; heaven was smil- 
ing upon us. 

Incidentally I may mention a_proposi- 

tion I made while here, and which was 

adopted as one of the statutes in our tem- 

porary constitution, viz: ‘That a heavy 

penalty sl*®uld be inflicted on any one kil- 
ling more bass than our eight white men 

and eight Indians together could consume. 

A provision was made that more bass 

could be caught, if they were returned to 

their native element at once, only time 

enough being given the fisherman for one 

gloating look and one gjuess as to his 

weight. : 

A five-minutes’ portage carried us over 

the second rapid, and then we had supper. 

Only one day out, but a genuine forest 

appetite was beginning to make itself felt. 

We made a mistake here; we should have 

slept at this portage, for the Indians had 

already done a heavy day’s work, but we 

were too anxious to reach Lake Timagami 

to stop with two hours’ daylight before 

us, and so we continued until nearly eight 

o'clock before camping. This tired our 

men a little too much for the first day, 

although they did not grumble. It was an 

economical mistake. Just as we neared 

the camp our Yankee boy killed a porcu- 

pine with a revolver, of which feat he was 

very proud. We tried to eat the porcupine 

but our cook made a failure of that dish, 

—his only failure. The picturesque camp, 

the porcupine, and _ the fish just caught 

that day were photographed by flashlight 

before turning in for the night. We had 

two excellent 10x12 tents bought in Mont- 

real, and four white men for each tent. 

The Indians had their own. We had al- 

most too much room, but that is a luxury 

that is easily borne, and the tents were 

not too heavy. 

Many will sympathize with us in the de- 
light we experienced in ‘being in an unin- 
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habited country; uninhabited, that is ex- 

cept by those oldest families of the north, 

the Algonquin Indians. Our own men were 

a splendid lot of fellows. One of them car- 

ried seven bags of flour on his back at one 

time over a portage. He was six feet two 

in height, stout in proportion, arid as in- 

telligent and modest as he was big. Rea- 

ders when you canoe that way ask for the 

Indian Willy Paulson. Most of these Ind- 

jans have had more or less experience in 

travelling with the Hudson Bay factor, 
and each Hudson’s’ Bay factor is more or 

less of a Mikado in his make-up and hab- 

its. He travels in great pomp; he has two 

paddling Indians for his own Canoe, and 

two other Indians, generally, in another 

canoe, with a camp equipage, but his most 

stylish way is to travel in a very large 

War canoe, with a numerous crew. This 

Northern Mikado has a cook for himself, 

and another cook for the Indians. Upon 

landing for dinner the first care is for my 

lord; the bass just caught and the choicest 

of the game is, of course, for him, and 

perhaps rightly enough as the world wags, 

both here and elsewhere. 

At night his tent is put up first. Bal- 

sam boughs are cut, and placed so as to 

give him a springy bed a foot thick, and 
very springy and comfortable it is. All 

this is done while his cook is preparing 

his dinner. He dines late while travelling 

to save valuable midday time. 

The Hudson’s Bay Company, London, 

keeps very old wines and liquors of every 

description, which it distributes among its 

posts in the north in a liberal manner, so 

that the traveller who has the good for- 

tune to enjoy the hospitality of the Hud- 

son’s Bay factor, can comfort the inner man 

most thoroughly at these oases in the 

wilderness. Our Indians had _ travelled 

with the factor, and they had learned the 

art of pleasing the canoeist and camper al- 

most to perfection. I say, almost, be- 

cause they could not for a long time treat 

us with quite as much consideration as 

they did the Hudson’s Bay Company factor, 

but after that ‘Jong time’’ had elapsed, 

when they were promised that each one of 

the eight Indians should become the own- 

er of one of the suits in which the eight 

white men were travelling, and when more 

over, they were told that the best Indian 

should be presented with a really’ good 

briar-root pipe, with amber mouth-piece. 

their behavior attained to. perfectibility. 

Before taking up our second day’s jour- 

ney, I should like to give a little incident 

which occurred at our dinner place at the 

portage. While there we found, in a stake 

driven into the ground and split at the 

top, two Indian love letters, written on 

birch bark, one being several weeks old, 

the other of quite recent date. The first 

was written in the month of strawberries, 

the other in the month of the nuts, which 

was our month. The Indians are innocent 

of dates. Our missionary translated these 

letters for us. It may have been a mean 

thing to do, but we did not think so then, 

neither do I now, because we did not move 

in the same circle, and would certainly 

not use the information to the social an- 

noyance or detriment of either of the .par- 

ties 

The letter began with ‘Dear little 

Dore’’ (this fish is a favorite with the In- 

dians, and it was‘ the most endearing term 

that he could think of), ‘‘I love you dear- 

ly. I want to see you so much, oh, very 

much! I called at your Asohagan’’ (the 

Indian name for home), ‘‘but you were ab- 

sent.’’ And then he uses superlatives just 

as our lovers do, swears eternal loyalty, 

and tells her he will come back inj ten days. 

He comes back to be disappointed again, 

and writés a second love letter, in which 

the terms are still more affectionate, and 

says he knows that she will pass by this 

portage before very long, and therefore, 

he leaves these two letters, and he hopes 

that she will write to him. It really was 

a very fairly written love letter. One has 

not a varied experience of his own in a 

case like it, so that comparisons are dif- 

ficult. We photographed the post contain- 

ing the love letters, as well as the letters 

themselves, and my friends call it a cap- 

ital picture. 

Tuesday, the twenty-third, we left our 

camp at 8.40 a.m., arriving at the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company’s post, *“Matachewan, 

on Bay Lake, from whose agent we bought 

one or two items of which we imagined 

ourselves in need, 'but our real motive was 

to repay the hospitality we had received, 

having taken refuge there from the rain, 

At 10.40 a.m. we left the post, and arriv- 

-ed at the portage at Pork Rapids at 11.35 

a. m. By this time the Indians had given 
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us all Indian names. One of our party 

bears the name of Cotton (Wabiskigin), 

and we overheard them _ speaking of last 
night’s camp as the place where the ‘‘lit- 

tle piece of ‘Wabiskigin’ killed the porcu- 

pine.’’ Of course it was Mr. Cotton’s 

fourteen-year-old son of whom they were 
speaking. 

Most of that day was spent in travel- 

ing through Bay Lake, which was very im- 

pressive with its vista views of blufis, 

standing out in regular echelon array on 

each side, the effect being intensified by the 

absolute calmness of the water and the 

misty atmosphere. ¥ 

At 4.15 in the afternoon we arrived at 

Mattawabika Falls. If I remember right- 

ly, the meaning of the Indian word is a 

place ‘‘where the rivers meet the water- 

falls.’ Montreal River, and the river 

which is an outlet to Lady Evelyn Lake, 

here form a landscape of river, lake, wat- 

erfall, moss and lichen covered rock, and 

green trees of many tints that I can nev- 

er forget, and we were so successful with 

our photographs that the beautiful and 

bold outlines will ever be with us, even 

though the glorious coloring exist only in 

memory. The fishing here was very good, 

and indeed it is everywhere. It rained as 

we started out on beautiful Lady Evelyn 

Lake. This I regretted very much, be- 

* cause we had heard its beauties described 

by sober-minded and thoroughly reliable 

people. Even in the mist and fading day- 

jight one could realize something of what 
its attractions would be in fine weather. 

There are no good camping-places immedi- 

ately after leaving Mattawabika Falls, but 

two or three miles down the lake, in a 

sheltered inlet between two islands, we 

found a comfortable spot, where we pitch- 

ed our tents in the rain. But almost ev- 

erywhere in this country one finds dry fuel 

and it takes but little fire to dry one’s 

self, however damp, or even wet, he may 

be. 

We had done another long day’s work, 

but had plenty of good food, tobacco, and 

an ample supply of boughs to sleep upon. 

We teft camp at 7.15 in the morning, 

which is about as early as a large party 

tan manage to leave, with dishes for six- 

teen men to wash-and stow away aiter 

cooking breakfast, four tents to pitch, and 

the impedimenta of guns, rods and photo- 
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graphing cutfit to stow away in canoes. 

Next day was lovely, with a bright sun 

modified by clouds, which made a good 

photographing day, while exquisite scen- 

ery, bordering on the grand, surrounded 

us all the time. 

At Obisaga Narrows, at 10.45 in the 
morning we camped on a lovely island, in 

order to have time for a swim and to do 

some photographing before dinner. I swam 

in Timagami Lake on May 9, when the wa- 
ter was cold. It was lovely every. day in 

August and September, during our '\stay. 

We left at 1.30 p. m., passing through 

Lady Evelyn Lake tc the portage which 

separates Lady Evelyn from the almost 

equally lovely Diamond Lake. At 5.30 the 

portage was completed, and the party 

about ready to traverse the latter. It 

was while waiting for the Indians to carry 

over our stuff that the Rochester fisher- 

man, looking down into the clear waters 

of Diamond Lake, saw a number of bass 

from the bank quite plainly. He determin- 

ed to catch the heaviest of these, and suc- 

ceeded in getting a beautiful three-pounder, 

which the writer caught with a snapshot, 

when the fish was halfway out of water, 

making a very interesting photograph for 

future days. It was very enjoyable to wit- 
ness the playing of that bass, by the ex- 

perienced fisherman; every dive for liberty, 

every attempt to get behind a rock, every 

wicked shake of the head and fierce flop 

of that bass’s tail, was clearly seen in 
ten or fifteen feet of water, so that the 

bite, the leap, the struggle, the landing, 

and the death were all witnessed distinct- 

ly. Talking of death, there may be some 

of my readers who do not know how ab- 

solutely necessary it is, in order to fully 

enjoy the flavor, that a fish should be kill- 

ed immediately upon its being landed in 

the boat, either by being struck upon the 

head, or by driving a knife through the 

brain. To allow it to die slowly distinct- 

ly affects the flavor of any fish, and it is 

cruel. 

We camped on a magnificent island in 

Diamond Lake. Near the water the rock 

is sc flat and smooth that a couple of 

sets of lancers could be danced upon it. 

From this smooth and level rock the is- 

land rose gradually to a wooded knoll. 

The water of the lake was absolutely pure 

to drink, and in all our journey. of fifteen 
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days from Boston to Timiskaming and re- 

turn we did not once have anything but 
the purest water. 

On Thursday, August 25, we left camp 

at 5.40 in the morning, before breakfast, 

intent upon reaching that night Father 

Paradis’ farm. His calves were ‘brought 

in by canoe, and his horses swam quite a 

portion of the way. This was my clerical 

friend and fellow sportsman, ex-professor 

of mathematics, artist, colonizer, and pre 

sent day farmer, who has had enterprise 

enough to start a large farm on the north- 

east corner of Lake Timagami otherwise 
called Sandy Bay, because’ of the level 

Sandy beach, as long and as hard to walk 

upon as that of Old Orchard in Maine. 

This was the fard day of the journey. 

We arrived at the last portage at 6.10 in 

the morning. This portage takes about 

fifteen minutes. It-is a little difficult and 

rather rocky. We left the portage at 6.50 

in the morning, in the rain. There is a 

portage, a very,short cut, here into San- 

dy Inlet, but it was so overgrown with 

trees from want of use that Indians told 

us that it was almost impassable, and we 

determined to paddle all the way around 

by Devil’s Mountain, sixteen miles, rather 

than attempt it. The wind freshened into 

a gale; the rain came down steadily on a 
biting slant. The writer was in the larg- 

est of the four canoes, which needed a 

third paddle to enable it to keep up with 

the three smaller 'boats, and we had _ to 

paddle altogether twenty-two miles in the 

face of this gale,—steady, hard work, be- 

cause the relentless wind drove us before 

it the wrong way, if we stopped for a 

moment. 

However, at noon, we reached Father 

Paradis’ house, and found there stoves, 

cows, a garden with its vegetables, all 

for our use , and once more all was. well 

and the ills wiped off the slate. 

The little bark canoes are wonderful sea 

boats. We rounded some points and cut 

across some bays with so heavy a sea 

that one might have thought it impossible 

for so frail a craft to live, but there are 

very many pretentious row boats that will 

not stand as much as a bark canoe. It 

was not necessary to do so, aS we could 

have found shelter anywhere on the road. 

There is, a limit to what the 

bark The Cleveland fish- 

however, 

canoe will bear. 
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erman was determined to catch one of the 

sixty pound (and heavier) trout, which 

are sometimes caught here. He hired the 

farmer’s son whe took him out, with a 

very heavy weighted troll, but we were 

not fated to know whether there were any 

big trout in the bay waiting for the Ro- 

chester champion. The fisherman’s boy had 

thoughtfully prepared the Rochester fisher- 

man a Seat, whose foundaticn was so secur- 

ed that, upon sitting his comfortable pro- 

portion upon it, it rolled over, and in a mo- 

ment the canoe. was on top and the man 

under. This necessitated the second com- 

plete change -of raiment, and we had to 

thank the great run on dry garments for 

excellent models, from which we drew on 

the walls of the farmhouse limbs worthy 

of ‘‘the dying gladiator.”’ 
How much food we consumed, and how 

much tobacco we burned, and how many 

fish taradiddles we swapped that afternoon 

deponent saith not. Our host entertained 

us by showing us a large number of ex- 

yuisite water-colors—rare bits of North- 

ern mountain and lalke scenery. 
On Friday, the twenty-sixth day of Aug- 

ust, our party separated in the morning, 

two canoes going to Devil’s Mountain to 

photograph. There is, in addition tc Dev- 

i’s Mountain, Devil’s Island, and also 

Granny’s, or Kolkomis’s Isles, Mrs. Devil’s 

peculiar property. The white man has nevy- 

er married the Devil to anybody. The Ind- 

ians believe that he was married, and that 

his wife being a little better than he, her 
virtues drove her from him; he chased her 

to the shore at Devil’s Mountain, where 

she plunged into the water and swam to 

the island, which now bears her name. 

His dislike to clear, cool water prevented 

him from following, but he revenged him- 

self by turning her into stone, as she sat 

grieving over his cruelty, and there her 

statue remains to this day. It really is a 

striking piece of rock, of which we obtain- 

ed an excellent photograph. Nothing 

would induce the Indians to sleep upon the 

island, and no camp-fire has ever been 

lighted upon it. Devil’s Mountain is a 

bluff, a thousand or more feet high. It 

mountain that the Devil 

chased his wife that day. It is near the 

centre of the lake, and from it magnifi- 

cent views may be had in every direction. 

The climbing was easy, and we were more 

was down that 
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than rewarded by the views that we were 

able to take from the elevation. Showers 

of rain came at intervals, and our light 

Was not perfect, ‘but, nevertheless, we 

made most interesting ‘Views. When our 

appetizing can of bouillon was spilt by 

accident that day the Indians said it was 

Kokomis that did it. 

Our camping-place at the 

mountain is an ideal spot for a villa or 

hotel, and we’ shall see one or the other 

here before many seasons go by. The Kee- 

waydin Canoe Club have selected this spot 
for their headquarters. 

We left Devil’s Island at 7.30 in the 

morning, and arrived at Bear Island at 
9.30, where the Hudson’s Bay agent 

foot of this 
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has a store which 

Here we _ pitched our canoes, which 
were leaky. We left it at noon, and 
ran down into Island Bay, and camp- 
ed near there on Saturday night, on a 
beautiful sandy point to the west of High 

Rock Island. This was a memorable Sat- 
urday night. We drank to sweethearts 

and wives, we smoked to the glory of God 

as Spurgeon did, we had a regular brok- 
ers’ exchange of stories, and altogether 
spent many profitable hours before turning 

in to our very comfortable camps. 

To be continued. 

(The up-to-date Timagami will be treat- 

ed in our next.) 

furnishes supplies. 

What | Learnt from Jim Brewster. 
By STRAW HAT. 

To describe the Canadian Rockies as the 

Greater Switzerland is to give an idea, 

if a very inadequate idea, of that great 

natural feature of the Dominion. 

Travellers who have exhausted all that 

the world may have to show them else- 

where, experience a new sensation in vis- 

iting and exploring the Rockies. 
It is generally admitted that whatever 

be the subject matter that may enter in- 

to comparison, it has to be exceptionally 

-and undoubtedly in advance of anything 

Switzerland can show to make the Swiss 

guides who work in the Canadian Rockies 

admit that the Canadian Mountains are 

superior to their own. Nevertheless these 

guides do admit it. The American is fair 

in these matters and it is a common ex- 

perience to hear visitors from the United 

States freely and frankly declare that no- 

thing in America can approach, much less 

equal, these wonderful and majestic moun- 

tains. The Canadian Rockies are awful in 

the literal sense of the word. Ev- 

en use and wont never makes one familiar 

with the Rockies. They are so vast, so 

awe-inspiring and the littleness of man 

and the comparative absurdity of his 

works are so apparent by contrast, that 

rough natures are silenced by it all. 

In the midst of these hills is beautiful 

Banff, a little town made busy in the de- 

lightful Canadian summer-time by the com- 
ings and goings of travellers from all ov- 

er the world desiring to see something of 

the marvels of the Rockies and to make 

acquaintance with the big game who find 

in these fastnesses, their homes. Jim and 

William Brewster, guides with many 

horses and much _ outfit and many exper- 

ienced men in their employ, live at Banff. 

These two slight boyish looking fellows 

have killed more grizzly than any men of 

their age in the mountains. In an inter- 

view with Jim the writer obtained the 

following facts. Anything in’ the story 
that is complimentary to Jim is the writ- 

er’s own opinion and language, not Jim’s 

who is an exceedingly modest fellow. Jim 

will be surprised when he reads this esti- 

mate of him. 

From Banfi parties go out in all direc- 

tions in the summer and upon trips 

of all kinds. These are mostly pack- 

horse trips although there are jour- 

neys that can be made by canoe. 

No amateur should go without a guide, 

for the valleys are deceptive to strangers, 

distances are specially deceiving and peo- 

ple who are lost do not always keep cocl 

and consider. With a competent guide how- 

ever a trip of any  period—from days 
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to months—can be taken and acquaintance 

with the mountains and its various inhab- 

itants made at leisure. A party can be 

out in the Rockies for months at a time 

and never see a sign of civilized life or 

meet a human being. To the wisitor from 

the crowded countries of Europe this ex- 

perience is always new, always interest- 

ing and at all times charming. 

There are Indian Reservations on the 

Slopes of the mountains and in the eastern 

Rockies and foot-hills the Stoney and 

Blood Indians still have their homes. 

The former tribe is now considered to be 

only seven hundred strong, whereas only a 

few years ago their numbers’ were at 

least double. Contact with the whites and 

white civilization has had the same effect 

in their case as in others. The Brewster 

Bros., who have their ranch, guides, and 

horses at Banfi, and who have made a life- 

. work of this occupation, con- 

sider, as we have often heard 

before, that the so-called civilized Indian 

is often unreliable and unfitted to be trust- 

ed as a guide. If one can find an old Ind- 

ian, who is. still faithful to his national 

traditions and national life, the chances 

are that he will be well treated by him 
and find this Indian reliable and trust- 

worthy, but should he unfortunately get 

hold of a degenerate of the other sort 

and make the mistake of offending him in 
some of the many mysterious ways in 

which offences are conveyed to Indians, he 

may speedily find himself deserted and 

left alone in the wilds. He may be quite 

sure that his fate, whatever it may be, 

will not trouble the conscience of that In- 

dian one iota. I say he may because he 

may also meet very good civilized Indians. 

The Canadian Government, with that pat- 

ernal  solicitude which has always 

marked their conduct towards all the In- 

dian tribes in the Dominion, have set 

apart some of the most beautiful portions 

of the country as reservations. The tour- 

ist and hunter may pass through these re- 

serves but upon them the Indian alone is 

master. There are complaints that in its 

fatherly care of these people the Govern- 

ment has gone too far. The Indians are 

free to hunt and shoot and fish where they 

will and now that the white man’s wea- 

pons have come into their possession their 

powers of slaughter are tremendously in- 

Bee 

creased. They are doing much to exter- 

minate game, and fish, both of which are 

still abundant in most districts of the 

Rockies. Mountain sheep which are char- 

acteristic of the Rockies, are slaughtered 

by these Indians in a wholesale fashion. Mr 

Brewster says that if a few Indians can 

get a flock hemmed in between rocks they 

will shoot them all down, even to the 

ewes with lambs. In other words, they 

have no thought for the morrow. The In- 

dians are very fond of the flesh of these 

animals and when ill they think nothing 
else can cure them. A movement is ncw 

on foot to ask the Government to pur- 

chase the rights of the Indians to the 

game and restrict them in the use of the 

rifle. In return the Government wil] have 

to give them rations, and teach them how 

to farm, and many people hold this to be 

the best way of meeting the problem, as the 

Indians often suffer privations from their 

incurable habit of failing in times of pros- 

perity to make preparations for those of 

adversity. More and more are govern- 

ments and people alike becoming alive to 

the importance of this question of game 
preservation. Even the Rockies themsel- 

ves would be deprived of one of their | 

greatest charms were the mountain sheep 

and other game to follow into extinction 
the buffalo of the prairies. For good or 

for evil white civilization is pressing them 

hard everywhere and the Indians, like the 

whites, will have to ccnform to its laws 

and regulations. The wasteful and reck- 

less methods of the past, cannot, in the 

interests of all, be allowed to continue. 

To take firearms away from the Indians 
would be an extreme measure but strong 

regulations will have to be enforced if 

game is to 'be saved, and saved it must be. 

It is calculated that no less than 20,000 

mountain sheep were slaughtered by one 
tribe of Indians last year, nevertheless it 

is not too late if prompt measures are ta- 

ken to save them. 

Bears, according to the same authority, 

continue to be as plentiful as ever. It is 

one of the problems in the Rockies, and 

more interesting than the generality of 

such riddles, how these animals come to 

follow such well defined districts. If it is 

a grizzly that is wanted the experienced 

guide can find him and take the hunter to 

the valley where numbers will make their 
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appearance. It is the same with the black 

bear, the cinnamon, and other varieties. 

An amateur might hunt for weeks and nev- 

er get sight of a bear. He might easily 

persuade himself that bears have deserted 

that part of the country. But let him 

take the advice of his guide; he will then 

be directed to a beautiful valley, on the 

slopes of which grow the wild potato, 

which may be of the same family as the 
original tuber that Sir Walter Raleigh in- 

troduced into Europe from America. 

These slopes are avalanche slides, and 

much good earth having been brought 

down by them in their course, the 

‘‘slides’’? are very fertile. The bears know 

a good thing when they can get toit, and 

in addition to being fishermen can also 

take up a potato harvest. As he has no 

means of cooking them bruin eats them 

raw and in pretty fair quantities. This 

bit of gardening is done at the, end of the 

day, but with the clear air of the Rockies 

and the long lingering twilight, which 

lasts until ten o’clock at night, and is in 

itself well worth enjoying, a marksman 

stands every chance of bagging his game. 

Absorbed in his supper and in obtaining it 

from the ground, the changing mctions of 

the bear. afford many a chance of which a 

good shot takes full advantage. This is 

one of the sights of the Rockies not to be 

seen elsewhere, and the trophy which the 

hunter secures is a constant reminder to 

him of a bit of unique experience in his 

life. 

Our young yet veteran guide on one of his 

journeys was out with a party of five of 

the citizens of the greatest Republic on 

earth. They were looking for ‘bear and in 

the meantime, emboldened by the presence 

of each other some ‘‘tall’’ stories of their 

experience with bears in the States were 

related. To listen to them was to won- 

der how a_ single bear cculd have been 

left alive south of the line. A believer in 

their exploits might well have imagined 

the survival of such an animal to have 

been due to accident. Suddenly 

however in the midst of the best 

of the the, stories, the party round- 

ed a corner and there, forty yards 

from them, sat a particularly ugly look- 

ing grizzly. Whether the gentleman had 

had a matrimonial quarrel that morning, 

or had had to turn out without his break- 

fast, could not be ascertained. All that was 

plain was that he was in an ugly temper, 

and immediately upon perceiving the par- 

ty, which in the enthusiasm of relating 

its prowess was. not particularly quiet, 

he made for them. Instantly the rifles 

rang out, and the gentlemen from the 

States thus vindicated their honor. One 

of the valiant marksmen, more it is bel- 

lieved by accident than design, grazed the 
animal, causing him to emit a howl and 

increase the speed with which he shambl- 

ed towards them. Immediately three of 

the bold warriors threw away their rifles 

and showed the bear their heels; the other 

two were too frightened even to 
run, and stood tremblingly awaiting their 

fate. Mr. Brewster allowed the bear to 

get within thirty feet cf them, and then 

with one well directed shot broke his 

neck. For the remainder of the trip the 

bears of the Republic had a rest, and by 

general consent the subject was tabooed. 

This story must not be supposed to con- 

vey any reflection upon the spcrtsmen of 

the United States. There are boasters in 

every country, and they do not always es- 

cape so easily as in this instance. 

As a rule the bear hunter in the Rock- 

ies should take no chances. It is best to 

pump as many bullets into a grizzly as 

time and opportunity will allow you. The 

bullets on entering make very small holes, 

which socn, close and are covered by the 

hair, nd but very rarely .one goes 

through. If one did so it would do more 

on emerging to spoil the skin than a doz- 

en on entrance. To illustrate this advice, 

Mr. Brewster tells of a case where he and 

five Indians had a hunt at the head of the 

Red Deer River which ended in a tragedy. 

A light snow had fallen and they came up- 

on distinct bear tracks. In the Rockies 

the bears do not begin their winter si- 

estas till the snow is deep, and as at such 

a time the animal is at his best the men 

were anxious to take him. He was tracked 
to a little wood about half a mile long, 

by a quarter of a mile wide, and from 

general observations it seemed likely that 

the animal would come out on one side. 

Accordingly forces were unevenly divided, 

one Indian alone gcing to one side to head 

the bear back should he attempt*to break 

out, and Mr. Brewster and the others go- 

ing as they believed to meet the bear. 

th 
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Before they had taken up their positions 

however they heard a single shot, and as 

no other followed they imagined something 

Was wrong, and everyone’ made for the 

place from which the sound came as speed- 

ily as they could. On arriving at the 
scene of the encounter the Indian was dead 

and the bear just giving his last dying 

kick. To experienced eyes the story was 

as plain as though those gathered there 

had been eye witnesses of the occurrence. 

Contrary to expectation the bear had bro- 
ken out of the wood on the side taken by 

the single Indian, and made for him with 

all the speed of which these animals are 

capable. The Indian aimed truly and shot 

the bear through the heart. His rifle then 

‘‘iammed’”’ and before he could release the 

mechanism the bear was upon him. With 

one supreme effort it tore him open, and 

then succumbed itself, to the fatal shot. 

The horses of the Rockies deserve an ar- 

ticle to themselves, and however much 

tourists and visitors may have had to do 

with horses at home, they have always 

something to learn from these sturdy and 

sure footed little animals. These cayuses, 

as they are called, are not much to look 

at, but as it is with people, you want to 

live with them to know them. When you 
find a little animal, weighing about 600 

ibs., carrying a dead weight of 300 Ibs., day 

after day up and down hills and along val- 

leys, and always doing it cheerfully, man- 

aging to pick up its own existence at 

night from the grasses in the neighbor- 

hood, you insensibly learn to respect him. 

When added to that you ride a similar ani- 

mal and find that, if you will allow him, 

he will take you safely over all the diffi- 

cult and dangerous places with unfailing 

and unerring judgement, and bring you 

safely through what looks like impossible 
places, you gain a warmer feeling still for 

these sterling little creatures. It is but 

rarely an accident happens, and in such 

cases it is generally the visitor, and not 

the horse that is to blame. When camp 

is made for the night, the horses are re- 

leased, and no further attention paid to 

them. They are generally found quite near 

in the morning, and Mr. Brewster with 
his long experience and his many horses, 

has never lost a single animal by straying, 

although occasionally he has had to go as 

far as four or five miles away to find them. 
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Natural instinct, a love of man’s compan- 

lonship, and a general interest in the work 

which horses used to it always plainly 

show when sent out on the trail, keeps 

them close by. Even in the case of fires 

all the horses were recovered. 

Mr. Brewster had, on one occasion, an 

experience with horses which demonstrat- 

es that a guide has to be a man of det- 

ermination if he comes safely out of some 

of the tight places in which he may find 

himself. Late in the. fall the two Brew- 

ster brothers had conducted a party over 

the Great Divide and were on their return 

journey. They had seven head of horses 

with them, and had reached the Simpson 

Valley. During the night four feet of 

snow fell in’ the valleys, and this meant 

four times that quantity on the mountains 
It was a case for quick and determined 

action. There was but one course open 

and it was taken without hesitation. To 
leave the horses where they were meant 

a lingering and painful death by starva- 
tion. The more merciful course, as it was 

impossible to save them, was to shoot 

them. This was done promptly, although 

one of the animals had been used by Mr. 

Brewster as his own saddle horse for five 

years, and had carried him safely up and 

down some of the most difficult and dan- 

gerous places in the Mountains. He ‘‘hat- 

ed to do it,’’ but when necessity drove he 

showed no hesitation in facing the’ ordeal 

which fate had forced upon him. Out of 

the skin of.one of the horses: two pairs of 

snow shoes were speedily made, and pack- 

ing the best of their provisions on their 

backs, the two brothers set off, and after 

a tramp of 75 miles struck the railroad. 

Of such stern and uncompromising stuff 

nave the Rocky Mountain guides to be 

made. During the winter’ these horses 

are sent down to the prairies where they 

manage to secure a living for themselves. 

Of course they are all branded and disput- 

ed ownersip is comparatively rare. 

As a sample of the adventures by means 

of which guides are made, one that befel 

Mr. Brewster about one hundred miles 

north of Banff is worth relating. Accom- 

panied by a party of Indians he was cros- 

sing a glacier stream. The rush of water 

proved too much for his horse, which was 

carried off his feet, and commenced as 

horses do in such cases to turn over and 
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over. Mr. Brewster was too good a rider 

to attempt to retain his seat under such 

circumstances and with the first giving 

way of his horse he promptly threw him- 

seli free, and attempted to strike out for 

himself. But the stream, which had prov- 

ed too strong for his horse, was not to 

be resisted by him, and he was carried 

along with such force that he was drawn 

under a small log jam. The current car- 

ried him completely under the logs, and 

in a very short time—although it seemed 

like an hour to him—he appeared at the 

other end. A fall of ten feet was compar- 

atively only a few yards ofi, and nothing 

but the prompt action of his Indian 

friends, who managed to drag him to the 

bank by means of a rope, saved him from 

serious, if not fatal, injuries. The horse 

was carried down to the same log jam, 

and one of the Indians ran out and held 

up his head, thus preventing him from go- 

ing under, while the others fastened 

ropes around him and eventually rescued 

him as well as his master. It was an ex- 

citing time while it lasted, and the whole 

party crossed the steam at a safer ford. 

One further adventure with horses will 

well come in here. The brothers were one 

day breaking in a couple of young colts, 

and as usual in such cases long ropes were 

used. Returning along a bush path, ip 

single file, the colt led ‘by thei 

brother behind broke away, and 

salloped ahead trailing his long rope. 

James, who was in advance, held on to 

his animal which had become as excited as 

his companion, and the runaway in pass- 

ing managed to entangle its rope in Jim’s 

feet, throwing him to the ground and 

dragging him along in its wild career. 

Both horses were now galloping their hard 

est, and according to the victim, and in 

the expressive language of the mountains, 

“sitting on a hot stove was nothing to 

it.’ Fortunately for him the horses turn- 

ed up a side path, and he managed to 

catch hold of a tree, and reduce their 

speed. With voice and with further pulls 

he brought them to a stand and released 

himself. Three weeks in bed was the re- 

sult of this unpleasant episode, his retire- 

ment being rendered imperative not mere- 

ly by the shock, but also by the necessity 

of ‘‘growing more hide.”’ 

This was an episode only and as “Jim” 
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Says once only in all his mountaineering has 

Mr. Brewster met with an ‘‘accident.’’ 
Climbing with both hands and feet, if not 

with eyebrows and eyelashes, he happened 

to get fast with one foot, and in his 

struggle for release managed to throw 

himself over a ledge. Fortunately for him 

the fall was one of only ten feet but that 

was quite enough, for it ‘‘burst (broke) 

his arm’’ which prevented him for a time 

at least from being as active as was nat- 

ural to him in his daily habits 

Forest fires may be a distinct danger 

in the Rockies, and even the most exper- 

ienced camper and traveller is liable to be 

burned out. But with proper precautions 

these dangers are not great, no greater in- 

deed than that spice of danger which at- 

tends all travelling everywhere, and which 

adds to the enjoyment, and detracts from 

the monotony, of life. One of the best 

precautions is to camp if possible on the 

banks of a stream, and there at hand is 

the means of prevention of the spread of 

fire and escape from its dangers. Another 

is to camp above the timber line, although 

this has many inconveniences and draw- 

backs. The first is the best. Then with 

ordinary care in building a fire, and see- 
ing that the flames do not reach the sur- 

rounding trees; all should be safe. Even 

with the experienced however fires will 

happen. The mischief is done before one 

is aware that the slightest danger has 

been incurred. The fir cones burn fiercely 

and make a great heat and much smoke, 

but they are soon burnt out. The danger 

however is that this fire may run rapidly, 

and be all comsuming for the time being. 
In the case of finding oneself in such a 

predicament, either take the heroic course 

of throwing everything into the stream 

and yourself following, or if there is time 
place everything beyond the timber line. 

Mr. Brewster has been burned out on sev- 

eral occasions, but never had any serious 
losses. Once when out with a large party 

he was camped on a creek on the Sunwap- 

ti. Another party was spending the night 

several miles below them, and by means 

of a field glass they could be distinguish- 

ed. During the night a fire started by 

the second camping party, crept 

up to them, and Mr. Brewster, 

with that fine instinct due to wre- 

sponsibility, soon became aware of 
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the danger. The packs speedily went into 

the stream, and the people themselves 

would have) followed, but there was time 

to reach the timber line. Arrived there 

it was found that all the party were safe 

with the exception of the Chinese cook. 

As there still appeared to be a chance of 

Saving him, Mr. Brewster went back, and 

there sure enough was the man running 

round: and round a tree. He had to be lit- 

erally seized and forced into safety to pre- 
vent him from being burnt to death, so 

completely had he lost his head. All the 
articles were recovered, a few of them 

scorched, but none badly injured. While 

these fires are bad enough, they do not 

lay bare large tracts of country similar 

to visitations of the same kind in the bush 

lands. The camper and the explorer may 

well ‘be advised however to miss no pre- 

caution to avoid them, for even when life 

is not endangered, much valuable timber 

is destroyed and it is awkward to say the 

least, to have one’s outfit burned, and to 

be left with no means of speedily replen- 

ishing one’s supplies. 

On the western side of the Divide, sal- 

mon are found in many of the smaller 

streams. When they first come up they 

are very good, and the Indians spear them 

in considerable quantities. Those who get 

so far from the sea appear unable to find 

their way back, and after a time they bite 

each other viciously. The place where 

they are ‘bitten becomes white, and any- 

one taking a salmon with a white patch 

on it is careful to cut this out. The re- 

mainder of the fish is good. But if the 

salmon is left the white spet gradually 

spreads until the ffish dies of it. 

The theory is that the bite of the sal- 

mon at certain times is poisonous. There 

is no need to tell fish stories here, as the 

fisherman can at times spear not only all 

he requires, but enough to supply him for 

the winter should he desire to be so pro- 

vident. 

The life of the guide and hunter is not 

all sunshine. Like other callings it is sub- 

ject to its ups and downs, and its variety 

of fortunes. In both instances hew- 

ever the Rocky Mountains: offer ad- 

vantages over any other place on 

the earth’s surface. The downs 

are more eaSily recovered from, and the 

sunshine is not too long delayed. The 
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Mountains themselves are exhilarating. 

They dwarf the Alps, they are more ac- 

cessible than the Andes and the Himalay- 

as, and though the advancing waves of 
civilization may alter the foot hills, the 

invasion will pass over the Rockies and 

leave them open as ever to the explorer 

and the adventurer of the best kind. 

Pack-horse train travel and mountain 

climbing is being more and more practis- 
ed by women as well as men. The sports- 

man who has failed to take in the Rock- 

ies has yet much to learn. He will find 

there what no other place can give him, 

and his experience of the world cannot be 

complete without a visit to them. In this 

vast region the Canadian Government pos- 

sesses an asSet’ whose value can scarcely 

be over estimated. At a time when the 

pressure of the great cities is presenting 

a problem with which no country has suc- 

cessfully grappled, the high clear air and 

the vast open spaces of the Rockies must 

be constantly increasing in value. In the 
midst of an ever changing world they re- 

tain their unchangeable, yet unapproach- 

able beauty—a marvellous charm, alike to 
the stranger, and to those who have pass- 

ed their lives beneath their: shadows. 

HE LOVED THE WOODS. x 

He loved the woods and almost ev’ry day 

Would find him strolling there, heart-free 
and gay, 

Through shady bowers. Each leaf an’ tree 
Seemed mos’ to know. him, seemed as if he 

Was kith an’ kin to birds, an’ such as they. 

Folks called him ‘‘Nature’s fool’’ and loved 
to play 

Their jokes an’ tricks on him an’ then he’d 
stay 

Down where the forest brook runs wild ap’ 

free; 

He loved the woods. 

Sometimes he’d be for weeks an’days away. 

An’ folks as didn’t understand would say, 

Jim’s got another broodin’ spell’; but 

we— 
The buds an’ flowers, ferns an’ things an’ 

me— 
We knew; we knew what led his steps 

astray; 

He loved the woods. 

—Stacy E. Barker. 
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The Trout of the Menjamagossippi, Ontario, Canada. 

It was early morning when i scrambled 

out of my blankets and stuck my head out 

of the temt for a look at the weather—es- 

pecially the wind. What luck; not a breath! 

Not a leaf stirred, and the waters of 
Lake Timagami hardly lisped as they gent- 

ly bathed the pebbly shores of Devil’s Is- 

land, where we were camped. The lake 

lay as smooth as a mirror—what I could 

see of it; for a gauzy mist hung low and 

hid the further shores from view. Our Is- 

land, sheltered from frowning Devil’s 

Mountain was still in the gray of dawn; 

but the sun was up, and out on the lake 

the silvery mists were rising at Geezis’ 

bidding. ‘‘High time for these loaiers to 

be up,’’ thcught I, “if we are to make 

the other end of Lady Evelyn Lake before 

night.’’ Out they tumbled, after some urg- 

ing, and soon were exchanging mutual 

greetings of ‘‘Kway! Kway!’’ with the 

Ojibway guides round the fire. 

Breakfast, breaking camp, and loading 

the} canoes were soon over, and our bows 

pointing straight up the North Arm of 

Timagami, towards Nonwakaming and 

Lady Evelyn Lakes. But not a moment 

400 soon; for the waves were doing more 

than whispering now, and off to the north 

west were rising the white fleecy clouds 

that mean wind—and more than twenty 

miles of paddling against a head wind ov- 

er a good sized lake is no fun! It was still 

early morning when we made the portage 

into Nonwakaming and by no means late 

when we put ashore on a convenient Island 

in Lady Evelyn for luncheon; and so, al- 

though we had quite a head wind, before 

the day was over we had no difficulty in 

making our distance, through charming 

Lady Evelyn Lalke, and turning to the 
west into Sucker Gut Lake, before we 

camped for the night. 

Who were we and where were we bound? 

Just a party of fishermen, Billy, the Doc- 

tor, and I, with Frank Leclaire, ‘‘Old 

Joe,’’ and ‘‘Big Paul,’ for guides—and we 

were bound up Lady Evelyn River for a 

try at its famous red trout, the trout of 

the Menjamagossippi. It is no cinch to 

take that trip, as we thoroughly apprecia- 

ted before the end of the next day; for six 

portages of the hardest kind lie between 

Lady Evelyn and the beginning of the good 

fishing. Imagine carrying a canoe or a 

heavy pack up a_ rock slope of forty-five 

degrees, more or less, or jumping from 

boulder to boulder without falling in a 

grand jumble cf pack, canoe, curses and 

smiles. As Old Joe said—‘‘If you go up 

first six portages all right, you stand the 

others;’’ which reminded me of the horse 

doctor’s dictum that, tAt SeGhenemold 

mare didn’t. die that might, she was 

more likely. to get. well.” Tt@ was 

hard work, that first day’s trip 

up the Menjamagossippi, and we were 

a tired lot when we made. camp late in 

the afternoon on a little peninsula at the 

head of Lily Lake, a little grassy rock 

just above the falls. But it was worth it, 

yea a thousand times over; for, when after 

supper we paddled over to a likely looking 

spot to try our luck with the rod, scarce- 

ly had the first fly fallen gently on the 

water, when there was the swirl of a 

great tail, a glorious strike, a singing of 
the reel, a battle royal, and a two-pound 

heauty, with shining sides and a belly as 

red as flame, lay flopping against the ribs 

of my canoe. That was the beginning of 

it : from then until it was too dark to see 

the flies they kept at it. those hungry 

Menjamagossippi trout; cast, strike, fight, 

landing: over and over again—now a dou- 
ble header, beauties both; now an old 

buster, full of years and honours—until, 

when the failing light compelled us_ to 

turn towards camp, we each had a dandy 

string safe on the bottom of our canoes. 

That night around the camp fire ! Shall 
I ever forget it ? What a glow of satis- 

faction pervaded us all as_ we stretched 

our tired legs towards the blaze, and 

fought our battles over again, or built 

castles for the morrow in the curling 

smoke of our pipes—while from over the 

water came the long drawn mournful cry 

of Mahng, the loon. 

Up and at it again in the morning ; not 

in Lily lake this time, but a little up the 

river, beyond some more rapids, and in a 

miniature pond above. Sport ! I never 

knew anything like it. All day long we 

kept it up, except for a rest in the full 

blaze of noon for lunch, and not once was 
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our interest allowed to flag. Soon we 

had all we could well eat before they 
would spoil, so back they would go _ into 

the water unharmed. We tried every fly 

we had, not to see which the trout would 

take, but which they wouldn’t. It was 

no use ; Jock Scott, Silver Doctor,Brown 

Hackle, Montreal, Parinacheenee Belle— 

they were all one to those fellows, and 

they gobbled them down without a 

thought—or tried to. It was a shame to 

trifle with the affections of those inno- 

cents! And so we thought as we pad- 

dled homeward with the trout we had 

kept, tired, but radiantly happy. 

On the way to the camp, Billy varied 

the sport by scooping up out of the water 

a little fledgeling loon, and immediately 
adopting the tiny creature and christening 

it as one of the family. ‘‘His last name 

may be ‘Mahng’ as Joe says,’’ said Billy, 

‘but his other name_ shall be for me.”’ 

And ‘‘Billy Mahng’’ he became from that 

time. 

The Doctor not to be outdone, had his 

experiences too In spite of the Day’s 

sport he could not resist the temptation 

to try for a ‘‘big fellow,’’ under an especi- 

ally alluring rock in the stream just before 

we reached camp. It was growing quite 

New York 

/ 

dusky, and perhaps that is the reason why 

the Doctor several times cast his flies 

most temptingly in vain. But at last, on 

a back cast, there came a fierce tug, a 

mighty splash, and the Doctor began reel- 

mg in—a night hawk. We awarded the 

Doctor first prize. We had heard of fish- 

ing for gulls, but this was the first night 

hawk fishing I had experienced. 

Another trout supper, another evening 

around the fire, another dreamless sleep— 

and then we broke camp. To go home ? 

Not much !_ To go still further up the 

Menjamagossippi, the trout fishing getting 

better—if possible—all the time ; up _ be- 

yond, through the little Tungediesippi, 

where we waded up to our waists for a 

day and a_ half, through dense alder 
ground, surprising a moose or two _ at 

every turn; clear to beautiful Shushawa- 

gami, the gem of all Ontario's lakes, 

where the great grey trout are thick as 

hair. on a dog; even beyond, down the 

swift Montreal to desolate Metachewan, 

and soon back to Lady Evelyn and Tima- 

gami. But I am not going to tell about 

that trip; that is indeed ‘‘another story.” 

KEEWAYDIN. 

Dog Show. 
(From Our Own Correspondent. ) 

I was admitted into the most intimate 

circles of New York’s thoroughbred Soc- 

iety recently, and within its charmed cir- 

cle I spent a couple of days. Of course it 

was aS a representative of ‘‘Rod and 

Gun’”’ that I mixed with New /York’s 

‘‘Rour Hundred.’? The families represent- 

ed, and by whom your representative was 

treated in such a pleasant and affectionate 

manner, were the Airedales, Beagles, Dach 

sundes, the several branches of the Terr- 

ier family, the Pomeranians, the Dalma- 

tions, and a host of others. Canada was 

well represented by its branches of the 

Pomeranian, Cocker Spaniel, Terrier and 

Airedale families. Several members of 

these aristocratic families permitted new 

introductions during the week, and as is 

often the case both with blue blooded and 

other families, this proved to be the first 

step in bringing about changes in the fam- 

ilies and their residences. Many of the 

Canadian representatives will hereafter be 

classed as residents of the United States. 

The swell functions at which I ‘‘assist- 

ed’’? (as the French say) were held in Mad- 

ison Square Gardens under the auspices of 

the Westminster Kennel Club. The invita- 

tions were extended to as. many as would 

give fifty cents for them. In consequence 

of this, the thoroughbreds had their 

cheeks and noses patted by many plebian 

hands. Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan and Mr. 

Thomas W. Lawson were very much in ey- 

idence. However wrongly their money 

may be gotten some of it was well spent 
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here—that is of course 

man’s point of view. 

The New York Dog Show is a great 
and useful institution. The weeding out 
of the cur, and the bringing in of the 

thoroughbred is good work. Here is where 

dogs innumerable of sterling good qualities 

are trained to do things, and to do them 

bravely; trained to love their friends, and 

to die if necessary in fighting their mas- 

ter’s enemies. 

from the sports- 

I was very much charmed with the ab- 

solute fearlessness of the ladies in petting 

the dogs. It mattered not how fearfully 

they barked—or how fiercely they looked— 

bull dogs, terriers, and great Danes, these 

gentle ladies walked up to them. Some- 

times I looked on in fear, but in a mom- 

ent fear was exchanged for envy when I 

saw the caressing given to the dogs. Then 

‘camps. 
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I often wished I were the dog! This re- 

flection led me to another, viz., how much 

superior in many respects were the ‘best 

of these dogs to many of the men that I 

know. 

I witnessed 

scene in the 

dogs to 

transformation 

Gardens—the change from 

Sportsman’s Show, outfits and 

Within twelve hours of the close 

of the Dog Show, 100 feet of platform had 

been built. A floor 500 feet by 200 feet 

had been torn up and carried away, pre- 

paratory to turning the area into a lake. 

Car loads of forest trees were coming in, 

as the dogs were ‘being carried out. In 

forty eight hours the change was complete 

and what would have taken ordinary coun- 

try people a month or six weeks to efiect 

was thus done in the space of two days 

and nights. 

a grand 

A Rhinoceros Dinner. 

“There goes the rhino’’ was the word 

passed amongst the diners as the waiters 

paraded through the dining hall of the Ho- 

tel Astor on the occasion of one of the 

recent Canadian-Dinners in New York. The 

Canadian Camp is responsible for this ter- 

rible alimentary revolution. Among the 

guests who assembled to despatch the 

rhinoceros were the Rev. Henry Van Dyke 

of ‘Little Rivers’? fame and many other 

equally valuable causes for a good reputa- 

tion; Dr. G. Lenox Curtis, President of 

the Camp; Mr. Dillon Wallace, survivor of 

the Hubbard exploring expedition; Mr. Al- 

vah D. James, of Amazon fame, Mr. Dan B. 

Smith, millionaire sportsman; Artist Dan 

Beard; Writers and Sportsmen L. F. 

Brown, L. ©O. ‘Armstrong; and J. A. 

Cruickshank, Dr. Robert T. Morris, and a 

host of men well known in connection with 

camps, shooting and _ fishing. Last year 

the Canadian Campers served a bear that 

Grover Cleveland shot, and served him 

right. This year nothing buti the royal 
rhinoceros would do. Next year as great 

a surprise will be managed. 

Nobody can be a Canadian camper un- 

less he has circulated and, graduated in the 

woods of the Dominion. The members con- 

sist generally of Americans who have 

camped in Canada. Besides the 

rhinoceros, Mephisticus-americanus was 

served—if you: do not know what it is con- 

sult the dictionary. The dinner was a 

very good one’ even for the new banquet 

hall of the Hotel Astor 
It is needless to say that the Rev. 

Henry Van Dyke was an inimitable toast. 

master. Dillon Wallace told of hunger, 

cold and hardship in Labrador, and doubt- 

less his story was true. The trip however 

should not have been made as arduous as 

it was. It was nevertheless one that 
brought out the sterling qualities of three 

good men, and the story of the expedit- 

ion, and the diary of Hubbard, make in- 

tensely interesting, if pathetic, reading. 

Mr. Alvah D. James in his story of his 

Amazon trip, told of many adventures 

with which those present felt the sympa- 

thetic touch of human nature. 

Jim Brewster, of Banff, gave a_ splen- 

did story of a grizzly hunt in which he 

was once engaged. As the toast master 

said it was true in every gesture and ex- 

pression, and, added he, ‘‘that is the sort 

of a story we want here.’’ Mr. Brewster 

was also compelled by the gently imper- 
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ative audience, to tell now he caught his 

forty eight inch trout with a tepee pole 

and a clothes line. 

Mr. L. O. Armstrong spoke for half an 

hour about new rivers and lakes, and un- 

explored territory in New Ontario, and 

far North Western Quebec. The _ interest 

shown in his illustrated narrative was 

very keen, and the three hundred and fifty 

diners stayed to the last minute. 

The Canadian Camp is a very flourishing 

institution, and one that will do Canada 

good. The Camp has settled upon its per- 

manent home, which is to be along the 

Mississagua River in New Ontario. 

Three days afterwards the Camp-fire 

Club had their dinner. These are the two 

Jeading organizations of sportsmen in New 

York. The Canadian Camp has the larger 
membership, and many of its members al- 

so belong to the Camp-fire Club. Both 

clubs are increasingly and deservedly popu- 

lar. At the dinner of the latter Club, Dr. 

W. T. Hornaday was the genial toast-mas- 

ter. 

An ardent auto-mobilist aroused more in- 

dignation than he was made aware of by 

his temporarily misplaced enthusiasm 

about auto-mobiles. He said that in a 

thousand years from now there would be 

auto-mo'biles, but that the horse would be 

gone. Of course we did not believe him. 

The members of the audience. were, how- 

ever, too well bred to say what they felt; 

it is an ill judged effort at a meeting of 

sportsmen to attempt to prove that the 

auto will kill the horse. 
The speaker of the evening was Prince 

Colloredo-Mannsfeld. He spoke of a trip 

he made into the Soudan to rescue an 

Austrian officer, who was fighting with 

Gordon’s army, and had been captured by 

the Dervishes. His manly way of telling 

of his experiences, his good humored meth- 

od of turning the laugh against himself 

whenever it was possible, and the value of 

the matter advanced by him, all proved 

him to be a most delightful after dinner 

spealker. 
Mr. Loring gave some most interesting 

details of his trip to Alaska in search of 

live wild sheep. 
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An item in which considerable interest 

was shown were the selections from the 

Indian songs of the Hiawatha In- 

dian play by i pegs OD R.  Bur- 

ton. Mr. Burton held his aud- 

ience without difficulty, and they would 

have liked more. He gave the history of 

his discovery of this surprisingly good In- 

dian music,and said that he was not the ac- 

tual discoverer, but that Mr. L. O. Arm- 

strong who had paved the way for him 

was, and that President Rocsevelt was 

so keenly interested in the preservation 

of these songs as to have given not only 
moral, but also financial aid in recovering 

and publishing these songs. 

Your correspondent’s experience of New 

York altogether made him feel more 

strongly than ever what a most valuable 

asset Canada possesses in her wildest 

country and most uninhabitable regions. 

The greater the acreage of bricks and mor- 

tar in the large cities of the United Sta- 

tes, the greater the mileage of her rail- 

ways, the greater the expansion of her 

manufactures, consequent pollution of her 

rivers and destruction of fish; the strong- 

er is the desire of our friends to 

the south to escape for as long 

a period as_ possible from the  arti- 

ficial to the absolutely wild. They want 

camps, they want to live in tents, to live 

the life of the guide and the trapper; 

they are tired of summer hotels, steam- 
ships, Europe and everything else that is 

artificial. Only the call of Mother Nature 

is agreeable to them now. They want 

what is well expressed by the Rev. C. F. 
Yates, of Golden, B. C., in a poem entitl- 

ed ‘‘In the Selkirks,’’ which appeared in a 

recent issue of your magazine, ap- 

pealed to me strongly and which will well 

bear repeating in| part:— 

And a tired trapper and trapper’s dog, 

As sons of the hills know how, 

Curl close on a bed of eiderdown 

Fresh cut from the cedar’s bough. 

And the dying camp-fire’s embers show 

The tint of the stars above; 

And the night wind sings the old, old hymn 

Of Omnipresent Love. 
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The Genesis of the Dog. 
By D. TAYLOR. 

A short time ago a friend of mine in 

the Old Cuuntry picked up at a second-hand 

book-stall, a treasure trove in the shape 

of an ancient treatise on dogs, and, know- 

ing my penchant for a good dog and any 

sort of literature relating to the canine 

race, he very generously sacrificed his per- 

Sonal feelings in the same direction and 

sent the book to me. It is a gift for which 

I feel truly grateful, as apart’ from its 

intrinsic value as an old and quaint speci- 

men of the printer’s and illustrator’s arts 

of bygone years, it contains much useful 

information for dog fanciers and many in- 

teresting anecdotes illustrative of the sag- 

acity, faithfulness and courage of ‘‘man’s 

best friend,’’ the greater part of which 

could well bear reproduction. The stand- 

ards of the different breeds might be taken 

exception to by the authorities of to-day, 

as might also some of the certain speci- 

fics for dog diseases, which are not in ac- 

cordance with modern practice and gener- 

ally of a too drastic nature; still the work 

is not devoid of pointers to those who are 

looking for knowledge. Unfortunately the 

title page is gone and there is no indica- 

tion in the book itself of whom the author 

is or when and where it was published, 

‘but; from other internal evidence it would 

appear to have been. printed about the 

first decade of the last century. I came 

to this conclusion from the fact that there 

is an extract from a personal letter (not 

dated) from Sir Walter Scott, from the 

tone of which it may be presumed that 

the author and the ‘‘Wizard of the North” 

were on intimate terms. The letter re- 

fers in eulogistic terms to his greyhound 

“Maida,’’ which along with others he af- 

terwards immortalized in some stirring 

verse: 

‘“Remember’st thou my greyhounds true? 

O’er holt or hill there never flew, 

From leash or slip there never sprang, 

More fleet of foot or sure of fang.”’ 

evidences scattered 

connect the 

There are other 

throughout the volume to 

work with that period. 

The letterpress is not out of the way, 

but what shallI say of: the illustrations? 

They are all printed from wood cuts, which 

are drawn in such a way that most of the 

breeds have a common resemblance. The 

dogs appear as if they had just stepped 

out of a child’s ‘‘Noah’s Ark,’’ they have 

such a wooden and hopeless look, and I 

have no hesitation in saying they are a 

gross libel on the animals they are suppos- 

ed to represent. Indeed the one described 

as the ‘‘Great Rough Water Dog’’ would 

very well stand for the missing link, while 

the bullterrier is striped like a tiger and 

spotted like a leopard. But there are 

many varieties of dogs mentioned in the 

book which we never hear teli of now-a- 

days and the illustrations, after all, may 

not have appeared so very comical to our 

great-grandfathers. But .-how unlike they 

are to the present day illustrations which 

we obtain by means of photography—full 

of life and action, and true to nature in 

every particular. 

The foregoing is merely  intrcductory 

to this article I have headed ‘The 

Genesis of the Dog.’’ Of all the animals 

known to mankind the dog is the most di- 

versified in form, size, properties, intell- 

ect and propensities,—agreeing only in one 

particular—his constant attachment and fi- 

delity to his master. The oldest writers 

speak of the dog as an associate of man. 

He is mentioned by Aristotle, Pliny and 

other sages, who narrate many fabulous 

stories imputing to dogs many extraordin- 

ary and supernatural qualifications. 

We are told by Pliny that before a cer- 

tain king was driven from his kingdom, 

the event was presaged by the speaking of 

a dog and the barking of a serpent. The 

Egyptians made frequent use of the figure 

of a dog in their hieroglyphics, emblemat- 

ical not only of professions, but also of 

qualities. Thus he was delineated as a 

scribe, because a dog spends more’ of' his 

time in silence than in barking, and the 

people considered that a perfect scribe 

ought to meditate more than he spoke; 

him that spoke much they reckoned a fool. 

The dog was also shown as a prophet, be- 
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cause he was considered to delight in all 
good actions and exercised all his ener- 

gies for the benefit of man; so ought the 

eyes and ears of a prophet to be constant- 

ly turned towards heavenly things. They 

also pictured the dog as a king, to signi- 

fy vigilance and activity, and in their re- 

ligious processions carried along two 

dogs. We are also informed by another 

ancient writer that the people of an Ethi- 

opion nation held the dog in such high es- 

timation that they gave to him the honor 

of a king, and they had no other. When 

he fawned upon them they considered he 

was well pleased, when he ‘barked that he 

Was angry, and, interpreting his other 

gestures as intimating some directions for 

the government of the state, they inst- 

antly carried into effect what they conceiv- 

ed to be his wishes with an implicit and 

abiding faith. 

There is also the dog-star, named after 

this animal, and the thirty days or there- 

by during which this star rises with the 

sun are called the dog-days, from a _ sup- 

posed influence on the canine race—a sup- 

erstitious belief quite prevalent even at the 

present day. The dog is also mentioned 

in the Bible and in’ the New Testament. 

where we are told of Lazarus, in Luke’s 

gospel, that ‘‘the dogs came and licked his 

sores,’ from which circumstance, it may 

be inferred, has arisen the belief so widely 

entertained even now that there is virtue 

in a dog’s tongue, and that if he lick a 

sore it will the sooner heal; and because 

dogs’ sores are seldom attended to, and 

heal of their own accord without as- 

sistance of a doctor. But it is only in 

consequence of the sore being kept clean 

by frequent licking that a cure is so soon 

effected. 

For some reason’ or other not apparent 

theJews seem to have held dogs as em- 

blematical of the wicked. We find this 

idea strongly manifested in several por- 

tions of the Scriptures. David in the 22nd. 

Psalm says: ‘‘For dogs have compassed 

me, the assembly of the wicked have en- 

closed me,’’ and again: ‘‘Deliver my soul 

from the sword; my darling from the pow- 

er of the dogs.’’ In Ecclesiastes we find; 

“For to him that is joined to all the liv- 

ing there is hope; for a living dog is bet- 

ter than a dead lion.’’?’ Even Solomon the 
wise appears to have had a prejudice 
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against the dog, for he compares him to a 

fool when he says: ‘‘As a dog returneth 

to his vomit, so a fool returneth to his 

folly.”’ The Evangelists’ also record var- 
ious sayings of the Saviour concerning 

dogs which agree in the main with the 

views of older writers. ‘ Matthew’s gos- 

pel he is quoted as saying: ‘‘Give not that 

which is holy unto the dogs,’’ and in speak 
ing to the Greek woman ‘‘Let the child- 

rer first be filled; for it is not meet to 

take the children’s meat, and cast it un- 

to the dogs.’’ In the Revelation we find: 

“For without are dogs and _ sorcerers.”’ 

It is quite probable that, from these 

quotations and others of a like nature, 

the saying has arisen, ‘‘He has gone to 

the dogs,’’ when referring to a man who, 

either from the dishonorable conduct or 

failure in business, has fallen in the esti- 

mation of the world. Dogs at other times 

have been considered as unclean animals, 

and in some ages it was supposed even un- 

safe to touch them. 

Among the superstitions in regard to 

dogs given by an old writer with the 

greatest candor and sincerity as to their 

efficacy I mention one or two. A dog’s 

tooth bound on the arm will restrain the 

violence and fury of the most vicious dog; 

a live rat put into a pottage of a dog af- 

ter he has partaken thereof, the dog will 

never bark any more; show a dog a black 

stone and he will run away and never be 

seen any more; a small bone taken from 

the left side of a toad is also a: certain 

specific against the violence of a dog. 

From what I have mentioned it is diffi- 

cult to: determine whether the dog in 
those remote ages waS more savage in 

his nature than he is at the present day. 

Without indulging in speculations on this 

head, I would like to consider the animal 

as he actually is and as he has been de- 

scribed by authors who have thrown aside 

superstition and fictitious theories. From 

the earliest ages he has been the compan- 

ion:of man _ in all countries, and where- 

ever the human being has extended his dis- 
coveries and dominion he has almost  in- 

variably been accompanied by this truly 

useful and intelligent animal. His alert- 

ness in giving warning of the approach of 

an enemy, his caution, perseverance and 

fidelity have rendered him worthy of the 
friendship and confidence of man. By do- 
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mesticating this intrepid, honest, faithful, 
Sagacious and affectionate animal he se- 

cured the most necessary and certain 

means of conquest over many wild animals. 

By his exquisite sense of smell the dog is 

enabled to pursue unerringly all other ani- 
mals; he can trace their every winding 

and turning till, by his strength and per- 
sistency he at last overtakes, overcomes 

and destroys them. Without the aid of 

the dog, how could man have conquered, 

tamed and reduced the other animals to a 

state of slavery? How could he still dis- 

cover, hunt down and _ destroy savage 

beasts for his own _ safety? Hence the 

training of the dog seems to'have engag- 

ed the early attention of man, and his sub- 

jugation and domestication may well be 

considered among the most useful con- 

quests he has ever made. In the state of 

society in which we now live this is not 

so apparent, but a little consideration of 

the times when our ancestors lived in 

semi-barbarism will readily satisfy‘ us that 

we originally owed much of our progress 

in civilization to the powers and energies 

of the dog. 

To illustrate the services of this faith- 

ful animal in the earliest stages of soc- 

iety, I may be allowed to quote the cpin- 

ion of a celebrated African traveller. In 

his ‘‘Travels in Africa’? Mr. Burchell says: 

‘Our pack of dogs consisted of about five- 
and-twenty, of various sorts: and sizes. 

This variety, though not altogether inten- 

tional, as I was: obliged to take any that 

cculd be procured, was of the greatest 

service on: such an expedition, as I obser- 

ved that some gave notice of danger in 

one way, and others: in another. Some 

were disposed to watch against men, oth- 

ers against wild’ beasts; some discovered 

an enemy by their quickness of hearing, 

others by that of scent; some were useful 
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for speed in pursuing game; some for their 

vigilance and barking, and others for their 

courage in holding ferocious animals at 

bay. Their services were invaluable, often 

contributing to our safety, and always to 

our ease by their constant vigilance, as 

we felt a confidence that no danger could 

approach us at night, without being an- 

nounced by their barking. No circum- 

stance could render the value and fidelity 

of these animals so conspicucus and sen- 

sible as a journey through regions which, 

abounding in wild beasts of every class, 

gave continual opportunities of witnessing 

the strong contrast in their habits be- 

tween the ferocious beasts of prey, which 

fly at the approach‘ of man, and these 

kind, but too often injured companions of 

the human race. When wandering over path- 

less deserts, oppressed with vexation and 

distress at the conduct: of my own men, 

I have turned to these as my only friends, 

and felt how much inferior to them was 

man, when actuated only’ by _ ‘selfish 

views.”’ 
It is deeply to be regretted that all that 

has been handed down to the present age, 

from the written authorities and tradi- 

tions of antiquity concerning the natural 

history and different races of dogs, has 

been rather hypothetical than the result 

of experience from actual observation. 

There is no subject in natural history so 

involved in obscurity as the origin of the 
dog; and it is equally difficult to trace 

with certainty the source of the different 

races. Under these circumstances it will 

be my chief endeavor to give some ac- 
count of dogs as they are known at the 

present day without burdening the mind 

with unprofitable and uncertain theories as 

to their origin and evolution. 
(To be continued. ) 

Love, the Greatest Thing in the Woods— 
Two Instances. 

In the depth of the forest, at the mouth 

of a small river, with two guides only as 

witnesses, Father Marquette was buried. 

No stone was erected over his grave but 

he had a more enduring and lasting monu- 

ment in the results 

work. The explorer when he died in the 

midst of his triumph on the’ shores of 

Lake Illinois, known as Lake Michi- 

gan, wrote an epitaph for himself that 

of his loving life’s 

now 
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FIVE NICE SPECKLED TROUT FROM THE MENJAMAGOSSIPPI 

(The Trout of the Menjamagossippi. ) 

INGAFLORA. 

The winning Airedale at New York. Bred and owned by 
Mr. W. H.Whittam, Chestnut Hill, Pa. 

(From “Rider and Driver’) 
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will last as long as the pyramids. The 

intrepid missionary started on his last 

exploration trip on March 29th, 1675. 

In those days the difficulties to be over- 

come by explorers were far. more severe 

than those of today. Marquette’s success, 

hcwever, (while carrying the knowledge 

of Christ to the Indians ) the dis- 

covery of the Father of Waters was am- 

ple reward for all he underwent, and when 

his end was near he knew that he had 

done a great work though he could barely 

have realized all that the discovery of the 

mighty river meant to succeeding genera- 

tions. 

Marquette died near the Indian village 

of Kaskaskias on the shores of Lake Mich- 

igan. For some days before the end he 

realized that death was near, and made 

all necessary preparations. Sight and 

strength had almost failed towards the 

last, and his guides frequently heard him 

say ‘‘I know that my Reedeemer liveth.” 

He gave directions as tohis burial, and 

spoke so calmly of his end and of what 

must necessarily follow, that it was as 

though he spoke about the death and bur- 

ial of one other than himself. On passing 

the mouth of a river he perceived an emin- 

ence which he thought suitable for a burial 

ground, and asked that it should be his 

last resting place. His guides, who loved 

him dearly, wished, however to pass on 

as the weather was favorable, and the day 

not far advanced. A contrary wind sprang 

up and compelled them to return. They 

then entered the river pointed out by 

Father Marquette, carried him ashore, 

kindled a little fire, and raised a bark 

cabin, in which they made him as com- 

fortable as the means at their command 

allowed. They were so overcome by Ssad- 

ness at the thought of losing the leader 

they loved so well, that, as they after- 

wards said, they did not know what they 

were doing. He gave them his last in- 

structions, thanked them for all the kind- 

ness showed him during the trip, and beg- 

ged their pardon for all the trouble he 

had given them. He asked them to go and 

take a little rest, and promised to wake 

them ur in time to witness the end. Two 

or three hours afterwards when about to 

enter his agony, he called them. He was 

buried at the spot he had himself selected. 

Love begets love. The love of Marquette 
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for his fellows, fully returned by them, 

made his last hours happy. After this the 

wave of exploration passed over him, and 

his last resting place was forgotten. 

Some years passed by and the Indians 

found his grave, and brought’ the 

bones to St. Ignace, where the place of 

burial was again lost sight of until Sept- 
ember 3rd, 1877, when it was rediscover- 

ed. A monument has since been erected 

over the place of sepulchre, and on it ap- 

pears the inscription:— 

‘Rather Marquette, the discoverer of the 

Mississippi, was taken il], died, and was 

buried on his return jaurney fram the Miss- 

issippi to Lake Michigan.’’ 

The work of a good, hardworking, loving 

unselfish man is a better memorial to 

him than monuments of stone or bronze. 

Throughout all the ages men have endeav- 

ored to render their memories imperish- 

able. Survivors would make the memor- 

ials of those: who are dear to them of the 

most enduring nature, but all in vain. 

There is no way that is permanent. The 

Indian makes a paling of wood, or a cairn 

of stones; but fire, frost, and man’s needs 

destroy these in a short time. We put up 

our monuments of stone and bronze, but 

the elements, and the commercial needs of 

some coming age are likely to wipe them 

out, and scarcely leave a_ trace behind.’ 

The Egyptians used costly embalming 

fluids, and built the apparently age-defy- 

ing pyramids and temples. These are eith- 

er razed to the ground, or the persons to 

whose memory they are erected are for- 

gotten. Instances like these of the impot- 

ence and futility. of men’s efiorts to secure 

remembrance are strikingly recalled by the 

results of such a life as that of Father 

Marquette. The love of the man for his 

fellow man and his work for them cannot 

be forgotten. Both his name and his life- 

work will be remembered as long as_ the 

Mississippi flows. 

Why does an old sportsman write of 

these things? Because of his experience of 

the need of patience and love in the woods 

owing to the difficulties which are there 

encountered. We need both virtues’ to 

make this life bearable and pleasant any- 

where, but they are particularly necessary 

qualities in the woods. The two modern in- 

stances I am desirous of quoting are strik- 
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ing and impressive. 

Marquette for the 

second instance 

Hubbard, who 

I have told of Father 

first instance and the 

I give is that of young 

died of starvation 

on the Labrador _ trip and whose 

diary has just seen the light. 

Even better perhaps, for my purpose, and 

more to the point which I wish: to im- 

press upon my readers, than my, own re- 

marks might be, are the following extracts 

from his companion’s. Dillon Wallace’s 

book. This is the word picture of the last 

parting. 

“These preparations for Hubbard’s com- 

fort completed, George and I returned to 

the tent to arrange the kits we were to 

take with us. Hubbard sat in the middle 

of the tent towards the rear; George and 
I on either side of him in the front. Hub- 

bard gave George his pistol and compass, 

and I had my own pistol and compass. The 

pistols we fastened to our belts along 

with a sheath knife and tin cup. Having 

a case for my compass, I wore it also on 

my belt; George placed his in his pocket. 

Each of us had half a blanket, this to be 

our only covering at nignt. George placed 

his half, together with a tin pail and some 

tea, in the waterproof bag he had been us- 

ing to carry food. This bag he bound with 

a pack strap, leaving a loop to sling over 

his shoulder. I also bound my half a blan- 

ket with a pack strap, thinking as I did 

so that I soon might want to eat the 

strap. And then when George and I had 

filled our waterproof boxes with wax taper 

matches, and placed a handfull of pistol 

cartridges in our pockets, we were ready 

to start. 

“At this point I suggested it might be 

well for each man to make a note of such 

disposition as he desired made of his ef- 

fects. George made an entry in his note 

book, and asked Hubbard to write when 

we were gone a letter to Mr. King, the 

Hudson’s Bay Company’s Agent at Missa- 

nabie, in reference to his (George’s) af- 

fairs at that post. I then made the last 

entry in my diary, and with it wrote 

what I believed might be a last message 

to my sisters and my friend and associate 

in business, Mr. Alonzo G. McLaughlin. 

I put the diary with my other papers in 

my camp bag, and placed the bag in the 

rear of the tent, where the note Hubbard 

was to write for George was also to be 
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placed; we believed that if worst came to 

worst the tent was more likely to be 

found than our bodies down on the trail. 

Hubbard had been watching us silently 

while we did these things, and now he 
Said: 

‘Wallace, if you get out of this, and I 

don’t, you’ll have to write the story of 
the trip.”’ 

‘‘T expressed some doubt. as to my abil- 

ity, but he made me promise I would do 

the, best I could. I also promised at his 

request, that if I survived him I should 

place his diary in his, wife’s hands. 

‘‘Thank you b’y,’’ he said, ‘‘And now be- 

fore you leave me won’t you read to me 

again?—I want to hear that fourteenth 

chapter of John, and the _ thirteenth of 

First Corinthians. I fell asleep last night 

when you were reading, I was so tired. 

I’m sleepy now, very sleepy; but I’ll keep 

awake this time while you read.’’ 

“T got my Testament from my camp 

bag, and read both chapters through not- 

ing as I read that the look of happiness 

and peace was’ returning to Hubbard's 

poor wan face. When I had finished, he 

said quietly: 

“Thank you b’y, thank you very much. 

Isn’t that comforting? ‘Let not your 

heart be troubled.’ It makes me feel gocd. 

I've faith that we'll all be saved. I’m 

not worried. McLean was caught just as 

we are. He sent a man for help and got 

out all right. God will send us help too.” 

‘“‘Yes,’’ said I, ‘‘and we shall soon be 

safe home.’’ 

“‘We’ll soon be safe 

Hubbard—‘‘safe home. 

makes me feel.’’ 

“Tt was time for George Elson and me 

to go. But J could not say good-bye just 

yet. I turned my back to Hubbard and 

faced the fire. The tears were welling up 

into my eyes, and I struggled for self con- 

trol. George sat silent, too, and his face was 

strangely drawn. For a full ten minutes 

we sat silently gazing into the fire. Fin- 

ally George arose. 

‘Well, Wallace, we’d better start now.’’ 

‘Yes,’ I said, ‘‘we’d better start.’ 
“T collected myself as best I could, and 

turning to Hubbard, held out my hand. 

““Good-bye, b’y; I'll be back soon.’’ And 

then I looked into his poor wistful eyes, 

and broke down and sobbed. 

home,’’ repeated 

How happy that 
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“T crawled over to him, and put my arm 

about him. I kissed his cheek and he kiss- 

ed my cheek. We embraced each other, 

and for a moment held our faces close to- 

gether. Then I drew away. 

George was crying too. The dear fellow 

went over to Hubbard, stooped, and kissed 
his cheek. 

“With God’s help I'll save you Hub- 
bard.”’ 

Hubbard kissed his cheek and they em- 

braced. 

George slung his bundle on his shoulder, 

and I took up mine. We _ turned to go. 

But I had to return. I stooped and again 

kissed Hubbard’s cheek, and he again kiss- 

ed mine. He was quite calm—had been 

calm throughout. Only his eyes shone 

with that look of wistful longing. 

““Good-bye, boys, and God be with you.’’ 

“*Good-bye.’’ 

““Good-bye.”’ 

And George and I left him. About twen- 

ty yards away I turned for a last Iook at 

the tent. Hubbard evidently had immed- 

iately lain down; for he was not to be 

seen. All I saw was the little peak of 

balloon silk that had been our home for so 

many weeks, the fire blazing between it 

and the big rock, the kettle of water by 

the fire, and the white moss and the drip- 

ping wet fir trees all about.’’ 

During many years of travel in the north 

in the course of which the writer has had 

to test the good qualities and endurance 

of many men, it has been forced upon him 

that the Anglican church seems to train 

the Indians and half breeds to a state of 

usefulness and reliability greater than that 

of any other influence exerted upon them— 

greater even than the influence of the Hud- 

son’s Bay Company, which is on the whole 

very good. Let me again quote Dillon 

Wallace:— 

“‘George,’’ I asked, ‘‘thave you your Tes- 
tament with you.’’ 

“Tt’s the book of Common Prayer,’’ he 

said, drawing it from his pocket,’’ but its 

got the Psalms in it.” 

He handed me the tiny leather-covered 

book, but I could not see the print; the 

haze before my eyes was too thick. I re- 

turned the book to him, and asked him to 

read one of the Psalms. Quite at haphaz- 

ard, I am sure, he turned to the ninety- 
first, and read it through. 
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The Psalm made a deep impression up- 
on me. ‘‘For He shall give his angels 

charge over thee: to keep thee in all thy 

ways.’’ How strange it seems, in view of 

what happened to me, that George should 

have read that sentence. 

The sun was again showing itself above 

the horizon, setting the expanse cf fir 

trees and snow aglow, and the boys, hay- 

ing placed the kettle over the fire for 

breakfast, were cutting more wood, when 

Donald and Allen suddenly came over the 

bank, as they had done on the morning be- 

fore. Their packs were as large as_ ever, 

and they had Hubbard’s rifle. I knew at 
once that the worst had happened. ‘‘His 

wife and mother’’—like lightning’ the 
thought flashed through my mind. A dizzi- 

ness Came over me, and for a moment I 

cculd not breathe. Donald spoke: 

“Yesterday evening we found th’ tent, sir. 

He were fastened up tight with pins on 

th’ inside, an’ hadn’t been opened since th’ 

snow began. Says I to _ Allen, sir, th’ 

poor man’s dead, ’tis sure he’s dead. An’ 

Allen he opened th’ tent; for I had no 

heart to do it, sir, and there th’ poor man 

was, wrapped all up in th’ blankets as ii 

sleepin’ sir. But he were dead, sir, dead; 

and he were dead for a lcng time. So there 

was nothin’ to do but to wrap th’ poor 

man safe in th’ things that were _ there, 

an’ bring back th’ papers an’ other things, 

SES 
* * * * * 

We kept silent, we five men. 

The pathetic nature of the following will 

appeal to every reader. It is the last en- 

try in Geo. Hulbbard’s Diary:— 

“They will try to reach the flour tomor- 

row. Then Wallace will try to bring a 
little and come back to me. George will 

go on to the milk and lard and to Skipper 

Blake’s, if he can, and send or lead help 

to us. I want to say here that they are 

two of the very best, bravest, and grand- 

est men I ever knew, and if I die it will 

not be because they did not put forth their 

best efforts. Our past two days have been 

trying ones. I have not written my diary 

because so very weak. Day before yester- 

day we caught sight of a caribou, but it 

was on our lee, and winding us got away 

before a shct could be fired. Yesterday at 

our old camp we found the end we had cut 

from a flour bag. It had a bit of flour 
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sticking to it. We boiled it with our old 
caribou bones, and it strengthened the 

broth a little. We also found a can of 
mustard we had thrown away. Mina (his 
wife) gave it to me as we were coming 
away, Saying she had no use for it, and it 
might be good for plasters here. I sat and 

held it in my hand a long ‘time think- 
ing how it came from Congers and 
our home, and what a happy home 

it was, and what a dear, dear girl 

presided there. Then I took a bite of it 

and it was very good. We mixed some in 

our bone soup and it seemed to stimulate 

us. We had a bit of caribou skin in that 

same spot. It swelled up thick and was 

very good. Last night I fell asleep while 
the boys were reading to me. This morn- 
ing I was very, very sleepy. After the 
‘boys left—they left me tea, the caribou 
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bones, and another end of a flour sack 
found here, a raw hide caribou mocassin, 
and some yeast cakes—I drank a cup of 
strong tea and some bone broth. I also ate 
some of the really delicious rawhide (boil- 

ed with bones) and it made me stronger— 

strong to write this. The boys have only 
tea, and half a pound of pea meal. Our 

parting was most affecting. I did not feel 
so bad. George said: ‘‘The Lord help us 

Hubbard. With His help I’ll save you if I 

can get out.’’ Then he cried. So did Wal- 
lace. Wallace stooped and _ kissed my 

cheek with his poor sunken bearded lips— 

several times—and I kissed his. George 
did the same, and _ =I kissed his cheek. 

Then they went away. God bless and help 

them.’’ 

Well, may we say, ‘‘Rest in peace.’’ 

The Old and the New. 
(Continued) 

Yes. Those buildings. How well I re- 
member each one, as, in imaginaticn, I 

come upon the old familiar scene. First 

there was the canoe house, the building 
wherein were stored all canoes, ranging 

in Size, from the tiny fathom and a half, 

to the gigantic five fathom. It was in 

that building that I learned the art of 

taking care of canoes, and in those days, 

woe betide the luckless apprentice who 

from carelessness, or ignorance, allowed 

these precious means of transport, the 

rolling stock of the Company, to receive 

damage. 

As the reputation cf a ‘Bowsman’ de- 

pended mostly on his ability to save his 

canoe from serious damage, amongst the 

rocks of the rapids, so did the reputation 

of the Postmaster depend on his care of 

this important branch of the business. 

His duty was to see that all these craft 

were not damaged by frost, and the cry 

of, ‘I did not thinkk that it would freeze up 

so soon’ never helped him. His duty was 

to anticipate the frost, and prepare for it, 

in time. That preparation consisted of 

slackening the ribs of the canoes, and when 

those ribs were slackened, to see that the 

canoes retained their proper shape. To do 

this, bags full of wild grass, or moss were 

used, to form a bed whereon the canoes 

could rest in their natural shape. A canoe 

whose ribs have been slacked is a ‘soggy’ 

thing, and will take almost any shape that 

its position will give. In that state, it is 

so impressionable that carelessness, or ne- 

glect, will spoil the best canoe ever made, 

especially if the length exceeds two and 

a half fathoms. If the precaution of slack- 

ening the ribs is not taken, it means a 

split in the bark, for the cold acts upon it 

in such a manner that it will shrink, and 

if the ribs are tight, either the sewing will 

give way, or the bark will split. 

Great care has to be taken that the bow 

and stern are sufficiently raised so that 

it does not break its back, for a broken 

backed canoe is an abomination and a dis- 

grace. Therefore there is a nicety of ad- 

justment required in these matters, that 

is only born of experience. 

It was here that I learned the art, and 

have never forgotten it, though, seeing 
that the cars are here now, such know- 

ledge seems to be an incongruity. 

In the old days, the men who made the 
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profits of the great Company, 

things, almost by instinct. Many of them 

could not spell ‘beaver’ and when they 

wanted to credit an Indian with his catch, 

would draw a_ rough hieroglyphic, repre- 

senting the skin of the animal brought, 

with corresponding strokes, representing 

the number. The Indian was satisfied with 

this Egyptian-like method, for it was in- 

telligible to him, seeing that he himself 

used the same, and this fact established a 

mutual confidence between the two part- 

ties to the transaction, and these men 

knew many other things, chief amongst 

which was the nature, and the idiosyncra- 

cies of the Indian; the real key-note to 

the whole system of trade, in those primi- 

tive days; men who could identify them- 

Selves with the men out of whom they 

were making an enormous profit, and yet 

so simple withal, that they did not know 

that they were making any profit, but 

who rather thought themselves species of 

philanthropists, who were placed there by 

the Hudson’s Bay Company, and Provi- 

dence, to administer to the wants of the 

poor Indian. Such men are becoming rare 

in these days, and are only found in hon- 

crable retirement, or so far away back, 

that they are harder to get at than the 

moose. 

Next to the canoe house, was the pro- 

vision store, the delight of the Indian, but 

an ever present trial to the Trader, for it 

contained the pork, flour, and grease, the 

heaviest commodities, excepting shot, in 

which the Company dealt. How often has 

my heart ached as I have watched the keg 
of grease getting lower and lower, or the 

number of flour bags dwindling. If an In- 

dian’s lands were not depleted, and his 

stock of beaver good, I could cheerfully 

ladle out the grease, and let the Indian 

carry out the flour, but on the other hand, 

if the whiteman had heen poaching on his 

lands, if he himself had strained a point, 

and killed off more beaver than the natur- 

al increase would allow, then the expen- 

sive commodities might never be paid for, 

and tribulation would follow in shape of a 

sharp reprimand from the Chief Factor of 

the District, to the efiect that the Post 

was going behind; a desperate condition of 

afiairs, for on the word of the great man 

depended promotion. Yes. All Hudson’s 

Bay Company men remember the Provis- 

knew these 
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ion Store, and some of them remember it 

with a shudder, and as, in imagination, I 

revisit the old spot I am glad that I am 

not in the same business still. 

And now I see the Trader’s house, like 

the rest, a building of logs, but a trifle 

more pretentious than the other buildings. 

The paint cn the window casings and sills, 

not to mention the door, must have cost 

fully ten dollars, but one cannot have 

grandeur withcut cost. Moreover, there is 

a verandah, a luxury that is a distinction 

in itself. The whole is surrounded by a 

picket fence, not sawn pickets, but hewn 

out of the bush, and neatly pointed at the 

ends with an axe. It was a very hold In- 

dian, or a very good hunter that dared 

show himself within those sacred. precincts, 

for that was the home of the ‘At-ah-way- 

we-nini’, ‘The Trader’, the high cocka- 

lorum jig, the man whose smile meant 

grease, and whose frown meant plain rab- 

bit or fish. An oily smile counted for 

something in those days, and to the In- 

dian was worth winning. This particular 

house was of one storey, and divided off 

into jfour rooms, with a kitchen at the 

back. The rooms were as follows, the sit- 

ting room, the Trader’s bed room, the 

clerk’s bed room, and the dining room. 

The furniture, with the exception of one 

chair, was home-made, and the adorn- 

ment was of the most primitive kind, con- 

sisting of a few pictures out of some of 

the illustrated papers, or photographs of 

some of the beloved ones at home. In 

later years, I remember the pride of the 

day on which I brought up a_ rocking, 

chair. It was resplendent, for it was 

painted red, and was a_ source of much 

comfort tc myself, and admiration to the 

favored Indiar. who might be brought, as 

an especial honor, into that holy of hclies. 

The dining-room was without a stove, but 

that did nct matter, for the menu, in 

those early days, was not’ such as to 

tempt any man to linger long over his 

meals. For breakfast, porridge, and good 

solid porridge, sometimes with milk, and 
more often without it, though one could 

always get sugar, provided the allowance 

(yearly) of one hundred pounds, held out. 

Fish or fried potatoes, if your cook was 

in good humor, followed the _ porridge. 

For dinner there was no porridge, but the 

fish and potatoes were there. For supper 
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one could be sure of fried potatoes, and if 

one did not eat up all the fish for dinner, 

one might get fish, re-hashed. If a mocse 

were killed, one took moose meat instead 

of fish, so there was often a chance of 

variety. 

Many a monotonous day have I spent in 

that house. I wished, sometimes, that I 

could scare up a ghcst, and the creaking 

of the timbers of which the house was 

built, would sometimes give me hope, but 

nothing ever came of it, but dead, flat, mon- 

otony, an isolation that at times appear- 

ed to me a living death. When they built 

the dam at the foot of the lake, the wa- 

ter, in the spring, flooded me out. It 

crept higher and higher, first into my 

pretty garden, and then over the floor of 

my verandah, and I sincerely hoped that 

the flood would abate, but no. It rose 

until I was obliged to take off my boots 

and socks and turn up my trousers before 

I could get to my bed. The frogs sang 

their nocturnal songs whilst I would have 

been sleeping. 
Next came the Indian house, a long low 

building, furnished with a huge open fire- 

place. It was here that the Indians, in 

the winter, made themselves as comfort- 

able as they could without a stove, but 

with the privilege of cutting all the wood 

that they could burn, provided they car- 

ried it in themselves. Here they danced 

on festive occasions, making the air rank 

with the smell of smoke, of ancient cloth- 

es, and of Indian. All old time Hudson’s 

Bay Company men know this smell, and 

though they may nct like it, they can nevy- 

er forget it. When first the whitemen be- 

gan to become common cn Kippewa, I 

“have seen this place turned into a very 

pandemonium, through the efiects of whis- 

key, and bad whiskey at that. I have seen 

men, women, and children writhing upon 

the floor, all drunk, and knowing not what 

they did, the work of thoughtless men, 

who looked upon it all as funny. Such 

sights may again be common as the new 

railway creeps up north, up to Abittibi, 

and beyond, even to James’ Bay, but the 

railway will bring with it civilization, 

and the means to keep such things in 

Roded 
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check, which we had not in those days, 

hence it will be easier for another genera- 

tion. I propose to give a description of 

the annual New Year’s feast, later on, 

and therefore I may again have to allude 
to this building. 

Beyond it, but attached, was the men’s 

house, the habitat of the hired man, a 

house of the same dimensions, as to 
height and breadth, but rather smaller, as 
to length. 

In those days the workingman was more 
easily satisfied than he is teday. In this 

year of grace, a man who would ask a fel- 

low man to take up his residence in such 

a hovel, would he laughed at, and yet 

there are men living to-day, who will 

speak of the time when they were glad of 

days of the past, for it was a life of al- 

such accommodation and regret the happy 

ternate ease and hard work, a slight im- 

provement on the Indian life, and one that 

appealed to the sporting instincts of hu- 

mimanity, for these men were encouraged to 

hunt, and provided that they took a few 

occasional hard: trips, when they were call- 

ed upon to do so, they led a life of ease, 

and freedom, without responsibility or 

care. 

In those days, the hired man was usual- 

ly impcrted, by way of Moose Factory 

from the Orkney Isles, or from Scotland. 

He usually considered that the move was 

a step towards freedom, but he had suffi- 

cient attributes of the ‘Crofter’ left upon 

him, so that he cheerfully recognized the 

constituted authorities with a touch of the 

cap, but he was always able to fill his 

stomach with something, and that was 

better than what he had been used to, 

therefore the relations between the Trad- 

er, and the hired man, were seldom strain- 

ed, and often very friendly. The hired man 

would expect abuse, and get consideration. 

The trader would expect impudence and 

get civility, so the combination worked 
well, and many lasting friendships have 

sprung from it. Chief Factors have occa- 

sionally been evolved out of the hired men, 

but it was a slow process, something like 
rising from the ranks in the English army. 
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The Keewaydin Club’s Canoe Tours. 
IT’S CAMP—AN ATTRACTIVE PROGRAM. 

Nowhere in all America are there such 

varieties of sport, and such opportunities 

for pleasure as in the great forest coun- 

try of New Ontario, Canada. Virgin wood- 

Jands stretching away miles upon miles, in- 

terlaced with a perfect network of lakes 

and streams ; moose, deer, caribou, and 

bear in large numbers, not to mention 

ducks, partridges, and all kinds of small 

game a plenty ; speckled trout, bass, mask- 

inonge, jack, salmon, and lake trouts; in 

short about every fresh water game fish ; 

and the greatest canoe trips in the world, 

where one can paddle for weeks through 

country unsurpassed for wild beauty with- 

out Seeing a house or a white man; these 

are some of the things New Ontario offers 

to the sportsman and lover of nature. 

The three most attractive regions of On- 

tario are the Timagami country, the Miss- 

issagua-Desbarats region, and the French 

River district. Each has a charm of its 

own. The Timagami country, the fabled 

paradise of the Algonquin Indians, is sim- 

ply unequalled for a summer’s outing of all 

round sport. Here in the centre of a great 

Government forest reserve of 5,900 square 

miles, lies beautiful Lake Timagami, like a 

huge chrysanthemum (as some have said); 

its petals stretching in all directions, its 

rugged shores fringed with great virgin 

pines, its broad bosom dotted with over 

thirteen hundred islands. To the end of 

each petal one can paddle his canoe not 

only over charming local trips, 'but through 

forest waterways to far distant points — 

even to Hudson’s Bay itself—and thence to 

the Arctic, Atlantic, or Pacific oceans. 

The explorer, the canoeman, the camper, 

the fisherman, the hunter, each can fol- 

low his own bent to his heart’s content. 

Mississagua, the great river flowing 

from the Height of Land to the shores of 

Lake Huron, offers the finest canoe trip in 

America. Through miles of forests un- 

touched by man, paddling over charming 
lakes, rushing down swift rapids, camp- 
ing beside great cataracts or after a short 
side trip on the shores of a well stocked 
trout or bass pond or stream, all in a 
country really grand and impressive, the 
Canoeman-sportsman finds all his desires 
fulfilled. In the season the Mississagua is 
a Splendid big game country. Near the 
Southern end of the trip is Desbarats, a 
Keewaydin ‘‘station,’ and a delightful 
spot among the thirty thousand islands of 
the north channel of Lake Huron, where 
each summer the Ojibway Indians give a 
play (Longfellow’s ‘‘Hiawatha’’) in their 
own tongue. 

The specia! attraction of the French Riv- 
er district is its wonderful fishing, par- 
ticularly fcr bass and maskinonge, the 
gamiest fish that swim. Nor is it much, if 

at all behind these other regions for beau- 
ty and general attractiveness, and it is 
the most easily accessible of the three. 
The Keewaydin Club is organized to en- 

able one to enjoy to the full these regions; 

to camp, fish, take canoe trips, and hunt 

throughout this country. The Keewaydin 

Canoe Club is no experiment, but has 

twelve years of successful experience at its 
back. The scheme of organization is this: 

The club has its general headquarters on 

Lake Timagami, and at the other most 

convenient and attractive places through- 

out the regions named has_ permanent 
camps or ‘‘stations.’’ From the headquart- 
ers and from each ‘‘station’’ local canoe 
trips are taken continually ; some but for 

the day, others of several days’ duration, 

with the tents, duffle, and general para- 

phernalia of a moving camp. At the same 
time longer trips are taken over the 'best 
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of the adjacent canoe routes; such as a 

trip the whole length of, the Mississagua 
system to Desbarats. There are two ways 
from the Mississagua to ,Desbarats—one is 

by way of Waquekobing Lake, with its bass 

fishing, and then by wagon road and rail ; 

the other is by striking west through a 

new country, which gives some of the best 

trout and bass fishing in Ontario, and en- 
ables one to take canoes all the way to 

Desbarats. This is the harder and much the 

wilder trip of the two. Another Keewaydin 

route is down the Wanapitei River; a third 

a ‘circuit trip’? of the Timagami region, 
and the like. These trips are all personal- 

ly conducted by one of our staff, men of 

several years’ experience in just this sort 

of thing, and are accompanied by cooks 

and Indian guides. Private parties will 

also be outfitted, supplied with everything 

and furnished with guides—as well as with 

a conductor if required—for any length of 

trip. 
The Keewaydin season will begin cn 

June 14th and continue until the close of 

the hunting season in November. During 

this time one can take his choice of the 

following ways of spending his time or 

ccmbine various ways:— 

(1.) Stay at one of our permanent 

camps and take daily canoe trips, fishing 

trips, tramps through the woods with the 

Indians, mountain climbs, etc. The charges 

for this are as follows:—(a) Without spe- 

cial guides $40.00; (b) with one special 

guide to any two campers $60.00; (c) with 

a special guide apiece $70.00. 

(2.) Make headquarters at one of the 

camps and take some of the shorter trips, 

yet trips of several days each. Charges 

with one guide to every two campers 

$60.00; with a special guide apiece $75.00. 

(3.) Take one of the longer trips with 

regular parties, charges $75.00. 

(4.) Be outfitted for a private trip. 

Charges, with guide, (but without a con- 

ductor) $88.00; with a conductor, $50.00 

extra for the party. 

The charges given are for a stay of two 

weeks, the shortest possible time. For 

longer stays substantial reductions will be 

made. 
TIMAGAMI, 

It would be hard to find anywhere a re- 

gion to which could more properly be ap- 
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plied the term ‘‘Summer play ground of 

America,’’ than to the Timagami country. 

Lying out of the ordinary course of trav- 

el, it has sc far escaped the inroads of the 

summer tourist, and is still in all its na- 

tive beauty and wild grandeur, its only in- 

habitants those ‘‘first families’? of the 

Northland, the Algonquin-Ojibway Indians, 

its stcck of fish and game still undepleted. 

Timagami itself is a beautiful woodland 

lake, its deep, clear, emerald-green waters 

teeming with bass, dore, and three kinds 

of magnificent lake trout, and the streams 

in the neighborhood with brook trout. The 

surrounding forests swarm with moose, 

deer, bear, and small game. 

On this lake is the headquarters of the 

Keewaydin Club, and at various points 

throughout the region are the Club’s ‘‘sta- 

tions.’? A member of the Club may stay 

at any one of these camps and confine his 

canoeing, fishing, and hunting to the im- 

mediate neighborhood, or stay awhile at 

one camp, and then change over to anoth- 

er; or he may take a circuit canoeing trip 

throughout the entire region, visiting each 

‘‘station’’ and getting the full benefit of the 

whole country. A glance at the map _ will 

show how wonderfully the country is wat- 

ered. With short portages here and there, 

a camper can go by canoe to hundreds of 

lakes and streams. These lakes are all 

beautifully .wild and untouched by man, and 
are full of gamey fish, principally the 

smmall mouthed black bass. A whole season 

can be most. pleasantly spent by taking 

daily trips from one of the ‘‘stations,’’ or 

by taking excursions of a few days each, 

returning to the ‘‘station’’ to get a new 

lot of supplies and to start out again. 

Once each month, on the 15th (unless it be 

a Sunday) the ‘‘circuit-trip’’ will leave the 

head quarters for a tour of the region. This 

will last two weeks, and will enable one 

to get a great variety of canoeing and 

fishing experiences. 

Within the year a new Government rail- 

way has penetrated to Timagami, touching 

it at the extremity of the northeast arm. 

This with the Canadian Pacific Railway 
(from whose North Bay Station it leaves) 

and connections, make it now an easy mat- 
ter to reach the camps of the Keewaydin 

Club, and puts members within easy reach 

of the mail and telegraph. 
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ON LAKE OBABIKA. 

This illustrates the story ‘‘From Timagami to Wanapitei” by Mr. Geo. W. Creelman, 

which appeared in the March number. 

DOWN THE STURGEON. 

This llustrates Mr. Douglas’ story which appears in the March number. 
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MISSISSAGUA AND DESBARATS. 

The tourist who has failed to make the 

Mississagua River trip can have no idea 

of the beauty of the country and the per- 

fection of this trip. Until very recently 

the country was unknown except to the 

Indians and it is now a true virgin terri- 

tory. The fishing and hunting are unex- 
celled (when led to by our guides); but 

it is the wonderful canoe trip that is the 

greatest attraction of the region. Almost 

all sorts of canoeing experience is there in 

bewildering variety ; here a paddle over a 

beautiful forest-girt lake; here a portage 

around a cataract, higher by five feet than 

Niagara; and here -an exciting ‘‘shoot’’ 

down fcrty miles of rapids. For one fond 

of an out-and-out canoe trip through beau- 

tiful and ever changing scenery, with plen- 

ty of fine fishing and all sorts of game, 

this is ideal. Of the two routes from the 

Mississagua to Desbarats, one gives bass, 

and the other speckled red-trout and bass 

fishing, second to none. 

The Keewaydin headauarters for this re- 

gion are at Desbarats. Here one can stay 

and put in a whole summer of delightful 
experiences aside from the canoe trip. The 

spot is very beautiful, and all sorts of 

summer recreations are there. Not least of 

these are the Indians, their encampment, 

and their ‘‘Hiawatha’’ drama _ affording 

never ending sources of pleasure. 

FRENCH RIVER. 

The French River, from Lake Nipissing 
to Georgian Bay, has long been famous as 

a land of promise for the fisherman, can- 

osist and camper. A two weeks’ trip 

through this region will make a splendid 

outing. The country is very beautiful and 

rugged, and fine for camping, while the 

fishing is extraordinary. This is the first 

year that canoe trips have been organized 

for this river. Bass and maskinonge are 

more than plentiful, and afford unusual 

sport. 

The Keewaydin Club’s ‘‘stations’’ and 

trips will be similar to those in Timagami 

and the Mississagua, and the prices will be 

the same. 
IN GENERAL. 

On all trips and at every camp the guides 

are Indians, men who have the training of 

generations in the service of the famous 
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Hudson’s Bay Company. As canoemen, 

hunters, and fishermen, they are without 

equals anywhere, and it is an experience in 

itself to be with one of these men. 

At camps and on trips everything except 

personal effects is furnished by the Club. 
Nothing but the best in any line will be 
previded. 

In each region ladies are taken in cer- 

tain camps, and a long trip especially for 

ladies will be taken on August 15th. It 

has been demonstrated by experience that 

ladies can ‘take these trips and thoroughly 
enjoy them. 

All these regions can be easily reached 

from any part of the United States east of 

the Mississippi by the Canadian Pacific 

Railway and connections. : 

The advantages offered by Keewaydin are 

apparent. For a lump sum (so that the 

entire cost of the trip may be exactly 

known at the start) one is enabled to en- 

joy the woods in whatever way he likes 

best, in comfort and in safety, with the 
very best guides in the country, conducted 
by men who have made it a special study 

how to provide a programme that will en- 

able the campers tc get the maximum 

pleasure out of the woods with the mini- 

mum of inconvenience. The campers have 

no worry about ‘‘thow much it is going to 
cost us before we get through’; no an- 

xiety about supplies,—nothing but to en- 

jcy everything. 

It will be readily seen that in order to 

enable ample and satisfactory arrange- 

ments to be made, applications for mem- 

bership should be sent in at the earliest 

possible date. Address any member of the 

staff, or the Director:— 

A. S. GREGG CLARKE, 

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA. 

BOYS’ CAMPS. 

Some may be interested to know that 

at Timagami two boys’ camps, one for 

younger, and one for older campers, are 

conducted by the same management, but 

are entirely separate from the camps of 

this club. These boys’ camps are out-and- 

out sportsman’s camps, modified to suit 

the boys’ needs. The camp booklet may be 

had on application. 
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SEASON OF 1905—STAFF. 

A. S. Gregg Clarke, Director, Asheville, 

North Carolina. 

Alfred B. Hall, Lakeville, Connecticut. 

George W. Creelman, Lakeville, Connecti- 

cut. 

True Sport and 

“The American Fish Culturist’’ publish- 

es some intensely interesting extracts 

from the ‘‘Book of St. Albans’ also called 

a ‘‘Treatyse of Fysshynge with an Angle.” 
I have already quoted from this book 

which was printed at Westminster in 1496 

by Wynkyn de Worde, an assistant of Wil- 

liam Caxton. We would now make the fol- 

lowing further extracts, which we are sure 

will be read with pleasure by all readers 

who have not previously perused them 

(and even with them they will bear repeti- 

tion) giving all credit and full assurance 

of sympathy to our brother, the apprecia- 

tive Editor of the ‘‘Culturist’’:— 

“Were beginneth the Treatise of Fishing 

with an Angle. Solomon in his parables 

saith that a good spirit maketh a flower- 

ing age, that is a fair age and a long. 

And sith it is so I ask this question, 

which be the means and the causes that 

induce a man into a merry spirit? Truly 

to my best discretion it seemeth good dis- 

ports and hcnest games in whom a man 

joyeth without any repentance after. Then 

followeth it that good disports and _ hon- 

est games because of man’s fair age and 

long life. And therefcre now will I choose 

of four good disports and honest games, 

that is to wit: of hunting, hawking, fish- 

ing, and fowling. The best to my simple 

discretion which is fishing, called angling 

with a rod, and a line and a hook. 

“Thus me seemeth that hunting and 

hawking and also fowling be so laborious 

and grievous, that none of them may per- 

form nor be very mean that induce a man 

to a merry spirit; which is cause of his 

long life according unto the said parable 

of Solomon. Doubtless then followeth it 
that it must needs be the disport of fish- 

ing with an angle; for all other manner 
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George Jackson, Asheville, North Caro- 

lina. 

O. J. Campbell, U. S. Naval Academy, An- 

napolis, Maryland. 

Ralph C. Porter, 44 Wall St., New York. 

Good Religion. 

of fishing is also laborious and grievous : 

often making folks full wet and cold, which 

many times hath been seen causes of great 

infirmities. But the angler may have no 

cold nor no disease nor anger, but if he be 

causer himself. For he may not lose at 

the most but a line or hook: of which he 

may have store plenty of his own making, 

as this simple treatise shall teach him. So 

then his loss is not grievous, and other 

griefs may he not have, saving but if any 

fish break away after that he is taken on 

the hcok, or else that he catch nought: 

which be not grievous. For if he fail of 

one he may not fail of another, if he doth 

as this treatise teacheth ; but if there be 

nought in the water. And yet at the least 

he hath his wholesome walk and merry at 
his ease, a Sweet air of the sweet savor of 

the meed flowers that maketh him  hun- 

gry. He heareth the melodious harmony of 

fowls. He seeth the young swans, herons, 

ducks, coots, and many other fowls with 

their broods; which me seemeth better than 

all noise of hounds, the blast of horns, 

and the cry of fowls that hunters, falcon- 

ers and fowlers can make. And if the ang- 
ler take fish, surer then is there no man 

merrier than he in spirit. Also whoso will 

use the game of angling he must rise early, 

which thing is prcfitable to man in this 

wise, that is to wit, most to the heal of 

his soul. For it shall cause him to be 

holy; and to the heal of his body, for it 

shall cause him to be whole. Also to the 

increase of his goods, for it shall make him 

rich. As the old English proverb saith in 

this wise, whoso will rise early shall be 

holy, healthy, and zealous. 
* * * * 

‘‘Also that ye break no man’s hedges in 

gcing about your disports: nor open no 

man’s gates but that ye shut them again. 
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Also ye shall not use this foresaid crafty 

disport fer no covetousness, to the in- 

creasing and sparing of your money only, 

but principally for your solace, and to 

cause the health of your body, and _ spe- 

cially of your soul. For when ye purpose 

to go on your disports in fishing, ye will 

not) desire greatly many persons with you, 

which might let you of your game; and 

then ye may serve God devoutly in saying 

affectuously your customable prayer. And 

thus doing ye shall eschew and avoid many 

vices, as it is right well known. Also ye 

shall not be too ravenous in taking of 
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your said game, as too much at one time, 

which ye may lightly do if ye do in every 

point as this present treatise showeth you 

in every point, which lightly be occasion 

to destrcy your own disports and other 

men’s also. AS when ye have a sufficient 

mess ye should covet no more as at that 

time. Also ye shall busy yourself to ncur- 

ish the game in all that ye may, and to 

destroy all such things as be devourers of 

it. And all those that do after this rule 

shall have the blessing of God and St. 

Peter, which he them grant that ae his 

precious blood us bought 

Our Medicine Bag. 

The Editorial 

very many pleasant letters from readers of 

“Rod and Gun”’ 

United States, but some from Canada. 

We would like to say that we are mak- 

ing. a determined effort, in which we will 

not spare ourselves or our means, to make 

‘Rod and Gun’’ second to none on _ the 

continent ; but we would like more Cana- 

dian support and more Canadian contribu- 

tions to do this. We are as yet receiving a 

much larger support from the United 

States than from Canada. 

We would say to those who are support- 

ing us so loyally. We are in our seventh 

year ; we are vigorcus ; we are growing ! 

Our subscribers in the United States and 

Canada tell us that they get what they 

want in our magazine, viz., good descrip- 

tions of Canadian territory. We will try 

tc give them more and better matter than 

we have in the past, in every department 

of the magazine. 

Department is receiving 

oa 
Canadians made a very good record at 

the New York Dog Show with bull terri- 

ers, cocker spaniels and Dalmatians. 

We would ask the guides from all over 

the Dominion, and adjacent territories, to 

register their names with us, offering to 

give them one line free. We have already 

the names of a number of reliable guides, 

and expect to be able to publish our first 

list next month. 

, most of them from the 

There is a perennial discussion as to rec- 

ord moose heads. As far as our know- 

ledge goes the best four American heads 

are in the possession of, and were shot by 

Mr. R. S. Reed; of, Vancouver, B-Com 

one trip in Northern British Columbia. 

The smallest was 68 and the largest 78 

inches spread. 

oa 
Mr. G. C. Cowan, who has shot in Brit- 

ish Columbia for twenty years, is going 

to make his 61st trip across the continent 

to Kamloops, where he keeps one of his 

hunting outfits. He is going north from 

there for grizzlies and record moose. Mr. 

Cowan is one of our valued contributors. 

e 
Charged with jumping astride a wild but 

somewhat exhausted deer and pounding it 

to death with a stone, pretty Luella Hul- 

ett, a ycung married woman, appeared in 

the Bennington, Vt., court. When arraign- 

ed she was clad in the typical garb of a 

backwoodsman, including trousers, red 

Sweater, holster belt, fur cap and had her 

hair closely cropped. 

¥ 
A contemporary thus refers to the death 

of the late General Lew Wallace:—‘'His 

canoe has started down the river—let us 

hope that the waters will be placid and 

the hour not too dark, but that he can 

ever see the shore and enjoy the grasses, 

flowers, trees, and birds that he loved 

while here on earth.”’ 

od 
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Oakland, California, is responsible for 

the following story:—‘‘Wild ducks that 

Swim in the bay have been the victims of 

civilization in a queer and astonishing 

way. Their wings have been glued to their 

bodies by materials floating out from a 
big paint manufactory, the result being 

that the birds could neither fly out of the 

water nor make a living by catching fish.’’ 
=> 

bd 

The far north canoe trips and especially 

the Hudson Bay, Timagami, and Mississa- 

gua canoe trips give evidence of renewed 

vitality for the forthcoming season, and as 

an indication of the interest taken in it a- 

cross the border, we may draw attention 

tc an interesting article on the subject ap- 

pearing in the March number of ‘‘Sports-a- 

Field’’ by one cf the first party of ladies 

who took the trip in August last. 
=> 

- 

I read with pleasure in an account of 

the annual dinner of the Fly Fishers’ Club 

held at the Hotel Cecil, London, on Feb. 

21st, that His Majesty the. King is a fly 

fisher, and that Her Majesty the Queen 

does not allow him to surpass her in skill 

in casting the fly. All their children fol- 

low the parental example in this respect, 

and their eldest daughter, the Duchess of 

Fife, is said to excel any of the members 

of the Rcyal Family as a fisherwoman. 
=> 

9 

The Secretary of the Board of Trade for 

the Town of Sturgeon Falls, Ont., writes 

us:— 

“Better facilities will be afforded tour- 

ists visiting Lake Nipissing and the 

French River this season as a Passenger 

and freight steamer will ply on the lake. 

This steamer is under construction at 

Sturgecn Falls now and will be in com- 

mission when the tourist season opens. 

James Hendrie is the Secretary-Treasurer~ 

of the Company with headquarters at Stur- 

geon Falls.”’ 
=> 

? 

Miss Flossie Armstrong, a pretty young 

woman, resident at the Baumfolk ranch, 

eight miles from Bisbee, has the distinc- 

tion of being the only woman known to 

have killed a mountain lion in Arizona. 

Out for a morning ride alone, she found 

the lion feeding upon the carcass cf a calf 

it had killed. Miss Armstrong at once 

pulled from its holster the rifle she hab- 
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itually carries on the range and began fir- 

ing. One of her bullets found the beast’s 

heart. Then she placed a rope around the 

lion’s neck and dragged it in triumph be- 

hind her pony to the ranch. 
—_ 

? 

Inter-State fish and game _ protection 

would appear to be making progress a- 

cross the border judging from the follow- 

ing which appears in an exchange:—‘‘AS a 

result of a conference of the game protec- 
tors of three States held at St. Paul, W. 

B.Douglas, formerly Attorney General of 

Minnesota will draw a bill giving five 

States concurrent jurisdiction over inter- 

State waters. The conference continued 

nearly all day at the office of S. F. Full- 

erton, executive agent of the Minnesota 
game and fish commission and in addition 

the game wardens of Minnesota, represen- 

tatives of the game and fish interests of 

Wisconsin and North Dakota were pres- 

ent.” 
~. 

“Rod and Gun’’ has aimed at giving use- 

ful information about every fishing and 

~shooting section in Canada, and every por- 

tion of the great northland that is attrac- 

tive to tourists. Particular interest has 

arisen we find in the Timagami, French 

River, and Mississagua countries. This is 

our reason for publishing illustrations of 

articles appearing in the March number a- 

bout these sections, and the connections 

between them, which arrived too late for 

March publication. The illustrations re- 

ferred to are those that should have ap- 

peared with Mr. G. W. Creelman’s and Mr. 

Douglas’ stories. We are sending out spe- 

cial correspondence to a great many  sec- 

tions of Canada to obtain reliable inform- 

ation about regions concerning which we 

know too little, and the public still less. 

This specific information we hope to have 

ready for the months of May and June. 
> 

- 
The ‘‘Newfoundland Quarterly’’ contains 

an account of the hunting experiences in 

that Island ci Lieut. E. C.:Kennedy, R. 

N. The writer is very enthusiastic in his 

description, picturing Newfoundland as one 

large deer park and a grand range for its 

splendid caribou. After a first disappoint- 

ment, he struck a portion of the country 

in which deer were plentiful, and succeeded 

in shocting two stags and a doe—the num- 

. 
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ber allowed by his license. One of the 
stags had a good head of 30 points, and 

the other 32 points, with a finer head, the 

brow antlers being particularly well devel- 

oped. A big black bear was also seen, but 

the ground was too broken, and the und- 

erbrush too thick, to get a good shot, and 

Bruin escaped. 

° 
A remarkable story of the successful ac- 

climatization of fish is told in one of the 

publications of the United States Bureau 

of Fisheries. The experiment of planting 

shad and striped bass on the Pacific Coast 

cost the Government under $5,000, and 

now the yearly market catch is valued at 

$165,000. This is only one of a score of 

similar successes which the Government 

may well place to their credit when the 

fires of criticism, are directed against 

them ; and it well deserves the description 

given cf the work as that of enlarging the 

world’s food supply. The United States 

Government has not only done great things 

for its own country in transplanting fish, 

but has generously assisted outsiders, and 

amongst others has benefited Canada by a 

large shipment of rainbow trout eggs and 

by stocking International waters. 

+ 
The efforts put forth by the North Am- 

erican Fish and Game Protective Associa- 

tion to prevent spring seine fishing in 

Missisquoi Bay, in Lake Champlain have 

not met with the success they deserved. 

When the deputation visited Ottawa _ the 

reception they were accorded led them to 

believe that the personal interest of the 

Minister of Marine and Fisheries was en- 

listed in their favour, and this led them to 

indulge in the hope of gaining their point. 

A letter has however been received from 

the Hon. R. Prefontaine stating that he 

has ‘‘come to the conclusion that the case 

of the Canadian fisherman is a strong one, 

and it is not justifiable to deprive them of 

the privileges which they have exercised 

for so many years.’’ Evidently the Asso- 

ciation has a good deal of work in front 

cf the members before it is possible to get 

the two countries to work together, even 

when their mutual interests would be 

served thereby. 
—_> 

‘ 

If the Minister of Marine and Fisheries 

clings to his un-neighbourly method of 
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treating the application of the representa- 

tives of the States of New York and Ver- 

mcnt, who wish to stop the spring seine 

fishing in Missisquoi Bay in Lake Cham- 

plain, where they control very much the 

larger portion of the water, he will have 

neither the support nor the sympathy, of 

the sportsmen of Canada. Such represent- 

ative Associations as the North American 

Fish and Game Protective Association, and 

the Province of Quebec Protective Associa- 

tion, have both placed themselves on rec- 

ord in favour of joining the States in stop- 

ping this seine fishing. This fishing is an 

injustice not only to the sportsmen, but 

also to thousands of farmers, both Cana- 

dian and American, who for the sake of a 

few Canadian net fishermen, who sell all 

their fish to the States, have their summer 

fishing spoiled, by this unwise, unjust, un- 

patriotic, and unsportsmanlike spring seine- 

fishing. 
> 

bd 

A correspondent who relates some inter- 

esting stories of the disccmforts voluntar- 

ily and eagerly experienced by sportsmen 

in the pursuit of their favourite pastimes, 

asks, “Is there any limit to a sportsman’s 

daring or indiscretion at times? I have 

seen a big grown up man freeze himself 

for two hours chasing a poor little crip- 

pled teal up and down the river, and fin- 

ally drop it into his hunting coat with a 

feeling of satisfaction not to be bought 

with the Rockefeller or Carnegie millions. 

I have seen two apparently sane and _ in- 

telligent fellows chase five geese in a freez- 

ing blinding snow storm up and down the 
river ‘cr five hours, at times crawling many 

rods on hands and knees for a shot; wad- 

ing the river four times and finally round- 

ing up the last one, only to take them 

home and distribute them amongst their 

friends. There are times when every man 

who loves a horse, a dog, or a gun will 

do something like this. Is it sportsman- 

ship? Or is it some disease not yet 

known or fully understood ?”’ 

+ 
Mr. Ik. A. Samuels, a well known auth- 

ority on natural history, writes pleasantly 

in ‘Fishing and Shooting’’ on ‘‘Our Woods 

Inhabiters in Winter’’ taking the fox as his 

subject. The crafty nature of this animal, 

and the skill he shows’ in hiding himself, 

and escaping the destructive tendencies of 
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civilization, coupled with his wide distri- 

bution, renders the subject of general in- 

terest. The pelt however is not worth the 

trouble of taking, with the exception of 

the blue fox, which is bred in Alaska for 

commercial purposes, the climate being 

particularly adapted to the growth of fine 

fur. The fox ranches are made on islands 

from which the animals cannot escape. At- 

tempts have been made to confine the red 

fox in tracts of woodland around which 

fences of fine wire netting were set, but 

these proved no barrier to the escape of 

the cunning animals, which burrowed ke- 

neath the netting without any difficulty, 
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A wonderfully interesting human docu- 

ment is the diary of Leonidas Hubbard, 

jun., written by him when on his trip in 

Labrador. The unfortunate expedition a- 

roused considerable interest on the part of 

all who are concerned in the slightest with 

exploration work on this continent, and 

with out-door life in general. The diary is 

full of pathos, and tells the story of brave 

endurance under failure—the very hardest 

strain of all upon a man. Obviously it was 

not intended for publication as it appears, 

but as plain memoranda from which to 

wok up his story, and it is all the more 
pathetic on that account. As this was de- 

ON GULL LAKE. 

This illustrates the story ‘‘From Timagami to Wanapitei’ by Mr. G. W. Creelman. 
which appeared in the March number. 

no matter how deeply the fence was set. 

Nevertheless the wolf is craftier than the 

fox and we renew our appeal to the vari- 

ous Provincial governments to increase the 

wolf bounty. 
> 

bd 

We publish elsewhere an account of the 

death of two explorers which will I think 

touch a sympathetic chord in the heart of 

every sportsman. The two men are Father 

Marquette and Leonidas Hubbard. 

nied him, the simple record of his’ strug- 

gles, sufferings and death make up the 

story cf one more of the army of the Mar- 

tyrs of exploration who gave up his life in 

the endeavour to wrest some of her great 

secrets from Nature. 
—<—_ 

- 

The Hon. H. T. Payne, of California, has 

gone to the trouble of compiling a mass of 

figures showing how much it is to the in- 

terest of many Classes to aid in the full 
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protection cf fish and game. He takes as 

the text of his discourse the remark made 

by President Roosevelt upon seeing the 
carcass of a deer hanging in one of the 

markets in New York city:—‘‘That deer as 

an article of commerce is worth not more 

than $20.00 to the man who killed it, but 

so long as it was running wild in the 

Adirondacks it was worth to the people of 

the whcle State fully $500.’ He then 

proceeds to demonstrate ‘by means of fig- 

ures how true is’ this statement, and 

comes to the conclusion that 90 per cent. 

of the expenditure of sportsmen in their 

favourite pursuit finds its way into the 

pockets of the wage earner. Every state- 

ment ,is supported ‘by figures, and he thus 

shows how the railroads, stage lines, liv- 

ery stables, hotels, guides, manufacturers 

of guns, ammunition, fishing tackle, and 

other articles are directly benefited, while 

workers of all kinds in the preparation of 

raw material are indirectly and very large- 

ly the gainers from the trade of those who 

hunt and fish. 
=> 

ge 

A recent number of the ‘‘Fishing Ga- 

zette,’’ published in England, contains an 

account of a rainbow trout, which feeds 

from a lady’s hand. The account is testi- 

fied to by Mr. C. Barnby Smith of Wood- 

lands, Retford, and he says that the fish 

was obtained by him as a yearling, and 

now weighs about two and a half pounds. 

It is kept in a tank holding about 600 gal- 

lons of water. The process of taming was 

started by tying food to the end of a 

piece of string and letting it hang on cr 

near the surface of the water. The fish 

soon saw the meaning of this, and would 

drag the string about most violently in 

his efforts to get the food off. Gradually the 

string was shortened, and then dispensed 

with altogether. Mr. Smith states that ‘the 

will often come with his nose near the 

surface of the water to look whether a 

hand held over the bridge really holds any- 

thing tempting or not. The sensation of 

having one’s fingers right at the back of 

his mouth (which regularly happens when 

he is leaping) is very curious, and he of- 

ten has to give himself a twist in the air 

to get free again. He will readily leap 

to a stranger’s hands, but half a dozen 

ladies standing round the tank and wearing 

bright costumes make him rather nervous 
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or sulky. He also objects tc leap into the 

bright sunlight, and this makes the _ busi- 
ness of taking his photograph a matter of 
difficulty.”’ 

cd 
We have a letter from one of four broth- 

ers who are thoroughly conversant with 

the Mississagua-Desbarats country, who 

saysi— 

‘It would be a good idea to take the peo- 

ple in from Desbarats, Ont., and out the 

Mississagua and they would then cover the 

very best fishing country there is up there 

anywhere. My younger brother Joe, who 
is with me here, has covered all of that 

country and knows the lakes and rivers and 

tells me this morning that the best trout 

fishing in the country is right in the sec- 

tion you speak of. The boys have all been 

over that portion of the Mississagua too. 
f may have overlooked telling you there 

are four of us brothers that are thinking | 

of going into this thing as a permanent 

business and we have all been over that 

country, aS well as three of us having been 

to Abittibi three times. The boys do not 

feel like giving maps away though. I have 

been trying to get that map for you all 

winter, but since we got the idea, of run- 

ning these trips the others say we ought 

to hold the information, as it would be of 

no use to us if we told exactly where we 

do our big fishing. These are matters we 

can discuss’ later.”’ 

The country referred to is unexplored ex- 
cept by the timber surveyors, of which 

profession is one of the brothers. These 

are men of good general education and 

well up in wooderaft. For speckled trout 
and bass fishing, and for a canoe trip of 

great beauty never before made by any 

tourist, we can recommend this. It is a 

country that will remain wild because, 

while well timbered, the land is generally 

unfit for settlement. 
<> 

9 
In view of the fact that Leonidas Hub- 

bard and his party were helped in stav- 

ing off starvation by eating caribou horns 
the following, which appears in the ‘‘Mani- 

toba Weekly’? will not be without interest 

to our readers:— 

WOW ELKS SHED AND RENEW ANT- 

LERS. 
Elks shed their antlers about the first of 

February, though much depends upon the 
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locality and upon the age 

of the animal. It often happens that 

one antler is carried several days 

after the other has been dropped. The 

new antlers push off the old ones, and when 

they appear they resemble scars cn the 

animals forehead, but soon take ‘the form 

of two black velvet buttons, abcut the size 

of silver dollars. 

As they continue to grow they gain in 

length only, and by the first of July they 

have attained their full size. If you could 

examine them now you would find them 

soft, rather flexible, nourished by blood 

and ,incased in a thick, tough skin covered 

with velvety fur. The antlers are now ‘in 

the velvet,’ as the hunters term it, a most 

critical period for the owner, who seems 

to realize it, for he is careful to avoid con- 

tact with anything liable to injure them. 

Should an accident happen and the skin 

get broken or the antler disfigured, it 

might result in the elk’s bleeding to 

death, or in his carrying a deformed ant- 

ler until the follcwing February. Through 

a process of nature the blood vessels that 

have fed the antlers are shut off about 

the middle of July, and then they begin to 

harden. — 

A few weeks later the elk may be seen 
rubbing them against trees or thrashing 

them abcut in the bush while endeavouring 

to rid them of the velvet, and in a few 

days it hangs in shreds and soon disap- 

pears entirely. The elk is now lcrd of the 

forest, and is ready to combat with his 

rivals or enemies. 

and health 

=> 

¥ 
Mr. F. B. Hussey of Pittsburg and Golden, 

B.C., has told me of the admirable prom- 

ise made by his Airedale pups of becoming 

good grizzly dogs. They did excellent work 

for their age when accompanying him on 

his famous hunting trip last year, when he 

killed seven grizzlies and many other 

bears. The Airedale is fast coming to the 

front as a gocd all round dog. With a 

weight of from 40 to 45 Ibs. he is heavier 

than other terriers; he has a deep power- 

ful jaw, lips tight against the teeth, a 

black nose, ears V_ shaped, eyes small, 

dark and expressive, and a strong neck. 

His long hair makes him a good dog for 

a northern climate. The Airedale is alsoa 

gocd house dog, a good watch dog, never 
seeking a fight but always ready to defend 
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his own and his master’s rights. For in- 

telligence he is second to none. He is a 

good water dog, and makes excellent com- 

pany on a trip. He can be easily trained 

as a messenger dog. His constitution is 
good; he never barks for nothing, he is no 

‘‘yapper.’’ He is well known and appreci- 

ated in England, and he is becoming popu- 

lar for his many excellent qualities in the 

States. At the New York Sportsman’s 

Show I saw some Canadians who had come 

down to purchase an Airedale. This shows 

that the Montreal and other breeders have 

not yet ascertained the advertising value 

of “Rod and Gun.’’ We lose many good 
things through ignorance, but where that 

ignorance is not invincible, as the maid 

pronounced it in the case cf the Anglican 

pishop, there is a chance of salvation. 

The New York Sportsman’s Show man- 

agement made a mew departure this year. 

Apart from the Canadian exhibits—consist- 

ing of the Grand Trunk, the Canadian Pa- 

cific, the Intercolonial, and the Richelieu 

and Ontario, there was only one small ex- 

hibit by the State of Maine. The motor 

boats, and the auto boats—the $10,000 to 

$50,000 fads of the millionaire—drew very 

large numbers of people, who have not hith- 

erto been sportsmen in our understanding 

of the term. Many spent some time among 

the Canadian exhibits, and many individ- 

ual Americans and American parties were 

booked by the Canadian representatives for 

trips in Canada during the coming season. 

All our Provinces have friends among the 

American sportsmen — New Brunswick, 

Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontaric and British 

Columbia. Manitoba is pretty well shut 

out from American sportsmen by the high 

license fee of $100.00. 
—> 

bd 

A correspondent in Chesterfield favors us 

with the following: ‘‘Saw a copy of ycur 

magazine for the first time last night and 

was much impressed with it. It is what 

I have been looking for, for some time, 

namely, a magazine of Canadian sport 

with rod and gun. I take an American 

edition which is very good, and which I 

like in some respects better than yours, — 

it devctes more space to dogs, which I 

consider the hunter’s best friend. Have we 

any Canadian breeders of dogs? I have 

never seen an advertisement of one. Do we 

have any Canadian field trials or dog 
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shows. I would like to see accounts of 

them in some magazine.”’ 

We feel gratified that, on such a short ac- 

quaintance, our correspondent entertains 

so favorable an opinion of Rod and Gun in 

Canada, and we hope that a more extended 

knowledge of the magazine will still fur- 

ther raise in his esteem its value as an 

exponent of the higher branches of Cana- 

dian sport. We recognize that a ‘‘Kennel 

Department’’ in such a magazine is a most 

essential element, and we hope in future to 

be in a position to supply this want. In 

another part of this issue we print the 

first portion of a paper on ‘‘The Genesis of 

the Dog” by a _ gentleman who at one 

time was a regular contributor to Rod and 

Gun, and we have reason tc believe that 

more will follow. Meanwhile we would 

ask those of our readers who take an _in- 

terest in dcgs to help us make this de- 
partment interesting by contributing facts 

—or ‘“‘fancies’’, for that matter—about the 

dog, his utility in the field, on ground or 

winged game, or as a worker on the farm. 

There must be, in this great country oi 

ours, many sportsmen who have yarns to 

tell about their four-footed companions 

when on the hunt, then why not tell them 

to a larger audience through the medium 

of Rod and Gun ? 

Our correspondent asks if there are any 

Canadian dog breeders. Oh, yes, there are 

—lots of them—both sporting, non-sporting 

and show dogs, but it is true they make 
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the mistake of hiding their light under a 

bushel. They do not advertise, or if they 

do so, it is in an exclusively kennel paper 

with a limited circulation among what 

may be called professional fanciers, and 

the results of ccurse are discouraging. As 

an experiment we would recommend. them 

to try an ‘‘ad’’ in Rod and Gun, a maga- 

zine which has a very large circulation a- 
mong the best class of spcrtsmen, not only 

all over Canada, but in the border States 

of the neighboring republic. We are satis- 

fied they would not have to wait long for 

results. 

In regard to dog shows and field trials, 

Canada is not behind in’ these respects 

either. There is an annual show in con- 

nection with the ‘‘Industrial’’ held in To- 

ronto every year, which both in quality 

and quantity will compare most favorably 

with anythirg on the other side, with one 

or two exceptions. Then there is a large 

bench show every year in Montreal and one 

or two specialty shows as well, while 

Hamilton, Ottawa, Sherbrooke and other 

cities also have yearly exhibitions. In West- 

ern Ontario and Manitoba field trials are 

held every year, while sheep trials were 

inaugurated in connection with the last To- 

ronto show, an example which we hope to 

see copied 'by cthers, for there is nothing 

more interesting to look at, and even 

those who care nothing for a dog cannot 

fail but appreciate the work of the sagaci- 

ous animals. 
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Premiums for Sportsmen 
A 4x 5 CENTURY CAMERA, 

Manufactured by Century Camera Co., 

Rochester, N. Y. Model 21. In- 
cluding a Double Plate Holder and 

Sole Leather Carrying Case. Listed 

at $16, for Twenty Yearly Subscrib- 

ers to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A CLIVE ILLUMINATED CLOCK, 
Manufactured by the Electric Con- 

tract Co., New York, valued at $4.50, 

for 6 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A SPLENDID JEWEL BEARING 
FISHING REEL, 

Mird. ‘by A. W. Bishop & Son, 

Racine, Wis. With Patent tndepend- 

ent Hinding Device attached, valued 

at $6, for 9 Yearly Subscribers to 

ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BRISTOL STEEL FISHING ROD, 

Manufactured by Horton Mfg. Co., 

Bristol, Conn. Listed at $3.50, with 

Polished Maple Handle, for 4 Yearly 

subscribers to ROD AND GUN in 

Canada. You are invited to send to 

the Horton Mfg. Co. for their latest 

zatalogue describing their various 

Celebrated Bristol Fishing Rods. If 

you find described any special one 

(higher or lower priced than the one 

mentioned here) that you would like 

to own, please advise and we will 

gladly advise number of subscribers 

necessary to secure in order to ob- 

tain desired ROD. 

YOUR CHPICE OF 

A PIONEER GUN CLEANER, 

A PERFECT GUN CLEANER, 
A HOOK SHIELD, 

A LIGHTNING FISH SCALER, 

Valued at 50c., for One Yearly Sub- 
scriber to ROD AND GUN in Can- 
ada. 

A MARSHALL SANITARY MATTRESS, 

Manufactured by the marshall Sani- 
tary Matress Co., Limited, Toronto, 

size 4 feet 6 inches wide, will be sent 

upon receipt of forty new subscrib- 

ers. Thig mattress is sold at $25 ; 

or a attress, 4 feet wide, valued at 

$23, will be sent upon receipt of 

thirty-eight new subscribers ; or a 

Mattress 3 feet 6 inches wide, valued 

at $21, sent upon ceceipt of thirty- 

five new subscribers ; or a Mattress 

3 feet wide, valued at $19.50, sent 

upon receipt of thirty-two new  sub- 

scribers. All mattresses 6 feet 2 

inches long. 

VAN HORNE CIGARS. 

Send us Five New Subscriptions and 

we will send you a Box of 50 of the 

celebrated Van Horne Cigars, manu- 

factured by Harris, Harkness & Co., 

of Montreal—or upon receipt of Three 

Subscriptions we will send you a box 

of 25 of these Excellent Cigars. 

A KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT, 

Mird. ‘by King Folding Canvas 
Boat Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Lis- 

ed at $38, for 30 Yearly Subscrib- 

ers'to ROD AND GUN in Canada. 

A BERLINER GRAMOPHONE, 

Manufactured by Berliner Gramo- 

phone Co., Montreal. Listed at $17, 

for 25 Yearly Subscribers to ROD 

AND GUN in Canada. 

A GUN: CABINET, 
Mird. by G. S. Hudson & Son, 
Ellisburg, N. Y. Listed at $12, for 

15 Yearly subscribers to ROD AND 

GUN in Canada. 

We are also offering, Whitley Exercisers, 

Punching Bags, Guns, Revolvers, etc., etc., 

as premiums for sportsmen getting us up 

clubs of subscribers. Sample copies of 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA for canvass- 

ing purposes sent upon application. 

Address : Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 
382 and 384 Dundas Street, Woodstock, Ont. 
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The Doubter Doubted, and THE 
Hammered the Hammer | 

A man walked into our New York . er 

office recently and inquired if that 
was the place where the ‘‘Hammer the ! Johnson 
Hammer Revolver” was sold. Upon 

being assured that it was, he said he 
would like to see it. He took the Iver Revolver 
Jounson, looked it over carefully, then 

suddenly asked, 

**Got any ball cartridges ? ”’ 

Cartridges were supplied, and he loaded 

the revolver. 

**“Now, have you got a hammer ?’’ 

A hammer was brought to him from 

the work shop. He took it and—Aiff/ 
Birr! BIFF !—gently at first, then 

harder and faster came the blows. For 

a change (but not without some trepi- 

dation), he threw the revolver on the 
floor and gave it a few vigorous kicks. 

~ Then, convinced, he bought the 

Revolver, and the doubter no 

longer doubted that he could 
“Hammer the Hammer” 

of an.Iver Johnson Revolver. 

We prefer to sell to doubters, for when con- 

vinced, they shout their convictions from the hill- 

tops and that means sales for the Iver JOHNSON. 

Our bright little booklet, ‘‘Shots,’’ discusses the sub- 

ject of revolvers in the home and tells why the IVER 
JOHNSON REVOLVER is absolutely safe from accidental 
discharge. It wiil be sent free to any address— 

write for it. 

Every genuine IVER JOHNSON has the name on 

the barrel and the owl’s head ‘trade-mark’ on 
both grips. Look for them—dealers ave been 

known to substitute, 

Accidental 
Discharge 

Hamer: «54.00 Impossible 

Hammerless, °6.°° 

For sale by all Hardware Not ‘‘almost impossible”’ 
and Sporting Goods dealers. 

or *‘practically impossible’”’ 

Iver Johnson’s but absolutely impossible. 
Arms and Cycle Works 

Fitchburg, Mass. 

New York OFFICE: 99 Chambers St. 

NO ONE ELSE EVEN CLAIMS THIS 
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DIAMONDS 
WIN HEARTS 

4 eaten are Cupid’s chief ally when he angles for a fair 

On a woman’s finger, a sparkling solitaire bespeaks and one’s heart. 

reflects some man’s enduring regard and affection. 

ena! e 

Lis» 
we AWARDED 

AT ST. LOUIS 
EXPOSITION 

Worn by a man, a Dia- 

mond bespeaks prosperity; in fact helps to gain it, and renders literally true 

the saying—‘* To be successful, look successful.’’ 

i| You Can Wear Or Give A Diamond 
by Fi t St Isto write for our beautifully 
our 1rs ep illustrated 1905 Catalogue, 

every page of which is laden with reproductions of the latest 
and most artistic Diamond pieces, watches and jewels. Your 
first impression will be of a bewildering variety of the finest 
goods at most reasonable and attractive prices. 

) ' M ki A Ss ] ti Some one particu- 
* a ing eiection lar piece will, we 

believe, attract your special attention, and we hope create a 

desire to see and examine it closely. Ifso, you have only to 
designate it to us,and it will be our immediate pleasure to 
send it to you on approval. We do this without expect- 
ing you to assume the slightest obligation to buy, and 

asi without incurring a penny of expense for we prepay 
everything. 

If your 
‘) Decide for Yourself aor 

ion pleases you inevery way; if you believe 
it to be splendid value for the price asked, 
pay one-fifth and it is yours to wear, or to 
place upon a loved one’s finger. The bal- 

ance you may send to us in eight equal 
monthly payments. The entire trans- 

action may be as comfidentialas you 
wish, and if you prefer, may be a 
strictly personal matter of busi- 
ness between ourselves. 

The quality oo Guarantee oranyihing 
sent you is absolutely guaran- 

teed. No Diamond 
leaves our establish- 
ment without a sign- 

ed certificate of value 
and quality. The 
signature at- 
tached is the 
one of greatest 

responsibility 
in the Dia- 
mond and 

Jewelry trade, 

M B k Off While our busi- 
oney ac er ness involves 

very largely the extension of credit courtesies to distant 
buyers, we of course sell for cash as well, and it is in con- 
nection with cash business, that we make the refund offer 
following: Pay cash for a Diamond and we will give you 
a written agreement, to permit you to return the Diamond 
to us at any time within a year, and upon its return, to 
pay you in cash, all you paid us—less ten per cent, the 
reasonable cost of transacting business. You might, for 
instance, under this offer, wear a fifty dollar Diamond for 
a year, then return it to us and get #45, making the cost 

of wearing the Diamond for a whole year, less than ten 
cents per week. 

A da Off There are cer- 
vantages ere tain advan- 

tages offered by our house that are clearly beyond the 
reach of small concerns. We are for instance, the largest 
retailers of Diamonds in the world, and the only Diamond 
Cutters in the world offering their product at retail. 
These facts are very significent of the price advantages 
which we can offer. The quality of our goods is attested 
by the Highest Award made in the Diamond and Jewelry 
section at the Saint Louis Exposition; while our respon- 
sibility is attested by the highest commercial rating 
(by far the highest) enjoyed by any house in our line 
of business. 

Our Credit Offer '8,0pe",'e. any adult of earn- 
ing capacity and honest intentions in the United 
States. The account of the small salaried em- 
ployee for anything within reasonable require- 
ments, is just as welcome on our books. as is that 
of bis or her well-to-do employer. The Loftis 
System is universal in its scope and application, 
it is open to every honest man and woman. 

Please write today for Catalogue 
and Souvenir Booklet. 

Loftis Bros. & Co, 
DIAMONDS—WATCHES—JEWELRY 

Dept. C. 465, 92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, Ill. 
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A Day of Good Sport 
—— ne 

Night of Good Rest 

On a Marshall Sanitary Mattress 

im mi anit aan Win 
NY) 0 00) S000 09 

0 9 0 0 0059 009) 01 10 8) 

See ee eee 

Are Nature’s Own Best Means for anaes Natural, Healthy, 
Vigorous Conditions of body and mind. 

The Fresh Air Does It! 

Good Fresh Air is the Greatest Germ Killer and Healthiest Ren- 
novator there is. The Marshall Sanitary Mattress Breathes it all the time, 
by means of ventilators. The interior is an air chamber supported by 
Springs. 

You Take No Chance 

In buying as the Mattress is guaranteed for five years, and sold 
Subject to thirty days trial. If not satisfactory your money will be 
returned. 

It Positively is the Most Comfortable 
Cannot Sag, or lose its resiliency—supports every part of the 

body. Has thousands of delighted users. A perfect Boon to Invalids. 

Write for Catalogue and Testimonials 

Shipped same day 

Zs me a mide een The Marshall Sanitary money fe received 
a 
© ee ail 21.00 . ° Charges prepaid. Subject 

Rept Oe * ia 23.00 Mattress Co. Limited. to 30 days Free trial and 
An Oy te 25.00 ’ ; i 

money returned if not 

All 6 feet 2 inches long 261 KING St. W., satisfactory. Guaranteed 
soc. per inch for extra TORONTO, CANADA: Sapien ats 

length or width. 

(EST SS Sb at eT ee Pe 
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Marble’s Field Cleaner 
Used and Endorsed by the U.S. Government 

= EBEEE — 

OS US BBE IS Ce EEE nO _MSACON >) 

This cleaner has a cord at each end so that by hooking the loop over some projection, hold- 
ing the weight in one hand and working the rifle backward and forward with the other, it is not 
necessary to drop the weight and pull the cleaner through the barrel every time in order to 
clean one bad spot. 

The core of cleaner is a spirally-bent spring tempered steel wire strung with sections of very 

soft brass gauze washers separated by smaller brass washers, except in small calibers. The 

brushes are a little smaller than the bore of the rifle they are intended to clean. This allows the 

spiral spring to force but one side of each brush against the bore. Thus they follow the twist, 
reach into every angle of the entire rifling and RAPIDLy remove all lead, copper, rust, or 

powder residue. Exceedingly durable. Price 75 cents, Postpaid. 

Cleaner Without Cord Attachments, . 50c 

Strongly Jointed Rifle or Revolver Rod $1.00 

Marble’s extra quality specialties described in Catalogue Y, Send for it now. 

MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO.. Gladstone, Mich. 
——— ee ainnmsteisannniinna 

Oem @ OBD]B3U3 328 8D @ 202 2D 32 3B3BW333EB33333 9 

You Need Good Tools © wax" 
Buy a 

Lelever 
= and obtain the best 

results. Itis the only 
gun built in the world 
compensated to take 

m up the wear in every 
direction. 

GUARANTEED NOT TO SHOOT LOOSE. NO GUNS BUILT WILL OUTWEAR OR OUT SHOOT THEM. 

Send for 1905 Illustrated Catalogue. 

50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels, 

Lefever Arms 00., o<=eiilna— 
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S.A. 

mn 
ee 

@ SSS] £2 BEB SB 85 ESE ff] fF Bf Bf 8383 Sf 

=A | 
Hits nT 

om @ 2 S333 OH3 3833939333323 93 3 oes £22] * 2] ® £2 22 28 2B Bf 5B SBD SD 
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tHE LRAT 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada. All communications for this department should 
be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor ‘The Trap,” Kingsville, Ont. 

Division of Money. 

Editor Rod and Gun:— 

Please allow me _ space in Rod and Gun 

to make a few remarks regarding division 

of monies and to encourage our middle 

men to help us make our shoots in Can- 

ada a success. There are hundreds of 65 to 

85 per cent. men who would like to in- 

dulge in shoots and they find they fail and 

at the end of a day’s shoot they are out 

$25 to $30. Under the old system of di- 

viding money which is altogether in favor 

of the good shot, only, at Toronto in 

1903, there were at least thirty to forty, 

65 to 75 per cent. men, spending their 

money and all failed. At the Brantford 

shoot in 1904 none of these classes were 

present and the number was much fewer 

than at Toronto. All at Brantford were 

88 to 92 per cent. men and what was the 

result ? Most came into the money and 

nohe Made a big thing. Unless some sys- 

tem is brought out to encourage the mid- 

dle men our tournaments will in a_ few 

years be drowned, only a few 90 and 95 

pent men will enter and in consequence 

there won’t be money enough to pay for 

their shells and they will be merely spend- 

ing time and shells. As the Chicago Gun 

Club stated in October issue of Rod and 

Gun, they have made the right move and 

their idea can be improved. The Chicago 

club adopted the system dividing ail mon- 

eys dividing all monies equally amongst 

those entering the money. I would say, do 

a little better to the good shots and still 

leave a fair thing to the lower scores. I 

say, give 4 monies for 15-bird event 

and class the division into two monies, 

say, the two higher scores 50 per cent. and 

the two lower 50 per cent. The latter as 

a rule would have a few more falling into 

the money, therefore, the two _ higher 

would receive a little more which they are 

entitled to, while the latter would get a 

fair thing worth while trying for. In a 20- 

bird event, five monies, say the first two 

higher scores get 45 per cent. If there be 

2, 3, 4, 5, or more in first and second 

place all get equally. Third, fourth and 

fifth get 55 per cent. of tctal. To ex- 

plain more thoroughly, in a 20-bird event, 

19 and 20 men get 45 per cent and 18, 17, 

16, men get 55 per cent. of total equally. 

By this system of division we would en- 

courage our middle men and our number of 

shots would increase instead of decreasing 

as under the present system. By this new 

division a 15-man would get as much as an 

18-man, which would be a fair prize, while 

19 and 20 men would get a little more on 
the average and at times probably 15 

would take as much money as a 20, but 

chances would favor the 19 and 20 man. 

The middle man would not always fall into 

money but if he knows he stands a good 

chance to reach that stage, which no 

doubt is easy, it encourages him and he 

will try over and over and certainly 

does not need tc leave at the end without 

making nearly his expenses and through 

the practice he gets will improve and con- 

sequently our number of shots will in- 

crease. 
What wculd our shoots amount to in a 

few years were it not for the lower per 

cent. men. These are the men the better 

shots count on to make their money and, 

therefore, I say encourage these men in 

time. You will all admit that under the 

old system of mcney' dividing in a few 

years a 95 per cent. man will only shoot 
and at the rate of 95 per cent shooting he 
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won’t get paid for his shells. So encour- 

age our middle men. 
The better shot is very little ahead of 

the amateur in receiving. money so far as 

the same number of shots is concerned at 

our present shoots, but let it be under- 

stood by having plenty of middle men 

joining in, the better shot makes more 

money at the end of the day than under 

the old system and the middle men _ will 

get a good share as well because our en- 

tries will be double. 

The table below shows what the aver- 

age man would get including 65 to 85 per 

cent. men in connection with a 90 per cent. 

and 95 per cent. man:— 

15bird event, 40 entries, entrance $1.50, 

divided 50 and 50 per, cent., total purse, 

$48. 
2—15. 

3—14 
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5 men get 50 per cent. or $4.80 each. 
(Professionals. ) 

4—13 

3—12 
7 men get 50 per cent or $3.43 each. 

(Amateurs. ) 

20-bird event, 40 entries, $2, entrance, 45 

per cent—55 per cent. Total $64: 

2—20 

3—19 
5 men get 45 per cent or $5.76 each. 

(Professionals. ) 

4—18 

3—17 
2—16 

9 men get 55 per cent. or $3.92 each. 
(Amateurs.) 

Hoping to hear a reply through Rod and 

Gun. 
G. B. SMITH, Ayton, Ont. 

Guelph Trap and Game Club. 

its annual meeting 

and reorganized for 
The above club held 

on March 6th, 1905, 
the coming season. 

The protection of game and fish during 

the close season and the encouragement of 

trap shooting is the object of the club. 

Two members are annually appointed to 

act as game wardens and ‘‘Davy Jones’’ 

for those law breakers who are caught by 

them. 

It is a pleasure to note that the ‘‘sport- 

ing’’ citizens assist the members of the 

club in the protection of fish and game and 

it is only an occasional small. boy with his 

“BB.” rifle who cannot withstand the 

temptation of a pot shot at a partridge or 

rabbit. 

A pleasant feature of the evening was 

the presentation of medals won last sea- 

son. The first prize of a medal presented 

by Mr. W. A. Mace of the Sleeman B. & 

M. Co., was won by Mr. H.H. Cull witha 
score of 119 out of 120 shot at. Mr. R. 

Barrett was second high with 118, win- 

ning the locket given by Mr. Jas. John- 
son, the President. 

“Harry’’ and ‘‘Dick’’ will be in evidence 

at the Tournaments held in this district 

during the coming season. 
The election of officers resulted in Mr. 

Jos. Johnscn being returned to the Presi- 
dent’s chair and Mr. Ed. C. O’Brien that 

of sec.-treasurer. 

Toronto Traps. 
Balmy Beach Beat Parkdale. 

The return match in the City Blue Rock 

League series, between the Parkdale and 

Balmy Beach Gun Clubs, was shot on Sat- 

urday, March 4th, on the grounds of the 

latter club, and resulted in a win for the 

home team by the narrowest margin. The 

first match between these clubs went to 

Parkdale by default, but that club refused 

to win a match in such a way, and has 

very generously invited the Beach team to 

shoot it off on the Parkdale grounds, upon 

a date to be arranged. The following is 

Saturday’s scores:— 
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Balmy Beach—J. G. Shaw 25, Adams 22, 

Booth 20, Ross 20, J. A. Shaw 20, Pearce 

19, Pearsall 19, Smith 16, Casci 16, Sea- 

ger 15, Ten Eyck 13, Ratcliffe 11, Hunter 

10, Spencer 10, Draper 9. Total (15 men) 

245. Average, 16.33. 
Parkdale — Maywood 19, Bongard 19, 

Reade 19, Thomas 19, Sanderson 17, Kent 

16, A. Wolfe 16, Dalley 16, Carlyle 15, Fa- 

gan 14, Burch 9. Total (11 men) 179. Av- 

erage 16.27. 

PRESIDENT STUBB’S SIDE WON. 

An interesting shoot took place on Sat- 
urday afternoon, March 4th, at the Na- 

tional Gun Club grounds, for a supper, be- 

tween teams picked by President Stubbs 

and Vice-President Harrison; the latter 

made a good score, considering that he 
had to shoot from the left shoulder. The 
president’s side won by 23 birds. The fol- 

lowing is the score:— 

Twenty-Five Targets per Man. 

President’s Side—Grainger 22, Waterwor- 

th 12, Stubbs 11, Williams 15, Ross 17, 

Wallace 14, Taylor 22, Habbeley 17, O. 

Spanner 21, Vivian 20. Total 171. 

Vice-President’s Side—C. Mangenel 18, 

Jordon 13, C. Harrison 19, W. Spanner 18, 

Turner 13, G. Mangenel 15, Lawson 12, 

Owston 14, Patterson 18, Carmody 8. To- 

tal 148. 

CENTRAL CLUB SHOOT. 

The Central Gun and Rod Club held their 

weekly shoot on Saturday, March 18th, on 

their grounds, Ontario House, Kingston 

Road. Results:— 

Event No. 1, 10 targets—W. Joslin 7, P. 

Goddard 8, McGinnis 4, P. Joslin 3, Tans- 
ley 8, P. McKeand 6, W. McKeand 7, Dou- 

glas 7, Beatty 9, Bunker 8, R. Crew 7, 

Todd ‘5. 

Event No. 2, 10 targets—J. Goddard 10, 

A. Bunker 6, P. McKeand 7, W. McKeand 

8, W. Knox 8, McGinnis 6. 

Event No. 3, 20 targets, spoon shoot — 

W. Joslin, 18 yards, 15; A. Bunker, 19 

yards, 13; F. Beatty, 18 yards, 11; P. Mc- 

Keand, 16 yards, 9; Douglas, 16 yards, 12; 

Tansley, 16 yards, 15; McGinnis, 16 yards, 

13; J. Goddard; 16 yards, 15; W. Mc- 

Keand, 16 yards, 12; R. Crew, 16 yards, 

14; W. Knox, 16 yards, 16. 

lxxil. 
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STANLEY CLUB SHOOT. 

The regular weekly shoot of the Stanley 

Gun Club took place on their grounds on 

Saturday, March 18th. The day, though 
mild,was disagreeable, raining quite hard 

at intervals throughout the afternoon, 

which put somewhat of a damper on the 

sport. Some of the practice events were 

shot off the club-house platform, a distance} 

of 26 yards, which accounts for the low- 

ness of some of the scores. In addition to 

the regular practice a team match in the 

City Blue Rock League was shot between 
the Stanleys and the Parkdale Gun Club, 

the Stanleys shooting 15 men to Park- 

dale’s 10 men, on a percentage basis, and 
was won by Stanleys by 79.20 per cent. 

to 68 per cent. The following is the re- 

sult of Saturday’s scores:— 

Stanleys. 

McGill 21, Hulme 21, XX 19,Ingham 20, 

Herbert 16, Morshead 19, Green 23, Buck 

19, Fritz 14, Rock 18, Thompson 20, Lu- 

cas 18, Dunk 23, Charles 24, Thomas 22. 

Total 297; 79.20 per cent. 

Parkdale. 

G. Thomas 22, Maywood 15, Reid 19, 

Sanderson 14, Kent 13, Wolfe 20, Fegan 

15, Marsh 17, Carlisle 18, Daly 17; total 

170; 68 per cent. 

Event No. 1, 10 targets—Fritz 8, Herb- 

ert 7, Marsh 6, Sanderson 6, McGraw 5, 

Reid 6, Wolfe 8, McGill 9, Thompson 8, 

Ingham 9. 

Morshead 10, Kingdon 4, Daly 6, Dunk 7, 

Buck 8, Morshead 9, Logan 8, G. Thomas 

7, Thomas 10, Maywood 6, Birch 2, Kent 

8. 
Event 3, 10 targets—Marsh 6, Reid 10, 

Morshead 10, Kinbdon 4, Daly 6, Dunk 7, 

Whittam 3, Hogarth 7, Rock 7, Carlisle 7. 

Event 4, 10 targets—Sanderson 6, Mc- 

Graw 5, Wolfe 7, Ingham 9, Birch 5, Whit- 

tam 7, XX 5, Martin 5, Lucas 8, Green 9. 

Event 5, 10 targets—Herbert 3, Mc- 

Graw 2, Wolfe 5, McGill 10, Kingdon 5, 

Whittam 4, XX 5, Martin 4, Wilson 5, 

Townson 7. 

Event 6, 10 targets—Marsh 5, Sanderson 

5, McGill 8, Ingham 6, Logan 5, Hogarth 

5, Rock 8, XX 4, Wilson 6, Townson 8. 

Event 7, 10 targets—Fritz 6, Herbert 6, 
Marsh 4, Sanderson 5, McGraw 4, Wolfe 

7, Logan 5, Birch 6, Hogarth 2, Green 8. 

Event 8, 10 targets—Fritz 5, Herbert 6, 
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Wolfe 6, McGill 10, Birch 7, XX 9. 

Event 9, 10 targets—Herbert 9, Sander- 

ton 9, McGraw 9, Wolf 6, McGill 9, Ing- 

ham 6, Buck 5, Birch 5, XX 10. 

STANLEY CLUB TOURNAMENT. 

The annual tournament of the Stanley 

Gun Club, on May 17, 18 and 19, promises 

to be a splendid success. The solid ster- 

ling silver trophies being presented by the 
club and its friends for daily and general 

high average prizes, are certainly the 

most valuable ever offered at any similar 

shoot on the continent. The Stanley Gun 

Club event, at 50 targets, for which a $100 

trcphy is provided, should prove an inter- 

esting competition. Programmes will he 

ready by April 15th, and a large number 

of applications therefor have been received. 

The fact that the dates come immediately 

before the opening of the O.J.C. races at 

the Woodbine should prove an additional 

attraction. 

RIVERDALE GUN CLUB WINS. 

On Saturday, March 18th, Riverdale de- 

feated Balmy Beach Gun Club in a sche- 

dule match of the City Blue Rock League 

series on the grounds of the latter club by 
the following score:— 

Riverdale—Hirons 22, Hare 21, Best 19, 

Crewe 19, Jenning 19, Edkins 15, Hooey 

15, Mullin 14, Powell 13, Argue 11, Cash- 

more 9. Total for 11 men, 177. Average 

16.1. 

Balmy Beach—Adams 21, Ross 19, Bocth 

18, Pearsall'18, Draper 17, J. A. Shaw 

17, Casci 16, Hunter 16, Blea 15, Smith 

15, J. G. Shaw 13, Davis 13, Seager 11, 

Ten Eyck 11, Hambly 10, Mason 8, Pearce 

7. Total 17 men, 245. Average 14.4. 

BALMY BEACH WON 

A schedule match in the City Blue Rock 

League series was shot on Saturday, Mar. 

llth, between the National and Balmy 

Beach Gun Clubs, on the grounds of the 

latter, resulting in a win for the hcme 

team. The following is the score:— 

National Balmy Beach 

Wa Spanner Ooi ass.,..3 21) Je VASHSDE i ..eeo 

Cy? Harrison... 7 3s. L9' (Booul aes ce: 2 

Williatmists:. eras vite’ LO COORG PSHE ee. 
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C: oMougeure tc... oe. Lb somites... oc. 19 

Girainpentes.s: estes Gy Cas citer... 3.2 19 

Matbbhews (i: Sehr lbs RGss ahs =... 17 

G. Mongeure ...... ... 15: Adams tee, :... 17 

WineTan 5. 9.3) Ba are wl Pearsa lea. 16 

Of Spanner. 13° -Draperges. cme. . 15 

TOSS S22) Seer colee 13). Pearce 2ateh:... 13 

Waterworth ...... .... 13) oyondess:. 2. 12 

Wallace; Sacer ae. 13) unite ree 12 

SitUbDS vaio sees oko 9%) Hamibhygee es: 12 

JiOEOANE sce ete ee 8) Sealcerne sr 12 

PAV LOL. te cae conan tee 7 Marlowe, 3 

Total tie 211 Total 232 

PARKDALE TEAM WON 

In the City Blue Rock League, March 

11th., Parlkdale won from Riverdale Gun 

Club on the grounds’ of the former. The 

Parkdales made an average of 19 per man, 

against 17 3-5 for Riverdale. 

Parkdales, 190—G. Thomas 24, A. Wolfe 

22, Maywood 20, Reid 19, Carlyle 18, 

Daly 18, Birch 18, Kent 17, Fegan 17, 

Sanderson 17. 

Riverdales, 176—Edkins 21, Hovay 21, 

Best 20, J. Hare 19, Argue 19, Warr 17, 

Jennings 16, Herons 15, Powell 14, Mullen 

14. 

PARKDALE CLUB WON 

At a League blue 
grounds of the Nationals, 

won by an average of 

16 4-5 average of Nationals. 

The following is the score:— 

rack shoot, on the 

the Parkdales 

17 3-5 against 

Nationals. Parkdale. 
ach SO nee eae 22) THOMASH eae 15 

W. Spanner ... ... 18 Dalley, nc-cnt x peeeeee 15 

Wiiviain ve. nscte ee 18; Reid. take cers eee 19 

Waterworth ...... 19. Magiwood ine s4:.c0n 19 

Grainger ccm 25 Saunderson ... ...... 16 

Mathew ... ... «.. 16 Carlyle ... 17 

PUENELs..){:5.! wv 5 cee LORS PAM acct eee 20 

MUG Vint.ty «die. e eee 200 ABinch.:.0.ceeeeee 20 

Wallace”......... 7 nJlZ ASW oliae soe 19 

OP RS PANNE ek tes 14 

Clank ties: 13 

Wougenall sey cen oe. 17 

ROSS Sates tonntetenuen 15 

G. Mougenal ..... 13 

Taylor vince 11 

“LO UB lwaseuys tear 262") Lote Sevres 176 
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STANLEY CLUB SHOOT 

The regular weekly shoot of the Stan- 

ley Gun Club took place on their grounds 

on Saturday, March 25th., the event of 

the day being a team match in the City 

Blue Rock League, 

and Riverdale Gun Clubs. The day being 

fine and mild, there was a large turnout 

of the mem’/bers and friends of both clubs. 

The match was shot on a percentage bas- 

is, the Stanleys 15 men to the Riverdales’ 

10, and was’ won by the Stanleys, 74.93 

per cent. to 70.80 per cent. Several of 

the younger members’ of the league are 

fast developing into good shots, and will 

be before long be showing the way to 

those who were’ instrumental in teaching 

them the art of handling a shotgun. The 

following is a summary of Saturday’s 

scores:— 

No. targets— 10215 10 StS 10 

Events— I pecaA tees Sere Aloe oe eG 

[GLOOYET? s een hen Seen saeeemeee: PeA Gan liens 

DES och deetek 2osep ase aim eee eis AO): sileys< Tuil sz 

Li @\ dy 0c aeampae nen ecereaeee (oe ak 3} Aly el) 

HUUOMS ee oteee ss i. cay ee 8S 

UM eameen es, posctee yen jah Oe eee 

| SIN oD eS! Aes hee eee Salis’ ee 

Mdkins ~.2..:- esol ee ee 6 ase eens: 

AMES ges ee ae eee 7 Ree) 

ISVS Senate eee eee 8 Roe Abe 

Thompson rete s)he 

LE ETI ZADS as oe Aaa 5 614 

PC e ets nukes. accasatee recs SiO 

VOGKeeae ee) ks bea Si iless toh, Nall PA IU 

Hamilton Gun 

HAMILTON GUN CLUB’S SCORES. 

The third shoot for the Klein and Bink- 

ley trophy was held at the Gun club 

grounds on Saturday afternoon, March 11. 
As the match was shot over a new trap at 

unknown angles the scores are not up to 

the usual standard. Dr. Wilson still leads 

in the event. 

A shoot for merchandise prizes was held 

for B class only, and C. Smith carried off 

first prize with Ralph Ripley second. 

HW. Magill won the professional 

with a straight. 
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Team match 25  targets—Stanleys— 

Hulme 24, Buck, 12, Hampton 16, Thomp- 

son 20, McGill 22, Dunk 21, XX. 19, Fritz 

20, Herbert 16, Ingham 19, Morshead 17, 

Rock 20, Thomas 18, Green 20, Lucas 17; 

total, 281; 74.93 per cent. 

Riverdale—Hirons 18, Mullen 19, Crewe 

20, Edkins 18, Hooey 17, Best 20, Powell 

16, J. Hare 15, Jennings 20, Argue 14; 

total, 177; 70.80 per cent. 

Club Scores. 

A Class 25 Birds—Dr. Wilson 22, W. 
Thompson: 22, Dr. Bates 21, Dr. Greene 

21, Frank 20, J. Hunter 20, J. Oliver 19, 

J. Crooks 18, T. Upton 18, A. Smyth 18, 

M. Fletcher 18, B. Smyth 18, C. Brigger 

18\> J. Bowron,.17,..J: Cline 174 Drs hums 

16, Ben It 15, Marshall 13. 

B. Class 25 Birds—C. Smith 24,‘ R. Rip- 

ley 22, A. Lee 21, W. Wark 21, C. Water- 

pury 21, Moncrief 20: Beattie 20, Dean 19, 

Ben: It 19, Haley 18, Merriman 17, Wilkins 

16, Hodgson 16, Maxwell 15, Dunn 13. 

Professionals at 25 Birds—H. W. Magill 

25, C. Truesdale 24, C. E. Thomscn 23. 
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HAMILTON GUN CLUB SCORES. 

The fourth shoot of the series for the 

Klein & Binkley trophy was held on Sat- 

urday afternoon, mar. 25th. The result 

of this shoot left Dr. ‘‘Wilson”’ in the lead 

with Frank second and G. A. Cline third. 

The B class merchandise shoot was won 

by James Maxwell with a possible. W. 

Wark captured the second prize. 

Klein & Binkley trophy. 25 birds: Frank 
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24, Wilson 23, Green 23, Hunter 23, Ras- 

berry 22, Upton 22, Hunt 22, Marshall 22, 

J. Crooks 22, Thomson 20, G. Cline 20, 

Fletcher 19, Brigger 19, A. Smyth 19, 

Bates 17, Ben 16, Bowron 15. 

B. class, merchandise, 25 birds: 

Maxwell 25, Wark 23, Ripley 23, Dean 

20 Ben R. 20, Merriman 20, Ben H., 19, 

Beattie 19, C. Smith 18, Haley 18, Mon- 

erief 17, Wilkins 16, Rich 14, Truesdale 8, 

Meginn 5. 

Montreal Traps. 

Following are the results of the shoot- 

ing held on the grounds of the Montreal 
Gun Club on Saturday, March 4th. McDufi 

won the spoon with 22 out of 25, and 

Lark, the third win on the ‘‘club cham- 

pionship’’ with 25 straight. 

Spoon events at 25 birds—McDuff 22, Du- 

mont 22, Landriault 21, Redman 21, Ew- 

ing 21, Alexander 21, Rainville 18, Lark 

18, Skadunks 17, Kenyon 16, Cheese 11, 

Parsons 11. 

15 bird sweep—Ewing 15, Skadunks 15, 

Dumont 14, Powers 13, Lark 13, Redman 

12, McDuff 12, Rainville 12, Landriault 10. 

Club championship event at 25 birds — 

Lark 25, Skadunks 24, Ewing 24, McDuff 

23, Landriault 23, Redman 22, Alexander 

22, Dumont 22, Rainville 19, Parsons 19, 

Kenyon 16. 

15 bird sweep—Landriault 14, Ewing 14, 

Dumont 13, Lark 13, Rainville 12, Redman 

12, McDuff 11, Skadunks 10, Powers 10. 

10 bird sweep—Redman 9, Skadunks 9, 

Landriault 9, Dumont 7, Ewing 7. 

MONTREAL GUN CLUB SCORES. 

The following is the result of the shoot 

held on the grounds of the Montreal Gun 

Club on Saturday, March llth. Mr. Mc- 

Duff won the spoon. 
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In spoon event Murdoch entered for birds 

only. 

Quebec Gun Club Shoot. 

The Quebec Gun Club ‘had a successful 

shoot on March 8th on the club grounds 

at which some very good scores were 

made. Event No. 7 was a merchandise 

event, the figure indicating the place in 
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the event taken by the shooter. We give 

below the scores as’ well as the powder, 

shells and guns used by the different 

shooters. 
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London 

At the Springwood Gun club on Saturday 

afternoon March 18th., the competition for 

the LaFama cups was continued, and some 

excellent scores were made, despite the un- 

favorable weather. The scores made were 

2s follows: 

Class ‘‘A’’ 22 birds. 19 yards—Screaton, 

18; Breckon, 16; Webb, 16. 

Class ‘‘B”’ 23 birds, 18 yards—Reid, 15; 

Bryce, 10; MacBeth, 16; Arnott, 20. 

Class ‘‘C’’ 24 birds, 17 yards—Bissett, 

16; Bowman, 18; Smoothy, 12; Hughes, 19. 

Class ‘‘D’’ 27 birds, 16 yards—Stone, 16. 
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Traps. 

Extra event. 25 birds—Glover, ae Dave 
21; Smith, 15; Webb, 16. 

SPRINGWOOD CLUB SHOOT 

At the weekly shoot of the Springwood 
Gun Club Mar. 23rd., the following scores 
were made:— 
Twenty-five birds—Tillmann, 19; Payne, 

16; Bowman, 12; Parker, 18; Glover, 23; 
Reid, 16; Anderson, 16; Gurd, 17; Forti- 
ner, 18; Simcoe, 19; Avey, 15; F. Brown, 
14; Glover, 22; Tillmann, 21. 

Winnipeg Traps. 

Fort Garry Gun Club Organizes. 
Cups and trophies galore await the mem- 

bers of the Fort Garry Gun Club this 

year at their shoots which open on the 

first Monday in May, and some very inter- 

esting tournaments’ are certain at their 

grounds in Norwood. The annual meeting 

was held Mar. 14th., at O’Connor’s hotel, 

Mr. F. G. Simpson presiding, and the pro- 

ceedings included the acceptation of sever- 

al new and valuable trophies and election 

of officers—Mr. Isaac Pitblado being chcs- 

en as president. The membership fee was 

raised to $10. 
Those present were Messrs. J. H. Bour- 

goin, J. A. Lindsay, G. W. Baldwin, G. 

A. Britton, + G.s A. .Carruthers,9).Ju.C. G:; 

Armytage, C. W. Graham, F. G. Belcher, 

J.McL. Holiday, L. Hurry, C. M. Scott, 

H. B. Totten, F. G. Simpson, I. Pitblado, 

J. P. Turner, W. A. Matheson. 

NEW OFFICERS. 

The new officers were elected as follows: 
Patrons, His Honor the Lieutenant-Gover- 
nor, Sir. Daniel McMillan, Mr. C. C. Chip 
man and Mr. William Whyte. President, 
Mr. Isaac Pitblado: vice-president, Mr. J. 
4. Lindsay; honorary secretary, Mr. J. P. 
Turner; committee of directors: Messrs. 1M. 
G. Simpson, J. Mch. Holiday, G@. A. Brit- 
ton, J. C. G. Armytage, and C. M. Scott; 
field captain, Mr. G. A. Carruthers. 
A motion was made by Mr. Simpson to 

raise the subscription to $7.50, but several 
members thought $10 very cheap fcr a 
Season’s shoot, and it was unanimously 
agreed to make that the annual fee. 
The honorary secretary reported that the 

club house’ was blocked by lumber and 
houses, and it was moved the other day 
250 yards south. The meeting approved 
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and ratified the arrangement made by the 

committee by which the Winnipeg Gun 

Club share the club house and grounds as 

they have been crowded out of St. Johns. ~ 

It was thought that the two traps in 

front of the club house would add to the 
amusement. : 

The meeting decided that a paid secre- 

tary and caretaker should be employed. 

TROPHIES OFFERED 

M. Lindsay, on behalf of the Ashdown 

Hardware company, offered a cup, the 

terms upon which it was to be shot for 

to be settled by the committee. He also, 

as the new vice-president, offered a trophy 

for the ‘‘dubs’’ class, to be awarded as an 

encouragement to the men who made the 

best score under fifty per cent. 

Mr. Pitblado said he would ofier a 

trophy as president, and Mr. Simpson of- 

fered a $50 cup which it was decided 

should be shot for as the team champion- 

ship of the west, open to clubs from all 

parts to send as many teams of five as 

they like. 

The Manitoba championship is to be shot 

for on July 1, on the Fort Garry grounds 

and the city championship which consists 

of the Dupont trophy, is held by the club 

and will be competed for on May 24. A 

tournament is also ~ announced for Good 

Friday. ; 
The hour of shooting was altered to sev- 

en o’clock on Mondays and Thursdays. 

Votes of thanks were pasSed to the donors 

of trophies and to Mr. O’Connor, for the 

use of the room. 

WINNIPEG GUN CLUB ELECTS OFFI- 

CERS. 

The nineteenth annual meeting of the 

Winnipeg Gun Club was held Mar. 21st., 

at W. J. O’Connor’s Hotel in Winnipeg, 

and a large number of enthusiastic trap 

shooters were present. 

The secretary’s report showed a sub- 

stantial balance on hand to the club’s as- 

sets, and also showed that the past year 

was a very successful one. Among the 

honors won by the club during 1904 was 
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the provincial championship captured by 

Jas. Spence, and the inter-club team cham- 

pionship, won by the following team: R. 

J. Whitla, G. Andrew, H. U. Lightcap, W. 

Sutton, F. T. Cadham, R: J. McKay, J: 

Lemon, J. H. Thompson, C. Wellband and 

O. F. Lightcap. 

The following officers were elected for 

this year: Patrons, Sir. Daniel McMillan 

and Mayor Sharpe; hon. president, R. J. 

Whitla, ; president, F. D. Cadham; vice 

president, H. U. Lightcap; hon. secretary- 

treasurer, J. Chas. Dodd; field captain, 

Geo. Andrew; directors, J. H. Thompson, 

W. Sutton, J. Lemon and C. Wellband. 

It was decided by the club to shoot on 
Norwood grounds this year. After some 

discussion it was also decided that the | 

membership fee be raised to $10, so as to 

place the club in a better position financi- 

ally to co-operate with the Garry Gun 

Club in making the grounds more conven- 

ient for all members. 

The averages of the club for the past 

year were read and showed that H. U. 

Lightcap captured first place, with a splen- 

did average of 863 per cent. out of 630 

birds shot at. Mr. Sutton and J. Lemon 

tied for second place with an average of 

77 per cent. It was decided to begin 

shooting on the first Tuesday in May, and 

to shoot throughout the season on the 
first Tuesday and Friday evenings, as 

heretafore. 

The following prizes were donated for 

competition for the ensuing year: 

By the club, a silver cup to be compet- 

ed for annually, and be held by the winner 

of the high aggregate from year to year. 

President F. T. Cadham_ presented a 

prize for this season to be given to the 

shooter making the highest number of 

points, the aggregate to be computed in 

button-winning in the semi-weekly shoots. 

Vice-President H. U. Lightcap donated a 

prize for competition among the junior 

shots, the winner ‘being the highest aver- 

age under 50 per cent. 

Several new members were proposed, 

and the club looks forward to a very suc- 

cessful season. ae 

A tournament will be arranged for La- 

bor Day. 
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North West Trap News. 

Ashdown Prizes awarded. 

Mr. William Schwartz, of Brandon, is the 

lucky winner of the handsome $125 L. C. 

Smith gun, offered by the J. H. Ashdown 

company, Winnipeg, Man., for the highest 

individual average at the shoots of west- 

ern gun clubs. The competition, which 

was formed for the encouragement of gen- 

eral shooting, those who had _ previously 

won championships being debarred, was 

very keenly contested, in all sixteen clubs 

entering the lists, all the way from Win- 

nipeg to Macleod. 

In addition to the gun offered for the 

competition, the Ashdown company have 

gracefully awarded two other prizes in re- 
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cognition of other features of trigger 

prowess. 
To the Indian Head gun club, which 

showed the highest team average, they 

have given a pair of hunting boots, which 

the club may compete for among themsel- 

ves in any way they decide. 

To Mrs.. Waddell, of Brandon, goes a 

handsome cut glass vase, as a tribute to 

the best score made by ladis in the com- 

petition. 

The management regret that those 

awards were not made more promptly on 

the close of the season, but the delay was 

caused ‘by the confusion and rush incident 

upon the destruction of their stores by 

fire last fall. 

Stray Pellets. 

We publish this month the photographs 

of Messrs. W. H. Upton and A. W, Playle, 

the president and secy-treasurer, respect- 

ively, of Pincher 

Club. 

ing invading the great 

Creek, N. W. T.,- Gun 

We are glad to see the trap shoot- 

Canadian West and 

W. H. UPTON; O. W. PLAYLE, 

President Pincher Creek Gun Secretary-Treasurer Pincher Creek 

Club. Pincher Creek, Alta. Gun Club, Pincher Creek, Alta. 

have no doubt the Pincher Creek Club 

will give a good account of itself. We will 

always be glad tc publish scores and other 

items of interest to shooters that may be 

sent us. 

Ridgetown, (Ont.)Gun Club, will hold 

their annual tournament April 20 and 21. 

D. McMackon is president and C. H. East- 

lake, Sec’y-Treas., of the club. Programs 

will be ready April 6th. As Ridgetown is 

in the centre of a warm bunch of crack 

shots, the shoot will, no doubt, be well 

attended and produce some record scores. 

TEAM SHOOT AT BELMONT, ONT. 

The shooting match between shots rep- 

resenting Gladstone and Belmont resulted 

in favor of the local team by six shots. 

as follows:— 

Belmont Gladstone. 
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BEAMSVILLE, (ONT.,) SCORES. 

The following are the scores of the 

Beamsville Gun Club for March 22nd. 

Event No. 1 —10 birds; H. Konkle, 9; 

Jo Culp, 8s 3 MeCalley i) G: * Culpyais 

H. Vidal, 6; H. Robinson, 6; E. Chart, 5; 

H. Boughner, 4; Konkle, 4. 
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Event No. 2. 10 birds—H. Boughner, 9; - 
J. Zimmerman, 9; H. Konkle, 9; G. Culp, 

B; Eh: Konkle, 7; Hi: Vidal, 7; Fs -MeCalley, 

6; W. Luey, 5; H. Robinson, 4. 

Event 3; 10 birds—D. Konkle, 9; W. Luey 
8; Tulloh, 8; J. Zimmerman, 7; R. Glov- 

er, 7; H. McGregor, 5; KF. McCalley, 4. 

Event No. 4; 10 birds—R. Glover, 7; 
H. Robinson, 6; J. Culp, 5; R. Ryckman, 

3. 

Event No. 5, 10 birds—J. Culp, 9; H. 

Boughner, 8; J. Zimmerman, 7; Tulloh, 6; 

H. Robinson, 4. 

KOMOKA, (ONT.,) CLUB SHOOT 

The scores made at the regular weekly 

shoot of the Komoka Gun club, Mar., 18th, 

were as follows:— 

VAS LEU IRENSO ni cosaeeo5cc 1110111011—8 

Bd: VOCUS ics -..sartene eae 1110110001—6 

W. T. Oliver 1111011111—9 

F. Harrison 0011011110—6 
C. Harrison 1010001100—4. 

Cee S MGM. Sechserses-Yecetnanens 0000110010—a 

The score of the Komoka Gun Club shoot 

held on March 9, was as follows:— 

aS wablaGriSOne Bey. scddmecce ne cere 1110111011—8 

Hye) Ak EU OOL Gi nest ons VER some 1100110001—6 

Wil OULVOT Pe. cs ctw meats ae OMT. 9 

HP ELAETISONE vite. secure altace 0011011110—6 

1010001100—4 

0000110010—3 

C> Harrison 

C. Smith 

The Sportsmen Gun Club of Ayton, Ont. 

hold their annual shoot on June lst and 

2nd. Programs are now ready to be mail- 

ed to all Canadian shots. All are wel- 

come and the shoot promises to be one of 

the best ever held. G. B. Smith, Ayton, 

Ont., the well known amateur expert, is 

the manager. 

W. H. Heer at Des Moines, Ia., made a 

neR target record in open tournament trap 

shooting by breaking 307 targets without 

a miss. 

An effort is being made to organize the 

Sportsmen of Western Ontario into a Trap 

Shooter’s League. It is proposed to hold 

a series monthly at some central location 

and to offer attractions which will ensure 

such shoot. The a larbe attendance at 
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details will probably be settled at Ridge- 
town shoot in April. 

Fort Garry Gun Club, Winnipeg, have 

organized for the summer. 

Make a note of June 8th and 9th and 

keep your eye on them. Those are the 

days selected by the Springwood Gun Club 

London Ont., for their 3rd Annual Tourna- 

ment. London is a nice city to visit and 

some nice people live there. There are 

some hot squads among the local shooters 

and visiting sportsmen can be sure of a 

warm welcome both ways. 

The Ontario Government have granted 

$1,000.00 which will be used by the Ontar- 

io Game Commission in re-stocking the de- 

pleted quail grounds of Western Ontario. 

The Quebec Gun Club have announced 

that they will hold their Annual Shoot on 

the 17th. of June. 

H. ©. Hirschy is contemplating a jour- 

ney to Europe. He, with L. E. King of 

Cripple Creek, Colo., has under considera- 

tion an offer to visit the old. world and 

participate in a series of shoots during 

the coming summer and fall. 

At the weekly shcot of Springwood Gun 

Club, London, Ont., on Mar 25th., the fol- 
lowing were theescores at 25 targets:— 

Glover, 22; Breckon, 20; Day, 20; Webb, 

17; Bryce, 16; Stone, 16; Bowman, 13; 

Harris, 10. 

Canadian trap shooters will be pleased 

to learn that the Dominion Cartridge Co., 

Montreal, are putting on the market an 

entirely new issue of shot gun shells. 

These are called ‘‘Crowmn,’’ ‘‘Sovereign,’’ 
“Regal” and ‘‘Imperial.’? The ‘‘Crown”’ 
is adapted for black powder, the ‘‘Sover- 

eign’? for 'bulk smokeless and the ‘‘Regal” 
for dense smokeless. The ‘‘Imperial’’ is a 

high priced shell, designed especially for 

trap shooting. All except the ‘‘Crown”’ 
have battery primers. The inside base of 

these shells is constructed according to 

the most improved ideas of shooters and 

manufacturers. The ‘‘Sovereign’’ shell is 
loaded with ‘‘Empire’’? smokeless and the 

‘Regal’ with Ballistite. 
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To Arrange a Fishing Tripin Ontario, 

Canada, write Michie & Co., Toronto. 
We Provide all the Supplies, even to the tents and fish-worms, 
and the completeness of our service relieves you of most of the 

details about your camping arrangements. 

We cheerfully furnish information to enquirers and invite correspondencs. 

ESTABLISHED 70 YEARS 

Send 10c. for a little Camp2rs Manual, 120 pages, illustrated, on How to Camp out and What to do. 

502. for ‘‘Camping and Canoeing in Canada”, 150 pages, 42 half-tone illustrations, cloth cover. The first 
ninety pages contain pra:tical hints on camping and canoeing in Ontario, then twenty-four Canoe Routes are 
described by the author from his personal experience on the trips. 

75c. fora Map on the Northern Lakes of Ontario, 40 x 32 inches, colored, paper edition. 

Address: MICHIE & CO., 
Toronto, Canada. 

THERE IS MONEY 
IN TRAPPING FUR 

Pell & Prichard 
SPORTING 

TAILORS 

— Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 
The Newhouse Trap 2 LUDGATE CIRCUS, 
Is necessary. It costs more and earns more than | (Opposite Cook’s Tourists Office) LONDON, ENG. 

any other. 

Absolutely Guaranteed. Illustrated catalogue on 
application. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD., Niagara‘Falls, Ont. 
EE ES RS 
2 2] 2 2 2 2] 323 3]3B3 33 OSB BF BI3st=3eSe33a 33 Oo 1@) 

& SON 
29 Gracechurch St. London, E. C. 

Seas Bf 2B SBS 5B 393 | Wwe 2a 233283 5 

t, . Hammerless Ejector . Hammerless 
Pkg ¢ Guns, $105 ¢ : Guns, $60 
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THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT |] A Perfect Fountain Pen 
IN THE GROWTH OF THE For One Dollar 

KODAK) “ae 
A 5 Al Guaranteed Perfect. 

Sent postpaid to and 

address upon receipt 

of One Dollar. 

Akron Fountain Pen Co. 
Akron, Ohio 

THE SCRBENTEOCUS 

K O D A K AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE 

An instrument which combines all the 

advantages of the Kodak Film System 

with ground glass focusing Instantly 

convertibleintoacompact plate camera. 

You can 

focus on 

the Screen. 

A camera of the widest scope. 
Mechanically and optically perfect. 

Send for Catalogue. 
PRICE, 

Screen Focus*Kodak (4x5), $300.00. 
The 

CANADIAN KODAK CO.,, Limited. }] yn: 
ro RONTOL CANA William English Canoe Co., 

Kodak Catalogue free at the dealers or by mail. Peterborough, Ontario. 
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BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT.  Manutacturers to #. 
ie R. H. The Prince of 
’ Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in the Angling World. 

i says: “It ought never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 
The Field remecy we have achieved as rod makers. They have left allvompetitors hopelessly behind.” 

The World's renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the “‘Grand Prix” 
International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, making a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA’ (Regd.) Cane Built Rods. 
' Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, ‘‘ HARDY” 

rae One Firm Bears RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. 

All Others. Hardy’s ‘“‘SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world. 

1905 CATALOGUE FREE! Over 368 illustrations of Rods, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Bags, Books, &c., Free. 

HARDY BROS., ALNWICK, ENGLAND, 1°82 fer cinder sisi in 
all parts ef the World. 

Retail Branches :—t1 Pall Mall, S. W. ; EDINBOROUGH, 5S. St. David Street; MANCHESTER, 12 and 14 Moule Street. 

: Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, torrie tele Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 

Renowned ‘‘ Combination Reel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manufacturer of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 
BE CSREES IESE LET ES ETM US 2 Te SS OD 

CANOE Manufactured by the Peterborough Canoe Co., 
Peterborough, Ontario, are acknowledged by 

expert canoists to be the best. 

OUR MODELS ARE KNOWN FOR 
THEIR GRACE AND BEAUTY 

10 Ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

THE MATERIAL used is Best Obtainable, including M:z ahogany, Spanish Cedar, Black Walnut, 
Butternut, Cherry, Pine, Spruce, Basswood, Cedar, Maple, Oak, Elm and Ash. 

---SEND FOR ONE OF OUR LATEST CATALOGUES... 
Wherein you can secure more comprehensive information regarding our Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, 

Yachts—in fact everything that floats. 

—ADDRESS— 

The PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO., Limited 

PETERBOROUGH ONT., CANADA. i 
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THE IMPROVED MALCOLM RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHTS 1905 
Are Acknowledged to be superior to all others manufactured. 

We can furnish them in any power from 3 up and from 14 to 34 inches in length. The medium length tube 

is especially recommended (from 18 to 24 inches.) If our customers will advise for what purposes;the Telescope 

is mostly desired we will use our best endeavors to furnish the best pswer and length Tube best adapted for 

purposes stated. 

Established in 1857 THE MALCOLM RIFLE Syracuse, Nooo ee 

F. T. Cornish, Mgr. TELESCOPE MFG. CO. use 

ouR SPECIALTIES 

High Grade Combinations 
Pure Linen, Pure Wool, 
Pure Silk, Pure Cotton, 

and any combination of these. Every person 
can select the material most suited to his wants. 

High Grade Sweaters, 
WESCUTS,... TOOUES aeons: 

HOSE, MLILES 
Knit-to-Fit Combination Suits follow every bend of the 

human body as if they were another skin, allowing perfect 
freedom to every movement. 

The KNIT-TO-FIT MFG. CO. 
613 LAGAUCHETIERE ST., MONTREAL 

RETAIL BRANCH, 2469 St. Catherine Street. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOLD 
HUNTING & FISHING 

FISHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT CLOTHES 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps Ly the Made to your measure. Send 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON foriéraé Tustrated (Catalina 
LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and THE UPTHEGROVE 

SPORTING GOODS CO., 

Dept. §., 28 Monroe St. 
See cane = A Fold.” IND. VALPARAISO, 

G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 

way Co., Brockville, Ont. 



ROD *AND.GON 

Toronto 
May 17,18, 19, 1905 

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT 

STANLEYGUN CLUB 
(Incorporated) 

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD 

Cash Value of Events Guaranteed. 

Ten 20 Target events on 17th and 18th, Eight 20 
Target events on the roth, and The Stanley Cup at so 
Targets for which, in addition to Cash prizes, a splendid 
Sterling Silver Cup will be presented to winner. 
Two valuable prizes each day for high amateur aver- 

ages. 
“Two grand prizes for high amateur averages for 

Tournament. 
kaMagnificent Diamond Medal for Professional high 
average. 

PROGRAMS READY APRIL 15th. 

ALEX. DEY, 

Secretary Com'te., 

178 Mill St., Toronto, 
Canada. 

THOS. A. DUFF, 

Chairman Com’te., 

14 Close Ave., Toronto, 
Canada. 

IN CANADA 643 

THE AMERTCAN 
WILL TELL YOU  carriep Like 

; A WATCH. 
100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 AEGUUAC ES TO 
10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
out number of miles walked. Case of hand- 
some nickel. If you play golf or hunt, walk 
for business or pleasure. in search of health or 
recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 
dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
guaranteed. Write for booklet. 

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Go. |{% 
611 MALLEY BUILDING, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

Pa Aue ME REAPS 5. 

Canadian Selling Agents,H. & A. Gunther Co., T oront 

»>PECIA. UFEER 
FIGHTEEN MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Good until May 1st, 1905 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is a magazine that undoubtedly proves 
itself a welcome visitor from month to month, being the only publication in America 
devoted exclusively to Hunting, Fishing and Trap-Shooting in Canada. 

Subscription price to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is One Dollar per 
annum, but as an inducement for you to subscribe before May, 1905, we will send you our 
Magazine from May, i905, to November, 1906, (eighteen months) for One Dollar, 

This is an offer that no live sportsman should ignore. 
Don't wait until tomorrow before sending in your order. Between now and 
tomorrow many things may occur that will make you forget the offer, 
which is good only until May 1st, 1905. 

If you are already a subscriber show this to a sportman friend of yours. 

Address:—W. J. Taylor, Publisher, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, Woodstock, ,Oetario. 
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Small Profits ——Quick Sales. 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

(50, Reguiarprice, ascents. Quality A Flies 

30¢. Regular price, cocents. Quality B Flies 

G06. Reva pace aeeks °°" Quality C Flies 
GG. Mena price sy cents BASS: IIS 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 
Fly Rods Bait Rods 
"ro feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents g feet, 8 ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

THE H.H.KIFFE CO.., 
523 Broadway, New York City. 

Catalogues of any of the above goods free on application. 

RE eT LT ST 

OWS DBBBWBWE WS FVWBWSS2E2 ™=e®os Wes BVOQSVA BOF = oe @ 20 

| 

OUR NEW TYPE REV. BLADE PROPELLER, HIGHEST EFFICIENCY 

New Superior 2 & 4 Cycle Motors. 

Complete Motor Boats 

CANADA LAUNCH & ENGINE WORKS, Limited 
CARLAW AVE., TORONTO 

Sole Builders of Complete Motor Boats in Canada 
2] @ @ 8] @ 228828 SQBBSsBUVSEBSVSEEBE2OE FB =e ee 8 2282880038388 380802083838 2B 2802028 

( é . ( ; ( ( $ ( ( ( ( ( ( ; ( ’ ( ¢ ( é ¢ e : ? ( ( é ( 4 oO 
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| Ribbed Longitudin= 
Ny and d Diagonally 

The ‘‘ KING” is simply wonderful in construction. 
Puncture Proof Canvas. Equal in wearing strength 
and model to the best wooden boats, yetit foldsin a 
small package to check as baggage or carry by hand, 
No repairs or cost for storage. Made non-sinkable 
and perfectly safe anywhere ‘The only patented canvas 
boat on the market. King Folding Canvas Boat Co., 
667.N. St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 

HOTEL VICTORIA 
Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., 

NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan 
Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 

HOTEL ALBERT 
One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University 

Place and lith Street, New York, N.Y. 
A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from 

one dollar per day upwards. Location central yet 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. 

L. FRENKEL, Proprietor. 

645 

GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

DOG REMEDIES. 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

Si CK  WaG S. 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H. CLAY GLOVER, V.S., 1278, Broadway, New York, 

U.S. A. 

CLEAR VIEW 
es Search Light 

for ‘Small Yachts, Launches and 
Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
and penetrating fog &c. 

Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Life-Saving Folding 
Canvas Boats 

The latest, safest and best is what we offer 
you. 
prove a pleasure to own and use. 
materials used all through, 
you GUARANTEED the best. 
ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on 
the market. 
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shoot- 
ing. 
steel frame. 
_the most compact of any boat made. 

4c. in stamps for catalogue and reliable tes- 

A boat built on modern lines that will 

Selected 
and it comes to 

Latest pat- 

Puncture proof. 
No bolts to remove. 

Galvanized tempered 
Folds 
Send 

timonials. 

LIFE SAVING FOLDING 
CANVAS BOAT CoO,, 

755 Portage St., Kalamazoo, Mich.. U.S. A. 
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yr ‘Good Aim 
at all times is to deal in only the best 

in your line that you can procure, 

which we live up to. Our aim is to 

please our patrons and provide them 

with the best line of 

SPORTING GOODS 

Dealers, write for our Spring Cata- 

logue and Discount Sheets. 

Weare agents for many lines, including Lally Lacrosse Goods, 
Goldsmith Baseball Goods, Steven’s and Marlin Fire Arms, and many 
other lines of interest. We are manufacturers of the Stark line of 
Tennis Rackets, and sole Canadian agents for the Dowagiac Minnows. 

Sportsmen, send us your name for descriptive literature 

of GUNS, RIFLES OR DOWAGIAC MINNOWS. 

CHARLES STARK & Co., Toronto 

THE 

Toronto Silver Plate Co., 
~~~—Limited 

Designers and Manufacturers of wares in 
Sterling Silver and Electro Silver Plate 

Making a 

| Specialty 

of Designs 

suitable 

eS ip pein For Prizes 

2 fi A > iy for 

] . lt Athletic 
Compe- 

MAKES SHAVING tition. 
EASY AND SAFE i 

Iwo minutes suffices for a shave with the “GEM"—, — Wt rr im 
can't cut yourself and no fear of a POOR shave. It 
haves clean and close every time—never tafls. The 

fine English Silver Razor Steel) is the see NO. 1353 

EM” RAZOR COMPL E Te $2.00 5 PEWTER LOVING CUP 
old every” 0 inywhere prepaid upon reeeipt 

of prick Write for rur interes ‘ting FREE bo oklet he } 

Gem Cutlery Co., 34 Reade St, New York ; | FACTORIES end SALESROOMS 

DN ORR TET Te King Street, West, Toronto, Canada 

E. G. GOODERHAM, Managing Directer. 
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*Dowagiac” 
CASTING AND TROLLING BAITS 

““Dowagiac’’ Patents. 
1—Hooks attached so as not to mar the body of the bait nor to tangle into each other. 
2—All trebles instantly detachable 

Note especially the glistening white belly and the beautiful rainbow finish of the back. 

Made It takes several years to learn to make a casting minnow right and we have 
arrived at the ‘“‘know how” stage of the art The manufacturers of ‘‘Dowagiac”’ baits are 
practical bait casters of long experience among nearly all the species of game fish in North Ameri- 

CAUGHT THIRTY BASS. 
Warsaw, Ind., Oct. 14, 1904. 

I caught a bass in Yellow Creek 
Lake weighing seven and one- 
half pounds and a total of } 
thirty bass, all beauties, 
with the ‘*‘ Dowagiac”’ 
Minnow. Lama ‘Dow- 
agiac”’ friend every 
day in the week. 

Resp. yours, 
J. C. GAMBLE 

in a Var- 

iety of sizes, can waters. Every detail of a casting bait has been carefully wrought into the finished product. 

styles and colors. Ask you dealer to show you the “Dowagiac” bait or send direct to us for fully descriptive 
circular with pointers on practical bait casting. 

JAMES HEDDON & SON, - = : Dowagiac, Mich. 

CHARLES STARK & CO, Toronto, Ontario, exclusive Canadian distributors. 

Tbe Detroit River Boat and [Oar Co. 
DESIGNERS anp BUILDERS OF 

High Grade Pleasure Boats 

STEAM, GAS and ELECTRIC 

LAUNGHES 

Racing Shells, Sail Yachts, Row Boats, 

Working Boats, Yacht Tenders, 

Hunting Boats, Barges, Life 

Boats, Buck Boats, Canoes, 

Yawl Boats, St. Lawrence 

River Skiffs 
27-Foot Launch Equipped With a 2-eylinder 4 3-4 by 5 Special Brennon Motor $7.00. 

FOREIGN TRADE A _ SPECIALTY. 

OUR LEADER—A 22-foot Launch like cut for $375, 
equipped with a 3 H.P. Engine. 

D. N. PERRY, Prop. Works: Foot Orange Strect, WYANDOTTE, MICH. 

AREYOUR LEGS STRAIGHT? POPULAR HOTEL POPULAR PRICES 

If not we will send you tull instructions 7: FB : H 
J “ to quickly make them appear straight, A rl | n gto n eal otel 

trim and_ stylish. No inconvenice, no 

exposure. ‘So simple you wonder some- TORONTO, ONT. 

one didn't think of it before."—BULLETIN 
OF PHARMCY. ‘Restores to the full natural iO tf r r aie tice oF the secon cad eel aati American Plan $2.00 per day and upward 

Weg." HRALTH CULTURE, “Endorsed and $10.50 per week and upward. 
sec DD men oO asbhion everywhere. 

Write for Photo-illustrated book and = Tee cal . 

testimonials, sent enthels free itera Arlington Porters at U nion Station 

EB eta and Wharts. 
THE ALISON CO., Dept. 60, BUFFALO, N. Y. : 

F. D. MANCHEE, Prop. ARTHUR L.. LEWIs. Mgr. 



Woods Celebrated 
EIDER DOWN 

ROBES and BAGS 

INADA 

SLEEPING 

“ 

LiMmiiiED 

Canada. 
Largest Wholesale Manufacturers 

Lumbermen’s and Contractors’ Sabblies 

INCLUDING Tents, Awnings, Flags, Tarpaulins, Kitbags, Mailbags and 

LN LLV J 

Clothing, Moccasins, Underwear, Overalls, Shirts, 
Hosiery, Blankets, Axes and Smallwares. 

Outfitting Survey Parties, North Pole Explorers po22a%:o%wexthes a Specialty. 

ROD AND’ GU 

WOODS 

Complete line of sticks 
Selling at 25, 

Ottawa, 

anything to order. 

WRITE US 

FOR PRICES. 

rticulars. Pa 

Dealers and Clubs 

Catalogue and 
Write for 

648 

oF: 

ONTARIO. 

juotations. 

OTTAWA, KETCHUM & CO., 
Very low ¢ 

Canada’s largest Sporting Goods Dealers. 
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ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

The Ideal Beverage 

0,0 0 

A Pale Ale, palatable, full of the vir- 

tues of malt and hops, and in sparkling 

condition, is the ideal beverage. 

OaO 

And when chemists announce its purity 

and judges its merits, one needs look no 

further. 

(eo) (oy (©) 

ASK FOR 

Cubuuls 
(LONDON) 

Hotel Belleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New York. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent 
and transient 
guests. 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.”? Can offer few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 
One Room, with bath.................. $2.50 per day 

} Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and $7perday } 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. 
Write for our magazine, “The Hotel Belle- 

claire World.”’ 

MILTON ROBLEE, Proprietor. 

CARBON PAPER 

649 

ISSTABLISHED 

OVER 

too YEARS. 

MAKERS OF 

Best Rods, Reels 
and Tackle. 

Flies and gut casts 
are our specialties. 

Write for rgo5 Il- 
lustrated Cata- 

logue, Post 
Free. 

J. BERNARD & SON, 

45 Jermyn Street, St. James’, 

LONDON, ENG. 

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED! 

IF YOW WILE: 

“JA PA N.E Sige 
BRAND 

WRITING INKS, MUCILAGE, 

TYPEWRITER RIBBONS 

PRODUCTS OF THE HIGHEST 

MODERN SKILL AND EXPERIENCE 

You will never use any other 

They’re Perfect 
MADE IN CANADA 

The COLONIAL INK CO., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH, CANADA. 
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The Greatest Event 
THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP 

Was won with 

“MEA TL) Bie 
During this Meeting ‘‘INFALLIBLE”’ also won 

High General Average while 

eT Lae 
won the 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAPS 
and 

ee)” 
CONSOLATION HANDICAP 

LAFLIN & RAND POWDER CO. 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

LABELLE, P. Q. Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 
OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. Deer, black bass, and trout. 

KIPAWA, P. Q. Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

TIMISKAMING Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

TIMAGAMING Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 
trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

DESBARATS, ONT. Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike, dore, moose, 
and brook trout. 

NEPIGON Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, Moose, 

caribou and deer. 

WINNIPEG Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer, 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

QU’ APPELLE Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 
BANFF SPRINGS In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 
Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 
and goat. 

GLACIER HOTEL In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

SICAMOUS On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

VANCOUVER Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 
grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

Sportsmen will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 

Tourists Hunters |EASTERN GUN WORKS 
ATTENTION ! We have just received from England 

a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 
I have not killed lions with ‘‘Teddy’”, j M i 
on the Little Missouri, nor grizzlies high oe ernie Car one By 
with a.22, but I supplv the most re- an expert and guaranteed. 
liable guides and hunters in the Ca- 
nadian Rockies. 

SPECIALTIES: Fishing, Bear and Caribou Hunting. ih ALES AN eS 

TERMS REASONABLE. 

ROBT. E. CAMPBELL, ALEX. JOHNSTON, 
Laggan, Alta. C. P.R. Guide, ‘Field, B. c. | 494 Eastern Avenue, foronto 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 
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Ghe Man Who Knows 
A never lets anything come between him and 

the game but a MARLIN. He finds MARLIN 
accuracy a pretty good thing to depend on. 

MARLIN repeaters are made to get the game. 
They take heavy loads and stand hard service. 
They never fail. 

vw The MARLINS with the “‘Special Smokeless Steel’’ 
barrels—using powerful, smokeless loads—are 
the rifles for big game. From the light .30-30— 
to the heavy .45-70—every calibre has proved 
its wonderful accuracy and value a thousand 
times. 

Hundreds of vivid tales of MARLIN 
prowess are told by ‘‘The Men Who Know’”’ 
in our Experience Book. It’s worth reading. 
Sent with our catalogue for 3 stamps postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS CO. 
No.67 WILLOW STREET 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. { 

= 

COLLIE “DOMINION 
Ammunition 

A LittLE Goop ADVICE: 

f Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs & 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries. XN 

‘9 b) 
ny ® © C id ¢ . P R 

* Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited . 
Q 
ni Manufacturers, MONTREAL . 
Q) 

dy) 

v »y) 

y SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS 5 

er F OL LLLILLLA AA LAD AAV ABAD ALA LA ALAA AL AAAS ALAA ADL ALD DSA LA DLS 2 LA GLZD MMF: D> 
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ROD AND 

ADVERTISING 

BRAINS 

Earn up to $16,000 a Year 
There is a great demand for young 
men and women trained foradvertising 
work. Advertisement writers receive 
good salaries. You can begin at $25 
weekly. The I. C. S. course in Ad- 
vertising is the best and will fit you 
for a first-class position. 

Send for Advertising Booklet 

International Correspon. 
Schools, Box 1342 

Scranton, Pa. 
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PASTILLES| 
(EVANS) 
FOR VOCALISTS 

COUT eee 

TOUTE Cee eee ee 
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Reels 
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America 

Take-Down 
Ball-Bearing 

LZ SS Pivot-Bearing 

Improved tg05 Models. BALL-BEARING, hard- 
ened steel click mechanism. 
spiral gears. 
micrometer drag. 
automatic throw-out. 
best grade. Any size, any bearing 
DOWN. Write for prices. 

America Co. 
672 RACE ST., 

SQUIRT 

The New Vermifuge and 
Conditioner for Dogs 

CHAMBER’S 
““CASTRIQUE” 

Does not distress the 

animal. No starving 

required. Produces 

healthy skin and 

glossy coat. Enables 

you to rear the most 

delicate puppy or 

kitten. 

TUT iin 

SEND FOR COPIES OF 

TESTIMONIALS 

COU Oe 

JEWEL-BEARING, 
ALUMINUM and GERMAN SILVER, 

LEVEL-WINDER, Ball-Bearing, 
AMERICA-MEEK, hand-made 

All reels TAKE 

ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Minn OUCH tT 

TU 

E 

3 

Cee eee eee 

ACD PUBLIG SPEAKERS 
ttl 

Hoarseness, Voice Failures, Catarrh and int PRICE 0c. AND $I 00 PER BOTTLE 
Bronchitis yield to the one Infallible Specific sar 

5 EVANS’ ANTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES= = EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 
FROM, ALL DRUGGISIS = MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK =2 

EVAN? a D SONS: LIMITED - Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. 8. 

Span sus vvveeeaqgqnuasuunvanevtavegyeevenseasengcennee oveevvevtevsvonseonnnneenngcenceenasonggoqusuue® d4steest00 hn sy eee te mnt? MMMM TTT 
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Oe Se eer 6 2 ee Se eC 1 A ee RES 2S ET 8 SE RE 

IN BUFFALO 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 

Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

The Lenox Hotel 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

George Duchscherer, Proprietor. 
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If you are an American 
over 18 years of age and 
able to read and write, we 
can qualify you for a good 
government position. The 
cost islow. Write at once 
for Civil Service Booklet. 
State age. 
Internat’! Corres. Schools 
Box 1342 C Scranton, Pa. 

We Can 
Qualify 
You For 
The Civil 
Service 

The Kodak Developing Machine in Detail. 

THE KODAK DEVELOPING 
MACHINE IS UNDOUBTEDLY A 
BONANZA TO THE KODAKER 

HAVE YOU ONE? IF NOT, WE 
WILL SEND YOU 

A Style A Kodak Developing Machine, for use 
with No. O, No. 1 ana No. 1 A Folding Pocket Kodak, 
No. 1 Panoram Kodak and No. 2 Brownie cartridges; 
including a handsomely finished wooden carrying 
case, with leather handle, Sold at $6. 

FOR ELEVEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS TO 
“ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” 

oraStyle E Machine for use with Kodak and Brownie 
cartridges of all sizes, up to and including 4x5, 
sold at $7.50. 

FOR FOURTEEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS 
TO ‘“‘ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” 

lubricates the mechanism, prevents rust 
on the metal parts and cleans and 
polishes the stock. For cleaning out 
the residue of burnt pow der, especially 
smokeless powder, it is unequaled. 
Free samples to those who have not tried it. 

G. W. COLE CO. 
129 Washington Life Bldg. 

New York City 

WAYNE HOTEL 
AND PAVILION 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river 

$1 to $3. 

$2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, Proprietor 

European Plan, 

American Plan, 
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ay 

Empire” and | 
“Ballistite’ 

These novel brands of sporting powder 

GRAND PRIZE at 4 

St. Louis Exhibition, and have recently won Cl 

C.B.S.A. Championship of England | 

were awarded the 

Championship of New York State, Champion- 

ship of Kentucky, Championship of Italy, 

Championship of Spain, Championship of 

Australian Commonwealth, etc. 

Grand Prix de Pau, Monte Carlo 

AGENTS FOR CANADA: 

Loaded Shells, 

Dominion Cartridge Company. 
Powder, 

Hamilton Powder Company. 
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DuPont Smokeless 

Again the Champion 

DuPont Smokeless 

Won the Professional and Am- 
ateur Championships for 1904 

Mr.’ Fred Gilbert, High Professional 

Mr. John W. Garrett, High Amateur 

Why Don’t you shoot 

DuPont Smokeless? 
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NDERWEAR 
in all weights and sizes 

GLOVES, .MITTS,. TUOUES; 
SASHES, OVERSTOCKINGS and 

SWEATERS FOR ALL 

SNOW SPORTS 

TRAVELLING” RUGS 

Camelhair Fleece 

SLEEPING BAGS and FOOT BAGS = 
for Camping and Sleeping. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue No. 1, containing samples 
Jaeger pure woollen underwear materials, Free 

on application to 

5 SANITARY DR. JAEGER’S Woolf’ SYSTEM 
2206 St. Catharine Street, Montreal 
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A Good Guide 
FOR THE PURCHASE OF A FIREARM is our elaborately 
illustrated 140 page STEVENS BOOK. This manual 
of ready reference describes a most complete and varied 
line of single shot 

Rifles Pistols Shotgans 
From the STEVENS, Maynard, Jr. rifle of the boy shooter, to the heavy 
fancy Stevens target rifles of the world’s champion shots, the identical 
high standard of excellence is rigidly maintained. 

OUR OUTPUT 

Rifles, from $3.00 to $150 
Pistols, froin 2.50 to 50 
Shotguns, from 7.50 to 35 
Rifle Telescopes, from 8.00 to 42 

“STEVENS-POPE”’ RIFLE BARRELS, RIFLE CLEANING RODS, 

SHOTGUN CLEANERS, GUN GREASERS, ETC. 

STEVENS FIREARMS 
are sold by all sporting goods and hardware dealers. 

Ask them for our make—insist on getting it. Don’t be put off with 
something ‘‘Just as good”. The fact that Stevens Arms are GUARANTEED 
FOR QUALITY should prompt you to be sure to specify this time-honored 
brand. 

Send for Stevens Book and Rifle Puzzle. 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO. 
365 MAIN STREET. 

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASS. U.S.A. 

Printed by the SENTINEL-REVIEW PRES LT" 0) 
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Moose and Deer from the Mississagua Country 

A MAGAZINE 
OF GANADIAN SPORT and EXPLORATION 



TAKE-DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS 
No matter how big the bird; no matter how heavy its plumage or swift 

its flight, you can bring it to bag with a long, strong, straight shooting 

Winchester Repeater loaded with Winchester Factory Loaded Shotgun 

Shells. Results are what count. This combination, which is within reach 

of everybody’s pocket-book, always gives the best results in field, fowl or trap 

shooting. Winchester guns and Winchester cartridges are made for each other. 

FREE: Send name and address on a postal card for our large illustrated catalogue. 

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY 

18 ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

Want a Canoe 
Send us Sixty-two 
Subseribers to 

Rod and Gun in Canada 
and we will have the Peterboro Canoe 
Co., of Peterboro, Ontario, send you a 
16-foot Varnished Basswood Canoe, 
listed at $37. The models of the Peter- 
boro Canoe Co.are known for their beauty 
and grace; for light work; for speed, ete. 
This is certainly a Premium worth work- 
ing for. For further particulars address 

Premium Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

414 Huron St., Toronto 

Examine carefully our Premium Department 

For . 
Curling, 
Shooting 
Hockey 
and every 
branch of 
Sport. 

WRITE 
for 

SKETCHES. 

As well 
as a full 

Jewelry 
Line 
Carried 

at prices 
15 per 
cent. 
lower 
than the 
regular 
shops. 

Jas. D. Bailey, 

NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

TROPHIES 

Jewelry Parlors 
75 Yonge St 

Toronto. 
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Canadian Pacific Railway 
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Se uss PLACE VIGER. 

Sy ‘ MONTE: 

DANE AOTEL, 
CARADIAN ROCHIES 

Algonquin, - - St. Andrews, N. B., - - from $3.50 upwards 

Chateau Frontenac, Quebec, P:O:, - - - aL AK OO Sa 

Place Viger, - - - Montreal) P. O., : . aa ge tts) ts 

Banff Springs, - - Banik New 1., . - - AP te 50) si 

Lake Louise Chalet, wasoan Na WT ., - - Rao “4 

For further particulars as to any of these hotels, apply to the respective 

managers or to any of the company’s agents. 

Robert Kerr, Passenger Traffic Manager, MONTREAL 
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Canadian Edition 

ROD AND GUN 
IN CANADA * *#¥ 

VOL. VE MAY, 1905. No. 12 

Camping at Banff.—A Holiday Trip. 
By MARY L. 

The rumble of the car . wheels beneath 

and the sense of movement assure me that 

I have really bidden adieu to my respons- 

ive but unsympathetic ally of ten years, 

the type-writer, and am off from Winnipeg 

to Banfi for a month’s much needed rest. 

Mellow August weather, bright, strong 

countenances abcut me, and a well-filled 

luncheon basket to be supplemented by the 

good tea and coffee served in the dining 

car, Seem the proper accompaniments to 

the all-pervading air of comfort of my 

travelling carriage and my glorious desti- 

nation. 

That happy trio yonder, a mother and 

two grown up’ daughters, bound for Vic- 

toria, furnishes a pleasing example of our 

Canadian womanhood,  clear-browed, pur- 

poseful, and daintily neat. Over the way 

that stalwart young Manitoban who is 

half dozing, is probably dreaming of the 

splendid sport which he and his father will 

enjoy during the next three weeks on their 

trout fishing expedition up the Fraser 

River. He also is a good type of our stur- 

dy young country,—plenty of individuality, 

pluck and capacity. 

After an hour or so, one has mentally 

arranged and  docketted the passengers: 

the warp is there, and it is imperative to 

my nature to weave in some of the woof 

of human sympathy. Accordingly, as the 

prairie view is limitless, and it seems ‘al- 

ways afternoon,’ I attack my fellow coun- 

tryman with observations. His birthplace 

and home are near Brandon, the ‘Wheat 

City,’ known to early trappers and trad- 

ers of the prairie as ‘Brandon House.’ He 

KENNEDY. 

interests me greatly in describing the de- 

velopment of that part of the country. 

He dwells particularly on the advantage 

the Brandon Experimental Farm has. proy- 

ed to many a prairie hamlet and solitary 

homestead,—a veritable foster-mother. 

Year by year she gratuitously sends forth 

natural and  acclimatized products from 

her nurseries and shrubberies, to enrich 

the interests and homes of our people. 

How many lonely hearts have been cheer- 

ed and gladdened by the box of sturdy lit- 

tle shrubs and trees, which, when set out, 

seem to stand up to the world with brave 

front, determined to be and do their best 

in gratitude for the care they have receiv- 

ed. 

In turn, my companion enquires as to 

incidents in the early days of Red River 

Settlement, and dreamily my thoughts go 

back to some of the interesting ‘old tim- 

ers’ of various nationalities who, during 

my childhood, were welcome and enter- 

taining guests in our home. Those were 

strenuous men, and they were strenuous 

times, which tested and brought out 

a man’s. best. We both agreed that 

a Scotchman’s best must be a 

very good thing indeed, for the 

early Scotch settlers implanted in 

the native population such simple and high 

principles of honesty and energy that to 

this day they are recognized by their des- 

cendants as the standards of the ‘good old 

days.’ Here we both sit up straight and 

confess that we are mostly Scotch oursel- 

ves! My friend has seen a Red River ox- 

cart, one of the ccmmon conveyances of 
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the period. Perhaps my first recollection 

is of a train of these, coming, well laden 

and groaning industriously down the road 

by the riverside, bearing wonderful cases 

and bales which had come all the way from 

‘ngland,—the opening of which was a 

sort of Arabian Nights wonder to me. I 
can smell the London fog in them now. 

Oh! the thrill we experienced on hearing 

the freighters’ narratives of the six weeks’ 

journey over the prairie from St. Paul in 
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letters. When the last boat went out we 

felt that we were sealed in for the winter, 

and the provident householder turhed to 

and got ready for it. In discussing these 

early recollections the monotony of late 

years is blotted out and I live over again 

those vivid youthful impressions. 

The Riel Rebellion of ’70? Yes,—those 

were the days when turmoil and unquiet 

reigned, and even in one’s own house .talk 

on current events was generally in whis- 

DESERTED TRAPPER’S CABIN. 
Lllustrating ‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip” by G. M Richards, in the January Issue. 

A Deserted Trapper’s Cabin on the Spanish River, two day’s travel from Biscotasing. 
and the pegs upon which hung his rifle were the only signs of occupancy. 

A half tanned moose skin, 
The cleared land around proved a 

long residence because of all the wood that had been cut and burned. 

Minnesota! What heroes too the: faithful 

old oxen were to us! They had all come 

from the great beyond, out of Paradise,— 

to our childish imaginations. 

Another reminiscence is of the arrival 

of the ‘York boats’ coming up the river 

from Churchill and York Factory, on Hud- 

son’s Bay, bringing commodities and mail 

which had come over the sea by the year- 

ly ship to Hudson’s’ Bay, and later the 

departure of the same, bearing furs and 

pers. At that critical time the sound com- 

mon sense of the Scotch Commissioner 

came to the front. His wise counsel and 

force of character more than anything else 

influenced the natives to accept with dig- 

nity the new regime. My companion and 

I could not help being proud of the devel- 

opment of Manitoba during the last twen- 

ty years. Surely it is a striking tribute 

to the wisdom and far-sightedness of her 

pioneers, Mr. Donald A. Smith (now Lord 
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Strathcona) and her first great native 

statesman the Hon. John Norquay. Truly 

these were Lords of the North. 

We try to picture the onrush of a bui 

falo herd ‘before the dusky huntsmen of 

the plains, over these once silent, waving 

seas of prairie. This ‘brings our conscious- 
ness back to the narrow steel line which 

belts our fertile land of promise, over 

which we are speeding towards the setting 

sun. It is difficult to realize that the lit- 

tle wayside stations where huge, hungry 

grain elevators are literally the ‘lions’ of 

the place, are each and all centres of com- 

mercial activity for the surrounding dis- 

tricts. Beside that pretty clump of 

trees is the neat little school house, where 

the future makers of Manitoba’s history 

are being mentally equipped—physically 

they are right well endowed now. _ 
But it is time for luncheon, and here 

comes the porter with offers of a table, 

hot water &c., for we are not wealthy 

and travel ‘tourist.’ Soon we have finish- 

ed our repast, and, finding the train slow- 

ing up, we take a brisk walk on the plat- 

form, which is most refreshing. These 

Manitoba skies are grand, and the air ex- 

hilarating! As we _ rush by sloughs and 

creeks occasionally we _ see quantities of 

wild ducks. The friendly little prairie 

chicken too is plentifully in evidence. It 

must need some determination to 

level a gun at these little birds who trot 

along so confidingly just ahead of one’s 

conveyance for quite a_ distance, before 

rising. We generally consider, however, 

that as a bonne bouche they are hard to 

beat, and we try to reconcile ourselves to 

their fate 

The day is waning as we reach the div- 

isional pcint, Broadview, and here we al- 

ter out timepieces to Mountain time, one 

hour slower. From here the rising grade 

noticeably increases. 

Tomorrow at 6.08 we shall reach Banff. 

About five we shall catch the first glimpse 

of the Rockies, those giant ramparts of 

our continent, which since childhood have 

stood to me as all that is profoundly won- 

derful, the symbol of solitude, wealth and 

grandeur. The night is very chilly, but 

we rest beside open windows. The seconé 

day of cur journey is somewhat like the 

first in regard to scenery, ‘but it is inter- 
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esting to explore the minds and charact- 

eristics of our travelling companions. How 

closely we are all linked together in one 

way and another! The gentle kindliness oi 

the elderly coloured porter impresses us 

all, and he occasionally drops some very 

interesting information as he passes on his 

rounds. 

The fresh morning air aS we pause a 

short time at Medicine Hat is delight 

fully crisp and cool. We have been riding 

for hours over coal beds and natural gas. 

and in the centre of great ranching opera- 

tious. Soon we are thundering over the new 

steel bridge which spans the South Sas- 

katchewan River, and, when across, have 

a pretty view of the town opposite, back- 

ed by low-lying hills. Now the railway 

rises to the ‘high prairie plateau which ex- 

tends, gradually rising, to the base of the 

Mountains, and in a few hours we reach 

Calgary, the most important place ‘'be- 

tween Brandon and Vancouver.. This is a 

large business centre for mining and timber 

mdustries, and is an important station ot 

the Mounted Police. 

Is that a rising bank of clouds on the 

horizon, or,—Yes, it is indeed the Rocky 

Mountains, nearly a hundred miles away. 

For the next two hours we travel through 

the focthills, made famous by the graphic 

pen of Ralph Connor. I take up ‘The 

Challenge of the Mountains’ that I may 

observe understandingly. There comes back 

to me a little maiden of five summers, sit- 

ting at her mother’s knee, in her home on 

the Red River of the north, with wide 

eyes and ears drinking in the description 

which an old friend, Mr. Robert Campbell, is 

giving to her father of his discovery of 

what is now known as the ‘‘Kicking Horse 

Pass.’’ I recall too the experiences of 

an old lady-friend ‘who, long before the 

days of railways and luxury, once crossed 

these Mountains on foot, with her baby 

strapped to her back. As we draw nearer 

the ‘barrier seems impenetrable, but sudden- 

ly the train swerves and enters ‘The Gap’ 

between two almost vertical walls of 

dizzy height. 

The scenery is endlessly changing and 

striking as we follow the valley of the 

Bow River. The Peaks of ‘The Three Sis- 

ters’ are unique amidst these great Moun- 

tains. At Canmore, a great coal mining 
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centre, we first observe the Hoodoos, giant 

pillar formations of clay. Five miles fur- 

ther we enter the Rocky Mountain Nation- 

al Park. This covers over five thousand 

square miles and is ninety-six miles long 

by seventy-five broad. All sorts of game 

abound here. Some hundreds of miles of 

splendid carriage roads and bridle paths 

have been laid in the most interesting lo- 

calities and the North West Mounted Po- 

lice exercise supervision over these from 

their headquarters in Banff. Surely an 

After ideal locality for a National Park. 

THE END OF THE 
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going to behold the exquisitely beautiful 

Lake Louise, Paradise Valley, and later, 

the Coast. 

We drive through the prettily wooded 

road to the little village of five hundred 

residents nestling among the lordly giants, 

Cascade, Stony, Squaw, Sulphur and Run- 

dle Mountains. Oh! the delight of soap 

and water after two hot days in the train. 

We exhale a Sigh of gratitude to Messrs. 

Pears, and retire to our couch feeling that 

we are newborn into a pure and ethereal 

world. 

PORTAGE. 

Tllustrating ‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. M. Richards, in the January tssue. 

One of thetwo small lakes on the Height o’ Land plateau, north of Winnebago and Biscotasing, Ontario, in the 
heart of a great game country. 

passing Anthracite, which gains its name 

from its coal supply of that species, our 

attention is arrested by a herd of buffalo 

on the right hand _ side of the road,—the 

progeny of the celebrated ‘Silver Heights’ 

herd, which was presented to the Park by 

Lord Strathcona. one-time animal 

Kings of the North, tho’ now banished from 

their to fit well into 

rugged surroundings. 

relieved to reach our desti- 

bid adieu to our fellow travell- 

ers somewhat enviously, for are they not 

These 

prairie home, seem 

their present 

We are all 

nation, but 

The first breath of morning air is fair- 
ly intoxicating in its sweetness. Can we 

define the perfume of it?—balsam, spruce, 

red pine, yellow’ pine, Douglas Fir, 

Balm of Gilead, sweet briar, and all del- 

icious odours combined. No one who has 

it can appreciate the up- 

lifting bouyancy of the atmosphere and 

surroundings. As the sun tips the Moun- 

tains the glory spreads downwards, and a 

feeling of reverence overcomes me as I 

watch the pearly and silver grey take on 

opaline tints. Distance gives to the fur- 

not experienced 
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ther ranges the appearance of a silky 

gauze texture. Cascade Mountain with its 

turretted peaks looks down in solemn grey 

grandeur and dignity on the little habita- 

tions of men. The streaks and masses of 

perpetual snow give the touch» of stillness 

and solitude which suggest eternity. 

About all, this sweet, pure atmosphere 

whispers of peace and spirituality. 

Our party starts out early to locate a 

camping ground. We follow the wooden 

sidewalk down the one street of the vill- 

age towards the Bow River Bridge. En- 

tering the rustic little Museum, a model 

of handicraft in fir and cedar, we register 

our names in the visitor’s book. From 
the bridge we take our bearings. Behind 

us to the north, nestling in the valley flat, 

lie the village and the wooded meadows of 

the animal paddock. Pre-eminent over all 

is Cascade Mountain. To the east, behind 

the village, is Tunnel Mcuntain, which al- 

most suggests a haystack in the midst of 

its towering brethren. Beyond this the 

River Valley, above which Mount Rundle 

projects its mighty mass skyward. To 

the north west stand Vermillion Range and 

Stony Squaw, the latter a prettily wood- 

ed elevation. Up the Bow Valley west- 

ward in the distance are the snowy. cent- 

ral heights of the Main Range about Simp- 

son’s Pass, most prominently the square 

terraced crest of Mount Massive. On an 

eminence facing us southward stands the 

Sanitarium, set in a frame of green for- 

estry against the dark grey background of 

Sulphur Mountain. A double flight of 

steps leads up to this terrace. 

Running right and left from the bridge 

two ideal carriage roadways, upper 

the latter lying close beside 

It begins at the little white 

boat house facing us at the kend of the 

river upstream, and _ follows its course 

past the falls to the bridge over the Spray 

below the C. P. R. Hotel. The upper road 

on the right terminates four miles from 

the bridge at Sundance Canyon. On the 

left, it leads upwards and branches into 

two sweeping driveways, one to the C. P. 

R. Hotel and the other ascending the grad- 

ual rise of Sulphur Mountain to -the Hot 

Springs, and to Middle Springs. 

How picturesque the life about us. 

There is a Princeton graduate in his buck- 

are 

and lower, 

the stream. 
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skin shirt and cowboy hat who spends dol- 

lars more recklessly than I can spend cents. 

I am not envious however because my 

cents are making me very happy and ev- 

erybody says that the Princeton boy is a 

‘deuced’ good fellow. There area party of 

them ‘‘throwing the diamond hitch’ as 

they call the process of squeezing the life 

out of the fat little pony who has a small 

mountain of baggage on his back. The 

graduates are accompanying a prince of 

the blood-royal and another man bred in 

the purple, both of them stalwarts and 

good-looking upon whom we looked with- 

out the bated-breath I had read about as 

being the proper thing to have for the 

occasion. I confess however I did wish 

for a moment that I were a man. I heard 

long after that these men had all sorts of 

good-luck in killing grizzlies and other 
bear and caribou. 

We choose a site for our camp on the 

side of Sulphur Mountain about a mile 

from the village, near Middle Springs, a 

charming spot,—ten feet off the roadway,— 

with a warm sulphur stream flowing about 

thirty feet to the left, and a short dis- 

tance across the road a rivulet of clear 

spring water. Between some giant spruces 

we pitch our two tents and erect a long 

table made of packing case boards. An 

ancient apology for a stove is set up in a 

little clearing, and soon the smoke is curl- 

ing upwards to the top of the highest pines. 

We sit down warm and happy after our 

exertions. Who could improve on the fried 

nam, baked potatoes, and tea, partaken of 

under the shadow of this noble mountain 

amid the silences of the fragrant forest. 

Before the day is out bold little squirrels 

and chipmunks pay flying visits to our vi- 

Cinity, curious to see what we have 

brought for them. Soon one sociable fel- 

low assists himself to portions at the far 

end of the table, and scolds us diligently 

while endeavoring to compass an opening 

to our bag of cheese. Two strange looking 

birds also regard us from a low branch at 

near quarters, and we are evidently out 

of their favour. 

A sort of mysterious (almost supersti- 

tious) awe comes over me on sleeping the 

first night out on the side of Sulphur 

Mountain. The very name suggests nec- 

rcmancy, and one wonders how many gen- 
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erations and races of men have derived 

their legendary lore from the hidden work- 

ing of the forces of nature in this locality. 

One also thinks curiously of the convul- 

sions old Mother Earth must have exper- 

jienced during the period when these giants 

sprung into being. For centuries,this dark, 

verdure-clad mountain must have stood as 

the Mecca of healing to the Indian world 

within its ken. 

The following morning we are up bright 

and early. A short steep climb brings us 

to the Middle Springs Cave, the approach 

to which is indicated by generous fumes 

of sulphuretted hydrogen. We pick our 
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dip. We are told that the valiant young 

Indian brave of olden days sat cross legged 

before this bubbling stream offering up sac- 

rifices and making the medicine which he 

believed would give him strength to stand 
the terrible ordeal of the pole, thong and 

stick. This cave must have’ witnessed, 

many a time, a strong man’s agony. 

Some yards to the right, hidden by the 

brush, there is another cave with a larger 

opening. We also notice high up on the 

Sheer rocky clifi a wel] defined pathway 

leading to the Sheep Cave, which runs 

into the solid rock, affording a shel- 
ter to wild sheep and goats during 

FORT MATTAGAMI. 

Illustrating ‘'A Pictorial Canoe Trip” by G. VW. Richards, tn the January issue. 

A trading post of the Hudson's Bay Company on the Mattagami River, about one hundred miles north of Bisco- 
tasing, showing the Indian encampment. 

way upwards over the stones in the out 

the low opening of 

inside, we 

flowing stream, into 

the cave, and find that, once 

can stand upright. We step into water of 

delightfully warm bath heat, which comes 

bubbling up like water into the 

twenty 

aerated 

basin. In minutes we 

refreshed, 

feel greatly 

and promise ourselves a daily 

weather. Continuing over the 

mountain we should come 

to Sundance Canyon and Falls, but this 

we shall visit another day and by anothet 

route, 

As two of our party on account of 

rheumatic suggestions prefer to take their 

daily dip in the Cave or Basin, we trudge 

stormy 

crest of the 
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down to the bridge and follow the river 

road up for about a mile till we reach the 

tiny building enclosing the entrance to the 
Cave. The caretaker conducts us through 

a tunnelled pathway, carefully holding a 

candle aloft to light our steps. The weird 

glimmering rays only heighten the black- 

ness and ‘spooky’ effect, and we keep our 

fingers at ‘attention’ in case of bats or 

dragons, and step gingerly. A few steps 

upward, and we are under a vaulted dome, 

thirty-six feet in width and forty-five feet 

high, with a small natural opening at the 

top which admits modified daylight on to 

the water. The latter is enclosed in a 

huge railed basin of Portland cement and 

is about three feet deep. On account of 

its silent, uncanny atmosphere the Cave 

is not patronized as much as the Basin, 

which is a few rods further up the road. 

The caretaker gives us a history of the Cave 

and draws our attention to curious mark- 

ings and projections of the.rusty grey 

rock which seem to resemble the features 

of certain celebreties. A pretty little 

Chalet admits us to the Basin, and we find 

ourselves in a dainty, modern bath-house, 

which seems to transport us to the sea. 

There are two large open air swimming 

pools which are constantly thronged. At 
all seasons and in the lowest temperature 

bathers here disport themselves. No 

known waters possess more highly curative 

powers. They abound in sulphur together 

with other fragrant elements necessary to 

the healthy well being of man. The 

invigorating heat and bouyancy of the 

water makes this bath delightful ex- 

perience. Most of the children wear 

little air-filled balloon wings, mak- 

ing them look like wet cherubs. Odd meet- 

ings sometimes «eccur here. A few days 

before our visit, a gentleman of my ac- 

quaintance, diving in the Basin, came up 

face to face with an old friend whom he 

had not seen for twenty-five years, and 

that was in England. 

On our return to camp, we visit the 

famous Sanitarium. This imposing struc- 

ture, like the Belleview Hospital, four 

miles further up the modéntain, is owned 

and controlled by Dr. Brett, the pioneer 

of Banfi. It has a commanding view of 

the river, and, viewed from the village op- 

posite, is a most conspicuous and pictur- 
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esque building. It is usually full to over- 

flowing of patients from all quarters of 

the globe, and large additions are being 

made to it. 

We have ordered a ‘gladstone’ and pair 

of horses for the aiternoon, so that we 

may reconnoitre and spy out the land pre- 

paratory to laying out our future program- 

me for each day. It is an ideal afternoon, 

and the horses seem to enjoy it as much as 

we. Once more we make for the bridge, and, 

turning to the right, follow the river road 

down towards the magnificent hotel erect- 

ed by the Canadian Pacific Rail- 

way Company on one of the most 

remarkable and beautiful sites in the 

world. We _ take the lower road, 

and soon find ourselves face to face 

with the Bow River Falls, the roar from 

which has ‘been steadily increasing as we 

drew near. The milk white mass of churn- 

ing water dashes over the spurs of rock 

into the steady stream below. It, bends 

away to meet the sapphire blue waters of 

the Spray, though the two do not mingle 

for miles, the waters of the Bow retain- 

ing their soft greenish blue tints. Here Tun- 

nel Mountain seems to have been sundered 

from the towering mass of Mount Rundle, 

and has drawn far back to allow these 

two mountain streams to clasp each other 

and pass on their way towards the dis- 

tant ranges of mountains thus opened to 

view. We drink in the abounding beauty 

on all sides, and feel that amid such sur- 

roundings only poets and artists can ade- 
quately find a medium of interpretation 

and expression. 

Coming back to our familiar everyday 

selves, we find we are standing beneath 

towering spruce and pine trees, which 

seem to spring out of perpendicular slabs 

of solid rock. Here and there rustic wind- 

ing steps lead away upward to the height 

on which stands the great hotel. It 

is a unique world, and one thinks of the 

Forest of Arden and Rosalind. Surely it 

has taken master minds to plan and suc- 

cessfully carry out the elaborate details 

of access and convenience which gbound on 

all sides. 

The good old horses retrace their steps 

and take us across the Bow River Bridge, 

through the village and on to the animal 

enclosure beyond, a range of eight hundred 
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acres, under Cascade Mountain. Here we 

are allowed to drive among the Lords of 

Creation in Buffaloland. Mrs. Buffalo and 

her family are not accessible, but we ob- 

serve them in an enclosure apart, and have 

no desire for a more intimate acquaintance. 

Her lord looks at us sideways out of his 

wicked little eyes, and tho’ it is evident- 

ly a hard struggle, he lets us almost touch 

his flank in passing without tossing us in- 

to next week. We enquire for the patri- 

PART OF 

Illustrating 

INDIAN CAMP, 
‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. M. Richards, in the January tssue. 
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en themselves to their woodland nooks for 

their afternoon siesta. 

Now comes our inspection of the Sun- 

dance Canyon. Back through the village, 

over the bridge and up the river road to 

the right, past the Cave and Basin, on 

and on past endlessly changing points cf 

interest. A turn to the left round the 

base of Sulphur Mountain and we cross a 

quick running mountain stream, up which 

we follow. A little distance ahead on our 

FORT MATTAGAMI. 

Each spring the Indians come to the Fort to trade their furs, usually remaining until August. ‘They are the true 
woods Indians, and speak no language but their native Ojibway. 

arch ‘Sir. Donald,’ but are told that he 

keeps very much to himself since his fight 

Jast summer with an aspiring young lord 

of the harem. We trust that the name of 

the celebrated donor of the buffalo to the 

ark will always continue to be bestowed 

on the leader of the herd. 

Two little mountain lions lounge lazily 

out of their den to inspect us, and one, 

evidently not thinking us' worthy of his 

distinguished consideration, and re- 

pretty little Angora goats 

only other animals we had the 

fortune to the moose, elk, deer 

and other animals having evidently betak- 

yawns 

tires. Two 

were the 

rood see, 

the 

moun- 

observe 

left we percelve a 

straight 

tain. On 

the issue 

Stream of 

diagonal cut in 

side of the 

reaching it, we 

therefrom oof the blue 

water by which we have 

The road ends abruptly here, 

alight. We cross the log which 

serves as a bridge and enter the cleft. A 

picture of undreamed loveliness arrests us. 

An amphitheatre of rock opens’ inward, 

the outer wall overhanging in blocks and 

masses. Some of the party follow the lit- 

tle pathway leading round and upwards 

hundreds of feet to the left, and at 

like mosquitoes. From 

rocky 

‘been driving. 

und we 

some 

look the top they 
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this elevation and from various others in 

the descent issue graceful streams of cry- 

stal clear water among the crags and 

boulders. They rush merrily down over 

fallen timber and picturesque rockery, the 

glint of the sunlight on the silvery cas- 

cades forming many reflections and rain- 

bows. One almost expects to see dainty 

little elves and fairies spring forth. It 

is said that in ancient times the Indians 

assembled at a spot just above these falls 

to hold their annual Sun dance, on which 

occasion young bucks were made full fledg- 

ed braves and became attached to the fol- 

lowing of some celebrated warrior. There 

still remain the stumps of the poles to 

which the ambitious young Indian hung 

his quivering body by a thong of buck- 

skin passed through the chest muscles. 
There he was suspended until madness, 

frenzy and pain passed, and he fell into a 

semi unconscious state, from which he 

awoke claiming that the Great Spirit had 

visited him and told him of the wonders 
he would perform in his future career as a 

warrior. The few minutes spent at this 

point of interest are all too short. My 

thought goes forth to the busy toilers in 

great cities, to whom an hour spent here 

would prove such refreshment of mind and 

body. 

Driving in the mountain air makes me 

overpoweringly sleepy. We return to camp 

well satisfied with the world:and our pres- 

ent share in it. 

A few days subsequently, two of our 

party decide to walk to the summit of 

Sulphur Mountain, where is situated the 

Observatory which registers and trans- 

mits to the Government Museum beside 

the bridge the weather reports for the 

bureau at Ottawa. We start at ten 

o’clock and two miles from our camp reach 

the Belleview Hospital, the great resort 

for rheumatic patients, where we have a 

most kindly reception from the lady in 

charge. Here, the hot sulphur water, com- 
ing directly out of the living rock at a 
temperature of from 110 to 120 degrees of 

heat, flows straight into the bath. Many 

are the tributes which the genial, capable 

Doctor Brett has received from all parts 

of the world as to the completeness of his 

treatment. 

A few yards beyond the hospital we 

feast, to the 
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see a white tumbling stream of sulphur 

water coming over the hillside ..We dip 

our fingers in and withdraw them in haste, 

for it is almost scalding. Soon this too 

will be imprisoned for the benefit of the 

Government baths, which are now under 

course of erection. At this point, we com- 

mence the ascent of the bridle path which 

zig-zags ‘twenty-eight times to the summit. 

On the way up, various familiar flowers 

and shrubs smile a welcome to us from 

their soft green carpet. As we reach a 

higher altitude, lichens and mosses hang 
from the dead branches of trees, forming 

graceful draperies. This climbing is very 

hot, thirsty work. We rejoice greatly 

when wecome to the lower of the two 

paths leading off to the great cleft in the 

face of the mountain, over which trickles 

a little stream of clear, cold water. We 

hold our mugs with grateful solicitude to 

catch the refreshing beverage, and here 

open our luncheon baskets, from which we 

music of the dripping wat- 

er, above the silences of the tree clad val- 

ley of the Spray. Here the physical and 

spiritual seem to call for silence, and we 

drink in some of the teachings of Nature, 

which hitherto have come to us as lessons 

from the Great Book. How convincing is 

experience! At the higher point, after our 

intervening tramp, the water issues much 

more grudgingly, but we hold the bottle 

to be filled drop by drop, well content to 

wait, that we may have some on reaching 

the mountain top. 

At the summit, 7,455 feet above sea 

level, our eyes behold only the ‘everlast- 

ing hills,’ grey snow crowned giants ris- 

ing out of seas of billowy green, and in 

reverence we _ involuntarily worship the 

Great Maker thereof. As we look around 

from this altitude to the peaks of other 

great mountains, we are filled with a 

sense of solitude and awful majesty. It 

is a sea cf mountains, range upon range, 

towering away in every direction to the 

limit of the horizon. One thinks of the 

command ‘Put off thy shoes from off thy 

feet, for the place whereon thou standest 

is holy ground.’ This first ascent marks 

a period in life. We rouse from our intox- 

ication of being to cross the narrow ridge 

and climb the little crest to the Obser- 
vatory. The wind is so strong here that 
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hats have to be well looked to. Seated on 

this point, we wonder how far a tumble 

would take us in any direction down this 

mountain side;—much further than we 

should ever know. This little Observatory 

is visited every Monday for clock winding 

purposes. One longs to spend days up 

here. On August 13th. 1903, a communica- 

tion of Cascade, Bow River, and Perfec- 

tion Masonic Lodges was held at the Ob- 

servatory. Especially solemn and impress- 

ive must this occasion have been to all 

taking part in it. 

The descent in the golden afternoon by 

the friendly little pathway under the tow- 

The Boy and the 

The boys in the country are already 

thinking of May Ist. and getting ready for 

the ‘Speckled Beauty’’ season, I shall 

always remem*er one little incident 

that occurred to me in the trout season 

about fifteen years ago. 

I was only a small boy at the time 

but my home was at Thessalon, Ontario, 

which is about half way between Mississ- 

auga River and Desbarats. The small 

lakes and creeks around there were full of 

fish—and are yet as I have reason to 

know. I had a city cousin staying with 

me and we two spent the previous day 

getting our bait cans full and a good sup- 

ply of hooks and sinkers ready. 

We left very early in the morning of an 

elegant trout day and drove to the creek 

running out of Lake Waquekobing. It is 

a beautiful clear creek, and we boys decid- 

ed to start at the heaa and fish down. 

We took to the middle of the stream, 

boots on and all, and were having the time 

of our lives, when I came to a small clear 

pool and noticed under a large tree, lying 

abcut a foot above the water, and across 

the stream, a beauty about 18 inches long. 

Imagine me! We had been catching 10 and 

12 inches up to this time and here was 

my big fellow. The sun had come out and 

he was lying quietly in the shade just mov- 
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ering pines and firs, and the thankfulness 

of achievement, who can describe! 

Visiting American cousins have express- 

ed profound astonishment that the Canad- 

ian National Park has been so little writ- 

ten about. Perhaps it is well for the few 

that it is so at present, for once the gen- 

eral public is aware of the vast wonders 

of interest and enjoyment to be found in 

‘the Rockies,’ they will be over-run. At 

present, the solitude amidst the teeming 

animal and vegetable home life of these 
rocky fastnesses presents the greatest 

source of attraction to botanists, explor- 

ers and sportsmen. To art lovers and 

poets here is inspiration! 

Big Brook Trout. 

ing his tail enough to keep from being car- 

ried down. First I stood still and drop- 

ped my hook gently in some distance from 

him and let it drift down, but I couldn’t 

do very well that way, so I cut my line 

from the rod and crawled out on the tree 

till I was directly over him and then drop- 

ped my bait right at his nose. He just ° 

moved to one side and let it go by. I 

changed worms a couple of times, tried a 

grasshopper and then gave up. It was the 

hardest luck a boy ever had in my opin- 

ion just then. 

I had brought some ‘bass hooks of a 
large size in case we should go fishing in 

Waquekobing lake. So I cut the small 

trout hook off my line and put on the big- 

gest bass hook I had; for I was bound to 

get that big one to take home, and to get 
the start of my cousin. 

I dropped the big bare hook as far out 

as I could without showing my arm, and 

let it come right under the jaw of the fish, 

but I had to wait for the current to place 

the hook right and then!—well, I took him 

home all right and he weighed just one 

pound and three quarters, and was the 

big@est fish ever taken out of that stream 

by a ten year old boy. 

Draper Dobie. 
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In the Woods of Nova Scotia. 
By W. R. GILBERT. 

By the light of birch bark torches, the 

phantom party wind their way through the 

woods. No sounds of footfalls disturb the 

silence of the night as they sink into the 

deep wet moss, now brushing through the 

bushes laden with dew, now stumbling 

over the granite boulders, lying in some 

dried up watercourse. 

The extinction of the torches on nearing 

sound which Louie, John, Peter.or Paul 

emits from his birch bark horn. The wild 

notes of the Indian’s call echo and re-echo 

through the woods, until they die faintly 

away in the distance. 
Then comes an eager and intent interval 

of listening for some ten or fifteen min- 

utes with ears strained to detect a re- 

sponse in reply to the luring notes of the 

FORT MATTAGAMI INDIANS. 
Jilustrating ‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. M. Richards, tn the January tissue. 

They do not believe in race suicide. 

the vicinity of the barren is a necessity, 

lest the glare of light in the open should 

destroy all prospects of sport for the 

morning. The barren reached, the Indian 

selects his place for calling, and locates 

you—probably on a _ boulder—about one- 

hundred and fifty yards from the edge of 

the wood. Between the trunks of the 

trees all is black as night, and from these 

recesses your game may show itself. 

Ouu-ovou-wa oou-oo-wa is the nearest 

approach to transferring to paper the 

caller, who, maybe, will suddenly disturb 

your attention by looking towards you and, 

with uplifted finger, puts the curdling 

query, ‘‘Hear him ?’’ Of course you nod 

your head in assent. Oh, reader—gentle or 

otherwise—may you be forgiven, for you 

heard nothing—that is, nothing beyond the 

thumping of your own heart as you lay 

upon the rock. Ah! you think you did 

hear something that time — something 

like the distant breaking of a stick. That 

noise was made by the antler of a moose 
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striking defiance on a tree trunk at a dis- 

tance probably of three miles. 

Another long heart-beating wait, and 

the Indian’s horn again disturbs the sil- 

ence of the dawn, but this time the notes 

are rather subdued—and the call is short- 

ened—the better to sustain the delusion 

that the amorous sound proceeds from the 

lungs of a lone female in search of a mate, 

than from a 14-inch roll of birch bark. 

Sometimes if the responses are too long 

delayed the gruff grunt of a bull moose 

may with effect be imitated in order to 

accelerate the timid approach of the male. 

The fact of obtaining a single reply to a 

call is an easy accomplishment, as com- 

pared to the skill and experience required 

in keeping up the deception. 

If, after the second call, the bull seems 

to be advancing, the horn may with ad- 

vantage be laid aside, as the deception be- 

comes more apparent according to the 

proximity of the moose, and serves rather 

to scare than to attract so wily an ani- 

mal. By a musician the sound proceeding 

from a birch bark horn would be denounc- 

ed as noise; but to a sportsman after 

moose, it is as the music of Mozart. 

But to return to our moose, which has 

again announced his nearer approach by 

louder and more continuous taps against the 

trees, so near that it is well to let him 

come on without running the risk of a- 

rousing his suspicions by further recourse 

to the horn: so near that the top leaves 

of a birch sapling, a few yards from the 

edge of the wood, are seen to quiver from 

the blow delivered on its trunk by the 

approaching bull; occasionally too a low 

grunt is heard. The rifle is sighted and is 

at full cock—as it has been for the last 

half hour; the Indian lies buried in the 

moss; and over there, scarcely distinguish- 

able from the dark background, stands the 

object responsible for your visit to the 

woods. His horns and grey muzzle are the 

most conspicuous marks, though between 

them and the adjacent birch trees, there is 

little in color to distinguish. As he stands 

with fore feet planted in the moss, his 

head is held straight out, and his huge 

ears are strained forward. The entire atti- 

tude of the animal is one of surprise at not 

perceiving the object of his search. Bang ! 

The Indian has already covered the dis- 
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tance between where he lay and where the 

bull stood. He picks up the fragment of a 

broken branch, and _ points to the spot 

where a bullet has 

The swamp robins croak their morning 

chant, the laughing of the loons is heard 

on the distant lake, the sun shines over 

the tree tops, and we wend our mournful 

way to camp. 

This evening, if you will, we can try a 

new ground for the moon is favorable for 

calling ; and though shooting by night is 

not so simple an accomplishment as it is 

in the morning a miss is more pardonable 

than—well, we will say no more about 

missing the bull still striding through the 

timber at twenty miles an hour, we will 

dismiss the dreadful episode with the part- 

ing remark—the biggest fish are never 

landed nor the biggest moose slain. Still 

{ have an idea that its head compared 

favorably with one I saw years ago, from 

tip to tip of horns measuring five feet six 

inches, the width of the frame portion be- 

ing two feet one and one-half inches. <A 

large cradle could easily have rested with- 

in the splay of the horns ; what an appro- 

priate idea for a moose hunting enthus- 

iast. 

If you wish for morning trout fishing in 

the lake your Micmac Indian within an hour 

will rig you up a raft, a rod, and tie a fly, 

which though of the dimensions of a small 

bird, and as many colored as the rain- 

bow, will not fail to provide a good morn- 

ing’s sport, for trout in these remote 

waters are of the most unsophisticated na- 

ture, knowing nothing of ‘* separate 

schools’’ or in fact education of any sort. 

I fear to mention some of my experiences 

in these woodland lakes, lest by arousing 

scepticism I may reduce the number of my 

readers in future rambles. 

The Micmac cannot by his best friends ‘be 

termed an industrious’ individual; in fact 

they are too lazy to cultivate their bit of 

land. He is a modernized Indian, gradual- 

ly being bleached out by intermarriage 

with ‘‘whites’’, chiefly descendants of the 

French. The Micmacs are dull in disposi- 

tion and so is a foxhound when basking in 

the sunshine, but put him on a hot scent, 

and see how his natural instincts revive. 

So with the Micmac, watch him on a 

trail in the woods, note his sagacity, his 

grazed a tree trunk. 
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eraft, and his quickness ; you follow him in 

blind confidence, feeling that you have a 

dependable guide—if the whiskey is kept a- 

way. The race of Micmacs are modernized 

and object to be thought otherwise. 

I remember an instance of one complain- 

ing most bitterly of his employer—a Roy- 

al Engineer from Halifax—that he would 

persist in taking sketches of him in vari- 

ous positions. So much did it worry him 

that he would have to leave the camp and 

return to the settlement if the insult con- 

tinued. 

The next aiternoon 

in better spirits, and 

he came again, but 

narrated how the 
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captain insisted on learning how the red 

man obtained fire by rubbing two sticks 

together. In response to this demand, the 

Indian set out with the captain, ostensibly 

to search for the woods requisite for the 

operation and after a long weary tramp 

through the roughest country the Indian 

could select, and having induced the cap- 

tain to assist in gathering woods for the 

fire, the modernized red man, producing a 

bottle from his pocket emptied some of the 

contents—which smelt uncommonly strong 

of coal-oil and set the heap ablaze with the 

light from a match, and a wax match at 

that ! ! ; 

The Genises of the Dog. 
(Continued) 

Although there is much obscurity as_ to 

the origin of the dog, it is almost univer- 

sally held by naturalists that the shep- 

herd’s dog is the parent stock from which 

the endless varieties of the species have 

sprung. Naturalists have formed a genea- 

logical table of thirty-seven distinct races, 

originating with and diverging in different 

lines from that dog, and although this 

table rests only on hypothesis yet there 

are strong grounds for believing it to be 

tolerably correct. Is it any more improb- 

able that the shepherd’s dog of all coun- 

tries is the general parent, than it is that 

Adam was the father of all the diversified 

varieties of the human race ? 

In seeking for a common progenitor for 

the dog, various authors have fixed on the 

wolf, the fox, and the jackall. This ‘may 

be purely conjectural, but it seems pretty 

well authenticated that progenies have 

‘been produced between the wolf and dog 

and fox and dog, and that they were not 

hybrids, but capable of propagating their 

race. Explorers in the Arctic regions 

unite in stating that the native dogs have 

a strong resemblance to wolves. In the 

line of Franklin’s route the dogs were ob- 

served to be similar, in their general phy- 

siognomy and in the prevailing markings 

of their fur, to the wolves of the same 

districts. In his expedition to the Rocky 

Mountains, the traveller James noticed 

the resemblance which the Indian dogs of 

the Missouri bore to a_ species of wolf 

common in that quarter. But facts of this 

kind are not confined to the northern hem- 

isphere. A well-known South African ex- 

plorer remarked that the dogs bore the 

same general resemblance to the hyena 

that those of northern countries bear to 

the wolf. Therefore, it may be taken for 

granted, that the dog, the wolf, the fox, 

and the jackall are but modifications of 

the same species, so that the different 

races of domestic dogs ought to be refer- 

red, each in its proper country, to a cor- 

responding indigenous wild species. Those 

who have become domesticated, in the 

course of their migrations in the train of 

man, have produced, by various crosses 

with each other, a still further increase of 

distinct races, of which there are cver sev- 

enty at present cultivated. 

In a wild state, dogs differ but little in 
character and manner from wolves, as 

they hunt in packs, and will attack wild 

cattle and boars and even lions and tigers. 

Some authors have affirmed that wild dogs 

evince an inclination to associate with 

man upon being approached in a concilia- 

tory manner, and that a course of gentle 

ness will subdue and render him tractable, 

{ have strong doubts on this head, as the 

tendency of all wild animals is to fly from 

man, but if a wild dog was taken when 
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young, there is reason to believe he would 

become familiar, though there would al- 

ways be suspicion on either side, and he 

would never become a voluntary servant. 

The Indian dogs of north-western Canada, 

from all accounts I have read, have little 

of the docility of the European races, pos- 

sess no courage, hunt in packs and prey 

upon almost every kind of carrion. The Es- 

quimaux dog, on the contrary, seems to be 

a more generous race, which may perhaps 

be ascribed to the greater kindness shown 

them and their intimate association with 

their masters for the greater part of the 
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all accounts, those dogs of every country 

which are very rough and ugly seem to 

have an instinctive propensity to be guard- 

ians of flocks, a circumstance indicating a 

strong affinity to the shepherd’s dog. And 

when spaniels or other long and rough- 

haired dogs are taken to extremely warm 

climates they quickly deteriorate, and in 

the course of three or four years they lose 

their hair, and their bark changes to a 

howl ; their progeny grow up hairless and 

anything but pretty. Thus it appears 

that the dog, in all its varieties, shapes, 

and in whatever habits and propensities, 

INDIAN CAMP, 

Lllustrating 

OPISHINGOQUAGUA LAKE. 
“(Ad Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. M. Richards, in the January issue. 

In August the Indians leave the trading posts for their winter trapping grounds, where they spend their early Fall, 
laying in a supply of moose meat for winter. 
dry—as shown in the picture. 

year. Buffon, the naturalist, was of op- 

inion that dogs in a wild state after many 

years will naturally return to their primi- 

tive form, but more recent investigation 

has proved the fallacy of this opinion, as 

those of the present day make a nearer ap- 

proach to our common greyhound than to 

the shepherd’s dog, having long and flat 

heads, with short ears. The short erect 

ears seems to be a characteristic of all 

wild dogs, those of Peru in addition being 

very ugly and having long coarse hair. The 

same found among 

the dogs of Lapland, Siberia, Iceland, and 

also of New Holland, the Cape of Good 

Hope and other warm climates. From 

characteristic is also 

The meat is cut in strips, and hung above the fire to smoke and 

country he inhabits, seems to be but one 

species, under different modifications of 

form occasioned by the variety of climates 

in which he has been produced. When we 

consider the varieties in man himself, from 

the influence of climate, it is easy to con- 

ceive how an inferior animal may undergo 

still greater changes. We find that both 

the extremes of heat and cold have the ef- 

fect of altering the human species; that as 

we approach both poles man diminishes in 

stature ; and that it is in the more tem- 

perate regions where he is found most per- 

fect, not only in physical symmetry and 

power, but also in mental capacity. The 

same influence exerts itself on dogs. One 
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thing is certain, that in a natural 

every species of animal, 

tions, has a color, 

to itself, which is 

state 

with few excep- 

size and form peculiar 

the same through all 

generations ; but experience teaches us 

that in the course of time, all animals 

which have been domesticated—from the 

birds of the air to the wild denizens of 

the forest—alter in their color, form and 

size. 

The effect of climate on the dog is most 

striking. It: is in the cooler regions alone 

that he retains all his natural ardor, cour- 

age and sagacity. When removed to a hot 

climate he quickly loses all those faculties 
for which he is so much esteemed in tem- 

perate countries, and we find also that it 

is but in the medium or cold climates that 

he reaches his greatest size and strength. 

This seems to be a fixed law of nature in 

the physical distribution of animals, and 

more particularly of plants, over the sur- 

face of the globe. It has been established 

beyond a doubt that, in the case of plants, 

all species have their existence under a cer- 

tain range of latitude ; hence, by the same 

process of reasoning we may .conclude that 

similar results may be produced in the ani- 

mal kingdom. Such is the difference of 

size in dogs that in some of the varieties 

he is found to measure about seven feet 

from the snout to the tip of the tail, 

while others are frequently met with only 

a few inches. In the museum at Dresden, 

it is said, there is a full grown and perfect 

specimen measuring only some five inches in 

length, and this dog had arrived at the 
age of over two years before hedied. The 

dogs of Greece, Tartary, the Crimea, Den- 

mark and Ireland are said to be the larg- 

est in the world. 

There are in the known races of dogs 

various parent stocks. The Danish dog, 

Irish greyhound and common greyhound are 

of the same origin. Buffon is of opinion 

that the Danish dog is only a more corp- 

ulent greyhound, and that, had he been a 

native of France, he would have produced 

the common grey-hound ; and, he observes, 

experience teaches us this, for the Danish 

dog is brought from the north and the 

greyhound from the Levant and Constanti- 

nople. The hound, harrier, beagle, water- 

dog and spaniel are one and the same, 

their instinctive propensities being nearly 

allied and differing only in the length of 
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their legs, ears and bodies, but having all. 
of them soft, pendulous ears. The Dalmat- 

ian is claimed, by some authors, to be 

descended from the same _ stock, although 

supposed to be a native of France. Span- 

iels and water-dogs are unquestionably na- 

tives of Spain and Barbary. 

The great variety of dogs which are now 

to be seen in Great Britain may be ac- 

counted for by the intercourse of foreigners 

from all parts of the world with that coun- 

try and also with its maritime connection 

with every quarter of the globe. From this 

cause and the constant mixture of the dif- 

ferent races—crossed in endless ramifica- 

tions by dogs of all sizes, colors and 

forms—proceeds the varieties which in that 

country abound: hence the impossibility of 

naturalists distinctly enumerating the vari- 

ous tribes. With these endless modifica- 

tions of shape and size, the dog is found to 

differ nearly as much in point of intellect 

and intelligence. Mongrels seldom have the 

same sagacity as. those of distinct races, 

and the more remote or impure the cross 

the more they seem to descend in the scale 

of intellect. 

The unerring sagacity, faithful and un- 

alterable attachment and other inherent 

virtues of the dog render him an agreeable 

companion for man; _ his actions indicate 

more than mere instinct, and some of those 

recorded evince no small degree of the fac- 

ulty of reasoning. In course of time he 

acquires an intimate knowledge of the cus- 

toms, manners and habits of all by whom 

he is surrounded, and, with a discrimina- 

tion equal in many points to human intelli- 

gence accommodates himself to _ each. 

United to his mental capacity, his senses 

of hearing, smelling, and seeing are aston- 

ishingly acute, and that he can trace the 

footsteps of those with whom he is ac- 

quainted, or find his way back to his ori- 

ginal home after removal to great dis- 
tances, is well authenticated. The strict vig- 

ilance with which he guards property in- 

trusted to his charge is not the least im- 

portant feature in his character; in such 

cases there are no bounds to his courage and 

he! will only desert his charge with his life. 

When strangers approach, he intimates his 

presence in a manner at once determined 

and threatening, and such is his fidelity 

that no amount of flattery can seduce him 

from his charge, or the direst threats drive 
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him to desert. It is no less surprising how 

soon dogs ‘become acquainted with trading 

people or those having frequent inter- 

course with the family, and to distinguish 

them from the mendicant or tramp who 

prowls from door to door on the lookout 

for plunder; the latter he always regards 

with a suspicious eye, and keeps them ata 

proper distance. Without the vices of 

man, nature has formed the dog with an 

ardour and purity of attachment which, 

when once matured, remains unsullied and 

inviolable. His whole actions are marked 

by zeal, vigor, and gratitude for the little 
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kindnesses he receives, and he seems _ per- 

fectly sensible of favors bestowed on him. 

Under correction, whether deserved or not, 

he in general displays a firmness by sub- 
mitting to and not avoiding chastisement, 

while with conciliating looks he endeavors 

to allay the wrath of his chastiser, and 

will lick the hand by which the blows are in- 

flicted. Every kindness he receives is_ re- 

membered, while punishment, often unde- 

served, is speedily forgotten. With strang- 
ers it is quite different ; he will boldly pro- 

tect himself against an unmerited injury, 

and will seldom forget it. 

The Airedale in Canada. 
By D. TAYLOR. 

for the presence of the 

Airedale terrier in Canada to Mr. Joseph 

A. Laurin, of Montreal. He was the first 

in this country to recognize the now gener- 

ally acknowledged merits of the breed, and 

followed up his convictions by purchasing 

some of the best dogs and bitches obtain- 

able in England for breeding purposes. This 

was in 1899 and since that time he has 

sone on importing and breeding, looking 

for improvement at every step taken. That 

he has been more than successful the an- 

nals of the most prominent dog shows 

both in Canada and 

bear witness. The natural result of mating 

only the best sires and dams was soon ap- 

parent in the large number of orders re- 

ceived for young stock from all over the 

United States, and although Mr. Laurin 

keeps quite a number of prood bitches he 

is unable at times to supply the demand. 

The Kennels are located on a farm at 

Petite Cote, about three miles from the 

Papineau Road terminus of the Montreal 

Street Railway, and makes from there a 

pleasant walk on a fine morning. Mr. Alex. 

Smith is superintendent, and under his 

careful and intelligent management disease 

and mortality has been almost nil. What 

Alex. does not know about the nature, hab- 

its and treatment of dogs would not be 

worth knowing ; in fact he is a pocket en- 

cyclopedia on everything relating to the 

canine race, and can give you off hand the 

We are indebted 

in the States will | 

pedigree for four or five generations of ev- 

ery prize-winning dog of any consequence 

on both sides of the Atlantic. He is con- 

ceded to be an authority on any breed, but 

is especially at home with terriers and 

collies, which may be said to be his favor- 

ites. 

Acting on a_ pressing invitation, one 

morning last fall found me, at the end of 

the first part of my journey, seated in a 

primitive buggy, behind a steed construct- 

ed on the early pointed gothic style of 

architecture which, although not much to 

look at, was, as my host solemnly aver- 

red, equalled only by Lou Dillon as a 

trotter. Under the guiding hand of Alex. 

the animal did not on this occasion belie 

his character, and soon the white-washed 

walls and red-colored roofs of the superin- 

tendent’s house and kennels came in sight. 

They stand back from the road, some five 

hundred yards, on high and dry ground, 

and looked very pretty in the bright Nov- 

ember sunlight. On reaching the house I 

was received by the hostess, Mrs. Smith, 

with that quiet, unostentatious hospital- 

ity which has made her and her home so 

popular with visitors, of whom the Colne 

Kennels have many from all quarters, for 

they enjoy much more than a local reputa- 

tion. Being a lady of refinement and many 

accomplishments, Mrs. Smith makes an ex- 

cellent entertainer. She is a cultured mus- 

ician and a_ brilliant conversationalist, 
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with a keen wit and ready repartee that 

makes an hour or two spent in her society 

an occasion to be remembered, and no vis- 

itor who has ever crossed the threshold of 

her always open door has anything but 

praise for the courtecus treatment received 

at the hands of the kindly and genial host- 

ess of the Colne’ Kennels. In her efforts 

to please Mrs. Smith is ably seconded by 

her husband, a versatile singer with a fine 

tencr voice, and her charming daughter, a 

little maid of sweet sixteen, who bids fair 

to rival her mother in musical ability. 

a s & 

After a pleasant lunch, which was very 

acceptable after the drive through the keen 

appetizing air, I was invited to look a- 

round the kennels. And right here it may 

as well be stated that everything was in 

apple-pie order, both the kennels proper 

and the runs attached being clean and free 

from any taint of smell. The situation of 

the kennels is favorable to this condition 

of affairs, still it was evident that every 

sanitary precaution to preserve the health 

of the dogs and ensure ‘their comfort was 

used. Indeed it is rather remarkable that, 

notwithstanding the large number of pup- 

pies reared during the two years Mr. 

Smith has been in charge, he has never had 

a single case of distemper or any sickness 

of a serious nature. 
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The Airedale is the largest of the terrier 

breed, the male weighing from 40 to 45 

Ibs. and the female somewhat less, and is 

a most useful dog in various capacities, 

very obedient, a close companion and firm 

friend. His admirers claim, and not with- 

out reason, that the Airedale can be train- 

ed to almost any kind of work, as_ his in- 

telligence is of a very high order. Few 

dogs can equal him in the water, and his 

dense wiry jacket is proof against cold 

and wet. He is a natural hunter, has a 

keen nose, a good retriever, is easily brok- 

MASTER BRIAR. 

A Typical Airedale. 

en to the gun and can be taught to drive 

cattle like a collie. His courage and tena- 

city of purpose are of the highest order, 

so that if a badger is to be induced to 

come out of his’ box the Airedale either 

brings him out or is a dead dog. Favored 

with a hardy constitution he is able to 

withstand ailments to which all puppies 

are liable and to which those of other 

breeds frequently succumb, but when he at- 

tains full growth his capacity for rough 

wear and tear is unlimited. His rearing 

during the earlier period of his career is 

thus reduced to a minimum of risk and 

trouble. In disposition the Airedale is any- 

thing but quarrelsome, at the same time 

he will not turn tail to any dog or any 

kind of wild animal that roams our for- 
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ests. He has been tried against bear and 

stood the test admirably. Mr. James 

Brewster, the well-known C. P. R. guide 

at Banff, N.W.T., is the authority for this 

statement. He wrote a very enthusiastic 

letter to Mr. Laurin in which he says:— 

““They will tackle any grizzly that walks. 

I have never seen any other dogs that 

would do that. I think that a dog that 

will go aiter a grizzly before he is one 

year old does not need any further  rec- 

ommend in regard to grit. I have hunted 

these dogs all summer and find that they 

take to almost any game, and are very 

obedient.”’ 

Mr. James Mortimer, one of the most 
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possesSing enough affection to make him 

attractive around the house.’’ And there are 

a good many who will agree with Mr. 

Mortimer. 

The breed derives its name from the val- 

ley of the Aire in Yorkshire, Eng., where 

it has been known for many years, and is 

supposed to be derived from a cross be- 

tween the Otter hound and a larger dog. 
Mr. Laurin has some of the best specimens 

of the breed to be found anywhere in his 

kennels today, the head of the kennel be- 

ing the famous Colne Lucky Baldwin, who 

created quite a sensation on his arrival in 

this country two years ago, when he gain- 

ed his championship by defeating all com- 

CE COLNE DUMBARTON LASS. 

A Typtcal Airedale. 

popular, as he is one of the best, all-round 

judges in America, in answer to a ques- 

tion as to which breed he considered, best 

for general purposes, replied: ‘‘There is no 

general utility dog.’’ ‘‘If you were to select 

one whose build and traits seem likely to 

make it of real use in a country place, and 

a companion as well, which would it be?’’ 
was further asked. ‘‘That is almost as 

hard a question as the first,’’ he replied, 

‘though, off-hand, I would say the Aire- 

dale terrier. Little is known about him 

in many parts of America, but he is a 

thoroughly satisfactory animal, capable of 

learning nearly anything within reason and 

ers at New York, Newark and Boston. 
Another grand stud dog is a more recent 
importation, Colne Rooley Toff, who was 
an extensive winner in Great Britain, 
where he was awarded fourteen firsts be- 
sides specials at five shows. The matrons 
are nearly all imported and chosen from 
the best kennels in England. Among them 
are Ch. Colne Princess Briar, Colne Con- 
sort, Colne Lady Marjorie, Colne Miss Pre- 
vious, Colne Mistress, Colne Lady Jane 
Grey, Colne Walton Flyaway, and others 
which have been the proud mothers of many 
winners and others in prospective. One of 
the most notable puppies reared by Mr. 
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Laurin is Ch. Colne Nut Brown Maiden, 

who when only six and a-half months old 

was awarded the special for the best Am- 

erican bred bitch at New York 1904. Al- 

though only eighteen months old she has 

gained over thirty firsts and specials. 

But the most interesting feature of the 
show was the young stock, of which there 

was close upon one hundred, ranging all 

the way from two or three weeks to three 

or four months old, and were, without ex- 

ception, the most level lot of puppies I 
have ever had the pleasure of seeing. There 

Was scarcely a coarse one in the whole 

outfit, the great majority having wonder- 

ful color and head properties, good wiry 

coats and exceptional terrier style. I saw 

in one of the runs the remnant of what 

was a remarkably fine litter ex Colne 

Consort by Lucky Baldwin. They were 

named the Four Maries, but alas! like 

their namesakes I was led to understand 

that in a day or two they would be sep- 

arated, a Worcester, Mass., fancier having 

purchased two for what I believe is the 

record price paid in Canada for puppies: 

As the old ballad says: 

‘‘Yestreen there were four Maries, 

This nicht there’ll be but three, 

There was Mary Béaton, an’ Mary Seaton, 

An’ Mary Carmichael an’ me.’’ 

The sad fate of Mary Hamilton, the last 

of the quartette of maids of honor to 

Mary Queen of Scots, let me hope would 
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not be repeated in her namesake. In anoth- 

er run were three dogs and four maidens, 

full brothers and sisters to Ch. Nut Brown 

Maiden, which were very promising, one es- 

pecially—a dog puppy—could not be over- 

lcoked, and I should say it would take a 

good price to tempt Mr. Laurin to part 

company with this dog. In another run 

were jourteen out of Lady Nellie and Wal- 

ton Flyaway, all about three months old, 

and a prettier lot at that age it would be 

hard to conceive. Beside this run is anc- 

ther containing seven, their dam being 

Miss Previous, a_ bitch of rare quality 

though lacking in show properties. She is 

a good mother and her puppies have the 

substance and bone, the color and coat of 

their sire, Lucky Baldwin. 

But I have not space to particularize 

iurther, suffice it to say that, to anyone 

who desires to see the Airedale as he 

should be, there can be no better oppor- 

tunity than by paying a visit to his home 

in Canada at the Colne Kennels, where all 

visitors intent on gaining knowledge of the 

breed are made welcome. After spending a 

pleasant day I came away impressed with 

the fact that, while Mr. Laurin has made 

many sacrifices and spent a lot of money 

in introducing this breed of dog to the peo- 

ple of Canada, he has never wavered in his 

purpose to get only the best, and the 

standing cf his kennels in the canine world 

today is ample proof that he has succeed- 

ed. 

My First Deer Hunt. 
By HANK. 

I had bought a 30.30 Winchester carbine, 

discarding my 44 Winchester repeater, and 

decided that with a little practice, which 

I managed to obtain, I could perhaps drop 

a deer if I had the opportunity. 

Dick, Jack, and I therefore decided that 

we would get our packs together, and try 

our luck back of Fox Lake, and around the 

Big John Swamp, which is situated about 

eighteen miles west-south-west of Cartier ; 

on the main line of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway. We boarded No. 2, the East 

bound Transcontinental Express, at Chap- 

leau, and made the journey east, 137 miles 

to Cartier, arriving there at 2.45 a. m 

We stretched ourselves out for a two hours 

nap on the floor of the station, not caring 

to go to the boarding house as we intend- 

ed making an early start for our hunting 

grounds. We awoke at five, and went over 

to Vic’s to get stocked with the necessary 

provisions, and received the best of treat- 

ment. We also got the loan of a _ pack 

horse, put our load on him and away we 
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started about a quarter before eight. We 

used an old wagon road that had _ been 

made by lumbermen some years before for 

hauling supplies in to camp. We came a- 

cross several creeks, and on different occa- 

sions we had to repair the corduroy 

bridges, placed across them as they 

had become a little the worse for wear 

and age, and were not then sufficiently 

strong for our horse and his load. This of 

course delayed us considerably, but we did 

not grumble at it too much. At noon we 

had a meal, filled our pipes, and with the 

philosophy which comes at such times con- 

soled ourselves with the reflection that if 

we did not get any deer, we would certain- 

ly get some experience. As a matter of 

fact before the end we got lots of it. 
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they had the tent up, and a supply of wood 

cut, I had the fire going, and three par- 

tridges cleaned and in the pot, with a lit- 

tle salt pork, onions, and hard tack. I 

had the whole going very nicely when along 

comes Dick, and says he, ‘‘Say, Hank, 

what’s the matter with a smoke?” 

“Where’s Jack ?’’ says I. ‘‘Gone to fix up 

Mr. Horse.’’ Well we waited until Jack 

had fixed up Mr. Horse, and then we filled 

our pipes and got to discussing the meth- 

ods, etc., of deer hunting. Jack said he 

never had had any practice with a rifle, he 

having a 44 Winchester with him. I tell 

you however he certainly is a cracker with 

a double barrelled small bore at blue 
recks or ducks on the wing. Indeed. any- 

thing on the wing seldom gets away when 

OUT OF 
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A two hundred pound buck killed on the shore of Kop-a-kai-og-a-mog I.ake, in the heart ofa big game country 
has never been hunted by a white man 

Dick, good big hearted soul, soon wanted 

to be up and doing. So away we go, and 

four o’clock found us with two more of 

those bridges made passable, and six miles 

from our hunting grounds, making camp 

for the night. You know a fellow in this lo- 

cality has got to have his eye open for a 

suitable place to lay his head about three 

o’clock in the afternoon at this time of the 

year (2nd of November) as it gets dark 

quite early. Dick and Jack put up the 

tent, and I turned to as chef. By the time 

he draws a bead. Dick is no slouch with a 
shot gun either, but his ideal is a .303 

Savage, and his motto is ‘‘Never pull until 

you are sure of what you are pulling at.’ 
When you see that big good natured lump 

take a bead with that  .303 you can bet 

your last drop of Scotch Emulsion that it 

is his. We also talked of the 30.30 I had, 

and decided that it looked a little light. I 

said ‘‘yes.’’? But by all accounts however if 

I managed to get the right bead I thought 

they would come down.” 
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“Oh, yes, don’t let us forget all about 

our partridge stew, MHank,’’ chipped in 

Jack, and with that we dropped our pipes 

and prepared for the banquet. I tried the 

soup and found it lovely, as was also the 
rest of the meal. We were about to start 

eating, when Dick remarked that as we 

had got our feet wet several times that 

day he thought that it would be a prevent- 

ive against cold to each take a table 

spoonful of Scotch Emulsion, and he, be- 

ing the eldest, we naturally took his ad- 

vice. I don’t think we found it hard to 

take. You could actually feel it driving the 

cold out of the heels of your boots. We 

certainly did justice to that feed, the first 

hot meal since we _ started out, and we 

brought hungry appetites to its discus- 

sion. The next move was to light our 

pipes again, and have another talk. I be- 

ing chef had Dick and Jack to wash the 

dishes, and I put them away handy for the 

morning meal. 

At five next morning I hustled on the 

fire, put on the balance of the partridges, 

made a pot of tea, and called the lads. We 

had all done and were on our way by a 

quarter past seven. At noon we arrived 

at the camp of our old friend Williams, 

and he would hear of nothing else ‘put that 

we should be his guests while we were in 

the neighbourhood. Our friend Billy Wil- 

liams is a hunter and trapper,-:and was at 

this business when we (lucky for us) hap- 

pened to run across him. Anything and ev- 

erything he had was at our disposal, and 

he used us as only a man of the woods, 

with the experience he has had, could use 
us. He fixed us up with bunks, and we un- 

loaded Mr. Horse, tethered him, and pro- 

ceeded to explain to Billy why we were 

out his way. When we had heard us he 

expressed the opinion that he could ‘‘fix us 

up al! right.” 

We had dinner, and taking our rifles had 

a look around. Running across a couple of 

partridges, we bagged them and returned 

to camp. Billy asked us what we thought 

of what we had seen, 

that things looked favourable for the suc- 

cess of our expedition. Billy then advised 

us to have supper and turn in early so as 

to be able to make an early start. in the 

morning. We followed this advice, and 

bright and early next morning found us 

astir. But early as we were we found that 

and we all decided ~ 
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Billy had been before us, and had breakfast 

waiting. It was a dandy one too—fried 

deer steak and other things. It was all 

grand, and I fancy I could tackle it yet, 

and tackle it often. Then we had to make 

our dispositions for the hunt. 

Dick and 1 followed a_ gully, Jack and 

our friend Billy going in another direction 

south of Fox Lake. I took the bush at the. 

head of the gully, and Dick did the same 

about midway. -We were travelling on par- 

allel lines, when lo, and behold I saw my 

first deer, a nice little one about one hun- 

dred pounds, feeding about 120 yards 

straight ahead of me. I took a_ second 

glance to make sure of what I was pulling 

at, and then my little 30.36 carbine spoke. 

You talk about a jump, say, that was the 

quickest jump that deer ever gave. He sim- 

ply made one jump upwards and came down 

a cropper. Well I was not long before I 

was over there alongside, and there he 

was, my first deer, stone dead, with a soft 

nose metal patch bullet clean through two 

ribs, the bottom portion of his heart, and 

out the other side. The hole made by the 

bullet in emerging was sufficiently large 

to place in a hen’s egg. By this time my 

old standby Dick was alongside. We bled 

and dressed him and placed him in a con- 

venient spot so as to be handy to get 

when going back to camp. It was then 

noon, and we had arranged to meet at a 

log slide at the head of Fox Lake for 

lunch. It was a quarter tc one when we 

reached the place, and we found Jack and 

Bill there before us. Over our after din- 

ner pipes I related my experience with my 

first deer, and the beautiful work my lit- 

tle 30.30 had done. 

For the aiternoon Friend Bill had some 

traps he wanted to overhaul. He therefore 

told us to ‘‘go it alone,’’ and he would 

meet us at camp about dusk. Dick and 

Jack decided to go in a direction which 

would take them about one and a half 

miles beyond the head of Fox Lake, turn 

and work back to camp; while I meant 

to work straight back west from the lake, 

turn, and hit the spot about where I had 

left my deer. I travelled along as quietly 

as possible, but neither heard nor saw any- 

thing, until all at once three shots were 

fired in succession, and then eight more, 

fired rapidly, followed. Judging by tHe 
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reports I thought they came from the 44, 

and sure enough I was right. I stood and 

kept a sharp look around thinking it pos- 

sible that if anything got away I might 

get a running shot, and sure enough I did. 

In a short time I spotted a streak of grey 

going by on my right hand side, about for- 

ty yards away. ‘‘Well,’’ I said to myself, 

“‘there’s my meat,’’ never thinking I would 

get it. I drew a bead and another time 

that little 30.30 spoke, and down comes as 

nice a buck, weighing 300 lbs., as you ever 

saw. By good luck I just happened to fire 
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The second objective point of the trip, 

River 

as he was in the act of jumping over a 

tremendous big log, catching him through 

the hind quarters. Ah, that’s where you 

could see the terrific work that little 

30.50 did. Jack and Dick then came up, 

and Jack asked ‘‘Did you get him?’ I 

pointed to the buck, and with that he says 

“Boys I may be all right with a shot gun, 

but I am no good with a rifle. Why the 

blooming thing I don’t know what was 

the matter with it I could not keep if 

spot hold the 

by G. M. Richards, 
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still. The moment I saw the deer I raised 

it, and then seemed to take the ague, or 

shivers, or something of the kind. I could 

gun steady, and that’s all 

there is to it.’’ We had heard a lot of 

talk about the ‘‘buck fever’’ and decided 

Jack must have taken it badly. There we 

were with the second deer down and not a 

drop of Sectch Emulsion to go down with 

it, though our feet were terribly damp at 

the time. We treed this deer till the next 

day, taking the little one which I had shot 

in the forenoon back with us to Camp. 
x 
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in the January issue. 

A typical fur post of the north, on the headwaters of the Ground Hog 
the Factor and his family receive their mail four times a year. 
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enjoyable meal. After 
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ular luck, When he had 

heard all about the work of that little 

30.30 Winchester (he favoring a single shot 

**Hank, I that 

was there a- 

pre- 

legs, 

Friend 

had 

partridge, 

AS usual 

head of us. and 

pared—roast 

and a bowl of good 

king. We all 

fried pork, 

fii for any agreed 

never had a more 

supper [I had 

account of my 

Remington) he says took 
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gun of yours to be nothing but a popgun, 

and by Jove it has turned out to be a reg- 

ular cannon.’’ Well, he wanted that gun 

badly, but I could not part with such a 

friend. ‘‘Say, Bill,’’ says Jack, ‘‘just you 

wait till you see that other fellow we have 

strung up out there, and you will say you 

never saw such smashing work for a small 

bore in all your life. Your black powder 

guns aren’t in it.’’ We smoked, cleaned 

our guns, and turned in and slept the sleep 

of the weary, until we had to be awakened 

by our host. 

When we scrambled up sure enough there 

was breakfast. ready for us again. To all 

our remonstrances for not calling us before 

and allowing us to assist him he answer- 

ed “I knew you’ boys’ would be clean 
tired out, and I thought I would let you 

enjoy your sleep.’’ We did not allow this 

incident to interfere with our enjoyment of 

our breakfast, and afterwards our arrange- 

ments were speedily made. Friend Bill and 

Jack went together this time, and Dick 

went with me. ‘‘Well, Hank,’’ says Dick, 

“T must get something today. Jack’s a- 
long with Bill, and they are sure to run 

on to something.’’ Dick was no false pro- 

phet this time, and I will give his experi- 

ence first place. 

After leaving us they crossed what is 

known as the Johnston Creek, going in a 

northerly direction, and had travelled for 

about an hour without seeing anything. 

Close to a long narrow beaver marsh or 

meadow they decided to sit and wait 

awhile. Before long Bill thought he saw 

something moving acrcss the upper end of 

the meadow. Jack could not see clearly 

but there appeared to be three or four 

objects moving, and Bill decided to go to- 
wards them. They circled round the upper 

end of the meadow, having as Bill said to 

be very careful not to get beyond them as 

the wind was blowing from them. They 

edged nearer and nearer tc them, going out 

occasionally to the meadow to see if they 

were near enough. They found that the 

deer had stopped about_the middle of the 
meadow, and they were then about 200 

yards away. Bill asked ‘‘Do you think you 

can get the buck?’’ (there being one buck 

and two does.) Jack said he would pre- 

fer to get closer, for if there was any 

chance he did not want to miss again and 

get the laugh. Bill remarked that they did 
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not appear likely to move, providing no 

noise was made to disturb them, and so 

very cautiously and anxiously they crept 

up to within about 80 yards. ‘‘Now, 

Jack,’’ says Bill, ‘‘don’t get excited. Keep 

cool. Take steady aim at the buck’s front 

quarters, and when you have a dead bead, 

pull, and you will get that buck sure.’’ 

Well Jack did as he was told, and he said 

that the deer standing there quite uncon- 

scious of danger seemed to steady him. 

The gun rang out and the shot went 

straight through the left shoulder. Well, 

you talk about a surprised lot of deer. 

They certainly were surprised. The buck 

tried hard to get up, and Jack wanted to 

go out and stop him. But Bill kept him 

back, knowing as he well did that the does 

would make a few bounds and stop, cur- 

iosity getting the better of them. When 

this happened Bill’s Remington spoke, and 

down came one of the does at a distance of 

125 yards, shot clean through the heart. 
Bill told Jack afterwards that he had cov- 

ered the buck in case he missed him, but 

Jack did not do so. Jack’s first buck 

weighed 200 Ibs. and Bill’s doe 135 lbs., 

two nice deer, and best of all no ‘‘buck 

fever’’ as Jack remarked. 
‘‘Now Dick,’’ says Jack, ‘‘What luck did 

you have? ’’ ‘‘Well; boys, luck was certain- 

ly against me today,’’ replied Dick. ‘‘Af- 

ter Hank and I left you we decided to go 

over to that big hill, Hank taking with the 
wind, and I against. it, so that he would 

drive anything he might raise towards me. 

Well away we goes, and mind you I had 
not left Hank twenty minutes when up 

starts a lovely big buck. I fired but he 

was toc far away and going like the wind. 

After a three hours tramp, I found myself 

just where I started and no deer. But, 

Hank, I feel it in my bones I am going to 

bring down a peach to-morrow.”’ 

After having supper we turned in early, 

and by half past five the following morn- 

ing we were up and at breakfast, and wait- 

ing until it was light enough to shoot. 

Again Dick and I went across the lake, 

and Jack and our friend Bill made tracks 

for the Big John. When we landed on the 

south side of the lake Dick says, ‘‘Now 

Hank you take the south side of that big 

hill, and I will go up the ravine, and if 

you start anything it may come my way.” 

I had travelled about half an hour when 
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the silence was broken by sharp reports, 

which I knew to come from Dick’s Savage—- 

one,—two—three—four— five—six, and a 

pause for about a minute, and then the wel- 

come signal was fired, so I knew he had 

got something. I hurried over the hill, 

across the gully, to the cold timber road, 

when I stopped and heard Dick singing out 

“This way Hank; I have a pair of dand- 

ies.’’ I ran over, and sure enough there lay 

a fine buck of about 250 Ibs. weight, and 

about fifty yards further on was a doe. I 

said ‘‘Good, old boy; how did you get 

; — “4 = 
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down.’’ He pulled out a small leather cov- 

ered flask of Scotch Emulsion. ‘I brought 

this,’ he says, ‘‘to christen my first 

buck.’’ Christen him we did most royally. 

“Say, Hank,’’ says Dick,’ ‘‘you may talk 

about that cannon of yours (meaning the 

30.30 Winchester) but this .303 Savage 

beats all the cannon ever made.’’ ‘‘Well,’’ 

says our friend Williams, ‘‘you certainly 

have had great luck. Hank, you have a 

nice buck and doe; Dick you also have the 

same; and Jack you have a nice buck.’’ 

“7 ‘think’ sMr, “Williams:*” Jsays siyiern 

INDIANS 

Illustrating ‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. MM. Richards, tn the January issue. 

They speak no English, and were very unwilling to be photographed. 
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Jack was of course at home with a_ shot 

gun, and he dropped two fine black ducks, 

and three mallards. He was so enthusias- 

tic over his experiences that he wanted to 

take us along the following day and show 

us how it was done. 

But it seemed to me that we had all 

done sufficiently well, and that it was high 

time for us to get back to our regular 

employment—railroading. After a full dis 

cussion we all decided this was the best, 

and so the following day saw us all packed 

up and on our way out. We had made so 

sure of having something to bring back 

that before going in we had arranged with 

the railway agent at Cartier (Mr. W. B. 

Robinson) to have a wagon and team sent 

in to us. We found the team at the east 

end of Fox Lake, and were thus enabled to 

take out our trophies to show our friends. 

When we left our good friend, Bill - Wil- 

liams, we decided not to take any more 

provisions than necessary. We boiled a 

large piece of deer meat the previous 

night, and also made a large scone in a 

frying pan, thinking we should thus have 

ample supplies for the outward trip. When 

we bade good bye to Mr. Williams, he in- 

vited us tc repeat our visit whenever we 

might feel inclined. In the morning we 

made good progress, and at noon were a- 

bout half way out. We called a halt, made 
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a fire for the tea, and then found that we 

had left tea, sugar, and salt at the landing 

at the lake. No tea was to be had, and so 

we made preparations to be content with 

the scone and the deer meat. Then we 

found that we were altogether wrong. In 

boiling the deer meat the previous evening 

we had omitted, after draining off the wat- 

er, to leave the cover off the pot. In con- 

sequence the meat had soured and was so 

bad that we could not eat it. There we 

were nine miles from the railroad, four 

hungry men and one scone to divide be- 

tween us. Well, it might have been worse, 

and the only thing was to loek pleasant 

and make the best of it. In this spirit we 

ate our little snack, had a drink from the 

creek, filled our pipes, and started out on 

the home stretch. It seemed a very long 

stretch to us, and I do not think I ever 

experienced anything like it before so far 

as hunger is concerned. I thought we nev- 

er would reach that railroad track, and, 

worse luck just when we were about 4 

stone’s throw from the track, didn’t that 

Dick hunt his pockets over and find a 

hard tack! Of course we were then too 

near a hot supper to think of eating that. 

We arrived home at last, and my first ex- 

perience of deer-hunting was nothing more 

than a glorious memory, which I shall al- 

ways cherish. 

Mississagua, French River and Timagami. 

(Continued. ) 

The photograph of our Camp is very 

beautiful, but not nearly as fine as the 

Camp itseli—the magnificent coloring of 

the red pine, the 'bark of the trees, the 

green of the needles, and the perennial blue 

of the water, the whole making a comhbi- 

nation which photography can reproduce 

only very imperfectly. We left Timagami 

by the Timagami River, and found the 

fishing both above and below Timagami 

Falls better than anywhere else in the 

Lake. I was_ sorry to hear from my 

friend, Mr. W. M. Fuller, of New York, to 

whom I recommended the neighbourhood of 

the Falls as the best fishing ground, that 

he had not the success there I had led 

him to anticipate, in fact that the fishing 

was no good. Is this to 'be attributed to 

the dam the Sturgeon Falls Pulp and Pap- 

er Company built, and which was after- 

wards blown up by the Government ? I am 

told that the damage done by the dam 

during the short time it was there was 

very great in the way of killing trees a- 

long the shores, and that the spawning 

cround of the fish was hurt. I hope how- 

ever this is not true. It would be a sin 

to allow any commercial interest to hurt 

this beautiful lake. 

The portages are pretty hard going down 
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Timagami, so that those who object to 

fairly hard work on a canoe trip had _bet- 

ter go back to the North East Arm, and 

either go north to Haileybury, and take 

the steamer down to Timiskaming ; or the 

railway to North Bay. These new routes 

of travel will both I believe be’ in good 
working order by the time this story goes 

to press. To make an advent to Timaga- 

mi now is a singularly easy matter and a 

most enjoyable experience. None of the 

matchless Timiskaming scenery is lost by 

\ 
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oldest and most valued contributors. We 

quote from the ‘‘Haileyburian’’:— 

‘‘We have heard, on good authority, that 

the C.P.R. have made arrangements for a 

round trip ticket. It practically cov- 

ers the wonderful canoe route, which 

has become so famous: Leaving the main 

line of the C.P.R. at Mattawa the tourist 

will be able to take the branch line, from 

there to Timiskaming station following a- 

long the historic route of the Ottawa. 
From there he will travel by steamer, up 

INDIAN CHURCH, FLYING POS TD: 
Illustrating “A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. Ml. Richards, in the January Issue. 

A twelve by fifteen foot structure, built of hewn logs, with a roof of cedar bark. Inside, on the walis, painted in 

the Indian Characters, are afew of the wellknown hymns, which have been translated into the Ojibway 
language. 

this route to Timagami. A round trip tic- 

ket is being arranged by Lake Timiskam- 

ing to Haileybury, rail ang boat; thence 

down by rail from Haileybury to Timaga- 

the North East Arm; a trip round 

Timagami, and back to the North East 

Arm ; and then by rail from Tima- 

gami Station to North This makes 

a very comfortable and an exceedingly pic- 

mi at 

south 

say. 

turesque trip. A very readable paper is 

being published by C. C. Farr at Hailey- 

bury, Ont. Mr. Farr is one of our 

‘The last minister died two years ago, and there have been no services since. 

to Haileybury passing through the most 

wonderful scenery that the upper Ottawa 

affords, which has been pronounced by 

some, to exceed that of the Saguenay, for 

Lake Timiskaming is a noble sheet of wat- 

er, enclosed by forest clad mountains, 

which for ages to come will have. no oth- 

er inhabitants than the bear, the moose, 

and the rabbit, apart from the numerous 

spots, along those shores, that are inextri- 

cably bound up with the history and leg- 

ends of an almost forgotten past. The air 
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is health laden and redolent of the forest. 

The very spray of Lake Timiskaming is 

suggestive of all that is wild and uncon- 

ventional so that men that have once sail- 

ed upon its bosom, can never forget it, 
and long to be back again, where the 
waters dance so free, and ozone is so 

cheap. At Haileybury the new railway, 
known as the T. & N. O. Ry. comes out 

to thelake, passing through miles and 

miles of otherwise trackless forest, filled 

with game and unsophisticated fish, 1a ver- 

itable sportsman’s and tourist’s Paradise, 

the most wonderful fishing grounds in the 

universe. The beautiful Timagami system 

of lakes is something to dream about, im- 

possible to describe, and a conception of 

which can only be gained by a personal in- 

vestigation. After revelling days, weeks, 

or even months in the heart of this fairy 

like creation of Nature, the train can be 

caught at Timagami, or other stations, 

which brings the tourist back to the main 

line of the C.P.R. at North Bay, probably 

regretting that the train travels so fast. 

The order of the route can be reversed, the 

same tickets being available for either 

way, that is starting from North Bay, aad 

out at Haileybury, a short or long time 

spent in the play ground of the continent, 

and the trip from MHaileybury down the 

lake, to Timiskaming Station kept for the 

last, as the tit bit, the piece de resistance, 

something to be remembered for a life- 

time.’’ 

In leaving Timagami I very much prefer 

personally to paddle across Lake Timaga- 

mi to Obabika Bay, down the Sturgeon 

and Wanapitei Rivers to Wanapitei Sta- 

tion. From that point the trip can be 

continued by canoe to the lower end of the 

French River ; or one may go east by train 

to Sturgeon Falls and take the comforta- 

ble steamer that plies from there across 

Lake Nipissing to the French River, and 

then take our canoes and paddle down that 

wonderful river, which for one hundred and 

fifty years was the great highway. to the 

west, and which has since for over one hun- 

dred years only been travelled by an occa- 

sional explorer or Government agent. 

A railway is being built from Toronto to 

the French River, and Sudbury, and when 

it is completed in December next it will 

be possible to reach that district from Tc- 

ronto in three or four hours. This will 
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make the French River country the most 

accessible district where real virgin fish- 

ing, and very good big game hunting is to 

be found. There are about two hundred 

miles or more of this river, which is really 

net a river at all but Lake Nipissing divid- 

ed into many channels, and leading from 

Sturgeon Falls to Lake Huron. There are 

hundreds of islands in the river, some of 

them very large and many small ones. For 

bass and maskinonge fishing, and moose, 

deer, and bear hunting I know of no better 

region. The Government realizes the value 

of this fishing, and is determined to pre- 

serve it very effectively. 

Even preferable however, from the canoe- 

ist’s point of view, is the canoe trip down 

the Mississagua. This is the most exciting 

and the most beautiful of them all. For 

two hundred and fifty miles, or more at 

will in the shape of its side-streams and 

lakes, amidst scenery of the most varied 

character, and with swift water, this trip 

can be made. In order to do this in the 

best possible way the train is taken to 

Winnebago Siding. There, with canoes, 

tents, and outfits, a start is made. There 

is a paddle of one-half day up stream, 

which passes close to the Siding, to Lake 

Wakamagaming, then a portage over the 

Height of Land into Lake Kabiskushing. 

Thence all is down stream. On reaching 

the Wennebegon River we turn to the right 

or west a mile or so to visit Lake Wenne- 

begon, with its many islands and gooc, 

fishing ; and then continue our course down 

the majestic Mississagua. There are nine 

miles of one rapid, and there are days 

when we spend most of the time in the 

rapids. So good however is the supply of 

water, and so skilful the guides, that I 

have yet to hear of a wreck though many 

canoes have made the journey. It is true 

the river is new, and not many people have 

done the trip, but amongst them have been 

some who were strange to the canoeing ex- 

perience of this river, which is in many re- 

spects unique, and some upsets would not 

therefore have been a matter of surprise. 

We have seen no canoeing pictures better 

than those taken on the Mississagua. 

About thirty miles from the mouth of 

this river a short portage brings one into 

Lake Waquekobing—a beautiful bit of pure, 

cold, clear, water, well stocked with bass 

and salmon trout. At the western end a 
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little stream runs into the the lake, and 

here brook trout can be obtained. There 

is brook trout also in the outlet to the 

Lake. Great catches have been made at 

this point. We have come out of the abso- 

lute wild into semi-civilization at Waque- 

kobing, and a_ drive of five miles will 

bring us to the station at Dayton, and for- 

ty-five minutes by rail westward will take 

us to Desbarats, where there are summer 

camps, and another headquarters for 

guides. There are lakes in the interior 

a 
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favourable conditions. It is sixteen miles 
to Bass Lake, and the country is interest- 

ing all the way. North of Bass Lake are 

Island Lake, Patton Lake, and Stewart 

Lake, and here we are not far from the 

Echo River. 

From Stewart Lake I am told that a 

short portage to the Echo brings us to 

swift water in which there is good trout 
fishing and that any fisherman who makes 

a trip to this point will be well rewarded. 

Following the River Echo to its source in ~ 

GOD’S HOUSE. 
Illustrating ‘‘A Pictorial Canoe Trip’ by G. M. Richards, in the January issue. 

° Oy ae < ° ~ . . . 
Permanent Indian Camp on Sah-katawichtah Lake, between Flying Post and Biscotasing. 

campment is known as God, 

from here that have been fished very lit- 

tle, and some not at all. Of these some 

are bass lakes, and some are trout lakes. ) 

They can be reached either by canoe or by 

driving. One of the drivers when I was 

there had contrived a very ingenious rack 

by means of which he could arrange four 

canoes on a wagon, and accommodate from 

six to eight people on comfortable spring 

seats beneath the canoes. A pair of good 

horses can draw such a load, and the pret- 

ty drive can thus be made under the most 

The Chief of the en- 

an easterly direction we come to a_ town- 

ship in which are the headquarters of three 

locally important rivers—the Garden, the 

Echo, and the Thessalon. One can almost 

throw a stone from the source of the Echo 

to the source of the Garden. Then a chain 

of lakes, not all connected by water, 

brings one, by nice and easy routes, to the 

Mississagua River again. In Otter town- 

ship trout are found in nearly every lake 

and stream. 

In this rapid transit trip I think I have 
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brought before my readers the best of the 

fishing waters of Ontario. I should be will- 

ing to spend my own holiday on any of 

these waters, and it would be difficult to 

choose between these four districts—Des- 

harats, Mississagua, French River, and 

Timiskaming—Timagami. These are two 
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different Lakes—Timiskaming is an expan- 

sion of the Upper Ottawa River and it 

leads us into the great North-Western Que- 

bec region, with its moose, deer, bass and 

trout. Mattawa and Kippewa are its sup- 

ply points. 

Bass Fishing. 
By THOS A. DUFF. 

In recent issues of Rod and Gun I have 

observed justifiable complaints about the 

netting of black bass, which in some _lo- 

calities has so diminished the number of 

this splendid game fish that a good catch 

is out of the question. What a pity people 

are so shortsighted, so unsportsmanlike, 

and so greedy for a big haul that they 

will violate the law and thus “kill the 

goose that lays the golden egg.’’ AS a 

rule, Sportsmen are liberal minded men 

and are ever ready to pay a guide a good- 

ly sum for his services and reasonable pri- 

ces for supplies. All of this ceases as the 

fish disappear. 

Probably the writer has during the last 

fifteen years, angled in about as many lo- 

calities in Ontario as the average man, 

and can corroborate what other contribut- 

ors have said with regard to the scarcity 

of bass in the Bay of Quinte district. The 

same condition of affairs exists in many 

other localities, notably in Lake Simcoe. 

Formerly one could spend a day on this 

beautiful sheet of water and return home 

with a well-filled basket ; but now all is 

changed. The net has done its work, and 

a good catch is out of the question. On 
account of the excellent fishing formerly 

found at this Lake, a large number of sum- 

mer cottages were erected on its shores 

and the occupants paid liberally for guides 

and supplies, but as the fishing is now so 

poor several cottagers are seriously con- 

templating deserting these summer homes 

and going elsewhere. -But where are they 

to go? That is the question ! 

There is certainly splendid fishing in the 

Manitoulin Island Lakes; the bass are large 

and good fighters. I have visited many 

different Lakes on this island with excel- 
lent results, 'but the best one was, of 
course, in a most out of the way place 
where ice and fresh supplies were practi- 
cally out of the question. One could easily 
get the limit of big fish in a couple of 
hours. In August, 1903, I had the great 
pleasure of landing a beauty which weigh- 
ed five pounds eight ounces, and I shall 
never forget the battle royal we had with 
my eight-ounce rod and. automatic reel. 
But as one has to take at least two or 
three weeks from business. to go to Mani- 
toulin the writer looked about for a good 
place fairly close to Toronto, and is con- 
vinced he has found one, and one that 
will be good for many years to come, pro- 
vided the netting is not indulged in; and 
right here I want to make it plain that 
the law will be set in motion on all of 
fenders. 

Upon my return, in August last, from a 
trip to British Columbia, I went from To- 
ronto to Honey Harbor—a summer resort 

on the Georgian Bay, about twelve miles - 
from Midland. The resort is ‘‘among the 
30,000 Islands of the Georgian Bay,’’ and - 

I have no hesitation in saying it is one of 

the most beautiful spots in Ontario. The 

scenery is grand and the air delightfully 

cool and invigorating. Boating may be in- 

dulged in at all times, as the many Is- 
lands afford shelter from the prevailing 

North-West winds. ’ 
But the fishing ! It is good. I engaged a 

hali-breed boy as a guide, and he could on 

any day place me where the limit allowed 

by law, could easily be caught, and all were 

genuine small mouth black bass, game to 

the last, and weighing from one and a 
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quarter to four pounds. An abundance of 

large mouth black bass may be taken with 

a troll, and those who enjoy mascalunge 

fishing can have excellent sport. The bulk 

of my angling was done in the Georgian 

Bay, but there are many small lakes in the 

township where I am informed even better 

fishing may ‘be had and, on the average, 

larger fish secured. 

Honey Harbor is located in the Town- 

ship of Baxter, District of Muskoka, and 

may be reached by G. T. R. to Midland, 

and then by steamer ‘‘City Queen,’’ or ‘by 

G.T.R. to Penetanguishene and then by the 
Northern Navigation Company’s steamer, 

“City of Toronto.’’ The time occupied in 

making the trip from Toronto is under 

seven hours. Should one miss the steamer 

there are any number of gasoline launches 

which may be hired. 

Preparing for the 
By WALTER 

The recent mild, sunny days have caused 

me, and no doubt many other anglers, to 

begin to think of overhauling rods and 

tackle and preparing lists of sundry arti- 

cles required for the approaching trouting 

season. To me, this is one of the numer- 

ous pleasures of fly fishing, and I know 

several other enthusiastic anglers who take 

the same delight in going over their stock 

and making out orders for the coming sea- 
son after examining various catalogues. 

The anticipation of the sport has a_ great 

deal to do with angling. There is consid- 

erable uncertainty in fly fishing for trout 

in lakes, that is where one has only a few 

days fishing, for it occasionally happens 

that fish will not rise well to the fly fora 

day or two at a time, even in well-stocked 

waters, and this may be the case when 

ycu are there; whereas, during the few 

previous days and the days immediately 

following your departure, they would take 

anything in the shape of a fly. To my 

thinking, this makes the sport all the more 

fascinating, for I do not want, during an 

outing of this kind, to take many fish, but 

am satisfied with a few of the fair-sized 
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Four summer resorts provide excellent. 

accommodation: at reasonable rates, viz:— 

Pleasant Point Resort, Royal Hotel, Vic- 

toria House, and ‘‘The Resort.’’ These 

places were well patronized by guests, 

‘Many coming from United States cities. 

There are a large number of beautiful cot- 

tages, and many more are being built. So 

well pleased was the writer with the beau- 

ties and temperature of Honey Harbor, 

and the prospects for excellent fishing, 

that he purchased forty-one acres and has 

built a substantial summer dwelling ; and 

hopes for many years to come to be able 

on any suitable day to land his limit of 

that King of all Ontario fish—the small 

mouth black bass. In the Fall there is 

splendid duck and partridge shooting, and 

also quite a number of deer. 

Trouting Season. 
GREAVES.. 

ones taken on the fly, with a light rod and 

fine tackle, and it affords me just about 

as much pleasure too to see the friend 

with me cast, play and land trout, pro- 

vided, of course, that he is fishing with the 

fly. 

Brother anglers, begin to re-wrap, re- 
varnish and repair your’ rods, oil your 

reels, make your casting lines and re-ar- 

range and re-stock your fly books for the 

delightful sport on both lake and stream 

will soon commence. As to the salmon and 

bass fishing I may have something to say 

later on. 

I am pleased to say that I have, during 

the past two or three years, noticed a 

very great improvement in the quality of 

the fishing tackle offered for sale in some 

of the stores here where they sell sport- 

ing goods, especially in the rods and flies, 

and I know one firm who will have an ex- 

cellent stock of rods and flies from Eng- 

land shortly that they say they will be 

able to offer for sale at very reasonable 

prices. 1 have seen some of the samples of 

the flies and if the ones for sale come up 

to the samples they will be the best trout 
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flies I have seen for sale in any establish- 

ment in this city. It is, however, true 

that that is not, necessarily, saying very 

much. Although I make nearly all my own 

flies, I am glad to see that anglers, gen- 

erally, will be able to procure a really 

good article here and I am pleased also to 

note an improvement in the quality of 

both rods and flies placed on the market 

here and at prices within the reach of peo- 

ple of moderate means. It is surprising 
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the number of people in Ottawa who have 

within the past few years taken up fly fish- 

ing for both trout and bass compared with 

the fly fishermen four or five years ago. 

They are getting educated to it chiefly, I 

think, through the excellent facilities af- 

forded for transportation to the numerous 
lakes and streams by the four or five rail- 

ways that radiate from Ottawa. 

Ottawa, 1st March, 1905. 

Exploring The Nipigon Country. 

In January of the present year a Cana- 

dian Pacific Railway exploration party set 

out to traverse the country between Lake 

Superior and Lake Nipigon. The party 

Was under the management and conduct of 

Mr. A. W. McDonald, of Pembroke, Ont., 

who has done much similar work in vari- 

ous parts of Canada, including the British 

Columbia coast, for both railway and syn- 

dicate enterprises. Mr. McDonald was ac- 

companied by Mr. James B. Cassidy, and 

they took with them as cook a half-breed 

named Paul Timouski, of Golden Lake, 

Ont. They left Montreal on January 13th 

last, and went to Pembroke where they 

made their preparations for the journey. 

That town was left on the 16th, and on 

the following day they were at Nipigon 

Station, a place 926 miles from Montreal 
on the main line. Three more days ‘were 

consumed in further preparations, and then 

with a horse team drawing their baggage, 

they set out for South Bay, Lake Nipi- 
gon. There was a good sleigh road, and 

at night they reached the Halfway House, 

known as Alexander, where they remained 

for the night. Next morning they were 

early astir, and before daylight appeared 

had covered two-thirds of the twenty two 

miles that intervenes between Alexander 

and South Bay. Arriving there by dinner 

time: they established their camp, at which 

they remained for a week, and therefcre 

had time to make themselves comfortable. 

Included in their outfit was a tent capa- 

ble of accommodating six men, and _ they 
/ 

had also a stove. Wood was plentiful, and 
with provisions in abundance they had a 
good time. On the morning of the second 
day their horses were sent back to Nipi- 
gon, and Mr. McDonald and Mr. Cassidy 
‘busied themselves during the week in ex- 
ploring the country south and west, and 
examining the timber nearly to McIntyre 
Bay. When they were ready to make 
another move they found an Indian, Wal- 
ter Applson 'by name, who had a dog team, 
consisting of five dogs of the Husky breed, 
which breed it is said was originally im- 
ported from England by Hudson’s Bay offi- 
cials. At McIntyre Bay they found a 
Church iof England mission to the Indians. 
A little log church had been built and near 
by resided the missionary, an Englishman 
named Fuller, with his wife and family, 
They have a comfortable house, and the 
church is neatly arranged and evidently 
well cared for. A great deal of the labour 
of love has been expended upon it. There 
is also a good general store here, and some 
of the comforts of civilization are to be 
obtained. Mr. McDonald’s party were so 
well supplied at the start that no new 
stores were needed ; nevertheless they ob- 
tained a few small articles at this place as 
a sort of return for courtesies extended to 
them at this station in the woods. After 
a stay of four days, wholly passed in ex- 
ploration work, they worked round the Bay 
to the west and north to the Black Stur- 
geon, and went as far west as the Posh- 
kokagan River. The country is all wild, 
and they found none but Indians inhabiting 
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this district. About half a century ago the 

whole district was burned over, and the ex- 

plorers found an excellent and hardy second 

growth of poplar, birch, spruce, and tama- 

rac, with scattered bunches of pine overa 

great area. The land is flat and good for 

agricultural purposes. After working round 

Black Sturgeon Lake the party moved 

down to Calm Lake, and after a week of 

exploration in that district went up to the 

little Sturgeon, and back to the south of 

Sturgeon Lake, from there back again to 

Calm Lake, down by the river, where the 

Sucker River joins the Sturgeon, then east 

and back up the Sturgeon to Fraser Lake, 

from Fraser Lake south east to Nipigon, 

where they struck the route to Sucker 

Creek, three miles south of Alexander, 

irom whence a speedy and easy return was 

made to Nipigon station and civilization a- 
gain. The whole of the exploring work 

was done on snowshoes, and during the en- 

tire fifty seven days the party were out 

they were enabled to carry on their work 

every day. During this period five inches 

of snow fell, but all came in the night, and 

work was not interfered with for a single 

hour. The dogs were kept for twenty-eight 

days, but by that time their stock of pro- 

visions had so decreased that no inconveni- 

ence was felt in moving the whole of their 

paraphernalia on hand sleighs. With plenty 

of dry wood and green birch about they 
had no difficulty in keeping themselves 

warm, and as provisions were in abund- 

ance all the time they had a very pleasant 

outing. Mr. McDonald would have no gun— 

he does not believe in ‘‘fooling around’’ 

with firearms in the woods—and the party 

were intent upon their own work of timber 
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exploration. They came in contact with 

Indian hunters on many occasions, and 

never lacked for fresh meat and fresh fish. 

They also saw red deer, moose, caribou, 

and bear ; while wolves, foxes, mink, mar- 

ten, fisher, otter, are also abundant. They 

were shown a pelt of the black fox’ caught 

in the neighbourhood, and heard that the 

lucky hunter obtained $250.00 for the same. 

In fish they had trout, bass, pike, and 

maskinonge, and Mr. McDonald _ brought 
home two of the latter, three feet long, as 
curiosities. All these were caught at air 

holes made through the ice. The whole ex- 

pedition was most’ successful, passing off 

without any incident out of the common, 

and so careful had the calculations been 

made that only about one day’s supplies 

were left when the party returned to Nipi- 

gon. Only one melancholy incident dis- 

turbed the members, and that was the 

death of a young Indian woman at South 

Bay. 

The expedition was well managed, and if 
matters were run a little close in the way 

of provisions there was no doubt the par- 

ty could have obtained food in the shape 

of meat and fish in abundance had they 

been weather bound at any point for a few 

days. As it was good fortune in the way 

of weather attended upon good manage- 

ment and foresight, and the expedition was 

most successful in accomplishing the aims 

with which the party set out and some 

good results are likely to ensue in the fu- 

ture. The, country is rich in timber, and 

fish and game, and with common prudence 

the Ontario Government should do a great 

deal to preserve it as a portion of our 

great national assets. 

Beware How You Follow This Advice. 

The Spring restlessness comes upon me 

very strongly as I open up the new map 

sent me by the Ontario Government in or- 

der to follow McDonald’s trip. It is the 

map of the Lake Nipigon. Lake Nipigon is 

north of Lake Superior. On it I see a can- 

oe route, of the exploration kind, that 

tempts me almost irresistibly to leave the 

sanctum of ‘Rod and Gun’’ to deputies, 

after having made the necessary arrange- 

ments with the Hudson’s Bay Co.’s Agent 

at Dinorwic, on the Canadian Pacifie Rail- 

way, or with Mr. McKirdy at Nipigon 

Station, for canoes and guides, to go to 

Lac Seul which appears to be the head- 

waters of the English River, and which in 

its turn falls into the Winnipeg River, and 

thence into Lake Winnipeg. The route that 
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I wish to take goes the other way, hcwever, 

i. e., east to the eastern end of Lac Seul, 

thence I would portage into Lake Joseph, 

one of the big mother lakes of the Albany 

River, which is the northern boundary of 

the Province of Ontario. I would then pad- 

dle through Lake Joseph, eastward to Os- 

naburgh House, the Hudson’s Bay Com- 
pany’s Post, through the island-dotted Al- 

bany River, past many beautiful points, 

spring fed streams and lake expansions, to 

Abazotikitchewan Lake ; then southward 

through Eagle Rock Lake, Sucker Lake, 

Kageinagami Lake to Mahamosagomi Lake, 

whence two portages would take me to 

Ogoke River. Surely these Ojibways are 

descendants of the Japanese ! From _ there 

I should go south-westerly to the Otter 

River, where it runs into the Ogoke, down 

the Otter River, to the portage run- 

ning eastward to the Makoke River, up 

the Makoke to Summit Lake, the lake 

which is a great cleft in the Height of 
Land, and which seems to have two out- 
lets, one being into the Ombabika River, 

which falls into Ombabika Bay in Lake 

Nipigon. What more glorious distribution 

of river, lake, and stream can be fcund 

than in the eastern, part of that lake. Ar- 

rived at that point I would paddle down 

the east side of the lake to the Hudson’s 

Bay Company’s Post at Poplar Lodge at 

the mouth of Sandy River, thence down 

the Nipigon River, the most justly and 
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widely famed of all the trout rivers in the 

world, to Nipigon Station on the Canadian 

Pacific Railway. 

There is another road a little shorter by 

which we take a branch of the Albany Riv- 

er near Osnaburgh House up to Pushkoko- 

gon Lake, Green Bush Lake, Wood Lake, 

to the Height of Land between the Albany 

River and the Ogoke, thence. going down 
the Ogoke to White Earth Lake, portaging 

into Smooth Lake, and Island Lake (sug- 

gesting all kinds of geologically. interesting 

features) then south east by an almest 

continuous chain of lakes into Wabinosh 

Bay in Lake Nipigon, just a little north of 

Nipigon House. On either of these routes 

we make acquaintance with a number of 

bona fide Pagan Indians and I like them. 

I like a good Christian Indian as well, 

however. 

There is still a third route by which we 

follow the Ogoke River to White Clay 

Lake, then go almost due south into Wind- 

igo Bay by the Pitikigouching River. 

The second route is the shortest; the 

first the longest and most interesting 

probably ; and the third the easiest. 

Strong as is the temptation I may have 

to resist it. If so ‘‘Rod and Gun’’ would 

be very glad to help any one who may wish 

to take it, with information, with the pro- 

viso that ‘‘Rod and Gun’’ may have the 

sole privilege of publishing an illustrated 
account of the trip.—Editor. 

Our Vacation.__Moose Hunt near the Mississagua. 

Our vacation as it is called, is a topic of 

interest in the village of Thessalon, when 

moose season is at hand and the enthus- 

iastic htnters begin to long for the trail. 

It was the last week of the hunting sea- 

son and we were making ready to start on 

Monday morning—Jim Berry, Fred Sander- 

son and myself—never any more, but al- 

ways we three. 

Leaving Théssalon at dawn, we drove to 
McClennan’s camp on the Little Thessalon 

river, and then packed our stuff to a lake, 

quite small in size, but grassy and heavily 

timbered, and an ideal place for moose—and 

that was what we were after, as_ the 

’ 

party of older fellows had been out the 

week before and got plenty of red deer, and 

it was our aim to beat them. We got 

there in the evening after an easy pack and 

made supper and then discussed what tac- 

tics we would use against the wonderful 

craftiness of the moose. Next morning we 

were pleased to find that it had snowed a- 

bout an inch, although it was pretty cold 

in our thin tents; but the fresh air and 

excitement quite overcame that. We left 

the camp at daylight and had only gone 

about a quarter of a mile when Fred 

caught sight of a deer loping along easily. 

He was armed with an old Snider-Enfield 
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rifle, which hurts the shooter nearly as bad- 

ly as the game, and instead of shooting he 

turned to us and asked if we saw a _ soft 

place for him to light, which seemed funny 

to us and we laughed, which was all the 

deer needed to make him run. But Fred 

was there and after a terrific report and 

an immense cloud of smoke we found the 

poor animal with a bullet in his shoulder, 

which shows that Fred although only six- 

teen at the time was not green at the 

business. We dressed the deer and went to 

camp just an hour and ten minutes away, 

and we thought we had done enough for 

half a day, so made some improvements a- 

round the camp until noon. After dinner 

we went to another lake a little larger 

and with very clear water. A trapper told 

me it was alive with trout, but we did 

not want trout, and anyway it was out 

of season and we always abide by the 

game laws. We got there about four and 

saw ‘fresh sign of moose, and tried a cou- 

ple cf calls ; but we were only amateurs at 

that time and the wise old moose were not 

going to be fooled by any sixteen-year old 

boys blowing through a birch bark horn, 

so we had to come back empty-handed, eff- 

cept for a couple of partridge and a _ rab- 

bit that we shot after deciding to give up 

big game for that day. 

The next morning we decided to take 
different directions and still-hunt and not 

to come back for dinner. We walked about 

a mile together when we came on a_ fresh 

moose track leading up an old lumber 

road, so we decided to all go after him 

as he was moving slowly and eating as he 

went. We started very slowly, careful not 

to make any noise, but still we were not 

quiet enough, for when we had gone only a 

little distance we saw something black a- 

gainst a boulder, and Jim whispered, ‘A 

moose!’ It was our first, and although 
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he had heard us coming he had not seen 

us yet. Jim, the oldest, and recognized as 

the best shot and hunter, said, ‘‘we will all 

shoot at once’’, so he counted,—at three 

there was a bang, the leaves flew and so 

did the ground, but the moose only walk- 

ed away. Jim turned to us angrily and 

said, “‘buck fever eh ! ’’ We spread out and 

started after him on the run. Jim was 

sure he had hit him. Fred was on the left, 

I on the right and Jim in the centre. 

Fred was a little ahead and the moose 
saw him first and made for him, but Jim 

shot him in the hip and brought his hind- 

quarters down, but did not stop him 

charging Fred. Jim rose to the occas- 

ion again and put a bullet fair between 

the eyes, which gave us the victory and 

the big moose, which is a prize worth win- 

ning. We put Jim’s license on the moose, 

but all claimed equal glory in his capture. 

Next morning Jim went to the vil- 

lage to get a waggon, he said, but I think 

it was something else took him in. Fred 

and I took a walk and after an hour’s 

still hunting I caught a glimpse of a deer 

about three hundred yards up a _ ravine 
from me, which I bagged in one shot from 

my 30.30 Savage. That gave us an animal 

apiece, and we were satisfied, so when the 

waggon came we were ready to go home 

and it was great to get back after such a 

successful hunt and we were surrounded 

with other boys, all asking where and how 

we got them. ‘‘We know and don’t intend 

to tell’? was all the answer they could 

get. ; 

The next year we had a lot of applica- 

tions to join our party, but we decided 

that our vacation would be spent the 

Same as usual,—we three together and we 

intend to spend every one that way as 

long aS we can. 

Joe. Dobee. 
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Sports Afloat! 
BEING A: SECON SREY Ore. TO THOSE (VE 

BRAVE. WIND: AND “WAV EF. DIN WELT VE 
WINGED YACHT-OR DAINTY, CANOE, 

IN FRAGEHEES SE BILL. -OR SWIFT 
PAOe Wie Bi), ArT: 

EE) Del Ss sbae EP Oni Si MaA Re Ay iS: 

My Little Bow. 

Let me introduce myself. 

I am one of Rod and Gun’s new ideas—one 

ci the many children of the managing- 

editor’s brain, crystallized into concrete 

being. 

Look me over and see how you like me. 

If I look good to you, pass along the 

kindly word. 

If I don’t—well, swat me with pen and 

ink, and perhaps the exercise I get in 

the combat may do me more good than 

‘a boost. 

But den’t clout me when my back is turn- 

ed. 

Give it to me straight. 

Write the editor of this department, care 

Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, if 

you see anything you think is wrong— 

Or if you have any kick coming— 

Or if you want to tell somebody some- 

thing that is within the province of 

this section. 

K2 

That is what I want. 

Tell it to me, or tell. it to some one else 

but tell it through Rod & Gun. 

This is your department—and mine,—power 

boat man ! 

Paddlers ! 

Oarsmen ! ! 

Sailors, too ! ! ! 

Come on, with your complaints, your lit- 

tle items of information, your stories, 

and incidents of cruise and competition. 

If you don’t—or can’t—I lick ’em into 

shape. 

And the photographs ! 

Don’t forget them. 

Send us interesting photos. 

Don’t be bashful. 

Keep in touch with me and let us havea 

corner here that will make the hunters 

and fishermen, astern and ahead, sit up 

and gasp. 

THAT’S ALL. 

o, bX aX aX 

Scholes versus Greer. 

The determination of Lou Scholes, not to 

defend his title of amateur single sculling 

champion of the world, is questionable. 

There is much to be said on all sides of 

the issue. 

Frank B. Greer of Boston, and his inti- 

mates, make lurid remarks about ‘‘quit- 

ter’? and ‘‘four-flushers’’. Greer’s friends 

assert that Scholes is afraid to meet the 

husky Bosten man, and, Greer himself of- 

fers to row Scholes, anywhere, at any 

time. All he wants is a chance to prove 

the superiority he claims to possess. 
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Scholes and ‘‘Company’’ come back at 

Mr. Greer, et al, this wise:—‘‘Go across 

the water and win the Diamond Sculls for 

yourself, Greer. Go and do like I have 
done. Work and slave and train for four 

years,—deprive yourself of luxuries, 

and spend your own money getting into 

shape, in travelling expenses, and buying 

costly shells, and then stack up against 

the cracks of the light little Isle, and if 

you can win out, come and talk race to 

me. Win your reputation in the way I 

have won mine, and then talk. When I 

was looking for reputation in 1903 you 

turned me down at Worcester. Wouldn't 

race me, until I got a reputation. Now 

take some of your own medicine. Wouldn’t 

I be foolish to take a chance on surrender- 

ing all I have won to you as the result of 

one race? I’m through with the single 

sculling game, unless I can meet a man 

who has won at Henley. Now go away, 

and leave me alone. That decision is fin- 

als?” 

But Mr. Third Party in a monologue sol- 

iloguy remarks thusly:—‘‘A champion is a 

champion until he is deposed. How can a 

champion be deposed unless he gives bat- 
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tle ? Thcse who are in the front flight of 

any sport have a right to cast the gaunt- 
let down to the ‘‘head-liner.’’ If he is a 

true champion he will accept all defiances 

in reason and pit his skill and strength to 
the absolute test. Greer’s challenge seems 

reasonable. He has the reputation and his 

fame was not lightly won either. Greer has 

worked himself up in the way Scholes did, 

and is worthy of attention, surely. He is 

in fact more than a dangerous man. Is 

Scholes afraid of him ? Would the big Ca- 
nadian take on any less doughty opponent? 

Or is he sincere in his announced retire- 

ment from the singles?’’ 

Those are the three points from which 

the Scholes-Greer proposition is being 

discussed. 

I know Scholes personally. He told me 

last fall that he would never step into a 

single again to race outside of club, or pos- 

sibly city, championships. He repeated it 

this spring, and now he is busy sweating 

out a winter’s accumulation of fat, in prep- 

aration for a season’s work in doubles and 

fours. He will pull double with Frank 

Smith and will stroke the Toronto Row- 

ing Clubs four and eight. 

Which is the Faster? 

Will the boats of the Lake Sailing Skiff 

Association’s new class—the 16-foot  bal- 

lasted knockabout class—surpass in 

that fleet, 16-foot racing 

skiffs which was brought to perfection un- 

speed 

able, class of 

der the protection of the Association ? 

That is a question puzzling not a few. 

The skiff men stretch their lungs in a 

laugh of good natured derision, when the 

question is put to them. 

The very idea ! 

No chance ! ! 

Why the 16-foot skifis are the faster 

things, foot for foot, afloat and, given 

them just time allowances, will—in respect- 

able weather,—beat anything afloat on 

the lake. 
This if you would believe the men 

sail the skiff. 

who 

At the same time, while their claim 

seems a bit extravagant, skiffs have, 

granted their official time allowances 

made faster trips over racing courses than 

the big fellows. 

However those who sail the new 16-foot 
ballasted boats,—fcr the benefit of the un- 

initiated it may be explained, that these 

are cabined craft, usually of deep draft or 

of compromise build, carrying the same a- 

mount of canvas, but being from two to 

three feet longer on the water line and 

five feet over all, than the skiffs,—say that 

their craft will beat the skiffs out. Going 

to windward they assert that they will 

beth outpoint and outsail the skiffs. 

Well! they may, but at that, I'll wag- 

er all Ican dig up that, on a three-corn- 

ered course, the skiffs will gather up 

enough spare space, reaching and running, 
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to win out on the scurry for the finishing 

flag. 

What’s the matter with a mixed race ? 

It is up to some of the clubs to put on 

a mixed event at once on their open dates 

or regattas. Such an event would add zest 

to the sport in both classes. Those 16- 

foot ballasted boats are handy little 

‘“‘punts’’, and they are gradually growing 

more popular every year, but the growth 

will 'be stultified unless some of the Skiff 

Asscciation clubs give the class more en- 

ccuragement. The class was virtually 

made for the Queen City Yacht club, and 

yet, this year, they are only giving them 

two races. Three or four should have been 

scheduled at least. No harm would be 

K2 Oe o% “omens 
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done even if the events did not fill, but 

the encouragement of club attention might 

result in the construction of a boat or 

two more next season. They are a cheap 
handy craft with a turn of speed and are 

seaworthy. I made two trips across the 

lake in the first one built on the lake, and 

though we hammered throughout one good 

breezy day in mid-lake there was no 

thought of danger, and the same boat Safe- 

ly made her way across the lake in a gale, 

so fierce that steamers came into port 

damaged by buffeting. She was superbly 

handled in this sea-fight but at that she’ 

proved the claim of the founders of the 

class that the restrictions and require- 

ments would produce good seaboats. 

Reduced Centerboarders Beam. 

That an attempt to place schooners on 

a more equal footing with single 

stickers, them to 

their sail area, without payment therefore 

should result in 

racing 

by allowing increase 

measurement, 

the abolition of the extra beam, made 

compulsory for centerboard boats, is a tri- 

fle strange, but that is exactly what has 

happened in the Yacht Racing Union, the 

governing body of the Great Lakes, and the 

Lake Yacht Racing Association, of Lake 

Ontario. 

A year ago at the 

in racing 

Youn] Ub Meche a: 

motion was made to allow extra canvas 

for schooner rigged craft. The matter 

was referred to a sub-committee and the 

recommendation to eliminate special beam 

and freeboard requirements for center- 

boarders was forthcoming. It passed there 

and in order that the Canada Cup contest 

might not ‘be affected the L. Y. R. A. 

adopted the amended rule. 

The result is readily apparent! 

A centerboard boat built under the new 

rule must go so much deeper to get the re- 

quired immersed midship area, and the re- 

sult will be a worse boat than before. 

Just while we are handling this ques- 

Poet Soave K2 eo 

tion of restriction, it might be remarked, 

that the new regulations, compelling the 

construction of a beamy, rocmy boat are 

not regarded, by all yachtsmen, the pan- 

acea for all yachting evils. 

A great big husky boat is produced but 

these new boats won’t work to weather 

in a seaway like the old-plank-on-edge 

crait. 

Stack Strathcona, the Canada’s Cup 

defender of 1903, up against Vreda of To- 

ronto, the Watson steel cutter, in an 

easterly sea and send them dead to weath- 

en: 

What would happen? 

Why ! the deep, thin Vreda would split 

her way through the seas while the Strath- 

cona, though by no means a scow, or even 

approaching closely the  skimming-disk 

type, would pound. Her bulky sections 

wceuld shoulder into the cotton-tops and 

every smash would check her progress. 

This immersed cross section area demand 

compels the designers to carry the boat 

out too far. There is more than a chance 

that a resolution will be introduced at 

the Association meeting calling for a re- 

ducticn in the area of the immersed mid- 

ship section for deep drafts. 
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In The Proper Spirit. 

The agreement between *the Rochester 

men and the Royal Canadians, anent the 

challenge for Canada’s Cup, to utilize the 

services of amateur skippers only} and to 

select them from bona fide club members, 

is an admirable one, if the spirit is lived 

up to by both parties. 

The sting of the Canadian defeat of 1903 

was neutralized by the fact that Skipper 

Jarvis of Toronto—an amateur of course;— 

made James’ Barr, the professional 

brought up from Long Island Sound to sail 

the challenger, look like a selling plater in 

a stake race, and that the Rochester con- 

tingent had to send for Addison G. Han- 

an, another New Yorker, though an ama- 

teur, to sail their craft to: victory. 

This year it looks like a contest between 

racing skippers whose fame has hardly yet 

spread beyond the confines of their re- 

spective clubs. 

In Toronto, now that Mr. Jarvis has 

pointed out that his summer’s programme 

will not permit of him handling the challen- 

ger, even if he were selected by the com- 

mittee, new men are coming to the front. 

Eddie Wedd has already been selected 

for the command in the ‘‘Temeraire’’ the 

fife boat, built for Frederic Nicholls, and 

Norman Gooderham will sail Invader, the 

cup winner of 1901, in the trial races. 

Wedd is only a young man—under thirty,— 

while Gooderham is still an Upper Canada 

College boy. Both are graduates of the 16- 

foot skiff school. Gooderham sailed on 

Strathcona in 1903, and Wedd spent last 

summer Sailing 20 and 25 footers. Both 

are good, tricky, fearless stick-handlers 

and have displayed the keen judgment of 

wind and weather conditions, that are the 

earmarks of the good racing man. 

At Rochester, too, L..S. Mabbett, and 

other young men, who have served their 

apprenticeship in small boats will be in 

the fray, which will weed out the cup de- 

fenders and their skippers. 

A Retrogression. 

The agreement between the Rochester 

Yacht club and the 

Yacht club, which allows the contest to 

take place between 30-foot racing craft is 

not to the best interests of the sport. Can- 

ada’s Cup was donated to foster the in- 

terest in the big classes and 30-footers are 

uot in that category. The stipulation was 

expressly made that it should be for boats 

of 35-foot racing measurement or over or 

boats equivalent to the old 35-foot class 

under existing rules. The new 30-foot class 

are even larger boats than the old 35-foot- 

ers, but still at that it was a mistake to 

let the contest get away from yachts of 

Strathcona and Irondequoit, 

the cup boats of 1903. They are grand big 

cruising boats, and a credit to any club. 

Another contest for 40-footers, and the 

Lake Ontario would have had four boats, 

if not that would have produced 

magnificent racing for ten years to come. 

Df course it might be argued that the Ro- 

the class of 

more, 

Royal Canadian. 

chester Club has not got yachtsmen who 

will bother with such large boats, and the 

fact, that Irondequoit laid on the ways all 

last summer, might be brought forth to 

support the argument that smaller boats 

in commission are of more advantage than 

large yachts that do all their sailing ina 

dockyard basin, or spend the summer on 

the ways breasting nothing more material 

than waves of sun heat. 

Still, now that the class has dropped to 

thirty footers, it is but another short step 

to 25-footers. Every step downward 

cheapens the cup. The traditions of Cana- 

da’s Cup should be just as precious to 

Great Lake yachtsmen as those of the Am- 

erica’s Cup are to the millionaire yachts- 

men of the Atlantic. They stick to their 

highwater with admirable persist- 

ence, 

So should we. 

Look at the 

Cup contest gets 

mark 

America’s 

regu- 

battering the 

because of the 
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lations which allow’ the utmost lati- 

tude in model. Build them any way, 

of anything, as long as_ they will 

measure in, the deed says in. ef- 

fect, but no matter how ‘‘unwholesome,’’ 

and ‘‘dangerous’’ a: ‘‘skimming dish’’ is 

2, “~ 7 Xd 
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turned out by the American defenders of 

the trophy no change is made to secure a 

more whclesome type. This is not a criti- 

cism of the restrictions placed upon cup 

boats on the Great Lakes. They are wise. 

The only protest is because of the reduc- 

tion in size. 

7 a 

Boom in War Canoe Paddling. 

War canoe paddling promises to reach 

the zenith of its popularity this summer. 

Dean of Toronto has built new racing war 

canoes for the Grand Trunks and Lachines 

in the east, the Orillias in the north, and 

the Island Amateur Acquatic Association 

of Torontc, and all the other clubs have 

good fair boats. 

The advent of the new war canoe boat 

on the Island has stiffened up the racing 

men of the Toronto Canoe club and they 

will make a desperate effort to retrieve 

the laurels lost during the past two years. 

Reg. Blomfield, the club champion, will 

steer the Toronto canoe club’s No. 1 crew 

and the ‘‘Red Ring’’ boys are panting to 

take Orillia’s unbeaten northern crew, and 

the new I.A.A.A. braves into camp at the 

Dominion Day Regatta, where all three 

will meet. 

Blomfield is in excellent place in the 

stern of the ‘boat for while he is the 

most powerful blade pusher in the club, he 

puts such a péculiar body twist in his 

work, that he disconcerts the men behind 

him. Blomfield has the true Indian stroke. 

He works his body from the hips, with a 

half turn, instead of the almost purely 

fore and aft motion of the club paddlers. 

This year the Toronto Canoe Club in- 

tend to specialize in racing work. Instead 
of having six or seven men in all the 

events, two or three will be trained for 

singles, double blades and pairs, while oth- 

ers are developed for fours and tandems. 

This will bring each man into a couple of 
events only and will not wear him out. 

M. Shea of Shea’s Theatre has given the 
Toronto Canoe Club medals for a junior 

fours race. 

The Head Waters of the Fraser. 
By b. A. MOORE. 

A TRAY DANCE INe ELE VE ILLOW HEAD PASS, Bre 

The Yellow Head Pass is one of the best 

known passes over the continental divide 

through the Rocky Mountains which forms 

a passage way from the head of the Fra- 

the 

point about seventy-five miles from its 

head and is the shortest way through the 

mountains from Edmonton, in Alberta, to 

all points on the Columbia River, B.C. It is 

a heavily wooded, low pass of about twen- 

ty-nine hundred feet and cn its eastern 
slope the Miette River slowly winds its 

tortuous course down a gentle grade and 

ser River down to Athabasca at a 

over the old ‘‘Buffalo Plains’’ into the Ath- 

abasca. On the Western slope the Fraser 

rises and the Yellow Head, or Jasper 

Lake forms its principal source. This lake 

is about seven miles long anda mile and a ° 

half in width and out of its lower end the 

Fraser flows uninterruptedly for about 

eighteen miles when it spreads out into 

Moose Lake, a body of water eleven miles 

in length and two in width. Just above 

the lake a deep, swift stream called Moose 

River flows into the Fraser from the north 

and about a mile frem its junction with 

the Fraser are its beautiful falls. 
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At this point the river narrows in- 

to a space thirty feet wide and plung- 

es down seventy-five feet into a nar- 

row rock-walled canyon, roaring over the 

boulders and filling the air with a cool 

spray. These falls and Mount Robson, 

twenty miles further on form the two most 

impressive bits of scenery on the trip 

through the pass. Sixty miles west by 

trail from the divide or about thirty {from 

the lower end of Moose Lake lies the 

“Tete Jaune Cache’’ where a few years 
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north bank of the Fraser and a depression 

in the ground marks the place of Tete 

Jaune’s cache. A couple of graves back of 

the post show the last resting place of 

two white men whose names have long been 

forgotten. On both sides of and well ele- 

vated above the river are broad, spacious 

flats covered with a long thick grass af- 

fording plenty of feed for the horses of the 

little Indian encampment which at present 

1s made up of a few scattered teepees con- 

taining but three men and-about ten 

By courtesy of Mr. F. B. Hussey. 

ago Mr. i. 6s) Hussey; ) Mine led 

liams of Pittsburgh, Jim Brewster, guide, 

and I were camped after a trip from Banff. 

The Pass, Lake and Jache derive their 

names through the French as in the early 

part of the last century Tete Jaune, (Yel- 

low Head) the chief of a band of Iroquois 

halfbreeds, who were there engaged in 

trapping for the Hudson’s Bay Company, 

had a cache or hiding place for their furs 

at this spot. The outlines of the fireplace 

and walls of the old post can still be 

traced and brush on the among the weeds 

KID PRICE SPEARING SALMON. 

Illustrating ‘‘The Head Waters of the Fraser" by P. A. Moore 

squaws and children. The day we reached 

the Cache the men of the village were sev- 

eral miles down the river spearing salmon 

of which there are an immense number dur- 

ing the August ‘‘run’’, but by evening they 

had returned and the ‘‘Ti-ee’’ or head of 

the village—‘‘Johnny Mauise’’ by name — 

came across the river in his twenty-five 

foot dugout to pay us a visit. He was a 

short thick set Shuswap halfbreed with an 

intelligent face and spoke very good Cree. 

With him came his tribe of two, and 

‘Kid’ Price, an old prospector and trap- 
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per, and our first meeting with human be- 

ings was properly celebrated by a_ large 

dinner of salmon and blueberries. After this 

extensive menu had been served we sat a- 

round the fire and swapped yarns in Cree 

for several hours when Chief Johnny in- 

vited us to come across to the village for 

a ‘‘Tea Dance’’ or welcome to the strang- 

the long journey to ers who had made 

By courtesy of Mr. F. B. Hussey. 
PALES OF THE 

their town. We successfully hid our eager- 

ness to accept and with the dignity and 

deliberation due to such a formal affair put 

on all our buckskin clothes together with 

our ‘‘loudest’’ handkerchiefs and walked 

down to the river bank where the dugout 

awaited us. We were soon across as the 

river is but about fifty yards wide at this 

point, and as we arose above the banks on 

the opposite side a chorus of long drawn 
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out howls from a_ host of Indian dogs 

made the night hideous and announced our 

arrival in a most effective manner, where- 

upon the fires were replenished and all 

things gotten in readiness for our recep- 

tion. Several visiting bucks and squaws 

added an element of unexpected gaiety to 

the village, and all hands received us with 

great solemnity as Johnny ushered us into 

MOOSE RIVER. 

Illustrating ‘‘The Head Waters of the Fraser,’ by P. A. oore. 

his twelve foot teepee and we arranged 

ourselves aS best we could wherever a 

Space presented itself among the bucks, 

squaws, blankets and dogs. Of the last 

there was countless numbers, being in the 

usual Indian village ratio of ten or more 

to each teepee and as all had ‘‘their exits 

and their entrances’’ under the bottom of 

the teepee one very often received a sharp, 

vicious nip on the arm or back and would 
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turn just in time to see a mangy tail dis- 

appearing under the skin covering of the 

lodge. In the middle of the teepee a bright 

fire of pine sticks was burning upon which 

was placed a pail of tea. As the village 

possessed no ‘‘peace pipe’? each one drew 

out his own, and we sat around smoking, 

talking and drinking tea so as to ‘further 

the acquaintances just made. One of the 
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dance. Belts were tightened, mocassins re- 

laced and Albert launched himself out into 

the dance. All rose to their feet facing the 

fire and slowly circled around it from 

right to left, the dance consisting of ad- 
vancing the left foot ten or twelve inches 

parallel with the fire and at the same time 

dropping Slightly in the knees. 

brought 
Then the 

right foot is forward at right 

By courtesy of Mr. Ff, B Hussey 
ONE OF OUR TROPHIES. 

(Male Salmon) 

Mllustrating ‘‘The Head Waters of the Fraser’ by P. A, 

Visiting out of the 

returned with 

which he held near 

the fire to tighten its head of green deer 

After 

a Lia 

Crees—AIlbert—went 

teepee and in a short 

his favorite ‘‘tom-tom’’ 

time 

skin, thus making it more resonant. 

it seemed critical 

gave if a few preliminary 

a few “ki yis’’ roll 

introduction or 

to his ear to be 

tune’’ he beats 

and let out his 

prelude to the 

from 

chest as an 

Moore. 

angles to the left, so that the instep is at 

a point directly back of the left heel and in 

the same motion the knees are straighten- 

ed with a quick snap. The ‘‘tom-tom’’ is 

beaten at each movement and the second 

beat, which comes at the time when the 

knees are straightened, seeming almost like 

the the While the musician’s 

voice is raised in a continual varying chant 

echo of first, 
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sung from the throat 

the Crees the person 

dance for the longest 

the best dancer, and there are instances 

known where the dance has continued for 

three whole days without a stop. The 

Squaws usually excel in these dances as 

and chest. Among 

who keeps up the 

period is considered 

they are more inured to hard work. We 

kept doggedly at it for about a half hour, 

and then we began to drop out one by one 

until the Indians alone were left. AS a 

special dispensation we were allowed these 

which we were badly in resting spells of 
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of a chief to engage in a dance, during our 

resting spells we talked with Johnny, who 

told us tales of his prowess in the hunt 

and in salmon spearing and he promised to 

take us down the river the next day for 

the latter sport. The dance went tunefully 

along, and as we rested we had a good 

chance to observe the faces and poses cf all 

the participants. The bucks wore a mix- 

ture of civilized and savage clothes, some 

being dressed in a full white man ‘‘lay- 

out’’ with the exception of a bright hand- 

kerchief, a necklace, a medal or two and 

By courtesy of Mr. F. B. Hussey. 
YELLOW HEAD LAKE. 

Lllustrating ‘‘The Head Waters of the Fraser,” by P. A. Moore. 

need, as the monotony, smoke from the 

fire, and unaccustomed muscular exertion 

soon told on us; but the bucks and Squaws 

went on without a break, and one little 

Squaw about five years old showed no Sign 

of weariness at all, though almost scared 

cut of her life at the presence of so many 

white men. The mausic of this dance as 

played by the Indians has a remarkably at- 

tractive rhythm, while the bodies of the 

dancers brought out in full relief 

glow of the fire form a most picturesque and 

novel sight. As it was beneath the dignity 

by the 

the ever present moccasins which an In- 

dian never abandons. Others were a bit 

more picturesque with buckskin leggings, 

breechclout and fringed hunting shirt. A 

few feathers did duty as a headdress. The 

squaws were dressed in calico dresses of a 

distinctly aboriginal pattern and of most 

striking coloring, and these together with 

leaded moccasins, leggings, shell, bead, and 

feather ornaments added much color and 

“brightness to the dance. As the day broke 

we said good-bye to our hosts and re- 

crossed the river to our tents and a much 
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needed rest. It seemed as if we had hardly 

fallen asleep when Johnny and ‘‘Kid”’ 

walked into our tent and dragged us out of 

bed, and without the preliminary of break- 

fast paddled us down the river several 

miles tc the salmon shallows in which we 

were soon wading with our spears on the 

lookout for the big fish. The spears are 

patterned after a harpoon and have a de- 

tachable head which is fastened to the pole 

by a thong of buckskin and so when the 

spear is sent through the body of a_sal- 

mon the head remains on the opposite side 

of the body and one is thus enabled to 
drag the fish to shore. It is necessary to 

pick the ‘‘good’’ fish as in a ‘‘run”’ of this 

kind the fish are continually crowding each 

other and their back and tails are either 

bitten or bruised against the sand or rocks 

and the action of the fresh water causes 

these raw spots to decompose resulting in 

the death of the fish in a short time and 

the Indians assert that none of the incom- 

ing salmon ever get back to the ocean but 

die up around the Cache on the shallows. 

This statement can be easily believed as 

we saw large numbers of dead fish along 

the banks of the river below the  shal- 

lows and attracted by this bait large num- 

Destruction 

We would like to get information of the 
most effective ways of poisoning wolves. 

We know something of the matter and have 

done a little in that way ourselves. The 

wolves, however, seem to be growing in 

wisdom faster than we do. To destroy 

wolves on_the'prairie is a pleasant occupa- 

tion, easy, exciting, and pleasurable to a 

degree. In the northern woods the wolves 

have greater advantages, and it is exceed- 

ingly difficult to get a shot at him. We 

have enjoyed one or two wolf hunts on the 

prairies, and we trust it may be our good 

fortune again to have the experience. In 

this connection the following account of a 

successful wolf hunt, taken from Winnipeg 

“Town Topics’? may prove of interest to 

many readers:—‘On a _ recent morning 

Messrs. Merrick,- Barker, 

out on a wolf hunt. A few miles out they 

met Mr. Wilford Wallace, of Niverville, ac- 

companied by four wolf hounds. Mr. Barker 

and Evans set. 
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bers of bear come down to the river to 

feed on the carcases. The male salmon is 

easily distinguished by his size, flatter 

shape and his deep ‘‘salmon color’’ sides 

with a black stripe running down his back, 

while the female is a bit rounder in the 

body and of a deep grey color with a 

darker strip along the back. Its eggs 

are the size of buckshot and are red 

in color forming an_ irresistible bait 

to all kinds of fish. It is an exciting 
moment when one of these big fish 

come swimming slowly along and with 

spear poised you wait until the moment to 

strike has come, you lunge, feel the spear 

pass through and then the water is splash- 

2d about and churned into foam as you with 

difficulty drag your. struggling prize to 

land. We kept up this sport until we had 

about twenty salmon, which we dressed, 

hung up and dried so that we might have 

a change of food on _ our journey south 

through British Colum/bia. The next day 

we Said good-bye to our Indian friends and 
to the Cache and set out over the old In- 

dian trail which leads south-east through 

the large cedar forests bordering on the 

Canoe River to the ‘‘Big Bend’’ of the Co- 
lumbia. 

of Wolves. 

had two, and so. the pack numbered six. 

When about. four hours from town a fine 
big prairie wolf was sighted and a rat- 

tling run of thirty minutes followed, the 

wolf doubling here and there in a vain ef- 

fort to distance his fleet footed pursuers. 

As the quarry began to show signs of dis- 

tress two of Mr. Wallace’s hounds and one 

of Mr. Barker’s rushed him, and in a few 

minutes all that was left of the wolf was 

his skin. Mr. Wallace’s mare got a_ bad 

fall in a ditch hidden by snow, horse and 

rider sliding some distance together, over 

the frozen ground, but Mr. Wallace scar- 

cely seemed to leave the saddle, getting 

his mare up and going again like a flash. 

Charlie Barker was just behind and came 

down at the same ditch. His fall was a 

little more severe, but it did not prevent 

him from being in at the death, to assist 

at the obsequies. The party afterwards re- 

turned to Winnipeg.’’ 
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Our Medicine Bag. 

With the passing of the winter, stories 
of exploits in the woods begin to come in. 

They are all told with much circumstantia- 

lity. From Bangor, (Me.) comes a tale of a 

youthful hunter who while out on a _ par- 

tridge shoot met a bull moose which 

showed fight, when the hunter of course 

was unprepared for the encounter. Accord- 

ing to the story, however, the youth prov- 

ed himself equal to the occasion. He had a 

double barrel shot gun with him, but no 

ball cartridges. He possessed a_ pocket 
knife, and found an old table fork in one 

of his pockets. He put these two weapons 

in the respective barrels of his gun on the 

top of shot cartridge, and then gave the 

moose the contents of both barrels. The 

one in which the knife had been rammed 

burst, but the hunter himself escaped in- 

jury. Not so the moose. Either the knife 

or the fork (and it matters not which ) 

struck a vital part, and accordingly a 

moose head, with an antler spread of 58 

inches and carrying 16 points is proudly 

exhibited as a testimony to the deadliness 

of a knife and fork when shot from a gun, 

and not used in the ordinary civilised way. 
> 

? 

A second moose story had perhaps bet- 

ter be given in the words of the ‘St. 

John Sun’’ in which it appears:—‘‘One of 

the many moose stories floating about the 

country just now comes from the River 

Herbert district. It appears that a few 

days ago a party of young people went 

from that place on a snowshoe tramp. 

They had not gone very far when they 

came across a yard in which were two 

moose, one of them being a full grown 

bull. The snow at this place was six or 

seven feet deep, and the moose were un- 

able to move about. Besides they seemed 

quite tame, so the male members of the 

party took the old bull and tied him to a 

tree, after which they all in turn climbed 

upon his back and had their pictures taken. 
While this was being done the horns of the 

moose fell off, it being the proper time of 

year for this to happen, and the animal 

presented such a peculiar appearance’ that 

he had to have his picture taken as. well. 

After this the moose was released, but did 

not seem at all inclined to go away. He 

was perfectly at home among the young 

people, and during the time they spent in 

that district he became quite a pet. Then 

they hit upon another device. It is the 

custom in that part of the country, as 

elsewhere, to put tags upon cattle and 

calves before turning them out to pasture. 

A couple of these tags were procured and 

fastened to the two moose. There will be 

some interest in the River Herbert dis- 

trict next moose hunting season when the 

hunters carefully examine every animal 

killed to see if it bears the tag. The dis- 

carded antlers were carried home as_ sou- 

venirs of the chase.’’ What better evidence 

of the truth of this story can even the 

most skeptical require ? 

- 
What is thought to be one of the best 

moose heads in the world is reported to 

belong to John’ Richardson, of Glenwcod 

Springs. In his life time the animal was 

the leader of a large herd in Alaska, and 

it took a hunt of several days’ duration 

before he was finally run down and killed 

by Frank Woods, of Copper River. The 

big bull weighed approximately 2,000 Ibs. 

and the head and antlers when mounted 
weighed 275 lbs. The head measured seven- 

ty-two and a half inches from tip to tip 

without split or block. It is exactly as 

nature made it, and could be spread sev- 

eral inches by various devices. 

+ 

A story of the shooting of an eagle 

comes from British Columbia. The crew of 

the Canadian Pacific Railway steamer 

Nakusp while passing through the Narrows 

on the Lower Arrow Lake saw an eagle 
perched near the top of a tree over 200 

yards away from the vessel. The Captain 

armed with a .303 rifle fired at the great 

bird which immediately arose. The purser, 

with a 22 rifle fired almost simultaneous- 

ly and the eagle dropped. Every member 

of the crew was interested in the shoot- 

ing, and the Captain, as one of those most 

nearly concerned, had the steamer  stop- 

ped, the crew as soon as possible scram- 

bled ashore, and after a search they dis- 

covered the bird, about 150 yards from 
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the shore, and 300 from where it was 

shot. The bird showed fight, and coats 

had to be thrown over its head and wings 

before it could be transferred to the boat. 

Here no injury could be found, and it was 

ultimately agreed to have the bird stuffed 

and mounted by a taxidermist, who found 

a 22 calibre bullet embedded in the mus- 

cles of the left- wing. This was proof that 

the bird, which was a fine specimen meas- 

uring over six feet from tip to tip, had 

fallen to the unerring aim of the purser 

and his 22. 
~— 

? 
Women have invaded many spheres of life 

which in days not far gone by were consid- 

ered as sacred to man. An exceptional 

case, however, in which the female invas- 

ion is not greatly to be feared, is that of 

Mrs. Libbie Bigraff, who is reported to 

have made a success out of the business of 

trapping. Mrs. Bigraff resides in the Ad- 

irondack country, and having had the mis- 

fortune to lose her husband by death dur- 

ing the trapping season, she thought she 

would continue the work for the remainder 

of the season. Success attended her so 

well in her experiment that she has ever 

since continued the work, and it is said 

makes a very good living out of this un- 

usual occupation for a woman. During one 

winter she came across a big black bear 

which having got his forepaw fast in a hun- 

ter’s trap, had escaped from the clog of 

wood, and was making his way towards a 

swamp. We quote the remainder of the 

story:—‘‘The big brute was wild with 

pain, and rearing upon his hind legs start- 

ed towards the woman, brandishing the 

seventy-five lb. trap as though it had been 

a bracelet upon his great paw. Taking de- 

liberate aim, Mrs. Bigraff sent a bullet 

through the brute’s brain and he fell dead 

at her feet. Had she made a miss shot she 

would have been struck down by the great 

claw-armed paw ‘before she could have fired 

a second shot.’’ 

+ 
Even when a man does a fool-hardy trick 

and displays. personal bravery in the inter- 

ests of humanity, we cannot altogether 

withhold commendation or admiration. <A 

tame goose belonging gto William Kemper, 

of Oxford, N.J., by some accident the other 

day got down to the bottom of an aban- 

doned mine shaft 700 feet deep. To rescue 
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the bird, Lewis Albert, an engineer, had 

himself lowered down by a rope held at the 

other end by seven sturdy miners. He re- 

turned to the surface in safety, bearing the 

goose with him and restored it to its own- 

er, and the crowd, which always collects 

in such cases, indulged in vociferous cheer- 

ing for the man who had risked his life to 

Save a goose. 
= 

ba 

Ata time when forest destruction is by 

“no means uncommon in Canada, despite the 

fact that timber values are increasing and 

are bound to increase, an experiment furn- 

ished by Dr. S. B. Caldwell, of Paducah, 

Ky., is well worth quoting asit shows 

that in addition to carrying on a national 

work it is also personally profitable:—‘‘In 

1847 I sold tim'ber from a tract of land at 

$1 per acre, the purchaser having the priv- 

ilege of removing what he wanted and leav- 

ing what he did not want. He took the 

choice trees but left a considerable amount 

standing. In 1870 I sold the timber from 

the same tract, and got for it $2 per tree. 

The purchaser removed an average of three 

trees per acre. In 1884 I sold the timber 

from the same tract for the third time, - 

and got for it as much as I had received 

at the second sale.’’? Dr. Caldwell was sui- 

ficiently fcresighted to allow no trees to 

be cut except those which he selected. He 

went about in the woods and picked out 

trees whose tops and general appearance 

showed they had passed their period of 

greatest vigor, and trees which interfered 

with promising young growth. His forest 

has been culled a number of times in the 

past thirty years, but so wisely has the 
cutting been done that today the land will 

average from 10,000 to 15,000 board feet 

per acre. This experiment shows how a 

shrewd far sighted man may even without 

technical advice secure good returns from 

his woodland without impairing its pro- 

ductive value. 

+ 
Proposed amendments to the game laws 

are constantly coming before the members 

of the Provincial Parliaments of Canada. 

In British Columbia a measure is now _ be- 

fore the House proposing to give a_ close 

time of six years to beaver; to further 

protect elk, which is said to be fast dis- 

appearing, and to appoint game war- 

dens. At the same time a _ sugges- 
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tion is made in favour of _ setting 

apart a tract of land as ‘a special game re- 

serve. This is a further instance of the 

growth of public sentiment in favour of 

the protection of fish and game, and soon 

it will be possible to secure a fairly effi- 

cient system throughout the Dominion. 

+ 
The Governor-General of Canada is said 

to be deeply interested in an organization 

in England having for 

mation of rifle clubs. The idea is tc fam- 

iliarize men with the use of the rifle, and 

to secure for them such practice as_ will 

make them fairly good shots, without 

waiting for some public calamity to be- 

fall, and then rely upon men who know 

nothing of ‘‘the business end of a gun.” 

His Excellency is credited with the wish 

to extend the movement to Canada. There 

is no doubt a wide field of usefulness for 

such an organization in Canada. The Ca- 

nadian towns are growing, and with the 

constant influx of colonists, the Dominion, 

although not likely to fail in having a large 

proportion of men used to shooting and 

fairly good shots, can yet find plenty of 

room for improvement, and for extending 

the teaching of rifle shooting. 

+ 
‘Rod and Gun’’? has_ received inquiries 

from a large party of gentlemen whose 

work lies in India, and who are anxious to 

visit Canada for the purpose of hunting 

moose and caribou. Their idea is to spend 

three or four months in the woods. We 

would like correspondents to send us in- 

formation of a reliable kind about this 

game, giving us the names of good guides, 
and the exact locality they can recommend 

for big game. 

+ 
We acknowledge the receipt of a copy of 

a report by the Secretary of the Commis- 

sion (Mr. Joseph Kalbfus) on bird life in 

Pennsylvania. It is printed under the title 

of ‘‘Save our Birds,’ an object with which 

we are in full sympathy, and from the lit- 

tle booklet we make the following quota- 

tion: ‘Six times tomy certain knowledge 

quail have become almost extinct in Penn- 

sylvania. Our legislation has saved it. But 

we must keep up the protection strictly, un- 

flinchingly, persistently, and in spite of all 

manner of opposition, if we would not have 

them entirely killed out.’’? Mr. Kalbfus 

its object the. for-. 
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gives several ways of placing out quail so 

that they may be successfully reared. He 

also describes how poison can be used to 

destroy the enemies of quail, partridge, 

and rabbits, showing that it can be so 

placed that there will be no danger to 

dogs. 

- 

The good work goes on. Public opinion 

is being aroused to the necessity of pro- 

tecting game. I am glad to see that the 

local people of Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., 

have had a meeting with a view to _ per- 

fecting a protective organization of this 

character, and appointed the following of- 

ficers:—W. N. Sawyer, Honorary Presi- 

dent ; U. McFadden, President; J. Maug- 

hen, Secretary - Treasurer ; Councillor 

Knapp, Col. Elliott, and Mr. G. Rose- 

broom, committee. The Society will ap- 

point wardens, who will take measures to 

protect both fish and game in the district. 

As the law is regularly broken in both 

particulars it is felt that it must be a 

matter of the near future for both forests 

and streams to be depleted if such courses 

are any longer tolerated. The police ap- 

pear to have been stimulated by this ac- 

tion on the part of the public, and they 

recently found that J. R. Booth had in his 

possession in a shanty in the township of 

Awaries some moose and other heads, the 

animals having been killed out of season. 

The man was practically caught red-hand- 

ed, and the police took possession of two 

or three heads, and pieces of carcass. Three 

charges were laid against the defendant— 

shooting out of season, Sabbath breaking, 

and tampering with witnesses. Good for 

you, oh Soo, Ont. ! Keep up the good 

work ! You will receive the support of all 

sensible settlers in the community who 

know that these men are injuring them by 

wasting the resources of the country, and 

driving away those who come to Canada 

and spend their money freely on guides, 

teams, hotels, and the purchase of provis- 

ions. 

¥ 
We often come across examples more cr 

less authentic of ‘‘English as she is 

wrote.’’ The following however written by 

one of the Stoney Indians is an example of 

which many men with more pretensions 

might not be ashamed. The writer at 

least knows what he wants, and is per- 
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sistent in his efforts 

pondent understand 

to make his corres- 

it as well. We give 

the letter just as written:—‘‘March 16th, 

1905. Billy Bruester, Dear Sir, I will ask 

you about the watch that We left with 

you. Please let me know What you do 

with it. We wont that watch received 

soon. I hope you will sent it soon. You 

Remember the time We took the horses up 

to Banff last Spring. We wont it soon. 

Please tell me what you do with it. Your 

truly, John Bears Paw.”’ 

¥ 
The protection of game is fast becoming 

a burning question not merely in Canada 

but throughout the Empire. An influential 

deputation recently waited upon the Colo- 

nial Secretary asking him ‘‘equally in the 

interests of science and sport’’ to schedule 

certain animals, and make it an offence to 

kill them anywhere. Some -restrictions it 

was also urged should be placed upon the 

importation of cheap rifles and ammuni- 

tion into South Africa and the Crown Col- 

onies, and strict regulations adopted with 

respect to the sale of skins of wild game 

and undersized ivory. The Government was 

further requested to regularly collect re- 

turns of all game _ killed 'by sportsmen. 

‘‘The game preserves should be as strictly 

protected as the National Park at Wyom- 

ing in the United States. There no shoot- 

ing whatever is allowed with the result 

that the game is overflowing into all the 

surrounding country furnishing excellent 

legitimate sport.’’ Mr. Lyttleton express- 

ed sympathy with the objects of the depu- 

tation, and promised a full consideration of 

the points which had been laid before him. 

° 
In consequences of representations made 

at Ottawa to the effect that unless sum- 
mer fishing (commercial fishing we sup- 

pose) is prohibited in a number of the 

smaller lakes of Manitoba they will be de- 

pleted of their supply of fish, which would 

result in much hardship to the settlers, the 

Governor-General in Council has ordered 

that ‘‘no fishing be allowed in Lakes Man- 

itoba, St. Martin, Portage Bay, Water 

Hen, Dog, and Shoal from the first day of 

April to the 30th day of November of each 

year, both days inclusive.” 

a 2 
A successful fox farm is said to be run 

about forty miles back from Bangor, 

795 

Maine. A portion of a tract of three hun- 

dred acres is enclosed by a wire fence ten 

feet high. It was found that the foxes can 

climb to that height, so that the top of the 
fence was turned in so that it projected 

inward about two feet and the plan proved 

an effective 'barrier. The foxes next tried 

to burrow out, but the owner dug a trench 

and filled it with stone, so that there isa 

stone wall underneath the fence for its en- 

tire length. The field is divided into sev- 

eral lots with a well-built kennel in each 

lot. In the summer the foxes remain in 

burrows, but at the first arrival of cold 

weather they take to the kennels. The fox- 

es are of the somewhat rare blue variety, 

the six original ones cf the stock having 

been brought from Alaska. There are now 

more than fifty in the farm. The fur from 

this variety of fox is much more valuable 

than from the common varieties. The care 

of the fox presents no special difficulty. 

They are fed about the same as dogs, and 

are even less particular than dogs in re 

gard to the condition and variety of their 

diet. After remaining on the farm for a 

time they become partly tame, and are 

readily caught when needed. 

¥ 
A correspondent writes from Bristol (N. 

B.):—‘‘We have a fine section of fishing 

and hunting country reached from here by 

taking train for twenty three miles. There 

is then a good wagon road, and teams are 

always ready to take parties in. Guides 

can be procured in advance for either fish- 

ing or hunting. Several parties have camps 

on the Miramichi. Last year about 25 or 

30 sets of antlers came out this way, one 

set measuring sixty-eight inches. About 

July 20th the run of salmon come up the 

river. There is good trout fishing from 
June 1st until July 20th. Some parties 

come in this way and_ sail down the riv- 

er and go out at Bonstown, N.B. I have 

myself hunted and fished in the district, 

and got scme fine speckled trout and sal- 

mon.”’ 
> 

Sa 
The Northland Canoe Club has been form- 

ed, with headquarters at Desbarats, Ont. 
The club will be prepared to furnish canoes, 

guides and outfit of every kind to those 
wishing to fish the virgin lakes north of 

Desbarats, Ont., or to take the more ex- 

tended trip into the trout waters near the 
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mother lakes of the Echo, Garden and 

Thessalon Rivers, which lakes are all found 

in one Township close to the Mississagua 

River. 

The personnel of the club is everything 

that could be desired and ‘‘Rod and Gun ”’ 

has much pleasure in recommending it as 

supplying a much needed want. Canada is 

short of trained guides. The training is, 

however, going on apace and such a contri- 

bution as will be offered by the Ncrthland 

Canoe Club is warmly welcomed. It is 

formed much on the lines of the Keeway- 

din Club which will also operate with Des- 

barats as a terminus. 

~ 
Mr. Joseph Reid, of collie fame, has do- 

nated the Canadian Collie Club trophy, 

which he won outright a few years ago, 

back to the club, to be held by them as a 

challenge cup. The trophy is a beautiful 

work of art and is valued at $150. At a 

meeting of the club held in Montreal on the 

22nd inst. the gift was accepted and a 

vote of thanks tendered Mr. Reid for his 

generosity. On motion of Mr. W. Ormis- 

ton Roy it was decided to call it ‘‘The 

Reid Challenge Trophy’’ to be awarded to 

the best American bred dog or bitch (col- 

lie) at the principal shows held in Canada. 

It was also decided to give a cup or med- 

al to commemorate the win, which will 

be emblematic of the championship of Can- 

ada. 

¥ 
The Coila Collie Kennels, Montreal, did 

a lot of winning at the American Collie 

Club’s show in Boston last month. The 

Kennels had a string of eight dogs and 

won the open event with Ch. Balmoral 

Baron, beating Southport Sculptor, a dog 

imported specially by Samuel Untermeyer 

of New York, at a_ cost of $3,500. The 

Kennels also won the team prize for the 

best four. Altogether the winnings a- 

mounted to over, $150 in cash, 14 valuable 

cups, (including the Van Shaick Challenge 

Cup, emblematic of the collie championship 

of America), two medals and special in 

merchandise. Not bad for Canada. 

¥ 
Mr. C. G. Cowan’s attention has been 

drawn to the new species of bear which 

has been discovered lately on the coast 

north of the Skeena river, British Colum- 

bia; it is a dwarf white bear. Mr. Kem- 
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ode, the curator of the Provincial museum, 

is at present trying to secure a good _ spe- 

cimen. Mr. C. G. Cowan will stay off on 

his way north to Alaska and hunt for 

this bear. Our readers know Mr. Cowan by 

his interesting contributions to Rod and 
Gun. 

=> 

- 

A recent booklet issued by the Canadian 

Pacific Railway is one dealing with the re- 

sources and climate of Southern British 

Columbia. It is well got up, beautifully 

printed on good paper, and finely illustra- 

ted. In a general and popular way it gives 

a description of the country, its resources 

and the means by which the settler can 

make a home, and something more than a 

living for himself and family. The whole 

is accympanied by an excellent map, and 

Mr. J. S. Dennis, British Columbia Land 

Commissioner, at Calgary, ofiers to give 

detailed information upon any point dealt 

with in the book to all who may require 

it. The publication cught to do a_ gocd 

deal for the development of one of the 

most promising provinees in th2 Dominion. 
—— 

- 

Mr. T. E. Bambrick, of Ridout, Ont., 

sends us some interesting notes about the 

upper Mississagua country. He says: 

“There are the finest of speckled trout 

at Nemegos which is called Nemegosenda 

on the Railway map. Nemegos is west of 

Winnebago. These trout weigh from one to 

four pounds. The trail to Pishkinogama 

Lake is by -water with a few portages. 

The river is within one hundred yards of 

the Station. The map is wrong about the 

Ridout, which runs west on south side of 

track instead of east.’’ 

“There is a lake at Kinogama Siding, 

which is full of red pike, and is a very 

good place for bears. There are a few 

good places. for deer near here. You can 

reach them by taking the hand-car in the 

morning with the secticgn men.’’ 

“The Indians here do not speak a word of 

English. I have heard it -said that there 

was good fishing near the lakes you men- 

tion south of Winnebago. There is even 

better trout fishing at Lake Como, a few 

miles west of Chapleau, than at Nemegos. 

There is lots of fish and good hunting at 

Pishkinogama.”’ 

Our readers who want good hunting will 
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co well to reach Winnebago about Oct. 

13th and take the trail from there through 

the chain of lakes to Lake Pishkinogama, 

or tc Flying Post, H.B.C. There is good 

duck-shooting up there. This is entirely 

off the beaten track and we do not think 

any white men have been there since 1867. 

Then about the end of October they could 

come back to Winnebago and start down 

the Mississagua. The climate is just suit- 

able for the hunting season. The decrease 

in altitude and the distance one would 

make southward would keep one out of the 

danger of being frozen up before the end of 

the season. 
=> 

¥ 
The Hiawatha play-will be given at Des- 

barats this year under better auspices than 

ever, but the play-season will be shorter. 

There will be only one other place in Am- 

erica where it will be given. It will not 

be taken to any of the cities, but it will 

be given on Father Marquette’s old route 

across Michigan from Traverse Bay to 

Cheboygan, which was one of the most 

frequently used portages of the Ojibways 

and Ottawas as it saved a long detour 

round by the straits of Mackinaw. The 

place selected is Yahwaygamug, or Round 

Lake near Petoskey. This always was con- 

sidered in the old days the best hunting 

ground of the Ojibways. Today more sum- 

mer tourists assemble there, perhaps, than 

anywhere else in America. The city of 

Petoskey is essentially a summer city. The 

great assembly of Bay View is near by, 

and countless other resorts are not far off, 

CAUTION TO PURCHASERS OF SAV- 

AGE RIFLES. 

We find a few Savage rifles are being of- 

fered by certain catalogue houses who are 

not customers of ours, at prices, which at 

a glance, seem cheaper than our regular 

schedule, but investigation shows that the 

rifles they are delivering have been altered 

since leaving the factory, including chang- 

ing or obliterating the serial numbers, 

which are stamped on every genuine Sav- 

age rifle. 

As it is impossible for us’ to ascertain 

to what extent these rifles have been used 
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in the woods and the waters of Michigan. 

The Petoskey people have gone to mcre 

trouble in the way of affording entertain- 

ment to their visitors than other cities ; 

hence its great and growing popularity. 

The new historical Indian play of Michili- 

makinaw will be given on the site of the 

old Fort of that name, which is to be re- 

stcred exactly as it was on the King’s 

birthday, June 4th, 1763. The famous la- 

crosse match which figured in the Pontiac 

conspiracy will be played upon the same 

spot where it was played on that day by 

the descendants of the same Indians who 

took part then, while the British soldiers 

will look on dressed in the military fash- 

ion of the period. All the thrilling scenes 

will be re-enacted with great realism. We 

bespeak for this play a cordial welcome, 

and prophesy for it a large measure of 

success. 
——> 

- 
A splendid caterer has been secured for 

the Hiawatha Camp, Desbarats. Those ca- 

noeists and campers who are fond of good 

things to eat either before or after their 

trip northwards into the woods will find it 

at the Hiawatha Camp. Several new 

camps have now been finished at Desbar- 

ats, some to rent and some to be occupied 

by their owners. All are hidden in the 

woods, and so arranged as not to take 

away from the wildness of the place. Each 

camp has an average of fifteen hundred 

acres for grounds, so that there is no dan- 

ger of our crowding. The love of the wild 

grows apace. 

or altered and probably injured, we take 

this opportunity of advising the public 

that we assume no responsibility whatso- 

ever for any rifles on which the seria] 

number has been obliterated or changed in 

any way. For your own protection refuse 

to accept rifles tendered you as above de- 

scribed. 

Your dealer can give you lowest prices 

on genuine Savage rifles which carry with 

them an honest guarantee. If your dealer 

won't accommodate you, write us, direct. 

SAVAGE ARMS CO., UTICA, 

Noe Un Ses 
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THE PUBLISHER’S 
DEPARTMENT 

On March 17th at Larned, Kansas, an 

amateur standing at 20 yards shooting his 

Lefever ejector gun won high average over 

both professionals and amateurs. The Lef- 

ever Arms Co., Syracuse, N.Y., will send 

their 1905 catalogues free for the asking. 

+ 
Messrs. R. & W. Kerr, of Montreal, have 

issued their summer catalogue of sporting 

goods. The publication is a very creditable 

one. Their tents and carrying bags are ex- 

cellent, and they excel in their reels, and 

fishing tackle generally. They have long 

been known as the headquarters for golf 

supplies of every description. 

+ 
One of the most complete Fishing Tack- 

le catalogues ever issued is that of Clark, 
Horrocks Co., of Utica, N. Y. The cat- 

alogue illustrates and describes the famous 

fishing rods and tackle made by this con- 

cern, and all goods are priced at very low 

figures. The catalogue contains 172 pages 

and will be sent upon receipt of 6 cts. in 

stamps by Clark, Horrocks Co., Ltica, 

Ney: 

¥ 
In the advertisement of the Canadian 

Kodak Company in our April issue the cost 

of the Screen Focus Kodak was, by er- 

ror, stated to be $300. This should have 

read $30, the selling price of these ko- 

daks, which are being received with such 

general favor at the present time. It is 

an instrument which combines all the ad- 

vantages of the Kodak Film System with 

ground glass focusing, instantly converti- 

ble into a compact plate camera, and me- 

chanically and optically it is a perfect ma- 

chine. 
> 

- 

To sportsmen looking for  suitalble de- 

corations for the walls of their dens, 

clubrooms or camps, we would call atten- 

tion to the set of duck and goose shooting 

pictures in water color published by E. 
Hendrich of New York. The _ pictures, 

nine in number, are something new in the 

line of sporting pictures. They are *6 in. 

x 20 in. in size, colored brilliantly in wat- 

er color. The scenes portray exciting mo- 

ments with ducks and geese over decoys 

and from sneak boats. Mention this mag- 

azine and he will send you free, sample 

half tone reproductions 5 in. x 7 in. Ad- 

dress, E. Hendrich, 218 East 18th street, 

New York, U. S. A. 

~ 
A CLEAN SWEEP. 

Mr. Thomas of Tampa, Fla., won every 

event and prize at the two days shoot held 

at Bellaire, Fla., March 15th and 16th. He 

not only won the cup offered for the high 

average for the entire tournament, but also 

won the championship of south Florida. 

This is the second time Mr. Thomas has 

shot his Lefever gun. Lefever guns are 

bound to give satisfaction. They cannot 

shoot loose and are so guaranteed and es- 

pecially bored to give the least possible 

recoil and maxim penetration and most 

even distribution of shot. Send to the Lef- 

ever Arms Co., Syracuse, for one of their 

free catalogues, and mention Rod and Gun 

in Canada when so doing. 

THE DUCHESS KNEW A GOOD 

THING WHEN SHE SAW IT. 

The celebrated Duke and Duchess of Wan- 

chester paid a visit to Detroit on the 10th 
of April to buy steel boats for use on the 

lakes of their Irish Estate. They came to 

Detroit to inspect the boats made by the 

Michigan Steel Boat Co. and, after being 

shown through the plant, left an order for 

two of the finest boats made by that com- 

pany, to be sent to Tanderagee Castle, 

Tanderagee, Ireland. This speaks volumes 

for this boat industry, as the freight to 

Ireland amounts to nearly as much as the 

cost of the boats; but the practicability and 

absolute safety—because these boats are 

non-sinkable—struck the faney of the busi- 
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ness-like duchess, and hence the order leit 

with this Detroit Company. 

Od 
The Hunter Arms Co. of Fulton, N. Y., 

have excelled in issuing their latest cata- 

logue, thus giving the sportsmen some- 

thing a little finer than they have ever 

seen before. It shows their full line of 

guns from $740.00 list to $25.00 net. Ev- 

ery grade is shown in the catalogue just 

as it really looks—the cuts all taken from 

photographs of the original guns—so that a 

man may know just what he can expect in 

a beautiful LL. C. Smith gun. 

A full description is given of their One- 

Trigger Mechanism which can be attached 

to any L. C. Smith hammerless gun new 

or old. This is quite a departure in the 

gun line and is meeting with earnest 

approval. : 

Any sportsman may have cne of these 

catalogues for the asking. 

+ 
AN ENTERPRISING FIRM. 

We welcome to advertising depart- 

established and well-known 

Laight & Westwood 

our 

ment the old 

firm of the Allcock, 

Co., Limited, of Toronto, and Redditch, 

England, one of the oldest fishing tackle 

firms in the trade, and one of the largest 

manufacturing concerns of its kind, having 

been established in Redditch, England, in 

the year 1800, its extensive factory cov- 

ering several acres and employing over 500 

hands and shipping to all parts of the 

world. Allcock’s stag brand goods in 

fishing tackle are known to every follow- 

er of Isaac Walton. This firm has branch 

houses all over the world, including 

France, Australia, Austria and South Af- 

rica, aS well as Toronto. The firm has re- 

ceived gold and silver medals and diplom- 

as and special prizes from numberless ex- 

hibitions. Since the big Toronto fire, when 

their new warehouse was destroyed with 

all its contents, they have rebuilt on the 

old stand at 78 Bay street, a five-story 

warehouse of the most approved style and 

are now occupying it. Their new building 

is considered one of the best equipped fish- 
ing tackle establishments on this conti- 

nent. 

- 
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RAMBLER CLUB FORMED. 

At a meeting attended by many of the 

prominent automobilists of New Haven, 

Connecticut, an automobile club has just 

been formed which marks an innovation in 

organizations of this character. The mem- 

bership is confined to owners and operat- 

ors of Rambler cars. So far as is known 

this is the only organization of motorists 

anywhere for which ownership of a certain 

make of machine is the chief question of 

eligibility. Officers pro tem were elected, 

and the club will at once be put upon a 

substantial footing. F. E. Bowers was 

elected temporary President. Mr. Bowers 

has recently rebuilt his single cylinder 

Rambler as a racer, and has a standing 

challenge to back it as the fastest single 
cylinder car in the city. 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company have just 

shipped one of their big Rambler Surries 

to C. R. Mengel, a hardwood dealer in 

Louisville, Kentucky. This is the automo- 

bile chosen by the Louisville Automobile 

Club for President Roosevelt’s use during 

his visit in that city, April 4, en route to 

the Rough Riders Re-union in Texas.  In- 

asmuch as automobiles are to head a pro- 

cession in the President’s honor, this event 

will afford the first opportunity to identi- 

fy the President with this new method of 

transportation, for while King Edward, 

King Alfonso and other foreign rulers are 

enthusiastic motorists, President Roose- 

velt seems not to have followed their ex- 

ample in this particular. 
- 

CAN BOYS BE TRUSTED WITH GUNS? 

At a meeting of the Benedicts’ Club in 

Philadelphia the other day, a heated dis- 

cussion arose over the question of whether 

boys should be allowed to handle firearms. 

The argument was precipitated by one of 

the members, who owned a country resi- 

dence, remarking that he would not trust 

his youngsters with guns. This brought an 

energetic looking member to his feet with 
the reply, ‘‘I can’t say I agree with my 

friend . I wouldn’t give a snap for a 

boy that couldn’t be trusted with a gun. 

As for me, I want to see my boys grow up 

into men—responsible, clear-eyed and stea- 

dy of nerve, and I don’t believe there is 
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anything more potent to this end than to 

give a boy a good, reliable gun and turn 

him loose in the open country. I have 

three boys, ranging in years from 8 to 

15, and each has his rifle and shotgun. The 

oldest has used his for five years and has 

not done any damage yet, and in that 

time, my acres have never required a scare- 

crow.”’ 

This point of view is on a line with the 

educational movement being carried on by 

the J. Stevens Arms and Tool Company 

of Chicopee Falls, Mass., Manufacturers of 

the famous Stevens Rifles, Shotguns and 

Pistols. We have just received a copy of 

their ‘‘Book on Firearms,’’ which deals not 

only with Stevens Arms, but contains 

many valuable articles on various subjects 

of interest to lovers of shooting. We un- 

derstand these people are charging nothing 

for the book, but send it to applicants up- 

on ¢eceipt of four cents in stamps to cover 

postage. 
> 

4 

A SIMPLE WAY OF CONVERTING A 

ROWBOAT INTO A LAUNCH. 

_ The description given below is of a novel 

marine gasoline motor of a design that 

promises to make it possible for most ev- 

ery perscn of moderate means to enjoy the 

pleasures of power boating. The motor is 

of the two cycle type and its simplicity en- 

ables the manufacturers to produce it at 

nominal cost, and its power is 

be very great on account of the high 

speed, and its not being subject to the dis- 

advantage of having an abnormal amount 

of piston travel. The bore is three inches 

and the stroke only 23 inches, and the ad- 

vantage claimed by the maker in the short 

stroke is that more strokes per minute 

without additional piston travel, increases 

the power to a great extent. It is claim- 

ed that the latter part of the piston 

stroke is of very little benefit on any mot- 

or. In other words, the power is in the 

initial explosion or blow, and the oftener 

the piston can return for that impulse the 

greater will be the power. 

The three port system is used, which 

does away entirely with valves and springs 

in the construction of this motor, which 

not only reduces the cost of production 

but makes it 

possible. 

as nearly fool-proof as is 

There are only three moving 

parts to tINs motor—the piston, connect- 

claimed to- 

ing rod, and crank shaft. 

The motor is well water-jacketed. The 

shait which carries the propeller wheel is 

only 3 of an inch, which makes it possible 

to use it through the stern post of any 

rowboat. The circulating pump is centrifu- 

gal and the shaft goes through the centre 

of it, and being below the water line is 

always primed. 

The motor above mentioned -weighs only 

374 pounds and sells for $1.00 per pound. 

At 750 R.P.M. this motor swings a_ 10- 

inch propeller with 10-inch pitch and de- 

velops nearly 2 H. P. This motor installed 

in a 15 foot rowboat has made 7 1-10 

miles per hour over a measured course. 

They are now being placed on the market 

by the Detroit-Auto-Marine Company, 82 

Congress St., East, Detroit, Mich. 

¥ 
The Malcolm Rifle Telescope Manufactur- 

ing Co. of Syracuse, N. Y., are in receipt 

of the following very flattering testimon- 

ial of their rifle telescopes:— 

Vicksburg, Miss., Feb. 13, 1905. 

Dear Sirs.—It is a pleasure to speak a. 

good word for your rifle telescopes. I 

bought my first ‘‘scope’’ of Wm. Malcolm a- 

bout seventeen years ago. This scope, 

with three others purchased for friends a- 

bout the same time, have seen much _ ser- 

vice and given entire satisfaction. They are 

apparently as good today as when bought, 

with no repairs having been made. 

The later scopes made by you, one of 

which I bought one year ago, are shorter, 

have a much larger field or view and ap- 

pear to be equally as substantial. The in- 

creased field is a great improvement, as it 

enables the sportsman to get a quick aim 

and to follow moving game more readily. 

This feature should do away with the ob- 

jection of some hunters, that the scope, as 

formerly made, cannot be handled efficient- 

ly on such game. 

In most uses I consider the telescope 

sight much superior to the sights in com- 

mon use. It is far more accurate as it 

eliminates guess work. The view is mag- 

nified and distinet ; the whole object is vis- 

ible and not a half or more concealed as 

with the common sight. The eye end be- 

ing a half inch aperture, there is but the 

cross hair to bring into position, and the 

difleulty of aligning two sights on an ob- 

ject is practically dispensed with. With 
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these advantages the hunter, if attending 

strictly to business, can tell all the time 

where he is ‘‘at.’? Furthermore, with fail- 

ing eye-sight, (and how few of us_ that 

grow old do not experience this ? ) the tel- 

escope sight is the only one that can be 

used with general success. It makes bad 

eyes good and good eyes better. As a field 

glass, it is often a great aid in searching in 

Rod and Gun’s 
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cover for game. I use my scope a great 

deal that way. Even in the open it is of- 
ten an aid. I am getting alittle old my- 

self, but, with your telescope and a pair of 

sound legs, I hope to continue for some 

years, my annual trips after wild turkeys, 

etc. 

Yours truly, 

(Signed) W. L. POLK. 

List of Guides. 

We give below our first list of guides, and trust in future to make this a valuable 

feature of the Magazine. It is our intention to eliminate from this list the name of 

any guide whose name may be accidentally inserted and who may prove untrustwotr- 

thy ; and to admit to it only the names of those men who are of proved integrity, 

thus making it a worthy ambition on the part of any man to have his name regis- 

tered in our list, and also to assure to 

so, the capabilities and trustworthiness of 

Banff (Alta.)—Brewster Bros. 

Bill Peyto. 

Biscotasing, (Ont.)—A. Clement. 

Beaufort (N. B.)—Charles McEwan. 

Ben Lee. 

Hiram Biggar. 

Blind River (Ont.)—Joe Saugeen. 

Shemaghan, Sr. 

Shemaghan, Jr. 

Burrows Lake (Thorncliffe, Ont)—Will Bur- 

rows. 

Clinton (B. C.)—J. W. Pearson. 

Day Mills (Ont.)—William Harris, Jr. 

Desbarats (Ont.)—George Linklater. 

Sam McClellan. 

Cariboo Jack McLeod, 

Rydal. Bank. 

John Reid. 

Desbarats (Ont.)—Richardson. 

Shuttleworth. 

H. Spurway, Portlock, 
PO: 

Field, (B. C.)—J. H. Martin and William 

Oak. 

Fredericton, (N. B.)—Adam Moore. 

Glassville, (N. B.)—M. McKenzie. 

Garden River (Ont.)—D. M. Roberts. 

Golden, (B’ C.)—H. G. Low. 

Jeg, Jey, IEA IT 

H. B. Richardson. 

Laggan (B. C.)—R. E. Campbell. 

Mattawa, 

sportsmen, as far as it is possible to do 

the men whose names appear below:— 

Maniwaki, (Que.)—Jocko McDougall. 

Dan Sweeney. 

(Ont.)—Bernard Bastien, Ig- 

nace Bastien, Joseph Bastien, Paul 

Bernard, Matt. Bernard, Peter Brown, 

Francis Chevrier, jr., Joseph Clement, 

George Crawford, Ant. Colton, Alex. 

Dorion, Frank Dupius, Sam Dicaire, 

Sam Dubois, John Dubois, William Du- 

fault, Joseph England, Joseph Ferris, 

John Ferris, Walter Ferris, Frank 

Green, John Green, John Jacko, W. C. 

Lehenp, Andrew Landon, Joseph La- 

vigne, Joseph Leclaire, Frank Leclaire, 

Frank Lamoureux, Fred Lamoureux, 

Leon Montreuil, Frank McCracken, 

Archie Millar, Louis Muskey, William 

McKenzie, William Moore, Sandy 

Moore, Joseph Moore, Joseph Parent, 

Benjamin Parent, Thomas Pierre, Bap- 

tiste Paquette, David Populace, Steve 

Rider, Hyacinthe Simon, Xavier Sim- 

on, Joseph Tenasco, Jacko Tickinonse, 

Sam Tongue, John Tongue, Thomas 

Turner, Sandy Turner, Joseph Turner. 

Thessalon, Ont.—John J. Huston. The Des- 

barats-Mississagua route a 

specialty. 

Timagami, (Ont.)—Friday the Indian, 

Bear Island. 

Wharncliffe, (Ont.)—Robert Foster. 
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the SPORTSMEN 

After a hard day’s fishing in a cold 
drizzling rain a cup of hot Bovril 
is always appreciated. 
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All the Supplies for a Fishing Trip to Ontario, 
Canada, are to be procured from Michie (ig Coy 

Toronto, Grocers, &c. 
OUR BOOKLET ‘TOURIST TOPICS’ WILL INTEREST those desiring in- 

formation about Camps, Routes, Maps, Tents, Utensils, Angle- 

worms, etc, Wesend it for the asking. 

SOME DESIRABLE SUMMER COTTAGES onthe Muskoka Lakes have 
been reported to us for rent thisseason. The information we have 
will be cheerfully furnished to enquirers. 

WE CAN HELP YOU SELECT A ROUTE, supply achart to guide you, 
and generally, offer a service so complete as to relieve you of much 
trouble about details, 

WRITE FOR A COPY OF MICHIE’S TOURIST TOPICS 

M Lert Ee & CO. 
Established May I, 1835 Toronto, Canada. 

A Land of 
Lakes and Rivers 

A Peerless Region for the Tourist 
Camper, Canoeist, Angier 

and Sportsman. 
A new territory now accessible by rail and of- 

fering the best fishing and shooting in America. 
Scenery unexcelled, hey-fever unknown, magnifi- 
cent canoe trips. 

Black bass, speckled trout, lake trout, wall-eyed 
pike in abundance. Moose, deer, bear, partridge 
and other game during hunting season. 

Handsomely illustrated book, telling you 
all about it, sent free on aplication to 

G. T. BELL, 
General Passenger and Ticket Agen¢, 

Grand Trunk Railway System, 
Montreal, Can. 
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NLY thirty minutes from Boston. Is delightfully 

situated on the famous Puritan Road, the oldest “ 
’ 

Sot a Hotel On the State Road in America (1629). The most elegantly ME: 

appointed hotel on the New England coast. Spacious 

e orn and beautiful public rooms, 240 sleeping-rooms, sixty Bits 
=4 ; 

| ie , Ort Ore private baths. Magnificent bathing beach, fine boat- j : 
segs . 

ing and fishing. Delightful carriage and auto roads. } 

lint Golf, croquet, and tennis. Send for our handsome Bs ey ¢| 

illustrated brochure. Address (until June 15) ow ‘ 
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The WAY to HEALTH and PLEASURE 
SEND FOR——————————————1 905 CATALOG 

ATANY 
PRICE 

$96.00 

Our 16-ft. LAUNCH 

$2253.00 
Our I8-ft. AUTO-BOAT 

Complete, ready to run; I-h. 
p. Reversible Engine; The 
Staunchest, Prettiest Little 

Our Leader and every- 
body else’s. All our 
boats are fitted with 

Water Craft Afloat To-day. ia water-tight compart: 
ra ments, cannot sink. See 

18 Different Styles Row Boats E “4 Ps BY ° ; : 
Full line always on hand ready to ship Ee % . = our library of testimonials 

sas Michigan Steel ‘\ Boat Company 
1360 JEFFERSON AVENUE, temo 9 = ~§=—sdDDETROIT, MICH., U.S.A. 

Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Company 

The Xe 

Finest \ 

scenic 
4 Niagara 

an 

Fishi ues IsSnin 

Route 44 2 oe Bi 

on the : 4 eo Oe Se ; 

Conti- 7 ala mn \ 

nent hE 
“A MORNING'S CATCH 

Write for Illustrated Guide Books, to 

THOS. HENRY, Traffic Manager. 

H. FOSTER CHAFFEE, Western Pass. Agent, Montreal, Canada. 

TORONTO. 
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For picnic, camping or boating parties 
JAMS and JELLIES 

ORANGE MARMALADE, 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

Hollow Collapsible Pneumatic 

DECOY DUCKS and GEESE. 
Our decoys fully COLLAPSE (don’t confuse with those 

that?only PARTIALLY collapse) wgt. only 4 oz. each, 
made without use of WOOD or WIRE. The most LIFE- 

LIKE and CONVENIENT decoy made, one may be 

folded and put in vestpocket. Write forcircular. 
CANVAS Decoy Co., Union City, Tenn., U.S.A. 
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IF IT ISN’T AN EASTMAN, IT ISN’T A KODAK. 

POY TTL HE 
Drawn for Eastman Kodak Co., by. Edward Penfield 

Bring Your Vacation Home in a 

KODAK 
Add to the after-delights of your holiday with pictures of 

the people, the places and the sports you are interested 
in. Every step: easy by the Kodak System. 

Kodaks, $5.00 to $108.00. Brownies, $1.00 to $9.00. 

CANADIAN KODAK CO., Limited 

Se deta a mail Toronto, Can. 

ee Oe BPR ei ES. ae eee | 
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Life-Saving Folding 
Canvas Boats 

The latest, safest and best is what we offer 
you. A boat built on modern lines that will 
prove a pleasure to own and use. Selected 
materials used all through, and it comes to 
you GUARANTEED the best. Latest pat- 
ent and improved Folding Canvas Boat on 
the market. 
A handy and safe boat for fishing and shoot- 
ing. Puncture proof. Galvanized tempered 
steel frame. No bolts to remove. Folds 
the most compact of any boat made. Send 
4c. in stamps for catalogue and reliable tes- 
timonials. 

LIFE SAVING FOLDING 

CANVAS BOAT CO, 

755 Portage St.., Kalamazoo, Mich., U. S. A. 

eS HAVE YOU A BIRD DOG?---- THEN YOU WANT 

THE Amateur 
ooitie:. Trainer 
A plain, practical and concise, yet thorough, 

guide in the art of training, handling and the cor- 
recting of faultsofthedog subservient to the gun 
afield. “Acknowledged by authoritiesand amateurs 
alike the most practical book on training ever 
published. The author is a practical trainer of 
over 30 years’ experience whose system is up to 
date ee Metso eal ek eS gure standard 

HOTEL TOURAINE 

Delaware Ave. and Johnson Park 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

‘i! 
A modern, high-class and conven- 

ient stopping place, offering every 

accommodation for the comfort 

and pleasure of transient and _per- 

manent guests. 250 rooms with 

private baths and long distance 

telephones. _Dining-rooms, Café 
and Grill Room. Moderate prices. 

ie ia 
ye 

ma Ba coma ( 
New sali JuSsT OuT.---ILLUSTRATED. 

Comprehensible, popular form, devoid of long-spun 111] ——— 
theories, based On practical experience throughout. 
Not a large volume of pastime reading matter, but || . : 
guaranteed to contain the most practical information | C. N. OWEN, Proprietor. 
on the subject at any price. Sent postpaid onreceipt 
of price—paper cover, $1.00; finely cloth bound 
AND GOLD EMBOSSED, $1/50. ADDRESS:--- 
Subscription Department, Rod and Gun in Canada, 

Woodstock, Ontario. 
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‘THe PRAT 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is the Official Organ of the Dominion Trap-shooters 

and Game Protective Association of Canada. All communications for this department should 
be addressed to W. A. Smith, Editor ‘‘The Trap,” Kingsville, Ont. 

Stanley Gun Club of Toronto Annual Tournament. 
The programme for the Annual Tourna- 

ment of the Stanley Gun Club has been is- 

sued, and is a very neat and interesting 

book of 80 pages. The shoot will be held 

at Toronto on May 17, 18 and 19, and it 

is confidently expected to prove the great- 

est ever held in Canada, And one of the 

best in America. 

The Stanley Gun Club is one cf the old- 

est clubs in the Dominion, and has done a 

PRIZE. 
Amateur High Average, Stanley Gun Club Tournament 

FIRST 

great deal for the advancement of the art 

of shooting. Owing to the rapid growth 

of the city, it is compelled to seek new 

shooting grounds, and it is intended to 

erect on the new premises an elaborate 

club-house to accommodate the members 

and their friends. This building, when com- 

pleted, will be the finest shooting club 

house in Canada. 

The tournament will 

tion Park, which has been placed 

be held at Exhibi- 

at the 

disposal of the club by the Corporation of 

the City of Toronto. The thanks of the 

club are extended to the public press and 

sporting journals for courtesies extended 

and a cordial invitation given to represen- 

tatives thereof to be present, as well as 

to the public, particular. The ladies in 

SECOND PRIZE. 

High Amateur Average, Stanley Gun Club Tournament 

lawn and grand stand, in front of which 

the shooting will take place, have been 
placed at their disposal. The advertisers 

and donors of 

thanked for 

Shooting will commence at 9 a.m. 

are also cordially 

their assistance. 

prizes 

each 

the competition is open to all ama- 

professionals will 

day ; 

teurs the WO! ld over: 
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shoot for ‘‘targets only’’; the rules of the 

Dominion of Canada Trap Shooting and 

Game Protective Association will gov- 

ern; three sets of Bowron’s traps will be 

used and his targets thrown; the ‘‘three 

yard limit’’. distance handicap will be used; 

and the handicap committee consists of 

Messrs. Harry D. Kirkover, Bufialo, N.Y.; 

W. R. Crosby, O’Fallon, Ill.; D. McMack- 

on, Highgate; Dr. J. #. Overholt, Hamil- 

ton; F: A. Heney, Ottawa; and J. H. 

Thompson, Toronto. Reduced rates have 

been secured from’ Buffalo and Detroit on 

all railways, of which full particulars are 

published. 

FIRST PRIZE. 
High Average. Third Day, Stanley Gun Club 

Tournament. 

The purses will be divided by the Rose 

system into four moneys, 7, 5, 3, and 2. 

The programme for the first day consists 

of ten 20 target events, nine of which are 

guaranteed, entrance $2.00, including 

birds. For the day’s high average, the first 

prize is a Lefever ejector gun, presented by 

the Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y. ; 

and listed at $95.00. This gun will be made 

to the order of the winner. 

The second prize is a silver cup, donated 

by the Warren Sporting Goods Co., Toron- 

to, valued at $20.00. 

The second day’s programme is precisely 

the same as for the first day ;' but the high 
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average prizes consist of an Ithaca gun, 
made to the order of the winner,— and 

presented by the club, listing at $70.00. 

The second prize is a silver cup, valued 

at $15.00, given by the club. 

For the third day there are eight 20-tar- 

get events, of which seven are guaranteed, 

and the ‘‘Stanley Gun Club Cup” event at 

50 targets, entrance $5.00; cup goes to 

the high gun, first money to second place, 

second money to third place, third money 

to fourth place, fourth money to fifth place 

and fifth money to sixth place; Rose sys- 

tem 7, 5, 4, 3, 2. This cup is a magnificent 

silver trophy, standing 30 inches high, and 

valued at $100.00. It is given by a mem- 

THE STANLEY GUN CLUB CUP. 

ber of the club. The day’s high average 

prizes consist cf a solid sterling silver 

cup, valued at $75.00, presented by Geo. 

MH. Gooderham, Esq., Toronto, and a Win- 

chester Repeating Shotgun, valued at $25, 

offered by the club. 

The total number of 

three days shoot is 610. 

The trophies for 

targets for the 

high amateur averages 

The 

style 

manufactured by 

for the Tournament are very valuable. 

first prize consists of a Bell Piano, 

“Rh? valued at $500.00, 

the Bell Piano Organ Co., Limited, 

Guelph, Ont., is unquestionably the 

most valuable premium ever put up at a 

similar tournament in America. This piano 

and 

and 
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is being presented by the Stanley Gun 

Club and the winner may have it in either 

a walnut, mahogany, or oak case. The sec- 

ond prize is a magnificent solid sterling 

silver loving cup, presented by L. C. A. 

Strother. Esq., Toronto, captain of the 

Rosedale Gun Club, and valued at $75.00 ; 
while the third prize is a Marlin gun, giv- 

en by the Marlin Fire Arms Co., New 

Haven, Conn., and valued at $25.00. 

To the resident of Toronto making high 

average in the Tournament, will be given 

a beautiful silver cigar cabinet, surmount- 
ed by a Setter on point. This has been 

generously donated by James D. Bailey, 

Esq., Jeweler, Toronto, and is worth $15. 
00. 

While the amateurs have been so remark- 

ably well looked after, the professional 

shots, who are doing so much tewards 

making tournaments a success (generally 

shooting for ‘‘targets only’’) have not 

been forgotten. The club has felt that the 

best shot should be fittingly rewarded for 

his skill; and will present to the expert 

standing highest in the Tournament a Dia- 

mond Medal, valued at $100.00. This is 

somewhat of an _ innovation at Tourna- 

ments, and the action of the club shculd 

be highly appreciated by the contestants as 

well as by the manufacturers whom they 

represent, as the winning of the medal will 

be a great advertisement for the Company 

employing the winner, and itis hoped the 

trade will be unusually well represented. 

The programme is certainly a most ela- 

borate one ; $1,000 in cash is guaranteed ; 

and $1,015 is given in trophies. It is a 

further evidence of the advancement being 

made in Canada by the devotees of the 

gun. Since the formation of the Dominion 

of Canada Trap Shooting and Game Pro- 

tective Association in 1901 gun clubs have 

sprung up all over the Dominion. In To- 

ronto alone there are ten, and the mem- 

bership is composed of many of the city’s 

prominent residents. The Stanley Gun Club 

Ixxxili 

Professional High Average, Stanley Gun Club. 
Tournament. 

has a high reputation for the manner in 

which their tournaments are conducted, 

and a record attendance is looked for. No 

expense will be spared to male it a suc- 
cess. AS the dates come immediately be- 

fore the opening of the Ontario Jockey 

Club races at the Woodbine, competitors 

and visitors will be able to see the race 

for the historic King’s Plate—the oldest 

ccntinuously run racing fixture in Ameri- 

ca—and may, if they so desire, come to 
Toronto on May 13th and remain until the 

24th, the reduced railway rates covering 

this period. 

The Committee having the management 

of the tournament in hand is composed of 

Messrs. Thomas A. Duff, Chairman; J. H. 

Thompson, President; Geo. M. Dunk, Vice- 

President; F. W. Martin, Secretary; Ald. 

Robert Fleming, Geo. W. McGill and Alex 

Dey, Secretary to Committee, 178 Mill 

Street, Toronto, from whom programmes 

may be secured upon application. 

ae 
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Toronto Traps. 

CENTRAL GUN CLUB. 

The Central Gun and Rod Club scores on 

Saturday, March 25th, were:— 
No. 1 event, 10 targets—J. Crew 9, 

Beatty 7, Tippett 7, R. Crew 7, Goddard 

6, W. Short 6, Bunker 6, Conkey 5, Jos- 

lin 5, A. Dowson 4. 

No. 2 event, 10 targets—Joslin 7, Beat- 

ty 7, Tippett 6, J. Short 6, McDermott 5, 

J. Crew 5, W. Short 5, Bunker 5, God- 

dard 5, Douglas 2. 

No. 3 event, 10 targets—Joslin 8, 

key 8, Beatty 7, Goddard 6, Knox 4. 

Spoon shoot, 20 targets, scratch—J. 

Crew 17, R. Crew 16, Conkey 13, Goa- 

dard 11, Dowson 10, McDermott 10, Tans- 

ley 10, J. Short 9, Douglas 7, W. Short 

By 
18 yards—Beatty 15, Joslin 9. 

19 yards—Bunker 10. 
Bo foege 

PARKDALE’S EXPERTS WON. 

In the City Blue Rock League Parkdales 

won by an average of 17 to Nationals 15 

2-3 on the Parkdale grounds April 1st. The 

score is as follows:— 

Nationals—Harrison 20, O. Spanner 13, 

Turner 21, W. Spanner 17, Mulvey 17, Viv- 

ian 20, Ross 14, Wallace 11, Custerson 5, 

McDowell 21, D. Watson 9, Haverley 19, 

Grainger 14, Stubbs 13, Morgan 21. Total 

235. 

Parkdales—Maywood 16, Sanderson 12, 

Marsh 17, Carlisle 18, Fegan 19, Birch 15, 

Daley 15, Reid 19, A. Wolf 21, G. Thomas 

18. Total 170; 

Con- 

ogee 

STANLEY CLUB SHOOT. 

The regular weekly shoot of the Stan- 

ley Gun Club took 

April Ist. 

place on their grounds 

In addition to the regular prac- 

tice, the return match in the City Blue 

Rock League was shot between the Stan- 

leys and Balmy Beach Gun Club. The day 

being fine, there was a large turnout of the 

members and friends of both clubs. The 

men a side, and was 

won by the Stanleys by 59 birds. A strong 

north-east wind, blowing from behind and 

the traps, caused the right quarter 

and straight away to dip sharply, and led 

the contestants their 

match was shot 17 

across 

birds. 

they 

to overshoot 

The scores were thus lower than 

wculd otherwise have been. The following is 

a summary of the shoot:— 

Team Match—25 Targets. 

Stanleys. 

Thompson 22, X. X. 18, McGill 25, Ing- 

ham 21, Herbert 15, Dunk 22, Rock 24, 

Martin 16, Hulme 18, Thomas 17, Green 

22, Charles 20, Wilson 19, Fritz 15, Hog- 

arth 18, Morshead 19, Dey 16. Total 327. 

Balmy Beach. 

J. A. Shaw 20, Booth 19, Ross 19, Cas- 

ci 12, Seager 20, Ten Eyck 22, Smith 15, 

Adams 15, Hambly 14, Hunter 18, Pear- 

sall 12, Lyonde 15, Draper 11, Pop Pearce 

16, Davis 9. Total 268. 

vents. DDS biog: Ata 

No. targets: 10. 15°.10, 1-718 
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RIVERDALES BEAT BALMY BEACH. 

On Saturday, April 8th, on the grounds of 

the Riverdale Gun Club, the home team 

won a schedule match of the City Blue 

Rock League series from the Balmy Beach 

Gun Club by the following score: 

Riverdale—Best 23, Crewe 21, Hoey 20, 

Hare 20, Mollon 19, Jennings 18, Cashmore 

17, Herons 16, Powell 15, Eakins 13. To- 

tal (10 men) 182. 

Average 18.2. 
Balmy Beach—G. J. Shaw 23, Pearce 20, 

Bcoth 20, Seagar 19, Casie 19, Hambly 19, 

Ten Eyck 19, Smith 18, J. A. Shaw 18, 

Draper 16, Adams 16, Lyonde 15, Pearsall 

14, Ross 13, Mason 12, Henry 12. Total 

(16) 273. Average 17. 

Roege ogo 

STANLEYS BEAT NATIONALS. 

The return match in the City Blue Rock 

League, betweem the Stanleys and Na- 

tional Gun Clubs, was shot on the grounds 

of the latter April 8th, 15 men a side, at 

25 targets per man. The day was fine, 

with a strong’ westerly wind, which made 

shooting under difficulties. The ground of 

the Nationals faces the west, and what 

with the strong wind and the sun in the 

shooters’ eyes, the wonder was any scores 

were made at all. After the match all re- 

tired to the Nationals club-room, where a 

most enjoyable time was spent. The fol- 

lowing are the scores: 

Stanleys—McGill 19, Ingham 16, Thomp- 

son 20, Hampton 11, Dunk 22, Buck 12, 

Martin 11, Herbert 15, Thomas 20, Fritz 

18, Morshead 17, Townson 17, Rock 18, 

Dey 16, Wilson 15. Total 247. 

Nationals—Vivian 20, Harrison 21, O. 

Spanner 12, W. Spanner 12, Waterworth 

17, Turner 16, Habberly 18, C. Mougenel 

11, McDowall 15, Morgan 16, Wallace 16, 

Ross 13, Patterson 14, G. Mougenel 14. 

Total 233. 

Bo ago eke 

TORONTO JUNCTION CLUB SHOOT 

The Toronto Junction Club held its reg- 

ular shoot April 19. Fred Stone, of the 

“Wizard of Oz’’ Company, was a guest, 
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record in the 25 bird 

competition, when he tied Phil Wakefield 

with a score of 22. The scores follow:— 

Event No. 1 Summer handicap, 25 birds, 

class A—G. W. McGill 22, C. Kemp 21, C. 

and made a capital 

‘Burgess 21, P. Wakefield 20, J. H. Thomp- 

son 19, W: “Stevens. 18,..C. *Turp 1a3aiwe 

Wakefield 18, D. Walton 18, B. J. Taylor 

17. Class B—W. J. Sheppard 18, J. Hardy 

Oe ised he {Clayton 13h) Samos 

2, J. @. Wright, 12, F. Clay 8, C. Zemier 

8, Dr. Hackett 8, E. Dooif 8. 

Event No. 2, 25 birds—P. Wakefield 22, 

F. Stone 22, G. W. McGill 21, W. Stevens 

a1,  Lurpp2l, J, H. “Thempson 200m 

Wakefield 17, E. F. Hick 16. 
Yoefoege 

PARKDALE BEAT BALMY BEACH. 

The final match of the City Blue Rock 

League series was shot on Saturday, April 

15th, on the grounds of the Parkdale Gun 

Club, the home team winning from the 

Balmy Beach Gun Club. This victory ties 

the Parkdale Club with the Riverdales for 

second place in the league. The following is 

Saturday’s score:— 

Parkdale—Kent 22, Sanderson 22, Thom- 

as 21, Maywood 20, Daley 19, Reid 19, 
Burch 18, Carlisle 17, A. Wolf 17, Fegan 

15, Marsh 13. Total (11 men) 203. Av- 

erage 18.4. 

Balmy Beach—Booth 22, Smith 21, Sea- 

gar 21, Ten Eyck 21, Adams 20, Ross 19, 

Mason 18, J. G. Shaw 18, Draper 17; J. 

A. Shaw 17, Hambly 16, Lyonde 15, Casci 

15, Marlowe 12, Pearce 12. Total (15 men) 

264. Average 17.6. 

No fooge 

STANLEY CLUB SHOOT. 

The Stanley Gun Club held their -regu- 

far weekly shoot on their grounds on Sat- 

urday, April 15th. The day was raw, with 

a stiff north wind, which made the birds 

rather shifty. In the spoon event, which 

Was a handicap by extra birds to shoot at, 

proved very interesting. Mr. Dunk, from 

scratch, and Mr. Edkins, with 4 extra, tied 

with 24; in the shoot-off Mr. Dunk won. 

The following are the scores:— 

Spoon shoot, 25 targets—Dunk (scratch) 

24, Fritz (4) 14, Phillips (scratch) 17, 

Hulme (scratch) 20, Hirons (4) 16, Edkins 

(4) 24, Wilson (4) 17, Edwards (5) 17, Ely 

(4) 21, McGraw (6) 20, Martin (5) 15, 

Hooey (4) 22, Dey (scratch) 21, Green 20. 

LOY ANOF OR S25 eG 

IO bial ei i be ALS Amero E728) Sere 
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GOOD FRIDAY SHOOT. 

A successful shoot took place on the Na- 

tional Gun Club grounds Good Friday. The 

scores were very good considering the wea- 

ther. Mr. Dunk, of the Stanley Gun Club 

won the high average for the day’s shoot. 

The scores are as follows:— 
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IRODELUS: ey cece eee ee ee 130 118 

Ma tthe wise iia seem oe emeccces 45 36 

Wo Spanner. ieee ieee: 40 20 

Dey Ae aoe eee 120 95 

GO tis wach, oeeor eee ne Eee 120 106 

POT. 2, oe cio tee. ates ee eee 10 9 

ROC Ke2.. ah24 Carcont cocoon ae ee 25 21 

Pattersons, Che eee A ie) ens 

MeGalllie Sh) 8) tice ean. coat ee ieee 60 48 

F Hoegone 
McGILL WON HANDICAP. 

The annual 50-target event of the Stan- 

ley Gun Club for prizes took place’ on 

their grounds on Saturday, April 22nd. 

This event is a handicap, ranging from 1 

to 15 extra birds to shoot at. Mr. McGill, 

with one extra, was high man with 48. 

This event is usually shot on Good Fri- 

day, but was postponed on account of the 

National Gun Club holding an open tourn - 

ament on that day to allow as many mem- 
bers to attend as possible. The following 

is the result of the event with the number 

of extra birds in  brackets:—Schofield (6) 

Shot At. Broke. 32, Ingham (5) 43, McGraw (12) 26, Her- 

EVES ON Eas esse hoe es eee 130 110 bert.(8) 45, Dunk: (1) 41, Rock (1) 42, 

Viivdenie ee gn ties tere 130 94 Hulme (1) 44, Hirons (8) 47, Hocey ( 8 ) 
WaildamaSie sinus coh ees nan parte ee 70 34 36, McGill (1) 48, Thompson (1) 42, Mar- 

HOMIPS Ole ess) feds tier wask cantor 105 90 tin (12) 35, Mason (12) 40, Hampson (5) 

PeiWaketieldisms'}skt-soeeceeecens 130 109 38, Green (1) 46, Townson (8) 42, Mors- 

[DOT ea eenae rs AAS Aiea ieee er 130 120 head (6) 40, Ely (10) 39, Lucas (8) 38. 

ogee 
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MONTREAL GUN CLUB. 

The following are the scores of the Mon- 

treal Gun Club for Saturday, March 18th; 

President’s Prize at 25 birds—McDulf 22, 

N. Candlish 22, Redman 21, Ewing 21, 

Kearney 21, Alexander 20, Landriault 19, 

Rainville 17, Dumont 14, Parsons 13, 

Spoon Shoot at 25 birds—McDuff 22, ew- 

ing 22, Alexander 22, N. Candlish 21, 

Rainville 21, Kearney 19, Redman 19, El- 

liott 17, Dumont 16, Parsons 16, Kenyon 

15. 
15 bird sweep—N. Candlish 14, 

14, Mwing 12, Kearney 12. 

i4, Ewing 13, MeDuff 

15 bird sweep—Redman 14, N. 

tainville 11, Dumont 9, Kenyon 9. 

Redman 

13, Kearney 13, 

Candlish 

oF ee With the Gun Clubs \ 

a a a a a oe a a eee 

15 bird sweep—Redman 15, Kearney 14, 

N. Candlish 10, Ewing 10. 

The following -are the scores for Satur- 

day, March 25th, N. Candlish winning the 

spoon, and G. Dumont making the first 

win on the Hunter Arms Co.’s gold med- 

al:— 

Spoon shoot at 25 birds—N. Candlish 22, 

Kearney 22, Redman 22, Alexander 22, Dur 

mont 22, Rainville 22, Ewing 21, McDuff 

21, Wootton 20, Mitcheson 17, W. Cand- 

lish 17, Fox 16, Cheese 18, Elliott 11. 

Hunter Arms Co.’s Gold Medal at 40 

targets, 20 singles and 10 pairs of dou- 

bles:—Dumont 30, Rainville 28, N. Cand- 

lish 27, Kearney 26, Redman 25, W. Cand- 
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lish 25, Ewing 24, McDuff 21. 

25 bird sweep—Ewing 22, Dumont 22, 

N. Candlish 21, McDuff 21, Kearney 21, 

Rainville 20, Alexander 20, Redman 20, 

Wootton 19, Fox 15, Cheese 14, Mitcheson 

13, Elliott 12. 

Following are the scores for April Ist. 

Ewing won the spoon, and Redman _ the 

club championship event, and the Hunter 

Arms Company’s gold medal. 

Spoon shoot at 25 birds—Ewing 23, 

tedman 20, Lark 20. 

at 25 birds—Redman 

Kenyon 22, Alexander 

Club championship 

22, Skadunks 22, 

22. 

Hunter Arms Company’s gold medal, at 

10 targets, 20 singles, and 10 pairs of dou- 

bles—Redman 30, Kaiser 29. 

25 bird sweep—Kaiser 22, 

15 bird sweep—Ewing 14, 

Kaiser 12. 

Redman 22. 

Redman 13, 

Following are the results of the events 

held on the grounds of the Montreal Gun 

Club on April: 8th, N. Candlish winning 

the third match for the gold medal, and 

McDuff winning the spoon:— 

Spoon shoot, at 25  birds—McDuff 23, 

IQwing 21, N. Candlish 20, Rainville 19, 

Lark 19, Dumont 17, Redman 17. 

25 birds, sweep—Redman 22, McDuff 22, 

N. Candlish 20, Ewing 20, Kaiser 20. 

Ten birds, sweep—FEwing 9, McDuff 9, 

Kaiser 8, Rainville 7. 

Hunter Arms Co.’s medal at 40 targets, 

20 singles and 10 pairs of doubles—N. 

Candlish 28, Redman 27, Rainville 26, 

Lark 24, Kaiser 23. 

15 birds, sweep—E wing 14, McDuff 13, 

Kaiser 13, Redman 12. 

10 birds, sweep—N. Candlish 8, 

7, McDuff 7, Rainville 6. 

Following are the results of the events 

held on the grounds of the Montreal Gun 

Club, April 15th, N. Candlish winning 

the spoon, McDuff. winning the fourth 

match for the President’s prize, and 

Kearney winning the fourth match for the 

Hunter Arms Company’s gold medal. 

Spoon shoot at 25 birds—N. Candlish 24, 

Dumont 23, Rainville 22, McDuff 22, Red- 

man 21, Kearney 20, Kaiser 20, Alexander 

19, Ewing 17, Kenyon 16, Cooke 13, D. 

Candlish 13, Angers 12, Casgrain 9, El- 

liott 7. 
President’s prize at 25 birds—McDuff 23, 

Alexander 23, Redman 22, Rainville 22, N. 

Ewing 
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Candlish 22, Ewing 18, Kearney 18, Ang- 

ers 8, Casgrain 8. 

Hunter Arms Company’s gold medal, at 

40 targets, 20 singles and 10 pair of dou- 

bles—Kearney 32, Ewing 28, N. Candlish 

27, Redman 25, Dumont 21. 

15 bird sweep—Ewing 13, Dumont 13, 

Redman 13, Kearney 13, Kaiser 12, N. 

Candlish 11, Alexander 10, McDuff 9. 
10 bird sweep—McDuff 10, Kaiser 9, Du- 

mont 9, Ewing 9, Redman 6, Kearney 6. 

Re ate oko 

WESTMOUNT GUN CLUB, MONTREAL. 

On the grounds of the Westmount Gun 

Club, the club competition was won by 

Mr. G. R. Boulter. As the wind was er- 

ratic, the shooting was not as good as us- 

ual. Following are the scores: 
Events...,... L. °2: soaeaae 

Maueeuseees 20 10 10 10 10 

GEER. Boulter s.9) nceee 20 LOA eee 

MUTO tie. eens 16> 614513 958 

ERWUCGHIS OMS. =f. 50% Neteee Aaa PS eb LetdS 

iy allay... 2x eked ae 15% 4,2) 4S 

bl amSenbs causes 8 .-ckeecneeeee 14) 5a Toes 

Gralinkaibheeatss: > 2; ¢.cssdegasceees 13.10 “SiGe 

ROUGE Bosco ea eo Lom 7) Genomes 

TG WLS teat ocee 2 .ciy saree enone ee 12:19) 8G 

DIGIEECYiSteekes. Cot aad eae eee 12) x aoe 

BS Ke thes «5c \ saad aan LO) 4 oxo 

Br OWillteccresao ts ete eee 11)... Soe ee 

Pails ONSesache. ck. cos ac setaeee eee 8.5 Skanes 

WioO HOME tc pecc nee ae cee XK oxi Ge Gao 

orgeege 

INGLEWOOD GUN CLUB’S TOURNA- 

MENT. 

Inglewood, Ont. 

Editor Rod and Gun:—The annual ‘tourn- 

ament of the Inglewood Gun Club was held 

on April 7, with a very good attendance of 

shooters. This is a young club, composed 

of a few enthusiastic shots, whc did all in 

their power to have their visitors enjoy 

themselves. The day was fine and the tar- 

gets hard on account of the height to 

which they were thrown. 

High average was won by Mr. Thomas 

Upton of Hamilton, Ont., second average 

went to Dr. Hunt of Hamilton, third high 

average to Mr. Thomas A. Duff of Toron- 

to and fourth to Mr. J. H. Thompson of 

Toronto. Following are the scores:— 

Shot At. Broke 

Thomas Upton, Hamilton ... 100 92 

Dr. Hunt, Hamilton 2.7.2: 100 a0 

Thomas A. Duff, Toronto ... 10089 

J. H. Thompson, Toronto... 100 88 
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Peewaketield, Morontoree.-ce, 100 85 

Dr. Wilson, Hamilton ...... ... 160 81 

G: Bs Smith sAyton- 22.22. 100 x0 

G. Thomas? Torontomeyere 100 fhe) 

John McCague, Inglewood ... 100 76 

Geo. W. McGill, Toronto...... 100 75 

Ay Kidd Inglewood): ee..ae 100 73 

Je Kidd Simele woody eae 100 72 

We Rasberry, “Hamilton 2... 100 71 

WW: “Roberts: —Toronto 3. 100 67 

Ga Kiddi SS inaile woods ...>: 100 67 

Thomas Henry, Brampton ... 100 63 

KF. Pverholt, «Hamilton ...... 85 72 

Ge Vivian Doronvom x. ee. 85 66 

CO) Harrison “Loronitoresas.. 8! 63 

W. White, Snelgrove...... ...... 85 56 

AS Spanner, Toronton :-..-.... 85 54. 

Geo. M. Dunk, Toronto ...... 85 52 

Jo MBCA lea OMe eeeeee . 85 49 

J. Dent, Inglewood ..:......... 85 46 

W. J. Campbell, Snelgrove... 85 4] 

W. Smeaton, Inglewood ...... 50 32 

Geo. H. Cashmore, Toronto.. 40 23 

Mr. James, Inglewood 

C. Patterson, Inglewood ...... 40 18 

W. Elliott, Inglewood 

a. Nunn. Inelewood 2%. 2.22: 

bo bo OV oO 

_ — 

“Toe”? Sheppard, Toronto... 

J. Dunham amilton” 3222: 25 13 

Ca Jee ea kere) Eb rampiue nme 35 13 

W. Beamish, Inglewood ...... 25 12 

J. Patterson, Inglewood ...... 25 11 

Were Mnlende ek amalltbOmmeecssestce 25 11 

Je Wukew wimole WiOOdr sarees. 25 i) 

BP. ROCCE: 

Me Me Me weouerse 

COMING TOURNAMENTS. 

May 17-19—Stanley Gun Club, Toronto. 

May 25-27—Montreal Gun Club, Montreal. 

June 1-2—Sportsmen’s Gun Club, Ayton, 

Ont. 

June 8-9—Springwood Gun Club, London, 

Ont. 

June 17—Quebee Gun Club, Quebec, P.Q. 

lst—Sherbrooke Gun Club, Quebec, 

Pe Gs 

July 

Aug. 16-18—Dominion Trap Shooting As- 

'  séciation, Ottawa. 
Sept. 4th.—Winnipeg Gun Club, Winnipeg, 

Man. 

Rote te 

KOMOKA, (ONT.) GUN CLUB. 

Komoka Gun Club has been organized re- 

cently and although the membership 1s 

small the club is on a firm basis, both as 

regards finances and sportsmanship and 
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scores made that denote that the club has 

good shooting material in it. We give 

some of their recent scores:— 

Scores Thursday, March 23rd.—W. T. Ol 

iver 9, F. J. Rooks 9, F. Harrison 9, W. Oli 

ver 6) Gy Smith 2: 

Scores Thursday, April 6th.—F. Harrison 

9, J .Harrison 7, F. Rooks 6, C. Harrison 

6, W. Oliver 5. 

The following were the scores for Thurs- 

fay, April 28th, the event being shot off 

in a drizzling rain:— 

10 targets—F. Harrison 7, J. Harrison 

7, W. Oliver 5, W. T. Oliver 9, F. Rooks 

§, C. Harrison 5, W. Wesbrook 3, George 

Harrison 6. 

foage ese } 

HESPELER, ONT., GUN CLUB. 

The Hespeler Gun Club held a meeting at 

the Commercial Hotel parlors and re-org- 

anized for the season of 1905, the follow- 

ing Officers being elected: E. E. Bowman, 

President; O. B. Ellis, Vice-President; W. 

Brestwer, sec.-treas.; J. Wayper, field cap- 

tain; G. Sacks, trap manager. 

The club held its’ first shoot April Ist, 

when the following scores were made:— 

Event 1, 10 .targets—J. Wayper 7, G. 

Sacks 6, E. E. Bowman 6, Ed. Burns 6, 

F. Jones 5, L. Gowring 5. 

Event 2, 10 targets—J. Wayper 9, E. E. 

Bowman 9, G. Sacks 8, Ed. Burns 5, F. 

Jones 5. 

Event 3, 10 targets—J. 

Sacks 9, FE. E. Bowman 6. 

: Bo efe age 

SOURIS, MAN., GUN CLUB. 

The third annual meeting of the Gun 

Club was held on Saturday evening. Offi- 

cers were elected for the ensuing year as 

follows:— 

Patron—Jas. Argue, M. P. P. 

Hon.-President—Mayor Young. 

President—W. J. Merrell. 

Vice-President—J. A. Stirling. 

Sec.-Treas.—H. Nesbitt. 

Captain—S. S. Smith. 

The financial statement showed the club 

to be in good financial condition, there be- 

ing a surplus of $42.00 from last season to 

begin the new year with. The outlook 

too, is for a larger membership than ever, 

is being manifested in 

Wayper 10, G. 

as greater interest 

the club. 

Tuesdays and Fridays will be the 

ings for practice, and the first shoot 

Arbor Day, the first 

even- 

will 

take place on Tues- 
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day in May. J. H. Barttlett, the jeweller, 

will offer a Cup and four prizes for the 

highest aggregates in the season’s_ shoot- 

ing. The Club is also putting up two priz- 

es for competition by B. Class shots for 

the highest aggregates under fifty per cent. 
oafe age 

PASTIME GUN CLUB, 

ONT. 

William Buttershall, a gentleman who 

is recognized for his philanthrophy in vari- 

cus grants to the Hospital, the Humane 

Society, etc., has donated two acres of his 

property, in Stratford, on the Mornington, 

for sporting purposes. This is the same 

location on which a very successful three 

days’ shooting tournament was held last 

Fall. The gift will be utilized for shooting 

purposes and football. 

The Pastime Gun Club of Stratford has 

organized, with the following officers:— 

Hon. President, A. F. MacLaren, M. P.; 

President, D. D. Hay, jr.; Vice-President, 

A. W. Fisher; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. 

Boles; Captain, J. Rutherford; Directors, 

STRATFORD, 

Messrs. W. Gilliard, K. C. Turnbull, and 

T. Savage. 
Rogeege 

SPRINGWOOD GUN CLUB, LONDON, 

ONT. 

The Springwood Gun Club held their an- 

nual Good Friday shoot on their club 

grcunds. Notwithstanding the disagreeable 

weather there was a good attendance, and 

an enjoyable time was had:—Balkwill, shot 

at 70, scored 42; Johnson, shot at 20, 

scored 3; G. Bowman, shot at 40, scored 

13; Parker, shot at 40, scored 20; Webb, 

shot at 90, scored 61; Brock, shot at 50, 

scored 21; Remington, shot at 50, scored 

ot > Bryce, shot at 50, ‘scored 32 ; 

Macbeth, shot at 76, scored 49; Day, shot 

at 50, scored 33; J. Brown, ‘shot at 36, 

scored 28; Bucke, shot at 29, scored 19; T. 

Brown, shot at 10, scored 4. 

fo eho <fo 

JORDAN STATION SCHOOL. 

Winchester Gun club, of Jordan Station, 

Ont., held a very successful shoot on Good 

Friday afternoon, and although the weath- 

er Was rough the scores in each event were 

good. The last two events were shot in a 

regular blizzard. The scores and events 

were as follcws: 

Event No. 1, 10 birds—H. W. Hunsberry 

8, A. Heckadon 7, W. Casker 6, E. Fisher 
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Oy Jee Cline 

3. 

Events No. 2, 10 birds—H. W. Hunsberry 

§, W. Casker 9, -A. Hickadomg, D. Price 

6, J. Cline 5, F. Hotson 5, ¥. "Proup tad. 

Honsberg 3. 

Event No. 3, 10 birds—H. W. Hunsberry 

9, A. May 9, W. Casker 9, E. Fisher 8, D. 

Goold 8, H. May 8, A. Heckadon 5, C.May 

4, 

Event No. 4, 10 birds—A. May 9, H. W. 

Hunsberry 8, E. Fisher 8, H. May 8. 

Event No. 5, 6 birds—E. Fisher 6, A. 

Heckadon 5, W. Casker 5, H. W. Hunsberry 

4{ D.*Goold 4, E. “Froup 4, D) Prices 

Hotson 3, W. High 2. 

Yorgerge 

SPRINGWOOD GUN CLUB, LONDON 

ONT. 

The Club shoot on Wednesday, March 20, 

was well attended and some good scores 

made, as follows: 

25-bird event—Reid 6, Avey 15, Fortnier 

18, Mills 2, Glover 23, Arnott 15, Till- 

mann 21, White 17, Brown 16, Marsh 18, 

Simcox 22, Gurd 12, Beltz 7. 

25-bird event—Glover 22, Tillmann 22, 

Arnott 19, Marsh 18, White 19, Nicholson 

17, Fortnier 19, Brown 19. 

The scores, April 1st:— 

25-bird event—Glover 22, Day 21, Webb 

21, Simeox 19, Armit 19, Lang 17. 

25-bird Event—Bowman 11, Day 16, Webb 

22, Remington 12, Bryce 14, Glover 20, 

Swift 16. 

10 birds—Lang 6, Glover 9, Terry §, Day 

9, Webb 4. 

5 doubles Lang 6, Day 8, Webb 4, Glover 

4: 

The scores, April 8th:— 

At 50 birds—Glover 42, Screaton 41, Day 

39, Smoothy 37, Webb 34. 

At 25 birds—Beeckon 19, Simcox 16, Joe 

16, Remington 13. 

4, J. Honsberger 3, F. Troup 

fo oho age 

HAMILTON GUN CLUB. 

The regular shoot of the Hamilton Gun 

club’s present series was held on Satur- 

day afternoon, April 8th. The fifty match 

for the handsome Klein & Binkley diamond 

medal still leaves Dr. Wilson in the lead 

by a small margin, and great interest is 

shown in the final shoot, to be held on 

April 22. In B. class, first prize in the 

merchandise shoot went to Ben It with 40 



Ib: 

straight for the day. W. Wark was_ sec- 

ond. The scores:— 

Klein & Binkley medal, A class, 25 

birds—Wilson 21, Hunter 21, Upton 20, 

Thomson 20, Frank 20, Ben It 20, Fletcher 

19, Green 19, J. Cline 19, Bowron .18, J. 

Crooks 17, G. Cline 16, Horning 14. 

B. class, 25 birds—Ben It 20, Dr. John- 

ston 17, Beattie 14, Ripley 14, Wark 14, 

Dunham 14, Rich 12, N. McFee 12, Mack 

9, Merry 9, George 8, Monty 8, Oliver 5. 

Boafoege 

BEAMSVILLE TEAM DEFEATED. 
Saturday afternoon, April 15th, was the 

occasion of a visit to the Hamilton club 

by the Beamsville Gun club, who came up 

about fifty strong. They proved themselves 

to be a very worthy opponent of the Ham- 

ilton crack shots, who only managed to win 

the 17-men team match by 40 birds. The 

visitors did remarkably well, especially 

when it is considered that they have been 

shooting but a very few months. 

The match was shot over the new Expert 

trap, 25 birds each, at unknown angles, 

and the wind was hard from the east, in 

the faces of the shooters, which accounts 

for the scores being lower than usual. 

The scores:— 

Hamilton—Thomson 22, Wilson 22, A. 

Smyth 21, Graham 22, Hunter 20, Wark 

20, Frank 19, Cline 18, B. Smyth 18, Brig- 

ger 18, Dean 17, Ben It 17, Ripley 15, Up- 

ton 15, Dunham 15, Bowron 14, Coffin 14. 

Total 306. 

Beamsville—Merritt 21, Russ 19, Zim- 

merman 19, Konkle 19, Boughner 18, H. 

Culp U7) savy, 17.) J: (Culp: 6) Vadaleelo: 

Honsberger 16, High 16, Glover 14, Rob- 

inson 14, Tulloch 13, G. Culp 138, Prud- 

holme 12, Karr 6. Total 266. 

Yoorge 

DR. WILSON” WINS DIAMOND MEDAL 

The final shoot of the winter series was 

held at the Hamilton Gun club grounds on 

Saturday afternoon, April 23rd. The event 

of greatest interest during the season just 

past was for the handsome diamond medal 

presented by the enterprising jewelers, 

Klein & Binkley, for the club champion- 

ship. Dr. ‘‘Wilson’’ won with 134 out of 

150 in the six shoots. Hunt was second 

and Frank third. 

Capt. Spencer presented the medal to the 

elub’s crack shot, making a neat speech, 

to which the winner suitable replied, after 
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which refreshments were served 

club house. 

In the B. class merchandise shoots, Geo. 

Dean and: Perl Frend were the winners, af- 

ter a very close race, in which there were 

five ties to shoot off. The day was perfect 

for shooting and some good scores were 

made. 

Klein & Binkley trophy, 25 birds:— 

A Class—Thomson 23, Hunter 22, Wilson 

22, Hunt 22, J. Cline 20; Frank 18, Upton 

18, Raspberry 18, G. Cline 18. 

B Class—20 birds—Dean 16, Frend 15, 

Beatty 15, Moncrief 14, Johnson 14, Hodg- 

son 13, Ripley 13, Dunham 13, Magill 12. 

in the 

Roeforge 

ST. HUBERT GUN CLUB .TOURNA- 

MENT. 

The St. Hubert’s Gun Club of Ottawa 

held their annual tournament on Easter 

Monday. The Montreal Challenge Cup, 

which is held by St. Hubert’s, was suc- 

cessfully defended against the Montreal Gun 

Club by 110 to 97 out of a possible 125. 

The following is the score:— 

Shot At. Broke 

De J eaearne yaa eee 160 121 

Wie EG co iin Saag ae eco ea 180 136 

Ne ASe @ardlishieicrane ay eee 180 154 

J. De saurendeapern 180 147 

C7) Redmanwey seen eee 180 i 

J. Rainville reat seeeen eee 180 136 

Wai Jing JOWNStOne) meee ween 180 148 

HH, As: (lene ya Wetearey hee reteceee 180 152 

Gs Basdallemie.cscee ten eee 188 130 

Ce Wes Bane ttt eras cee 180 148 

Wola. “CamenxOnmepaersnctere: 180 154 

W.. sSlaney: tes somewhere cree 160 136 

Ax Wa" Thnoopacaiad fetes 100 79 

HS), MGrriittg \..contnca cece nte te 40 27 

Ce’ J. Boothe teste cee 80 44 

Js Ms Robertshy ace. 100 80 

Pi. Trudeau tcc een eee 20 17 

W)..J's “BAGH chee aetna eee 120 80 

EAS "Vib = coe ask Gon Pear Dene nek 100 69 

Do IN DESTAUTICH can meet: 20 13 

Bie -O Conmor rece eres 80 59 

OG YAVeS: cy nce Dace tere: 40 29 

Merchandise Event. 

1—W. L. 

H. Meikle. 

2—J. H. 

3—W. H. 

nor. 

Cameron, revolver, given by J. 

Rainville, knife, Graves Bros. 

Ewing, box cigars, H O’Con- 
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4—C. L. Panet, 150 Sovereign cartridges, 

Pominion Cartridge Co. 

d—C. Redman, 150 Sovereign cartridges, 

Dominion Cartridge Co. 

6—H. Viau, 2 bags shot, Montreal R. M. 

C. 

7—G. FEasdale, umbrella, C. Ross. 

8—W. J. Johnstone, 2 bags shot, Mon- 

treal R.M.C. 

aoa. A... Heneys Carvers prclebasce ct. 

W. Esmonde. 

10—W. J. Henry, 100 Sovereign cartrid- 
wes IC. C: 

J1—N. Candlish, book on gun, W. W. 

Greener. 

12—G. Graves, hand trap, Ketchum & 

Co. 

iX¢Cl 

13—A. W. Throop, 100 cartridges,-D.C.C. 

14—J. T. Laurendeau, 1 bag shot, M. R. 

We Ge 

15—D. J. Kearney, 1 bag shot, M.R.M.C. 

16—F.. Merritt, 1 bag shot, M.R.M.C. 
17—C. J. Booth, 1 bag shot, M.R.M.C. 

Montreal Challenge Cup. 

Team shoot for Montreal Challenge Cup 

held by St. Hubert’s Gun Club. 

St. Hubert’s—C. J. Panet 20, A. W. 

Throop 23, F. A. Heney 21, W. J. John- 

stone 22, W. L. Cameron 24. Total 110. 

Montreal—J.T. Laurendeau 24, N. Cand- 

lish 22, W. H. Ewing 23, D. Kearney 15, 

C. Redman 13. Total 97. 

Posted 
re Meh MP 

Ridgetown Tournament. 

The first important tournament of the 

season of 1905 in Western Ontario was 

held at Ridgetown, Ont., April 20th and 

THos. Upron, winner high average. 

2ist, on the grounds of the local club. The 

Club has new grounds leased and use the 

expert traps, set Sargeant system, facing in 

a northerly direction. They have a neat 

this Club and they always hold their own 

in any company. 

The weather during the second day was 

very disagreeable. A very stiff wind at 

times amounting to a gale, blew across 

the traps making the flight of the targets 

very erratic. The Ridgetown boys believe 

in making the game as hard as they are 

likely to find it on any strange grounds 

and the rocks thrown during the tourna- 

ment were ‘‘fast and furious.’’ Combined 

with the unfavorable weather conditions it 

made straight scores ahout as rare as 

hen’s teeth. Upton, Conover, H. Scane, 

F. Galbraith, Geo. Laing, R. Coffey and 

J. Scane were lucky ones in this respect. 

High average prize of $10.00 was won 

by Thos. Upton, Hamilton, who shot in 

good form, with 277 out of 315. Second 

average prize of $7.00 was won by C. 

Scane, Ridgetown, with 270. Low average 

club house and are altogether well equipped prize of $3.00 was won by Robert Cof- 

for the shooting game. Some of the best fey, with 235. 

trap shooters in Canada are members of The following are the scores:— 

FIRST DAY. SECOND DAY. Average 

Targets — 15 20 15 15 20 15 15 15 20 20 20 20 25 20 20 20 20— 315 

Mallory. -co see 14, tA OVE 14> Fy MO doe Lay 21 | 16) ES else ee 

phon... ses LSS iS Lato R RelA 14 LAR LOS NOE A: 20) La cele celia 



Ixcil 

WONOVET. fae doce) 1 wes eli eal ey amet ee leede eae 

Scane JE oe lee ease elvis ome 

LST See. Nee i 

Galbraith) He Al opomeli eZ. Ls 

McMackon ....... AU OS SAS AL aS) 55 le 

Be ponte MAA iS emelGy alee wel oe 9 

Pa ee TH A TEP BS ay Pe as 

yeryore (Cl, gos! see 

rama Nie, Na EE AL SY Eee aye 

Tilmanees-eaeee 

14 

Scane J. 

Murray ..:.20. +26. 

Haskell............ 
Bren epee nae 

Thorold... 0), 13: 18) 10s Sas 12 

McRitchie . ... 2 A110 12 

AOOW) Gevercs te: Oyeriiie abel “ai aes ale 

Moores Jigs..--s: 

‘“‘Redpath’”’ 

“Buckshoi 1 esc: 

ACUKAUMIS eeceeee soe s- 

Gallimosieeeee-- 

Gammage......... 

IBYONWAOK 2 Neceaqaeoden 

Gailbraith R.... 

Gapt--Cottion:... 12. 157.30 

NOTES. 

During the shoot representatives of the 

old Ridgetown Gun Club, which had a glor- 

ious record in the old days, shot a round 

of 10 each and scored as follows: Mallory 8, 

Dan Leitch 9, C. Scane 9. H. Scane 9, W. 

Thorold 8. 
Messrs. C. Eastlake, secretary-treasur- 

er, and John Carr, vice-president, acted 

as cashiers and did their work efliciently. 

The Shogren system was used and proved 

very satisfactory. 

J. Bent was official referee and A. Mc- 

Ritchie, scorer. They made no mistakes 

and gave every satisfaction. 
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15, 16; dit 12) aby 920 14 16 19— 253 

14°10 17-14) 18> AO, 45 dp eee ee 

10. AV, A718 M6 RO B17) 419 See 

15 15 15 14 15 Yop 11 d6- 15 - 18— 35 

13 18 18 17,47 19% 18 16 18— 259 

13 19 14 16,14 20 14 414.17 18— 256 

1. AL 13> WA, 82) 2 A Se Ge Ae iG — 287 

11. 15. by al iS, 9 die dist) ab — 

10 16 15 16 15 19 17.19 28) 46— 260 

10-18 ‘68° 15°13) at 

Tee Ass Als) LG aS} Spe sy ILE = 

11 15 12 13 14 18 16 16 11 20— 238 

6 12 10 iil ‘ 

Bot Be Tobe. dS) MRO ot C6 teat — 

11 15 (14 15 

14 14 11 13 

14 13 

VAG Se US Oat eel 

15:14 1420 5 Tb Sa 

Malley Ay be abt vecdtal 

Isp ala}, Alay pil 15) 

HR 

1710 

15 15 10: 

isp ey ily sles 

F. Conover, Dupont representative, man- 

aged the shoot, shot a good race and had 

all the Dupont ‘‘fiends’’ in line. 

‘‘Copperhead’’ touched bottom twice, but 

otherwise shot a fine race. 

The Dominion Cartridge Co.’s new ‘‘Soy- 

ereign’’ shell made its first appearance at 

this tournament and excited considerable 

interest. W. A. Smith, using this shell, 

loaded with Dupont powder, tied for third 

average. This shell is all right. 

Harry Mallory,, Manager Traders Bank, 

Drayton, was a welcome visitor at the 

shoot. He used his new Smith gun to good 

advantage, missing but 16 birds first day. 

May his genial smile never fade 

—T"’}’-.-.NV._—oOo0onaaaaeaaaaaaaaa—————— OE 

Joseph E. Pepper, manufacturer of a fine 

fishing tackle, Rome, New York, advises us 

that the increased demand for his goods 

this season attests to their absolute mer- 

it and great popularity. He makes a_ spe- 

cialty of Trout and Bass Flies which sell 

for 85 cents and $1.00 per card respective- 

ly. He claims that his Flies are endorsed 

by the best fishermen in the land. Another 

specialty of Mr. Pepper’s is his ‘‘special’’ 

hooks for Bass, Pike, Perch and other fish 

selling for 17 cents each. Fishing Rods, 

various kinds of Ball Spinners, Weedless 

Spinner Bait, ete., etc., are also produced 

in the Pepper factory. 

Our readers will surely make no mistake 

in using Mr. Pepper’s goods. 
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Stray Pellets. 

The feature of the weekly shoot of Cen- 

tral Gun and Rod Club, Toronto, April 

15th, was the score of Mr. R. H. Crew in 

the spoon event, of 19 out of 20. 

The editor of this department has had 

the opportunity of trying the new smoke- 

less powder shell of The Dominion Car- 

tridge Co., Montreal, now being put on the 

market. The different grades are, we be- 

lieve, equal in quality to the best foreign 

makes. The battery primer is strong and 

quick and the quality of the paper unsur- 

passed. Altogether we have no hesitation 

in recommending this new product to the 

shooting fraternity. 

A meeting has been called by Mr. F. H. 

Conover, Leamington, Ont., the well-known 

Dupont representative, for the evening of 

May 17th, at the Queen’s Hotel, Toronto, 

for the purpose of organizing a society 

composed of Canadian trap-shooters, sim- 

ilar to that known as ‘‘Indians’’ in the 

States. It is-hoped there will be a_ good 

attendance of the fraternity. 

The Portage la Prairie, Man., un club 

members held their first shoot of the sea- 

son yesterday afternoon, when the follow- 

ing scores were made, out of a possible 

20: Dr. Keele 16, W. N. Roxburgh 14, Fred 

Bailey 13, C. H. Weagant 12, Charles Fox 

9, W. Kenneally 9, P. J. Harwood 8, J. 

McCowan 8, and J. W. Thomson 7. Quite 

a strong wind was blowing which greatly 

handicapped the shooters. 

Springwood Gun Club, London, Ont., 

programme is to hand. The tournament, 

June 8th and 9th, calls for 175 targets in 

sweeps, and a 25 target 2-man team race 

first day, and 155 targets in sweeps, besides 

the merchandise and Montabello trophy 

events for second day. The Montabello tro- 

phy will represent the championship of On- 

tario and is presented by F. T. Trebilcock, 

Esq. High average prizes of $7.00 and $3.00 

and a valuable gold medal, presented by 

Hon. C. S. Hyman, for professional high 

average, are some of the attractions. Some 

valuable merchandise prizes are on the list. 

Write B. W. Glover for a programme. 

The Gilman & Barnes trophy, last won 

by Mr. R. R. Bennett of Pittsburg, Pa., 

at Detroit, Mich., Feb. 17, was presented 

to ‘‘Jack’’ Parker in 1890 by Gilman & 

Barnes, proprietors of the Hotel Des- 

Chree-Shos-Ka and was first shot for on 

Fighting Island that year. Those who 

have won the medal since then are: L. T. 

Duryea, Glencove, L. I., 1890; H. L. King 

Cincinnati, 1901; Rolla Heikes, Dayton, O., 

1892; A. H. King, Pittsburg, 1893; Rich- 

ard Merrill, Milwaukee, 1844: J. H. Bor- 

tel, River Rouge 1895: T. W. Lathem, 

Cleveland, 1896; Jake Klein, Detroit, 1897; 

Re Dy Emslie, St. “Thomas, Ont: /F898e 

R. Bates, Ridgetown, Ont., 1899 and 1901; 

William Ellison, Nashville, Tenn., 1902; 

Frank Weatherhead, 1903; Alex. Tolsma, 

Detroit, 1904, and R. R. Bennett, Pitts- 

burg, 1905. 

The shooting for the Grand Prize of the 

Casino at Monte Carlo, the most conspic- 

uous event of the trap-shooting world, re- 

sulted in the success of Signor Grasselli, 

who killed 19 straight, and won $5,000. 

Signor Marconcini was’ second, with 18 

out of 19, and Signor Uetrosini third, with 

16 out of 17. Mr. Beresford and the Mar- 

quis of Villaviciosa, each with 15 out of 

17, divided fourth money. Signor Grassel- 
li, who won in 1902, has now placed his 

name on the marble tablets for the second 

time, and the Italians have made a record 

in securing the first three places. The 

Italians have now won eleven times, 

against twelve victories scored by the 

Mnglish. 

WANTED 
The publishers of ROD AND GUN IN CANADA want 

a representative in every city and town in Canada and 

the United States, to solscit subscriptions for this inter- 

esting and valuable publication. We will pay a liberal 

commission to those whom we feel warranted placing 

This is an opportunity that should be 

taken advantage of by any person desiring to make 

good money. For further particulars, please address 

the agency with. 

Subscription Department, 
ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

W. J. TAYLOR, Publisher, 

Woodstock, Ont. 
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DON’T FORGET 

THE ANNUAL 

Tournament 
——OF “DHE 

MONTREAL 
GUN CLUB 
Opemr to i the World 

2. O00.00 Gua peaaiie ed 

$1,500.00 in Cash Prizes Guaranteed 
1 —— AN D— 

$500 worth of prizes in kind guaranteed 

May 25th, 26th, & 27th, ’05 
$325.00 in Cash added 

Write for Program to——————_——=* 

D. J. KEARNEY, 4I2 St. Paul St. 
Montreal, Canada, 

OF INTEREST TO ANGLERS 
is the new revised edition of 

AMERICAN FISHES 

BY G. BROWN GOODE, LL.D., LATE U. S. COMMISSIONER 

OF FISHERIES 

LOIN LON LOCO GCLO’MV OOM NO 

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes 0 
North America, with special reference to habits and 
methods of capture. Several chapters of additional 
material have been added, including a complete classifi- 
cation of all North American fishes. The numerous 
illustrations include six full-page colored plates, anda 
fine half-tone portrait of Dr. Goode. Revised and edited 
by Professor Theodore N. Gill, of the Smithonian 
Institution. REGULAR PRICE $3.50 

We, the publishers of ROD AND GUN IN 

CANADA will send a copy of this book absolutely free 

upon receipt of FOUR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS to 
the only publication in America devoted exclusively to 
the interests of hunting, fishing, and trap-shooting in 

Canada, viz: 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Send us your own and three other subscriptions 

and this valuable and excellent book is yours. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONE DOLLAR PER ANNUM 

SEND 10C. FOR SAMPLE COPY 

eee nee e_—_ eee 

Address—Subscription Department, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, 

W.J. TAYLOR, Publisher. 

Woodstock, Ontario, 

Every Trapshooter 
Should have a Knitted 

Shooting Jacket 

Send us Io subscriptions to ‘‘Rod and 
Gun in Canada’’ we will send you a fine 
Knitted Shooting Jacket— made to meas- 
ure by the Scott Kniting Co., of Toronto. 

Address: W. J. TAYLOR, 
Publisher of Rod & Gun in Canada 

Woopstock, OnT. 
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A few of the Plums to be won at the 

5th Annual Tournament of 

GSGs 
The Dominion of Canada Trap Shoot- 
ing and Game Protective Association 

rat 

At Ottawa, Aug. 16, 17, & 18 
¢200 Hammerless Kjector Gun, donated by Isaac 

Holtes & Son, London, Eng. Makers of the cele- 

brated ‘‘Holtes Gun.” 

¢80 Parker Hammerless, donated by Parker Bros. 

Makers of ‘The old Reliable”. 
$75 Lefever Hammerless Ejector, donated by Lefever 

Arms Co, Makers of the celebrated ‘Lefever Gun’. 

$75 Sterling Silver Cup, donated by Kynoch Ltd., 
Jermingham. 

This will be the biy event of the year. 

Every Gun Club in Canada 
should affiliate -:-  -:- 

F, A. HENRY, Pres. ]. EASDALE, Sec. & Treas, 
Ottawa. 213 Sparks St., Ottawa, 

Watch for List of Prizes in June Rod and Gun, 
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IS SAFE 
As safe in the home as a 

kitchen table and just as important. You 

may be so fortunate as to never need the services 

of a revolver to defend your life, property and the lives 

of those depending upon your protection, but you can’t tell 

—no one of the hundreds robbed and murdered every year 

suspected that he or she would be the next. 

For the 

SAFETY 
LEVER 

The hammer 

cannot hit the 

firing pin or the 

cartridge. J/lhen 

you pull the trig- 

ger (only) this 

lever rises and 

carries the blow 

to the firing pin. 

REVOLVERS 
are made for your protection—m every way, The “Iver 
Johnson” is the original safety revolver, and the only one 

with a safety mechanism worthy the name. 

Hammer, *5.00; Hammerless, #6.00. For sale by all Hardware 
and Sporting Goods dealers. Learn about them anyway — it 

costs you nothing. If you will ask for it, we will gladly 

send you our bright little booklet, ‘‘ Shots” 

together with our handsome 
catalogue 

New YorRK OFFICE: 
89 Chambers Street 

_ THERE IS MONEY 
IN TRAPPING FUR 

If you are properly equipped Established i 855. 

ell & Prichard 
SPORTING 
TAILORS 

Fishing and Shooting Suits a Specialty. 

LU yy 

/ + 
3 

aa necessary. It costs more and earns more than | (Opposite Cook’s Tourists Office) LONDON, ENG 
any other. : 5 

Absolutely Guaranteed. Illustrated catalogue on 
application. 

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD., Niagara Falls, Ont. 
RE ME SR EE ETE SE ES Ses SE RE ETS ES Ss a oe Pe 

> > 2 2 2 2 2 3 2223222 2 © 2 2 ‘3 3332359390333 2 

English Manufacture Throughout. JOHN BLANCH 

: & SON 
29 Gracechurch St. London, E. C. 

pee ag @? @ 233 e235 

§ Hammerless Ejector § . Hammerless 

Nitro Proof. Guns, $105 ‘ . Guns, $60 

42 @ 222223 5 B55 933 3 02332322233 2 2 2 23> Oe 2 @ @ 2 O23 2 “2230 Ofj]SDSS £26] S 5S 20 



he ober-atior *of this vehicle is both 
sirzble and 2watiur-asd “The ignit- 

» 

Z a) not bs lewcrs. With the steering wheel 

and. throttle, attached to it, operable bs one 

hand,the other hand is alwass free to manage 

the clutehes bs- the single lever, amd no con- 

fasion is possible. @ Other models $750, $850, 

$2000 and $3000. €io22.medrate defjirery 

Plain Office and tactoryy Kenosha Wisconsin. 

Asatomobile & § upply Company, Toxonto, 
Ontario, Eastern Avuatomobilé ompany; 
Montreal 5 Quebec Ketchum & Company; 

Ottarwa ® Ontario. 
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BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT. Manufacturers to H. 
= R. H. The Prince of 
” Wales and His Majesty the King of Italy and patronized by the Leading 
Authorities in the Angling World. 

re ah i says: “It ought never to be forgotten that it is to Messrs. Hardy, of Alnwick, we owe the sup- 
ats) The Field remecy we have achieved as rod makers. They have left allcompetitors hopelessly behind.” 

The World’s renowned Rod and Tackle Makers were awarded the ‘‘Grand Prix” 
International Sports Exhibition Crystal Palace, 1904, making a grand total of 39 International Awards. 

Extraordinary Success of Hardy's “PALAKONA’ (Regd.) Cane Built Rods 
H Grand Tournament, Crystal Palace, ‘‘ HARDY” 

rae One Firm Beats RODS won TEN championships against SEVEN by all the world. 

All Others. Hardy’s “SILEX” Reel won SIX championships against 4 by all the world. 

1905 CATALOGUE FREE! Over 368 illustrations of Rods, Reels, Flies, Tackle, Baskets, Bags, Books, &c., Free. 

Manufacturers of Rods, Reels, Lines, 

HARDY BROS ALNWICK ENGLAND &c., for all kinds of Fishing in 
"9 ’ ' all parts of the World. 

Retail Branches :-—61 Pall Mall, S. W. ; EDINBOROUGH, 5S. St. David Street ; MANCHESTER, 12 and 14 Moule Street, 

: = Wholesale, Retail and 

David Slater, eo‘ Fisine teks ~Newark-on-Trent, Eng. 
Manufacturer of SALMON & TROUT Rods in Built Cane, Greenheart, etc. Salmon 

and trout Reels, Sea Reels and Nottingham Reels in Aluminum, Gun Metal, 
Ebonite, and Wood, etc. 

Inventor and Patantee of the World Awarded 21 Prize Medals, Diplomas 
Renowned ‘‘ Combination Reel.” and Special Money Prizes. 

Outfits for all parts of the world. 

Agencies in France, Belgium, India, Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania 

Largest manvufacturer.of Fishing Reels in the world. Catalogue Gratis. 

CANOE Manufactured by the Peterborough Canoe Co., 
Peterborough, Ontario, are acknowledged by 

expert canoists to be the best. 

OUR MODELS ARE KNOWN FOR 
THEIR GRACE AND BEAUTY 

10 Ft. Cedar Rib Canoe 

THE MATERIAL used is Best Obtainable, including Mahogany, Spanish Cedar, Black Walnut 
Butternut, Cherry, Pine, Spruce, Basswood, Cedar, Maple, Oak, Elm and Ash. 

-.- SEND FOR ONE OF OUR LATEST CATALOGUES... 
Wherein you can secure more comprehensive information regarding our Canoes, Skiffs, Launches, 

Yachts—in fact everything that floats. 

—=ADDRESS— 

The PETERBOROUGH CANOE CO., Limited 

PETERBOROUGH ONT., CANADA. i 
Dee aE SSO EE LE PES EO AE LTS 5 OI RSL EA 
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THE IMPROVED MALCOLM RIFLE TELESCOPE SIGHTS 1905 

Are Acknowledged to be superior to all others manufactured. 

We can furnish them in any power from 3 up and from 14 to 34 inches in length. The medium length tube 

is especially recommended (from 18 to 24 inches.) If our customers will advise for what purposes{the Telescope 

is mostly desired we wil use our best endeavors to furnish the best power and length Tube best adapted for 

purposes stated. 

Established in 185 THE MALCOLM RIFLE Syracuse, N. Y. 

ET Conn Mo... TELESCOPE: MEG..COl U.S.A. 

ny REGISTERED & PATENTED 

Perfect in make, perfect in fit. 

OUR SPECIALTIES 

High Grade Combinations 
Pure Linen, Pure Wool, 
Pure Silk, Pure Cotton, 

and any combination of these. Every person 
can select the material most suited to his wants. 

High Grade Sweaters, 
WESCUTS, * TFOQUES; SASHES: 

HOSE; “MITTS 
Knit-to-Fit Combination Suits follow every bend of the: 

human body as if they were another skin, allowing perfect 
freedom to every movement. 

The KNIT-TO-FIT M’P’G. CO. 
613 LAGAUCHETIERE ST., MONTREAL 

RETAIL BRANCH, 2469 St. Catherine Street. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE. 

UPTHEGROVE PATENT FOLD 
HUNTING & FISHING 

FISHING BLACK BASS AND SALMON TROUT CLOTHES 
* Illustrated Guide with Maps 22 igs Made to your measure. Send 

RIDEAU, BEVERLEY and CHARLESTON for free Illustrated Catalogue. 

LAKES, free. Apply to E. A. GEIGER, Supt. and THE UPTHEGROVE 
SPORTING GOODS CO., 

Dept. §., 28 Monroe St. 

VALPARAISO, IND. 

G. P. A. Brockville, Westport & North Western Rail- 

way Co., Brockville, Ont. 
See that “Patent Fold.” 
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Hurrah | 

Toronto 
May 17, 18, 19, 1905 

ANNUAL TOURNAMENT 

STANLEYGUN CLUB 
(Incorporated) : ie wai y ay 

COMPETITION OPEN TO THE WORLD THE AMERIC C AN 
Cash Value of Events Guaranteed. b: 

Ten 20 Target events on 17th and 18th, Eight 20 i PED 0 METER 
Target events on the roth, and The Stanley Cup at so] 
Targets for which, in addition to Cash prizes, a splendid | & WILL TELE YOU tir te 
Sterling Silver Cup will be presented to winner. -, 100 Mile Pedometer $1.50 REGULATES TO 
Two valuable prizes each day for high amateur aver-] fy 10-Mile Pedometer $1.00 STEPOF WEARER 

ages. f4 Numbers on dial represent miles. Hand points 
Two grand prizes for high amateur averages for] fj out nwmberof miles walked. Case of hand- 

Tournament. Some nickel. If you play golf Sr UNE; walk 
Re ihecae Diz d Medal for Professional high] '4| 0” business or pleaswre, in search of health or 

ie eRe NE AAMONE LEELA ALAS NES NSU (A recreation the WALKING IS MADE DOUBLY INTER- 
< or? =, ESTING by carrying a Pedometer. At your 

PROGRAMS READY APRIL 15th. » dealer or by mail on receipt of price. Fully 
. | guaranteed. Write for booklet. 

THOS. A. DUFF, ALEX. DEY, >| THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER Go. 
Chairman Com’te., Secretary Com'te., % Sh BEL LEY SUE UING: NEW HANEN, CONN. 

14 Close Ave., Toronto, 178 Mill St., Toronto, | Es Se SIRE per = ‘ 

Canada. Canada. Canadian Selling Agents,E. & 4. Gunther Co., T ono 

SPEGZEE OFbise 
EIGHTEEN MONTHS FOR ONE DOLLAR 

Good until June ist, 1905 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is a magazine that undoubtedly proves 
itself a welcome visitor from month to month, being the only publication in America 
devoted exclusively to Hunting, Fishing and Trap-Shooting in Canada. 

Subscription price to ROD AND GUN IN CANADA is One Dollar per 
annum, but as an inducement for you to subscribe before June, 1905, we will send you our 
Magazine from June, i905, to December, 1906, (eighteen months) for One Dollar, 

This is an offer that no live sportsman should ignore. 
Don't wait until tomorrow before sending in your order. Between now and 
tomorrow many things may occur that will make you forget the offer, 
which is good only until June lst, 1905. 

If you are already a subscriber show this to a sportman friend of yours. 

Address:—W. J. Taylor, Publisher, 

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, Woodstock, Ontario. 
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Small Profits -—Quick Sales. 

Trout 
Flies 

for trial—send us 

(Boi Genie ccs eee Quality A Flies 

Dips ce waeenee pa Quality B Flies 

G0t-nei, eee Quality C Flies 

G5C. Regutar price, Sy cents. Bass. Flies 

SPLIT BAMBOO RODS 
Fly Rods Bait Rods 
"10 feet, 6 ounces 60 Cents g feet, 8 ounces 

With cork grip and extra tip, in wood form. 

RAE; AAAI EE. Co: 

523 Broadway, New York City. 

Catalogues of any of the above goods free on application. 

oO OS @2e FB @ Se ] ee 2] OBB BSB ]BW_3BSOSWOQS2A W_O|WES3BSSBBFB BF 

OUR NEW TYPE REV. BLADE PROPELLER, HIGHEST EFFICIENCY 

New Superior 2 & 4 Cycle Motors. 

Complete Motor Boats 2» oe e@ e 2 822828 28220230282 

CANADA LAUNCH & ENGINE WORKS, Limited 
CARLAW AVE., TORONTO 

Sole Builders of Complete Motor Boats in Canada 
>> @ S SSD BWssSsSssAs SSIS sS*SsSAsAssessesweswessses Oi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 

Oon=e2 2 222022 
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If the 

SECRETARIES of 

TRAP SHOOTING CLUBS 
will send $15.00 to pay for a 

year’s subscription to 

Rod and Gun in Canada, 
to each of fifteen members, we 

will donate a Beautiful Bright 

Finish Gold Lined Trophy, height 
814 inches, valued at $10. 

Or if $12.00 is sent to pay for 

a years subscription to each of 
twelve members, we will donate 
a Beautiful Silver Tobacco Box, 
valued at $8.00. 

Or if $6.00 is sent to pay for a 
year’s subscription to each of 
six members, we will donate a 
Trophy valued at $4.00, height 
6 inches. 

The gonds we are offering are manufac- 
tured by the Toronto Silver Plating Co., 
Toronto. 
For Sample copies, etc., write to 

W. J. TAYLOR, 
Publisher of ROD AND GUN IN CANADA. 

Woodstock, Ont. 

iiay GLOVER’S 
IMPERIAL 

DOG REMEDIES 
The result of twenty-five years’ experience 

in the treatment of 

SiC. hy OG. 

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN 
SPORTING GOODS IN CANADA. 

FREE BOOK ON 
DOG DISEASES AND HOW TO FEED 

On application to 
H. CLAY GLOVER, V S., 1278, Broadway, New York, 

1s é S.A 

CLEAR VIEW 

Acetylene Search Light 
zal for Small Yachts, Launches and 

Pleasure Boats of all kinds. Generates 
its own gas. Projects a powerful light. 
Entirely automatic. Indispensible for 
night boating; making landings; de- 
tecting obstructions; locating buoys 
and penetrating fog &c. 

Write for Catalogue. 

AMERICAN ACETYLENE STOVE CO., 
502 Masonic Temple, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

if you want the best 
Folding Canvas Boat made, we have it, and its backed by years of successful use and 

reputation. Best quality, and best price. First prize at World’s Fair, Chicago, 
and St. Louis. Adopted by the U. S. Navy and Army exclusively. Puncture 
proof and Nonsinkable. Check as baggage. We make Collapsable Canoe 
Launches—can be carried in a buggy. We also make finest Wooden Launches 
and prices are right. 

WY r- 

Thoroughly paten- 

ted and made only 

by ourselves. 

SY CWK~ 

CWI EW 

Safe for your 

Family use. 

eo) 

A Catalogue of 100 Engravings.and 400 testimonials on receipt of 6 cts. 

KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CoO., 
667 North St., Kalamazoo, Mich., U.S.A. 
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Hotel Belleclaire 
Broadway and 77th Street, 

New York. 
Seventh Avenue, 
Amsterdam Ave. 
and West 130th St. 
Cars pass the 
door. 
Luxurious rooms 
for permanent 
and transient 
guests. 

Restaurant 
a Feature. 

Exquisite 
Palm Room. 

Art Nouveau 
Cafe. 

Royal 
Hungarian 
Orchestra. 

“Most Artistically Beautiful Hotel in the 
World.’”’ Can offer few single rooms, with 
bath, beautifully furnished, suitable for two 
people, $60 per month. 

TRANSIENT RATES: 
One Room, with bath.............00:.5 $2.50 per day 
Parlor, Bedroom, with bath, $3 and $5 per day 
Parlor, 2 Bedrooms, with bath, $5 and $7 per day 
Every improvement known to modern in- 

genuity. ‘ 
Write for our magazine, “The Hotel Belle- 

claire World.”’ 
MILTON ROBLEE, Proprietor. 

Send for Catalogue. 

The 

William English Canoe Co., 
Peterborough, Ontario. | 

THE 

le1A¢(f |Toronto Silver Plate Co., 
~~—Limited Tee 

Designers and Manufacturers of wares in 
Sterling Silver and Electro Silver Plate 

Making a 

Specialty 

of Designs 

suitable 

“GEM™ 
RIGID MODEL RIGID MODEL, For Prizes 

i Nae 
f THATS FIN 

fy TRADE MARK 

for 

Athletic 

Compe- 
MAKES SHAVING 
EASY AND SAFE 

Two minutes suffices for a shave with the “GEM 
can't cut yourself and no fear of a POOR shave, It 
haves clean and close every time—never tails. The 
CEM" blade (fine English Silver Razor Steel) is the sec 

pet of our succes 

“GEM’"\ RAZOR COMPLETE $2.00 
Sold everywhere or sent anywhere prepaid upon reeeipt 
of price Write for our interesting FREE booklet 

New York 

tition. 

IN 

NO. 1353 
PEWTER LOVING CUP 

FACTORIES end SALESROOMS 
King Street, West, Toronto, Canada 

E. G. GOODERHAM, Managing Directer. 

# 

‘ ¥ Gem Cutlery Co., 34 Reade St. 

EDI a uel. nate 
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**Dowagiac” 
CASTING AND TROLLING BAITS 

“Dowagiac’’ Patents. 

1—Hooks attached so as not to mar the body of the bait nor to tangle into each other. 

2—All trebles instantly detachable 

Note especially the glistening white belly and the beautiful rainbow finish of the back. 
, 

Made It takes several years to learn to make a casting minnow right and we have 
arrived at the ‘‘know how” stage of the art The manufacturers of ‘‘Dowagiac’’ baits are 
practical bait casters of long experience among nearly all the species of game fish in North Ameri- 

« iety of sizes, can waters. Every detail of a casting bait has been carefully wrought into the finished product. 

styles and colors. Ask you dealer to show you the ‘‘Dowagiac” bait or send direct to us for fully descriptive 

circular with pointers on practical bait custing. 

JAMES HEDDON & SON, “ = - Dowagiac, Mich. 

CAUGHT THIRTY BASS. 
Warsaw, Ind., Oct. 14, 1904. 

I caught a bass in Yellow Creek 
Lake weighing seven and one- 
half pounds and a total of 
thirty bass, all beauties, 
with the ** Dowagiac” 
Minnow. lama ‘‘Dow- 
agiac” friend every 
day in the week. & 

Resp. yours, 
J. C. GAMBLE, 

735 

| 

: Re 
FROKA Lakes». 

a aeenemeremeraman IR 

AMERICA’S GRANDEST SUMMER RESORT 
NESTLED AMONG THE HIGHLANDS OF ONTARIO, WITH ITS WILD, ROMANTIC 
SCENERY, PURE, BRACING AIR, EXCELLENT FISHING AND HUNTING, AND BEAUTI- 
FUL CANOE TRIPS—THE LAND OF LAKES AND ISLANDS. HAY-FEVER UNKNOWN. 

The Royal Muskoka Hotel A comfortable, luxurious, modern 
hotel, with cool wide verandas; 

every room open to the fragrant pines. Unexcelled cuisine. Golf, Tennis, Bathing. 
LESS THAN A DAY'S FOURNEY FROM PRINCIPAL AMERICAN CITIES 

HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE MATTER FREE 
Apply to G. T. BELL, General Passenger and Ticket Agent, GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY SYSTEM, Montreal, Que.; 

or, Muskoka Navigation Company, Toronto, Canada 

a Ue —— 

POPULAR HOTEL POPULAR PRICES 
AREYOUR LEGS STRAIGHT? 

to quickly make them appear straight, A rl j n gto n rd otel 

trim and stylish. No inconvenice, no 

exposure. ‘‘So simple you wonder some- TORONTO, ONT. 

one didn’t think of it before.”—BULLETIN f s 
OF PHARM( i a aga rae AN nerican Plan $2.00 per day and upward 

appearance of the strong and we raines 
leg.” HEALTH CULTURE. Endorsed and $10.50 per week and upward. 
used by men of fashion everywhere. S 

Write for Photo-illustrated book and 
: ; aes 3 

testimonials, sent entirely free under Arlington Porters at Union Station 

plain letter sea! and Wharfs. 
THE ALISON CO., Dept. 60, BUFFALO, N.Y. 

F. D. MANCHEE, Prop. ARTHUR L.. LEWIs. Mgr. 
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Write for WwooDSs ii ee if rD Woods Celebrated 
. EIDER DOWN 

c c oy ~ ~ aa Catalogue and SLEEPING 
Particulars. oO + + aw a, Cc ana d a. ROBES and BAGS 

Largest Wholesale Manufacturers 
Lumbermen’s and Contractors’ Sabplies 

INCLUDING Tents, Awnings, Flags, Tarpaulins, Kitbags, Mailbags and 
anything to order. Clothing, Moccasins, Underwear, Oyeralls, Shirts, 

Hosiery, Blankets, Axes and Smallwares. 

Outfitting Survey Parties, North Pole Explorers cy anyparty. ©= a Specialty. posed to weather 

Dealers and Clubs 
WRITE US 

HOR-PRICES;: 

Complete line of sticks 
Selling at 25. 35, 50, 75c. $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50. 

Very low quotations. 

KETCHUM & CO., OTTAWA, ONTARIO. 
Canada’s largest Sporting Goods Dealers. 

—_—_——_ ——_—— 
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FISHERMAN 
Leave Your Troubles Behind 

This is the advice that a dis- 

tinguished amateur gives when 

he adds ‘‘Take with you a 

TAKAPART REEL” 

This reel has the following points which will 

commend it to every thoughtful fisherman: 

by the very best modern machinery; the 

It is made 

frame is 

tubular and very strong, with no screws to jar loose: 

A novel friction device allows any degree cf friction to 

be secured on the spool, thus preventing back-lashing. 

With an adjustable screw cap on the rear axle 

all looseness between the spool and the frame may be 

taken up. Metal bands on both ends may be unscrew- 

ed instantly, and the spool may be lifted out for 

clearing a tangle in the line. The adjustable head and 

end plates permit the handle and click mechanicism to 

be placed in different positions. 

Dr. C. M. Luckey who won the % and % oz. 

Casting Events from the most expert class of contest- 

ants in this country, at Madison Square Garden, writes: 

“T won with your TAKAPART Reel, 
which was opposed by reels costing all the way 
from $15. to $50. of the most celebrated makes. 
I gave tt severe test enough to have ruined any 
other reel of similar size. I stncerely recom- 
mend to every sportsman to “LEAVE HIS 
TROUBLES BEHIND ON HIS VACA- 
TION by taking along a TAKAPART Reel 
that ts always ready for action, and never 

goes wrong. 

A.F. MEISELBACH & BRO. 
26 PROSPECT STREET 

Makers of the celebrated ‘‘AMATEUR” and 

“EXPERT” Reels. 

Newark, NJ. 

729 

ESTABLISHED 

OVER 

100 YEARS 

MAKERS OF 

Best Rods, Reels 
and Tackle. 

Flies and gut casts 
are our specialties. 

Write for 1905 II- 
lustrated Cata- 

logue, Post 
Free. 

J. BERNARD & SON, 

45 Jermyn Street, St. James, 

LONDON, ENG. 

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED! 

IF YOU WILL TRY 

“JAPAN ES 
BRAND 

WRITING INKS, MUCILAGE, 

CARBON PAPER TYPEWRITER RIBBONS 

PRODUCTS OF THE HIGHEST 

MODERN SKILL AND EXPERIENCE 

You will never use any other 

They’re Perfect 
MADE IN CANADA 

The COLONIAL INK CO., Limited 
PETERBOROUGH, CANADA. 
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tekh eh ee a 
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Oi af ste afe ofr she ofr afe afr ate che she ctectens ° 

‘| Is acknowledged 
‘|lby connoisseurs to 
‘be Sathe hie e'sit 
F igrade toc. cigar in 

Canada. 

"| HARRIS, 
HARKNESS & CO., 

MAKERS, MONTREAL. 

fs of ahs af abe abs af as ops hs ohs Oh ahs ofe aps ahs of ahs He of of ahs aps ofs aps aps abs of aps ops ops of 

DuPont Smokeless 

Again the Champion. 

DuPont Smokeless 

Won the Professional Amateur Championships for 1904. 

Mr. Fred Gilbert, High Professional 
Mr. John W. Garrett, High Amateur 

Why Don’t you shoot 

DuPont Smokeless ? 
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CANADA’S 

Famous Shooting Resorts 

QUEBEC Within reach are moose, caribou, deer, salmon, land locked 

salmon, trout and wildfowl. 

LABELLE, P. Q. Deer, ruffed grouse, duck and trout. 

OTTAWA VALLEY Deer, duck, ruffed grouse, woodcock, trout and black bass. 

MATTAWA, ONT. Deer, black bass, and trout. 

KIPAWA, PLO: Moose, deer, bear, duck, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

TIMISKAMING Moose, deer, bear, wildfowl, ruffed grouse, pike and dore. 

TIMAGAMING Moose, deer, bear, caribou, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, 

trout, black bass, pike and dore. 

DESBARATS, ONT. Deer, ruffed grouse, duck, lake trout, bass, pike, dore, moose, 

and brook trout. 

NEPIGON Heavy brook trout, lake trout, black bass, duck, moose, 
caribou and deer. 

WINNIPEG Within reach are moose, elk, bear, mule, and whitetail deer> 

wolf, wildfowl and chicken. 

OU’ APPELLE Unrivalled goose, duck and chicken shooting. 

BANFF SPRINGS In the Canadian National Park, trout fishing, mountain 

climbing, sulphur baths ; and outfitting point for Rocky 

Mountain sport, travel and exploration. Bear, deer, sheep 

and goat. 

GLACIER HOTEL In the wild Selkirk range near the Great Glacier. Mountain 

chmbing, bear, caribou, and goat shooting. 

SICAMOUS On the great Shuswap Lake. Bear, deer, goat, trout and 

wildfowl. 

VANCOUVER Within reach are deer, bear, goat, Mongolian pheasant, 

grouse, wildfowl, salmon and trout. 

Sportsmen will find in Canada an unrivalled field. 

Tourists Hunters }|EASTERN GUN WORKS 
ATTENTION ! We have just received from England . 

a shipment of finest Walnut for stocking 
1 have not killed lions with ‘*Teddy’, high orade guns. Our work is done by 
on the Little Missouri, nor grizzlies 2 Se d 
with a.22, but I supply the most re- an expert an guarantee 3 
liabl ides and hunt i = ate Co eap eat RTE che fa WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GUN REPAIRING 

SPECIALTIES: Fishing, Bear and Caribou Hunting. DES OE 

TERMS REASONABLE. 
ALEX. JOHNSTON 

OBT. E. CAMPBELL, ; 
as Alta. C. P. R. Guide, Field, B. C. 494 Eastern Avenue, Foronto 
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FOR THE MAN AND 
THE WOMAN WHO KNOW 
There’s no light rifle like the Marlin .22 repeater, 

for either target shooting or small game, because it has 
Marlin accuracy. If you shoot this means everything. 
The Solid Top, with its wall of metal always between 
you and the cartridge, and the Side Ejector are origi- 
nal Marlin features, which make it the safest to handle 
as well as the surest. It shoots short, long and long 
rifle cartridges without any change. 

The Marlin 16 gauge Shotguns are the smallest and 
lightest repeating guns manufactured. A new well- 
balanced gun of great accuracy. Handles stiff loads 
safely and well. 

Write us about any particular repeating rifle 
or shotgun needs you have. Our 1904 Caia- 
logue— 300 illustrations—and our Experi- 
ence Book, that tells what Marlins are doing 
the world over, free for? stamps postage. 

THE MARLIN FIRE ARMS co. 
I No g7 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn. <i 

: a 

Herbert johns 0am 

—S—SS == 
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2 

“DOMINION 
Ammunition 

A LittLe Goop ADVICE: 
Use Ammunition made in Canada. The imported costs 
more because of the duty, and is no better. Encourage 
your own industries, ‘ 

( 
( r 

( t 

( ) 

Y 

‘ 
: 
3 
y 

Yo 

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited 
Manufacturers, MONTREAL 

— 

SOLD BY ALL RELIABLE DEALERS 

DL QLL LLL A LALA AA ELL LA ALAA ALA AAAS AAD OLA AA DAD LDA AA LLL 2 SAS GEDA SS, eee 
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America 
Reels ADVERTISING 

BRAINS Take-Down 

Earn up to $16,000 a Year Ball- Bearing 
There is a great demand for young Pivot-Bearing 
menand women trained foradvertising 
work. Advertisement writers receive 
good salaries. You ean begin at $25 
weekly. The I. C. S. course in Ad 
vertising is the best and will fit you 
for a first-class position. 

Send for Advertising Booklet 

International Correspon. 
Schools, Box 1342 

Scranton, Pa. 

Improved tg05 Models. BALL-BEARING, hard- 
ened steel click mechanism. JEWEL-BEARING, 
spiral gears. ALUMINUM and GERMAN SILVER, 
micrometer drag. LEVEL-WINDER, Ball-Bearing, 
automatic throw-out. AMER!ICA-MEEK, hand-made 
best grade. Any size, any bearing All reels TAKE 
DOWN. Write for prices. 

America Co. 
672 “RACE; ST ROCKFORD, ILL. 

Vevvesneens QUPUUDCUOUUEAEOUTOOL CVD UUUU SUES) LUE DED EUU CREEDENCE UNE EEE TU Tht) 

MIO TITT TELCO LEDUC OL wet OULU CUCL Hu il ! TULLE 

FOR SMOKERS’ THROAT. ‘The es Veuainee and 
Conditioner for Dogs 

4 i) i: : GRO 5 Ce oe ae CHAMBER'S 
= ‘CASTRIQUE” 

Ae 
Does not distress the 

is a i 
) Jy xe AAT Se G 

animal. No starving 

8G 

| THROAT 

required. Produces 
3 A healthy skin and 

; he 
| ASTILLES| 

(EVANS) | 

glossy coat. Enables 

FOR VCCALISTS 

TTT 

VOTH eine! 

THOTT TUTTE ee TLE 

MNTTTULONUNU ULL RULU COLD CL LULL ULLU NEL CSLLLCOEL 

you to rear the most 

d.eli-catespuppy sor 

kitten. 

SEND FOR COPIES OF 

TESTIMONIALS 

PRICE 50c. AND $1.00 PER BOTTLE 

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 

MONTREAL & 133 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK 

Ritallible pel cific 

EVANS? “INTISEPTIC THROAT PASTILLES 
FROM ALL DRUGGISTS 

EVANS AND SONS, LIMITED 
MTT UTITUTUNTTTI TTT TTT TUTTI TTTUN NTO UULOT ILO LUCOT LOO. LLU CLLOL CULL CAC UCLLCo CULL LLLOLLLOLLLOGLLLLLGGLLLLoEAooR LA ALLL 

MMM TTT ITT UTT OTT UNIT UNNI DO LLCO TULOO LLU LLLCLALLOLLLLUGLLUOLLLOG LLL OLLO CLL. LLL LLLo LOG -LLO LOCAL o LoL ooo CTS Sy WAHT CUTTECIUTTVCEEETEE tte OTUTTTTV TTT TTT TUTTO TOTO LLL LULLED Loko COUT 

SITU OEE EO MULL UDO LLC 

Aime THTEEETH TELL 

,Montreal, Toronto and New York Sole Manufacturing Agents for Canada and U. S. 
za 

PHT HVE MTT OTe |UNVNC0NN0e CUTUAU TUE AU UUEEUTAHEENY OT UCAAOOEGYAN LUAU CLEA CUENTA SS Un anONONLN NEE = 

SL RTE CELLU PCL CULL CUCL LLLP CEL COCO, Se 

North Street, at Delaware Avenue 

High-Grade, Modern Construction, 
Fire-proof throughout. European 
plan. Rates $1.50 per day and up- 
ward. Room reservations can be 
telegraphed at our expense. 

George Duchscherer, Proprietor. 
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If you are an American 
over 18 years of age and 
able to read and write, we 
can qualify you for a good 
government position. The 
cost is low. Write at once 
for Civil Service Booklet. 
State age. 
Internat’! Corres. Schools 
Box 1342 C Seranton, Pa. 

Qualify 
You For 
The Civil 
Service 

The Kodak Developing Machine in Detail. 

THE KODAK DEVELOPING 

MACHINE IS UNDOUBTEDLY A 

BONANZA TO THE KODAKER 
HAVE YOU ONE? IF NOT, WE 
WILL SEND YOU 

A Style A Kodak Developing Machine, for use 
with No. O, No. 1 ana No. 1 A Folding Pocket Kodak, 

No. 1 Panoram Kodak and No. 2 Brownie cartridges; 

including a handsomely finished wooden carrying 

case, with leather handle, Sold at $6. 
FOR ELEVEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS TO 
“ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” 

ora Style E Machine for use with Kodak and Brownie 
cartridges -of all sizes, up to and including 4x5, 

sold at $7.50. 
FOR FOURTEEN YEARLY SUBSCRIBERS 
TO ‘“‘ROD AND GUN IN CANADA.” 

THE 20'4 CENTURY 

GUN OIL 
yY is the only perfect 

sin One gun oil you_can 

buy. Cleans out the barrels. Espe- 
cially good when smokeless powder 
is used. Oils the mechanisms, 
polishes the stock, and positively 
prevents rust on the metal im any 
climate and any kind of weather. 
Use before and’after shooting. 

G. W. Cole Co., 129’ Washing- 

ton Life Bldg., New York City 

WAYNE HOTEL 
AND PAVILION 

DETROIT, MICHIGAN. 

(American and European Plans.) 

Only first-class hotel in city over- 
looking the Detroit river 

European Plan, ¢1 to $3. 

American Plan, $2.50 to $4.50. 

JAMES R. HAYES, Propriet or 

GUN IN CANADA 

“Empire” and : 
“Ballistite | 

These Nobel brands of sporting powder 

were awarded the GRAND PRIZE at | 
St. Louis Exhibition, and have recently won P 

‘ 
C.B.S.A, Championship of England ) 

Championship of New York State, Champion- 

ship of Kentucky, Championship of Italy, 

Championship of Spain, Championship of 

Australian Commonwealth, etc. 

Grand Prix de Pau, Monte Carlo 4 
ég 

AGENTS FOR CANADA: 

Loaded Shells, 

Dominion Cartridge Company. 
Powder, 

Hamilton Powder Company. 3 
4 

O@OD@DDBW3233323]2330 

The Greatest Event 
IN 1904. 

THE GRAND 

AMERICAN HANDICAP 
WAS WON WITH 

0 ¢ 
0 ¢ 
0 0 
6 ¢ 
¢ ¢ 
¢ ¢ 

, } 
’ “INFALLIBLE” § 
¢ During this Meeting ‘‘ INFALLIBLE” r 

0 ¢ 
0 ¢ 
0 ( 
6 ¢ 
¢ ¢ 
Q ¢ 
0 M 
M ¢ 
0 ¢ 

also won High General Average while 

oC HU Lt ies 
WON THE 

PRELIMINARY HANDICAPS 

ES, Oy? 

CONSOLATION HANDICAP 

Laflin & Rand Powder Co. 

QOS O23E3EI3.32323O93 323 



ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 

Don’t go out with rod or gun 

without a 

Kodak or 

Camera 
We are Headquarters 

for all 

Amateur Photo Supplies. 

J.G. RAMSEY & Co., Limit’d, 

89 Bay Street Toronto. 

bes Send us your films to Develop. =a 

Established 1800. 

Fishing Tackle 

We are now in our new ware-house at 
the old stand. Our stock is all new and 
larger than ever, with all the latest nov- 
elties of the season to tempt the finny 
tribe. 

Our Fishing Tackle Department is un- 
equalled on this continent for variety, 
quality and value. 

——T H E—— 
Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co., 

Limited. 
78 Bay Street, Toronto, and Redditch, England 

é ee 
: f ByeE INSNaBAuanpagat Eo! 

MARBLE’S 

FIELD CLEANER, 
Used and Endorsed by U. S. Gov't. 
This cleaner has a cord at each end so that by hook 

ing the loop over some projection, holding the weigh 
in one hand and working the rifle backward and forward 
with the other, it is not necessary to drop the weight 
and pull the cleaner through the barrel every time in 
order to clean one bad spot. 

The brushes are sections of brass gauze washers on @ 
spirally bent spring tempered wire. They are smaller 
than the bore of gun. Thus the spring torces them to 
follow the twist and reach into every angle of the rifling. 
Exceedingly durable. Price 75 Cts. 

Cleaner without cord attachments, 5o0c. 
Strongly jointed rifle or revolver rod, $1.00. 
All sold by dealers or direct, postpaid. 
Marble's extra quality specialties 

catalogue U. 

Marble’s Safety Axe Co., 
GLADSTONE, MICH. I 

~«“‘AUTO-MARINE 
MOTOR’”’ 

$37.50 
ENGINE ONLY 

WEIGHT 37 1-2 Ibs. 
HEIGHT 11 1-4 in. 

described in 

THE WON- 

DERFUL 

Convert your 
Row boat into 

a LAUNCH 
Rated at Lh. p. 
Has shown nearly 

2 h. p. 
; No valves, gears, 

springs or cams. Jump spark. Reversible. Speed control. Only 
three moving parts. Could not be made better if it cost five times 
asimuch. ORDER NOW —they are selling so fast you may be dis- 
appointed later. ‘ 

Auto Marine Motors from 1 to 20 h. p. 
Detroit Auto-Marine Co., 67 East Congress st. 

Formerly Detroit Lackawanna Co. DETROIT, MICH. 

$1,000 will buy a Hunting Lodge 
situated On one of the most picturesque 
and best bass and trout lakes in Ontario. 
First-class shooting. Easily accessible 
by rail from Toronto or Ottawa. An 
ideal place fora Club. Owner leaving the 
country. For particulars apply Box x, 
1059, Ottawa, Ont. 

Brand new No. 32 Winches- FOR SALE 2)" aise Rifle, Nickel 
Steel Octagon Barrel, full Magazine, in perfect 
order; first cheque for $20 takes tt. 

J. J. DAWSON, WOODSTOCK, ONT 
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DESBARATS (ecrgian Bay) (Georgian Bay) 
Twenty-eight miles East from Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan 

Islands with Camps and Cottages, furnished or unfurnished. | Also Lots on 
Boats and Canoes for sale or to rent for summer season, 1905, Mainland 

This Camp containing five rooms, 
stone fireplace, kitchen and ice house 
filled, will rent for $150.00, boats 
extra. Fine lake-shore building sites 
on mainland. Splendid yachting, 
bathing, fishing, canoe wips. The 
Hiawathaand Nokomis Camp-Hotels 
half a mile away, will open on June 
3o0th and remain open till well into 
September. Railway station is two 
miles distant,steamer dock half a mile. 
Good railroad and steamer connec- 
tions from all the large cities of the 
United States and Canada. 

Desbarats is the northernmost 
station of the Chicago Yacht Club, 
and an important station of the 
Keewaydin Canoe Club, 

Splendid climate ; in the woods yet 
convenient. Stores, mail, supplies 
within easy reach. Address 

L=-O: ARMSTRONG. Canadian Pacific ae MONTREAL, QUE. 

O@D3BEH38O83 232 S258 2 2303232333833 O2]333 230 

You Need Good Tools °° won 
Buy a 

Lelever 
and obtain the best 
results. Itis the only 

. gun built in the world 
- compensated to take 
‘up the wear in every 

wi direction. 

@e32393 32 3 

GUARANTEED NOT TO SHOOT LOOSE. NO GUNS BUILT WILL OUTWEAR OR OUT SHOOT THEM. 

Send for 1905 Illustrated Catalogue. 
50c. Buys the Ideal Brass Wire Gun Cleaner. Guaranteed not to scratch the barrels. 

Lefever Arms CO., 
SYRACUSE, WN. Y., U. S.A. ~ i 

SH] SS Of 2] Sf 2B28HDDBS5H SESH EBS OHSS]B]3B3S5S5 |= oe ® © © 2 525 5 fBEBEB5E2f2 8 5EBEB3 EDR IBBB3TSEHBVW]BSVPVWBE3]V3BV]IVSBD 
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Anglers ! ! 7 
YOU WON’T BE HAPPY 
UNTIL YOU HAVE ONE 
OF OUR 

High-grade, Hand- 
made Split Bamboo, 
3ethabarra, Greenhazst, 
Dagama, or Lancewood 
Rods... We make a spec- 
ialty of Rods to order at 
prices you can well afford 
to pay. Send for Catalog. 

The FRED D. 
DIVINE CO. 

76 State Street 
UTICA, [i N.Y. 

—r 

The New Lyman Receiver Sights (Patented) 

For Remington-Lee 
Sporting Rifle 

= 2 
wz QH0GD 3 
2 = 
Ef Send for Za Ge 
Oo Our 96 page la 

= Catalogue SS % 
= of Sights a 

Woo 

THE LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORPORATION, Middlefield, Conn. 

The Detroit River 
Boat and Oar Co. 

Designers and Builders ot 

HIGH-GRADE PLEASURE BOATS 

Steam, Gas and Electric Launches, 

Racing Shells, Sail Yachts, Row Boats, 
Working Boats, Yacht Tenders, 
Hunting Boats, Barges, Life 
Boats, Buck Boats, Canoes, 
Yawl Boats, St. Lawrence 

River Skiffs. 

FOREIGN TRADE A SPECIALTY. 

Our Leader—A 22-foot Launch like cut 
for $375, equipped with a 3 H. P. Engine 

D. N. PERRY, Prop. 

WORKS: Foot Orange St. 

27-Ft. Lauuch Equipped with a 2-cylinder 4 3-4 by 5 Special Brennon Motor $700. WYANDOTTE, MICH. 

THE JUNE NUMBER OF ROD AND GUN IN CANADA 
Will be a Special Angling and Yachting Number. 

If you would like copies sent to your friends send us their names and addresses 
with roc. for each copy, and they will be mailed direct from office of publication. 

¢ 
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re MOHAWK DARTER rae Send 

Mohawk § — 
ws MOST MARVELOU » LU FOR GAME FISH. =: 

Darter Bas z CLARK, HORROCKS co., UTICA, N. Y. 

The Mowhawk Darter has double the advantage ot revolving, and at the same time darting. The Mowhawk darter resembles a minnow as 
it swims—and it is the bait fishermen have long been seeking. 

WILL BE THE BIGGEST SELILER OF ANY SPOON BAIT IN 1905. 

The Mowhawk Dart is put on a card, each ina box. In two sizes only. , 
The Mohawk Darter, blade ot spoon 3 us inches long For Trolling PRICE Ge each 
The Mohawk Darter, Jr.‘ s 27-8 on é For Casting 

Sent upon receipt of price by 

TORONTO—WM. CROFT & SONS MONTREAL—R. & W. KERE OTTAWA—KETCHUM & Co. 
T W. Boyp & SON GRAVES BROS, 

OR FROM THE MANUFACTURERS 

Send 6 cents for 172 page catalogne of Fishing Tackle CLARK, re ORROCKS co., UTICA, NLY. 

QUEBEC—CHINIC How Co. 

These pictures arein water color, 
Sunset Skies, size 16’ x 20” on paper 22” x 28”. Price $2.00 each, 2 for $3.50. Photogravures, plain $1.00 
each, 2 for $1.75, postage prepaid. Send for sample half-tone reproduction 5 x 7 sent free. 

E. Hendrick, 218 E. i8th Street, New York. 

A Perfect Fountain Pen} HOTEL VICTORIA 
Broadway, Fifth Ave. and 27th St., 

For One Dollar NEW YORK CITY. 

Accommodation for 500 Guests. 
150 Rooms with Bath European Plan 

Gwe RP Hot and Cold Water and Telephone in every Room 
° 

GEO. W. SWEENEY, Prop. 

Guaranteed Perfect 

Sent postpaid to any HOTEL ALBERT 
address upon receipt 

One Block West of Broadway, Corner of University 
of One Dollar. Place and lith Street, New York, N.Y. 

A moderate priced hotel of 300 rooms ranging from 
one dollar per day upwards. Location central yet 
quiet. Appointments and service liberal. 

Ae L. FRENKEL, Proprietor. QE RD | 

For Sale—A thoroughly- trained rab- 

Akron Fountain Pen Co. bit-hound, female, 2 years, 17 in. high, 

Akron, Ohio weight 30 lbs., color black, white and 

fawn. Ran with dogs on a dozen foxes 

last fall. BERT C. WATTS, Chesterfield. 
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE 
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IT’S A HAMMERLESS n 

SAVAGE RIFLE - 

e - That's why it is so easy to sight accurately and to shoot 0 
U straight. There’sno hammer in the way. Justa clear, un- hed 
* obstructed view from eye to tip of barrel. 
= Strange that device was never thought of before? -Well, it 0 
U was simply left to SAVAGE originality to discover. And that is 9 
a only one of the many ways in which SAVAGE ideas lead. 
0 “No Savage beast would dare to trifle 0. 

, With a man who shoots a Savage Rifle” We 

® Little Savage 22-caliber (takes three A 35 Vaee Fanioe 
(| lengths of bullet) Hammerles Repeat- $ | 4 ee pe ie ci nee : $ 5 U 

21a) 121 see tintegiar bent Se 2K AAS os a ME Sn i AA oe = ee en a ae ISS Tb 

= Handsome Savage Indian Watch Fob sent on receipt of 15¢. 0 

U We are Rifle Specialists—that’s all we make ; so when it comes to Rifles, the Savage is different. Try your dealer ; but send s 
* to-day for catalogue. 

: SAVAGE: ARMS CO,, 54 TURNER ST. UTICA, N. Y., U.S. A: if 
ore a1 tcc) a) dt) t's arts art) ots ets rts art) os aos aod 

4 JAEG ER wa S&S 

Underwear 
From Tropical Gauze to Arctic Weights 

Sweaters and Fancy sbirts 
For Golf, gs Shooting, &c. 

TRAVELLING eo CAMPING RUGS, 
SLEEPING BAGS, CAPS, &c. 

Send for Illustrated Catalogue, No. 1, and Dr. Jaeger’s book on 
Health Culture, free. 

Pure WOOL > » 
| GUARANTEED 
AGAINST: « « 
SHRINKAGE. 

Sanit Cc > 
Dr. Jaeger’s Wooten System ‘imited” 

2206 ST. CATHERINE ST., MONTREAL, 

Winnipeg Depot, 286 Portage Avenue, 



Every man, woman and child may enjoy 
the healthiest of pastimes, 

shooting with the 

The firearms that insure perfect sport because they never dissapoint—splendid arms in every way— 
built in all suitable sizes and weights. ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE STEVENS, 

Our Catalogue of 140 pages of interesting articles on C 

uimmunition, target shooting, etc., FREE. J - STEVEN Ss A R M Ss & TOO L co. : 

365 MAIN STREET, 
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS., U. S. A- 

Printed by the SENTINEL-REVIRW PRESS. Woodstock, Ontas ia. 
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